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Mr. Huneker, having seen many men and
many cities, having known the joys and sorrows
a

of

journalist,

music student and teacher,

critic,

author, at the age of sixty sets out to relate his
experiences. Having read prodigiously, his mind
own life and
is so full that he associates his
thoughts with those of other men more or less
famous, and in the course of narration indulges
in irrelevant digressions

and excursions. Enter-

taining as these may be, they swell needlessly the
volumes, especially as a large number of the
pages have appeared in his preceding books.

chapters in which he describes life, manand customs in Philadelphia, his adventures
in Paris, and the days and nights of red-pepper
journalism in New York are the most valuable.
Here he is frank, observing, spontaneous; in
putting on the philosophic mask, he might be

The

ners,

did not know
taken for a poseur by those who

him

personally.

the

majority.

The better chapters are far m
They abound in thumb-nail

descriptions, in episketches, in more elaborate
that disgrams that are not forced, in reflections
close his whimsical

humanity. Whether he

is

in

Bohemian restauthe locomotive works or in
listening to the rhapsorants, in the steerage or

Adam; in a newspaperor
meeting Huysmans, George Moore,
he is conthe heroine of The Tragic Comedians,
he not choose
scious of his own worth. Does
Whitof his book the line of Walt

dies of Vlffiers de ITsle
office or

for the

man:

'

motto
no sweeter fat than

I find

,one9?

sticks

tomy own

•
II
u
not•
Thus is he necessarily egotistic. He has
not ashamed
escaped the common failing. He is
would there
of it; he glories in it; his egotism
than
is no more irritating
were a gentler term!
Montaigne, Herbert
that of Benvenuto Cellini,
Casanova, and it is
of Cherbury, Mr. Pepys,
autobimore honest than that of another great
Huneker
ographer, Rousseau. Furthermore, Mr.
•

—

—

not disturbed by mediocrity.

Ls

lists of
There are a few pages that arc only
met. A
names; a pocket index of 'Men 1 have
avoided.' by Mr. Hunelittle book, 'Men I have

Brilliance

would probably be more brilliant.
side
most conspicuous characteristic; by the
disregard of the
of this quality is his charming
in criticonventionalities in daily conduct and
reactionary.
cism. It is too soon for him to be a
When the time does arrive, he will go back to the

ker,
is

his

Restoration, not to the period of

Queen Anne or

Of Hungarian and Irish dehe is both Gallic
scent, as a thinker and a writer
take anand American. A thinker? He might
'These are
other motto from Leaves of Grass:
and lands
the thoughts of all men in all ages
would
are not original with me.' The line

of

Queen

Victoria.

—

they
these
apply to him only in part: he has made
thoughts his own by his faculty of expression.
alwut
Steeplejack is not only rich in gossip
and vaauthors, musicians, surprising cranks

abounds in personal confessions of
Mr. Huneker has written at
for there are
his ease; now and then too easily,

grants:
likes

it

and

dislikes.

occasional droppings into journalese.

He

has

not foolwritten in an unbuttoned manner, but
capricious, disishly, in his revelations of his own
P« **.
cursive, lovable nature.
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leadership of Aside

as that arranged for Boston.
Alice Allen, pianist, will give her an>ual recital in Jordan Hall next Thurs\y afternoon. Her program is an unmal one, consisting of many small

lompson Buchanan's comccy. Civiillan Clothes." which will bo produced at
Selwyn 8 Park Square Theatre tomorrow
[
Mnrosco
nis'ht. was produced at »hc

,

heavy,

Overture to "Tlie Marriage of Figaro". .Mozart

for this reason it will not be
less" entertaining.
But who is "Peterkin," whose name is on the program
Has- one of the little Peterkins in the

.

I

|

fiuction

early in J une,

W
:

about

&

I

out 6V*n stopping for her hat, and inIste^'on signing •'> without a moment's

i

dflay.i'

E.

Ollv.

~

In
down."
you, she slgrfcd "up." no;
ptembei of last year .here were three
•

ompanies: One r-mainine in L>s Angles, headed by Eleanor Woodruff ar.d
yde Fillmore, one at New Yoik. and
When tl.e
:ie organized for Chicago.
irce-ooasedy of demobilization reached
York. .Si pt.
>e MoiW-ci Th nirr, New
the cast was as follows:
:.

Glen Am'.erx
Millie Butierae'il

rlfcht.

Seiunnv.
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•

'•lek
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s.
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Im

Lanliam
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Mr
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at a concert of the

Efflirtlie other side of
v.oulJ have dr. ame.l it r»

can happen

Sophio

In

A

^".jt
CUulirlir
1
Jr *'!
.Hovel

Mrnue.'

Tw-ata

who will sing In
this afternoon, the daugh-

811l«ge»'

ie

Aubert

KnghHitle
Joveune

("atliivlrale

on Aug.

!»'e

<•.

Hons l»nult.
IJe'.es«y
l>ctiinsy

W**"?,'
Uarwlln
Uopounoff

An Convent
LeqtMaka

"The Fool from the Hills"
Charles Rann Kennedy's new play.
"The Fool from the Hills." described as
"A fantasy of nbwbere, Th live acts,

;

Albeit Spalding, violinist, who will
give the concert with Miss Braslau. was
horn at Chicago. An*. 15. 1SS8 When he
was 7 /tars old he began the s'udy of
the Violin with Chlti in Florence. Italy.

Salot-S"8eni

a. Siir le rlvage; b, Uoceorrj;
1'eax .I'Artinri*

Ueginniim
1«. 1S9'-'.
it the age of 6- to study the planaforte.
fhe looked forward to the career of a
-ncert pianist but she sans a- an amateur untii she was advised to study seriShe made her first apously for opera.
pearance in public at the Metropolitan
Opera House, at the little Prince In
"Boris GodunofT." fhe has taken rwrts
"Rlgoletto,"
Metropolitan in
at the
Hansel u. Oretel." "IV Oraeolo." Cornare In "Crlsplno e la Comnrc." "II Trovatore." "liorla Godunoff." "Carmen."
Shancwls in Cadman's opera of the
same name. She has sung with leading
orchestras In various cities at music
She was enfestivals, and In concerts.
gaged to take the part of Amneris with
Rosa Raisa as Aida on the October tour
of the Chicago Opera Company last
Bosyear. She sang In Symphony Hall.
ton, on Nov. 4, 1917. as a member »f a
Opera
Metropolitan
the
ouartette from
Company (Mabel Garrison, Giovanni
Martlnelli, Arthur Middleton). On April
took part with Mr. Gnbril14. 1318,
o\vlt9ch In - 1-enslon Fund Concert of
Her
tho Boston Symphony Orchestra.
first appearance here with the Symphony
Orchestra was on April 26. 191 v. when
she sang an aria from Mehul's "Ar'adant" and three songs of Mmissorgskv's
• •

|

Symphony orchestra

Prelude. Arln tail Kloale

Personal

a Russian physician, was ban

Now York

17,

Boston.

Boarrre Vantasque
«.
RlgamkHi

Braslau.

Symphony Hall
'•r of

!

a year."

with a scene unUlv'.dable. setting forth
the doing.", of a day that never was. for
children young and old that wish to hv
amused." will be performed for the first
time on any stage at Sefwyn'B Park

Square Theatre,

lext

Tuesday at

in an Instruand the tonality seemed to

without words, used
role,

dangerous.
One of them remarked: "One does not write in F sharp
major for orchestra." Debussy, vexed,
therefore d.d not allow his third "I'invol", namely "The Blessed Damozel" to
be performed at the Institute concert.
The "Fantasy", intended as the fourth
envoy, remained in the hands of the
composer.
Some years later it was announced
for performance at a concert of the
National Society of Music In Paris, but
at the last rehearsal. Debussy, not satisfied with the second part, withdrew it.
The Fantasy was not published during
the composei's llfetlhne. It was not performed in public until late in 1919.
Mr. Cortot. played it at a concert of
the Royal Philharmonic Society, London, on November '!0. 1919. It was said
at the tim t> that there had been a semiprivate performance In London by Mr.
Cortot, not with orchestra, but with
Berthe Bert playing the transcription
for second piano from the score. .
The concerto w::s performed In Paris
for lhe"T»t Ome on Dec. 7. 1919, at a
Lamoureux concert conducted by Messager, when Marguerite Long was the
pianist. Gustave Samnzeuilh. reviewing
tho performance, said that while the

'

i'

'

I

t>\-

trio.

|

vists

,

%
,

Moscow

W

I

time.''

Singing in

;

A

.

!

!

German

London endeavored
Jlast month to sing in German. The following accounts of what happened are
pleasant reading. The first is from the
Dally Mall (overseas edition of March
in

20):

i

J

I

I

"A mediocre singer, M. Mlscha-Leon,
has at least managed to win notoriety
for himself. He provoked a hostile demonstration at Amolian Hall— In London,
where we have probably the politest concert audiences in Europe.
"This young foreigner, who was hardly
known except as the husband of a prima
dom ;u 'Mme. Donalda), surely showed
.

but

little feeling for the proproposing to give up a whole
afternoon to singing in German.
"Wagre hli« feelings hurt at the angry
sounds that greeted iilm and held up his
Concert for nearly half an hour? Well,
he had been w-arned. He should have
understood that as a neutral (he explained that ho was Danish) there exist

little tact,

prieties, in

We

prejudices beyond

his

ken.

But

if

;

he;

should need consolation he will find it.'
after this exploit, in acclamation the
length and breadth of Gesmany, however
indifferently he may sing.

"Having registered

their protest,

the

party withdrew, and the singer
carried out a program which might have
been entitled 'The Amorous Teuton.'
"The protest was mainly against the)
tyrannical use of German In musical
matters^ which before the war was tendIng to iftake music accessible only by a!

[

n

Danish singer

|

I

.

reached

•*

i

and when he was living in New York,
with Juan Bnltrairo. When Mr Spalding
was II he passed with high honors the
»\a ruination for a "professorship" at
the Bologna Conservatory. In Paris he'
studied for two years with Lefort. His
Music at the Museum
appearance in pub'.ic as a profesfit
The trustees of the Museum of Fine
sional violinist was at the Nouveau
"the aristocracy continued to attend In
Arts In Boston have decided to give o
Theatre. Paris. June 6. 1905. His first
certain number of high grade, concerts their Jewels and fine clothes. Then came
re. lial in P.oston was on Jan. 4, 1901. On
of the Bolshevists. One* of the
pec IS, 1911. as soloist with the Theo- during the season at the Museum, be- Ihe reign
things they did was to abolish
Jfirst
dore Thomas orchestra of Chicago (now lieving that as music Is surely one .of
admission fees. The theatre was to be
the Chicago Symphony orchestra), hi' the great arts, there is .no more fitting 'free
to anybody who could get in. The
played Elsar's violin concerto, then place for a concert than in the home of
artists, some "of whom had been receivheard for the -first time in. Boston. He so much that Is beautiful in painting,
ing
$1500
a night, were all to receive the
pottery.
sculpture,
In
fact
all
that
rep191«.
Aprfl
4.
has given recitals here. On
he took. part with Carlo Buonamlcl anc" resents the artistic achievements of Oc- same pay as any other working person,
the scene shifter or the
the
Janitor,
Orientals.
cidentals
and
Felix- Fox, pianists, and the Flonzale..
Other museums in cities of the ushers. Of course some, myself inquartet in a concert in aid of widow.United States, as the Metropolitan ol cluded, rebelled against this, but the
of Italian reservists. He also played at
entertainment given by the Friars New 'York, the museums of the more government offered us the alternative
Important western tow ns. hr.ve tried of being declared capitalists and being
played
of New York on June 7, 1916. He
with such oivcess that 6hot. An opera house soviet was formed
here at a concert of the Boston Sym- the experiment
the concerts" are no lOt eer exper- which included everybody, even to the
phony orchestra Jan. 12, 1917 (Beetho- imental;
they are firmly established and men who opened the carriage doors ontho
war
During tho
ven's concerto).
recognized as a factor in the general
These decided the
Served as an aviator In Italy and played [cultivation of all that pertains to art. |slde the theatre.
repertory by popular vote.
The first
>n Oct. 17.
for the benefit of soldiers.
what more suitable home for music performance was 'Faust.'
And
1919. he played Dvorak's concerto at a
can be found in Boston than the museum
"What an audience we secured.
Symphony concert.
that is dedicated to the beautiful?
Opera prices had been prohibitive. Most
A press ngent informs us that Andre
The first of these concerts will be of of the people of Moscow had never
••..u pierre,
a Swiss violinist, who an orchestral nature and will take place
d
heard nn opera.
At daybreak the
«lll pMv her,, for the first time, is a
on Tuesday evening, the 13th. at 8 crowds began to gather; they waited
protegee" (with threat "c's")" of Mr. o'clock.
FKom 30 to 40 members of all day for the doors to open. When
Nevertheless! we suspect
rfdoreWski.
the Boston Symphonj orchestra will they did open there was a tremendous
nit he wilt wear trous is and other
stampede. The roughest got in first by
irmenta ussociated with the male sex
tramp'ing over women ami children.
hen he steps next Tuesday ntirht on

and

Odessa almost
without Incident. Odessa was then injj»
"the hands of the old regime, but theil'
Bolshevists were coming. They finally
drove out a few French troops and took
the city. It was while singing in Odessa
that I met my future husband, the captain of a torpedo boat of the French
navy. It was Mr. Bodin who enabled//
me to escape the Bolshevists a second

|

originally

That was the finish. The Bolshe-fi'
went home satisfied. Next day theR

Bolshevist municipal authorities made ittff
a crime to shoot opera singers. TheyRl
forbade anybody carrying arms into the 13
opera house, and for some weeks we
gave fair performances under the most)*?
revolting conditions.
was always B/'
I
watching my chance to get out or the
country.
When it came I fled 'from

;

I

of God is that which cometh down out
of heaven and giveth life to the world."
Tho leading parts will bo taken by F.dith
Wynne Matthison and Maniaret Gage,
the other roles by a specially selected
group of young women trained by Mr.
The decorations, by F,
Kennedy.
Lyman Clark of tho Amateurs, and.
through the courtesy of Mr. and Mrs.
John Crals, a Livingston Piatt drop,

•

'

'

P. M., for the benefit of Denlson House.
The play has to do with broad, bread
symbolically as well as literally, for the
play Is founded on tho text: "The bread

J

[[

orchestration was not characteristic ot;
the later Debussy, the music showed the
exceptional gifts that gave hlrn later his
Iworld-wlde reputation.
The reviewer
found in the first portion an Irresistibly
freshness
and
fascinating
youthful
and certain formal features that
J spirit,
reminded him of d'lndy 's Symphony on
a Mountain Air. In the transition from
the Andante to the Finale, one heard
already the. voices of the sirens in Debussy's "Nocturnes" In the Finale there.
Is anticipation of the fancy that vitalised his string quartet, the fourth "Lyric
Prose," and the subtle rhythm of
"Fetes."
"The writing for the piano
often enlaces Ihe orchestral speech with
Well, well
hrapriclous garlands."
We
shall hear what we shall hear. Certainly If any one can bring out all that is
In this Fantasy, his
name is Alfred]
Cortot.
Bolshevist. Critics
Among the atrocities perpetrated by'
the Bolshevists during the reign of terror was their playful habit of shooting
opera singers who flatted. Lydia Lipkowska. who escaped from the Reds
via Odessa and will sing in Symphony
Hall next Sunday evening, was an eyewitness of such crime?, if this criticism
was a crime.
"I -was in Moscow." said Mme. Llpkowska, "when the reign of terror began. The first revolution did not affect
the theatre
went on giving opera;

2:3')

designed for "A Comedy of
Errors." will be available.
Ope interesting thing "bout the production is that, as the Greeks and Elizilethans had all men for male and
female parts, so in this play all the
parts will be taken by girls. It ia appropriate, too, that Miss Matthison and her
company put on this play, for the reason
that women have been intimately connected during the war with the food
problem. That such a play should help
to finance a work of such far-reaching
social value as Denison House seems
eminently fitting.

,>

them

alone attract attention.

Atlantic.

('.•

voice,

mental

Although the piano in this
work has not the donMnatlng role, he,
nevertheless, made a, profound impression. His program for Thursday should
In

tried to sing and produced no sound.
This infuriated the public. 'Take him
cut off his bread ticket; shoot him; %
bring on the devil: down with Faust,' '¥
and similar cries filled the air. Rushoff '
began to sing. His voice qua-vered; he
|
felt for a hish note and bleated pitiably." 'Enemy of the peopie,' cried some- f
l
body in the balcony and a shot rang 1
out. The tenor fell. A fusillade of shots
followed.
Pandemonium reigned be- t
hind. I fainted.
Mephistopheles tried
to escape through a window and was £
$
brought back by the guards-, n was
time for him to go on. Fortunately
they admired the devil: they gave him
a burst of applause. This encouraged
\
him and he fodnd hisSroice.
He ad- 1
dressed his song to Faust, singing to
the dead body which lay on the stage I
because no stage hand dared to take I
it
away. This brought out more ap- U
plause and the audience cried 'Hurrah
for the devil.' The Kermese scene came U|
next, and the chorus was
welcomed
with cheers. Men all over the world N
like pretty girls; chorus and ballet were
I*
very pretty. The audience couldn't get ft
enough of them. They made them do v
the waltz five times. I was standing
terrified in the wings waiting my entrance. As there was no Faust, I sang I
his query and my response in a trembling voice. The murderers out front
noticed my alarm.
"Be not afraid little sweetheart," one I
huge laborer with a long black beard
exclaimed from the front row. 'You are ?
too pretty to spoil.' This awakened a
burst of applause, and I felt relieved.
"The Kermese scene had lasted so long
that we were able to wind up the opera V
with the garden scene, which went very IE
well except for the absenee of anybody @
to sing Faust's address to the cottage.
W
This was played by the orchestra with
a solo violin. Toward the end of theB
scene the audience got tired and began 8
to call "Give us the prison scene, never
R
mind the rest." We darkened the stage, w
I lay clown on the grass of the
garden j|
scene and Mephistopheles and one of the
chorus men went through the prison S?
off;

play at the Symphony concerts this
week a concerto of Beethoven that Is
not often heard, and a Fantasy of Debussy which will be, performed in this
country for the first time. The history
of this Fantasy is a singular one.
Debussy was awarded the prlx de
Rome in .1884. From Rome he sent as
his "envoi" for lh.e first year a fragment of a lyric srama. "Almanzor"
(drama of Heine): in orchestral Suite
in two parts, "Spring," for orchestra
and chorus; the third was "The Blessed
Damozel"; the fourth was to have been
this "Fantasy" for piano and orchestra.
As he could not find a satisfactory
translation of Heine's poem, he never
completed
the
His
"Prlndrama.
temps" did not please the hide-bound
conservatives of the institute at Paris
They were shocked by the use of the

tic M-usIc and Ita Relation* with the
Other Fine Arts." On Feb. 13 at this
year, he played Carpenter's Concertino

any men who were in that dii\e. how
anv who watched Its progress anxious-

ly

there on April

He

I

will

'

v'i-

Marj M <•!.•/»
a/ Iloii
TharSi- V. Timea remarked: "1: seems
an. lien.
York
a
X-u
.-Mange thai,
.houlq "he chuckling remlnlscently over
th^^^Hni of demobilization at a play
HiniilWHi ir N< w York .in the Ihr! ariHow
'avergary of I'm- St. Mlhlel drive.

M«M

his first recital

!

Debussy's Fantasy
That admirable pianist Alfred Cortot

Robert Schmitz

1919.

Flunk Sylvester

luolinm

this

He has given other recitals in New
York, among them four dealing with
The Spirit of Modern Music Compared,
with ihe Spirit of Classical and Roman-

ilnMen

i

!

no greater mistake than to think
that the general public appreciates only
tickles the

i

Ami. mark

:

drop

|

in

is

who will give a recital on Thursday afternoon in Jordan
Hall, should play to a large audience,
for he is an unusually accomplished and
interesting pianist. Ho was born in Paris
on Feb. S, 18S9, of French parents. (The
Mr.
father was of an Alsatian family.
Schmitz having won In 1910 the first prize
at the Paris Conservatory, a pupil of
Diemer. gave concerts in Belgium and
Germany. In 191? he began to give concerts of ultra-modern music In Parje.
where he also founded and conducted
the Association des Concerts Schmitz.
He brought out many orchestral and
Active as pianist and
choral works.
conductor, associated closely with leading composers and musicians, he joined
the French colors Aug. 19, 1914, and
served for three years and two months.
Wounded, gassed severely, he was in a
hospital for 'seven months. After the armistice, he came to the United States,
taught in Chicago* for a short time, and
played In orchestral concerts, but going
to New York, which is now his home, he

ilS

IrTi-,,tt'.ie.

to

J

music that for the moment
ears and stirs the feet."

E. Robert Schmitz,

soon us * ne ri - a the
'Civi)lan Clothes' she rushed
J part
(right 'over to the Morosco offices with,£iit. J ust

stage,

h:m

for

gutter.
"I was singing Marguerite. Rushoff
was the tenor. I shall never forget the
expression on his face when he faced
that horrible audience. The orchestra'
led up to his first scene, but the sight
of the public scared him half to death. I

(irieg

Schubert

The purpose

pseudonym?

Ithatjfe 4as "at first loathe to desert
motion picture work to return to the
I

time

!

"Peer

G minor
Brahms
of the trustees is to
vary the nature of the concerts: their
plan includes orchestral, chamber and
choral, all of a high order, for there
Hungarian Dance

story book grown up to man's estate?
Ho surely is not the Peterkin to whose
questions old Knspar answered thai" the
battle of Blenheim was a famous victory. Dvorsky, who also figures on the
Is it not
program, la Josef Hofmann.

who first took the chief male role, was
It was
succeeded by Clyde Fillmore.
i„ New York on July 15, 1S10. tha:
ji:u
OHve Tell had been ensured the day
befortj. The Morosco "publicity department'.* In fine working order announced

aeveral people were killed in the rush
and the bodied" were kicked into the

llu>,lu
to

Scarlaiti-Jacohta

Capriccio

'

flfUrston Hat!.

1

as follows:

The "Oxford" Symphony
Two movements from the music
Gynt"
Ballet music from "Kosamuude"

piece?:

[Theatre^ Los Angeles. n Julie it, 1919.
Isabel Irving was enjogea for the pro-

is

j

|

:

1

i

Th. prosram'. wisely chosen,
JaCctiia.
of true musivjal worth, dignified yet not

amc

1

hostile

I

|

;

.

I

knowledge of German. Schubert and
Schumann, sung in English, remain at-

I

<

I

!

tractive In small doses. Sung in German
B la Mlscha-Leon they so vividly picture
the spreading Teuton in his cups and in
his amours, and the picture is repellant."
The second account is from the London Times of March IB:
"When Mr. Misclta-Leon came on to the
platform of the Aeolian Hall on Saturday (March 13) to begin his program
of sor.
in German loud hisses were
mingled with the applause. No one took
-

i

I

'

1

shouted from various parts of the
A man standing up In the middle
he stulls was the most" coherent of
•

Federation

,

objectors,

and he

he described the unpleasant nasolons (he used stronger terms than
) which the German language now
JOt BUtny English curs. When Mr.
•h»-L<>u tried to reply Ike cries and
be.-amr general, some of
MHuili
audicn e demanding that the ob•hould he turned out. the o >JecdemamlltiK to be put out.
Rot a quarter of an hour or so of
I 'commotion
as is almost unknown

A
The

m

him who

'

dislikes

songs

doing

.

so.

'

|

He

«>y

ni the end of the Sohuit would be absurd to
a performance which took place

group, but

•toe
such

circumstances.
No faults of
could
be
seriously
recorded
man who hud had to begin by
[ahoutir.g down his audience, and is naturally feverishly anxious to hold their
attention and keep their good will once
gained. We could only admire the pertlna.ity which enabled him to do this,
[lie won. tnd on the whole deserved his
little victory, but we came away wonluing why he should have provoked the

rMng;nc

[against a

|

On the other hand. Mr. Hob in II. Legge
Of the Daily Telegraph wrote: "To most
who were present the whole affair must
have seemed very paltry. Is our native

w

i

]
i

Notes About Plays

New and

Old

Produced in England
Due notice has been taken

>

in

dating

SPALDING

(MS

.

school.

to Boston,
few seasons he returned years.
where he taught for many
was the
The statement that Papanti
"Frenc » hor "
first to play the

rhomas me,
country is nonsensical,
master, m
1 dancing fencing and music French
was_playing
Charieston. S.
horn" concertos In 176o.

MUSICIANS' -SOCIETY
GIVES ANNUAL CONCERT
|

and Orchestra of 70
Heard in Mechanics Hall
The annual concert for the benefit ofR

Band

C

I

|

I

/

For Old Oarsmen
stroke
"Hank- Ward, the veteran

!

of

crew now disbandthe celebrated Ward
at the depot
ed has taken the building
the wamps of
sino- Sing N Y., where
and a thirst can
those who are hungered
and see the
always^* attended to. Call

"q

I

J

:

|

J

i

matched
S1000 a

a

,

fight

on

George
side.
to. fight with

anxious
"who. we learn,

Pr.nre.

.William the Conqueror, the statue had T irn snAY-.tordan Hall. 3 P. SI, K. gohdrfc
See special notice,
Sclimitz. pianist.
Stood. His courtship is in striking con-|
ll
trast to the languid attentions of the
rl
A-tV*
"exquisitely weary" Lotd Peak. de-|
U. Peon's Pldlha, -no c
Tnc choir, F. V. Woikll, conductor.
sp- in
[scribed by the satyr as frosty.
rotlce.
satyr, kissing Lady Clarice rapturously
V. M. BtwtiSATURDAY?—Symphony Hall.
dances with her in the moonlight,, kin
Mr. >!on
dies a flam", and bears her off to his
cave, sweari!-; by the Styx to restorer
her to her old life if she wishes it. The
Curtail- Group is now amalgamated|to_Bald|nss Ward returned
Peoples Theatre Society,.
the
Srith
and made in s
ose conductors do not profess to be vUJe during the, civil war
shall
drafted
Renouncement: "If I'm
perior persons,' intend to abstain announcement
politics and propasanda. and hope rCS
onto
Mv only daughter threw herself
L
Ito. produce plays i>y EnKlisii, continental
me. fayther!
land Irish authors. Including, it" M. Ber- my boosum and said: 'It Is
She reAds the New
lriard Shaw can lie persuaded to give I thank the gods!'
" York Ledger.
.
^permission, his 'Heartbreak House.'
• 'Tip us yer bunch of fives, old fago back to "The Return to Nature."
reads the
He
Jr.
Artemus,
said
Cyril Scott wrote the incidental music, ker!'
Clipper."
light In texture, chiefly for strin? quar- New York
Itet. and "Jconcerned chiefly with the
Baseball in 1872
^Satyr's point of view." The Daily Telecopy of
Jffraph 6aid. "It is least effective when
one has mailed us a
Some
Hit accompanies the .Satyr's most ardent
Clipper dated May 18.
York
New
the
Hmeech. and most effective when it behim or
^K*mes formal in dance measure for a 1S72 We thank the unknown reading,
Interesting
unusually
for
her
"White Devil" was re- nor do we refer especially to the serial
which,
brived at Cambridge on Match 9 by the
"Congo, the Conjurer,"
(Marlowe Dramatic Society of Cambridge storv.
the first
The female parts were with a four-column cut adorns
tCalversity.
for the
[played as ir. Webster's time, by male page. The news about baseball
memories. L
[actors.
week before revived old
The Times said of "Come Out of the
Troy 6.
Note the scores: Athletics 25,
l^itchen." produced a', the Strand March
When the Athletics met the G. M.J
"Stage stories about the kitchen
:
played
the butler's pantry seem trt have one
Roths of Philadelphia, McBride
Mack
'L'pstalrs'
and 'downstairs
rmula:
base for a change and
first
but it /comes all rigtit
1st fall in love
well considering!
pitched-'Vemarkably
|p the end. because 'downs'airs' is; not
was 20
The his lack of practice." The score Scoi
sally 'down but 'up' in dissu.se.
Athletics.
to 13 in favor of the
*e»t is naught but broken plates and
other clubs m other
comic embarrassments of amateur
of games between
to 15. 21 to
59 to 3; 34 to 11; «
citiesVU>meaties. Altogether a not overwhelm
third base forj
playing
U. ^Aneon was
ETgU- ambitious and an entirely anodyne
the -Athletics.)
Kerforruance." Gertrude Elliott took the
of the
On May U the return game Boston
Cart of the cook.
championship series between the
f "Trilby'' was revived in London March
place here on
and Mutual clubs took
Miss Neilson Terry as the
presence of
Th<i Time3 spoke of "a
the Union grounds "in the
large atfully 5000 people, an unusually
was
tendance for Boston. The betting
investments
all
but
in favor of the Reds,

for

is

Tim Co

now running a

Hub."
the
at
saloon
Chambers and Patsy Sheppard
Hills.
Harry
at
benefit
joint

lins

•

I

ft

!

i

lager

It

one
John Morrissey were sold for
building:
lar a piece at the Clipper

lowed by "Maytime," "Traeumerel" and
excerpts from Verdi's "Manzoni Requiem." Mme. Alexander sang selecof Sheba" and
*.^*«. "The Queen
-v
tions
LIUUO from
The Southern
played
Smith
Mr.

Is

conabout time these blackened glove conhas lost
tests in which the puMic
on benefidence, were ended. A let-up
also be appreciated by
fit taking would
Picboxing.
good
those who admire
Mace and
tures of Joe Coburn, Jem

Cross

'/

dolfine

Mathews was playing Dazzle
John

J. H. StodHolland. Plessy
dart J B. Polk, E. M.
Mrs John
and
Foster
Fanny
Morfaunt.
nights,
Sefton in the company. Good old
Union
the
at
The Voltes Family were
MuWoods
at
Ravel
Marietta
Square.

seum;

George

Fox

in

in

"Humpty

47" at the Fifth Avenue;
colloquial actor, author and

"the famed
was
dramatist. Mr. Albert W. Aiken."
at
playing in "Witches of New York
the Bowery.
per
long,
17
feet
An anaconda snake.
sale In Newfectly healthy," was for
York. Price $150.
lL„
While
were itm
songs
New and "popular"
Burning," "Billiards and
is
1 the Gas
"Bronze
IPool" "That's Too Thin,"
"Dolly
Buttoned Boots,'' "Peanut Girl.v
1
Varden" (in three different versions).
premier
E D Davles was then "the
sure
ventriloquist of the world"; he was
stirJester,
of it. What about G. W.
Talking
named the Man with the
his
in
rival
no
has
Hand"' "G. W. J.
and.
profession, his feats in phonation
unap-|
and
ventriloquy differing from
proachablo by any artist extant.

j

:

_

he

Al.
For. Gamblers, Suckers, Et
card*
If you want to win at

"Poker

.

I

-

j

I

The Sentimental Gardener

j

Dumpty" at the Olympic; Clara Merris
"Article

n

2-

approval of
99.«J
guments against it would be about
the country"!
in
dancers
of
the
cent,
per

Gilbert,

L.

^

S8>'S the VtM
Ann -ponl-iinsrton.
Pennington," says
Ann
controlled andj
Y. Evening Post, once
Bryant, "iaM
edited by William Cullen
arguments for thej
one of the few living
Ar^
dancers i" 'bare knees.
I*.
"Miss

Wallack,
at Wallacks with Lester

Brougham, John

.

|

In the Playhouse, Etc.

m

I

i

lithographs for saloons."

Charles

H

Mr.
-and joined the musicians' union.
Mollenhauer was presented with a
Mr.
Smith
and
Orpheus
of
bronze statue
was the recipient of a gold medal, both
being gifts of the society. The presentations were made by Courtenay Guild,
The program opened with a march!
and overture from "II Guarany," fol-l

Arthur
took a

tteer

^-^-cT ft^cX*

Emil Mollen-B,

soloist.

The orchestra was augmented by the
former members of the Boston Symphony orchestra who went on strike^

was

Seddons

J

hauer conducted.

The Fancy
were
jem Mace and Ed O' Baldwin
Aug, 15th for

i

400

was the trumpet

"bid 'un."

1

of

the Musicians' Mutual Relief Society of n
Boston was given at Mechanics Hall. I
yesterday afternoon, 400 musicans playing in the band and 70 in the orchestra
which accompanied Mme. Hudson Alexander, soprano soloist. Walter M. Smith

:

St.

::.

^Tv.

,

age.

—

luV

I

CUiffacterlstlc
tbiifact eristic

Balm" for enlarging any parti
body could be obtained at Wlll-|
lamsburgh, N. Y for 50 cents a pack"Coral

of the

'

I

Ts.-hMik'.wskv;

limbs.

I

country of Galsworthy s "Defeat." proRondo Caprioeiuso. Victor- Millier, piunisi.
Sduced by the Curtain Group in London WF.IiMiSDAT- Jordan Hal), 3 T. M
M-e..
Ml- n. pianist. Pasnnlnl-I.lszt, Btude: BrKl-jng.
no
alluseen
[on March 14. but we have
Intermezzo in K flat, Rhniksodie in It ..li^oi:
Prion to Kenneth Hare's "The Return to
•Debussy, Prelude in A minor. Potstwrjs fl'or. 1
OeneraJ tAVlne; G. I-'anre, Romance, No.
[Mature." played the same afternoon.
t'.i^-audon;
Johns, Introduction and V.hsv
ll.
iv.crkin. Dreamer's Tales No. 2: Slnei).
of a satyr comes to life and
statue
The
J
The Kngle: Piatt. Th« (lulls: Mason. Cbi-e
Jwoos the susceptible Lady Clarice, in ney Swallows; Gohhard, I-ove Poem; OyriF
Sc'ott, Irish lice!: Hefmann. East and W.'st;
her's since the time of
\ whose garden,
6
1

|

.

Smltb, trumpet. See special notice.
TI'ESI) tY— Steinert Hall. 8:15 P. M. Andre
de Rlbuupierre, violinist. T.eebdr. Sona'rt. D
major: Mozart, Concerto. IC flat major; Bach,
Saraban.le and Bourre: Ysnye. Reve rVonfnnt,
Lelntain passe: Saint-Saer.s. Intt'oanrflon and

this

No more

i

XPAY — Symphony

soprano! Walter

Boston

of

1
advertised
from coming to Boston from New
Inch" while E. S. Ellis & Co. baseball Jtralto.
and
*York for the concert she was to gice
'o"e '"champion cricket
sized shoo
clamp" which would fit any Boylaton in Symphony Hall yesterday afternoon
at IS
Mr.
with Albert Spalding, violinist,
orToot.- Wright & Gould,
goods.
cricket
Spalding was on hand and played the
s reet sold baseball and
him,
for
announced
selections previously
Relnald Werrenrath, baritone,
while
Lorenzo Papanti
served as substitute for Miss Braslau.
is this
"musical
heading
the
Under
Mr. Spalding's program:
j
paragraph;
Sonata In D. Padre Martini; Pr el, ud «;
time a \ I.oure and Gavotte (from the Sonata in E
Spain
"Lorenzo Papanti. for some
for violin alone). Bach: Castles in
1
.old
and Lettre de Chopin, Spalding; Scheizomember of the orchestra at the
Chabrier-Loefller: Romanza AndaValsc,
Mass.,
Boston.
Tremont Street Theatre,
luzn. Sorasate: La Campanella, Paganlnt.
introduce the
Few violinists more satisfactory than;
and the first person to
only
the
was
Mr. Spalding are heard here, and it is
French horn, on which he
quiet,
at Bos- a pleasure to see and listen to a
performer in this country, died
artist who makes
of capable American
congestion
of
7th,
«"•
violin
as a
May
.
•»!»»
his
with
Mass.,
ton.
ton,
beautiful music
v™,he havat the age of 73 years
the
relief from those who come to us from
Italv, May
Leghorn
at
or New York's East
ing been born
o J Russia, Rotimanla
On arriving at the age
31, 1799
side with strange names and exotic
officer
as
position
years he accepted a
mannerisms aa important features of
Granc Duke ot
n the body guard of the
their equipment. The audience was enin 182o in orresigned
he
which
demanded and received
Tuscany
3
PapanU land- thusiastic, and
l?r to It™ America. Mr. e member o many extra numbers.
became
and
ed at Boston
Mr. Werrenrath was heard with exreferred- t°. but
the orchestra" 'above
treme pleasure to the prelude to "Paglitaste
his
to
not
modern French:
finding that occupation
opened a accl," a group of
he went to West Point and
songs and other varied selections. ^_
After remaining there a

The award

Mme. Hudson-Alexander,

Van Holm

dollar, "Perfezlone.

I

Hall. 3:30 P. M. Sop'ile
Braslau, contralto, and Albert Spalding, vio>»-e special notiee.
linist.
Mechanics Hall, 3 1*. M.. 14Mi annual beneMusicians Mutual Relief Sn-lotr.
fit concert
•too musicians,.
Mr. Mollenhaijer, Mindijcteri

ST*

a

skinny arms and limbs." This shows
that he did not consider arms to i...,

Snyder ad
On Another page Peck & dead ball * Raiiroad strike complications prevented
vertised their "professional
metropolitan opera conaz., «4 Sophie Braslau,
ounce vulcanized rubber. Wt

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK

If. there is anything in the 'nationality'
[question in music then German music
shouhl be at least as detestable as German texts, and protests such as those
of Saturday should be thorough."

old Dr.

sold for

f^.

4

1920.

1.

|

Good

I

be announced not later than Sept
The judges will be Walter R
Spalding of Harvard University,
Richard Henry Warren of New
York and
-V Lindsay Norden.
will

I

Sacramento, Cal.

George
eonard H. Wright and Blrdsall;
wonWright was shortstop. The Bostons

contest closes July 1, 1920. The compositions should be sent to N. Lindsay
Norden, conductor of the club. 7200
Cretehelm
road,
Philadelphia.
They
should bear only a fictitious name,
a
sealed envelope containing this name
on
the outside and the composer's
name
and address Inside should be sent to
the secretary. George U, Malpass,
6711
North Sixth street. Philadelphia. Postage for return should also be inclosed
The conditions are these: The work
must not' have been given before; the
right to use the words must be
secured
If
necessary, and a written statement
to that effect must accompany
a manuscript: the text may
be secular or religious,
secular preferred; the composer should write for eight
parts
(more, if necessarily, occasionally),
but
it is not essential
to keep eight parts
going all the time; the work should
be
scored for a large chorus, and be
about
lor 11 pages octavo in length,
requiring about five minutes for performance; it should be written vocally,
not
needlessly intricate, or too
modulatory
in character. The
composition and

send with the manuscript a statement
that The Mendelssohn Club
has the exclusive right to the first
performance 'if
the work takes the prize.

Herman

really

I

I

Festival and Gift Enterprise" at

sical

made

not be thus disturbed in
will suffer.
interests of the game
and caught
Spalding and McVey pitched
were
basemen
for the Bostons; tho
outfielders
Hogers. Barnes, Schafer; the

I

all

of German Lleder? Are
more afraid of the German
tongue than we wt.ru of German Fokkers and Taubes and other infernal machines? Arc we so afraid of German
competition m art that we must bar
j
while swallowing
German words Ion
German must-- wholesale? Are the offensive German words more 'German'
than the music to which they are set?

we

Pliilndcl-

royalties therefrom becomes
the property of the club. The
composer must

art in substantial danger from the sing-

ing in

of

•

heard him

p

Club

phta offers a prise of $100 fcr the best
a cappella composition in eight parts
for mixed chorus of 70 volcea
T he

I<oewe and
ihert, 10 from Schumann's "Dichter>." and half a dozen by
Hugo Wolf,
'Adelaide.'

$100 Trize

Mendelssohn

™

)

i

their vicinity
re e* b, °'
..specially noisy and
wo trust
conduct was disgraceful, and
The genera
never o see it repeated.
grounds must
good order of our baseball

I

r usually

t

impossibility,
and oaths, which

more than five years will begin a season
'
at Prury Lane tomorrow.

i

apathetic concert halls the
Tarn was carried out, "according to
."
thus assorted
Mischa-Leon
Mr.
right to sing in whatever language
iked in a hall which he hail hired
the purpose, and where no one need

I^ondon last month there

protest against the threatened atto Import German
artists' Info
British industry.
Mine. Pavlova after an absence of

le

.

In

l

not to show their stamps.
ona
was a knot of New York roughsropor
the
stage coach, placed behind
shoutcontinual
crs? stand, who kept up
Personal powing and appealing to the
do his and that
rs of their favorite, to
mingled wltH low slang

tempt

to $300,000.

one week. To any shrowd
man who can do business on the quiet,
punrantce an immense fortune, easily,
rapidly, and In perfoct safety. Address
in perfoct confidence, William Ford, 28
West Fourth street, N. Y. city."
For $1.26 In currency one could secure
$20,000 in gold by purchasing the lucky
tloket from "the Peoples' Grand Muin

"J1000

But there

was a

Knitted attention

.

fekaoU*thatfca New
of them,
against their own men-those
boisterously loud
at least, who were not
good care
the other way. and who took

and they seem much more remote from
us than those who lived and died before
their side whiskers had started to grow."
At a meeting ot the Variety Artistes'

amounting

prizes

'

are utterly forgotten: their side whiskers, their very little Jokes and their
foolish mannerisms Jar upon us 'now,

(Joliann Martin Mueller)
I am weary:
,,
goal.
from raking till I roach m.T

"Weatjrl

No

re»t

Here, like a tulip trampled.
Loso I heart and soul:
uiuie-.o dark,
Sure snoli a Deatb-in-Llfe as
*
dreary,
Must be unexampled.

IB

U

tog

.

|V

.

"O, gozeUa-eynd Prinoesal
Claud daughter ot the Sultan ot Cathay.
The Knave of Spades beseeches
Thee by night and day;
ot
Ho dlel to lay before thee samples

il

Apricots and peachea!

Done

in English

The translator in Leon Bazalgette's
•Walt Whitman," speaks of "The Batthe Desert." A foot-note should
Batexplain that the reference is to the
tle of the Wilderness 0864).

tle of

Sons of Toil
„
As the World Wags:
Interest the proI have observed *'ith
who
ceedings of some house painters
this spring.
church
my
are at work on

A sure, They are in attendance only five days
send for the 'Secret Helper.' Address^
day's work besports.
In the week, and their
thing. It will beat old
than ray
gins later and ends earlier
H.'
1
N.
Salem,
Brown.
H O.
enlivened by much cheerful
a fold-up board, own. It is
pleasand
A faro lay-Ait inonChicago
laughter
conversation and
for «*. a
calls irom
could be bought
antly varied by occasional
for $100
Ke.nc eet with % ivory balls
visits
sucll
During
personal friends.
Alwork In hand is suspcndeU.
the

II

hut

quinces.

[
!
j
1
1
»

have charge of the repairs,

I

am

in-

an old

of

woman who

has for many-

Newmarket, N.

By PHILIP

Cambridge.

in

>.

Kup.'rt

K. Murray

Isabel

Margaret Smtyhe
Belle Henderson
Zack Hart
,

•Mr*.

Mr. Lanbam
McGlnnls. Sr

Hop
Florence Lanham waa a romantic girl
who, a nurse in France, fell In love
with Sam McGinnis, a heroic young
roan, who received all sorts of decora-

Bell

when

I

I

of that minor-keyed, doleful
which starts in, "Fobre ml madra
querida,"
warbled
guitar-toting
by
youths on the trolley that runs out to
Rio I'iedras. yowled by mess-boys in
the sleepy after-dinner houri^tiunimed
by matron and maid, by orange ven-

characterized for centuries, according to
tradition.

was more

Florence

Sam

distressed

when

Insisted- on taking a butler's posi-

He prove* himself
tion In her house.
xccllent "first inside man."
to be an
Florence, fell in
except
The women,
love with him and Stock Rart. piercing
through Hani's, disguise, offered him
$20,000 a year to take charge of mines
Sam refused for
America.
In South
the sake of being near hla Wife.
This comedy, which la more than half
Hie time a farce, might be called "The
Turning of the Snob." Florence, beset
>

dors peeling their green, tropical chinas.
What was the full content and import
I
never could quite
of the stanzas?
catch the words. Known to all. the naa curious reticence
tives displayed
about the song; it remained a mystery.
Hut are the Porto Ricans really songful? Small children, it Is true, were

open-mouthed irr
that strident tone peculiar to female
southrons: adults almost never. Band

with

music, however, they are passionately
fond of and the inflammatory scraping
of the guichara. Bully stuff, that guichara music. When you hear It, tho city
dissolves and is gone: the Jungle rises
about you, and the lights are emoky

been

Arkwrlght,

she

after

finds

Mr. Baxter Is still In San Juan, let
him send more Important news. Others
besides myself who have tarried in that
ancient and amiable town must be

But

Mrs.

Ugh! Big Injun!
J
As the World Wags:
Thi 'luery of "F. B. C." regarding the
Indian
place
derivation of the
name.
-

"Piscataquak." reminds me that I am
somewhat behind In my dues in the
Piscataquak club, an ancient organization of this delightful village situate on
one of the tributaries of "Fishing
Waters" at the confluence of the PIs-

which are jiven
and Miss Underwood.

to

The

1

To

I

Father Lemolne'a Freneh-Montagnais

author belongs

the

|

I

it

I

Sarabande

Is the most pleasing movethe work. By the way, where'
Dolnietseh. who used to play
here In queer clothes, as if he were atfl
k masquerade, get the idea that the
[pace of the Sarabandc was frequently

ment
did

in

Mr.

I

1

I

Extraordinary Ml\ Dolmetsch!
An audience of fair size applauded,
vehemently.

past?

The
!

'

Fool from the Hills"

PARK SQUARE THEATRE —
I

I

Kir.-'

production of "The Fool from the Hills,"
"
"'»v in five acts, by Charles Rann

Special performance for the
euy.
land of the present day as well)
benefit of Denlson House. The cast:
were remaikably keen.
But to the cast must go the credit! Hablb
Eleanor Nlchot
...Anita White
Shams
of making the most of everything. The

time

reading of the lines was Invariably good.
Eva I^e Galllennc as the heroine had

Amr

Gevhar.

Ferda

,

.Frances Doble
.Margaret Gage

. .

Editii

task.
Her part called for an! Jalal
Sultan
Interpretation of a romantic type which

a hard

I

The least bit
Is hard to impersonate.
But
of gushing would have ruined It.
carried It through so convincingly
the audience actually felt for her.
Thomas Mitchell was funny. His exits
always brought a hearty laugh. Sidney

he

Blackmar, as a somewhat shy boy who
was not accustomed to a harsh world,
but who woke up as the plot unfolded,
left nothing to be desired.
"Not So l.'wi;; Ago" Is here until
further notice.
Boston will like It because Boston always likes clean fun.
sympathetic satire, sparkling dialogue
and the old-fashioned heart-throb.

tatter's lines

1
j

J

the skull o7"a spectator the~JesTs~il
of the playwright.
He does not give*
undue emphasis; He knows the value"
of repose.
His face Is eloquent, his
voice pleases the ear.
Among the other comedians. Miss
Irving and
Messrs. Neal. Sylvester.
Holden and Murray were conspicuous,
The young men In the company were
inadequate, nor did Miss Dickenson do ;
much with the part of Florence.
An audience that filled the theatre.'
was greaUy atnuaed.
Laughter after'
Mr. Courtenay came on the stage was
(

'

I

fairly bristles with snappy dialogue and
the touches of satire upon life at that

j

I

Furthermore he

failed
to reproduce the elegance of
Leclair' s music, and he was far from
(playing the concerto in the Mozart Ian
(spirit.
In the concerto there was not
the necessary repose In rapid passages:
for in Mozart's music wo often meet
(with the paradox of Zeno; an arrow in
[full flight is stationary.
Biographers of
Leclair say that he was fftet a ballet
dancer; later "he cultivated violin playing energetically."
Mr.
Rihauplerre
played energetically, as If he .would
charge the *music of the 18th century
with aoth century em6lionaIism. lie has
a certain plausible facility. When ho
was simple, as in the Sarabande of the!
sonaAa, ho was more in the vein. This j

credit

MISS BRICE

IS

KEITH FEATURE
Elizabeth Br!ce. assisted by Will Mor-i
rlssey and a large company of play-,

I

Dictionary. Watkin's Cree Dictionary',
the Dictionary left us by Father Raslc,
the martyr of Norrldgcwock, as well as
the works of Henry R. Schoolcraft have'
all suggested to us numerous similarities
between the Algie and Latin tongues.
A trip from Hudson's Bay across Unaava via Stillwater river to Fort Chlmo

tone always agreeable.
I

of
as many clever lines as could possibly
The show
be crowded Into three acts.
the

I into

I,

tive" violinist, nor is he a mechanician
of marked skill. Last night his Intonation was not always pure, nor was his

I

what the audience en-

I

I

I

less.

I

cassic.

Washington, among violinists.
He is serious-faced and evidently
serious-minded; but he is not a "crea-

I

as a Yankee advance and the situaboth dramatic and humorous, followed each other so rapidly that the
audience was many tlme3 almost breath-

Mr. Courtenay

lare often frank and. some might think,
woman
fascinating
1 broad,
but
this
speaks them so knowingly, so delightwith a personal
fully, so effectively,
j
ehaxm, with seductive carriage, ges]
1 ture,
facial expression, that they are
heard with Infinite pleasure.
[
Mr. Courtenay, whose sense of humor
la so well developed that it needed no
I father
to remind the audience of his
gift, played In the easy manner
I s^n'a
alone endears him to many.
He
j that
not find It necessary to hammer
1 does

birthplace of so great a man as Washington." But Mr. Rlbaupierre is not a

tion*,

—

of

young scion

what

fiist

I

for gossip, llow goes the retreat
these Sunday nights in tho Plaza Baldorioty? Docs Ike Goldsmith, the fallen
(but not crestfallen) barkeep. still grace
the occasion? How thrive the piratical
hat -venders ?
W. L. P.
Boston.

When' Mr. Ribaupierrc gave a recital
New York last month, he was announced as a Swiss violinist. Last night
the program said he was French. Perjhaps he Is a French Swiss. This Is immaterial. As we read in the old Speaker
land Reader in our little village: "It matters not what immediate spot was the
In

along. He had
the real estate business and he
the land at Forty-second street

perhaps

Steinei't

'

waa the pure naturalness of
The types were accurately
the piece.
drawn. And. further, the action was as

old

nthii st

this

in

J

joyed most

McCilnnIs, who. we learn. Is the
proprietor of a huge factory and notwithstanding his sermonising about the
marriage relation is probably r profithat
realizes
Florence finally
I tecr.
Sr is all the world to her. especially
she is Informed that old Mc1 after
lGinnls does not chew plug or fine cut
land is rich. This act Is poorly conJstructed. and wildly Improbable even
The characters
I for farcical purposes.
lfur many minutes merely tread water,
It could be cut heroicaljjfcpur tot wind.
ly to the great advantage of the play
and the P'tdience.
As a tvhole the farce Is amusing.
There are many good lines, the fattest

1

violinist, gave a
Hall last evening.
Victor Millier was the pianist. The program was as follows: Leclair, Sonata.!
D major; Mozart. Concerto, E flat
major; Bach, Sarabandc and Bourrle for
violin alone: Tsayc, Reve d'Enfant and
Lointain t^asse; Saint-Saens, Introduction and Kondo Caprlceloso.

recital

a .ytlilng.

1

torches.

Andre de Ribaupicre,

and Broadway would never be worth

nothing happens. In the third act they
the
all meet at a New Orleans hotel
eloping couple, the widow, who turns
lout to be dca ex Machtna. and consents to wed Hart, old Hart himself,
I

tell

HALE

By PHILIP

I

in

knew

Smtyhe. a voluptuous and forward
widow, making hot love to him. But

I

./

Sam Robinson happened

.by many young men. who regard her
as an eligible match, finally runs away

lustily,

..Mary Kennedy
Sidney Biackmer.
Gilbert Douglas

Hancock

forced to
Ballardi

a

RlKuPIERRt

Adams

she has been
dreaming, he shields her frpm the wrath
For she had lived her
of her father.
dreams at home, and talked of them.
Of courae. that leads to complications.
Naturally Billy falls In love with her.
Billy's mother (Mrs. Ballard) is opposed
to the match InaMurh as she is trying
to marry off her daughter to a rich man
who, she feels, would be ofTcnded if he
knew of Billy's affair. The reverse is true
and In the end the fortune-seeking, society-climbing mother Is forced to beg
and have
to
stay
seamstress
the
luncheon.
Comedy at natural as sir moves
through the wholo show. The seamstress has another lover, a traveling
salesman of the old-school type, whose
chief delight was In spouting out wisdom to less fortunate, persons. He
knew It all. and when he predicted eggs
would never cost any more than 25 cents
a dozen, the audience laughed long and
lour. He served as a foil at all times,
and when a comic touch was needed
(Billy

I

lay

|

J

1

MATT IE MAYFOOT.

Do your readers know that the similitude between the Abnaki and Latiil
tongues extends beyond this phonetic
Idea coincidence, and comprises a remarkablo resemblance in the wonderNote
fully complete verb Inflection?
abnaki—
termination
Imperfect
the
"ahan" equal to the Latin "abat"— and
the perfect abnaki "it" as in Latin
"amavlt."
Berloln. in his "La Parole Humane"
has noted the rich quality of the tongue.
Ills conclusions of Its value are summed
up in a single query: "Peut-ll concevolr
nellleur el plus noble language?"

I

i

cussion

1

]

She married tilrru He was reported killed. She returned to Louis- /
vlUe, Ky.. where her parents were con-*
sidered the "bes't. people." They were i
rich and of social position, nevertheless
the wallpaper in the library of their
>at-|
house was of a distressingly ugly pat
tern and color. J» aplte of this, thhey
were snobs. Florence was a snot in.
when Sam turned up she was shocked
by his hand-me-down suit, loud cravat
and curious shoes. Sam saw it. and.
as he was a 1oker-;his father explained
this in Ihe last act— he told her that his!
father was a eotjbler and s chewed tobncco.
He might have added that
her was a freethinker In religion and I
so cobblers have been
for
politics,

the

LtfOn

Beth Martin

;

tlons.

with

Esther
Mottle

The play has a real plot. It depends |K
neither on bedrooms, pretty girl dancers, a scantilly attired chorus, nor a
leading tenor to put it over. Instead it
Is one of the brightest, most whimsical
little -comedies Boston has seen since
Maytlme.
The time Is in 1S70. Imagine a girl so
full of romance (of the Laura Jean
Llbby type) that she dreams day dreams
while acting as a seamstress and pins
these day dreams on to the scion of the
She
house where she is employed.
(Elsie Dover) Is bright and pretty, and

Irring

in

George Henry Trader

Agnes, a maid
Kosauiond Gill
Billy Ballard

Floy Murray
William Courtenay
Frances Underwood
Henrietta Dickinson
William Holden
Fraak Sylvester
Lloyd Xea!
Haroid Grau

Rnni McClunls

'

t'rsula Ballard

Arthur A1twt«m
Dorothy Diekineon

Elisabeth.'

As thp World Wags:
Reading Mr. Baxter's communication
on Songful Forto Rico. I was disappointed. The heading promised a dis-

heard to sing,

RriWnsno
Michael Dover
Mrs. HaHard

company,

and

Eva I.e Galllcnnc
Tho in as Mitchell

Sam

Veole Atherton

-

description, fragment
of Joke, or whatnot, remlniscentlal of
those hitherto-too-little-known, but once
great, and now gradually-becomlng-forKolf-n artists of vaudeville and melo-

belong

Sylvia
Klsle Dotct. „

Raymond Wolburn

Xora the maid
Gen. MelDcry
Jack Hutberford
Florence Lanbatn
Mrs. Ldnhaui

John Gray
I*atta Miller
Margaret Mdsier

A lamplighter
Mary

HALE

Billy Arkwrlgbt

some Impression,

this

"Not So Long Ago." a comedy in three
and epilogue, by Arthur
Rlchman. The cast:

performance in Boston of
"Civilian Clothes," a comedy in three
acts by Thompson Buchanan. Produced
by Oliver Morosco.

.

Or does all
Atlantic Monthly?

Bronson

sketch: Billy Glason, in chatter and
song; Maryon Vadie and Ota Gygl. in
a dancing and instrumental act; Agnes
Finley and Charley Hill, in a musical
act; Hobson and Beatty, vocalists; and
Tozart, tho vagabond artist.

or

acts, prologue

SELWYN'S PARK SQUARE THEA-

For Tybalt? Who for Lady
Nurse?
Capulet?— now that one of the Russell
brothers Is dead and the other insane!
Would Brennan lend Savoy to such an
end?
All of which makes me want
to start up a lot of correspondence in
your column about the Russell brothers.
Somebody ought to write a detailed
memorial to their unique place in the
history of the stage. Every lover of the

drama!

Mtss Brice.

The piece is in three scenes, with
the principal efforts centred on the
scene in the hut. Here the vernacular
of the doughboy is given full play, the
top-sergeant, and the M. P- are amusmagnetic
the
ingly excoriated, and
style of the principal comedian. Mr.
Leon M.
Morrisey, is given full play.
I'olachek conducted.
Other acts on the bill were Mile.
La Toys and her troupe of canines;

to

PLYMOUTH THEATRE— Premier

TRK— First

hand. Lou Tellegen, playing the part of
Juliet? And. if so. who are there to act
the other roles, or any of them, comparably? To be sure, there is a certain!
who
hereabouts,
president emeritU3
would look very well in the minuet,
and Mary Plckford would be charming
as Mercutio. But who is there for the

respond

Might

Clothes"

ing of a Snob"

In the Theatre
As the World Wags:
Is it true that here has been current
a rumor to the effect that Geraldine
Farrur will presently appear on the
speaking stage as Romeo, with her hus-.

should

here.

Moves from Park Square

j

merur*' "rTTcTe is the added aovant«K'-of several good comedians, and then
there are the interesting specialties

tyrannical

come

of

Be Named "The Tam-

.

|

brothers

a
to

audience,^ say

'HONEY GIRL' HAS

DIZZY.
Sun of the Leaf

H., 8th

that

manager had forced him

thc

Majestic Theatre

"Civilian

Hermenegild's Day.

Russell

How refreshing it
Mmine again."
would be to hear an actor, baited by

'

Aleen

allotted task,

REV. BABBLINGTON BROOKE.

.

northern

Hon.

finally

.

the

JENA

dor.")

found her in the kitchen
rocking back and rorth in a rocking
chair. On being reminded that her small
but definite duties lay elsewhere, she re"Folks as
plied somewhat arrogantly:
gets what 1 ge*s rocks when they likes."
St.

To

Montagnais Indians
"Piscataqua'.;." "Monadnock" and "Manimages of fishing
up
hattan" bring
scenes, lonely peaks and islands: "Wachusetts" and "Massachusetts" long,
long stretches of open water. NarraganIsett a peninsula.
"The only differences* in sound are
those to be expected from the climatic
influences upon the outer organs of
speech. Mobile lips, and a glib tongue
are not to be found where the face is
(Grenfell,
"Labrastiff
with cold."

1

and

days.

Nascaupec's and

She is
years chored for my family.
getting a little feeble and we managed
to see our way to making a slight addi-|
tion to her weekly wage in recognition of
her needs. The week after this increase

we missed her from her

colonial

early

evitably led to believe that their time
have
I
is
exceedingly well paid for.
had, indeed, to resist a tendency to an
unchristian envy of their relatively fortunate lot. For such a reward as I am
told they receive for their labor T should
feel humbly grateful, but I have to
suppose, from their manner, that It is
no more than they barely deserve, if
I
was renot slightly inadequate.
minded of their state of mind by that

.

!

ers.

in

"The Overseas Revue,"

is

the!

headline feature of the bill at B. F.
Keith's Theatre this week. Last evening a large audience was warm in Its
approval.
Miss Brice's offering differs materially from the stereotyped overseas reviews.
The fliece is "well written, not
as to story, not as to any attempt at
continuitv. hut rather as an entcrtain-

Wynne

Matttilson

Ruth Schoellkopf
MargaYct Underbill

Although it takes a long time to find
out what this play is all about, process r
of deduction leads us to conclude that
it advocates the overthrow of the present system and the establishment of a
new world. These sentiments, when expressed on a proletarian platform. IQ
straightforward English, are carelessly)

I

I

I

I

j

But In this play]
the sentiments are all so beautifully,
swathed in archaic phrases and mixed:
metaphois that yesterday's large, fashionable and obviously wealthy audience
seemed to enjoy it. So long as the
movement for the overthrow of the
capitalistic system confines itself to the
[symbolic stage, who should worry? Perhaps Mr. Kennedy, himself, would be
sorry to see -it go any further.
In the play, the World, the Flesh and
the Devil— representing the capitalistic
class and the material class—are the
arch villains. They are the privy council
of the Sultan, who represents the
Between them
royalty of this world.
they have starved" the youth of the
world and then sent it forth to die In
Gevher and Ferda are boy and
battle.
girl who resent this system, and v»hn,
with the aid of Jalal of the TR.is, determine to overthrow It. Jalal is ieferred to as the "Master Baker." He Is,
presumably. Christ, for there Is much
talk about bread, which Is perhaps th*
bread of life, truth. Jalal's battle cry
Bread for the)
in "Bread for everyone!
world!" The old Sultan and his three'
.called "Bolshevistic."

:

i

I

|

j

{

!

4

ov«ntually

and

1

uevoured

Kennedy

Mr.

e«

|

;

Nevertheless, In spite of his self-almegatlon, in spite of his allowing the
composer, Mr. Carpenter of Chicago, to
have tho lion's share. It was easy to
see that ho was a pianist of musical acquirements, a musician and virtuoso
who contributed In great measure to
the success of the Concertino, which
was an agreeable Juggling with musical
instruments.
Yesterday Mr. Schmitz had it all his
own way, ft e«i confirmed the favorable
impression made when lie was one of
many. His nature is sensitive and poetic.
In these days when so many "play
tho piano", adequate mechanism is takeu for granted: yet tho brilliance shown
in Mr. Schmitz's performance of Chabrier's "Bourree" and Saint-Sacns's Toccata (a transcription of the Finale of
SainJ-Saens's fifth concerto) was dazzSensitive as he is, ho has great
ling.
strength, yet In the stormiest passages
sound did not degenerate into noise.

'

w

nlslte

.

M

,.v

is-.

Maii!'.;.-(

da mad* a

nice courageous boy. Miss
if .laiul. the breiuttnak.T.
ilrangely beautiful and has unusual
She has also a speaking voice!',
Ity.
are emotional quality and she knows
lOellkopf

{•

use it
en she k -.Hi

r

without

to

overdoing

it.

into the ranks o;'
professionals she will doubtless be

f.

.1 !<•.-!

rd from.
>a

was served

io

afternoon, proving itself
the "cup that cheers."

hi

d'Artifloes.

|

are torn from
the dnijron.
here drag In a
nbol for bolshevlsm? If so, what!
lid be mora amusing I'.'.an that o"ne.
h such conviction*, should regard
ahcvisni as a dragon
Tne play ends
h a prospect of f'
of bii ul fe:ryone. and not too much for anyTruly. a fantasy of "now whore "
he play was capably acted by players
in the Bennett school of liberal and
>licd arts,
m;h lovely scenery and'
inclllora

rer

'

la Null. Debussy,
Cathedral Engloutie.,
Couvcnt; LiaAu
Isle Joyeuse; Borodin,
\
pounoff, Lesghinku.
When Mr. Schmitz played hero thlsj
season at a Symphony concert, the
piano was only an Instrument in the
ensemble; It did not have a conspicuous
role,
much loss a .dominating one.

Rlvage. Soi-cory. Hans

Feux

In

the middle of this

onee

7

UJCE

More remarkable

ALLEN

than

even

his

^

;

•

[

;

'

:;.

i

..

I

•

bril-

Take Franck's Prelude,
gave
al tho composer.
The
Jordan Hall. The Aria and Finale, for examples.
was as follows: Paganlnl- work itself is not to be ranked with
Chorale and
Etude; BraJinis, Intermezzo In the companion. Prelude,
Fugue, in sustained interest: nor is
la;. Rhapsodle; Debussy, Prelude In
Franck
organist
The
high.
ninor, Polssons d or, General Irvine; ilts flight so
Faure. l'.ouiance. No. 3; Ravel, ils a i times too clearly revealed, and
audon:
Introduction
John*.
and there .ire moments when the composer,
rue; Pcterkin, Dreamt r>' Tales, No.
without his organ stops and pedals,
MacDowell, The Km,'.
Piatt, The 'seems ill at ease, diffuse, guilty of wanOn the
Is; Mason, Chimney Sv allows; Gebderim; or undue development.
B,
Ixive Poem; Cyril Scott, Irish
other hand there is a serenity borderexthe
also
contemplation;
•1; Hofmann. East and 'A est; Tschalmystic
ing
nsky. Characteristic Duice.
pression of a soul in self-communion,
he
then
iterkin is a composer whose name is characteristic of Franck alone:
Norman is incomparable. The musical soul and
a household word.
, yet
erkin, born at Liverpool in 1S86,
the lofty nature of the pianist found
posed to be an architect, "Instead of tills composition most congenial. Never
ch," as Judge Boompointer would
shall we know a more sympathetic inhe went Into music. He spent the terpretation.
rs 1910-1918 in the far east, Malaya,
Schmitz caught the
Mr.
too.
So.
boisterous,
na. Japan, where he sold gramowhimsical spirit of, the
phor.es and player-pianos to the mildhumorous, Rabelaisian Chabrier. who,
yed Orientals.
He also composed: if be at times narrowly escaped vulpiano pieces and songs.
Mme. Eve garity in expression, had also his emoGauthier, who "years ago" met Mr.
tionally lyric side; witness the middle
Feterkin in Hong-Kong, has sung two section or tho Bourree. So, too the
bf his Chinese songs in New York, also
pianist when he came to Ravel's Menuet,
pre with English words by Ernest Dowwith its ISth century stateliness, iti
son.
His "Dreamers' Tales" for piano,
suggestion of powder, patch and perand
"Poems From the Japanese" fume, did 4iot lose sight of the under<songs), have been published in this
lying melancholy, which according to
ity.
He was self- taught as regards a noble dame of that period was felt by
omposltlon.
We are indebted to Mr. everyone of gentle breeding.
!arl
Engel, composer and editor of
Mr. Schmitz's taste is so line that the
uslc. for this information.
admission of Aubert's pieces to the proMr. Peterkin's "Dreamer's Tales" are
gram was surprising. Many of us refour in number. They were suggested
member sadly the production of Aubert's
my passages in Lord Dunsany's books,
opera, "The Blue Forest." If the forest
Br the}- serve as tonal illustrations of
was blue, so were the hearer3, dismally
Would that Miss Allen had blue. The three pieces played yesterEton.
klayed them all, even if other and too
day with Mr. Schmitz's command of
familiar pieces on the program had
Nuances and rare interpretative talem
Been thrown overboard. We should like
were dreary. The program told us that
Especially to hear the first, if only to
"Soccorry" expresses the struggle of
learn how Mr. Peterkln reminded one
Fate
fatality with a theme of life.
nr the piano of the instruments menthrew this theme, brought it to the mat
Boned by Dunsany: the tambang and
Of the three
the theme deserved it.
Hie tittibuk; the kalipac and the zootipieces, "Dans la Nuit," with its Dance
The tale that was told yesterday
of Ghosts, roar of ocean and the thought
Baa a short one with this motto:
of a cathedral— a lot to portray in a
the butterflies sang of strange and
few pages o{ music— was perhaps the
T " painted
pianist,

'

y afternoon

exccllenT white mean i-rnr nr AS the World. Wags:
purchased. (Wild horses could not drag
The writer of the "OossiJshop" in the I
us to a disclosure of the address.) In
Bookman tells us. in the turrent issue)
how many private houses in town, of that magazine, that (two literary
though a Lucullus may be the master editors, whom he name), "have cotnand the took be the tyrannical mistress. piled a list of positively ijie thru worst
Is bread that Is lit to eat put on the books," these books b^iiie
"Peeps at
table?
People," "Mince Pier and "Broome
The ancients knew a' great variety. Street Straws." Does £ writer in such a
Including the loaves maide of the syca- literary publication as tho Bookman
mine in Italy; those wb.9 ate them lost mean to tell us that there can be three!
their hair and became bald. Therefore worst books? I can compr .fiend
the posAndreas the physician warned his -pa- Nihility of a group of the worst three
tients against them.
books, but not three separate, distinct,
Is there a novel, "Only a Baker"? a
worst books.
compauion volume to Andersen's "Only
Dr. Charles V. Chopin, discussing the
a Fiddle;-" ? Does the baker figure prom- subject, "Useless {Disinfection." in
the
Inently in the literature of any country? Providence Jourrei of April
naively
i There is the grim story by Maxlme Gorremarks:
"While decant people ought
I k!.
There is De Qvrlncey's account of not. to tolera!" U-ui idors tin
y do not
the English ama teur murderer who made cause sickness." n'ho ever supposed
that!
his debut as a practitioner at Mannheim
decent people did cause sickness.
by first thumping a baker and then killJOHN
S. COLWELL.
ing him. This baker, by always carryProvidence, R. I
ing his throat bare, had irritated the
amateur. The baker, to defend himself,
began by boxings he lasted 27 rounds,
though he was 59 years old and a ieather tied of a man. Who was the London
baker mentioned by De Quincey that had
distinguished himself in the ring and was
yknown by his admirers as the Master of
Ihe Rolls? Note De Quincey's moral reflection alter he told the story of this
The 22d concert of the Boston Sym.Mannheim incident: "The moral of 'his
phony Orcnestra, Mr. Monteux, conduc-j
story was good, for it showed what an
tor, took place yesterday afternapn In
.astonishing stimulus to latent talent is
contained in any reasonable prospect of
Symphony Hall. The program was as|
being murdered. A pursy, unwieldy, halffollows: Beethoven, Overture to "Ficataleptic baker of Manhhelm had abdelio" and Piano Concerto, C minor, No.
solutely fought seven-and-twenty rounds
.with an accomplished English boxer,
Debussy, Fantasy for piano and or3
merely upon this inspiration; so greatly chestra (first time in America) Rimskysublimed
and
I was natural genius exalted
Korsakoff, Introduction and march from
by the genial presence of his murderer."
"Le Coq d'Or" (first time at these con-

Where

1

liance, is his exquisite sense of proportion; Ills ability to communicate to the
hearer the intention and the spirit of

By PHILIP HALI
Allen,

i

In

!

I

;

'

;

'

.

A

Stage Geographer
As the World Wags:

1

•

man

readers
An erudite publicity
of a certain Boston newspaper that a
danscuse now in town "is authority for
the statement that the couehee dance is,
not from Egypt at all. but rather went
to Eavpt from Africa."
Now this is the sort of news that
warms the cockles of one's heart. Nothing so sensational has been heard since
the
the announcement was made that
pork and bean breakfast is not from
MasMassachusetts at all. but went to
sachusetts from the United States.

,

tells

Alfred Cortot was the pianist.
certs).
The .overture to "Fidelio" Is usually
at performances of the opera in
«j played
3 Germany, probably because it Is the
S

I most

'

•.

|

2,

some

'

"with whom the apin .1821,
pointed instrument of moral regenerasoul was the birch
childish
tion in the
The very next morning I open
rod."
find
the Herald to my favorite page and
observations on the career as a

I

that

d'lndy's

Eton*

|

five

agree to Vincent
will
saying that "Leonore" No. 3i
work
is a more dramatic and greater
than the opera that follows. The "Fidelio" overture might be for any opera
of a conventional nature without a
It might even serve for*
tragic subject.
a light opera of the better class. Did |
Beethoven purposely write It in this a
vein, without reference to Florestan, the!
prison, the jailer digging the grave, the 1
arrival of the governor with Pizzaro j
thwarted by the heroic wife, so that the
one great and only dramatic scene in]
I
'the opera might not be anticipated?
Strange to say, Beethoven's third concerto had been played at the Symphony
No.

Fundamental Instruction

'

tho

ing in the "Fidelio" overture that can
lessen the effect of the opera Itself.
While the whole drama is' in the "Leonore" No. 3 and even in the "Leonore"

As the World Wags:
For a good many years I have prom"Life of
ised myself to read Morley's
The happy hour arrives,
Gladstone."
of the
delight
and I read therein with
prowess of Dr. Keate, headmaster of

,

Of

I

HORRESCO REFERENS.

Arlington.

non-committal

(Tha one Intended
^Beethoven wrote.
for Prague disappeared.) There is noth-

j

your

concerts

only

twice.

As

it

was

per-

Busby, headmaster at /( formed yesterday it seemed a more enWestminster back in the days of Willgrossing and romantic composition than
wonder if Dr. Busbywast
I
iam of Orange.
the two later concertos, although it
could match% in endurance Dr. Keate,
^written in 1800. In the first movement
known
but there
"who. on heroic occasions, was
J'the influence of Mozart Is felt,
to have flogged over 80 boys on a single mis a depth of sentiment in the largo, a
summer -day, and whose one mellow re- playful, whimsical spirit in the finale
that
srret in the evening of his life was
'peculiar to Beethoven.
fell he
had not flogged far more." How 'J Or was this impression due t* the
pedaworthy
the
left
this
time
much
extraordinary merit of the performance
gogue for inculcating the humanities we
bv the pianist and the orchestra? It is
was
himself
of
are not informed. Gladstone
not easy to speak in measured terms
most endurable.
recalls
and
he
once,
than
more
trounced
Mr. Cortot's interpretation. We have
An audience of good size was diswitnessed: One
with
which
he
incident
beginning
this
pianists
'heard many
criminatingly enthusiastic: While there
sub-master in charge called out
Rubenstein, Buelow, men and women of
was constant admiration for the pianist."}. day theprepositor (the chap we used to
to the
•
their period; famous pianists who were
Aubert's music was heard by many with
in the old Brooklyn school
monitor
call
a
said by their audiences to excel in the
the fixed, strained face of a congreganame
music.
days): "Write down Hamilton's
Beethoven's
of
performance
tion impatient for the benediction and
o be flogged for breaking my windtew." i Their Interpretations were described as
even grateful for the relief afforded by
ex- ' dignified, profound, noble, classic, (as If
'I never broke your window, sir,",
claimed Hamilton. "Prepositor." retortBeethoven was not in his early maturity
They
ed, the master, "write down Hamilton's
a romanticist), noble, sublime.
In
probably
Some days ago we wrote, was our en
for breaking my window and lyname
were admirable, each in its own way.
"Nor
Lib-conscious mood:
"Upon my soul, sir, I didn't do
yet having in the course of the years
lessened il ing."
conclusion that the
Miusiasm for French bread we v^eie
tit" ejaculated the boy with increased
\- almost come to the
down
write
"Prepositor,
when in student days in Paris at nfet£
emphasis.
piano is not a musical instrument In
looking
warned against
Hamilton's name for breaking my winthe highest sense of the word "musical",
cellar where
from th« sidewalk into a
dow, lying and swearing!" Against this
wo are readv to cry "Peccavi" when a[
kneaded the dough
it was said bakers
like Mr. Cortot revealed the|
final sentence there was no appeal, and
pianist,
feet."
with their bare
accordingly Hamilton was flogged, I bestrength and the beauty of a great, work
ton
Boston
of p
Robinson
R.
Lansing
next
day.
the
Mr.
lieve unjustly,
and displays the qualities that charac-f
the days of my
ToJ
to say that l be- JS terize the great pianist-musician.
now adds: "And in ("semmeln
were It But I started out
)
rolls
and
vouth bread
lieve there must be a. Onija board in the j* dwell on tho nature of his interpreta-1
places. 1 reGerman
fitting)
little
for
the
explain
hunt
the
else
do
you
in
How
to
office.
analyze;
baked
Herald
H tion: to
ves were
you never once mentioned
member a bakery where the loaupon
superlatives and purple phrases of praiseji
the J the fact that
stored in the stable, pded
I
Che subject of flogging in this column "i would not convey to a reader not in thej
with
No
all the years that 1 was getting
hall the glory of the performance.
during
beams, in the same compartment
bread was ex- ^jiour.d
H
wonder, the audience was enthsiastic;!
to read the "Life of Gladstone
a horse and cow. Yet that
Hiftf
Telegraph
stormilyi
was
Cortot
on
after
And
no wonder that Mr.
cellent.
I'.nd then, the very next morning
young Italian
recalled again and again, while Mr.
Francisco. I saw lusty
I i-ead the practice of flogging at Eton,
legs treading
Monteux, a-epresenting the orchestra,
with an account of Hogging
girls with fare feet and
hob
up
you
delicious.
was
wine
The
be
anywas
not forgotten.
live grapes.
at Westminster? There may not
are less
Debussy's Fantasy -was written int
Can vou explain why foreigners
thing astral in the coincidence, to be
the
regardin;
18S9-90.
It was not performed or pub-t
squeamish than we arc
sure. It may be like fortune-telling. We
can
Would hel
lished during his lifetime.
Even the 'best classes .to
forever the prediction that
niceties?
remember
culatec
have been willing to grar.t a perform 1 )
dine amidst surroundings ca
comes reasonably near the truth, but
t
dor
I
appetite.
Cortot
as
tho plan-J
^
ance. even with Mr.
destrov an American's
forget the thousand and one predictions
but they,
wm ist? Tho Fantasy was put In rehearsal
say they dine thus habitually,
that never come within gunshot of it.
done.
long ago in Paris., but Debussy withW. E. K.
Boston.
can if necessary, and no harm is
drew It. Surely, many of these early
First, a word about bakers.
relates many
pages are more worthy of him than
Solensian
the
Clearchus
Place Names
luxurious
those in some of his latest composipleasing anecdotes about th^
Wags:
World
the
used
As
baker
his
tions.
The theme that pervades the
that
Anaxarchus. It seems
Hillsboro
in
The Piscataquog river
wearing S'oves
Fantasy is Ingeniously treated, but this
to "knead the dough,
the
banks
Hampshire,
on
New
mouth,
county.
Thers
his
Is by no means the sole merit.
on his hands, and a cover on
is
a delightful freshness, exuberance,
perspiration running olf of which I was born, is said by Judge
to prevent any
Manchester,
History
of
recklessness, that would have shocked
Prevent him Potter in the
his hands, and also to
while he- N. H., to be ah Indian name, the correct
the hidebound conservatives of the Infrom breathing on his cakes
and
spelling of what is "Poscattaquoag,"
cleanest
stitute if he had sent the Fantasy as
The
them."
was kneading
(great),
"attuck"
deer),
(a
There are charmlns
saw
"pos"
his fourth envoi.
most comfortable bakery we everbaked from "quoag" (a place); meaning "great
bits of instrumentation; every where are
and
was at Camp Devens. The bread
C. F. A.
could be deer place."
marks of the originality that startled
there was much better than
Paris when his succeeding works were
Cambridge.
Boston shop.
obtained at any price in a
Perhaps tiio later Debussy
produced.
i"_town
shop^
we know of only one.
•bought the Fantasy, too formal, too
flagellant of Dr.

I

I

I

•

;

mv

And

of purple orchids, and of lost

Kblgs.

K

pink
Bjttes, and the monstrous colors of the
gles' decay."
lagination is required to interpret
music; the hearer also needs imlation, to meet the composer and
Some day
Interpreter half-way.
Pe to hear a tonal picture of a
e, barren save for mullein stalks,
Wordsworth heard "bleak
not?
from that old stone wall."
Allen's program was refreshingly
i
Lrentional, in that it was made up
[few exceptions of little pieces.
long-winded sonata, no
I was no
bus sacrifice to Mrs. Grundy.
musical foxes do not necessarily
,

musical vines. ' There is more
cDowell s "Eagle" and Debussy's
Iflsh" than in many sonatas. Has
one discovered the identity of
Did Debussy cariera! Lavine"?
e some queer person, as Gounod
"Funeral March of a Marionette"
d to have poked fun at Henry F.
ey's staccato walk?
8 Allen has an agreeable touchy
vidently has been carefully taught;
hrases intelligently. She is more
y effective in her playing of pieces
BrahrnB's Intermezzo and Fame's
tnce than in her interpretation of
tail's Rhapsody or Debussy's Pre?. She m*de little of Peterkin's ultralern composition. Was it her fault,
was the fault in the music Itself?
n.-esent Miss Allen shows little in':ne
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SCHMITZ

By PHILIP

HALE

Robert Schmitz. pianist, gave bis
afternoon in
Hirst recital here yesterday
His program was as folill.
Jorda
and Finale,
Aria
icic Prelud-.
lows:
,„.,i,.n
Menuet: Saint-Saens,
.E

j

j.

i

,|

,

I-/V1

»
.'

,

.

,

ed

waterproof .'blouse,' over the other
Overalls in this country are—
deus quote the Oxford's definition, to
c iy from them; nor need he have
section
how it explains an American use of
ed the beautv of the Lento
The performword—"trousers of strong material,
obvious, not subtle.
outer
was ap-||
P-|ihvorn
wo with a similar shirt, as an
leo by pianist and orchestra
splorers. soldiers.
dashhK»arment bv travelers, explc
opriately now sensuous, now
__Jiest quotation
cowboys, etc." The earli
Sly brilliant.
dated 17*2 and ink"l »;,ran
in illustration
ill ist rat ion is date
jen in
The excerpts from "The Colden Cock
of the
"History
halli
concert
Bancroft's
in
in
the
cluded
p not so effective
They are enterITnlted' States": " Our men are almost!
in the opera house.
shirts."
more,
and
overalls
naked for want of
inlng enough, but they are far
that the overIt would appear from this
nusing in the theatre.
well
alia were the leg coverings coming
The concert will be repeated tonight,
straps.
week
supporting
next
with
concerts
up on the trunk,
The program of the
er,

hing.

being cock-sure
she is graceful,
Did
is true.
that every word he says
the
reporter recently that
B he not tell a
York she "gave a
only critic in New
words
fcr"-those were her very

!

,

i

i

jI<

,

damn

i

U

v-'

every member "oTTiTs race.
has eaten all its fellows,

does he not

call

her?

A

swan

*

Each

™

j

Symphony in
on
C major; MoUssorgsky, "A Night
these;

!

:

Mountain"

Bald

time

(first

'

|

Schubert.

as fololws:

-

j

'

j

has to

to this monster.

its
its

human

tell

The stranger

it.

a^en/a-IgS £.**jJ

^^Tk MonnTuS

:

at

"The Nocturnal
Rabaud,
concerts);
"Carnival inj
fProcession"; Svendsen,
*
Parts."

fly

disappear;?. His fellow-diner, frightened, with teeth chattering, creeps to
tne door. As he staggers out the search"In "For King and CounPic
lights flash.
bua
laaaie.
Scotch
In England jveralis are trousers worn
penality, a canny
try," a pious and humble grocer learns
or long weather or
by cavalrymen
that a neighbor's daughter Is with child
a. Flaubert
w aterproof leggings; or loose-fitting J wrote of the
ov,„v,o
his son Harry, who is in tho war.
He
trousers of canvas worn over ordinary
Ot course, Harry will return. The other
son is home from the war. He is blind.
Harry does come back, unhurt physicalProhibition Note
hopelessly
ly, but mad, not violently, but
1
"Zeno the Sitiaean, a man of harsh
a
1
foolish. As' the band outside plays "God
e°o1
Harry
salutes.
a
in
Jack
get
to
apt
King,"
very
the
Save
and
disposition
on a star; and often i chuckles, saliva trickles on to his coat,
of a humming-bird
passion with his friends, when he had
the shuddering seOT^onea \ ne breaks into a gurgling laugh.
sounds
" This last clause is an interesttaken a good deal of wine became
ft
After aU' plays for the Grand Guignol,
sweet-tempered and gentle; and when
rattier than the Copley Repertory
.1 Paris,
this
produced
what
him
asked
people
Theatre; j 5t they are well contrived;
difference in his disposition, he said that
they would told the attention. The diahe waa anbject to the same influences aa
logue is natural, to the point, effective.
lupins; for that they before they were
^her articles Notes About Singers, Actors,
cooked were very bitter; but that when
they had been steeped In liquor they
.Flays, Musicians
I

is

retain

manently
j

\

i

uiis u\

cannot per-

shape.
miserable story
relates a
tragic Incident of the war, smashes a
water, drinks
fly, drops it into A bowl of

Ess

What

Lmtn
it

W

.

\

I
'

I

j

the liglits are suspended in ano'ber,
one works.
,

where no

,

I

:

Possibly "she" isi"
man m overalls. There is Mr. Venus
"Our Mutual Friend."

cord with her name'.'
in

'

*gtfES& -d

Mme. Calve sang in London at a Symtphony concert March 20. The British pub-

I

the World Wags:
"All roads lead to Rome." Whatever
the subject of conversation of a group
of men may be at its beginning. It invariably drifts in the course of a few
minutes to the topic _of Prohibition.
Truly, all roads lead to Rum:

-

LENNOX

Add "Joys

office

yesterday.

Johnson

visited

When we

the

expressed

him in' overalls—
a hand-me-down suit

he was dressed

was

that

in

neither

a

smock-frock

"But

didn't

I

nor gaudy— he
in search of

neat

to

wear

this

come here

summer,

to talk

i

about

;

bakery you ever saw was the one at
Camp Devens. Now. I have been told

,

making a

j

,

I

flagrantly
••Monna Vanna." a costume drama-he
Maeterlinck's
In defiance of
M Irbeau
about
wri^^fun shrewdly,
the
J.uks
Poe and Chopin. George of Ana tola
painter,

1

Uance

defeated

.

I

the double scull race. In
the race for six-oared boats the winning
made up: Gray, bow:
thua
crew was
Bliss, Bell; W.
J. G. H. Gould. Plfkman,
Goodwin, stroke.

L Morse

'74

In

,

A Vain Wish

(foolish
person is
anxious to visit kitchens in hotels, restaurants or private houses. Do you re-

member

the story of the young Scotch
»\ho.
arriving at the
Mauritius, looked over his quarters?
He llnally went into the kitchen. It is
said that he came back to the lounging
planter.

PHILHARMONIC CHOIR
GIVES FINE CONCERT!

proceeding

the rellarette for a glass of Glenstraight.
His spirits did not revive; a sober melani holy settled upon
him, he withdrew himself from the soMrs. Hudson-Alexander Wins Ap- 1
ciety of his fellownn ii. took tn rending j
plause for Her Solo Work
Dr. McGawke's sermdris, and eventually
•
died young. Keep out of kitchens, my
The People's Philharmonic Choir,a \
boy. even when the cook Is of your own
Frederick Wodell. conductor, gave
Hall.
I
family, pretty, pressed, into service beJordan
concert last evening In
tween' the departure of Katie and the _ The soloislB were Mrs. Caroline Hadarrival of Thekla.
Even if your own
son-Alexander, soprano; Roy N. Cropand
sister or mother is filling the 'place of
per tenor: Dr. St. Clair Wodell
inefficient
that
singularly
and disMichael Ahearn. basses. Miss Carolyn
ft>bllgliiR; person ironically described In
Rice aesisted at the piano; Mr. Hum|>unintelligence offices as an accommophrey was organist.

Hvet

I

i

I

,

.
proper mood.
book. Idols
The second part o£ the seven
stories.
and Ambergris." includes
The best of them are "Brothers-ln-Law
.

,

!

,

'

|

something

th.it

take awav your appetite."
Mr.
Johnson then asked us whether Canadian brown sugar would keep well at
a place like Clamport. Our answer was
the philosopher's answer to any quesAfter Mr. Johntion: "Don't know."
son hart-left us— and we observed sadly
that his legs have no longer the "springy
lignit" of Charles Lamb's Hester^ but
the ball-and-chaln— we wonI suggest
had heard that sf%ry of
[ dered where we
\o-.ing sugar planter.
Had Mr.
I the
who must now be "between"
I Johnson,
1 40 years of age. fallen Into that mark of

"Madrigal." and the first two parts of
Haydn's "The Creatlnn." Mrs. Hudson"Atexander sang "Miriam's Song of Triumph." by Carl. Relnecke.
There was a
All were well sung.
lack of a sufficient accompaniment, for
only a handful of strings represented
the orchestra.
Mrs. Hudson-Alexander's voice, was
displayed very effectlvejy in her solooughout won
piece, and her
much applause.

will

|

I

I

anecdotical

Uenillty,

repetition?

The choir sang "O Southland." by J.
Rosamond Johnson: Frederick Wodcll's
s

r

i

Suddenly it came over us;the story is in
G. Thorpe's entertaining: "MiddleJames Huneker. is pub-1
There's another I "Bedouins," by
Sons. Newj
story in that book about a Chinese Cook fllshed by Charles Scrrhner's
land a soup tureen which should not be. Jvork. U contains various portraits of
read Just before sitting at tahle. What
Mary Garden In operatic costume. Mr.j
la pity that Thorpe, apparently a sane,
Sentimental
wholesome person, was bitten by the iliuneker might be called the
Does Mr. Johnson now iGardener. (There are also twu pictures
I Baconian "bee!
The flnst
I niemorlzp anecdotes in order to enterof Rosina Galll, the dancer.)
his friends and acquaintances?
Hunekerlan
3 tain
40 page* of the book are
I Perish the thought!
thought of
Ithapsodles inspired by the

|w,

iTemple Table Talk."

,j

j

actress
Miss Garden as woman and
He is tempted to
Incidentally, singer.

Overalls
is

so

much

talk

;il

4
1

d Aurevilly
Adam Huysmans. Barbey"Grindstones

I

I and Jules Boia is shown.
indoor
I 1* a vague description of unhappy
is
1 life. Maupassant's "Maisoiv Tellicr
I more vivid, more cheerful.
whose
those
.Before reading "Bedouins"

I
I

eves are

present ;ibout

and Overall ("lulu that the his- B»U her "Our Mary." yet Mary Anderthousands
the word lti>elf m>]t be told.
son Is still living, and to>oii read In an Knglish novel that
"Our Mary" Is Miss Plckford.
waa protected from a pouring I What does not Mr. Huneker say, or
Miss Garden?
I rather shout in praise of
I

f

'

weak should put on smoked

classes.

Three

ond line. Infinitely sweet, innnttely
der was her singing; the very words
inthemselves seemed to take on a new
What
trinsic beauty as Calve sang then,'.
supthat
in
rallentando,
art in that final
penultimate,
pressed crescendo on the
and
word! What perfection in rhythm
renunciaof
sense
phrasing! And ^that
does
'In questa tojnba'— how often
tion In

just
one hear the Beethoven aria sung
it sung a*
like that? Alas, too often is
though it were another Creation's Hymn.
Most wonderful of all was the moment!

when the

first

rhythms

of

the

Hal, a-

Mme.
nera' were sounded.
round
aside the wrap- she was wearing
we had thinstantly
her shoulders and
Calve

laid

loved and v
shipped—the real, living, deathless
voice, the rc
of
beauty
men. The old
Si tu ne m'almes
stralnt, the passion!
prends garde
pas. lc t aime; Si Je t'aime.
been heard
a toll' 'Such' singing' has nbt
followed, anfl
for many a day. Encores
complete.
Mme Catve's triumph was years old. is
Genevieve Ward, now K'J
performance of
the
in
to take part

Carmen we have so long

j,

i

J
,

C

"Coriolanus" at the. "Old Vic."
"Nothing excuses Indifferent phrasing.
the
Nor can the vocalist always blame

.

j

'.

composer of the 'ballads' for. generally
and
spea^in^. tho composer alms at.
verse
keeps, the rhythmic quality of the
go
ho puis to music: one might, indeed
'popular
further and say that the more
be
to
It
ts
likely
the song the more
observ-

It is the
rhvthimrally right.
rhythm
arce of such cardinal things as
that makes all
phrasing
end accent and
good and bad oi
the difference between
not apindifferent art. And there does
reason why;
substantial
pear to be any
reputations, or
ringers with established
should
wlth reputations in the making,
principles
those
abandon
momentarily
in
aI
they would carry into practice

,

j

more eclectic milieu."
frangconThe strong point of Miss
not
Davles's singing is one which is
to carry
powers
common nowadays, the
a firm basis
the. voice through, to make
andl
of vocal tone which the vowels vsyy
1-

|

it.
the consonants fret without stopping
which g°^s
like the hum note of a bell
the
Bteadily on between the strokes of
this
It has been rare to hear
clapper
^'0
ceased.
singers
of
majority
since the
a
or 30 years ago. to consider singing
to
it
held
fine art worth real study, and
earnof
way
unpleasant
not
be merely a
of
ing a. livelihood. It is not the whole
singing, but. with the power of being
always in tune, this singing qualitymakes a good foundation to build upon.—

|

Noel Leslie's Plays
Plays' -"Waste."

"The

-

War

'-by Noel
Fly " "For King and Country
Four Seas
resile, arc published by the
la favorLeslie
Companv- of Boston. Mr.
actoi
ably known hero to many as an
These plays
at "the Coplev Theatre.
instinct
dramatic
show that ho has the
has for London Times.
as a Wtiter. Mr. .Tewett. who
reThev take these matters far more
some time been busy chiefly with
would reriouslv in Paris. With their logicaL
farces
old
vivals and seein.? if
do well minds and their quick receptivity on
please audiences of today, would
French
Ideas. French dramatists and
are bitter.
to produce them, though they
looking beyond^
some might say horrible. audiences are already
hopeless,
age..
new
a
to
"Waste" Is a cruel story in which there the present entanglements
musician, who What will be the outstanding feature
is a drunken father, a
consump- of the new age. One or two things, at
lets his family be in want; a
with all events, are obvious. There will be. a
tlve daughter, soon to die, In love
struggle between two ideas, one of
in spite of his
who,
engineer,
young
a
J
which .may be called Internationalism
is ready to walk off with the
) soft words,
patriotism. The brutalities
younger sister. "The War-Fly" is fan- and the other
number of serious
in the. London life of war have made a
j tastlcal, an incident
resolve that the/ wiU have war no
of 1915. with two strangers dining to- men
theory
of the pacifist,
is the
gether at a hotel. One of then tells a more. That
to call him, though now tho
strange story of Beelzebub, the Prince of u as we used
exis taken up in a somewhat
Flies, who sometimes appe-irs to mortals 5 theory
form by many who while tho war
as a fly. Now God has set the Dovll-fly H tended
an endless task. "Ho must consume
I

2-0

No!

For some

"The Cardinal's Fiddle."

and
obsessed
vears Mr. Huneker has been
Mass. In
by Satanism and tho Black
ion
"The Supreme Sin" and "The de\ isIsle
1
Malefic" the influence of Vtlliers

!

kitchen or you

^

Huneker
for recognition."
wal ked till he
eenslbly left the cliff and
could
worhe
herv
rea. hed a plain,
there he saw and
ship a Sphinx. And
mus
and
heard a procession of music
of all
drns. from "Silence, 'eldest Sarasconsort.
d^*nga• and Bralimas
Messrs
Sat I? fingering her Vina, to
and
Ornsrteln
Stravinsky.
flcrlahln.
hammering
l'rokofieff, who were gaily
itself
hell
"with excruciating dynamics
ino
splinters.
Into icy enharmonic
the ^and.
Sphinx "yawned and sank into sat down
and when he
J Mr Huneker fled
excursion,
to write about his nocturnal
of Flaubert a Temppages
he first readin the
bo
to
tation of Bt. Anthony."

tmowT

j

flator. keep out of the
will surely see or smell

">»-*

A

"r**from the
reverberating void."
Jdlarasonic tone that came
earth" nearly knocked him
I bowels of the
"All God's mud made
off hia perch.

plete.

first to

of light

I

This issue of the Clipper is No. 7 of
for
Vol. XX. What would we not give
we
a set "Of the first 80 volume*! But
should have to put H "» 'he roof of our
higher
winter palace. Perhaps on a still
plane there will be room for other books
and periodicals besides those without
which no gentleman's library la com-

Only a

the last r-haso
music.
Botticelli and "painted

I

'73 and Tucker Deland
Wendell Goodwin "i-t and H.

'I

,

chapter
Perhaps the most extraordinary
"
Masque of Mi»lc
5n the book la "A
b a
and
strength
rhowa the writer's
of the purple
weakness: his command
to avoid bomohms* and his inabilitymost
Impressive
be
baa't when he would
time and space
After "the curtains of
Mr. Huneker
'had been drawn apart.
World, saw
-sfood on the cliff of the
and groaning
,rd heard the travailing epochal and
and sound m the

John Bryant

dining room table.
My learned friend
Dr. Hackerdum believes—at least he
writes so in his masterly treatise, 'Buck
ttyalrt Economy'— that the best cooks are
Inclined to be cross or given to strong
.drink: that they often find this com-

silent,

!

race for single sculls on thw Charles:
'73

can eat off It, as the saying is, you
may not be able to eat what in on the

'

l

At Harvard
Let us turn to more manly sports. A.
U Devena '74 on May llh won the first

that a clean
kitchen does not nccesarily argue in
favor of uhe cook's proficiency. When
the kitchen floor Is so clean that you

room saddened and

la

Erookllne.

fellow-sociologists

sugar

'

>

regulation against runn.ng an
there la
TIMONBER.
engine while standing.

est

bination.

[

vear

said something this morning about clean kitchens that the clean-

by

'

Gas
deliveryenough H wasted every day in this way
of
half
to take care of the modest needs
a hundred hebdomadal mptoriats for a
What'a that?" -Oh, yes,
to com.'.

i

You

clothes.

S

of Motoring"
-

the driver

was

said solemnly that he

1

,

unmistakably ambitious tendencies, la
sadly debating how much longer he can
afford the toy. laHo hear the engine of a
big truck running Idle at the eurb white

j

surprise at not seeing

^to^Ue^haf^:

Kef

•
the World Wags:
One of the dairy pleasures of the ordiat
gaaoline
with
nary automobilist who,
30 cents a gallon in the present and with

As

Johnson on Kitchens
Herkimer

-

GAVLORD QUEX.

Boston

leave
favorites. Witness
i
llic Is loval to its old
hfcrin^f,, war. used to
then go riding fori Ithis outburst in the Daily Telegraph.
Apices for adjectives;
his *'
to
Heroique" had
Returning
"Berceuse
'("Debussy's
an hour or more.
I if ailed, and the fourth symphony of Sioe1
I illus was a "conundrum"): "Mme. Calve
on :
and
appeared, and the confidence of t!".e au'CekerwHtes'^s a-JecUv~£*
in avoidance.
dience in itself was restored. Too many
then shapes his pages ago the est of
the great artist
years
( Vears had elapsed since
u the West 50
eafcle
whlcr
put
to
ability
jast sang to us, and the applause
cratorv was the
and "bugle" In one BeAtenc^
er
platform
the
on
H,,
greeted her appearance
that Ml
It Is needless to say
"f£ Bfjj
illuminative
I must have told her so In unmistakable
now as before, is often
"Bedouins has
terms. How would she sing? Was that
\
amusing.
Emulating,
many of 1 ls P"£e ° l \ precious voice hers still? There wasor-a a
this advantage over
remind one of
great stillness In the hall when the
in? volumes: it does not catalogue or
che sapete'-K chestra began to play 'Vol. more
fif ehVboTately annotated
slowly,
very quietly and a little
nf • well-chosen anthology.
himself with I
than usual—a stillness one notices when
AftTr he has exhausted
their
hold
does not
a large congregation of people
regard to Miss 'Garden-he impudently
L
her
breath. The questions were answered
with
fault
find
'even
sec-'i
tent scene of
before the singer had reached the
incongruous dress in the
ten;

P.fWLE.

Tremont Theatre.

Mr.

Wank

As

protest

city,

.Modern Saw

A

stranger to your«V
against being!
struck in the bark by a well bound set
of Indian Clubs every time I leave your
not inexpensive subway.

charming

'

!

were sweet and wholesome."

Many

of

As the World Wags:
May I, a stout

I

',

f

One

I

I

'

Ut Stonington, Illinois, should be largely
attended
Venus Holben is the SecretaryBut do her face and /figure ac-^

a

MBS

r^%he°lma|

£e

The Reformed Goddess
The Christian County Sunday School

[
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have seen Miss Pickford. It
of the average human being
»nv ether solution except a victory
[allied a! whatever cost. U looks also
a grave, and terrible social

if

were

The

Inevitable.

Labor

war

party

clearly Intend an attaric
the capitalists are therefore drawing:
their forces together in order to pre-

view, must be the outcome of
syndicalism and other similar movements. With thoughts like these, anxious about tho present, still more anxious
the future, one or two Krench
I about
Entmatlats have boldly put their doubts
land difficulties on the stage, Incorporatining contrasted ideas in different
dividuals, who recite, lecture, expound
of proI with all tho rhetorical fervor
cessors and doctrinaires. A conservaancient
the
in
up
brought
live critic,

M. Rene Doumlc.

\va\s

for

*? went

prepared to

approve,

if

instance.

who

,

tlieatres

j

F| political, social and economic problems.
L>. Courtney.

W
W—One

of the largest makers of films in
t) California thus apostrophised his colli league* in a huge newspaper adverticcSi
ment that his rivals seek to lure away
"Have
"stars" from his side.
yj his

t

no decency or honor?" he exclaims.
you know that any profit you
to
H might make by causing another man
polK violate his written word or honorisisunfit
which
money
tainted
profit,
luted
F|
F to spend on your wives and your chlldren? I>on't you know that star-stealing or attempted star-stealing is a species of 'jumping which is loathsome in
the eyes of civilised men and women.'
-

You are not going to get away
any longer. I am going to turn

It

on your activities every
time those activities are crooked. I
going to frizzle you on the grill of redgoing to use
hot public opinion. I
spotlight

am

can
I have tried every way I
think of to induce you to play the game
you
But
table.
the
on
with the cards
cards,
don't know how. You use marked
and vou deal from the bottom of the
or
one
which
world,
of
the
deck! Crooks
you will be the first to take me on?"
long
from
a
This is but a short extract
manifesto.

damn.

our Shake-

told, are not as thenand
"clipped
but
intended,
trimmed to a featureless uniformity that
above
The
abhorred."
have
would
he
words are the considered judgment of
Mr. M. A. Bayfield. M. A... who, in his
new book, "A Study of Shakespeare's
Versigcation." claims that to reprint an
Elizabethan text "ad litteram" may be
modern
to misrepresent completely for
readers the manner of utterance inChronicle.
tended.— London Daily
Some people are asking if there is any
reason why Othello should not be acted
by a "man of color." There is no reason of course, provided he be a good
actor. Tra Aldridge, the African Rosclus,
made his West end debut in 1858. at the
Lyceum, as Othello, with an English
cast He returned to London in 1865, and.
again appeared here as Othello, this
time at the Haymarket, his Iago being,

speare,

author

'

i

!

i

L

'

.

I
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tail in

themselves

debarred

called
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So

New

Gallery, Regent

to Lourdes, giving at the

Pro-

startling vigor.

evils,
Tills is onlv one instance of the
picture
of mechanical production. Film

making cannot be dealt with as though
were a manufacturing process. Picit

members of
largely composed of British
naval
& the pilgrimage, including many
promi
and military officers and other
nent Roman Catholics. On July 30,
the Naon the eve of the great war.
"The Holy
tional Zeitung declared, that
will have
'..Mother of Cod. of Lourdes.
much to do if she. the worker of miramend all the hones which our

I

•

j
I

;

'

i

[ling

'

cles, is to

other side of
soldiers will break on the
Poor France!" It was partthe Vosges.

'

|
!

abominable and

chat. that last

]v in answer to this
acteristlc German

utterance,
The
autumn's pilgrimage wa* instituted imis most
"eneral effect of the film
pro
cession
the
n
ai),
; r ,... a jve. Notable
i

ML

to

I

;

M

1

I'll

court

a pretty

little

lass

trick-,

mouth.—Londonl

artificial

Times.

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK

,

Hall, 3:30 P. M. Pcnslosj'
fund concert, Boston .Symphony Orchestra,
Mr. Monteux, conductor. Harvard Glee Club,
Mr. Davidson, conductor. See special notice.!
Boston Ope™ House. 3:30 P. M. Concert
bv Mine. Rosa Ralsa, dramatic soprano, and]
Mr. Rimini, baritone. See special notice.
Symphony Hall. 8:15 P. M. Concert by
Mnie. Lvdla Lipkowska. See special notice.
TUESDAY— Stelnert Hall. 8:15 P. M. Concert
by Emma Ecker. mezzo-contralto, and Alice
Siever, pianlBt., Songs: Loud, In My Garden:

SPNtDAY-Symphony

|

I

1

Fielltz, The Herb Forgetfnlnefs; Grleir. Ky
the Brookslcle: Brahms, Jn Summer Kieltls;
Rubinstein. The Forest Witch: Wolf -Ferrari.
Four songs, op. 12; Franck, "La Processfon";

Vidal.
tvuse;

Prlntemps
Hageinan,

Nonvean:

Fevrier.

I.'In-

Do Not Go; Rope's

TJi*

Roumanian Folk Hongs; Gretchanlnoft.
Snow Prop; Homer. Dearest, and Sins

t»

Piano pieces: d'Albert. Allemomle,
Me.
Garotte and Musette: Cbopln. Nocturne, op.
27, No. 1 Bra'jms. Three Caprioe*
;

WEDNESDAY — Steinort

o.iHall, 8:1."> P. Si
cert by Mar Shepanl-Haywnni. soprano. MndB
Souks:
violinist.
Hatch-Symouds.
Jessie
Handel. Care Selve; Scarlatti. Qual Fnrl'rtletta Amante; Spohr. s<-c-n<> aixl Aria fmm
"Faust": Schubert, Margaret :it the Sp-.nioi'Sl
Wheel' Ferrari, Le Mlrolr: Mo'issorasky. I iti

Xu 1:
Star Where Art Thou? Poh'WV
H
Hahn, I* Prlnterops; Fiske. The Bird: F.
Noves, Venetian Lament; Franz. The V»ooiN:l

tie

Seller,
pieces:

and

an

into

and

face,

down her grease-clogged

Youth.

Ferrari.

Butterflies;

loin

\

Crril Scott. Bygone Memories. Air
and Danse' Negre: Rimskv-Korsakoff. Ilyirn to
the Sun; Kreisler, La Gitana.
'at
THURSDAY—.Jordan Hall.Aria3:h>andP. \ nM.nations
Bach.
Bull, pianist.
from "Goldberg Variations" (1. 4, f«. 7. U,

j

.

1

30;
10
29
18
Ba'ch-MacDo'well,

|

jj

Bach-llenster, Sicilienne; I
Barl.-Hunilston.
Minuet:

Largo: Bach-MacDowell, Maivh; Cbopln, P«*
onalse, C sharp minor, op. 26. N<(. V.JJcli*
Fas ,-nniann. Intermezzo ami Finale from
Giles. Arietta. Op.
lngsschwank ans Wlen
t.ie
No.
12, No. 1J Kobold. op. 71.
Cradle, op. «8> No. ii; MacDowell. The Jnl
Km...;
Witch,
the
I.nue.
de
Clair
of Autumn.
Alkan -MacDowell. Perpetual Motion.
Cecilia Borjrty.
Jordan Hall, 8:13 P. M
Mme. Gautbier. J>ee special
assisted by
notice.

FRIDAY— Svmphony
Svmphouy

concert.

.,..„,

,,

-•'>

Hall.

Mr.

j

J U

;

M.,

.

,

|

•»••,!

\t
1

Monteus.

eomlwWJ.

major; *
Schubert. Symphony IM'
first
"\ Night on BaW MounOdn
The Nocturnal Pro
il ese concerts}- Unhand.
at Paris.
Carnival
Svendarn,
-esHton":
M. Seron
S VTI'ItDAY — .Ionian Hull. 3 P.
v ork Trio. Beethoven's Piano
cert of the New
No- !: Tscbaikowsky's Pl»»»
'

.

Trio,

op.

Repetition

Svmpbony Hall. 8 P. M.
Friday's Symphony concert.

a

z

7

weddin' day.

sonnwhTO down ashore
ui\ >
never faro to sea again a-tcmptln
A-heark"nm' to the cruel sharkB a-hung'rin'
for mv bones;
or go
run a blushin' dairy farm
I'll
a-erackln' stones.
ne

-

JO,

T

i

1911,

[

,

1-8,

Pavement" begins:
When I'm discharged in Liverpool
draws my tilt o' pay
won't come to sea any more.
have

|

yard,
tures cannot be turned out by the
men and
at so many yards a week. The
women who work in these things must,
to work,
to a certain extent, be allowed
conwhen they are in the best possible work[
to
dition for It. and not forced
so
just
condition,
when they are out of
a,
that the picture may be finished by
thej
spared
certain time. So shall we be
the
of
close-up
a
of
horrible spectacle
heroine with glycerine "tears" rollirtg|

Songs." published by Enoch, one finds
has
that the composer. Paul Corder.
made a gallant attempt to reproduce— if
spirit
the
word—
one can employ such a
The
that glows in Masefield's verse.
music is as English as you please. "Hell's

1

rosebud

little

brows, heavily pencilled, stand out with

modem

There is, of
John Masefield.
course, t^e brilliant Conrad, master of
prose, and there are others. But Masewith his chanties, his vibrant.
field.
Imaginative slang-verse, written out of
a deep understanding of the working
sailor and of the sailor's every -day life,
has a rlace of his 'own in contemporary
In a volume of "Four Sea
literature.

1

funny

a.

mouth stickln grlght up under hor nose
and down in the middle of her chin,
with hor natural mouth showing an
Her
inch or so beyond on either side.
per
face is an expressionless mask of
eye
her
which
upon
whiteness,
feet

than

same

has

heroine

pretty generally admitted that no
poet or prose writer of our time writes
more skilfully, more surely, of the sea

,

pic-

in

Once give thein the opportunity
know
of making up. and they never
where to slop. Many of the most beauentirely
are
tiful American pictures
The
ruined by this one vice, alone.

It is

street, of a

actresses

the

with

is

it

tures.

Masefield's Sea Songs

shrine
time the history of the famous
surand a panorama of the wonderful
was
rounding scenery. The audience

I

k I make the confession
reath. It is a« though Bomj
nally to mention that he

judicious.

following

,

the

of

grief

and the

frivolous

the

of

feared
sified and pigeon-holed, have not
even
to make the funny man funny
may
This
when adoring at the manger.
so
religious
not
spirit,
stand for the
much as simple, which has made this
which
elaborate production a triumph
M. Gemier has scarcely equalled. Wagner would have recognized in "La
Grande Pas orale" a step toward his
own ideal oi making all the arts coordinate in one rich yet simple harmony.

have never
these heartless folk who
London
given a th.-ught to these men.—
Daily Telegraph.

grimage

1

being shown at various picture theatres
in London this week. In it appear:! Miss,
Mary Pickford. Miss Pickford appar-f
ently is a star of the tirst magnitude.!
The. fact has been dragged from her
that she earns a salary which can only
be counted in thousands of pounds. Her
jpostbag contains a daily average, of
2000 letters. Yet she is still Incredibly
young. She has been granted a gift
that few have had. She has become
famous not only during her lifetime,
j"but at an age when for most of us life
'has hardly begun. There are not man
civilized persons who havo not at least!
heard her name. If only to criticize her
good fortune.
Personally, through a series of accidents. I h'*d never before seen .Miss

does the painting, and in a very short
time she becomes the laughing-stock

when

Times, March

it

disguise

to

,

— London

now filing

first

exceedingly well. It Is probably
the first marks of time's
hand upon her face, and the first result
in her apis a very great improvement
pearance, but after a few months she
overloses her sense of judgment; she

does

One detail is significant. The authors,
though living in a sophisticated age,
clasall the emotions have been

recent allied pilfilm descriptive of the
is

a

is

in

dience.

A Lourdes Film
A private view was given yesterday,

Mary

"The Ragamuffin"

peasants

"La Grande Pastorale"

in

the war, are

in

Edward Elgar

film

careers

been blinded

at the

A

their

in
etc.,
their profession as singers,
sight
restaurants, on the count that the
lunchers
the
of a blind musician "puts
gods
and diners off their food"? Ye
the
Are we come to this? In very sooth as
mac
so
it
of
world's mad, but none

is

Introducing

to

vence.

j

of a Senegalese chief.— The

air.— London Times.
is the first English:
musician to be elected a correspondent
of the Academic des Beaux-Arts, "aria.;

;

ages by peasants

vice.

temptation, she generally

yields to its

of Christ
feeling the story of the birth
middle
as interpreted from the early

j

f fjtage.

Sir

"Make-up" for Films
Make-up is the most insidious
When a woman. In private life,

audience
sincere
world accept and welcome with

j

erant to the African Roscius than New
York, where fr, r long he was denied a
hearing. Ira Aldridge, who died in 1867,

platform,

|

say the spiritual or spectacular father

the war had
been treated later by the directors of
formerly
which
with
various Societies
they had been associated. I have, I regret to sav, undeniable evidence of this.
Now I hear of, if possible, worse cases
Can you
even than those hinted at.
who are sound of wind and limb, cognizant of sight and sound, believe it
possible that many musicians really,
competent to hold their own, who havej

-

no jesting about Miss Kath-j
t erine Eggar's piano quintet, not even, wc.j
Mare afraid, in the giocoso. We were on
'our best behavior; it would have been ai
relief If a cat could have walked the|

about.

would be
in less certain hands
overladen with .musical Jewelry, to go
The
tune.
simple
tholr simple way to a
Emiother sonfls of tho group. "The
grant" and "Captain Stratton's Fancy,
show the same Just treatment. The
volume, indeed is the host thing of its
kind one has seen for a long time. The
accompaniments do not require, but
would be greatly enhanced by. being set
out for orchestra.— London Daily Telegraph.

which
j

in making
of Relnhardt, has succeeded
most sceptical and sophisticated
the.
to be found in any city in the

do

rificed

I

There

Back from the War
the
it ever dawns on
if

wonder

wrote in this column a
Last week
paragraph about the monstrous manner
sacin which many musicians who had

'

Pit

it

French, accompanying a poem which
frequently was not poetry—M. Gemier,
some
the Beerbohm Tree of France, and

I

'

was the son

to

havo the

radically straight!

E Walter Montgomery, James Fernandez,
the Cassio, and Madge Robertson (Mrs.
Kendal; Desdemona. His first appearance in London was made in 1833, at the
"Old Vic.' In the same year, at Coventj
Garden, F.llen Tree played Desdemona
London was more tolto his Othe'.lo.
\

from general

British prelate, too.
who pontificated at

1

1

M

ranks,

was a

the
version by two capable authors of
this
"the profession," and all run to
back we find old mysteries, pastorales, and moralieffect- "Now that we are
has the
ourselves forgotten by the musical pubties of Provence. It naturally
and the employers of our labor, aid of every stage device of lighting,
lic
managers, and the big choral societies
the
who will color and music, but what strikes
tiiink merely of those artists
elaboration
spectator most is that the
you
give
could
I
dray..
biggest
be the
suborof the production has been so
some striking examples of (he utter|
central
dinated to the simplicity of the
heartlessness shown to those brave men
imaginsuperb
the
to
thanks
about
idea that,
*
—
>__
.
_ I
ii.. n <i^Un/<o fnr
who do not want to be talkedneed
for-,
it
ation of M. Gemier. the audience
but who do need work and
conditions and feels as
modern
the
this
gets
on
heaped
quicklv." Then there is
Provencal,
real
witnessed
multithough it had
the question of fees, which in a
its owni
village acting for. the benefit of
tude of cases are much less than in
and
I
religious emotion at the greatest
say
to
bound
pre-war days. I am
history.
world's
the
simplest tragedy in
individual
of
dossier
large
quite
a
have
There are moments when M. Gemier
cases of promises of engagements made,
own
thing hss been unable to dominate his
only to be followed by this kind of
imagination, but they are rare. On the
mansociety
choral
or
concert
from
whole, this extraordinary spectacle proold
agers: "We have to think of our
war."
ceeds through Its three acts with everartists who stood by tis in the
intensity, and the culminHeavens alive! Where would these increasing
been ating scene of the Holy Infant in the
"artists" have been if it had not
choral
manger surrounded by adoring Provenfor the others? And the precious
annals
cal peasants is memorable in the
societies! There must have been many
VeroCoates
of the modern stage. Of its color
singers younger than, say, John
simplicity
might be proud; of its
(who, incidentally, knows nothing and nese
of
highly;
too
speak
to
difficult
has nothing to do with this note) who it is
cheerits power to impress the great
joined up at about 49. It is quite plain
witness
building there is nightly
from my dossier that something is radi. less
the. aucally wrong and that it must be put
in the irresistible movement of'

am

Manv thousands
we are now

nil

It

of

the one weapon that you are afraid of—
... I have tried working
the truth.
with you in national associations, and
are not worth a tinker's
they
have found

of lines in

to

impalpable and invisible? I mean,
thought
the concert-goers ever give, a
not only to so
to what the war meant
singmanv of our formerly prominentalso
to
ers and instrumentalists, but
recent
In
fought?
us for whom they
weeks I have had almost literally stacks
of
letters from this branch or that

|

the

is

which

.

.

of

Cardinal Bourne,
high mass in the Rosary Chapel,
At a lunch which followed the exhibition, given by Mr. Martin ;}, Melvln.
who Is ehlcflv responsible for the making of the film, Kr. Nicholson said that
Fr. Bernard Vaughan, speaking of this
had strongly Insisted upon the
film,
in
great good it might effect not only
Ireland and the United Slates, but
the
and
empire
throughout the British
world generally.
Archbishop Mclntyre admitted that he
had only been insido a cinema show six
times iii his life, once in Rome by special dispensation, but he was convinced
that tho cinema was today the only way
open for spreading the truth about any
it
subject. So far as he was concerned,
he had just
all films resembled the one
enthusiastic
an
become
would
seen, he

public
majority of the concert-going
of
that behind all the pseudo-glamor
their
the platform lights which radiate
the
upon
pseudo-splendor
more
still
performing vocalist or instrumentalist
darkness!
there is far, far too often a
being
is none the less there for

'•Don't

.

maV

rallvr innocent bravado, which
In "The Turn of the
convincing.
Tide" he treats the. sailor's beautiful
soltquy on death with the simplicity
and reticence the subject demands,
allowing such lines as
th»
An' oreBmln" down below thoro In
tangled greens and blues.
Where the sunlight ahuddera golden rouml

Inr^o.

ll>e

tacle

I you

with

How many

associated with hor.

was

soldiers
private.

cinema-goer.
manageresses would
Mr. Melvin hoped the film would bo
the
alter
not
does
this
Yet
gift!
same
in ever cinema theatre in this
shown
fact that Miss Pickford is a mortal. It country. Tho profits would be devotel
is
she
that
say
hospital at
to
Is no exaggeration
to building a permanent
the best known woman in the world, Lourdes for all British-speaking peoples.
certain
In
but she is still a woman.
—London Telegraph. March 5*.
circles it Is inclined to be forgotten
that "stars" are human. So many fatuA "Mystery" in Paris
that tne
ities are written about them
failing to make tho sorrows of
begins
After
if.
he
plain man must be forgiven
to some
Oedipus real to the Paris public by
to imagine that they belong
to the
superior race that has come on
immense complicated specLondon means of an
earth merely to make money.—
spectacle at the Cirque d'Hiver— a
Times.
which was neither Greek nor

E

.

not to nave.

like

and making them notj
the guardians of patriotism and of the
honor of France, but a wind-swept
arena on which are fought all kinds of

.

stayed to
Miss Pickford
I

scoff.

an extremely clever cinematograph
actress. Sho has adapted herself io a
an exceedingly
in
strange medium
clever fashion, and in this particular
whole film
the,
curries
Instance she
through by her wonderful personality.
She also seems to have the happy knack
of getting the best out of everybody

\i

f

finer.

is

his head mournfully over such
| shakes
MMUSsicns. which he thinks are dtshonoring the soul of France and asfsuredlv tending to the break-up of the
Hence he criticises with.
I Union Saeree.
Jsoiru vigor the "wave of im ernatlonallism." as he calls it. which is spreading

Pover the

]

Just becauso we like our
dogs.
friends, we do not wish to act like
that wo go prepared to
Is
Tho result
trlfl*

in

[their

[

rolble

like
tion that wc ought Instinctively to
friends.
a thing which has pleased our
a
is
taste
our
that
We prefer to think

on capital: and

vent the disastrous .anarchy which,

a

take an
Instinctive. If Irrational, dislike to anyare
praises
one he has not seen whose
being shouted aloud On every side. This
egoism. The
la a very subtle form of
root of it Is tho dislike of the assump-

f*f"

L

Is
to

oi
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\ntl nettle

PENSION FUND

I'll

.

(so
an' keep a little liquor store
said),
,
buy an' keep a little liquor stoic,

Or buv

Or
music,
and Mr. Carder's unpretentious
has just that suggestion of sm^S'

By l'HiLH'

The 34th concert
the
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HALE

for the benefit of

Pension

Fund was
n SymSymphony

vcstcidiiy afternoon
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Mr. Monteux conductor, r' v leirtT!olwm^trW^ntl!BW or its own Prj"
r t.'r^r^e^WI^^Rseu^s^Tnl
the manner in which'T torv in Hakluvt. Does any one reaf
tlie Harvard Glee Club,.| opera company and
produced
It
was
were
*n
tjvitf'j}
ana g poem, "The Buccaneer"? Foi
Davison, conductor, operas
Vrchibald T
i.
.Arcnioaia
day when the original plan was aban- I .,
„ 0 ,, _ down of a sh ip. turn t(
the going
There was a very larjre audience. donR(1 thcn thc pric(!3 were raised: J'Reade's "Foul Play." After all. the or
Saintimported
and
extravagance
were
"gtars"
The program vras as follows:
great poem of the sea is Coleridge s
tnl ' n '
ep
"4
in e 7 p
"Ancient Mariner." When Swinburne
Sacns, Symphony in C minor. No. 3;
v^ k a
ona]ity Js
I
he
of the ocean, to quote Henley,
unaccompanied choruses: Palestrina, charming as it was 10 years ago; her sings
maddens with the. wind and the sounds
AHoramus Te; Lotti, Crucifixus; voice is fuller and under firmer control. and the scents of it, until there "passes
Her coloratura work last night was into his verse a something of its vast*
Leisririj?, O Filii et Filiae. conducted
often brilliant: at times it disappointed. ness and its vehemencey. the rapture of
by Dr. Davison. Gluck, Minuet from
i

^ira.

u>-'isted

".]:,-,

by

'

I

.

-

.

-

,

•

.
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!
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"Orpheus"

-

solo,

(flute

its

appealing. There i*a peculiarly pathetic
quality thai is irresistible. In the songs
of tender sentiment she gave the most
pleasure, although the coquetry of her
interpretation
of Lemaire's
Gavotte
was a feature of the recital. Her singing of Amtna's plea was moving in
spite of disturbing ornamentation in
the latter part. In the Russian group
she introduced a song not on the program, and the order was changed. Her
singing of these, songs was especially
effective, and in one or two of them

I

conducted by Mr. Monteux.
Orchestra: Rimsky-Korsakoff, Caprice on Spanish themes.
Music by Coleridge Taylor If we at e
Xewbolfs sturdy
to
ftp mistaken,
%erecs. "Drake's Drum.'' was sung J
after the first group of choruses in re- ^
giving:,

'

1

j

;

I

i

palpitating,

the

inspiration,

liandkerchiefs, come In and tell you
moving stories or the immemorial, inHe abides in a
communicable deep.
sponse to the enthusiastic applause.
port; he goes down to the docks, and
without
dramatic
exaggeration
was
she
loiters among the galiots and briganThis applause was deserved. Harvard
"When she came to the French group she
the melancholy song of
University may well be proud of its * donned a gorgeous wig and costume. 1 tines: he hears
the chanty-men; he sees the chips flyGlee r-i U b and the conductor of It. It 9 The large audience was warmly apins under the shipwright's adze; hej
that Ismokes and]
Should be remembered that the per-;) I plausive.
smells the. pitch
Mr. Hoffman was also applauded libwith
each
i
bubbles in the cauldron. And straightchanges
MUtnel necessarily
1 era'lly for his playing of pieces by Saintway he falls to singing his variations,
Graduating class. This makes the task
Saens, -Sarasate and McDowell- Hart- 1
on the ballad of Count Arnaldos; and,
of drilling the more arduous.
man. Miss Matzoff's accompaniments the world listens; for its heart beats in
There whs a time when the Glee clubs
showed her to be a pianist and a ] his song."
of Harvard and Vale sang chiefly college
musician of much more than ordinary
Does the ocean appreciate all the fin*
and popular songs for th*-ir own amuse- 1 alrtlltjr.
1
'sit,
%
things that have been said about it.
ment and for the pleasure of the alumni
on© watches
fiom Aeschylus to Byron; from Byron
from wnaterer
The
The sea
the eilic.i the clubs visited.
In
ver moment
It.
from hour to hour: at
and Hugo to Maselield and .lules
Singing as. a rule was of the rough
»ne surprise* it: always Hie same, nrvor at
It would swallow impartiCatorgue?
and ready-go-as-you-please.' muscular
fault, always aloue. empire of the unsociable,
ally all these rhapsodi.-ts and realists
Throats were strained, chords
making history* for itself, badly U .tested catarartety.
with an exulting
a.-- it has gulped down,
Ivmii: as if the liquid slate *»eo l>y us was
Stuck out nti the sides of the neck,
And the <lnys when it sets Its
Dly decay!
roar or an ironically smug smile, countfaces wee flushed, there was painfully
Th* sea always
jo- rid itself of it* liquidity!
men,
Vomen and
treasure,
vessels,
waist
evident bodily activity from the
the sea, without an iostant of cibaueUon!
children foolishly trusting to It.
Hi'-" clubs were often good
In
Up.
Dices nml a f.-w men that had i-tii(lled
Salt Horse and Salt Tales
\
aiUlging: but the ~,:ur.il result was a
Raisa, Rimini and
DeHpent roar of mediocrity. Today the Aa the World Wags":
A paragraph fn a local newspaper Isfc light Cosmopolitan Audience
ard Club challenges the admiration
The
headed, "No More Salt Horfc."
of all those Interested ^n chorus slnglim.
Dr. Davison ha- tanshl these students. writer of the paragraph tays: "After L
Intelligently, musically; he has not overthe present supply of salt pork has been 1
Joint recital was given by R<
trained them, for they sang yesterday) used up no more will be purchased, so 4
Halsa, sopi-ano. Giacomo Rimini, bariwith delightful spontaneity, yet with
demand, It bavins been rethere
'

!

:

\

We

I

never
come, in turn, from France.
saw Mr. Gillette's piece, and we cannot.
the
by
made
therelore, deplore changes
"Fittyadapters -or rejoice in them.
added
Fiftv," which at first had "Ltd."
to the title, is an amusing entertainMr.
reason
of
ehiefly
by
amusing
ment.

I

Corthell.

i

is

I

many-

twinkling miracle of its light." Walt
Whitman wrote memorably,' superbly of
the sea. Is there no poetry in J he prose
of ttenlev when he comes to Longfellow"
"To him the sea Is a place of
mariners and ships. Tn his verse the
rigging creaks, the white sail fills and
crackles, there are blown smells of pine
and hemp and tar: you catch the home
Wind on your cheeks; and old shipmen.
their eye-balls white in their bronzed
with silver rings and gaudy
faces,

:

Rubinent) ; chorus and orchestra.
stein, Choruses of Ham and Japheth
from "The Tower of Babel;" Netherland Folk Song, Prayer of Thanks-

He made it over from the Get man, and the German farce may have

wards.

-

Her thrill, for example, in piano passages was even and agreeable In brilliant measures it was unpleasant. In
purely lyrical passages the voice is

Laur-

Mr.

^

%

I

-

Clairfe.

graceful. She sings unand agreeably and is sufj
Mcientl-v in and out of love with l\en r
Ncth. Miss Wells has Atalanta's "better
and in tbb costume which
1 part."
bv Corn v. allis. she justifies bis
f paid tor
remark that it is a revelation, a very
pleasing revelation, even to jaded and

pretty

and

members of Hie Society of
Physical Research. Miss Quinette is a
Messrs. Grimes.
piquant Katherine.
and Allen take prominent
Pollard
funny as the
is
Allep
Mr.
parts.
crabbed old gentleman who vainly seeks
a bath until he shoulders the tub and
bears it to his own room. His entrance,
with his questions about the nature of
of the
the lodging house, is a feature
Miss Grenvillc, Cornperformance.
wallis's tyrannical wile, is attractive in
her widow's weccls.
The story is a simple one. Kenneth.

surfeited

I

I

'

!

I

I

!

I

.

I

'

'

the

'

I

!

I

,

|
1

I

l

,
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I

nephew

of

Wyndham.

Judge

is,

hard up. Left in charge of his uncle's
bouse, be takes lodgers and boarders.
Thus dees' he receive vivacious guests,
Midnight
of the
the young wor.ien
Scrambles Company, headed by FlubHe also receives
by. the vampire.
Crosby family. Cornwaliis Bonatlie
o/ girls; he adfond
is
Crosby
parte
mits it himself; his wife's jealousy is
not unfounded. This family has beat
seen in farces for many years, nor pre
other characters in "Fifty- KiRy" unfamiliar, but the various amatory adventures Of Cornwaliis are entertaining,

|

:

'

Wadler

Arden. as

i

nrelen'.iously

I

|

Yet Miss

,

I

I

"J

'

and Hhere is the love story of Kenneth
and Claire, not too mawkish, punctuated
by sentimental duets an.- an occasional

I

dance. In several of these love episodes
the Gosman sisters come on the stage.

A

'

a

,j

Ctfeful regard for nuances of expression, f
with a mastery of dynamic gradationIn piano passages there nsa security of'
Intonation; when full \ or al strength »««
demanded, tonal quality was not lost.
Especially noteworthy was the performance, of the mm-lc by l/ilil and
Lolsring. a performance that might excite the
envy of any male chorus
composed of picked professional Hlnger*
who h:fd long worked together.
It was a pleasure to h'-ar the choruses
from "The Tower of Babel." When bis
oratorio was performed by the Handel
and Haydn Society In IR*C the muslgiven to the Shemltcs and the Handles
Was though! to he extremely oriental.
I

no
placed by bacon and ham."
Is

my

Am

I

lifelong

:

stummlck and a-nourlshln' of
Buston.
"Salt

horse." or

yer."
C. II. C.
or "old
nk,
"salt Junk,"

i

.

..

Ballade, Colerldse-Taylor. Mr. Wadler
"Per La O'orla." Cacclni. "DI Vleni No
Tardar." Mozart. "Prlinavera." Bee'-hoven.
Mm*, natsa: Aria: "Tarantella." Rojnlnl,
Mr. Rlailnl; Aria: "Vol La papete" (from
Mascagnl,
Kaisa:
'Tavalterla"),
Mine.
Doet from "Don Giovanni," Mozurt, Mint
Rats* and Mr. Rimini; "Dana be Printemps," Gara. ''Jeunes Fillettea," arr. by
Weckarlln. "My Curjy-Headed Baby." u.
H. CiuiKtm, "Yohrzelt. " Siberia. Mm*.
Balsa. Arta from "Tannhaeuser." Waurncr,
"to Voerlle Amartl." Toatl. Ferenata "Don
Olovannt." Mozart. Mr. Rlmlnl; "Shepherd Leol." Blmshl- Korsakoff. "Berceuse.''
Orelohanlnoff. Volga Boat Song. arr. by
Bsllktrew, Hme. Halsa; Coirntiy Dance,
"Ave Sfarla.'' SchubertVictor Ku-do.
Wllhelmy. Mr. Vfadler; Duet from "MlnDon," Thomas, Mm*. Halaa and Mr. Rlmlnl
Mme. Balsa sang with her usual emotional Intensity and abandon, rousing
bar hearers to a high pitch of enthusiasm. She responded generously with
extra numbers, among these being several Russian folk songs, which seemed
to delight a large portion of the audience.
Mr. Rlmlnl sang with vigor, the dramatic quality of his voice being showr

horse" is salt beef.
"Snai Icyyou" p
In
Capt.
Marrsvyat
tt their r;fw ,'.]
In l!i20 young composers. French. Amer-l\ 11837): "So while they eat
Inwill
beer
you
with
salt
junks
irnn.-.
wlien
iheir
musical
English.
thoughts turn eastward, rue more orien- fra mined,"
tal than the orientals themselves.
Blackwood's Magazine (1X80): "Let
H was a happy thought to all In the me give yon some salt Junk. John was
^assistance of the Harvard Glee Club for
hungry and ialher enjoyed the saM
The dub responded In beef."
(this occasion.
MOpI generous spirit. I.e: »s hope that
t'lnrk Russell In ".lack's Courtship"!
there singers next j»>a*on may be In aid
argued that salt horse t»oi-ks out of [i
In snnjc important w uk for mile voices
Ihe pores and contributes to thai ma
ami orchestra nt n s.pli-e-(|>:ion concert.
bogany complexion of the sailor that Is
Salnl-^aois's ir.l,'i ess'v,. symphony was
ofi»n "mistakenly attributed lo runi and I
r
section with
finch played.
The
weather."
Organ displayed the eloquence of the
Clark Russell, the half-brother of Mr.
effectively
his
duets with Mmc
In
upper strings, sonorous and beautiful
Henry Russell, once known in Boston,
Ralsa.
li.ng
cant 'i!e
Monteux
In
\I r.
lh<
now personally conducting M MaeterMr. Wadler was warmly received. The
ga\. b dramatic le'.ling aid prep red
lie film regioiia of the Pacific
linck In
richness of lone and beauty of exprestab- jrand L-llmas's it,
misterly m:mconst: 1 'oes sny one road Clark Rut
sion
shown by the young violinist lr
ner.
Mr, Laurent's fii.l tone and exThere na ; a
tales today?
sell'a sea
his playing or "the "Ave Maria" me.
pressive
interpretation
In
Gluek's
K\ en
lime when they were the race.
with
such long-continued applause that
heavenly music were warmly appreciwomen at afternoon (cms discussed "Th»
he gave three ecores.
ated.
brilll.™ n t
peiformince
of
A
Wreck of the Grosvenor" and "The
rtlmsky- Korsakoff's
fam bar
Caprice I Frozen Plrale." jet in n recent synipoennr-1 a concert of much more than
sliim about stories of Ihe ocean, Rusordinal., interest.
sell's nam., was not mentioned, while
space and praise were awarded for in- j
Russell was once crill- j
ferlor writers.
ebsed unfavorably and impatiently by a
captain: "Yes, I've read
t ransa t'aul ic
>oprano Sineer C.ivps Concert in
?pmc of bis sbooks: the captain is al- *
.HLU'
Symphony Hal!
Whjs a scoundrel, bml on sinking his.
peri.usUi
1
1CATR.E— First
Lyd'.a Llpkowska, soprano, asship, and Ihe third mate Is a perfect
I'ormanci
Fusion, or "Fit ly-Kiity," a
gent leman."
sisted by Miss Matzoff. p;anlst. and
musical in. J
in ;i prologue and two
"The \*Oeck of the Grosvenor" is a novel
Jacques Hoffman, .ylol'nlst. gave a conacts adapted b> \YII lam Lennox, Marto be read on land, when one has no
Mr.
cert In Symphony Hall last night.
thought of going to sea: a veranda from
garet Michael
lltl
A-fthur Swanstrom
De Voto was Mr. Hoffman's accompan- Which Ihe ocean may be safely seen "All the Comfrom William GUlettv
The program ncluded with other there should be a strip of marsh with
ist.
forts of Home"; >.ui
and lyrl<s by
varying colors betweeji-is the place
Bellini's
"Ah! Non Credea":
(songs,
Mr. Swanstrom and
:t-y
Morgan,
lo lead it; yet we .have heard of a
!
Rossini's "Bel Ragglo"; Pe*-goles'j "Se
r.
"Interpolations"
by
y Carroll and
young man who, when the popularity
1" < iticed
by tfteJ
ami". Cherubini's "Ave Maria"
Harold Attcrldgo.
til
of the novel was great, gave the book
Ltwlth violin): an air from R'mskyFallscib company.
Al II. S.nylh. rr\'i-\
to his betrothed as she was "embarking
Korsakoff's "t-'now Maiden": Tschaisical
director,
t
for Liverpool' and passionately urged
kowsky's "Si J' avals su"; AIlabefTs her* to read Jt. Tales^ -of daring adKenneth Patterson
Rollin Grimes. Jr. 1
lack Pollard \
iMontmorency 'McKay
Glinka's
"Dante";
Rosslgnol":
iyiit>
venture are for the timid, to whom the
Doro:c ; Qulnittei
KaUiertne Verry
[Dvllbes's "Bell S-'ong" from "Lakme";
Ruth W ells
Journey from Boston to New York or
Fluffy La Grange"Gavotte":
Massenet'3
Malre's
rf^e
Prof. Josephus Dabney. ..... .Arthur Allen
Barnstable is fraught with perils. DeControl's "Lalssez mol
Cornwallis Napo'.con Crosby.
f"Rc villana"
tective stories are for those who canHerbert fort bell
jlre": Kenrtedy-Russell's "Vale"; T?uzzlnot guess a conundrum or solve a
ESarl D* tit
Judge Tanner
Peccla's "L.lttle Birdies"; Saar's "Little
C'laiTO C!rcnvl!l<j
Minerva Crosby
glowing
simple
problem;
a
love story
as
[Gray Dove"; Howard White's "Robin is keenly relished by the misogynist of
Doris Arden
niatre frosby
Frank W'underlee
Judge Wyndtiam
Song." and a sor.g by Miss Mntzoff.
standing..
Ilelene tiosmau
Dollv Manners
The years have passed quickly since long
Reno Qosraan
Men who lf>ok part in the symposium Angelica Manners
Mmc. Llpltowska delighted audiences at
was brought
thought
Conrad
wns
novelcomedy
the
supreme
When
this
musical
the Boston Opera Houie. yet It was In
He noted their hysteria out in Now York last October Gertrude
the first week of the first season Nov. ist of the sea.
smiled,
hoping
there
would
be
and
oplha> she first nppeared there a«
12. 19 n
Vauderbilt took the part of Fluffy. Miss
portunity for us this summer to read
I.akme. Although she s^ns that season
Arden that of Claire, Banrett Greenand the next in 'La Traviota." "Ris- L^'Moby Dick" for the 50th liiuc", or lo> re- ? wood that Of Kenneth. John Slnvija- fjj
read Hugo's "Toilers of the Sea." If |
o'letto," "Lucia di Lsmmermoor," "The
u
Prof. Dabut.v, Jean Newcombe f
on wish lo be thrilled by sea fights, m played
Barber of Seville." "La Boheme," snd
Crosby, Mi
"Manon" she was best remembered there is the, description of Ihe memorable j*"ook the part of J^eWa.
The Gos
'-'ortheil that of '..'oiuwallif.
one between Ihe (ton Homme Richard
left us as
after she
the heroine
of
tl
Ihe Sernpis in llennan
Tiellbes's opera, and her performance
sracl I'otter''; t'apl. l>odd'
the "Belt Song" last night brought
r,<
Ihe plrale ship iiiJjB*>
111
it
pl<aaant memories ,.f u,c time
^ Ith
,

[
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not to rubberneck, but to aid the lovers
in their vocal exhibitions.
What would happen to the show if
Mr. Cortheil were not on the stage
much of the time? He is funny, very
funny. Not that he clowns it, or mugs
it:
be has a qi'iet way with him that

and Mayo Wadler. violinist, ye:
terday afternoon before a distlncll
cosmopolitan audUnce in the Bosto
Opera House. The program waa
tone,

wrong

Impression that "salt
horse" Is not pork, but salt beef, or
what is Invoiced as beef?
You recall the Bloxy of the old suit
who asserted "Yer may talk of yer
flummadlddlei s and flddlcpaddles, but
when It comes down to gen-u-lne grub
thero ain't nothnig like good old salt
boss that >cr kin eat afore yer turns
in and feel It all night a-layin" in yer
In

•

•

•

i

1

is

often irresistible.

Many

of his line*

and quips are in themselves amusing,]
bui he has the art of saying a line that
at the time seems amusing, while from
another it would fall flat. And he is
Fat men have this
light on his feet.
recompense: they are often easy and

j

|

J

|

waltz or pirouette: not,
Lake,
of Salt
like Mebcr C. Kimball
City, who was described by Artemus
dancer.'
Ward as a loose and reckless
whose cowhide monitor had crushed
many a lily white toe. Mr. Cortheil moved
many in the ".arge audience to tears
when he sang of the Kentucky still and'
longing for moonshine
expressed
his
rather than for sunshine: but a still
,.e|t t r song was "The Argentines, the
'Portuguese and the Greeks."
Tlie lyrics, when one could hear them,
seemed better than the average. Tbe
music is an agreeable Jingle with the
(necessary sentimental strains, but there
lis
no conspicuously lively or tender
The audience evidently enjoyed
Is. ns.
Ithe entertainment. By the way. names,..,,|
|«"
the woman who Introducod two dances "of a toe and semlIrcDbatlu nature were not on the play-

even graceful

in

i

;

!|

bill.

|

|
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ON KEITH'S BILL

Rae Samuels, comedienne, assisted by
Miss B. Walker at the piano, and Percy

|

Bronson and Winnie Baldwin,

in

"Vi-

sions ^f 1?69," share the headline honors
ion the bill at B. F. Keith's Theatre
Lost evening a large audithis week.
1

.

.

.

!

I

i

i

I

,

|

;

'

I

|

;
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—

;
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ence was fTeeply interested.
Miss Samuels' act is one of the most
Her
spirited of the current season.
songs are all new, s:ie has a pleastns
voice, and added to this she is an accomplished dialectician and a comedienne well versed In her art. Perhaps the
feature of her act was her "hick" song,
in which there are many subtleties oj£
speech, facial play and "business."
Bronson and Baldwin have a uni
-

i

!

[

act

In

which

insr

ts

Interestingly dis-

he
cussed in retrospect. The setting,
sun parlor of the roof of the Aluminum
of
roof
building in New York, with the
the Astor hotel and the skyline in
pleasing perspective, arrests the eS*c,
and the entrance and exit of the- per-,
formers are made by airship. Besides!
this the act is interesting by reason of
the lag of Mr. Bronson and the many
sided talent of Miss Baldwin, in whlch^
she burlesqued the vampire, the 7,ieg-j
feld girl and the girl of the "burley."
Other acts on the bill were Everest's:
Novelty Circus: Wanrer and Palmer,
in a comedy sketch; Eddie Vogt. In
"The Love Shop." assisted l*y Harry
and Grace Ellsworth and a company of
pretty girls; J. C. Xugent, In a monologue: S. and A. Conrad, in a singing
'

I

and dancing

act;

Rome and

Cullcn, In

one of the best eccentric dancing s
other season: and Ande'
of this oi

act

e

j

—
COPLEY THEATRE "When
'

!j|r.

'

I

U»oa»rd CvaHco

fo.c l*.a«on

hash:

name" of Pnssatuqunck

i-«.ii.m
W
nininem

Mr. r«t»r Poitiebury. D. p.«H. (,0ll«»>
lddlcom
Th. Hon. Charles

i

I

Knights

byi
Were Bold. a farve in three acts,
riie cast:
Charles Marlowe,

;

k

al waa 1
Mir
TTftori
wll h tho Map tc
ni! lien ret s« \ rriirTnTiSloni doscriped this PlscoursO
Charlesi n0\ hV„ B' to tho one Miss. Buel\ gave In
Prim e
chub.
where 1
most
our
the lions of these unholy Sabbaths,
Hla Highness hecj New York three weeks ago when
was paid Satan, exultantly J
reverence
<
barlmrou.- wUol8
consisted of music by
program
their
"innge
W0U 'i (i ,,r.«
form of a he-goat, where
Bach was served aa a roast. ruling In thehorrid,
such relish, as posterity *l«i
1
?.
obscene revelr.v. ifH
na
ihere was
tholrtl
os was tholrll,,,
bo lled. in moat balls, on toast
v uv C»
ancient
,'Z
soup, and i\ c may believe well-instructed
for
"the
stock
°jd|
as
list
casserole,
the
In
In a
alld H
Godfather." etc.
ind modern writers on Satanism
especially hashed for there wore
was changed to|
I

!

_

-

.

precisely as the old

name

of

AoJ many transcriptions.

witchcraft,

we wonder why any wom-I

young or old, straddled a broomstick!
Yesterday »Mlas Buell had the courage an,
Joy-1
w
"Goldberg" varia- and made her way hopefully and
BaclVs
of
nine
ley]
play
to
ch itai
or barren!
that as * ™»
mountain now; tions, named after Johann Theophllus fully to a lonely mountain the musl-|
had the Goldberg, a pupil of Bach. This Gold- plain. K we can put talth in
11-""
lvon.1
uTwn a* Agamenticus first
B*,
of cal descriptions given by Berlioz. Boito.i
,u ;* '. vV. 1
berg his whole name la llko that
E. R. CUve
S
Satan's evening receptions were!
da \ ere
Sli
RUI»*
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in his Sitting-room, where one
pounding out the overture
"Tannhheueer" on a piano; another
I'-Jsy with her needle.
The drab wife.
roking- chops,
turns to a Xantippe
-hen she finds that her husband has
'•"•ft her;
she denounces the children as
brats. His old mother dies suddenly,
when he goes out "just as a meal is
.s

cashier's next halting- place

is
I

!

'

is

•

,the

i

The

born delicacy and a nlc> sen.se of the
proprieties of poker prevented the gentleman in question from using the full
word. It may readily be found in any

seiit her oniy^son inojbors with
message: "Tell your father'that ho
Thus did she even
riot your father."

band

iithtcr is

1

In

the steward's box at a Velodrome dur-'
cycle relay races. He excites thet

matters.
Sixty of the white monks of Caldy
island, oft the coast of Pembrokeshire,
yesterday gave the last of four presentations of the Passion Play. No words
were uttered, the play being acted in
dumb" show, and the connection of the
storr sustains* by * musical recitative,

rhyming dictionary.

J. P. P.

Xotes About
Comedians in Paris
After the light drawing-room dramas
that have held the stage of late, it was

!

f

j*

and

]|

a Salvation Army hall. Several, repentant, have confessed their sins. Souls
have been -found." A Salvation girl
coaxes the cashier to the bench of penitents.
She is working for the reward
offered and bringing in. the police. He'
throws away what is left of his plunder
—It is picked tip greedily by the saved
and the unsaved. Seeing he is trapped,

The Choir Will

j

Now

Sing "Dew-

j

police officer
the light!" And]
iron;cal and far-

to say;

I

|

1

Robert after

J]

many

years, found all chill

j

and gloomy and immediately, proceeded
warm thinps up a bit.
'The house was 'dry and onti-tohacoist, bo he suborned the butler to proJuce whiskey and 3oda and lit a cigar.
The discovery that the books ranged
I
n the library shelves were tin frauds
gave him an opportunity for mention-

]

;

I

guardians shortened the
lnter-watch
periods by going to a hospitable basement and eating, drinking and smoking
too much—everything Being
on the

'

ing his favorite authors.
Including,
strange to say (for he was a writer of
papular fiction) Aristotle. But brother!
Hubert was immune against the Aria-

J

and quite unpurged
so Edward tried a.
He helped his elder

stronger ivmei'y.

who

p'ece,

w».t

.

r

ntly

<•

married and

'vxnecling "
rjn away from home
with her huvbaii
Still the adamant
Robert didn't riire. Thereupon Edwards
lo'd Robert what he thought of him in
r;n
apostrophic st>lo which suggested)
that his nov<-l.< m.tst have been a little
ild-fnshloned.
Nevertheless, It seems
aided by an eventful Interact) to have
got there." For when he saw Robert
:i;;tiin, he had had n strike at the works
nd a stroke at home, and was much
hastened, forgiving everybody and even
bl easing t|hc union of brother Edward
th his own lady-secretary, who was.
by the trickiest coincidence, an old
lame of Edward's. To crown tor rather
:oronet) all, Robert before the curtain
"ell received an announcement' that he
.
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to be

made a

peer.
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DEER I8LA.ND-DOWN-THK-BAY.
7,°"' o:i t pleasant night In March
I
haprrned to get tlrht.
I
took n walk down Portland street
And there l had a fight.
Two policemen they cam* along
Who had some words to say.
They aald titer's send ma sailing
To \fo»r Ialand-Down-Tha-Bay.

wasn't quite so tight.
asked th'. skipper to

me

let

I

I

.

I

I

.

my

hand,

I

Now, that's thewny they trsat yon
At Deer Island-Down-The-Bay.
I

vrot

out In tho morning with

My har.i'cart In my' hand:.
Down by the Putnam Bradley
'<

I

.

i

dally took nt/ stand.
I hauled the fish and praties
Al: through the mud and Clay.
To feod the anlnts and nngels
I

On

De.tr

'

Island-Down-The-Bay.
]

j

It

!

j

I

Her

ji

Jane Hading, having

left

the stage.

She

!s

]

sion demands it; to be happy you must
;be happy, and in crying you must cry.
English girls have the feminine grace
and charm and the physical lines; many

re-

j

taste is entirely ruined or non-existant."
Swedish male dancer, Jern Borlln of

A

are very beautiful."
"What of the jazz rage?'*
lovn was asked.

the Royal Opera. Stockholm, dancing In
Paris alone, supported only by an nretestra. made a sensation at the Comedle
des Champ Elysees last month. Among

elated,

haggard martyr

(as

in

nauer's voice was "too light"
part of Kund'iy!
Edith AlasAi was praised aj
at the Opera Comlque, Paris.
voice, pretty face, a charming
one of the best interpreters

Arriyo
Pedrollo's
opera
Hugo's
romance "The

Laughs"
at Rome.

'Devant

I
I

:

J
1

They took us to chureb on Sunday
To hear the word of God.
we're no't used to.
And we think It mlg-hty odd.
They think they will convert Ua,
Make ua quit our nasty way.
They'll find thoy are inlat&'cen
It's rontrtlilng

j

•

1

'
,

1

On Deer ndaDd-Ddwn-Tlie-Bay.
A3^ you will notice, there ia a little
confusion as to tense. The late' Frothlngham Clancy was so meticulous in
tenses that It is Impossible to glue him

1

credit for tho work.
J.

P. S.

"They

Allow

me

PALFREY PRATT.
to

march me

free from Russian influences, and hhj
ideas are stimulating and original.''
Recently the production of the piece
called "Lcs Chnines." by M. Bourdon,
was tho occasion for something like
tumult at the Theatre Francais. The
piece certainly lent itself to a somewhat excited controversy. In M. Georges
Bourdon's play the hero, Robert Pierard,
had before the war been an internationalist, like his friend and mistress, Lydle,
a Russian, a revolutionist, and. for. ill
practical purposes, a Bolshevik.
They
had agreed in their anarchical views,
but the war came, and entirely transformed the opinions of the man. Robert
has been in actual contact with the
enemy of France, and words and

;

annotate this song.

down

to Station
two." Is not Portland street on DIvl-I
alon one instead of two.' Ey courtesy
the police of one division sometimes
accomodate prisoners from other divisions, but such practice 13 not regular
and is discountenanced nt headquarters.
."
In"But they never found a

I
I

|
1

!

for

the

Manon
"Pretty
actress,
of the

part."

;la Mort ). with ashen skin, wild hair and
shagriy beard, clad only In a scarlet loinj
cloth, as In some hectic vision of El
Greco, or, again, as a frenzied dervish,
spinning round, enveloped in his enor1 mous
floating 'skirts,' or prostrating
himself, exhausted, on the ground, with
staring eyes and muttering lips.
M. J
Korlln's all-round technique is extremely /)
good, and he uses his Rrms with extraordlnary effect. His style Is individual and

There ure dears on H oat on Common.
And more on Portland street.
And there la dears on Deer Isle,
They look e>o nloe and aweet.
They waah our shirts and mend our socks
To pass the tlma away.
Ypu'd think you were In henven
On Deer lalahd-Down-The-Bay.

Mme. Pav-

"Tastes and styles change," she remarked. "In dancing all the good things
will stay, and others which may Bet a
passing success will go.
Sometimes
things which aro good are not very
much talked about at first, but they
grow."
Mascagni has completed his new opera. "The Little Marat."
The New York correspondent of the
Menestral wrote that Mme. Metze-

transforms himself into the living likenoes of some huge Negro sculptnre hewn
out of wood, and, clad In an ashy-grayblack skin-flttlng maillot, decorated with
barbnrio plumes and tufts, is able to
evoke, by his ungainly gestures and
waddling gait, the image of a primitive
and loathesome creature, half-man. halfape. M. Borlin'a range of expression is
great, and the best part of his performance Is the Bkllful and accurate way in
which he reproduces the 'stylistic' features of archaic and exotic art, whether
he appears as a bronze Indian Idol (as In
the 'Dense Celeste') or as some ema-

I arrived at the beautiful Island.
Tr-ey took ate to the hoose.
They senrcnod nay earenss over,
1

—

I

||

was one to Liszt's "St. Francis Walking on the Waves"; but the
most extraordinary of all was his
''Sculpture Negre" to Scriabin's PoemeNocturne:
"In this last the dancer

To Deer Island-Down-The-Bay.

*

'

his dances

And I wns tcok away
On the steamer Putnam Bradley

hair close to
P^t on n aylt of gray-

I

'I

remarked:
"We are passing
through a trying period when the public

I

my

II

cently

Deer Island Is* a pleasant place,
South Boston can't compare.
The Judgo he said 'twould do rae good
To hov<> a change of air.
The clerk he wrot<» ttte sentence.

out

To this
In the orchestra.
day. so I am told, Pavlova is unaware
of the Identity of the 'cellist, who as a
fact was none other than Pablo Casals.
Uasals. it seems, was playing In the
concert of which the dance was a part,
so to speak, and after his performance
he crept into the orchestra unnoticed.
Similarly Mr. Felix Salmont. they tell
me. played his 'cello as a part of the
orchestra at a performance conducted
the other day in Manchester by Albert
Coates of Scriabin's "Divine Poem."
London
I like to hear of these things.
Dally Telegraph.
Mme. Povlova, returning to London,
after an absence of Ave years, had much
to say to a reporter. She spoke of I.ondon as her second home, and then about
English girls as dancers. "English ;<irls.
who have become increasingly interested
in dancing, are most sincere, devotaa,
consicientious in what they take up.
There Is a natural reserve, but you
must throw your feeling into your art
and become expressive when the occapanied her

salary never exceeded 1200 a month.
Lerand,
who created Fouche in
"Madame Sans Gene" and many other
parts— he was nt the Vaudeville for 20
years— Is dead. He died In "pecuniary

living at her house in Neuilly.

the awful pile of whiskey
would dally store away,
Bays he. "I'll keep you aober
On Deer laland-Down-The-Eay."

Put they n»ver foun-i

Mexico City. "Le Cygrie," which we all
went with even more than
Its usual fragile delicacy and cliarm,
and the great dancer surpassed herself
because of her delight in tb.e wonderful
playing of the solo 'cellist, who accom-

love so well,

Miller, Frevalles, etc., are exfor their restraint and pic-

for beauty rather than gain."

|

|

I

j

I

Th*y

|

than other Instrumentalists,
or is It merely that it has been my fortune to hear of good deeds well done by
'cellists while their confreres' friends
have not drawn out their similarly good
deeds into the light? Some time ago
when Madame Pavlova was dancing in

distress."

go.

me drunk

police swore they »aw
hundred times or more.

old. friend

of "heart"

from America it might haVe raised a_
howl of derision, but the fox-trotting'
Parisians welcomed It enthusiastically,
and we may look for a return of Apache
dances In the near future. Anyway, it
Mme. Cora Laparcerie has
is good fun.
one of her best parts as the Princess,
and her company, MM. Colin, Escoffler,

work

They inarched mo down to Station Tws
And there I stopped that night.
And when I woke in the morning
I

Personal Notes. Etc.
Dinh Gilly has been
slng.ng In opera at Covent .Garden.
Are violoncelllsn of a different order
Oiir

The second act Is, of
turesqueneos.
course, the heart of tho play, and M.
Colin carried off a large share of the
hpnors.— The Stage, April 1.
Mme. Marlqulta, since 1S86 ballet mlsttess at the Opera Comlque, has retired
from the stage. One of her pupils was
Cleo de Merode. "Mme. Marlqulta belongs to a school of real artists who

From

Skin

their tragic intensity.
Bouwmeester is
a. fine old actor,
who acts all the time
as these parts should be acted.
H«
ived, rursed„ grovelled, spat, and did it
all woll. hut he made the other inhabl:urits of Venice look quite suburban and
genteel. The Stage.
The plot of Woodward's "Jonathan

I

huge excess of exports over Imports,
ho began, in a mournful melody suggestive. In a way. of Mr. Hector McInnes going good at a wake.
.

A

described as a tragi-comedy
In three nets. It deals with a struggle
between a landowner anc a profiteer for
the possession of certain land needed by
the former for the preservation of his
estate, and. for cottages for his village;
While the "man newly ijcfc wishes it for
the extension of his pottery works." The
title of the play refers to the ruthless
methods employed on both sides to gain
th* desired ends.
Sam Southern, who died at Eos Angeles'
a few weeks ago. was christened George
Evelyn Augustus Townley. He was called

ws

'

The Judge seemed to believe them
As he viewed my eareaes o'er.

is

Sam because when he was born In England in 1870 his father was acting there
in "Brother Sain."
In one week last month in London
there was a Shylock 75 years old; a comedian verging on 70. andGeuevleve Ward,
born In 183S.
playing Volumnla.
Louis ttouwmeeater'8 Shyiock at the
Duke of York's was a revelation to th*
youn? English actors. We had Rctors 26
years ago with the power an<r utility to
lx".'ome just as great as this Dutch actor,
but they were made to "tone down" to
Buch on extent that nothing was left ot

'

was a

there

.

_

1

cellent

when

The

man."

Game,"

'

Mmes.

Finally,

and cut-throat. From

1

his

belly.

thief

I

luck, even as John Oakhurst. and seldom opened and never filled. He began p!aylng them closer and closer to

7

'

famous

time to time an irresistible longing for
the old life comes over her, and she
steals out alone, dreased In the short
black sheath of a "mome" to the cabaret or dance hall, where her old companions foregather. For a brief tim©j
she is again Claire, the belle of the un-1
derworld, abandoning herself to the old
ways, the old language and the fierce,
brutal romance of an adventurous life.
And there, one night, she meets "her
man," an Apache, whose wild and simple love conquers her as never did the
manners of society. He takes her for
what she seems, but' when. In the last
/act, she* tries to mingle her two lives,
by
I by Inviting him secretly to her house
' night,
he arrives Just In time to catch
and
is
1 the secretary stealing her Jewels
If all this had hailed
I shot as the thief.

For I had no money to pay.
"ph. raj," say* h*. "I'U lave. you go
To Deer lalaiid-Down-The-Bay."

jue oa.

"This simple, genial, and altogether
igreeable piece of yarn -spinning gives
Mr. Alnley one of those entirely 'sympathetic' parts which actors love and,
their admirers adore. He is always on
stage, always talking. Joking, cajoling, admonishing 'the ladles' agreeible rattle,' and the scourge of domee:io
tyrants. And he does it all with
mmense gusto and bravura, yet with
measure, tact and taste. The house on
Saturday night could not have too much
f him and would not let him go at
the
Curtail fall without a speech and an
allusion to the boat race. It seemed
that, as Mr. Crummies was not a
Prusslan, so Mr. Alnley (to his regret, for
that one evening) was not a Cambridge

of a

1

fended by the blood of .its citizens. The
mobilization
transformed
order
for
Franco' and made her a unity. The internationalism in which Lydie believes
is
for Robert disintegration, a mere
|chlm?ra. Here, then, ?s one instance of
a dramatic conflict of ideas treated on
the stage in a series of long arguments
and heated replies. And the play ends
with tho complete and fatal rupture
between the two lovers, who henceforth
have become enemies. — W. L. Courtney.

a friend that she is really a girl of
the lowest origin, once the companion

'

house. Naturally, properly and inevitahly. the Great Army Game functioned.
One of the playing guardians, a world
war veteran suffering still from the effects of gassing, struck n streak of bad

!

tolellon ICathnrsis
Oi his Philistinism.

ballad of ales, wines and liquors.
"Deer Island Ddwn the Bay" came
refreshingly to wearied souls at the
time of the Boston coup de cops. In
the Intervals, of guard duty at a Tremont Btreet emporium devoted excluslvely to high class ladles' apparel,
shbes and other luxuries, several of the

Parisian

first

to

club of the Porphyry. They lack, to be
stt*e, that sacred domestic touch which
inheres in "The Family Entrance to
Finnigan's Place,'' and they have not
the bacchanalian swing of "Glorious!
Glorious!"
On. the other hand, they
are quite free from the vainglorious
boasting which distinguishes the usual

I

•

elegant

and last act,
with a thrilling scene in a "bal musette'' sandwiched in between the two.
While her aristocratic husband is away
one evening, a Russian princess confides

be interested in the verses annexed hereto.
They may even be
worthy of Dr. Davison's boiled shirt
phalanx;
certainly
they should
be
brought to. the attention of the glee

;

"Once upon a time there were two
Mother*. Robert, the elder, was glray.
gaunt, a millionaire Philistine, and as!
hard as nails. Edward, the younger,
was dark, plump, with the artist temperament stickihg out of him. and as
merry as a grig. Edward, invited to visit

produced an
drawing-room in the

may

j

"Turn on
lit then remarks in an
•ical manner, "There must be a short
circuit somewhere."
A new play by Douglas Vur.-ar, '-Uncle Ned," was .produced at the St. James,
London, on March 27. The Times has this

the explosive delight, of the sophis'

oration

and folk songs, Mr. Herkimer Johnson

:

T».e

j

known for his short stories of Apache
And quite naturally their collablife.

the Bay**

To the Editor of the Boston Herald:
As an earnest student of sociology

•

out:

Down

Island

i

melodrama,

knew no bounds at the
performance of "Mon Homme" at
the Renaissance. "Mon Homme" is due
to the collaboration of Andre Picard, the
playwright, and Francis Carco, weli

,

j

virile

first

tumed.—London Daily Chronicle.

j

a real

ticated audience

I

1

lh

relief to see

a

f.

tries

different person, and finds that between his new self and his old friend
Lydie there is now a great gulf fixed.
She has kept her faith in the future,
when all men shall be brothers, and
maintains her position as against what
she calls the narrow and selfish patriotSo the two have a
ism of Robert.
serious and detailed argument, each
.^Ivanclng ideas! radically contrasted
with one another, the woman being all
on the side of t!*e coming revolution,
the man affirming, a-i the result of the
experiences he had gained on the battlefield, that a nation must p.'eserve its
own individuallTy, and must be de-

the Theatre, Plays,

Caldy's population numbers less than a
crowd by offering a prize of 1000 marks;
hundred, apart from the community of
withdraws another for 50.900, when theS Benedictines, and the play, which has
crowd becomes deferential at the sight now become an annual event, has had
f a great parsonage entering the royal
to be given in the village hall. For the
box.
There are scenes in the dimly- occasion the stage and^ auditorium exlighted supper room of a cabaret, in
changed functions.
No scenery was
which drunken, ugiy or wooden-legged
udted. All the performers were correctly,
women take part. At last the cashier is and in some cases elaborately,
cos-

he «hoouj himself.

phrases which had had their baptism
of blood looked no longer the same as
when they were only part of a theoretiWhen he recal argument in a book.
turns, therefore, in 1917, he is a totally

Query: Is the reference to weather
with deer ornaments, of the
Puritan Iron Works in Portland street?
The line Is hot quite clear, otherwise.
vanes,

is

based

Man

on

Who

reported as very successful

Maurice R?naud was appearing/ as Don
Giovanni at Cannes two or three weeks
ago.
Buso.ii, the pianist,
in Paris for

versely

Concerto

in

E

flat

In

was

criticised adplaying Mozart's
a manner to suit

his individuality.

Vanni Marcoux created the part of
in Henry Fevrier's new opera,
The Damnation of Blanchefleur," at
Monte Carlo.
Vasa PrihoJa, a Bohemian lad of 18.
wandered with his fiddle to Venice 15

.

Thierry

I

Won
onths

ago. Then he went to Milan,
Kvhere he played in tho streets. "For
Itwo davs." writes a correspondent of
(the London Times! "he had been playthe streets without earning
In
ling
tenough to buy a meal. He was playing

||

|

I

and produced weird and
melancholy notes that were heard by
who called to him;
master,
la Milanese
He took him that
S and learned his story.
^afternoon to a fashionable cafe, where
given, and inwas
concert
o'clock
ti 5
(vlted snother eminent professor to acthe
midst of the
.Company "them. In
'Jconcert he Introduced the Bohemian lad
In a Gallcrla.

1

[

•

(to

the leader of the orchestra, request-

ing him to permit his casual prolego tf—
plav a solo to the public. The leadet

[

1
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CONCERTS UF THE WKKK

till

Mi'l'ufiiiuc'i.

:v

The

reputation.

ished

latter

UMMcnet, Come.
u

Tschalkowsky's

when

I

I

!

>

1

1

|

!

point

•

j,

Trio

8

;

that music

was

This

would be

insidious whirrirs: which

stupid as those in ihe
found In Bacon's complete
works? Let us leave the Tonkethmans.
writers,
Bread, according to old English
was not the sole staff of life. J. Hamwas
corn
that
maintained
mond in 165G
describing
the main staff Fryer in 1698,
was
rice
the East Indians, said that
Barley bannocks and oat
their staff.
life
cake "long remained the staff of
collection

,

i
i

5

;

I

;

il

m

trio

'

op. 60.

of life

confirmed the very favorable

seventies might have said his staff

I

The Beethoven trio was given a broad
and very satisfying reading; their playing of the largo movement In this was

in-

after

I

]

I

long piece their Interpretation

,

I

cal-

the reason for Its introducquite obvious that Intelligentlyselected music is hound to be of benefit

|j
>,

.

j

j

He made the obvious remanfc that it depended much on what kind of neighbors
desirable to be
lione has whether it was

j

j

appeared in the Jlji Shimpo last March,
a translation into English made by a
Japanese gentleman of indisputable

i

The headlines

him, as follows:
"Miss du Pont, beautiful foreign lady
and expert in No, maried. Salutation
card written a la mode Japonais and
sent to her friends. New home on the
Yokohama, as a pioneer to
Bluffs,

looking.

If

this

realization

The Russell Brothers
the World

&.S

Wags:

J
the Russell I
even!
them
seen
brothers after having
once? Do we remember the scream otj
had
the red haired one "thinking he
seen two dollars," or his description of

Who

forget

eyer

can

for the (article itself:
Uncle Tom's Cabinand Topsy (/'wasn't]
"The salutation card: 'Bye the bye, she the dirty old thing") and the men
with a good affinity I have this time jwho cried at the performance of it.
held matrimonial ceremony, and hope Why did they cry? was asked; "to get
replied the red head.
to have your intimate friendship here- their money back."
And the imitation of Sara Bernhardt^
after as you used hitherto,' written quite
"the great French actress." artistic too
in Japanese style, was sent to friends with its stumbles over the long coat.
It was from Mrs.
dated March 1st.
missed them when in the
I rarely
E. C. Davis. If only with that name, citv and their act never grew stale to
But
is.
it.
who
know
ALLSTON US.
we are not able to
„J
who was
it was Miss du Pont herself

were

extend to a wish for all the
have some connection with tho
pictures, improvement in the music
would be quick and inevitable.
There are many examples of the use
of "stock" tunes for "stock" situations.
Has a wedding ever taken place in a
film without the Introduction of Mendelssohn's
"Wedding March," or a
funeral unless to the strains of the
"Dead March" in "Saul"? Gloomy incidents that are not quite funerals would
be very strange without Rachmaninoff's
"Prelude." If a character i£ Indisposed
at sea he is indisposed to the mournful
numbers of "A Life on the Rolling

as a foreign lady well versed
Mr. E. C.
a splendid English gentler.tJ.n.
With this one thing, it is already plainf
that Miss du Pont goes heart and soul
into" Japanese taste. Early she studied]
No under Kongo, the original house of
Kvoto, and her No has been a splendid]
one wherever she goes. She was expert,
and 'Kikujido' which)
in 'Hagoromo'
she performed for the Charitly Musical
other day in the Imthe
held
Meeting
with
perial Hotel, has astonishe'fl all
admiration, and it Is still fresh in our
net
burnt
she
December
memory. In
taken
previous No costumes by the fire
du,
Miss
was
place in the hotel, but it

well
In

known

in distinguished

company, and are urged on their way by
some halting notes from "The Ride of
the Valkyries." Once a picture dealing
1

and her husband,

No,

Davis,

Wave." French soldiers would refuse
to march across a film save to the
strains of "La Marseillaise." When cow-

with Spain, by some strange mistake,
was not accompanied by a selection from
"Carmen." The film broke In two.
There Is yet another convention— at
least at the smaller picture theatres.
This is the strange discovery that a
film comedy needs only the assistance
of a piano, while a tragedy has to be
helped oh Its wr-y by a piano and a
But then this convention is also
violin.
Moreover, one
probably utilitarian.
could not help sympathizing with a violinist who was requested to interpret the
incidents of the average film comedy
upon one violin. An orchestra of 100,
which Included a number of strombos
horns, playing an interpretation of the
subject by Strauss, would be able to
give only a very faint Idea of so chaotic
a subject.— London Times.

the pound."

Now

to
to

boys gallop, they gallop

'in

spring season."

however, be admitted that in this way
the proper effect is certain to be communicated to the audience, and It may
actually realize that the music has
something to do with the scene at which
Is

of him.' Johnson-Nay. sir. My Lord
how
got rid of Sir John, and showed
his pigs
little he valued him by putting

,rid

ran, according to

third possibility were ever to become al
fact, the first two would inevitably follow. At present the scoffers would not
be very far from the truth. The music,
especially at the smaller picture theatres, is still very much bound by convention. On the whole it has little connection with the films, but w-hen it does
set Out to illustrate a scene or an emotion, it invariably treads a very wellworn path. There seem to be "stock"
tunes for "stock" situations. It must,

music

observed that some people!

1

parts.

ever

[

)

Z o

J

do not

It

Sheridan and Wilde

"

i

I

were afraid of being on too easy a foot-|
apprehension!
ing with them from an
their own.
that their time would not be

.

to

point out that three Improbabilities
make a possibility. Yet If the

<T

Cottagers

on an easy footing with them or not.
baronet who told
I mentioned a certain
me he never was happy in the country
speaking terms with
Japan Gazette announces her marriage til he was not on
he contrivod in
We his neighbors, towhich
to Mr. E. C. Da.vis of Yokohama.
about. 'Lord
bring
ways
different
extraorof
an
last the felmention this on account
|(said he) stuck long, but at
dinary translation of an artichj that llow pounded my pigs, and then I got

it is

may

neighbors.
»

Miss Catherine Dupont is pleasantly
remembered here by her performance
of the Japanese No in Jordan Hall. The

Whatever

j

In these two dramatists English dial&gue is generally thought to have been
seen at its most brilliant. Certainly no
modern .crier has surpassed them. But
It does not
their brilliance is false.
flow from within; it is applied from
without, 1n the form of polish. It illuminates not the characters, but the playwright.
Think of any of the brilliant
epigrams of Wilde's In "The Importance
»f Being Earnest" or "Lady Windermere's Fan." Some of them are quite
unforgelfable; but it Is impossible to remember quite certainly who said them.
All that, you can remember without rtny
doubt is that Wilde wrote them. The
reason Is that any of Wilde's characters
might say any of his epigrams, within
certain obvious limits. They all move
together on a plane higher than our
workaday world, breathing the rarefied
air 'of a wit which Inspires them to Hie
performance of mental and verbal gymnastics beyond our poor powers to imiWe gaze at them with the same
tate.
detached admiration which we accord :o
the.bdneless trapeze artistes of the variety stage. We do not aspire to do that
sort of thing ourselves, but It pleases
ns to know that somebody can. The j
dramatists of today have a different
conception of dialogue, altogether. Their
th.e
»l#n. first and foremost. I- to achi<-"e
-imitation of life" which Aristotle deThai
fined as the object of drama.
rising young dramatist alreadv mennowrise
to
continue
is
to
he
If
tloned.
adayu. must be careful of how he uses,
He must not
that rr.Mtton enirTram.

Z.

aud enee.

an intelligent film. If played to an
intelligent audience it might even do
away with the ubiquitous letter-press,
Those who scoff at the cinematograph

free

alive.

—

A

Summer

For

in the country, and
"J spoke of living
be withj
;jupon what footing one should

I

Especially Interesting was their reading of the fugue one of the last variations,
large audience was present
and the applause was enthusiastic.

:

into * lunatic asylum. It
beis even Just possible' that the only
getter of the idea had been to a popuhad
and
Garden,
Covent
at
opera
lar
there noticed what an effectual instrument even prood music car. be for drownIntermitin,?, or at least confining, the
tent conversation of members of the

tion,

was

from any dryness and was always

i

:

|

Ed.

performance of the afternoon.
Tschalkowsky
variations
were
handled skilfully and throughout "the

their best

tive Intellect

I

i

Tha
j

was

saucomposed of buckwheat cakes and
plate in
sages drowned on the same
several
have
French
The
maple syrup.
bread
slan- terms corresponding to our
transla.
basket," one of them a literal
is prop"fagiana"
Italian
Hon but the
beans.—
erly a chest or storehouse for

impression which they made In their 4
first concert here about a month ago.

culated eventually to drive any sensi-

i

a chastened collection of jests
Were
set the table in a roar?

those Jests as
'

a

and. however bad the music may be,
dde3 at least overcome the steady and

'

Britaine," published

1C2G.

once

!

it

1

British playing, quiet and undemonstrative t3 we plume ourselves on be-

run

Just possible

is

it

troduced to remedy this defect. On the
other hand, the motive may have been
purely utilitanian. Even the most perfeet machine for projecting the film on
to the s«»n is not absolutely silent,

'

j

to

Adler,

violinist;

minor ofTschaikowsky,

.

]

now gray

Times.

Large

Ci.

There was another Penkeththe
man, whose "Jests; or Wit Refined:Was
appeared in 1721
Part"
Second
that

:

'

—

prefer

This Itealma of

In

'

filled

K&
and they
strange gods.— London

of

A

'

out.

On the Christian Names
Men and Women, Now Used Within

niatophylacium:

pianist
Sclpjone I
Cornelius Van Vllet,
said a writer
I in villages in Scotland,"
'eellist.
They played tne Beetnoven trio
Mr. Sladen wrote in 1901.'
1S60.
staves
In D major, op. 70. No. 1; and. the
"Broad beans form one of the
the
in Sicily." An Albanian of

.

I

— Clarence

Quid!,

';

the world's lyrics; while Liszt's

"Reve d'Amour"

by

Audience at Jordan Hall
Yesterday afternoon a concert was
ajlven at Jordan Hall by the New York

i

us with the same
sort of despair of the world ever "iecomlng a better sort of place to live in
that Offenbach's "Barcarolle" Coes. But
one trembles to think what would happen to some of our moderns, who are
groping for the truth, if this pitiless
It
searchlight were turned on them.
would be no use their hiding behind
th» harmony screen; they would be had
out and X-rayed and pronounced Inor perhaps be cured before
dira bi
they knew where they were. At any
rale, there would be no more audiences
gasping at the end of it all. "How very
modern'" If Miss Verne laid the bones
of them bare as she does of the classics,
the audience would quite as often be tilt"How very
ing h nose and exclaiming
ancient"'
Playing of tViis kind is immensely
valuable as a definite protest against
exaggeration and sentimentality where
There Is ft
cab minds make none.
modesty and sincerity in it that conbut/j
sorts with our r.ationtl ideals,
which. Is least likely to win apprecivirtues
those
where
country
ation in a
People go
are taken for gran' el.
about with the cry on th«;r lips of
here ifr
Britons;
for
music
M British
'

John

•

Welcomed

Cordially

to

find that

this

AROUSES ENTHUSIASM

'

were a mass of brown curls— and therefore no more distress Is caused by telling the truth about them now than
would be caused by reading of the earthquake of Lisbon. Accordingly, the "Revolutlonary" Etude turned the seamy
side of mankind to our horror-stricken
gase. and that little one of 16 bars recovered from Its long maltreatment in
.again
place
its
the Tube and took

among

'

Inst

NEW YORK TRIO AGAIN

'

homes."

she was careful to
the heads that are

Sander-

books that have helped U3
Mr. Penkethman wrote in
being the
5638: "Bread Is worth all,
probably
staffe of life." This man was
Penkethman, the author of Ono-

I

—

as

and

<

Turning

we

—

chaperon.
At present the orchestra at a picture
theatre seems to take little Interest in
the pictures that It is apparently supposed to adorn, and as a result the I
music often has little connection with j
poor
the film. It behaves much like a
"relation, and only occasionally Inter-;
the
on
If,
remark.
apposite
an
polatcs
other hand, it had the temerity to go
film
the
ir\"<i in whi»e linen whenever
wont mad in white satin, it would do
a great deal to justify its existence.
reasons
| We are not quite sure of the
that first led to the convention that a
film must always be helped out by
It may have been an attempt
music.
to make up for the lack of speech.
I Practically every form of entertainment
appeals only to our sense of sight, and
—sight and hearing. The film, as film.
nppeols only to our sense of sight, and

W!gmore Hall Chopin and Liszt, two
composers who are well dead they left
us.

Song

Boston.

concert of the
Bobton Musleal Association, Mr. Longy, conductor. See special notice.
FRIDAY Symphony Hall, 2:80 P. M., 24ta
Symphony concert, Mr. Montem, conductor;
John MeCormaek. tenor. See special notics.
SATURDAY— Symphoay Hall, BP. M. Hr»»li
•tleii »f Friday's Symphony concert.

.

'

and

I

F, C.

didn't originate in France.

son's Shipmates o'Mine.

chaperon. She Is present
the time, but she is hidden well out
comfortably away
chatters
Of sight, and
performs
to herself while her prote.;o
evoal. sorts of unusual and audacious
Perher.
yards
of
few
within
a
lutions
haps one day it may strltfe those who
order this matter that a film would be
far better off with a confidant than a

One expects to hear that this remarkable lad will soon visit this country.
agent
Is the Milan correspondent a press
in disguise?

|

Love; Duparr, Dream-

Pilgrim

As

door.

or
watched him using the loaf more
wondered
less as a walking stick, I
whether the expression, "staff of life,

:

WEDNESDAY- Fifth

behaves

all

was soothed. Instead of
smashing windows they applauded him.
and half an hour later were all quietly

British Piano Playing
Miss Adela Verne Is in one respect
like George Washington: a musical lie
would be for her a:i impossibility. She
played on Saturday i.March 27) at the

I>e.ir

kitchen

the

against

ing
I

Puliie, Phoebus, ArlKe lienor solo by
dough-Lei ter. Pea-!
J. Shaughnessey)
session; Herbert, Gypsy Love Song (baritone
solo by Dr. Parks); Brewer, Alexander; Pro-|
theroe; Ward-Stephens. Christ In Flanders.
Murjorle Moody, soprano, will sing "Ah,
tors' i' ltd" and thc*e songs; Reach, Au, Love
»ut a l>ny; Flsko, The Bird; Holmes, L«[
Belle dn Hot.
Leverett B. Merrill, bass,!

world;
™ John

like u perfect

ing, their fury

their

Is

Staff of Life

The

As tho World Wags:
Apropos of Parisian 'bakers. When I
to leave
lived in Paris the baker used
leanour long loaf of bread unwrapped,

TUESDAY—

rather surprising that ft modern
so
creation like the film should have
to remuch regard for the proprieties asaccomfuse to appear In public unless
remains
panied bv a chaperon. The fact
many or
that the film, which possesses
gtri
the characteristics of an attractive
who has "come out" a little too quickly,a
by music,
is invariably accompanied
much older lady of eminently unblem-

engagement, and sealed it that
evening with im excellent dinner In
company with other artists. Theatres
tn the principal Italian towns were retained for a concert tour, which proved
• splendid suceess. Vasa I'rihodu was
at Lucca, with his Impresario, some
4ays ago. during a socialist agitation.
A big crowd assembled for a meeting,
and Enrico Malausta. the Anarchist
loader, delivered a violent harnrsue.
The masses were excited, they started
In a wild procession through the main
street to the public square, ready for
any excess. At that moment the boy
was playing from the balcony of hit
hotel, near the entrance to the square,
to an enthusiastic little group In the
The tors-runners of the
street below.
violent mob reached the group, listened
to the violinist and remained fascinated.
The rest of the procession stopped to
listen, and. as the bey continued play-

to

YVIlhml Flint, solo shifters; Herman A. Shedd,
organist; Tauya Matsnkl, pianist.
Members
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Jonlun Hull, 8 V. M. Fourth eon.
cert of the -lihh season of the Apollo Club,
Mr,
Mollenhaucr, conductor.
Itnzzl-Pcccla.
OUe-ln;
lit life's
t'olerldgeTajIor,
Dram;

Music and the Film

llunt

S

PeopleV Ohornl t'nlon, Mr. Dunham, conductor. VnruTs lteqtilem. Sue CHsrvnnl. Marlon (!. Aubcns, Robert Qua It and
cert uf the

A. 'Darlington.

It

Hull. a;,10 P. M.
temu'.
See special notice.
Hall, 7:»o P. M..
annual con-

2M

Symphony

staite
form of wit happens to be on the
list of persons
at the time! and If his
that
descripof
does not contain nnyono
muttonless.— w.
tion, the play must go

wonderful slclll that the entire hall broke'
applnuse and demanded several'
ltito
A professor of the I'onrepetitions.
aervatolre. who wan present, exclaimed'
Tuirn:>'nl played like that, but not bet-,
ter.'
An Impresario In the hall Immebrlldiate:;,
offered Vas.i rrthoda

JeM

SUNTiAV—Srmpliouy

unless

c©n»cnt*>r utuTTh* boy. '.mplred by the
Etritordlnary occasion. played with such

walking back

round

happen to
his characters
feven
mention nu.tton-or. at least, meat,
th.n he W<«t "Ol n-oduee his evil"
that
for
turn
somebody with a

must wait

JOHN M'CORMACKSyr

is

John McCormack yesterday in
phony Hall gave his last concert
tour, b
this city before an extended
pe
fore an audience of more than 3000

sons
plats,
Five hundred extra seats were
standll
on the enlarged stage, and the

room was
Louri

Pont who was not most peevish among;
was born
all for the losses given.«-She
England, ihls
In Belgium and bred in
on tne|
home'
new
a
time she formed
husband, Mr.
Bluff. Yokohama, with her
the
C Davis, as a forerunner to visit
*B
sweet spring. She is expected to
America and Europe for honeymoon

Ed'

w

I

I
1

skv Harlequin,
When the Dew

!

der;

i

1

lines:

!
:

|

i

'

Mr.

I'npper,

Mr.

Is Falling. Kdwln *chn«
Somewrt
I.ee (first Itmel
Lord! H. T. Burleigh; Have Ti

Annabel

'Tls Me.
Been to
j

room

happiness of the

and

The program

I

one of her very intimate
a pictThe Jljt Shimpo also published
Davis seated In a,
ure of Mr. and Mrs.
picture
the
of their house. Above

ii

'cellist;

^

I

have a Japanese for husband.
always bothshe was in tho hotel, she
No, so,
ered the neighbors by studying

tii—wwi
Pont and her bridegroom.

assisted

I

When

-'Miss' tlu

Kennedy.

1

was

Where'er You Walk, from "SemeU
iHundel; ISnjov the Sweet F.lyslan *.roV(
from -'Alceste." Handel. Mr. McCormae
Romance. Satnt-Saons; Allegro Appassle
After. E
ato, Saint-Saens. Mr. Kennedy;
ward Eigar; Oh. that it were so. ifli
time), Frank Bridge. Swims. A. W alt
al
Kramer; Through the U>ng Days To
Years, Arthur Foote; u group ot Irish
Sangs Mr. McCormack; (iuiiarre, Moszkov
Kenned

We

who are bathing
now home. (In the
Yokohama,

sold.

Gilmeider, pianist,
as follows:

j

really feel as if now seeing
shortly.
jokMiss du Pont, who was cheerfully must
Japanized, 1
ing, saying 'If I be so

were these

all

McCormack

Mr.

O

Lons Hirst time".

II.

T.

Hurlclg

McCormack.

Mr. McCormack's voice showed CO
siderable strain and husklness, and du
ing the earlier part of his program
lacked Its usual vigor, but his ma
vellous power of expression, which nev
minor defec
is lacking, ofTset these
The audience was ivoved alternately
laufihtev. ai
to
and
en
tons* silence
i

.

,

,i,.

.

ir

«ine-.

r

'

In vain to drown these four
heroic shouters. Mr. Edwards, the lover,
sings In simple fashion; so does the
versaUle Mr. Heider.
But the fun Slackens In the second
There are
act, and at times dies out.
pleasant moments, as when the waiters
remove each untasted course while
the guests rise to their feet with each
national, air;
as when
Mr. Brown
searches for the letters; but there are
tedious stretches when old business is
*
Introduced and prolonged.
The chorus girls are well formed,
light on their feet, with flexible legs,
and their voices are not so discordant
as those too often heard in musical comThe costumes are pretty. The
edies.
music Is for dancing; It serves its purpose at the time, and is quickly forgotten.
large audience was pleased.

audience good-by, saying he hoped
would be present upon his return.

"Requiem" Sung
Symphony Hall

all

in

j

I

i

Choral Union, George Sawyer Durham.
There were four soloists— Mrs. Lora
Lamport, soprano; Marion G. Aubens.
contralto; Robert Quait, tenor; Willard
Tsuiza Matsuki was the
Flint, bass.
pianist; Herman Shcdd. organist. Members of the Boston Symphony Orches-

'

though

The "Requiem" was given a very good
They gav Certain managers of theatres in ivew
choir.
evidence of skilful training, and an in York talk of charging $5 a seat next sea-

telligent comprehension of the musi son.
If they carry out their purpose,
Of especial interest was the singing 5 many persons will be prevented from
Requiem,
....
of
the
part,
the fourth
in „
r shows.
s<
Mrs. Lam.
Sanctus (double chorus).
port s solo work was good, as was als( Thjg rem n(] s lls that a farce now
The singim a yjng here is advertised as the "most
the tenor's, Mr. Quaitp
of the quartet gave the least 8atisfac unique ., one jn town
So there are sevtheir worh
in
lacking
tion; there was
e] al otner "unique" farces in the theathat harmonious blending of the »ev- treg
eral v oices so necessary to a good perBut for the rest, it was whv d0PS the ij not vpe entertain a^pitc
furmance.
The singing of th« against tha[ nee t-footed maiden At-alargely satisfying.
soprano choir was very commendable.
n t whene ver we mention the charmHing girl, for she was charming, in spite
'
_
the horrid story told by Suetonius.
(^i±
g * / <5?Aof
/ (fjlthe machine inexorably Blinds out
/
I'M
Atlanta." We are informed by adventurous travelers that a city called Atlanta, is in Georgia; that it is a thriving
town; that the Metropolitan Opera Com-

I

still

t

I

1

i

j

i

I

I

By PHILIP HALE
COLONIAL THEATRE — First

visits

it,

after the

But
secured.
guarantee has been
Atalanta"ls not Atlanta, nor would we

swap

per-

the girl for the

I

theatregoers?
Mr. Hampden

I

(

.

I

.

,

'

|

.

Irvine

.

,

1

I

v

f
'

'

,

I

'

.

as

Claudius,

the

1

A

Southern Yankee

the World Wags:
1
The objection to Mr. Hoover for Preslldent on the ground that he is not a
of i
Jgood enough Republican reminds
Man incident which occurred while I was
.^spending a winter in a good-sized city in
ONorth Carolina. Observing with some
^surprise that on the 2 2d of February
was no/ celebration, no flags or
it here
*lother demonstration, I asked an old in"Why," he said,
habitant the reason.
v'we don't care so very much about
(Washington down here he was a kind

me

-

1

;

i

V'lof

j

treacherous

was perhaps not as sinister as
we have always thought him to be. The
two ladies. Miss Hall as Gertrude, and

a Yankee

»

I"

On the other hand. I may say that in
Jthe same city the 26th of December was
much noise of flre'Jcelebrated with
frackers and guns; the assumption beHng, no doubt, that this was the birthkjay of some one who was no kind of
j

uncle,

|

EDDIE DAGGY.

•Yankee.
Melrose.
I

1

|

Miss Maude as the unfortunate Ophelia,
are not only accomplished actresses, I
but add Immeasureably to the production by their unusual beauty.
And
seldom have we had the pleasure of
listening to two such musical and mov-'

z

I

1

'

Boston.

As

falls Into

Is poetic, moving
and Intensely human.
His supporting company Is at all times
In complete sympathy with him.
Not
one but has the same quality of naturalness. The old Polonlus, played by Alien
Thomas, Is a tiresome, cunning oldman, not quite as artless as he would
appear; a splendid characterization. Mr.

1

1

,

'

playing of tho part

,

.

CHARLES EDWARD AAB.

farcical?
A

clearly the result of disillusion, brought

jBorum pricked up his long ears and
"These short skirts are nothGrace T eager |said:
Sappho, who was evidently
Ing new.
.Dorothy Duncan
rner.
John Ehannon
Jealous of Andromeda, not the tafl wife
•lie.
.......Grace Parks
of
not the woman whom
Hector,
Jodee.
Earl Hlgley
Irene Brown f Martial praised when he was sneering
\*. Jr'.
at his wife's coldness, but some maiden]
Fred Heider
Jack Griffin..
Alan Edwardi
of Lesbos, reproached this Andromeda
Mis* Mary Dodge
Ada Mao Weeks
for having been taught to dress by
Miss Tl Ills Mumm
Emma O'Nell some'
country pirl, whose gown was too
Lester Lite
Joe E. Brown
Arbutus Qullty
Miss Ruth Mabee
short to reach her ankles. Phlletaerus,
The Joyous actions take place at the
of whose writings we unfortunately
gave this
fragments,
possess
only
Hotel Rltz. Palm Beach, apparently an
sound advice to a female of his acexcellent hotel, provided with a gold
"Don't let your gown fall
quaintance:
room and a supper porch, but, mlrablle
lown too low, nor pull It up too high
dlctu! as for as this farce goes, without
to show your legs In clownish fashion.'
"
Prof.
As I was saying yesterday
a bedroom. For this relief, much thanks.
•••rum was called to tho telephone,
The opening of the first act Is terpsland ho did not return to the room. No
Oiorean.
The elevator girl dances as
remembered what he had said the
he stands In the open door, a pretty one
day before.
apparition; the feet of the seated telephone girl are resUess, and this girl
Poor Old Hoss!
Pleases the eye; the Incredible agile,
nimble hotel clerk in dancing behind his
As the World Wags:
desk; the guests already registered and
In as the world wags, I noticed, the
tested In the gold room have uneasy
other day, a discussion of the question
lags; the arriving guests enter with tripof "Salt Hoss." When I was a boy I
ping steps. And so throughout the first
often heard five lines of what I preanelng Is the feature.
sume was a longer piece of 'doggerel.
There Is
>rinentlon. the apotheosis of legs,
The lines were as follows:
"Old hoss. old hoss, how came you here?
intrepid legs; nor Is it easy
From Saccarap to Portland pier
her the men or the women
I carted stone for many a year.
he honors,
t
is
Till worn out with sore abuse.
nothing.
There is a
ither fat man pursued by a manicurist
They salted me down for -sailor's use."
whom he hrid taken a fatherly InIf there was any more I never heard
terest.
Perhaps, the writer thought the
Unfortunately for his. peace of
It.
mind, he had written letters to her.
lines fully covered the case.
Thinking himself safe at Palm Beach,
CAROLUS W. COBB.
Lynn.
he Is followed by the young woman,
who has no illusions, but haa a surprisEverywhere Madness
ing vocabulary of slang.
She dances
As the World Wags:
wildly: the fat ,mun dances in an agile
Ireland, in one end of Europe like aj
manner. He runs across a widow, TUlie
stage In a hall, has (alike from Its locaMumm, who is In search of a man, a
tion and from the temperament of its J
mnii with a full pocketbook. The gay
inhabitants) a unique chance to lighten
old colonel has a daughter Mary. She
the burdens of a humdrum world by
tences; so does young Mr. Griffin who
How far it is
teyh'.bitlng broad farce.
falls in love with her at first sight; the
[naturally raised from the reality of
Porter, Lester, dances wildly. Letters,
shown
by its cot
is
competitive conflict
letters* who has the letters that the
being compelled to undergo conscription
Colonel wrote to Arbutus? There is a
Yet it
llko most of Europe recently.
mad dance after them.
persists in taking itself seriously and in
The first act Is amusing throughout:
wasting its birthright toy littering the
«t times Intensely amusing. Mr. Helden
stage with corpses and gore.
a an extraordinary person. He Is not
This indigenous broad farce crops out
only a delirious dancer; he leaps like
unconsciously among all* parties and in
Harlequin; he tumbles and rolls like
So,
most incongruous surroundings.
One of the original Manlons appearing
when the government lately established
as a clown; he Is funny In dialogue,
in Dublin a "curfew" (see a professional
he Is funny by his facial expression and
letter in London Lancet, April 3. 1920,
by his gestures, unc knows that he
page 781, for details of the occurrence),
enjoys his own dancing, clowning, ath.ii
woman In the first pangs of chlldyletic prowess.
Nor when the spectator
birth crept after mklnight to within a
leaves the theatre is he ashamed bestone's throw ,pf a maternity hospital
cause ho laughed at foolish actions and
and there answered the challenge of a
speeches. Ho Is tempted to dance his
"I cannot stop, I'm In
sentinel with:
way to the subway.
But the stolid
the pains of labor!"
And Mr. Brown Is funny as Lester;
sentry maintained: "You cannot pass,
Lester the porter, Lester the detecUve.
orders, which
of
the
breach
you're
in
for
Lester the dancer; funny, now In an
say that Jjetwccn 12 and 5 there shall be
original way; now according to vaudeno labor!"
ville traditions. There is singing, but it
So the endless chain of hunger strikes
Is
not too serlouslv Intended
is nothing peculiarly Trish, but is a cusMiss
Weeks has a nlDlnc VhiMUh i r *M*. k,,.
tom with many vnrants, which, once
universal (they say the "distress" of
mere relic
[sheriffs and constables
corners of
[of It), now survives in
g near thej
world. Fasting and
>in.

has recently urged the unfairness of our
school history, yet last fall he sent out
broadcast (I got half a dozen copies)
a mip showing the smallness of Ireland
by superimposing its area on that of
New England, which was manipulated
so adroitly that careful examination
only shows that a large percentage of
Ireland's population was thus represented as in Massachusetts bay and AtThan this "pot calling
lantic ocean.
the kettle black" what could be more

on by the shattering of bis Idols. Only
at times does he become slightly theatric; for the most part, however, his

I

[

—

Miss Maude's Ophelia girlIsh. wistful and very pitiful will long
be remembered.
The stage settings were artlstio and i
appropriate, a fitting background for
the performance.
Mr. Hampden will
make his initial Boston appearance as L'
Ing voices.

—

\
1

|

J

J

I

Romeo tomorrow

I

afternoon.
"Romeo
and Juliet" will be repeated tomorrow
evening, and the rest of the week will
be <1 voted to "Hamlet."

j

,

'.

j

j

I

KITTY GORDON GIVES
THRILL AT KEITH'S

vocal-s.

is the headline feature^
at B. F. Keith's Theatre this,
Last evening a large audience^*,
week.
was deeply interested.
Miss Gordon's act is chiefly InterestIng by Its opulence, by an astounding J
wardrobe that not only excites woman-

1st respectively,
bill

kind but makes poor man gasp; In its
daring scheme, in its skeleton lines,

i

Jack Wilson, the blackface,
of
comedian, that followed. It was In this
scene that she showed excellence in repose and made the most of a burlesque,
scene that called for exceptional skill as
a comedienne. To say that Miss Gordon
.met the occasion convincingly is but to
Magleys,
give her scant praise. The
who appeared in whirlwind and a vaact

to
riety of dances, contributed much
the success of the headliner's act.
afore^
Other acts on the bill were the
said Jack Wilson, known to all vaude.
his ex
villo lovers for the excellence of
enre.

in

style, and who kept tlf
an uoroar with his Sill',

Imaginary Conversations
;

I

This conversation is said to have been
overheard:
Michael—Terence, do you know Mc-

carty?

i

and in what it reveals. Her last cos-;,
tume, a shimmering, iridescent. Jewelled
creation, sent its reflections throughout
the entire auditorium.
The principal is least of all to be conAs a comedienne
sidered as a singer.
she has a nice intimate method and there
about her
spontaneity
air
of
certain
is a
work. The best part of her performaudience'
the
ance came as a surprise to
when she supposedly obtruded into the

temnoraneous

wore a stand-up Indestructible collar of
enamelled steel, and was proud of it.
When, in boyish curiosity, we asked
him If it ever became soiled, he answered: "Yes; then I clean it with an
old toothbrush." Nor was he deterred
from wearing this collar by a story told
of a man who had scratched or cut his
neck with a steel collar and died of

We

the screen, assisted by Guy and Pearl
Magley. dancers, and Max Hurtlg and

of the

Apropos of the talk about "collar reform," the high price of linen collars,
their lack of durability, the wear and
tear and expense of tho laundry, especially the "hand laundry."
We remember the swell, the Alcibiades,
the glorious Apollo of Windsor, Vt.,
toward the end of the civil war. He

still see this Windblood poisoning.
sor swell. He was a man of one book,
from
it freely— Eugene
and could quote
Sue's "Wandering Jew"; paper-covered,
poorly printed, with many illustrations.
And on the piazza of his flour and grain
(shop he would play sentimental tunes
ion a cornet.

Kitty Gordon, singer and comidlenne,
featured player of musical comedy and.

Frank Conway, accompanist and

women

to reason with them, but finally,
his premises by proclaiming:
"Each of you who deserves it shall probut those who do not, will
son,
a
duce
not." So, among us, a tireless agitator

no such error.
His Hamlet might be any distraught
young man of today. His madness iB

i

200

cleared

I

formance In Boston of "Listen, Lester,"
Ancient Skirts
a musical entertainment by Harry L.
Professor Joshua Bprum is Indeed an
Cort and George E. Stoddard; music by inexhaustible tank
miscellaneous
of
Men were)
Harold Orlob. This musical comedy ar- and pleasing Information.
tho Porphyry Club In a
rived In New York at th e Knickerbock- talking at
[rather frivolous manner, we regret to
er Theatre, Dec. 23, 1918. Produced here
of
Isay, about the present costumes
by John Cort; Emll Bierman, musical women, the short skirts, etc.
Prof.

Sir George)

tempt

I

city.

Bombay,

to

started "sitting dharna" near his threshold to compel him to grant that each
of them bear a son. Ho knew Hindu
human nature well enough not to at-^

because he is so boyish, so appealing
]
I in the part.
Here is no conventional
'{ tragedian,
putting between himself and
(his audience a barrier of tradiUon. So
many actors make of Shakespeare an
awesome affair, forgetting—or deliberately ignoring the fact— that the great
playwright was, himself, the most
human and understanding of "men. He
wrote for everyday people; his plays
were first performed before the common
people.
That Is, of course, the reason
they have endured. Why, then, produce
them now as if they were only for
"highbrows,'* for those whose Intellect
places them above the rank and file of

—7

New York

(who died not long ago as

was transferred

Mr. Hampden Is without doubt a great
I Hamlet, But he is Chiefly interesting

I

of

bination.

I

.

cffBTeTrr is the ordinary comThus when Dr. G. Birdwood

one to be

the part.

D

,— m^^m

formers.

rages.
Probai>Iy more has been written on
the question of how Hamlet should be
played than any other character In the
theatre. Old timers will refer you to
Edwin Booth; to Henry Irving; the old
timers of 25 years hence, who are the
theatregoers of today, will probably
still be talking of Walter Hampden in

,

pany

last

j

I

.

a brave man. Al-^
gave him a warm
year, and blasse theatreis

goers there flocked to see him as the
"melancholy Dane," Boston was apathetic when he came here last October.
Last night he returned, however, in the
same part; the part over which discusslon haa raged for generations, and

!

another generation as one of the featured players of Edward Harrigan's famous organization, and who sang "Maggie Murphy's Home" with all her oldtime fervor and succes*; Will Oakland,
vocalist, and the Valentines, aerial per-

New York

welcome

j

]

'

I

in puppetland; Eddie Kay and .Tay
Herman, in an uproarious act of chatter
and song; Whipple and Huston, m a
novelty sketch; Wright and Dietrich, interesting in song: Kelley and Pollock,
the latter affectionately remembered by

ance

Mare Loebell
P.' J. KeU>
John William Kikcr
G. T. Hamilton
G. F. Hannam-Clark
Elsie Herndon Reams

Walter Hampden

1

performance by the

'LISTEN LESTER'.

Thomas

William Sautcr
Ernest Rowan

AUen Thomas
First Grave Digger
G. F. Hannam-Olark
Second Grave Digger
...Mary Hall
Oertrode
Beatrice Maude
Ophelia
Richard Abbott
Gtost of Hamlet's Father

tra assisted.

I

.Allen

Mm
^

. • . . .

Player Khig
Player Qnea

I

.

.

'

Harry Irvine

Walter Hampden

w. •%
JU...A
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Btrnaro'o:

A

,

J-

Hamlet
Polonlns
Horatio
Laertes
Rosencrants
Gulldenstern
Marcellus

I

11

by William Shakespeare.

ICInodlus
II

-

Last night at Symphony Hall Verdi's
"Requiem" was sung by the People's

,

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE— "Hamlet,"

would strive

sive being "Then You'll Remember Me."
At its close Mr. McCormack bade his

:

'

>M on the hearts

waa more apparent.
Added to the program were many
familiar pieces, among the most expresof his hearers never

Verdi's

T

1

Terence—What's
Michael—Who?

his

name?

News from Rome
'Yesterday the ambassador (Robert!
Cnderwood Johnson) was seen on the!
street in a motor car with an American I
flag stuck in his hat."
Waa this to strike terror in the soul]
of NittI? To turn the knees of d'A
nunzio to water? Mr. Johnson, a lover
of local color, might have, followed thej
examplo of Yankee Doodle: stuck
feather in his hat and called it mac
roni.

Or Mr. Johnson might have Imitated I
Mr. Rochester in Robert H. Newell'sj
(Orpheus C. Kerr's) burlesque of "Jane
Eyre" and stood, with an American flag
wrapped around his steaming shoulders,
an Imposing spectacle. Artemus Ward
In his account of a play he saw, "Ossy-I
wattermy Brown, or the Hero of Harper's Ferry." noted that Mr. Blatie, *al
\

|

12
the most slnlsterest looking man 1 ever
when killed by "''1 Brown, died
"like h son of a *entlcman. rapt up In the
Star Spantded Banner. Mooslo by the

HT ,"

Is Orpheus O. Kerr wholly forgotten?
His -National Hymns." after the manner of certain American poets, alone

should preserve his memory. He was
one of Adah Isaao Menkln's husbands.
His novel "Avery Qlibun." which occasionally shows the Influence of Dickens,
interesting for Its
la a strange story,

Now

the

picture of Bohemian life In
York of the fiftios and sixties.

was *uipu«Mr. Hampden in the nrsl
s lines.
Romeo
speaking
BCenes Hamlet
Romeo
This Impression Boon wore away.
was
was beloved by his companions, ho
family
the
with
concerned
not groatlv
gallant, rofeud- he was a high-bred,

KfiTglftoniy
lng to find

(Marlon Moorhouse) and orchestra; A.
Whiting, Fantasle for piano and or*
pianist):
Norfleet.
(Helen
Chestra:
Chausson, Chant Funebre for female
chorus and orchestra; Chanson Ferpetuelle for soprano (Margaret Clement)

i

nouBTTt;"^'« iT

—

Ancles do not trouble Mr. Hobart parV
ticularly since the author of the book

Tableaux Sym'mantic voung man. Even old Montague
Nile,
the
on
wished
spoke Well of him. Only Tylwlt
Triumph.
Pharaoh'B Return
him Injury, and Tybalt was a awash
The features of the concert were the (buckler with an uneasy sword. But.
"Page fiwm Homer" and Chausson's first of all. Romeo was romantic. And
"Chant Funebre," which had been per- In this respect Mr. Hampden, excellent „
formed earlier this season at a concert actor that he Is, admirable as Hamlet. 1
The former, disappointed us. In what did he fail
of the MacDowell Club.
suggested by the adventures of Ulysses This is not easy to say: not in pace, not
after he left the Island of Oalypsa, aa iln bearing; his speech was eloquent; his
told in the Odyssey, is an impressive
wooing was sincere; his bursts of pasmove
seascape in music, worthy of the
sion were genuine; but he did not
composer who, having sailed the ocean, in the atmosphere of romanticism. Take,
Whether
wrote the aea music In "Scheherazade"
for example, Charles Fechter.
and "Sadko." Themes and instrumenta- he appeared in melodrama or tragedy,
tion are fascinating. Chausson's chorus,
he was romantic the moment he stepped
a version of Claudlo's song in "Much on the stage, even when he was fat and
Ado About Nothing," has the funereal old and suffering from tymphanltes.
note, the peculiar sombre quality that
Surely Mr. Hampden has been favored
characterizes so much of this comby nature. Why did he fall to persuade
poser's music, even without a text or
one spectator at least, eager to be
was
a program.
thrilled and moved, that this Romeo
unlucky
It appears, that Mr. Whiting's Fantasie
as nomantlc as he was unlucky,
was "the American composition voted
by reason of his own interference In the
chain
affairs of others, and through the
upon and accepted by the committee."
We cannot congratulate the committee J of circumstances to which the word
"Fate" may well be applied.
on its choice, which did not interest
The supporting company was much
except by the, excellent performance of
better than the customary visiting comMiss Xto^Nn^Mef Surely Mr. Whiting
pany in a Shakespearian play. Juliet is
was not anxious to have this early
a taxing part. It has been often said
composition it was written over 20
that it should be played by two womenyears ago exhumed and brought into
one representing the maiden: the other
the garish light of a concert ball. Nor
replacing her in the bridal chamber.
was it fair to Miss M<(6r7jpmeT this inMiss Maude was pleasing to the eye;
troduction through a mediocre work..
she gave the illusion of youth and inThe well -schooled but light voice of
nocence in which was latent passion.
Miss Clement is not suited to the colorHer diction was not flawless. At times,
ful and passionate song by Chausson.
even to those close to the stage, she
Mr. Olln Downes in his instructive
was well nigh unintelligible. In the
program-book gave a full account of
balcony scene and in those that folPanelll's pathetic life and belated fame.
lowed she was an agreeable apparition,
His "Tableaux Symphonlques." written
in 1883, were not performed in Paris
best in her life and in her death. She
disNo doubt this music would
left the spectator in a comfortable
until 1912.
nosition of mind, not greatly exercised
have startled Parisian audiences, or audiences in any city, in 1883; but it is exby her joy or her despair.

and orchestra;

Fanelll,

cannot object.
Tjljl
Miss Alma Tell was born several \ears
too late. She should have been on the
stage in the good old days. Last night
she struggled gallantly with the preposterous part; in tl\ e first act she was
charming and natural; later on she laid
on the heavy melodrama with a lavish
hand. Robert T. Haines made of Jeb
Ferguson a character more like that o£j
the book than any of the others. Tha
other members of the cast played in thai

Thebes,

phonlques:

in

of the piece.
A large audience]
contributed not a little to the enjoy-'
ment of the evening; we had hysteria',
on the stage in front of us; in the audience to right and left of us.
"Susan
Lenox" should give Theda Bara's current piece a run for Its money.
spirit

!;

•

"Lime Juicer''
(Lithe World Wags:

My jeering at the British, for blindly
following ciders, oiled" no authority;
such is given In today's Boston Medical
and Surgical Journal (April
A3),

(Lancet.

1918. ti.,736)

'20.

Hume and

"Chick.

viz.:

page

Skelton

found that preserved

prevention
Hrae juice was useless for the
of scurvy in guinea pigs and monkeys.
They found that, volume for volume,
fresh lemon juice was four times as
potent for the prevention of scurvy as
In one instance, the
fresh lime Juice.
scurvv which had developed on lime
juice was cured by the smae amount of

lemon

•

i

1

:

^

1

L

'

u

''>'•>

-

able results which have been reported
from the use of lime Juice in the past as
due to the fact that lemons were used
Instead of limes, the two having been
confused in the past. Stefanson (Journal American Medical Association, 1918,
LXXI.. 1715), found that bottled lime
juice neither prevented nor cured scur-

Apparently we
vy among his men."
must add lime juice to the superstitions
of the sen. The article, from which the
above is Quoted, brings one up to date
on infantile scurvy (far more common
than is generally suspected) and shows
why Dr. Evans is so insistent on giving
orange juice to babies.

•

—
—

j
'

j

'

22.

Leon, or Krauss?
The Herald published recently an account of the row in a London hall'when

'Mr. Irvine was a capital Mercutio,
not too conscious of his lines, well-bred,
(The due!
light in speech and action.
scene was especially well managed).
Capulet is sometimes a bore, in the
have seen
play as in the opera.

travagant to say, as some insist, that
Fanelli anticipated Richard Strauss and
As a whole, these
Claude Debussy.
"Pictures" disappointed last night the
expectation of those who had read about
their orientalism and barbaric splendor.
The most pleasing pages were those ofj
the song sung effectively off stage byj
Mrs. Laura Littlefleld. As for the Nile
music, while the second section was
playing one could not refrain from remembering how Verdi had done this in
"Aida" far more poetically and with
simpler means. Pharaoh's grand march
is noisily barbaric, but we failed to find

We

j

hospitable
a
Polonius. Yesterday he had character
as host and dictatorial, stormy parent.
Lady Capulet, for once, was a lady of
Verona. Miss Kearns acted the nurse

him

Mr. Mlscha-l^eon. the husband of PaulIne Donald a. soprano, sang German
Mr. Mlscha-Leon,
songs in German.
who calls himself a Dane, once sani
according To report, in western cities as the splendor.
We shall speak of this series of conDr. Krauss. or Kraus. During the great
war he was known in England as Leon, certs and the purposes and the ac-j
complishments of the Boston Musical
later Mlscha-Leon.
Last night.
In this country an Englishman, who [Association next Sunday.
Prof. Spalding made pertinent remarks]
concerning the character of the under-)
first sang here in operetta, when the taking.
war broke out took a lother name, called The performance of the orchestra and|
himself a Belgian baritone, although his the MacDowell chorus was creditable.
French was atrocious, and is still advertised as a Belgian.

'

I,

|

|

Hall. The program was
follows: Berlioz, Fantastic Symphony (by request); Mozart, scene with

represented

as

1

ns

'

Mastersingers."
s
It was a pleasure to hear d Indy
•Tstar" variations again after an interThey are to
val of eight years.
a
be ranked with his symphony on

;

mountain air and his symphony In B
Taking an oriental subject,
flat major.
orientalism

did not succumb to
ihe
'either in the Invention of thematic maor in harmonic or orchestral
terial
Nor is the originality ot
i

'treatment.
the
the structure, the announcement of
theme at the very end. typifying the
the
and
veil
last
stripping of Istar's
revelation of her splendid nudity, the
the workmanship
of
feature
chief
Each variation, as it marks the -prog
to the immudescent
Istar's
of
res
In tur»
fable land, and the stripping
stones,
precious,
pendans,
tiara,
of
nearer
itself and as it comes
in
to the theme, is a
cal construction

etc

;

1

;

It

J

"I was
of 'Ned

HAMPDEN PLAYS

much amused at the first night
Kean of Old Drury* by the

By PHILIP

vaporings of an. obvious deputy critic of
one of our great dailies. He was accompanied by a lady friend, and as the
performance progressed made copius
notes in a large exercise book, which, he
hastily explained, was to be edited when
he was alone. He thought 'Kean was a
flamboyant figure'; then, turning to his
friend, said: 'I like that word flamboy'Yes,' she answered,
ant, don't you?'
'but I don't know much about it.' "Oh,
yes, you do; you know your remarks help
me quite a lot. They are always so interesting.'
Then he started to tell her
Several incidents in the life of Kean,
which brought forth the remark from
the lady: 'You know quite a lot about
:Kean, don't you?' 'Yes, but I didn't this
[morning. I looked if up before coming
here, as I thought it might be useful.'
This caused quite a confidential laugh
between them."— The Stage (London).

BOSTON
speare's

pearance
;

Pl

is a master of the
|
In this respect he isl
Sembrlch inT
* among tenors what Mme.
sopranos._v.esher prime was among
and Rondo]
terday he chose a Scene
Private perwritten by Mozart for a
lenna.

'

Coin is in perfect order, milling and all,
the other parts sharp cut. It has not
r-een in circulation for over 84 years, but
ha* tieen carefully wrapped in shammy
DORIS.
leather during all that time.
Medfield.

1

Mc-

Jacobs, Marion Robertson, Angela
Carthv). female chorus and orchestra;
solo
violoncello
f.
faun*.
Eleele.

Susan Len»*
S? m

Kesiah Ferguson
Jeb Ferguson.
Robert Burlanghsm
Gregory
regory Tempe.rt

formanco of his "Idomeneo

^'^.S

tative was
The Rondo he sang
fective
;

Ohnrllw Thomas
Man" Vernon

skilfully,

always have
but the voice itself did not
His other
bodv or pleasing quality.

to music by
a sonnet of Rupert
Englishman
an
This Bridge,
Brooke.
with the
but not to be confounded

selection

was a

Frank Bridge

Hampton
T. Haines
Robert
"<>
„,

\

i

-

...Alma Tefl
Ha'rVr P- So"'!""'* 1
Albert Sackett

••

in

delivery of the Recidramatically varied and ef-

Mr McCormack's

.

Ij0rd

setting

to

oratorios—
Bridge that turned out
Lyons
nenrv I.vons
Henry
among them, a
/'.there not a "Jonah"
Douglas Cosgrove
for the
music
without
but
Uconginnft Such f "Jonah"
Violet Austmther
^-hale^—jnada the mistake of attemptAnna Straton
to,
Oonnomora.
significance
force Benton
ing to give musical
Ernest Rowan Mabel
f*poncer.
As
sonnet.
.'.Adln Wilson
Harold Franklin Roderick
Friar John
nearly every word of the
Small
Itufua
in
spirit
LeRoi Opertl
Balthasar
a result there is a far nobler
Allen Thomas
F«ter
than in Bridges music.
This play 1s like "Hamlet
poem
Brooke's
to
wish
Ward
John
An Apothecary
In spite]
Not that we
let left out.
The attempt was laborious. and
Irene Vogel
Lady Montague
having read the
lofty]
earnest
Mary Hall courage these who. in the play
hot
of Mr McCormack's
Ladr Capulet
thW
find
raise
to
not
expect
could
Beatrice Maude book,
Juliet
interpretation, he
in
succeeded
noblej
KUsle Herndon Kearns
Nurse
stuff" Mr. Hobart has
musio to the poet's or his own
vulknown
every
Sunderland
Netta
nearly
Chorus
dragging In
conception.
»„•„!,'
the spell
The text and the stage settings were gar* m. But he Is still under
The concert will be repeated tonight,
«wn morality plays-he takes
so arranged that the action was comwhen the 39th season of the orchestra
Phi
Graham
David
performance
paratively swift and the
himself seriously.
will end.
,
prove
arrival o»
was of reasonable length. The cuts were iTpT in his novel, undertook to
In the weeks preceding the.
Greater that a really fine, honest and couragepracj
formed
for the most part Judicious.
Monteu.x
Mr.
Rabaud,
Mr
by maattention was paid to Romeo's affair ous soul could not be destroyed
He brought 11
ticallv a new orchestra.
He bewith Rosalind than is customary. The terial and physical sordidness.
high a state of perfection that Mil
so
to
development
the
Prince did not appear immediately after lieved in Susan Lenox;
Rabaud found it a euphonious anc
to
The famous of her soul was of prime interestcontha slaying of Tybalt.
plastic instrument to play upon.
which he
when;
soliloquy of Juliet, "Gallop apace, you Wm; the sordid details
In the course of this season,
write into his book,
havi
fiery-footed steeds," was omitted, the sidered necessary to
suddenly, another conductor might
the
incidental.
orches
were
soliloquy which has brought on her
lost heart,* he again formed an
demlr
Mr Hobart has made thethesordid
a
prudish reproach of being a singularly
worked
developtra and In a few weeks
forward young woman; so was her talk tails' of prime Importance;
The concerts of the last mont
acle.
incidental. He sets
soul
Susan's
long
of
ment
with the nurse that follows; but the
have been worthy of the Boston Syn
against a background of
answer of the nurse to Lady Capulet's out to prove,
a
phony Orchestra at the height of it
middle-class morality, that vlrtue-in
question In the first act, with the Inreward, and, by heck
reputation. Nor has Mr. Monteux sho
own
its
woman-is
the
teresting details of the nursing and
t
the attempt! And
only as a drill-master: throughout
he'll prove It or die in
weaning, and also the jest of the nurse's
Susan is dragged through
season he has proved himself an inte
husband, a merry man, was given at so poor little
glan
preter of the very first rank. A
length.
which wi
at the review of the season,
The costumes were for tho most part every melodramatic situaUon
be published in the Herald tomorro
to
able
appropriate, though It is doubtful whether
been
tas
Hobart has
t ling
will show the catholicity of his
Juliet would have worn a long sleeved
th iUe
°
the old-time
«
As an interpreter, no school, no perland demure gown in anticipation of her that Is missing is »>»
D
and
little
Beethoven
the
:
him
to
Is foreign
lover coming to her at night.
And ntf th« very end tVeg and
Griffe
mill.
bussy, Rimsky-Korsakoft and
The stage settings were simple; they angel
understan<
her
Handel and Berlioz he
sufficed, and prevented tedious waits;
a
then, he shares his understanding
nevertheless, the apothecary kept his
etc.,
appreciation with the audience. He h
bladders,
stuffed alligator, tortoise,
but not sensations
far within his shop, the door of which
been dramatic
served apparently for the entrance to
reverential, but apt dull; poetic, but n
throughout tho ee
And
the tomb of the Capulets.
sentimental.
mo
Maglnn argued plausibly that Romeo is
son, he has conducted himself as a
man,
serious In I
tho personification of the unlucky
sincere gentleman
est
became a
!'„ .he book,
of course, she
hut not taking himself
and contrasted him with Bottom, the
!

:

Walter Hampden
J. Harry Irvine
William Sautcr
Richard Abbott
Horace Pollock

is

.

an actor
F,Ibe-rt Babwell

Jess,

,

J

an idea of the valueof an English
sovereign of 1834 with the head of
Georgius IV. on one side, and on the
Other St. George and the Dragon. The

conductor,

"yS&Xi
V, rlgnt
Thomas

Roselle
Loebell

Betty...

style.

5h5

premium or the face value

Loney.

McCormack

»» HJW

lish coins, give

last night
teat concert of its first season
The program was as
in Jordan Hall.
Rimskv-Korsakoff, "A Page
follows:
(Ora
from Homer," for female trio.

Warnam

^arV aIn

Richard

Bernard Merrick
V. 3. Kelly

Montague
Mercutio
Benvolio
Tybalt
oid Capulet
Friar Laurence

For Coin Collectors
As the World Wags:
Can any reader of this column, more
especially any English collector of Eng-

Association. Mr.
gave the fifth and

George

Shake- &»•

Ruth Warhani

Mare

Romeo

5

The Boston Musical

Mr.

Capulet

I

Boston Musical Association
By PHILIP HALE

of

!

First apHampden as

for

d6

Hlozartlan

|

Romeo.
Pari.*

!

'

here

HOUSE —

measures

Mr

Juliet."

lVsonhis

I

'

OPERA

"Romeo and

rne
as

syrn
was that of Berlioz's remarkable
6
phonv. which played here on March
yeswas -requested for the concert offields.
the
in
Again the scene
terday.
and
with the famous pastoral muslp

the still more famous
nightmare.
wild
the
'kettle-drums.
March to the Scaffold, and the "W itches
j
ap-|
enthusiastically
were
Sabbath

"Susan Lenox" (A Pilgrimage), a play
George V.
in three acts and 11 scenes by
GraHobart. from the story by David
in
production
First
-ham Phillips.
(Boston.

HALE

in color.
brilliant one.

I

1

In the Playhouse

(

masterpiece in musi-

and
performance was a

I

I

McCor-

(John

variations;
"Istar"
d'Indy.
Frank Bridge, sonnet for voice and
orchestra, "Blow out, you Bugles" (Mr.
iMoCormack); Wagner, prelude to "The

SUSAN LENOX'

i

|

Temer"

"Von

Rondo,
mack);

out.

:

Symphony

in

with gusto, with fine touches of characMr. Rowan was dignified
terization.
and human as Friar Laurence, nor was
he without the saving grace of humor.
In fact, the performance of the whole
company had been carefully considered.
The audience was appreciative through

!

J

phony

•

1

by the Boston SymOrchestra, Mr. Monteux, contook place yesterday afternoon

24th concert

ductor

(

CHARLES-EDWARD AAB.

Boston, April

By PHILIP HALE
The

,

.

th.t^

^

1

L m
r'T
^"^VlW *

.

^

,

—

'

weaver. Romeo knew he was doomed to
misfortune; more than once he voic ed

;

:

-nously, for Re "has the savins grace of
numor. Once asked if he was disturbed
upset by a wholly unforeseen and anloying occurrence, he smiled and said
hit he had been conductor of the Russian Ballet for several years.
Boston should be today as proud of
it
orchestra as at any time during its
It should also be proud
glorious past
"With him
ut this orcftestra'9 conductor.
the future of the orchestra will be
.

|

°

at Boston.

The Herald spoke some weeks ago of
kHetdenstam's one-act play "The Soothlayer," published by the same company,
he cover of "The Birth of God" inI

this dramatist,

who was a

winner in 1917, is "steeped in
the gorgeousness of the imagery of the
East; but under it and over it are. the
solemn grandeur and the cold inflexible
also
justice of his own Northland." *t
this play is
tells us that the keynote of
"Search and Thou Shalt Find Thy-Ood."
The scene is Karnak, in the street of
Sphinxes; the time is the present; the
persons represented are Egyptian deiJudgment, to
ties from Osiris, the god of
Hathor-Sekhmet, the god of love; Dyskolus, an ancient, and a Stranger, a
modern. The ancient gods and goddesses
are dancing in the moonlight when a
swarthy, bearded stranger appears. "He
has a coat and a broad-brimmed hat of
white .felt"; also, presumably, trousers
and boots. He would fee more impressive if his hat were a plug. He and Dyskolus talk. The' stranger says that he
has conjo to the wrong place at the
wrong time; ho should have been a popo
of
or a cardinal. The East 13 tne source
reflection and knowledge, because there
his
in
even
unworldly
man becomes
lothes. The white turban has its sacred
kings
ignlflcaiice; "but in my homeland,
walk, about the streets In winter over"obel Prize

I

coats,

and poets and seers

j

|
'

laughing boisterously, meu ride
in stroet cars and talk of money:

.

.

—
—
France,"'
Moussorgsky — "A

life she led,
*^t»e.

wTiere unused
dwell

in

full

—

—

The soloists were as 'follows:
2
Mmes. Frljsh. Matzenauer
1
Contralto Mme. Homer
1
Tenor Mr. McCormack
Ganz.
Cortot,
Fox,
Pianists Messrs.
Fwachmanlnoff,
Gehhard,
Ornstein.
Schmitz
7
Violinists Messrs. FTadkin. Krelsler and
Spalding
S
Violoncellist Mr. Bedettl (two performances)
1
1
Organist Mr. Bonnet

—
— ——

They

Statistics of the

.

Symphony

will

undoubtedly

"Road

Symphony

dinavian; 2 of Italian:

1

United States for at least 15 years;
while Enesco, a Roumanian by birth, is

a Parisian.
or old but unfamiliar works

were produced.

ORCHESTRAL COMPOSITIONS PERFORMED FOR THE FIRST TIME
Symphony
——
"The Pleasure

In

C

minor.

Dojne of Kubla

Khan"

The Four Seas Company of Boston also
publish in an attractive form. the powerful and dismal play of Maxim Gorki. "A
Night's Lodging," which has been revived in New York this season. It is a
volume in the "Contemporary Dramat-

2

WORKS PERFORMED FOR THE FIRST
TIME IN AMERICA

Debussy

for pianoforte and
—(Fantasy
(Alfred Cortot, pianist).

——

orchestra
Debussy "Jeux," a Danced Poem.
D'Indy "Slnfonla Brevls de Bello Gal3
ileo." No. 2, op. 70

Series."

WORKS PERFORMED FOR THE

FIRST-

TIME IN BOSTON"
Four Mystery Plays
Symphonies, Symphonic ToemB. Etc,
Four mystery plays by Rudolph Steiner, Albeniz— "Catalonia," Folk Suite in three
"The Portal of Initiation." "The Soul's
parts. No. 1.
"The Guardian of the Chadwlck "The Angel of Death," SymProbation."
phonic Poem.
hold" and "The Soul's AwakenDebussy — Petite Suite.
re. published In two volumes by G.
4
Stojowski Symphony in D minor
'nt nam's Sons. New Tork and LonP

—

I

These volumes contain 560 pages.
T'-o translation is by Harry Colllson and
f. .n.

R

—
Concertos
Carpenter — Concertino for pianoforte
nnd orchestra (E. Robert Schmitz,
pianist
Rachmaninoff—Concerto for pianoforte
with orchestra, D minor. No. 3

T. Gladstone.
).
Mr. Colllson, in his introduction, says
(S.
Milplays are best described as
2
Rachmaninoff, pianist)
r'listlaa mystery plays, representing
Arias and Songs
' Tlences of the soul during lnitia(Povla
137
and 111
on: "or. in other Words, the psychic de- Bloch— Psalms
Frljsh).
opment of man up, to the moment i Bridge,
"Blonv Out, Tou
Sonnet.
he Is able to pierce the veil and
v. l\' n
Bugles." (.Tohn McCorinack).
,.eiinto the bsyond." He> discovers his Franck
vous
Rols dont
"I.OS
Aria,
vantez la Glolre" (Povla Frljsh)... 4
i

j

Four Characteristic Pieces for Vlo(MSS).

Jan. 21. 1P20— RlehaVd
Son.ita for violin and piano. B minor.

Piatt.

(MSS). Nina
.
I

Fletcher and composer.
Feb. ST.. 1020
Cbarles
Poeme for flute and email

—

THIRD CONCERT,
Tomllasen

QrtflTes,

orchestra (MSS) was announced for this date,
but owing to the serious illness of the composer, at tBat time. It was Impossible to so-

cure manuscript part*. The composition was
performed at the Fourth Concert, March
24. 1020. (Marlon Dwlgbt Jordan).
FOURTH CONCERT. March 24. 1920- -John
Beoeb, NbItr Landscapes, Suite for flute,
oboe, clarinet and pianoforte
(MSS). Composer at the piano.
riF'Tfl CONCERT. April 28. 1020— Arthur
Whltlne
Fantssle for pianoforte and full
orchestra. Op. 11 (MSS). (Helen Norfleet*.
1

.

|

.

j

have not Included Mr. Stojowski.
who, born in Poland, has lived in the

Mason.
loncelll

SECOND CONCERT.

of Spanish; 1

We

.

•

-

of Swiss.

'

Mr. Piatt's sonata had been played
here before. Mr. Whiting had played
his concerto with the Boston Symphony
orchestra as far back as 1886 (Cambridge) and 1S97 (Boston).
Of these compositions, those by Messrs.
and Mason were the most striking.
The performance of Mr. Griffes's
"Poeme" was unsatisfactory, for the orchestra too often covered the flute. The
sickness of the composer, alluded to by
Griffes

Mr. Downes. ended in the death of this
unusually gifted man, whose music
showed originality and imagination. Mr.
Mason's pieces were skilfully written

and were interesting.
The works performed for the
time in Boston were these:

first

—

Beach Naive Landscapes. March 24, 1020.
Fnuelll— Tableaux
Sympbonlques,
first
per*
fm-mance in America, April 28, 1020.
Griffes— Poeme for flute and small orchestra.
March 24. 1020. (Marlon Jordan i.

Handel— Recitative an'd Aria. Nice. Che fa"
Cbe'pensa> Arranged by Samuel Kodlcott,
Jan. 21.

Mason,

1920.

(Berufce Fisher-Butler).
Characteristic pieces

S.— Four

F.

vloloncelli,

Dec.

17.

>

1919.

for

Ravel— Throe Poems after .Stephane Mallanne,
(Mary Kent*.
Saliedo— Three Poems by Sara Yarrow, op.
(Ethel Frank). Bolmlmerie op. 39. Feb
Dec.

1910.

17,

1019.

39.
2D.

(MSS>.

Tliirlon— String Quartet, op. 10, Jan. 21, 1920.
Tbe American Srtlng Quartet. First perform-

ance

in

America.

Turina—Scene Andalouse, Solo
First performance
Golden).

1920.

in

viola

Jan.

America.

21,

(Anna

'

i

i

H—

i

1

—

-

J

Threo soloists will be
.
.
heard at each concert, a pianist, a singer
and an instrumentalist."
The American compositions performed
were as follows
FIRST CONCERT. Dec. 17. 1910—F. Stuart
soloist.

Mi\ Salzedo was more entertaining a*
a harpist and leader f his harp ensemble
than as a composer. Thlrion's quartet
Is
commonplace; Fanelli's "Tableaux
Symphoniques," music that was ahead
of the time when it was composed, did
not Justify the praise by certain Parisian
critics at the greatly belated perform-,
<

,anco In Paria.

be invited to assist.
These plans have been carried out.
at the last concert
is not valrtartorious:
"With high artistic ideals, the members of the orchestra, of the MacDowell
Club women's* chorus, and all others
who have participated in the concerts,
have rehearsed diligently and without
financial reward.
Players and soloists
are unanimously eager to continue the
work they have begun. Compositions, not
only by Americans, but by modern composers of other nationalities, have, in a
number of Instances, been presented for
the first time in Boston. While some of
these works proved to be experimental
rather than of permanent value, others
will undoubtedly find a place in the current repertory. Young American artists
who might otherwise have waited years
to appear as soloists have had a hearing
and have gained approvnl of press am
audiences. It is recogn'f:ed that these
concerts fill a need in the musical life of
Boston, and that their purposes and
achievements are not paralleled by any
other artistic' organization of the city."
It Is to be hoped that the public will
generously support this association;
that there will be subscriptions and
guarantees for the next season. There
;ls room for this association; there is

The statement made

:

Chadwlck. Converse,
teux:
Gilbert. Griffes. MacDowell.
There were 47 performances of works
by Oerman -Austrian composers, with
Liszt the Hungarlun included.
There were 23 performances of works
by French composers; 10 of Russian
compositions; 6 of American; 2 of Scan-

Converse

last

works

pectus issued in the fall of 1919
"A
composition by an American composer
will be given a place on each program.
The composer may assist In the produc.
tlon of his work cither as conductor or

Carpenter,

Grlffea

list

performed during the season.
These composers were represented
Brahms.
Beethoven.
Bach.
Beach,
Brandts-Buys, Chausson (2), Debussy,
Densmore. Fanelll, G. Faure (3), Griffes, Handel, Haydn, Mason, Moussorgsky, Piatt, Rameau-Gevaert, Ravel
(three songs; one Instrumental piece),
Rimsky-Korsakoff (2), Salnt-Saens, Salzedos. (three songs, one instrumental
Thlron. Turina, A. Whiting,
piece),
Vaughan Williams (cycle of six songs).
This statement was made In the pros-

The American composer cannot complain that he was ignored by M r Mon-

Many new

place
of the

took

that

Association

Beethoven. 10 times; Wagner. «; Debussy and Schumann. 5 each; Berlioz
and Mozart, 4; Brahms. Handel, Haydn,
d'Indy, Mendelssohn. Schubert. 3 each:
Bloch, Borodin, Dvorak. Franck, Llsit,
Moussorgsky. RimBky-Korsakoff, SaintSaena, 2 each; while Aibenli, Bach, Balaklreff, Converse, Frank Bridge, Carpenter, Chabrier, Chadwlck, Charpentler, Chausson, Converse. Dukas, DuGlazounoff,
Gilbert,
pare,
Hneaco.
Gluck, Grieg, Griffes, Ooldmark, Lalo,

practically

Boston Musical

for the concert of the

Wednesday contains a

,

Mallpicro, Rabaud, RachSmetana.
Schmitt.
maninoff,
Ravel,
Stojowski, Stravinsky, Svendsen, Verdi,
represented
once.
were each

i

has justified its existence. Mr. Lonijy,
who, as conductor of the Orchestral
Club and the Longy Club, introduced
Imany works in this city, has again
jshowed his catholicity of taste, his'fine
Imuslcal taste, and his authority as a
conductor. Ho was probably not responsible for the selection of compositions by Americans.
It was stated in the prospectus that
jat each one of the concerts "a composition by an American composer would be
jplayed; three soloists would appear: unknown or seldom heard compositions.
;as well as those of the classic masters, would be performed, and, occasionally, an artist or organization of importance, unknown in Boston, would

concert.

Notes About the First Season
of the Musical Association
Mr. Olln Downes" carefully prepared,
Instructive and interesting program book

MacDowell,

(

|Riinsky-Korsakoff's "Page from Hoimer" and Vaughan-Williams's cycle, the
appearance of Miss Kent and of the
Salzedo Harp Ensemble.
The Boston Musical Association, then,

and Messrs. Fox and Ornstein
took part here for the first time in a

closed last night.

.

semble Club, the Durrell string quartet
and the. Carlos Salzedo Harp Ensemble
also gave valuable aid.
The prominent features of the season
were the production of Chausson's
Chant Funebre, Fanelli's "Tableaux,".
'Griffes "Poeme," Mason's Four Pieces,
jRavel's Three Poems
of
Mallarme,

16

Forty-nine composers were representee «it nhe concerts of the Boston, Symphony Orchestra during the season that

j

"Tableau/
The MacDowell Club chorus gave efand pleasing assistance.
The
American string quartet, the Boston Enficient,

'

—

Season of 1919-1920
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solo in Fanelli's first

—

doss to allow a
it Is true that no law would compel
the Inhabitants to enter this theatre If
It
were standing; but some stranger
might have entered, unaware of the
precise nature of the stage-show.

Hathor-Stkhmet, the goddess
i^e—she is cat-headed and holds a
tambourine; she also "snarls and claws
around." has her little say: "One thing,
n-suredly, I believed would have outLove.
lived destruction, and that was
Ml-aou.
Mi-aoul
was mistaken.
I
each
into
lovers
Whenever I cast two
glare
other's arms, they curse mo and
Ptoo!
nt each other, like two strangers.
each
Ptoo! They think that they hate

1

Mr. Denayer played the viola in Berlioz's "Harold in Italyi"
Mr. Schmitz played for the first time
In Boston. Mmes. Frljsh and Matzen-

for their unwillingtheatre for these plays,

then one

,

I

5

Sopranos

Munich authorities

vinity.
of

|

15

Self-Knowledge," "Investigations in
p~-Jtlsrh"
and
other
theosophical
books. Yet one can hardly blame the

"They who
fine cloth in his raiment.
At this
sell dear, can also buy clear."
groan. '
deep
emit
a
idols
moment "the
The stranger is in search of a god to
groaning;
•worship. The idols keep on
by one they speak about di-

brilliantly the "Wedding Caprice" of
Saint-Saens, and Miss Norfleet gave an
J
interest to Whiting's Fantasie that was
not in the music. Mr. Salzedo proved
himself to be a virtuoso of the first
class. Mrs. Laura Littlefield's voice and
technical skill were well dispayed in the

—

to

either

1

Arias and Songs
Beethoven "Nature's Adoration,'* with
orchestra (Louise Homer).
Ditparc "Invitation la Voyage," with
orchestra (Povla Frljsh >.
Moussorgskv— "Hopak," with orchestra
(Povla Frljsh).
Schumann Bride's Song. No. 1. Bride's
Song No. 2, with orchestra (Margaret

Matzenauer)

Salzedo.

Miss Kent introduced the beautiful
songs of Ravel and sang them skilfully.
Mr. Robinson is to be thanked for bringing out Vaughan Williams's cycle, "On
Wenlock Edge," songs that he sang intelligently, with a. fine appreciation of
text and music. Miss McGlinchee played

and

(Contralto,

Harp— Carlos

I

auer,

Interest readers of Dr. Steiner's

•

i

chorus)

abundance

Gertrude

i

1

—

thou wouldst speak other-

Fletcher,

Viola— Anna Golden.
Violoncello— Marion Moorhouse.
Flute— Marion D. Jordan,
Pianists—John Beach, Constance Mc(Glinchee. Helen Norfleet. Richard Piatt.

—

powers

Nina

Marshall.

Choral Works
Debussy ."La Damolselle Elue," lyric
poem (Ethel Frank, soprano: Clara-

Thompson,

son.
Violinists

I

Concertos

Handel Concerto in F major for organ
and orchestra (Joseph Bonnet)

i

spiritual.

[

—

There love will cause the seed to germinate
rn rich abundance In the heart's good soil.
But our friend here exb&usteth life's beBt
powers
In never-ending toll beyond her strength.
No doubt these plays are profound

and

Night on Bald Moun-

—

know

The

.

tain," Fantalsie for orchestra.

mond

were heard during the

.

de

Rimsky-Korsakoff "Le Coq d'Or"; Introduction and March.
"L'OIseau
de
Stravinsky Suite from
8
Feu"

—

soloists

„;••
season:
„:
Ethel
Singers — Mare-aret
Clement,
IFrank,
Mary
Bernlce Fisher-Butler,
Kent, Laura Littlefield, Rulon Y. Robin-

.

In sooth there Is no lack of men like these
In many places; but my friend doth mean
A different thing; and If thou didst but

they kill time by reading worldly tales
or by going to the theatre to see some
fklltuHy-enacted play." Dyskolus, like
any Teverer of the past, says, ah! but
you should have seen tho ancient pla>
been a
ot Dlonysius. The stranger had
merchant reckoning telephone orders.
at the
looking
this
by
knew
Dyskolus

ists'

Symphonic Poem.
"Stenka Razme."
Relne
Haydn Symphony,
"La

These
I

Glazounoff

V

MARIA:

around

other but thev hate their own blood.
Then she, rubs herself against the
stranger, purrs, and hits her tambourat
ine. The stranger shoots on« arrow
The column tumbles, and the
Osiris.
wishes
Dyskolus
Animal-Idols vanish.
to build a white temple and carve over
"We know and understand
Its door:
He and the
not what we believe."
str inger build a bonfire. Dyskolus dies,
to throw
-i but, dying, tells the stranger
Into the lire what ho has; banknotes,
That
gold, a chain and amber heart.
Then the stranger
not enough.
/Is
shouting:
fire,
the
(throws himself into
^••I have gotten a God. Burn— be burned
I to ashes— that will I offer as my sacritlce. Praises bo to Him forevermore!
Osiris is the sanest character in the
play. Listening to Dyskolus, the Stranger, and the various gods, he now and
then utters one word. It is printed in
This word is "DAMNA•bold type.
TION." And Osiris is a bit of a critic.

are also told that Dr. Steiner
writes a play while the rehearsals are
In progress, completing it a few days
before the first public performance. The
plays are dated respectively 1910, 1911,
1912, 1913; thus they cannot be added to
the horrors, of war. "The last play explains the progress of the other three,
and, following out the hint given in the
second play by the account of the previous incarnation in the Middle Ages,
traces the characters right back to their
earlier incarnation in ancient Egypt."
There were performances at Munich
every summer. The audiences, about 2000
in number, were comosed entirely of Dr.
Steiner's followers. In 1913 they bought
ground in Munich and planned a theatre, but
the city authorities finally
prohibited building. Because of ttiis and
of the hostility aroused by his writings
and lectures in other parts of Germany,
Dr. Steiner is supervising the building
of a theatre at Dornach, Switzerland, a
few miles from Basle.
There are many characters in these
plays, including Helena, "whose prototype reveals itself as that of Lucifer,"
and Ahriman and Lucifer, "conceived as
eoul influences only." Ahriman, the conventional Satan, is dressed in yellow;
Lucifer, appearing as a female, has
golden hair, and wears crimson robes.
These plays are not easy reading. Here
Is a sample brick of the huge edifice,

taken at random:

sit in gilded

tap rooms and drink whiskey.

We

J

13

—

——

series.

act
"The Birth of God," a play in one
authorized
by Verner von Heidenstams,
by Karotranslation from the Swedish
Seas Company
Ilne Knudsen. The Four

brms us that

Symphonies, Symphonic Poems, Etc.
from
Dances.
Borodin
Polovtskian
"Prince Igor."
i
Dukas Overture to "Pqfyeucte."
Gitbcrt "The Dance in Place Congo,"'

Lord." The plays are in one continuous

!

Z.

iWORKS PERFORMED FOR THE FIRST
TIME AT THESE CONCERTS

sfitTat a later state he "realizes"
himself, and "finally learns the true significance of tho Second Advent of our
re-.i

!

1

f
'
'

.

i

need of

musical

of this city.
of
the public," reads tbe statement, "it will
and
the
scope
impossible
extend
be
to
develop the standards of these concerts
as it is now hoped and panned to do."
it

in the

life

"Without such support and interest

Should British Managers \Accept
German Stage Works?
Mr. Albert de Courville wrote to the
last month asking for
guidance. Should he as a British manHe reager accept German plays?
fused an offer of an operetta produced
with great success in Vienna. The
amount asked in advance of royalties
was £2000. "Are wo still at war with
Germany or not? America evidently!
think9 not. I am told that Lehar_is
going over, and Reinhardt has been invited. Are wo in the theatrical world

London Times

I

i

:

buy plays from the late enemy
the same way as we buy razors?
Are we at liberty to reawaken public
interest in a glass of show found highly
free to
in

And in
delectable before the war?
what mnnner should the movement be

it be a gradual process,
starting with a production of a Lithufrom
show, followed by one
Czechoslovakia, and proceeding to a
Hungarian and thence to a purely Teutonic production? Perhaps this will be
At presthe. solution of the difficulty.
ent. I am merely curious."
Mr. Charles B. Cochrane was not in
doubt. He answered this letter, ad-

begun? Will

anian

,

,

:

;

i

:

,

!

l

|

j
1

J

almost as Innocent of wickedness as a
rose

i4

is

Albert de Courville se.cs a
active market in German plays
for
Quale, and writes you asking
me*.' It seems to me there is no
right
own
one's
than
nco other
are not at war with Gerg
>ly

the power of thunder; yet she is most
wonderful in her scene with the young|
and every manager is free Joas. There again we have after so
choose
ide with that country if he
the Bernhardt smile that vies In
long
[Jays, as in any other commodity. sweetness even with the Irving smile,
Indeed, dally urged upon us that now vanished. There we have the grace
of
sat hope for tlie readjustment
There we have, above
IT„ r
of tender gesture.
Oerant. perna Ps|a.,,the "go.den voice." winning, seduc

no

We

I

|

1

authority: but I certainly
clear line between commercial
[necessities .tnd popular entertainment
want
of the most frivolous hind. Do we
I to
lauirh at jingle of mirth and music
dur
our enemies before and1 durs..

»

i

it

nanns
Armageddon, by hands
«.ized Louvain. that may have
perpetrated horrors unspeakable, and
Courslain our kith and kin? Mr. de

n

ifter

i

citation

of

ance of Wagner

the

London

in

I

sums in royalties is very different.
"From the moment of the armistice 1
have been offered innumerable German

Colony,
Sept.

I

Chaconne

coeli or the

pons asinomm

so likewise, is a technique that obliterates the music. In 'The Triumph of
Civilization' there is a hard, relentless
simplicity that brings these vivid lines
of Carpenter's straight home— the simplicity of a bayonet thrust:
"Hert nosed, thin-shawled, with ankles

^^ITLlrV^-

And

and costume, serves]
a"!' ui" XV. 'setUng
j
.. „
.
'Les Deux Cornettes.'
t
correspondent thinks that

the era
of music, ac-

m

coup
next season in tins
^te^sen
the dramatist s
somewhat ramDl'ns

.

ow

o servatlon

and

,

MUM*«™*»

well

^

6
a tree,
is
once more, jbereas
harassed
are

"

,

for

together as plays.
not pigeon-hole them
single perR The first is a triumph of a
a
direct personality of

j

man's

triumph of many,
iTtoyer: the second a
imagination of one.
the
through
I seen

her own
I .Sarah Bernhardt', return to VJomiseA
been long
I B t*ge in Paris has
of, often prtoJ.?^

Itwtoe despaired

1

»»'\f2

_n 'a S erio. !S
subject
ub ecri
to deal with the
acted^by

manner. Tolerably weU
Ba*et ana
nin Fabre. Lorra.n
t|
tl e P iece
earlier and Corc.ade
very long run.
Hkelv to have a
very fortu
Wuvel-Ambigu bas not been

^

^

^

^

i

™

Slot

I<

"J

of

I

ar

ve
'-P°^t°sSwUaTe
swaU
no

8 n°d U is
not
public that "would

.

I

^

g
But n
her
prim arlij a
„
is
„y any means
Atl
Her
reputation

she gave them.

^

_mense

Sg^r
fc

of Jezebel

and Ahab.

in

them as meviur
hat she expresses

whom

™

OPP"*^

^

£

^

^rce'Vholh

"and

interested in vital statistics.

I

.

h

!

born.
II

Boston.

Milch

Still

it

attracts

a_

pub

«c

.

Cow

department
Secretary Meredith of the
handed down thl^
of agriculture has
"important decision":
and
"Hereafter it will bo 'milk cow'
,
not 'milch cow.' "
,.
A glossarist adds: "This decision
controversy
a
of
marks the termination
in the department
In which etymologists
.

niatelv

imwards

of 100 pet lormanc.es In

Eng-

.

,

I

hi-

niur

!

,

grotesque.

The

bedroom farces
der mystery plays and
first, one
monopolize She boards. In the
fear of someone being
is momentarily m
someone being
(killed; in the second, of

.

•

4
^.^
^

A Timid Playgoer
World Wags:

_

not very sens ,tive to details
surprise me in the least
U
Syro^ewry.
[^'7'
and he
to flnd that Elgar 's Second
lt e l
of
people
circumstances
all the
hlm discover ed a few days ago by
d ri
n
^
e
1
of HJpX
none
or
make him am I'J""
would have little
His
who
tne^^aow^
its production
into the camp of
his of him as composer) on
u aithful to him,
ago, was to repeat
fe'nasTeln
has been un
wife
as some some 10 or 12 years
Ronald
Landon
If
the success of No. 1.
not
had "had his rights" No. 2 would to
have been relegated, as it has been,
hard
worked
he
for
the dustv shelves;
great
against the critical neglect of a
Elgar
work by a native composer. How were,
it
as
sleeve,
his
must smile up
But I sir
at this recent "discovery.'
will not be
tory of partes, »»»
himself in cerely hope that No. 2
will ullithat
publicity
a
daughter. boomed into
strangle it as No. 1 was strangled

^

the

theatre so fre•
I do not attend the
overly
quently as formerly, as I am not

I

(

(

article which »
which he belong-. H°ence
of the paper to
ax
give in his resign.
he is forced to
"
becomes:a free lance
.

As

i

_

an
thattrag,
drowning character
V^ll
^hlch Voltfire called the master,

This was

.

^

gRMrsiwresr u

^

]

of aesthetes.
I

of plays latcij.
repetitions lcnate in its choice
inatedi anQ lhe endless
writes about «e *
to an almost unbearemphasized
W. L. Courtney
P
Th,»
"L-Anin«teur
,
The G rail scene without
Bataille's
exte nt
|
|
asked to bympa
yarious mst ruments
point is that we are
for
stands
who
^
organ mling in the blank
;
with a man. Dartes
u
movement,
of
^.
violent socialistic
aces becomes a mere potpourri
I
fact the "virtues
The -Flower' Maidens' scene
in point of
.
Steinbach.
arranged by
— -~—r
J
ireeiy AiiftnooM
th0Se
veiv freely
calls
w noo'mamtain societylvery
^.rthose
those w
merely what the program analyst lrees
e ty, while
the w
wOh
the
and
credited
excerpt.'
are
an 'attractive
it
as it is
with
~- the 'Dresden
™iltv or
Dartes is-a 3? urn *'' „ guilty
t U the third .act.
iuue to
writing
of w
v
* lude
been
opens, and he has
Amen 6tU ck on to make an ending r
.

J

H

,

m

carted boards for

is
"Saccarap" for ever! no version
without it.
complete and satisfying
a
-Saccarap" gives "local color
jargon
mosphere." to borrow from the

5

ta ..pretentious, hollow stuff,
ve excerpts
nQ
"Parsifal" in the Queens Hall.|
the rules
all
by
ought
treatment
pub „ 0 esteem.
to

^

1

etc.

.

Bron.slaff Huber
Times called the

The

recital.

^

H

either characteristic

com p 0 ser."

Qf

H

Reader"

Elias Barn-i
castle of Boston begins:
you here?i
•Old horse, old horse, how came
a year
I've carted stones for many
pier.
Portland
From Sacarapp to

never has been and never

^^SSll Se^d'^
£

Joues.

M

The version sent by Mr.

1

edge 0 f

him

sonality- the

fl

I

,

i

>'t

1

'

it

Davy

•

•

despise.
"The sailors they do medamn
my ejes.
They eat mv meat and Pick my
bones
Vh/y lit m'y meat M!9 Davy Jones.
And pi trti the rest to
these
gives
"H. J. C." of Dorchester
opening lines:
came you here?
••Old hoss. old hoss. how
pier.
Prom Sacurapp to Portland
many a ear.

jfme. Meller is the wife of Gomez
been
several of whose works have
into English.
the
the revolutionaries translated
sonata,
violin
Strauss's
Richard
lm e8 andj
Kor all "though it has its beautiful moments,
movement, is,
second
the
in
especially
Daily Telein the ears of the London
conventional
but
whole
graph, "upon the

and

,

of Boston adds
these lines to Mr. Cobb's version:
despise
„
"The sailors they do me damn
my ejes.
And turn me over and
adds
Boston
of
Starbird
Louis
D.
Mr.
four lines to Mr. Cobb's:

"Constant

%

stuff

the rest to

And send

|

could
than hiss talent
the.great ^»r
achieve. He Is not
has 1« the k
theme demanded, nor

I

You'rs salted down for sailors' use.
The sailors they do you despise. your e>es,
damn
They eat your meat, they pick
your bones
They eat your meat, they

rillo.

W^MMg,,

|

I

lit «v«n »«

(

Car

He

:

that hoi
Mr. Cobb said af the time
thought there might be more lines.
version
sends
a
"H C. G." of Boston
capgiven to her by the wife of a sea
when at sea
tain. "She says that often
the
seen
has
with her husband she
beef on
sailors with a big chunk of salt
a fork thus address it"
here?
"Old hoss old hoss, bow came you
a year.
You plous-hed the field for many
After many a kick and sore abuse

was

[

about "salt hoss

They salted

«^

|

worth the trouble
London. They are
J of a journey from
that it seems
widely different, so widely
had separate compart1 as if the brain
and could
its memory of them,

Lents

have
5gg£t
ca

^^CW^**
W
Amb^^also

Sarah as Athalie
Paris stage
Within the last month the
two spectacles;
haa been enriched by
Is

eyes.

the restraint of the singer's ges-|
grace,
tures; her personal beauty and
the brilliance of her eyes and the subtle
hands; all her inthe Nouve,-, chajTO of her artist's
but a pasthe^n- tense gifts had their values,
benefited
The
sion was never torn to tatters.
th|
toreador and
osity aroused
first song-she sang of the
sung in a language,
threatened to call
anti -union the souvenir— though
rumored. an"
audience
contained, as was
of which nine-tenths of her
them for good/
gripped
were ignorant,
all
and each little ballad that followed,
anew,
..
performance of tne pi<iy, revolutlon
A of long-past times, held themstrained
satire on
be
well
might
reality a feeble
mi ,f though interest
the ex*
sudden Bolshevik uprising
by the ridiculous wording of
Mr.
ionaii« >-«
of I'planatory rigmarole read ,. out by
:~„V0 namea
governor
„o
nam ed
*
a bad
comedian
schoolmaster, who is
A
A ii and ale.

point. in'
or tapered, grew to and from a
from a
a way which could only come In this
broad conception of the' work.
hear
can
music
of
nlaving the lover
for-thej
what he is always listening
lying,
under
strengths coming right by ah
every lover
sense of proportion just as
a woman ride,
of horses hopes to see
come from a
with those "hands" which
good seat — London Times.

which

.

°%spa'^f croou
Damaged Good.s'

,

;

^

fool

lines

came you here?
••Old hoss. old hoss, how
pier
From Saccarap to Portlandyear,
I carted stone for many a
abusesore
with
oat
worn
Till,
„
me down for sailors use.

of

the Red Cross s

softened, and so
who decides to
rather conventional. I
a well-knit drama
Brieux of
I prefer the
is

Hall
fore she played in the Wigmore
in
yesterday, and it put her version
halfthe
from
class
different
quite a
were
dozen we have lately heard. There
execution
points, it is true, in which the
huddled
a
perfection,
came short of
rhythm here, a hazy intonation there—,
motes in a sunbeam; but the line swelled!

either of

column the

S at the Hippodrome. She is the woman
whom M. Antoine wrote when she
sang at the Paris Ol.vmpia last September: "All the melody of Spain lies in
her mysterious and arresting voice." The
critic of the London Times described her
voice as not powerful but "beautifully
produced, and of rare sweetness; it is
used with the art of a great tragedienne who has not to think of technic.
Ho also wrote: "Specially remarkable

.

Euclid's;
is different from
has breadth and magnitude. That is

what makes the immense difficulty of
dawns
the Chaconne. and what never
But it had
upon the bridge-builders.
belong
Menges
Isolde
dawned on Miss

!

Mr Carolus W. Cobb of Lynn appealed:
manv when he published In this

windows stare upon her
and stare across the
with big

'

to

Mme. Clara Butt has been "created"
a "Dame B. E." by King George.
Raquel Meller. a Spanish singer, made
her first appearance in London on March

'xho same

,

erreat

the.

wretchedness,

read upon each oth<r,

•

.usical Tine

\

one."

bare and old boots,
bent and haggard,
croaking a dismal song.

3

!

We

Edward Carpenter.
poems
three
"Sentimentalism is anathema to him,

A woman

it. The
cording as fiddlers like to make
suggestion.
by
only
there
in
it
music
is
_|
and it is strong, as an artist makes his
all those
licture strong by leaving out
The
Ines which can be understood.
all those
.rice he pays for this is that
The
right
exactly
be
puts in must

it

3a.mes
built up the success of St.
monthly
Hall in the nineties by their
Pmgthe
in
eighties
debates in the
Akademie at Berlin; and, having trained
auditheir
themselves, they also trained
have at present no quartet of
ence
amazing what even
that authority; it is
at these conthe rather special audience
and it may
swallow,
certs is prepared to
we have
therefore be some time before

mann

of

I

to make love
compelled to allow Thorell
he
woman
to any

either

is

of

is open until Aug. 1, 1920.
Manuscripts should be sent up to July 1
West
to Hugo Kortschek, secretary, 1
Thirtv-fourth street, New Tork; after
.Tulv i to Berkshire Music Colony, South
Mountain, Pittsfleld, Mass.
Rutland Broughton has set music to

Bach's Chaconne

"The"

at Pittsfleld,

made up

is

1920,

25,

would have
ideal. But

rehe insisted on tellintr. It could only
getting some
sult in a compromise-in
tiger
his
one to take a couple of feet off
of
by resigning half a dozen pounds the
vour own salmon, instead of having
them
put
tact and sense never to have
is
This kind of quartet playing
on
conversation
sheer waste of time. True
talking
consists in listening as much as
talking.
-of listening in the very act of HausJoachim. De Ahna. Wirth and
s

the

The contest

friend's affections,
Thorell, of his lady
by which he is
BergeY signs a receipt

riots

chamber music

with

It

though not

intelligible,

was the conversation of the gunroom-every one with a tall story which

Borowski, Svecenski,
Bloch,
Messrs.
Ara, Stoeber. Composers that submit
manuscripts must send score as well
as separate parts of the string quartets.

,

"L'Amie de
Last March the authors of
Cornettes
Deux
"Ees
and
Femme"
ma
charges of plawith
print
into
rushed
correspondent of the
giarism. The Paris
plays are ordinary
Stage wrote that the
pal.
"Having robbed his best
farces.

plav-buying intent. The Berlin
they
they concluded
occurred; and
were more comfortable in London. I
freerepeat that managers have perfect
their
dom to deal in German music. If do
so
feeling is that way; but let them
decorrect
honestly, and give it its
should
audiences
their
if
scription, and
contain some maimed and angry heroes,
let them not be surprised."

,

24,

23,

connection

in

effectively present.

is

this

of

by the Berkshire Music

Inc.,

festival of

The Parisian Stage

and Austrian compositions. There is atGerman
this verv moment in I-ondon a
manager, who before the war could not
offeris
He.
English.
speak a word of
Ausing a doaen or more German and
me
to
trian successes— first, he came
the
knew
days.
I
pre-war
because, in
there
German market well and dealt manextensivelv. Two of our London
on
Germany
visit
to
arranged
agers had

offered

$1000

man
been

wise, About Music and Musicians
The jury that will award the prize

'

say in a few
some time,
Pacine on Olympus, must at
us. May
however fnil of vitality, leave
hence.-Lonrion Times, April 9.
it bo long

we

significance

its

I

'si,
Telegraph.
"She possesses a very considerable
a faciltechnic, if by technic is meant
notes at any
ity in striking the right
necessary speed."
took
Sammons
Messrs. Murdoch and
London
part in a chamber concert in
the
In
devoted to Elgar*s recent works.
two
quartet and quintet. Instead of
good men, there were many-the otneis
being Messrs. Reed. Jeremy and Salmond.
know
That was the trouble; one did not
breakfast
which to listen to. Fancy a
If it
it!
table with five Macaulays at
has
had 'been even the dinner party one five
sometimes attended, where, after
one
minutes, one is conscious that only

Notes, Personal and Other-

Random

™s

recent performis most unhappv -\ great classical composition is
for which
stuff
ot
sort
one thing: the
vast
are aaked to remit to Germany

vtlle's

distant belts
rising and falling like
and glvin„
across the evening cornflolds.
enjoyment.
one the same wistful
'or very few
••Athallo" la being staged
The scenery is simple
performances.
is goodcompany
impressive, the
and
»
\
«„__i,
«v,r> mav be preand there is Sarah. She may
but
season
vailed ubon to lengthen her
10 representaat present it is confined to
not to be
is an opportunity
tion..
personality
missed, because the single
must
thing
whole
which dominates the
generations, go to seek
tive

draw a

and

violence,

them both ever since.— London Dally

social war, and its main tendency is
obviously to promote sympathy with the
Socialists, especially with a man like
Dartes, who becomes, through his sufferings, tho apostle or leader of the
At a time like the
social revolution.
present the production of a piece like
its importance."
hoe
this undoubtedly

[

I

littlo

|

must' not he missed. Instead of dealing*
with the. European war, it deals with the-

now

fen^e'
m no

M

those
pride myself on being one of
of botn
heard (he first performances
in one'
times
three
1
No.
symphonies,
loved,
week or thereabouts—and I have

prevents the publication of Olbert s defamatorv pamphlet by declaring that
there
she will commit sulcldo then and
But this does rot.
If it sees the light.
shot
is
He
iave the unhappy Dartes.
who
bv the crowd, or. rather, by those
the
represent the Conservative party in
vigor
ind
immense
It is a play ot
state

guilty of loveliness.

Yet although she Is ureal in her majesty when borne in a litter on to the
stage, a vision of gleaming gold and|
Jewels and shadow: although, deflano
and angry and terrible. Racine's great!
lines of denunciation roll from he*, with!

Mr

j

:

|

have had not a

little interest."

Those

cow*
favor of sticking to 'milch
other good English
cite the Bible and
argue that
books. Friends of 'milk cow'
every I
milkmen, cattlemen and others in
form.
day touch with cows prefer that
was i
"The deciding argument, it is said,
an English
that 'milk' is more strictly
Gerword, while 'milch' was akin to
in

man."

As regards the respective
cow" appeared in English

*

milcn
literature as
ages,

'

j
'

1424; '"'milk coiv,^ 1101 untin535.
is now in English dialect;
is preferred in England.
\ s for the .kinship of •'milch" with a

pare

.-'S

.

Milk cow"

man word. "Milch" comes from

the
idle English "mlelch," or "mtlche."
resenting the old- English "milce"—
ii

'pri-milce,' month of May, when
cows can be milked thrice in the

beautiful

.1

J

'

but thereTwouTd be something in (Hem
worth reading. (In the magazines, ot|

Extasfe.'^ Kourdraln's

of a lighter nature and
"Papillon,"
with an obvious appeal, greatly pleased
the audience, but the hearers appreciated to a greater degree the songs in
English, partly no doubt because they,
then knowing what the songs were
about, could dilate with the proper emo-

cow"

ilch

—

:

i'

tion.

!

Socialist

Teutonic type is;
Mr. Bedetti's rich tone, consummate
technical skill, and fine phrasing and
'melukjo" from "meluk."
"Milk" is to be compared with "the musical feeling, were displayed in the
Teutonic: OMerclan 'mile,' corresponding unfamiliar and interesting Suite and
" old Frisian
in the smaller pieces.
The Adagio of
:o the old Saxon 'meolo.'
this Suite
beautiful in the simis
'melok," old Teutonic "meluk," etc.
plicity and directness of expression.
If anything, "milk" is nearer kin to
Miss Nielsen and Mr. Bedetti were
the German than "milch."
We prefer "Bristol milk" to the milk fortunate in their accompanists. A feat
Old Fuller |ure of the evening was Mr. Reddich's
'hat comes from any cow.
knew it and no doubt drank it: "Bristol Iplaying of the piano part in Fourdrain"s
This Metaphorical Milk, whereby
Milk.
Xeres or Sherry Sack is intended." The
name passed into the British wine trade
as denoting a particular olass of sherry.
Xo; although we do not own a cow
Anna
ana
baritone.
P.uffCN
Titla
and do not expect ever to own one, we Fitzlu, Chicago opera soprano, gave a
shall say and write "milch" in spite of
concert In Symphony Hall yesterday
Secretary Meredith clothed in awful auafternoon. Rudolph Gruen was accomyet we might compromise on
thority
The program
panist.
"Milcher," a good word in Suffolk, Dor••II Bacio," Arditl, Miss Fitzlu: Aria, "I*
Thomas Roy
setshire and Somersetshire.
de Lahore," Massenet. Mr. Ruffo;
Hardy likes It: "I shall have to pay •Some Other Liay," Theresa del Riego.
Dunn, "A Little
him nine pound a year for the rent of "Bitterness of I«ove,"
Word," A. Voortiis. Miss Fitziu; "Novemevery one of these /milchers."
bre," Tremisot. "Sei morta nella vita mia."
Was the phrase "Milk your tea"—add Costa. Aria, from "Demon." Rubensteln.
Aria "Vlssi d'Ar|e" from
milk to tea ever common in New Eng- Mr.
Ruffo:
"Tnsea." Puccini, Mim Fitziu: Airia, from
land. "We have heard "How will you have
dl Sivlglia." Rossini. Mr. Ruffo.
your tea sweetened?" For the life of us "Barblere
The audience was not large. There
we cannot help telling the story again were
blocks of vacant seats in orchestra
about Tom Corwln and the genteel
The second balcony
first balcony.
and
"Will you have condiments In
lady
What was lacking In
filled.
"Pepper and was nearly however,
your tea, Mr. Corwln?"
was mora than
numbers,
salt, madam, if you please; no musatoned for in muscular force of aptard."
plause and vocal power of acclaim, and
it is altogether probable that never 'before In Symphony Hall was there a
Criticism in India
and vociferous Sunday
"The house was full almost to the very more halcyon

The

[lay)":

old

beneficent

!

'

mm

Comment on

One of

Eight years ago this month our valued
correspondent, Mr. Halliday Witherspoon, a shrewd observer, an intrepid
explortr, the one man that could solve
the mystery of mysteries— the final dis-

Henry James's letters is
he was one of the very many

In

fact that

people li( this country who were deceived (for a day or two) by the rumor
passed
that an arnly of Russians
through the country on the way to the

appearance of "Liverpool Jarge"— If this
disappearance was final—'wrote an account of meeting a Socialist at the
Dutchman's. This Socialist, a mild mannered person, took from his pocket a
newspaper clipping, noting the ruling of
the Western Union on the shirtwaist
question. Mr. Wlthcrspoon's article was
duly published in this column.
Eight years have gone by. This Socialist
could not today ride "his hobby
through 11 beers and three Rhine wines"
Note Mr. Wltherat the Dutchmsn's.

western front.
Of course, he heard of
nfter train of Russians"

the "train
that were
points.
But the
different
.lighted at
main point of his suspicion was n nhotograph of which he writes of having seen
showing "so-called Belgians" landing at
Oxtend. "If." he comments. "they are
not straight out of the historic or even
Active, page of Tolstoy /ST will eat the
biggest pair of moujik Boots In the collection."— London Dally Chronicle

illuminative

spoon's

MISS NIELSEN'S
S

to
'I

By PHILIP

Fourdrain.
"Battl,

Papillon;

HALE

Batti,"

|

Vidal.

"When

touch:

to give his

Nor

the handsome waiter."

Is
"our genial
paigning either

Taf t

President''

I

hat away
In

1930

cam-

blue Jeans or sculpBut much within this
tural trousers.
letter that seemed extravagant and grotesque eight years ago may now be conBut to the letter.
sidered trite.
omit the description of the meeting at
the Dutchman's. The Dutchman. Where
is he now; this servant of Gambrinus?
All goned afay mlt de lager beer

Miss Alice Nielsen, soprano, assisted
)by Jean Bedetti, solo violoncellist of
th.-» Boston Symphony Orchestra, gave a
Iconcert In Symphony Hall last nlghtReddlck was Miss Nielsen's
I William
• accompanist;
Alfred De Veto, Mr. BeThere were only a few seats
dettt's.
vacant In the hall.
r Miss Nielsen's songs were as follows:
1 "Deh vient non tardar," from "The Marrlage of Figaro"; Bachelet, Chere Null;
|
I Debussy,
Mandolin; Duparc. Extase;
'

he was trying

left

In

We

Afay

In de ewlgkeit!

Dress Reform
As the World

My

Wags
scheme

friend's

uresque,

but

less

single tax, and, while

Ariette;

from "Don Giovanni":!

Under the
I Greenwood Tree; I^ehmann, The Weathleroock; Arensky, But Lately In Dance;
IWoodman, An Open Secret
Scott, Lullaby; Buzzl-Peccla.

at

by

all

well

more

Is

practical,
it

will

balanced,

pict-

than the
be scoffed

level-headed

citizens. It furnishes material

for a lot'

of Interesting speculation.

My

Socialist

would

pass

a

simple

sumptuary law prescribing a uniform
costume for both sexes— a suit to conMr. Bedeftl's selections were: Breval,
|
sist of trousers and tunic of denim or
Suite Anrienne; Bruck, Kol Nidrei: Glafustian, common-sense shoes, no hat
laounofr. Serenade Espasnole: Schumann,
Berceuse; Popper. Ta ran telle.
and no adornment of any kind, this'
j
The Blr of Susartna in Mozart's "Mar-; costume to be worn universally in pubrlage
of
Figaro"
Is a severe test of a
|
lic under penalty of imprisonment. Here
I singer.
It calls
for tonal purity, the
establishment
and
maintenance of are some of the results claimed:
melodic lines, sureness of attack, a reGLORIOUS RESULTS
1 lease ef sustained phrases that suggests
A. Women would stay at home un• reserve
force and not necessity from
less they had really important business
! shortness of breath,
and also a, repose elsewhere.
thai Is far from being phlegrmatic. that
would
B. The
department 'stores
|

'

I
i

|

J la not due to musical or emotional lrrIdlffereno, but is characteristic of Mozart ami his period. By her singing of
this aria Miss Nielsen showed the fine
qualities of a lyric singer.
Since Miss Nielsen last sang here, her
|(\oice has gained In color and volume,
nnrl,
although siie> made a long tour
this season, her voice was fresh and
of a youthful quality. Omly In the sec-!
ond Fectlon of "BatM Battl," In the

roulades,
security.
included

which
r

r

was

there

momentary

In-

The group of French songs
HHCheJets "Chrro Null," in

sopranos

for

iBnnjIelighti but

it

somo Inscrutable
also included Du-

output is
In the form of, or tho result of, luxury
in dress.
(Tho statistics are not mine.)
C. The expensive restaurants and ho-

close, as 70 per cent, of their

would close.
The theatres would close, with
few exceptions, and the loss would be a
tels

D.

gain.
E. The advertising business would be
killed and we would no longer pay 15
cents for a package of breakfast food
that cost 1 cent to make, and 10 cents to
advertise.
i
V.

The nowpsapers would quadruple

in cost

In

my home

several clocks

them all at midnight
on Saturday, and have since purchased
clocks of no characcheap
number
of
a
ter or reputation save that given them
by their maker's guarantee, and am
allowing these to lie to me instead
.
This change has thus Involved me in
some slight pecuniary expense that I
can ill afford. Further, I am embarrassed by certain moral considerations.
When I am asked by a stranger, relying
upon my cloth for a truthful- answer,
what time it is. what am t to say? If
am to tell him or her the exact truth,
I
I may complicate his or her affairs more
or less, and I cannot bring myself to
repay his or her trust with an untruth.

audience sit up with their dances of
vigorous rhythm and exceptional length.
Other acts were Julius Tannen, monothe Van Cellos, in "Foot
logulst;
Feats"; Venita Gould, In impressions,
an act of unusual excellence and fidelity; Rockwell and Fox, two irrepressible
comedians of the "nut" variety who,
nearly stopped the show; Eleanor Cochran, vocalist; Grey and Old Rose, in a
dancing oddity, and Enos Frazere, in
an acrobatic thriller.

(

j

j

i

,

HAMPDEN SEEN
AS'

lifetimes, I stopped

James and the "Russians"
found

have

the unanimity of my clocks. I was enJoined by the newspapers of April :t to
set my clocks forward one hour, in
•obedience to this ridiculous movement,
so that they might bring false witness
as to the time of day on the ensuing
Sabbath. Rather than upset the truthful tradition, of their Ion* and honest

concert.

be
the

I

with me that they should tell the hours
correctly and that they should strike
always colncidently. I hold disagreements and contradictions in abhorrence
and have always found satisfaction in

;

to

.

that have come down to me through
several generations of my family and
that I hold in high respect. For a great
many years these clocks have told the
strict truth about the time of day; indeed, It has been a matter of some pride

the voices and the singing of the artists is hardly needed.
appreciate something more than a 'leg- They are both young and very, very
show' showed, indeed, that a 'beauty strong
and they rejplot In their
chorus' is not necessary, provided the strength, and their friends rejoice wilh
Neither the male them.
id chorus can sing.
So why should anyone else
nor female chorus of 'Aida' could plead worry? Probably if they sang in the
of
'beauty'
without inonian Coliseum one could Judge betguilty to the charge
running the risk of an action for per- ( er e f their artistic capabilities. Sym
jury, but they could do what they were Iphony Hall 1» too diminutive for j
there for— slngl"
[proper hearing.

items

29, 1912.

the

ment.

:

interesting

May

Clock Vs. -Conscience
World Wags:
"daylight saving"
I am placed by this
device in a position of great embarrass-

As

•

the

ing a wide range of style in song, he
also fell back on the vein to which he
is best known to the public— the plaintive melody. This number, his concluding one, was tho outstanding feature of
•an exceptionally clever performance.
Miss Adair, good to look upon, shared
An the success of this feature.
Ono of the 'best acts on the bill was
the dancing act of Frances Pritchard,
assisted by Edward Tieruey and James
Donnelly. Miss Pritchard, fleet of foot
•nnd charming in the lightness of hor
step, aroused the audience despite the
fact she was suffering from an indisposition. The Messrs. Tierney and Donnelly, two neat dancors, were exceptionally clever in their impressions of,
dancers of other days, and made the

HALLIDAY WITHERSPOON.

Dorchester,

;

doors, and the manner in which 'Aida'
was received showed that Calcutta can

enumerated several hundred
results which must surely

follow.

|

—

takably pleased.
Mr. Norworth gets away from the
beaten paths of acts usually employed
by the singing comedian. All his songs
are new and then there is his unique
style of presentation and a personality
that is little less than magnetic. Cover-

Mrs. Witherspoon says my friend is a
candidate for examination by an alienwhere exist. I have lived in countries
treme simplicity of dress was the rule
and
conditions,
climatic
of
account
on
they were pretty good places to live in.
camPresident
But imagine our genial
paigning in blue jeans and brogans— or
imagine the Easter parade under the
fustian regime. 'S enough, Morris.

;

Kiwi) snu

15

course.)
millions of people emG. Several
ployed in the manufacture and distribution of dress luxuries would get out
of the cities and back to the soil. And
so on and so on. The mild-mannered

and the magazines would double.

speare's

Antonio

'

I

|

about

Rnaaairio
Salinlo
8a1arlno
Gratinno.;

_

Tubal
Luincclot 'Jobbo
Old OobbO
•

Balthazar
Stophano

Page

Thomas
Rowan

G. P. Ifonnani-CIark

Shylock.

T/eonardo

,AH»'n

...Ernest

William Sauter
J. Barry Irvine
Horace Pollock
Richard Abbott

Lorenzo

I

HALE
HOUSE—Shake-

"Merchant of Venice."

The Duke of Venice
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of entering into an exhaustive explanation of the whole matof time, and Is, bewaste
a
Involves
ter
My calling ensides, an Impertinence.
force* upon me perhaps greater scruples
layman,
but I feel
affect
a
might
than
that It Is Incumbent upon me to make
scruples
for the
proclamation of these
possible guidance of others similarly
minded, but groping In the mists of uncertainty. It gravities and heartens me
lo note that our Infant, aged 6 months
only, and thus too young consciously to
nntertain such consideratlens of propriety, still revolts by instinct from this

present time schedule because her sunsullied infant mind divines Its inslncerIty, and her vocal protests, I regret to
say, smite the air until somewhere

OPERA

BOSTON

The alternative

It has been found Imposfalsification.
sible to persuade her to her evening's
rest at the conventional 6 o'clock of the

SHYLOCK

By PHILIP

Marcus LoebeH
Walter Hainixten
P.

J.

I>e«Rol

Allen

Kelly
Opertl

Thomas

Bernard Merrick
Kntuerlnc Hadeu
Sunderland
Bunty Sunderland

....Netta

to the Prince

Mar L J™11

Portia
Xcrlaaa
Jessica

Elsie Hcrndon Keanis
Beatrice Maude

Mr.
Hampden, we are Informed,
played Shylock for the first time. The
part may be acted so that at the end
there is sympathy for the Jew and for
his tragedy*, in which case the spectator has no stomach for what follows
the trial scene and tlje comedy ceases
to be a uomedy; or the actor may persuade the spectator throughout that
,]Shylock deserved the Insults the VeneItlans have heaped upon him; that Jessica was not heartless in quitting his
house and robbing him; that Justice was
denied him and Antonio escaped only
Jby a silly q.i'.bble; that Shylock in short
1

|

>

'

T.

Rev. BABBLINGTON BROOKETime, reverend sir, is like life; It Is*
what we make It. To the mystic there
He well knows the truth of
is no time.
the sublime saying: "A thousand years
in thy sight are but as yesterday when
it is past, and as a watch tn the night."
There are thousands in other lands that
Not long
hear the clock strike 13.
ago we read in a London newspaper of 17 o'clock tea. Are we sure
that the sun has run regularly since
Joshua ordered it to stand still upon
Gibeon? Some thought that It suffered
driving.
Phaethon's reckless
.during
.Mark the selfishness, the egoism, of this
He thinks only of his
Clergyman.
clocks, his squalling child— has not good

Is

1

the

personification of his cruelly
persecuted
race; .persecuted
the
in
(England of Shakespeare's time; perse-

'|

!

cuted today

In

|

lands whose Inhabitants

themselves Christians.
Mr. Hrmpde'n represents Shylock as
revengeful from the sU;.rt.
He hates
Antonio, who in his uct of borrowing
.treats him contemptuously, as do An[tonio's friends.
In the opening scenes
this spirit of hatred and this lust for
•(revenge, now smouldering, now flamling out, were finely shown. He interpolated the scene of the return from
the supper, introduced by Irving, we
jbelieve, but here Mr. Hampden was
Jless effective; his return was hasty as|
if he already was convinced that Jes-I
sica had fled, whereas it should have!
old Doc Evans declared that all babies
been slower, with time for suspfclon to!
are egoists and neither moral nor imImoral? This clergyman, with no doubt J enter his mind, while a shut house]
door and fruitless calling for entrance
Ian impressive pulpit manner, does not
would have been more dramatic than
(think of the thousands to whom this
the rushing into the open door with
Joxtra daylight hour brings health and
the calling of Jessica's name within.
jharpine.:s.— Ed.
On the other hand the 'burst of exultaItion on learning of Antonio's bad luck,
In Michigan
alternating with the lamentation over
A dance was given at We'ler'3 Mall the loss of ducats, jewels and daughter
Saturday evenltvy, in honor of Leslie was passionate and moving, tragic In
its intensity.
In the trial scene the
Clark, who is, home from Birmingham.
He leaves Monday to go back to his crescendo from his dignified statement
grandmother's, Mrs. Sloat.
He came of his case to the moment when with
with the body of Mr. Sloat to Michigan |uplifted knife he stood before Antonio
was artfully, not artificially contrived,
for burial last week."
jwhile the crumbling of his reveng©,
'the humiliation and the utter hopeJack Norworth Brings Person- llessness of the man's future were adNmirably portrayed.
And at the end
Melodies
jthe spectator was left pitying the Jew,
ality in
i .despising the smart legal trick of the
priggish Portia irritated by the cheap'
Jack Norworth, In an act entitled jlnsults of Gratiano.
It is to be regretted that the audience
New Songs," assisted by Miss Adair, VI was small; that there was so little
curiosity
to see this excellent actor in
at
bill
the
Isj the
principal feature of
Tho performance
|a part new to him.
F. Keith's Theatre this week. Last was in general an unusually interestin
eulng a large audience was unmlscall
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HOLDS STKICKT TUB AT UK RobProblems for Augustus
Cnarm
FLTM..1 Til TllfiATKK The
Munich and his Companj In As the World Wags:
ert B.
Alice
by
acts
«>
acis
\.
m
School." a comedy in three
Sir
by
ac"Richelieu." a play In five acts
ago
Milton,
I sent to you some time
m
ftaTIV TOrcThTwus at the too- |.Duer Mllle. and Robert
c:
were at
Buhver Lytton. TJhi cast:
Kdward
who
painters
some
count of
The cast:
kittenish rather thun graoe- nrodi •tlon In Boston
r ginning
Manlell
"ardlnnl Ri •helieii.
and who seemed
Mr. Sam lln i>i
L fully light, anil In the trial scene she
Frank Com pi on work upon my church
The
Austin llavoni.
r«»ar\r\Oaston
case.
Ernest
Mr.
becoming
conventionally
Alexander
with
John
I spoke
to me In a rather enviable
Bitradas.
U.v\ld MacKMUl
demon
lames
Mr
l'™ u <^"
Franklin Salisbury
has
,n
Miss Maude was fair of face teorii* Uoyd
De
Bering).
labor
dignity.
Martin
their
of
Mr Noll
George StlllwoU progress
De S lauprut
windows, and
speech »s Jessica. The Mm rtlmpklns
fair of
a.
Mr. Albert HaeUelt
George Wilson them nearer to my study
Btjavktns.
<U
da* to
lm
Prince of Morocco was a striking figure; Tim
.'Mr. llapley >'»
Henry Bui-Mar It was my privilege the other
„ 4Sh
Joseph
Johns
»»'J
Homer
Carroll
d ring
Miss Mnrle
was a manly wooer. The Kllas Beuodottl.
Pa.ss.iuio
Guy Lludsley ovorhear their conversation
Dale Francois
Mnri*ret
Miss
I.ewera
num
.Bdwi.rd
their
- tTouls XIII
Bc»iie between old Gobbo and young Miss Hayes.
Ono of
Mies Mln/e Uupree A Captain of Ouards
Roy Clifford their lunch hour.
stgni
il
Curils
but
that
was
not
of
Miss
tiresome
was
basis
Kranklvn
Gobbo
S
upon what
Miss BerTi
who,
llfford,
ber
Theresa
.Miss
Richelieu.
Pages
to
Holies
toine oi
The Hn. Rolles.
the fault of the actors.
Mi ,v judlt* James
I wlmliy
know not. habitually assumes a the ioiMiss Kr.i.ices I.oughton
Miste
Daly
Biy'th
Miss
were neautlful; they stood out Sally Boy J
Vaughan Docrlng superiority to the rest, related
ccsl n
Clermont
miss Florence «<-° ul !T Secretary
&e
Guy Hawkes lowing rcmarkablo circumstance.
In Toll relief against the simple back- Muriel nouglit>
Miss Carolyn Arnold Another
G, Porter Hall
Ethel Spelvlp.
T.aroque
dish of ^"er
g rcA.mil
Theodora
Miss
said that if ono had a
Miss Marlon Eveiuen
I.orme
Mercler.
Marlon
de
ieroAllx
u
placed
"The Merchant of Venice" will be l.lllUn tiaford.
weighing five pounds, and
Mortemar.Mlss Genevlevo Hamper
.Miss Mary Mead Julie de
five pound- the
played Wednesday and Thursday even- Madge Kent
in a live fish weighing
tamed
Saturday matinee;
li^s and nt the
''Cppley Theatre: "His House in Or- weight of the dish and its cm
and
Friday
still remain five
Romeo and Juliet" tonight
der," presented by the Jewett Players water and fish would
perhad
he
that
evening; "Hamlet" at the Wednesday
He stated
pounds.
cast
8 *" ,e t
matinee and on Saturday evening.
v^hoo? Miller's story. "Their
sonally performed this «*
_
ascer
ce £
B
£
Neel
I^elle
the
Harding.,
science and that
dWerUngm M«
*
l>f»naro' Craske natural
Forshaw
are vastly more
his m««11»; He
Cha'rm School." They
Nicholas Joy talned facts bore out
Jessoiiw
the
Fllmor
to
transplanted
r um ®"'
diverting when
Ttllary J ess on
H. Conway WliignVld admitted in the courso of the » K
fish would not
Jessaniini: Newcombe
Geraldlne Rldgeley
That ensued that a dead
the education
Edlss
about
D»rpk
lesson
..Maf
f
l"
ideas
^'°"
Interesting
"Austin had
°l
taught a Mile. •1'homo
Blam-he LsKoy produce this
He ottered no
THE WILBUR THEATRE — "<?ui Vf rirl " Why should girls be
Nina
i;ima
Roy ton the law of gravitation
to them when
I.udy Rldgeley
Viola Roaeli
Madame." a musical play in two acts, SiErff things Of no use
Percy Cafne tV.-iram
Ma.k>r Maurewarde
°hVr°e werf so many
Charn
by Victor Herbert, Robert B. Smith and
.sir DanUl Rldgelev
Cameron MatUiews
he argued
for them to learn.'
or
imp
1'yoe Rldgeley ,j
pnme
here
time
oi
first
Wright;
M.
was
G.
for Instance-that
Blyth
nrau'iiiry
/
linoca i"o
,
, their girls to
want
Remlg
Howard
parents
..
Harper..
All
Dr. Dilnott.
tTederlrk
|.V
K. E. ClWe
Lance
who had the hardihood to un-
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PIIK ii lllt
Richard Oitdcn
Polly Ogden
Patsy Hubbard
St- ve.

UB,

.

I

••ln>

V.

:,oive

V!ni»n l'r.edlcy
Hattlc Burks
Georgia U'Raiuey

tbe janitor

Bbeldon
Sheldon

Dorotliy

.
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William Kent
Catherine C. Doucet
Adele Hassan
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Probably they said to Mr. Herbert,
commissioning him to express
himself musically in "Oul Madame":
"Now, Victor, this Is to be a smart

when

Bevaps him ing night of these popular concerts
conclusion. As for Austin
war- time son
he con
still lacking, the
*»lf
he came: he was seen,
lne
Austin were
berness of attire predominating,
and the play ends with
rB e,'e
peeves
one
of fashion that

ofO-O^

latest decree
a*dmf.tmg that at least
taught charm, shall be short as well as
no longer needs to be
those pres
funda
been followed by a few of
fe
that she already has it
anything , ent but in most cases dark wraps conthat
saying
without
It goes
Duer Miller is cealed whatever was bidder be low. and
from the pen of Alice
pi e\ ailed.
brilliant but nev
a general air of sobriety
ah"V $f~%ttb Wit
l ne
bitter.
caustic- keen, but never
reputa-

show, a dancing show. With
comedy, of course, and a couple of good
m
prima
the
for
ballads
sentimental
donna, to say nothing of several duets
about love and a cottage and all that
sort of thing but above all, a .smart
show and a dancing show."
th>
Charm School" lives up to other
w>rK,
So Mr. Herbert, who has such a versa-j
Miller's
tlon sci by Mrs.
tile and sagely musical mind that he can
with a refreshcomedy,
delightful
it* a
The,
turn out anything which savors of
lines
in plot and
novelty
rhythm and melody, fashioned a smart|
wrote "The Happiest Tune
who
woman
These!
act.
the
first
dancing score for
understands
0- Their Lives" loves and
several numbers, while fluent and dancewriters; she has
vouth as few American
able, were too much along the same
of youth
charm
and
out an the sparkle
lines for this volatile composer, so in
And the company does
?nto this Play.
the second act he cut loose and wasi
piece.
full credit to the
d
more himself—resourceful, humorous,!
musical comedy
torn Hardy, long a
with laughing notes leaping from the|
he is more .than
that
proves
favorite,
A.
strings and the few' reed instruments!
With
home
ha? ho is very much at
he employed. Hence, "Such a Happy
delicate humor of the play.
delightful
Family," a comic quartet, and "Over
was
Elise.
infatuated
as the
the Garden Wall." a calorful sextet
who play her
as were the group of gir S M^Da^y as
number.
particularly
school fellows,
These and the tadpole trio in the first
Miss Dupree did notably
Sallv Boyd.
of the
act were more like the Herbert of old.
good work as the little secretarythe cast
If here and there were hints of a bar
members of
other
The
School
from
measure
from "Mile Modiste" or a
their respective
wer. equally happy in
"Eileen," the latter one of his best and
—
parts.
—,
yet most unfortunate works, they were
MAJESTIC THEATRE—First Boston,welcome, for they were beautiful.
Last evening Mr. Herfiert conducted showing of "Howdy, Folks," a comedy
in person, a sort of annual event for
three acts, by Pearl
him here. He had a small band, per- in a prologue and
haps of 20, but he swayed them as if Franklin. The cast:
Marie Day
they were four-score strong. His enMa M t: ?y.-.
.Horace James
joyment of his music was infectious.
Buck Babl
J. 1<\ O'RelllT
thin,
Madame"
is
"Oui
story
of
Car«on
The
.Mr.
Beth M.rrill
but ever visible. It concerns' a budding Mrs. Carson...
Slow*
.. Chest.
Sam Disbrow.
Wilsnn my
librettist, his love affair, and his houseDishrow.
plenty of

'
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lighten

have read somewhere of a monhe not Charles II.?-who
leameu
gravely put this proposition to
men of his time. Ax more important

We

r-uestion
!

'

i

IMig**
.

I

^^^k.^yfi^ otw.
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they did not escape witn
handsomely
"except the salt ocean were
fresh
contempered by a mixture of the
problems
element." And here are other
beAdolphus
young
for the bright-eyed
ill
bedward:
fore he goes reluctantly
much
I
as
contain
a pot full of ashes
a
Will
them?
without
water as it would
farther and
bullet dipped in oil carry
stone weighpierce deeper? Will pumice
less when it
or
more
weigh
a pound

Mr.

Pa McBlrney.
Dick Babb.

'

Hungarian Dance Nt

s~
IIOLL1:
Manlell

is

pressed into service in the

new

whom

previously

has

Jilted.

M.c.i:lv

of

is

a

by a miser, a feud,
she was beaway from a circus where
guardian, the deing abused by her
the mounvelopment of an industry in
or three simple
two
and
region
tain
which wind through the

•

love stories
P1

The

delightful

dumbness

carried through.
all oyer

oft h e women t.ks was
at
Mountaineer dialect, not

^r l
ri

,U

Se

,ed

rearwedSng Thfch Ue

^Sofe^y^fm

e P
n
hum°o rous an d introduce
of the
naturalness
the
vri^ht hues
was in itself quaint
people Portrayed

past glories of Fritzi
distinctive singers; Miss
wove a dancing spell fre-

A large audience forced Mr.
Herbert and his associates to acknowledge Its plaudits twice during the evenEven without Mr. Herbert- in the
ing.
chair, "Oui. Madame," should have an
extended hearing here on its abundantly

the

Chief charm is
Even the
„f„^ ctndies

ra C

Wa

,l

quently.

a

rto Te

^Ers«sff*
cocuetUng
J

1

shyness of

ofj he gWs.

all

who

felt

the

-rish

awkward

any emotion.

furnished relief for playgoers.

of
a distinctly different sort
is
It
doesn t
entertainment, and for one who

ashowwheie
want to think, but enjoys
babbles
good humor and human nature
entertainthrough, it is a fine evening's
ment.
liiiucmimmiliilAimmnit

are."

I

< :

-iVu'll

Manlell

Dory Thsn

Ojatitlius.

"I found this in

Conipton
Aleiander

poems as a note

Salisbury

I

jRtjsencra
|

1.milderst.
linn' ..........

W"l Vax

gallows

old copy of Byron's
stanza 19. canto xi.
was rather
".l.FmnkHn
T»n Juan.' I thought I but
Vaiigkan Deenng S?
I can t
of
-- thing,
>."'s> sort
i.e^ci- good
ai this
- guuu at
lidnard Lewe~"
idinard
l...lohn

.

Blowing

your

mistake,
When* she* hears of your sealy
the forty—
sshp-li surely turn enltch for
weight.
regular
That her Jack may ba

Si illwell
Blieklel'

Oeorse

"" J.'l..Henrv
Krank

an

to

—

Gravcdiggei
rayedlgsor..
r.-rtcr Hall ma e some of it out.
Splice"
'.'.'.isiiss'Genetie.e Reynolds
iKJIlfl:
L f ug lnte rpret' this song.
gh••
the way Is
l^e'l layer-Queen
by
H.m^r
N
1
";
.
Onhclla..
»
AKv.anli«e means the highway.
toby-splice
....
highway,
the
Pull out a pistol on
watchman (or
spite of every "bloody"
at tne theatre.
If you can't hustle
,
sdv)
SF
court for takhnt
Gertrude Attjsrton in the last
you'll be hauled into
girl w.ll boj
your
an
Then
made
Books
a handkerchief.
York Times Review of

^

A

^l^^ay

New

I

unprovoked assault on Jane Austen. She
made faces at her, stuck her tongue out.
yanked tier hair and clawed her face.
her
And the names she called her andpeopetty,
books! "Dull, pompous, arid,
caricatures, depled with puppets or
of psycholvoid of drama, of passion,
Sappho and
ogv" and so on. and so on.
shake In
and
quiver
should
George Sand

when she
(?)
contemptible bungling,
you for thei
and she'll surely inform on
be regular!
so that her fellow may
come mighty haughty
hears

of

your

£40,

W

h
"Re gular

Thief catchers!
weight."
let a petty theft pass un-j
crime was com-fl
capital
noticed When a
robber or]
mitted/ they would grab the
reward of £40 orl
burglar, to share the
him
alonet
"Let
say:
would
turn next
more. They
their tombs. It will be their
an on- till lie weighs his weight."
And then Mrs. Atherton made
beginning
"Blowen" or "blowing.' U a wordl
slaught on English authors,
who splits his over 250 years old.' #M>risMally meant!
with poor Mr. Galsworthy,
reference to morall
another
"one
woman,
™v.i"***m without
writes
a.
nhniuves, winco
infinitives,

"each other" and

"knows even

would often

,

less of chariVCte r.

It

came

to liav

an

evil sig-

m

Austen." niflcance
this country lt means th.
are guilty of jnai>y distress of a thief. The Afrainof Hen
»
I
"different
of Vllloh's taltafl
, roUa t l0 n
^rocfous crimes. They write
but
from,
to" We prefer "different the middle
the
lot.'
cop
blowcns
to
the
back
and
"Booze
"different to'' goes
and was used by
which may be compared with Andrew
of the 16th century
Thackeray, who
Lang's translation. " "Tis all to tavFielding, Addison and
day.
erns and to lasses."
were pretty fellows in their
than" and 'difByron added in hts note: "If there be I
ferent with." "different
found in Lnghsh
any gemman so ignorant as to require
ferent against" are also
a translation, I refer him to my old]
literature.
,
If Mr
is!
friend and corporeal pastor and masHow savage Mrs. Atherton
Miss
professor otj
of
father
ter. John Jackson, Esq.,
Woodhouse. the worthy
he
her,
meet
should
Emma,
pugilism." This led the frequently
Austen's
oi
n
bas
accurate J. S. Farmer, quoting PCX
would recommend In her case a heating,
not
gruel, as sustaining and

thf

subjunctive
English auth6rs

than

Jane

.
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emollient.
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If

.

lio;

scout;
spite of eaehgallowa.old
vou at the speliken tean't hustle
be hobblsd in making" a blout.

Tn

;

cast:

Abraham

PollWliUS.

Laerl es

The

Vaii~han Ucertng
C Porter Hall
..Guy UndajM

loraitio..

The

9Mr.

..

Mai-cellud

M Dwiald

Bennett
Uelsey
character study of

/

ipany in "Hamlet.'

Willia

sends us this?
"S. H." of Westminster
old song:
On the high toby-splcs flashed the muzzle.

Brahnisi

Bernardo

K-.rby
•ckingcr

Blue Ridge mounthe poor whites
concerns a fortune left
tains. The plot
a girl, who ran

the

diversified merits.

I!

in the

were the

Thompson

Coulter.

Morgaa

formance.
Miss Hassan and Miss Burks, the lathaving a voice disturbingly sugScheff,

.

.

hf

.'Cbarlos
..^.'jeila
\la-t K.

V-Howdy Folks"

'tcr

gestive

Man

Zca Coulter.

The

others are merely young persons who
dance nimbly, sing a bit, and contribute
to attractive stage pictures.
* Miss O'Ramey was repeatedly very
funny in her quest of the identifying
mark of tha mermaid on the right ankle
of the elusive Steve, as a black-tulled
and tlghttcl Pavlowa in uproarious burlesque, as a writhing Spanish dancer of
tortured mien.
Mr. Kent, a comedian of ingenuity and
a certain form of courage in tfliat he
fathered more than one crudely pointed
or ancient line, came into his own in his
exceptionally comic soft shoe dance, following a rapid lapse into mock inebriety.
This latter scene, tenderly reminiscent
doubtless to many observers present,
was one of the many hits of the per-
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The Slangy Muse

G minor,

l.

STREEa" THEATRE-R. B
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liiirolet..

MideWm

,M:iriou

.

vltchell..

.Music

self into marriage with a wealthy widow
and finally consoles himself with Patsy,

he

.

.ffre.lerklt

Slierlif

Mrs.

l.y
I

Marian Wayne
Alphcnz Eilder

..

Aralea
preacher

piece as a maid with one line to speak
times, -.namely, "Oui, madame"; and
Steve, the Janitor, who, to oblige the
harassed playright, masquerades as a
United States senator, nearly joges him-
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account of the "cordwalners'
the
Lynn 60 years ago. I recalled that
of that
leader, or one of threaders
man
a
was
troubles,
a
.Wagner forerunner of labor
remember
to
Bisse
named Napoleon Wood. I the
"Carmen
news-Gyp* nance" from
wa7 carici «red in
S.vmphony
he W
"et^Zh"
«.h
Organ Solo: Fina ,„o
NapolWooden
v
f the period as
r
im..
_ .. ., „
1
.A erdil
,
nt the subse
Tempest Scene t^om 'W^lSjli,
eon I. Is anything known of
DoBlan
H. I L.
Selection, -Samson and
^ :lintJs a 6 n s queht history of this man? ^
_
Van Westerhout Mlddleton.
r
„_,„
Fritz,;.
Amico
?"ermezio from "V
Mascagni
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their

The usual
ment was well patronized.
were served in ing
nght refreshments also
powder?—Ed.
lis reduced to
h
th
of Symphony
An enlarged orchestra Agide
Jecchia
"Page Mr. Wood"
players conducted by
program:
gave the following
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HOLLIH STREET THEATRE— R.
Mantell and compally
of Venice," by William

'

B.

Shakespeare.
Mr. Mantell

fihylock
K.ilarJno

An

Officer.

'

Georgia l-'ox
p.^Beasie .Ta'nios
.

.

.

.

Frank Barry
.Abraham Jvorv
.

.

Lady Macbeth.

.

.

iBCViove

Hamper

Sanchez did not meet popular approval.
Light social comedy swept everything
before it. The next stage of development has not arrived. These light comedies are modern in form, "a drama of}
externals, arid the public goes to see
Itself pilloried and to laugh at its own
* * A play is written on
foibles.. *
Tuesday to be performed the following
Monday, and by the next Wednesday it
is either in- stock or in the wastebasket." Seldom is there a long run.
This modern comedy has developed the
Use of paper scenery.
There are about 30 theatres in the
Argentine, open the year round. In 1916

/

They salted me down for sailors' use.
The sailors they do me despise.
They turn mi over, and damn my eyes.

'

cast:

Secona ApparTl
Third Appariti'
A Doctor

I

" 'Then another speaks up for the old
horse and says;
"From Saccarao" to Portland Pier,
I've carted boards this many year.
Till, killed by blows and sore abuse.

"The Merchant

In

The

here?*

John

..

"Threo Plays of the Argentine: Juan
Moreira, Santos Vega, The Witches'
Mountain," translated from the Spanish
by Jacob S. Fassette, Jr., are published
by Duffield & Co., New Tork. Edward
Hale Bierstadt has written a long, inter-

my

meat, and scrape my bones.
And pitch me over to Davy Jones.
Salanln
Vaughau Deerlng
"That's
grace we say," concluded
the
George
Antonio, a merchant
Stillwell
.Guy LIhdsley
Oratiano, friend to Bassanlo.
Bill. \
L. P. EVANS.
Lorenzo, In love with Jesnlca. .Frank Comptou
Dover, Me.,
Ba&sanio, a gentleman suitor to Portia.
John Alexander
Dr. Philip H. Cook of "Worcester sends
Franklin Salisbury • the "pome" as it is printed above, say-;,
Balthaaar
olrl
Henry Buckler
esting, valua'ble preface to these plays,
ing
that the lines have been currenCjj
Lanncelot Gobtx>, In ShylocJt's service..
dwelling on the fact that the "dramas
Bdward Lowers J on the Maine windjammers for probably
Tubs!, a friend of Sbjloek
Oeorge Wilson
100 years.
The entire ceremony as de
criollos," have distinct characteristics
T)nke of Venice
.Henry
Buckler
+
scribed to me by an old salt on the,
Nerlssa, Portla'3 waiting maid...
-which render them peculiar to <a»
Portland waterfront 30 years ago wa->
Mlfts Marlon Erensen
of the drama in genercl; they are
tudy
Jessica, daughter of Shylock
as
follows:
"At
mealtime
men
the
sat
p
Mlsa Frances Loughton
about the 'kid' in which the salt been B folk drama in the most perfect sense."
Portia
Miss Genevieve Hamper
was brought from the galley. One man'
The Argentine has developed "beyond
picked out a piece and asked: -'010"
these plays. "The least sign of thoir re7 c?
hoss, old hoss, what brought you here?'*
4vival is greeted with lamentations, for
Then another spoke up for the olo
horse— 'Prom Saccarap' etc."
the silk-hatted gentleman of the Avenue
J5j PHILIP
Is not always proud of the fact that his

Cut

.

C. Porter Hull

.

oft

.

.

|

|

.

the income was some $2,000,000, Ten
years ago the entire population of the
Argentine was a little less than that
Of New York city today.
Mr. Bierstadt gives a description of
the magnificent Teatro Colon in Buenos
Ayres. where Caruso, Bonci, Amato,
Plancon, Tetrazzini and Martinelli sang
before they were known in New York
and Boston.
Of the plays in this volume the first
two represent the drama criollos, which
found inception in the sawdust ring,
;»t their best. There is a discussion of
authorship of "Juan Moreira,"
'the
which is perplexingly episodic, leaving
much to be inferred. "Santos Vega,"
in which a. cinstrel gaucho dies of a
broken heart because he is defeated in
a singing match, was written by Herrera, a Spaniard living in the Argentine,
and it was produced, meeting an enthusiastic reception, at Buenos Ayres

,
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..r
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(Unite,-

Kent
Duke of tornwali
hHiiumi
Duke of Albany

• -l'Porter Hall
•
.... .Abraham Ivory

George Wllunn
.V.George Stillwpll
Edward lowers
Guy Undnlev
Edwin Koos
Charles WarflHn
George I>e»r
Genevieve Reynold*
Marlon Kvensen
Genevieve Hsmper

Oswald
A t'.'oi

mm Man

A Physician
A Herald

,

Uoneril
It^gan
Cordelia

Mr

Mantell's Lear

is

well

.

known

here,

,

1

teams made one

as are the impersonations of Cordelia,
Coneril and the Fool by Miss Hamper,
Miss ReynoMs and Mr. Llndaley.
Mr
Mantell's performance is melodramatic
rathor than impressively tragic, but it
ifc, on the whole,
picturesque. Thephysl-'
eal weakness of Lear In the opening
scenes Is exaggerated and at variance
with the storm and passion displayed
1^.1 er.
In the raging scenes he is often
'merely spasmodic and boisterous, as in
'the delivery of the curse, which should
[he a mighty crescendo with an over'

The

logs

came from

the Presumpscot river and held in booms
here until ready for use. If this is of
any interest to you I could give you
more details, as I was born and have
lived In Westbrook more that fourscore
years ago and have a fairly good memory.
P. MURCH,

HARLAN

Cut

|

And

in Fiction

"P. A. P.," giving the last lines
"He eats my meat and picks my bones J

And

writes:
I

saw

casta the rest to Davy Jones."
I
"It la at least 50 years since
this in print, but
sure it Is
<

am

•

torian.

Dick"

SMtlUi ti c tragedy, one was reminded
the extraordinary "Allegory. of King'
t
.car" b>
Pi
hnrlea Crelghton. who
rfues that .Shapespvare intended Lear
he Henry VIII. also the conscience
.r.
of
tb« nation; Goneril,
the papacy:
''ordelia. "the truth and plainness of
Humanism". Kant. Sir Thomas More,
"nut when disguised. Surrey, the poet:
Goneril 's Steward, Cardinal W'olsey, the
Fool. John Skulton.
And one also
thought of Charles Lamb's assertion
thst "Kins Lear"' is not a play to be
acted and was almost persuaded iliat

the version of the "Grace" sent
by Mr. C. F. MacOlU of Cambridge,
"Saccarac" stands for "Saccarap," and
the old horse had "Jtauled stones. '**
While we are near Portland. Me., let
us quote from the Eastern Argus of
Oct. 15. 1M9:
To Correspondents
"Should any of our anonymous correspondents hereafter feel any uncommon degree of anxiety for the incorporation of their sentiments into the
constitution of Maine, we would take
the liberty to give them a gentle Jog
upon the propriety of paying postage.
As it is rather bordering upon Imposition to article a string of nonsense
and saddle the expense on the printer."
In

i

].

right.

The play tonight
fof

will

be "Macbeth";

the Saturday matinee, "The Mer-r Venice"; for Saturday night,

2-

Let as today bid farewell to "salt
hoss." We have received many letters
about the
"Sailor's

f

,

I

I

'

ger's knife

W. Cobb may be

me

which he carried

with a

rig-

in a leather

sheath slung In his belt. That chum
of mine used to sing to me what he
termol Chantys. which were common

I

interested in

more about "old horse."
The late Edward H. Elwell. for many

in

the

day when

'square

riggers."

as*

ho called them sailed from every Mas-j
sacliusefts port
'Can you imagine the
J
gentlemen of the merchant marine service of today, who load and stow cargo]
with a donkey-engine, weigh anchor!
with a steam winch, and Instead of J
making .-ail and bracing yards busyS
themselves In the intervals when not*i
engaged in striking, In manipulating^
the tools of a steamfltter's or machin-r
lst's outfit; can you imagine them sing-*
ing chantys?"

years editor of the now defunct Portland Transcript, described In his book,
"The Boys of Thirty-Five," a visit he
and other boys made to a brig In Portland harbor. A sailor who was telling
how they ate on hoard ship said:
"One of us goes to the caboose and
gets the grub In a kid. It's mostly salt

and mighty tough at that.
He j
down here on the floor, we all
HOI
pat round it, and fall to with our; speare

I

I

I

t

Jack-knives.
" "Doesn't anybody say grace?' asked

'

Ned Thompson, who was accustomed
at home to all the proprieties of a|

•

Christian table.
" 'Say grace,' replied Bill, with a grin.
'Oh, yes, we say grace!
P'r'aps you

naver heard a sailor's prayer over his
meat.
Ill repeat It to you.
When
all sitting round the kid, one of
"ft
'

Maebeth
li'irat Witch
Serond Wltrh..

l'rank C'oinpton

Tlilrd W;ti-h

Duncan
Malcolm
i.cni'.iv

A

.Sergeant

Iton.>
[

ilanquo. .......

,',

8eyton
!•

leaiiee

A Porter
Macduir

.>

Henrv Binkler
.'....Guv Lindslev
C. Porter Hail
Franklin Salisbury
Vaughan Deerlng
.John Alexander
......George Wllfon
Frances I /nigh ton
pf.

, .

.Bdw«rd lowers
Oeorge

stllhvcli

1

came a clergyman.
"Yesterday I went to the festival at
vespers of the Church of the Four
Crowned Martyrs. The singing at both
these festivals"— the other was at St.
John Lateran— "was magnificent beyond
description; far finer than any opera. It
was in the opera style, as all the Italian
music is. You never hear in any church
janythlng like Yankee psalm tunes, or
even Gregorian chants. The organs are

jail

representing the people of the soil,
Lilian born in the Argentine,
speaking an atrociously mixed dialect,
a comic character, a buffoon, was "second villain." In nearly all the plays the
villain triumphed, but the Italian, his
In many of the
tool, "bit the dust."
plays the hero was a real character,
Juan Morelrb. an incarnation of the
Argentine peasant. These plays could
not furnish the base for a permanent
national dramatic literature.
THen enme artists and actors who
were native Argentinians. Spanish and
Italian producers did not satisfy the popular demand, while the "dramas crlollos" did not ir^mmmt^jammtmmo of civjjw^ Yet the
lllzatlon reacl7*T"
/ellosoand
playa by Oni
"!
<Oal &

played brilliantly, and

all

I

the feats

jof vocal a*id instrumental exercise are
indulged in without scfuple. The Pope

committed to paper. They were handed
down by word of mouth, and have been
were
In print less than 10 years. They
performed by traveling companies In a
necessarily
Horses
portable theatre.
were employed. The scenery, when there
was any, was most primitive. Oil lamps,
lanterns, candles and torches lighted the
theatre. Decoration and ventilation were
The plays consisted of many
absent.
scenes, so they were asisodlc. not unlike
moving pictures In form. The cost of
admission was usually from 20 to 70'
cents. The gaucho was the protagonist,
warring against any constituted author-

The

1

Mobert Mantell
Marlon Kveusen
Genevieve Reynolds
.

A Bostonian's Musical Adventures
In the Europe of 1853
We have received a letter dated Rome,
Nov. 9, 1853, in which a Bostonian wrote
entertainingly about music and musiEdcians. The writer, a classmate of
ward Everett Hale at Harvard, also be-

and cardinals do not go to the theatres
like the Emperors and Grand Dukes, but
they have in the churches, much more
splendid and grand than any theatre, an
opera which Vienna or Dresden cannot
equal. I thought in the mass and the
orchestras of the latter city that I had

I

I

'

reached the musical climax, hut this ?t
Rome Is greater yet. There aTe about a
dozen great masters in the Pope's choir.
Two of them are alto singers with fe-.
male voices, the most wonderful that
ever heard, surpassing even Jenny Lind
in everything but power. Tlie harmony,
whether in duet, trio, quartet, quintet,
or chorus, is most amazing. I listened
this afternoon 2>4 hours, and two hours;
ye»;terday to singing hardly interrupted
by a pause.
"And Instead of writing about Rome I [
Bhould like to tell you all about the music I have heard since I wrote that letI

ity.

Till..

?th."

;

\

!

KKT

It

j

'

beef,
sets

The gaucho is of the pampas;
play Is of the lonely mountain
country. It is a brutal, terrific tragedy,
with wild characters: Don Tadeo, cursed
with the evil eye. the murderer of his
Wife through Jealousy and of a muleteer
Daniel, his son,
^luxn he suspected
a wretched fellow: Leon, the other son, a
gentler character, loathed by his father,
who thinks he is not his father until
Leon assaults and kills him; the cruelly
wronged but weak Inda, subdued by
Daniel, though she loves Leon; Zoila,
the old sorceress. At the end, Leon having dashed his father's head against a
rock, and seeing Daniel, far oft on the
mountain side with Inda in his arms,
Tlie napping of a passing
goes mad.
condor's wings Is heard. Leon goes mad,
and following the bird with his eyes,
1
shrieks: "Father! I am the condor!
am the condor! I am the condor!"

the classes." There were "payadores,"
or wandering gaucho minstrels, as Santos Vega, delighting in singing contests,
extemporizing verses.
There were, and are. traveling clrcuses; arid In the performance informal,
and sometimes impromptu, plays dealing with local conditions, frank melodramas with the gaucho the hero, were
Introduced. The plays grew In Importance until they were divorced from the
circus and had a place of their own.
The brothers Podesta, once acrobats,
produced these dramas as such even In
Buenos Ayres. but now they bring out
more sophisticated plays, for the gaucho
has passed Into history. The type of
play began to change from 1898. Not
until recently were the gaucho plays

'

As the World Wags:
Carolus

to whittle out boats for

Grace"

is

with

gend.

and

Teaching "Salt Hoss"
Wlnchedon writes that
he was taught the verses more than
|60 years ago "by an old sailor who used

It

this

their
in
talent
of excellent
They have stoicism, though
•pherc.
coupled
stoicism
nay.
ignprant of Zeno:
with real gaietv of heart. Amidst their
reek and wreck, they laugh loud. In
tough, jolly banter: they twang. In a
plaintive manner, rough love melodies
on a kind of guitar; smoke Infinite lobncco; and delight in gambling and ardent spirits, ordinary refugeof voracious
gaucho
mpty souls-" Carlyle knew thedescribes
only from books. Mr. Bierstadt
him as a "strange and fascinating mlxtwre of Daniel Boone, the pioneer; of
Buffalo Bill, the beau ideal of the cowboy, and of Robin Hood, the outlaw,
the friend of the masses against

"T. K. P." of

I

Obligado

fellows;

'

(J

a mixture of a poem by
an old native legend
which tells how Satan was victor in the
thought that the
have
match. Some
conqueror In the play represents the
Spaniard: Mr. Bierstadt falls to find
any political allusion. The scenes are
descriptive of country life; there is a
fight with the police; there is the singing contest; the eulogy of the heroic
patriot. The language is often flowery,
at times bombastic.
"The Witches' Mountain," by Gardel
(Buenos Ayres. 19l'12) is not really a
gaucho play, nor Is it based on any leIn 1913.

thing like our cowboy, but he is an outlaw as well as a pioneer. He resisted
the Spaniard; he resisted the rule of tbe
Argentinians. We Is the national hero,
the powerful symbol of the people.
Years ago Carlyle, who is not quoted
by Mr. Bierstadt. described in his essay,
"br. Francia," the gauchos as "hospltsooty, leathery, lying, laughing
iible.

the meat and pick my bones
pitch the rest to Davy Jones.

The "Grace"

!

I

own

off

to he found, probably quoted, in a story
by Mayne Reld, or Kingston, the hero
ei of *eyuii! this mighty tragedy uie' of which Is named Rodney.
The same
Infrequent lh.ni the yotinmir theatrostory tells of an exciting occurrence of
"<
Mould ht> ihankful for a producthe 'Fata Morgana.'
Dn «nd not 'ne too critical. Last eveuWas "Rodney" a common name of a
im Ulttf were many curtain calls, nor' hero in tales of the sea? If we are
v..is tlie applause always heartiest when
not. mistaken, there is a Rodney in "The
uie declamation was the most stenTown-Ho'a Story," introduced in "Moby

Lamb was

These "dramas
until about 1880.
Criollos" are better known in the north
is somegaucho
as gaurho plays. The

Westbrook. Me.
Mr. Murch gives the last lines of the
"Grace."

leaily and simply, which Is more than
an be sajd of certain members of the
company. Edmund, for example, had
trick of lowering his voice and yet
mouthing at the end of a sentence, so
that the meaning was obscured or
wholly lost.
This much may he said: The opportunl-

I

structive and interesting, but a real inspiration as well, to blow the haze of
time from before a drama as refreshing
and as naive as the proverbial barefoot
boy. There Is no question in my mind
hut that Penrod would like these plays,
and that they would create a real illusion for him. And in our attitude toward
any art the more nearly we can come to
Penrod's point of view the better."'
"We in the United States know little of
the literary, artistic, commercial conditions in South America. Mr. Bierstadt
outlines the development of the drama
Jn the Argentine Republic, where the
development is especially interesting.
Thb piavs before the "drama criollos"
vere literary rather than dramatic;
Jnore foreign than colloquial. It is said
that there was Argentine drama in 1747,
but the country had no drama of its

the
waters above Sebago Lake, or Pond as
then called, and were floated across
the lake in rafts and then turned into

powering climax. lie was more effective,
he patlreUc moments, as in the tent
with Cordelia. .Some of his "busi1" approa -lifd dangerously near burlcsfi'ie.
Miss Hamper read her lines

trip daily.

that supplied the mills

1

te

town

village in the

"Westbrook (Me.) since changed to
the city of Westbrook. In the days of
"Old hoss" the only business of Saccarappa was lumbering. There were 24
sawmills on the two dams then here,
and they all sawed boards that were
hauled to Portland and from there
shipped to the West Indies for sugar
boxes. Another strange thing was that
tlie boards
were hauled to Portland
'05- ox teams, mostly two yokes of oxen;
only one that I can recall had a pair
of horses In front of the oxen. These

•

•

J^>»;.

youth was bareheaded." Nations, like
Individuals, develop toward a more sophisticated form of expression.
"I hare felt," says Mr. Bierstadt,
"that In a day and age when so much
that was false, suporflcial and tawdry
held the stage it would be not only in-

the world

of

Vauyhan IJeering
Frank Common

j^Kfc- ••

t'uran
linke <>r Bavgundy
King of Prance
Ivlaar

Ai

Wags:
Saccarappa was a

Rohert Mantell
Henry Huckler
Fobn Alexander
Franklin Salisbury

King of Kngland

I/>ar.

As

"King Lear."

peare's

Karl

"Saccarap"

STREET THEATRE— Shakes-

h H.i.rs
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from Munich last July. It Is only
four months since, and yet It seems like

ter

a whole musical existence.

j

\
,

1

1

used

to

think that the Germania Society was
superior to anything In this world; but
I have heard a dozen orchestras in Europe as good as that, and some a great
deal larger and finer. At Baden-Baden.
I heard Hector Berlioz with his grea
company of 136 performers, when Ems
played the violin and Cruvelli sang.
V ienna,' I het 'd Lanner with his h.

F
1

I

,

In

Jenny Llnd heard Adelaide, gave
with a letter to the great GarOther Rostonlans aided the young
Lett.
•Inge
who studied nearly two years In
London with Garcia, luter In Florence.
At Brescia she appeared as Arsace In
"Semlramlde." The letters of her adopted lister, ArvUla, spoke of her as "Slgnoult.

her

Saturdays. Those n'..v wishing to reuH
tor should wi re at oin-e to dramatic department. Community HervlcflP Inc., MJ
Little h.uilcliiig. or telephone Beach >-•<>

|10t\>.

i

d two In Venice. These are be• opera orchestras and regiment|8. and concerts or singing, and
musical unions, of -which I have
irreat number; I went five times
opera In London. Also to the
n Munich. In Berlin. In Dresden,
ma. In Venlco and in Florence,
ard fine performances in every
I heard Qrlsl three times in l,onarlo twice, and Tamberllk twice,
many. I heard Joanna Wagner
knd Prauleln Ney. who will one
*l Grisl. and equals her now. But

norlna Fllltpl,". but In Valentlnl s history of the Grand Theatre of Brescia she
Is listed under her Kngltsn name.
As for the other Amerloans mentioned
In this letter. Messrs. J. C. D. Parker
and Charles C. Perkins were active In
the musical life of Boston.
Harrison
Millard sang In "The Messiah" at a
Handel and Harden concert In 1854. He
was afterwards well known as singer,

,

composer and

thoven and Mendelssohn

Was

Germany,
and occaand Bee-

for

There

was

this

time

Music

W.

concerts.

;

aid

E.

IC.

i'or

L

i

I

Films

ft

was pro

of Boston writes to the Her-

and

|
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Times writer touches disdainfully, too,
secured place with luxurious cushions.
In Italy the favorite music Is that of
on the incidental music of the movie
Verdi. The 'Trovatore' is just now all
performances. But can anybody Imagthe rage, and you may hear the peasant!' ine himself enjoying a screen play withboys singing it under the arches of the / out it? It has become essential,' as esColiseum. It is certainly a very brilliant
sential as live blood-hounds to a sucopera and a great ileal finer than any
cessful
production of 'Uncle
Tom's
But
all
his[
Verdi.
previous work of
•Cabin.'. It would be interesting to know
(whether this incidental music was first
works are too noisy to suit my taste. I employed to drown the whir and squeak
prefer very much Bellini or Mozart.
of the cinema machinery, or because
"One of the great luxuries of Europe | somebody discovered that what might
is the music of the regimental bands.
loosely be called onomatopoetic music
This you get everywhere the soldiers helps in the interpretation of the silent
are— and where are the soldiers not? In story of the screen. Organ music seems
the German cities it is the custom for to be especially effective in giving audithe band of the palace guard to play ble expression to the various movie emoevery day in one of the public squares tions, and the builders of organs are
between 11 and 12, and sometimes in the having the time of their lives. Formerafternoon between 6 and 6. In Venice ly they used to get a straggling order
they play in the evening between 7 and 8. for a church now and then. During thu
Here in Rome they play in the morning last two or three years they have been
at parade, and again in the afternoon on deluged with orders from the wealthy
some of the squares. These bands are proprietors of movie theatres. Has the
not the small affairs which we call melodeon been put to use at all in the
bands in Boston, but they consist of 60 to picture palaces? In the city, of course,
100 performers, most admirably trained it might not seem quite up-to-date, but
and drilled as thoroughly in their art as jn the country it should fee popular. It
I
the soldiers in the art of fighting.
has its limitations in the interpretation
was amused the oth r clay to see a troop of the joy and anguish of the human
through
going
drummers
of about 20
heart, but it ought to do very well intheir practice down by the arch of Con
deed as an accompaniment to scenes of
stantine. Outside the walls of Bologna, attempted suicide.
Even the organ fails
there's hornblowing from morning to at times
attuning itself t0 the situa .
night. I knew absolutely nothing of the tion rolled before us on the screen
I
richness of military music before I cams 1
should be sorry indeed for any organ
to Europe
'"There are a good many Yankees
that could even approach an interpretation of Fatty Arbuckle, and even Charlie
studying music in Italy and Germany,
Charles
Parker
and
Chaplin,- who is a clown of exceptional
At Lcipslc there are
its
to
merit, rather puts the organ
Perkins of Boston, both fine piano playtrumps. While the organ can. through;
ers, and William Mason, who some think
At
Germany.
after
a
fashexpress
even
in
pipes,
to be a wonder
its shrillest
Florence there Is Adelaide Phlllipps. who
ion the impact of a flying pie on the)
makes her debut in the opera at Bres- face of the villain, it is the instruments;
lake
the
near
Lombardy
and bass,
in
cia, a city
of percussion like cymbals
Garda. and young Millard of New
drums that most realistically interpret
are
.York, and Sumner of Boston, who
such catastrophes. But the. organ will
[going to appear this month at Arezzo
still do its best in these cases, for the
la the Papal States. But they will have
cost of hiring percussion performers for
equal
before
they
to study a long while
these incidents In the drama is highJ
am
while
I
Now
voices.
Italian
the
Moreover, instruments of percussion dis|
We see
writing these lines, 1 hear a piano across
turb th3 spectator's illusion.
Perkins
than
better
the street played
the pie sailing through the air in the,
Besserabia.,
in
can play it. and a man, who is evidently
chateau
of
a
grand salon
walking home from the opera, singing
We ourselves are for the moment in
snatches of the airs he has heard as
Bessarabia, far from Boston's madding
HBumner cannot possibly sing them. You
crowd, when, presto! crash! the drumhear good music in Jtaly at almost
heat that- synchronized with the landing
the
sit
at
will
only
you
If
r hour.
of the pie smites the ear, and at once
Hjow and- listen.
we are back in darkest Washington
And then the organs! Why, we have street, and it takes some moments of
underthey
as
America
in
organs
no
mental readjustment to carry us back
stand that word here. An organ here to Bessarabia the blest The organ never
leans 'an instrument that can supply
If it roars,
spoils a scene in this way.
ic place, if necessary'* of the human
it
roars you as any sucking dove, or;
rice. 'The organ at Freyburg. in Swltzrather it strikes just the right pitch tcJ.
erland. can do anything, laugh or cry.
carry out tho illusion of the screen.
!gh. or pray, or shout, can give you thej
Even the piano, which is excellent in the
forest w ind, the insects in the field, or
hands of a talented accompanist, can(the roar of the ocean, can make a renot quite match the organ. Perhaps this
from
angels
as
dead
such
the
for
[quiem
is because the jipuctator is always conthe land of the blessed might sing, or
scious of the human fingers at the piano
the
roll out such thunder as shall shake
keyboard, and that Is a disturbing thing
in
the
you.
heard
above
I
arches
solid
movie fan. The organ
to a genuine
Dominican Church at Bologna an organ
seems to pour forth Its music indepen
(which sang the whole mass, so that t; dent of human agency, like an Aeolian
[hardly noticed the absenc e of all other
harp, and to be the unconscious medium
voices. Every large church has at leas,t
through which the various emotions depicted on the screen find utterance."
[two organs and generally more. I recolFlorence which had four
W. E. K.
in
Boston.
ins all standing out in the
as
should regard it
I
ling.
For Dramatic Leaders
worth wnile to come to Europe to hear
In answer to a growing demand for
the organs if there were nothing more."
such a course. Community Service, Inc.,
Is holding a training school for dramatic
h p r first
Yet". Adelaide Phillipps made
leaders till May 24. The course is a
appearance in opera at Brescia four or
practical one in play production and
five day« before this letter was dated.
Features are introduced
to i
stage craft.
Bom at Stratford-on-A von. she cameThe
old.
America when she. was 7 years
to the tercentenary celebration,!
suitable
mlly first went to Canada, then settled
also lectures on pageantry, voice placeBoston, where at the age of 8 she
ment and dramatic organization; Saturipeared at the Boston Museum as a
day morning lectures on and demonstrapossessing
prodigy,
infant
selebrate/i
tions of story play and story telling
eat histrionic, lerpeichorean and vocal
Ruth Delano, Henry Hu/it Clarke of the
She then Impersonated five r
lents.'.'
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Olivet
aractars In 'old and young" and took I
Elizabeth Grimball of Newt
Larklii,
e-par- of General Bomsaates in "Bom- I
York and Margaret Shlpman Jamlesonj
as well as other dramatic experts, areJ
imong the instru ctors.. T he .sessions ai-cj
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The short third act comprises the Nightingale and Lark scenes
Juliet's refusal to marry Paris.
The long fourth act is made up of the
Apothecary, Churchyard and
Potion.
Vault scenes, with an elaborate ensemble bringing about the reconciliation of
Montague and old Capulet. Some of the
best music Is for Mercutio. especially in
the scene with the Nurse; for the

!

,

'

London on April

and
first]

I
I slain Tybalt.

"The writer for the London Times,
heard symphonies of Mozart. Spohr
quoted in the Herald the other day, who
and Beethoven at concerts in the boercomplains of the dlstutbing noises made
gardrns. in the open air — admission 2Vj
cents. Here In Uome ?by the cinema machinery, brings up
groscen. about
memories of the American movies ,15
a secured seat to the opera costs 30
years ago.
In those days. If you ven-J
cents: In Florence, at the cheap opera
you can get a seat by going early, for -"tured Into a movie theatre, there arose
Verdi's
'Lomsuch a clatter, you sprang from your
about 5 cents. I heard
But
seat to see what Was the matter.
bard!' for that price. The great opera
The machinery of
at the Court Theatre, which is a magthat is all changed.
to
cents
nificent room, costs about 30
the movies now is as unheard as the
The
those who go early, and only SO for a ^melodies on Keat's Grecian urn.
I

In

j

J

|
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j
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I
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|
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Nurse; and for Capulet.
,
Nicholas Gatty's "The Tempest" was
produced at the Surrey Theatre. LonReginald Gatty.'the
don, on April 17.
composer's brother, condensed the comedy Into three acts. There is a prologue,
in which Prospero Is seen by the sea"We could
shore invoking the storm.
not hear what Prospero said because
in the
blast
full
blowing
was
storm
the
orchestra and the tea-trays were clatterwings."
the
ing prodigious thunder in
Miranda's
with
begins
Shakespeare
"If by your art, my dearest
speech:
father." Then comes the scene on the
ship. The three acts are played on the
single scene with Prospero's hut and
Caliban's hovel by the rocky shore and
the sea in the background. "Mr. Gatty
Is one of the very few of our composers
who have concentrated on opera as a

working proposition. Temperamentally
and by experience he is opposed to ex-

He

travagance.
orchestra,

but

uses the ordinary full
uses it with economy.

His music is definite and incisive in
rhythmic design, never luxurious. Ariel's
lyrics are clear-cut, the. love music of
Ferdinand and Miranda is earnest rather
Prospero's famous
than voluptuous.
speech, 'The cloud-capped towers,' the
musical climax of the whole, has an
extraordinary nobility of sound, arrived
at by very simple means. 'The Tempest'
is a subject filled with music before the
composer begins; we hear it as we read
the play, and that fact, while it naturally tempts the composer to give outward form to the 'imagined sound, inHe has to percreases his difficulty.
suade his hearers that his music is the
We would not say that Mr.
music.
Gatty did that always, though he did at
certain crucial moments. 'Where should
this music be? t' th' air or th' earth."
,

We

felt sometimes that we. knew too
positively where the trrusic was, that it
was too much concerned with the characters in the foreground and not enough
with the spell which hinds them all together. But that, acTain. is a. question
of the composer's point of view. He, is

anything but an 'atmospheric' composer,
and in an age when so many are nothing
else we can be glad of what he gives lis.
The treatment of the mask in
music shows Mr. Gatty at his best. He
.

.

.

preserves

of
melody; Juno's song, 'Honor riches
marriage-blessing.' is almost Purcellian
Thus the Times. The
in its design."
Daily Telegraph says: "If we have a
fault to find with his very clever,

the

clean,

classical

line

thoughtful and always musicianly score,
It is that it gives us rather less than

one could have wished of the

mush

Laurette Taylor said hi London before "A Night In Rome" was produced:
"Although neither Hartley (Mr. ManIters, husband and dramatist) nor mySelf wishes to pose as a philanthropist,.
We are not over here to make money.
That can be done so much more quickly
and efficaciously In the United States.'
Maurice Ravel, the composer, lins refused the honor of being named Chevalier of the Legion of Honor.
Austrian newspapers tell of the ex- fc ,
treme poverty of a niece oE Franz
Schubert.
At the Lord 'hanr ellor's In London
the fox-trot and the one-step were recently danced to music by the unfortunate Chopin.
A new tenor, Cecil Sherwood, laureate
has met
of the Milan Conservatory,
with success in London.
Vincent d'Indy. lecturing on Chahrier
In Paris, regretted that he had been
pushed toward the stage, while he
should have devoted himself to works
He
for the orchestra and the piano.
snobs,
who,
also
Inveighed against
hearing "pseudo-musical insanities," admired in proportion as they did not
understand.
Mederic Dufour, lecturing on Debussy
at Lille, likened him to Mallarme. "Let
one read Balzac's 'Unknown Masterpiece' and it will be seen how a genius
can ond, by a mental aberration, in
denying the principles of art and despising works of the past and his own
works.
Saint-Saens in a letter to-a friend in
iBoston tells of his present activity. He
goes to Athens to play the piano. He
reminds his friend that he is now 84
years old, and writes this sentence in
English: "I am the oldest living pianist!"
One can see his Ironical smile as
he wrote this.
Leonard Boyne, the Irish actor, died
In London on April 17 at the age of 67.
He was favorably known in this country as in England. It was in 1913, producing with Charles Hawtrey "General
John Regan" and taking the part of
Timothy Doyle, that he was ho sick that
An operation
his life was in danger.
saved him, but he was not the same
man and the London stage saw little or
nothing of him.
At a dinner given to Henry Ainley at
the Playgoers Club. London, Sir Ernest
Wild spoke, of this actor's uncommon
versatility: "And yet his greatest part
was when he played the fool. It was
only a great mart, and probably no
woman, who was able to sustain that
i

1

duced at Mlddleborough on Jan. 7. 1916.
it w »aJd that the composer's methods
approximate most nearly to those ol
Charpenticr In "Louise." The orchestration Is significant; the vocal music
Is to a considerable extent declamatory
suave|
are
there
though
recitative,
melodic passages. Set airs are absent,
The Queen Mab speech Is oml ted. The
first act ends with the balcony scene.
There Is a curtain after Romeo has

a

Sumner Edward Sumner?

E. Barkworth's opera "Romeo
was performed for the

J.

Juliet"

1

I

of Donlsettt and Rossini: 'in
of Meyerteer and Mosart.
sionally Spohr for opera*.

teacher.

time when his song "Waiting' was on
the program of every concert soprano.

should call over merely the names
of all the great singers, it would only
confuse you.
"In London the favorite music Is that
If

Two Shakesperian Operas

aSnnnty

beautiful

spirit of

fantasy which is of the very essence of
the play itself— that spirit which holds

sway over Prospero's island as surely!
as does Prospero himself."

j

(

role successfully."

Vesta Victoria mourns her stolen "jewvalued at £20,000. "There was one
pearl necklace of which I was particularly fond. Its value is nearly £6000, and
during my many years of hard work on
the stage I gradually collected stones to

1

elry,

I

1
j
j

it perfect.
I started the necklace [.
with one row of pearls, then added two H
and after that went on length- L
ening it, until at the end there were 334 It

make

others,

stones on

it."

Arthur Sullivan's primal gift was the
power of delightfully fooling the public. I
He sent the Britons whistling round r
the world what was not only a catchy R
tune, but, though he knew it not, beau- I
tiful

melody.

The man

'"•-fc.'J

L-o«ai* <R

that he. hates good 7/rtfijic, sad would
jib at the name of Mozart, takes to Ivjc
heart an air that might have been
cheerfully signed by that master. You
cannot force the British public to become musical. It won't be driven, and,
SulIf you shout at it, it won't listen.
livan whistled them into the theatre,

K
I
k
I

1

I

\

never bored them, but got them innocently to appreciate his more musicianly
qualities.
London Daily Telegraph.
Correspondents have complained off',
the insufficiency of cheaper seats at Hfe,
Sunday evening concerts in Queen's'
Hall, the common denpmiuator
beingl
that though all the cheap seats were oe- Hi
I

—

.

j

,

.

there was an abundance of
empty seats at higher prices. This HJ
point has often been raised before, and
it has always seemed to me that a livew
2s 6d is better than a dead 5s.
Just f
precisely why the authorities don't hold N)
this view I know not, for the truth of ti
it is undeniable.
Yet I confess I cannot ['$
see how orchestral concerts can possi- N
bly pay tneir way, much less leave a -ij
profit, in these days of rising expense's B
and everlastingly fixed prices for seats. If

cupied,

.

1

I,

,

<

Personalities

Mme. Anna Pavlova was welcomed on
Monday night by a Drury Lane chokedistinguished and undistinguished
enthusiasm— the kind of enthusiasm which cheerfully and ruthlessly hreaks up a ballet by breaking;
Into it, stopping the music, keeping the,
dancer curtseying and kissing her hand,
when what we all really want is for the
music to go on playing and the dancer
Well!
.
.
to go on dancing to It.
Mme. Pavlova is still Pavlova, the inThere are other great
comparable.
dancers. There is only one Pavlova.—
April 13.
Times,
London
Henry James, eager for success in the
theatre, wrote that he had worked like
a horse over technic. "I have run it to
earth, and I don't in the least hesitate
poor
to sav that, for the comparatively
and "meagre, the plteously simplified
purposes of the English stage. I have
made It absolutely my own, put it Into
Walkley to
my pocket." This leads Mr.technic
which
say "As to the theatrical
certainly
pocket
he
he had put into his
ac-l
laboriously
most
Like
there.
it
kept
quired, alien technics it was "too technical too 'architectooralooral.'
Apropos of Ducasse's Suite for small

full of

people, with

.

orchestra played in London last month,
quoted:
a remark of Vincent d'Indy was
Ducasse is
"I am sure that when M.
to the
more
willing to trust himself
of his heart tharitOv«j|eraMjj
i. -.pulses

A well-known

agent told mo a few days
ago that the cost of a first rate orcutw I
tral concert nowadays could hardly 5* I
less, all told, than some such sum as I
about £400! London Daily Telegraph.
Adele V-erne played piano sonatas hy
Mozart, Beethoven. Chopin, Liszt and |r
Brahms in one recital in London. "Hera fl
1

—

was material to make the boldest per-B
former and the stoutest-hearted listen- B
er quail."

Few actors, we should imagine, havel
played their parts In so many different fl
languages as Maurice Moscovilch, thai
famous Yiddish actor, now playing In I
"The Government Inspector" at thai
Duke of York's Theatre. He com- I
meneed his career at 'the age of 14 by I
playing children's parts in the Russian H
'anguage. When T.) he was in America
giving performances in Yiddish of thai
old father In "Samson and Delilah." I
He has also played lago in Yiddish, ff
Tolstoy's "Reparation" he has played
in German, and of course his Shyloctt i
in English has been pronounced the
best interpretation of this character of
i

j

1

.

in do uncertain voice, that "tho
7e-?Pnt young school ,of British composers is superior to that of any other

try

in

technic,

originality,

counof

;

and almost every artisticquality."
The choir will now ssing, "Rule Britanideas,

King Henry VI

Duke

1

Sir'

Edward Lewers

York

Roy

Plays and

F. H. La Guardia,
board of aldermen. In

your-

'

'

i

Clifford!

name

Now a

may

well be the

As

A

the

And

In

yourself not as a private soldier, but as
a gr£at prince perhaps you will despise
this advice as coming from the heart of
a woman, but when you remember howmany times I have not shown too much
fear in my breast of pistols and swords
which have been prepared for me, that
idea will pass away, freeing a fault of
which I do not admit myself guilty. Attribute it to my affection alone In your

Before the Fact
World Wags:

quite unusual prescience

was

dls-

j

Street?
brave, whose passionate pleading
leading,

^ook doivn on the Utter

of "Uncle RasPig" help at all in the solution
of the weight problem of "The Pan of
Water and the Fish," mentioned in the
Rev. Babblington Brook's article on

May

I

I

1

•

,

'

,

<

I

6?

"Uncle Rastus took out a bucketful of
breakfast for his little pig, and after he
had eaten the breakfast he done put pig-

gy in the pail."
West Medford.

1

j

.

1

1

]

In

Every day, rain or sblne, at the same
meet him. In December's driving sleet. In the torrid days of August,
his costume never varies.
A black
•louch hat with a flaunting brim, at an
angle still defiantly rakish.
A Gladstonlan collar, a broad sateen black,
bow. a heavy overcoat whlrt. was black
at one time, now turned by wind and
weather to a rich jade green.
He Is still manifestly proud of the.
Kastrachan collar, and down to Hi, km es
lie Is fairly presontable, thanks to the'
^Sir of- distinction of which not even
pawnshops have beeen able to rob him.
Below this level all Is calamity; his
boots betray the utter poverty that Hie
hour,

two

piness of the

Memory

sexes.

selling

—Ed.

Democratic Henry

I

,

'

t

outftung chest belies.
As he walks down the street, using his
plain ash stick with an air that would
do credit to the finest malacca, he will
purse his lips, from which Issues a cleir.
pure trill. It is always one of the operas
that he whistles, the overture from
•Tristan nnd Isolde," "Der Freischuei z
or that familiar thing from Puccini'n

i

,

'

Madame

Butterfly."

So true and limpid flows the melodv,
unconcereed does he look that I have

so

seen passers-by te-n to stare In amazement. His faco Is always ainmcbile, nvn
for the fluttering of the muscles In i':::t
g/aunt cfceek, but I think it gives, him
pleasure that he is stUl able to cause a
small sensation.

For his name, which I learned once b<chance, used, In years gone by. to command respect in Milan, In Vienna, in
ew York. Great things were hoped .if
1m; it was openly said that he won
he the tenor of his day. A chill,
an operation, and the golden voice was l;. ,„•
Hut as lie saunters whistling.
thin'I
It all cornea back, to him;
once more in
memory ho sings divinely, once more
the packed hall rises at his feet
R. H. B. in London Daiiy Chionicjfc
I

-I

1

As

Wags:

the World

a fact that Henry Ford has
applied for a coat of arms. He contents
It Is not

,

[himself, with true democratic simplicity. I
with a mere device for practical use on '
his private stationery a simple Fleur de
Lizzie.
BESS CANDOO.

—

Boston.

As

the

.

!

•

The Question Box
As the World Wags:
After much cogitation, born
and, in a manner of speaking,

"The Heptameron,"

he led tho police witnesses to say
that
they regarded "Tom Jones" a* an
immoral book.
He then reminded Sir
Albert de Rutsen. who was
presiding
that the author of "Tom
Jones" had
been chief magistrate at that very
court

Our Nautical Critic
World Wags:

I
was down to Kimballs store the
other night And Abner Kimball
had a
Herald his boy Bill had brang

down from

of

long

painful

Boston with a piece Into it
how the
Prince of Wales crossed the line.
And
the piece says how showers
or rockets
flew from the fo'cassle and
Jets of water
| icapea
t
from the capstan. What kind
of a newfangled capstan is that?
Why
didn't the feller tell how
the crew
climbed the scuppers and set
on the
bobstay with there feet in the

struggles of mornings, I have been
forced to seek the aid of those phlloso
pher3 who favor your column with their
ponderous mental acrobatics. I am intrigued by the following problem, which
I maintain Is even worthy of the attenbilge?
tion of Mr. Herkimer Johnson, the cele- Why
not do the things right? I see by
brated sociologist:
the paper a wile back
how John
Why do men become bald on the head,
Shaghellion sent some kind of a message
but never on the face?
H. A. B.
Boston.
up- from hell about me.
Dont you belelye it.
John aint dead. He's writing
editorials for the Herald.
Roast Lion
That water
A young lioness, accidentally killed by spoutin out of tho capstan sounds like
\° , v. He aint a saJlor a "d never was.
her trainer in Paris, was roasted and And
he aint dead no more than
I be.
eaten by s/ music hall singer and her W hen I get the spring
plowin done I'm
friends In «f restaurant. The nteat was goln to get the old brass knuckles down
from behind the clock and take
said to bo "tasteless and stringy."
a trip
to Boston.
I aint
These feasters should have consulted I was but there's as thefty with 'em as
a shot left in the locker
the wisdom of the ancients. What did yet.
LIVERPOOL JARGE MUNN.
Boxfleld.
our old friend, Mr. Edward Topsel write
His mark (X)
In his "History of Four-footed Beasts
and Serpents" ? Ho quoted Aesculapius
A Deserving Object
1
as his adviser.
Ar l " e worla. TTT .
Mags:
"Tbo flesh of a Lion being eaten either by af"
Man or Woinin which is troubled with dreamesv'inckney Street climbs over 1 litll —
and fantasies iu the night time will very One aide's called Jack the other J
speedily and effectually work Mm ens* and And perched
up there 'on Louisburg Square
quietness.
The saino also being hoyled
My lungs are filled with
the rarlBed air
Killed, and given to rhem which are distraught
of their wlta to eat, doth bring them ease and
omitdrt. nnd renew their wlu agnih; It la also
(Those
familiar
very gotid for tie pains' of deafness or the ears.
with
King's
Chapel
steeple)
j

.

,

-

And being taken

in

which aro troubled

drink.

with.

helpeth

Uiose
Ur» snaking of the
If

There
re are alSSHuc
plea.iant brick
u nousea that
one In ralnrl
Of lie aort that In ICngland are »
rind;

pi

to

L. R.

he did with the severe handicap of small
1 am
figure and a thin, piping voice.
told that the papers of the day carried
many cartoons illustrating his efforts
and peculiarities. One of the most noted

was entitled "Napoleon Wood Crossing
Rocks Pasture." This pasture, now Lynn
Highlands, was the scene of one of his
schemes to keep his forces togethergreat clambakes to feed the hungry.
A. R.
Lynn.
All

l'p

S.

Sidereal

for

As the World Wags:
Exactness,
truthfulness

mathematical
shades of

precision-,

— Time.

But,

Ananias, can It be. I whisper, that the
Rev. Babblington Brooke has been living and preaching a horrible lie all
years; but
livelong
perchance
these
those wonderful clocks did tell him and
the others the truth, sidereal time, or
should It be solar time? Ah, but let's hope
he taxed not their mechanical ingenuity
by asking them to accompany him on
his dally travels: here again, his domiclle and his pulpit may have been located on the same meridian of longitude. That exact conscience and that
"junsullled" Infantile mind
Inherited

—

should build their rostrum and cradle
on the 75th meridian where man and
nature meet in timely accord. Possibly
that is why our Quaker friends settled
around the city of Brotherly Love.
Sir,

I

am

for

exactness,

precision,

mathematical truthfulness. Let all our
clocks speak the truth, the time that
the regulator of the universe has deLet our clocks all tell sidereal
creed.
What matter it that for every
time.
degree cast or West we travel our
clocks must have been changing through
Our Edlsons, our Seth
four minutes.

Thomases surely are capable

of solving

mechanical problem.
have noticed a secret satisfaction
among the ordinary unregenerate people
over the still greater lies our clocks are
forced to tell by a wicked democracy's
that

little

Yet

I

legislation.
Possibly, after years of
being 13 or 20 minutes behind the true
time, they now rejoice In a chance to
rectify their unwitting falsifications, due
to congressional tamperings with nature's laws liars, those congressmen

—

they now, during these short summer
months, can add 40 or 45 gained mi:c
utes lo their accounts in the books of
Father Time to offset subtractions off
the long years past and the winter sea.
sons to come. Truth, where are thou?
Worcester.
JEREMIAH.

as-

HOLLIS STREET THEATRE— Shakespeare's "Julius Caesar."
Marcus Brutus

easca

Robert Mantell
Vaugh.111 Deering

A Commoner

k ov

Clifford

Trebonlus
A Cobbler
Julius Caesar

Frank Comoton
Edward Lewers

A

George Stillwell
George Wilson
Henry Buckler

Soothsayer
Caslus Casslus
C'nna
Decius Brutus
Metellus Clmber
Poplllus Lena

„

Franklin Salisbury
lohn Alexandcc Porter Hall
ISarry Lear

fcervlui

Citizen

Another

t.indslev

<; lly

Marc Antony

A
v

J.

the

•

|

H.

Napoleon Wood
World Wags:
X
In answer to "H. P. E.." I would state
'that Napoleon Wood died in 190S, agsd
7". and Is buried in Pine Grove cemetery,
Lynn. At the close of his labor activities, he resumed work at his trade
minding the old admonition, "Shoemaker, stick to your last."
Ho was a. resident of the "Woodend" section of Lynn
and is well spoken ot and held in respect
by his old neighbors., Wood must have
been a man of forceful character and a
born leader to have accomplished what
As

|

1

j

tus

j

j

1

J. 'H. S.

As the World Wags.:
Would a consideration

j

J

Pinckney Street!
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—

Boston.
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For Ireland's cause makes such wonderful

played by the parents of Miss Fannie
case." •
Hurst, the story writer, who in an Interview in a recent edition of a prominent
tradition declares the poet used to ocnewspaper, said: "I was born Fannie
cupy has been preserved, with its I Hurst and I expect to die Fannie Hurst." f
ancient elliptical stone fireplace."
The latter is more or less within her 3
An American court Jury in New~York
Graham Moffalt's new play, "Don't
powers, 'but father and mother Hurst
Tell." produced at Glasgow, is said lo
city, having heard a reading of Theobe breaking the record of even hla
certainly had their nerve with them
Phlle Gautier's "Mademoiselle de Mau"Bunty Pulls the Strings."
when they christened Fannie before tnel pin," while the
judge sat with a copy
In connection with the Shakespeare
fact.
LOUIS MAYME.
of ths romance in his hand, decided that
birthday celebration a performance of
Boston.
"Hamlet by an "all-woman cast" was
Miss Hurst in her theories concerning — the romance was not a poisoner of
announced for the Strand, London.
morals. We are not told whether the
marriage has beer, anticipated. The HerMary Nash has been playing In "The
aid mentioned recently the vtaws exSawyer for the bookseller, who had
Man Who Came Back" at the Oxford,
unhappy
pressed
unfortunate
by
the
and
London. Mr. Walkley spoke of her rich 6
already won his suit for false arrest,
George Gisslng in one of his more dismal
temperament and talent, "which would
quoted Swinburne's sonnet beginning:
novels. Long before Glssing was a school
be shown to advantage In a work of
"This is the golden book of spirit and
teacher near Boston, Marshal Saxe made
art really finer. He aciced: "Miss Nash
sense." or the lines "Veiled loves that
has an interesting personality, a rich tfl a singular proposition in his "Reveries."
should be orriy for
velce and high emotional power of the I A marriage, he said,
Shifted shapes and shafts." from Swlnlive years. If this marriage should be regasping, clinging, halr-down-the-back
burne's
"Memorial Verses," or the!
should be
newod
thrice,
and
chlldron
sin i. which is the proper sort for work
born meanwhile, then the man and wife
Rhapsody of Mr. George Moore. "Madeof this kind."
tintogether
should
compelled
to
be
live
"The Maid of the Mountains" com- c
molselle de Maupln" la worth reading
if
till
death should separate them. The
pleted on May 1 a run of 1352 performonly for the amusingly insolent
Marsha! gave physiological arguments
preface
ances.
"
and
the
was
solwhich
his
theory,
description
in
support
of
of "As You Like It."
"The Young Visiters," after a run of
emnly combated by the amazing Restlf
With the news of thl» jury's sane denearly lQp performances at the Court,
4B La. Hretonne in his "Gynographfes."
was transferred on April 26 to the
cision came across the Atlantic
from
Klngsway, where it Is played every 4 containing the "ideas of two chaste London
a story told of Mr. Blron. chief
woman" about a project of regulation
evening and at four matinees a week
proposed for all Europe, to put women
metropolitan magistrate.
until June 5.
Defending a
In their place and bring about tr* hapbookseller for
'

on earth they don't clean

O Herald

:

lead in freedom's yan.

— why

chastest of the

Street?

"For as to my son if I had one, I
would see him brave rather than a coward (and further) I would conjure you,
by all you love best, that you reverence

>

progress,

Is It to Ougan. or Isidor Cohen,
Or Pietro Balbihi. or mere Hiram Bowen,
That one spealcs of the paper iu Pinckney

1

again.
She alludes to the dangers
that encompass him, and entre.ats him
to consider how necessary to his cause
is the preservation of his life; but she
adds these noble words:

that's

of

up this street,
That one'a stout-shod Anglo-Saxon feet
May not always Involve thernselves in dust,
In dtrt and in papers not clean, or must
draw up a ringing petition
1
Loudly bewailing the touching condition
Of the orphaned rubbish lo Plnckney

Every Inch a Queen
A letter 'written by Queen Elizabeth of
England about 1590-5 to Henry IV. of
France and Navarre was sold in London some weeks ago and will be sold

emblem

of revolt, reform, patriotism. Witness
the shirt of Garibaldi. In the days of
slavery Whittler addressed the man who
In 1856 was the presidential candidate of
the Republican party as follows:
Rise up Fremont and go before;
The Hour must have its Man;
Put on the bnntlng Rhh-t once own

And

child,

this city
land.

!

under-

flon't quite

I

stand

New

in the papers."

shirt

my

recalls

^lCiaTs one thing

t

In

TO

York, at a
meeting, wore an army shirt as a protest
against the high cost of clothing and,
laundering. For this he was attacked by
the borough president of Richmond:.
"You are wearing a rldlculius shirt to
advertise a cheap patriotism and get
»

England?"

IJl,

Rose, on the
John Alexander? as matching samples.
Edward Lewers | other hand, kept my stomach in repose
Geneyleve Reynolds J with first fruits of the oven— rusks,
Marlon Evensen I turnovers, crullers, cookies.
And we
GeuevieTe Hamper ?
often had a pleasant cup of tea. "Sugar
yourself, and I'll milk ye," was always
her overture to this ceremony of teadrinking, and she would toss her head
in quiet merriment over the Joke.
president of the
Boston.
W. E. K.

.7

6.

Players in Great Britain
Mm<>. Pavlova began her season in London on April 12 with two one-act ballets:
"Snowfilakes," music by Tschaikowsky, and "Amarilla," music by Glazounoff and Drigo. Other ballets on the
bill
were "The Swan" and a Syrian
Dance, music by Saint-Saens, for Mme
Pavlova,
and
"Pierrot,"
by
music
Dvorak, for Alexander Volinine.
For the Shakespeare birthday festival
at.
Stratford-on-Avon, April 19-May 8,
these plays were announced: "The Merchant of Venice." "Much Ado About
Nothing," "The Taming of the Shrew,"
"King Richard the Second," "Cymbellne" and "Hamlet."
"A farmstead, the Shakespeare farm,
known In the peot's day as the Old
Shippe Inn, at Grendon, Underwood
(where Shakespeare was accustomed to
stay on the road between Stratford-onAvon and London), Is shortly to come
under the hammer. The room which

,

I

(

com-

my

1

Duchess of York

Lady Anne.

New

'milk

—ever

milk to tea

Frances Louguton
Cavan servant. Rose Fitzpatrtck, to
Vaughau Deerlua
that of
elders upstairs.
For one
C. Porter Hall*
thing, I never ventured Into the sitting
Franklin Salisbury
George WilsoiiJ room, but was posted off on some inGeorge Baker! fernal errand of an idiotic, nature, such

William Catesby

Elizabeth

iri

In

— add

Albany. I preferred the
kitchen to any other part of the house,
and the company of our old county

Adams

Lucille

Earl of Richmond
Duke of. Norfolk

records, which will
prove lo a later generation the fine quality, and fervoHRf his singing. He was always popular with the British public,
and as a member of the "great four"—
Mme. Albani, Mme. Patey, Mr. Lloyd,
and Sir C. Santley—delighted multitudes
in oratorio performances.— London Daily

mon

tea'

hood days

George Stlllweip

Sir Richard Ratcllff
Sir James Tyrell
Karl of Oxford., . .
Sir James Blount
A Captain of Guards

many gramophone

Random Notes About

of

your

Guy Undsley'
FrankUn Salisbury'

:

Tomorrow, in his pleasant seaside
home, Mr. Edward Lloyd celebrates his
75th birthday. Since his retirement from
singing, the great tenor has only emerged
on two or three occasions. He sang in
the anthem at the King's coronation— a,
very appropriate conclusion to a career
which began In the Abbey choir of 68

March

Robert Mantell
Edwin Foos
George Wilson
Henry Buckler

Tressel
Duke of Buckingham
Prince of Wales
Lord Mayor of Lou ion

nia!"

Chronicle,

rhjko of Gloster
An Officer
Sir Kobert Rrakenbury
I»rd Stanley

—

v

1

;

Milked Tea
As the World Wags:
Your query, "Was the phrase

[speare's "Richard IH."

fertility

years ago.
Mr. Lloyd's beautiful voice survives

,

'

Luci.fle

^

1. ,
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.

.

Adan.s

Edwaki Lewers
y~M^
.

.

r

,.,

St> lu

—

Hall

bale m aiililt-inl 10
such
a
Ja-meniabic tor winds.
monochrome display is ;is tasteless as
the cowboy's resliiu'runl order for "Fitly

ureal

mphony

«:

.mcort

the

.

proyifira

ioo

"He il.ord
and received

/book save this intotmatlon;

bom

Bemers) was

IS&t

In

his milstoer- education

THEATRE— "Mary," a
h»» not be»n seen here In - 1 TJREMONT
us Caesar' 1or a good many years. ^Musical comody in two acts, the book
and l.w ics by Otto Harbach an. I Frank
s were performances at the Castle
late 'is 1313, when
re Theatre
Mamh I. First production in Boston.
?raJg took the part of Antony and
Sktnn slaved Brutus. Mr. Faver-|u Tht)
Keene
.lurk MrOowan
sham in WIS took the part of Antony ^JSek
I Mr*.
Kww
Georgia Cnlnr
•t tho Majestic, with Tyrone Power as
ITonimv llojd
Alfred Oerrard
.

and'

Frank

Keonan.

Cassius.

Early in in."., m the iioston Opera
Brutus and Frank Keenan us Cassius.
and George
Brutus,
Mr. MacI.ean,
Relph. Antony. Some of us recall Richard Mansfield's Brutus at the Colonial
In 1903. by no means tho philosophical,
stoical Roman to whom we were accustomed; and some are old enough to recall the noble Brutus of E. L. Davenmost accomplished actor,
port,
that
when the Cassius was the nervous Barrett and the Antony, the fiery Bangs.
In the eyes or many the "fat" roles in
the tragedy are Antony and Cassius.
Antony is the man for the noisy applauder.
Yet Brutus calls for more
subtle skill In the acting-. Caesar is a
though
insignificant.
comparatively
Nor does the tragedy
strutting- figure.
He in hie assassination, but in the development of the idea that however
noble the aim of a man. the carrying- it
out contrary to the moral law becomes
a crime and the action, though it be

{Madeline
|

RuarJus

1

**hston

"The Skin
Mr. Galsworthy's ploy.
Gam*." one of three just published In
this country, was produced in London on
April 21. The Times said of It: "You
feel you have been living In a warm lot' color. The bale ot roses, or great list)
or armful of any one
neighborhood where the people begin tol 1 full of violets
I bloom, is simply a monochrome, a splash
throw (.tones without waiting to sea lot' a single color, whereas a rightly se-l
whether they live in glass houses. Is |,leoled bouquet is a picture. Fven the
human nature quite so crude and primi- (bride's armful of roses leaves 'only a

James Marlowe
Gene Rlcharda
Wesley Totten
George M. Cohan, in response to the
.

|

i

.

Meakon

most thundering applause we have ever
heard at a musical comedy, appeared

|

know what I'm doing here. I didn't
write the play; I'm not in it." "No."
cried a hearty supporter from the audience, "but you put it on!"
And that is at the bottom of "Mary's"
success— George M. Cohan's personality.
On that has been built a musical play
whose story centres around Mary HowKansas— would anyone buti
of
George M. Cohan have his heroine come;
from Kansas and then get away with
it? Mary, out of gratitude to her friend
and employer, Mrs. Keene, and because
of her love for Jack Keene, promises to
"do anything In the world" to help Mrs.
Keene win another fortune in place of
the One ^Mrs. Keene has lost.
Mary,

Foster's "Complete Hoyle"

R." F.

j

I

The

[

I

—

i

;

poems

of

Whitman by

'

anthology "In

|j

j

J
Other act on the bill were the Earlesl
In a sketch; Harry Hines. a comedian
of the "i, it" variety, clever in song and
Story; Morris and Campbell in a sketch;
George MacFarlane, baritone; Sam Lleart and ccjnpany in a comedy sketch;
id Forrest- singers and comet

1

Applauds
Large Audience Repeatedly
Tinveful Numbers +
words
'BluebearWa musical romanceWilliam
by
by Reginald Heber; music
Beacon
at
Henry Chase, was performed
night in aid of
Hall. Brookllne. last
conducted by
the Boys' Summer Camp,
The
Society.
the Brookline Friendly
as follows:
taken
chIef parts were
Selim,
Fadlallah. Elliott B. Robblns;
MelC Emery Atherton; Fatima, EvaMalek
Abon
Hale;
llsh- Ayesha, Emily
(Bluebeard), John Power; Shekh, William Chandler. Mr. Masucci conducted

il-'ahove

'

Eng-

"Didn't it Rain."
"Exhortation."

-,,.J
Monroe SllTer
"Cohen Gets Man-led.
"Cohen on His Honeymoon.
Burr. Campbell and Meyers
Sterling. Tvi 0
"That Tumbledown Shack."
Stories

:

'

Jules Laforgue

"Sugar Coated Chocolate Boy."
"Golden Gate."
,

\

-

Songs and Stories

Bass

I

mad
j

ft
Solo
"Profiteering Blues."

1

oil

n«tM]
li'i**u 'J

lo

interested.

i

1

am

seem so

I

uj-ly

pink

cabbages!

of (ipJiginatioii

solos Were very well played.
a pity that more rag-time was_not

The piano
It is

i

looking like

1|

banjo.

me

was so
the bountiful liar mail}',
hey didn't send an ariniul of fat.
overfed, pampered roses, all alike and all

...

,,
J
"That Wonderful Kid from Madrid.
Hntire Company
Frank Banta— Accompanist
music.
Tt -was an afternoon of popular
|
.Tomlc and sentimental songs and baland
banjo
the
on
•
sol03
lads rag-time.
/piano, and Cohen stories made up the
/program, the whole of which was well
rendered by the different artists. Thej
tenor solos by Messrs. Campbell, Burr
and Murray were the most popular numThey sang the
bers of the program.
familiar sentimental ballads of the day
with great success. Mr.- Silver entertained the audience with amusing songs
and stories on the well known "Cohen

theme; and Fred Van Eps won much
applause by his excellent playing of the

with;
It was the selection, to begin
secondly tho variety; most important oft
Blgd

I

|

different.

all

|

T

,.„.,,
M urr

|

basket,

And

theso

B11I J

I

j

discover w hy

.

Closing Chorus

I

and not much

trying

,

"d Van Ep^

Campbell, Burr, Meyers. Croxton

Tenor

beautiful,

presentations of flowers Jeave

1'

"Swing Along."
"Medley ot Songs."

I

cold

^^"^J

why

,

MPersiflage."
Peerless Quartet.

have revelled in it, why I
have asked for it over and over again.
The boys at the office sent it out and
should have apfragrant spirit
its
preciated in any case: but fhe usual fordering

repetitions.

si

1

May

Frank

Sllvcr|

Croito

I
I

and
have boon won-

still

-Monroe

"Chinese Picnic.

Basket

over a week old but
trying to analyze it.

Solor:

v

"Gypsy Love Song.
"On the Road to Mandalay.

Banjo Solo

TALL ABBOTT.

A May

•

..........

"Cohen at the Picnic.
"Cohen at the Fair."

whoso majestic
began to be en-

As the World Wags:
have been looking at a

Man

I

,,

Job " ,* l e "\
•••
T7
(
a Horse He Can Ride.
for the Sight of \ou.
•

"I'm Aching

H
|

'

Baritone Solo
"Give a

managed and conducted" by

Mas- Marotzek.
Boston.

\

b

^rf?-—'

'

Opera Co

Bps'

"Marriage Bells.
"Medley of Topular Airs.
.Henry Burr
Tenor Solo
"Ob! What a Pal Was Mary
-BdU Murray
Tenor Solo.
"The Hen and the Con.

de Gourmont was a

Whitman,

all

™^

Uanjo'^io^..^:'.'

for next season, "never before
given in New York." The opera was per-l
formed at the Academy of Music, New,
York, on April 12, 1877, by the Havana

A

the advantage
bar you have enjoyed
you)
instead of Which
education,
Uheral
a
stealing.
sheep
to
have taken
When Lord Renter's Spanish

\

company

singers entered into the spirit of play
large audience Insisted

London at a

Into

announced by the Metropolitan opera

Reverend librettist
Why
turned the French story of BluebWTinbut it
to an Easter tale Is not clear,
thus gave an opportunty for picturesque costumes and exotic music.
Mr Chase's music is not deliberately
color
too' oriental, though it often has
and
Solo
and rhythmic piquancy.
The
tuneful.
ensemble numbers are

in

w„„_
Henry Burr and John Meyers
"Hunting Song"— from King Arthur.
Bomany.
of
_ . \
"Mv Rose
Frank Croxton
Bass Soio

license then (afcout 1886)
joyed."
I see by the Herald of May' 10 that a
publication of Verdi's "Don Carlos" is

orchestra.
the Right

Judge Boompoihter

"Little Mother of Mine."
"Girl ot My Heart."
Tenor and Baritone Duet,

comparatively belated Whltmanite. In
his little essay on Gustavo Kahn he
speaks of Rimbaud, Laforgue and Kahn
as innovators with "vers libre." and

BROOKLINE AMATEURS
PRESENT "BLUEBEARD"

VVe a „ remember
delightful non seuuitur:

Albert Campbell

'Tenor Solo

Re Walt Whitman" (PhilMme. Bent-

Remy

zon's essay.

"I

this theatre.

I

,

j

'adelphia, 1803); he refers to

:

act. continued the performance on the
tight wire, in one of the most extraordinary feats of daring ever displayed atj

?

published in Vogue— Laforgue died, all
too young, in 18S7; the translations into
French by Francis Viele-Griffin. Sarrazin's article, by tho way, translated by
Harrison S. Morris, is included in the

I

on many

given that stwIHc.

Yesterday afternoon at Symphony^
Hall a concert was given by eigh*
Victor artists. The program:
Entire Company
Opening chorus

»

Bentzdn's article about AVhitman
Revue des Deux Mondes of June,' 1872;
the translation into French of a few

j

'and music.

thi1 i-alalr»t--

VICTOR ARTISTS

in the

,

!

It

was Gabriel Sarrazin and Remy
Gourmont who tirst uttered Whitman's name in France." Mr.de Casseros
forgets or docs not know of Mine. Th.

j

a plaver and composer.
One of the features of the bill was tliej
One off
act-. of Mijares and company.
tho irid. who kept the audience iman|
"souse"
his
of
excellence
uproar by the

a<«

Yft. reader, would you dwell at »»se
With substauee so >-i>illat>le.
Of hcvahydiohenjcne, plraa*
Breathe not another -yllahl'
—•A. W.i in tav London i>«i..« Okroaiclt.

de

:

i

ellt'lHlc tl-iillsnnita tiou.

'Tls highly pilildnV—
hexah.vilrohpiizrne twist

A

says: "It

'

the

A

With nioUe!

...

I

Btngers and dancers, in a musical act,
"Music-land." is the headline attraction
at B. F. Keith's Theatre this week.
Last evening a large audience was
deeply interested.
Mr. Friedland's act is one of the
speediest of its kind now before the
There Is a company of pretty)
public.
girls, who have something besides good
looks to commend then', and they singj
and dance as on a lark. The act is
'
dressed and many of the songs
| nice!
are vitalized; thus "Lily of the Valley"
Strode down the stage accompanied by!
MJoe" Morris, the principal comedian!
of another act on the bill, and almost!'
stopped the show. Mr. Friedland wasj
|
at the piano and indulged in a little;
comedy as well as showing his skill as

Beiizem-. as every «ehnolt>o.» knows,
Bj mere byflionenntlei,
in siroaus of cyi'lohexaac nntvn,

lish (long after its publication in Paris!,

!

j

He

But a

Atje."\

(1897)

Scholiast

"Walt Whitman," translated

;

Anatol Friedland. "the man who wrote
J0CO melodies." assisted 'by Neil Mack.
Emilie Fitzgerald, Lucille Fields, Marie
Hall. Vera Velmai and a company of

'

dollars

Aero-Poetry

i

!

BIG HIT AT KEITH'S

,York

when he sees them?

".Six

[Insphed by an artioXe in th« ''CViemical

Mr. Benjamin dc CasBerea of the New
JYork Times Bo6k Review, in his flamI buyant remarks about Leon Bazalgette's

I

New

ih<i

|

Brookline.

Wags:

lAs the World

|

doors

j

a -dozen:
Gee,
real bonquet
like my May basket brings thoughts of
.peace to -weary eyes, and thoughts of
"what good fellows they ari to send
them!"
\V. C. T.
rhink.L

one whenever he chooses to do so."
When did "skin-game" come into general use?
In "The Gambler's Flash,"
an appendix to George W. Matsell's
"Voeabultim; or the Rogue's Lexicon"
(N. Y„ 1850); we find "Skinning—a sure
game, where all who play are sure to
lose, except the gamesters"; we find
"square game"; also "summer game,"
playing merely for amusement, or for
tho benefit of another person with his
money; but not "skin-game."

I

think

idey's expensive!"

"skin-faro."
tho same
McGabo
for
wrote: "Skin-faro, the only game played
here, offers no chance whatever to the
player.
In skin-faro the dcalor can
take two card's from the box instead of

1

1

1

"Skin games, those in
which a player cannot possibly win."
This dictionary refers the reader to

|

—

kike

also quoted:

Is

end Jack, having gone to Kansas

What

origin.

its
Its

I

the proprietor is determined from the
outset to flceeo litem without mercy."

therefore, consents to be a "gold digger"

I

-

Sto presume lo dictate flower fashions,
I But this much I will say, at a venture:
'cm;
harmonize
"Mix 'cm, arrango
'em."
The jri'cat armful of roses originated in New York, and is worthy Of

used, with the majority of visitors, for

is

and plans t o mar ry for money. Of course
in the
to sell

(flabby interest; wo all know It is artificially wired together.
,
J
I
Not being an artist, fur be it from me

American in origin: McCabe's "New
York" (1882) is quoted: "The "skin-game'

ells

Antony, and the Cassius
portable houses, strikes oil there;
that has been described as "a tremendhe is in a fair way to make $60,000,000.
ous fellow, born to ruin himself and
Mary retires from the matrimonial mareverybody else?"
ket and she and Jack are, according to
The old theatregoer clings to the old last reports, headed for Kansas. And
traditions eoncerning the manner in
yet there are some who affect to dislike
which Brutus should be played. And so Kansas. "Mary" will convert them; the
he finds satisfaction in Mr. Mantell's Kansas Chamber of Commerce ought to
conception of the part, not caring get on the band wagon!
whether Shakespeare utterly misrepreThe m&sic is pleasing and very livesented the character of Caesar, whether fly; the company is altogether out of the
the assassination of Caesar was a ordinary in the dancing ability of its
crime, whether, as a recent writer would Individual members.
Everyone in the
have it. Caesar has been absurdly over- whole piece is a star when it comes to
disin
the
interested
Nor is he
rated.
dancing; even the chorus can really
cussion over Portia, whether there was dance, and does not merely trickle in
any ground for Martial's foul epigram. and out and look fetching. Cohan has
From boyhood he was trained to look on some good old-fashioned ideas concernBrutus as the noble Roman, philosopher ing what a chorus should be and he
and patriot. Great actors o' the past puts them into practice in "Mary."
confirmed his view. Neither Mr. MansIt was pleasing to see Mr. Marlowe,
field nor Mr. Tyrone Power shook it; rare comedian that he is. once more in
and again the performance by Mr. Man- Boston. Miss Veilie as Mary is just the
strengthened the sort of girl who ought to have that
| tell and bis company
name; she is also a singer of charm
boyhood belief.
Mr. Mantell made Br irtwa—a— simple, and a dancer of ability.
Miss Millership as the widow-vampire
[sincere and forceful personage, and
why are all widows necessarily vamStrongly suggested the nobility of his
does some real acting in addipires?
Marc
as
George Stillwell
I nature.
was energetic and at the same tion to her unusual dancing. Mr. Judels
| Antony
During the was very amusing as the amorous
[.time subtle and crafty.
speech before the mob he spoke the Frenchman, and Miss Caine looked and
l|
acted the brilliant woman of the world.
lines, "for Brutus is an honorable man''
with a conciliating smile on his face Mr. McGowan and Mr. Gerrard are two
voice.
his
in
attractive suitors for Mary's hand, and
but scathing contempt
Henry Buckler made ot Cassius a sour, the former has not a few of Mr. Cohan's
Two girls, both exvindictive man of iraci'ole disposition, own mannerisms.
icenevieve Hamper as Portia was very tremely beautiful, do sensational dances.
On Wednesday and Sat- But the most distinguishing mark of
expressive.
urday matinee-' and .Saturday night the whole production is that typically
"Julius Caesar" will i>e repeated. "King American
and Cohanesque quality
Lear" will be given on Tuesday night. "pep."
night.
Wednesday
"Richelieu"
on
"Macbeth" on Thursday night, and
/}
"The Merchant of Venice" on Friday

demagogue.

tive as that? Well, w* suppose human
nutore must Just accommodate itself to
Mr. Galsworthy's purpose, on condition]
that he makes a striking play out of it.
"
That he has certainly done
Before the production, questions were
asked In London newspapers about the
meaning of the
There were
title.
weighty, solemn explanations. Yet "skingame" is In the great Oxford Dictionary, where the word is said to be

before the curtain last niitht. He smiled,
gave his old familiar kick—a famous
writer once said that "Cohan had the
wittiest logs on the stage"— and apologized to the audience with, "I don't

ultimately of benefit to the world, calls
criminal.
for the punishment of the
Brutus Is the one of the conspirators
that has doubts concerning the necessity of shedding blood.
Did Shakespeare intend, as some think,
that Btutus should have the warmth of
youth behind his mature, carefully
reasoned ideals? Is he io be opposed
reckless, yet cunning
to the joyous,

I

..... .Klori'Ie Mlllerslili)
Janet Velle
....... Frederic Graham
Charm Juddll

1'rancl

Mareeau
'Mr. Goddnrd.
Daakon

J

a

,

"The Skin-(;ame"

.

(Mary Flowel'a..

My May

ami

matic service."

I

Brutes

ami ctfgs."
basket has a few roses, yes;
lew cu inn I Ions; but there ».ie'
dai-e
also, anil Scotch heather, and'!
lahrnonett*. and while and yellow jonquils—a whole chair of beautiful hur-j
mony In color and irngranci4 every bit
of it redolent of outdoors and spring,)
got of the stuffy and steam-heated hothouse, although uo doubt as a matter
of luet that is probably where most of it)
grew.
Win are oruhids valued so highly?
Because of their variety- and harmony

dollars' vvorlh of halli

]>resden.

and subsequently In England with one of
the most orthodox of English professors,
us a result of which he entered the diplo-

B|»*UU

.

In

tlrst

I

i

The pov-

which deals out a|

played, instead of transcriptions of "Old
Folks at Home," and the like; which,
howevet- excellent and flabbergasting In
their various intricacies, failed to interest
a popular audience half as much as real
rag-time— such as "Darktown Strutters
some
Ball," " Liza Jane," "Ja-Da," or
us
of the later pieces that will be with
Is
Banta
Frank
this
For
whilefor a
a most proficient professor at the piano
the
of
snd has a fine understanding
Mr.
possibilities of the music he plays.
Banta was also the accompanist for the
time
and
singers and his well-directed
"schlags" had much to do with the su
•ess of this verv successful concert.

:

CANTOR ROSENBLATT
AT BOSTON OPERA HOUSE

Art™

'.

\

\

"Martha"

•

-Meyerbeer

Clm

.

.

'

j,

j

i

l(c

ling.

would contemplate the distance,
look of pensire meaning.

with a

that-he had been

Telegraph.
Wltat did

Name

from

a

Philippe Trava...'.

It

not about time. that this country
had a name all Its own? It has waggled
along about a century and a half bearIng a tag which Is a description, not a
Is

it

Tl^pre are other groups of united
states on both aides of the Atlantic.
Our next door neighbor is theoretically
and officially a group of this description.
although the "united" part of it Is a bit
strained at present. -Brazil is composed

Edouard Baraa
Tenor Pololst
Mlra Van Nees
Mme. Trava
,

Louise Grlbert
Mrs. I -an ham

Roeamond Lanham

j

Mrs. Bernera

I

Vera Cleeve

i

means

Latin; not
even
classical
hut "bomhlnatlon" la a mouthfilling, sonorous, noble word, more Inii
i»»tve even than "hombllntlon," whirti {
o means "buzzing'" or "droning''!
sinhilatlojl,'' as the dictionary has it
but "bombulatlon" in the essay of Sill
Thomas Browne on fulminating now-i
<lcr: "flow to aha to the, vigor thereof.!
silence Its bomhulation, a way fail
promised Ijy Porta."
Latin;

W.

B rooklm*/*

j

C. T.

.

JOHNSON.

All

,

more popular than on the day it
out.
It had held its own against
Ho believed that when he had
pane.
long been duRt there would still he
boys reading "Kin^ Solomon's Mines."
w

considered a
hhiwhard?
If
so.
then are Horace.
Ovid. .Martial, Proper! ins to be condemn, d'.' "I have reared a monument
be

more enduring !han brass," sang
Horace of his odes. The boast was not
vain one.
n.
Not without reason did

m

I'rawk

he was a

from thT

being quoted

in the
Does. anyone think
I.
Keray for saying that
en the seene in Wlilch

usly and

L

is

amusing

in

his

own

athletic way. at the proper time
and
place.
He is singularly out of place
In this scene, and the vulgarity
of his

1

he
Does anyone
Setrfua?
ght of Artemus Ward
assails

itself, aerves often as
a marveloua.
contrast or supplement to coatumea
that
might havo been Imagined and devised
by Hindu and Persian tellers of tales
to relieve the tedium of the
East experienced by Jeweled shahs and maharajahs.
And there Is one endless variety of these costumes, a
kaleidescoplc
polychromatic showing, without the,
taint, of extravagance, not
marred by',
the desire to be eccentrlo
or startling
at any cost.
Furthermore, the women
many In number, wear these costumes,
not as at the masquerade of a night
but as the natural, inevitable enhancement of their own pulchritude.
Especially rich in color and oriental
splendor was the Harem scene.. There
was only one discordant note.
Mr. |

Johnny Dooley

Mortimer Collins, who preferred I'atulin
ay that Horace wrote for the expurpose

Stulne,

slapping his
ad
written
one o£
the office of Vanity
that thinks small
:)r
rite* email beer.
Yet

apartments

his

to

bachelor

partake

of

caviare,

:

|

and

when their own day'a
done, and hla day perhaps Just

ment.

work

In the Warrens' morning room, untangles the devious threads,
runs
song which
the.
with
ends
and

Is

The

.

third act,

the entire action, » soothing,
flowing melody. "While the City Sleeps."

through

.

double

singer, fat.

dressed

ange

"tJUgles."

Frequently he

mis-

j
>

j

To the musical
gpnerous in caviare.
numbers Mr. do Sylva brings a fresl

I

nesj of treatment, effectiveness and inHe may be
genuity in orchestraf.on.
welcomed as a composer brave enough
Jingles,
Jazzing
noisy.
banal,
snub
the
to
and to set himself to graceful rhythm.-,
stage
the
with
to interludes in character
There were, beside Mr. Maeaction.
Donald, eight very pretty girls to dance
eonto his tunes, and in a purposely
flensed space they danced as if from
sheer- Joy -in the measures.
Laet evening w'as "Army" night, to
linark the opening of the American Legion drive of a week for increased membership, 'and. to give it distinction. Gov.
''oolidge. Lt.-Gov. Cox, Mayor Peters,
Gen. Edwards. Col. Logan and other
state and military officials, with ladies,
This helped the
occupied the boxes.
performance, bound to be admirable,
Mr. Young, whe
cast.
clever
with such a
first delighted us in "Good Gracious.
Annabel," and more recently here in
"Buddies." again amused mightily. He

more than forty, and veryup In cerise satin, orand decorations. But.

much

entendre.

slaps yon
Pilaos even that palliative and
n the fa-co with a remark concerning
moi-alitv and the sexes. His dialogue is

to

j

j

]

as she remarks, age has nothing to do
with love: love 1s for the artist, and
only the artist knows how to love. But
in a
Is sick of the crowd;
l Philippe
tr«nzy he sends them away from his
house: he decides never to touch a
Through an Ingenious
again.
iolin
ru.se of his friend. Robert G. Burr, and
J
Philippe
help,
with bis secretary's
changes his mind, goes through with
love
the
wins
his great concert, and
of his secretary, the only girl who
didn't belong to the "crowd."
The play is a good deal like the
British nation— "a slow starter but a
great stayer." Hp to nearly the end of
comedian.
is that rare bird, an artistic
the second aot, very little happens. The
Mr. Glendennlng. Mr. MacDonald, Miss
audience Is led to believe that some- Vantinc and Mr. Fischer each gave'
thing very mysterious has happened to
point and rounded perfection to convenPhilippe, when It is nothing more nor
ventional farcical roles.
less than falling In love, and there is
There is one other. Does Miss Day
nothing mysterious about that on the reveal, in' her finished, ever charming
stage. But as soon as Robert G. Bunand piquant characterization of "Dodo,"
starts his "system" working, things
wife at heart, flirt by habit, but
Uven up, until at the end there is a model
an
Instincts,
courtesan's
never of
touch of farce In, the three principals I
that too rarely has been known
chasing each other from one room to I artistry
dance.
she
Does
stage?
season's
another. The play would be better If on this
soothe, with
some of the sentimentality were left sin ? cajole, Incite and
and appeal? Does she please
IliRntneaa
out; the singing of "Celeste Aida"and. to
very good singing by the way-back the eye. stimulate- a Jaded mind
own words, hit one
"Dodos'
stage somewhere, savors a littre too. use
much of the church choir singing in squarely In the centre of ones nervous
"The Old Homestead," while the snow system?
"I'll Say She Does."
falls softly, etc.
Mr. Renavent Is a young actor of great
COPLEY THEATRE— Revival of "Th« K
charm and subtle ability; more than
that, he has mastered technique, that Man Who Stayed at Home" by thaj
weapon which so many young actors Jewett Players. The cast:
\ on the American stage affect to despise.
John Preston. M. P...H. Conway-Wingfield
Ada Wingard
He should have a real future. Mr. Otto./ Miss Myrtle
Blanche L"Roy
very Cohanesque, was a great success/ Fraulein Sehroecler
Nicholas Joy
Pennlculk
as the American business man; he vra.fi Perclval
May Edlss
Daphne Kidllngton
probably born on the 4th of July.
Elma Royton
Molly Preston
Leonard Craske
Coakely— who looks extraordinarily 117
Fritss
Viola Tfnacli
Miriam T.ee
A iblet Heming— is a delightful pers/
E. E. cllve
Christopher Bre
she plays In excellent taste and
^ssamlne Neweombe^
Mrs. Sanderaor
speaking voice is a treat. The o(
members of the large company w\
equally capable.
v

has

never

scheme he

to

I

two "pictures." one "HalP

in

came

Rider

s

ahown more exquisite taste in'
his decorative scenery, which,
beautiful

•

The romance was written

Sir

Haggln

subtle

oysters and 'something cold, stuffed with
something": not only "Dodo" Warre.n.
Mrs. Elbut Brown's financee. Angle
whose husband, a physician, is
liott,
another of "Dodo's" tame eats, reach
the dinner hour.
rendezvous at
the
Mrs. Elliott is mistaken hy Brown and!
for
a noted dabbler
Francois,
chef.
his
crime known as "Shifty
Interior
in
She. therefore, puts in a very
Kate."
unpleasant half hour. Angie fancies her-'
self disillusioned, and "Dodo" frankly
confesses that as a bold, wicked man.
who has consorted delieiiously with
geishas. "Bobo" is a flat disappoint-

Philippe Trava, In addibeing a geni»s. was a young
and very good looking boy. Ladles of
all ages and degrees of pulchritude pursue him. One lady In search of the
superman, who shall be the father of
her superchfldren— the father of at least
one of them— fastens an amorous eye
on Philippe. We wonder whether the
authors had any particular lady in
mind when they state that she Is a
famous dancer. Another is a great

per-;

to the 13th Folly"; the
other a picture
of Lady Godlva and her
train, picturesquely mediaeval.
Mr. Urban

Should a man appreciate his
[own hook? Sir Rider Haggard at the
^opening ofia South African, exhibition
In London last month admitted that
"King Solomon's Mines" was hegun
with
wajrer of a shilling, which was

Should

getting

the

Warren

flock there for tea

tion

musical director/
This Is, indeed, a gorgeous and amusing show.
It Is well Avorth seeing If
only for the costumes, scenery
and Ben

fallacy.

'aid.

soon,

out

j

Ralph Soule
Marlon Coakley
Viola Leach
Marie Louise Pecheur
Leonora I,ott!nger
Vera Fuller Melllsh
Rubi Trelease
Gladys Wilson

and the Crowd" have shown Ms title Is from a> line which "Bobo"
what happens to a musician when the utilj*£s,to enhance the glamor of the
crowd begins to worship, particularly adveuturo In his quarters
Hopwood is a past master In,
the crowd made up of the female of
Ml

Darling,

for a joke/ had had success, and hud
'ruined his career at the Bar. He was
gl ul to say thai the hook after 3n years

and

him

of "Genius

In Boston of Zlegrfeld Follies*
words and music by Messrs.^
Berlin. Buck. Wolf and Stamper;
ballet
by Victor Herbert; scenes by Joseph
T'rban; staged by Ned Way burn:
Frank

Proper Pride

l

late

Mrs.

Invites

beginning. If he Is a writer, they -torture him by calls on the telephone.
If he la a muaiclan,— well, the authors

lormsnce

And wept o'er lslunael.
\ nieKna4;e from thn Lord was sent

I

To carry

Wright Kramer

we lay waste our powers."
onB has cause to know that more
truly than the artist. If he paints, his
friends use his studio as a club; they

)

By PHILIP HALE'
COLONIAL THEATRE—First

Some of our friends might find COBIsolation in reading I'owper's hymn:
When ll*Kar found the bottle epent,

There is an old saying that a man
must not laugh at his own jest. Charles
Lamb argued against this popular

us;

calls

feminine.

Charles Bartlett

No

FOLLIES OF 1919'

I!alm in (iilcad

a still."
A. L.

Fuller Melllsh

Howard Boulden
George Boldtman

the apecles.

As the world wags:

to

Frank Otto
H. Cooper Cllfte

W. Mayno Lynton

spendlrieT.

of 1919;

To Kulilo her
Lynn.

George Renavent

Old William Wordsworth long ago remarked that "the world la too much

with

"Dodo,"

,

Seraflna I.orlola. .Katherlne Stewart

Mme.
|

of united statea. and la American. So
Argentina, and there ajpe others.
la
There used to be mr united states of
Germany, although "Germany" is' a
name a German never bears, at home.
But that country and all these other
countries have definite names.
It would solidify patriotism and inspire
national spirit to give the countrj\ a
name. There being so little else of;
public Importance In sight Just now, whyj
cannot aomething bo done about It? Our!
European allies have probably thought
of a good many names they would like!
to call u».l1j\ the past few months. _ Perhaps they ea*. offer a fruitful suggestion,

f'lceronlc

the orchestra, was merciful in his
of tiresome repetitions.

Robert G. Burr
Harrison Lloyd
Dickson
Gasparo Tngllnnl
Falvatore Venneto
Giovanni Rataro
I.ulgi Baccigalupo

C

one of her countless tame cats; and It
is on the topic of tame cats, or too many
admirers, that the subsequent proceedings are developed, originally by Mr.
Hopwood, and now by his collaborators.
When the Warren household is about
to be split in twain. arrives one "Bobo"
Brown, college friend of Warren, long
a sojourner in Japan, a blundering, simWarren seeks to use him as
ple soul.
an instrument to learn how far his wife
goes with the various tame cats, and
In trying to see the thing through
"Bobo" piles up a series of situations
agonizing to himself and embarrassing
for a number of other persons, mostly

—
HOLLIS STREET THEATRE "Ge-

As the World Wags:

himaera.

no

expect

Warren, husband

nius and the Crowd." a comedy in three
acts, by John T. Mclntyre and Francis
First production in Boston.
Hill.

She should have been a pianist.

cum.

I

hy

the critic

prom-

is

avoidance

named Huxtablo? There was a
London soprano named Charlotte Thudi-

Jhlinacra was written in satirical vein
iguinst ho Council of Constance, hegun
n Hll.
it lasted nearly four years and
s Rabelais says In the continuation of
he title i|uoted. for several weeks only
•no thing was debated and that was a
Is

of

violinist

Rabelais? The title if a choice book
bund by Pantagruel in "The library of
St.
Victor at Paris was— we beg the
he linotype and the proofreader to
he" sympathetic and merciful— as follows:
Quaegtlo
sublillssima.
utrum
?hlmalra in vacuo bombinans po.-.-u
otnedere reoundas inbfhtionos'' etc. Ayatin
is
now out of favor, even at
larvard
University,
we venture a
ranslation: "The most subtle Question.
Mother a, Chlmaera buzzing in a
•aounm
can
eat
secondary intenlons,"
ct6.
This question about the

"bombinans"

:

Fortitcr in ModoDorothy Huxtabio attacked'
Grieg's C minor Sonata and variations!
on a Corelll theme as it her principal]
aim was to defeat them."— London Daily;

courteously that he may
the pleasure of others,

also

generous in
every respect, in length" and in variety.
was
and'that
wait
There was only one
Mr. Darling, master
not a long one.
entertainment

The

"MLss

for

Van and Schenck were

inent.

:11a: die it tempests.
wss (lie n.-itiou
*fn-qi<-

As of ducks

the
reading an editorial article in
N. Y. Times, wherein the writer spoke
if a' debate in l)fc Senate as "a botnbination in a vacuum.''
The Lislenei
liked the phrase, but did not know its
irlgin.
Like all wise and sane men, he
a not ashamed to say "I don't know."
Dill
with
the
phrase
originate

Now

i

j

tl.e picture railed entirely
Kailed, because lie moved a little.
Moved, because he couldn't help It.

Saturday

.

I

Yet

last

.

|

:

(iranil.

bald

acts, .book

lyrics

.

A

listens

three

first

|

Very

later

THEATRE —"I'll
S HUBERT
Do?s;" musical comedy In

!

Rosenblatt

qualitv in his singing that was unpleasevidence
ant- but for the rest he gave
of good control. One of his best numsang
bers was "Adno Frosty." which he
In some of his songs he
in Russian.
tone.
falsetto
peculiar
of
a
made use
enthusiastic audience was present.

all;

She

by Avery Hopwood,
and music by B. G. DeSylva;
staged by Edward Royce; first time In

B;

of all^
in her dis- by

graceful dancing,

j

Cantor Rosenblatt's program was inopteresting, and one that offered fine
portunity for a display of the wide range
He has a tenor of great
of his voice.
power and richness, and. uses it effecThere was at times a guttural
tivelv.

Who

THE
Say

Wo
.

•

.

.

21
I

.

is

!

by Merilynn Miller, charming
piav'of skill, and in :;er own youthful^ Boston
Nor was her ?V
gaiety and Sweetness.
Donald Mat-Donald
dancing merely in one vein or stereo- K Tommy Behlen
Juliette Day
Warren
now lithe and sponta- ( "Dodo"Warren
Ernest G'.endenning
men J. Solomon, 'fie endeavors with in- typed; she was
Herb
nor
academic;
..Charles Hampdon
neous! now classically
Dr. Elliott
different success not to look self-conRoland Young
in the minstrel .-how
"Bobo'* Brown
soious during a ihreo-minuies' pose, and. did she disdain
.Elizabeth HinesThere
Angle Martin
the good old-fashioned clog.
seem.3 greatly relieved when ihe next
.... Marion. Vantine
Elliott
Mrs.
among
conspicuous
were other dancers;
....Robert Fischer
picture .-eveals him deeply engrossed in
We nope them the S^sh and reflating Fair- Francois
the painting of a portrait.
A maid enters the Warren dancing
Twins.
"
banks
Mljp*
portraits;
ali
his
does
not
paiiH
that he
room, as it might well be called, hastiMr. Phil Pwyer's dog was another
in as careless a way as this one."
the
Mowing at the
tea rs
his
feature
ly places a bowl of rare orchids on
This reminds one of Hiawatha, actouched the
cording to "Lewis CarroL," photograph-] thought of prohibition
centre table, as hastly speeds to answer
sympathetic
-an*
hearts of the great
ing the family:
the bell which announces Mr. Tommy
audience.
l-'irst the' Governor, the Father:
Begins
He suggested velvet curtains
Belden, and the fun begins.
-John Steel's singing pleased everyl>ooped I'.boia » msssy ulllnr:
one, whether he sang simply and efJust as it did when this highly seasoned
And the Vomer of a table.
falsetto,
his
introduced
or
fectively,
Of a rosewood cening-table.
farce was "Our Little Wife," away
fielvle Aida, the other principal singer,
I!» w»n!d hold a scroll of something.
Hold it firmly in his left-bond
back In 1916.
also gave pleasure by her voice and
right-'aand
burled
He would keep his
personal attractiveness. Messrs. Dow'
Tommy calls himself a poet; Herb
(Like Napoleon) In his -waistcoat;

••"V„i££nn"
Folk Sons
Irish
. . . .

themselves' are not of marked signifl-

\

of Aprii 23:
R\ .'
"The issue that Is being shown this
are firsc of ail
week is typical.
shown a portrait of on artist— Mr. Sole-,

KevaU'Llrusholalm. Elokay Neshomo.Rosenblatt
kor^s
"
trom
Summer,"
"of
The Last Rose
Hunt,

work with, in this edition of the Follies
he fares better with "You cannot make
your Shimniv shake on tea," in which
his artistic diction and his expressive
fiantomime give point to lines that in

;**-v,

"Around the Town," a film in London,*
shows glimpses of public men in private cance.
There
We quote ,from the Times
capacities.

^-^Ma
\

,

Daily Portraits

Mana Zucca

Huguenot

1,

t-'

follows:
.

:

1

are mighty fine fellows,
write like William Haz-

we cannot

but

Yesterday afternoon at the Boston
'Opera House Cantor Josef Rosenblatt
Ross was
fcave a song recital. Stuart
was as
program
The
accompanist.
f.h9

Raehem
Ihome?- IsraeL 7.Y

"W

Henley:
u**lit

:

]

;

|

i

i

|

|

—

i|

j

'

1

1

j

song la equalled only by one of Mr
Cantor's Introduced before the minstrel
show.
Mr. Dooley and Ray Dooley

weref

legitimately
funny in the "Spanish
Frolic" as Toreador and Carmen, and
Mr. Cantor was amusing in Rrnnold'
Wolf's sketch "At the Osteopath's''?
amazingly amusing in the scene where'"
he is treated hy Mr. Lemaire as the
doctor.
This sketch and "He Seldom
Misses." in which Bert Williams and
Mr. Lemaire llgure. are th* iie„ „, „„.

.
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j

:

j

]
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i

;
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yesterday

.1

JAZZ BAND HEADS

The

erod.

The Tnitrj State* 1i»M hand. BubftituUng for )!.!> n Keller, who Is un-P\j
fortunately unable in appear owing
Illness, is the headline feature of thel
'

B

Keith's Theatre thin week.
Last evening a larue audience was warm
In It-s approval.
Tills
not the first time this band)
has appeared at tins theatre.
Their
JfroprVn. a varied ore, is much the same
as on previous visits, but the performance lai>t evening pave added pleasure
and the organisation now shows thel r
perfection of a long period of associa-l
at

reason

son,

I

form. -I

me
fv

I'-.

HitfMc-'l

I

s

Jiramatic Club.

l

of

ILadcliffe

OJjency

r..

jl

.Eunice Erinv
P. tJneoln

idea.

II

,T.

"'Van.
JL' '•'

Walton

1

-
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-VZloro

.

5?"
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•

T

s.

1

ti

torch time's of Te'rreloilonos
J"- is iMoiiiere
li'rehl.'.u.-V

.L.iii«-

llariliiige Seliolle

Viila. |i.<:jiilo.

'

''r,.*,,

.

Barton I .each
Mnryala c Seeoy
Kathleen Middleton
I'B. Kerjuson

\. nn™,',
'.if'

.

1»rt of ihe Palace

.

.

Isabel

1-1.1

i'rino

r,l

(Job!)

F/ins
Dorothy Samls
IVuaison
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'

a

yet

ItShas literary
JA althoush there

it

little

is

is

drama-

or

no ac-

New

scandal'

the.-

lines

last

in

which Josefina

"A

I

Von

bnVid

,

most

part

The Characters, for the
teak or intriguing; some of them
are
contemptible.
some
Craft- r=
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had left the comMiller
pointed it Miss
happany last week when the accident
her public,
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and she
her courage in -Varrpng on.
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Pinski does not spare his race. Some
little plays are written with
which
vitriol, as "The Phonograph," in
does business with an
Riskin
Nahmen

imported machine in a remote RussoYlddish town, "where the Jews lived

natures, as in "Cripples" irony deals
cruelly with quarrelling unfortunates.
There is a touch of symbolism in "The
Inventor' and the King's Daughter." The

lb'fl

king refuses world domination because
to the
he would not give his daughter
descendant of seven generations of crimimmortality
refuses
princess
inals; the
because she loves another; meanwhile
humanity continued to suffer. From

"Diplomacy" we learn how a senseless
insists on war when a chancellor
vainly opposes. "Little Heroes." "The
Beautiful Nun" and "Poland 1919." inspired by the great war, are painfully
tragic too painful for performance on
stage especially for those who have
the =.
cdready forgotten German outrages and

a

of;

dearest cannot en*ft? Where even the lonely
Place.
ter, because it is a
each tMnkMgr
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people lose eacn
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when they dream."
bltterer
other plays are in a much
The
" in "Masks," a dramatist, whose
vei
been unapprec lated
K wd Work had
a play that is
wins fame and money by
wife rejoices in
eliberately poor. His
Bar," a rev his roor plav, "The Sand
suit

eh?
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country entereo|
the splriTln which this
....
into the struggle.
these little
Strong effects are gained in
*
The
means.
plays by simple
thoughtln
concise; there is no waste of rhetoncah
°r
the attempt to b e literary photograpnic
,-.or are the plays merely
irony and
the™ realism. Back of the
sympathy of the
the grim humor is the
-mil Hon. of
author for "the complaining
the ae
the oppressed and
'
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."Lonely Way," made to
lion of
the characters,
the public taste. Two of divorced wife,
a ereat painter and his
at night and
appear to the dramatist
to portrayt
renVoach him for his failure They are)
were
hem as they actuallykilled
the original
because he
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men,"

"Think of
day for money. He answers:
in revising my
h, exquisite joy I had
I turned
aroblem play. Think of how
selfish,
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two hectic, distorted, twisted
characters into
miserable, little-souled
lovtwo self-sacrificing, sugar-coated
the painter
which
able creatures." To
is murferer
replies that the dramatist
life to
end hypocrite, for he distorted
The
couple.
win sympathy for the
no longer
theatre," says the dramatist,
'

It s a
dispalace of personality." The visitors
room,
appear. The wife, coming into the
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dramatist by saying that
is
"The Sand Bar" is his first play that
laughs and goes to work
He
true to life.
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of France"
Wadleigh Chandler*
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published by the Little.
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on a curtain-raiser, "Masks.''
theme of my play: that an long

for

splsed.

Seed

has anything to do with

was per-

upon wind and miracles." "The God of
the Newly Rich Wool Merchant" is a
The
bitter satire on the newly rich.
merchant shocking his family and neighbors by worshipping the scroll of white
wool goes mad. In "A Dollar" miserable
strolling players show their contempt-

d.^eam
He might have had msHad he
the children.

no one can be the part

scriptures,

in

of these

But onl> the
what the other soughtthere Is an Inner
very wise know that
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hard
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me

Hebrew

Boston by the Community
Players in December. 191S. It is a porin itself, of a tetralogy
complete
tion,
based on the legend of the Wandering
Jew, 'but it is modern in spirit and in
personification, as are Pinski's plays on
Mary Magdalene and the amorous adventures of King David, and so "The
Stranger" has justly been described as
"a fusion of legend and history into
action of contemporary interest."
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her husrecent death of Frank Carter
Miller,

himself of the felto Madrid, to rid
she hnally
I?w loveb by Esperanza. did decree of
change her opinion and the
.
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her husband.
in
characters portray themselves
amusing
always
is
atords the dialogue
it is often witty,
.,, it is illuminating;
nor are lines
not loo epigrammatic,
they are
because
simply
in
liiac'-d
themselves; they
startling or amusing in
speaker.
each
•snress the nature of
excisions,

giver,
Little Bit of Everything,"

Speech by Frohntan
of the fund
Daniel Frohman, president
which he made
- little speech in

way,
com no. was swayed now one
changing
n„v ihe otheV. by his wife's
Not ifl she. learned that. Don
moods
purposed to send Manolo
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be in the wooded
never be.
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city?
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in
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they have forup for the children, and
anniversary. Three
gotten the wedding
radiator represent
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house. The
fh« loe fire « the dream
have been
put aside all that might the pro
married
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the Actors
She explained
hen they
Tf
Fund means to stage pe ople
the
mentioned
arc ill or in need, and
often
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and
'fact that actors
sorrows in
must hide their own personal
people on the
order to entertain the
other side of the footlights.

6hsr ir.uif.smo," which had been
ntav
intolerable.
hei-ilded as audacious and
reThe liberals wished to see it: the The
objected.
strongly
actionaries

Thei-e were a few
would not
for the

a house was

Should

how much

'

Boston Evenin? Transcript. Two were
included in a volume published by John
W. Luce & Co. of this city. "The
Stranger," an elaboration of a legend
from the Midi ash or commentary on

bachelors

fect*

.

'

York. Some of these plays were published in the New York Tribune and the

each other and their:
anniversary
marriage did notj
their
whom
children,
wife reminds
concern at the time. The
hairs. "That can t
her husband of white
White hair
be blamed on the children.
marriage-always Its!
doesn't indicate
told, and afa matter of pigment, I'm
With each
equally."

Blsie Ferguson, as
U-lbuted.
York es peciadly
as over, ba'me from New
speech of thanks to the
to make a litt'e
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Ear* he official erousfrs, yet she is
Krijcd hy her feeling, one can hardly
E*m j, passion, for her husband's sejalso bv h«-r can fully concealed
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ranza.
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leal"
of Hon Baldatr<:0. the rich,
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production of a
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Pinski's Plays
"Ten Plays," translated from the YidPinski by Isaac Goldberg,
David
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are published by B. W. Huebsch of New
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Colonial
yesterdav afternoon at the
most sucTheatre, was perhaps the
of view,
cessful, from every point
this city.
that has ever been seen in
Charm
Mr. Sam Hardy o£ "The
gracious and
School" company was a
ceremonies
entertaining "master of
in tuin
Introducing tho vanous acts
jnost
Principals and members 0*
;«HM
m Boston
the compan.es playing
^auutul

her hus-j
Santiago, the governor,—
promise
amorous
of
there is a world
answer— while tho sporting
he;
in
arena
the
own- Marchioness looking atthat fellow
exclaims: "I wonder what
to accept the offer of

Manolo

"Tides,"'

Reason,

osophy
humorously
apartment hotel suite talk
house they will
wistfully, sadly of the
has changed in
never build. This house
dream houses have.
40 years, a way
drink on their wedding

show,
The Actors' Fund Benefit

to,
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The
theatre."
highly commercialized
plays, even in
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in
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Irony
note of
professor of phil'The House," where a
an
and his wife, dwelling In

miles.
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gossiping
its
with
capital
nftngcrm-r. hypocritical inhabitants,

Lions,"

Intel-nationalist,

This cannot be said
of "Among the Lions" or "The Rea-j
of social and sexstudies
son," shrewd
uai life, satirically unsparing.
These plays, which will bear repeated
hearing, for their wit_ keen observation
and psychological interest, are as dramatic as they are "literary." Could not
Mr. Jewett be persuaded to produce one
or two of them, if not all, in turn?
Miss Roach and Mr. Wingfleld might
But Mr.
do Justice to "The House."
No
.lewett is wise in his generation.
doubt the audiences at the Copley Theaold
of
an
revival
the
prefer
tre would

reason for
volumes explained his
substitute for prolication: "Not as a
alternative someduction, but as an
exigencies of a
times compelled by the

X

"H' pleasure, it interests
throughout, from the entrance of the;
provincial!
strolling comedians into the
lie-id

tion,

the

are

satire,
It is a hitter play, bitter in its
nature.
ajtits ironical view cf human
flavor,

mad

of Con"The House"; "One-act Plays
Middleton,
George
by
Life,"
temporary
Co.,
published by Henry Holt &

to

them-and
precious little that is in
ceeded, which was something.
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"Masks," with "Jim's Beast."

"Among

Frederickson Lawson
a voice
pleasing mezzo-soprano with
the high notesof pure qualitv. firm in
singing
mellow in the lower one s. Her
by Hamilton
of "My Logan Loy>
She
effort.
Hartv. was her happiest
diction and
showed throughout a good
™t«n)r«tatlon,
an unaffected manner of
on the proand from the other songs extract the
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pacifist, a famous
1!*17 is less cynical.

by him to the disadvantage of the
comedians at the Parisian theatres.

Beethoven
was always renof a hig*v order, and
skilful pedaldered intelligible through
Above all. Mr. Gebhard succeeded
ing.
of old
program
in making interesting a
much.
and trusty friends; and that was is a

,

u'atlirrine MaeLatale
..Dorothy IX. Googlna
Bertram I.itllc
<'. ri
Mr Neat
D. P. Feigasoa

"

Jz;
l„ fi„i'ilrrmo'
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T-:,t.:riUl1

dirty heathen?"
"Tides." or the changing heart of a

managed and

the matter of facial expression

in
,

Gebhard 8
For the rest, though. Mr.
excellent
playing was marked by an
KH
shading.
taste shown for color and
in the
reading of dynamic Pa«8«e8
and Liszt was piano-playing

.

... P.

were

speech, one is not
surprised at the eulogy of marionettes
by anatole France, or by tha comparison

dangerously
stagger
althroughout its whole uneven, albeitIn a
ways enthusiastic performanceMr. Gebwh.ch
"Sequidille" by Albenlz
encore
hard unhappily essayed as an effects
rhythmical
the piquancy of the

-

.

Seeing puppets
with appropriate

by many

was missed by some few

ion at the Teatro
College 1 irsi
1001
d« la Comcdia. Madrid, Oct. 8.
V. C. Packard I
I>:unl.ln

ml"

books for children,
that Jack sold for a handof magic beans was emintently
satisfactory.

cow

ful

varied,

torce
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was

fashioned

old

but the

His program
and it was made even
among which
encores,
more so
were pieces by AVbeniz and finger.
best In the
ms
Mr. Gebhard was at
Waldmovement from Beethoven s
excelfent readstein," which he gave an
Dehussj.
by
pieces
and in the
ing,
well._The
whose music he always plays
although esBach gavotte in B#minor, -and-tumb e
sentialfy a somewhat
was handled with moie
piece,
little
than nice judgment and vr*B

night

from
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the
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Orchestra.

phony

"The. Governor's
in tins rou. no" of
transWife," a comedy in three acts,

Garrett

'

U

Me

lacinto
',!.
rvar

'

'

the lover are 1n the spirit of the Vien-j
nese Schnttzler. At the end the wlfd
suggests that she and her husband taka
a fine, strong, good-looking young sol4
fori
ilier. who had mistaken the museum
the Eden Musee, for a drive. The lover.l
the"
before
left alone, reads the sign
brdntosaurus and thinks: "Mainly herb-!
ivorous." "Anything she can pick up.'T
"Several million years." He leaves the
hall. Rays of the setting sun centre on
The.
the skull of the torontosaurus.
scrub-woman exclaims. "Holy mother of,
What are you grinnin' at, ye
saints'.

The speech put into the mouths of the B
puppets was often amusing. The giant's I*
make-up was rather disappointing, not
corresponding to the pictures of him in

Mezzo-Soprano
-''

R> PHILIP HA1.E
perform
COPI.KV TH KATUL — First

r

was long associated With

Torey Sarg*in New York, was given
yesterday morning and afternoon in
Steinert Hall for the Mount Holyoke
Endowment Fund. Children, yound and
old, were pleased in the. ^afternoon by
seeing the adventures of Jack the Giant I
Killer and the life of a rabbit family}

d pi ?. n s t
Last night Heinrich G«1> ha
n Mary
r
Hall.
gave a recital-at Steinert
mezzo-soprano,
Frederickson Lawson,
Ethel
sang two groups of songs.
Silver was the accompanist.
pianist, has
Mr Gebhard, a Boston
both in recitals,
been' heard here before,
Boston Symand as soloist with the
Mast

'

.John

MARIONETTE SHOW AIDS
.MOUNT HOLYOKE FUND

Pianist Assisted by Miss Law-

I

b>

interchanges,* the

rapid

The conversation

between the scrub-woman and the curaj
tor is followed by Ihe still more amusing
talk of two society women proclaiming
flaunting wealth, one obviously nouveaii
successful
rlohft, who has achieved "a
manner, most of wWch Is dextrouslyj
lorgnette." Her hus-j
her
In
expressed
Miss Owen Directs Pleasing Enterband, James, had given the beast to th^
tainment at Steinert. Hall
museum, hence the title of the play. Thj
A marionetto show managed by Miss scenes between the sensation-craving
wife, the coolly observant huSband and:
Owen, who

HEARD IN RECITAL

Wilcox and company, in a lively farcea
Daisy Nellis. pianist; "dkeet" Gallagher]
and Irene Martin, In a breezy act ofl
chatter and dance; Harry Mayo, in a
hobo act. enhanced by a. rich baritone,
and Samayoa, In an aerial act.

Pp-'iu-li

near a brontosaurus.

HE1NRICH GEBHARD

1

t'.ei

find themselves with others in the
hali of paleontology of a public museum

were effective, for
the pace was brisk without consequent
pnn fusion. It is considered ungracious"
lo
particularize concerning acting by
Ivfnnleurs, yci wo cannot refrain from
king of the wholly admirable pcr-

of the big features of the bill was)
the musical act of Ballev and Cowan,
assisted by Kstelle Davis.
The piece]
escels by the manner of its Introduction!
and Us novel development. Then therel
la the advantage of two eaoellent musi-\
rlans.
Mr Cowan, th.> factotum of the
act. bes'de- :• -..'.tt. a semi \ oi. .• industriously during the entire length of the)
-sketch, has a neat comedy style as well
as being gifted with a nice personality.!
Other acts on the bill were Hallenl
Hunter, In an instrumental and comedy;
sketch. Introducing th^> uuiiue style of
comedy of Mr. Hallen: Johnny Small!
and company, in :i dancing act; Frank

late

the

of

doing wl th his

charm

They

Oro.-s-iiro oi dialogue,

)

One

^no

The

I

P.

Uon.

that

Is

of "

;

t.->

btll

wonder

Is

nTt he 1e alive; that the only thlngwvhioh
School'
Alma Tell, Robert Hnlnes and othet can kill him Is self-deception." Nor does
anybody will under-|
IfOin "Susan Lenox." Juliette Day. Ki he care whether
llfst Glendeniilng anil, Donald McDonaJ stand this curtain-raiser.
from "I'll s.,y She Does." Mr. Hard
"Jim's Beast" Is an amusing study of
announced that the receipts were $;i5[i( a light wife in search of sensations, a
Hhd unyono who attended the perform suspicious husband and a philanderer.

members

olhor

manager had thought of
ionl
ug out the play
performance .In general wa»
oih. There was lit Mo or no hcsltuthe linos were delivered Intelligent*
hero were no unreasonable Walts.'
Ihe ensembles of tho first and third
him s
presenting especial difficulty, by

AT KEITH'S

BILL

knows what ho

irttst

afternoon

held Ihe altrntlon; some of the!
sonatlons will be gratefully paj

l>

of

Fra nce

Brown & t o.

C onte
Boston It is a volume in the Rich,
by
?ora?y Drama Series edited
house.
Burton for this
and findOpening the book at random
"Pelleas and Mel
ing on page 300 that
popularU
the
from,
"profited
iande" lias
b> Stiauss.
ty of an operatic version
accuracy of
one might well question the
«
to the
Turning
other statements.
de I is a
marks about plays by % illiers only his
Adam (page 731) and finding
orie
"I/E^asion" and "Elen" mentioned^

T

'

r
Tru * tto ^fenrl thp Paying today
'The Ride of the Valkyries" or the
overture to "Tannhauser" on the or-

cfi

might question the 'width of Prof,
Chandler's acquaintance with the French
also his judgment when he
treats Villlers's de 1'Tsle Adam a» cultivating the "drama cf terror." There is
no mention of his "Revolte" (1870) with
the same subject as "The Doll's House,"
but with a different solution, for the
wife returns, pitying her husband; nor
Is there mention of the symbolical, mystical "Axel," with Its gorgeous rhetoric, or of the singular "Morgan e,"
"Isis" or "Le Nouveau Monde."
Yet in a book covering so much
ground slips and omissions may be excused, and in this instance the more
readily because this volume serves a
writer about the drama as a ready book
of reference, an elaborately annotated
catalogue. Now and then in the criti-

,,

flj

drama;

remarks there is a flavor of Philistinism, or shall we say the inability to
view the relations of the sexes with the}
eyes of a frenchman searching material
for a play of conflicting passions. Ins
the opening chapter, "Precursors of the
cal

I

Moderns," perhaps too much respect

I

I

shown

gan?
There are many pages devoted

of boy-actors), she put a bullying customer to shame with her sword. She
afterward took an inn at Fowey (really
Thomas Heywoods play ought to be rewritten by Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch),
where she fitted out a ship under her
own command, purposing to recover the
body of her own true love, Mr. Spencer,
which was reported to have been recently burned at Fayal, in the Azores. Mr.
Spencer, however, was not dead, but a
prisoner on board a Spanish ship, which
Bess's ship gallantly engaged and capt-

.

to the

proper registration on organs of varying size of compositions by foreign and
American musicians.
"French Organ Music Past and Present," by Harvey Grace, is published by
the H. W. Gray Company of New York
There is a preface of commendation bj

in the

Maitres

himself;

de

I'Orgue,"

Pirro,

and his

has

edited

much

Unitec

by Guilsav foi

to

sole merit of being as ingeniously con[etructed as a Chinese box puzzle or one
of Wilkie C'olllns's novels. Louis Veulllot's diatribe is still good reading, the
I savage
article in which he said that a
drama of Scribe's did not demand actors
of talent or audiences of literary culIture; no stage machinery, little costumling, yet.lt was quickly swallowed from
Paris to Irkutsk, from London to Milan.
For the convenience of the reader,
[short analyses of plots with critical remarks are grouped under these heads;
Masters of Stagecraft, Naturalism' and
fhe Free Theatre, Laureates of Love.
Ironic
Realists, Makers of Mirth, Moral|
I

unbounded; the book

memory

ute to the

but he

Is

"a humble

trib-

I

I

|

I

Reformers. Minor Poets and RoImaneers. Major Poets and Romancers,
Importers and War Exploiters. There
[Is a bibliographical appendix—
Authors
land plays; History and Criticism (peIriodical articles omitted); and there is
la full Index. In the second section of
[the appendix "Essais de Critique DraImatlque," an
unusually independent
view of the French Theatre by Edouard Franchettl (1912-1913),la omitted.
lists,
I

is

Books for Organists
Everett E.

Truette's "Organ Regisa Comprehensive Treatise on

the

Distinctive Quality
of
Tone of
Organ Stops, etc.," which Is published by
c. w. Thompson & Co.
of
Boston,,
should be of great assistance to organ-

you who watched him said
inwardly, 'This is not Leonard Boyne—
this is Rawdon Crawley.'
His Tom
Jones in Buchanan's play was an astounding creation of the times.
'He
was a swearing, rollicking, hard-drinkdown,

young and old, not to mention
teachers of the organ. Mr. Truette, an
accomplished
organist,
studied
in

ists

Europe

with

Haupt,

Gullmant

and

Best, leading representatives
of three
schools. This book <£f 257 closely
print-

ed pages is the only one we know dealing especially and thoroughly with
the

a

subject,
good many years ago Dudley Buck wrote a book concerning
the
art of registration for accompaniment
of choirs. Compared -with Mr.

Truette's
sketch. The first
.part of hie book gives a full
description of organ stops, their
classification
the principles of their acoustics,
the
mechanical aids, the nature of echo and
an II phonal organs, the art of
combining
stops their manipulation.
The second
part deals with registration
of hvmn
tunes, anthems, orgnn
trios.
transcriptions; registration for
organs of
rrom one to four manuals. There
Is a
complete index with glossary.
Mr.
Truette treats his subject not
only as
a choirmaster and virtuoso, but
also as
a man intimately acquainted with
the
mechanism of the organ, a man that
a moment,|» notice can
correct
u
ciphering
and remedy any failing that
in the case of a less
experienced organist would require the
summoning of a
n
He ,s not P^antic In exZ°Jl
planation,
not too conservative in his
advice; he is sane.
For example, see
CU8/'° n ° f the vox
""^ana stop,
nl
< „.H
unjustly
despised or recklessly abused
"It seems to me that
the vox hutreatise.

is

It

only

a

,

i

-

.

mana

is

largely to

a much-m.Lligncd stop, due
its unfortunate and
inappro-

^ritten:

'Instead of resembling the
0lCe
,one
""ythln* from
P
;h s squeak to the18 bleating
Punch
of a
Th ° stop has bee " vari2^T'h°kV
ously
dubbed 'the gas p.p c and "Nux
vomica with a gargle.' i suspect
that
the atop would escape
much of the

V

'

-

Criticism,

and would be judged
pnent as a distinctive tonc-eolor on its
if it
Ca
d by 8 ° me Iess n appropriate

™«

T?

,° rffa ? S,ops wc, e "»mbered

and

stop

this

vTi

vole*,

were 'No. 30.' no one
a ° ,mitM
°r the human

™
would not

and hence,
bo disapOne would then accept the
){ S0HndR ,.
wish Mr. Truette had expressed

pointed.

We

m

eviden

ments
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rsions
of Handel's
Ifaany

surprising

eheatra

concertos.

organ sound

in

his

Speak-

wCh

effecu o?
the
"innocent.^n

Itself is entirely

ttj attempt of the
thai

»f

share his
admiration for the "arrangeof orchestral music
by \V T

^arranged, as

pe

rformer to make

'orchestral.'
effects are Ingenious;
ing; and all of them

Many

of

some are
are attrac-

o a certain class of listeners."
A
nariy yi ars ago purists
objected
jj^tii.-iyiiig of the
overtures to the
WJiorw,..
-William Tell." 7imPoaaont" on the organ..
founded. WoUldJ
•

marcotone."
"Choral

Orchestration." by Cecil Fo rsvth. is published by the H.
Gray
L ompany of New York.
Mr. Forsvth
well known as a composer
and the author of 'Music Hand Nationalism "
•Orchestration,"
and with Sir Charles
Millers Stanford. "A HJstorv f
0 Music "
treats elaborately of orchestration

W

as

applied to choral works. He
takes Walter Henry Hall's Festival
te Deum fochorus and organ, and dissects
the
whole work, six measures at a
time
placing the original copy for
organ and
voices at the head of eaoh
left-hand
page, with its orchestration on
the page
opposite: a practical lesson
with manv
Instructive remarks concerning
choral!
orchestration in general. Ho
closes tho 1
quarto of 84 pages: "Let the reader
then
study the scores of the great
masters «

with a cool mind. Let him
afterward 1
visit the concert hall with
as much of]
the score in his head as he can
carry U
but with none of It in his nands
to distract his attention from the
music. In
this way he will learn much
from their
i

A Play by Old Hey wood Revived;
Other Dramatic Notes
Thomas Haywood's "Fair Maid of the
West" was revived by the Phoenix Society, London, April 12. -It was
published
in 1«31.
Stephen Kemble's version was
brought out as "The Northern Inn"
at
the Haymarket In 1791.

tone of the stop Jugt as

° r ° ftl,,Jr
° n the
tran.e^H
transcriptions, nor do we

1

i
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I

I
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1

P '"* mUSt haV * been a ,lvelv occu
Palion

under Queen Elizabeth. The
gentlesea captains .and miscellaneous
.-o l; .e,vrs
who 'used the house made
love (to give it a nice
name) to the bar-

men

maul pulled the drawers' oars
7, d
kicked the kitchen wenches
were not fighting one anotherwhen t ev
and
perhaps being dragged out. dead
froin the
bar-parlor.
But Bess of Plvmo U ii Va,S
virtuous barmaid nnrf „ ^'„....i .
!
l

1

1

lier is

.

|

sitive.

He was

quite positive that

.

Bell,

was

A

In London on April 19.
young fellow, practically betrothed to
his cousin, falls in love with a "showroom lady." She ls sent with a dress,

the cousin. "Trylng-on, scene with
opportunities for exhibiting smart 'unThe showroom girl pleases the
iyoungster's uncle by showing her initerest In his hobby, spiders. She marTies him and nephew returns to his
cousin. "Quite a lady's play.
Ladles
love, or at any rate love to writ* about,
relations of the sexes with horrid,
coarse, masculine references to passion
politely Ignored. Relations of fhe right
sort are called 'engagements, 1 and of
the wrong 'entanglements' both words,
we believe, of feminine Invention. But
Lady Bell writes agreeably enough, and
as the showroom lady, Miss Sybil Thorndike plays agreeably enough."
"Trollus and Cresslda" was revived by
the British Empire Shakespeare Society
April 8. It was much cut. Charles Fry
brought this strange play out on June 1,
1907, "for the first time of performance
since the author's lifetime." The Herald
noticed In 1912 the performance In French
at the Odeon, Paris, when It was played
In the spirit of Mellhac and Halevy's
"Belle Helene," whlfch, according to
some English commentators, believing
that Shakespeare wished to satirize
Chapman's Homer. 13 the right one.
William Poel, in 1912, brought out tho
tragedy In London as a wild comedy;
this view was taken when the play was
acted by Yale students in 1916.
Gogol's "Government Inspector," new-

'to

'

nies." "

.

.

in his 60th year.

produced

every performance.
He had a
passion, a genius for little things.
His very alluring Irish brogue was one
of his many charms, and one of which
he was always a little consciously sen.

now

"The Showroom," by Lady
,

...

]

Various Publiratinos
The Herald has received from the
Four"
Seas l ompany of Boston "The
Hysteria
of Lady Macbeth." by l sa u 0 r
H. Corlat
M. D., published by Moffat. Yard
& Co'
vr New York in 1912.
The Marcotone Company, Inc. of
New
Tork publishes "Marcotone. the
Science
of Tone-Color." by Edward
Muryors
Because color is a natural, spontaneous and Involuntary act of
the mind,
tone can become one. and
indivisible
with color. This tone-color
system is

'

—

I

ex-

After an absence of five years Albert
Chevalier delighted audiences at the
Coliseum, London, last month, by singing the good old songs including "Mrs.
'Enery Hawkins," "My Old Dutch,"
"Knocked 'em in the Old Kent Road"
(this last with a little dance). Cheva-

;

lovable creature in the
part an indomitable hero.
And because he was so real I wished that it
was I chasing a Sophia Weston across
England and "accepting challenges to
love
in the spirit
of challenges
to
fight."
If I were asked to say
what was the secret of his success, I
should reply that it was his capacity
for lakmg infinite pains every night, at

.

he
keeps his Judgment sanely balanced
as
betoken the orchestral methods
of the
past and of the present 'Happy
the man
made wary by tho dangers of others.' "

'

,

.

successes. From their failures,
too, he
Will be able to glean something
if

1

hk^.h-

.

life."

tiil

ing, royetering.

looks well on a program,
whereas poor
Bill Jones.
What a heaven-oncarth It will be when we players
shed

our snobbishness and Judge works
honestly on their merits:" This
book, which
is not provided with an
Index, should be
0 " a snelf w1th Wallace
Goodrich'.
r.'iL
rne Organ in France." published
by
the Boston Music *ompany In
1917
One
supplements the other; the two are

that this was a professional cynic
expressing hackneyed views, but rather
and reserved victim of illfortune, drawn by a chance remark into
confiding to his friends his outlook on
felt

.the dignified

—

I

tration:

commerce."
The London Times praised highly the
Jaques of Herbert Marshall in a revival of "As You Like It," by Nigel
Playfair, last month, calling it one of
the best performances of the part seen
on the London stage in &. generation.
"Using no artificial aids or tricks, like
the eating of an apple, he delivered
the 'Seven Ages' in a manner which
carried the audience away. One never

—

—

of Cesar Franck,"

not deaf to the merits
Lem."
mens and Wldor. His eulogy ofofSalntbaens may surprise some. He
hardly
does justice to Boely and Chauvet
Thus
ne does not mention the solemn
Prelude
in C sharp minor by the
former, nor
does he apparently appreciate the
Individuality of Chauvet, whose
premature
death was a loss to French art
mant once told us that he had Gullseen
three compositions of long breath
by
Chauvet that were admirable in every
way. These manuscripts could
not be
found after Chauvefs death in
1871
death hastened by the Franco-Prussiana
war. Mr. Grace's estimate of
Guilmant
as a composer Is singularly discriminative and Just. The book,
which should
be In the library of every organist
is
pleasant reading. "There ls a
good deal
In a name, especially in the
organ loft
and too many of us deliberately choose
an admittedly dull work bv Bach
In
preference to a very much alive one
bv
(say) William Jones, partly
because it
Is less trouble to go
on playing Bach
than It is to investigate William
s claim
to consideration.
Also land perhaps
most Important of all) Bach's name

I

and commercialism one might say
with Sheridan, 'suppose them man and
wife, one so seldom sees them together.'
Yet Sir Peter and his lady were united
in the end and lived happy ever after.
So may it be with stage art and stage
art

gentleman.
"Gerald Du Maurier wrote affectionately about the late Leonard Boyne
in the London Daily Telegraph.
'He
was an extraordinarily real actor not
an impersonator not a man who put
on a different beard and moustache and
a different voice for each part he played
but an actor who was the part, who
felt It out of his heart, who lived It in
his voice, his walk, tho very way he sat

critical

remarks" art
shrewd. Naturally his admiration
for
Cesar Franck's organ compositions Is*

is!

—

ured, and the two lovers were happilyunited at the court of the King of Fez
(a potentate whose hearty cry of 'Find
us concubines!' was one of the chief
joys of the play). It is a moderately
amusing play of Elizabethan adventure,
on much the same artistic level as the
average 'war play' of our own day. You
note that the old sort was a little more
modest than the new, content with less
fia?-ivagging and not so 'nasty' to the
enemy. But, then, the Spaniard was a

.

Bonnet, a welcome guest

taste of the puDiic lSTToTTTkely to be
stimulated by prescribing Shakespeare
as a medicine. On the contrary, these
well meaning enthusiasts will 'confound
the appetite.'
Doses of Shakespeare
measured out at the proposed suburban
and village theatres and administered
by youthful practitioners will be a dangerous method to cure that disease we
are told is so prevalent in the life of
the modern theatre commercialism. Of

,

Vincent d'Indy. Portions of this boot
of 209 pages appeared in the New Music
Review. The writer reviews the musii
of French writers for the organ
frort
Titelouze (1563-1G33) to Quef, who succeeded Guilmant as the organist of Ls
Trinite in Paris. Excerpts from compositions are numerous.
The earliei
writers have been neglected In thi;
country, and it is chiefly due to Mr

mant and

whose dra'mas have the

Scribe,

',.

States, that they are known to lover.'
of organ music.
Mr. Grace, acknowledging his debt to the "Archives
d<

I

'

,

.

when

he spoke he used Ihe most English of
English accents; yet, much to one's delight, whenever he caaio on the stage
the whole of Ireland came with him." "
"Cynibellne" wa< chosen for the place
of honor as the Birthday play at Stratford-on-Avon, April S3. It has not been
seen In I.ondon since Irving staged it In
1S96.
A writer in the Daily Telegraph
said apropos of the Mralford program
"Do you remember how Judy Abbott,
the heroine of 'Daddy Long-Legs,' read
'Hamlet' and was surprised to find that
It was 'perfectly corking,' and how her
surprise was due to the fact that up till
Um time she had always darkly suspected Shakespeare of 'going on his
reputation'? There must be a good
many people who are In the same case
people
who, through having had
Fhakespeare thrust in small doses down
ttwir unwilling throats at school, have
ever since regarded him as an overrated bora It Is a pity that all such
cannot be made to go to the Stratford
Theatre, where, if the New Shakespeare

—
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Company

to Itself do prove but true.= ly translated, was produced In London
they would be convinced one© and for
April 13.
"There is too much detail,
of tholr error."
which teases you by being obviously
Malcolm Watson writes In the Dally
more "et cetera'; but the governor himTelegraph:
self ls always a Joy.
"What ls wrong with the
Ho Is really a
London stage? for, undoubtedly. Its 'i great figure bully, coward, rogue, flatcondition at the moment cannot be do- <] terer, dupe and Mr. Maurice Moscoscribed as wholly satisfactory- Precisevltch fills him out well with his expres|
ly where the root of the evil
sive face, his amplo style, and his gutIlea It
would l>e somewhat dlffloult to say. Is j tural r-r-rolling (ls it Yiddish?) accent.
j
It that managers have, partially at least,
Here's richness, as Mr. Squeera oblost their ability to gauge the public
served. Mr. Moscovltch is rich, thick
taste, or aro dramatists unable to supand slab
But one could laugh
ply sufficiently attractive material, or
more heartily at the play If one were
Is the general feeling of unrest and unnot tempted to occasional fits of somnocertainty, everywhere visible, rendering
lence. In short, 'The Revizor* would be
playgoers captious and super-critical 7 It
the better for a little revision."
would bo absurd, of course, to suggest
At the Royal Institution, last evening,
that prosperity has been wholly banSir Israel Gollancz lectured on "Shakollshed from our stage; you have only
speare's Shylock and Soott's Isaac of
lo look around
York." His main theme was to indicate
to discover conclusive
how Scott had. by means of his characevidence to the contrary. But whichever of these reasons you may prefer,
ters of Isaac of York and Rebecca/ attempted to make amends for what he
it Is Impossible to Ignore the
truth that
deemed were blemishes in Shakespeare
things at present do not rest upon those
solid foundations capable of Insuring
Shylock and Jessica. Scott had already,
as early as 1S09, paid tribute to Cumberlasting and wlldespread prosperity."
land's "efforts to stem popularprejudico,
"Mr. Emeat Rhys said the Little TheIn favor of a people degraded because
atre did not necessarily rule out what
they are oppressed and ridiculed because
they might call the Great Theatre.
they are degraded." According to the
Standing outside a bookshop in the
lecturer,
the romantic additions to "IvanBrompton road, he had Just put down a
hoe'.' dealing with the Jews in the precopy of Shakespeare's workB, when a
expulsion period were suggested to Scott
young man picked It up and made tho
l>y Isaac D'Israeli's account of the herocasual remark, 'Shakespeare has too
ism of the Jews of York in the 1807 volmuch Jaw for me.' That young man
ume of the "Curiosities of Literature."
had the courage of his opinions, and
"The
Merchant of Venice" was due in
they had to allow for people w ho did not
the first Instance to contemporary interlike Shakespeare as well as for those!
est
in
the problem of usury, though lewho did. To run a doctrinaire theatre.
gally no Jews were then resident in EngInsisting on one form of art would be a
land. Shakespeare did his best for the
great mistake."
human side of the character, but the inWilliam Farren wrote to the London
itial difficulty was the unreality of "the
Times: "Your article on 'Taste In the
bond story." on Which the play dependTheatre' points out the danger of 'ened. He wellnight transcended this initial
forced
I

all

|
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intelligence.* No doubt your correspondent attended the meeting of tho
Stratford-on-Avon conference at which
a school teacher rose and informed the
chairman that her pupils 'loathed Shakespeare and all his works,' and another
sufferer protested against any attempt
'to raise his villagers with Shakespeare
or any other noble form of drama. 'Much
good may, and probably will, come from
'The British Drama League,' but the
promoter must bear in mind that the

obstacle, though hampered by
don Times, April 23.

it.— Lon-

Haupt mann's New Play;
Other Stage Notes of Berlin
The most notable production (in Bersinco the reopening of places of entertainment has been that of Der wcisse
Heiland (The White Redeemer) at tin
Grosses Schausplelhaus. Hauptroanu'
lin)

|

f

can num't that nhe has one

some strong
tenor with
,...asy differs little from
of
Stortcal Btory of the conquest
bv thrt Spaniards under Cortes,

g colors to r|de it dally through
town." It is terrible to think
that,
perhaps, after-all. Lady Oodlva was
not
redeeming Coventry from the burdens
of taxation, but advertising
the film
production of the period.
-Robert Browning tells us that Dante
after having written the 'Divine
Come.'
dy. wished to paint a picture,
and that
la eT
»*!»»>"§ was not conten:
\
\
l!lWt
unin .--.e had written a century
of so„nets Now M. Clemenceau, after
won the great war. is not contenthavlns
he has produced a aim. Browning until
weat
on to say -What of Rcj^jTs
sonn eMT

points. • • • All Khan, a,
some glittering high notos,

asslstod Miss Nevada and wisely choHe
Italian, the best substitute Kuropo can
offe- for the soft tongues of India. His
stylo had tho stiffness one would expoct

j

o

pomp and reverence with which
were received by the Kmperor
»auma and his subject!. His Cortej
ESS IUtl*> of the redeemer about

from one w ho sliiigs songs written In
quite a different convention from his.
own; the singing was In tune at first,
though a faulty produotlon began to
Clever, brutal, believing only In
militate agnlnst this toward the end.
woe of arms and his own generalL. A. Colling wood: A sense of dra*
he Is a strange blending of thej, I tnatlc effect was displayed In the "Mono*
ah hidalgo and the Prussia* wai-|
I logue from Macbeth,"
composed by Mr.
plflcor—* blending which it seemsl
Colllngwood. and In a couple of old
Mlarty difficult to avoid in hls-R rLngllsh eongs he conveyed a sentiment
o Germany. Montezuma, as played! lot real charm. Mr. Colllngwood wag
fu "nw represented as
by Alexander Moissl. is an uwe-|
a composer by
some piano musio the sonata played by
stricken, long-suffering- old monarch.*
|Jlr. Mitchell Is a curious
who believes implicitly that the Spanish
work, full of
town!
harmonic experiments and an Interjecconquerors advancing town by
tory atylo of melodic lino which
through the land. ar> the White t.odsf
made
an indefinite Impression at a first
the seas whom the oracle^
from
hear
But one felt '"tercsted and in
had predicted for centuries; and w-hq
j
to hist
c »lned
to think that the musical idea
tonally, disillusioned, a victim
wag
his own)
tied up in technical knots,
faith.' dies at the hands of
only to be
unloosened with further training,
archers. The whole tragedy is sombre!
Its scenes are. per-|
and mysterious.
meated bv the spirit of Haupmann's
Film Notes
best known fantasies, and tliey can
It
a curious but undeniable fact
hardly be said to have made a w ide apha

I

•

4

.
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I
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;
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being
peal, the success of the production
due In great measure to the rich MexBernof
energies
ican settings and the
hardt and his players.— London Times.
April 27.

|
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other plays

in Berlin:

Walter Hasen-

drama,
clover's "Antigone." a pacifist
written during the war. It failed. Herperlatest play,
former! in German provinces last year,
Prussian
is a picture of life on an East
.lu.iker's estate, "into which a young
de
Palais
the
in
homo
beauty, quite at
Danse. Intrudes, and it represents a
crisis in the career of a father, cleverly

mann Sudermanns

•

played by Paul Wegener, who is stronger
willed and more successful than his son|
back tot
In his attempt to pack the girl
the scene of her former escapades.'
and
Calderon
Tolstoy,
Shakespeare.
Ibsen have been represented. -'The the-i
atres are now in full swin again. They
were hard hit by the coup d'etat, and are|
likely to be still more seriously affected,
by the general state of unsettlement,
of which the burden Imposed by the
new taxation laws is the first and severest outward sign. The general puband
lic, struggling enjoyably for seats
sandfor
good-bumoredly
lish-.ing
wiches in overcrowded foyers and buffets, is as yet hardly aware of the disconsolate outlook. It simply sees that
places of amusement are full to overflowing wherever it goes, and that paper money in ever-Increasing quantities
laconic
is fluttering into the hands of
And it
cashiers in theatre boxoffices.
overlooking
for
may be partly excused
be
for
it
cannot
things,
of
side
seamy
the
denied that German producers have
standhigh
by
a
illusion
maintained the
ard of performance worthy of a rosier
outlook."
.

How

the London Times Enjoys

or Dislikes Musicians
What can one say of the sempre energico pianist except that he, or she, hasthe meet reward that he expresses en
ergy? But these hectic people are tir
ing to meet; we cannot live up to them.
Something in us refuses to be banged;
and bullied into acquiescence; it was the,
sun, not the storm, that got the cloak
There wasl
off the traveler's back.
something more, certainly, in Miss Jesthis; therei
than
playing
sie Bristol's
were, in violent contrast, passages of
limpid flow and languid rubato. But
that is Just the mistake that is most
afflicting to listen to. The player has
heard at some time that "expression"
consists in playing loud and soft, just
as life consists of pain aad pleasure,
thinks that the greater the pain
J and
'
*he greater will be the pleasure, forgetting that if you put an Ice-cold hand
on a red-hot iron you feel nothing at
the time, but something not at all pleasant afterwards. If people would only
believe It, it is the little changes of
,

•

!

count—when there is a brain
and a heart behind them; but they go
truth only what is shoutfor
taking
on
force that

ed on the housetops or whispered under the pledge of secrecy, and ignore
that truth of intercourse which emerges
from delicate judgments.
Miss Katherine Doubleday did something of the same kind with Liszt's
excuse,
B-mlnor sonata, but with more soul. It
no
because the sonata has got
ot
pieces
Immoral
most
Is one of the
says to
music there Is. because it only
in
off.
show
and
tho player: "Come
such fc= Grainger's
pieces,
lighter
d*us to
^•Reel," Miss Doubled** :««
awsio in her.
Ileve that »he oas eome

W'th

phe dots
«TMt» conscientiousness
writer, not

but, like a hasty
acalways In the right place, inverting
the pedal, which her
delaying
and
cents,
»
for
right foot never leaves alone
all so polite and so
moment. It
meaningless, and nobody seems to mind.
MI«non Nevada: It Is a nice point

aJi

I

I
'

i

ke'

I'e.

U

should place a singer who slnia
the
inevitably and Inexorably flat at all
claim to a
critical places. Can he lay
earth.
tho
of
ones
high
place among the
misses a
since, aiming at a million, he
And, if so, are we Justified In
unit?
hundred's
whose
ones
low
preferring the
soon hit? On the whole, for the purpose
note
of a song, we prefer to have the
hit plumb
hit, whether soon or late, and
rulo
in the centre, and are Inclined to
at out of court any one who hits It otherwe
If
caae.
Nevada's
Still.
Miss
rise.

how wo

I
1

|
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Dante

little

other practical objections which
'

speaking

film" fade into insignificance before the
question: "Is it really wanted?" Would
the silent art of the screen be the gainer
were it to lose one of the chief characteristics which now differentiate it from
the legitimate drama? Admittedly the
"sub-titles" used to explain the action
in the pictures form a poor substitute
for, the voix d'or of a Sarah Bernhardt,
but, in the case of screen actors not so
gifted, we might quite conceivably lose
half the pleasure we derive from watching them were we to hear them speak.
The screen play, moreover, is fast teach-

ii

amber

Km

conduct

lee

IT-

of, a

bos justly viiin.
clouded cane.

Was

it

who

Swift

said that nice peo-

had nasty ideas?

ple

As for Mr. Forbes finding It a joy to
act In plays wherein only "nice people"
strut ancf fret their hour, William and
Kate, strolling comedians in Jules Laforguc's "Hamlet," pbject to the parts
assigned to them in the Italian play before Claudius.
"Our Custom," declares
William,

is to incarnate only sympuLhctlc roles; that la our preference."

New York Company
"The Old Farmer and Hie Almanack:
Being Some Observations on Life and
Manners In New England a Hundred
Years Ago," by George Lyman Kittredge, was published in Boston by
William Ware & Co. 16 years ago. We
have often quoted from this entertain
Ing book of folk ways and folk lore

Now the Harvard University Press
brings out the second impression. Prof.
Kittredgo adds a paragraph to the
preface, otherwise the editions are identical.
In the first, speaking of the barberry, he said that it "gradually lost Us
bad eminence in the farmer's mind," for
it was believed that the bush
had an
unfavorable influence on wheat, rye, etc.
He now says: "In this new impression
it is my painful duty to retract
my ignorant exoneration of the barberry on
page
332.
Recent investigations have established the fact that the common
(not
the Japanese) barberry plays an important role in the history of Black
Stem
Rust, a disease which in 1916
caused a
loss of about 30,000,000 bushels
of wheat
in Minnesota alone."
The Question Box
An

up-state,

newspaper

in

published this paragraph:

:

ons

is

First production In Boston

cast:

Joyje
golda

;

I

Years ago a Chinese emperor wrote

j

j

P',

On the marble pavement dust grow.s.
Her empty room is cold and still.

Fallen leaves are piled against the doors.

A magician was summoned.

*"*I-etiucha

Mr. Skurnll

I'*

Mrs

Fcdya
A- Prlest

it...

J

skurn u

.At Tanenhol;
Mr. Samuelon

Mark Shwelt

Last night Maurice Schwartz and hl_
star cast from the Irving Place
Theatre, New Yof-k, presented "Tovye
der Milchieger," or Tobias the Dairy
man," the first of a series of Yiddish
plays to, be given in this house, before
a very large audience.
The piece is a dramatization of
novel with the same title by Sho(om
Aleichem. known as the Yiddish Marl.
Twain. In the stage adaptation certain
all

superfluous parts had to be eliminated
Sholom Aleichem was a genuine humorist, a prolific writer, also
a realist, paint

everyday

traits,

feelings.

intermarriage to save
This is the vital prob-

dlsoussing romanticism, culminating finally in
Eva's abandonment of faith and parents. But she soon learns that-Fedya's
love is fading away.' and this, with an
imperial decree ordering her father and
family to abandon their abode, fills her
with remorse.
She returns to her
parents, deserting her 'husband, and
joins them in their Journey through the
ghetto.
Maurice Schwartz, as Tovye, adroltty
portrayed a character that reoSiIres
more than mero skilful handling of a
part.
Tovye was his prototype and lie,
Tovye's mouthpiece. He was countrified and at the same time kind and
J
generous.. Like the Vicar of Wakefield
he bore the brunt of misfortune stoi- I
!

]

|
:

cally.

Bertha Gerston gave an excellent ver
sion of Eva. his daughter. She is talented and American born.
The role
of Fedya was ably taken by Al Tanenwith the exception of the intense,
scene in the middle of the
where he lacked that passion
ate flow of romantic blood which oo3esi|
so freely in the veins of a Slavic youthfl
The rest of the company played well. I
The stage atmosphere was excellent!
There was a veritable picture of peasant life in a remote village in White!
holz,

amorous

first act,

j

•

i

NutioiKk
Uei-stm

Mm;. Brodofsv

Eva and Fedya are discovered

ofj

Li Fu-jen, "so beauti'ul in life that 4one
glance of hers could destroy of city, two
glances a state.' "
The sound of her silk skirt has stopped;

Lights and
ing us to understand the eloquence of wine and food
were ready. The dead
silent gestures and attitudes, which are woman
came
from
behind a curtain and
often far more expressive than if the
passed through the room.
reason for them were explained at length.
Is
It. or Is It not?
film
producer
As time goes on. and the
The swish, swish of a silk skirt.
ceases to imitate in a more or less childHow slow she comes!
ish manner works of art made for a to"Frou-Frou." Some of us remember
certaintally different medium, we shall
Mellhac and Halevy's sentimental play
ly get screen plays in which the neces- with Agnes
Ethel as the dying and forsity for verbal explanations will almost given ^heroine.
The mimetic talent of the
disappear.
actor will learn how to speak directly
Nice People
to the imagination of the spectator. This
appeal will be heightened by musio com- Mr. Norman Forbes says that to play
posed expressly for the purpose by a the part of the father, aging about 25
new race of musicians, who will find in years in the course of one act in "Mary
the pictures of the future an illimitable Rose," is "a joy." He gives this reaTelegraph. son: "All the people In Barrie's plays
field to exploit— LondonDaily
"We say it with bated breath, but we are nice people." This, of course, in-<
had a eludes Captain Hook.
Eliot
really believe that George
"Nice."
How many meanings this
better idea of how to write a story for
the films than had the gentleman who word has had since it came into the
for
ite
Story'
language
at the end of the 13th century,
adapted 'Mr. Gilfil'3 Love
and how it is abused today! Foolish,!
new career.
"We had occasion in this column last stupid. wanton. extravagant, trim,
week to refer to a new policy of creating strange, lazy, effeminate, luxurious, coy,
the correct atmosphere in which a fllrr dainty, particular, fastidious, scrupuof circus life might be shown. 'A Deai lous, not obvious, subtle, slender, unimCertainty' seems to open up new ter portant, critical, delicate, attentive, able
rors, for exhibitors are Informed tha 1 1 discriminate, delicate in manipulathe film admirably lends itself to 'nov< tion, finely poised, appetizing, agreeable,
outdoor publicity stunts," Miss Wyndj kind. "The abuse of "nice," " sav the
ham, they are told, is one of the ver Fowlers In "The King's English," has
few 'stars- who can ride a horse a gone on at any rate for over a cenbreakneck speed, and they are informe- tury. The curious re.-uler may find n n
that a good suggesjjjifcl Is to hire a 'rac<

Schwart

yitnp.

no definite solution.
Eva, the lovable daughter of Tovye,
is
of the neo-modernist type of the
Tolsto-l-Gorki-Artzibasheff school, but
she is a Jewess. Galgan, the illiterate
village elder, boasts of a son, Fedyp
whom he sent to the big city to study!
They live in the same village, but Tovye
dwells there only by' proxy, since he is
Jewish and must possess certain domicile rights.
No sooner do the birds
commence a-twlttering in vacation than

loss,

;

It was the memory of frou-frou that lacked
Aghast. I asked myself, where Is that swish
The very word has lapsed—of garments packed
With perfumed hints that floated whlsperlsb
About my lady? Gone, like an uustarched wish!
Do girls, then, need no petticoats to attract?-

Maurice
Bertha

tel

it involves two
civilizations, the Slavio and Hebraic.
In this instance neither triumphs, and
unfortunately the author has offered

this

could »ot define it much as the eye
Seizing a landscape, finds the scene awrv.
Some feature missing, yet over all aglos's
So perfect that the mind' must vainly toss
From guess to guess or as one hears the cry
Of silence where cacophony should lie
'then suddenly light bridged the void across.
I

The

lem of the play, since

SONNET OF MUTED SKIRTS
Though

Alelchem.
!

ready through
a strayed soul.

Stanley Kidder Wilson contributed to
Christopher Morley's column in the New

\

;

garb, speech,
habits,
passions
All these centre round
Tovye, a typical Yeshuvnik, a village
Jew with long unkempt beard and earlocks, devout, religious to the core.
Not so with Galgan, the village elder.
Urged on by the village priest, whose
saintly and fatherly phraseology seems
to work well on the tm sophisticated
minds of the peasantry, Oalgan is ever

Frou-Frou

For long mine ears bad apprehended

Boston
Opera Housed— "Tovye de
Milchiger," or "Tobias the Dairyman,
a three-act realistic drama by Siiolon

and

here applicable.

York Evening Post

"Tovye der Milchiger" Before Large Audience

gentry
with
mannerisms,

What is a "horning-bee"? "Horning"
had varioua meanings in old and merry
England, bnt we doubt if any onV of the
ci(finit

Plays

ing his characters with scientific exactitude, supplying the Russian village

New York

"Several from this vicinity were at the
horning-bee at Mr. Brown's, Woodside
the 22d, in honoi of Mr. and^Mrs. Elmer
Steely They say they were treated most
royally.- Mr. and. Mrs. Steel have our
hearty congratulstions."

they were as perfect as he could make
them, before taking each scene, but this

might be urged against the

the

undergraduates or graduates
I of a year or two can define correctly in
1 this couplet of Pope, "nice," "conduct"
and "clouded"?

j

feet to make the picture finally shown
to the public.
Imagine how his task
would be complicated, if he had to consider not only the' pictorial quality of
the parts he picked out, but the vocal
quality as well. He might, it is true, obviate this by rehearsing his players until

Some

Ami

How many

The whole
that U is com£™m S f m3easyt0 toSh0W
paratively
win a European war

.

expense
which, in the case of any fairly ambitious performance, is exceedingly heavy.

Sir PIum(. of

inclined

3
poor, the characterization
weak and the
acting most unconvincing.

Though it is impossible not to pay
a 6 t0 the tire,esa
«>«rage and
bn?n f,
boundless
Ingenuity of those inventive
spirits who. tor years, have
been wrest,
my with the problem, it may
be questioned whether the "speaking
film,"
w/ien it does arrive, as it
assuredly will
before long, is going to
revolutionize the
ait of the screen to the
extent some
people imagine.
By its means, no
doubt
we should have the illusion
of seeing and hearing a
public speaker or an actor reciting a
monologue, but
it
is
doubtful if its practical utility
would extend much farther. One obvious objection is that films would at
once
have to abandon their claim to speak
a
universal language, a. privilege thev
now
Bhare with music. The producer of
the
films would also be terriblyhandicapped.
At present, he takes and retakes scenes
over and over again till he is satisfied,
aivl then selects about a quarter from,
perhaps, a total length of 20,000 or 30,000

the

,

i

to Mary Pickford's. No
wonMary is known from China to

to

most without qualms; 'an awful storm'l
twice about; and as to 'a
blooming girl.' we hardly venture It
nowadays."
"Nice" and "smart" ami "swagger"
are used by some to' define 'what the
ha berdasher calls ''our best people.

we think

i

^

Peru.-The Stage.

would add enormously

uniting the words in their legitimate!
sense: 'A nice distinction' we write al-l

;0
say in the same way, 'What
of Clemenpicture?'
Dante's picture was
lost, and Raphael's
sonnets were merely
a poetic license of Robert
Browning".
emenc ea "' s fiIm »«aa beeen shown
l«t week. It
I
test
is called 'The Strongest"
The title is rather unkind, because
the
S r al y a V6ry weak
fn,w
£ is nothing but a Production
Indeed.
It
tangle of
cinematograph cliches.
The story

•

der

feel

-ling

chapter of Northanger Abbey- (1S03).|
Rut even now we do not talk In book*
of 'a. nice day,' only of 'a nice distinction." On tho other hand, the slang use
makes us shy in different degrees of

ceau-s

that it is better to bo a film
actor in the
V. S. A. than In Great Britain,
flr3t for
tho reason that for a performer
of any
status tho pay Is better; next,
because
when tho American producing firms
gage an actor they see that their onpublicity manager "gets busy."
not only la
America but on this sido of the Atlantic.
Take, for instance, Douglas Fatxw
banks. Mabel Noramnd and
Pauline
Frederick, good artists all;
but look hour
they aro boomed. I could
instance oth.
ers. who are decidedly
of third rank,
but who, by help of astute
press work,
„et foisted into the premier
Alma Taylor seems to me to get position.
the best
attention from the press agent of
any
film actress In England,
consequently
she is well known here, but
her "publicity
shrinks into insignificance, when

compared

We

picture?'

s

1

Russia.
1

Maurice Schwartz and company will
give "A Forsaken Nook" next Wednes
day evening, and "The Blacksmith'
Daughters" on Friday evening, Saturday matinee and evening and Sundav
evenlng. ,at the Boston Opera House.
Both plays are by Perez Hirshbeln.

—

I

11,

good

Aims

The Ouija Board"
to
•

Raise Gooseflesh and
Set Hair on End

HALE
PLYMOUTH THEATRE— First

[

in roles of widely 'differing character.
Miss Wallace was an attracfive Winifred, a puppet-part, and Miss

Hammond was
the

|

the

arms of the dramatist, the mildest
mannered detective known to the stage.
Mr.

Wilson portrayed the unpleasant

\victim of dope with considerable

skill.

By PHILIP

per-

>rmance In Boston of "The Ouija
oard," a drama in three act3 by Crane
ftlbur.
Produced at the Bijou Theae, New York, March 80, 1920.
fulef
Qeorgo Dannenborg
Stewart E. Wils*p
Reglna Wallace

Richard Annlxter..
Winifred Annlxter
Kitty

Ruth Hammond

Konp

Crane Wilbur
George Gaul
William Insrersol
Edward EHis

Barney llcCare.....
[Worman Kemp
[Htary Annlxter
[Bupe Gurney

Howard Lang

Mogador

Oabrlei
fBartlett

was

John Wray

,

be expected that the ouija
[board would be brought upon the stage,
'Thirteen years ago there was'a comic
j»pera, "Planchette," in England.
Not
having seen it, we may have mistaken
the name of the heroine for the board
that once amused or thrilled, relieved
boredom after dinner, and gave wise
counsel to David Bispham, hesitating
ibout an operatic career.
ouija board
We believe, was seen some months ago
jn the roof of the New Amsterdam Theatre and in the medley, "What's ipr a
It

to

A

Name!" at the Maxine
In

New

York, but

now

Elliott

Theatre

the ouija gives

the title to a spook melodrama.
Baird
Lionru-d objected to this title, as a
"cheap
concession
to
the
current
spiritualistic craze.
She would call the
play "The Moving Picture."
Surely
"The Ouija Board" is a more alluring

although it leaves one In doubt
concerning the nature of the play
whether It Is farcical or melodramatic.
Furthermore.
Mogador's house was
nicknamed "The Ouija Board." Well,
thin "Ouija Board" is howling melodrama, with the board appearing only
one*,
asking for a departed spirit,
while automatic handwriting, not necessarily In the Spencerlan school, or in
the old-fashioned
fine
Italian
hand
cultivated by genteel women of the
title,

plays

lifties,

a

more

far

important

part.

mako

standing hair on end, he gains his- end.

The story Is of a Jailbird who has
turned medium. He plans tho marriage
of his deserted son to

may

a rich

girl,

ultimately possess the

that

money

that would come from her father. This
lather visits the medium, wishing to

hear from his dead wife, who had run
away, but had returned to bo forgiven.
The visitor does not know that the mediun 1* tho man who seduced her. The
spirit of the wife tells through the
crook the story of her seduction. The
visitor thereupon .knifes him. Thon the
hand of the murdered man writes another communication. Let us add that
the "daughter, who Is betrothed to her
adopted brother, a dope-flond, loves
Norman Kemp. In the third act a phonograph playing to the murderer the
favorite song, "Believe me, if all those
endearing young charms," once sung by
the wife, fires a pistol and kills him as
he is seated in his chair. The dope-fiend
had made many curious experiments
with electricity.
Mogador's house— did he take his name
from the audacious dancer Celeste Mogadon who married a French nobleman
and wrote her memoirs, a wretched
actress,
a brazen hussy?— Mogador's
house, we say, wa-s lUtcd up with all
sorts of fear-compelling devices: ghostly lights, a sinister clock that always
the same hour and was mysteriously illuminated, doors tbat opened

struck

and shut without a

human

hand.

This

stage trickery is calculated to set the
spectator
a-shlverlng.
Unfortunately
then Is a romlo ex-convict with a
wealth of slang, an old pal of Mog:ulor's
—and he turns tho room and the scenes'

Perhaps he was needed to
put the medium's previous history before tbe audience und to clear up the
into

]

J
j
I

j

]

constitutes a feast?
Not haunch af venison, of flavor true,
KatA Juicy, nicely drest:
Nor turtle calipash of verdant hue;
N'ot soup. In whose rich flood,
French cooks a thousand relishes infuse.
Xct fricassees well stewed,
Xor France's greater bo«st, high-fumed

ragouts;

_

Not a sirloin of beef.
Crowning a dish in which rich gravy He*;
Not turbot, ocean chief,
Which ruddy lobster-sauce accompanies.
No a gocd appetite,
And good digestion, turn Into a feast

a

jest.

mysteries in the final act. Tbe audience
with his entrance and his first speech
in farcical mood.
It giggled and

was

haw-hawed throughout
the act, even when Mogador, knifed,
was squirming in death agony. It was
a pity. We like melodrama piping hot:
the more absurd, the better. This comic
ex-convict spoiled it all. There was no
illusion; there was no thrill.
We were
plckered

!

—

Wliate'er front tooth can bite.
grinders mandaeate. and palato taste,
Be tt homely bread and cheese,
Of which the ravenous carl tucks In some

to accept the oulja-board, to be\<
reverentially in the
automatic
writing; but there Was the comic exconvkt.
regretted that Mogador
explained his bag of tricks beforo tho
ll'

We

entrance of the duped husband. Perhaps
the audience was right this play of "the
seen and the unseen'' may, after all,
be a farce. Yot there was tho murdered
Mogador with his eyes rolling horribly;
there
was the murdered Annlxter
stretched out behind tho sofa, while his
Interesting family and tho detective
were payfhg no attention to him.
Tho drama was played In tho most
serious spirit.
Mr. Lang gavo verisimilitude to the character of Mogador
:

and was

without undue emphasis of speech and gesture; an excellent performance.
Mr. Uaul made a
good deal out of an essentially neutral
effective

Europe, of

the cold truth, but effective in
brutality, while H. Conway Wing-

in telling

his

i

Held as Col. Brereton, if not too ardent
as a lover, was a good loser,
The play is full of clever, lines and'
the players adequate to their interpreta-

I

j

j

ti<?n.

.1

'
.
j

MISS FRIGANZA

BACK AT KEITH'S

I

Miss Friganza's
^Surprise Party." She appears in exSan Juan, Porto Rico.
ntravagant and exaggerated costume,
pounds..
Htells several funny stories in her in3Iiss
Ashford's
Predecessor
Aristide, the Just
imitable style and sings a group of songs
England has its child novelist, America
with the funny asides in which she is
The camel Aristide, once owned by
its little girl poet. Does any one recall a
an undisputed mistress.
the French Zoological Society, has been
story attributed by Dickens to a little
One of the best features of the bill
sold to a .butcher, who will sell the
girt?
He named her Nettie Ashford. was tho act of Charles and Henry
Rigoletto, assisted by the Swanson Sismeat, to Parisians. The Bedouins are
"She'' wrote "Holiday Romance," .which
ters, In their unique sketch, "Around
fond of roasted camel-colt, but the cost was published in Our Young Folks in
Boston, and in London in All the Year
the World." This is a remarkable exIs too great unless some accident hapRound (WS). Nettio told of a "Most deposition of a many-sided talent, In which
Richard
F.
pens to the animal.
Sir
lightful country where "grown-up peothe brothers appear as magicians, jugBurton says the young meat is ex- ple were obliged to obey the children,
glers, comedians, posers, asrobats and
cellent, but old came! is much like bullAll these different,
and aro never allowed to sit up to supstreet musicians.
beaf. Europeans* he adds, do not relish
per, except on their birthdays." A Lonfeatures were essayed with uncommon
the young meat because, like strange
Sisters heightSwanson
don reviewer, calling attention to Nettie
The
versatility.
fish. It has no_ recognized flavor.
Tho Ashford and Daisy Ashford, says: "The
ened the act with their excellent singBedouins belie've that any one who coincidence Is near enough to make it
ing and dancing; nor were they the less
lives on camel's milk and eats the meat
probable that some centuries hence there
Interesting in their high spirits, aided
for 44 consecutive days will acquire the
will spring up a controversy splitting
by physical charm.
animal's strength. The milk for a few
the literary world into two camps, one
Other acts are Maud Muller and comdays is a powerful cathartic.
holding that Dickens wrote 'The Young
pany In a singing and instrumental
"It has perhaps less 'body' than any
Visiters' and the other that Daisy Asht.ketch, in which Miss Muller displays a
other
milk,
and
Is
deliciously
ford wrote 'Pickwick.' "
voice of sweetness and a convincing
sweet shortly after foaling; presently'
But Dickens, great humorist as he was,
style of comedy; McCallen and Carson,
it loses flavor, and nothing can be more
could not have Invented Dr. Salteena.
introducing a comedian with a plausinauseous than the produce of an old
ble style, who gave-added pleasure in
camel."
Furthermore in .these high*
Looking Ahead
a roller skating performance; Charles

And

home when "W.

shall be

i

L. P." reads

SYLVESTER BAXTER.

I

I

j

J

|

1

I

and mighty days, a general housework
girl— a fast vanlrhlng species— would re-

Fashions in Hair
As the World Wags:
How is Mr. Herkimer Johnson, and
how is the colossafl immortal work progressing?
If he doesn't get a wiggle

McGood
Frank

Both January and April of 19J0 begai
on Thursday, thus making those month
duplicates except that January has 3
days. April only 30. Thisj came abou
by February having 29 days.
February this year had five Sundays
which, the student at our table says
occur again for a great man;
moons, and probably will never occu
again to the English speaking people, a
the now simplified calendar will hav
13 months of four weeks each, droppini
or not counting one day at New Year's
except at the beginning of the next cen
tury. He sure to remember this in th
year -0W. What a boon' this change wil
be to book-keepers, bank clerks ani
Insurance chrks, who reckon interec
Mid equation of payments. It will als
wipe out some of our mrtnv holidays.
will not
^

on the Oxford dictionary will be tinished first.
If you happen to see him.
will you kindly
ask him how. as a.
sociologist, he accounts for the fact;
that so many apparently sane young
men have taken to wearing their mustaches like Charlie Chaplin two little,
isolated dabs of hair directly under the

1

.

—

nostrils.

I

company,

Conroy,

J.

of bygone minstrelsy; Tracey and McBride, In an entertaining sketch of
dancing and burlesque; Donald E.
Roberts, vocalist, and Laura and Billy
Dreyer, in a dancing act.

*7
A man

a jumper which was spotted
one of those rude, stem
men that do the world's rough work (the
description is from a paper covered novel

with

I

It 1b all very well for that
amiable mountebank to do It so that
PHILLIPS EXETER.
Dowea Hill.
lie can be easily recognized in a crowd
in a movie picture.
Business is buslCOPLEY THEATRE— "Clothes and
ness.^and what must be, must; but why
should any sane man disfigure himself f jthe Woman," a comedy by George PasIn this way If he doesn't have to? It jlton (Miss E. M. Symonds). revived by
jthe Jewett Players. The cast:
is as bad as the Japanese doll haircut
which began a year or two before the
,Roblna Fleming
Jessamine Neweombe
Mrs. I'erabore
war. I mean the cut which leaves the
Viola ltoach
I>r.
e. k. tTHre
hair long on top and elose cropped i Jim
Bradley
Cameron Matthew*
over tho ears and round the back of the
JCiaude Uorluff
Mrbola* Joy
head. It Is the regular thing with a I'.USthvl Wairender
May F.IIsm
aim. Desmond
Rovton
10. ma
Japanese baby, and there is also a tribe
P'lTol. Urerptoa
II.
Conway Wlngfltfd
of Mongols who follow the
!

and

equilibrists;
assisted by Irving
farce,
in which
old
O'Day, in a good
Mr. Conroy played in blackface in a
manner that reminded one of the days

As tho WorlrPWags:

fuse to do the milking.

oil

in

stains,

we read years ago when our literary
was fresh, catholic, unsophisti-

I

taste

,

entered the shop of a leading
in this city.
He wished' to
look at shirts. Those first shown did not
please him.
lie finally bought half a
cated)

,

',

haberdasher

j

j

'

j

;

Idozen silk shirts al ?16 apiece. The clerk,
by no means surprised, for the newly

tan

.

(

same fashion:
but what have Mongols and Japanese
babjefl to do with fashions in Blllerlca
and Haverhill?

LAUDATOR TEMPORIS

ACTI.

Boston.

And why docs
hair

lovely

woman wear

her

ugly

blobs over her ears? It
is whispered that
some cases this
hair is re-enforced by purchased stuffing.
As certain fashions for woman
owe* their origin to a- physical Infirmlty or disfigurement of a queen,
princeps or other noble dame, so some
womaTi with wing-wing ears may have
1-Iastered them with hair.
Pretty ears
should be shown, for the delight of the
male. They need no ornamentlon, not
even ear-rings. Ed.
in

m

—

From San Juan
As the world wags:
I
is

v

r.m fciad to
that -"W. L. P."
a thirst for gossip from San Juan,
1

rat"* 1""* Heatlowe
IKnox

len

Ix-onard Crnoke
Stiarland
Ilrodbnrv

!!.:-',.
[Muriel Tatuatn
(Mrs.

v Thia

Ida

Wlnganl

Blanche Leltoy

sparkling comedy, or
'satire, was a success when produced at
Jthe Imperial Theatre in London in J.907,
ilfnd was so well appreciated when the
1
Jewett Players opened the present seaI Hson
with It for a three weeks's run at
;
the Copley that all the seats at that
]
'
theatre were occupied when the curtain
jrose on Us revival last night.
The play satfrizes In revealing fashion
Jthe influence of clothes on man's estlmate of woman and her attractiveness.
J
Plain Roblna Fleming, a journalist who
iias achieved success but neglects her
personal appearance, has never won admiration from a man. Determined to
have "her hour, she spends £300 on dress
and accessories and becomes so much
of a social success at Pangbouine that
she has two proposals and arouses the I
enmity of other women. With unscrupulous delight she wels in ncr triumphs
for three weeks, but weakens when Dr. I
Lomax, an old "pal," tells her she is''
playing a crooked game.
So she receivos the two who have proposed mar-',
rlage in her old quarters in Bloomsbury, wearing her old, dowdy working
clothea, and both are quickly disillusioned. But out of regard to the doctor she changes to more becoming
clothes and decides to be the
"nice
woman" he wants her to be— and she
and the doctor are happy.
Jessamine Newcombe had the part of
Roblna and played it in her usual
brilliant,

i

ed

in

a

fonga soon

bonk
to

t,

of Spanish-American
0 published by a Boston

t

Perhaps this workman

is

'

f

1

,

.

|

I

•

charming and

effective

manner; admir-

able both as the real and the masquer-

nding

Pershore was
stately, and dignified as a boardinghouse keeper should bo, with a realisI
tic accent and an entirely proper misuse of her "h's." Ethel Warrender, a
rather silly girl in love, is aroused to
furious jealousy by the wiles of Robina,
|

Robina.

Mrs.

j

|

i

but

Is

mado happy

B. E. Clive as Dr.

at the end.

Lomaz was

a member of

the Anti-Collar League, founded by Mr.
I.eighton Frooks, tbe president of the.
society. Mr. Frooks asserts that collars'
stop the free flow of blood to the brain.

"No author ever wrote anything worth
leading when wearing a collar. President Wilson always removes his collar
when penning bis messages. A ltd Edison
has to take off his collar before he can
invent anything." Did not Norfolk say
to Buckingham "Let your reason with
your cholcr question"? Even reputable
novelists have been accused of receiving
money from Troy, N. Y., by Invenri.iu
titles,
as "The Broad Arrow,'' "Tbe
Golden Arrow."

"Jumper" and "Jump"

{,

I

as everybody must be who feels' calling
from Porto Rico the iure of the tropics.
The Porto Rlcans Co not ring that song
about "po'ore mi- madre querido" now.
but a friend sang me tho melody and
ITom.'sed to get me the words: it ends
en the sixth; nearly all the native baliarls aro !n the minor.
It tells about
tenderly back about the dear
! Milking
old mvher who had been so devoted to
her son. and the. son wishing he had
been more thoughtful, more considerate of her: something like "Rock Me
to Sleep, Mother."
Popular songs pass quickly here, as
elsewhere? Eusequio Pujalo wrote a
htlrrlrg "Cancion del Soladldo (Song of
'.he So'dicr)" for tho war, a strikingly
original melody.
Everybody sang it.
Although c:-;»yrighted, it was cribbed, so
It is stdd, for a graphophone record
and
the ci '.'.poser has sued for 125,000 dam< ges.
It cannot easily bo forgotten, yet
It la out of print and not a copy can be
obtained; but
hear it Is to he includ-

woi^cman with swolwages have accustomed him to extravagant demands, chirped: "Anything
else, sir?
"Naw."
Collars, perhaps?"
'said the customer; "I don't 'wear cnlllars," and opening his jumper, he displayed a silk shirt.
rich as well as the

9

and

realty

in

him and tell hijn more news from San
Trixie Friganza, comedienne and feaJuan. Wouldn't the guichara (ras-posa
they call it in Cuba) be a great thing tured player of musical comedy, is the
for a jazz band? The guichara and the
[headline attraction at Keith's this week.
bomba matte a telling combination. I
act is entitlea "The

'

It is tho evident purpose of the dramatist to
the spectator's flesh creep.
If he succeeds in raising goosfflesh and

he

j

are

tho retretas of the Plaza Baldorioty are
not what they used to be when nobody
but the "gente de razon," the quality,
tho "gentry by right" took part in the
promenade.
"W. L. P." will be interested to know that I am bringing
home a guichara. If he will send me
his address I will arrange to show it to

What

j

they

understand

American rag-time than they are of
their own "danzas" and since all the
upper grade school children know English they sing the original words with
much zest. It helps towards Americanizing Porto Rico and making the people
bilingual. At a Sunday night retreta in
the Plaza San Francisco lately they
went wild over an Al Jolson fox-trot
nnd gave it a three-fold encore. But

distressingly voluble as

threw herself into

that

girl

I

!

Why

is

h,

certain

article

of clothing

jumper? Dr. Kane, writing of
the Eskimos in 1853, describing "a close
jacket, slipping on like a shirt and,
hooded liko the cowl of a Franciscan
monk," called it a jumper. He put the
word as a quotation. It must have bech
called a

I

already

in

colloquial

use.

The jacket

f

at first of coarse canvas on
wool. Sailors donned it for dirty work, i
Clark Russell includes the word in his
Itself

was

Language "; but the thing and
word have long been known to
miners in New Zealand; "The Jumperclad diggers so rowdy and free." and in
English workhouses "jumper" was synonymous witlT "straight waistcoat."
The word did not come from the body
of Welsh Methodists known as Jumpers. U
"Jumper." has other meanings; ah English ten-penny piece: a thief who entara
houses by the windows; one who iiloDproprlates a cla^m; any jump"Sailor's

|

the

I

!

I'

<

(1

brutal

j

|

nCPTON OPERA HOUSE

"A

far-

persons bv Kaym;;: "nave you ever cati
Pembroke and the on the n ins of a child? You should]
"
Morley
and
Atwoll
did
Messrs.
doctor.
It's excellent food like unripe walnuts
'their best to give them vitality and And M nipissnnt one night'in ccftijxrrt*'
The lad the conversation from tho nude
sparkle, but it was weary work.
Un«t»T. RchoeB
lyrics, on the contrary, had moro point shoulders of women to eanibnlism. deHatA......
8«uen» Bernard!
Krelne"
than Is usual in pieces of this nature. claring that ho had eaten human flesh.
Bertha Utiwtl*
Tiiret
is tuneful; at times Ingenious
Ills neighbor, greatly surprised, said:
M Klthki'nd The music
Tudnii. "."...'!
While it Is not of "Have > on) eaten man?" "No," answered
In the ensembles.
Slaw-Ice ScliwartSj
•KlmrlnV 'iri-'rVh'.'.
marked originality, 11 is never aggres- Maupassant gently, "Woman; it is deliKrebtel
fc ,..,Mis»". NadnUkv
v lV,h
A Tunehols • slve or Irritating; and It is discreetly
t(
cate and savoury." This was his favorite
Hilda Sohwarta
Ki, B vV
scored. The dancing of Miss Ttose and Joiie.
I.umbroso says that in Palermo
Banidoftiky
ill-'"
fvihe
Mr. Plrnlkoff and of Miss Bonnioit was Maupu^ant begged a morsel of flesh
I/miIh liublusky
KoattiteY.'.
feature.
a
from a hospital doctor, took it to a cook,
In "A Forsaken Nook" the author has
Miss Poo played the part of Barbara and a lo it; but Maynial In his life of
woven a piece from material gathered
Her thre e cho™ companagreeably.
pooh-po'ohs' the story, saySffu^asnni
6n
9 BU
In a remote hamlet -with grotesque cemetery plots.
Ho Introduces Dobe, a l-uaTln'g
lunatic, who by her prating and laAmong
vaudeville and burlesque spirit. ^^Tnnan'Vil^'to
Her
mentations reminds one of the days of
cannibalism springs from
song "Mary, Queen of Scots," excited many savages'
witchery and superstition, from the
fromthe
idea
also
motives,
Among the most note- rcliylous
loud laughter.
and belief of which peasants
I practice
worthy musical pages were "The Mid- that eating an enemy will give the eater
'iSnd village Jews alike have not yet
An old English
and "Will You Forgive' his foe's strength.
departed.
Among Jews the 'evil eye.' night Supper"costumes
were fresh and chronicler saya that in England from
Me?". Tho
I "the leaping of a black cat before cross- ^
was
a jrreat dearth,
there
1117
1315
to
from
changes
the apartment
pretty.' The
Itng a street.' 'the putting' of certain
and
to the theatre will no doubt be made "and the pouro people stal children
I flour in the soup' arid 'the pulling of
beef Us beyond
even
if
more cmoothly in future. Even iast etcn them.'' But
liio ear alter sneezing' still work havoc
are
only
for
sweetbreads
changes
and
these
gave
roach
night
pleasing
our
variWoe
in families of the old generations.
suddenly rich, ws are not temptet
ety. As the musical comedy now stands, the
v
unto those who are seen by' an evil
our
neighbor's
little
not
for
roast
Madge, Lillian and to kidnap and
if it were
a eye! In "A Forsaken Nook" {here
Annie, it might be described as a tame blue-eyed Lucy, much less to stick and
seems to be an evil eye, a mysterious
with possibilities for the future, boil our Uncle Thomas on our father's!
show
to
spoil
the
being that Is attempting
provided the dialogue of the four lead- side.— Ed.
peace of lifelong neighbors. N°ta nnd
ing characters be enlivened and short'
his old father are the caretakers of a
ened. The large audience/last night was
Susan's Case
cemetery'They've buried maiy. Inwell disposed.
Nearby
cluding the children of Dobe.
As Ihe World Wags:
dwells Khayim Hcrsch, a mill owner,
t
„ O 0 that today's advertisement of
Mr. J. W. Evilsizer is a plumber a(
with his wife, son and daughter. Nota.
Caldwell, Ohio, and does not hesitate to "Susan Lennox'' at the Arlington TheaI brings
a city chap, with plenty of
:
money, for his daughter Tzirel. who is do business under his own name.
tre closes wlih the words, "An cxpe
in love with Noah, the miller's son. The
Susan had
ricnee. none should miss!"
bridegroom-to-be offers his aid to the
Domestic Economy
rather a good lime, but in recommendgrave-digger to build another mill In As the World Wags:
ing/her experience to all .of us, are not
[the vicinity, in order that the future
of us., cur-fi tends he Shuberts coming rather
many
to
occur
to
It
has
begun
generations may not become underand with alarming frequency of lateJ c i OS e to being lat it udinanans?
takers.
SHElvYYIN L. COOK
Boston.
Here's where trouble begins. Threats while flour is skyrocketing aloft andj>
are hurled, finally culminating In the
that
record,
altitude
the
has broken
At West Point
expulsion of.Chatzkel, the city fellow, beef
and the marriage of Noah and Tzirel, the only recourse left to us in our daily! As the World Wags:
b
eventually
dowry
with a new mill thrown In as
struggle to survive must
No doubt there are many learned and
for the newly weds.j
[that so delicately suggested by the »m useful studies pursued at the West Point
Maurice Schwartz demonstrated once
^
ea
.must
more his remarkable understanding of mortal Thackeray. But if "u3
Military Academy, such as ballistics
He ln- we," we are confronted by a very seri-J
the teal Yiddish village Jew.
ea]culus (whatever they are.
terprets lucidly the tense as well as ;ous difficulty. How disguise such prov
gome observa
mp
^
Gustav Schecht
the light situations.
its contemplation on ouj
that
so
,.ender
marching arm of tfce cadet
was excellent as Nota. Every word
waa audible in aU parts of the house.
during the past 20 years, that very much
f

fly the line* given to

.worfen Winked." or "A Forsaken Nook,"
'an Idyllic Uramti In four nets, by Peres
tllrshbeln. first production In Boston:

for rouith soil; a wire
telegraphy to cut out un instruor part of a circuit or to close
warily h gap tn a circuit a rough
Of sledge'. » preventer-rope made
to prevent it yard ma.it from
k>
l»K Ui roueh weather. Jolly jump
re sulln above the moon-rakers.
Hurray and his merr> men think
"Jumper." the garment, may conn*
"Jump," a short coat, v> n.lins to
hish.s, open or luittoned down beopen or slit up behind half-way,

ouKlishatrc

M

;

u

i

.

I

1

.

''

Sew Vork

staj maker in 1767. which
he
had children's pack
children's bone-stays. an:l
n dished' steel collars for young
a so truch worn at the boarding
Is in Londi n." say<s, "There were
'turned stays, jumps, cazzets. cpsand eausttets (which were perhaps
ts^
to
make children appear
;ht."
"SostreU" is not known to

thai

1

,

-

1

A- Fitting Place
in the Museum of Fine
krts were most successful.
Thus was
(.saying of Novalis fulfilled: "A plastic
ork of art should never bo seen with-

The concerts

Wt

music:
a
musical
composition
liiould not be heard elsewhere than in
well dccotaled hall."

•<j

;

Pinckney Street
Mr. "J. H. S." complained recently,
and in verse, of Ihe condition of Pinckey street A sympathizing soul thus
addresses him:

j

]
j

!

j

?

bumble suppllin<-e. n»r br>M.
To Shea. MeGouicle. Rafferfr. ,> r Fcenoy.
fiorman. Rvan. O'lJrndr or Sweeney

Mar

Kelly.'

or

may

be they'll

lister.,
be
it" something,

Perh»p«

they'll
don't.
,

The company will give "Dem Scbmld's
"The Blacksmith's Daugh-

G

i.

A GOOL.

large sale.

-

Mattapan.

t

"I

"Poor Little Ritz
Ooens Boston EngageBy PHILIP

G-oddsrd

performance of "The Poor Little Rltz Girl." a
musical comedy in two acts and four)
book by Henry B. Stfllaian;
scenes;
music by,
lyrics by Lorenz M. Hart;
Richard C. Rodgers. Produced by Lew
Fields. Orville L. Mayhood, musical di-

New Egss from Those Which

(

Jfil

7-1t>7

Goddard flops.

J

botarist.

1 >.

long

known by

the

was physician, chemHis quarto. "The Fruit
le

I

Trees' Secrets" might now be profitable
reading. It is said that he was the first
Englishman to make a telescope. However this may he. the Koddard. a drinking cup, was not named after him. (The
word came from France in the 15th cen-

Barbara Arden

Madge

Dr. Russell Stevens

Dorothv Arden
Jane bePuvster

song

richly Sound."
Speaking of eggs. The English Board
of Agriculture, early in the, great war,
declared] that, while c-ggs r.hould "present
an attractive external appearance, their

•

•

.

•

Roy Atwell

Eleanor Griffith

For Jam Makers
Housewives fearing lest they cannot
obtain sufficient

stay in the apartment.

mess carrot Jam?

The opinion
accepted now: "This

out tolerably nutrimoderately good for the
tious, and
stomach: but it causes flatulence: it Is
Indigestible, diuretic, and not witho
liar. h.

destined to wed the doctor.
The best part of the comedy Is the
scene in which the chorus girls acquaint the audience with their opinions
on life and the conduct of life as they
are first revealed in the PembrokeArden apartment. Their talk is real.frank,
funny,
illuminative
course,

*.

soarc influence i:i prompting men to
amatory feelings?" But he spoke of the

wild carrot, not the domesticated, house-

broken variety.
I
1

is

•

PLAYS

«

of several forced by

human

flesh,

ing epicure; and, accordingly, hef on<
night cut up his own wife into joint^
and ate her; and then, in the morning
finding the hand of his wife still stick
"ing in his mouth, he slew himself, at
Oui
his act began to get notorious."

Richard F. Burton lookei
on cannibalism philosophically. In hi
"Highlands of Brazil" he asked: "With*
out cannibalism, how could the Zca
lander have preserved his line physical
development? Certainly not by eating
his bat and his rat"; in one of hi!
anthropological notes to "The Thousand
Nights and a Night" he remarks: "A
old friend Sir

regards cannibalism, Al-Islam's religioi
of common sense freely allows It whei
necessary to save human life, and, un!

I

our mawkish modern sensibility
never blames those who
like

1

^

'Alimentl*

tlilais u«i

Produxeve imiruos.'
rroduieio
nniruos.

Her chorus co-

in and make unpleasant remarks. A little sister arrives unexpected and disconcerting. Sha is told that
Barbara and William are married; this
marriage finally takes place. The sister,
stage struck, sings her expected song,
one of the most tuneful in the piece,
and forms a fourth to do quartet, work
and mild ensemble dancing. She, of

:

«

lates

males come

i-

•

Xanthus, in his account of Lydia, reabout Cambles, a King of th(
"This Canibles was a greal
Lydians.
eater and drinker, aiurl also an exceed

Bg»

from the south, a member of the
"Poor Little Ritz Girl Co." Her comMadge, Lillian, Annie, who
panions,
have no illusions, think the worst of
naive Barbara. The tenant, a wealthy
bachelor, returns at night and finds
Barbara. He, after the manner of mu-.
sical heroes, falls in love with her at
Feigned sickness and a confirst sight.
niving physician persuade Barbara to

Jack Bonsby.

no;

Aileen

girl

actual food value can only be determined
an examination of their contents." a
solemn dictum, worthy of the immortal

toy

is

eat

•

•,

'

'

I

AGAIN

ANOTHER OF HIS RARE YIDDISH

hunger tc
which lasted like pork
Ancient writers have made the same
Let us not forget whal
comparison.

was one

HIRSHBEIN

is

m

Lulu Mcl-onneil
Alma Adaire
Florence Webber
Victor Morley

Eugenia Blair
Rebekah Cauble
Irene Wentworth
EHso Bonmvit
Helen Bond
The Dancers. Ethel Rose and Leo Pirntkorr
tenant of
absent
The story is of an
an apartment, a crook of a superintendent who lets the suite to Barbara, a

would not lake his drops, but we
like to remember him as "master of a
.most curious library of books, well and

vegetable

Lawrence

Annie Farrell
William Pembroke

We

Of Diphilus

Merrill

Lillian

*

Isles, if ttv

Woman pudding with >baby sauce, *
And little bov pie for second course.
He swallowed them all without remorse.
The King of the cannibal Islands.
In our boyhood we heard a sad stoH
sons
.of a young man who sang this
with gusto at an evening party. Whil«
Hei
fainted.
woman
a
singing
he was
father, a missionary, had been eaten at
island
sea
a feast of savages on a South
An Australian painter in Paris told
that his uncle, 1n a boat for many days,

rector.

tury.)

sugar for jam making
are here reminded that their English
sisters are advised ;o use carrots. Here
{ a recipe for blackberry jam: "To
one pound of ripe blackberries add haW
a pound of sugir, or slightly more, and
triots, the last having
ball a pound of
and pulped before
Often well boiled
beta; m;x"d with the f:u.t." Still there
Only a pound of blacki»~ the 'Ugar.
Why not leave them out and
berries

HALE

WILBUR THEATRE—First

Stale." The Koyal Society listened
attentively to this paper read by Dr.

i

of the Cannibal
to be believed, knew van
ous ways of serving "long pig-"
lie dined on clergyman, cold and raw.
And never ate less at a meal than lour.

Girl"

,

;

•

Distinguish

>>

The King

S

Are

S TO

^

^J

old

"Strictly

,

,

(evening.

'

Fresh." ''Fresh Laid." "Hennery Eggs."
etc., hesitating, purchasing, often disappointed, should procure the discourse of
Jonathan Goddard: "A Discourse upon
Eggs. Containing in Sisns Whercfcv to

the

Bemardi.

tbev won't.
but 1 bet they

Goddard on Eggs
The housewife seeing signs

ea.Il

mother. Others who played well were:
Louis Dubinsky, Miss Baradofsky, Mr.
Fishkend, Hilda Schwartz and Helena

ffiSlWT

^

^

Wo'utd
'
rv,,ir,iie<!a nne<).
of the bovs' time must be put in afc
proper accompaniment? Countless quesi
learning to walk like wooden automations would arise to perplex the con tons with little grace or comeliness;
showing*to poor contrast. I think, with
scienti'ous cook.
and natural gait of the regulars
It is
my idea that Mr. Hallida the free'
Also tho cadets are ar11
iiii
and marines.
*
Witherspoon be urged to abandon hi
an otnerwiae ob?0 !ete dress
devoM
present nefarious pursuits and
w ^j_C j,:B _g reminiscent of the Mexican
L.
n n "Th
««ThJ
,. if not of Gen. Jaclison and 1S12.
his genius to some such work as
Per
It is to be hoped that when tha talkedPalatable Person; or, a Thousand
There is a cryinj of reform comes, there may be a place
tinent Receipt*""
for more flexibility of body and
need or there will soon be a cryinl reserved
present-day unlform
need! for just such a book. and I hay[, a
g DDIE DAGGY
ver:
Me'rose.
a
have
would
no doubt but that it

Mesney!
Keanev,

Newton.

Jat.

Alex Tan^holz ably took
and Mme. Nadalskl

by Hirshbein, on Friday evening:
"Tobias the Dairyman," by Sholom
Alelchem," Saturday matinee; "Ganovim" or "Thieves," by Blmka, Saturday night, and Ibsen's "Ghosts" Sunday

In

Itellly,

girl.

skilfully played the role of Kreisel, his

ter,"

Majestic City Hall.
Amd there his tale unfold

Huherty. Healey.
McCarthy,

country

Techter,"

At Finrkney street's awful mes?.
Let aim in humility slid?
Ta where the srent men all abide.

I»>Tle.

Tzirel was portrayed by Bertha Gerston, who overdid her part a little and
at times was not the spry, youthful

the part of Noah,

|

i

nnrl

™^

^

,

i

l;

l

r»«ed

t

(

:

MtoiMrj makers. "Caushet" Is not
noted as a variant of "corset."
Tlie
only jjjtaasett" in the dictionaries is the
small V.-nctian coin that gave us the
Word "gazette" for a newspaper.

I-

Z£

|

d stavs.

J. H. S.
in M>nie distress

fa

ti-Z^TZ*
«™

'

'

New

..f
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r^

'

Win Williams wife, yr jump which
n> sister Sarah Caps
Mrs. Alice
e Karle. quoting the advertisement

If the fooI

Zl £cZ^ZV£

•

iff.

«*

1

:

I

1

.

i

I

1

'

j

•

,.1.1

Ik*

•

i

sleeves rea< hin^ to the w rist, worn
en 5n the rah and 18th centuries.
was the "jump"' for women: a
at under or (undress) IkxIIco •'worn
g the 1Mb century and in rural
n the 19th. usually titled to the
an I often use, Instead of stays "
n old souk put it
•'.Vow a shape
t May*, now a slattern in Jumps."
ohiis.ni defined the word a< "a kind
>sc or htnber s,a\s worn by sickly
l"
The hrst question in the OxDictkmary refers b> a will made
Kaglander iP»>): "1 give to

rra!

Mr. Geel was anticipated by Dear
Swlft in his "Modest Propositi for pre
venting^lhe children of poo- people ir
Ireland from being a burden to theij
parents or country, and for making
them beneficial to the public." The tori
rible irony disconcerted even the cold-l
blooded ITippolyte Taine considering]
English literature. The Dean thought
that a child would make two dishes a(
an cntej-tainment for friends; "and, when
the family dines alono, the fore or hinc
quarter will make a reasonable dish
Willi a. little
ntue pepper anc
and, seasoned with
salt, will be very good boilod on th(
fourth da v. especially in winter." P~"

"The Blacksmith's Daughters" as Acted
by the Schwartz Company

T

HE

Second

play in the repertory of
the company
Maurice Schwartz is acting

third

Yiddish
of
at

—A

drama which

was
the Boston Opera House
Hirshbeln's "Dem Shmidt's Tekhseen
ter" (The Blacksmith'* Daughters),
Boston
last evening for the flrat time In
drama
genuine
Once more, lovers of the
for an
are made Mr. Schwartz's debtor
writopportunity to enjoy the wholesome
dramatist who
ings of this original Yiddish
an
eeems to have brought .to the stage hie
all
atmosphere, a manner, 'a nuance,
where
very own. If one enters the theatre
and
such a play as this is being given,
ol
carries with him such preconceptions
from
gathered
the drama as he may have
may
he
fare,
long feedin* upon the regular
put to it to refind himself somewhat hard

Peretz

orientate himself.

He

will

be surprised,

in properhaps, at the dramatist's skill
which hold
ducing "action" from elements

will, If toe
little promise at first; he
stimuli ol
long nurtured upon the false
miscontemporary melodramatic methods,
for lack
take a certain absence of effects
the
miss
of dramatic essentials; he will
act-the
rising climax at the end of each
delineation of event and personage

tout

sharp

and psythat too often passes for action
Is unchology. On the other hand, If he
.««
whose
acquainted With the rural folk
Imagine
he gazes upon,, he will at times
inn-iko, that
laid on too thickly,
that colors are lalfl
as retypes are exaggerated, particularly
ano
jarda the acting. Yet these fathers
Interest
tere
'n
and
80 amuse
grandfathers that so
Itself
the onlookers, are replicas of life
to
the famous paradox of Wilde's seems
not
nnd full justification— these men seem
models.
much the imitators of life as its
muchl
Their acting Is not only art; It Is as
Such *
re-llvlng a personal axperlence.
W
feeling one was struck with especially
the pari
the acting, on Wednesday night, of
prevl
the
of Tudrus by Mr. Flshklnd; on
no
«— remarkable
Sunday night In the
ous ouuuay

o

"

trayal

of

the

dairyman Tovye

-'Schwartz.
"The Blacksmith's Daughters"

by

M
^

Is,

11

—

a

"A Forsaken Nook" of three nights ago,
What permanent feuds
idyll.

them? (Zelda could answer" if she "chose.'
Once she wished hhn to stay because she
thought she would like to have him for
her own; now let him stay so as to remove Leah from between her and Nlsson).
Surely enough Borukh has his way with
Leah, and NISBon, who was fond of Zelda

a genuine

may develop in a milieu ouch as this, where
the inhabitants take with pious seriousness the Injunction that enemies must make
tip before the annual Day of Atonement?
"What wild romances of the heart may
blaze up amongst youths who ask fathers
for their maidens' hands With all the deference that they themselves, when they shall
to
In turn become fathers, win expect
receive from the children of the next generation? The average maiden in these foreaken nooks goes whither her father sands
her; father and daughter alike harden to
advantageous matches which tlu.
the
travelling book-vendor carries around together with the sacred books he sells; and
the vendor, who hawks hearts as well
as tomes, finding every maiden beaultiful
and every wight sturdy and able, Is himself a sort of symbol as to how marriage
Not that there is no love
is looked upon.
amongst these youths; not that marriages
of convenience arranged In haste do not In

So.

in

the

play

of

last

,

j

j

(

i

|

;

j

,

'

.

>

!

'

place,

is

fond of her

in

general public doesn't know
There's hardly a
play.
single au thor who draws more than an
opening on his name. 1 ' But there is a
large, public more interested In drarn^
:';nn in the theatre, the people in seo^
liens of the country where there are few
productions; people in small towns who
eagerly read the works of contemporary
dramatists.
"The names .and wotiks of
all foreignsdramatlsts, for example, who
ure seldom produced hero, are -better
Know n than those of us who have had
Thero
s'ttc-cessful plays on Broadway.
is certainly a larger publio reading Ibthan seeing him; and, incidentally,
fa-en
fbsen often insisted on his plays being
published before they were produced.
And, after all, if there "do such a thing

Here

the

Here, as in "A Forsaken Nook," there
Is
a Wise grandfather, whose favorite
Hebrew chant about praising God at dawn
for the light of the stars ts redolent of that
deep appreciation of youth which rises
from so many of Hlrshbeln's dramas.
Like the play of Wednesday night, so
this one le simple, idyllic, pictorial, though
by no means static, and In more than one
point well sustaining comparison with the
plays from the Irish company that made
Lady Gregory's name well-known In this
country. And, If there must be comparisons, the folk-pieces of Hlrshbein are to
be found much nearer in spirit to the
comedies of Lady Gregory, let us say, than
to the sterner realities of a Synge.
But
let us not hasten to compare.
It is in
such pieces as these, free of the sometimes baffling symbolism of such of his
dramas as "The Earth" and "The Abandoned Inn," that Hlrshbein is refreshingly
himself.
Here he Is not only the playwright, but the poet as well— a writer of
a charm that Is something more than the
echo of words and the melody of phrases;
above all these quarrels of lovers, these
domestlo altercations, these tea-pot temp-

Zelda,

self-willed

to

hits

t"P-the
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script read
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cate qualities of art.
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The acting of this rural Comedy of Erand cross purposes was during the
first half of the performance not up to the

|

some specific scenery or stage effect,
and the reader may thus be puzzled;
to

rors

J

j

nor does a play of action necessarily
high standard set In the previous plays.
make good reading, for the first con- I
The second half, however, brought full eern of the dramatist may be situation
and
rapid physical movement
compensation. Messrs. Schwartz and Ten"It is
those plays which exhibit in high deenholz, as
the
rival
blacksmiths who
gree the use of action in the form of
turned out not to be rivals, and Mmes.
dialogue that are the more comfortable
Gerston and QJierman as the rustic sisl.readlng; and, always postulating that a
ters, were well contrasted pairs, and all four
play Is a play— not necessarily a playparts were played with a fine feeling for
wrlght's play, the admiration of -his
the peculiar psychology of Hlrshbeln's vilbrother chaftsmen, but a thing practl;
lagers.
Isaac GbLDBxao
cable, actable and effective on tho stage
—the more physical action is subordl'nated- to character, to the exploration
of the springs of human motive, the nettrr it Is for reading purposes and
the
better for all purposes."
A proof of this last statement was giv- -}
Plays." published by Samuel French
«n here a few days ago. Benavente's *
of New York and London, Mr. Harold
"Governor's Wife." was most agreeable
(}
Brl s'nouse has something to say about
reading.
It answered Mr. Brighouse's
reminds
plays.
He
the publication of
description. To the confusion of those <
ft
who, reading. 6aw only a talky-talky &
us that In an earlier age plays were a
comedy,
when
It was played even by P
popular If not the only form of light
amateurs at the Copley Theatre, it en- 1,Even In the ISth century a
reading.
grossed attention during the performsince, led to reflection, and left a remem- i
play was thought by many to be easier
brance
of men and women that had life
reading than a novel by Fielding, Richand were actuated by motives as though
ardson or Smollett; possibly because the
they were at home In the Back Bay and
play was comparatively short.
.at the State House.
Mr. Brighouse thinks that those who
Mr. Brighouse might have gone more
in the modern psychological novHe might delight
Into detail on this subject
rl should find pleasure in tho reading of
have told us of Elkanah Settle's
modern plays for this reason 'The drainatlsts, though they haven't in a playf
"Empress of Morocco." "the first play
the same opportunities for analysis as
that ever was sold In England for two
the novelists find in their more spacious
tho first that ever was
r:; !!:nga and
:>ise-s, are essentially 'out for* the same
printed with cuts." according to John
thing."
Ho then has much to say about the
Dennis. Dr. Johnson wrote that Settle,
"Repertory" type of play, a name, per"In the confidence of success had pubhaps, given in derision, for the Reperlished his play with sculptures and a
toi-y play was thought to be synonymous
with the uncommercial play. Yet "Hlnpreface of defiance"; but even Dr. Johnrile
Wakes," 'The Younger Generation,"
preno
was
there
son nodded at times;
"The Lost Leader" and "Abraham Linfaoe; the defiance was in the dedication.
coln." breaking out of the "Repertory
The play disturbed Dryden in 1673. palisade," were pecuniarily successful.
"Repertory has golden possibilities, if
Three-quarters of a century later Dodsyou don't expect too much of it. It would
18
Jey was selling certain plays for
be fallacious to expect the samepaydust
pence apiece.
from 'Abraham Lincoln' as from "Chu
Chin Chow." Nor would one expect JoIn the second-hand book shops one
the
•ej.h Conrad to sell like Nat Gould." If
may pick up a volume of plays of
one
i.he Repertory play, as a rule, is sincere,
18th century by different authors in
so is melodrama, the most popular type
volume,, plays that are often broad,
of drama and the most English. In melooften dull, often broad and dull.
Not many years ago publishers in this drama that pretends to be something
country looked sourly on plays; that is other than It Is, there is obvious Insinbusiness
cerity, but tb% straight, old-fashioned
to soy. publishers not solely in
all sorts
melodrama, as was played, at the Adelfor the theatre. Today plays of
by the phi, is most sincere. "It will no: <t> to
are published by the dozen and
nor
houses:
call the 'highbrow' plays sincere, with
most solid and respectable
are the names of th© dramatists always | the implication that all other plays are
of
insincere, any more than they can themTranslations
words.
household
dramas, comedies, by Russians, bcandl- selves be sweepingly characterized as
Argentines
uncommercial."
Italians,
Inavians, Spaniards.
The plays of Mr. Brighouse, published
(appear. Even symbolical plays come out
in this volume, aro three of seven about
[to perpleK the careless buyer.
sucthe
a
people of Lancashire, his native
as
known
Mlddleton,
Mr. George
|
country.
He publishes them now bejn-ssful dramatist, also as the author of
plays,
recause
no Englishman wished to publish
a half-dozen volumes of short
pubplays
the
during
the great war. The three
about
mind
his
freed
Jcently
lished play. After saying that in this belong to the Manchester school, though
by
the
no
one
of
them
was produced by Miss
Irountry drama is controlled,
rent of the theatre, he pooh- Horniman's company. This school was
I ground
jpoohs the manager's superstition that never "conscious of Itself" as the Irish
Irishmen had a country,
Ivublieatlon kills all chance of produo- school was.
Bernard ShaWs early plays oame jfm>' -^©tla sentiment, a national myth1 tlon.
country as books; Mansfield ology. There was a deliberate endeavor
this
10
Wln- to create an Irish drama. The reputu- j
3 found there "Arms and the Man";
ami Arnold Daly produced tlon of the Lancashire drama was fI
Smith
Jr.hell
mentions made in London and America, not at
Mlddleton
Mr.
"Candida."
J
["Damaged Goods"; "John Ferguson," Manchester.
Mr. Brighouse discusses I
3 "Jane Clegg." on the book shelves be- at length the question whether local
"Nearly all for-, drama is or is not a good thing. It is
1'iTi' they were played.
|rlgn plavs are obtainable in print bo- not. a question of dinlect: dramatically I
Abroad corredt dialect is literally incorrect.
they are produced here.
ire
every dramatist publishes, generally "Tho true dramatic dramatist 1h not f
because
production,
with
jnimuitaneoueIy
the man who exactly imitates the speech j
lie I* taken seriously as a literary figure.
dialect, but he who most skilful!""
"
ts Its rhythms and picks out
'•'

I

and high-spirited

.

|

1

I

|

j
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erap'oyer, and when the latter
him wltn generous words, he plucks*
mirage to ask for Zelda's hand. But

at this point a travelling blacksmith
i;omes along asking for work. As Nlsson
Jusi

has only

moment 'before been complaining that .the establishment needs more
hands, anc| as the applicant looks like a
worthy ehiip. he Is engaged. He will live
with the rest of the household and make
the place h is second home.
The comlug of the new workman, Borukh Mayshej, brings new dissension Into
the sisters' jfivM.
The mischievous selfnllled Zelda. who at first "stole" Nlsson
rway from .Leah, now has taken a
fancy to the ne v man. Still, she and Leah
are sisters: bei.xeath their rivalry is the
blood relationship, and Zelda, for some
purpose of her o*r n an(j ( 0 s how that she
Is not trying to Meal Borukh away from
Leah, will even l^t her sister have some
of the love-powde.-s that she has got from
an old woman eikllled in such matters.
These Leah taiesi, an a determines to put
in Borukh's soup that night; carefully she
does so, and is About to serve It to the
young blacksmith when Zelda manages
to strike her sister's arm, and the precious
bowl of love-lad«. n soup goes crashing to
the floor.
Zelda Is induced by her sister to stay
over at a relative's un tlj the holidays, when
the family will Jcjurney over by wagon and
talks' her back.
n the meantime— and perhaps without Leah's wishes— Nlsson seems
to have turned l||s affections from one sls1»r to the other. n e is happy with the one
dear cl srmer w n n e the other is away, and
now approaches the father to ask for
Leah's handV '7he parent is willing; after
all, a marriage is a marriage, be It Zelda
or Leah. But mce a?aln Nlsson's proposal
Is upset, this time by Zelda's unexpected
T.

arrival from her relative on the wagon of
an Itinerant book-vendor. Homesickness
and a bit of lovesickness, too— has brought
her back thus early, bringing upon the
scene the picturesque Vendor himself.
The hawker of hearts and books for a
moment sees good prospects of earning an
honest ruble by matching off the youths
upon Which he comes. Zelda, however, is
of the type that matches off herself: per-

haps her short absence has taught her
that Nlsson is the man she really wants.
At any rate, like the perverse Imp she Is.
no sooner does she get an Inkling that
Nlssor. desires Leah,
than she desires
Nlsson with all the energy of her wilfulness.
Borukh has a word to say In this,
loo.
What does Nlsson mean by trying to
take away Leah from him? If the match
Is a settled one, very well; he will leave.
Fortunately here It the Itinerant vendor,
who wltl take him oft to some other spot
where hs can hire out his services anew.
But where are his toolsT Who has hidden

;

with sympathetic imagination may be "a key to fairyland,
and from an armchair one sees more
marvels than ever stagecraft could prefront There are abominable limitations
on the stage; producers are tedious
pedants; but the reader mentally producing a play from \he book In his hand
looks through a magic casement at what
he gloriously will instead of through ai
proscenium arch at the handiwork of a>
merely human producer." Yet the manuscript of a spectacular play is a libretto
tliot

loom so large In the pastoral regions where his muse has her favorite spot,
rises an aroma of enchanting powers—
volatile essence, indeed, but as rare upon
our stage as any other of the more deli-

as she is, resents such a usurpation o'
her r ghts; nor is the resentment based
tipon merely abstract principles; there is
a very concrete reason in the person of
lior
Nlsson
hired
blacksmith,
father's
Alteir.
Nlsson Is an active, industrious fellow, who has brought a great deal of trade
pralMb-,

a

-

j

We

Beer,

ity?

the

for an author as posterity, how else is
lie going to reach it except through the
printed page?
get few chances to
study ail of Moliere and Shakespeare
except through the printed page*.
The
li terary
and human values of a play
keep it alive after its active acting life
his passed."
Mr. Brighouse, granting that plays are
written to be acted, and reach completeness only through "the collaboration of
author with producer, scene painter,
sctors. and, finally and essentially, audit-nce,"
comparing the author's script
;ind the completed play to an architect's
plan and the completed building, believes

ests that

evening, we
of Nakhmen

the two daughters
Leah Dobbe and
the blacksmith.
Zelda are twins; since, in the orthodox Jewish household the matter of
precedence among daughters Is of no small
importance, these two maidens are often
at odds as to which Is really the elder.
To. 'he snre Zelda, If strict chronological
order Is to be observed, was born first;
but then, hasn't Leah grown up to be a
big, strong lass, and does not her very
appearance proclaim her virtual senior-

meet

first

I

!11'

who writes a

last, too.

1

quired no coat of sophistication; they speak
their true mind as often as not; the girl
Is hardly ashamed of wooing her chosen
youth, and she will fight openly for her
right to him; the obdurate father will listen
to reason, and if he has two daughters,
provided the elder Is married off first to
a person of worth, the Important thing Is,
to marry the second off and free himself
of a double burden— the duty to marry oft
his ctoild and the ease that come with
knowing that he need no longer suport her.

the

In

of instances lead to

a surprising number
long years of happy married life; not that
there ls>an undue admixture of mercenary
motives. But these simple folk have ac-
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the HHIcrl; ts dp not rec>'!tt\Ue
family socially. Yet Jill HtUccist ia hot
untouched by young Hornblo wei's attention*. The other son of Hornblower
is married. Disliking Htllorist. the elder
Hornblower buys up land about Uie
squire and endeavors to purchase u
patch on which a factory to be b'lllt
will ruin Hlllcrlst's view and smoke him
out. This patch is put up at auction and
Hornblower outbids Hllloriat unfairly, as
the latter thinks. But there is Mrs. HlllShe has her
crist. not to be beaten.
suspicions about Chloe, the wife of
Charles Hornblower, and through one
Dawker. a henchman of the Hillcrists,
she learns that poor Chloe before hotmarriage acted professionally as a corespondent in dlvorco suits. With this
weapon she breaks the spirit of the
Hornblowers. The land la sold back to
the Hillcrists at a lesser price than it
had brought at auction. Chloe, with

2H

solved the difficulty In tho
same way. "IxjcaI drama" is as imor New York* ns
portant for Ijomtoti
for the localities.
"London In quite as
ready ii» be lnteret-tnd in
plays
about people In Aberil—jn or Halifax n»
in plays about ivoi'lo lit
York, but
the Nov.- York author lives In a city
whoro i>'.i>
are produced anil the
Aberdeen author docs not. The stimulation of local ilvanva Is possible only
where a local produelng theatre exists;
the education of a dramatist Is unfinlshed until he has heard his lines spoken
land watched his puppets move." Intelligent producers, weary of standardliod dAima. should bo endowed In provincial repertory theatres. "The theatre
is either a business or a gamble."
The plays in this volume are "The

>|ter school

i

i
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I
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is

kill herself.

uneasy

is

in

out-of-the-way
places.
For
time ho has mad© his lonely
home, summer and winter, on Cape
Cod
with Provlncotown tho, nearest
place"
ror marketing. He has
written his plays
vutn Uio sea near his doorstep.
'^' T
The play H a tragic, storv of lost
llluslons and the demoralization of
a family
Robert Mnyo. the son of a Now
England
ranner, is a delicate dreamer,
eager to

it

was not

the pride of tho father, but the brothmentally apart as they are, love one
the other tonderly. Robert Is about to go
for a three years' cruise with his uncle,
Capt. Dick Scott of the bark Sunda, But
there is a young woman, Btuth, the
daughter of a widow. Robert loves her
or thinks he does. She prevails upon him
to stay on the farm.
Then Andrew,
loving Ruth, yet wishing his brother to
is

,

if it

gentility

worth

"We're in Singapore new.
hole, and hotter than helL

can't stand fire?"

1

any longer ashamed
or even conscious of itself." Robert is
weak, emaciated, feverish. Ruth is prematurely old; she i3 apathetic, a slattern. Robert, still a dreamer, talks of
shaking off the curse of the farm, of

lessly resigned to be

borrowing money from Andy and starting afresh in the city, where people live,
not stagnate. He feels a thrill, a vision

'

j

]

a remarkable young woman, Virginia,
cousin with some money and great

a

visiting the family. Virself-respect in the

awakes

drudge by shaving him; she shaves so
well and so coquettishly he had never
known a razor that he is prepared to
ask her to be his wife. The forward
minx gives him this answer: "Kiss me."

Plays,

—

Among Them "The

of plays by John
published by Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York. The volume
Includes "A Bit o' I>ove.'' "The PounOf
dations" and "The Skin Game."
these plays, the third has attracted the

The fourth

!

I

j

l

series

is

greatest attention, for it waa produced
at St. Martin's Theatre, London, a little

over a month ago. As we know from
Mr. Galsworthys "Strife" and "Jus-tice,"

from some of

his novels

and

es-

says, he is not a partisan: he states the
case of each side in the discussion, and
allows the spectator, or reader, to draw
He calls "The
his own conclusions.

Skin

I

I

\

Game" a tragi-comedy

:

it

has

Its motto: "Who touches pitch ehall
be defiled." The story Is of the bitter
quarrel between the Hillcrists, representing family pride, blue blood, and
the Hornbiowers, flushed and unbearable, for they are insolently rich. Horn>wer, the head of the family, Is a

for

I

taken, at any rate.

A parody on one of the songs in
"Fatinitza." in march tempo, and which
in
especially
had great popularity

—

southern Germany, Baden, Wuerttemberg and Bavaria, I should say— ran as
follows:

"Do

new life. Andrew comes in. He
had made a fortune and lost it. The
doctor tells him that Robert has only a
of a

bist

verrueckt. mein Kind:

Geh 'nach

Berlin.

Wo

die Verrueckten slnd
Da gehoerst du hin!"

There was an unconscious prophecy

in

that song, for, In the light of what we|
have been through— hindsight, if y°ul
care to call it so— Berlin was certainly
"verrueckt" when it started something
that has toppled Germany from its once
proud eminence of power and respect,
j

compelled America to sacrifice some of
beet blood on the altar of necessary
self-defence and injected turmoil into
tho economic and political processes of
Its

the whole civilized world.
EMIL SCHWAB,
Arlington.
That delightful operetta, "Fatinitza."

j

performed here on June 2, 1879. J
at the Boston Theatre. Vladimir, Ade-

was
I

first

laide Phillipps; Princess Lydia, Mary!
'Beebe; Gen. Kantchukoff, George Frothingham; Izzet Pasha, H. C. Barnabee;
Julian Hardy, Tom Karl; Russian offi-l
cers, George Parks, H. A. Cripps and |
W. H. Fessenden. Rachel Noah, one of
the charming Calef girls, and others,
were in the cast. At later performances!
M. W. Whitney took the part of the?
Russian general, and Fessenden that of

'

I
I

!

(

the reporter

Hardy.

During the

first

season at the Boston Theatre Isabelle
McCulIough played Vladimir when Missv
Phillipps was indisposed. What a dash-j
Not
ing Vladimir Miss Phillipps was!
woman In opera or operetta within our|
recollection acted a male role so well.
No woman that we remember equalled
her or even approached her as Azucena.
"Fatinitza" was first performed in
English in this country at the New Fifth
Avenue Theatre. New York, -cm April 22,
1879, when the chief singers were Jennie
Winston, Sallie Reber, W. H. Hamilton.
W. A. Morgan and Vincent Hogan. TheB

Robert, leaving the
live.
in his feverish exaltation, dies
rising. "I'm makis
sun
the
as
happy
ing a start to the far-off places—freefree!— freed from the farm— free to wan
der on and on—eternally." Ruth and
Andrew have found him before he
breathes his last. Andrew at first curses!
her for not lying to Robert in order to;
give him "peace: for not saying that shel first performance in America was att
never loved Andrew; that she had said the Germa.nia Theatre. April 14, 1S79.
get on sonte'ow." The tw» go out into
she did because she was angry. "Don't,.
The libretto of "Fatinitza" was based!
the world together. "God of the moon
Andy, stop! I couldn't help it— and he on Scribe's "La Circassienne," music byft
and the sun. of joy and beauty, of loneliknew how I'd suffered, too. He told you Auber, which was produced at thel
ness and sorrow— give me strength to go
—to remember."
Opera-Comique, Paris, Feb. 2, ISfllJ
on till I love every living thing!"
"I— you— we've both made "Fatinitza" was produced at Vienna,!
Andrew.
"The Foundations," frankly described
must try to Jan. 6, 1870.
such a mess of things!
as "an extravagant play." was pertime— we'll
each other— and— in
help
If we are net mistaken, Joseph Brad-J
formed at the Royalty Theatre, London,
come to know what's right to do— (Des- ford assisted Mr. Baxter in writing thel
in June,- 3917.
It tells
of social conperately.) And perhaps we— "But Ruth.i sp'oken text for the performance at the
ditions in London some years after the
nd
if she is aware of his words, gives
in 1879.— Ed.
great war.
The hero is Lemroy, a sign. She remains silent, gazing at him Boston Theatre
plumber, played originally by Dennis
dully with the sad humility of exhausCalve
Mme.
Was Once
How
Eadie.
Next to him in importance
tion, her mind already sinking hack into
comes Lord William Dromondy, M. P.,
that spent, calm beyond the further Hissed at the Famous Scala
or perhaps old Mrs. Lemjmy. There is a
troubling of any hope.)"
comic butler, nor should the Press be
Mme. Calve, singing in London this
The dialogue throughout is realistic
forgotten.
Tho Press, with his noteAs Mr. Alexander Woolcottj month, talked with a reporter. She finds
vital.
and
book, his
version
of
the attempted
well says: "To an extent unfamiliar im the British public the most faithful. "I
bombing of Dromondy's house by Lemour theatre, this play seems alive. This)
my, his conversations with the noble
do not sing opera nov/, for I have alis not merely because truth works with-!
lord and with old Mrs.' Lemmy Is a
in it nor because of the realness of its! ways held that a singer must say gooddelightful
character worthy of Mr.
vis-j
the
of
people. It is rather because
by to the theatre before the theatre
Shaw at his inventive beet. The play
ible growth and change that take place, says good-by to the singer. But I sing
indeed extravagant, but the satire
unfolds. The aging of the at concerts— the voice is still there. • * •
the
play
j as
Is none the less keen, the humor none
is evidenced by more than the|
] people
I should like to open a school, but not
the less irresistible.
mere graying at the temples and the for beginners. There are so many who
]
'change of clothes, those easy symbols have been trained to sing and have a
"Beyond the Horizon"
by which the theatre is wont to recog- good voice, and w.hen they are on the
"Beyond the Horizon," a play in three
nize, if at all, the flight of the years.
stase they don't know wUat to do. I
acts by Eugene G. O'Neill, la published
Tn a hundred and one ways it is evi- would like to give them the advantage
of
changing
slow
the
denced as well by
of my experience to teach them the imby Boni & Liveright of New York.
character and the steady deterioration portance of a gesture, as far as it can
Brought out in New York early in
of the souls—a progression of the spirit. be taught. I should like to ij ike them
February of this year, it was warmly
O'Neill paints his canvas with what
^matic
Henley called 'the exquisite chromatics understand what is meant by
praised by critics whose Judgments are'
almost say, then. o",ivery' and elocution. So many of outworthy of respect. It is, indeed, anl of decay." You might because
girls have rn
it follows
that the play is alive
we 1 educated French
but
its
uncommonly strong play,
rapidly that
the inexorable processes of death."
M-acted a habit of speaking
forget the
Is
strength does not compel holding of
!
The wish to see this play in Boston
they come to sing they
when
t'-.e
a vain one. The public is all for bed- difference between the gra\e and
the nose In the reading of it. A Half
-\
room farces and musical comedies. acute accents.
dozen or more of little iplaya by Mr.
am
I
but
comedies
Within a month two charming
"Once I thought of London, suit mtt
O'Neill had already been published.)
to
not
go
not
did
would
Many
neglected.
climate
were
afraid the
These one-act pieces had been pro-j
"John Ferguson" because, as they said, Do vou know a young singer, or goou
duced in what may T>e called the ex-|
they had never seen Mr. Ferguson act presence, into Uigent-sho must be inperlmental theatres of New York. Thel
and f> ugh't he probably did not amount telligent above all-a mezzo-soprano,
dramatist is a son of James O'Neill.j
*
i.
Some of those who did see who could be taught? They are not eaj*
When he was;
the celebrated actor.
her a gieai
•ing plav .nickered, finding it
I could make of
to find.
very young he shipped before the ma
Betty in the Batht let
little

time to

house

I

j
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I

I

I

I

j

Skin Game," by Galsworthy
j

Galsworthy

Kantshukoff, but it might have
been Myron Whitney. 'Twas mighty well

Gen

to sail

;

New

of dear, old "Billy" Fessenden
as Julian Hardy, tho reporter. I forget
who took the part of gruff old. love-sick

memorv

dirty

of -the

again with him, to Buenos Ayres.^
The temptation is too strong.
Five years later. The sitting room now
has the appearance of decay and disso"The whole atmosphere, conlution.
trasted with that of former years, is
one of an habitual poverty too hope-

there is no more obnoxious creature on
the modern stage. All in all. "The Skin
Game" is a singularly disagreeable drama; nor is one convinced that any
woman, not jealous over a man, would
use so cowardly a weapon as that which
drove the Hornblowers away, exposed
the loving Chloe to her husband's <j>ntempt and hatred, and killed tho unborn

'

Three

a

;

a tragi-drama

The play i3 a pleasing study of meanness, village squabbles and gossip, undeveloped and also hardened> characters.
Not the least amusing portion of the
play is the opening scene In which the
elder brother, his wife, and the temporary maid servant prepare for the coming of Virginia.

Two

crew are ev>wn with fever and we'Te
short-handed on the work. I'll be damn
Hornblower and glad when we. sail again, although tackattending villagers.
ing back and forth in these blistering
Hillcrist, with their respective families,
the bidding Bcas is a rotten Job, too!" Robert sneers
During
audience.
the
sit in
Chloe, alarmed by the sight of a man at such impressions of the Bast. The
that had known her professionally be- two quarrel. Ruth defiantly shouts her
fore her marriage, is so faint that Mrs. love for Andrew. "I always loved him.
And he loves me! I know he does. Hie
Hlllcrist, rejoicing in her discomfiture,
alwiii:s did
And you know he did,
sends Jill to her with smelling salts.
The action is swift. There is no time too.^ At this moment Andrew's voice
Robert
or place for brilliant dialogue, for epi- Is heard hailing the house.
grams, for philosophical reflections. As pushes Ruth from the door and welcomes
his
brother
with
forced
cheerfulwhen
the
play
said
was
Walklcy
Mr.
produced in London, "You feel you have ness. Andrew is bound to stay on dry
been living in a warm neighborhood land. He speaks contemptuously of the
/here the people begin to throw stones East. All he found there was a stenc-h.
Tho farm is in a bad way. Money must
be raised. Andrew, speaking to Ruth
without waiting to see whether they live <5Y his first leaving home,
tells her that
In glass houses."
he put all silly nonsense back of him
If one sympathizes with Hillcrist belong ago. Ruth is to him only a sister.
cause his wife wears the breeches, there She is hurt to the
quick when she

Heppenstall. another factory owner,
but a-man of humane and generous instincts; Martin, a young weaver, anl
Idealist, in love with Ruth Butterworth,
who loving him, weds Guy, thinking!
she can better conditions in the region.! child.
Unfortunately, she, described as dark
For some years Mr. Galsworthy has
and passionate, loves Guy furiously af- been strangely exercised over questions
purher
forgets
ter the wedding. She
of sex-relationship. In "A Bit o' Love,"
almost her family, until the [a village clergyman, whose model is St.
pose,
weavers revolt and burn Barlow's fac- Francis of Assisi, is deserted by his
Then, finding that Martin, ar- i wife. She tells him frankly of her Infitory.
rested, will be executed; that Guy, freedelity. She begs him not to divorce her,
ing her father only on a repugnant confor a divorce would ruin her lover's
dition, suspects her of Infidelity, she
The husband
practice as a physiciaa.
shoots her husband. "I have killed the
assures her that he will not harm her.
man I loved. Lest he become the beast For this sacrifice he Is scorned and
I'd hate." A powerful drama with an
harassed by the villagers. Their talk is
Interest not -solely theatrical.
skilful
krrimly amusing, and there
"Zack" is a character village comedy (characterization. The scene, in which
in which two brothers are contrasted:
discuss
In meeting what should
men
the
One contemptibly mean; the other a be done with this amazing clergyman is
drudge, timid, coerced into a betrothal
especially good. At the last he is shamed
by his brother and an offended father
as he is about to hang himself by the
to & vulgar woman whom he does not
pluck of a laborer whose wife had died,
love, freed at last and made happy by
to whom the world Is empty— "but I'll

—

It's

The auction scene should be effective.
The stage is the auctioneer's platform.
The audience represents the company of

of the lS20's. It tells of the weavers
There is
machinery.
revolt against
Butterworth, proud of his skill at the
loom In his own cottage; old Barlow,
a factory owner, greedy of gain, yet
not wholly heartless, while his son Guy
Is of Iron and looks only for the pounds.
Indifferent aa to the matter of quality.

expectations,
ginia at last

-

the equal of Lydia's "Sleighing Song.'
Sylvester Baxter did the spoken text
into English and Theodore Barker took
care of the lyrics— good Jobs they did,
both of them. Wasn't Adelaide PhilHps the first impersonator (or— trix) of
Fatinitza in Boston? T seem to have a

of "carelessness, of Inefficiency, of an
industry gone to seed." Ruth has aged;
the little daughter Is sickly; the motherin-law
complains.
Andrew's letters,
treasured by Ruth, excite Robert's scorn.

cur-

"When we

they clean

Izzet Pasha! Shade of Suppe! How the
memories of melodious "Fatlnit,za" come
crowding along at sight of that name!
Izzet Pasha— the "re/form Turk" then as
now. What a capital story it was! This
"Fatiiiitza" would have made a good
comedy without a note of music; had a
beginning, a middle and an end. But the
music -was and Is delightful, and often
rises beyond the plane of operetta. For
"zip and go" It would be hard to find

be happy, embarks with Scott, unable to
see the happiness of the two.
The
father in his anger curses Andrew.
Three years go by. The old farmer
Is dead.
The house shows the evidences

VtJ-i jails on i>'s declaring that he should
be•do master In his house.
had clean hands— are
gan this fight,

we
now? What's

cablnot"?

ers,

mind.

The

his doing.

the Editor of the Herald
Did you notice among tho recent dispatches, this: "The Turkish cabinet has
resigned and Marshal Izzet Pasha heja
been asked by the Sultan to form a new

To

i

the ocean and see stranyo lands far
beyond his horizon. His brother Andrew,
hard-headed, with both feet on the farm,

you think you're not? What 'olinding
Begin as vou may, it ends in this—
skin ga«! 3k1n game!" Jill assures

him

and "Fatinitza": the Memory

of a Delightful Operetta

sail

Jill pities

his

alone."
Iz?.et

f

|

1

tub be announced and the theatre will
he sold out before the first performance.
"Kphraim Is joined to idols: let him

some

evil!

Career," though his "Price of Coal" has
been performed hero and possibly anoth
or of his one-act plays.
"The Game" is
a comedy in which a football hero is
sold to a rival club 'because the director
Is hard up.
This director, before the
match, begs the hero, who is in love
With his daughter, to play poorly, hint
lng at his consent to the marriage. The
hero indignantly refuses' and brealcs an
arm In the game. The director believes
this accident was
not an accident,
whereupon the hero goes back, and by
remarkable playing wins for his side
The daughter, a singularly emancipated
young woman, visits the hero's mother.l
She then leam9 that the mother comesi
first; that she will rule the future household. The hero also begtite to doubt the
future. The engagement 13 broken. This
little sketch gives only a faint Idea of
the portrayal of character and the truth
of the amusing dialogue. It is hard to
say whether the mother or the girl is
the more deftly depicted. There are other
characters, aa the shrewd and pompously genial London solicitor visiting his
brother, the director.

"The Northerners"

attempts to
Hlllcrist

:

v.onaa

"What is it that gets loose when you begin a fight, and what makes you what

Game," "The Northerners" and "Zack
Mr. Brighouse Is known in Boston chiefly by "Hobson's Choice" and "Garside's

I

child,

her.

—

'

'
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j

|

|
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Chopin s and the orchestration was
probably clever.
But when Pavlova
dances she becomes the melody: the
music is her handmaiden, no more.' 1
Arthur Somervill. the English composer when w^e knew him in Berlin in
the early '80's he was a delicate and
charming youth expecting to die soon
of heart disease had. much to say recently in London about the cinema,
which in his opinion had a most de-

had always

liked Wagner's music; "but
do not sin? his music because I have
Ihe necessary strength to stand the
Strain. I like the English language very
much, and I like to hear is sung. But
Italian teaches us to sing 'openly,' and
French teaches us the finer shades of
phonetics— 'finesse.' "
Once ehe was hissed. "It is very long
•f
ago. of course I was very young thenI had a good voice, a good presence.
Jo.
I

itot

They had
lieved

it.

and for a year I
beginning again from

that I needed study,

very beginning. It was certainly the
best thing that could have happened.
After a year's hard work I took an enthe-

ring at

Cremona

in

the

"Pecheurs de Perles,' an opera which
has always been one of my favorites. I
sang under an assumed name, but evBrything went well. After this success
I sang in other Italian towns, but it
was three years before I appeared at the
Scala again. This time I was engaged
to sing Ophelia to the Hamlet of Battistini— you
remember Battistini, of
course?— and I was very nervous. Battistini was a great success from the
first, hut when I sang the aria of the
book the public seemed to say. 'There
she is. the little one who sang badly
three years ago.' They were cold, and I

i

-

,

!

|
'

I

i

i

|

,

.

j

the opinion that the present generation
was past praying for. It was the children they had to consider. They must
get away from the old idea that a
musical education simply meant playing upon the piano. That was, in his
experience, the last way of making people fond of music. They wanted to encourage children in school to take to
music.
In one school he visited he
asked a master why 'a certain pupli
was not receiving musical Instruction,
and the answer was, "The boy's voice
has broken." "But the ear has not
broken," he replied. The children at a
school at Hornsey knew the music of
f Beethoven so well and so appreciated
it that when it was played he
could
only liken their faces to old ladies at a
prayer meeting. Cheer up, O friend of

Isolde"

lp_

i
!

I
'

I

Selection,
Menuet a

"Pinafore"
1* Antique
Paderewski
"Indian Summer," an American Idyl. .Herbert
Pomp and Circumstance (with organ)
Elgar
4.

March. "El Capitan"
Overture to "Light Cavalry"
Waltz, "Girls of Baden"
Fantasia,

j

I

i

j

j

An Ancient Dish
Post, sneaking
gambling house conducted long ago
by Tom Jolly, who died recently, and
"Deacon" Westcolt, a native of New-

Largo

i

Overture to

i

Selection,

i

American

I

Waltz,

;
I

!

Elsar

"The Jewels

III.

Madonna"

!

!

j

j

I

|

I

]

Handel

huryport, said that the excellent cuisine

of the

Wolf-Ferrari

Wagner

"Rienal"

"Sometime"

j

Frlml
"Indian Summer"
Herbert
"On the Beautiful Blue Danube"
Strauss
March. "Entrance of the Gladiators". .. .Fncik

j
!

I

0.

Cortege de Bacchus
Delibes
Overture to " Raymond"
Thomas
Waltz, "Morning Journals"
Strauss
Fantasia. "L'Oracolo"
Leonl
Finlandla
Sibelius
\ iolin solo (Jacques Hoflfmani
Quartet from "Rigoletto"
-...Verdi
Finale. Fourth Symphony
Tschalkowakv
Fantasia, "Cavalleuia Rusticana"
Mascagnl
Reverie
Redtvay-Rlssland
Kntr' Acte Valsc
Helmeeberger

American

Patrol

I

j
i

j

A
At the World

Meacbaia

In Offenbach's opera, who died early
2
I .said to my mother.
this month, the Daily Telegraph says:
don't succeed, tonight I shall go
"With half a dozen gestures boldly {*A
Concerning Ears
mad.' I was so excited (hat I was ready
taken from the Parisian gamin s stock
As the World Wags
for anything.
I vowed I would win, of 'mimicry's punctuation.' such as
the
Tour
diatribe
on the modern concealthrough, and I was very determined
putting of her finder to her nose and the
ment of feminine ears Is as well-foundwhen I went on the stage again to sing
I shrugging of her hlpa. she did more to
ed
as
it
Is
topical,
but It shows a rethe great scene of Ophelia's madness. I
grettable lack of Information on a most
was so determined to do my utmost that I check the expressive importance given
compelling subject. In the '80's snd
Instead of singing 'f,' 'a,' 'e,' I went I to the study of Homer and Virgil than
Jules Valles and Louis Veulllot had done
'90' you would have been quite justified
right up to t.' "
Both her
in
maintaining that "ears should be
Mme. Calve rose from her chajr and I with their biting essays.
I play
and
by-play
were
an
amplified
shown for the dellgnt of th* male."
struck the notes on the piano, with one
'kindergarten'
demonstration
of
jties
Recall
but those of Delia Pox and
finger hitting the high "f" very emphatiVaJles's stentorian reply to the quesmemory proves your words. And those
cally. When I reached my
I felt for a
jtion
of
the
university
profes.5or.
holding
of Ullie Akerstrom
while appalled at my own audacity, and
who of us rememI up
an old Greek or Roman drlnklns
ber now that dainty poet, playwright,
I began to vender whether, having gone
'What could be morn beautiful
comedienne, danseuse?
so high, I could come down again with I vessel.
I than
this
old.
battered and empty
But the point Is and I am astounded
a chromatic scale, so I held on to the
that one of your perspicacity has not
as long as I could. Then I said to my- j amphora,' exclaimed the learned man,
[enthusiastically. *A litre when It's full."
observed it that the modern feminine
self, 'It must he done.' and I attacked
she revelled
ear Is not at all the ear that you and I
nay descending scale. It went well. The I thundored VnJIert
I In
her opportunities for saying Inconand all of us did know. Follow my
public immediately burst into applaud.
confessed example, peep behind a b'.ob
It was new, it was good.
That was a I gruous things, and for trolling equlvooal
ditties.
In
both
of.
which aocompllshor two of hair, and me sad. important
great moment, and I felt no less mad
j
[ments
she
had
no
rival.
fact will be. revealed. The lamentable
The
spirit
of
than Ophelia. But I was delighted.
1 I
incongruity wes bred In her. but «:».» J metamorphosis Is hardly transcribabie
had won."
was
an
excellent
creature, full of gui_
to paper.
Let us see into this story. Mme. Calve
erons Impulses, a capital comrade and
I
beg you question Mi-. Herkimer
sang for the first time at La Scala; in
an inimitable boon companion."
Johnson at once upon the matter. Sure- |
an opera by Samara, "Flora Mlrabllls"
The
London
Time.s
ly
his great work will not be without a
on Jan. S, 1887. She evidently did not J
says of Vaughan
Williams's "I^ondon" symphony, which
please, for Mme. Dl-Monalo succeeded
paragraph on this historical calamity.
her In tho part. Cambiasl's history of 'i 1 Mr. Monteux purposes to produce here
Broaitllne.
E. r. CJ.
La Scala says that the performances. I next season, that its value lies In someII in all, at tho best were "mediocre." r» J thing behind perspicacity of treatment
have teen more fortunate, perhaps,
Her second appearand at this theatre I || and brilliant technic, behind "program"
In street cars or on the sidef
was on April 7, 18SH), in "Hamlet," when I and tunes frivolous or beautiful. "It Is
walk, we have refrained from lifting the
enormously strong.
she was associated with Mme. Litwlno
Through all the jblob with a sruave "By
your leave, fair
(as the Italians spell the name). Battis- I crude treatment, the slashing common
1 lady."
The uncovered ears that we see
tini. and Navarrlnl.
The five perform- I chords, the counterpoint bv force of
are
generally
well-shaped
and often
nrms. the ragged edges of dissonance.
ances were described as "excellent."
jbeaCVfnl. delicate shells. The ancients
J the
rambling lay-out. the huddled orhad little to say about women's ears.
chestration, and even because of them,
Notes About Pavlova, Ballets,
There is a rather minute description of
the whole weight is thrown on the thing
the priheb's daughter in '.he Song of SolMusic, Singers and Concerts
that it Is Intended to say. The tones
|om<yi: Interesting references ro her feet,
themselves can alone tell us what that
neiTt. eyes, nose and other portions of
The London Daily Telegraph has tills
Is; but If we have to
use Words, thev j]
would be something like this: Llfa mat- 3 her borry, but there is not a word about
to say of Mme. Pavlova: "We have seen
her ears. Giovanni Nevlzano tells us that
ters.
It
is
not
a plaything,, however J HiVen of Troy, who possessed
a good deal in London of Russian danthe 30 atmuch
we
may
enjoy
Joke
or
a
a
bit
of
cing alnce Sir Thomas Beeclmm's first
trioules of perfect beauty, had short
sentiment. And when It matters,
then
ears,
teeth
and
feet.
Robert Herrick
season at -Drury Lane. We have seen the
its natural language is
poetry. It break*
eulogized rapturously in verse attractive
Into this at any moment; its
wonderful art of Mme. Karsavina and
fun Is verv
bod>:» features of his Julia, but there
ties r tears."
the only comic mime and dancer of our
are no lines in praise of her ears. Frantime—M. Kasslne. But Pavlova remains
h wo t <>* all-British programa
Is
cots de la Mothe ie Vayer in his essay?
h lT ,?
In tho new as in the old piece what she
lh(, J' always attempt
to
be
repsesens>n iTngs. has much to say about men's S
J"" and always
tatlye
was when flrot sho came to \is— the infail in two directions),
ears
pierced and natural— the N'aires, for
bj leaving somebody
carnation of the poetry of Unliving. Othcut and bv over<-'ain»i».
gould run an asm through, the
crowding
ers give us comedy, and evert wit, or
those that get put in."
liAe in their ears^ but as regards womtragedy. She gives us the essence of

3/

I

I

chusetts

'f

Wags

I

I

pass laws authorizing the
liquors,

was

ln-

troduced by Senator Wellington Wells
of Boston.
Now let us turn to the song with,

I

1

may

and manufacture of

sale

I

|

Gifted Family

The order asking the opinion of the
supreme court whether or not Massa-

Helen

first

became desperate.
'If

had h New England flavor, "especially,
noteworthy beinig the Boston baked beans
jiini the Parker river emelts.".
Artemus
Ward once said that Boston baked beans
was a dish invented by one Gilson. Wei
would not dispute this eminent author!ty, but pork and beans, probably baked,
was an Athenian dish; also known to the!
Romans and eacred to the minor but f
chaste goddess Carna, the protector of
the physical welfare of man. Pork and
beans were eaten in her honor by
Romans on June

j

Idyl.

SATURDAY', JUNE
i

Gounod

with organl

Act

of a

Komzak

"Faust" (with organ)

which the necromancer In Gilbert and
Sullivan's "The Sorcerer" Introduces
himself.

my name

"Otf,

Is

I'm a dealer

John Wellington Wells,

in ma^-lc and epells,
In blessings and curses
And ever-fllled purees,
In prophesies, witches and knells.

I

T

Lore philter—wo|ve

—

And

etc., etc.

So the Wellington Wellses of all time
to have been interest"
in exhil-

Keein

.

.

burns.

Oh! he can prophesy
W UU a wink nf bis eye.

—

.

qiuintl'tlea of it,
If any one

for knowledge.

We keep an exceedingly Hmall prophet,
Who brings us unbounded returns:

—

T

I

'

BM1L SCHWAB.

aratlng potables.
Arlington.

j

j

LOU TELLEGEN

I

|

i

i

;

We

I

,]|

j

I

1

I

I

Miss Walling
Judge Rllery Bailer

.

:

Sir

Mr.

Wedding March
'"
2?',1""'', .i.0

—

Marche

opportunity.
in

"The pcene represents

autumn,

in

axe acurrylng urged
wind.
With them

there

comes

a
Pavlova's
Impersonation of the flower is of a piece
with her inimitable elegiac representatlon of the th in^ swan In tho piece of
that name. Surely no mime, no dancer,
made before motion so eloquent. From
the moment she enters the stage the action loses Its interest. There are Interludes well thought out and very effeclive, but the attention Is always focussod
on that figure of extraordinary Dathos

Chrysanthemum,

and

Mm

Solllt-8«MlP

Thorns*
-

.

.Kscbman

a.

I

j

j

I

WEDNESDAY,
"Galon CnroiJintlque"
Araaonalae from "Tie

f
'

W

MaN>
Daniel*
nid.
Ride of rtJ
the sr
V alkvrles
Wacn«;
Songs s eappelln:
Materia. lovely Maiden
Lnesus
My Bonnie T,aas
Morlev
Drake's Drum
Coleridge-Taylor
Harvard Glee Club
Selection. "M.v Golden Girl"
Herbert
Slavonic Dance No. 2
Dvorak
Jo,lv F * 1:ow «"
%'!'
...... Vollstedt
Va'r w'
Harvard
"i ntaar Harvard"
Strobe
'

which the leaves
by the autumn

Aaltz,

"On

Jt'N'K

Llsat

Massenet

Danube"

9KUB

Hours"

'

-.

CM"

tho Beautiful Blue

.

><>.

Strauss
i

£tt

Ui

-

Helene, the dressmaker.
is agreeable com
ledy; there Is also the requisite dash of
melodrama. The third act shows Mr.
Thomas perplexed and biting his nails.
"How to get Jean out of the box?"
The scene between Jud^ei Baxter, with
others, and Mildred's contemptible hus(band, Casper, Is wildly absurd. Jean's
tearing up the affidavit charging Casper
with furnishing faulty munitions and
Casper's sudden change of heart and
withdrawal of counter-charges In the
divorce suit are the merest claptrap.
The lugging in of Lady Mary, a too
familiar character to excite laughter, a
wholly superfluous figure in the play,
shows that Mr. Thomas was driven to
desperation.
The first two acts are entertaining.
Jean arrives in New York as a blue
devil.
He had been nursed in France
by Mildred, the niece of Sir Kenneth,
handsome she thought him
was
He
physically attractive—even his legs were
for. as she exclaims in a
sculptural
fine burst, she had bathed them In al-

For <two acts there

do not like to disturb Mr. Herkimer Johnson, for he ts at present inrested in two matters of art.
It is
said in Budapest that tHe director of
the museum has removed the beard of

Adam in Jordaens's picture; that Adam
did not sport a beard in the original:
that this hirsute adornment was painted
on dining the last century. Did Adam
shave? Did he fashion himself a razor?
Painters have>iaken many liberties with
Adam. In the gallery of the Jesuit convent at Lisbon there I", or there was.
a picture of him in the Garden, dressed
blue breeches with silver buckles,
while Eve shines ia, a striped petticoat.
Sir Thomas Browne kiquired curiously
Into a bodily peculiarity of Adam, but
he said nothing about a beard, mustache, Piccadilly weepers, Galway slugzymos.
Mr. Johnson

gers,

'
'

is

also Interested In the

news from Belgium. A poster made for
a. Mons art club showed
Minerva nude.
The prosecuting attorney saw her and
was shocked. The poster was seized;
the people laughed. Now Minerva was

Cecilia Radollire

Thomas with

Mme.

it

Adam and Minerva

Harvard Night
IJerolniie

Kretsehraei
fin honor of
the Harvard soldiers and aallors of the
£ent wan, words by 3d. A. DeWo-lfe
Howe
, .„
Converse.
Harvard Glee Club, A. T. Dovison. conductor
I male
of "Scbeherarjide"
nimskv-Knrsakoir
Allegretto for strings from Ballet Suite.

music by Chopin', gave Mme. Pavlova

although, in some cases,
hide disfigurement.— Ed
i

We

1.

Overture to "Mtgnon"
Walt*. "Summer Ballet"
tiene* with orchestra:
Pra.Ter r,r Thanksgiving
The Answer of the Stars"

1-

full

'.iv.novlcl

Svondsen

TUESDAY. JUNE

was not interesting save for
her "mercurial energy." It was practically a return to the old ballet with 'ts
"pas-a-deux" and "a quatre," vitiate
lovers, gouty and amorous old marquis*,
a magic flute given by a hermit to the
faithful swain, final happiness and rejoicing.
But "Autumn Leaves.' with

may

Hemld
Puccini

tb» Danube".

1

figured,

by the

Ralph Locke
Josephine Coll
.Albert Lawrence
Edgar Woolley

leal live marquis, something more than
a common soldier and the 'brother of

I

ear.

Saint S.ens

w

r

<

No, "E. P. C." we think nobly of
the ffmale ear and mourn the capping

'

"Zimpt"

'
2'
ro"rin
.'f l!?'V;
loroiistlon
jrareb

Drury Lane. "The
which Miss Butsova

In

Tsehailrowakv
Ca nne

jewels of the

III.,

Dattt Macabre
"America"

ballet at

Magic Flute."

a park

Act

Overture t»
Minuet

•

new

Wagne
aimer

-F.\ tase

with remark-

women's earrinyra because at all times and In all
places they have mnde them one of their
chief vanities," and he quotes Seneca
lorn-plaining because women carried two
or three patrimonies at the end of each

Sicilian .Vespers"..
Vara
"n<l One Nights". ...JJtrans
:ranss

Fantasjn. ^'"""I""
"Lohengrin"
le au
*P*ngl«! Banner'
'' V.
J,
Suite.
"Nutcracker"

In'/TmeM*

en, he contents himself
ing: "I say nothing about

Mendelssohn
>

,

—

Hut a

n"

Lou Tellegen

the aid of Rossetti's
poems and a quotation from Kellogg's
speech of Spartacus to the Roman
gladiators has written a play In which
Mr. Tellesen figures easily as a heroic
and sympathetic character from the'
time he first appears, unknown to him-|
self as an alleged co-respondent In the'
office of Sir Kenneth, British consul in
New York, till at the last he draws himself up, slaps his chest and declares to
the delight of Lady Mary that he is a

?

MONDAY. MAT «.

beauty, of grace. The others ha\»e made
the laws of 'gravity serve the purprwea of
rhythm. For her the law of gravity
-apparently does not exist. Hen favorite
poise is one that only one, or perhap L
two. sculptors have ought and fixed • n
marble
the winged victory of Samo
thrate Is tho example that conies most
readily to mind, although that only does
justice to tho lightness and grace of her
pose.
She leaps without effort and she
comes to earth again as softly as a petal
falls in a still summer evening."

Thomas Walsh
Kunno Bogislav

Koounan
Lady Mary

'

|

Kenneth Arkwrlght

McConnell
Jean Pont Pierre
Madame Helene
rasper Ilanalow
Miss Carrie
Kelly

'

I

Frances Shannon
Mac y. Rarnes
Alma Belwin
Ivan Simpson

Mildred

I

|

per-

formance in Boston of "Underneath the
Bough," a comedy in three acts by Augustus Thomas, produced at the Grand
Opera House, Wilkesbarre, Pa., on May
7. 1920. as "The Blue Devil." known In
Baltimore and Philadelphia later as
"Speak of the Devil."

,

,

HALE
THEATRE—First

By PHILIP

COLONIAL

-

I

I

:

The Xew York Evening

SouSa
Suppe

Pomp and Circumstance
Introduction

i

our youth!

OfHortense Schneider, the

Rubinstein
Grieg
Sullivan

the Hall of the Mountain King

in

with awe and terror, not to charm.
Cupid in one of Lucian's dialogues tells
his mother he is afraid to approach
Minerva, so grim is her visage, and
there is the snaky head of Medusa on
her breastplate. When Charmides, the
reckless youth In Oscar Wilde's poem,
stood before the statue of the goddess
in the temple, he noted her cuirass,
crocus gown, peplos.

Wagner
JaceMa

Tarantella fwitk flute solo)

statuary

ns i arefully" draped
often with a breastplate, spear and
shield. She was supposed to Strike one

Commercial Travelers' Night

I

,

and

3.

Reve Angelimie

FRIDAY. JtTXE

also criticized the attitude 'of the
public toward music, and expressed

got back to Paris I consulted a
famous teacher of singing and told her
She convinced me
all that happened.

to

j

29

.Dellbes

Boston Teachers' Night
Cortege from "The Queen of Sheba". .. .Gounod
Overture to "Zampa"
X.
,».. .HeroM
Waltz. "Vienna Blood"
Strauss
Fantasia, "Otello"
Verdi
Prelude and Love-Death from "Tristan and

He

I

gagement

i

cinema presented a real danger and
was vulgarizing them. He wished this
country would emulate some foreign
places, where no child under 16 years
of age was allowed to enter a cinema."

know at 30? Nothing, nothing, nothing!
was engaged to sing at La Scala. I
oang. and sang badly. They hissed me.
Bud they -were right. I realized that I
must work harder and begin again.

1

"Menuet a l'.vntiqne"
PSuerewabi
American Dances, Past and Present.
Danse Bohemo from "Carmen"
Bizet

THURSDAY. JUNE

grading- influence and was vapidly rivalling the public house in its evil influence.
"In attracting children tho

me as much, and I beAh mon Dleu!'what does one

her,

I

—

told

worked with

,

—

,TC

When

[Bullet Suite,- "Sylvia"

:

i

i

i

I

I

I

I

|

—

;

cohol.

She was beautiful

They

find

roman-

Mildred neglected to Inform Jean that she was
She did not even tell him
married.
The
that she was seeking a divorce.
tic.

fell

in

love.

i

I

!|
1

i

[

Xlatthows has also written a
about the ndveuturo of 1*C0.

30
|

—

—

the

Helene'a,

I

dressmaker.!

*

I

Mr. Tellegen played the hero In a
jvlnle, picturesque manner, holding the
sympathy and exciting the admiration
I of the audience.
He delivered his lines

|

I

I

I

I

or iron-

I

now the

patriot and the soldier,
the ardent Io\-er.
He was well
supported by
a competent company.
Miss Belwln, a singularly attractive
young woman, gave a charming portrayal of the romantic- creature, who, posslonately In love with Jean, was innocent, though as Judge Baxter shrewdly
J
remarked, she was certainly Indiscreet
[in her goings on with the man named
'as co-respondent.
Miss Bogislar, releal,

I

now

I

[

J
I

•

I

|
I

I

|

:

fined and exoticaily handsome, gave distinctlon to the part of Mine. Helena.
good' In their respective
parts: Mr. Barnes as a lawyer whose

,

The men were

I

conversation

bearing
rind
general
of a lower p. ictico than that
a corporation counsel; Mr. Simpson,
who gave a delightfully amusing impersonation of the English member of the
aristocracy known chielly on the stage:
while Mr. Locke made Casper sufficiently disgusting and Mr. Walsh was a
sheriff such as we have seen in every-

|

smacked

>

t>f

I

day

life.

After

the second act Mr. Tellegen
short and modest speech. Mme.]
Geradlne Farrar, who sat in a box,
that on this occasion might have justly
been known by the French term
Baignoire, then came upon the stage,
embraced her husband wildly and said
In the face of the publi.-: that she was
glad to be the wlte of Mr. Tellegen.
After this expression
of
connubial
bliss, after this feat of lucrative publicity, Mr. Tellegen was allowed to play
the third act without any scene of osculation save with the eminently de-

made a

I

'

sirable.

,

Miss Berwin

•

Fitzgerald, writing about the landing at
3t)0
years ago, quotes a
description of the company on the Mayflower:
"For the most part, simple,

Provincetown

I

j

Uiutnble, earnest folk, Intent on the duty
^f the moment. He puts the words in
[-ntrast with windy attempts to connect
1

'

men and women with the English
tocracy of the period. He then asks

5»

una question:
"Did Priscilla tell John Alden to "speak
ror himself? What tiuthorlty
have we
Dr
A Horton says:
,11 The Rev
Longfellow's
poem can hardly be justified, except as a romance.
Standish was

j

-

-

-

able to speak for himself. It is hardly
probable that John Alden undertook to
negotiate a marriage for the captain,
e\c«pt incidentally and subordinate^.'
"And no critic of the doughty Myles
has ever dared to insinuate that he
lacked Initiative or feared a referendum.

It

—

eloquence?

The

Mayfloweriana
|

•id the May!*.in 1<32 bring goods
tofeo'ton for John Eliot and his dls-»
Was the Mayflower, chartered}'
clp'.'f
Kb tw East India Company in 1*59 and'
kit In her homeward voyage, the fa-j
j

traption.

become a whaler?

L

»ve not seen the

Mb*

t»

book aboufi
of tho ship vntten by Dr.
little

May-

be

:

;

notice.

MORE YIDDISH PLAYS
BIMKO AND THE UNDERWORLD OF

WARSAW
Time Hereabouts
ance

a

"Ghosts,"

Years

— Measured-

Piece

Within Bounds

the

Kept

— For

as

PerformDiscreetly

indeed, even old Keyle has a little religion
thieves' den.
in her for all her living in a
Has she not sent Gittel to the rabbi, even
curse
to witches, for a remedy against the

Contrast, Ibsen's

Unseen in Boston

— Uneven

long Gittel confides an interesting secret
The latter, at first uninto her grandma.
formed as to the whole truth, receives
the news with all the joy that it would
bring to the orthodox Jewish household;

First'

for

Many

Acting

that has brought iShloyme such agony?
Slowlv the truth unfolds. Shloyme himborn
self suspects, and after the child is
he spends hours gazing at its face, trying
to make out whether it resembles him or
Because of his preoccupation
another.
with the infant,— a preoccupation that is
steadily growing into an ohsession,-^the
gang's plans go awry; his fellow thieves
tease and taunt him with cutting references to the dubious paternity of the child,
and at last, from the lips of his own wife,
who has long since lost all love for him,

FROM

the unsophisticated rustics of!
Hirshbein to the denizens of Warsaw's underworld Is a far cry; the

his

"about, ninet or ten months old,
somewhat hard, tasting well of the malt,
and little of the hop, ale such as farm-

liking

change

and noblemen

is complete in almost every
Garb, demeanor, outlook upon life,
even language, transport us at once into
another world. Yet so well was the transition made by Mr. Schwartz's players at
the Boston Opera House the past Saturday
evening that, considered as an ensemble,
the acting was the best they have yet done
there.
Not the least notable trait of this
company—and one doubly welcome in the
case of swiftly-changing repertory is the

detail.

when

Drama

of

[

!

confession that Ma-zik, not
Obsession now
the father.
flames to insanity, and in a wild furor,
conies

—

Changes
them but
little; at once, it would seem, they have
undergone an inner transformation, and
Iso thorough has been the illusion at times
'that even to the spectator who has fol-

j
'

(Versatility of its chief members.
of age, changes of milieu, affect

lowed every performance, It was difficult
to discover by tokens of voice or gesture
the identity of the actor behind the role.
Especially was this the case with Mr. Tenenholz's performance of Lepak in the play
"Thieves," of Saturday evening.
"Thieve3" (Ganovim) is the work of a

patriarchal
voce:

whiskers,

exclaims,

sotto

Tlens! tlens! tiens! tlens! tiens! tiens'"'
which, freely translated Into idiomatic

English
well! I

would be: "Well! well! well'
want to know!" (T refrain from

trying to Impart to the translation the
magnificent French
verse.) The king then crosses the stage
slowly and disappears at the right. Curtain. The play Is over.
The drama, as one may readily see, is
3At.95othor arl
interior one, and p'ro-

poetic, flavor of the

g-athering some clothes and setting
them so as to burn down the house.
Shloyme strangles his faithless wife.
that
It is characteristic of the entire play
the strangling scene does not take place in
because
this
is
nor
audience;
view of the

after

j
i

1

the Jewish spectator shares any Greek
aversion to the representation of such
events. "Thieves" is genuine drama, with

I

I

an infested marsh. It is, Indeed, quesauthorities
local
the
tionable whether
would permit the play in an unabridged,
fact is
the
unexpurgated translation, yet
that not only did the audience sit through
series of delicate situations without protest or comment, but not even titters were

a

pected^^Hk

is

fire to

to its step-brother melodrama;
characters arc well distinguished from
one another, and though It would be presumption for one who does not know the

little affinity

its

Var&ovian

they might have been exinclined
frivolously
the

underworld to comment upon

author's truthful portrayals, It is
enough for the purposes of art to agree
The
that he makes us feel they are true.
Yiddish
plav as a whole has been called a
fka dnye" (i. e. Gorki's Night Led-.resemand, to be sure, there Is a certain
of
In both plays there Js a motif
blance.
of
breath
a
is
violent love, in .each there
this is
aspiration to higher things, though
the

most repulsive nature, yet so handling the
matter as to produce a certain dramatic
beauty— tne beauty of the sun illuminating

heard where

the

Shloyme,

mayor
Montmartro, Is a versatile young young writer in Warsaw, Flshel Bimko by
man. His literary successes have added name; he is about thirty-six years old,
new laurels to his already famous name and has, besides a long list of short
Besides the dainty masterpiece known stories, written for the leading newsas "Letter of the Queen to the King," papers of the Yiddish literary centres
which he modestly acknowledges as his
three other dramas
own, another powerful drama is ascribed abroad, some two or
Intriganten"
tc his credit, including "Dio
to him by no less a critic than Andre
and "Beim Feier" works of a- mystical
Billy in L'Oplnlon:
"We owe to him one of the most beau- symbolistic cast. Though he has knowltiful Alexandrines In tho French lanedge of Polish, Hebrew, Busslan and Yidguage. This verse is In itself a his- dish, his writings have been chiefly conit
torical drtima with three Personages:
fined to his mother tongue; "Thieves,"
the King, the queen and the queen's
may be noted, has been given more than
page. As the curtain goes up, the queen
two hundred times in Warsaw and Vllna.
and the page are seen In the centre There is little in the play to suggest the
tightily embraced.
The king, unexpect- symbolism and mysticism of his other
edly returned from the crusades, appears
work; it is, in no derogatory sense of the
at the extreme left.
He beholds the
realistic material, treating
two lovers, and gently stroking his word, sternly
a subject that to many must be of the

JTIens! tiens! tlens! liens! tiens! tlens!

the
of
the leader of the

gusted with this change in their chief. Not
only can they not understand his altered
ways, but they poke fun at him for his
chicken-hearted courtship of his coquettish
He is so "touchy" about her—so
wife.
watchful, that none may approach her—
as if she were indeed -a lady. The tragedy
realizaof Shloyme's life begins with his
that
tion that he cannot have a child, and
He
the trouble does not lie with his wife.
broods himself Into utter uselessness as a
wife's
gang leader, and all the while his
spry
affections really belong to Mazik, as
and handsome a thief as ever carried a
The inevitable happens; iMazvk
jimmy.
and Gittel have secret meetings and before

Clifford

;

Borrow had nothing to say about mead

Ideal

j
;

in

Notable Polish Playwright for the

is

heart has gone completely over to his wlte.
As it turns out later, he beholds in her not
only the woman, but the vessel of redempgive
tion.
It is the child that she will
him who will come to wipe out his past—
blackens
to cleanse him of the evil which
The rest of the gang are dis
his soul.

and)
of chatter and!
song
Merritt and Bridwell, vocalists,)
and the Nathanes, In an acrobatic act;
that makes every one sit up and take,

A

m

barber-woman
thieves. Ever
marriage, however; bis hand
since his
seems to have lost its cunning, and his
Keyle,

;

;

too, of the good old
farmers' daughters did not
play on pianos and noblemen ,did not
sell their game, were in the habit of offering to both high and low, and drinking themselves"; he expressed his dislike of sherry, "a silly, sickly compound,
the usu of which will transform a nation, however bold and warlike by nature, into a race of sketchers, scribblers,
and punscer3, In fact Into what Englishmen are at the present day." He mentioned whiskey and brandy, but there's
nothing about mead, although Welsh
mead was famous. A good book, a
grand book, this " Wild Wales," underrated by some.
Yet why did Borrow
have nothing to say about Welsh gypsies?
Was it because, as Theodore
Watts-Dunton suggests, his wife and
step-daughter went along with him?

and grimace

and company,

new bagful of tricks;
Wills, in a "hick" act

:

time,

act of song

an.

ready excuse fo

granddaughter

Grace
a clever sketch
as Cleverly acted
Eddie Borden, a
comedian of the "nut" variety, with a
lr>

HnH

find

trade they ply, though they
consider themselves even remove 1 fro
the necessity of Justification, there a
those among' them who long for someIt may be the reawakenthing better.
ing of religious fears instilled in^hlldhood; it may be simply the natural tJesire to excel, to stand out from one's
fellow men, be the claim to distinction
ever so small. But the feeling is there,
and even among the3e Gorkian "exmen" there is the sense of caste.
Shloyme Shuver who has married Gittel,
the

they never seem to tire, and their
high kicking is at its best when they
prance around in vigorous rhythm. One
of the best numbers In their performance was the clog finale, in which they
speeded up and brought their aat to a
splendid climax.
Other acts on the bill were Burt
Gordon and Fene Ford, comedians and
singers; Frankle Wilson,
In' posings;
Charles E. Bensee and Florence Baird,

a kind of mead made from the washings
The ancients knew six
of the combs.
The English
kinds of honey-drink.
found out a drink late in the 17th century, a new. composition of hydromel
that old Dr. Mouffet said served better
He gave the
for ships than any wine.
lecipe; "Take barley torrefied after one
please, boyl
you
water,
what
in
steeping
5 quarts of fountain water,
It long in
1 pound
till It taste well of tho malt:
of this Doyled with S pounds of honey,
and 20 pounds of water, makes a drink
and is most
that tasls most sweet,
healthful for use. It nourlsheth well, is
hardly corrupted, and keeps very long."
But Dr. Mouffet, who wrote two folio
pages about beverages into which honey
entered, did not once use the word
You say that "bee-wine"
"bee-wine."
is a mild intoxicant, otherwise we should
suggest that It is a form of mead. You
may remember that the old man who
gave Lavengro a cup, remarked "Mead
Is a good drink, but woundily strong,"
and Lavengro, agreeing, said he would
not drink another cup for any consideration.
Mead, however, was not so "hot
In operation" as metheglin.
This last
drink was well known in the New England of the ISSth century when it sold at
$10 a barrel. Many ministers then kept
bees
let us hope only for honey and
beeswax (rum was the steady, sanctified drink). The straw or wicker hive
was called a skep. It is sprprising that

en-:

In

though they may

hunting

steps,

pleby.
The dialect dictionaries speak
of "bee-ala," a kind of mead made from
and "bee-liquor,"
the refuse of honey

ers,

a

;

eysuckles full of" clear bee- wine." This
certainly not your beverage, Mr. Api:.

He shouted
when he found it to

in

The sisters have staged their act with
an eye to beauty nor did they miss the
opportunity,
knowing their physical
charm, of presenting a wardrobe not
only
beautiful
but opulent as well.
The dancers are always neat in their

The only reference to "Bee-wine" that
we And in English dictionaries is to a
"And honline in Keaas's "Endymion"

"Wiid Wales."

appeared

pers.

JOSIA II APPLEBY.

Boston.'

'•'

fceste

to

the World Wags:
Jules Depaquit, cartoonist, and

thert any foundation for ti e story
mat the Mayflower v. as originally}
^•fvned by one Lincoln,
from whose
family Abraham descended?

or did the historical!

seems

sisters

dance, a minstrel dance of long ago,
the
"Mabel Dora" waltz, peculiarly their
own, and a finale that was an amplification of the clog that first brought
lame to this wonderful pair of step-

of

homas's case?"

fcioyi >£ayflowev.

stuff

i

|

for differentiation.
The Interpretation was all that could be wished.

The

men each

the same traffic, yet requiring
distinct characterization if they are not?
to become a sixfold, boresome reflection
of a single type. Here we have a slum
woman, raised by preference of the
gang leader to the relative dignity of
wifehood, such as their milieu knows
Yet even the3e lawless haunts feel;
It.
the necessity for some higher striving

gaged

called
,

familiar to certain New England country people, so it may bo a local con-

As

he would speak in his own bee did. They were married, but
not live in I'topla.
the fair Priscilia. have heard

is

a half-dozen underworld

own

orchestra Last evening a large
audlence was deeply interested.
The program, a long and varied
—one that would tax the enduranceone
of
skilled dancers for Its length
alone-

The plant, or this
yeast family.
manner of Its employment, is said to
have originated in Australia. Do you
suppose that this question may tempt
any of your following to Illuminative

An

M

[

.

j

appears to be a mild intoxicant

this signal

easily have sunk Into sordid melodrama,
the author, too, must 'bs complimented
upon keeiping his tate essentially true
without laying on tho colors too thick.
Whether in the writing or the acting,
"Thieves" presented a number of difficulties. Here we have, in the flrat place,

I

The chief attraction at B. F. Keith's
this week Is the Ford
Bisters.
Mabel
and Dora, In their latest dancing

Bee

abd\it

—ED.

"But if Priscilla did say it she wasn't
the first of her sex to make a similar
suggestion to a hesitant suitor. Henry
the
Eighth's- ure.it
chancellor
Sir
Thomas More, 'fell for it' long before
John Alden's time. Alter the death of
his excellent first wife Sir Thomas married a widow. Mrs. Alice Middlcton,
a
lady of very different character.
He
had not the lea."' intention of marrying
Airs.
Idleton, but was addressing her
cn ben f of a friend when she very
>ld him that 'he might speed the

I

ARMAND BBDARD

"Frolics of 1920," assisted by their

I

—

Mr. Michael

Besides

FORD SISTERS

Bee Wine"

As the World Wass:
in
you know anything

In his

contributor,

J.

Thought-much of tho credit for

behavior must go to the actors for the
restraint in a performance that might

bVthlt

act,

praise of ale

Our valued

Is

I'/nn.

the

|a fireproof strong: room where his sister,
[keeps her books showing large amounts
[owed her by leaders of New York solelety.
Then comes the feeble third act
I with
the clumsily contrived but neceslearily happy ending.

I

It is en-

Messrs. W. 12. Stirling
and Alfred Hayes with a drama, "Tho
lias been read before
U
WayJlower."
the Anglo-American Society of BlTngham lEng.V It will be e*rfornriut at
Plymouth, Manchester and other Engtown* during the tercentenary
lish
celebrations in September.

—

But Jear
bravely
with
his Jilt
him
holds
fid
until by -working a dum
he puis Casper, In a pa
fs him for his protection

was now humorous

undoubtedly his best.
wtiat eommeti Jahle briefness'

derived by fermentation from dilute
soma other
molasses and water or
originally
honey
by
syrup possibly
or other of
plant
the action of some

>n a new dress.
He talks
itened.

effectively,

ono

And now come

wine?

j

Jules has written other
play',,

book

"Tho Argonauts of Faith."

titled.

id Casper meet in N>w T9rk.
Mind Is, Indeed, a "loathsome
He would never have troaslean did, a volume of Rosettl'st
,n the second act Caaper. con-'
f suicide from fear of being:
tor the munitions affair, or
isaive use of alcohol
the causer
ade dear happening to look),
e bathroom window sees Jean ft
uid kissing Mildred In a room if

little

I

conveved more poetically, more elusively.
each
by Luka of Gorki'* striking piece; In
thour
there is a well-differentiated group,
Gorki,
with
here again the advantage is
imwhose drama is of deeper philosophical
Bimko's
port and of broader application.
h,owever.
thief-psychology is an inoidental,
directed
rather than a salient trait: it is
Gorki's
not so much upon the group (as in
strange,
pleoe), as upon Shloyme and his
for
desire
unnatural;
though *y no means
redemption. "Thieves," then, has stronger
best
ideoldglcal resemblance to one of the
known plays in the Yiddish repertory—
Venof
Sholom Ash's powerful "The God
geance." And it is, by the way, this same
Sholom Ash's picturesque novel "Mottke
in
the Vagabond" (Mottke Ganov), which,
Insight
Its third part, gives us an intimate
provide
Into the very Varsovlan slums that
the background for Binfcko's play. Yekel,

:

Mme.
houses

—A

—Mr.

WITH

of contradictions
of weather that
does not help indoor amusements, the second week of the
players was ushered in at the

Yiddish

is distinct from that which played
on the same stage during the
previous
week; it is, 8 o to speak, another division

of

T

and

6

than

fu,flIIed

"* " iKht: !t
?f Ji S audience
Jewish
of the,
type to fulfil theirs
,

his

the

^

,

.

--

r

,

^

ifn™™

116

Z

4
Cr,tic!8m 11
wife's protest against
society
en,,0 " S that m08t
'mpres^
the \iddish spectators, many
of
know the rboe n play far too well whom
to confuse

11
It

was",/
was
the

r'"

with such meretricious writings
ils
Brieux's "Damaged Goods."
Coming as
the play did after "A Doll's
"
House
It is
a question whether n*»en really
intended
such emphasis upon the hereditary
tainthe must surely have been fully as
much
concerned with the inherent evil
0 f Mrs
Alving's having yielded to social
pressure
and remained with a husband undeserving
of her companionship.
The repellent form
it

which the hereditary Influence takes underscores the theme of the drama; it s
not
so vital to it, however, as is Pastor Manders's pious maundering.
Compare this
play with the Spanish dr&ma suggested,

parts-that reserve, that slow upbuilding of a character In
its evolution
during the course of the
drama, that
genuineness of self-absorption
Into
the
personage
portrayed-thls.
too,

to

Eehegaray, and you will

Mme.

Vallere gave evidence of as soon
as she
hal made the sober, but effective
entrance
that Gordln had written
lor the muctitr.ed Eli of his melodram*.
fie
not
Men U ng upon the YlddWn »U*e has
and by
signs that one may read from
recent events

New York, she may not long be there.
Lot us be frank; If Yiddish
audiences (It
Boston at least). 8 how no better
response
«e such histrionic gifts
as these they deserve
to lose

by

materia medica, and

is

concerned almost

exclusively with the very point that Ibsen
uses lor emphasis rather than for primary
interest.

Mr. Schwartz's Oswald was a restrained,
wall-modulated presentation of the doomed
son. From the very first, when his wavering hand and his rambling thoughts suggests the approach of his end, he sought
his effects through subdued means; such
a painter as this Oswald probably coverel
his canvases with crepuscular hues, with
sober grays and hazy, violet tints. Only
when the moments of foreboding came
upon him did he raise his voice above the
half-whisper that betokened his lessening
Interest In life; now and then a seemingly
accidental twitch of his mouth traced the
permanent disfigurement that final paralysis would bring it; at the close, his entire body seemed to shrivel into the
very
Jhysical embodiment of that second childhood whoso mental horrors he would spare
himself by the poison he always carried.
His request for the sun was not
the
climax of. horror which actors with the
Tlelodramatlc instinct— and not necessarily
n error— would make of it; hi* interpreatlon was nil the more striking for the In'antile Impotence of the looks and the
ones in which it was couched. Mr. Semlel-

all

was

The acting of the women
not come up to the standard
of the
parts;
lale
Miss Silbert was a trifle
*tlff
times,
while
Miss
V
Gorston's Reglna was
leightened.
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others say there is.
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explorers are not
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in this
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that Kettle

grim sense perhaps
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t7iat

^mysterious pun said'
was a household word in IreBut it ls not of such crises'

ond of a^«tok"«r*£i
J
°" tl,e u bl e °.f.r!>0d " y 6tru ^'e that I speak."
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""versation. Prof.
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Precisely those who have
Donwh
been
Uld arsue that
«"» ani- ^'^nservaUve about the family who hate
ma? il 1 fZ T'°,
botW('-» "heep u ,„l oxon- ,"""n revolutionary
about the state"
„ a nP
hence
° Vlbos ''' wh
Mr Ch "terton runs the thing into the
lh «
eollh, ,? H r,
i
r t£"ig* r .W«lkup
but others are worse
would' inMst o ?
?t is a
f
Bt P a 'ate and ^Urht on English style, for wh
"
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le the
v
n
1
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sin
T
j»"'*
ted
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occasionally be Used for
*
.UPS to those we', k
a li "'» ls Hie due emphasis, when no emphasis is
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J
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grandidentata)

for

He at first thanks the actors
actresses who performed the play

author.
artd

New Eng-

1n

New York

from

May

until October,

He

then comments on the success
or the play in that city—but not in a
vainglorious spirit—and draws deducltl!».

tions.

five

shil-

" The
rhe pecuttar
P ecuM *r success of this play in
make heels for wn m »„-. " hoe "
A
a tr "^ c le " of foreign origin
*
Zadoch Thompson
Thomn, „ in his
J. ™"
"l L
?
produced at an unfashionable
"History
lings, to

»?^

i

,

.

of
theatre by
^ermont" says that hr ee
a:i
unfashionable company, seems to
fine species
of poplar the two
have
upset
many
established
beliefs
balsam
the magnificent Vermont poplars and about the kind of play the public wants."
poplar (ponu
us monilifera) are
scarce^ found? un- The managers believe that the more
less cultivated, in
empty a play, the better will the greater
New England states. any other of the number of audiences like it, so they
,

I

£™ mC
a
htHTv 6

S0 Say that if a
pedest r| an
twis of white "poplar In
his
" haVe n0 surbatlng of he
Y.
.*!

j

s»tnd much money on the production of
feeble and silly plays. Mr. Ervine doubt:

the long run, fortunes are thus
"We are often told of the great
of
money
out of this or that
a good -old word)
I
f
f
«m drivelling revue,made
surprised
but are told singularly
that your correspondent
dW
lltttle
of
the
bankruptcies that have alro
0 th s 'o"B-~tabll«|,ed
,"
fact
been caused by diivelUng revues. I imP. BOLIVAR. Beverly.
»£;•'« «r:at It an accurate financial statement covering the history of the theatre
Sir Edgaf's Mansion
either In America or in England were
As Sir Edgar Speyer Bt.
sojourned in prepared, it would be found that the
amount
Lostor. and his wife
wis known here 'popular' of money- irretrievably lost on
pieces would be far in excess
as a violinist before
she entered the of the amount lost on 'unpopular'
pieces,
state or matrimony,
the description of having r^gird to the capital invested in
his house sold in
London under the eich. and I should not be astonished to
discover from such a balance sheet that
hammer will interest the
Bostonians lhe 'high-brow' drama had more
or less
that associated with
them during the psld its way, while the 'low-brow,' or
first year of the world
war.
quote •r.o-brow-at-all,', drama had not done so.
from the London Daily Telegraph:
But those are matters of opinion— there
ate no statistics available on which to
atD
'Tt was erectdh frnm n
.
deSifrnS ° f f-nd. arguments-a,,d I do not doubt
Messrs.
:essrs. Detmar-Blow
.
and
Fernand Bil- Ibat the commercial theatre manager
>lery. the elevation being
» h» reads these words, if he troubles to
in stone in the
, Florentine style,
and the, work was exe- read them at all, will at this point bct
'ine convulsled with laughter.
Nothing'
'Ued 'regardless of expense.'
As, for but bankruptcy and the hell that has.
."odation. there are
31 bed 'and
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heartily to detest as
time went on""
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exaggerated emotion
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from the moment.
!
She h «l .e
va.uab le secret o,
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strengthening

a Hrflley
shoemaker bought of Oliver
Smith a log
of the large poplar
on Mount Holvoke
(populus
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read that
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of Iladley." w)l!ch
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about the life
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repetlti °n of pronouns;
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and English
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ckinAhouses could
packing
ho f\A. does .or should teach that the us!
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Itoo npny "whos" or
"whiches" in »
sentence Is bad.
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much

But The Kreutser
Sonata"? A worth
hodge-podge of woe heaped
upon woe"
of infldelity heaped
upon Infidelity o,
I'ef
that is sometimes
comic and more
n
a
me
ru8i °* of ,he
too w:r, k
:
knnr„
r
n S, Be
T..rs^au7hter mus,cr"obs
st^r ed rn a
«orgllng mixture that
must con ain P ntv

various

.

.

t

wm

like

Isaac Goldberg

Zn

V

less

sd
u mnnitum
infinltnrv, ad
-a _
nauseam.
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A new edition of "John Ferguson" by
Toplars
As the World Wags:
f
John G. Ervine is published by the
1-et me add to
your correspondent's iMacmillan Company. NeV York. This
c«y on poplars. In Sylvester
Judd s edition contains an Introduction by the

I

has his better moVent's
.Vo

.

'

voice

'

tha?

.

or "It was
that. In one
"from Greenland's icy pige of a recent book
I counted at leasi
mountains and Injy's coral strands."
eight examples, every one of
which
Major Craven, the host in
Boston, would have been improved in
clearness
recommended that yaks, river bucks,
had the sentence been recast Here are
wart hogs and swamp
buffaloes be im- two or three specimens
from Chesterported and used here
for food.
The ton's diatribe on "The Superstition of:
accounts of this dinner
published in the Divorce:"
newspapers said nothing
about the deIt is the Christian
v-"" oua " >~"urcii
Church which conoonsirahPid- ~e
ne and eaU "S th ° tnues to hold strongly, when the
'
world
musk"!!.
.
lhe Arctic
A commis- r J . some reason has weakened on it
Cd
Jhe Canadian depart- v. tat many others held at other times"!
me t
1,6 lnterior is
"It ls that I have wanted a
wnsidering the
window "
.
°' ^"'esricating this an "U is not the Englishman's house butt
ma' in the
ma.
h'
JJarrcn Lands.
There is a | he Frenchman's house that is his
dispute over the quality
cistle."
dishes

.

0 th
Yidd Sh theatre-"God,
M.„
ind the
h Devil,"
n ^ and "Mlrele
Effros." Here
G ° rd,n 0f hl *h worth!
u in* a foT?
using
foreign suggestion
to make a nlav
completely his own. and
one

Id

Bdvmuch

.

Regent or who

street;

f

C

I

on the-Antarctic continent for
transportation, octopus soup.
Tasmanian en"It Is.. . .That"
dives, peas from
Argentina; a geo- f/s the World Wags
graphical dinner reminding one
I wish you would devote some
bf the
time and
banquet served at that exclusive
club/.pace to the deadly and steadily-gr^in London, the Sloshers.
'
when Artemus' i~i£
habit of even serious writers of
oi
Ward was introduced there by the gentinning their simple statements of
fact:
tlemanly stranger in black,
sjiiny gar- wi tli the French idiom "It
is
that'
ments, who accosted him
in

"StSr?"""'sscfsi

t,Ck " nS

foolish situation "

:

can stage.

has but the relation of analogy
Gordln in
performed what Is
d
a
contrihuT
M'C l ° rtU0U8
dev «'°P™nt of
th. TM-,
h stage.
the
Yiddish
He brought In the
breath
f realism that had
been so e*S
* » on *- a nd-dance absurdities
IV".the
J
of
Hurwltz-Latelner school, which
itself
represented a degeneration
of the

one

Manders was unctuous and
ict overdrawn; this pastor was not
neceaartly a hypocrite; he believed.! what
he
it

deed,

itself

to the A-ne.-

to the famous work
of Tolstoi.
his day and generation,

at

Pastor

wherefore the tragedy of

The play

them

tile paths.
This residence is he?d
under three leases from the
Duke
Westminster, having about 53 years of
unexpired, at ground rents amounting
6 to'
£900 a year.""

Not long ago certain Bostonians dined
on strange dishes, fish' and meats
frozen

in

,n
,nnocent
«>'»«tlon-than »"ch cheap
melodrama as "The Kreutzer
Sonata" from
the man whose name will
always be gratefully associated
with two of the master-

how

n.ite

s

iurrfi,

the Spaniard transforms the emphasis almost completely.
The latter's "lil hijo
de don Juan" (The Son of don Juan),
heaps horror upon horror in terms of the

aid.

men

itv of

j

>ff's

'

fHrr

«2

It

who had thoroughly acclimated herself
upon the Jewish "boards"; doubly
rare because Mme. Jennie Valliere speaks
an excellent Yiddish, and because
she is an
actress of deep emotional appeal
and of refined art
What Mr. Schwartz's remarkable acting of the previous
week revealed
in the portrayal of
varied and difficult

-

Dutch

For the Table

tators possessed the doubly rare
experience
of witnessing a French and German
actress

for the

For Sunday night the
company left the
province of purely Yiddish
to
that
ra
atio
be nninK with
Ib
•Gho
osts.
s t:"
iT'.lss strange to think th„»
11
almost forty years ago^the
play 8hou
have been received with such
o
horror.
Peculiarly enough, the
h gTpl n
of the drama, judging
f rom
thf
taneous applause drawn
by one of
Alvlng's speeches, was,
for th* audienc^'
not so much the moral
Implhritlo^ of

performers.

for

,,

"Ghosts"

sincere

more usually the case that

is

the Yiddish actor to make his way
to the
English stage, :ast night the Yiddish spec-

coZ

lnte,lect ^'

earnest,
it

w

1

bad acting spoils a good play;
last night
it was a bad play
that served to obscure,
though by no means to extinguish,
the
high talents wasted upon it.
And again,
whereas the more usual occurrence is

Pr°m£e

"mains

these

Whereas

'

P

I

company

of all the conscienpity, then, that the

is first

""

"

spell

Boston Opera House last evening by a performance of Jacob Gord n's "The Kreutzer
Sonata."
in most of its personnel the

to

V

Some d<iep-thinker and lover of humanity has Said that a poem should be
rend daily for the improvement of the
mind and as food for the soul. Let us
oval form, with oak-panelled
today read, a charming bit of verse by
walls'
John Buskin, who boasted that he could is in that of Queen Anne. There are
two staircases ascending from
the
grea'
write in Shelley's vein by Shrewsbury hall, one in
Renaissance style in oak
with walls of Ancaster stone,
clock.
and the
It was a little I-awnr islet,
other after the French Gothic.
In the
By anemoiw and vilet,
s:c
a pipe orsun by J.
.'^ ra
T^ike mosa1c-i>aven.
lww"!Jl
k r & Son. 't
having
Th>Te sat a gentleman flushed and shy
two
^*
manuals
? with
and fitted
And a girl with « corkscrew cast in her 'eye
electrical blowin? appaOn _tue Brass between was a large eel-pie
ratus. The small music room,
in Louis
-md u liam-l.iuc ck-anlv shaven.
XIV sty e, has a carved plaster ceiling
And the Kcntlnu.nn asked, in accents miln'
the walls are panelled in
'"Ute cw,ueb i>oake<i before
oak.
it' was
Corinthian pilasters, and the open with
hUed?'
fired be
place has a Dutch brick interior
"-Pl'ed. as she pulled a vilet
nS
.l
A???
and
on* toe little i.ivmv islet.
marble hearth. Tha garden is arranged
"Didn't 1 tell- you jane would
spile it?"
in
parterres for flowers, with
lar-e

a couple

and a

most auspicious opening of two Sundays
ago has not been followed up with
audiences
that shall do their share as
well as this
man and his fervent associates. Gustav
Schacht, as Mazik. added
another living

TLt

dressiftg rooms, nine
bathrooms seven
reception rooms and a
great hall
The
rooms set apart for entertaining
are re .
^mark-ably f.ne and range in
style from
the Florentine and Venetian
to the Queen
Anne and Louis XVI. The dining
Us in the Italian Renaissance styleroom
Is
lis the library, while
the drawing room
pf

—Nascent Rebellion from the Book—Incidents and Opinions

his admirers with the bridled
power of his interpretation; as in the choice
of plays, so in his choice
of histrionic

LM

the

to

Newest Specula-

tion

surprised

the diverse parts he has so
convincingly Interpreted through
the weekthe
various
thieves,
Swltnik,
Lepak'
Shtcherb, and their receiver
of stolen
goods, Nakhman Kosher
(played, respectively
by Messrs. Dubinsky.
Tenenholz,
Samleloff and Plshklnd), were
a well-diversified group. Mme.
Nadalskys Keyle left
little room for betterment,
while Miss Ger?'" el reveal9d reservoirs of dramatic
l
power
that one would little have
from her excellent interpretations suspected
of Hirshn
n ° Cent PlacM mls
<=hievous coun;
trv maidens.
try
I n all, a worthy
plav verv
worthily done. Mr. Schwartz

Gest's

ing Powers

The performance—despite the occasionaudible prompting— was admirable in
Schwartz as Shloyme again

role

"The

in

Closing Play-

31

Gentle Appeal from Gordon

Footlights

every part.

More the

— The

Craig— Poe and Whistler Led

of "unpleasant" plays.

man

Revealed

as

Valliere

Kreutzer Sonata"

ally

means, the

No higher praise coUkf''
be bestowed upon this evidently conscientious artist than to say that she dignified
one of the worst bits of trash ever confided to a group of players that deserves
far better at the hands of playwrights
and
public alike.
i SAXC Goldberg
for tearful release.

In the Ash play, cherishes the same eagerness for redemption through his daughter,
land even gives holy gifts to the synagogue, p a j(j f 0r w j t b money ma<j e on the
most nefarious of trades; yet despite his
attempt to bribe the Lord, his daughter
falls a' victim to the very brothel her fathel runs.
In each play, thenv is a theme
of retribution that falls upon the perpetrators of evil and sweeps even the innocent in its path.
In both is a strange
yet characteristic
separation of secular
and sacred, and an unsuccessful attempt
to reconcile them.
Though once more the
advantage may lie with the other author,
"Thieves" may well toe said to provide a
worthy addition to the Yiddish repertory

tious artist.
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Is

fancy.
The first Dsrepisode w a " ait the
gjnMlii Inn Club. Philadelphia,
on
performance „f the nlay
VS °"? form may b ° Slven with«.r ,h
out
tha pennission of Otis Skinner.

ppe.idllv proparwl for those wlio
liaMnd their lives in debusing the nubile
i,Mf, » hell
which, for nil eternity,
E.
tley will «• compelled to witness tlielrj
o* u theatrical entertainments, will con-'
them ihsi this is no laughing matf

of
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"Body and Soul," by Elizabeth H.I
Marsh, a play in eight scenes, is
published by the Cornhill Company
of Bos-

l

Mr.

lit-

in'

illusions

ton.
It is highly symbolical,
mystloallvl
religious.
The time of the wanderinri
»f liord Barcardon is "tha bcgiB-

nboul his

ay; doe* not regard it as a work of,
Ins eyes this'
hi
li.i.>
It
S"nlui. hut
ntnl— "i< is ah honest and. I hope,
human beings
to pit
ekilful attempt
upon th£ atftire as human beings, and
no\ a> Muffed dummies hired from a
theatrical lostumer." A bad dramatist
roe.- into the Iheativj
is a liliiii

a«U

i

*

I
P

ning of modern incredulity." The body
casts out the soul that it may try Us
worth with friend and foe.
"America's Position in Music." by Eugene K. Simpson, a Utile book of 53
pages, is published by the 'Four Seas
Company of Boston. Mr. Simpson oi
Taylorvjlle. 111., published this discussion in "Modern Music and Musicians"

who

I

unQ never comes out again"; a goodl
4nkxaati6t 4s a man "who is constantly

I

f

checking the creatures of his IniuglnaCon with th. <• •.miles who live around
Mw": for "imagination, unchecked by

'

t

(lf'J8).

"for

[

experience, becomes violence or sentldoes not
P mentality, and the wTlter who with
hufrequently renew his contacts
man beings is in desperate danger of
H substituting rhetoric for speech and
cplnions for reelings; and the end of
r snali men is written in oblivion."
While "John Ferguson" Is a tragic
nlaj
Mr. Ervine does not think it is
depressing, for it does not disgust with
humanity the reader or spectator. "An
audience should leave a theatre, after
a tragedy, in a state of pride,
!, seeing
proud that they are human and of the
.same species ns the tragic figures."
Tragedy has been the main fore of tho
Heroic Ages. In the world war soldiers
on leave In London found the "amusing" shows, "the usual damned rot."
These revues and cheap plays were
known to soldiers as "civilian stuff."
Shakespeare and Bernard Shaw, driven
out of the commercial theatre, were
welcomed at the soldiers' theatres in
Frnnce. "It is only since the armistice
and the demobilization of the fighting
men that decent drama has contrived
to get back to the English stage." Mr.
Ervine mentions "Abraham Lincoln,"
"The Lost leader." "Cyrano de Bergerac." plnys by %>akespeare. Sheridan,
ISuaw, and, above all. "The Trojan
I Women" of Euripides, which has been
I I Cffonnetf with success in a London
.

••-•«•»

"Macbeth" from the school curriculum on the ground that the tragedy
a libel on the Scotch in its "misrepresentation in presenting King Macbeth
as a traitor and murderer.". The reso-

of
Is

end

'

;

,

]

the

intelligence of the
i>!r\ --oing public?
"If I could fee! that
liad cleared the way for that young

>'

-rrrite

j

;

I

i

i

I America:, dramatist whom I imagine in
fa r-mote vJilage cr in some college ha'l
-tri\lng to express himself greatly in
,

I

P

drama.-
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I

i
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Episode

"Th». Gloss of Youth." an imaginary
episode in the io.es of Shakespeare and

by Horace Howard Fuiness,
is published by the J. B. Lippincott
f'ompany of Philadelphia and London.
Thlb little book should be put on tho
ebetf with Landor's "Citation of Shakeepeare." the account of Shakespeare's
(uneral that was published a good many
ago in Blackwood's— was it written by the- author of the crushing review of "Lothair" that appeared in
i.thf same magazine ?-and Mr. Edward
-Arlington Robinson's poem. "Ben JonJ>on Entertains a Man from Stratford."/
Vj* motto is Shakespeare's 29th sonnet.
Shakespeare and Fletcher are talking
about -he work to be done in collabo.-aI^Pletcher,

Jr,

I

Wl

The former

sick at heart.

i.s

His

great tragedies are caviare io the genH:.- comedies give him little pleaslure-.
Little Nan Bellott, by her prattle,
dispels hi.- cloomy thoughts. She brings
lit two playmates, Noll and Jack.
Boys
as they are. they can spout passages
[y<>a» Shakespeare's plays.
Noll likes
best "H-jnry V." and "Henry VIII."
"'As You Like It" is to him a silly play
Sh akespeare agree* with him. Jack
fJM
wirheu to bo a poet; Noll, a King.
j

i

I

eral.

|

i

1
.

i

j

I

I

I

Flat' 'her '•or.u-. in from the Glob.. Theatre. -"The people are for comedies and

[tueh

-.

!

'

r.r: n
of
j— tator^
See— Nan,
m»y J-ogor of in* world. Matter John
JlCtw-r;
know. eh. Jack? Arid

ful

•

i

tjnv.., c romwell - that shalt
be>
hereafter. cj.i<-k murmurs with a
ftnJ*: •JtV-beth. Banquo.'/' And Shake-

Caster

jf|g

Mare

aa:-,«
to
Bc-Ilor-

Baphan

Fletcher

and

Mistress
understand:

who do n*-;
Jook^-o-j— >t rhe public have what
" h
pu,, ' ic
1'he present voice
^
iClasps the children to him.)
HjMa,"€->'
niv ioy
"
The future—ave

RHiy

Hfc^f "7

'

.
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Jew with pogroms

in mind,' he realized
the hatred of Sh'ylock for his Christian
oppressors. Aj the end of the trial scene
his hatred was not quenched, his spirii
was not broken, the spectator trembled
for the future of Antonio and
Bassjihio.

When

Mr. Courtney

first

French expression of disapproval) until
the end of the act such a turbulerrt uproar filled the auditorium that it was
Impossible for me to hear what the
actors were saying, although I was
•

A

great number
seated in the first row.
of persons evidently took the play for an
direct chaland
a
attack on the army

saw Mr. Mos-

coviteh as Shylock he discussed the position of the Jew -iti- Elizabethan
days,
and said that Shakespeare's audience
could not have found injustice in the
^treatment of Shylock, and would not
have noticed the bad breeding of his
persecutors. "Bassanio, who goes out
of his way to assure Portia that
he is

lenge to the Conservatives, while others
either from sympathy for the author
or his ideas tried to drown the outcries
with applause. In the darkness one
could feel the sway of public opinion
like an angry sea. in a manner that I
have never experienced before. When
the lights went up in the interval, before the last act. a gentleman in the
stalls was pounding another's hat out
enforce his arguments,
to
of shape
while everyone stood on their seats to
Bee and those in the balcony leaned
over and cheered. The last act was
greeted with shouts of derisive laughter
and waves of applause. Some of the
older critics held their peace, but the
younger men were very excited. Just
behind me, Roland Dorgeles, the author of one of the best war books, 'Les
'It's
Pioix de Bois.' kept shouting:
Idiotic!" while somewhere in the darkness at the back Gillot de Saix was
singing. It was an extraordinary and

1

ridiculous affair. As for the
trulv there was much ado about
nothing. M. de Bouhelier has protested
was
in Comaedia that his one. motive
two
to follow the psychology of the
law
and
against
revolting
outcasts
order, and that a writer should be free
to make a work of art without considering the morality of his characters.
plav.

A

.

1

|

in

Boston

may

i

(whose work I have always sincerely
admired) that my objection to 'Les
Eselaves' is that it is an unconvincing
•

i

not as black)
II
to paint tt.
the symbolical use of!
greatly liked
bugle calls and the sounds of the hurdy-j
gurdy, the descent of the police upon
the girls, and, above all, the characterl
of Anna, somewhat idealized, perhaps.
but played with a remarkable passion-

and feeble play. Yet it
as some have chosen

I

I

'

is

|

,

ate intensity

by a young

Sephora Mosse.
of
Bernard is
lesque.

1

|

and courage

be non-moral or immoral if
you like, but it is certainly well done
From
a mere dramatic point of
or ill.
view, this is not a good play. The second act is uncertain and insincere. We
can have no sympathy with the desertdistraught
er, because he is at best a
and dishonest person. It. has become
the habit among French playwrights
press if
to rise up and denounce the
mastertfieir plays are not pronounced
pieces, but I can assure M. de Bouhelier
play

'

telligence, wealth

i

somewhat

<

I

i

;

i

'

,

Ilk.
-Ik.Tuey care not fur ic riplays
Shakespeare exclaims:
IPTrne people' Perdition seize the people!
Here arc thr. ; * loving. loyal hearts shall
Htvaigh the empty brains of a theatrc-

ha

I

'

1

,

,

.

We

I

l:on.

!

:

.
I

.

'

Ervine say of the
play-going pub ic of Boston that shamcfully neglected his "John Ferguson"?
-What would he say of those that, snickSXcd. tn t".i° most emotional or tragic
«5«*s. "Buffoons" that found these
aoenes amusing?
Would he blame a
manager m Boston for not bringing out
serious play.- before a public so unintelligent, or indiifferent?
Would he smile
if h» were told that some did not see
.the play because, they had never heard
of Mr. Ferguson, the actor, and knew
nothing aboi.r is histrionic skill?

A Shakespearian

Maurice Moscoviteh
was
warmly
this season in London for his
performance of Shylock, yet he said in
an after-dinner speech that ho had
never been truly happy p'.aylng the
part. "He was n Jew: Shylock was a.
onto a wandering caravan to anchor
Jew. but Shakespeare was not. Shake- it hero as a
foundation for a Boston
speare's Jew, to his mind, was not a
palace of our glorious art.
faithful type, but the Imagination of n
Boston.
DILLON SHALLARD.
type. Because he had tried to Interpret
the part as Shakespeare Intended, lie
A Play Boo'd in Paris; Notes About
was no* very popular with his confreres.
Shakespeare.
in
fact,
hod the Theatres in That City
cauied him much anxiety. The Jew In
The Paris correspondent of the Stage
Shakespeare's time was hated— an out- writes about the first performance of
law, and it was that that made ShakeSt. -Georges de Bouhelier's new drama,
•speare so difficult from a Jewish point
"Les Eselaves," produced by the Soof view.
Today, he thought, Shake- ciety of French Dramatic Authors.
speare would not have made Shvlock
"The first act was received with the.
demand his pound of flesh. He played usual deference accorded to the author.
The
play opens with the typical symShylock as the cruel man Shakespeare
bolism dear to M. de Bouhelier. In her
drew: but he was the theatre Jew, .and
what the public wanted in Shakespeare's little room, overshadowed by the high
and gloomy wall of the barracks, Anna,
time."
a girl of the streets, awaits her soldier
Apropos of Arthur Shirley's play, "Ned
lover.
But Bernard has been put into
Kean of Old Drury." produced in Lo:iprison for
insubordination
and their
jden In April, the description by Hazlitt
passionate love for each other revolts
of Kcan's Shylock was recalled by
Mr.
against the tyranny of laws that make
Courtney discussing the clwr>>'*er of the
the man a slave to militarism and the
famous actcr.
Hazlitt wrrt
"When
girl a slave to prostitution.
Bernard
we first wen! to see Mr. Ken in Shyescapes over the wall, bringing with
lock we expected to see. what we
had
him the money he ha.« stolen from a
vjeen used tt> see, a decrepit old
man
rich comrade.
But while (hey plan to
bent with age and ugly with mental dellee to America, the sergeant, suspectformity, grinning with deadly malice,
with the venom of his heart congealed ling the truth, comes to Anna's house
and she is obliged to let him in. A vioIn
the expression of his countenance,
lent discussion occurs between the desullen, morosp gloomy, inflexible, broodand the sergeant, and Anna
serter
ing over one idea, that of his hatred,
wounds herself with the latter's sword
and fixed on one unalterable purpose,'
esr-apes.
But he is
Bernard
while
that of his revenge.
We were disap- caught and brought
back and rather
pointed because we had taken our idea
than undergo imprisonment and trial,
f-om other actors, not from the play,
Anna, becomes insane.
shoots himself.
l-hei"- is no proof there that Shylock
is
During the scene in the second act.
The stage is not in genera!
£>!£fc
V*
Bernard denounce the
and
when Anna
the best place
to
s*»idy our author's
despotism of the army and of society,
characters in."
~"v«
,
J
the audience began to murmur, and
Mr. Moseovitch's Shylock w-as
murmurings became indignant
these
stanUy the villain of the play, never exwhistlings
(the
and loud
protests
citing sympathy or pity. As a Russian

|

Mr.

I

I'd like to help, and can help, if my'
services would be welcome. But that
help could oaly be. secured for a real
attempt to give Boston a permanent
artistic aud complete organization, such
as would set a standard for other American cities to imitate and follow. Drop
at once any Idea or danger of hooking)

|

possess.
.'

strength.

praised

or gaberdine, was first the word for a
a gentleman, is a man whose primary
coarse smock frock that reached from
desire to marry the lady of his choice is
the neck to the ankles, or a loose upper
based on the fact that she could relieve
garment of coarse material. Thus Trinhim of his debts. Gratiano, in the court
eulo in '"The Tempest," when the storm
scene, is an amusing and worthless little
comes up, says: "My best way is to '«ad,
no mora aa^aalass; while it Is the
creep under his gaberdine." Thus Hudi-|
bras, conquered by Trulla, "disrob'd his
gaberdine" in exchange for her mantle.! solemn and dignified Antonio who deThe ward then came to mean a gar- cides that part of Shylock's punishment
ment worn by Jews, perhaps by reason must be his conversion to Christianity."
To the role of commentators must now
of Shylock's speech. Almsmen and begbe added Mr. James J. Montague, the
gars wore a gaberdine. The word also
ingenious
poet of the New York World.
means merely dress, covering, protecHe wrote apropos of the "modernization. "They have crawled into the House
tion" of Gilbert's plays some verses
of Commons under the gabardine of the
entitled "Putting Pep Into Them," with
Whigs." In English dialed gaberdine is
reference to Shakespear's tragedies and
a smock frock worn by laborers, a short
jacket, or a child's sleeved pinafore In
comedies:
Kent the garment was sometimes called
Wbon Portin sks to lieaT the case of Shylock's
a cow-gown. The frock, worn by carters
ancient grudge.
The aged money king will rise and 6ay, "Good
and farmers' servants in Sussex, differs
morning. Judge!"
from a round frock, for it is open in
And when she says his pound of flesh is held a
front with buttons to close it if rebit to high.
quired. Rabelais's "galverdine" was a
"It isu'r half so high as beef," old Sbvlock
will reply.
rain-cloak. It is thought by some that
the original garment, was a pilgrim
Lccal and Traveling Opera
dresf. and the word, a derivative of the
middle high German "wallevart," pilTo the Editor of the Herald:
grimage, which passed into the old
While away from Boston on my travels
French "guavardine." the Italian "gavhave read of the interest awakened
1
ardina," and the Spanish "gnhardina."
in this city on the score of grand opera.
The last influenced the English form.
You will, of course, remember about
have never heard the word used in
the generous space you allotted me
New England for smock fro?k.
last Dec. 7th and subsequently on this
It appears from tradition that Shylock
most important subject. Possibly the
should wear a scarlet hat lined wit
seeds I then sowed have taken deep
black taffeta, for thus the Jews of
root in fertile soil. 1 would advise them,
Venice were formerly distinguished. In
while congratulating the earnest men
15S1 they wore red caps. Bacon, writing
who
have formed a committee on^his, to
about usury, quotes the invective, "that
beware of even considering the travelusuerers should have orange— tawney
ing company as an assistance to or a
bonnets, because thev do .Tudaize."
means of attaining the permanent
Cesare Vecelli's
"Habiti
Antichc e
much desired grand opera for Boston
Moderni." published at Venice In 1598
plan.
with wood-Cut illustrations, describes
Nothing could be more fatal than to
the proper costumes that should be worn
t>atch up the traveling standard which
by every character in "The Merchant of
Is, of course, anti-permanent.
One reaVenice" with the exception of Shylock.
son of the long delay in establishing
"Nj particular description is given of
national opera in England and here is
the dress of the Jew of Venice, because,
the encouragement accorded to -wanderas we are assured by the same author-!
ing organizations, visiting a city for a
ity. it differed from that of Italians
in
few nights or weeks and giving the sothe same rank of life only by the addi-*
called "popular" favorites, usually the
lion of a yellow bonnet In the case off
same repertoire in each place. By this
the men. and a yellow veil in that of'
method some towns actually never see
the women." Bonnets of this color were;
mora than three or four, or at most six,
then worn by Jews throughout Europe
operas in a quarter century. A limited
Was Edmund Kean the first to play
education breeds a limited demand, and
Shylock with a black wig? Tradition
eventually an indifference.
has it that the Jew in the Elizabethan
Why pay into the private coffers of
drama was distinctly a comic character
an individual speculator a guarantee
with red hair. Christopher Marlowe's
or subsidy which he will naturally utilJew of Malta in the first tw*> acts is a!
ize for his own ends in his own way—
man of heroic stature in purpose and in' iprobably add
a star or two to his norspeech but in the rest of the nlay he Ir
jmal, ordinary standard of personnel,
as Lamb justly described him, "a mere
and after a short season go off again
monster, brought In with a large painted]
land leave Boston still wanting. No, no!
nose to please the rabble. He kills in
ISurely there is enough education, in-

should feel proud and happy,
add my play would have a merit in my
mind surpassing any other merit it may
1

Whit would

was signed by gallant men
whose Christian names were Ian, Malcolm and Donald. Capt. McTavish exclaimed, "If the Jewish gaberdine is to
be cleared they should also remove the
stain from the Scottish kilt."
Let us digress a moment. The British
government not long ago sold about
2.000,000 yards of gabardine, a mixture
of cotton and wool. The material is well
known in this country, but gabardine,
lution

:

Docs tho commercial man-

i.'.in-?''

l.'Ver

Protests Here Against an

Mr. Hampden and Mr. Mairtell were
seen here recently as Shylock. nor was
there any protest against the production of "The Merchant of Venice." In
Newark, N. J., the play was barred
last year from the schools by the board
of education on account of the alleged
"slander to the Jewish race."
In New York city the League of Scottish Veterans of the World's War passed
a resolution demanding the elimination

w eather and
t.-rs" Strike, "why should not these
:>u
people pay to see much better plays

I

of

in

Afitrressively Racial Play

the period of hot

llullng

America hws

preliminary organization mu^t lie earnand honestly Boslonian, and with
faith,
hope and charity as well as;

estly

i

-

>

that

portant compositions.

No

music hall
"John Ferguson" drew large audi!;
n.
In New York for six months, in-

l

believes

which were
no other company, therefore
yere inevitably American." He begins
with William H. Fry and Lowell Mason,
not with Francis Hopkinson, who wrote
songs long before them. He has much
'o fay of Sobolewski, a distinctively
American name, who went to Milwaukee
in 1S58.
He thinks that Mr. Mortimer
Wilson "promises to qualify * * * as
the most facile and powerful symphonist America has yet afforded." A chronological list of American composers is
added with the titles of their more imfound

'.

\

He

S long time possessed a number

distinctive elements in music

ft

infernal machines. He Is Just such on
exhibition .as. a century or two earlier,
might have been played before the Londoners by the royal command. When a
goneral pillage and massacre of the Hebrews had been previously resolved on
in the Cabinet."

prettv

a
ttirm-.iioc

>

1

I

.

The play

M.

actress. Mile,
Dullin's rendering

i

grandguignuomounted with con-

rather
is

siderable artistic taste."
The French ministry of fine arts has
consented to an annual subsidy of f.100.000 for the Trocadero. in view of making it a theatre for the people. The
plan is that- each of the four official
Opera-ComiqUe,
Opera.
theatres— the
Comedie-Franeais and Odeon— shall give
in turn performances from their classical repertory at popular prices, ranging
from f.l to f.5. The theatres will lend
the costumes and scenery, and the
artists will receive only a small allow- ht
ance for their expenses. Young pupih ide
of the Conservatoi re will also he em- Ji^j

„"

" •Pillleoddy hits The. trail
on fhe head
says. 'Far too long has what
Is
termed the "Nancy" element been
tolerated on the stage in England,

1
!

when hf

'or students and schools.
The)
•uditorium contains 5000 seats.
The new theatre lax in Paris will be
per cent., instead of 10 per cent.,
of
tthe gioss receipts.
The receipts of Sacha. Guitry's new
play were* less than f.SflOo.
Sarah Bernhardt has received a
new
play. "Paul and Virginia." by
Nepoty
and Guiraud. Henri Rabaud has
composed tin; stap-- miuMc.

and

33

The cinematograph can run through
the whole gamut of human emotions
without the use of a spoken word. It fthis way is a. very different
thing from
an occasional fugue
can describe the story of a Greek trageintended, perhaps
to show that the
dy In so convincing a fashion that the
player knows something about double-stopping.
Chjnaman sh'ds tears, and can set forth
This is serious work, and the
stories like Salome with such
whole meaning of
barbaric
uthe
spltnaor that the Mahommedan and the
sonatas lies in that fact, for
the
Parsee are overcome with amazement. It
lay no claim to
lh« ?" The'nernselves
discovers a comedian in America and jbeautybeauty, and it is great, lies
causes an outbreak of hysteria in Lon- |down fcelow them in the just proportions
and economy and reticence.' in
don. A tragedian is found in Japan and
what we
might call the geology of it.
Paris is thrilled. The potentialities of
Mr. Huberman is a kind of Aurel Stein,
euch an instrument are beyond all calwho
(comes and makes us see the
culation. The cinematograph might
beSiberian
(plains, which look so arid in
come, the greatest aid in the spread
photographs
»of
and maps, to be full of live interest beculture since the days of the Renaiscause they are the bones of the
sance.
world
What do we find? In England we. arels as well as the cradle of our race, fcike
all successful lecturers, he
entertained by the antics of comedians
knows a. great
who would be hissed off the stage of deal more about his subject than he can
any country theatrical booth. In India' convey in one hearing. What he has to
say about a Presto or a Chaconne
the natives are edified and instructed
is no
by'
happy thought of the moment, but
being shown films which far too frethe
result of research and Judgment."
quently deal with the problem of" the
colored man and the white woman. In

i

pretty boys" with ladylike
manners
should be rigidly taboo.' This female
impersonation business is a growing
,

1

.

•

•

1

[

|

j

i

I

'

j

Apropos

of "Pulciiieli'u." performed bv
Piaghil. ffs Ballet liusse In Paris
It is
yaid Hl>t it is not a ballot
and it is
hardly HussSart. "It seems that now
the
Russian ballets, powerless to preserve
their aulochlhonic character,
seek
to
borrow the element* of their new spec-

'

'

|

msles from Itaflan. romedv and music
(embellisher by sta-e settings inspiredpy the neo-mo.lern French school"

The music

is

made

i]B

of

muse

j
'

',

from

Dame' and 'Charley's Aunt,' there is-<
nothing interesting or funny to .til audience composed of healthy-mirv.ed people in witnessing the mincing mtlcs of
a male performer aping th?' which in

lVreol,sc s uorjts, arilrnged for a
small'
chest ra by .Stravinsky.
'"The Geisha" was harshly crttMied
Pons when after many years it was
vfluced at the Gaiete-Lyrique,
with

oi

I

the original is delightful, bi/i which in
the- imitation gives a m?.<. a pain in
the neck."
"f remember discussing the old days'
some years ago with Gemersal of
Worcester, one of the last of the stock
managers. He was standing at the entrance of his theatre one night, when a.

,

Farguerlta, Carre as the Geisha.
story is described as naive and'

times rather

j

I

I

dull.

The
some

"Mr. Sydney Jones

has written music without any orlginality and character, music that is for
the music hall rather than operetta.
How one misses the diabolical dash of
Offenbach, the restless buffoonery of
Hfrvo, the delicate distinction of Le
cocq or Messager!"
But the scenery,
costumes and the chorus girls met with
approval.

A new musical comedy. "Ia Belle de
Far West." at the Apollo, gave pleasure. The plot was built on "a theme
inspired by American moving picture,
land this idea is carried out in the stag
Jlng. Before the curtain rises a kinema
flashes the title, and portraits of the
I

I

I

lauthois and. principal artists In the cast
on a screen before the curtain. Next.
the opening explanation of the story
land the ft rat scene-a bar In the far
I West— are
flashed, precisely as if we'
were going to see a moving picture
j
I show,
and finally the curtain goes Up,
disclosing the bar, with the turbulent
musical comedy cowboys and the livelv
musical comedy Spanish dancing girls.
I

The music
I

is

by Mme. Germaine

flaj

l.al

takes a lot of pluck for a star of established reputation
give up her poIt

O

and go Into reti.-ement at 43. No
ne would think of doing It nowadays,

sition

the mid-Vft-toriar. era. 43

in

was con-

sidered, well, 43. and a bit over. At That
period young girls on their marriage,
'mmediately took to bonnets and shawl*
n place of smart hats, and tried to assume all the airs and graces of a
matron.
How different It is toda\.

when our mothers and grandmothers
are often disguised as flappers, seeking
the same work in which they captured
the piihlic eye 30 or 30 years before, and
.ictimrs getting it— the Stage.
The Jefferson*" celebrated its 1000th
performance at St. Helens on May IT.
The play has been performed in England for four years without a break
The rights for America. Australia and
South Africa have been sold. Wilfred
Shine has not missed a performance of
the character he took on the opening
night.

been noticed In the Herald, is announced
for production at the Surrey. Ixindon.
tomorrow. It will be performed for two
weeks at Plymouth, beginning op Aug.
T>. during the tercentenary celebrations
here
Mlns Horniman will produce it
t Manchester for a fortnight beginning
B>pt. 27.
Plays with this title have
already been seen in England: A fourkct comedy founded by Frankfort Moore
Ion Longfellow's "Courtship of Myles
Istandlsh." Opera Comique. London, Jan.
y. mi; Louis N. Parker's throe-aet plav
Iproduced at Camberwell on March 6
11599.

ing of divorce in F.ngland.
A eabine*
minister, charteris, had been unfaithful
,to his wife Joan, but there
had-been no
public indiscretion.
She had consoled
herself with one Harding, a
specialist
who has told her that her heart will
not long stand the strain. She
refuses
to elope with him '..efore she has
grounds
for divorce, but she thinks of
making!'
her husband strike her in the
presence
of the doctor, who had takep her
to a1
theatre, to a fast restaurant and
to the
house of a woman not In good
repute.
V\ hen told of thl.-»
adventure. CTiarteris
grew angry. Hysterical, she threatened
to expose him. so that he
would be
ridiculed.
He was so exasperated that
1

1

began to chok* her. as she had hoped
1
.,„ have SP ( me
frMli » „ he h<l _
'

came unconscious.

The doctor repeats

her words, for she Is dead
"
0
Runa way Will." pr 0 ItiS
dil.ed *,
at ^"""V''
Manchester (Eng.). May 17 u
said to bo a sequel to
Harold BiV-

[house s "I lobson'e Choice."
Herbert Du.nley Was U p'
?et

gttCht

approached

wild

districts the natives deget
pictures in which a
amount of crockery is broken. The
may be bad and the actors intolerable, but so long as so many cups
and
saucers are broken the film is bound
to
be a success. The Chinese have a
passion for seeing people fall foul with wa-i
ter.
They may either: fall in it or get
covered with it, but so long as the v ar
p
incommoded by it the Chinaman is
perfectly happy. All these facts are
the
drawback of the international nature of'
the cinematograph -London Times.

mand - and

—

Although sections of Symphony Hall
ihave been engaged by the Professional
Women's Club for Monday, June 7,
and by the graduate nurses, the Women's'City Club and Euclid lodge for the
I

,

I

and

asked for a seat.
,
" 'What are you?' said Gomersal.
" 'Second
low comedian.' said the
actor.
" 'Oh,'

said Gomersal.
'Is she to be
|
buried in Christian burial that wilfully
j
seeks her own salvation.'
The Music Critic of the London
"Actor: 'I tell thee she is. and thereTimes Discourses Shrewdly
fore make her grave straight.
The Crowner hath sat on her and finds it
"There has been a good deal ofcham-'
Christian burial."
ber music this week, and there has. as
a
" 'Pass one
dress circle." said J* rule, been little the ma:;er with it
to
exGomersal, and the actor sailed in."— Th i
cept that neither the Wigmore nor
the
•
Stage. *
Aeolian Hall Is. unfortunately, a 'chambook on Maud Powell's life and
ber.' On the other hand, and on
sober
work is In preparation. Her husband.
reflection, we do not want the
modern
who is furnishing the larger part of the
grand piano any nearer: and if somematerial Tor this volume, will be grateful
times we wish, in our naste. that it
had
1.0 any ore that will send an account of
never been invented, and sigh for the
any incident or permit examination of
gentler clavecins of the past, which supletters or other memoranda throwing
ported strings without forcing their
light on her career. All papers will be
we may still be thankful that wetone
live
carefully copied and the originals rebefore the days of the pianoncelli and
turned to the owners. Communications
pianonl that threaten us in the future "
should he addtes.-ied to H. (lodf/ey TurSchubert's Quintet. "It is rank heresy,
ner,
of course, but we wish we could hear
Broadway. New Yorlt.
the "Trout" Quintet without the Trout
Amadeo Bassl, a tenor who has been
heard in Bo«ton. has appeared as Siegmovement— those arpeggios get on the
fried at Trieste.
nerves.
L
"D'Indy's B flat Trio calls for a
"new" oratorio by Perosi. "The
Aj
word. The construction of the several
Massacre of the Innocents." has been
successfully performed at Rome.
movements out of one theme is a doubtA new opera. "La Samaritana." deful boon, as are most extraneous sources
scribed as a Biblical musical drama by
or inspiration in music. Like the themes
Ainaldo Furlottl. has been. applauded at
evolved from the first seven letters of
Parma.
the alphabet, or the cancrizantes, or
'ommetitlng on a revival of Puccini's
any other of the toys with which com"Kdgar" at Malta, the Corriere dl Mlposers have played, it is a stereotype,
lano remarked:
and the metamorphosed does not nave
"Since "Edgar", rested
in peace, It was wrong to disturb its
" ' or the theme when metamorphosed
repose."
Is essentially a new thing. ano>. ".he
preCesar Thomson has been Addling at
tence of Its being an old one is only
Athens, and he receive^ there the order
Irritating because Irrelevant. In the last
of George I. The orchestral pieces were
movement, where this hardly worked
Franck's Symphony. Marslrk's "In Mematerial is buried sway where no audimoriam" and Jongen's Fantasy on Wal*nce cor.'- ana »;, there is suddenly a
loon Christmas Songs.
refreshing spontaneity.
A Mahler Festival took place at Am"Arnold Dolmetsch's music Is a thing
sterdam, 'organized by Mr. Mengelberg.
by itself and a great relief after tKe
who. It Is said, will start Mahler proproar of^the concert room. For a icon»

succeeding nights, these Ppp concerts
are in every sense, public.
The same
applies to Technology night on Friday,
June 11. The week's programs follow:

ti-.i.
"alts.

of

lie,,

b
(h
bringing out "As

„,

,.t

"My

Selection.

next season

International Nature of the

one fact about the cinematograph that Is so obvious that It seems
practically to have escaped notice. This
fact is the International nature of Jla
appeal.
We often hear of efforts to
form a national theatre, but while the
is

theatre is still striving to be national,
the cinematograph has already achieved
Internationally-Its popularity is universal, and anyone who has eyes to
see can look at the moving pictures and

of

music

something more

is

"The

(with orgnni
•Rose of No Man's

quite alone in its universality.
Painting and sculpture have an international
appeal, but they do not 'attract an
audience of 20.000.000 people a week in
this country.
Music is international,
but. to the bJlk of those who lfst»n
to it. it does not become comprehensible
until it is made national by written
explanations.
The ballet and all kinds
of dancing are more or less international, but their expression is extremely limited.
It
may be said even that
Punch and Judy are two comedians
who appeal to the aesthetic minds of
many ages and many countries, but
and so they can

.

Triumphal March from "Alda"
Verdi
"Morning. Noon and Night" .Snpp«
Walt/.. "Roses from the South"
Srrauas
Fantasia. "Lo Tosea"
Pucdai
Prelude to "Lohenrriu"
Wagner
Hungarian Dance No. 1
Brahms
.lour"
"Depius le
from "Louise". ..Cnarpentier
Ourerture Solennelle, "1S12"
Tscb&ikowakv
Suite from "t'annen"
Bizet
Reve Angelique
Rubinstein
Scherzo from "Midsummer Night's Dream"
Mendelssohn
Pomp and Circuwstauee No. 2
Elgar
Overture.

.

THURSDAY
Prelude to "Oannen".
Bbjet
Overture to "The Magie Flute."
Mozart
Waltz. "Dnmroeschen"
Tscbalkowaky
Fantasia. "Pagllacei"
Leoncavallo
Second Hungarian Rhapsod.v
Liszt
I

1

J

Harp

solo (Mr. Hol.vi
Love. Death from "Tristan and Isolde" .Wigner

Orrhesfca

\
!.*eiection.

,

J

'

TaranteMe

Gullmant
Organ.
iwitli

M™

'

Baol
n nvln

vision
nec.u

v unaccompanied
v ol,n
'He
° f etpe,ts *"d re,"' 6 applause of con'

at^e^",?

ceh-ed
P ng

„

„

L?

'

conventional claphat oft"°
Its the thread of
ints. Bach taker
i
neat ir

Harlow

solol

Jaceht.l

Stratus
Berlioz

Technology Night
(Entrance of the Boyards

Halvorsen

.Overture to "William Tell"
[Waltz. "Kstudiantino"

Rosslri

Wajdteufel
^Selection. "Pntsey" (1020 Tech show)
lia'-ehannle from "Tannhauser"
Wagner
J
Hungarian Dance No. 1 in G minor. .. .Brahms
Fantasia. "Aida"
Verdi
Songs by the Technology Glee Club
(Selection. "My Golden Girl"
Herbert
"The Lo*t Chord" (with trumpet solo) Sullivan
Waltz, "Jolly Fellows"
..Vollatedt
Stein Song
.'..Ballard

I

J

.

.

SATURDAY
I

J
1
<

March from "Tannhauser"
.Wagner
Overture to "The Bartered Bride".... Snutama
Prelude. "The Deluge"
Satnt>S*enj
Fantasia. "Carmen"
.._.BJzet
Dance of the Hours from "La Gtoconda"
PonchielH
Valse TTiste
SlEelina
Enf an tillage (Children at Play).Van West ert out
Ouverture Solennelle "1812"
Tachaikowsky
Rhapsody,, "Espana"
Chabrler
Narcissus
..Nevin
Dance of the Camorlsts, from the "Jewels
of the Madonna"
Wolf-Ferrari
Invitation to the Dance
Weber-Berlioz

•y ti^ui

^

7

They are not as the other

Zo

trees;

Apart, aloof, austere.

Mute of a thousand mysteries,
They guard the crescent year;
Only a waft of fleeting breath
Makes, answer to the rain—
A few brief words the poplar saith.

,

And

When

then

Is still

again.

oak and elm on sultrv eves
in a full-fed •loth.
hazels hardly lift tbelr leaves

Drowse

When

Out of the undergrowth,

The poplars murmur eaph to each.
Bending tall brow to brow;
In what remote, immortal speech
Are ttiey conversing now?

A Note About

|

•

«*££o,

Humplrrev
R. L.

flute

FRIDAY

j
I

Poplars

the World Wags:
Palo leaves wave and whisper low,
Silver leaves of the poplar tree.
Waters wander and willows blow
In

T'

Mr.

"Yo San"

Waltz. "Artist's Life"
jRackocz.v March

in

'

Symphon.r for Organ and

First

Finale' of

|.\s

d
f 11,6 liSten *r
must fill
the blank , Pa °
a " d tne Kreat ]a >e" is the *
one who can stimulateP
the
nLiJL
3 Pr Cf* s b >
Huh?"'
'" an P?ayins
,hree s°nattas.
liv

Stabathll

WEDNESDAY

~

'

Land"

March, "The Merrr SoMiers"

T

,

Handel
Caddtgan

Irfirgo

"

,

BoWi

.

:

'

Grieg

Sestet from "Luria di Lamroormonr" Donizetti
Overture to "William Tell"
Rossini
Selection. "Chimes of Normaudv". Planquette

understand what they represent.
This international and universal appeal Is at once the greatest drawback
least.
The music Is the thing and th.
And the greatest advantage of the cine- personal
equation nothing.
It is prematograph. It Is a drawback because cisely
this impersonality this
It i> .not good for anybody or anything
absence
18
a 1,e<1 «'P"'«*l°n." that
to become too popular at so early an
"™
does
T,
K
W
fami,y
It
age.
Is
1° "
P ,a J' 8 ^ch apair advantage because
It. r»»
>
P
an
P
Instrument
places the cinematograph In an almost J eom-T
that
"
comes Z
The youngest member
unique position.
The cinematograph Put In hanoy
a tonic-dominant bass on
despises the bounds of nationality as
a
e
jt
WaS Wa " ted
no other entertainment can. The ab""en
",
crossed
8S in an ar >nchair with
sence of the spoken word, which Is so tJT«? „?"
nois!Rip "'- until It
serious a bar to Its artistic improvegot late
and he fell
f/ii*asleep.
All this time we have
ment, is an enormous advantage to its
no managed to say
universal appreciation. Language comanything
about
the
new recorder which was
pels nationality, and when it Is done
played.
away with it Is possible for a film preepose in chamber
mulic ir on / whicn
°L
pared in a back room in London by an nof'P
>atter-dav com1 tU ICnore
Englishman, who has little English and
either h
tnlV
"lev
d0 not Bndergta d
do^no?
less Fijian, to be enthusiastically applauded by an audience in Fiji. The
cinematograph is not quite alone in its
lr.ternatlonality.
but
It
Is
certainly

^

Bizet

Spangled Banner"
"Peer Gynt"

Minuet

listening— who knows?-to this old-world
music. There is no applause when
the
performers step forward— they do' not

need it. and besides. Mr. Dolmetscli
might be going to make a speech
or a
loke-and no bowings or bouquets at
the end. they would be much
too formal. They-'we,' one might almost
say
lor the audience is
taken completely
into their confidence-break
down occasionally or play what is not
set down
for us. but it does not
put us out in the

.Gance
Sappe
Sullivan

.

star

Suite.

thai,

an antiquated way of spelling concera.
^ou go Into a kind of sealed chamber In
Queen's square with no windows to let
in motor horns, but with
a past generation looking down from the walls,
aiM

Grieg
Strauss
.Sousa

"Carmen"

Selection.

i

sort'

Herbert

TUESDAY

[

New York

Lane
Elgar

Wagner

Golden Girl". »

•

in

-....Dellbei,

Marche Lorraine
Overture to "Light Cavalry"...
"Tlie Lost Chord"

'

agandism

Waldteufe!
Massenet

Anitra's Dance
Waltz. "Wine. Woman and Song"
The Fairest of the 1'air

A

I

N'icolai

..

Les Sirenes
rantasia, 'Marion"
Ballet Suite "Sylrfa"
rrelude Relicieui
falut d'Arroiir
Ride of the Valkyries

I

There

"

MONDAY

ft

Cortege from
The Queen of Sheba" ... .Gounod
Overture to "Toe Merry Wive^of Windsor"

,

"
and Cruelty." by Monica Ewes.
was produced In London a month ago,
'The missing word in the title refers to
the first of the two causes for the grant-

I

r>inc

•

actor

Cinematographic Appeal

Wllkle Bard, again playing In'London.
has also been acting as umpire In billiard matches.
"The Mayflower." which has already

t

blue-chinned

certain

large
story

um

Notes About the Drama,
Opera and Musicians

hut

evil,
in Shakespeare's day there were
no women actresses available for female parts. At the front, during the
late war. the same thing applied. Therefore, ftiere was a reason in both cases
why men should act the parts of women.
But on the stage today we have dozens!
of clever ambitious girls who arc only),
waiting until some manager haprv-ns to
be passing the provincial theatres, in
which they may be playing, and, being
caught in
shower of rain, pops in out
of the wet. and is forced to witness
their performances. This being so. Mr.
Greets experiment is uncalled for, and.
with the exception of the pantonine

Plcardie.

These words of Tomson's lovely song
set me thinking about the poplar. He
must mean the white poplar. Young
poplar trees have whitish green park
and graceful trunks like birches, are

often mingled with them In our spring'
'woods, and In the spring sunshine look
il.

md

in

the

yow

group of

34

nr.-

smooth

^ recti

according to tl>> season) on the hack,
and on the lower side a silvery white,
BliXe silver In the sunlight. A One white
(•down which grows on the lower surIface gives the color. Then the stems
fat the porlar leaves are long and flexlI'ble, and the leaf Is so balanced on the

stem that

waves from side to
up and down when

it

as well as
breeze strikes

i

it.

[in

rians were

Meast

Gov. Smith of Now York signed the
Sultan bill, throwing additional safeguards about tho profession of nurs
Now let somo one inlroduco a
tag.
providing safeguards for elderly
bill
bachelors
and
widowers
that
are

side,'

the*

So in the sunshine

nursed.

COXTRNTKD IRELAND

poplar leaves,
coarser than the murmur of the plaintho

but a happy, jolly sort of
brought good luck. One
[can't describe it, but It Is a very heartening sound. The Greek poets knew and
appreciated tho beauty of the poplar;
the winners anion? the young athletes
in the Palaestra were crowned with
wreaths of ir. Die white poplar was
called in Greek "Leuke." Leuke was a
nymph who was changed into a poplar—
she must have been a lovely nymph, I
think— and "set out*' (so to speak) upon
the banks of Acheron. When Hercules
I went down to Hades to bring back the
I three-headed dog. Cerberus, to the light
of day. after the mighty struggle he
I crowned
his perspiring brow with a
wreath from this tree, and the sweat
the usder side of the leaves
5 turned
white. When lie got back to earth he
planted the shoots from it, and that is
why the leaves of the poplar are white
the under side. Following the ex| on
ample of Hercules, the youthful aspirants for hercuTean strength and honors adopted the poplar as their crown.
I Horace,
who in my mind equals two
Greeks, namely, a Greek poet and a
I Greek
philosopher, to put it in algebraic form (H-=G Ph-f-G Po), tells how
Teucer crowned his brow with poplar
leaves on that occasion when he adjlive pine,
I

as

rustle,

if it

A

I

I

J.

The old scholiasts
(who. as was suggested by my esteemed
friend, Mr. Herkimer Johnson, never

llobole. "leaf tossing."

looked out of the window) are at a loss
to explain this epithet because "phylj
I lobole
usually means leaf shedding,
and these poplars are described by the
I poet in the spring, when
the smilax is
I in
bloom, and the shades of the
I palaestra
are fragrant with it.
Any
I ot»e
who has ever seen the white popi lars
toss their leaves in the spring
I breeze
and sunshine would know in a
I

•

Jl

Gammon ana

"You can go home, and

if

any of

you comctol
your boys
oie and briny thls^riend to argue hls\
This was a charge of desertion.!
ease."
Mr. Gammon said he would never fo
get the humorous expression of Mr. LI
get Into trouble,

I

6

i

coin's eyes.

S. P.

REILLY

Rosllndole.

(

'

,

.

condition,

or

company

likened

to hell;

a "hell upon earth." In the 19th
or
century It denoted a place c* state
maelwild chaos, a roaring furnace, or
"Converted
wrote:
Hawthorne
strom.

jilso

ouite to steam,

in

the iniiiiatuie tophet,

:
'

1

final

from

not be seen.

„
,
-_„„
HenOther acts billed-^were Herschel Four
in a burlesque planologue;
in a
Melrose,
Bert
jugglers:
Readings,
monoclown act; Claudia Coleman, in a
company,
and
logue- Mrs. Gene Hughes
Ed Morton, comedian and
a farce;
singer; and

in

dancing

A

for using the material that absorbs moisture. Will some one enlighten
a few of us from Missouri?
I.

AUGUSTUS REMINGTON.

Boston.

Lincoln and Desertion
As the World Wags:
In 1862 I was in the First Mass. Cav
Alrw.One day in walking around at Hit.

the Clinton Sisters,

in- a

act.

Forgotten Author

The younger generation of novel
or nothing

of

Rhoda Broughton, whose death

is

readers

.

know

little

announced; tet in her early years
of authorship, she was -regarded as
an audacious writer anjl-ber novels
'wgre among the/'hest sellers."
popularity was enlarged because, incredible as it seems today, she was

dubbed an "immoral" author, and
was even accused of indecency. The
reproach in each instance was undeserved, but reviewers in the 60's of
the last century were prudish and
Even Charles Reacts
priggish.
"Cloister and the Hearth"^ caused

;

1

some to shudder.
Compared with the "Ouida" of the
60's and 70's Miss Broughton was
tame, although she shared at first
in the popularity awarded that extravagant writer, the amiable Miss

Amelia B.

Mwards,

later

known

'and esteemed as an Egyptologist,
and Mrs. Henry Wood, who outgrew
her "East Lynne" period and delight-J
ed many before she died by hfri
ti

1

"Johnny

Ludlow"

tales.

And

all

these women found thousands of
readers during the years that George
Meredith was only a name in^a catalogue.
Miss Brought^s first novels were
her best^There was a certain fresh-

,

I

also

.

lere

.»

presume there must be some good
reason for having this 11-pointed star,

and Miss Sawyer

gotten.

bored and introduced' clothes, etc.). Innumerable references to like effect
might be given as to Japan and elsewhere, and to show hat the modern and
mediaeval notions as to nakedness descend from the Romans rather than the
Greeks. So a "Milesian" (such as M».

but. unfortunately, an eleven pointed,
dark colored star is shown on the face oS
the clock which makes it difficult to dis-"
tingulsh between the hands of the clock
and points of the star; furthermore the
material of which the face is composed
absorbs moisture and darkens the face
in rainy weather so that the hands can-

silker to shoe,

ducted.

la-

Star and Clock-Face
As tho World Wags:
The clock in Ihe tower of the Custom
House is of great convenience to rfiose
who <an see it and distinguish the time;

made

covered
stepping ahead of a train that
and carthe entire expanse of the stage,
not easily forried by four bearers, is
Howard Thomas Collins con-

CHARLES EDWARD*AB,

1

is

diminutive and frail, and magnetic in
one
musical speech, romped about, as
comon a lark, ahd then there wa9 the
in
detwain
the
pelling spectacle of
lightful unity of step.
Added to this there was the becoming
too
modesty of the principals, a feature
kind. The
often absent in acts of this
tne
surrounding company auded to
and the
pleasure of the performance,
white
scene, with Mr. Santley In

Boston.

•

suggests, the, act

title

Thus the audience was
featured.
in
treated among others to "Breakfast
Is
Bed," "My Lady Friends," "East
Follies,"
Village
Greenwich
West," "The
'"Maytime" and "Jack O' Lantern,"
The piece excels first of all in the
not
spectacular sense. Each song has
is a
only a pertinent setting, but there
enthe
Then there is
lavish hand.
chanting dances of the principals. Mr.
was
Santley, graceful and fleet of foot,
Sawyer,
also agreeable in song. Miss

1

arly publications in Ireland, viz:
(5)
Hernial hena, 1!)14, vol, XL, at pp. 7 and
Therein the lamented provost, J. P.
Mahaffcy. translated from an account
of K!37. unknown to, or garbled by the
Count John de PerflIrian historians.
hos. under the most' august auspices,
made a pilgrimage to St. Patrick's Purgatory, and incidentally visited the kingdom of O'Neill. There he found' trie
common people "ill clothed, but the
principal of them wear cloakes of woollen plush," Even "the hand-maidens 'of
the Queen, who were Indeed 'wen ty,
were'barefoot. and showed all they had
and with as little shame as to' show the
face." Would Mr. McCarthy maintain
that these ''most beautiful women" were
less moral than the court-ladies of England, then in voluminous vesture?

the

up of excerpts from several of the Suecesses of the contemporaneous musical
?comedy stage, including some of the
pieces in which the principals were,
s'

8.

I

|

As

.

McCarthy, who started the discussion,
presumably is) will appreciate the more'
a quotation from one of the few schol-

'

.

theatre.

I

youj
of the ex-

.

Central

demonstrations ever heard at this

est

tribe,

(among whom the missionaries have

"Would

ably "Hot as Tophet." The only vari-j
poplar and pine must have made a fine
ants of the word recognized by the dicI accompaniment to the
brook.
F. B. L.
tionaries- are "Tofeth" and "Tophetn.
Boston.
a
Toptiet was the proper name of
Some say the poplar trembles because
of
place near Gehenna, or the Valley
the sacred cross was fashioned from it;
j
south
the Son or Children of Hinnom,
but others think the wood was elder,
j
Jereoi Jerusalem- where, according to
aspen, oak or mistletoe, while Sir John
j
human
maile
Jews
the
etc.,
miah xix,
Kt.. says that piteces of
I Maundovile.
sacrifices to strange gods."
cypress, palm, cedar and olive composed
j
"And he
See II Kings, oliap. xxiii:
Pit.
The poplar was sacred to gods off
(Josiah) defiled Topheth, which is in the
Greece.
Zeus had to put up with thej
that
white poplar stt his sanctuary of Olvm-I valley of the Children of Hinnom,
no man might make his son or his
I Plain the hot lowlands of Elis.
"And on
the fire to
through
pass
to
daughter
[summer days, when the light leaves of
Moloch." Wycllf in his translation of
Ithe poplar, hardly stirred in the languid
note
the Bible (1382) added this marginal
lair and the buzz of the flies was more
in V&S: "Tophet sisnificth tympan
I than usually exasperating he perhapal
noise
for the priests 6t this idol made
looked wistfnlly to the Arcadian rtioun-l
with tympans, lest fathers and mothers
Mains looming blue in the distance
hear the cry of her sons dying
should
[through a haze of heat and sighed for
(The
idol."
by fire in ihe hands of the
the shadow and the coolness of their
Hebrew musical instrument "Toptz
oak woods." The bark of the white
was a timbrel, tambour or hand drum.)
jplar has "medicinal properties: in a
tr
This place vvas used later as a dumping
-aught it e;ire3 earache, strangury,
J
ground and symbolized the torments of
I^Jlatica. For the praise of the poplar by
hell.
,
Ipoets, see Maud Cunoy Hare's anthology,
"Tophet" soon came to mean the place
[."The Message of the Trees," in which
for the wicked after
punishment
of
[are the verses by Cowper, "Centaur,"
death. Isaiah xxx: "For Tophet is or[May. Byron and others. And there are
dained of old; yea for the King it is
poplars that, standing by a lonely road,
prepared, he hath made it deep and
I still hold \rf arms in horror and whisper
Urge; the pile thereof is fire and much
in remembrance of the murder they saw
wood, the breath of the Loid. Mkc a
years ago.— Ed.
stream of brimstone, doth kindle it.
This King to be so pleisalitly welcomed^
Berlin Today
.was the King of Assyria.
And "Tophet'-^stood for a. place, sta.e.
On a recent occasion, when revolution-

"Bits and Pieces," is the ohief feature
of the hill at B. F. Kiel's Theatre this
Last evening the conclusion of
week.
their act brought forth one of the great-

] ill

C. H. B.
kindly explain the meaning
pression 'Hot as Toffet'?"
There is no "toffet" in the English
language. What you heard was prob-)

Dellius as he drinks Falernian beside a
wandering brook. The whispering of the

Joseph Santley and Ivy Sawyer, asby a quartet of pretty girls, in (he
first presentation of their musical revu*.

sisted

Sickness Country." 1915, page 5,!. (4) Another (B. Rennet in "Shots and Snapshots In British East Africa,"
page
4,
Km)- reports that this tribe "have a
theory that weaving clothes tends to immorality,
it
is
a fact that they are
much more moral" than thoii Treighbors

,

writes to us:

FIRST AT KEITH'S

HerkirAer
Joliryon's
prevent
his
taking-

Africa:
"The mo e
the more decent is thfi
behavior of the people." (R. W. Felkin
in Edinburgh Medical Journal. 1SSI, at
(:;>
.nolher traveler found,
page. 924.)
near the African Great Lakes, that nakedness among the K.avirondo was "eons»oiia>it with a high degree of morality";
F. Oswald in "Alone in the Sleeping
in

naked the

Star Spangled Banner."

I

MUSICAL REVUE

So a surgeon concluded, after' extensive
travels

The musical program opened with the
playing of "Columbia" and the Italian
national anthem and closed with "The

Horace, Book II., Ode 3. has the pine
and the white poplar entwining their
hospital
branches over the head of

ary fiends had rim amuck in Berlin and
the streets and squares had resounded
bursting grenades and shrieking
its, I stepped from a droschke near

t

discussion
part \i\ the
in
ai|
adj.iconl dfilumn on Women's Dress rieform,
lesser elucidation
mny result from
the following references (1) From thc|
••mornl''
standpoint, nothing is more
hnnrtful than over-anxious covering of
the body.. (See international Journal of
ESnics, Apl. 1011. at end of Pag* SO.) (2.)

mother and relatives of Arthur
Solari, were presented with framed

meant.

Mr.

Siik'c

engagements

panist.

••

Bl

t

Mr. Lincoln turned to Mr,

something clammy/
"Hot as Tophet" is a euphemism for
a phrase With which "C. II. B."-is undoubtedly faiuiliai. Ha may even have
used it under iliinatie provocation.*'

'

v

dressed to his fellow-warriors and exI lies
those famous remarks which end
in "nunc vino pellite "*uras," etc. Arisj
jtophanes "knew just how the leaves o£
the white poplar look in the breeze
j
when he spoke of the poplar as "phylj

I

lsi.r,

said.

I

Dress or Undress
As the World Wags:

.

Boston boys were killed.
Gen. Edwards and Col. 'Logan were
presented with loving cups, and the contributing grand opera artists each received a banner.
The Boston Italian Symphony Orchestra, Raffaelo Martino, conductor, gave
several operatic excerpts, and Miss Mvira Leveroni, contralto; Miss Louisa.
Badaracco. soprano; Roberto Vigllone,
baritone, and Giuseppe Di Natale, violinist, gave several arias from popular
Alfredo De Voto was accomoperas.

I

I

Maj.-Gen. EdLogan were the guests

Gallivan.

paintings of Gen. Edwards commander
of the Yankee division when the two

I

j

j

family,

I

j

feared lest a ghastly head would be
seen grinning over our shoulder, nor did
we dai'e in bed to Jeavo. a hand exposed, not wishing to ha\e it clasped by

Constitu-

Portraits of Gen. Edwards
Mrs Mary Palumbo and Miss Camilla
Palumbo, widow and daughter of Ralph
Palumbo, and Mrs. Mary Solari and

I

I

:

day,

Congressman
wards and Col.

I

is

j

saw one

of the family and!
Inquired about It, Ml-. Gammon and aRj
prominent citizen went to Washington
After a statement'
and saw Mr. Lincoln.
ho making of a plea,
of the case and
in

,

of honor with the relatives of the deceased boys, and delivered memorial
addresses while Allen R. Frederick,
chairman of the executive committee in
charge of the Celebration, spoke on the
anniversary' of Constitution day, the Independence day of Italy.

[

minute what

Ireland, was still celebrated or at
partly continued, by tho Irish,
light great tires on the tops of their
mountains, and pass their children and
flocks through them to Real oftHnmhafc
as described in the Old Tostutncnt to
.Bel or Baal." (Vol. I. pp. Si, S3.) This
belief was
vigorously eomhatted by
Bishop Mllner In "An inquiry into
certain VXilgar Opinions' concerning the
Catholic Inhabitants and the Antiquities
Thr St. John flites were
'of Ireland."
lighted on the eve of June 24 all over
Europe without relation to the worship
of Baal. Jnr.e. 1833 there was a. flflt at
Cork because some soldiers refused to
subscribe money towards the lircs which
were to be lighted.
Di
the)
huge Illustrated Bible
old
Known to use in our little village of the
Sixties, there was a peculiarly horrible
full page picture of Moloch, the gigantic
heated-Ted hot, with shrieking chil{ Ijdol.
dren on his hands, while far below were
some men' beating drunVs, and women
This
tossing their hands in the air.
picture, that of the Witch of Endor,
and those of antediluvian animals, with
in
the
of
Giant
Despair
picture
"Pilgrim's Progress" jaunted us after
we had gone up stairs for bed. And in
those years before a looking glass, we

"who

I

I

Godfrey Hlggins, Esq.. in his Strange
quarto "Anacalx psls"— the first volume
war completed In 1833— followed others
In saying that the feast of Moloch or
Baal.. anciently observed by the Druids

last night.

|

I

Italy's

memorial exercises for
Ralph Palumbo and Arthur J. Solari,
the first two Boston Italians to pay
the supreme sacrifice in the war, and
a concert in aid of the Free Italian
Home for Children, drew thousands
of local Italians to Mechanics Hall
tion

I

I

"to

\

embracing

celebration,

triple

commemoration of

I

I

verb

•.

(W. S. Landor.)
In. and never was contented.
Saj you so?
You are demented,
Ireland was contented when
All could use the sword and pen,
And when 'fara rose so high
That her turrets split the sky.
And about her courts were seen
t.tverted angels robedh in green,
Wearing, by St. Patrick's bounty.
Emeralds bis as half the county.

I

j

still

a

tlaed

!

chiefly the
lower sides of tho leaves, giving an effect like shimmering silver, only thol
shimmer is very quick and dazzling and
Incomparably lovely. There is a rustle,
a whispering, what the Greeks call a
of

the-

even

Is

I

and spring breezes we see

"psithuri.Miia "

ton

The men w ere- Bmoklng fat cigars,
and tho women, their faces powdered
and their hair enveloped in flno lace
theatro shawls, wero tittering in anlmatod conversation. I 'noticed how a
young girl in the party (she was shod
In gold dancing slippers, and proletaholding Indignation meetings at the street comers) stepped gingerly over a pool of blood, shuddered,
then resumed a tote-a-teto talk with her
monoclcd cavalier. Tho gold slippers
and the pool of blood are together sym
bollcal of the modern Berlin.— London

(light or dark,

met an old friend in
ll> ul. S. ('.
lim ing our conversation he*
8th Me.
said: "I suppose tins Gammon Is to be;
was very much shocked
•hot today.''
tl'J
as he was n, friend also of mine.

tophetlze."]

Tho* Cotton Mather: "A room Tophewith Smoke, and RhltThS, andl
Spittle, and Malice, and Lies."

There

hurrying to tho tho-

0tre.

as Hhosllv.
Hero their
llsht nlmnsl
trunks nra straight and smooth. On
storm-frwept Care Cod thn trunks are
bent In spirals, not so graceful, but
even mote picturesque. Put the beauty
of the poplar tree lies In Its leaves,

which

Herlin«ir8

I

ness, a spontaneity about

'

them

that,

with an analysis of,female character,
sometimes shrewd, sometimes flippant, held the attention and blunted
jjt'the axe of savage critics, the surjvivors of the Bludyer school. It is
doubtful if today the two noyejs that
shocked many, especially those anxhocked,
ious and waiting to j:

j

j

I

t

j

*|

'

the fecund "suggestion.

'of

would not

find their

way

maga-

welcome romances in
which problems of sex, trial marriages and all sorts of illicit relathat

zines

i

foreseen.
Hungarian original betters
and English versions.
easily

too

LAST YIDDISH FLAY

Valliere

in

of

a

the

Final

Appearance

— Good

Too

Well

Theatre

Not

both

Yiddish

A
And

every casual passer-by
Will pause when sue is playing
linger near: she fx, in sbort.
great attraction of the court.

I

i

And
The

closing
THE
season" at

overling of the "Yiddish
the Boston Opera House
brought together a large and enthusiastic audience to witness the first performance In Boston of Longuiel's play, "The
Dancer." About the p!ay itself much had
come from New York by word of mouth
and by way of the Yiddish press. In that
city it had caused something like a furore,
and Ylddieh reviewers were loud in praise
The play Is
Of Mme. Valllero's acting.
commonly said to be of Hungarian origin,
though the pedigree of the piece has not
Likewise as "The
been closely traced.

Thesaurus
As the World*Wags!
Perhaps one of the most

drawn

effect that

In fine, exactly
should have been or
should be a "sensation" anywhere Is hard
of unusual qua'ity.

the fnult with the acting.

him far afield and ended In important
discoveries quite foreign to the original
problem in hand. Experts assure us that

Here

Roston the play received altogether adequate performs nceeven a recieo, rapidly
mown* OLA, whlth ife rare on the Yiddish

some of the marvellous developments in
modern photography are the results,
direct or otherwise, of amateur workcuriosity on the part of laymen to learn

stag"
Not all the player:) seemed to be
at Lome ;n parts that ea'.l for the atmosphere of pampered theatrical stars and
champagne suppers. Yet what they backed
In s ich detail they made up In that eager
sincerity which In (he conspicuous virtue
of ihese players from the Irv.ng Place

a

skllfui transaction.

i

4

Character and

I

m

i

I

creatures of an Indecent world! Bah: She
Out with the
they.
Is no better than
vagabonds! And he oasts the troupe forth.
This, of course, opens Ilia's eyes, and. hfr
servant taclfuily tells her that the other
dancers are waiting for her if she w II
only return, she gathers her things and
It
goco.
They had not tempted her.
was the boy's outburst against a world
goidthat
nnr
understood
ho neither knew
In the final net iwn are back In
ed her.
Lola's apartments, on the night of her triL*s'er, the
umphant return to the s «gt.
He lov«« her.
lover, has followed her.
her
h.S name.
give
her,
he will marry
(And, hao she no name. I» her proud reover!)
ply, rathtr— a name known the world,
For a moment the Idyl budr anew, but only
inevitable
the
begin
Then
for a moment.
recriminations from him then ensues ih"
final break.
excelAll this, though hardly novel, is

The trick th.it
lent stuff of the theatre.
temperillusion plsys upon Incompatible
aments, leading them to a union that
tears,
in
or later must dissolve

one may Imagine,
works
upon such worldly-wise deml-vlerges as
dress-suited
Lola, as it does upon such
But, granted
noun'try bumpkins as Leeier.
faithful
a
th
quite as cruelly,

<

is

doing It, we
think yours 1* done."
feel

the right place,

like

don't.

of Casterbridgc."— lEd.

Food and Raiment

hurry to the rlTer

And

swifter

we must

If cloth le not apparel
In the mind of Mr. Wood,
Pray tell me. is a barrel

downward every

cross.

Of

footstep vvfnd":

Boston,

Happy, who .reach It ere they rnunt nie loss
Of half their memories and half their friends.

•

picture of Mr. Dunlop,

'pneumatic

"i

I

v

who

invented a
he gave a
Iportralt trust of lilmself, with Vila elgnature, to a itiiber company to be used as

1

About

tire.

18)1

trademarks. Now living In Ireland, he
asks for an injunction to restrain the

The other; felwas shown when he got in-,

to the --Contrary.

low's caliber
torcsted In the old problem of squaring
the circle, and 'in his enthusiastic pursuit of that

phantom he became master

of somo "mathematics we others had
The first
tasted, but never digested.
man cultivated only his memory, while
the second climbed several rounds on
the ladder of education and exercised
his

memory

(q.

d.),

as well. That Is education
but the cardinal point lies In
the fact that one way was invigorating
and effective, while the 'other was an

out-and-out bore.
Many of us stumble along to so-called
success or failure knowing little of real
life until the alloted time Is speeding eo
fast that we cannot fully benefit by
what experience has taught us: 'but, if
Henry Dmmrnor.il In his Natural Law
in the Spiritu.il Wcrld has hit upon the
right outline of our post mortem activities, we may achieve there instead of

i

i

All of which leads up to the fact
that experience has given me a Stimulating plan of studying and thus filling
i;i advantage the odd hour-t in an otherwise busy, mundane existence; and tho
data, and the guideposts. and switches
and rest stations are all noted and
charted In my Thesaurus, a large,
strong, almost tradestrucOBlo notebook,
my personal and private treasury whose
steadying influence mentally Is equal to
that ol the federal, reserve system

here.

Ireland and; elsewhere advertisements
containing pictures obviously intended
to represpnt me, the features being
adapted from the said portrait bust,
but the said features are placed upon
the body of a very tall man, dressed in
an exaggeratedly foppish manner, wearing a tall white hat, white waistcoat,
and carrying a cane and eyeglass, none
of which is it my custom to wear or
The gradual extension of thecarry.
said advertisements and the absurd attitude in which tt»e said figure is represented therein have caused very great

almost

all

of

me and to rgv relatives,
whom reside irf Ireland,

belief has arisen that I have
permitted the company to publish the
said advertisements in consideration of
payments to me."
Johnnie "Walker hafi as yet made no
complaint of this nature. He is stil^
"going strong."
r- _

and the

.

,

"Horning -Bee"

As the World WaJgs:
You quoto a paragraph from an
state

"What

(N.
is

Y.)

newspaper

a horning beeV

and

upask:

Wampus

'l

'company from printing or exhibiting in
Ireland any publication^ containing pictures representing him in absurd costumes or attitudes.
"For some time past the said intended
defendant company have, without any
permiesaon from me, been exhibiting in

annoyance to

CATALONIA.

L- X.

After having devoted considerable
time uiid study to the habits and poculiarlUea of the animal known to sclenco as the wampus, I feel It is my.
duty to communicate the facts- 1 have
discovered to the public in general.
This curious animal i3 indigenous to
New England, although ita fossil remains have been found In various other
parts of the continent, as well as in
western Europe, it is safe to- say that
since the late Pleistocene period, when
was contemporaneous with the
it
Cave Bear, (Ursus Speleaus) and was
doubtleae hunted by the Neanderthaloid races during the Reindeer Age. this
is the only part of the world where it
continues to exist.
Probably this creature is most common In the Green Mountains uracre It
Is quite frequently seen by campers and
In the fall, 1916, I secured
hunters.
a good sized apeciman near Plymouth.
This wampus I had mounted and
Vt,
then presented to the Museum of Natural History at Owensville at which plac»

for e-ome time in the advertisements the
'

flour food?

The' Vermont

Too Familiar
Readers of the Sketch, Punch and
other English periodicals have missed

1

lation

As the-World Wags:

/
We

ride,

don't

I

J|

I

the

is

|

some day?
doing a bit

You see, when we
work we does it, and when we don't

d

at

In again
feel like

unlike, in

mlngtou

of

one developed a remarkable verbal
by committing every lesson
verbatim et literatim. His translations
of Latin and Creek, for example, apto be ruade with great fluency.
l pea
He had scraped an acquaintance with,
and knew by sight, enough Latin and
Greek words'to act as signals in starting

stoppln^hlm

some respects, the chari"skimmington" or skima procession in which
effigies of unpopular or bbjectionable
persons, a man or a woman unfaithful;
to marriage vows, a henpecked husband,
are carried through the village to the
music of tin kettles horns, frying pans.
Thomas Hardy describes a pre
etc.
cession of this nature in "The Mayor
vari

several boxes, did not fln<|
snjjd cheerfully:
"Would

you mind looking

memory

though on oaffuslons he did run by the
semaphore and made a forced landing
where there was no period— Bohn's trans-

and then

it.

j

prompt

of-town wedding.
2 Or the
bride and groom are not
popular and therefore a "horning" is
thought to be just what they deserve.
Horning bees are held, if possible, on
the first night of the marriage and
usually at a late hour. If the bride and
groom take a trip following the wedding, the "horning" is reserved for tho
first night of their reurn.
G. E., Jr.
Boston.
When the bride and groom are un-'i
popular, "horning bee" is only another
name for "charivari." a sercnajfie of
rough musicians with kettles, parrs, tea
trays, etc., in mockery or derision of
incongruous or unpopular marriages, and
of unpopular persons generally.
The
term and_the ceremony have long been
familiar in France. The celebrated Mr.
Boylo speaks of one (given to a womar>
married immediately after the death ofj
her husband. Gabriel Pelgnot of Dijon
wrctc a- "Moral, Civil, Political and Lit-f
erary History of Charivari from Its
Origin About the Fourth Century," a
book of 3-J6 pages, published at Paris in
1*3:;.
It is full of curious information.

Not

elry to be repaired in a suburban shop.
After some days Bhe called for it. The

Tlio

and"

hours

man opened

successful

i

|

Model Workmen
and little work is* the
motto of workmen In more than one
country. A London newspaper tells of
a woman who left a small piece of Jew-

"cram" .for annual examinations, and I
dare say that in the course of the summar vacation 90 per cent, of that knowledge evaporated Into thin air. We, had
in our class two etudonts whose methods
of work were diametrically opposed to
each other, and they illustrate exactly
what these few lines would emphasize.

i

have

Short

A

—

in

sufficient mustard.

not that a key to the best
method of education? Why permit a
pupil to learn by rote that for which ho
will tuk,e a mental emetic as soon as
the te.it is passed? When we "Felix Old
Boys" wero undergraduates wo used to

Why

scornful ot thi stage. (Why. In his
\Kw. should men tike to a professon
ik 's
that besmears t em like clowns and
the
e alls
He
them foo s In public.)
beauties of the countryside, fit n moment
when Lo'a longs f:r rel ef from her ar »tVe al lift,
They fj»e to his c-untry h*u-e
without a word of warning to Lolas
mates, and thee begins a summer id 111
harvest ttmy
that lasts frxra June unt
Three months bring Iht'r changes with;
them; the lover* are fond enough, but the
dancer gives a thoipht now and then tn
the world sho left beh'nd; while the youth'
is mor» concerned with bus ncss than once;
he \r,is.
The rlimax Is reach* A, however, when Lola's former stage com anion-*]
pay her a visit to the firm and are dl«-l
Jealousy and
covered: 'by the Irate lovtr.
So she yearns
scorn sound from h'.s rage.
lor her old life rfter all, with these low

sooner

,

hoth o| tjese casea there looms
large the element of fascination in following more or less uncertain clues in
unravelling a perplexing mystery and
solving problems that Jiave added measurably to the world's wealth, comfort or

noise a3 possible.

1—Becavtse the bride and groom are
the town folks wish to
pay them their compliments (not to,'
mention kissing the bride), which was
not possible because of a family or out-

We

long neglected by the routine

field

pleasure.

Is

;

j

much

popular and

8H1 heard of the* miraculous
recuperative power lurking in the thyroid gland of animals. The 16th of a
grain svas the elixir of life. Physicians
prescribed it to patients hankering after
a" few more* years of active life.
read in a London journal that butchers
for years haVe extracted this gland and
eaten it by the ounce In the form of
sandwiches, yet they are not the more
remarkable for longevity In consequence. Perhaps they do not paste on

j

i

well as their presence.
Either of two excuses may
organizing a "homing bee."

Thyroid Sandwiches

We

too long).

horning bee never leaves the premises
until it has seen the bride and groom,
who, if they are good sports, treat all
who have come with refreshments, as

a bazaar,

In

U

il

as

England of the Congregational Union! He has announcedLin anticipation that in v|ew of no tircumstnnce will he attend a garden party or

;

much

a newly married couple.
The bee, with horns etc., proceeds to
the stopping-place of the bride and
groom and-after surrounding it, makes

now,

Garvie,

Principal

for

chairman

details had">>een produced,

picture maker,

chief personages— Mme. Valhlgh-struung
capricious,
the

alternate
In
a.tr-ss blew hot and cold
gurs, yet by avoiding exaggeration Mme
these
Vallttre managed to w ork illusion In
bnisqu* chanaes.
I»vOthe
e-,
dnn
Lola, a world-famous
for the
rlte of many a metropolis, becomes
her flower-s r*wn tar?«r.
nonoe wea -y
A woman of gl- r ng temperamental conwltn
tra* s. she imasin-s h r*'lf n love
iapria >outh th« \ery op ts ts to her
rlous self. He comes fiom the country; hs

how odd

Just

The

as
dancer, Mr. Hollander as her country-boy
lover, and Mr. Teitclhaurn as her lovermanager- -were acted with illusion, reserve
and effect. OtftaMta o!' a tendency tuwarl
monotr.nv o? geFt'irt. Mme. Vallfre's version of a dlfllei' t fart was as fine a bit of
charae'erization as the play permitted.
Her perrvnagethe dimoer- cal'ei! for vlopaselon, of
lent exptoniiu* of ai'ger. of
love, of contradictory mood, without any
contract
the
oppcrtunl'y of preparing

through

up

All

is

"bee" is "an assemblage of per-

is

Heroic Garvie

in all his investigations he
It a rule never to let an un-

tion In chemical reactions or In electriand result* had often led

in

liere

radically different,
reply was to the

The

reply

I s-hall

sons who meet in some joint amusement." (True, O King! Ed.)
A "horning bee'' is up-state Hnlgo for
such an assemblage in which horns
(and any other han3y noisy apparatus
e. g., cowbells, tinpans, shotguns, etc.)
play an important part; the occasion

cal analyses

to discover.

Theatre

many

A

-

had mado
usual phenomenon pass unnoted, and
that, as a result of th4s, a slight varia-

why "The Dancer"

Is

into so

lines of research.

my

ewt.

begin it the richer it grows and the
greater good it can accomplish, but
like the castles in Spain, my dreams
cannot be your dreams, my culture
and the path thereto must differ from
your culture and methods, and my catmust of necessity have archities
tectural charms which yours may imitate and approximate but never equal
or surpass, because individuality is
dominant and. persistent.
ROBERT L. WINKLEY.
Boston.

statements ever attributed to Thomas A.
Edison was made by the wizard when
some one asked him how he had been-

and in adaptation by Edward
Locke, the play made way to the Englishspeaking stage for a few weeks in New
York last winter. As such it had no signal
merit; while the Yiddish version gives no

Nor

35

we

interesting

)

try to answer
your question, but request that you abbreviate the answer to suit your purposo (with newspaper print at $16- per

As an "up-stater"

knows. That is life!
Old boys or. young boys, we all^naed
such a treasure hdMse, and the sooner

1

!

names

are recorded the

els—jewels about which no other mortal

'Tis not her drive's ferocious strength,
"lis not her deadly volley,
'Tis not her service nor ber length
(Site's rather sbort ana jolly);
"Tis that she wears to play the bait
The smartest jumper of them all.
T.

Dancer"

hint

Tennis Note

(London Daily Chronicle.)
The cynosure of every eye
Is she beyond gainsaying,

Transferred to Either English or Jewish

Stage

it

lantruages, outlines of history, genealokiealtrees of royal families, a collection
of maps covering in detail the progress
of the world war, curiosities in fact and
Action, and many other things more personal and much more interesting, but
strictly private and to be studied only in
solitude, for alone we came into the
world and alone we must depart, and it
is therefore of vital importance that at
times we enter the closet and clase the
door so that in secret we may open the
thesaurus for the enjoyment of our jew-

"The Dancer" as Ably Acted by Mme.
Stuff

In

ily.

i

to

'

tions are the soul of the piot.

A

fheTlayWfW'5

have preferred situation tc If
>oks that have Influenced mo. and
ninny still to be devoured, the list growcharacter, though in the somewhat lengthy
ing by natural selection as I pracefd,
conversations between Lola and Lesler we
the reading of, one work often calling
get more than a glimpse into their minds
for the study of several others in the
and hearts. Yet after the first act the line
Is
same or kindred lines. In it, tco. are
of interest traces a descent and the end
jotted down oddities in French and other
Possibly the hidden

seems

into

*

,
1

!

it is

now on

exhibition,

Wednesdays and

Saturdays.

The word "Wampus" is derived from
the Abenaqui language and the meaning is a bit obscure. It is well known
'i

|

that these aborigines used this animal's
dried certebrae as "legal' tender" hence
the name wampum.
When first noted by the early settlers
it was' given several confusing and er-

roneous names. By a
called catamount and
lumbermen who caught
beast promptly gave it

number

it

was

the Canadian
glimpses of the
the appellation

I will admit that
of "loup cervier".
there is a slight resemblance to tho cat
for an instant <>r
only
tribe when seen
when the casual observer was so f-urprised that ho was urtable to get more
than a vague impression of the wampus
before it vanished in tho thick spruce
forest. However, the wampus dOjj?s not
belong to the feline family, for It has^
non-retractile claws and the tv'".1
eve of the anatomist and zoo'

'

:

a

men and

•HowtMor. the

3G

oke

i

me

10

drees, of

hardly

while

tho

me»

amiss.

interesting,

less

i

that,

My

fiitnd Tightstrings,

'Mother sews the gtirler
it's the tie that binds,
is she not ft ittartyr?
Mother sews the garter,
Mas a lifelong charter;
Hut she never minds.
Mother sews the garter
It's the tie that Muds.

ft

1

A Desirable Lodger
FOR RENT— Furnished room

to gentleman looking both ways and well ventilated— Memphis (Tenn.) Commercial-

Appeal.

|

i

1

|
.

by the

occasion of the one hundredth semiannual receipt of a pair of hand-sewn
garters from his poor mother back home
an occasion and a subject which were
said to be almost the only occasion and
subject of correspondence between 'hem
on his part. Tightstrings was always
averse to resigning his socks to the
support of the marketed product, as he
vigorously denied either that no metal
could touch him or that the grip was
particularly velvet-like. As a matter of
fact, he ^detested all Velvet grips, his
own being known to be fairly hard, firm,
close, tight.
His garters, accordingly,
consisted of two simple bands of black

'

this narration.

"Another
given

by-

first

this

impression

newcomer

of America
relates to '»

custom which I hope we have
reformed altogether. "With regard to
cleaning the nose," he says, "I saw, for
social

j

—

ribbed elastic, severe and ascetic. In the
intervals between the defection of one
pair and the arrival of another, Tightstrings was said to adapt two of the
rubber bands that usually encased his
wallet. After 50 years of tight living, be
known, his veins had become inured to
such constrictions, so that he finallyreached the ideal stage where his blood
circulated no more freely than his
money. It may be added in explanation
that Tightstrings preferred the sonnet
and the triolet to all other forms of
poetry because of their admirable tightness. The only reason for his using the
it

"He

'

I

•

|

more preposterous film plays.
"The Iron Claw," with its countless insane reels, was a delight Gladly would

we see it again. Then there was the*
play that showed Peruvian Incaa worshipping in a Californlan temple, eager
to sacrifice a maiden to the Sun.
remember gratefully that heroic figure

We

the cloaked, and masked
mysterious and benevolent,

I

the first time in my life, men performing
that operation with the sole aid of the
thumb, and my diary remarks that I
Wight have saved myself the luxury of
handkerchiefs, as they do not seem to
be needed here; they have only a little
bit of a silk. affair which they afterwards
U«e to wipe the face with.'
emarked our habit of profuse the Egyptian scenes.
on. He missed seeing or not-,
y he Lon dQn Times some time ago puhthin
lished a description of this land beyond
e wer« not, evidently, so
the screen, a description as entertaining
1S7S as we are today, for
rs airy page of Marco Polo or Sir John
Maundeville with wondrous tale of a
"far countree." And as tens of thou-!
hands, hundreds of thousands visit the

seen for years."
"In love with

him?"

queried

her

"Don't be absurd," came the answer.
"I love art—the art of the actor. Such
an actor as Caspian Roumaine is not
met with often. The stage—the applause—the call before the curtain—

I

-

"What a

life!"

•

with one or two passengers. The screen
millions.
The
triumphantly carries
Magic Carpet only covered the countries
of this earth. The screen reveals countries and customs which not even the
most hardy have yet discovered. Wei

\

the tea-room.

He gazed into his mirror, and wearily
wipgd the grease-paint from his face.
Two-dozen autograph albums awaited
his signature.
He pushed them idly

could wish that, in addition to being a|
magic carpet, the screen were a magic
looking glass, through which we mightf
step like another Alice, in order to gainj

aside.

Then, with a weary sigh—
"What a life!" G. K. B. in the Lon-

—

some first—hand information of the lives
and habits of the people whom we are

don Daily Chronicle.

only allowed to see at peculiar crices of
their lives.
"It must be an interesting country, this
land-Jbeyond-the-screen. It seems to be
divided into two great divisions, as the
world is divided into black and white.
One of these may be called the-land-ofrhight-'have-'been, the other the-land-ofnever-was. In the first dwell those who
In the'
participate in film tragedies.
other those unfortunate souls who gran
horse-collar
art the audience through the
of film comedy. As the inhabitants of
Filmland go, the former are practically
The latter are unfortunately
civilized.

only a superman would dare to wear,
and their taste in hats is atrocious.
They sometimes have as many as 30
steps leading up to their front doors.
Their cars were certainly not ordered
at the motor show this year.
"They fill the ordinary man with envy.
Even when they are being used by other
supermen, they are never at a loss. Such
obis their masterful way that they can
tain a taxicab whenever they feel disthe
telephone,
the
use
they
If
posed.
whole exchange hangs on their words,
and their telephone call is throughvery often—before they have even uttered the number.
"It is a Utopian existence, but somehow they are never happy. Wall street
seems to Ibe their sword of Damocles.
They are always just about to fail or
Their lives are always at
to succeed
a crisis, and during a^risis they pass
a very unquiet time. The audience usually catches a glimpse of them entwined in telegraph tapes, like a modern
raccoon endeavoring to behave like a
They do not often meet with an
hull.
actual- crash, but when they do they
can always fly to the revolver in their
hip pocket for relief. Yet, in their private lives, when we do not overlook their
actions, they may behave in quite an
ordinary way.
"After half an hour of such an intensive civilization as this, it is quite
refreshing to sojourn among the savAn island entirely populated by
ages.
film comedians is an amazing thing to
We can imagine them
contemplate.
hurling plates and dishes at each other
from early morn to eventide. They all
have revolvers, and they are all targets.
When they become tired of these rustic
occupations they run after each other.
If they misbehave themselves they have
to reckon with their local constabulary.
These should establish terror in any
wrongdoer. They may not be very efficient, but what they lack in quality
they more than make up in quantity.
They do not often arrest criminals, but
they try very hard, and that is a distinct achievement in a land where every
man's hand seems to be against his
neighibor. In case of fires they have a
motor fire engine. This, can travel at a
great pace, but when it gets to the
sceno of the fire it is usually found
that the hose is missing. If they have H
remembered to bring the hose the engine probably blows up.
"At present these two film continents!
have not yet met. If they were ever to]
mee t—and fight— there would be a titan-J
It would be a war of super-]
ic struggle.

•

•

•

•

Caspian Roumaine sat in his dressingroom after the performance was over.
The audience had dispersed—the flapper was even then eulogizing him in

1

,1

really

friend

friend.

Mr. Ziegfeld's Order That
the

Show

Girl

Must Go

We

learn from the Morning Telegraph
that Mr. Ziegfeld has joined the ranks
of those wishing to "^levate" the drama.

He

has pronounced the doom of the

show girl.
"A new era has dawned
girl,"

declares

for the

Mr. Ziegfeld.

show

"It

be-

comes now a question of the survival of
fittest.
The doom of the show girl
has been sounded unless she awakens
from her _mannikin-lilce lethargy and

the

shows real histrionic ability.
"The ever-patient public is surfeited
with the posing type bf show girl whose
only bid for fame is an ability to walk
out into the spotlight, hand extended
toward the heavens above and display
the gorgeous creations that were ^fashioned by the genius of the costumer and
paid for by the producer.
"Only the show girl with real ability
Those who merely
Is going to survive.
act as mannikins to represent a carrot,
banana or quince, as the lyric demands,
can finish their professional careers in
the shops of the foreign designers.

They smoke
immediately doeth.
cigars of enormous size, of which, unfortunately, the savor Is denied us.
Sometimes they even disdain to take off
They wear clothes which
the (bands.

wilder,

riding furiously down a precipice, giving
warning, or saving in the nick of time.
What was the film that showed a physician, who had gone wrong, pumping
vitality by a machine into the bodies of
fearsome crooks? Welcorne, too. Is Ihe
apparition of the rough Westerner who
is at the end domesticated and sandpapered by a gospel-eyed blonde school
teacher from the East. The custard-pie
comedy does not appeal to us. Dearer
(o us is the "vamp" than the goodygoody girl, or even Miss Elsie Ferguson
in some sugar story. Probably Cleopatra
was not so heavy below the waist as
Miss Theda Bara, nevertheless wa
treasure the memory of Miss Bara in

,

remarkable"— the flapremarked as she deftly
and unobtrusively powdered her nose.
"That Is not the word— the man Is a
genius.
Such an actor has not been
is

per's

he

Cambridge,

Tiger-fac&f

a huge box of chocolates from.the
big fur muff upon her knees.
duced

semi-savages.
"The-land-of-might-have-been is not a
monarchy. It seems to be a republic—
kind of super-Atlantis. There dwell all
those strong silent supermen, who occasionally frit across the screen and swim
into our ken. They live in super-houses
and have super-cars and, like the great
Caesar, when they say unto a man, do,

triolet instead of the other,

horseman,

perfectly wonderful !*• aald the
flapper as the curtain fell and she pro-

still

~»
There Is a lahcn>eyond the screen,
having experience of cave digging and
folklore would be willing to assist arch- land that is not necessarily fairer than
aeologist in iet urn for board and lodgr oay though no faith 13 needed to Bee
ing and small- salary."
This land has been -visited by
it afar.
Miss Pearl White. -who> has mtft there
A Swit/er's Eyes
with all manner of hair-raising advenAs tho Worli Wags:
You may bo interested in the following tures, daily, almost hourly, escaping
observant notes made by a Swiss priest, death at the hands of atrocious crimina Benedictine, who arrived in this coun- al.'!. Miss Mary Picfcford, on the other
try in 1S78. He had successfully evaded hand, hae met persecutors of a morei
seasickness, but he was not so happy conventional class; she has not been
when oyster soup was presented to him bound to a railway track or thrown out
We like the
flt£bis first meal by the brethren of his of an 13th story window.

order it Hotokcn. Ho writes:
•"I had never eaten oysters before and
did not know- what the little brown
things in the soup were. Seeing all the
others eating, I also tried them, but
these foreign tidbits would not stay In
my Swiss ctomach, so that I had to
leave the refectory, to the great merriment of the Fathers."
There are other stories extant, as you
know, of the adventures of those trying
oysters for the first time, but they are
not told with the delicacy that marks

'

|

Aspects

"How

The old Magic Carpet was
capacity.
quite content to start on its aerial flights

:

inspired

extermination."

Two

fused to visit
"The prosaic white sheet which represen s the fourth dimension of the picture
I theatre is the modern Magic Carpet,
I although it has an infinitely greater

.

The composition was

such missiles should suit them admirably. We suppose It isrtoo much to hope
that the strife would result in mutual

1

','

trifling looseness (perish the word!) in
his making the "a" rhymes feminine instead of the "b" rhymes, as is common
with most trioleteers (whose subjects
also are invariably feminine). But. by a
tight squeeze, these lines may be admitted to this column as a memorial to
the Apostle of Tightneaw.
JUNIOR,

It was Morse's? geography years ago
that described Albany (N. Y.) as having
handsome houses and a. certain "number
of inhabitants with their gable ends
toward the streets."

of Brains

;

so far as I
could ascertain, is the superior tightness
of eight lines over fourteen. Out of respect to the one consuming passion of
my friend's life, I trust that critics will
be tight and sparing in their comment.
I myself, though I never dared to mention it in his lifetime, have detected a

often disappoints the prurient.

A Reward

recently

"passed away," wrote only one poem In
were the ease
with more poets), and he requested
that I father the orphan. (II is curious
that many a person like Tightstrihgs,
who extravagantly passes away when
others simply die. was not giving to
passing aw ay much while alive.)

IS

The following advertisement was published in the London Times:
"An officer, shortly to be demobilized,

who

Was

"There are countless people in Enfcland
who aver, with a certain amount of
oyster -like pride, that they have never
left the country in their lives. England,
they say. Is good enough for them. The
majority of these very people go to the
picture theatre at least once and probably twice a week. Directly they put a
foot within the enchanted door they
have booked a passage far away from
the England they love so much, and by
tho time they have forced their way to
a teat and lifted their eyes to the screen
they are wandering in as foreign a country as ever they have disdainfully re-

his life (would that this

Parodies and Titles
Oulda's "Strathmorc" was parodied In
|
The novels burlesqued by
P Punch.
Thackeray and Hret llarte are known
to all. Readc's "Foul Play" sharpened
the wit of a Tunch contributor: C. H.'
Webb ("John Faul") amused himself
and ethers at Readc's expense by writing"
"Liffrlh
l.ank."
Henry Ward
Roecher's "Norwood" was turned into
Robert H. Newell ("OrI "Qnawood."
pheus C. Kerr's") Rochester and Jane
Eyre wore only Charlotte Eronte'3
slightly exaggerated. Khoda Broughton,
who died n few days ago, lent herself to
parodV by her titles. The irreverent
turned "Red as a Rose Is She" into
"Red in the Nose Is She," and "Cometh
Up as a Flower" into
to "Cometh
Cometh Down as
a Shower.' In a simnilar spirit Mr. Frank
E. Chase suggested as titles in the Jane f
Austen manner. "Seen and Obscene
and "Colic and Ilucolic: a Summer
Idyll.'When Khoda Broughton began
Jto write, titles from lir.es of the Bible,
plays, proverbs were in fashion;
We
have Readc's 'Xove Me Little, Love Me
Long," "It's >»ver Too Late to Mend,"
"Put Yourse'if in His Place." Besant
and Rico thus sought titles. Thomas
Hi.dy had his "Fnder the Greenwood
Tree'"
and "Far from the Madding
Crowd." There are many examples. It
is said
that Thackeray cudgelled his
brains for a- long time before he thought
of "Vanity Fair." A good title often
sells a stupid boo'.;; a flamboyant title

1

and What Never

A Lover of Tightness
As the World Wags:

as ih.-v uro Vertaln
K> <*xitlnu.illy own auil pry *f Ihe
tuwlcrliiun door through whleh.
I hut
• U-r. «« nil make our exits, m> there
rW Rln>-.ts adenine and frpttlnx oh
M* of It. bceause they have no mentis
»E Itek to Hits worki' the simps of
hiro piekul up hi that.
alKtt.

t

I

iblothes.

la>Nry

lunatics. Both sides would Be
well equipped with firearms, but the]
lunati-s would probably win rh» day
by their superior skill In
hrowing
bombs. After practice with crockery,

sub-title Is

What Might Have Been

men did not wear. Rood
but on account of certain incongruities
One man, for Instance, wore a
food suit, but an old slouch hat; another
Won' i tine hat, but a torn shirt and
Tagged trousers."
And those were tho days before the
high cost of clothing!
dhnis a. McCarthy.
^tot becuuse the

it

Tho

"They have had their day and
'

will

The
becoming more and more

soon be as extinct as the dodo.

theatre is
exacting, Just as is the case in other
professions. Every girl from the humblest chorus girl to the stars must have
something more than mere figure and

beauty.

'

"The idea of a show girl rolling up to
rehearsals in a foreign limousine ornamented by liveried attendants, to do
nothing but don a magnificent fnock
and pose does not attain sufficient Mnspiration to achieve stage greatness. Shei
must learn the stage graces, and to
dance or speak lines or something more
than showing a pair of porous silk
stockings on her ankles and a back that
copies Eddie Dunn's decollete dome."
Some of IV? will regret the passing of
these gorgeous creatures.
The women
in
Charles
Reade's
novels.
often
"swim"; they do not walk. Lamb's
Hester had a springy motion in her
gait There is no one word to characterize the movement of the show girl
when she comes upon the stage, responding to the incantation of some
tenor or 'baritone, and passes him,
seductive, indifferent, or scornful, an
animated illustration of a verse or
sentiment. She can hardly be said to
A misogySidle, strut, prance, BprawL
nist might liken her to women spoken
"Because
of by Isaiah the prophet:
the daughters of Zion are haughty, and
walk with stretched forth necks, and
wanton eyes, walking and minciwgi as:
they go" etc. And she, too, is often a
daughter of Zion.
It lias been whispered that in Boston
we seldom see the show girls rapturously applauded in New York by the
that these peerappraising Johnnies
less creatures rebel at the thought of
being subjected to the gaze of the
yokeds in the provinces. These disdainful bodies, who dance not, neither do
they sing, thrive only in the New York
atmosphere.

1

;

Notes About Plays,
Old, Also

New

and

About Comedians

-Few professions, not even the law,
supply more examples of healthy longevity than the Stage. Sir Squire Bancroft entered his SOth year yesterday, a
slim and upright figure, who may be
seen any fine day traversing his beloved
.

1

;
!

'

BpbadiUy. And there are others. STF^doIfo, awoke enthusiasm. As he is ehJohn Hare will b.3 77 tomorrow, and it gaged for the Chicago Opera next sea£ras only the other day that he was son, the remarks of the Daily Telegraph
elighting us with Goldfinch in "A Pair are interesting: "No Rodolfo in recent
of Spectacles." A week or two ago Miss years has walked the Covent Garden
Kate Terry emerge* from a retirementJL stage for the first time so well, so to
Which had lasted half a century. Then the manner born, as Mr. Hislop, and no
there is Miss Genevieve Ward, who this tenor in that period has come within
year celebrated her S3d anniversary, measurable clistance of Mr. Hislop in
jigs. Kendal is comparatively youthful,
sheer inevitableness.
To a voice of
for she was born in 1849; but Lady Ban
lovely, smooth quality, and of abuncroft, who was known to playgoers of 60
dant range and power, he adds an ease
years ago as Miss 'Wilton, is her senior and an address that are a sheer defcy a decade.— London Daily Chronicle,
He is one of
light from first to last.

view

'

,

j

15.

the born stage-kind; he sings his role
as convincingly as-he would talk it, and
he sings it because it must be sung,
not talked. Whether in the full light,
as in the first act (where on his departure with Mimi, by the way. he
adopted the much more effective musia man in a fair fight. The dead man cal notes of Puccini than those which j
was the brother of a mighty lord. "The have become conventional through a.',
great man, with murder in his heart,
series of high-C tenors"), or 'out of the
jpribes and cajoles the farmer into repicture,' as the supper talk with Mimi,
vealing the hiding place." In the mean;
was actuality itself, and for once
he
time the wife had transferred the cousin the singing voice seemed the right, the
a locked chest. "When the great lord inevitable, method of expression. .It ,
lis for the key she betrays the truth
was all superb, and one awaits with an
D everybody except, apparently, the Interest that had become somewhat
{great lord himself.
He tosses the key rare the other appearances of this gen- I
back to her and departs: the wife and
uine artist."
the cousin leave the husband to his
Mark Hambourg's entertainment in I
shame, and the last impression one gets
aid of the London Fever Hospital realof the old farmer is a maniac who babized £1113 19s. 9d., with more to come,
bles that he will have to change his
Mary Anderson read the Sheep-shearing
religion."
from "Winter's Tale"; Ben Dascene
Miss Doris Keane, In Edward Sheldon's new play, will appear as "Courte- vies and others sang; Irene Vanbrugh I
and
Dion
Boucicault recited; there was
san, Saint and Mother,'' a part that
j
might test the versatility of even a> instrumental music. Mr. Hambonrsr.
piano; Felix Salmond, violoncello; Mel- f
"protean change artist."
Apropos of the Guitry season in Lon- sa, violin; and there was dancing by I
don last menth Mr. Walkley, reviewing; Phyllis Bedells and Novikoff.
Mme. D'Alvarejhas been singing again
ho performance of "La Prise de Bergop-Zoom," wrote: "Is it that Sacha in London, an<r on May 16th. Mr. de f
Pachmann
packed the huge Albert Hall*
itry is given to prolonging his pauses,
There
squeezing the very last drop of value when he gave a Chopin recital.
was
a
When conductors used to
time
out of his jeux de scene, to scrupulously
turn to the audience and call attention
guarding against the loss of a single,
to a beautiful passage:
"Now, gentle- I
|he mlnuUMt, effect? In acting, as in
men, listen to this." That is of the past »
thletics, there is such a thing as bolng
now, and only Mr. Pachmann, with his
r'lyed too fine. Certainly the art of
significant gestures, with his frequent
cting is carried by this artist to the
asides to the audience they were lost to
naximum of elaboration. Nothing would the
majority of us in the Albert Hall—
more delightful. Yet delight, by its with his waving
of the hands, reminds;
rery excess, is apt to end In satiety.
us of the old custom. But the feeling 1st
PVe are trying, perhaps perversely, to
perfectly natural to all true Interpreters,
jess why the thing seemed a little
from Mr. Pachmann to the humble orny-perversely, because after all, we chestral
player who, on hearing the
infers we should be sorry to miss the
choir's questioning in an opera, "Who
ast little bit of Sacha Guitry"s art. So
is to be our king now?" asked for the
e give it up."
rosin, remarking, "I'll show them who
The same critic said of Jesse Lynch Is their leader." Mr. Pachmann's playVv
liams's comedy, "Why Marry?" that
Ing is, of course, known, and we
I
It is not easy to form an idea of Mr.
Masefield's play, "The Locked Chest,"
from a review, published in the London
Times. A farmer in Ireland, a coward,
finds suddenly that his wife Is sheltering
In- the sheepfold a cousin who had killed
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truer;T^which

holds

that

—the"

more there
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is

be done with it and the more worth
while it is for skill, and what the dear
departed 18th century used to call
"artificial" treatment, to adorn It.— London Times.
There is one unfortunate thing about'
concerts, that we have to wait to hearf
them before we can say that they are
good, and cannot, like the Americans,
have an intelligent appreciation of
events even before they occur. It would
be all so simple if one only knew where
to go for an evening's good music.
Names, of persons and things, are untrustworthy guides; the person and
thing and his and our mood at the
moment must all fit, before we get a
real catch. The only way is to go out
on all waters and in all weathers, and
do a good deal x>f thinking on the
blank days.— London Times.
Mimi in "La Boheme": "We are used
to thinking of Mimi as a person who
sings without thinking about it, whose
voice falls naturally into phrases of a
certain contour expressive in them
selves, but not telling of any strong
personal feeling behind them.
She
faints from cold, revives with a drop of
water and a few pizzicato notes on the
strings, she" coughs a little and sobs j
to

1

May

is

slighter the subject the

-

'

little,

tion.

The man who has the most ground to
complain of his work being spoilt is apparently, the author of the serial story,
in which the younger generation takes
Very few serials,
such an interest.
says an American authority on the subhave been produced even approximately as they were written by the»au-

ject,

thor.
The producer, the director and
the "star" each in turn attacks them.
director, not infrequently, rewrites
the story entirely, as he thinks it should
be written. Next the stir makes up his

The

mind to change
likely leaves out

I

1

need
only say that In the less familiar as in
the more popular of the preludes, valses,
and bnlladea the great pianist was in
his best form."
The London Times had this to say of

a moral might have been
fetter enforced by a more exhilarating
lay."

'

was announced that Vesta

Tilley,
till
farewelllng the
British
public,
ould end her engagement at the ColiIt

Mme. Edvina

:um. London, on June 5, when she
ould be given a "national tribute."
an album containing signatures
countless admirers "from the people
<

.

England."

How many

readers

of

novels,

nor sings
of

"best sellers," when her
better known than the names
Of other Eiglish novelists for her sutrior. Perhaps her popularity was energed by the report that her stories
re too free spoken. They were even

were

led

Before the members of the Birmingham Repertory Playgoers' Society. Mr.
A. E. Drlnkwater lectured on "Bacchus
to Bernard Shaw."
Outlining the development of the drama from the days
of Greek plays to the present time, he
said the actor-manager system, represented by Irving nnil George Alexander,
was rightly condemned, but It was better than the form of management which
had succeeded it.
Purely commercial
syndicates composed in most cases of
men who did not pretend to any interest or knowledge of the art of the
theatre, were even more dangerous than
the actor-manaser. The beginning and
I

nsk their savings in the production of
plays wheh attained to a high artistic
standard became more and more dfflcult
Playgoers must look more and
more to themselves for improvement In
the standard of plays. Children should
be taken with reasonable frequency to
aee good plays, but not dull plays. This
Was the surest way of establishing a
reasonable standard in those who made
»p the audience in a theatre. It must
Mever be forgotten that public opinion
Was ultimately the dominating factor
to all things, and if we wanted informed
•nd discriminating opinion on theatrical matters, we must do all we could

one
the
older people,
although
Ihetr minds were more or less made up,
put leave nothing undone to help in the
creation of good taste in the minds of
Iho young. Dr. Grant Robertson, principal of the University of Birmingham,
expressed the view that the Repertory
Theatre was going to take an Important part in the future development of
the drama.— The Stage.

The

New

Scottish Tenor; Notes

About Other Musicians and Music
osepli Hislop, a young Scotsman, who
at Covent Garden via Stockand Naples, cm May 11, as Ro-

lved
tn

a way

to suggest the darling
sage snared into real

tragedy by Intrigues too thickly woven
round her to be resisted. In the first
act she strides about the church like an
athletic English woman: there is little of
the melting softness in her voice to
charm Cavaradossl or tempt Scarpla. It
is difficult to believe in the weakness
which makes her betray her lover's
secret to snve his life; throughout the
scene with Scarpla she never relaxes the
tension.
She makes her bargain with
him shrewdly and bitterly, and schemes

ame was

end of their ambition was dividends.
Mr. Drlnkwater urged that management
by individuals who were prepared to

in

Roman

the

to defeat

him

in the

same

spirit."

Mr. Claudio Arrau, who gave a recital,
plays the piano with immaculate technic,
but —dear, oh dear—one does get so tired
of Immaculate technic.
Five-sixths of
the British Empire believes that perfection is only for the gods and thinks it
unholy to make any work of art without
a flaw. And is not this fundamentally

For

a player has got every
detail exactly In its proper place ought
he not already as an artist to have gone
beyond 1t In aspiration and as a man to
have fallen short of that in execution?
true?

If

Is there not

a

point, in fact,

at

which

technic

overreaches Itself? However,
are grateful to Mr. Arrau for
acquainting us with the actual notes of
Brahms's Paganini Variations;
for
certainly only a few of us are able without euch help to get at the facts.—London Times.
"Chansons de Montmartre"
coster
songs, we should have to say; hut how
different!
seem in our songs to have
to plump for one of two things— sentiment or humour; the Frenchman gets
behind both to a place called wit. His
humour is grim and his sentiment useful; he is a man of the world. People
ought to laugh, of course, and did; but
somehow the laugh seemed neither here
nor there; it ought to have shaken the
midriff and not to have relaxed the
maxUlaries.
Still, we did laugh, and
hope that M. Edouard Garceau will
have been encouraged to give us some
more. He was very successful with the
moon, who Is no longer under a cloud,
but can show herself again in polite
society, and he devoted six songs to her
dealings with mortals/ Half a dozen
others, words by Rlchepin, music by
Biancheri, were more elaborate; they
philosophized rather more and depicted
rather less, especially in the music, and
as such were complementary to the first
set.
The subjects were trivial, even
conventional, and we are apt to think
such subjects not worth talking or
singing about. But perhaps the French

we

j
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—

Wo

I

last

She neither looks nor moves

aptitude.

how

many students of English literature in
>ur schools and colleges could have altered the question, "Is Rhoda Brbughtnn living?"
before the news of her
eath on June 6 was published? And
there was a time when her early
ovels

Covent Garden

month: "Mme. Edvina's Toaca 1s accepted as a strong Interpretation, but sho
has made the part her own rather by
force of character than by natural

f

[

at

J

J
I

rial, but it should be remembered that
it makes no claim as a rule to
interest
any but those who are the least mental-

ly developed.

,

j

I

|

It really

most exactly to the

made the fortunes

unimpassioned tones until she dies."

French

The revival of "The Beggar s Opera'
London necessitated curtailments in

corresponds al-

which

feuilleton

of the old popular

halfpenny

their million

fn

newspapers,

and two million

with

circulation.

Neither one nor the other is to be taken
seriously.— London Daily Telegraph.

the score, which originally contained
lyrics.
Arnold Bennett assisted
the work of excision. In his preface to
the opera John Gay wrote: "Through
out the whole opera you may observe
such a similitude of manners in high
and low life tl/at it is diffcult to determine whether tin the fashionable vices)
the fine gentlemen imitate the gentlemen of the road, or the gentlemen of
the road the fine gentlemen."
69

Mr. Delamaine Discusses a Crux
"Cymbeline"

in Shakespeare's

and as "Cymbeline"
the

Gaby Deslys, there is at least
"Le Dieu du Hasard" which
those who have) seen it declare proves
that the apparently care-free Gaby posin

wrote one critic, unaware when
he penned his appreciation that by the
time his remarks appeared in print the
subject of them would be no more,
"without a single unnecessary gesture,
with a concentrationlof thought which illumines her whole visage, the artist makes
us feel the entire gamut of the most
effort,"

The story told In "Unmarried," a story
of life in a village where the squire's
daughter and the child of his humblest
tenant are in trouble, is described by a
London reviewer as "good though commonplace." Pray, what would the gentleman have?- "When one man falls in
action in France a child in the cottage
and a child in the mansion are both
fatherless."
Hence complications and
coincidences.
"Mothers and their children meet in the most unexpected
places, and the brother rescues the sister
from an extremely awkward situation.
And throughout the film Mr. Gerald
du Maurier, in clerical garb, makes love,
and addresses the National Conncil for
the Unmarried Mother in his own inimitable style." The reviewer wishes that
the sub-titles would be more concise.
"At one point, where the one word midnight would be sufficient, the audience
is
astonished to find that 'the iron
tongue of midnight hal told 12.'
Another the old squire has died, and the
audience is informed that 'there falls
the shadow of the last dread visitant,'
Which, as Euclid would say, is absurd."

may

interest

text:

"Had

To

ma

handi whoge t<m£b
W0U d f0Tce tuc Meier's eooi
J,
of loyalty; this
object, which
p r lsoner Ule wnd motlon «f m'ne ere.

T^^LZ
T
tb oath
£?w™

I this cheek
lies upon .

my

"bathe

e

In 'Le

pertinent.

is in its repertory,

letter

cedes and follows the defective lines in
act 1: sc. 6, lines 107-8. the changes
suggested here cannot weU be made
clear without using words having
less
precision, than those which form the

sessed something closely resembling dramatic genius. "Without any apparent

wife of a not over-scupulous financier,
and is adored by ail who come into contact with her. Her husband has got into
a very tight corner owing to some business transaction, that will not bear the
light of day.
To extricate himself a
large sum of money is necessary, and in
order to obtain this he throws his fascinating little -wife, who has no Idea of
the ignoble role she Is being made to
play, In the way of a multi-millionaire.
When the moment comes, the financier
and his still shadier partner demand
blackmail. The millionaire hands over
the cheque demanded by the two scoundrels, and. in doing so, denounces the
wife whom he naturally imagines to be
a willing accomplice. The scene in which
the poor woman, who has been compromised in spite of herself, realizes all her
husband's infamy, is quite a short one in
an unusually long play, but, short as it is,
if Is acted so naturally by Gaby Deslys
and with such conviction that it re-,
deems all the other shortcomings of the
film, and, in spite of M. Noziere's skill
as a dramatist, .they are said to be
many." Irony of Fate! Just as Gaby
Deslys had thus shown to the world the
depths of emotion of which sho was capable, the inexorable summons came to
her.— London Daily Telegraph.
An Italian film play is based on Cavalleria Rusticana."
Santuzza is played
by Gemma Bellincionl, the original girl
in Mascagni's opera. Duse gave a memorable performance of the heroine, so
remarkable that when the opera was
heard soon after the play the music
seemed wholly superfluous, if not im-

following

Shapespearean students:
To the Editor of the Boston Herald:
Few of the admittedly obscure readings in Shakespeare's "Cymbeline" have
received less attention from textual
critics than the imperfect lines in
two
of the clauses dependent on the proposition forming the subject of Iachimo's
subtle
Insinuations
concerning
the
fidelity of
the banished Posthumus,
though ostensibly framed In praise of
Imogen's beauty.
Unless Iachimo's
drift is shown by quoting what
pre-

troducing

grief.

Company

will visit

the Screen
Less than a fortnight before the death
of Gaby Deslys, a film play, "Le Dieu du
Hasard," in which she enacted the principal role, was exhibited on the screen.
Written specially by M. Nozlere, an expert dramatist, for the purpose of in-

human

reported that the new Shakeof Stratford-on-Avon
the United States next season,

it is

pearean

On

one scene

As

I

Dieu du Hasard' Oaby Deslys plays the
part of a femme du monde. She is the
I

fortunate author, the only person who
is not allowed to have a say in the matter.
It is common to decry the film se-

1

and ultimately dies of consump
But she goes on singing in pure,

poignant, the most

|

is ruined, all the blame for which rraturally falls on the shoulders of the un-

1

,

'familiar

something, and very
an incident which the

author has introduced for the express
purpose of leading up to some future
development. By this means the story
no longer holds together, and the climax

,
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hands

rl3r fal **<KKl—
falsehood as
With labour tf5«£°h
en by Pepping in an eye
r,.2 an
IV?
^
d onh>str<>iu..ag
smoky light
iSSS?. S . Cd Wlt
tallow; It were lit
S» .n „ ?

P
be " Sh °UW
" Me tlme
The suggestion of Dr. Johnson
to read
lie' instead of
"by" in the phrase "by
Peeping in an eye," was
adopted by
|Steevens and succeeding editors
until

J?nci,nL^c hTO^
.'

the mid-Victorian period,
when its vaWa
ndered doubtful by the
J?lZ adoption
5 rS
gradual
of the compound byPeeplng-a change proposed bv
Knight
I in fiTr* 1 * f0,Iowed by ,ater liters
Ill-fitted as "He" is
to remedy the
j

,

\

£l CJedlt

nls,

of ^eing." says Fur-

to have overloked.
join required to be

that 'slaver' and
connected, not with
but with another veTb."
It is one of the
peculiarities of English
e ent P^P'e. when
in the
»
subjunctive,
requires to
be supplemented

a

participle,

subWr£

by some form of the verb
no exception to this
mode, because there is nothing rule or
in our
language to take its place.
Disregard
of his inflexible rule in
the instance
quoted should have been
detected

™

^ ^J*"™

long

arrangement

of!
the itne chan S« d to meet
the need of r
'e^Li*
correct expression.
If the supporters. of
Knight's
had noticed the juxtaposition reading
of the
Impossible preposition in
this clause
they would have discovered
that the'
S
le
UX il3ary " be" had bem
..?
ehan^';
S
"by,"
thus excluding the
b %from Its accustomed
place and
depriving "peeping" of
the help reir
ak 6 S Ct i0n
as "sllve
" ** Progressive
slaver a
!J
^
,
and
"join
I

I

!

f^

f^

,^
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'

accoun ting for this over,
clear that, whether the
clause
ered 33 ^Pendent on the
main
proposition or on the adjoining
clause,
ne omission of tho connective
"or " as
te
at
f " snou 'd I," leaves
it
wirwf, ° "?
ira °ho,
sllght
d on the subjunctive
m II < < Practicajly
detached
from its
I,context.
,
This .loss of unity reduces
the clause from being a
part of a suspended sentence expressing an unreal
or conditional future to a
meaningless
phrase, and is. undoubtedly the
chief
cause of the obscurity that has
maiii
the passage difficult to understand.
Had
it
been observed that "then," introducing the clause, is not a true conjunction, but an adverb of time, neither)
t,y

Li^w
sight,

-

,t is

™T*
)

1

I

Johnson nor Knight nor

Collier's

MS.

corrector— with his ridiculous suggestion
of "bb-peeping"— would have proposed
the readings which distort the meaning
of this passage in various modernized
editions.
It seems clear that the connective "or" has been left out by the
copyist; possibly to keep the line from
having a foot too many, or more proto

I

I

|

•

development of the modern drama
Itself. In the realms of poetry, romance
or tragedy they are Indispensable. And
they can only be acquired by practice
with the material which the older
drama exclusively provides. These ex-

me

mistake of trans-:
"falsehood" in the!
any
case, th« conline.
In
preceding
nective "«>r" does what a conjunctive!
advert) could not possibly do and is thel

that binds the clauses in
rnlestn
the sentence rlnnly together.
liven with this gain in clarity, the)
passage Is still obscure owing: to the!
second "falsehood" in the line above. Iti
would be interesting to know what
'•falsehood as with labour" means. Is
conceivable that Shakespeare would
it
write such a bald phrase? or did the
copyist transcribe the word twice? "Or.e
of these falsehoods should be expunged,"
says Mason, and Furness asks: "Is
friendship strong enough In this, or a
thought of legal formality possible?"
But how may falsehood be eliminated
unless we supply its place with the right
word— the word whose inevitability
ltntei

to Justify the change by
giving the Idea underlying: the pnnoe
clear and adequate expression? and hsw
substitute friendship when Its e**J
meaning Is the antithesis of all that Is
false and insincere? Both suggestions
exclude the .Idea of comparison upon
h the clause is "iMdently framed,
vospeare must have had In mind
some property or quality common to
hands of falsehood and hands of l abor.
If <ha clause does not suggest e comparison between hands devoid of trap

hard

passionless,

JR&k,.—.2
"Lohewln". .V^.gner

introduction to Act III.

The Sen. r K A°' p -J" 08 "
Festival-at BuRdud.
by a
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Conclusion
Uronxe Warrior.
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TUESDAY

constant sealing of unchaste arrangements, and hands that have lost their
sensitive touch with hard labor, now
are we to interpret the intended simile
that even the errors of a careless copyist
does not wholly obscure? How harden
falsehood with labor? What implication
does the clause hold other than that
hands hardened with falsehood are like
hands hardened with labor? Hard and
labor connote a relation that needs no
explaining to understand, but what reand
is there between (falsehood
I lation
labor?
.
tnat.
From the foregoing, it followscannot
as "falsehood as with labour"
be satisfactorily explained, while "hard
and
as with labour" satisfies both sense
posmetre, there is no other deduction
transible than that the former is a
undoubtscriptional error and the letter
amendAs
wrote.
Shakespeare
edly what
ed the clauses read:

.. .itaint-Saens
French Military March...
Suppe
Overture to "Poet and Peasant
•••••
•••
•
Baelo"
Waltx. "II
4 J5JB
Don'zettl
Fantasia, "Lucia dl Lammermoor"..
•••Gpldmark
Overture to "Sakuutala". ..........
Sevllliana from "Don Cesar de Bazan
Ma9Senet

kidding

Sousa

Stars and Stripes Forever

WEDNESDAY
Entire

Boston University Night at the Pops.
bouse taken.

THURSDAY
of the AmeriThe IStb annual convention
^e«ion American
can Institute of Banking.
entire
Bankers' Association) have taken the
house for this night.

I

Clarinet Solo (Mr. Paul Mimart)
Valse
(a) Petite
(b)

1:0

Largo from

The slight changes suggested here disthought
close, to justify them, a unity of

and phrase which leaves nothing to disof the
tract the mind from the meaning

B-

».

Minuet

verdi
Bizet

1.

"New World"

the

Svin P h

™ yirak
i

DELAMAINB.

March from "The Prophet"

Overture to 'Thedre",.
Waltz. "Vienna Blood"
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veteran English critio of widely respectof reed authority speaking slightingly
dramauo
cent revivals by independent
playsold
representative
associations of

•
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As the World Wags-:
Having iourneyed 70

miles or more, by
ami limb, BOW

to reflect on the pleasures of travel

The conductors
They

[

of
|

those

days (wcro

1

tion of

Interest

W

laying the Atlantic cable, or his verses
in memory of Maximilian, shot In Mex-

with the.
stations Hiev chatted affaoty
rlerg> m mlawver, drummer, politician,
to the
flourish
theatrical
ThVy B»ve a
produced a
punching of tickets, and
one
some
pad
wad of bills when
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fare in

lived idle, in con-fort,
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lated

were

play them.
"No one would wish for a moment—
even If such a thing were possible— to
replace the modern drama with the old.
But it is not well that the latter should
In its literary
be forgotten entirely.
eloquence—even in its rhodomontade
and rant— in its Imagery, its very excesses in situation, passion and sentim ent— i-ot to speak of its noblest

car.

"Where did Je ws
If a stranger asked.
was. Oh.
get Ins money ?" the answer
and t
ho was a railroad conductor,
win*.
was no accompanying sly
not so
are
engines
The locomotive
and colhandsome as when I was a boy the oldmiss
I
their names.
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spreading smokestack-wood

fashioned,
tncn-the shining tMUM"»>
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above all,
hobs on top of the boiler and,
the
die names, with the pieties 0_J
he drawn
It was a pleasure to
l( „de,.
BiainI. Harris, the
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n by the D.
or
Guv. Smith, the J- Mulligan,
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Vj. can and
Orion.
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not

remember an engine mimed Venu
befor

Sappho,
takln

remember

his
description

or

"Mounter a la
of the young

rieopatra.
look at the engine,
1

t

himself
jmany times before he settled
think*
Deep
meditation.
or
sleep
for
hereditary
ers tell us that through
about today.
influences he turns
manner man has not yet

alto-

4nd

in like

and
himself of ancient beliefs
How these supersti'superstitions.
to anthrotions arose is of interest
"rid

all curipologists, to sociologists, to
questions have
The
speculators.
ous

,

1

the Plutarch
stirred the wits fr6m
garrulous Maof the Morals, from
smiling Sir
crobius, through gravely
Browne down to the present

Thomas
The mouse
day

,

a besat.fn.
P "ot is
work to
hi. wits to
The
"rove it a deformed animal.
mted.
so close* Jo
ah Physical truths is not
but opposition may find
iti0
a
sutler
not to
so closely maintained, as
If

irdan

C

ealtu

Xer

Many potions seem

rest

nicely it fitted her shape!)
the grief that was 'heaving
«
breast
Boiled over in billows of crepe!

(How

hen

Perhaps some schoolboy In the country speaks the verses about the pleasure
As for Orpheus
of riding on^lhe rail.
C. Kerr, Ave read his parodies of American poets and his burlesque "Jane
Eyre" every sujnmer, as we look forward to "Moby Dick" again. In the
Kerr papers there is much that sheds
light on the methods of army corA
respondents during the civil war.
word about the arerb "thole." It is still
found

in

northern

English

dialect.

Meaning
Barrie, naturally, knows it.
"to have to bear, suffer, endure" or "to,
it was used by the
Freeman and the journalist

be subjected to,"
historian

Did Mr. Millenton
Archibald Forbes.
ever hear the word "breedbates"? We

»

thai

will

So

Her robe had the hue of the

as a funeral pall,

in the present inhoped to find

stance had probably
no fear of
the dining car, having
ptomaine poisoning.

bird

A*id

,

,

around
Years ago the dog turned

gether regardless of cost.
Her shawl was as sable as nisht;
\nd her gloves were as dark as her
shawl;
And her jewels— that flashed in the light

Were black

m

They seldom died

walte-haired service; they
position before age cooled

and

We

and unaccompanied" •^Mode," the
Between long-distanced widow doing her conjugal duty

young women.
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We

doubt if many today' recall his lines about Cyrus Field

ico.

alogue.

.

"The Blogds," by Aristophanes

pretty

In

clo'es,

is

ever published^

j

ity;

j
j

"archaic," but a correspondent from the Golden West, who
is nevertheless a user of studied English, avers that he "canua thole Hiram
Doubtless there are those
Johnson."
in the East who sympathize with him,
know what he means?
they
would
but
ALFRED MIIXENTON.
Boston.
We saw not long ago Saxe's "ProIt
gress," a satire in pamphlet form.
pleasant reading. Was his translaIs

foolish

more

I

in

!

The Concise Oxford mainit
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any one

as a verb?
tains that

in

Ut the paMenwer at
the old
his case, looked tenderly after
and
lady with the bandbox, seed cakes
boy s
Banary cage, answered the, little
questions, and took a fatherly

genial souls.

is

he world go under a
of some"ladder, and m „ from fear
sure
thing falling on them; some are
human destithat the stars sway
a thriving
nies; the clairvoyant plies
other is
trade; one foot before the
getting
beneficent or malevolent in
threshold, or
a
crossing
bed,
out of
Stockings put
starting on a walk.
bring calamon wrong side out may
catand so on through the long

-would not for

of your readers familiar'with the use of the word "thole"

herces.

Whether it is much
necessary.
indecent, than
silly, or essentially more
enthe matter in some of our modern
It is
question.
tertainments is another
it or let
expurgate
to
either
difficult
not
Many of these old plays, which
it alocc.
are sometimes spoken of as if they belonged to the era of Egyptian mummies,
up to the
still survived upon the stage
and,
last quarter of the 19th century,
drew large audiences. But then there
to
how
knew
who
men and women

!

verses

the

in

in these 'ere
I goes,
A'crulsin' in this town.

the sixties from New Haven' to White
River Junction,- when to a boy tha tr'P
was romantic, worthy of a chapter _.i;i
oi; to
Sir John Maundeviie. Marco Polo,
be paralleled with a voyage of HaUHiyl's

Everybody knows

tbere
that in the older British drama
taste
much that is offensive to modern
extravb.of
sorts
all
and understanding—
sentimenthe*
and
horrible
the
in
gance
puerility in
tal and of coarseness and
The reproduction of that
the* humor.
nor
sort of stuff is neither profitable

I
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HERKIMER JOHNSON.

entertainment
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and
more than once tor

Here

have succeeded in obtaining some
range coal at a preposterous price and
put the bird bath in order I have tape
that

i

selections.

don't
high-

for his sagacity

schooldays, to say nothing of the ballad of "Nick Van Stan," wherein the
hero, jolly sailor-man, vows

at the peril of life

is

rule
shrewd and
to be fairly intelligent,
There
(successful in worldly affairs.
do not
'
are still men and women that
over the
like to see the new moon
shoulder or through glass; they

bend the bottleneck to him
And he will Bacchus.
But does any one in this generation

—

making
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the origin of these superage,
stitions? Even in this material
grosslv material after the ideals
.world
that came and went with the
still
war, superstitions of centuries
the conduct of many supposed
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find

rail

by man will drop dead.

Tile

John G. Saxe? His honest "Jerry the
Miller" left a lasting memory of our
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'croes

the lines

March

on
Elizabethan and post-Elizabethan
ill-judged and
the ground that they were
of
value
actual
the
Concerning
useless.
refers
the representations to which he
witness
not
did
no one, of course, who
Ihem has any right to express an opinThat value, necessarily, would deion.
pend very largely-^almost entirely—upon
and quality of the performmanner
the
remarked,
ances, in which, it may be
found
the majority of commentators
commuch that was interesting and
any
that
mendable. Nobody supposes
Inthe
by
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be
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good purpose
competent performance even of an acreonly
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knowledged masterpiece.
cast dissult of such a proceeding Is to
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without
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virparticular
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special
undoubtedly,
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where
But
trouble.
be waste of time and
such revival 3 are prompted by artistw
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Discriminato hearty encouragement.
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Poets and Words
As the World Wags:
You wondered one day recently
whether any one now reads Orpheus
Could one who ever did know
C. Kerr.
him forget, in these melancholy days,

l
"H^t^Sf
*8gKS
trauss

Marche Slave
• Herbert
"Mile. Modiste"
sexlet from "Lucia dl Lammermoor". .Donizetti
B«6j»
Waltz, "Marigold'
Planquette
"Sambre et Meuse"
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Mr. Nickerson

is."

Clamport.

Selection,

to find
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the Legislature.
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the best man, by heck;

is

who he

*y esteemed here
lias been mentioned

Mr. Towse
v ««"
Fantasia. "Aida". ...........
Ldszt
Rhapsody, "Carnival in Pestch ........
Elizabethan and Jacobean Dramas
..Gounod
organ)
(With
Cecilia"
Hymn to "St.
Kosc«u \aniada
Apropos of the revival of Webster**! Japanese Suite
Knpore
"White Devil" and other old dramas ml
(a) Sarashi (b) O Edo (c)
Tscha.fcoWsky
Post writes:
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Concerning Revivals of

Ranken Towae

Yale,

at

death of an inmate will follow. To
meet with a shrew-mouse, in going
on a journey, is ominous of evil. A
mouse running oyer a person forebodes death; so does the squeaking
invalid,
of one behind the bed of an
mouse
or the appearance of a white
running across the room. It is sai'
that any field-mouse attempting t
a footpath that has been trod

he

'
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(b)
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Mattapan.
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it

am

Hill

Blon
Whispering of the FJowers
First Hungarian Rhapsody.......
fcEJHn
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.......
Girl
Rainbow?
"The
Selection,
KuChm n
Prelude
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« r rL ;
Waltz, "Artist's Life"
Tschaikowsky
"1812"
Solennelle
Overture

;

London. Mr.
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-

>nd the cu t men,-know I am
term I
latter call me '"Professor," a
at their mercy. 1
ioathe, but as I
make no sign of disapprobation. The.
exercised
villagers are at present more
than
over the question of beef and coal
candidate.
over anv political issue or
All
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store:
the
at
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"Higoletto".
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Suite ••I.'Arlesienne" No.
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Yes."

on its voyage, mice might
reasonably be expected to- scent disaster. Folk-lore, however, considers
Seriously the signs and omens to be
'drawn from the appearance of mice.
house
If they suddenly come into a
that has been free from them, the

look

to

tried

am

FRIDAY
March
Overture to "The Beautiful Galatea

Festival

Should I. damn'd then,
s«l™
SlaTer with lips as common as the
hanaj
That mount the Capitol : Join gripes withas WH»
Made hard with hourly falsehood—hard
labour (or) then be peeping In.an.eye
Bane and unlustrous as the smoky light flt, ««.
That's fed with stinking tallow it were

J.

When

me?

steam when

the Car

will sink

in Ganot's Physics.
w as greatly interested in "C. H. Bs
I
question about Tophct. I have valuable
the
information about Moloch among
as
notes for my collossa'. work, "Man
Elephant
a Political and Social Beast."
soon
As
folio sold only by subscript-.cn.
this
as I find the slips I will share
information with you. I have no Ua<
m
passer-by
pole, no flag to tell the
that I
lordly and arrogant motor-cars
But the neighbors
"in residence."

Barcarole from "The Tales of Hofmann
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In one account, published in a conservative journal, of the recent railway accident, it is stated that a passenger bound for New York left the
• train
at Utica because he saw a
mouse in the Pullman car. "That
means trouble," he remarked. If he
had seen the mouse jumping from
the car, his stopping over a train
would not excite surprise, for, as
rats are said to desert a ship that

rail is

telligent
had onlv 75 pounds of
.should have had 150.
wise, and I said "Yes,

•

i

1

The Mouse

now a purcr>
on
business affair. The only excitement
from the
the road to Clamport comes
the
doubt Whether the engine can draw
The train I took-I did not shake
train
lor the
the engineer's hand on arrival
the newsbenefit of a camera man and
so
done
have
papers, though I should
long-sufferingfor he was patient and
wheezed and groaned and grunted, and
An infinallv sat down discouraged.
brakeman told me the engine
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'rhere were the depot restaurants-tor
we said "depot," never "station," in
Havthose good old days. Below New
one,
en where there was an excellent
was Stamford, famous for its ale on
draught The pork and beans of Springstill see
I
field «ero worth a journey.
pies
and taste the custard and apple
White
protected by a wire fly screen at
alwere
tiains
River Junction, where

Conservatory

New England
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that was seen to pick up a phi became
:he head of a famous Parisian banklng-

MONDAY
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in

He.

.shukesperian expression, my lord." To
which tin- bulge answered: "Even somof
terms of Shakespeare occasion illy wantl
explaining."
Shakespeare wrote the|
word only once
Mrs. Qulojly speaks]
of a servant as "no trll-iafj,.. nor nol
breed-bate "; that la to say, no stirrer upi!
of itxtlt, no mischief maker. Ed.

the Intense-vender; the hoy that
pushed Popcorn In a 'basket jwttfl IW
,u
the aisle and shook salt into the,
pack no with a grace that Jhe most exbartender would have envied. As
p<
combination
for tTTe Water.boy with his
pitcher and tumbler-tray, he rose maof
Icoticallv until ho became president
boy
the railroad company, just as the
i

counsel

month.

.

would seem

cold,

last

WHS

perimental rovivals of obsolencent plays,
indicative of a praiseworthy energy and
ambition, are therefore deserving of
encouragement, not only for their Instructive value to performers and spectators alike, but as a reminder of the
historical side of the theatre, which is
supposed to be the repository of every
kind of dramatic art product, old or
new.

I

a London law suit
spoke of plaintiffs as
"breedbates."
The judge asked him
what the word meant. "It Is a good
learned

...

I

full

ably, to ma«
.scribing the. second

feeling,

ilvii
U is not is or any muiupio o.
that slntster number.
miss
the youths ami men that
also
administered to the comfort of the
passengers. Whut heciime of the gnefl
i.i,. ihat chanted in a seductive voice.
"fponge-and-U'lly fAKB"? Then there

cultivation of those special histrionic
faculties which are necessary to the
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Delphian blade
ra se ho
"° s and
o
truths seem almost
truth;
almost
falsehoods
some
almost " £°
hood and truth seem
trains of d.st •»«»
stated, and but a few
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like a
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pens into suspensory
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Preserved Fish
in
Mr. Christopher Morley
that M
column informs us
one o<
served Fish established
The *JJ*
packet lines to Liverpool.
have great esteem,
family, for which we
this
would not dare to continue
many cob um
as
with
nowadays,
name
for paragraph*
ists about lusting
"have the
,
„
_
r.
Kerr
*- er<
Did Orpheus
ful

^«
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A Question Box
was stated a year ago that the soviet government had introduced a "new
chronology" whereby the year begins

favorite dish; the water nymphs'l'l
stream or tub singing the praise ot
a certain soap; the fair women, air
the fairer by their choice of hose and
lingerie? Men in some respects fare
worse in these pages. The faces of
advertising physicians, sellers of
sure cures, do not always inspire
confidence the men revealed in vari-

It

committee offered a prize of $500

sar a

the best National Hymn.
as awarded, but the offer

No

>r

prize

remem-

is

by Richard Grant White's elaboessay on national anthems and by
-pheus C. Kerr's (Robert H. Newell's)
irodies of Longfellow, Everett, Whiter, Holmes, Emerson, Bryant, Morris,
AVhitillis,
Aid rich and Stoddard.
ir"s manner was thus burlesqued:
sred
.te

thy Puritanic stock
firm-bound in Plymouth

native land,

r

finds

|f>tiil

its

roots

Rock,
'•And all thr sons unite in one grand wish—
keep the virtues of I'reserv-ed Fish.

•

Ho

Preserv ed Fish, the Peaoon stern and true.
Told our New England what her sons should do.
And should they swerve from loyalty and right.
Then the whole land were lost indeed In night.

This note followed: "The sectional bias
0/ this 'anthem' renders it unsuitable
for use in that small margin 'of the
world situated outside of New England.

Mence

the above

must be rejected."

reminded

by the
approaching commencement season that
life has, during Hie last few years inthe
dreariest
creasingly
reproduced
features of my college days without ofunpleasantly

.nil

1

*ny

fering

Under

of its well
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"Acid Test"
phrases.

In

is

the latest of popular

politics,

art,

remembered

joys.

literature,

drama and

finance the shibboleth runs
whether this or that stands the test of
acid. It is as common now as "camouflage" last summer.
this chemical simile? As far as

between these appeals to attention
and subsequent purchase and those
in the periodicals of forty, twenty,
even ten years ago, is startling. The

tendered in this far-from-golden age.
London Daily Chronicle.

the

JOHN SULLY IS

I

from year

!

1

ered

somewhat lacking

It

in

strict pro-

priety and perhaps slightly pessimistic
in tone, but I have gradually come to
feci that It voices a certain wisdom and
an acute perception of present condi-

"I

A

Wonder"

London journal recently put

this

readers:
"What Is the
the trivialities of life, that
you are most anxious to know?" There
were answers, of course. One man won-

question to

thing,

Its

among

dered which of the Moody and Sankey
hymn tunes Lord Eisher waltzes to; another wondered what became of Ann,
the poor, unfortunate, compassionate
girl of Oxford street who was a ministering angel to De Quincey.
Still anoth.-r
recalled "the story of Fabius
Maxlmus, the Roman, a religious man.
who, desiring to have the gods on his
side after the battle of Cannae, burled
a woman alive."
This correspondent
wondered:
1-IIow long the woman's
MFpny was consciously endured.
2—
Wl.., the gods thought of it.
3- Whether
Kai iii^ over had the nightmare.
But
was it Fabius Maximus that thus attempted to please the gods? Did not
another Fabius, one Fabius Pictor, the
Hist
Roman prose writer-he wrote in
fashionable Greek—go to Delphi, where
Khe sibylline hooks told him that the
Romans should bun," a Greek man and
[woman and a Gaulish man and woman

,

W.

,

-

flower

That shines into our »aprr. seeking eyes—
For now «115 sreaks und moves beyond all
dreams
s.
Focus where some wild world radiance
streams.

The Question Box

'
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Masonic

of

Morgan

in

the
Billy

was

I

dingle for America?
0 or a creation

a,ul

'1
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Was

Isopef

,,f Borrow'
Offenbach really have tin

into use;

and who

I

At the recent meeting of the Associated Advertising Clubs at Indianapolis, Mrs. Christine Frederick
declaimed against pictures of wom-

—

But stay possibly this fair youth -was
washing his store or china teeth at the
window. You may remember the passage: how he happened to see a young

etc."

Thus

1

Article "Tri-

j

note on page 73 of vol. 3,
inphnnt Entries (not "entrees"): "The j
.•count we have, II Kings, ix. 3d, nCM
'Jezebel's painting her face and 't.ting|j
attiring) her head and looking our. atJ|J

!

window,'

j"a
1

into Jc/vec'..

j

upon Jehu's public entry
gives us a lively idts't ot

an Eastern lady at one of these solemnitics '"

'ijIms

*

v

I wish Iliad known Jezebel,. a woman
misunderstood by many in her lirrie:
outrageously treated by Jehu, whos*
furious driving would have qualified' him
today for trie position of chauffeur in
any wealthy family. She was undoubt-

News and

f,

tj

The Daily Chronicle of London,
f
I;

lady passing In a fine equipage; how
instead of "rubbing his gums" he sat
entranced till midnight, and, not being
able to find her,

gamed away

his

for-

and never appeared "in any alaca sad
rity, but when raised by wine"
story, of passionate, true and hopeless
When were "porcelain teeth inlove.
The ancient
troduced into England?
Egyptians knew them. And now when
physicians urge the drawing of teeth
as a remedy against all ailments from
corns to ichthyosis, from eczema to
tvhipanites, a fine set of upper and lower
tune,

—

'

widely

in fashion.

PAUL ABBOTT.

I

discussing the sensational rise in
the cost of paper, informs its readers that as they are forced to deny
themselves
luxuries
in
eatables,
drinkables and things to be worn, so
publishers must deny themselves
the pleasure of furnishing to the
public what may be called newspaper luxuries. Among them are to
be classed special articles, theatre
chatter, gossip, columns that are
described as features. In a word a
publisher must cut his newspaper
according to his paper. "The bare
necessities of a daily newspaper are
news, and this it must give without
stint."

But as luxuries

hasten to share my information
I
about Moloch with you, as I promised*
In my recent communication. The Rabbins give varying accounts of the Idol
and the fiery ceremony. One says that
the brass idol seated on a brass throne

had the head" of a

calf;

when the
a child was put
that

was heated red -hot
arms and there quickly consumed. Another describes the arms as
Idol

within his

extended and reaching to the ground so
that the child placed "there slid down
into a great Are •blazing at the foot of
the
I

idol.

prefer, however, the account given in

Dom
Holy

Calmet's "Great Dictionary of the

volumes

quarto,
published and
by Samuel Etheridge, Jr., at.
sold
Charlestown. Mass.. in 1813.
I have
gained from it valuable material for my
colossal work).
This idol, it appears,
was hollow and divided into seven compartments: the first for meal or flour,

Bible"

translated

into

(four

English,

j,

and women. What purchaser of a
magazine today does not enjoy the
portraitures of domestic bliss, the S
young wife recommending this or
that breakfast food which she with
her own hands is putting on the
table;. the children dajjam-ing for a

second for turtle doves, the third
an ewe, the fourth for a ram, the
Bflh for a calf, the sixth for an ox, tho
seventh for a child.
All these wore
cooked at the same time.
Here we have the first compartment
idea for a kitchen range. You, doubtless, remember Mr. Richard Swlvcller's
surprise When he saw the mysterious
lodger at Mr. Sampson Brass's take from
the

Ifor

"Luxuries'

'!

As the World Wags:

,

'

Apparitions,

Spirits;

in-

j

'

tli,

I

if

vented the tooth bru3h?

The Moloch Cooker

A

Datchery? We have not read the
vari>US completions of the novel,
neither the
>ne dictated by a spiritual
voice to a
nan In Brattleboro, Vt.. nor
"The Cloven 1
Pool,
by Orpheus C. Kerr, sir
Thomas
^rowne said that the song of
the sirens
was not beyond all conjecture,
but no(
in
I "' t
their mouths by composf"
SJ*
es is lr re*tstible. not even DebussVs
,Ve wonder what they
sang; whether!
tuUled lhe " old
fue and:
3K.
,,
*3 r.Italian
method advertised by cjn? J
pteachers today. Did | SO pel Bernersj'
ver think of Ueorgo Borrow
after shi
mil
rain.

come

the teeth"

Mattapoisctt.

homely
objection.
Frederick's
woman says to herself, "I, too, will
be pretty, if I use that machine." It
is said that Mr. Rudyard Kipling,
when he was sojourning in this
country, having purchased a magazine at once tore out the readingmatter, the instructive, educational
pages, the short stories, etc., threw
these pages away, read to his delight
the advertisements, and looked long
and approvingly at the pictured men I

flurry,
or who struck
Patterson, or whether Mr. Patterson
invited the attack.
We do wonder what
became of Kdwin Drood; who

art

"

en arrayed in an evening gown
painting pantry shelves, or in -a reception dress starfding over a washing machine. "You have the wrong
psychology when you show a picture
of the goods being used by a prettier
woman than I am. You advertisers
have gone mad on the pretty girl
artificial, .manicured
the
model,
a plea for the
I make
manikin.
genuine homely human model."
The psychology of the advertiser
is sound and shrewd, in spite of Mrs.

Forum.

became

|

lini

not curious about "Junius" oi
in the Iron Mask; we
do not
wonder whether Cleopatra's nose tilted

what

/4jF<7*

Pictorial Advertisement

Wt are
the Man
up.

»
As the World Wags:
In 170!> Sir Richard Steele described
Edward Lord Viscount Hinchlnbroke as
"washing" his teeth at a tavern window. When did the phrase "brushing

is"

i

alive in the

,

J.

I

ingenious mechanical contrivance and
parade about to the delight of milady in
wildly Incongruous dress and extravagant hendgear.
Mr. Sully excelled both as the dancer
and comedian. An enthusiastic youth,
he has a happy way of indulging in
without offending; as a
flippancies
dancer he scored in a unique style. The
remainder of the cast gave pleasure,
each in his or her Individual way.
Other acts on the bill were Maria
Lo. in an act of artistic posing; Lewis
and Dody, a pair of comedians In an

r—

I

edly attractive physically; furthermore,
she was a good provides-, for she fed
at tier own table 400 prophets belonging
to the goddess Astarte, and prophets,
like the Congregational ministers that
used to visit my Grandmother at Chelseu, Vt., were heavy feeders. Contrast
the hospitality of the dashing Jezebel
with that of her contemporary, the pious
Obadiah, who took 100 prophets, hid
them in a cave and gave them only
bread and water. Jezebel, daughter of
Ethbaal. king of the Zidonians, your
name now stands for an impudent or
abandoned woman, because you painted
your face. How the times have changed!
Perhaps Xanthippe was not a shrew
after all. What woman, even the mildest, could have long endured the constant questioning of Socrates that irritated the Athenians not forced to daily
association with him*
Clamport.
HERKIMER JOHNSON.

Turner's "The Dark Wind.")
as for mjself,, proudly f confess
love not maVter lumped and unadorned.
Klve feet of flesh is bnt a cow unlmvned
If the quick spirit show not In the uYec«;
Ulusbea are roses in a wildrroess.
And penciled eyebrows are the lonl's dellgat;
The Moon la net more lovely in the uk:ht
Than are white shoulders in a shadowy dross;
In silken stocking* fralllv pleam white limbs
I.Ike eitudles drawing painted Inilterflles;
And dressed hair gives the soul an enrthless

introducing Miss Montrose, comedienne, I
in a performance of remarkable com-1
plncency and repose; Harry Holmanl
and Company, in a farce; Vlnie Daly, 1
in an act of dance and song, assisted
at the piano by Rubin Bloom; Marshall^
Montgomery and company, In a novel
act of ventriloquism; Lexey and O'Connor, dancers, and the Aronty Brothers,

Milton.

life;

The Pompadou
(Prora

of chatter and song; Belle Montrose and an unnamed performer, in an
act that extended across the footlights,

REV. RAUBI.INGTON BROOKE.

1

[

I

j

act

tions.

changes in cosone might say,

to year the

tume, domestic
morals.

'

l

.

grew freer and
The women portrayed show

surer.

this
of the bill at B. F. Keith's Theatre
Last evening a large audience
week.
was evidently pleased.
The piece is vehicular, and-piight be
named more pertinently by a dozen other
The outstanding feature of the
titles.
act is the speed of the performance;
the
thqj» the piece is Interesting from
The lines
standpoint of a spectacle.
but
commonplace,
seldom rise above the
the comedians work industriously and
would alone carry a piece of lesser merit.
Two of the numbers have significance
musically, and then there is a pulensemble that rises from
upt chritudinous
on
the trunk of the old apple tree by

under that stress we were buoyed
by the knowledge that the grind would
terminate automatically at the end of '
four years, and that at the end of each
of these years there would .arrive a
vacation during which this irksome
harness would be taken from our backs. I
It was once wisely observed by a gentleman enviably free from the trammels I
of my cloth
Hint "life is just one \
clanimd thing alter another."
deemed'
this saying at the time I first encount-

j

be carefully studied by the future
historians of manners and customs
The contrast
in the United States.

the general public goes, you meet the
test only in the pawnshop, when the
wary broker tries reputed gold with a
drop of acid, while in dockside taverns
you may still see a vial of acid attached to the cash register as a ready
test for sovereigns, still occasionally

"Under the Apple Tree, a musical
sketch, featuring John Sully, and employing a large company of singers,
comedians and dancers, is the chief item

1

distinction.
These pictorial advertisements will

technic of the artist

ever increasing rigors of
government, both federal and state, and|
as a result of the ceaselessly complicating details of the various "systems"
that we encounter in our contact with
commercial matters, we are forever
being lold to do this or not to do that
under puin of dire consequences; we
are instructed in this matter or that,
are warned of that or the other consequence of forbidden conduct, aro un-'
necessarily hampered in our movements,
curtailed in our privilege and provided^
In all ways with definite reminders that
wo are no longer free, but thut, doubtless with the beat of purposes and the.
most benevolent, aims, we are being*
controlled.
And then, at the year's'
end, we are set a singularly difficult
examination paper in the guise of an;
income tax return.
Something * very like this was the,
routine of undergraduate life, save that

polished 'silver. The lodger then pin hp
egg into one chamber of the temple, coffee in another^ raw steak into a third,
and water into a fourth. By the aid of
phosphorus box and some matches he
lighted a spirit lamp placed below tho
temple; and in a few minutes- breakfast
was ready. (The hot water was for run.
— "extraordinary rum"— and sugar. No ':wonder that Mr. Swiveller afterward
told Mr. Brass and Miss Sully that the
temple contained a specimen of every
kind of rich food and wine known to \'
men then living; that it was of a self- \
acting kind and served whatever was
required by clock-work.
Here was the Molochian idea serving
again a culinary requirement.
don't know what I should do without
Dom Calmet's dictionary. It is even
morf instructive and entertaining than
his "Phantom World: or the Philosophy

;

value.

"Acid test"

39

ous brands of underclothes are seldom heroic figures. On the other
hand, young patrons of collar manufacturers, youths that might have
been drawn by Mr. Gibson for a cartoon in Life, excite admiration and
envy. More than one observer has
flattered himself that he too would
be an Apollo, if he brushed his hair
back and wore the collar that gives

Why

Without End
World Wags:

As the

the date of the establishment of the Bolshevik regime; the year
working days. Does this
280
contain
to
"new chronology" stand today in Russia?
What became of the gold challenge
cups presented by Edward VII for competition at the annual international
horse show at Olympia? Russia won
this cup, valued at $2500, in 1914. It was
taken to that country a few days before war was declared. The Prince of
Wales has replaced it by one of equal

on Oct.

.

iiftflh

old

in the
necessities

arc

.life

to

of a

some.

so there are men and women that
read a newspaper only for "luxuries." Brown looks first, when he
opens hjs newspaper, for a cartoon
by Briggs or Fox. Jones subscribes
to the Bugle on account of a certain

column of jokes, verses, semi-serious or sternly philosophical comments on the routine of life. Robinson is impatient to learn what Misa
Barrymore thinks about "highbrow" plays, or he wishes to know
Miss Carlisle's opinion concerning
the influence of women at a political
convention. Mrs. Ferguson consults
daily the column of free medical advice, while the housewife in the suite
below turns at once to economical
dishes recommended for her voracious family.
It has often been said that a
newspaper of small size, publishing
only "news," with perhaps a column
or two of editorial comment on the
news, would be, as Artemus War
characterized the Tower of London,
a "sweet boon." A journal of this
nature might suit a limited number;
it would not have enough readers to
insure a vigorous life. Even a newspaper publishing miscellaneous misinformation concerning life, manners and customs, with the current
news would have a far greater subnewspaper should be
scription list.
a powerful educator as well as a

A

'

I
'

]

,

;

1'

lyrics should
but for the stage

The
of th

£00,000 on
in doubt whether to accept
the condition named, says that Lncle

40
|

Where.

"It

It

all

the necessities of the case he could not
Mve to enjoy his own Joke; but he had
hopes that echoes of it would reaoh him

;

[

—

j

:

[

serious," be forgotten.

'

like

himself to me (though. I
should) he will agree
with me that It is the best play of the
Perhaps it is the most carefnily
five."
constructed; it is certainly the least
Barrieish. but many might reasonably
put "Belinda" above it. There arc two
brothers; on* Gerald, the lucky one, is
slavishly adored by his family, except
by his old, ehrewd, blunt-spoken greataunt Everything that he does Is perfect, whether it be a mental or physiTho other brother is
cal operation.
soured in consequence; a man with a
confirmed grouch. The latter, innocent
of any actual wrong-doing— he had no
head for the business into which he
was forced— goes to prison through the
Was the
misconduct of his partner.
lucky one indirectly in any way to
to lucky
betrothed
Pamela,
Did
blame?
Gerald, at last make a wiser choice?
Mr. Milne 6ums up the complex charac-

proceeding.
"I thought I could write one (we all
think w e can), but I could not afford so

unpromising a gamble.

army

was

the case

No

in the
duty now'

—

with the

first

.

play in the book "Wurzjl-

What
Is

—

— then

Cambridge

of

cuss the last scene and to

make

I

I

first
comedy, slaughtering
one's
whole characters on the way, has at
It
apleast a morbid . fascinating."
peared In two acts. "One kindly critic
saying
that
lesser
embarrassed us by
a
artist would have written it in three
acts, and most of 'the other critics annoyed us by saying that a greater artist would have written it in one act."
Annoyance is helpful and stimulating
In the case of reasonably sane persons.

of

Mr. Milne then threw over an officeXury disappears early
"Robinson Crusoe"; he cut his play
down to one £.ct, and this version he
thinks is the best. "At any rate that

am

beginning to wonder if anyone ever
did lake the name of Wurzel-Fhimmery
at all. Probably the whole thing is an

certain.

comedy

is

—

'

I

— —

;

This uncle
do anything for
- money.
Thj nephew suggested that If
he left a legacy with a foolish name attached to It, somebody might be found
The uncle laughed at the
jjulo refuse it"
Ddea. "Leave the same silly name," said
the nephew, "to two people, two well

above

classical

believed a

concerts."

man would

,i

known
fwhos9

!
(
'

men

people, rival politicians, say,
own names are already pul>llc

property.

wouldn't both
experiment was made.

Surely

they

The
The two men were selected. Then there
was the name, should It be Porker,
take

tj;"

Tosh,

CBugge.

Spiffk'.us?

The

uncle

Wurzel -Flummery, "a
luoie he could roll lovingly round his
1 tongue a nnrre expressing a sort of
Anally

selected

—

|

j

,

.,

called
It

Judg-

of
antly, but I am quite incapable
Belindas
ing it, for every speech of
s
Vanbrugh
Miss
comes to me now in

voice"

|

had'

A

seen

gallant compliment; it
play in New York

his

he
he

s
would now remember Miss Barrymore
charming
singing of the lines; also her
Belindas
irresponsibility so suited to

|

I

1

1

pleasingly whimeical.
A fantastical young lawyer, more'
interested In the theatre than In his
profession, had an uncle, who despised'
money "he was not afraid to put it in
the place he put it in
Its proper place
was er a little below eolf and a little
tittle

|

life, innature, behavior, conception of
The play, indeed,
cluding marriage.
reading
bears
reads pleasantly, and it
many times. Belinda, inconsequential
husband beas ehe is— she left her
beard
cause he persisted In wearing a
for IS
and had not heard from
if she
years, and he was vexed because
her hatr
truly loved him, she would do
differently— is fascinating, adorable. No
wonder that Mr. Baxter, the author of
in
an article on the "Rise of Lunacywho
Baxter,
the Eastern Counties," Mr.
counthe
in
hat
solemnly wore a Derby
her.
try, solemnly courted
The fifth play In the volume, "The
operetta in one
an
Red Feather" Is
It has never been offered, to anyact
body "It is difficult enough to find a
manager, but when one has also to
business
get hold of a composer, the
of production becomes terrifying,
be got
fun
to
the
of
most
suspect that
already
out ot thi3 operetta we have
is
libretto
had in writing it." The

mm

prettily fanciful, but we see
hope for its success on the stage.
caviare to the
It certainly would bo
lovers of musical comedy; there is no
chorus, no introduction of show girls.
lightly,

little

.

.

.

.

|

H

Drama

League.
Daily Telegraph did not and
medium for
Liszt's "preludes" a good
critic
the
Mme Pavlova although rich
in con"It is
praised the dancer.

life.

trasts,

The

and that, of course, is technically
But the aptness is
an excellent thing.
m

Liszt's thoughts
only technical.
writing this music were »f the kind
adequately present
can
alone
poetrv
that
give
after music. Mme. Pavlova does not
.
us the whole meaning of the Preludes.
strong
With
a
endowed
conductor
Like a
eleindividuality, she just chooses the
ment that in the music touches her
time.
any
it
the
above
nobodv believes a word of
that
exalts
and
deeply
most
The Evenin? Post said: "Throughout rest
She shows us Liszt under a new
the
the remainder of the awkward jumble,
perhaps,
be,
aspect which may not
She (Susan) is a whitewashed saint, most comprehensive, but it is beautifully
a
to
limited
tribulations
with her
tender and serene with the kind of eledrunken husband— for 15 minutes an giac grace that is Mme. Pavlova's speempty stomach, and the same blue cial charm.
Every one of her poses
She has one of those
sergo dress. .
was a joy, and the attitudes of the
plstol-jugglintr scenes in the third act
Daughter of Light' were also very
shein which she bids the villain, ere
Only the Powers oi Darkbeautiful.
God.
with
peace
your
'Make
to
the
shoots
ness looked a little too much like
Pray, you coward, pray'.' Literally it
conspirators of the 'Ballo in Mascnera.
potential
a
deny
seems such a pity to
prostitute the conquest of strong men
Today,
unmentionable News of the German Stage of
of
expiation
the
or
this
Sex Plays and Bernard Shaw
sins' But such is the case with
Susan Lenox. The playwright allows
The Berlin correspondent of the Lonher to do nothing bad, and consequentTimes writes that 'the magistrates
don
does
she
is,
she
what
ly since she Is
have levied an amusement tax on places
nothing at all."
When Mr. Mantell appeared here re- of public entertainment that excited th
cently in "Julius Caesar." there was a wrath of every department of the thea
playwright tv
question as to the chief part in the
trical prefession, from
Prices of adplay. In the great production of many
cloak-room attendant.
Cassius,
steadily rising
played
are
Barrett
high
when
years ago,
mission, already
and and the people, although a theatreAntony
Marc
played
Bangs
of
the
the part
Milnefi Lovick, Caesar,
loving folk, are growing restive. Yet
Brutus was played in turn by Edwin theatres are doing their best to stay
Johnson's dictum "The
Dr.
Booth and E. L. Davenport. Tho lat- open.
ler's Brutus was one of the noblest
drama's laws the drama's patrons give"
tragedy
the
When
Berlin.
stage.
in
figures on the
holds good
"Old-fashioned people might consider
was performed not long ago the same
Chronquestion was raised. The Daily
played are ideaf!
all the pieces
Garrick alanswered'
as
.

brugh as the heroine. Ethel
York. Mr.
more took the part in New read
pleasMilne says "I hope it will

1

.

money in th e
for herself the
substantial sum. but she will grveTMop^
sop £100 to start himself and Mabel in

i

.

.

(1918-1319),

,

is

In three acts."

in
of results, but not before 'humbug"
the person of the nice young man lodger,
advocate of temperance, and would be
seducer of the daughter of the house,
has been unmasked, and learnt a
wholesome lesson from the brawny fists
The picof the irate old sea-dog.
ture of a typical middle-class family of
anaemic male clerks and girl typists,
with all their futile snobbery and petty
competition with others of their kind,
hand.
is drawn with a merciless
The post-war servant, with her silk
and fur
stockings, high-heeled shoes,
coat, general insolence and impotence
one of
especially
is
domestic,
in matters
have
of the most careful studies we
by
comedy
This
seen for a long time."
attenthe
attract
should
Maltbv,
F
tion of Mr. Henry Jewett of the Copley
The public needs
Repertory Theatre.
educational plays of this description.
"Such a "Wise Young Man" would undoubtedly be endorsed strongly by the

Mabel, now there is no money
storms and leaves. Mossop is
forgiven by Maggie.
The critics in New York did not like,
"Susan Lenox." The Times called thej
and
play "falsely theatrical, shallow,
The heroine is a.
generally bad.
and
indeed
very good young woman
and
the hero is a very good young man
And
the villain is a very bad villain.

"an April FolW
was brought out in
^VanLondon two years ago with IreneBarry"Belinda"

invention."

This

halls

and generally unhappy. In the process,
delusive theories of economy and eugenics have to give way before the logic

in sight,

has been

that

quarrelsome among themselves

peptic,

.

head?

in

the version I am printing here; but,
as can be imagined, I am rather tired
of the whole business by now, and I

act,

off

never transferred
?h?t the business was
She claim*
by her father to Mossip.
ban k, a

.

boy, as the boy

Is

.

played in
is the
study of tile change in the nature of a
he
war;
the
from
boy having returned
even makes a tyrannical cook stand in
awe of him; he smokes a hitherto forThe
bidden pipe all over the house.
scene in which he brings his uncle to
brought
his point of view and is himself
civilian
to a realization of his duty as a
might have been written by Barrie. Did
Seen^on the
the uncle dream what hv
obtain wha he
stage, or did the boy
at uncle s
revolver
waited by holding a
The uncle will never be quite

one

go

shop asMossop elopes with Mabel, a
father Wlow
sistant Maggie and her
decides to go bacK
the couple. Mossop
on
He and Mabel carry the
to the shop.
Heie
the busineks at a loss.
Maggie
hero.
dramatist Whitewashes his
points out
ippTars on the scene and

"The Boy Comes Home," a comedy

in

Same."

f

to

to his charm sometimes
the mistake of thinking that there

London music

This "Wurzel-Flummery" produced in
London by Dion Boucicault in 1917 has
a curious history. It was first written
Early in 1D17 there was
In three act3.
a chance of its production if it were cut
two-act
play.
"To cut even
down into a
a lino Is painful, but to cut 30 pages

;

h^^"^

nothing behind it." Was Gerald selfDid Pamela
ish, self-centred at heart?
really understand him? Was her feelcompassion
grouoh
ing towards the
rather 'than love? Here is where the
comedians by their wit should answer
questions. We can see Gerald portrayed
in two widely differing ways.

We did not
in the next.
estimate the money or publicity which
might come from this new venture;
been any serious
there has never
thought of making money by my
bridge-playing, nor desire for publicity
when I am playing golf. But secretly
we hoped. It Is that which made It
so much more cxe: t>ng than any other

|

has positive
years
intends to take
hygienic workshops. He
cellar to put them
his men out of the
factory which he will
in a hygienic
has become parbuild next door. He
simonious, suspicious of
Hobson.
marriage, contemptuous of old
two brothers,
Mangle.arranges with her for building
in-law to form a syndicate
Mossop. furious, decides
the factory.
His father-in-law
to get rid ot her.
way is by divorcing
tells
S him the only
business'
"mucky teMess
a
is
u" and
.V.Tti,«.t
that it
her
with another woman, but

fix

Is

was to diswonder what

it

would happen

,

and Mossop. He thinksshrewdnes, but
has grown through his
after
Mag-U3 holds tho reins. Mossop,
ideas about

•

succumb

to

In

wed his employer's daughter.
proprietor
"Runaway Will" he is the of Hobson
of tb* boot and shoe business
the business

hero-worship has been his lot from boyhood. He is now about 26; everything
that he has ever tried to do he has
done well; and, if he is rather more unembarrassed than most of us when
praised, his ui(self-consciousness is to a
stranger as charming as the rest of
him. With it all he is intensely reserved,
with the result that those who refuse

is it all to the Infinite?
pleasant reading. "And if
a particularly fine evening drew us out
for a walk along the byways where
there was no saluting, and one could
emoke a pipe without shocking the

Duke

.

"Hobson's Choice."

In
sop

'

"we" —'began

Flummery." He says "we" because
another had a greater share than the|
Kaiser in the work. "She wrote; I dictated." Hero Mr. Milne Is reticent He
does not say whether "she" was wife,]
sister,
sweetheart,
maiden
mother,
aunt. The volume is dedicated to his
mother.
But here

•

ter of

urged me to write. My job was soldier-!
in?, and my spare time was my own
nffjilr.
Other subalterns played bridge
and golf; that was one way of amusing
oneself. Another way was—why not?—
to write plays."
So he no, not "he." but

why he

Gerald in one of his minute and
(By the
illuminative stage directions.
way, who was the first to explain so
Suppose
reader?
much to actor and
that Shakespeare had thus commented
On his "Hamlet"; what a flood of ink
and mountain pf paper would have been
Note Mr. Milne's power of
saved.)
"A charming figure
analysis:
Perhaps he is a little conscious' of his
charm; if so it is hardly his fault, for

But once

altered.

T*

,

endear

to

his

Jn rrow-on-Tyne saw the first
porformance of this play.
Note the beginning of "Tho Other
Way" another new English play.
"Leonard Lorraine, a wealthy merchant,
lives alone in a gloomy residence, s.tvo
for an only son. Tho boy's mother died
at his birth, and the blow so embittered
the fnther ttiat he afterwards concen-

prime.

m

wrong man."

don't see

_„
great

,

'

and the girl marries the
"But If any critic wishes

that,

.

trated all his energies upon the accumulation of wealth; the result being a successful business career but the atrophy
of all Uiat was gentle and kindly in his
nature."
"Such a Nice Young Man" (Westcllffas
on-Sea) is an antidote to the temperappreciated
fully
ton. was not so
o
ance propaganda in England. The deMiss Viola Roach. n»*
deserved.
was in the fender of things as they were and are in
jthe Copley Theatre Co.,
England is an old sea captain." The fatal
a
C
"Runaway falsehood of extremes and the sanity of
equel to this comedy.
pro- 4 his attitude are borne out in the se
iWill" by Charles Forrest, was Eng..
quel of events in that typically subur
duced at the Gaiety. Manchester, of the ban household of the Roberts', after
on May 17. If the correspondent
three months' trial of total abstinence
the now plaj
*
Stage Is worthy of belief,
and a regime of strong tea at all hours
It to a
fs disappointing.
of
J*?*
times,
"At
of the day, plus the immoderate use
idiom.
in the Lancashire
trie fj drugs, to act as a compensation on jadphraseology
the high-flown
for
struggle
feverish
.eed nerves in tho
mouth of an ordinary shop-keeper
n«f eld! existence of modern life. The old sailor
ntmds one rather of the B*ac ?carried alone sticks to his moderate drinkin
being
man
phrase about 'a
own and not only wins hands down, but
away by the exuberance ofbe faIs
'converts' the whole family from the
'InttWl" (Should It not
verbosity.'
error of their new experiment, after
"carried away ?
cated" rather than
Mosthey have all grown thoroughly dysWilliam
'

They would not have been written, Mr.
"The Lucky One" in three acta has
Milne says, had It not been for the war,| not been performed. Mr. Milne seos no
hope of its being produced, for It was
although only one of them Is concerned
"doomed from the start with a name
with ihat subject. 'To his other responsibilities
the Kaiser now adds Oils
volume."
v\'o
Infer— not having the English
"V, ho's Who" at hand— that Mr. Milne
beforo the war was a journalist, for he
declares that the writing of plays is a
luxury to a Journalist, "as insidious
as golf and much more expensive In
time and money." When a newspaper
man has written an article he is sure
of his pay— at the end of the week— although we have known newspaper even
In Boston— It was 30 years ago—when
poor devils were put off for a fortnight
or three weeks. A novelist, according
to Mr. Milne, "even if he is not in 'the
front rank'— but, I never heard of one
who wasn't—can at least be sure of
The only certainty conpublication."
necled with a written play is disillusionment. And so Mr. Milne, a Journalist,
thought the writing of a play a depraved

.

"Hobson's Choice" Continued— Other
Notes of Theatres Here and Abroad
Some of us remember with pleasure
choice
the comedy entitled, "Hobson's
for this comedy,
Wo say. "some of us."performed
in Boslike other good plays
it

wherever he might be. It was with some
such Idea. I fancy, that toward the end

he became Interested in spiritualism.'
Is one of amusing dialogue
Mr. A. A. Milne, whose volume "First | The comedy
the pompous
the humor is unforced
Knopf
AAlfred
by
published
Plays" Is
Crashaw. young Richard, the other legwork
Crashaw s
his
take
Viola,
not
does
with
love
In
of New York,
atee.
daughter, and Clifton, tho lawyer-playtoo seriously. His short preface Is alwright all have character. Nor should
most apologetio In a humorous way.
Crashaw's wife, who finds Richard unyears
The five plays were written In the
sympathetic because he "makes jokes
and i?l7 thus did a "temporary about serious things like bishops and
hunting—Juat as if they weren't at all
recreation.
find
soldier"
professional

,

acknowledges
Mr. Milne
a first
debt to Barrle who gave him
own
chance," but Mr. Milne has his
of wit,
expression
Individual
tcuch, an
humor and fancy.

aomowas his one regret that from

Antony must be enjoying

purveyor of what is known as strictly news; and education can be conveyed in a light and cheerful manner, in type or by a cartoon.

work woukl bo

In vain.

,

'

.

.

!

follows:
it
elected to play Cassfus, but Gar-

icle

ways

most modem "leading"!
often content to play aj
minor part Brutus, Idealist and dreamplay, was
er and tho true hero of the
Samuel
a favorite part with the late
Mr.
Phelps, while Sir Herbert Tree, like
Marc
for
plumped
Henry Ainley today,
Antonv. But from the literary point
character,
of view Caesar is the chief
and rightly gives his name to the play.
Living or dead he dominates it, despite
Shakespeares' insistence in the early
scene on tho weaknesses and foibles
which detract from the greatness of the
unlike

rick.

was

actors

" We cannot echo this
Caesar in this play always
us, no matter who takes the

mighty Caesar.'
opinion.

seems
part,

,bat not

to

™1
meef

^^t^^J.

nsch,'

i

h

Eor!s cT-

Sn^rr^

a stuffed toga.

For a red-hot melodrama of the old
commend us to "Other Men's
Wife." The prologue opens in "A Canadian Shack in Denver." It begins with
seuuetion, murder, and it ends with an
attempt at burglary, a woman pushing
the chief villain into a safe where ho
in the
is suffocated, a wife discovered
Salvation Army, and the arrest of the
minor villain, minor but desperate, a
butler, who had been unduly fascinated

among th. rnosj
some other plays arepieces of present

sort

by

a
become Cie figment of
Where is now the 'backn cy
«flg*
he innocent, enthusiastic

has
"
f

diamonds, "heirlooms of generaabout to be sold to an Indian

tions."

,

successful repertory

^^^•Ghosts'
buffer

;

the

thrill

is

of

another favorite
the

month

more hearty admirers 'Candida ar
Catherine the Great' and
*V
played with
Tr

all

being

none

*«^'
has arousea

of them, however,
interest or been

followed

S

v.n

1I

In

fession.'

where the

Berlin,

reads Wedeking,

flsch'

'this

'bacfc-

:

"Love

seems quite in its element. From 'Mr3.
Warren's Profession' to 'Unsere Magdalenen' ('our Magdalincs'). produced at
the Waihalla Theatre, the transition is
The
the most natural in the world.
latter is not of tho Shavian school, has

Rhodesia, was taken in California with many English players in the
company and produced in London, first
at private view. The film disappointed
The story was loose and far from con

no subtle dialogue or brilliant qualities,
and though it deals with a theme 'older

Story

For some reason, after th
had opened on a note of deep
gloom in England, everybody seemed
to find
Rhodesia— but a
himself in
Rhodesia such as few travelers wil
recognize. The plot darted about frorr

—

"The Geisha" and

full

Founder

of

S« v

pupil

turn

j

I

I

|

with Rafael Duflos, 'L'Aventuriere' with
Minn. Roblnne. and plays ranging from
those of Victor Hugo and Dumas to de
Flere and CaJllavct.
All theee artists
belon« to the Coinedie-Franralsc. and
are sent In their most famous part- At
Bonn de Feraudy went to visit the house
In which Beethoven was born, and. on
the way, several students stopped him
to express their admiration for his performance of 'L'Avare.' At Lnndnu a
professor brought 25 of his pupils to see
Xoliere's play.
At Cologne and Cob-|
lenlz the theatres wery packed. Nearly
everywhere the German staff of the
theatres have done all In their power to
help the French company. It is a pltv
that tho British do net follow this example in France— where English literature Is probably less known than the
French In Germany. But if such a thin?
were undertaken in Paris It should only
bo with absolutely the best that England
JrVj to offer. The literature of a nation
Is ar excellent means of getting to know
I

!

j

I

the

I

something of its ideas and ideals, and I
hnve often wished, of late, when the
rympathies and interests of the allies
seemed rather at cross purposes, that
the British government would fend ovea few of the foremost English players
to give a series of classical and modern
plays.
Under the auspices of the goven roent an English season of Shakespeare, Sheridan. Wilde, Shaw, Plr.ero.
Barrle and Galsworthy would be of
great value In making England appreciated here and better understood. Perhaps Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertron
ooiili'i
be induced to give one or two!
Shakespearean performances. If prop-

•

..

anat;'.,..
"V'anst'
Kuntasin.
Ta"anielle (with fhite

erly organized,

at the present rat» of

SCREEN NOTES
Londoners,
Liter

.

In

llles."

th
fln.

having

sten

(grandmothers and' great-grandmoth^
indeera say, If they could see the
Many
cent costumes now worn:

women

I

Dardanella

.

.F.Ujar

»»».«:» |£c*£

^"^vSMa'cll
"

TUESDAY
ban taken
The Bankers' Officers Association
the entire house.

WEDNESDAY

March from "The Queen of sheba".

merwre

to

Waltz,
Fantasia.

Man-he

"Oaiinen
s,aTe

:tlon,
I/Oet

"Tbe

Georges

th

"Baymoml

"bspana".

..

.

Gounod

.w,ldt"uM
"* u

-

„,

t

\\\\\\\T«toi*£*ky
Handel

Module". ...... •• •• Herbert
Mr.
Chord" (Trumpet Solo. ^Sullivan

Mile

Uagen

THURSDAY
"Manhattan Beeeh'V .............. ^Sonea
Litolfl'
"MaxlmUlau Robes,.!
Orertore.

March

in

New England

of these
wore dresses that would shock the
When Elisa
frivolous of today.
Patterson of Bfltimore married
Jerome Bonaparte, it was said that
her wedding clothes could have been

(Arrancwl by
Agldo Jaeeulni

^

K.menol Os'trow (In.

'

I

—

I

ring.

Even

in the

still

Oblivion, like tbe

Give'.

"Clouds" Not Blonds
Mr.
have received abetter from
In which
George P. Botivar of Beverly,
June 14th you
he says: "In the Herald of
John G. Saxfl
ask If the translation by
by Aristophanes
'of 'The Blonds' (sic)

We

Now, I have, as
advantages
saying goes, enjoyed the
I have socked
of a classical education.
Euripiwith
with Socrates and ripped
pages of
in my youth I read
des
Xenophon. Demosthenes, Homer,
I ucian
and other.
Sophocles, Thucydides, Plato
was cacr published.
the"

It is needless to say.
I cannot
perhaps, that at the age of 60
in translaread a line of Greek, except
by
Bionds
'The
I never heard of
tion
straw\ristophanes. Were they of tho
I
berrv order or tho peroxide variety?
Aristophanes
am aware of the fact that
repone
women;
about
plays
wrote two
pacifists;
resenting them as influential
legislators;
the other describing them as
of either
title
the
not
is
Blonds'
but "Pho

Greek worthies.

!

|

.

drawn through a

i

I

.

not and went their way.
A foe to present costumes recent-..
"Wh-t w«uM fkii
'j»p:H:

Straws

Bargemen'* Song

sentimental
„f f-iihinnabie novels,
farces, diaries of travel,
tragedies
„ *i„„m »nil 'field are swallowed monthly

Vlruve.

i

tie Beautiful Blue Daoubr.

|

,

,

I

I

comedy."

Mr

I

'type.

|

....

,
Bolivar should question tho linoWhy did that moulder of thought
.

prefer "Blonds"

to

"Clouds?"

*
At Mount Holyoke

I

letter from Mr.
Cal., June 4th:

........

t

homeland
h thermal
dies. Give!

r

|

MC
fSreumsUnce.

ci-

L

..Sreuds

I

be run on the co-operative system with
tho' Musical, Dramatic and Stage
all
hands sharing tho profits."
From an article published in the San
Francisco Examiner of May 30 wo inter that Mr. Lanzer freed his mind to
a reporter. The heading Is "Lanzer
Raps Women's Clubs and Managers."

Vols

Hazlitt wrote entertainingly
on this subject.
Nor have all observers of manners and morals
looked on woman's dress with conThe grave
tempt or indignation.
inveighed
Addison,
although
he
against the prodigious extent of the
petticoat over 200 years ago, ended
"I
his essay by saying gallantly:
consider woman as a beautiful, romantic animal, that may be adorned
with furs and feathers, pearls and
diamonds, ores and silks.
tion.

....Stra.

Will adverse criticism from bench
and pulpit influence the great mass
of women in the matter of their
dress? From the earliest days men
have satirized, ridiculed or been inIsaiah exulted in the
dignant.
thought that the Lord Would take
away the changeable suits of apJ
and
I parel of the daughters of Zion,
the bravery of their tinkling ornament, as they went 'walking and
satirists
re-Roman
mincing.
proached women for wearing the
transparent silk that came from
The fathers of the church
Cos.
censuredTthe women of their flocks
in language that outvied in frankness and bitterness the sixth satire
Treatises were pubof Juvenal.
lished against absurd head-dresses
and low-necked gowns. The women
heard themselves denounced from
[the pulpit; they perhaps read the
fulminations, and surely with a
smile, if they did read; they heeded

asite away from the Box Office and
build our own Theatres on a co-operative plan. It will be, strictly for 'art and
art's sake.' The Artists' Theatres will

"On

Vienna Blo*»<l"
Coronation Aiareh.

mony.

high time that true artists and
musicians 'Wake Up" and take the par-

anr>

There is this to be said: revelation chills curiosity; and curiosity
is of close kin to pursuit and affec-

|

The-

"It's

Wa™?7..

I

Symphony
^Tsebtiikowskv
Military Fantasy
ltollinsoii
Idyl. "Indian Summer"
Herbert

serving the dress worn by a woman
applying" for a divorce, thundered
from the bench: -"This thing of
and see-more
waists
peek-a-boo
skirts has got to stop." In his court
no woman thus attired can hope for
a decree in her favor. In New Orleans a priest refused to marry a
woman already before the altar until she went home, changed her dress
and re-appeared in a costume suited
to the church and the solemn cere-

I

ers."

rnmo

Hoffmann"

»f

Woman's Dress
Jtl im Through the Ages
A jadpe in Springfield, Ohio, ob-

collection is taken
Left Behind Me."
first part of the program. Part
II opens with a "Prayer Picture for our
In
Soldier Boys" (Lights dimmed).
Vieuxtemps's "Arkansas Traveler" Mr.
Lanzer Introduces his "Yellow Arkansaw
No. 8 Is his
Fiddle" made by him.
for violin
"Aeolln Harp Meditation
3,"
which he does
alone, challengo No.
not hesitate to say la "The Grandest
Violin Solo ever written for the King
of all Instruments: to be played In open
contest against the world's violin play-

Wo have received a
Lanzer dated Oakland,
"Dear Sir and Bro.

"The Tales

2

Pizzicato

Artists'

'

exchange these gala productions should
be possible, and would very probably b.i
a financial success."

Waltz.

Swedish

of Edward Mollenhauer,
was the "only" pupil of

I

.Schubert

Offenbach

A

j

41
in their attire;

Fourl.1i

American
American

after the

for

.

to

.larnefeldt

Finale,

Ernst. Mr. Lanzer Introduces the great
pizzicato movements in his "The Girl I

French Plays in Germany
The Paris correspondent of the R»ago

181S-190I

PreliTde

Not a Manager-made
His program on a card cut
the shape of a fiddle tells us that ha

was a
who In

•

(1S7U

Militaire

Barcarole from

Artist."
in

.

"Poet and Peasant"
Suppe
Violin Solo (Mr. Jacques Hoffmann)
Fantasia,
"t/Oracolo"
Leonl
Excerpts from "The Mastersingers". .Wagner
Introduction to Act III— Dance of the
^Apprentices— Homage to Hans Sachs

atres of America,

Arnould Greban, produced

French propaganda.
"Among the plays that have teen giver,
•re Moll-re's 'Tartuffe' with Sllvaln and
X'Avare' with de Feraudy, Racine's
•Brltannicu*' with de Max, 'Le Oendre
de M. l'oirler' with de Feraudy and
fltaguette Duflos, 'L'Ami des Femvnes'

the

Player.

..

show them

to

Living

Greatest

ganini,

U. Verdi

lSiKh Giuseppe Verdi

SATURDAY
Marehe
Or er Cure

The American Paganini
Again wo hear from Mr. Carl Lanzer.
who describes himself as "the Great
American Violinist, the American Pa-

as announced for the* Ku-nstU r Tupj.tre, which has been closid for six years
and wan used as a barracks. Tin- work
chosen was a free translation )>\
Gchmldtbonn of the Passion pl.iy of th

performances

hoped

Is

1'uncblelll

.

"Othello * ,
(1SS9>. .. :
G.Verdi
Fantasia "Madama Butterfly". ..
Puccini
"Datl' -Italia"
il
Aeerbl
Waltz, -'H Bario" ("The Btiss"i
Ardtti
Dance of the CamorrisLa from Tie Jewels
of the Madonna"
Wolf-Ferrari

cles."

[v.

wrote late in April that. vUlting tiermany, he fou.id the French government
hp.d been organizing a series of clas-ica.'

Destino"
Prelude to- "Aiila"...
Tempest Scene from
5
del

new

.

both in the schools and in the ordinary
picture theatres, so that the lesson that
they teach may be brought home to as
wide a circle as possible. The one danger that has to be guarded against la
that the children may get Into the habit
pf looking on the whole thing as something In the light of make-believe, and
there Is a good deal to be said In favor
of a suggestion made by the motor-omnibus authorities, that perhaps even
more .good might be done by reconstructing accidents as they might actually
happen, with real actors and real vehi-

progressive descent to unmlticjte.;
pessimism, a tale of lamentation mid
wo.." These towns were Hallo. Mimio'i,
it* t'.im, Frankfort, Mannheim.
MasrU-Bremen, Lolpsic, Weln.ur, Ko<nigabeig and Hamburg. The director oi
the Thalia Theatre In Humburg •viol
that the theatrical equipment of that.
City is 15 limes us dear as formerly.
Tet at Munich a Whltsun Passion pluy

poet,

it

,

Fantasia, "11 TroTatore" (1SKP
Overture to "La Forza

country."

games, and

Mascagn!

•- ••

(Arranged for String OrdKSlra
Scarlatti
Aside .fa<chlai.
or tlir- U'Mirs from "La Oi-i-'pn.lri"

J

the use of the film to teach
children the dangers of street
traffic.'' "At three of the London CountyCouncil schools the children have learned
to play safety first games, In which. ti>
up-to-date
accompaniment
of
the
nursery rhyrhes, they enact lu their own
playgrounds imitation accidents with
imitation omnibuses, cycles and tramcars. The Safety First Council has nowhad pictorial records taken of these

houses.
The Berlin correspondent of tho Times
say* that the position of the theatro in
Dresden, Nuremberg. Suttgart, is fairly
reassuring. From other places came to
an inquiry by the Berliner Tayeblatt.

in 1452.

We con™

school

from those who have sole responsiy for the world catastrophe, shows
unparalleled lack of patriotic fcel" Meanwhllei '"Hamlet" was crowda theatre; other Shakespearean
frequently
given,
are
and
ys

french

•

.

costly or

biased by the texture
of their muslin, and how unsusceptible of .peculiar tenderness^ towards the spotted, the sprigged, the
Woman is
mull, or the jackonet.
Ifine for her own satisfaction alone.
No man will admire her the more,
;no woman will like her the better
I

Capriceio

by
Douce

is

little it is

!for it."

Rossini
"Oarallcria Rusti-

and Sicilliana.
..J
cana"

how

i

Program
"La Gazza Ladra"

Prelude

enlisted

'

Aunt,''

Overture to

The London "Safety First" Council has

performed at the Lyceum Club. Eetand not of mild protest, came In.
One read: "If you give this performance in English, some courageous men
will turn up with hand grenades and
blow up your cursed club. To give a
which comes from our oppressors,

s

Italian-Verdi

and Mr. Samuelson has still to show
that he can do better work In Amorlta
in this

King

FRIDAY

[

derstar.d
the heroine bhould Tisit
the country, but she might at >eoet
have been told thst "in the wilderness
white silk dresses and jumpers are
Another point
scarcely the fashion.
which worried us considerably was that
throughout the story the heroine % i aS
so passionately fond of horses, yet.
whenever the time came for her to go
changed.
a-ridlng, the scene always
The air of California may bo braelnx,
good
Win*,
guarantee
but it does not

The university authorities
These plays were to be

Wo" draw

j

why

ters,

r.

Mountain

Masseaet
Aragouaise from "The CM"
Thinl Movement (Allegro uiolto vivao)
Xsehaikowsky
"Pathetic" Symphony
Herbert
Selection, "The Fortune Teller"
.....Mozart
"The Sleigh Ride"
Waldteutel
Waltz. "The Skaters"
Liszt
Second Polonaise

it

than

jwhat

'

Solvejg's Song.
Dance of the

Daughter.
'.Viola d'Auiorc Solo— "Spirit of the 'Wood's
Shirley
(Mr. Paul Shirley)
(Harp Accompaniment by Mr. Alfred Holy)

.

duced to her husband.

supported him.

harley's
i

(bl
(c)

was really impossible to discover
what was golnr? on. We still .have no
Idea why the heroinels Bister went to
Rhodes!.!, find we were never intro-

Madrid."
According to this correspondent, Shaw
la a favorite In Berlin: more than ever,
probably, on account of his attitude durFour months or
ing the world war.
more ago Pan-Germans, so the Dally
prevented
a performChronicle stated,
ance of Wilde's "Lady WIndemere's
Fan." which was to have been g»ven in
Engli h.
Prof. Sauter of the Berlin
University, having returned from internment in England, purposed to give
his pupils a practical knowledge of
English by producing a series of Engplays.

.

one point to another at such a speed
that

—

Grieg
"Peer eiyut," No. -.
Peer Gynt's Home CoBring<-&tonny

Kvenlng on the Coast,

vincing.

of old

lish

in

(a)

life in

than any story that- is written in any
A play
book' does so without offence.
written round what has been called 'the
^reat sin of great cities,' it ends in the
redemption of the lost through love and
pardon.
In Berlin the problem of the
Magdalene is a great and terrible one,
and cannot be solved alas! in real
life so easily as it is on the stage of the
Walhalla."
Calderon's "Dame Kobold." performed
in Hofmannsthal's German version at
perfectly
is
the Deutsches Theatre,
"This gay fancy of the Spanish
acted.
classic revives in a merry tale the life

—

Suite.

of the joy of living."
the Wilderness," picturing

dently full

composition

.

.

oicWo weVe greatly interested in a Holture representing girls of Mount
in
themselves
indulging
Seminary
yoke
fancy dancing on a lawn, performing
Kiralthe
simultaneously
gleefully and
What would the Justly refy kick.
spected Mary Lyon say to these goings-on
In the sixties
it she were now alive?
nnd In our nelerbborlnsr little villnsr" ItI
reported that the only recreation

was

I

!

was

allowed the Mount Holyoke girls
twice a
the standing in line once or
keenyear when they were reviewed by
eyed Missionaries in search of wives
for
lands
far-off
to toil with them in
Educathe conversion of the heathen.
seminaries
tion is more liberal, even in
or bO
for young ladies, then it was 60
on festal
Lyon
Miss
Today
years ago.
occasions would, no doubt, be photographed as leading her. flock in Dionysiac evolutions.

I

Fatal Omissions
As the World Wags:
'

I

i

in your little
I was greatly interested
essay on cannibalism published some
Your remarks showed wide
time ago.
reading, but I was surprised to find no
allusion to a passage in Artemus Ward's
told
first letter to Punch in which he
of an hour of grief and misfortune.
"You probMy refer to the clrcumstans
dissypated
of my hirin' a young man of
habits to fix himself up as A real Can-

from New Zeelan. and when I
was simply tellin the audience that he
was the most feroshus cannibal of his
he
tribe and that alone and unassisted

nibal

dead of a New England winter,
wives and daughters went to partransparent
ties clad in dresses as
of
as those rebuked by the satirists

had et seVrll of our fellow-countrymen, and that he had at one time even
contemplated eatin his Uncle Thomas on

Romer

these

It has been said by thoughtless
{and restless reformers that woman
Years
dresses to allure the male.
ago a shrewd and pitiless analyst
of her sex, Jane Austen, so shrewd
and keen, that many women, among
them Gertrude Atherton, declare
her novels to be dull, combatted this
theory. "It "Would be mortifying to
the feelings of many ladies could

made to understand how
the heart of man is affected by

near
his mother's side, as well as other
and dear relatives, when I was makin'

—

statements, the mis'ble
young man said I was a Iyer, and
the platform."
off
me
knockt
bronze
I also missed the lines on the
kneeling African once In Clement's Inn,
London, an Inn of court, transferred
later to the Inner Temple Gardens:

simple

In vain, poor sable son of M'oe,
Tumi aeek'Kt the tender tear:
For thee in v»in with p.ings they
For mercy dwells not here.

From ennnlbals thou

•

vain:

IAwyers less quarter slVe:
The first won't eat you till you
The last will do't alive.

,

.

re slain,

QUAR.TUS DICKERMAN.

they be
little

fledst In

now

Norton.

:

42
Wh»tr'«r

Our

mm

dr*am,
>U>. or ny. or thins. >t
iuwr stlw» for ils theme.

uiotlty

By Telephone
Englishmen, considering the shortage
paper and tho consn'uent eiTect on
• newspaper world, look forward
ipefully to Ma room's po.ket wireless
receivers

lephon'0

for

common

CATALONIA.

over our head, beyond our
comprehension, in school we wero at
the foot of the class in mental arith-

we were conditioned

metic: In college
i
'

—

Gable-Ends and Gophers
tho World Wags:
In your column of tho 12th, you say:
that Morse's geojrraphy, years ago, described Albany (N. Y.) as having handsome houses, and "inhabitants with
thedr gable ends towards the street."
In my copy of 1810, I don't find the quotation, but a bit of Mississippi zoologv
has puzzled me for a long time. I quoljy,
"The Gouffre is the resident of the pine'
barrens. The shell is about 15 feet long
and 12 inohes wide. It lives principally
underground." I hope the matter will
merit your attention, and that you will
let us know the present iiame of the
H. F. J.
animal if it be not extinct.
Rrookline.
Tho Rev. Jedidiah Morse's description
of Albanian architecture in animate and

As

quality lor the
stating his
secretary,
"I should
postscript:
vishes. added this
ils© be glad to receive terms of interMich as Chopin,
latlonai celeb;-;:ies
retrazzlnl. etc."
Yes, it would be, In-

The

a pleasure to hear Chopin play
he piano, even If his agent should denand a high price. There arc so many
'interpreters" of Chopin s mOslc that
t would be interesting to hear the com>oser's own interpretation of his works.
leed,

vVe do not believe that ho would maul
:he piano after the manner of those
?ratii\g about the "heroic Chopin." for
we know from the testimony of his
contemporaries that he was not a
IMunder, a raging, roaring Boanerges.

human, was

We

think he would play his music as
Vladimir de Pachmann plays it. Let
us" hope that Mr. Chopin may be persuaded to visit Boston next season.

in

an

earlier edition.

The

Robert G. Ingersoll, whose

late

opinions in general I cannot, as a matter of cloth, at all consent to, has still
made certain observations upon the subject of advancing years to which I am
able to give adherence. They relate to
certain physical changes that seem to
hint and to me desirable in a man of 50,
but which as a matter of conventional
propriety I cannot here discuss. I may,
however, fitly mention a detail that
might well have been included in the
Divine program if this may be regarded as a proper subject for -criticism. It
is a matter of common and usually unpleasant experience that the coming of
middle life is usually signalized by the
falling off of the hair to a greater or
less extent, a wintry bareness of the poll
replacing the luxuriant vegetation of
youth.
The pictorial results of this
change are rarely to the advantage ofthe sufferer and are commonly deplored
by him. On the other hand, the beard,
upoflP the daily extermination of which,
under custom, much valuable time is
wasted and more or less incidental blood
is shed, commonly waxes stronger and
more vigorous with advancing years,
and seems even to be advantaged by
the conditions that arc so fatal to its
If it be not impious
'hirsute relative.
to attempt even in thought to reverse
the decrees of Providence, one might
wish that it had been otherwise ordained; that the masculine menopause
might have been celebrated by the gradual falling out of the tyrannous whiskera so rarely nowadays permitted to
while the decorative hair
luxuriate,
might have been permitted to survive
both for the comfort and adornment of
The hopelessness of this
its possessor.
aspiration will probably save it from
giving offence to manufacturers of the
various safety razors, who are, I understand, large and inlluential advertisers, so that it may possibly find a
'place in your valued column, where it
{

The

laughter it < xcited caused him to change
the sentence. Is not the "Gouffre," the
large, nocturnal, burrowing land-torGopherus polyphemus, of the
toise.
southern United States, popularly known
as the gopher, but not to be confounded
with the rat-like gopher -with cheek
pouches or the Western ground squir"Gopher" is derived from the
rel.
French word "gaufre," meaning honey-l
comb. The English word "gopher" or
goffer, gauffer, as a verb means to
make wavy, flute, crimp, with heated
^rons; while the noun means the iron
used for goffering, or the ornamental
"Gofer" deplaiting used for frills.
rived from the same French word, is in
England a thin batter cuke stamped
with honeycomb pattern, by the irons)
it is baked in.— Kd.

r

will,

echo

I
in

am

evoke a sympathetic
minds of many elderly-

sure,

the

shavers.

REV. BAEBLINGTON BROOKE.

Bill ton.

Deceitful Decimals

As

th<5

World Wags:

Speaking thesauristically. and in line
with the views of Mr. Winkley, did I
discover a gr»at mathematical truth
when, reading that an eminent scientist
had gone into several hundred decimal
places in search of the square root of 2,
I saw at once that any decimal fraction
multiplied by itself once or twice will
produce a fraction, and therefore if in
extracting the square or cube root of
an Integer we find it necessary to go
into one place in decimals there is no
exact answer though we extend the
operation to a billion places. Does this
easily demonstrable truth dispose of all
possibility of sqjaring the circle?
Whether this is always true in the
decimal, as I think
I case of a repeating
have not investigated, N_or
I
Is.
It
great truth, since
the
affeCt
would it
decimals are false or eupheI repeating
decimals, being ninths and not
I mlstic
and must be reduced to vulgar
1 tenths,
;

1

1
I

I
I

fractions in order to be multiplied, but
I think the proposition is sound whether
the fraction be a vulgar fraction, a true

— What nrp
pursuits?
— As to pursuits
omipations,
for nothing.
Tn fact
those

Itoehel'nncnnK
la Jfoutalne

b»

is

go"il

does best

—and

his

by no means "unspeakable."

like

too.

Cahill, featured player of
musical comedy stage, is the
feature of the bill at B. F.

Marie

the
headline
Last
Keith's Theatre this week.
evening a large audience was deeply
interested.
"Cahulisms
Miss CahiH'S act is called
exception of
of 1920." and with the
in which
performance
that part of her
her act
the ivory telephone is employed,
Thus the audience had the
new
is
of a
return
the
pleasure of witnessing
somefeatured player who can offer
visit.
thing new with each succeeding
spiritOne of her best numbers was the treatinteresting text
ist song, with an
is
singer
The
ing the crystal globe.
the
always a delight when she essays
concluding
Coon dialect, and this, the
the
of
feature of her act, was one
Mart',
performance.
choicest bits of her
Cook was the accompanist.
One of the best acts orf the bill was
and
the dancing act of Ivan Bankoff
For the most part the
Mile Phebe.
exhibition
performance was a brilliant
Mr. Bankoff
of Prussian technique.
has a few steps to offer that will startle
the most blase. It is not too much to
say that as an exponenet of the pirouette, both in the excellence of its accomplishment, in its speed and in the
length of this specialty, he is without
a peer on the vaudeville stage today,
nor Is he the less interesting when he
employs the legs in a sitting position.
Mile. Phebe, elfin like and astounding
in the lightness of her steps, her buoy.
ancy in the air, and in the precision and
grace of *her toe dancing, had the advantage of rare physical charm, and
there was no evidence of affectation. A.
H. Bordin af the piano was one of the
features of a noteworthy performance.
Other acts on 'the bill were the
Nightons, in posings; Bert Fitzgibbon,
in a new "nut" act; Duffy and Caldwell, in chatter and song: Harry Tighe.
In a monologue; Eva Taylor and company, in a satirical sketch with an inCook and Vernon,
twist;
genious
comedians and singers, and Jennier
Brothers, in one of the best acrobatic
,

jets of the season.

v

it

1

(

Mrs. Mary Obendorfer of Chicago,
addressing the music conference of
the General Federation of Women's
Clubs meeting in' Chicago, charac-

them to a promenade, and when they
were far from home and succor leading
them a killing pace. Just what this kill
ing pace was we are not informed, but
a man of Mr. Roosevelt's luiild, strenuous as he was, could hardly better a
mile in 15 minutes. All this is interesting in the light of Gladstone's -reputation as a pedestrian." Lord Morley says
that he was always a great walker.
."He walked from Montrose (to Fasque),
some thirteen or fourteen miles, in two
hours and three-quarters, agd another
time }ic did six miles in seventy minutes."
As this means that the English statesman did a mile in less than
12 minutes, one is inclined to put the
story in the same category with some
of Weems's tales of me infant Washington. It is true that,, to the curious
observer, Mr. Gladstone appeared to be
blessed with legs of uncommon length,
lie was lean and long like his contemporary. Abraham Lincoln. Lincoln
told an inquisitive person that his legs
were just barely long enough to reach
the ground, and it is safe to conclude
that Gladstone's were not much longer,
than that. But. long or short, could they
reel off six miles or a dozen miles at
the rate of 12 minutes to the mile? A
professional pedestrian might not find it
difficult, but is the feat at all common
among those who delight in walking
with no thought of making it a pro-

it

I

[

]

[

1

about
trepid etymologists, wondering
it has
the origin of the word itself;
the
impelled anthropologists to seek
sounds.
birthplace of the Dionysiac
Obendorfer call the

j

Mrs.
saxophone, which has an important
indecent
role in a "jazz" band, an

Would

instrument?
Confident

"supreme

I

1

that

will be
she insists

America

artistically"

among

the first

"nationalized.

not "standardized" ? And how
so
one to "nationalize" i music,
"unspeakthat it will no longer be
through
able," but can be safely sent
blush
the mails without bringing a
clerk and
to the cheeks of postal

Why
is

fession?'! walked once from Clones to
Belturbet in County Cavan, Ireland.
Mine host of the Temperance hotel in
'

Clones (T stopped there because there
was a fair in town and every hotel but
the temperance affair was crowded from

'

letter carrier?

tc# cellar)— mine host, t say, assured me that the distance from Clones
to Belturbet was but a bit of about U
miles.
The road stretched out interminably, and I only learned after making inquiries in Belturbtt that an Irish
mile is a mile and a quarter English:
and that my 11 milos had really stretched

attic

1

that
people go about saying
called a stylist
So-and-So has no claim to «>e
They believe
because be splits his infinitives.
even enjov
passionately in. their test, and may
among
learning
for
something of a reputation
know what a spilt
simple people who do not
they are bouud
infinitive is; but sooner or later
of tbe greatest of the,
to find out that some
have split inacknowledged master, wt English
them.
rutuless-ly when it suited

Many amiable

-

Mr. Roland Hayes
ago that
The Herald stated some time
excellent Negro
the
HayeB.
Roland
Mr.
say of the
tenor of Boston-one might
to Africa to
UnltoU States-was going
race and on the
study the music of his
in European
way would give recitalswas
in Aeolian
His first recital
cities.

:

AlthouglVhi

Hall, London, on May
by
arrival was not trumpeted

P»es
a Ptess
a.
he was wholly unknown,
The
400.
of
there was an audience
'He has a
Morning Post said of him:
sweet or ringinf
tenor v oice capable of
range, and
quality throughout a useful
the
acquire a
pains
to
he has been at
-vocahsm.
elements of highly-cultured
mamgelida
'Che
He delivered Puccini's Beethoven's
Adena' in Italian, ami
refinement, and set
extreme
with
laide'
singers
English
an example which many
comb mng
would do well to copy by
Sear diction, with unbroken
The Daily Telegraph said: a group of
o
of
Ltert
vated all by his singing
rightly
Spirituals-songs that can nev er
the
to
Negroes
he EU ng bv any but
he sang were
manner born. True, those
sophisticated but
offered with a very
a pianoforte
none the less effective
extremely
'ra^gemenU but they were

agent

and

Phra^

1

.

'

It is still to

^"-audiences

be regretted that

persist in treating these

songs.
loVelv things as comic

Mr Hayes

will

Pel haps

add more of them to his

music we cannext program, for this is
The critic
... ma ke for ourselves.
accompaniments
Cso praised the piano

Lawrence B. Brown,
of Mr
traveling with Mr. Haye9.

^who

E. K.

"Thole" Again
As the World Wags
Tour correspondent asks

finitive*

31.

W.

out to 15.
Boston.

|

well done.

\
i V
"Unspeakable" Music

"

miles in 45 minutes.'
This is pretty fast walking for a summer's day ,or in fact for any day, as
those who have ever walked a measured
mile know very well. To cover this .distance in the time stated, a man of the
Governor's stature must reel off at
least 130 paces to the minute. Mr. Roosevelt was a good walker, and more than
once he brought large-walsted- diplomats to the verge of apoplexy by luring

has

that music should be
of the arts to be

MARIE CAHILL

1 w»v<

accompanied by theeplain-clothes man
of the state police, Edward Horgan,
walked to Massachusetts avenue and
back via Commonwealth avenue, returning with beads of perspiration on his
brow. Mr. Horgan said, 'We did three

classes
"jazz" music that she thus
has
with the Tu»k? But this music
and visnot only fascinated foreign
degree, but
iting musicians of high
excited the curiosity of in-

.

I

men

*ls

Open Road

Ih the account of Gov. Coolidge's Sunday
read: "In tho afternoon the Governor:
felt the. need of a little fresh air, andj

school,!

libre

the 'vers

of

the

we

though Walt Whitman has inspired
composers here and in England*
The severe critic of Chicago, may
muhave had in mind the ditties of
comedy. At a performance
sical
are
they are innocuous, for they
the
seldom heard, on account of
comedian's faulty enunciation. Read,
are
they are often silly; but they

"till

those

On

As the World Wags:

m

radical

I

Thoughtless Nature
As the World Wags:

woman.

and foolish saying.
Perhaps Miss Obendorfer objects
to the words of the songs, whether
they be by Tagore, Yeats, the classic
poets or minor writers of today;
'nit musicians have as yet set little
music to the lines of the more,
•

Cecilia

formed the whole work.

mail. The critic, Hanslick' of Vienna, writing about Tschaikowsky's
violin concerto, said there is music
that stinks. Surely even the music
of Mr. Carpenter of Chicago is. not
As for Hanslick, he
mal-odorous.
is remembered chiefly by his rash

of potatoes, distributes them in a surThese
prising and baffling manner?
heroes of arithmetical sums were as
in
the
Balbus
old
obnoxious to us as tho
treatise on Latin composition. Ed.

>ntertainment of good

Society had perHe was not Invited to conduct, because, as it was
certain
members of
frankly admitted,
the Cecilia were unwilling to sing under
This ^as in
the direction of a Negro.
Boston, where the Shaw monument has
Coleridge- Taylor, by
many admirers.
the way, although he was black, was a
mulatto. His mother was an English

The

trilogy.

sending of an orchestral score by
parcel post (insured) or a song by

Amos, buying a peck

stated sum, while

MacDowcll, Loeffler, Griffes,
Chadwick, Foote, Parker, Converse
and other composers, living or dead?
Perhaps stern pedagogues might object to the harmonic license of our
more modern musicians and call
this license, licentiousness; but no
Watch and Ward Society has as yet
haled any one of these composers

take the tenor part in one of Coleridge-Taylor's "I liawathas" at Plymouth with a choral society. It will be
remembered that when Colerldgc-Taylor
\isitcd Boston, there was talk of his
conducting a part of his "Hiawatha"

into court, or protested against the

In geometry and conlo (not comic) secDo the arithmetics now used In
tions.
school tell of John walking 14 miles, or
mowing a Held In a certain time for a

Chopin in London
London Labor organization wrote
o an agent who endeavors to provide
vorker.

X.

may

by

Boston.
This Is

use.

authors
r. Rowan has suggested that
lould thus do their story telling. Tills
Daily
the
practicable enough, but as
ixonlole of London asks. How about
"Shall wt pick up our
i« advertiser?
eelver and sot n li.-t of ailments that
lght be cured with somebody's faoua pills, and will the famous author
tersperse his recitals with the stateent that the last chapter was done
ith the aid of Junk"s Throat Jubes.
>B that he was fortified previously
Ith authors' Stamina Food?"

It.

i,r JO.S.

terized

unAmerican music as
speakable; ninety per cent, of it
would not be allowed to go through
the mails." Does she refer to music

kind of devlmnl; and when my daughter
tn high school Is given a problem in
daotmnla and Ilnds the answer to bo,
say, for example. 311 1-S cents, wtile.h Is
acceptable to her instructor, student and
teacher, aro correct In commercial effect
but wrong* in mathematical terms, the
correct answer decimally being point
three of a dollar and the three repents,

.s

.

he is engaged
Mr. Haves writes that
f at several "at homes," and he

if
any of
your readers are familiar, with the exThis is good
pression "canna thole."
Scotch, aa you are probably aware, and
in plain English means "cannot endure,"
Or, in New England parlance, "cannot

I

abide." In this connection may be told
the story of the old Ayrshire woman who
was bragging of her newly married
daughter's possessions. House and byre.
farm and stock were of such wonderful
quality that the listening neighbor was
moved to say. "Then she must be absolutely happy." "Aweel," said the proud
mother, " 'tis true she canna thole her
man, but there mun aye be something."
M. A. 1. L.
Hingham.
"I

Your

list

|

Wonde.'*

r

As the World
selves, that

1

fv ags:

of things, trivial In them-

one would like to

know

re-

my own

puzzles.
Montaigne wrote his essay on educaname is given,
whose
lady
tion for a

calls

one of

and in the introductory paragraph he
says he has jotted down these things

for the benefit of the little man to whom
is about to give birth, adding "For
you, madam, are of too good stock to

she

1

I
otherwise than by a male."
w ondered whether the event
answered to the expectation in this case!.
Like the song of the sirens, it Is not be-

begin

Vin.-'e

eften

r

yond all conjecture. Montaigne must
have felt sure of his ground, and it
would seem that the passage quoted
would have been omitted from the published edition if the lady had disappointed his expectations.
Boston.
7„
= iiHiil(.n
n
",..t
Montaigne's essay "Of the
and Education of Children.
°>
Foix.
cated to the Ladv Diana of
1

_

<

|

J

'

1

"

;

gne known to us, Flori
f of five satangs the profile of King
(Hie
0d the version edited by Hazlitt
Vijiravudh. The boy may even be
are not annom of the sreat essayist)
tempted to learn the correct pronunIf you should consult a late ediJftd.
Boston Public
ciation of that august monarch's]
ion of the" original in the
about
footnote
Llbrarv von might find a
name, which in school he would be
far as
as
but,
countess;
of
th»
child
the
slow to memorize.
know. Montaigne has not found anyHill,
one to do for him what Birbeck
Q^' voluminous commentator, did for—
lome might say •'to"— Dr. Samuel John*

;
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our midst just beginning her campaign
against women's shameless dress— or the
want of it. It's a tough world for a wet
country, anyway. — London Daily Chron-

|

j

!

J

Mr. Henry Arthur Jones in England may argue at length why the
public should crowd the playhouse
and neglect the cinematographic
theatres;
M. Vincent t dTndy in
France may dismiss the screened
play as wholly inartistic; they, and
the few agreeing with them, are as
the "rarj nantes in gurgite vasto."
The interest in the films "is worldwide, from South Sea islands to
Jerusalem, from Tokio to Buenos
Aires. It is not only the amount of

'

(dn.— Kd.

As the
'

Mr. Burns's Pet
World Wags:

was much

i

from Mr.

P. L.

Martin

in

he

regard to the
in

Overworked

Vermont.

backward

fell

have a friend. Mr. L. R. Burns, living In
Dorchester. Mass., who has a pet- wampus which he caught last sumrotr in a*
lobster trap while camping near Damarlie took it to camp and
iscotta. Me.
tamed it. and when lie returned home
brought it with hirn. It is very tame and
and will
is much attached to Mr. Burns
(Wlow him anywhere. This is the first
know of a wampus being
Itotance
£tde a pet, but perhaps some of- your

in

We

his chadr.

with Mr. K. K. Ardaschir, who wrote a
letter to the London Times from Paris.
We have already proposed him for nonresident membership in the PorphyryClub. This is what he wrote:
"Sir: Although I have never done the
J
London press any harm, nearly every
paper in commenting on my wtedding at
Hpers mnv know of others.
the Chapel Royal, Savoy, has accused
.1. P. O'CONNET.T.
ipringneld.
me of being some kind of Persian prince.
I can't think why; for to the best of my
belief I have neither killed nor robbed
any one, nor shown myself to possess
any other symptoms. As for my owning
of Education
The
1
| [land ia Persia. Allah- being merciful,
myself don't. My honest ancestors, havas
is
ago
years
six
The atlas of
ing no sympathy with those who cut
the sixties., throats for the glory of God, fled from
old as the geography of
.States"
Persia in something like night shirts,
United
in which half of the
descendant a
Mississippi river I and thereby saved their
to the left of the
creat deal of trouble. I love Persia bowas described as "the Great Americause I am not a prince. No. sir; I own
nothing but a wife. British citizenship,
can Desert." W.hen will cartographof
and some hope, not much, of getting
ers go to work with any feeling
the best of a, theatrical manager. Trustconfidence? Van Dyck, the Waging you will clear my character, I am
in jest
say
to
used
tenor,
nerian
sir, etc.".
he
that, as a journalist in Paris,
Fatal Conciseness
the
month
once
a
hanged at least
map of Europe. He did not, how- , As the World Wags:
One of our gallant admirals, more or
persuade the drawers of maps. I

"Sirkastic

As

I

jj

I

re 4 y

on newspapers and magazines
constantly,

and consult them

know the

shiftings

to

and transforma-

tions.

I

But the changes, geographical
fad political, in Europe are now,
and more strikingly, shown by postagestamps. The war has introduced
hundreds of new varieties and islues. What timbrologist— or, to use
the niore common word, philatelist

O.

|

j

j

GAY LORD QURX.

Boston.

Albanian stamps; the Syrian,
feinted in honor of the Emir Feisul's
Soclamation as king? It is said
Sat the first year of the war alone
itought out 327 new stamps. Even

Mine. Melba

j

I

j

stamps have appeared,

Horned with portraits of allied leads, including Wilson, Poincare and J
ings George, Albert and Victor
mmanuel. The new stamps de- j
?ned by the French government
independent Albania bear a
r
uble-headed eagle with a shield on
lis breast carrying the portrait of
Jeorges Skandenberg, the hero that
Veed Albania from the Turks.
In Belgium new stamps in connection with the Seventh Olympiad at
j

sold at a

premium

in

aid of disabled Belgian soldiers. In
Siam there are special stamps for
tJie

The
ithe

.

benefit of the Scout movement.
new green stamp of Haiti shows

figure

of

Peace

with

called

empire, sang In
answer to the

ism.

throughout
London on

demand

as she

May

of

30.

'encore,'

cert."
Is this praise, or

A

"

coast will she add
the Rye" and "Home.
her repertory?
be sure of her words.
The flnc-eared critic of the Dally Chronicle said that she sang
Qle'd me her promise true.

rockbound
"Comln' Through
Sweet Home" to
But she should

Which nw'er forgot shall be,
dismay of Scotsmen In the audi-

to the

who came near ehouting to her,
"Which ne'er shall be forgot." "Accu-

"Thole"

A correspondent recently inquired into
the present use of the verb "thole," to
undergo, suffer, endure, permit, saying

mono-

cigar-box
rams, pictures it matters not.
ortunes have thus been spent, as
n the search for buried treasure or
e philosopher's stone. The Tapling
alters,

—

labels,

bequeathed to Great Britalthough it contains only stamps
sued befora 1890, is valued at
50,000.
Outside of the plcasui
hie fury of collecting postagestamps, the mania that possesses
dne, brings on white nights, and
C-Uectibn

sometimes leads to

theft,

there

is

the inevitable geographical and hisTo the boy be-

torical information.

ginning his collection, Siam will be
Oarer, and a more substantial cour
try, when he sees on the red stan

g-arrin' lassos crap the cran
Clean heele o'er body.

ban

Afore the howdy."

a slow old country alter all.
We don't seem to» be able to breed the
luman cyclone or. the hot gospeller any
onger. Wo, are obliged to depend for
This

is

iuch live wires on America, who cerkeeps us well supplied with pioneers of the latest movements.
Of course, we can't expect a Carrie
Nation more than once in a generation.
Mr. Pusseyfoot was almost in the nature
>f a mild interlude, so conventional were
tethods of soft persuasion. But we
have his " big scUame" to reckon

tainly

Association

The Theatrical Man-

against
protested
pointing out that the
office authorities had no reason

this restriction,

home

or Justification to urge the continuance
the restriction, except that the Confectioners'

Association objected to the
of the managers' rights.
The Times ha3 entered editorially Into
the discussion: "When the lord chancellor ponderously observes in the House
of Lords that the primary business of
theatres 'is not to sell chocolates, but
to present the drama,' he is making a
restoration

statement too absurd vo analyze." This
editorial thundering led Mr. Walkley,
the dramatic critic of the Times, to remark: "This journal, I rejoice to see,
Is living up to its high traditions of intrepid and incisive utterance. I should
not myself complain it the lord chancellor was merely ponderous.
As the
dying Heine observed, when some one
Wondered If Providence would pardon
him, 'C'est son metier.'
What is so
flagrant Is the Lord Chancellor's Ignorance of the commanding position acquired by chocolate in relation to the

and sportive, he out-rivalled the
Lord ^Chancellor. Even if he had not
signed the article "A. B. W.," his style
would have betrayed him. We find the
word "parergon," and there are three
French words In Italics, besides the
phrase quoted above and "distraltes" in

1

,

*

and intrepid Douglas

F

the hero of thrilling
films, was nearly killed in the crush,
as he was rescuing his wife. When
she was<lafe in her hotel, "enormous"
crowds gathered outside, standing
until late at night, hoping to catch
a glimpse of the cinematographic

I

Italics for the Anglicized word.
Yet-""
there are agreeable passages In his refutatlon of the Lord Chancellor's state-'

I

inent.

I
jf

There is the pathetic
Miss Gish of "Broken Blossoms";
there is Pear) White, now barely
escapes every five minutes with her
life; there is Theda Bara, the thickset vampire, who now dreams of
triumphs on the legitimate stage;
there is Mr. Hart, the stern-faced
shooter of western bandits, in whom
President Wilson finds delight, as
Mr. Seibold recently informed the
lovers of anecdotage. There is a

1

I

long catalogue, nearly as long as
that of the ships in Homer s Iliad
or of the employments chanted by
Walt Whitman. Then there is Mr.
Chaplin, whose birthplace is angrily,
disputed; Mr. Chaplin, into whose
art the London Times, characterizing him as the World's Jester, an-

and admiringly inquires;
Mr. Chaplin who constantly delights
the countless "Chaplinophiles" and
causes the few "Chaplinophobes" to

alytically

wonder at the public

taste.

"Drama
agreeable,

presented, but only as an
not too obtrusive, accom-,

Is

paniment to the eating of chocolate.'
The curtain goes up, and the ladies in
the audience, 'distraites,' and mani'

festly feeling with Mrs. Gamp (or was
It Betsy Prig?) a sort of sinking, yawn

through the first scene or two. Then
there is a rustle of paper wrappings,
are^
white
card-board
boxes
brought out and passed from hand to
and
hand, there is a dainty picking
choosing of round and square and triangular, with a knowing rejection of;,
little

of the films.

maun

American Entertainers

theatres.

agers'

light

Nor are Miss Pickford and Mr.
Fairbanks the only hero and heroine

Mr.
is still heard in western states.
Jackson of the Boston Herald sends this
quotation from Burns:

use of this verb, in that entertaining,
century-old
book,
"The Dialect of
aven." It is stated in this dictionary
"thole."
sometimes pronounced
that
tholl" in that region, may mean "to
afford, to be able to sell," also "to give
or grant freely," as in "I could thole
him f meat out o' my mouth."

London

modern drama."
Mr. Walkloy wrote a column about the
"chocolate drama." Endeavoring to bej

idol.

It

SHlrly thole their mister's

re-

on the sale of chocolates in

Btriction

,

office.

There are nearly a dozen quotation*
from forgotten authors, Illustrating the

The Lord Chancellor approved the

pers; "well-dressed women seemed
suddenly to lose their heads." Even

Fairbanks,

racy, accuracy," Dame Melba, as the
[justly celebrated Mr. Joseph Pulitzer
used to say to his merry men in the

And

in

the muscular

ence,

Than

a born collector, whether
postage stamps,
s craze is for
snuff-boxes,
editions,
ins,
first
talking - sticks, pottery, gallows is

England

the

loveliness

and

I

in

cups" or ,a vision of
"Winter's Tale" was
fondly called "Our Mary." Today
the "Mary" dear to thousands is
Miss Pickford, who is now making
her triumphal way in England. Hundreds were waiting for her at the
pier; thousands swarm about her in
London. Arriving at a garden party
she was mobbed by her- worship-

cleanse

blame?

"But fears, the sossion says
Gae fa' upon anlther plan

Heroine

There was a time when Mary
Anderson going as Parthenia "to

Praise, we
take It, showing the taste of the critic,
who lauded tho "mellowness and extraordinary evenness of Melba's voice.
When she descends again on our stern

World

/

eest»V

"In

is

screen.

ARTHUR GORDON WEBSTEK.

British

the

says the Dally Telegraph, "she gave
'Annie Laurie,' and the performance
was. perhaps, the most completely enjoyable experience in the whole con-

natives

orking tobacco fields, alSo facIty chimnies, typifying agriculture;
nd industry. Another stamp in red
presents Commerce, armed withj
trident, looking hopefully out to;
lea: delightful expressions of opti-;

Man

now

Is

Bcity of issues but not domesticalaffected by the war, "Peace" com-

Antwerp are

Dame Melba

Mine. Melba, or

of Mr.

-

compromising message was not
greatly relieved b/ a subsequent "Cor"Insert washer berection" reading:
tween admiral and woman."
*

name

We

arrival of ship."
"Admiral's*' woman
received, reading:
will bo ready for him." His horror at

and

ef.-.crati^e

to

this

jould foresee the Polish vermilion,
file Jerusalem blue, the Ruthenian

Uruguay, famous for the multi-

"Have washcome on board on
Reply was prompMy

cable as follows:

S.

erwoman ready

and Witherin'

the World Wags:
regret not seeing the

is
about 285 per cent.
For
the benefit of your readers who lack
this dear commodity, I have made a
digest- of it. much mere convenient
than the full-page document.
Ahem! Molto furioso. Hymn of Hate
by the Hon. Henry Cabot Lodge. Kill
the President of the United States. I
have killed him.
Stupid issimo molto con plaoefe. The
United States lost the war. KWe won
it.
The Democrats are Inept. Wilson
are ept. We made the
ia inept.
iw^rld in six days and the seventh
|duy we did not, rest, hut pronounced
it
very good.
To Hell with Europe.
We want the money ourselves. We
have been generous "with other people'
Imoney.
We sympathize with every
Ibody, except Mexico.
We want that
loll, and propose to have it.
Also, we
let 111 favor protection, but we don't talk
as
wc did.'' We con|as much about it
ratulate the Republican Senators on
their perfection. Turn the rascals out

disadvantaged in his private life
by an almost morbid sense of propriety,
traversing the Suez canal on some recent tour of duty, got his white ducks
into wholly unpresentable shape and
sent ahead to his next port of call an
S.

invested in the productions;
not alone the number of newspaper columns throughout the world
devoted to news and reviews, that
shows the widespread craze; the
fact that the hero and heroines of
the films are recognized and applauded in all lands, have achieved
a' fame more universal than that attained by Talma, Garrick, Salvini,
Rachel,<Fechter, Duse, is more significant. Mr. Gordon Craig sees the
salvation of dramatic art in marionette shows. The time
may come
when Shakespeare will be .known to,
the great public only through the
film; when even Mr. Bernard Shaw
will be tempted by a half-million of
dollars to write exclusively for the
it

numbers

less

jj

money

of the delegates to the Chicago convention.
I am sure he would
ther
find much material for his great work
"Man as a Social Beast," published
only by subscription, and hold back
by the white paper shortage. They drf
say that the bea*ts at Chicago arc
very unsocial.
I have read
the al
most perfect Republican platform, and
my only criticism of it is that it is
too long, in view of the white paper
shortage, and of the increased cost
of time, which I believe by the index

|

f-cr,

maps must

another overworked
is

Herkimer Johnson among the names

»_

present readers of

England

in

A

I

Stamp

that

"exquisite."
The
highest praise in commercial minds is
thus expressed. Note this sliding scale:
"Exquisite" tea is offered at 4s. 6d. a
pound. Then we go down, down: "Superb" tea, "marvellous" tea, "delicious"
tea, "grand" tea, and, .at the bottom,
•household" tea at 2s. gd.
"Vision" is sadly overworked in this
country at present, especially by the
roaring young lions in the hunting
ground of arts and letters.
fiddler
has "vision" or he is without it. A
statesman, i. e., a hide-bound partisan,
said by his trumpeting heelers to
is
have vision, while to calm observers he
seems shockingly nearsighted. Unless a
poet has "vision," he is only a 60rry
rhymester, not a "boss poit." "Babe"
Ruth has "vision"; that is why hetswats
the ball.
f

word

Mr. Ardaschir
should Uke to become acquainted

I

appears

It

face of the goldsniilh turned into the head of a
for. This so frifhteued the privy secretary that

letter

the

interested in

wampus which he secured

icle.

"Take care?" said the goldsmith with a nonchalant air. "take care! You have to, do here
with very singular people." At that Instant the

,

Is

y

*!

;

the hard-toffee-filled ones, and now the
fair faces are all set in a fixed smile of
contentment and the fair jaws are t\
steadily, rhythmically at work.
To anfc
Unprepared observer it cannot be a
pretty sight. Fair Americans chewing V
gum are nothing to It. There are superfine male voluptuaries who do not much
care to see women eat, even at the festlve board. But to see *cores of women
Simultaneously eating chocolates at theiy
theatre is an uncanny thing. They 1o j
jit In unison, and they do It with an air)
„f furtive enjoyment, as though it were
some secret vice and all the better for
being sinful. The act-drop goes up and
down, actors are heard talking or the
orchestra playing, men pass out for a
cigarette and repass, but the fair jaws
never cerise working. The hahit of needlework, lace-maklng and, perhaps, war
knitting has given lovely woman that
form of genius which has been defined
as a long patience. They eat chocolates,
with the monotonous regularity with
which they hemstitch linen or darn
socks. It has been said that women go
to church for the sake of the hims, but
'.

;

1

1

44
they wo to the "theatre for the sake of
And the Lord Chancellor,
choooletee.
good e«»y man. says the primary huslbmb of the theatre is to present drama!"
Has there not always been munching
reign of I
tn the English theatre? In tho
Charl. s'll the orange fflrle stood In tho
Nell I
stage.
the
to
backs
Dtt with their
Gwvnne was among them. Was notPegl
oranges
Wofflngton taunted with selling
of pork
In the theatre" Wo have read
eaten In the playhouses of the VlejSL. period. As for chocolates In
American theatres— wo have seen box
I

The

ers

the
A Madrid correspondent says that•«*;
deeds of a master sword. "Pri™«
Joselito
as
da" a hero of the arena, the
Spanish
was are suns wherever
an unby
Verses
spoken.
tongue is
corknown poet are now sung at street
celebrat'Copias
ners in Madrid. "The
still
are
ing the death of Espartero
one himpopular. Indeed. Joselito sang
Tala
fight
at
the
self while dressing for
his faithful
Vera much to the distress of
than bis masvalet, more superstitious

and

ter."

|

I

i
!

)

Here

is

a

some

translation of

o,

Go not to the meadow.
The flowers have faded,
matadors
For the king of the
Lies dead at Talavera.

From

A

the star-spangled sky

staV has lallen,

The brightest light
Of tho bullfighter's

On May

A

calamity, indeed.
That cry portended.
For Jose was tossed
And at Talavera died.
Joselito fell

tiiat terrible ftrpke.
_„„ h
He pressed his hands to his stomach.
Where the wound was.
And on the ground Jie lay.
torero.

Under

.

That unequalled

His lifeblood flowing out
From the great rent.
.«,'!.« ~,,y,<»
"These an dother copias will be sung

den,
by the-_cobbler in his grimy little mule
by the TStiriy arriero following his
as
laborer
the
by
along the dusty track,
fields.
he wends his way home from the
to
them
The servant girls will teach
cross the
their young charges. They will
to the army in the Riff, and the
straits

Moors, hearing them sung at the Span-

tune,
ish campfires, will recognize in the
melancholy note
if not in the words, the
Spam.
in
of the East that still survives

wings and

Cupid
flies out of
the window when he sees egg-yolk on
Arabella's chin of Parian marble.
another Amer-fe
first time inl
London. He is "first a Dane, and secondly an American; in all that makes:
Up.nationality it is the other way." Thel
critic, one not easily pleased, added:'
"He has a bass baritone, if there is
such a term; he sings batftone songs
without the disappointing lack of quality In the lower notes; he touched G at
either end when it was necessary, butt
without any parade or strain, and there
seemed to be no 'soft places' anywhere.
He had a good program, of the type we
are accustomed to, but with rather unfamiliar details. 4 • • Some songs by
American writers were interesting, but
is

Jean that has sung for the

:

first
Slang? "I'll say sol" When I
was
heard this expression I thought it
it is slang?
think
you
do
but
sickening,
or
"Hamlet,
If you do, look in your
2look in "Henry IV.," act 5, scene
Vernon to Worcester.
But when I began to hear the remark "I'll tell the world!" I thought
the
slang had taken another drop for
worse, but do you think it is slang?
IV.,
"Henry
play,
Look at the same
act 5 scene 2— Vernon to Hotspur.
thai. Shakespeare
I have understood

was the best

"Good night!"

in English.

Perhaps you think that

slang.

is

look at

"Henry IV.," act

Hotspur

to

1,

If so,

scene 3—

Northampton.

With the present high

cost of living

is taken up with other matters
impossible
to such an extent that it is
for me to reel off passages from Shakefriends
comyour
were
let
one,
to
principal
fine
speare, but it is
fk diction was a
bined Into an artistic whole."
know you are familiar with the standard
will
show
.author, and above quotations
"The Queen's
John Coates's recital.
u how easy , t 3 to seem at home
^^11 was filled sparsely, but with people among the old writers.
E. M. DAVENPORT.
who really wanted to hear him, who enJoyed thoroughly what they heard, and,
Dorchester.
best Of all. took in his points with intelligence as he made thern. Such»an audiHeifetz in London
ence is ideal for a singer^no matter what
rows of empty benches. And where were
The London critics are still perplexed
muBritish
of
lovers
professed
all these
by Mr. Heifetz, who was made known
sic? Listening to Miss Kebecca Clarke's
to them by the gramophone before he
'
sparkling viola sonata, or spending an
appeared in person.
must
Vic,
we
Old
the
hour
at
immortal
"He played
The Daily Telegraph:
hope; there could be no other excuse for
perfect
the
all
ease,
with all the .glorious
of their creed. For Mr. Coates is
tjk men
self-command and all the complete deone of those who touches nothing that
from anything that savored of
tachment
be dr.es not adorn. A simple instance of
the higher flights of fancy, which are
this was Gretchaninov's Triste est le
characteristic of this exeminently
go
steppe.' a fine composition which has
traordinarily brilliant, if not particu•
peen hackneyed out of all endurance;
larly inspiring, young violinist. * *
and yet he is able to restore it to its origIt is impossible not to feel that the reit as if he
singing
simply
by
force
inal
serve is rather an accident of nature
meant it and letting us hear the words than artistry, conscious or unconscious.
a* well as feel the tune. Or he would
»
• • Of course, his playing through-

L

lt»

various individual merits, of which

my mind

I

-

indulgent epicureanism of tone, which
elderly,
Is just the tone congenial to
Nothing
.
comfortable worldlings.
his
than
symmetrical
could be les3
plays, which, if they have any pattern
at all, have only what Henry James
called the 'strange, irregular rhythm of
But it his philosophy—to give it
life."
perhaps a name rather too fine which
It tells
is the taking thing about him.
l'homme sensuel moyen (not to mention
his female counterpart) ju»t what he
wants to hear: that life is a thing not
to worry about, but to enjoy; that one
the conis never too "old to love; that
sciousness of one another's infirmities
should result in mutual toleration, spiced
.

j

.

—

with humor."

Holst and Delius
The Philharmonic choir and

the. Phil-

harmonic orchestra of London, two distinct bodies, combined on June 2 to perform Gustav Hoist's "Hymn of- Jesus,"
conducted by the composer, and "The
Song of the High Hills," by Delius, con-

yet

ducted,

come by and show him how well it
dexterity
if he could add to

would be

too,
pathos. We accuse that century,
true.
of having no heart; but it is not
so
were
methods
It is only that their
never
different from ours that we have
been able to understand .their hearts.
But thev understood, and Ve may understand. As their hearts felt Farinelli,
90 may ours feel Heifetz."
;

to

Garsay about the production of "The
den in Allah" at Drury Lane. Mr.
Hichens said he was unable, after he
in
had completed his novel, to discover
It was Mary
it any dramatic material.
Anderson who gave him ,the impetus
her.
that led him to collaboration with
"She was in the full sense of the word
successful
to
a
it
bringing
a partner in
nrs$
I have been told- that the
close
on
necessity of successful collaboration
if you
or,
bickering
constant
a play is
prefer to put it more mildly, a continuhave
ous conflict of opinion. Ours must
been an exception to the rule, for from
with
Start to finish the work progressed
a sureness and precision that at no
point

suffered

the

slightest

interrup-

Miss Anderson said that their
main object and greatest difficulty was

as was Beethoven's 9th Symv
phony, bv Mr. Coates.
The Daily Telegraph said of Hoist's
works": "It
recent
of
"most interesting
presented honIs not a work that can be
orably in a few rehearsals, however
conscientious they may be; the 'liason'
between orchestra and voices is too
subtle and refined to permit of anything
haphazard; while the composer's dissonances are too new Jo allow the
choristers such feeling of security that
they might let themselves go. The work
requires a certain amount of abandon in
places, an ecstasy it did not receive.
Nevertheless, one felt that in this we
have, with a few reservations, a valuable composition that allows us some
escape from the oratorio that has given
us so much discredit among creative
musicians abroad."
The London Times concerning the worki
"The music paints the rapbof Delius:
ure of contemplation that the mounBut one asks oneself
taineer knows.
howfar music can paint such a subject.
Both music and poetry seem to demand
action, either past or in immediate prospect, and to be able to expatiate only on
such feelings as arise in connection with
Music does this, not by making
this.
noises like the actions hinted at, but by

i

of
to "create the indescribable feeling
mysticism which is such a notable
Collins,
feature of -the book." Arthur
the producer, with Mr. Hichens, spent
some time at Biskra and Algiers. Therescenery and costumes are
the
fore

"Some of the. costumes were
I-*
v.,
v« A «v,mi-,
MntViiers. while
from clothiers,
by me
bought
others were obtained from the wearers,
who with a touch of natural dignity
took them off and handed them to me
Arabs brought to
then and there."
take part in the play in "a mysterious
way" give "atmosphere." Their dances
Landon Ronald has
are reproduced.
writen an overture, entr'actes and inMr. Collins admitted
cidental music.

faithful.

1

|

weaving

tion."

own" motives into a semcause and effect. In Delius the

i

its

blance of
but we are
motives are there in plenty,
one at a
never allowed to look at them
of antecesense
Ume. and so we lose: all
result te a
dence and consequence. The
of a lus
eorgeous sensation like that
much
very
are
ifious spring day; we
dazzled by the splendor but

and
fielVe could enjoy
alive

i

Shakespeare and Slang
To the Editor of The Herald:

|

plays
their inflexion and intonation. He
century. He
in the spirit of the 18th
did
does with his bow what Aqujari
with her voice. He has all the dexterity
may
VI.
Charles
his
of a Farinelli, and

Robert Hichens, Sacha Guitry
and Other Stage Folk
Mr. Hichens and others had much

"While he was being hissed
madly
A spectator shouted
"May a bull kill thee
"Tomorrow at Talavera.

When

more probable that he

|

They combine a minute veracity" fif the
painting of modern maneers with an

art.

fifteen

In Madrid plaza,
Jose had bad luck
And tho fight was a sorry one.

That no drope ne fille uppon hire breste
Tn cu.-tesie was set fu| moche hire leste.
Hire overlippe wypeiie sche so clene,
That in hire cuppe was no ferthing sene
Of greece. w-han sche dronken hadde hira
draughte.
j
FOl semely after hire nieie sche raughte.
That is to say, she did not fork a chop
far down the table or stretch an arm
in; front of her well-disposed neighbor.

The singing

I

tho verses:

a morsel, and wel

bad not much character.

It
bo lightly dismissed in this way.
is taking hold
side from
ef music by quite another
and
that to which we are accustomed
'touch or
by
express
that what others
'temperament' he expresses by agility
and dexterity; much as a writer exof
presses by the choice and position
expresses by
his words what a speaker

to

Is-

.

keepe.

throughout was exceptionally able? and

1

wrath and

deepe.

I

simply final; there is nothing more to'
be said. Like the stranger in Auerbach's
'Keller,' he has merely to bore a hole
In the table and out comes champagne
or ^tokay. And, like him, he seems to
be above human weaknesses, and every
one promptly says: No heart. But a
man of such great attainments is not

>

oress set the good example:
At mete wel i. taught was sche withalle;
Sche leet no morsel from hire lipes falle,
No wette- hire ifyngrea in hire sauce

-

speeches in the Forum is diminished "by
the realism which is Intended to enhance them, since the orators are partly
eclipsed by the tumult of the gesticulating populace.
The last act Is noteworthy for some very beantiful effects
of light and atmosphere, with a background of moving clouds. The general
impression is that of a great Relnhardt
spectacle, rather than a great Shake-,
sperean revival."
What Is. Sacha Guitry's secret? asks
Mr. Walkley, having seen "Mon Pere
avalt ralson." He does not write "well
made" pieces, a close-knit story, or
even a great dramatic crisis, his dialogue is not epigrammatic.
"Yet his
plays have a rare, and perhaps one may
venttrre for once to say, unique relish.

this that Heifetz does, rflis playing is

chords do not; and
strong all this
tngales have been going
out-of-tun* singhot Whitsuntide. For
but
• whatever
ing there is no reason
it deserves
original -In. and as such
damnation.-London Times.

association of
be a play by Shake-

Reinald Werrenrath

ln "

wave was an excuse, and fringe
though good
tainly do get sticky
payBut yocai
can circumvent this.

depends on how Arabella

flutters his

J|

MM

The

cario

to

m«J lc

spiritualism— we beg Its
people
spi,itism-or flirting)
pardon
waste their time
ould see this and not
sounds
extraordinary
n listening to such
from vocal
as have been proceeding
in the last wee*
cat&t
chords and
for?
There are a dozen excuses Ihe heat
out of tune, but no reasons
cer-

The fairest woman is no longer
when she gobbles. Chaucer's pri-

Wel cowde sche

principle in

first

(as
collecting or

tragedy, whether it
speare or "John Ferguson," with chocolates or chewing gum admits of dlscussaying
;
i|on. If Aristotle was right in
that tragedy is powerful "by raising
pity and fear and. terror, to purge the
mind of those and such like passions,"
mastication accompanying the sight and
:ho hearing should be disallowed; but if
Chamfort is to be applauded for saying
that tragedies are injurious to morality
because they attach too much importance to life and death, then let every
woman take chocolates gayly with her
to the playhouse, either in the native
box or in her vanity bag.
Nor do all men dislike to see women
eat, if they eat becomingly. Byron had
something disagreeable to say about
women at table: anxious to reduce his
two flesh, he probably could not endure
to see others enjoying "a meal ot
It

In

country

The eating of chocolates goes
perWith the great majority of plays
formed here— bedroom farces, musical
comedies, dramas suggested by spiritual

victuals."

with

versatility

1
Without that all is
were for
waste of time, and if music
this
in
seriously
cue moment taken
seriously even as stamp

in

eats.
fair

,

Play in tune.

or

with
Pythias." or hoard "II Trovatore"
a
an orchestra composed of two fiddles,
double bass, a cornet and a piano. Featragedy.
with
muts In those days went
a
No one tittered or snickered during of
pathetic scene; but tho crunching
furious.
more,
peanut shells was the
and
Today Bostonians munch chocolates obvears ago Drydcn
tale Yet manv tragedies
audience
the
served that in all
the actors
Of his time laughed when
part of the
•tod "'Tis the most comic
unseemly
this
Imputed
whole play." He
noting
aonduct to bad acting. Southey.
t
suspect
Dryden's remark, added: "I
as his
tragedies
such
must have been in
own."
,,
well

I

"••^More-

turn."

the Ooplev Repertory Theatre.
The sight brouiht pleasant memories of
peanuts tn the gallery while we applauded K T. P.nonp.irt in "H:\raon and

j

was the

thing

intellectual pleas-

London Times: "To hear Jascha Hcifetz is a unique experience. In spite of
all that his advertisements and gramophone records have done for him, peoplo are atlll asking. "What do you think,
One parries such questions
of Mm?"
as well as one can— Did you ever hear
such double stops? Such C's in altissimo? Such dead certainties? Faultily
faultless, icily regular— and so on. For
tho truth is that what one thinks of
Heifetz Is not so easy to say. It la
clear that he plays greater difficulties
with greater ease than one ever heard
before. There are two ways of saying
a good thing. You may hum and haw
and generally pull yourself together for
the effort, or you may keep quiet, think,
and then say the clinching word. It is

to one met it disover, to call attention
what really mattrac a attention from
The dewhole
the
"s-the spirit of

ightful
each song
which he individualized

much

ure."

w

are
he uses such things as

chewed by young men and
the
Widens and hv the middle-aged in
this city, from JIollls Street
of
theatres
have
to the Boston Opera House; we
women
seen round boxes in the laps of

communications,
the Oulja board.

sible to derive,

this or that
childish to praise him for
or that thfng
firtue: it Is not this thing
th which
tol&lgbut tho. judgment

after box

"transmejums"

.

fifth

Is

Mm

oven

But it invariably
nentncs.i.
its
seemed a thing apart from human lifo
and human emotion, a tour-de-force
Which one could not but admire enormously, but from which It was Impos-

Hour window,' or a mcandorby J.«ft«*j
InV 'atmospheric' song
by dint
Williams. 'Love Outwitt. d,' an.
them go.
make
simply
of pure singing
It
ndeed.
When a singer is very good,

my

I

1
]

it

even more

if

we

think

do or tc
haa Something definite to wordless en
Then comes that terrible
to take an
from the choir, which seems
Setting down
unfair advantage of us.
-

among our

heart-strings, without letting
pain
it is ecstacy or

usTnow whether
and we

feel

rather frightened amid

all

this splendor."

that the play was not successful when
Opera and Drama by Spaniards
was first seen in this country.
and Others in Madrid
The Daily Telegraph says of Miss
remarkable season in
Shelley Calton, playing a house parlorIt has been a
maid and overdoing the cockney accent /several respects-first, in that the Ma- rj
"Surely it is imgiven to enjoy even L
in "Tiger! Tiger!":
arid public has been
creatures,
regal
London the won-k
possible that those
before they reached
such
withPavlova s newj
strikes
us
whose demeanor
:derful series of Mme
that a lar S e rtj
terror when they open front doors to
creations; and. second,
this yea,, onj
us and condescend to take our hats,
Ice has been reserved
P
comof
depths
works of fapanisnpg
could ever sink to such
the program to the
sing-|
monness in their hours of ease."
compose*, interpreted by Spanish
Franz Lehar, whose new operetta has
r
'or Bj
in
mu
^t
success
instantaneous
scored an
italian and German opera
the *
Vienna, is not under the necessity to
years supply the majority of
many
"Merry
of Span f
His
"pot-boilers."
write
performances, but the aierits
secured thle year a u
Widow," which had a run of 500 nights
ish composers have
El Avapies,
when produced and was played all over
representation.
fuller
sub- gC
the world, is said to have brought him
"Maruxa" and "Bohemios" have
He
in a quarter of a million sterling.
enhanced the reputations of I
, stantkilly
Vives L
came to London to rehearse the "Merry
Conrado del Campo and Amadeo
These new opWidow" at Daly's Theatre, and comas skilful composers.
for
especially
prob-|
numbers,
extra
will
posed two
eras— still unknown abroad—
that production, in the cab-sheiter at
henceforth rank in the repertono I
ably
Mr. Edwardes asked
the ItalianK
the Haymarket.
of the Teatro Real with
Lehar after the first rehearsal if he
With the Wagner enthusl-B
favorites.
butl
on.
"caught
could write the extra numbers by the
not
have
asts they
up
'
same evening. The composer left to
when thev become known abroadsuc-[
caught
being
but
hotel,
his
their
to
that
return
% may safely be predicted
that^
as
considerable
in a heavy rainstorm he sought refuge
as
cess will be
music
Jn the cab-shelter, and wrote the
which "Goyescas" scored in Paris this
inf,
especially,
on the backs of envelopes while waiting
"Bohemios,"
winter.
for the rain to stop. London Dally
whLch many tuneful airs have been de-1
Chronicle.
veloped into fine melody, Is an interest-f
toj
lng example of what may be done
Shakespeare's "Julius Caesar" as prodignify a popular operette.
an
duced by Max Reinhardt in Berlin is
This year, also for the first time, the|
imposing spectacle from all accounts.
Opera House remained open far intO|
The assassination of Caesar is said to
be a remarkably line piece of stageit

f

-

.

'

—

1

»

I

was decided that
up and

wWewhich wea
for

tflaster

the hero must "water
unpleasant ad-

find that all his

were nothing but a dream.
Tho idea was masterly, and the only
ventures

brief arrierc-saison, dur-

applauded Tito Schina
have waited many months for the
this year so far it has
but
play,
great

begetter

of

getting

fnot been vouchsafed us. Once, at the
-Princesa, on the first night of "Espigae
de una Haz," by Marquina, when the
scene of a village tragedy was devel'oped with realism and power, the publie felt the emotions of the real thing,
but a somewhat melodramatic ending
dashed our hopes. The failure, any
year, of Spanish authors to produce

~

At

St.

Raymond

Fanning could
and then, for-

45

about his technic,
feeling into his singing Be
far, for his vocal resources
are great and his intelligence and vision unquestionable. London Times.
Here is sour criticism from the Lon-

more
would go

Ned, Crook-fingered Jack and tne
r«n.
of them.-London Daily Chronicle,
May

—

don

Times:

To commend

"There

"Cesar Franck

one of the touchcondemned or
worshipped; no one can be indifferent
He repels, and you whisper 'saccharine'
or hw persuades, and you
murmur oi
.religious or other ecstasies."
"The desolate hours we spend upon
d nondescript programs."
| "Perhaps the true light In which to
regard Mr. Dolmetsch is as the founder
of a dynasty, like that of the Couperins
and the Bachs. The Sieur de Crouiily
was eclipsed by the great Francois, and
Leopold by the .greater Wolfgang; and
so Cecilo who sings with understanding,
Nathalie who plays without affectation.
Rudolf who has a speaking acquaintance with every instrument, and Chariea
Frederic who bears a hand with the
[drone bass and gets out and gets in
again, may live to do one thing perfectly instead of many things well.
This
stones.

but courago
in Miss Olga Haley's recital
Is little

of foreign songs.
She is daunted by
nothing, and likes to go where danger Is,
to introduce us to things of Stravinsky

Wireless Gunfiring
George's Hall this week' Capt.

Phillips, formerly senior inspector of ordnance machinery in the
Irish command, is giving an entertainment dealing with wireless controlled
phenomena. His display occupies nearly
half an hour, and is really more of a
demonstration than an entertainment.
Had Capt. Phillips been born in the
Middle Ages he would most certainly
have been burnt at the stake as a dabbler in "black magic"
Mcst of his
tricks, we are assured, are worked by
wireless.
There is a strong battery on
the stage, and, simply by controlling
this, he makes bells ring and horns
blow, both when standing on the stage
and when carried about the auditorium.
Capt. Phillips then goes on to fire off
an ordinary breech-loading gun
byf

something really remarkable is regrettable, for {he Madrid stage, through the
companies who annually visit Central
and South America, is, in a way, the
purveyor of the intellect of the. Spanish
universe. These companies will depart
from Spanish shores with somewhat

Tf Mr.
deficiencies

altogether

put

be congratulated
upon his gallant attempt to make Balzac appeal to the sixpenny seats. If the
same man were to be asked to convert
Nietzsche's works into a two-reel film
he would be sure to emerge triumphant
with a satisfactory 'happy ending.' "
to

is

it

the tonal quality.

remedy these

I

;

!

and Lord Berners and whatever no one
else has yet made up his mind how to
sing, or whether indeed it can be sung.

He

is

either

is

i

The

three songs of the latter in the Gerin the French manner,
are not so much parodies as snapshots:
it is thus that the natives of those countries might actually speak in song, this
is. the very way they laugh or becomo
serious.
Schmitt's Musique sur 1'eau
new) is overweighted with a
J /also
[ leaden-footed
accompaniment. It is in
{ a song like Schubert's Wohin that
Miss

man, and three

'

'

'

miscellaneous cargoes this year.
The activity in the theatrical world
has nevertheless been prodigious. A
Haley is least successful, for we know
dozen theatres have averaged a new
J
what that ought to sound like, and hers
J
play every week. Indeed, impresarios,
I is an altogether different version."
lp their eagerness to outdo each other,
epic aspect of accomplishment is worth
Cyril Bradley Rootham, a Cambridge,
I
seem to have neglected their own inthinking about and encouraging.
Eng., organist, has set music to SiegIt
terests, for. they have lavished money
would be a good thing for this country
fried Sassoon's "Butterflies," "Idyll" and
,on_ these
ephemeral representations
if
we
had
more
families
like
"Everyone Sang." "At all times in his
the Eyres
without running them to their full!
and the Harrisons."
music Dr. Rootham avoids violence and
limits.
Many foreign plays have con- wireless. The same principle, he says, |j any
suggestion of vulgarity, an admircan be applied to machine, guns.
He
tinued to be staged, generally in fairly
"Accuse"; a Pathe Production
able attitude so far as It goes; but in
afterwards proceeds to erect a complipood
translations.
Italian
comedies,
the work of the creative artist one recated arrangement of horns, bells and
of a Filmed War Allegory
French dramas, and British plays such
quires ecstasy on occasion. (Was it not
propellers
attached to pulleys
and
as ".Lady Windermere's Fan" and "The
The London Times (May 25) describes
who cried, exuberance is beauty?)
Man Who Stayed at Home" have given swung into the auditorium. This Is fi Blake
the French war film that has caused
The
best of these appears to be the realso
controlled
by
the
same battery,
Madrid hoardings an international look,
much
discussion in France and now in
flective Idyll, though even here the idyland while swinging freely over the
but have failed to satisfy the cravings
England:
lic note seems to come from indoors
heads of the audience is made to do
of the eclectic. Among the latter must
"
'J'Accuse,'
the French war film;
rather than from that summer garden
all sorts of uncanny thing3.
It plays
•till
be counted, of course, in Spain,
which has already caused a good deal
with daybreak and the morning hills for
flute so'.os and banjo solos when asked
.the immense majority of the middle
of discussion, was exhibited publicly for
background
and
rain-wet
roses
for
frapolitely to do so by any member of the
classes.
the first time yesterday. It is being
grance, of which the poet sings."
audience and then spins round, firing
shown at the Philharmonic Hall twice
Anna
guns,
blowing
Case,
horns
and
the
ringing
American
bells
soprano
Nazimova as Film Actress; Notes
a day, and—apart from a topical gazette
singing in London, was praised (May
with great vigor.
is the sole item of the
program.
About Certain Screen Plays
20) for the fine quality of her voice.
In addition to the wireless phenomena
The film, which is a Pathe production,
v Nazimova in
"She does what she wants to do with
there are demonstrations of how science
"Eye for Eye." There
is a trifle uneven.
For
every
song,
three-quarters
can control spiritualism, which were
whether it Is a simple piece
can hardly, I think, be two opinions
of its length it is nothing but a conof vocal expression, such as Monteneither \yery convincing nor coherentabout the histrionic ability of Nazimova.
ventional
story
of
the great war. It tells
verde's 'Lasciateml movire," or the
London Times, June 1.1
Cartainly, so far as the screen is conof the loves and hates of private
fioriture of Bellini's 'Qui la voce," which
people
cerned, she has set a new standard of
and how they aro affected bv the great
were skilfully managed. But beyond.
•motional acting, though perhaps even
Americans in London, with Other
public convulsion.
this there Is the question of what a
The males in the
more wonderful is the verve and abanNotes About Music and Musicians
story Join the army.
singer wants to do with her songs, her
The heroine is
don with which she dances.
Nobody |
A new string quartet by Turina, the taste both In choosing them and in- outraged by Germans. Tho pacifist hero
Who desires to be abreast of the best
wins
tho
legion
terpreting them.
of honor.
The Monteverde at
There is
work being done for the screen should' I Spaniard, has been introduced In Lonnothing new in all this. We have
the beginning made us hope that here,
don*. "It contains some Interesting, efalready
omit seeing her. There is, however, one
witnessed these incidents too offten,
too. Miss Case would prove herself comfectlve, and often very pleasing music
and
Objection to most of the plays In which
it
is very probable that
pletely equipped, but there were disbut it suffers as a whole by giving tho
they will rellazlmova figures, though it In no Way
appear
appointments
countless
»iv"'"'.ra«nis
impression
ipresslon
to
come,
of
or
having
naving
10
come.
times
been
Deen
as
As
written
to
from
rrom
the
more.
choice
-tracts from their artistic merit. T\at
But in
an indecisive pofrit of view. The com- 1 °' songs, it Is possible that she made
*' they are set forth with
that in •almost each Instance the
more
ZJZ,JHconviction,
and at the same time with
poser
oser has a leaning toward the 'at- I a natural miscalculation of the taste
mpathy of the spectator is enlisted
more
of English audiences.
bitterness
eric'
style,
but
he
It
.
cann
Is
true
than
that
they have ever
lor the eastern races to the detriment
Deen before.
'his country produces unlimited quantlsuccessfully if he Introduces
of the western. The same objection, not
ies of Buch trivial ditties as 'Rain' and
FO
defined harmony and shythrclc
hOUr the con ventlonal runs
without reason, has been raised to
rlot
an7°^
f,
riot,
Robin, Robin, Sing me a song,' but
and
on the other hand, this tende:
then there
is shown an al"Broben Blossoms." It is rather curious.
l ° r the "J 081 Part we keep them
"
0'
r th
out of
.. .
is nothin
.
In fact, how many of these dims have
* 1»« than
vents
him „from being
convincing with
recital programs and reserve them for
Inspired.
There
Is no real reason
recently been produced in America, all
why
the direct method, which to work In 'I the ballad concerts. But
allegory should be inserted
the fault was
harping on the same theme, the fallacy
in the
»
with real strength means concentration
n
fi
n,
not
only that she mixed up musical
or why the film should
J
of Imagining that Europe has a higher
surround
on the structure and a feeling for | nonsense with musical sense
the allegory.
The one has very little
In
her
code of morality than Asia. Such films.
climax.
The pointed and picturesque
n
prognun, she was Inclined to do so even
n W th the
shown throughout the east, could
° ther but So one
,tf
character of much of the thematic macan fall
ia.° ,to i
In her singing of serious music. Hanbe ,impressed with the
hard y fall to provoke comments dKnlterial suggests, however, that this latlogory when it does appear.
del's 'Angels ever bright and fair' is a
Ono of tha
naraglng to the
ter style would be really natural to him
Eureopean-London
tune with a shape of its own.
protagonists is wounded in
Miss
Dally Telegraph.
if he had the
necessary technic for
and loses his reason. He is the head
Case made U shapeless by prolonging
inspired
Apropos
of
homogeneous development."
filming
"Wutherlng
certain beautiful notes and sentimen#°"' retur"3 to his native vilHeights" in the actual *- 0 nte country
The Sackbut Is the name of a new talizing over the cadences. There is a lage, suTnmons
all the inhabitants,
and
» critic remarks: "When he focuses
musical Journal published |n London.
tells them how he was
s?ory of Handel taking a prima donna
on sentrv duty
his camera on those landscapes the
The editor says it will have no rigid
over a graveyard filled
by the 'shoulders and threatening to
man
with French
|Wlio takes the photographs
policy,
no
axes
dead
to
grind,
will almost
no cliques to
throw her out of tho window. He was
As he stood there they ros«
n
p
re °ccupled exclusively by t
support.
"It is hoped that something
from their graves and wildly
a rude and rough old man. but he mayvl Oesirek to Psecure
demanded
U>*
as perfect a view I may be done to break down the barrier
whether those they had left behind
have had provocation, and sometimes
wera 1
of unnecessary modesty which so frewoithy of the supreme
one thinks that Handel 'should be livJ* " e can Quite irrespective of how far
sacrifice
they 8
(Wat view harmonizes with the mental
quently prevents the non-professional
had made. They then made
ing at this hour"; prime donno have
their way ?
[Kate of the actor who moves about In
music-lover from contributing to discusneed of him."
Villajros ,n an enormous
™.„m
sions on musical subjects."
fL The camera, moreover, has no sort
A boy fiddler, Louis Levitus. at 10 multitude
to find out if the living
f
were
discrimination.
Mr. Molselvich, the thrice admirable
worthy of the dead.
It faithfully records
years of *ge had had no musical trainOne
((Very object that comes
pianist, who was heard last season only
made Its way towards his ownmultitude
ing at all.
**thfn Its purAt the age of 13'/i last
village,
pew. and the probability is that thore
once In Boston and that on a holiday
month In London, ho had enough techd run ln front to warn the
K.
kJ?
Will bev many things in the
pleased so greatly at Sydney last month,
inhabitants
nlc to play Bruck's G minor Concerto
photograph
that they were on
'-'
Which will Jar on our sensibility and
when We made his first appearance in and Corelli's "La Folia" In a reason- ' His audience is terror-stricken,the way.
and he
spoil (he whole effect of- the scene.
Australia,
goes
that
on
he
to
was
ably
engaged
at
once
accurate,
catechize
Had
fluent and easy manner, a
them to see if thev
Mr- <!rlfflth, when ho made 'Broken
for seven more recitals.
An innate musical senso was suggested. are really worthy of their dead. Ho I
Blossoms. insisted on giving us
John Ireland's new piano sonata was "Experience has shown that it is not [1
speaks to a young widow.
views
h»; Ihusband
t
Her
01 the real Limehouse Instead of conannounced for performance In London all the very young players by any
had died at the front.
trurtlng scenes in the studio accuracy
Already she was married again
on June 12. It Is tho first largo work means who are able to fulfil their early
A,
In this one detail might have been
landlord
of his to be produced since the Trio promise."
had driven into the street a
attalned,
but who shall sav that the
In one movement (1917).
Her only su PP°rt was a son
The violin played as Miss Lena KontoAnd here in
£
vf- ,
Wetry of the play would not have vanBoston this composer, so prominent In rovieh plays It is always worth listening who had been killed.
Example after
Ishri] ?"
example of unfaithfulness,
London. Is practically unknown.
to. We are not dazzled out of our
unworthi-,'.
senses
Tho Londoners think that American
The %Velsh Music Festival, which has nor cheated of our hearts. We enjoy ness, and greed are shown. One and
all promise to amend.
Pttodticers aro Indifferent about
no connection 'with th,e Eisteddfod refreshing conversation on rational subthe im"All this sounds crude when
Pjtesslon regarding American Institutions
movement, but has for its objects to jects. Strauss's Sonata in E flat lias
reduced
to words, but the, effect of
fliade on foreign spectators.
the inciWhat Idea 3 advance Welsh music, educate Welsh some eloquent passages weiV written for dents
on the film is almost overwhelmusicians by hplding competitions in the instrument; Sinding ploughed
Jfculd an eastern audi, nee have offl
a
ming.
For a quarter of an hour th»u
which the test pieces are modern, and lonely furrow, and was a little too
American Justice after seeing "In the
Inaudience is lifted out of itself and
ntroduce unfamiliar
Third
,
com- tent ~..
-- orchestral
on winu
somo yet
gree"?
pet uiBtjvt'i
discoveries
i';s oi
held
"This sives a most Jo
rr~
of his
nis own
above
its
sltions opened at Mountain Ash on which
usual rut At the end of that
vivid
may, however, pleasantly be
esentatlon of the methods of
quarter of an hour it is carefully
alt-Monday.
Among the composl- taken at his own valuation; the "West
placed
ey are nothing less— which wo
bat* '"'"at rut. but that
tlons produced for the first time Were Wind," by Foulds, Is
does not
a piece of musito believe aro habitually cmI "An
Arabesque" by Deltas for bari- cal onomatopeia, and will suit those matter. The miracle has been achieved.
the New York police to extort
ha3
Itone,
chorus
^uscd
and
orchestra;
an
Vaughan who think tnat if you take care of the ft. V „
audience to
a coi if. -Ion from
an accused man." In i
think.
Williams's '"Four Hymns" for tenor sounds the sense will
"Partners of a Night." as .vet
tak,e cars of itseen in
Land strings, new songs by Elgar. Ban- self. Miss Kontorovlch has
Landun only privately, "the
an
eloquent
impression
Picture Making 50 degrees Below
tock's "Chinese Songs'* for orchestra. bow. the sounds which
is conveyed that
proceed from it
the New York police
The singing of Mr. Cecil Fanning at are smooth and amenable.—
is honeyeonied
The London Zero: an African Expedition
with corruption and that
his fifth recital when he again present- Times.
CTart Is practised almost
Hitherto little attempt has boon
ed an unconventional program
openly.
In
gave
made
It is curious that the most successful^
the end virtue Is, as is
to push the film industry
usual in filmland,
satisfaction on tho score of Its gen- play of Its time, "The
in Canada,
Beggar's Opera,
rewarded and vice punished, but
but
there
Is
every
sign
eral
assurance,
if
that
one
did not agree was written by a man
we are
the near
whose other future will witness a big
left ell the same with
with the point of view or feel in sym- plays completely
an uneasy feeling'
development
failed.
At their fail- in production.
about tho Now York police
There is shortly to ba
pathy with the result. He knows quite ure none who has read
force. In the
"The Captives." seen in London, "Back
courso of the May a most
definitely what it is he wants to do, the dreariest
to
God's
interesting i,
of tragedies, -need be sur- Country,"
° t ecl lesson is given
a film for which it can be
and always succeeds in doing it there prised.
of how police
claimed
chiefs ar 0 bribed in
are no half-measures about his work.
the best crook cirAccording to Mrs. Inehbald, we owe written that it is a Canadian story,
by James Oliver Curwood,
But he gives the impression of being the Immortal opera
mon<? y wrapped up lightly In'
"...
to, the author's mi
.
was produced farther north thanwhich
a. spill
r
concerned too much
is hidden Inside
-~- with effect pure iciiunes.
any
ortunes.
a cigar, which.
Gay had lost every girth
way
dinn
other
picture
in
the briber invites lh8
simple,
and the expression sounds he had in the SoutbA Sea
the history of the
J
bribed to take
company and screen.
labored and unconvincng.
rrom a cigar case."
Hffl tech- nad
ooUed to royal favor for the ,,=
re " " Jlr
Mr Curwood
"
ourwood states that all the snow
nlc is curcumscrtbed he does not, for
"
- ~
Balzac * "Wild Ass's Skin"
as a film
But
— - when j*.'
w'n"'^ —
ui uivvu fortunes.
his broken
n .. were laKen
one thing, realize the importance of pair ofl jus
taken on the far shore of1
Play shown privately In
| Ce ne3
London: "The'
....
h« wass offered nothing better than the Lesser Slave
Kl=v„ Lake,
r. n
.u of f,
good
diction;
thl3
failing
was
particunorth
the 56th
tho book was '""owed
the
of
one
to
quite
usher
?
gentleman
parallel.
larly noticeable In the Loewe ballads, post of
Frequently the temperature
Wthful y until tho end. Tho heropt '« u
disgusted with the wafl <»
-as
*—
princesses, he,
w
young
de
where
the
!...<•? enunciation
g.
clearest
mm.
j
DcIow
uviuw
possible
uui'M
o
zero, ana
£ foun
and it was
»u!d be called on
the
film— was
dra w all
m1i oil
r\\)
,ni
is indispensable:
.-i|,T:no«.uie
then
uini the
1110 vocalization
vumuwtlioil courtb and courtiers, set to work on necessary to draw
from
the ram
of courso In a very
unenviable
eras Deiore they could be operated
of the coloratura passages In a Rossini what prove 10 ue iiio
Urate™
*
will, over 20,000ft. of
The book
aria
ria was unsatisfactory owing to the lit
it is to be revived, and Londoners
film were used under
diUon.
It
wan'
rant of sharpness of attack, while now flock to make the acquaintance of Uapt. these conditions.
Dogs and R lede-»^
e
ems that a
"
nd again the attempt at expressive Uacheath, Polly Peachum. Nimming convevec, the actQrs
r ,
into tho frozen arctic regions.
oloring was marred by a veiling of
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umbrellas under any circumstances. For "symbolic" reasons (details
are preserved for some medical journal)

wear

z S

had to be brought by sleds*
railway, tires were kept burnnight to keep out tho inKlt cold, and Mr. Curwood passed up
down among the actors constantly
HhUur their faces and warning them
In spite of
f the flraj sign of frostbite.
*Js, scarcely 11 member of the company
Bt away without u irozen car, nose,
Kvory member of the comr eheek.
imy waa urged to take proper precauons and minute care, but the leading
r.yron. died soon
ftO>. Mr. Ronald
Mis death nearly re.
fter his arrival.
Jlted In the abandonment of the whole
enture. but grit and determination on
ta part of the other members of tha
tat saved the situation.
The Holmes-K!cha'«on expedition,
nick hopes to prepare a comprehensive
tm Record of native life and customs,
fenery, places of legendary and hls>rical Interest, and particularly of biff
ime and the animal life of the couny. is now on its way to Africa. Tha
arty proposes to traverse southern and
orthern Rhodesia, the swamp district
tin- :rr. at lakes, the Hurt
f Bengwela.
WMt and the Congo from Stanleyville
>
tha sea. The expedition is to be leal
by ItT. J. Rolls IUchardson, who has
already gone to Africa to prepare bases
and to procure the necessary native
l»bor. Special facilities for the expedi-

mixed bathing discourages matrimony,
for prospective wooers, having seen their
adored ones wet and with sand and seaweed clinging to their bathing suits,
The Daily
will change their minds.
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Oman

(Mr.

Albert

W. Snow.)

It

Tschaikowsky

Marche Slave
Fantasia. "La Boheme"

1

What

Puccini
Finale of Concerto In F-sharp minor for
Ebell
Tianoforte and Orchestra
(Mr. Hans Ebell.)
111
strings*
(for
Minuet
A?"!*?
CLatoriexRhapsody. "Eapana"
Verdi
Tempest Scene from "Othello"
PlUevestre
Trio "Idyllc Bretonne"
(Oboe. Mr. Louis Spej-er; bassoon. Mr.
Abdon Laus: piano, Mr. E. Hoffmann.)
Waldteufel
"Estudlantina"
I Waltz
'introduction to Act III, "Lohengrill" . .Wagner
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i

I

to the Scaffold
tastic" Svmphony

March

from the "Fan-

Prelude to "Alda"
Sclvejg's Song. "Peer Gynt
iCapriccio Itallenne

Berlioz

i

Verdi

i

_.GneB
Tschaikowsky
.

.

I

.

.

.

body who thought I ought to take it:
and every time it darn near kills me.

Berlioz
Hnngarlan March ("Rakoczy")
Rossini
Overture to "William Tell"
Waltz. "On the Beautiful Blue Danube". .Strauss
.Verdi
Fintasia, "Aida"
Overture to 'The Pirates of)
Sir ATthur S.
Penzance"
Sullivan,
Chord (with organ)... f
184^-1900.
Three Graceful Dan.-es
J
Over rare to "The Mikado"
Ponchielli
Ballet Music from "La Gloeonria"
Karajnaiioi Ostrow (ReTen Angelique). Rubinstein
Tschaikowsky
Waltz. "Dornroeschen"
Elgar
Pomp and Circumstance

simmering out the strength of the ox
in as strong a solution as it ought to be
taken, plus a thousand appetizing fragrances and flavors? Make the dose a
prize, not a penalty. The very name of
the stuff is enough; "tea" made out of
meat! It is an abomination from its

Gyps.'-

Dance from "Carmen"

THURSDAY.

•

•

Why

•

I

'

1

.

.

.

they

make broth

sickness.

WAGNER PROGRAM.

,

Liszt
Second Polonaise
Mendelssohn
Overrure. "Fingal's Caye"
Waltz. "The Sleeping Beanty". .Tschaikowsky
Selections from The Mastersingers". .. Wagner
Dance of the Apprentices^
Homage to Hans Sachs.
Ftre Magic S~eh«t from "The Valkyries"!
ItSfcadoctton to Act III. "I/vhengrln "
Coorua from
The Plying jWagnef
gallon'

W.

Brookline.

I

.

Dutchman"
r»»emr» b "Tansbaa ,"
,Fantasia. "Samson aDI Delilah"
Valse Trlste
[•Batfajitillage

Z
...

Hungarian Dance

in

M

Saint-Saens
Sibelius

•

(Childr«J

-Sa^a*

Playi .Van Westerhout
Brahms
aajor
I

SJRMUI.
".Wicho".
Overtiire to "The BS3utd Bride"

March.

.

.

Chadwlck
Smetana

Waldeufel
Waltz. "La Bar.-::rol**T
Iticclni
Fantasa, "I*i Jo-c4".
Situ»m and Delilah".
Baccuanale from
Salnt-Saens
Scheherazade" (The
TJitrd Movement from
.Rim«kjr-Koraaknff
prince and the I'rttvc-ssj
Handel
Hat" (with organ ty
Fair" ("Pilgrim's
Scene from "Van
Stillman KeUey
PVogieaa")
Chabrier
Bhapaody PJmana
Mozart
Otrruan Dane*. "The Shvgh R'<t»"
'J Waltxea from "The Roae Cavalier" .... Sirauae
'
Polouhe frna "Eugca Onelge»i".T»chalkowfky
'

.

'

.

.
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i

i
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[

1

the evening I sought my remedy in ,
The next morning thel
prayer."
headache disappeared; memory Teturnedj and he found a "sensible benthe rest ofk;
efit in several respects"
William
his laborious life. Bullying
Cobbett dismissed tea contemptuSo lohg before
ously as "slops."
|^
him English dramatists sneered at
It isH
beverage.
unmanly
an
it as
latter
said that Hazlitt ruined his
years by immoderate tea-drinking,
civ-gg
but he drank it strong, while
the Jap-Jffl
ilized users of the plant,
vfrySffl
anese and Chinese, drink it
confessed
who
Johnson,
weak. Dr.
shamelesshimself a "hardened and
the heart
tea drinker, wrote that
palate was
was not exhilarated, the
commonly an
not stimulated: "it is
nominal, a
entertainment merely
to prattle,
pretence for assembling
or diversibusiness
interrupting
for
idleness."
fying
contrary, tea
Dr. Johnson to the
v

i

They were encouraged by

I

1

,:

As time went on and
writer became a common

j

C. T.

Tn the procession of June 17th the umabove the semi-military lines
looked singularly incongruous, for it is
that a military man must be
tradition
a
afraid of nothing not even of the rain.
Accordingly, when Gen. O'Hara was in
command at Gibraltar (not long after
he had been manhandled at Toulon by
a young French citizen, N. Bonaparte,
personally), he ordered an officer carrying an umbrella across the parade, to
throw it away and never again to carry
one "not if it is raining pikes with
points down." Likewise, Byron's tutor
at Harrow so strongly objected to umbrellas that, meeting one being worn,
he broke It across his knee.
Tho stock story of the introduction
involves
Englafnd
of umbrellas Into
Jonas Hanway and his alleged effeminate device; but it now seems probable
that the objection to Its use was linked
(rt
the basis of the query here (two

the type-|
article of
the
office and household furniture,
post-card did not, perhaps, fall into
this
disrepute, but its general use in
country was less marked. Yet those
who thought that sending a card to
did not
a friend showed disrespect
use
hesitate to dictate a letter, and
with the
a pen only for signature,
flourish.
addition, possibly, of a
Paragraphers for some years had
the
jested more or less feebly about
reading of cards in the postoffice
bebefore delivery. There arose a
that a sealed letter was quicker
in

when he spoke

reaching a destination.

—

Jier

I

the

bishop

of

in

louder din
•Their chattering makes a
gin.
Than fishwives o'er a cup of

Far

less the rabble, roar

When drunk
There

and

rail

with sour election

should

i

ale.

be temperance in
stewing on

The pot
tea-drinking.
too
sight
the stove, a familiar
dangerous
many kitchens, is more
sound beer or the
to the health than
Moselle
wine of the Rhine, the

his

m

diocese asks indulgence for using post-cards for
bishops
the greater number of the

June

with a
evening tea, surrounded

noisy clan:

English card will carry 100 words
Business men
of close typewriting.
are followof much correspondence
Even
ing the example of Gladstone.

Birmingham

Cowper was wrong

does
of the cup that
Swift was nearer the
of madame o er

not inebriate.
truth* when he wrote

two-

In England, now that
is a
p'ennv post is established, there
The
revival of post-card writing.
that an
art is studied, for it is said

the

an excitant.

is

lief

brellas

I
>

Li
soul

the health of
her beauty.
1746, after drinking tea for six-and-f'|
twenty years, broke off the habit toH
save health, time and money, as an
example to his flock. For the first
three days his head ached and he
was half asleep during the day. His
memory failed on the third. "In

dinner, or dispute over a Homeric,

.

Umbrellas
As the World Wags:

the

woman and took away
The saintly Wesley in

line.

instead,

very nature. As well talk of a boiled
pie. My temper is not urbane as I contemplate the crime of "beef tea." Something oughj to be done about it. Was
the inventor some. Puritan who discarded broths because they tasted good?

•

FRFDAY.

don't

Saved

the knowledge that the* great Gladstone was an inveterate user of post-i
cards, in his praise of a novel, ac-j
ceptance of an invitation to a public

,

Straus s
Bizet

of

;S(ererte."

cian of Maria Theresa ascribed new
diseases to weakness arising from
the daily drinking. Jonas Hanway,
the heroic introducer of umbrella,-*
inveighed
London,
in
carrying
against this drink that disordered

wrote
of sticklers for the proprieties,
intimately on post-cards, asking a;
loan or dunning a debtor, discussing
giving
a question in theology or
shocking details of a man's serious

I have tried to take the stuff several
times, not because of a perverted tastt
In beverages, but just to oblige some-

MacDowell

(Arranged by C. Lenom.)
Waltz, "Vienna Bon Bons"

genius invented "beef tea"?
a worse gastronomic crime than

bell."
|

.

j

evil

;

Rossini

"Semiramlde"
Overture
"To a Wild Rose"
to

One would think that the war had
brought the umbrella into contempt
with many men. As carried by many,
manit is a deadly weapon. The proper
ner of handling it when closed, espesteps,
subway
down
or
going
up
cially jn
should be taught in day and night
schools — Ed.

post-cards were introduced
indiscriminate
in this country, their
These
use offended the genteel.
used only
cards', they said, should be
for inconsequential matters, or when
not
letter paper and envelopes were
The word "tradespeople"
at hand.
was heard in connection with the
Nevertheless many, reckless
cards.

tepid, insipid, tasteless solution,
carefully preserving all possible poisons
of the world, and the devil to be found
in the demoted fragments of flesh— this
indeed a sin. All the juiciness, the
flavor, the delicious fragrance, are destroyed; whole zeppelins full of delicious
smells go up the chimney. All that is
left is a strong compound of .tasteless
protein-poison. It tastes of sick folks,
and black-coated choir leaders, and relatives throwing out hints about the will,
and oxygen tanks, and other reminders
of "scenes slow-fallin>? to the prompter's

Mulrey
"Boston Normal School"
Overture to "Morning, Noon and Nlllht". Suppe
,C. DeMailly|
fFlute
P- Mimart
Trio I Clarinet
B. Hoffmann
I Piano
Boito
Fantasia, "Mefistofele"

t-

century later in London tea was recommended, although it then cost in
the leaf £6 and sometimes £10 the)
pound, as a panacea, not only curing
brain
all diseases, but easing the
and strengthening the memory.
On the other hand, the tea-kettle
has had bitter enemies. The physi-

When

extract from it al^ of its
disagreeable qualities, condensing them

March

.

palace

the

keeps

'

Late in the sixteenth century, one
Bdtero mentioned the Chinese herb
as preserving health and freeing the
people; of that country "from all
those evils that the immoderate use
a
of wine doth bring- us"; and about

seemed

A Penny

deliberately

1

tj

'.

.

which the head

invade,

And

.

an underdone "New England boiled dinner" to take a fine piece of beef and

I

1

was

fancy aid,
Repress the vapours

fact.

As the World Wai?s:

T oma8
>
i
Balrstow

"Evening Song"

Solo,

j

to me that there were four
for every woman carrying an urnbrela. Many of them were young men,
too." This is a curious fact, if it is a

|

it

seemed to him "to facilitate the
mental effort of writing and speakthe
ing." Thus does he confirm
judgment of the poet Waller, writing on some tea commended by
Catherine of Braganza:
"The Muses' friend, Tea, does our

men

Beef Tea

.Berlios

Hungarian March ("Rakoczy")

Overture to "Mlzuon"

used tea as a stimulant, because

where they can be expanded
Robert
without any Inconvenience."
Southey's mother was born in 1752. She
one
any
when
time
the
remembered
carrying an umbrella would have been
hooted in Bristol. Much might be said
about the parasol or umbrella as a mark
of high distinction in eastern countries.
We read In a London journal a few days
ago thiX men In that city now carry
umbrellas' much morn often than women.

We

Warner

Tea-Cup

President Eliot, physically strong

country,

"It

magnitude.

and mentally keen in his eightysixth year, speaking for temperance
and optimism, admits that he has

told

M

.,

Offenbach

Orerture to "f annttauser"
Seeono Hungarian Rhapsody
Serenade
Irtermezzo from "Goyeseas"
Entrance of the Bovards

,

Fynes Moryson, was

in Italy that the
use of these canopies was dangerous: "because they gather the heate into a pyramldale point and thence cast it down
perpendicularly upon tho head, except
they know how to carry them for
avoydlng that danger." Gen. Wolfe, visiting Paris In 1732 (he was then lieutenant-colonel) observed persons using
umbrellas In hot weather and "somethe same kind to secure them
thing
from snow and rain. He wrote: "I wonder a practice so useful is not Introduced in England (whero there are such
frequent showers), and especially in the

Party spirit is one of the profound
nesscs of Satan, or, in modern language
one of the dexterous equivoques and
contrivances of our self-love, to prove
that we. and those who agree with us,
combine all that is excellent and praiseworthy fh our own persons (as in a rin
fence), and that all the vices and deformity of human nature take refu
with those who differ from us. .
This is a happy mode of pampering our
self-complacency, and persuading ourselves that we, and those that side with
us, are "the salt of the earth" .
and of heaping every excellence Into
one scale, and throwing all the obloquy
end contempt Into the other, in virtue of
a nickname, a watchword of party, a
badge, the color of a ribbon, the c.ut of
thus desolate the globe, or
a dress.
tear a country in pieces, to show that
we are the only people fit to live in It;
and fancy ourselves angels, while we
are playing the devil.

•

mann"

A

by a learned physician

Party Spirit
hazJ:litt.

..t>trau«»
Waltz "Wine, Woman and Soug
Mascagnl
KantasU. "CaTalleria Rwtlcana"
of
Queen
-The
from
Music
Ballri
Go , ",k
Sh«ba"
JS°
••• Dvorak
...
Third Slavonic Dance
Barcarole from "The Tales of 3o«-

I

old traveller,

,

first

little

fastened the end of the handle on one
of their thighs. These umbrellas were
lor protection against the sun. Another

Off

william

.

fogies/bored of the

wooden hoops that extended the umbrella to a wide compass.
They wore used especially by horsemen,
who carried them In their hands and
diverse

.

.

are

Coryat,

water.

Ippolitoff-Ivanoir
.

now out of fashion; King Solomon and Ben Franklin are voted old

traveller,
'us, but the old English
Saw in Italy umbrellas that cost
at least a ducat apiece.. They were made
inside with
of- leather and hooped In the

near

,
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I

After all, It depends on the sill and
on the nature of the bafthlng suit. In
our blessed great and gul-lorious country mixed bathing Is often an enticement to matrimony, especially when the
suit is for t,he beach instead of the

.

Procession of the Sardar
Overture'to "1'ra Diavolo".

Them

'

Boston.

o'clock of a bright,

lo
takes the fancied
seaside swains and suitors rash.
take her out to plays and dances,
And plague her life with lovers' trash;
Small use to turn with lansnase sea thins',
Hut, doffing paint und feathers fine.
She needs but let them see her bathing
And thu* her human form "divine."
So shall h*r torments quickly vanish.
And each and nil throw up the spouse;
Tl'o fairest fair her pests may banish
If she wlll^anly take the plunge.

Tlx id.

21.

Shaking
y woman

:

his

was a time when Americans were
.ashamed to be thought extravagant.
To English business men a penny
Unfortunately Octave Uzanno's pleas
saved in correspondence is a penny,
the
umabout
lngly informing book
But prudential proverbs
muff, fan are not now .'earned.
glove
brella

summer

Who

1

i

is 11

(The
year."
bishop also beg-s tho rural deans not
to arrange for many confirmations,
as it is doubtful whether he will be
able to maintain a motor car.)
There is no allusion in the news of
this revival about any saving of
paper; yet this saving might be considered here as there. The English
are not ashamed to be thrifty; there

CHARLES EDWARD—AAB.

entitled:

-Ii
> fs
have
South Africa Company. The party will
carry 'With them a complete cinematograph equipment, including a speciallydevised developing plant for use in tha
rjkBgle.
By this means it is hoped to
overcome some of the difficulties which
have beset previous attempts of this
The plant has been constructed
kind.
by Messrs. Giumont. Limited, on lines
laid down by Co!. A. C. Rromhead. who
.produced the fiims of the Indian DurSar. In due course the pictures will be
presented as lecture films by Mr. llatv»;:o
lectured withfttsja
ellffe Holmes.

tion

I

i

and running through

subsequent writings) deriding umbrellas as the symbol of respectability.

sunshiny morning. The promenade has
been swept clear of Us masculine holiday-makers. All the blltuls of the apartment wlndowa have been drawn, and at
a sign from tho mayor the town hall
gun is fired to denote that tho way Is
clear lor tho girls to go down to bathe."
And one of the poets of the Daily
Chronicle, "A. W.,'' adds these verses,

:

j

"It

brellas," 1871,

of our letters

inis

mean £30 a

will

it

there Is ample ground for this and for the
opposition (graphically set out in this
paper on the editorial page last July 24)
by the sect of tho "Latter Kaln" against
Thus
the "umbrella of wickedness."
there Is all the more point to It. L.
Stevenson's (In his "Philosophy of Um-

question of "mixed balhi
rxlng tho souls of Kngllshmen
Itlco.
Mr. Donald Clark, tho councillor
of Tonbrldge, la of the opinion that

Tho

ill

s

letter to the

"Postage
communications.
Croft
j
has now become a serious matter,
and even if we only save a half-\
\

light
or California.
soldiers
lish

Yet what would Enghave done in tlu

^

)

,fj

t

and the animal the master.
This simple fact forms the basis of the
legend of a man's selling his soul to the
devil in repayment for the gratification
of a wish,' an event for the occurrence
literary
of which we have the highest

1!

lOOTner? ine meeting"
actionavios.
and the discussions will be classed
with a congress and the addresses of
amiable persons advocating Esperanto or some other artificial language for businesfe, scientific, diplomatic and social purposes.

servant,

unout tneir tea, and it
Ume(* that tney dl,a nk

1

n„
ng.

P

™
I here

J

temperance

in

may

be, there

is,

is
it

in-

the "softest" drink

authority:
"A -ingle

A

hundred
'Tis with

whose

Miinv person* are 11k*? many
from their)
ji
|mout)ig are at n Tast distance
head?, for thefr words are as far from tucfc'
hhouglits "as Canopiis from the bead of NIlus.
JTuese ore of the former of those men, whose
[punishment in Dante'* licit ii to look everrirers.

soul, a singl* year:
souls, a hundred years.
thyself to live forever.

,

.

Mr. Mason Anticipated
As the World Wags:.
other
It was pleasant to meet the

Eurorjc Latin

evening in first-class literary society an
ancestor of the excellent Walt Mason,
the present practitioner of camouflage

llastingly barkword: If you haTe a mind to
man. or disparage the judgment of
Ikoyone, set him a talking of things to come
events of hereafter contingency: which
leulde
he cognition of such, an arrogate, the
I knowledge
of them whereto the Ignorant pretend not, and the learned imprudently fall.
lluug-u at a

Even Bismark recognized
supremacy of the French lan-'
when he drafted
I] guage at Versailles
men of
the terms of peace. Learned
todifferent nationalities, coming
Latin a convenient
found
gether
\
and adequate medium for the interAnd so today 1
H change of thought.
the

,

Thus the late Henry Fothergill
Chorley, writing in the Athenaeum of {j
Jan. 20, 1855, regarding Mr. Coventry
Patmore's "The Angel in the House":
"The gentle reader we apprise, That
Mrs. Maud Cuney Hare of Jamaica
this 'The Angel in the House" Contains
Plain informs us that the terms "Lily
a -tale not very wise. About a person
White" and "Black and Tan," used' land a spouse. The author, gentle as a f] there are English speaking visitors
[freely -in accounts of the Republican
lamb. Has managed his rhymes to fit,
who, not knowing Italian,
convention at' Chicago, were coined by j And haply fancies he has writ Another j in Italy,
of the
with priests
communicate
her father. Prominent as a Republican
-gathintended
his
u
'In Memoriam.' How
crhnlars
SCn0
t ler
and
leader in Texas, he coined the phrases
ered flowers. And took her tea and after, f| higher degree
? j
iU
in the Texas campaign of 1888.
Of late there has
sung, Is told in style somewhat like j| through Latin
lours. For delectation of the young. But
tendency in cera
than
more
been
Deceiving Surnames
reader, lest you say we Quiz. The poet's
this
tain schools and colleges of
As the World Wags:
record of his she. Some little pictures
In
country to throw Latin overboard.
you shall see. Not in our language but
On the other hand, the Hall-Cole Comverse.

I

|

Table Manners
As the World Wags:
At a sumptuous dinner

—

j

^

(

j

|

I

J
I

I

in his.

(MISS)

Chestnut

I

M.

Justly celebrated
Robert South. D. D.

Age, which naturally and unavoidably
but one remove from death, and
consequently should have nothing about
It but what looks like a decent preparatlon for it, scarce ever appears of late
days but In the high mode, the flaunt-

|
i

''

t
1

Ing garb, and utmost gaudery of youth,
with clothes as ridiculously and as h
much In the fashion, as the person thai j
wears them is usually' gro\wn out of it.
The eldest equal the youngest in the
vanity of Uheir dress; and no other!
[reason can be given of It, but that they!
|euual, if rtot surpass, them In the van|

j

I

end timorous assertions."
Otherwise I should say that what you
bay about falsehood and truth is true,
the difference between them varies
rroiding to the world we happen to be
giving iru. In the world of matter where
rlow^are, truth is passivity.
It is
Iregulateir nnd dictated by matter, and
(for

!

specialty.

;

nnd, they say, "useless."

Her program is composed in the main
made famoua by her on the

j

of pieces

musical

cometty stage]
She has lost
none of her art as singer or comedian,
ahe
the
possesses
same delightful
piquancy,, the same high spirits, the
same agreeable voice. She sang her
graaest success. "KIsb Me." In response
to an enthusiastic recall, Vith all her
old-time charm and dramatic action.
Oua Klelnecke conducted.
Another feature was the act of Marie
Wordstrom, in private fite Mrs. Henfy
E. Dixey, In a sketch' from *he pen of
her sister, Frances Nordstrom. The act
is
specially constructed to suit the

dominate,

Lynn
l

would

'

to his years, constitution, profession,
family, religion, age and country." and yet

ductlve variety.
The real trouble is
that life is the same damned thing all!
the time. In this connection it may be '
added that the custom of burying animaU alive to obtain a wish still surI vtvi^s
In one form or another in many i
I parts of the
«orhl.
Various references'
i

I

,

to this occur
In (irrck,
Roman and!
idem poets.
In eastern Asia It is
j
said that if an animal is put to death
a certain way Its spirit becomes for
time the servant of the man or
smnn who does It; but that later the
mitions are reversed, and the spirit of
a nnimal controls snd dominates the

i*

ARMAND BEDARD

Long before

<

j

,

'

j

I

|

their

wives at Smithfleld.

tinues;

other well-authenticated Instances of
these sales; as that by Mr. Hartley

Thompson in 1R3S. He advertised his
wife in local Journals as young and
pretty, sent a erier or bellman
around
before the sale, and gallantly led her
in
with a ribbon instead of a halter around
her neck. In 1S59 a wife was sold for
sixpence.

We were reminded of these sales by
the news that in Cardiff,
Wales* a
husband recently leased his wife to another man. It was said at the time
that
was without

The writer con"Even American gnm-chewlng

precedent.

which foreigners are fond of deriding,

sell-

The

statement was a rash one. In
feudal
days Sn- John de Camoys leased his

!

not half so vulgar as picking the
and the latter habit is one to
winch all classes of society are given,
abroad— and in the most public places.
Only certain Americans, however large
in number, chew gum. Exclusive European hotels otter no greater curiosity
than the sight of those guests whose
names, impressive upon visitors' listscounts and dukes and princesses— all
bringing out their toothpicks toward
the close of table, d'hote, and using
them as few native Americans, no matter how humble, would dream of. save
in the privacy of their own rooms. Some
day some one will write a philosophy of
table manners with an interesting chapIs

Wives

have been Bold In England and even in
this country within recent years; in this
country by men of foreign birth. The
sale of an English wife Is an incident
la Thomas Hardy's "Mayor of Casterbridge."
There was, perhaps among
the Ignorant of England the belief that
If a man puts up his wife at auction
and thus partB with her. he dissolves
the union. And so in 1S32 one Joseph
Thomson knocked down his wife to one
Henry Mears, for L'O shillings and a
Newfoundland dog. Thomson brought
her in with a straw halter about her
neck, and discoursed on her qualities.
She was a "born serpent," but she could
read novels, milk a cow and sing
Moore's melodies.
There are many

the case

Vienna, said that the "best English

eat as the English do."

the Entente Cordlale the

French reproached the English for
ing

long

eat like artists, but the Ibest.Americans

icIHng long stories.

'

'

in

this erason.

!

the first annual meeting of the
American Classical League at Cin-,'
cinnati the performance of Latin
plays in schools, the singing of Latin'

and Greek songs, the publication of
familiar phrase books in Lattn were
recommended. A committee was appointed to inefnire into the practicability of using Latin as
an international language for scientific purposes.
To some the learned gen-'
tlemen, eager to restore Latin to its
former proud eminence, will appear
only as misguided, sadly belated re-

man

In danger of thorn all.
For
as I am nn old man, I take
particular care to avoid being covetouB nnd

"•very

I

for Latin

At

Not

ilent

[
i

J.

For Use in Private
Ego a contributor to the
Now York Evening Tost, quoting Col.
Roosevelt's letter about the management of finger bowls at a state dinner

memorable sentence, "that a man
bs a most l/isuportabte monster

should be have the faults that are hici-

'

I

•

A League

have aorn/>where either read or heard

very

dance, chatter and song; thf>se French
girls, in an act of song, dance and aerobatics: Miller and Bradford, singers,
and Walthor and Princeton, in a

i

The suppers are the only relaxation
after a most strenuous day's work,
either in tho laboratory of physics or
at rehearsals of his plays.
Supper is
sometimes only half done, when he
leaves the table to go back to his work,
on tho pretence that it is a waste of
Rarely, however, there is comtime.
relaxation; a seance of magic
plete
lantern or of marionettes, when, as the
operator, he gives full sway to his
wit, his sarcasm, his inimitable drollery.
Friends and foes alike pass in kaleidoscopic sequences on the screen or on
the mlnuscure stase and share with
equal impartiality the burning shafts of
his wit. Thus end some of the famous
suppers at Cirey, the home of Voltaire's
lifelpng and devoted friend, the Marquise du Chatelet.

'

vorites at this theatre, In a blackface
act; Harry Breen. "Nut" comedian; McCormack and Irving, in a sketch of]

I

|

in then-

writers
the Latin language and the
to Apuleius,
in Latin, from Caesar
from Horace to Petronius, should be
warmly encouraged, however extravagant the purposes of the American
the
Classical League may seem to
despisers of all that is old, foreign,

Other acts were Vera Sablna, In ardances; Moss and Frye, great fa-

wishes will be horst s and beggars can.
Irlde as well as other people.
.This
[leaves out of consideration
the
lofty

-

ac-

classics.

with
desire to be vivid, ill at ease
even their own language, could learn
much from the calmness, the sobrithat yet is
ety, the polished elegance
virile, of the neglected Virgil.
Any attempt to revive interest in

tistlo

I

(pragmatic view, which is perhaps the
(ultimate one. that a lie Is the truth
[when it works.
The Rev. Habblington Brooke quotes,
I apparently from a layman,
the plausible
(but inexact statement that "Life is Just
one damned thing after another." May
I
susgest that* this view will not bear
examination? Life offers np such s,

Madame de Graffigny, an habitue of
these suppers, describes them in an entertaining
manner. The fare is not'
abundant, but it is delicate, there is a
great deal of silverware. They discuss
books, poetry, science and the theater,
es are tabooed,
they are insipid
apsodies.
The master never could
countenance either of the Rousseaus,
and odes are Jean-Babtiste Rousseau's

measure these admira-

qualities to their thorough

quaintance with the Latin
Our young writers, feverish

ration.

matter is the court of last appeal; but
Iwhcn we get, as we hope to, to a world
not

in large

owe

ble

^^^^^^^Mynfflnff

sided talents of the principal. Miss
Norstrom was seen successively as the
preoocteus chl'ld. the sophisticated frequenter of the cabaret, a modern Mmc.
Butterfly, and finally the chorus lady.
Each character was clearly portrayed,
and the essential points clearly brought
out, even when the sketch called for
burlesque. The piece had the'added advantage of being nicely mounted, and
the whole act spoke of detail and prepa-

Truth Is Inert.
the World Wags:
"My sober pen moves into suspensory

I

'

j

tion to describe in detail his intestinal
colics, the eternal malady of this eternal
moribund, who for fifty years threatened his most illustrious friends with
his impending dissolution!

ity,

-

many

their desires.

docs

j

after
course
translation during a college
use of Engis of great benefit in the
nicety
lish through life, in enforcing
the
of expression and in enlarging
writer's or speaker's vocabulary.
The French, famous for their clarconciseness, subtlety in writing,

terested.

i»

matter

>

-

CROCKETT.

Setoff heads the bill at B. F.
Keith's Theatre this week. tast evening a large audience was deeply in-

(From a sermon by the

which

E.

Frttzl

Seen Here Daily

[in

;

AT B. F. KEITtfS

TYLER.

I^exington.

ity of

'

-

FRITZI SCHEFF

yond which would come the breaking

WINSOR

,

P

sailor

DR. W.

Bo ston.

tive here.) And is this not an example
Of the extreme degree of elasticity, be-

point?

1

indicated

the desirability of slowing down his
car and of sounding his gong at these
points.
But don't the words do more
than this? Don't they illustrate the
elasticity of the English language? An
adjective and a noun used as verbs!
("Slow" is psychologically an adjec-

|

5

and rigger. I have
never heard the term used before.

As

r»cea.
i

'

.

bf the inferior lip, extracts every
drop of soup from his hirsute ornament.
Voltaire at supper with Madame du
Chatelef and a brilliant company of
causeurs, would interrupt the conversa-

language in these halls of education,

i

,

tion

comparalit is a pity, for although
Latin autively few continue to read
graduation, the drill in

i

In relation to the trial tests of the
Resolute and Vanltie I have noticed
this term used several times, "tacked to
If the reporters arc going
leeward."
to give to the public a new nautical
term, will they please give the definition
of the same? If It Is a new name for
an old movement, will they give the
reason why? I have known something
of such matters, having sailed many

I

mototman and

!

\

land there along the line. On the slgni
were the words, "Slow and Gong."
Without doubt these words were adthe

I

thors

PALLIDA MORSS.

Hill.

"Tacked to Leeward"
As the World Wags:

English as She Is Spoke
As the World Wags:
While following a street railway in
the vicinity of Ayer the other day I noticed some signs nailed to the poles here

'lo

!

J

Brookline.

dressed

1

]

|

|

I

j

be tears of mirth. From ball
to bed. from field to farm, The tale
flows nicely purling on; With much conBjceit there is no harm In the love legend
here begun. The rest will come another
day. If public sympathy allo-vs; And)
this is all we have to say About 'The
Angel In the House.' *»

j

the
college not far from Boston
study of the language of Cicero and.
the
Catuilus is not obligatory, and
ingenuous freshman <s allowed to
antake courses in psychology and
dead
thropology. Latin is, indeed, a

ila

.

may

they

|

I

.

"Fear not this saline Cousin Fred; He
gives no tragic mischief birth; There
are no tears for you to shed. Unless

'

in a great
French household, a young American
officer writes, he saw on the table
(otherwise laden with ancestral silver
and rare plates) two modest bunches of
quill toothpicks.
The young man did
not avail himself of the opportunity, nor
did he use his fork to clean his dental
interstices. — Some
gentlemen will do
that— others, shyly shading their mouths
with one hand, perform the rite with
the other, between puffs of an after
dinner cigar. There is also the honored
guest with formidable mustachios (possibly an army officer) who by gentle suc-

|

Ipany does nothing of the kind; it hauls
(groceries. And Mlxter & Messer have a
drug store in Louisville, but it is perFurtherfectly neat and shipshape.
more Turnipseed Bros., over in Ohio,
deal in dry goods and have nothing to
do with vegetables.
But then, again, Woods Posey has
been appointed park commissioner in
Terry Hut. Who could be more so. those
blooming June days? Very fitting, inIn fact, Fitting is his middle
deed.
name, .{or it does not take all his time
to park oommish, and between whiles he
prominently shoe deals.
W. C.ff.

|

,

I

)

|

'

lent his lad*' to his friend, Hor-i,
tensius."
,
And when Hortensius died, the wise
Roman took back his Martia.

French.

j

.

Who

,

|

|i

void.

1853,,
a carpenter, tired of bis wifeleased himself to another woman, an«
paid a lawyer 35 shillings to draw u
the contract.
There is a still mor<.
famous case recorded by Plutarch, that
of Cato:
"Heroic, stoio Cato, the sententious,

was the language for

courts.
.science, theology and at the
by
In court circles it was driven out

was declared null)
At Birminghand (Eng). in

law, and"" the lease

and

recall the
It is hardly necessary to
fact that for many yea'*s throughout

OZIAS DRYASDUST.

Boston.

47

teeth,

(

I

'

j

|

I

i

|

to show why the Anglo-Saxon is
superior in this respect."
Yet Dickens, visiting tho United
States was not pleased with our table
manners. In our little village there were
young .men of "fashionable dressing"
who sported a set of bone or ivor
toothpicks arranged in the form of
small many-bladed pocket knife.
The ancient Romans flourished their
toothpicks. Those of mastic were cherAdmiral Coligny was known by
ished.
his, although wo are not informed as
He often carried it
material.
the
to
Was the toothpick buried
in his beard.
with him after the night of St. Bartholomew? Then there is the hird that
attends to the teeth of the crocodile.
In a conversation on etiquette recorded
by Frances Burney, Mile. Rosat asked
rides of
"Pray ma'am ia it within
th?" To which
politeness to pick th
ter

Hiss Burney ansv
have a little glaf
Ml!

'•^Provided you
k in before

ag

ti

^

'

I

he
Jewelers shop

11

r

fiJ»

of an hour over
deciding on
ix>r» of the different
.

.

.

>uth\\ est

Londonderry
The wonder is thut no one quoted these
Haw from "A Farewell to Patrick Sarslletd," put Into English by James Clarence Mangan from the Gaelic:
B«t J>r you. LondunUei-py. may P'aRue
(mite and sl iy
,
May Ruin deaolate you,
Your

Howard, first
wns minister

i

stone by

sl*>n<*'

» nullum youth lies
today.
winds lor mourners alone.
*

many

the

lofrtnlos.-.

With

the

this

In

answed

.
famous description of the siege?
One of the allegorical names of Ireland
that gave the title to Yoats's impressive
play Is here spelled "Catllin ni Uallacha:n." and in the introduction to a song
Py William Heit'ernan. "the blind."
Conor MacSweeney is quoted as saying:
"What should we say of a Hebrew lady
who would write herself Esther. Son of
Judah'? and yet we do not notice the
absurdity 'in ourselves. I therefore advise every Irish lady to substitute 'Si.'
pronounced 'Nee.' for 'O' or -Mac.' Julia
Ni Connell. Catherine Ni Donnell, Ellen
NI Nelll, will at first seem strange, but
they are not a whit less euphonious
than the others, and use will make them
agreeable. In Irish we never use 'O' or

t
j

j;

thoroughfare. Theodore Hook's words,
written close on a century ago, seem to
have lost little, if any, of their p<|int:
"There is a fascination in that little
cul-de-sac: an hour's inhalation of its atmosphere affects some men with giddiness, others wth blindness, and very frequently with the roost obvious' boastful-

K.

ness."

It

usefulness.
The story of Charles

scrapbooks

is

known

Reade and
to

his

everybody.

Collins,
Wilkie
Eancroft,
George
Presidents Garfield and Cleveland were
scarcely second to him in the use they
made of them. The dramatic scrapbooks
of A. M. Palmer and Augustin Daly are
famous, and more than one newspaper
man can say with Joseph Howard. Jr.,
"My bey, I have supported my family
on them for many years." But Mark
Twain holds the record as the only
author whose scraphooks had nothing in
them except a bit of muscilase and a

royalty.

A

typographical friend of mine, one of
the old-time intelligent compositors, pos
sesses a library of scrapbooks whlcn
nothing would induce him to part with
but it seems to me tlicy might be put t<
some practical use. The books are 30 lnj
number. They were started in the tlm*
of the Franco-Prussian w ar and completed during the world war. in all cov-'
•ring 50 years. The subjects mentioned!
Those
In the books are innumerable.
specialized are book criticisms: personal!
sketches and anecdotes of popular persons, particularly authors and actors;
odd happenings of every kind, such as
coincidences, etc; newspaper poems, natural history, science and biography. Of
authors nearly 400 are mentioned. The
clippings on Lincoln number 52, methods
jOf authors 54, famous journalists St),
origin of poems, hymns, songs and plays
10.
My friend tells me that the series
was begun when he was an apprentice
and had free access to all the exchanges
the country newspaper on which he
| of
that from the very beginning
I worked;
his best gleanings were from The Boston
Herald and the Boston Evening TranNew York Tribune, Albany JourI script.
Hartford Times, Springfield RepubI nal,
I Bean, Detroit Free Press and one or two
newspapers.
I Chicago
r

•

'

i

I

I

I

I

I

Cambridge.

EARLE

E.

RISER.

But is the "story of Charles Reade
his scrapbooks" known to everyI and
Ibooy? Is his "Terri'.ile Temptation"
widely read? When the novel first appeared in this country it was published
in Every Saturday, if we are not misabused for its
it was roundly
I taken,
I "coarseness" and Reade was reproached
Iter introducing himseif with his scrapman that kn*w how to get
j books as the
I Sir Charles out of the madhouse. Scrapthings to have in the
J books are good
family if they are indexed. The best
form we know is the old-fashioned "Inwith th>. preparatory lettered
I sotce"
pages for indexing; but this species of
is not always easily obtained
l "invoice"
anyone today keep an "Index
I Does
Rerum." the help to clergymen, authors,
general readers invented many years
•go by the Rev. John Todd? Ed.
I

I

—

!

I

j

i'

—

He

•

j

not

multitudes of

men condemned by

;

r

r

S.

af/

\

.

^ r ?^re

i

a

ttnC
indeed

rrAoTtM^we****
and riverThe veo masonry
the fury and
towns,
n
tow
^
spans, the ^uistm 0
^
'

-

'

h-nrstine:

Wagner.
The author

cymbals

SSK?

he

is

more

inclined to follow

ample of a writer mentioned
proudly
in Blackwood's who
instrument with
It as "that
Theban husbandman lays

the ex-

years ago

desvnbed
which he
bare

inundating
and v olcamcauy
aPpea.';d"To"be-strug g ling to

-^M^e

Sometimes he

0

mtue^

^^preparation

o1

^'"displaced;

Rumor may have done
comhe may have mastered from
Jjellermann
position from Fux to
he

••The

nnflagging
untla

ff'"^

Handeror

receptive, he

lo^-honored

the first
names; he does not. hearing for shout,
work
time an ultra-modern
heard a I
-Epoch-making." But has he eock-sure
with o
tho music ae judges

moving.

A

beside

that not

grained

Such

it.

is

the music of Boro-

music .f RachOn-'the other hand, the
traditional.
maninoff is cautious and
"the old asof
The concertos are full
disloca.tion.
musical
tounding
T*eJ^e

comes amongst ue

i

amiable Short.
very charming and
remarkable thing,
Scriabin has done a
piano all its
he has awakened in the
cries and

it
"fatent animality." Now
now it is cat. serpent,
s n-s like a bird;
a p.anomade
has
He
woman.
flower
and quivering thing
trill, a "luminous
all his
is
flight"
The "gesture of
s likejl
music In the Sth sonata he
gorgeous tropical bird

Pr«^;

-He has

'

disappointment of
the cruel, tne great
-tie n.ia
t'L.
I'D
mort?
j
_ music
™,,ei^ ot
nf m
"
modern
un b lu shingu
'<-

,

become

^

U

commensurabivl
0*e" W
wis Salom4 H
•w th Wilde's drama, opulent Berliner.,
buxom,
"eminently a
of
:

sj
the proprietor
the wife, say, of
a heavy lady a,
large department store;
'perancl
uaemoniscn
g-ooa deai less
have it
verse' than she would like to
when
appear. But there' are moments
heroin.,
strauss's
'one feels as though
of t ie
or
Berliner,
a
even
not
were
upper middle class. There are moments
when she is plainly Kaethl, the waitress
at the Muenchner Hot'brauehaus."
Liszt is magnificent and miserable,
struts
"the great lord of music who
aid capers on the boards of the itinerto
born
ant theatre," though he was
More than
sit among the great ones.
Schumann or Chopin he was aware of
quality.
the piano's proper color and
great,
His influence on the new age was
a
part
yet his music is for the most
monstrous 'decor de theatre.'" Only
thai
artist:
the
completely
once was he

I

-vas in his "Faust"

symphony, esoeclal-

Gna,
And we have missed a" this,

self in the

hevings!

quivering river light.

.

music of Scriabin!
beStravinsky, music has

listening to the

Through
come again

"cubical, lapidary, massive,
In •'Petruchka" at mothe sausages
ments "one can even smellone of John
This reminds
frying."
Taranalytical description of

mechanistic."

Haen

childlike mi
rastir>n%onTuUote.'
"
This man of
Tod und Verklaerung.'
deteriorated
steadily
great promise has
become a bad musician. He is

high

Rosenfeld heard the opera itself? As
in
for the other 13 or 14, did he sojourn
Petrograd or in Moscow?
He condemns Strauss's "Legend of
Joseph" and "Ariadne auf Naxos." Has
he heard the music on the stage? Has
he heard all of "poor" Mahler's nine

f

the vobustness of a

^

The music of

"Coq
koff has Mr. Rosenfeld heard?
He mentions "Tsar
d'Or," no doubt.
has
opera
this
from
suite
Saltan,"
been performed in New York. Has Mr.

:

S

Jf^

Again:
decorativeness."
•There is no score of Rimsky-Korsaoperas and dozen
koff's. no one of his 15
in all its
Byrnphonic works which has,
that mforms a
virtue
mass, the living
Godounon?.' There
Single page of 'Boris
for all the tang and
h, no scbre of his,
orchestration, for
his
luxuriousness of
of bright, strange
all the incrustation
operas, that
stones on the matter of his
certain
has the deep, glowing color of
their
passages of Borodin's work with
Asia
magical evocations of terrestrial
way,
the
(By
and feudal Muscovy."
why "terrestrial Asia"? To distinguish
aerial Asia, or
It from aqueous Asia,
even celestial Asia?)
Rimsky-Korsaof
operas
How many

a

o«

never "the fine.
Richard Strauss was
miartist," but he had
a
nerfect
P fe
^raoteriza
musical
ul ous pow er of
low-uerman n.
1.
Th,i<! he was
brilliant
Eulenspiegel.' courtly and

•

as
of

malaslab of porphyry or

gorgeously

so

works of art
many whole and perfect
undiminished
Tan stand undimmed and

d

'

'

deeply

« Ma

Be^hoven. the harmonius

Rosenfeld spells "Handel

.Mr

k*0«t
"rake, for example, his remarks None
the operas of Rimsky-Korsakotf.
really
is
scores
cf Rimsky-s
Tsar

all its evocaSaltan,' for instance, with
wonder-towtions of magical cities and
impresses one
ers and faery splendor,
theatrical scenery
little more than

S

SVLal^evT^

matters not

of

|

m

fnjustice;

is

maturing

day than our own
who exnrcss another
inventive power of a

Btyle.

Marpurg to Dr. Hull; it
he
fa a good listener;
does not stand in awe

^

of

^has^ed-m^he^aa
the

;

"high, visionary
he had "ved in some sweep of cenptace overlooking the
pages,
"
Then follow sonorous
turies
the com
with this tribute to
some
But
poser of a few fragments. eastern city,
an
ttmes amid the ruins of

composer

IL%£

tides

«

n

the

:

the eternal beauty

di

'

breast of our great mother.
Mr. Rosenfeld
It has been said that
that he rehas not made music a study
with the
fuses to become acquainted
on the
technical side of composition
harmony
of
ground that a knowledge
might^warp
Counterpoint, orchestration
nis Uterary
his judgment and cramp
him an

1^1^

on he waves of the
aphrodisiac swell of the
voices, on the
herself, with
sea, the white Anadyomene
and na.ds apher gSaxv of tritons once more.
nroached earth's shores
P
of Borodin » a
Mdtotam the music
destiny in the book
reading of Russia's
"The composer wrote as if

chite

a otrange book.
hints.
alternately screams and subtly
Asiatic.
The brilliance of his 6*yl« is
but
calls a spade a spade:

"Siren^

of her oast

fe

a

'

d

^rnSSity.
rising,

sign
the
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on ft "fng.
^t^S
of the poem
=-orind ^"ifis
sinking
filing,
glamorous femm ne
T"

^paWT'oT^eilaruiumPh."
Paean u
nrys
America,
n
nent -

originally print-

is

Debussy

!

Sibelius, Strauss, Stravinsky.

This

life.

profoundly mttu
that Ravel has been
enced" by Borodin.
ne as
P e »«
in
felt
"Boris Godounoff" is

,fe

t T lic.

^lioerar^
U rfinds S Wagner's music the
H
^the ^h ce^ury

of
'"Musical Portrait's: Interpretations
Paul RosenCO Modern Composers," by
Era.ce &
feld, is published by Harcourt.
Howe of New York. "Some of the ma-

£

-

Schoenbe.rg.

daily

in

^

— '„~batttog
apeech.
f*J*Z
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„==av
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£w

tky-Korsakoff,
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.

trembi:, s
g
low, treniui.j
articulate and broken."

Scriabin,

^

.

vmg

reiving for its
of the
contribution and activity
may well be dishearer, his statement
nor dc we find
cussed it not disputed;

I

stein

1

the
°,i
Mr. Rosenfeld says that
and >nUma te
the latter two -is ;«"ubUe
significance largely cm

J.

book was
the Dial,
ed in the form of articles in
Seven Arts."
the New Republic and the
Berioiz,
The composers interpreted are
Fraitck, Usrt.
Bloch. Borodin, Debussy,
Mahler, Moussorg»ky. OmLoerfler,.
Rachm?ninoff. Ravel, Reger, Rim-

^

criti-

the
Mr. Rosenfeld forces

Boston.

terial of this

the norma,

is

itv

professional critics
cism"? -Not as some
would not the
understand the word, but
compariman-in-the-street. reading tho
the music
how
son? form an idea of

ToToften

and after

'

the book
of Russian"peasant art.
charmingly that the parfa executed so
Chllthe
do
as
ents find it as amusing
Is

born,

subsequent eulogy he
that are at var
ture3 of Debussy's art
»" e *.no na l
ance with what may he
£
and Ravel

te^sly and humorouslyIndeed

this

was

it

f

in the

"But

«pen

the

release
returned upon us like a
our^own

o
illustrations are
and wonsunflowers and golden cocks
Iboisfashioned
drous sprirfrtime birds,
manner

be done in English?"

Advantageous Scrapping
As the World Wags.
I venture to suggest a new subject,
the making of scrapbooks. To the present generation this topic may seem
somewhat out of date, but to some persons it has a peculiar fascination and
many 'famous men have attested its

in us before

?n7

say.

m

'

stones
Urge and impossible border-fancies

^"'"you

1

tne
tbo

e
1.aria,

instructing a
mg his precious time
tew amateurs."
"our ° wn
Is Debussy's music
as s no other
proper to us. in bur day,
yes; 'for it uvea
Mr. Rosenfeld says
birth

«

Mac with a woman's name, and why
must

i

costumes, delightfully

Money grants to the crown
supplies.
before his time were spent as the crown
pleased.
Sixty years later Robert Walpole made
Downing street synonymous with the
government of tha day. II was never a

for

m

j

queens ar- set
they represent ktx gs r.nd
pomp and glitin tne midst of a fabulous
incrusted with
ter even wear crowns
Framing

the treasury, originated appropriation of

'

,

Praising Cesar Franck
of
imagination
musical
Rosenfeld Is sarcastic at

^

See

Samuel Pcpys state that Downcredit.
ing, who became the first secretary of

Macauleys

to

in
the ""Garden Scene"

them al a
haps the most brilliant of
crude and joypicture book illumined in
greens,
apple
ous colors-bright reds
an
golden oranges and y ello
?nt !^
and lantasj.
cuted with genuine verve
pictures
The personages in the
shimmering
axe arrayed in bizarre and

Downing" became a proverb in New
England for a double-faced man who
But Sir George
betrayed his trust.
Downing, for ho afterward was created
a baronet) .has higher services to his

-

^™°
freem„

.

game, in which he excelled, and gained
the good graces of Charles II, who gave
him the land in Whitehall on which he
built his street. "To be a regular George

Och: Ovhonc!
In "The Poets and Poetry of Munster" (fourth edition. Dublin) there Is a
foot not to this stanza: "For an account
Of the monstrous exaggerations to which
the boasted defence of Deny has been
Indebted for so much unmerited celebehjr. see, O'Gallaghans 'Green Book. p.
Is

Mellsande by
idea of the or
tho piano; not even an
Vendl to the
cheslrai effect gained by
and Sparafurrst meeting of Kl^letto
Judge whether
die. Nor can the pianist
(
stage
on the
the muslo and the situation
aro indissolubly wedded.
whether Mr RoYet. what matters it
of
sonf eld has not heard ail
has
'h^ rd enough
he
Korsakoff's operas;
one of the gay
of his music to liken It to
It is per
picture books for children.

oT "Pelleas and

double

the

played

'^•IT

can

earl of Carlisle. Downing
at The Hague Just before

Restoration,

the woi

WS^-^s

as

.

wm

the feowie

1^1

Throush you

ne may know these operas
voice. Trantranscription for piano and
ore ml rt endscriptions of modern works
skilled mus clan
ing, insufficient. Even a
gain only a slight idea of

that

st

ir
•

Then rumor has done him an
Or
he is an accomplished score-reader.
from the

corner a hundred years ago
Mood a tavern, bearing tin unusual sign
The house
01 "The Cat and Bagpiper."
and slgm have gone but the. symbol remains. Even today It happens that the
piper pipes* as the cat Jumps.
The man who built Downing street sot
This
his education In America.
George Downing (lti^l-16S4). . son of an
English barrister, who, when the boy
was in, emigrated to Salem. Mass. George
went to Harvard University, of which
he was, the second graduate. He returned to England by way of the West
Indies during the Commonwealth, dabbled In the Journalism of the day und entered Parliament, representing at different times Edinburgh, Carlisle and Morpeth.
He married a sister of Charles,

the l>iiah'puppy' Robert

s for

that he has studied the
symphonies
scores of theso operas and
injustice:

Ho might say

As the Journalist on his way back to
fleet street turns out of Downing street
Into Whltohall, let him remomber that

whUh

!

low ning Street

As the World Watts:

48

,

Phoenix's
great
box's
,

symphomc-ode,

The

passage vividly repPlains." in which a
pork and the reresents the cooking of
gnd.ron?moval of the pan-or was it

photograph
lTe'ger's music recalls the
the
catalogue
on the cover of his "something that
photograph that shows
myopic beetle with
is like a swollen,
expression crouchthick lips and sullen
He real zed
ing on an organ bench."
emptying the
failure, and took to

hil
drowned him.
vats of beer that finally
speak in
Mahler was unwilling to
his own
music as a Jew. Afraid of voices of
spoke through the

iXm

he

other'

men.

Thus he accepted sterility,
impotence, but the music of
racial.
Bloch is proudly and effectively
earth .Jtoeft
"
his art. we feel the
the East
turning toward the light of
their race in
Jews before him had denied
resembles
jargon
music. Mendelssohn's
Rubinstein gloved himself in a

banalitv.

Yidd'sh;
tried to inprettv salon style; Mahler
lying on
tone ""Ave Maria"; Goldmarh
Orient
couches amid cushions, sniffed
through
perfumes in scent- bottles, and
of
smell
the
the Sabaean odors drifted
Schoenberg is the
Viennese cookery.
music.
"troubling presence" of modern
sallow skull lowers over It
.

"His vast,
like a sort of North Cape."

With him

art.
enter the arctic zone of musical
Norseman, if
Sibelius, essentially the
accomplishments
for all his personal
and aii
his culture, the Finnish peasant,
a
Loeffler.
music.
blows through his

we

—

'

|
1

No Ion?;.-:- when applied, do
they leave an exquisitely smooth surface, no longer are they procurable in
their former delicate gradations of tint
virtues.

I

1

he teaches

Written "A pagan poem,"
jhoristers to sing Gregorian chants. For
KMedford," Mr. Rosenfeld. read "MedMedford, in happier days, was
|leld."
Uie home of New England rum.
As for Omstein, he is "a mirror held
up to the world of the modern city."
This leads Mr. Rosanfeld to wax eloquent in the Zolaesque manner over
New York, but Zola would never have
thought of gray and black souls and
«ongs blooming in the "blind air," opening their "velvet petals." their "lustrous,
In many of Omstein's
soft corallas."
works there passes the haggard, shroudRussian Jew, or litt.le
the
ed figure of
old Ghetto mothers are heard; ai^d there
are accents like the savage and woeful
"VVe
language of the Old Testament.
ore surprised to find that Mr. Rosenfeld
street
of
the
aays in common language
that Ornstein's recent works "represent
a slump."
As v.- e read this exciting volume we see
Mr. Rosenfeld at work, his hair dishevelled, his eyes wildly rolling: steam
comtf from his shoe?. There are cooling
pages of brographic notes as an appendix.

!

sub-tint, and like whatever else Is
for sale, they, though of inferior qualfority, are of much higher price than

and

'

comedians came from Germany. How is
it today?
F<ed E. W'eatherly, who wrote many
graceful verses for Molloy, "Stephen
Adams" and other musicians, asked by
a woman if it was true that he wrote
"Nancy Lee" at sea, answered: "Oh,
bowI wrote it sitting astride a
yes.
billows,
sprit, bounding over the briny
paper.''
pad
of
with a fountain pen and a
"Really?" said the woman. "Yes, very
nearly," was the answer. Mr. Weatherold and
ly's first song, "When we are

few people

out

1

.

pointJhead, near Bristol, and his mother
out the ship that was bringing home
Crithe
from
Raglan
jthe body of Lord
little
ilmea. And a few years later that
known
boy. grown up, wrote the well

in his and John Salano's "The Royal
Visitor," their adaptation of "Le Rol."
The London Times said of the applauding crowd at Vesta Tilley's farewell:

"There must have been few people

did not feel that they had lost the
best -looking, the most entertaining and
the most manly young man nf their ac-

who

quaintance."

George B. McLellan purposes to bring
out in London next fall "Up In Maoel's
Room," ".Mary's Ankle" and "Parlor,
Bedroom and Bath."
The title of Lady lever's new play,
"Brown Sugar," la symbolical, indicating that what brown sugar

to refined,
In society Is to
Is

the democratic element
the uristo racy. This, being interpreted,
means that there is a fuss because a
sprig of the nobility v/ishe.i to marry a
girl in the second row of a musical
comedy chorus. Probably the girl Is a
sweet thing, kind to hor m-m-muther.
In "The Advocate," by Beatrice HeronMaxwell, a suppo.-edly dead business
man sends a telepathic message to a
"Green lights
society youni? woman.
and he appears lr, the doorway."
Tho London critics "slated" Philip
Mocller's "Madame Sand" and protested
against the turning of a genius Into a

fan leal figure.
The Daily Telegraph
Urges Mr. Moeller to go on by giving
stage versions of the lives and characters of George
Eliot
and Charlotte
Bronte.
Peeing a revival In London of "My
Lady's Dress ," the T'.mes's critic comDins the typical evening gown In the
first production with that of tho present revival. "The dimensions have apparently dwindled almost to vanishing
point.
Perhaps at the next revival the
dress will have altogether ceased to be
a fart and become a mere rhetorical expression. As It Is, In tho 'show room"
scene last night (June 8), the mannequins displayed as much back as gown."
When Mine. Pavlova said farewell at
Drury Lane (June 5) only for a week
HwTa was "the wild, hilarious joy of
complete apprcciativeness, a glorious
and English tribute to one whom our
public hns taken to its heart."
"Les Mllle et Une Nfults" disappointed
In Paris.
"The new production is sc
French that It Is hardly Parisian; at
the principal people look French, ant
tluy look French after the mode oi
A. D. 1920. I never aaw less atmosphere in any 'costume' production. The
play itself Is a philosophic essay, am;
1

—

Scheherazade tells all her stories oft
the stage, but talks like a mountainous
prig when she is on it. If she kept the
Sultan awake to tell him some of her
portentous views on life and morality,
I believe ho would never wait till dawn
to have her beheaded.
It Is true that
she does It in a voice of gold, and with
an elocution which Mine. Andree Megard seems to have enriched and deepened in the last year." Gemler, having
failed with "Les Mille et Une Nuits."
brings out "The Admirable Crlchton"
in French.
At the Folies-Bergeres a
dancer, Ladrn de Santelmo, is praised
"because she has In a high degree that
austere romance which Is typical of
Bpain of the Spain unknown to Europe generally."

—

We

have always been accustomed

to

seo ou our theatre programs the names
of those who have supplied the (generally charming) gowns of the leading
lady and her friends, but hitherto the
garments of the male characters have
Xor the most part been taken for granted. In these days of sex equality are we
going to remedy this injustice?
The
question Is suggested by the perusal of
the bill of a revue at a suburban theatre,
which, after the announcement
"Ladies' Dresses by Blank," adds "Gentlemen's Attire by Dash."— London Dally
Chronicle.
A. year ago the Daily Chronicle had
to say about the grease-paint box:
joints

have

lost their

ante-bellum

one of whom is
Hindoo.
"Cvnthia Goode

on a winter

girls

the

English,

"The Immigrant." It is a production
that will delight the Chaplinophiles and
desolate the Chaplinophobes. One must
either worship Mr. Chaplin or hate him,
because those who are not for him are
most certainly against him. In this film
he is at his best or worst. One of his
great attractions Is the fact that he extracts his humor from the facts of everyday life. He does not ask for motor
cars to crash through houses or for
water to pour through ceilings. He just
passes everyday actions through his own
particular mould, and offers the audience
He plays
the result. He is seasick.
cards. He eats his lunch. He falls in
None of these are actions that
love.
would be suspected to be peculiarly humorous; bnt the result Is almost irre-

beauty from life. If she flung her arm
up even once In a Cynthia Goode gesture
seem alit would be a shock, it would
most indecent. When she is dancing the
dance of a ghost tortured In hell, she
can convey to us the torture and the
appeal, and our minds are satisfied, our
that
everything
roused;
admiration
separates us from the lower animals Is
that
everything
and
evoked by Dourga.
allies us to trees and wind is evoked by
Cynthia Goode. The two of them really
Immediate
sufficiently
a
constitute
claim on our gratitude for us to feel
sorry rather than angry at the general philosophico-hlstorlco- West bourne grovelco atmosphere of this long-exIt goes across the
pected production.
channel In a few weeks. Be kind to It.
It is the mistake of a man of genius,
and such men are rare enough to be
allowed their mistakes."

-

in which
we could distinguish players as we do

watches, without prejudice; we bear no
grudge against a wrist-watch because It
not a best Geneva, nor against a
is
Waterbury because it is not a gold re-

I

peater.

"Miss Hess's art Is comparable to the
wrist-watch; it is accurate within assignable M-nits, neat, handy, unobtruShe Is at tho top of the wristsive.
v/atch class, and should have all the
Her playing is
credit for being there.
there to please, not to define or interpret. Those who have been brought up

In fact.

"Miss d'Aranyl's fiddling, on the other
hand, is of the gold-repeater class— the
best that money can buy.
There is
nothing she cannot do on her fiddle, and
all the Jolly things she does come to one
through a sort of golden haze of an insistent personality that enhances their
worth. There were some glorious moments in the *Chaconne,' things that recalled all that is finest in music— 'I have
been here before
but Just when
at that swallow's soar your neck turned
.

so,

some

veil

did

.

.

fall."

The Brahms

Sonata was not on the same
did not give him time. There
for

Brahms— broaden,

1

-

.

{

j

gar." Borodin's symphony (probably the
second one) and Scriabin's "Poem of
Ecstasy" aroused indescribable enthusiasm. "After the Scriabin work many
members of the audience showed their
delight
by whistling through their
teeth."

A volume of Jugoslav folksongs, "Jugoslovenske Varodne Pesme," has been
published in London by C. P. Manojlovitch. The editor has revised the harmonies. "This- he has done in the rich,
somewhat grandiose, and always nermanner affected by Korbay in his
famous "Hungarian Melodies.' a free
non-modal treatment which gives to this
volume, as it did to Korbay's. a vitality

vous,

own national collections so oftenThe interval of the augmented
second occurs frequently in the tunes,
which in character fluctuate from the
extremity of grief to the extremity of
joy or passion. Many of them are but
fragments ending on the super-tonic
which the editor almost invariably harmonizes on a dominant chord and leaves
French translations or adaptathere,
tions; have been made by Austin de
Croye, and English by Mrs. Rosa Newlack.

The fact remains that Mr. Chaplin is
once again being worshipped by the mulThere are many people to whom
he Is an unpleasant phenomenon. There
are very few who have not at least
heard his name. A prominent judge in-

j

Moussorgsky, Scriabin, Dellus, Vaughan
Bantock, Vaughan Williams
and others. Then there, was Cyril Jenkins, who has achieved "the pretty
nearly impossible task of making music
that is democratic without being vul-

our

broaden, broaden."

'

Thomals,

level.

She
one rule

j

j

in

the

-

endeavoring to understand the play.
"Yet the music is ndt only beautiful in
itself, but does supply the explanation
needed as a comment on the play to
those who can hring an imaginative
sympathy to the hearing of it. Dalna
Lis a shadow, Eochaidh a dreamer whose
Lway fls barred by the shadow, which,
And
'while it lures him, mocks him.
Etain is of the faery folk who dwell in
ithe light, and who, though drawn for
|a time to Eochaidh, must eventually re-

turn to the light. If all this is yague
[and visionary, and it certainly is, that
is the opportunity ror music which is
visionary without being vague. Indeed,

|

psychology at the University of Glasgow, has written a book entitled "The
Foundations of Music," published by the
Cambridge University Press. Dr. Watt
attempts to reOuce music to the terms of
an exact science Thus he defines melody as "a special phenomenon of motion
or passage between two tones that appear before a mind In successive moments separated from one another by a
certain Interval of time, which may vary
in size within certain limits under various conditions." He gives further information: "The successive tones must not
be so different (in loudness and blend)
from one another as to appear to come
from different sources and so to suggest
an objective independence of one another. That circumstance Is unfavorable
to melodic connection." Harmony Is the
"perpendicular complement to the horiTo Dr.
zontal functions of melody."
Watt ultra-modern harmony must be the
"slantlndicular" complement. Melodies
that are not thematic may have as little
form as there is in the motion of a fly.
Fortunately, the price of the book Is 18
shillings, which, with the import duty
added, will prevent this learned man
from perplexing honest musicians In
Boston eager to compose, and disregarding "paraphony."
The Welsh musical festival -proved

is

The World's Jester

titude.

I

no wed-

Ho! there's no fighting

satisfactory for several reasons, the
jbeauty of the music pleased even those

that there was Interest In the most modern works, orchestral and choral, rather
than in the "Messlah."""i51IJah" and the
The
old and- well worn symphonies.
programs included music by Borodin,
j

me.

But they say a maid has deceived her man
(Tell me. tell me) Ho! there a maiden
Has deceived her man, heigho in the town.
The book is adorned with an uncanny
frontispiece drawn by the famous sculptor Mestrovic."
"Puccini's climaxes ('Manon Lescaut')
are nothing if they are not paroxysms,
and if you can throw yourself hearti'.y
into the spirit of them, often very fine
ones.
The best music comes, as it
should, at the end, where all that the
singer could say has already been said
and there is nothing left for the actors
The music of the
to do but to die.
fourth act is one long sob, and a sob is
not a beautiful thing; but it takes its
ipoint from the melodic and orchestral
inventiveness of the preaching acts, a
'thing one cannot say quite so emphatically of Mimi's death."
Although the performance of Rutland
|Boughton's "Immortal Hour" by the
Glastonbury Players in London was un-

Melody Solemnly Defined, with
Various Notes About Music
Henry J. Watt, D. Phil.. lecturer on

"There ought to be some way

tell

there)

sistible-— London Times.

Wrist- Watches and Repeaters
See how the critic of the London Times
treated Jelly d'Aranyl, fiddler, and Myra

me,

There's no wedding feast heigho
town.

—

radical for their comprehension. Dourga
they can understand better. She is a
every
little thing in pale bronze, and
movement she makes is the result of a
few thousand years of careful study by a
thoughtful race of how to extract

on the "CarnavaT missed things they expected to hear and heard what Schumann did not write; and what was accua' e was not always distinct. It was a
scries of cameos— pieces taken out of a
long story for their intrinsic merits, and
by a little distortion and manipulation
of detail framed into isolated pictures.
She ha3 a gracefulness of touch that
covers a multitude of
that covers
more peccadilloes than she committed.

—there's

(Tell

Now, on the
it.
contrary, the jester is maintained at
the expense of the masses. Mr. Chaplin
is the world's jester.
Many people will already have seen

is one of those boywhich our island pro-

characteristic

There's no fighting there
ding feast

themselves to laugh

other

is

the

I

days the leaders of culture encouraged
comedians, and the multitude had only

ishly slim
short
duces. She has a -hock of wild,
she
red hair and a brilliant smile, and
cannot
One
fey.
were
dances as if she
watch the creature without rememberFate
ing that this life is good— and that
An autumn
Is waiting round the comer.
and
leaf in the torment of wind, flinging
dashing its gold through the grey wood,
and
puzzled
are
French
The
is like her.
attracted by her, as highly civilized betoo
paganism
ings must always be by a

Hess, pianist.

educational advantages, and then

the 20th century.
It is very odd to notice how thoroughly
cc medians are despised in these enlightened days. They make more money and
at the same time are less respected than
ever before. The paradox is rather startling. The court jester did not make very
much money, but he Was a very highly
respected functionary. The court— not
that of a judge who had never seen a
film— but that of the reigning monarchused to laugh at his antics without giving a thougb^to the question of whether
he was artistic or educational. He wouldprobably have created the joke of the
court season if. following the example of
the cinematograph, he had suddenly
risen and said that he was going to give
an educational performance. In those

Two Dancers
The Paris correspondent of the London
consoling features in
when that comedy will be per- Times finds two
London next fall. Sir Her- "Des Mille et Une Nuits"; two dancers,
i.i

Tree purposed to play the part.
Apropos of Mr. Ditrichstein, George
«rossmiih will take the part of the King

its

comic genius who/ has appeared during

J

bert

who could

their theories are upset by the bounding
on to the screen of this quaint figure of
fun. Mr.Chaplin is a comedian. Therefore he is vulgar. That seems to be the
reasoning-, and that is the opinion of
maxiy with regard to one who, whatever
his merits or demerits, is the greatest

Maurice Moscovitch will take the part
(Aayed by Mr. Ditrichstein in "The Grea'.
••

these days

claim. Those who have
been converted to the cinematograph
excuse their fall from grace by pointing

ed

'55

in

The following

concentrated drama of these
songs— this one to a remarkable slow
tune in a seven-note scale:
What news in the town, what news In the
town?
(Tell me. tell me.
Ho what's the news
from town?)
What news from the town, heigho what's
the news?
of

make such a

Igray." was written in 186S. "He likes to
Whink that 'The Little Midshipmite' was
teally begun in 1855. when, as a little
Portisboy. he sat under the battery at

"Twas

51
march

of the bench, there are probably very

merly." In the days before the world
war the grease paints used by English

Json-5 beginning
night." "

Notes About Comedians and
Plays New and Old

formed the world the otheT day" uui in
had never seen a film, but the general
Impression seemed to be that the loss
was on his side. Apart from members

I

I

I

|

!

is the definiteness of Mr. Houghton's
musical vision which has always attractHe has the power which only
ed us.
It

the real composers have of

summing up

a character, a situation, or idea in a
strong line of melody. The tunes themselves

haunt one. and their weaving tois always purpose-

gether in the score
ful."

Busonl: "He played with It (Mozart's
C minor Concerto) like a cat with a
mouse who should afterward relent and
let the mouse escape after a good fright.

We found ourselves listening to, and
laughing witli, Busoni much and attending to Mozart little."
"She
Mozart's "Vol che sapete":
(Stella Powers, an Australian) took it
at a brisk pace— most people make it
too funereal, as if love were a woebegone affair, the very last thing any
of Cherublni's light-hearted fancies ever
were. It was not that the pace was actually fast, but the rhythm was so
assured that it seemed faster than It
really was."
Alfred Cortot: "We wish we could like
M. Cortot's playing more, because we
are sure it is very likable, and that, as
a matter of fact, a great many people
do like it, including good judges. It is
enormously brilliant, as hard as a diamond, and with the fearful symmetry
cf Blake's tiger. And this is excellent
when applied to Ravel's 'Gaspard de la
Nuit,' who stakes his all on 1'art de bien
dire, who passes like the whirlwind or
the humming bird, and behind whom
tho air closes again— whose gorgeous
palaces leave not a wrack behind. But
does It suit the Olympus of Beethoven,
or even the Helicon of Chopin, which
breaks down in cliffs to the sea, where
the moonsilver'd inlets send far their
light voice up the still vale of Thisbe?
The Etna of the 'Revolutionary* THiiflo
yes; but isn't Pachmann's idea of those
velvety G flats truer; and do we want
quite so much dragging out of the inner
parts in the C major and the A flat (Op.
25. D— isn't what Moiseivitch does just
about right? Still, the brilliance is in
itself an 'absolute good' and there are
few enough of those in the world."
If we say that the Flonzaley quartet
is
conspicuous for the silky purity of
its
harmony, there is no implication
that it has not ull the other virtues as
well.
London Times.
Mme. 1'avlova has brought out In London "Pulcinella," an opera-ballet, music
by Klravinskl after the manner of Per-

—

golese;

also

"Astuce Feminine." music

by Cimarosa. recitatives after his manner, orchestration by Resphlgi.
"La Traviata": Beauty is a much
rarer thing and much harder to get
than we are apt to suppose, and when
it comes we seldom think of calling it
beauty. In opera, which is ono of the
places in which we look for it, we wade
through hours and evenings aware
merely that we are in the presence of
acting which does not represent life,
and of singing which has little music
in it, and yet that if they could coalesce
and make one thing we could believe

That happened on Saturday
in both.
night, when Graziella Pareto played and
san VUfletteIt did not seem like
"beauty" at the time; we seemed simply

1

V^^ible

to put
Jininc room,
thus save
he hal in a pocket T^nd
did ho
the tip for Checking it. Thus
make sport for paragraphers, who,
no doubt, envied him his courage.
Tho International Federation of
.

dAeo

*9

nil

some" such environment?.
comparatively simple and 1nto have each commu,,, ,n,. r
provide it few presidential birthIn

a

!>'

1

.:

nity

It

,

primitive
places of logs or of some other
to apstyle of architecture calculated
average cltlien." In their
peal to the
decas
serve
idle moments those might
until
orations for the ptfbllc parks, but
such time as one or another had managed through/ some fortunate political
of
accident to .dcqulre the distinction
been * presidential birthplace,
I having
the
Into
land by dint of this had passed
class, any one of them might
1 emeritus
engaged at a moderate tariff by intending presidential mothers to safe••uard the future political chances of

f

GATTLORD QUI5X.

(their offspring.
IA0)inq irlhl> by degrees In l n
tie which Is o( linUhoa ex|

Verdi

nppenr

Boston.

"Canting" and "Nichiwamaky"

as

i;aliad

H-engfc's
mid
"UrjnzJ
a remarkably well trahiet]

the

World Wags

am moved "by

.'*

j

your interest

in

un-

winds and phrases to give a brief
ount of my maternal grandmother,

h hoHls a seNes of striking
Mrlkliuj
effect
concludes

lal

tired of life at the ripe age of 9«
d appropriately crowned a life of conlerable originality by tho act of leavcatalogued
; it by none of the routes
merely dying when in
the faculty
she had lived
r exc-llent judgment

the

«

—

.

<

"Ueddy.
Kneeland blr0
Blacksmith. 69 & 71
cents and *1.W.
Boston. Lodgings. W
The card was printAll. Turner. Clerk.Hy the
street.
©d by Daniels. V. Khot

which

War.-;

lg enough.
t

Markham

j

appears
front, discloses what
a high collar.
to be n fancy w.i>.-> w sh
standing,
.'
and.
>.
V
She sports
nour.

<

down approvingly on Reddy's

looks

n

'.

chapeU

•

A

•

,:-.'

t

•

•"

an'""

"'
1

•

alto a sheet of
In
water crossed by a graceful bridge. also
of a boa.t
sort
some
the distance is
ground."
or at least, •sonic rising

iBMk

"of

h. r arc

tree.-,

;

& hill
Can any' one

us about Reddy, when
the nature
I he nourished, and what was
Hot his lodging- ho isc'.'
tell

1

LOUIS MAYME.

Inverted Senses
|

on board n capable attorney to Instruct
the driver as to the legal Intricacies of
one-way streets, permissible turns and
generally to safeguard one's rights In
the present tangle of allowed and unallowed matters.
The latest edict regarding turns giving thf right of way to the car to the
right answers very nicely so long as it
is a matter of two cars; with throe it
becomes complicated and with four the
plan hrcaks down altogether, as is
naivelv confessed In the final instructions that the parties in such a fourhnnded conflict are to use their "discretion" what, as a matter of course,
they should have been asked to do in

—

the

In our litUe village not far from the
Connecticut river this "caming bag" was
Kd.
generally known as a reticule.

read that giraffes in the London
gunZoo took no notice of a terrific
powder explosion in a barge, but the
creep
keeper said that if he were to
stockings at
alone the gallery in his
almost to
night they would be scared

We

—

first

place.

suppose, all but impossible for
present quasipedagogic theory of
to see that, given a reason-

Jt is, I

the

government

ably intelligent and well-meaning public, small details of daily life like these
can safely be left to this same discreBiit it is undoubtedly true that
tion.
The only accidents that T
this is so.
have ever' suffered in many years of
driving have all been in the crush of an
.arbitrarily controlled traffic where the
intelligence of my own and other drivers
was for the moment superseded by the
of an
or whims
merely academic
officer of the law.
'

abolish tips

of $50 a week. Various
reasons are given for this change of
falling
heart; chief amonn them, the
down of the tipping system by rear
son of prohibition and the consequent absence of extravagant genthe
erosity and also on account of

mum wage

high cost of living. This reason has
force. As the newly rich delight in paying high prices for thejewelry
atre seats, buy recklessly in
little

shops unvisited.by them before the
war, patronize tailors that charge
$150 for a business w»it and wear
went
silk shirts when they formeriy
without collars, so they will splurge
win the favorit in restaurants, to
to
able attention of the waiter and
imprete sobsr-minded persons at a
neighboring table. When it comes to
the hat extortion, they give a quarthey
ter or a 50-cent piece, when
formerly grumbled over 10 cents;
it with an air.
Whatever waiters may resolve in
solemn conclave, however landlords
may assert or command, tipping will

they give

•

not go out of fashion, as long as
there are

Preserved Fish
As the World Wags:
I was surprised to discover in your
column a notice of Preserved Fish and
think perhaps you would be interested
in the traditional origin of the name.
According to the story that has come

even the thrifty man, pleased by
service,
courteous
and
prompt

in our family, the name was first
borne hy a -toabe, the only living person
rescued from a shipwreck very early in
the history of New England. There was

down

wishes to show his 'appreciation.
Unfortunately for him, the scale of
10 cents to the dollar is now regarded as mean and contemptible- by
snobs; and a waiter can be a pro-

the babe's identity so the
Puritan fathers with true piety named
to

him Preserved and with grim humor.
Pish, because he had lived so long in
the water— the story goes that the babe
The
floated ^shore after many hours.

.

•

1

)

I

.

[

.

.

that, dis-

make an outward show of their prosAdd to them, the naturally
perity.
timid. And there are instances when

digious snob, worthy of figuring in a

supplement

.

MARNA

'

I

to

Thackeray's immortal

book.
journalist, apparently well in-

A

'

.

men and women

regarding the value of money or ignorant of the value, are determined to

family were evidently proud of the cognomen because Preserved came down
through many generations as a family
have hear.l seme with deep sighs lament
I
name. ... I have a letter written to
nianv
others with as
the lost lines of CIcoWX
my great grandmother Ruth (she lived
death.
groans deolore the combustion of the library oi
be
there
to be 91 years old and died I think in
think
part
I
in
Alexandria: for- my own
This statement led a deep thinker
melancholy
'Tis not a
1857) in 1SJ0 hy John Sherman of Portsto« many in the world
have
better
Uttnftin of my own, but the desire of
jLondon to ask if some animals
mouth, R. I., a cousin of Gideon Corears
heads that there were a general Synod, not
nell Sherman, in which he says:
"I
an inverted -receiver" in their
of reuto unite the incompatible difference
inverted
an
also
is
rehave this day been to the Shi-ieve Shore
and whether there
but, for the benefit of Learning, to
nion
is the hipposolid
There
and
few
smell.
a
in
first,
Island)
with
Silvester
of
lav
at
(Rhode
Wood
it
to
sense
duce It. as
the
and to condemn to the fire tho^e
-Authors;
potamus, nearlv Wind, living among
see my uncle. Preserved Fish, now living
His
millions
of Rhapsodies, begotten
and
swarms
swamps.
tropic
the
at Portsmouth, and I found him in good
nut smells of
judsDnlr to distract and abuse the weaker
far above
health as could be thaut for his ague;
icent is so abnormally keen,
nehts of Scholars, and to maintain the trail"
that he can
and he sent his love to all his couzens
ind mystery of Typograhpers.
•hat of the finest hound,
white man
and all his friends dn that part of the
letect the presence or a
makes a
world. He was born May the 19th, 1713
two miles to windward. He
"Sculduggery"
and
(or 15, it is not clear), and the foreitmlght line for the scent, so true
a
.of
us the meaning
asks
T."
is
"W.
R.
loiters
who
man
the
and Wood traveled to the
I
certain that
noon.
"Sculduggery In
lately read:
phrase
he
Shrieve Shore in the morning where
doomed."
,
word "sculduggery"
uncle now lives and in the afterThe question now comes up— perhaps
The
my
politics."
Augustus will
noon at the funeral of Ruth Cundall,
the bright-eyed young
("skuldugerry," "sculdeddery,") has a
the hipof Joseph Cundall. ... I had
raise his hand and answer: "If
man two curious history. It was originally "a wife
white
•10
popotamus can smell a
my father's side
first Couzens on
smell
he
came
can
that
distance
causes
those
what
at
denote
term to
tallies off
but only four are left, David Sherman,
told
Samuel Baker, Caleb Earl and Mary
a native' African?" Negroes have man under the judgment of an ecclesiastical
I rest at all times a true
court, which respect some breach oti
Chase
US that the natural odor of a white
In this sense the word wasl
chastity."
friend to my country and a hater of
la unpleasant to them.
*
But let us consider the hippopotamus used hy Mrs. Centlivre in YlVi. The
all wickedness, Divils and all.
that
"JOHN SHEARMAN, publican."
word is found with this meaning in
a moment. Is it firmly established
of
behemoth
Midloof
the
"Heart
friend
old
Scott's
Sherman
was.
we do"
Who this John
Sir Walter
he is our
the
i\ hot exactly know— there were many
holy writ? Sanctius argued that
thian."
,,
.
ob-|
families of the Shermans and everyone
behemoth is an ox; Dom Calmet said
The word then came to mean
while grave fathHenley in his essay on
scenity."
had a John.
It was the elephant;
the
RUTH OSBAND.
ers of the church supposed it was
Bums, speaking of the visit to Edinthe
that
there
believed
association
The Rabbins
Ypsilanti, Mich.
devil.
burgh -and the poet's
Lord in the beginning created two behe- with a jovial, roistering crew, says that
moths male and female, the largest he wrote "The Merry Nurses of CaleStill Faithful
He killed and donia" for them; that our fathers
four-footed creatures.
As the World Wags:
enthe
was
"Burns
sculdderlv.
salted the female, to serve as an
loved
How dare you presume to give Melba
tertainment for the elect whenever the best gifted of them all in this respect
a "call-down"?
Messiah comes. The male i3 still living. by virtue of his genius, his turn of
I remember hearing her sing, oh, so
his wonWhen the Messiah appears the Lord will
rriind, his peasanthood, and
divinely, the "Mad Scene" from Lucia
Israelites, who
kill it and give it to the
derful capacity for talk," and Henley
Symphony Hall, and after she had
in
will then "rise from the dead.
mentions McQueen of Braxfield (Stefinished, and people could catch their
Those arguing for the elephant draw venson's Weir of Hermiston), of whom
breaths, a couple of nond^cript feconclusions from Job's de- it was said that he never read anything
I ingenious
males, would-be wai biers from the "sascription and point to the elephant as but sculduddery and law.
%n" of Mme. De Bonshay, possibly,
other quadrupeds in "size,
I excecaing all
In this country the word meant, first,
patronizihgly^and audibly said: "Pretty
mod- malversation
fidelity, docility, address,
of public money; later
I strength,
After a friend of mine had
good."
agility and long life; h
pudi
underground methods in politics.
I rsty
lbdked at them they vanished.
industrious, sagacious and grateful.
the word is used as an adjective
When
1 is
Now, that London critic comes along,
wrote before Charles Reade'
I They
qualifying literary work or conversathe fresh thing, and tries to hand somepublished.
was
I "Jaek-of-all-Trades"
tion it is defined by "obscene."
to that One and Only mistress pf
thing
Keade i.^k a low view of the elephant's
song by saying she sang the words inaccusing him of malice,
1 character
and tries to get the Scotch
correctly,
Road
Joys of the
treachery and cru-lty. Yet it is said
going. I am Scotch masel', an A winna
com- As the World Wags:
that when the holy men of India
thole it. But tell me how you can make
consulted
piled th«ir sacred ;.<n.ks, they
The on* thing that will stand in the
"That ne'er shall be forgot" lhyme
nt. Victor Hugo
Hepac
<>:
tl.wi"dom
I the
with "A wad lay me doon and dee" or
way of an indefinite multiplication of
mentions this fact in his "WillI eiavely
"I'd just as
should the last line be:
Fords to the point where the roads will
scon be shot"? I don't remember ever
present an uninterrupted procession of
seeing it printed according to that
Presidential Babies
these interesting vehicles in both diclitic, and T never sang it so, and all
possibilities
funeral
only
with
rections,
the planets know my voice.
World Wags:
under
that
No "call-downs" for Melba, please.
country where every male citizen of movement is the fact
driving
at
unskilful
of
DONALD THOMSON.
conditions
being
present
theoretical chance of
of traffic it will be
to
well
overcontrol
be
and
South Beaton.
might
it
time President
always
as
take along
certain precautions looking for- soon necessary' to
is
necessary articles of equipment one's
to this contingency. If there
and a trained
doctor
expressed
one's
lawyer,
either
is
ne thing that
Is
nurse. This will leave no room for the
plied in convention oratory, it
so the small
four-seater,
a
Established Nuisance
candidate's
in
family
eat desirability of the
a log cabin, if possi- car will be down and out save for
i been iorn in
Uryan at the
conspicu- bachelors.
I if not that, at least in
,tis S aidthatMr.
Police control of traffic has, of course,
wore ^ith ^tes
humblo circumstances. Would it
conventions
Ameri- greatly increased the danger of motor- twb
e well, then, for patriotic
a soft hat of U#
One never sees a conspicuous mafnlike precaution
xne
riyes to arrange their affairs so ine
.

has

alone,

•

no clue

in New York city
begun a campaign to
and substitute a mini-

25,000

bering

MARSHALL TREDD.

COL.
Boston.

and Restaurant Workers, num-

-Hotel

•

;

i

•

—

—

,

is

•

She has a
opened in

to describe a small
apparatus that she em"going visiting" some-

jyed when
ing between an all-night kit and what
now called a Boston "vanity case,''
ntaining her "work," a spare handrchief or two, her "glasses" and othei
as her "Caming Bag."
atters
And it was her habit to describe a cer.
in state of mind or body, or of both,
at she occasionally experienced by
ying that she felt "nichiwamaky" by
hich it was generally understood that
te was what others call "nervous."
I should be glad to know if these locucommon use by
in
i.ons have been
others. The first I suspect to have been
original with her: as to the latter, she
was brought up as a girl in close association with members of the tribe o£
Narraguagus Indians, who at that time
shared the part of the state of Maine
in which she lived with their white inShe may have picked up the
vaders'.
word from their vocabulary.

h

a picture of Pauline
nne of a Page
'he. c
1"
wnicn,
brilliant short jacket,

side of the text

>r

was her custom

>ce of social

text:

iliu.

"J

K

knowledge of car management,
and now that lawmakers of not conknowledge
and
superior
judgment have begun to take a hand,
surcompetent
one needs not merely a
geon to repair the always imminent
damage to the person, but also to have
nical

spicuously

io

»
Some one. whom we neie
ai \
" I
Itmt to this office a colorei
card
playmg
ment about the size of a
the:

'

exercise of a lilib' brief authority at
and messing thins* up
point
that
through his complete lack ok any tech-

I

formed in the statistics of hotel
management, recently wrote that
while tipping

"only 35 years old

is

is known to have
existed as far back as the days of
James I of England and Louis XIV
in

America,"

it

of France. No doubt
to the ancient Greeks

was known

it

and Romans,
the Babylonians and the Egyp-

to
tians.

When the writer says that
the practice is only 35 years old in
this country, he is sadly in error. At
the hotels of Saratoga Springs and
Newport in the 60's and 70's a guest
fared "poorly if at the beginning of
his sojourn he did not fee the head
waiter for a good table and tip the
waiter for that table weekly and
substantially. This journalist also
it
"Thirty-five years ago
says:
would have been an insult to proffer
a tip to a white man in this country." This leads on to infer that the
journalist was not born before 1885.
It js

true that the practice

was not

so common as it was in European
In England more than
countries.
one learned instructor at Oxford or
Cambridge took a shilling offered 4>y
an American anxious to see the
sights and not knowing the identity

of his amiable guide.
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ma rkes

of silver;
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in

(as if in inai
would eeme to
(might jusuy suspect he
over tn
'magnificent); that would
the
up, supposing
Theatres alter newly set
cor
not serve but to
use pf ahewes would
rupt manners?
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Heavy Drinker

As the World Wags

:

follow-

the
have seen it stated that
the tombstone of
ing was recorded on
"Here lies a man
Darius Hystaspes:
hold a greater
could
one
no
whom
than
^temcnt
I

.Is ">at
was (or where
correct? If eo. where
was Tu |;
Who
the tombstone?
>
the o-aei
taspes? A tombstone in
rl
East Deny, X. II..
« °£
"My glass is rum, but rum
part of the enerror for "run" on the
the
on
Uttering
the
id
hourglass
.ion of an

nu'antity of liQuor."
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that ins
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however, are privileged to sport ivory
But
slivers tipped with silver or sold.
your face is lonesome like if utterly
devoid of the visible exclamation point,

I

Broo
Darius, son of Hystaspes, Was the Persian King that was defeated- by the
Athenians at Marathon in 490 B. C.
(This date and that of the battle of
Waterloo were ground into us at school.
We associate 1492 with Symphony Hall
through the telephone number; 1812
With an overture by Peter Tschaikowsky. )
Hence the yearly Marathon race.
did not know that this Darius was
a two-handed drinker. He was the third
kmg of Persia and the Persians from
the mountains defeating: under Cyrus
the enervated Medea were a hardy lot,
drinking only water. 'Famous toss-pots
are mentioned by Pliny, Athenaens and
that learned philosopher the Rev. Mr.
Wanley in his "Wonders of the Little
World." Thus tho Emperor Maximinus
would drink daily about seven gallons
of wine; Novellius Torquatus put down
three gallons of wine at one draught in
tho presence of the Emperor Tiberius,
who took delight in such performances.
It is said that Hystaspes lived long after
Darius mounted the throne and died by
falling from a rope, for he had been
hoisted up to gain a better view of the.
monument that Darius was building for

which
the

Owen

drink off 20 or 30 glasses

j

should

resemble

Brandy'. Sack, Claret.

j

Expressive Toothpicks
As the World Wags
_
Speaking of toothpicks awl travelling
—west of Chicago and en route for the

I

I

returns

tween his teeth, a shudder of horror
Blithers down the back of those who
Visions of warm, tired
still wait.
oysTfrs, dyspeptic bread, gravel coffee,
and chicken, which, like the prodigal
son's calf, "was a,pct In the family for

and
called

.

and years" before
to supply a feast,

years,

upon

haunts the mind. A toothpick cast abruptly on tho floor, registers shock if deliberbroken between the fingers and
dropped forcibly at varjoui joints while
.

ately

traversing tho length 'of the car, then
ghell shock distinctly . -<d Intermittently ronds the air.
Anything bat tho common, or garden
.

.

.

.

to

poses as a degenerate to gain the favor
of the Duke, his cousin, and rid the
city of him. He represents himself as
a cruel and cynical monster, so that at
last'he mistrusts himself, but he lures
the Due to his room and kills him. In
the opera. Vanni Marcoux as Lorenzaccio "achieved a wonderful tour de force
In giving the illusion of a slight and
frail appearance, when in reality his

physique

gaunt

is

unsuited

(
1

the

to

part."

Memories

of Rejane, the Actress,

Idol of the Paris Stage
"" e

^

London Times of June

16

ihe following article about

The
!>ly

article

was

pub-

Mme.

written pre-

by Mr. Walkley.

When what is best in Paris gathered
about Re.lane last February, and the
cross of the Legion of Honour was
given to her. there were those among
her friends who marked how the flame
that lit her burned (they thought) too
It has died down, and Paris
brilliantly.
Is the darker.
For Rejane. w'th exquisite art upon
the stage, and with a naturalness as
exr.uisite In her daily life, was that
distinct thing among women— a Parislenne. She had the provoking and mutinous charm, the quick responsiveness
to emotion, the veiled tenderness and
the frank, clear-eyed gayety which Paris
womenfolk, and for which
She was Parisianmore than that, she was Montmartroise
—and she whs both with a touch of

!

finds

|

ts

genirs. From the Palais de l'Elysee to
the Place du Tertre she was loved, and
she knew it and gloried in it, and smiled
the little heart-ibreaking smile that was
hers.
She had given royally all her life, and
fitting that in this way she should
They will be talking now
Paris— those who are, so to speak, of <<n

It

was

K

receive.

advanced youth— 0 f the unforgeUt-ole
days of SO years ago, when she was one
of the glories of the old Varietes, of the
triumphant charm and appeal of her

playing in

nay

Cousine."

Maurice Don-

how much

the young auto the cre-

"Ma

will recall

thor of "Lysistrata'"
atrix of the part.
j

owed

There will be a
to tell over again her
marriage to Porel. which took her to
the Odeon. and of the adorable Cathgreater

;

I

in

Paris adores them.

I

solitary from the direction of "last call
dinner," and walks blowly while
viciously crunching a broken stick be-

being

was then necessary

It

vived it. She played Lorenzaccio, and
Lou Tellegen, the Duke. Lorenzaccio
de Medicis, a young man of poetic
temperament and scholarly disposition,

i

M

;

years,

.

|

!
If, however, the silver of wood
held couchant between the teeth, a
depressing sensation Is Instantly registered In the pit of the stomach. Ifitocld
In a slanting position In either corner
the face, a question is Instantly
"of
If the slant be
raised In your mind.
upwards, the question becomes a hopeful
one If the reverse, you fear the worse
and anticipate a "holdup." A happy
family returning from the diner, all
finished off with rampant, buoyant, Wagging toothpicks causes an instant rush
toward the diner and a regular knockabout struggle toward vacant chairs.

.

'

I

,

la

.

presents difficulties for

it

The performance
censor.
was forbidden. "We do not believe that
this work, arranged as it is, fits in theThe debauchery
conditions.
athica-1
and the cruelties of the young Duke of
Florence. Alexander de Medicis. the discussion of the right to assassinate a
ruler whose iniquities and c-'uies cry
aloud for vengeance, the reorder- of the
prince by one of his relations, a type
of brutai degradation, appea. to us a
dangerous spectacle to *e presented to
the public." Did not politics enter into
Did Napoleon III. fear
this refusal?
that his cousin would be thus incited to
similar action? Not till 1896 was an
adaptation of this play seen in public.
Armand Dartois then brought it out at
the Renaissance. The last time the play
was seen in Paris Sarah Bernhardt re-

i

paAenger has

man

a version.
consult the

(

wav^you may

ruddy-faced

j

.

written,

is

drama
performance, but the
tempted certain adapters. La Rounat.
prepared
manager of the Odeon in 1S64,

Stage

'

ahead

rnbtjjsv.

it

in the palace there is feasting,
the blind Demr.doous sing* sonorously.
In the athletic games Ulysses is the viethe
tor. At last he departs, saddened by the
and
"Ark
good pun if the expression
chaste sorrow of Nausicaa at the sept find it
can
I
but
Bible,
the
in
saw" is
Horner's story is somewhat
aration.
Bible?
there. Is that expression in the
modernized. I-oie Fuller arranged the
verse.
and
chapter
If so please give the
dances.
TIMON OF BROOKLIXE.
Andre Rivoirc's "Juliette et Romeo."
the
by
Bible
the
of
Concordance
a version in verse of Shakespeare's
The
tragedy, was produced at the Comedie
justly celebrated Cruden is not now
The translator is said to,
within oui reach. The quotation is not Friucaise.
First Book
have followed as faithfuliy as possible
in the eigflth chapter of the
Unlike
fhe text of "the great Will."
of Moses, called Genesis.— Ed.
French predecessor!-:, he has given due.
and
clown
the
the
puree,
importance
to
1
the apothecary. The Paris correspondent of the Strge says that Rivolre's'
Paris has seen many new plays durtranslation is credltab'e, "although his
ing the last two months. Few of them
verse lacks the passionate youth and
thejn
of
some
were heartily praised;
beauty that we assoc ate with the play.
.
The very dignity of tho productftcited the wonder of even the hardtion at the Comeiiie Franchise is its
ened cvrtics.
chief fault, and once again the age
"Cromedeyre - le Romains's
Jules
and the experience of the actors robbed
that delicate and wonderful love drama
Vieil," a tragedy in five acts and eight
What an
most of its beauty. .
scenes, was produced at the Vieux- p of
odd idea to give Mercutio to a comic
Colombler. The title of the play comes
actor like M. Brunot, and what sn un*rom the name of a village on the sumfortunate novelty is the awakening of
It is inJuliet before Romeo's death and their
Tklt of one of the Cevennes.
"
final operatic duo
habited by descendants of an ancient
"Mademoiselle Pascal." in three acts
race, formerly masters of the country
by a young dramatist. Martial Piechaud,
go to South America. Mile. Pascal opround. They are free from an" foreign
was once betrothed to her cousin.. Her
Each uf<. is ofilr * ceK
Influence.
The
parents opposed the marriage.
the tribal body, is Jealous for the Incousin dies, leaving a son of 20 years.
below
people
The
tegrity of the race.
She takes him to the home of her
parents. He falls in love with a Spanish
are disliked. On the height there are
purposes to wed her and then
woman,
But more
still soothsayers and healers.
go to GouVh America. MUe. Pascal opboys are born there than girls. It may
poses the marriage, and at last tells
be necessary to eo down to the valley;
Paul that he is her son, unknown to
others. Now that she has him and can
to bear away «the most beautiful young
pour out her affection on him, why
women, and so treat them that they
should they separate. If he does not
A
stock.
original
of
the
become as
.abandon his plan, she will go with him.
century before, this was done, and there; ishe tells her story to her parents. They
horrified at the scandal that would
Inre
woman
Is still at Cromedeyre a very old
follow her resolution; she surely would
so captured, but now Imbued with the
'not dishonor herself. And so the mother
spirit of the clan, so that she Is their
jstavs at home and sees her son depart,
"Madame Lebureau," In three acts, by
mouthpiece. The dramatist treats the
opposition of the two primary social con- IMouezy-Eon and Jean Marsale (GymLeopold
ceptions: patriarchal collectivity and In-' Inase), Is a satrlcal comedy.
Idlviduallsm. Andre) Dumas had already' land Slmone are a happy couple. Leopold
In
a canal"
position
the
stone
written a one-act drama of
Swishes to obtain, a
age, "Le Premier Couple," in which (company's office, so his wife thinks it
one clan robs another clan of women lis her duty as a loving spouse to reuntil a man and a captured women Jcelve the attentions of Senator Bonduassert the right of the couple and rebel j val. the manager of the company. She
against women being held In common. j Is Innocent through it all. but Leopold
To teach him a
This highly poetic drama was produced ] shows his Jealousy.
at the Comedle Francalse last Febru- 8 lesson, she accepts an Invitation to sup
Bonduval. While she is away a
ary.
1 with
Martin Pe"L'Etrange Aventuro de
voung woman brings to Leopold the bag
quet," a comedy In three acts, by Pierre
that Slmone had left in a carriage of
Cbaine (Theatre Sarah Bernhardt), is or I the Metro. Leopold, thirsting for re-,
a far different nature. Pequet and his 1 venge. kisses the bearer of the bag and
Wife have no children. One day an un- j Is surprised by his wife. Grand scene!
known comes to honest Pequet, the boon- i Separation and talk of divorce. Simone,
seller, and Informs him. under threat of 1 thanks to Bonduval, is assistant manan action "en recherche de paternltc," | ager in the cenal office. She is beAs happens in
that he had before his marriage adaugh- J trothed to ''"i uval.
ex-husband and
W'fl
ter born to him, whom he has ignored. I farcical co
p'aces in the same
Pequet believes it, though there is no I the Metro frround for the belief, and he forgets 1 office. Love affairs and business matAt last
that this action concerning paternity
teca are hopelessly entangled.
cannot be brought when a man has a
ani her husband are reconciled.
legitimate wife. The alleged daughter Slmone
The senator will console himself with
arrives; she happens to be a pretty little
dressmaker of fine sentiments. "You are the Metro girl.
Gemler brought out at the Theatre Anwithout
my daughter!" exclaims Pequet, moth- toine
an adaptation by Alfred Athls of
even :\ King her to show him her
The
Barrie's .."Admirable Crlchton."
"Ah! You are my father:er's cross.
critics found the play "very
Parisian
she
and
cries the charming Henrlette.
In the main Idea." enlivrushes into Pequet's arms without ask- Anglo-Saxon
ened by piquant details characteristic of
ing a question. Pequet takes her home
and with humorous
manners,
English
a
of
daughter
and passes her off as the
touches, "which, translanted and transfriend. She charms every one, especially
stage, lose In
Parisian
the
ferred to
Pequet's young nephew. When tho fact
iarge part their savor." The Paris cordisclosed,
that she Is not the daughter is
to
respondent of the 'stage wrote that the
she Is so beloved that no one dares
delicate «atlre, the newness and freshthe nephew,
tell her the truth. Marrying
delighted the audience, yet
ness of k
phe will at least be Pequefs niece. M.
by
"nSost of Barrie's whimsical humor was
d'Ouvray. reviewing the play, ends
Athls's translation, and
new
Alfred
"the
lost
in
saying that it will surely please
are
certain passages— such as Crichton's reaudiences." And so. in Parts, there
faces
ferring to Henley as his favorite poet•'new audiences." as in Boston; new
can have no meaning to an audience
in Jewelry
In the theatre, new customers
hatthat Is totally ignorant of Henley as the
shops; also at expensive tailors and
young lord so deliciously snubbed by
te
Femme
This correspondent doubts
Crichton."
Andre Blrabeau wrote "La
(Theawhether the part of the butler has ever
Fatale," a comedy in three acts
been better played than by Gemler. The
feigns to kill
tre des Mathurins). Jean
who is correspondent also commented on the Ighimself for the sake of a woman
norance of the French concerning the
not in love
his mistress, although he Is
com- British drama. "With the exception of
with her. As he does not wish to
l'inero and Shaw, your playwrights are
brings
promise her-she is married-he
even in the literary
woman whom practically unkno.vn of
into the affair Claire, a
Paris. 1 was not
and theatrical world
is rehe does not know. She, a wife,
dress rehearsal of
the
when
at
surprised
his
garded by the world as the cause of
•The Admirable* Critchton.' I was bevirdespair by reason of her Inflexible
sieged with quistions. Every one wanted
retiring
and
simple
a
Claire is
tue.
to know what were Barrie's other plays,
woman, but through newspaper articlesa whether they were highly thought of,
and gossip she becomes a heroine,
and whom one could suggest as a possi"femme fatale." Her husband, naturalble comparison in France. Find a comto be
begins
she
and
Jealous,
grows
ly
panson to Carrie! Not in the wide
kindemotional, furiosity, her native
world, let alone France. Can one find an
pride-for
nesaness of heart, her proper
the Barrleness that 'we
would be equivalent to
she
that
dreamed
not
had
'she
could only reply that Barrie
love?
I
*
*n desperately loved-and her husband
of th* loading British dramnone
was
herim> olor.u hf nhter-t to beinu- called
Jealousy finally lead her to Interest
'

the greater proportion of the toothpicks
are held rampant between tightly gripped
and well exposed teeth, you can careen
toward the diner filled with pleasurable
excitement. If a newspaper held spreadeagle fashion obstructs all space between the window and the chair across
the aisle from the "diner." while the
reader rotates the pick slowly from one
corner of the face to the other, all's
well with the steak, iced tea, nuts,
cake, pickles, cheese and deml-tafise

a

based on Musset's play
(Opera-Comique). Paul Peltier wrote
Comoedia about the plav itself. As

"Lorenzaccio,"
in

I

been "In the diner" or no, is by casually
walking down the aisle of jour car and
If you are a keen
spotting toothpicks.
observer, you can Judge how well the
Pullman Company has provided for
gastronometic pleasures on the trip. If

if

my direction to nod their approval, or
to, kiss their fingers in the air in the
French manner of silent appreciation."
Apropos of Ernest Moret's opera,

J^ater.

.

I

I

:

But

population,

|

He completed the book
hortly before the battle of Actlum.

a- fellow

of

i

on the world?

know whether

President,

j

;

only

increase

if

1

The sepulchre
of one Darius wan made of a white marwhether thLi was
ble, Lapis Corallticus
the tomb of Dnrius Hystasf»rs, we do
not know. By the way, what became of
the little book Mark Antony wrote about
the evil effect of his own drunkenness

the

the'

whereas the good q;ieen says that setting an example is more efficacious
than the framing of encouraging laws.
In the scenes that follow the young
girls sport on the beach after they have
done the washing. Ulysses appears and
favorably received by Nausicaa.
is

I

to Darius.

coast,

for

was

I

Orange at The Hague."

Pacific

favoring

and

),

70 per cent, of his elusive, charm
untranslatable they might jv.dge for

themselves by listening to the play* And
during the second act and the following
the faces of my friends often turned in

'

discovered the Secret of It to PoQ£ I'rban the Eighth at Rome, to Cardinal
Richelieu at Paris, and to the Prince of

To go back

Oklahoma

53

object,

they considered that

about

;

j

it

of

wonder

7

Shaw woum

Mr.

as

British,

Minerva appeared. The kin;.* sermonizes
on the necessity of promulgating laws

...

1

Water, and then immediately discharge it into the Classes again just
as if it ran out of a Fountain; and,
sometimes he would spout out the whole j
Quantity to the Distance of six or seven
Yards.
But what is most surprising,
this man could not only bring up the
Water clear as it went down, but made |
U very different both In Colour and
of

HOME AG AIM.

brought the day's first laugh when he
state
said that "Arkansas is the only
we read
mentioned in the Bible:
of
window
the
opened
'Noah
there that
Ark and saw.'" That was a pretty

of

some Part

followeth

benediction,

proceedings of the national Democratic
convention at San Francisco said that
Gov. Brough of Arkansas, in seconding
Robert L.
tho nomination of Senator

Native of Malta

Roee-Water; another part
White Wine, etc.,
and thus he would till several Glasses
with several Sorts of Liquor at one and
These tricks he
the same Discharge.
He
dtd with most ease when fasting,
made use of no other Means to disi-harge himself of the Liquor lie had
swallowed than the Pressure of his
Hand ifpon Ills breast or Stomach. To
prevent his being suspected of^Magiek.
and to obtain a Licence to travel about
and shew Ins Art, he is, »aid to have

together.
ing or fcr
Paul Vidals wrote the music for "Nausicaa," a legend in three acts by Mme.
Thcmanlys (Theatre des Arts). In an
introduction Alcinous, his que<*n. and
Nausicaa talk about a dream ir, which

Brough as a Paragrammatist
*
As the World Wags:
The Associated Press's report of the

The most imposing drinker to our
knowledge was the man that, swallowing a great deal of water, could throw
it up again at pleasure.
He was

Taste; so that

the

And so

acquaintance come

Cambridge.

hisaown tomb.

A

Ilka
service.

pi in."

two beings who had no reason for lov-

Gov.

We

"Ho would

>eff in tV- "poor voting

—

number

was In "Madame SansGene." This was the part that brought
Paris to her feet, and that she played
erine that she

before all else to London and New
York.
Those who remember her as
Catherine, and who saw her this year In
Paris In "La VIedge Folle," if they had
seen nothing else, would know her for
a great actress.
She left with you, In these and all
her parts, that curious sense of intimacy, of actual touch upon the person
portrayed, which is the final test of great
acting. Behind this power thus to convince, to draw you over the footlights
spiritually to share the scene with her,
was a subtle sensitiveness to emotion, a
ange and felicity of histrionic resource,
which few In our time have had. It
was her good fortune and ours that
she was born of a race capable at once
of producing and of appreciating these
powers. She came to us in England
with the glow of her countrymen's approval warm upon her, and it Is good to
remember that 'London echoed the
plaudits of Paris.
.

—

What need
The

list is

to

tell

over

too long, and she

—

her

who

parts?
quick-

ened them, who poured herself like a
wine Into each and all, has gone. It

|

was not alone as the artist, as the embodiment and the expression of a dellcate and abiding charm, that she was
loved, Paris saw her as she moved

j

I

1

|

—

,1

Ts our aim to develop
other words, lo use the
one season' to
broaden the company for the following

prate s.ilnry.

j

54
boulevards,

th«-

'

would know that a hapu.v

L-th

d.-y

was

meeti.'g.

clianncc
woman
Ttee cl\orus of praise for the
nd the artist is going up now. and
certain voices have already reached us.
anatole France has said of her that she
original, and a supreme creatrlx."
Tristan Bernard has praised that in her
which drove her "to attempt what she
believed she had never attained before."
These and a host of others, with the
,-ppler

lhi>

for

or three singers In this country outside
the music halls, by constant attendance

in

accumulated

surplus

recognlied her
more surely since she would often
,«
ear the dress in wnlch she appeared
and turned and smiled
>on the
She would
tribute to the woman.
alk abroad with the son she held In
susceptible
and
affection,
oh Under
them,
benignly upon
looking
Mia.
gentil!"
A
ould sav. "Coinnic e'est
be
may
or
it
her.
salute
would
lend
gnnv.n would dare a
tat a cheeky
K>ken greeting, and she would tw.nkle
wave her hand giily.
and
ito laughter
oung Strephon. of the lsiUle"aras
ould turn u> Am ryll'.s «ifi a -lulck.
and
Tiens! lu vols? C'est Rejune!
>out

it

company;

this

!

on

an option

^Having

verse aloud to himself Mr. YVerrenrath
icqulred It; and so may others if they'
please.
The excuse offered for lor by)
poor singers for not pronouncing their
words Is that they are intent on other
things— on vocal color, or "the mood,"
or cantilena, or the phrasing. But Mr.
Werrenrath manages to make a pretty
good fist of all these, and yet to make
the printing ot a program quite superfluous. In addition lo which he happens
to possess n voice wh'eh it is a pleasure
small
to hear.
If he will allow one
that he hardly gets
is
criticism, it
enough fling into his song; It is a. little
too much mapped out; he does not let
us feel enough that it is a new d scovery
which he is Intent on sharing with us.
I It would be a good deal improved if he
••ould add to natural eloquence the debater's skill, and power to throw his
whole weight suddenly on the weak
point of his friend the enemy (his audtI ence) and smite them hip and thigh.
!

'

am

vision of Archille Ricciardi.

late

who wrote
Araby," was

Sing Thee Songs of
husband of Rosina Vokes.

"I'll

Monday

the

street— creased
the
that
horse!— Where's
the quince— never mind
the confetti— pick up the pieces— gondola
ahoy!— get a bit of sleep." And one
wonders whether a less insistent method
would not have been more applicable
to Debussy, the whole essence of whose
wit is that it is not drawn attention to,
not underlined, not hurled at you. but
conceals itself under a demure exterior
and laughs at you for not having noticed

Lisa?—Flower

is well remembered here, married
daughter of "Pony" Moore. Jessie
parried a Capt. Wright. Victoria, who

a!

so versatile that she played princi-

beys

Drury Lane
in
was leading woman

and

pantomime
Samuel

for

we are not
"Fawdon Vokes," who was
mistaken.
delighted
first
in the family when it

j

Phelps,

died,

unwedded.

'

lightning— catch

ing

pal

i

at the Aeolian Hall In this sort

way— "Down

of

The Voltes

was

idea,

"Apres-Midi d'un Faune" and Rabin
dranath Tagore's "Chitra" have thus
been treated.
In
Marguerite Illingworth, pianist:
the louder passages we were reminded
of Mr. Alfred Jingle's peculiar method
of communicating his thoughts. Thus,
Schumann's "Carnival" came out on

family were the children of a costumer
Fred, whose eccentric danclit London.

,

The

sentiments with an

propriate colors— "music for ih« «i;es.'
Mallarme's
Maeterlinck's
"L'Intrus,"

the author of "A PantoRehearsal," died at Westminster
The
in May at the age of 73.

brother of Fred Clay,

to "orchestrate"

is

Cecil Clay,

mime

will
will

play in English, while the others will
speak Czech.
"Plays in colors" have been shown at
the Argentina. Rome, under the super-!

Death of Rosina Vokes's Husband;
Other Personal Notes

.

o'

it.— London

if

Times.
"You remember," she said, "at the
bottom of the avenue of cypresses at
Boston, was not a real Vokes.
El-Largani— Factus obediens usque ad
One of these days somebody will mortem Crucis?"
The speaker was
prowrite of the carefully camouflaged
Domini in the novel of "The Garden of
vincial dialects we hear on the stage. Allah," and it will be interesting to see.
Irving never got quite free of his Som- at Drury Dane next Thursday evening,
Domini of Miss Madge
ersetshire drawl. Tree had the German whether the
guttural beneath his English; Leonard Titheradge will say this to the Boris
Boyne was frankly Irish— especially on of Mr. Basil Gill. Dead languages make
awkward moments for many In a Uoefirst nights; and some actors, whom I will
not name, were evidently born with the atrical audience, and much amusement
sound of Bow Bells ringing in their may be derived from watching the counchildish ears. I don't mean to say that tenances of parents and guardians who
the various accents are obtrusive, but are accompanied by inquisitive children.
they are there unmistakably. Watching On the first night of Pinero's "Lady
Edmund Gwenn's admirable perform- Bountiful." wherein an old gentleman
ance of "The Skin Game" the other read extracts from Homer's Iliad or
evening. I thought he was most gener- Odyssey, a stern male voice was heard
it
ous in the matter of dialects, for he to grunt, "Shut up! I'll tell you what
when we get home!"— Daily
treated us to a bit of Lancashire, some mein
Yorkshire and a dash of American— The Chronicle, June IS.

'

j

'

—

—

I

Tanqueray" and "Pygmalion." She
be the guest of the government and

London Times.

quick and penetrating sympathy they] and enjoyable opera in Boston-an inshare with their countrywoman de- stitution for the people at large for
parted, will pay honor to her who was the students of music and lnc.dej.UHy
Catherine, Suzanne. Portia. Fantasio, for those members of society who may
but who will remain for them and for be interested in opera for the sake ofj
because such and
us all ll jane.
its art and not merely
The funeral will take place at the such overrated singer is being paid a,
there
and
benefit,
Passy cemetery on Friday,
fabulous sum to sing. For the
opera in
will be English and American mournthose who do not believe in
of
ers to join the long procession. Five English I will say that refined English,
operav
the
of
venrs ago. when Rejane recited Sir Ed- poetical
translations
ward Elgar's "Carillon-- here, some la- render them just as singable in En,U 9h
With this in
dies of London made for her a bouquet
as in the original tongue.
translations,
Of roses of England anil lilies of France.
view we are having new
«' stm H
for
wreath
a
now
make
might
operas,
These flowers
made of some
inadequate
translations of which s
original,
We are also providing for the
n -\
t0
orchestrations of the
Mr. Gaston Borch Discusses the
GASTON BORCH.
Boston.
Here
Opera
Grand
Question of
violoncellist
Mr. Borch, composer and
He
,n 18,1
To- the Editor of the Boston Herald:
was bom at ©nines, France.
and in
Massenet
Any one capable of raising the com- studied in Paris with After he had conNorWV with Grieg. in Christi.n.a and
paratively small capital necessary to
ducted orchestras
States,
company
opera
so-called
a
I launch
Bergen he came to the United
violoncellist,
it
manage
to
qualified
thinks himsilf
where he has been solo
o
that is not
eacher (Pennsylvania College
artistically, certainly not
and °P«atic
Philadelphia) and concert
two o,
necessary but as cheaply as possible.
composed
has
He
conductor
Such an individual will talk about his three operas, a symphony, a piano conpieces,
piano
works,
own interest in art and the actual certo, orchestral
of starvation for opera in Boston.
songs and choruses.— Ed.
I state
He poses as a benefactor, giving BosSullivan at the Pops
ton what he calls operatic performances
popular prices and the wonder of
| at
Editor of The Herald:
the
To
)
It Is that the public patronize the ungreeting given
The extremely cordial
dertaking. If the public like opera, it
Mr. John C.
'
conductor,
avail
sftould
they
that
natural
veteran
quite
is
to the
baton .at the
themselves of the opportunity to hear
Mullally, on his taking the
acindeed
be
Sullivan s
such, but the public must
Pops to conduct some of
tually starving to continue patronizing
the very hearty applause,
and
mTsic.
such parody on art. The only real art
the ov rt el
g7ven at the conclusion of
one
in the undertaking is the art in which
Pirates of Penzance, le*ds

^m
™£* ^*£?

Mrs. Patrick Campbell next fall will be
seen for a fortnight at the National!
in Prague in "The Secwd Mrsi-

Theatre

:

Boston

two

not yet in a position to
theatres.
chosen. I. and
state which cno will be
plan if
manv with me, believe that this
will solve
carried out conscientiously,
educational
the problem of a practical,
I

tentlons satisfactorily with an indifferObviously it la not the
ent technic.
actual amount of tone you get out of
an Instrument, but Its quality, it is no
good hitting as hard as any one else if
you hit the wrong notes or fenget to
release the sustaining pedal at the exact
moment, or balance right and left hands
badly, or even fail to play all the notes
These arc
in a chord with equal force.
the kind's of things that made Mr. Rummers efforts really rather painful, not
to speak of his travestied Interpretations of some Bach, Schubert and Chopin."

I

whose performances and by reading

at

w bj
W
W

season.

me .vaiiim.ii vi)u-t* v_uinpan> being
co-operative association, shares
memheld bv every one of its active
orchestra and chorus Included
bers-,
wltn
18
Oct.
on
open
It Is intended to
operas.
"Alda" and give in Boston 12
revival
a
Including one American, and
and Gretel
of "Lohengrin," "Ilaensel
given
•md "Manon." The works will be
arid orchesIn their original conception
except
made
being
"cuts"
tration, no
The comthose universally adopted.
and other
,,:,nv will take to New York
orchestra,
whole
Its
pr^tlcnlly
places
performances n
so as to Insure as good
given in
been
other cities as will have
more to
Bostqh. It does not cost much
than to
carry the orchestra on the road
rehearsals
necessary'
make the otherwise
city
with a different orchestra in every

"yu

—

;

I

—

^

|

|

|

j

for

i

such grand

opera

managers,

To
to

and

will undoubtedly
ply their art in this city until the time

quite a few of

them

I

I

comes when Boston has its own first
class opera back again. Then, of course,
there will be no chance for lesser organizations to flourish.
"Having studied the question thor-j

i

oughly from all angles, I am in a pos-ltion to say that a good company, performing in English, which language,

I

eventually will be preferred by|
U the genera! public, if managed soundly,
»
and honestly, employing perfectly good,
competent land also charming) singers,
a fine or^nestra of 50, and in a first-class
theatre, can he run at a cost of $9000:
per week. I do not mean to run a company on the 'star' system, spending
most of the money on overrated prima
donnas and tenors, but engage singers,
of whim I know a great many, who
-Jj
will sine and act their respective parts
intelligently and through the efforts of
I
whom I shall obtain a perfect ensemble.
Neither do I mean to import "Maestri,"
more or less justifying the title, at a
fancy salary. There are quite a few
really good conductors of opera right
, here who would be glad to work hard
for
I
a decent living.
A 10 weeks' season of first-class English opera in Boston would cost $90,000,
and that means, to cover expenses, for
each of the SO performances a box
office sale of $1125 (an average sale of
f $1125). Now such an average at popular
after

i

all.

act.?

amount by composers contemporaneous
would surelj
with Sullivan whose music
help
charm a present Pop audience and tire-

dissipate the present tendency
on
repetitions now so apparent
Pop programs of today.
music during
Le' us have more of this
of the Pops
the supplementary season
M. E. S.
Jacchia.
September, Mr.
to

some

I

'

i

T

[

I

I

'

;

!

If

D

from

prices,

Kf\ small

in

$2

down

to 50 cents,

is

jH
'

ar

me in forming a society for thel
maintenance of a real opera company
on the principles above described. We
have secured singers of real merit and
joined

forces, also two splenj excellent choral
a view of & vin
Bfdid conductors war, Boston,
followed by
weeks of opera in
Brooklyn.
between
.S week- divided
Washington,

f£

Philadelphia,

Baltimore.

Toledo and
Chicago Detroit. Cleveland,
One of the requisites necesHuTaH)
such an underto the success of
ion, or
long season
taking financially i» a inducement
ent for L
I .i„„f
r words, sufficient

2£

i',*.

is

later

tc

personages always appeal to them, if
only in the form of a lecture, or a magic
lantern slide." Mrs. Patrick Campbell,

follow.

"Mu-

,

the words difficult
admired particularly

ductor

1869

she

married

in Paris, will

next season conduct

at the Monnaie, also lead orchestral conHis absence is recerts at Brussels
Philippe
gretted by Parisian critics.
Gaubert will take his place at the Opera.
Jacques Thibaud gave recitals in Paris
last

who plays in London the part of the p
heroine, deprecates the fact that the nlay
has been taken so seriously, and admits
that it would have been better If it had
been called "A Romantic Travesty" and
judged from that standpoint. The Lon- B
don Times published the following letter: L,
"The grand-daughter of George Sand.
Mme. Aurore Tiudevant Sand, wife of the W
*

Frederic Lauth, moved and
touched by the attitude taken by the g
U
English critics toward the play of AmerYork's
lean origin, acted at the Duke or
regarding George Sand, ex- F
Theatre
of a r
presses her thanks for the defence
painter,

will remain oi*. of the greai
French writers; who. for her. remains the venerated grandmother that

woman who
est

tively of Pagello.

25.

The London Times says that the virtue

Oh. dear!"

Overheard

—

Whitney Mockridge, who sang here
many years ago, gave a recital in London on June S.

Walter Rummel did not fare well at
the hands of the reviewer for the Times.
He "evidently aims at big things as a

well

known

ticket

What's good for tonight?
tor
We have best seats
Come
Tiger!"
••East is West." "Tiger.
Man ^ ho
Out of the Kitchen." "The

Came Back."
American:
over home.

"Irene." etc., etc.
Gee! I've seen all these
Haven't you any native

P

i

'

We have
Ticket seller: Yes.
V
Chin Chow" and
(ex}*).
hell
Oh,
American:
Stage (London).

"Chu

— The

ac'ress.
Miss J. M. Fontanges, a young
Reve
has written a play "Le Beau
(Comedie des Champs Elysees). wlucn
chnd
spoiled
has the old theme of a
than
who. having married a man older
herself, tires of

that entering

a

Ticket seller:

body."
1

at

"American:

A

man does this so much
will permit.
better— or worse?— than a woman, and it
Is a pity to compete."- Of Lester Donahue, pianist, the Times said that there
"He
is one great merit in his playing:
gets over the ground quickly; he appears to be aware that recitals are
usually much too long, and to determine
that his, at any rate, shall not bore any-

f

figures so foolish-

in

noisy,

"Miss Isabel Gray usurped a prerogative of the male pianist, or of some male
pianists— the right of hitting the piano
as hard as the training of his muscles

.

who

the pUy. "a tame, hopelessly be"After
wildered donkey." He concludes:
for all the people
it doesn't matter,
all
of the
travesties
mere
are
of the Play
book
originals, turned (in the published
ot
Duke
the
at
of the play, though not
citizens.
American
modern
into
York's)
subscr.pBuloz talks of 'testing' his
Alfred says George is
lions.
ticking.
old clock that won't stop
ly

of Lambert Murphy's singing lies in his
precise knowledge of his own powers.
i

I'

Mr. Walkley. In the
instruc
Times, writes entertainingly and
brought her up."

month.

Opera, June

i

Y,

The Philharmonic orchestra of Berlin,
led by Nikisch, will give three concerts
at Copenhagen.
Lucien Muratore returned to the Paris

Debussy's
"Dnieper."
Moussorgsky's
"Noel" and one called "Furibondo"—
tell
seldom
why do American programs
we cannot
US where things come from;
be expected to remember offhand all
have
the works of Handel! We could
wished for more of the songs. to be in
English; it is, after all, rather a good
language for Anglo-Saxon singers and
London Times.
listeners.
Mr. Werrenrath's second recital, at
the Queen's Hall yesterday (June 17),
confirmed the good impression of his
singer's ideal
flist. He goes near to the
taken
of concealing the fact that he has
to be a
appears
what
to
do
pains
great
very simple thing. His diction is one of
the most satisfactory of many satisfacReal audible diction as
tory things.

—

In

Gabriel Pierne has been conducting
orchestral concerts at Stockholm. Now
the Swedes hope that Schnnevoight, conductor at Stockholm, will be invited to
show what he can do at Paris.
Ruhlmanrj, the excellent operatic con-

made

We

Berlin.

|

his position
as a teacher in Berlin on account of his
age. He was born in 1854.

with
just a little too solid at times, but
uses
a fine ring in the upper notes—and
pleasure
to sing with and to give
it
gifts
good
with, to those who enjoy the
well
of nature. It sounded uncommonly
only little
in the Queen's Hall, and the
was
with
thing there was to find fault
vowel
the monochrome character of the
sounds, which

at

roasting Philip Moeller's
in Ixmdon. The Stage

says: "Mrs. Fiske played George Sand
in the States, but there they are fond of
freakish entertainments, and historical

by a younger gen-

filled

still

"Madame Sand"

Baron von Schimmelpfennig.
Humperdinck has resigned

the sworn foe of the

accuratecould 'sing its scale passages
tone on any
ly it could produce sound
could
note where it was wanted, it
condescend
sing 'in tune, and it did not
halluthe
under
note
to wobble on a
pascination that its feelings were too
and
sionate to be expressed otherwise;
has
Braslau
Miss
did.
these things she
qualitya mezzo-soprano of contralto

if the public of Bostonj
starving for opera. Some time)
r
ago a 12 weeks' season showed an aver-'
age of nearly that much at even lowen
prices— and the company thus patronized!
per week to run.
cost less than
Some of my friends, really interested
opera, but frankly in
t>| not only in good
Lj the busme-s. possibilities of such, have

i

who

latest artifices from Moussorgsky's
Peepshow," and, though insicians'
mutended as a satire on backward
not help
sical intelligences, one could
good
thinking it might be taken in
The old
sense of her own singing.
but it
school may have had its faults,

is

They are

London by

bej-n at Agram in 1S47, is dead. She sang
She
in opera at Munich and Berlin.
taught, beginning in 1890 at Prague:

London

One of Miss Sophie Braslau's songs
about
on Tuesday (June 13) was that

average

really

in

Mathilde Mallinger, dramatic soprano,

Americans

the classic

now conspicuous

eration."

Roxbury.

I

!

are

their absence. "One can remember the
Sisters Watson, of the Richmond Gem
cigarette cards, the Sisters Levey, the
Sisters Jongmanns, the Sisters Bilton
(one of whom, Belle, married Lord Clancarty), and there were plenty of others;
but they have all either grown old, married into the peerage, or done something equally eccentric, and their places

have not been

in

j

George Sand's Grand-daughter
Thanks London Critics;
Other Stage News

The Stage is reminded by the Dollle
Sisters that variety bills were not complete a few years ago without a "pair of
sisters" appearing; but these "sister"

the Pops.
the entire season of
of SulliBesides this delightful music
apparently endless
-an
is
there
van

|

j

Stag-2.

"The
charmns
wonder why none of this excepturm
composer's music (with one
given previously dunn Q
I believe) was

the director of the company is a master. \iZ., the art of getting the public's
money without breaking the law. Now.
Boston seems to be an excellent city

him and

falls seriously

.

I

1

^RinrythitA

ol

lifer

own

,

islands introduced it. The stovepipe
hat, considered by scantily clad Af-

ace.

an adaptation of
onv in Wonderland."
subsidy of the Comedie Francaise,
been raised from 240.000 to
ji baa
tty" in

Paris

is

00 francs.
lor" titles

seem to the fore Just
We have "The Yellow Room,"
"Mary Rose"
Cockade,"
Yellow
The Young Person in Pink." all to
"The Black Feather." "The
Mask," "The Lilac Domino,"
le
e Yellow Ticket" and "The Red
1,"
and we nearly had the "Blue
goon," but that seems to have been
"blacked out."— The Stage.

[

bued them with an overbearing spirit
and a disinclination to work.
The world war was in the eyes of
the allies a holy war. So were the
Crusades, yet immediately after
them nearly all Europe rushed vio-

One

two weeks, "Midsummer Night's

flream" was playing; at another, "Juliis
Caesar"; at a third. "Cymbeline," "T.»e
Merchant of Venice," "Much Ado About
Kothing" and "Richard the Second."
•iThe title of a new English modern
JBmantic drama by Lionel Scudamore Is
•Jfarriert to a Rotter."
''"Romance" was performed in Great
Britain and Ireland for the 1600th time

by
by

substitution

of

it

Is

I

Digging up One's Parents

and delicate susceptibilities
ths* he ve done so much to soften the

A

Would Lecky argue today that the
enlargement of civilization is in the
hands of the extravagant "laboring
class" and of others, not all of them
profiteers, enriched by the war, eager
show

collar

^widely

la

i

1

,

>i

'•

j
I

Yourself in
of the ship

is

lively

treaties

I

i

and sparkling, as Is his little
on ambidexterity. "The Coming-

I

I

;|

limit.

In his desire to pose as a purist your
correspondent must* have failed to consult the dictionary in regard to at least
one of the two words. He will find in
the Century Dictionary this definition
of the word: "Slow, v.
To
1, intra ns.
become slow; slacken In speed. 2. trans.
|[

to
to make slow: delay: retaid.
2.
slacken fn speed; as to slow a locomotive
or a steamer."
Your correspondent might not be ex1.

remai

i:

nations.
Is that splendid American,

Prof. Ar-j
thur 'Gordon Webster, one whit less an>|
American because he addressed the stude*ts of the Sorbonns in French?
\

MICHAEL FITZGERALD.

Orleans.

Congress in 1816
Congress always and 'inevitably,
contemptible? SSirly in the civil war,
Artemus Ward defined "M. C." "miserable cuss."
Mention was recently
made of .lohn O. Saxe's. ^satire. "Progress," which, spoken before the Associated Alumni of Middlebury College liii
134B. reached a second edition in the'
next year, and was published by John
Allen in New York and by- Jordan and
Wiley in Boston. Saxe had much to
say about Congress.
We quote the
opening lines:
Degraded Congress! oni'e the * honori-d)
Is

—

scene

where men

Of patriot deeds;

of

solentS-

mien.
virtue strong.

In

In

though courteous,
smooth, sincere,

|

To gravest counsels

And

e ! en\

understanding

and

Earnest,

one has dealt more wantonly,
cruelly with men of his own
family than Samuel Butler in his
novel "The Way of All Flesh." Not
content with this assault, Butler
[abused cynically his father and his
gra^father in the "Note Book,"
published after his death, but it is
this
i a question whether Butler in
respect was a worse offender than
Lickens, for Butler's brutality is so
(extreme that one sympathizes with
his forebears, while Dickens's carifeatures of his parents excite laughIn both inf'lter at their foibles,
stances we are far from the ancestor
worship among the civilized Jap-

No

'

more

I

|

Tyler of Lexington calls attention to
1 certain signs which are serving a useJ ful purpose upon the lines of this railI way
(the Fitchburg and Leominster
I Street Railway).
As it happens, these signs were rieI vised by a man who has never had the
advantages of a high school education,
but the highbrow college graduates connected with the company are willing to
back the English of the signs to the
I

Among

Cumont's

lent the

\

i

1

'<•?

I

'

anese and Chinese and the rudei
nations throughout the world. There
have been savage races who ate
their parents in veneration, hoping
imbued
..that they would- thus be

|
I

I

with the virtues of those eaten.

Is,

j

thought

teemint

hour:t,t

their country all their mlshtyl
powers.
But times are changed; a rude degenerate)
ga\-e

Usurp

rare
the

»

seats

and shame

the

saVrcd'

place.

Here

demsgogues. with zeal de-

plotting;

fend

—

to gain some private end.
in earlier years many spoke and
wrote disrespectfully about the men
representing the majesty of the people.

The "people's rights"

And

Infectious

A London

Words

asks for an explanation of the "periodical fashion" of
pertain words.
Somj time ai?o he was
(bored by the constant reiteration of the
hvord "camouflage."
Just before the
(War "the word 'meticulous' fascinated

who spun

[writers
Jgive it

son

-israph merely to
This sensitive perannoyed by the overemploya p-

an outing. "

now

is

ment

Journalist

of

".skin"

as

in

"skin-same"— he

probably could not be tempted to see,
[Galsworthy's comeily thus entitled— and
Un "the skin-loving," against whom ItusJsian labor lenders a r e warring furiously.

publication.

y.

j

f

a novel with a New Hampshire politician as the leading character. Mr.
Frederic J. Stimson, ambassador
to Argentina, wrote a powerful novel
treating a tragedy in Barnstable
county, with characters that were
locally well known at the time of

etc.,

"Slow and Gong"
As the World Wags:
Under the heading. "Engllsji as She
Spoke" In your column "As the World
Wags." your correspondent, Winsor M.

^Blhe influence of dress on a nation
would he an interesting theme for a

Franz

•

I

[have not hesitated to draw their
(characters from life: Thackeray'siSteyne is a famous example. Barrie
|h« been censured by some for

Man."

I

j,

A

)

His Place." the going down
In "Foul Play." Reade was
his "Eighth Commandment."

never dull:
the book on copyright, plagiarism,

lis credentials.)

ased

.

of

'delineating his mother in Margaret
Gosse has been criticised
Ogilvy.
famous
!for "Father and Son."
of New York sat for the
'ii editor
Winthrop's
Theodore
in
-Mvillain
Winston*
Mr.
f "Cecil
Dreeme."
Churchill did not hesitate to write

J

has largely inimmArolifw nnrl in SOIdG

original

,own exuberant fancy.
Other novelists and some essayists

j

observers,

'

Mi-

.

j

so-called savage nations
the donning of European dress, ac|#ording to the testimony of unpreju-

—Mr.

Copperfield's child wife is
:a time.
jsaid to have been the wife of
Walter Savage Landor is
1 Dickens.
introduced in "Bleak House" as the
J
In all probability
j blustering squire.
photograph
1 Dickens did not merely
his characters; he made composite
photographs with touches of his

'

and Wars

ish.

persons

j

!

powerful novel, ,rLa Bataille,"
written by M. Claude Farrere, which
appeared shortly after Japan's war
with Russia. The disappearance of
national costumes in many European
countries, except possibly for festival occasions, has taken away the
patriotic feeling for district and par-

differing

(Mrs. Hayman's brother was the
Original of Tiny Tim, and was, in
Paul Dombey; her sister
jjpart,
mother.
foster
Paul's
for
Isat
Squeers in real life was one Shaw,
Flora
ja Yorkshire schoolmaster.
IFinching was not unlike a woman
of whom Dickens was enamored for

the author of a

earlier novels memorable. Not to mention the thrilling and moving scenes in
"The Cloister and the Hearth." there is
the fight with the pirates In "Very Hard
Cash." the Australian life in "Never
Too Late to Mend," the fall of the
chimney and the rushing flood in "Put

in

that the study of human folly is often
mora instructive than that of ancient
wisdom. In these days of fads and fancies everything goes, and the most fantastical creeds are sure of a following.
Americans have been accused of provincialism, and our critics have groundfor the taunt when they consider the
methods of some of our ardent patriots
who are expounding "Americanism"' to
benighted aliens.
The movement to
abolish the study of foreign languages
in our schools is a case in point;
The English language is the official
language of this country and is used by
the vast majority of our people in commercial and social life. It is a virile
and flexible tongue, and its vocabulary
has .been greatly enriched by the bomn 1
of the American people. It is true that
few native-born Americans use the'
"English accent,'' but this is an jnImportant detail. Besides, there is no
uniformity of accent in England except
among the "privileged" classes there.
I once heard one Yorkshire man greet
another wth "Wha beest tha, Jan?"
This, I was told, meant "How are you,
John?" So wc need not be discouraged.
But what has "Americanism" to do^
with'language? In whatever tongye its
basic principles are expressed they remain the same, unassailable as the eternal verities and incorruptible under
any stress of linguistic differentiation.
Let us get rid of cant. Let us encourage our youth to unlock the treasures at
present hidden in the literature of all]
I

Harold Skimpole.j
|He might have gone farther in the u
Dickens gallery. Merdle was John |
who, having committed^
Sadleir,
frauds on a huge scale, poisoned I
Georgiana Hayman and i
Ihimself.
Mrs. Cooper suggested Little Dorrit. I
'the

and a comparatively modest

Ruby M. Ayres

'.

.

|

I

Eugene

ly

making use

'

cravat.

Belg:ur.i

mercial, less proud of their skill in
Handicrafts and art since they submitted themselves about thirty years
ago to "foreignization" in dress?
This question enters into a singular-

is justified in

The
jcawber and William Dorrit.
writer also refers to Leigh Hunt as

novel. "Tfie Woman Hater." Years ago
the cenCharles Reads wrote a novel entitled j
Feb. tj.
"A Woman Hater." Will there be dieThe program will consist of works puto 10 years hence aljout the respect- \
1120).
Jby I'r.mrk, Vreuls, Vieuxlemps and ive authorships? Is Reade's novel wide- •
iTheo Ysaye.
ly read today, or is It as unfamiliar aa
that grim and creepy story, "Unci* jf
Gtiglielmo Brancu's opera, "La Flglla
Silas." by 8herldan Le Fanu? Women
Ids Jono," has no similarity In plot to should
be Interested In Reade's "Woman
laYAn -unzlo's drama of the same qmjda.
Hater" It only for the sake of Rhoda I
Gale. M. D., and her courage In striving*
for education and a degree. Musicians
Silk Shirts
would enjoy the remarks of Mr. Joseph
Ashmead, the impresario and agent, a
character to be put by the side of
An ingenious student of sociology
George Meredith's Mr. Pericles; they !
writing for the N. Y. Evening Post
would also wonder at some of Reade'a I
argues that the world war was be[opinions about operatic and church music.
Week-enders would envy villain- l
stanraised
the
neficent in that it
ous Mr. Severne the "guest chamber put J
dard of living among the great laborat his. disposal when he visited Vizard )
ing class; that the oriflammc, the
Court When "A Woman Hater" was
first published, in serial form, the ausymbol of this joyous change, is the
thorship was for a time kep* i#cret;
This class
silk shirt at $15 or more.
there was great curiosity, tiere "ere
is thereby distinguished, set apart.
many wild guesses. It is ait enterUmi- j
Shortly before the French Revolution
Ing novel, though there are no pages of j
description as those that make Reade's
the dress usually worn became so

Take the Japanese,
for example: are they more ambitious for national power, more com-

author

[an

Jof characters easily identifiable in
He cites the practice of
3real life.
'.Dickens, whose Mrs. Nickleby was
Idrawn from his mother, while his
two
flfather gave him the idea of

their wealth, not knowing
to spend it to their true advanIt is said
tage, a splurging mass?

to

writer in Queen's Quarterly, a

Canadian magazine, asks how far

frictiua of life."

by Georges Georgesco at Bucharest
ended with a Richard Strauss festival,
mil Sauer gave three concerts there,
and the little violinist. Erlka Mosenflni. coming from Vienna, made a
iation.
A Philharmonic Society has
capital
of
f.2,000.000,
with
a
founded
been
Under the patronage of the King, for all
sorts of musical purposes.

deep thinker.

INQUIRER.

tastes

that the price of the silk shirt has
been lowered; but the shirt is still
an exultant, defiant symbol, and in
due time no doubt, the wearer will
become accustomed to the use of the

The revolutionaries
of 1920, it appears, are more fussy,
Qiore exacting, more luxurious.

;

proper to use the verb "difference
I think that it was for-

Boston.
„
Public
In Bates Hall of the Boston
Library is the great Oxford Dictionary.
The third volume treats of words beginning with "D" and "B," and is entertaining reading.— Ed.

intellectual,

Over 300 dramatic works were sent In
eompetition to the Corriere del Teatro.
The series of symphony concerts led

simple that there was a confusion of
ranks; every distinction was abandoned by both sexes. Thomas Jefferson in the Paris of 1787, observed
(The great Democrat
this change.
was notoriously simple in his dress,
some might say he was almost slovenly, as when he received in his slippers a foreign minister presenting

it

intransitively
merly so used.

domestic and pacific tastes for the
rude warlike habits of semi-barbarAs-Lecky puts it, luxury is
ism."
"the parent of art, the pledge of
peace, the creator of those refined

how

I

Treasurer.

:

The Stage.

.

'

!

represents the

"new,

*

r

The Verb "Difference"
As the World Wags

There are historians who argue
that luxury in these cases grows into
a necessity; that

WALLIS,

caricatures his parents for the sake of amusing pages
and the profit that may accrue less
-V
barbarous?

who

a novelist

cynicism

I

breaking point."
ROBERT N.
Fitchburg.

55
'

Foreign Languages
As the World Wags:
There is probably more truth than

i

more queenly than herself."
The wages Af the working classes
rose to a great height, nor were legislators able to repress prosperity
fixing the maximum of wages
law.

85).

intention
In the present instance the
motorman
to attract the eye of the
words,
the
and
car.
moving
rapidly
of a
"Sound the gong," would not be as
use
free
this
as
effective for the purpose
1 of
the four-lettered word.
one
as
inasmuch
I submit, therefore,
word has the backing of the Century
Dictionary and the other is a common
extrade expression, that this is not an
ample of the extreme degree of elascome the
ticity beyond which would
is

ladies

at Cork, May 21.
"The Fire-Brlngers," by Molreen Fox
(Abbey, Dublin), Is praised as "a finely
eonceived and neatly constructed little
poetic drama in which, so far from befog Juxtaposed and merely cohering at
certain moments, the poetry and the
drama are subtly interposed and form a
Spmplete whole." Delrdre and Nalsl 11*"Sre in the play.
H. F. Maltby's new play. "Such a
flee Young Man," tried out recently.
Seems to be the story of a wicked
who does everything
"Pussvfooter,"
I once saw a
fiat's wrong but drink.
piece at the Elephant and Castle called
was
tfThe Curse of Drink." The hero
but
»H imbiber of hot, hebellious liquids, and
the villain was a sworn teetotaler,
after a particularly atrocious pluce of
called ostentatiously for "a
"Jillalny
mall lemon," clearly proving that he
Was In need of stimulant that would
leave his head clear for fresh villainy.—

The King and the, Queen of
will be at the concert led by
Yaaye at Vervlers on Aug. 2fi.
Itenary of Vieuxtcmpa (born

and

of

lently into habits of luxury.
the first signs was an extraordinary
richness of dress. The severe sumptuary laws were of little avail. Early
in the fourteenth century a queen of'
France visiting Bruges wept because
she "found herself in presence of 600

^Manchester, Eng., is not t<>ed of
Shakespeare. Last month at one theatre, in

noun
stances will occur to you where a
express an idea
is so used as a verb to
caddie
succircrlv; as. for ins-tancee. "to
Such expressions have no warin golf.
but
rant from the Century Dictionary,
They are
are in verv respectable use.
Dr.
quoting
Matthews,
what Brander
Kj
Bradlev. refers to as "back formation
81. {,
1920.
June.
pp.
[(Harper's Monthly,

ricans or dwellers on South Sea
islands a symbol of royalty, has im-

RILE
Lt.

AND FUKDE

Gifz

of
Rire. singing coinnoser
of Mine." and Hal Forde.

"Dear Old Pnl

who has won

success on the raualWB
head the b'll at B. FKeith's Theatre this week. Last even?
ing there was h fair sized audience that

comedy

stage,

was unmistakably pleased.
The act of Messrs. Rice and Forde

Is

iigreeahly different from mo't acts of
this kind.
Boih have pleasing person-

and something more than this.
an exceptionally fine
iiaritone. fluent and full, .-'nd is espee'ally pleasing In dramatic musical speech.
The greater part of the program falls

alities

Mr. Forde has

to his lot. and besides song there are
several stories heard for the first time
on the local stage and many nice bits
of burlesque. All in all. the act is an
excellent outlet for the msiny s'ded talent of Mr. Forde. Lt. Rice wan heard
in several of his own compositions, notably "Dear Old Pal of M>ne."
One of the features of this week's bill
was the act of Harry Dclf. comedian
and story' teller. Mr. Delf has a breezy
srnnistyle, and there is an air
of
tnnelty all over his act. He indulged in

;:

.

'

What became of Mr* Thomas Moone.
who sailed with Sir Kr»ncts l>rake into
the South Sen— "Capten vit thn sleepln
—and "Thero hence about
there below

danclnir,
s'mM'

ft|

new

In

Mil
ind

L»

0

Lydell

]

Elsie

her po«ins dons;
an unronrlously

yeW

|lhe

funny

khero

of the old soldier and sailor;

there

In

,

begun

the whole Clobe of the earth,

BekeM. assisted by Soda RoaHelwn Nelldova, in classical
icier dances of
the
Russian
Nilin and illass. favorites at
If*, returning in
one of the

little

J

.

1

j

In

j

our Lord 1577?" 'Were
Are
In England?

of

nl>W Mrs. Norton; very different Iron)
hon»r ible and
the songs that the Bohemian mother
s noV ilmost a
I.'
in
her hoy. if the verses to which
disn<-n«.b B<^ music are evidence.
Wei uous significant «, expressive of
remember a mother .rocking her hatoyfj tance or provocative of a challenge.
>•
-mutt "When I can rend my
The bow-wow "Sir" of Dr. Johnson
title clear," but this was in our little!
club or drawis hardly tolerated in
in forwere the only
village, where h> mns
ing room. Abraham Lincoln,
folk songs.
mal or informal mood, was usually
When a
content with "Yours truly."
Modern Identification
the person
assures
stranger
As the World Wags:
dressed that he is "Yours
The Office Boy, describing a visitor,
arises in
account with the confitruly," suspicion at once

Moones

i

]
|

descendants of thorn?

I Thorn** was a fine tYUow. in his way.
frhe Kngllshmen passed a great Spanish
•Xhip ruling at anchor In the port of
Valparaiso. There were eight Spaniards
?he« of the r career:
Lillian \
*and three Negroes aboard, who thinkoeallsi: Grverftee and Prayton,
welfing the Englishman to be Spaniard
«d fencing act; and the Billy
M
Trio, in a compelling perform- Jeomed them with a drum and made
» on the tij;ht wire.
"ready a "Hottija of wine of Chile" to
"But as soone as we
Idrlnk to them.
were entred, one of our company called
Thomas Moone began to lay about him,
i
f
nnd strooke one of the Spanyards, and

I

ad-_
veryB

wound up

'

woman.
"And ''how," quoth

a superior

of the Frankfur-

Zeitung wrote from Petrograd
there are no circulating libraries
books in private li1 Russia; that
raries have been sold to wholesale
obacco dealers, who made cigarette
iapers out of the leaves and used
he covers as fu«l; that in the large
ter

ttat

Said the Boy, "Aw,

a Ford?"

owns whole

of

stowed them under hatches all save
one Spaniard, who suddenly and des^
perately leapt over boord into the sea."
"one Thomas
Guatulco,
Later at
Moone one of our company, tooke a
Spanish Gentleman as hee was flying

I

i

the towiTe, and searching- him
he found, a chaine of golde about hint,
and other jewels, which he tooke, and

out of

libraries, often invalu-

ible collections,

is

Uicso Spaniards'sceing persons of that
quality in those seas, all to crossed and
[blessed himselfe; but to be short, we
'

had taken the place

him goe."

so let

This Mr. Moone was indeed a pevsonl
Again we ask, what beof quality.
came of him? Did he make a good
ending? There was piety in the Pelican, for when Drake and the crew, undoubtedly including Mr. Moone, entered
a chapel at S. Iago and took away a
silver chalice, two cruets and one altar
cloth, Drake gave them to Mr. Fletcher
Or did Mr. Moone fall
his clergyman.
by the hand of a "Spanyard dogge," or
otherwise in his^ boots?

purposes.
>f coal for heating
Thus may the gravest philosophical

peculations have gone up in smoke;
hus were chill treatises at last imjued with warmth and the novels of
oil
too passionate romancers were as

the Employer, with,

"do you

air,

woman?"

m

A correspondent

the breast' of

ried

.

sayed. unto him, Abaxo Perro. that
One
in" English, Goe.downe doggo.

his

dent information that she was a mar-

I

Soviet Review

tell

a married

how do yer

Yours forever,

MART ELLKK

it

dear

M

VAN

all, wasi
old formality, after
The old
of courtesy.
old-fash-j
stateliness want with the

the

.

The drop-l
he is "Yours cordially."
proposed byj
ping of the resolution
shows the
the Lewisham branch
tradition even in these so4r

strange purpose in life knowing^
thousand times mote than we know."

own

With a Squirt

|

force of

How

I

cialistic,

Robert de Flers has been elected]
unanimously a member of the
French Academy. The ceremony of

i

to the honor?
his merit as a
journalist, for he was formerly the
editor of Figaro; or was it as a

What entitled him
Was it a tribute to

dramatist that he entered the Academy, which shut its doors to Balzac,
the" elder Dumas, Gautier, Flaubert
and other great French writers?
It should be remembered that the
election of Labiche, the writer of
many delightful farces and comedies, the plain, simple, modest bourgeois that had pictured the life of
his fellows, excited great surprise.
He was the most surprised of all.
Yet leading literary men of France
applauded the election. The election
of Halevy and Meilhac did not stir
no
.up a like commotion. There was

'

,

!

I

<

.

;

|

I

|

erence shown mythology and history,
issed with characteristic
were expressed
rity, conciseness, wit. It I
French clarity
lone by his novel "The I
was not alone
tantin" that Halevy willfc
Abbe Constantin

!

I

|

•

arcttes.

Even

in

Massachusetts some

may

secretly admire the conduct of these
Bolsheviki, and envy them their

undoubtedly true that

I

I

courage. It is
the great majority of public libraries in small towns are choked with
trash.

The summer cottager,

re-

turning to the city, selects the village library as 'a dumping ground,
j
land expects thanks, if not a mural
I

tablet.

'•

...

,Y',

'

yt

it

|

,}*

wt-o loved romance
'\iur wrote very splendid things:
And the said with a sueer, when I asked her
to dance,
"Sir. I rioe upon a horse with mugs.
There was ink on her thumb when I kissed her

next

was a lady

j

I

;

I

I

•

II

;

I

i

I

)

I

.

City libraries might profitably be weeded. As for the individual, he eagerly collects be/ore the age
of forty or fifty; after that he would
gladly rid himself of all impedi-.
menta, books, pictures, curios, and
his surviving relations; yet something traditional prevents him from
watching a bonfire of literary rubbish in his backyard. Like the Chitnese, he has a religious respect for
the printed word.

I

|

little

addressing them. Thus is set a good
example to sticklers for honesty who
are not attached to this or that organization. Many sign themselves
"Yours sincerely" when in the letter
hand,
_
And she whispered, "If you should die
itself they are trying to take advangrand.
and
gloomy
will write tou an epitaph
tage of their correspondent.
"There'll be time enough for that," said I.
An agreeable essay might be writleft her and sported my figure and face
I
on changes in formulas for letten
»
At opera, party ami. bull
ter writing. Within a hundred years
I met pretty girls af evcry place
lciinrt a defect in all.
But
in New England it was not uncom-|
cannot tel! how.
The fir<t did not suit rue.
The second I cannot tell why
mon to find a son addressing his
And the third, bless me "I will not marry now,
father as "Respited Sir" and endsaid
that,"
I.
enough
time
for
There'll be
8,
ing "Your dutiful (or obedient) son."
could trace
I lookeo in the glass and I thought I
In these households the wife andj
A sort of a wrinkle or two
mother of children addressed herl
made up my mind that I'd make up my face
Bo
And come out as good as new.
spouse in private and in public as
imparted a little more jet,
I To my hair
scarce could suppn>ss a nigh.
And
"Mr. Ferguson" whan he did not
cannot HP quite an old bachelor yet,
But
happen to be "Deacon," "Judge" or
"No, there's time enough tor that," said I.
••'
"Colonel." There was the utmost
W*>!
was now tirty-one, yet I still did adopt
business correspondin
formality
All the airs of a juvenile bean
ence. Letters would end, "I am, sir,
But somehow whenever a question I popped.
The giriB with a laugh said "No."
your most obedient servant." Credit
I am sixty Pslay, -not a very young man.
And a bachelor doomed to tile
would not have been given to any
So youths lie advised, and marry while you can;
one addressing a long established
"There's no time to be lost," say I.
Bayley, who died in 1839, wrote "The
firm as "Gents." "Gentlemen" was
Soldier's Tear," "I'd Be a Butterfly,"
used by the ultra-genteel, in spite
and
Crowd,"
in
a
"We Met— 'Twas
of the fact that the members of the
other verses that were once amazingly
firm were hardly entitled to that
popular. They were parodied and this
made them only the more famous. His
name. A husband writing to his
plays and novels are in the huge dustwife "Dearest Joan" was promptly
bin of Time.
answered by the question "Who are"
our
that
were
the
songs
And Jfaese
mother's sang, with "Love Not, Ye
the other Joans of your acquaint\<6.

My

|

.

I

:

I

j

disputing their literary ability. To
some they were known chiefly by
their comedies written in collaborasentition, pictures now cynical, now
mental, of contemporaneous Paristhat
ian life, and by the librettos
they had furnished for Offenbach,
which the mad
little works of art in
gayety, the ironical view, the irrev-

I

for its honesty. Having
or no respect for public bodies,
in
did not wish to be hypocritical

I

choosing took place in 15 minutes,
election in
it is said; the quickest
ths history of this famous body.j

—

commended

revolutionary days.

The Latest "immortal"

y

:

flower

paraph.i
ioned pompous dress. The
was
or flourish after the signature,
to the
essential in some countries
to the:
dignity of the writer and
have
worth of the one addressed. We
writchanged all that- An unknown
him that
ing to an unknown assures

the Chinese are to him. "an old crowded,
anxious society, yet intensely full of
So many people see them as
life.
curios living among curios, or else as
strange, dangerous creatures like snakes,
with an aloof, deadly beauty of their
Tn fact one feels that these
own.
people are themselves wonderful works
of art, formed by the ages and their

-

Will out of the window fly;
The tritHl of the proverb I d no wish to prove;
"There'll t>e time enough for that," said I.

No

The

I

i

But a man cannot live rjxni air
\nd when poverty enters the door, young love

was formerly an ex-M
intimacy. Today it isB

change in
Thermometer.

,

wrapping thef
tobacconist
[weed in leaves of Gorki; but the Bolsheviki are not conspicuous first of
all for fine appreciation, or for sound
Perhaps they
literary judgment.
'argued that this is no time for readling; histories are full of lies; the
map of Europe is constantly changing; scientists have been supported
by tyrants; we need warmth and cig-,

1

"My|

recipient.

professional writone, not even the
dlc ^-»j
ers on etiquette, mysterious
for this
tors, can give the reason
the markings of the Social

Boston

.

of

the

more formal than "Dear Mrs.

te

The Real Chinese
The art critic cf the London Times
reviewing Alexandre Tacovlaff's paintings and drawings of China wrote that

Mrs."

pression

would fhe bright-eyed young
Augustus define the word "aerographer"
London
if he should come across it in a
newspaper? Some one who writes on
the clouds? Something to do with aviation? Augustus would be sadly in erto the flames.
"An aerographer is a man who
ror.
Some will view this disposal of lisquirts patterns into neckties and otheibraries with approval, and wish that
The work is done with stenthings.
those of a
delicacy
all collections, especially
cils, with great rapidity and
of shading." One of these artists says
"The Old Bachelor"
public nature, might be greatly dikindly
to
that Londoners dp not take
"C. M. C." of Boston asked in this
The author of Ecclesiminished.
aerographed fabrics, most of which go
makabout
"Of
information
end,
for
the
column (July C)
astes wailed at
north or very far east. "Our most aping books there is no end," yet he< a song beginning, "When I was a preciative customers are Australians,
thus
Sir Thomas
schoolboy aged ten" that his mother who dispense with waistcoats, and
persisted in writing.
exhibit the whole pattern of their ties."
Browne, hearing the groans of those used to sing. Our correspondent quoted
*r
x.
*
t'6
deploring the burning of the library from memory iliree verses and a -part
of a fourth.
at Alexandria, exclaimed that there
^Yours Respectfully
We are indebted to Mrs. Marion A.
were too many books, that Pineda
Moore of Middleboro for a complete
in one work quoted more authors
than are necessary in a whole world, copy of the song, which was written by
At the annual conference of the
Bayley. Mrs. Moora writes:
Corporation
of
Union
National
yet m the same breath Sir Thomas Thomas H.
"I, too, heard my mother sing it long
Workers held at Epsom (Eng.), the
longed .for the recovery of "the per- ago. and am glad to send it. Copied
Lewisham branch proposed that in
ished leaves of Solomon," which, if from an old music book of hers which
to public bodies the word
ever found, should be put on the must have been in use about 1845."
We make application
There are nine verses.
be not used.. The res"respectfully"
shelf where the "iron-bound, melanroom for those describing the old bachwas met with cries of
choly volumes of the Magi" majesti- elor's amatory adventures.
olution
opened only
cally stand, portentous
"Agreed," but a delegate said! "Ceronce and then by Edgar Allan Poe. I was just nineteen when I first fell In love.
tainly not. It is the most disrespectof.
I scribbled a i.eal of rhyme,.
Carlyle in 1832 screamed against And\nd
ful resolution I have ever heard
1 talked to uiy*el£ in a shady grove,
sublime.
coming to? (A voice:
are
we
the shiploads of books appearing I And I thought I was quite
What
'Twas a dreadful blow,
I I was torn from my love
"Cannibalism.") We want to recogmonthly and "swallowed into the
And the lady she wiped her eye;
The
didn't die of srief. oli. dear me no,
bottomless pool"; and he wrote for But•'There'll
nize one another as brothers."
be time enough for that," said I.
it
forty years after this lament.
resolution was not seconded and
4.
to note,
The destruction 'of libraries in;I The next was a lady of rank, a dame
fell through. (It is pleasant
see.
With blood in her veins, you
Russia would not now be mourned With
by the way, that at this conference
the leaves of the peerage she fanned the
the
discrimina-j
been
name
had
there
if
the salary of the secretary of
me;
consuming
was
That now
not easy to think But though of her great descent she spoke
is
It
tion.
union was raised from £400 to £600:
still very high
found she
banI
of a Russian destroying a novel And
a year, and the amount paid to
to a wife no joke:
I thought looking
"There'll be time enough for that," said I.
by Dostoievsky, who had sufner bearers at demonstrations was
3.
fered in Siberia, who had infinite:
increased from Is. 6d. to 5s. for each
next penchant was for one whose face
compassion for the humble, the poor >IvWas
procession.)
was
fair!
so
she
her fortune,
The Lewisham branch is to be,
and the oppressed; or. of the most (ih siie spoke with an air of enchanting grace,

greeiy

1

|

\
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on.

1

,

Versed in political
through his association with
empthe Duke de Morny, he saw the
in
tiness of the Second Empire, and
be remembered.
affairs

to friends prophesied the
very
bursting of the bubble at the
of
time that "the Grand Duchess
Gerolsteen" was luring kings, emto
perors, all manner of potentates
of
.Paris, and Eugenie was dictater
letters

fashions in

all

capitals.

doubt Flers did patriotic seredvice during the World War as
many.
itor; but he was only one of
with
lAs a dramatist, in collaboration
Caillavet, he has given
the late

No

pleasure to theatre-goers of many
nations by lightness of touch, delihe
cate fancy, sparkling wit. Yet
and his associate first became famous as the librettists of an operetta, "The Labors of Hercules,"
wildly
in which the old legend was
parodied.
it

The Academy welcoming Flers, as
welcomed playwrights from La-

biche to Sardou, Halevy to Brieux,
has again shown the regard it entertains for the stage,

whether the

chosen have shown in comedy, farce,
melodrama, tragedy, or plays dealing, like tracts, with social prob-

,1

spite OT
tnose of Brleuv "In

Grapes and Raisins
Raisins are not yet wholly appreciated
Queen," sho wrote, "Is
and
Dagmar; King, Richard Coeur de Lion; !n the East, yet they are healthful
hero, Marlborough: poet, Shakespeare; nutritious. Mr. Herkimer Johnson once
artist. Rubens; author, Charles Dickens;
the deate English walEadcmy for the rejected or French virtue, charity; color, blue; flower, informed us that he breakfast in the
the
to
election
name. Edward; occupa- nuts and raisins for
forge: -me-nal
siring" an
honor
amlsemeftt, place of bacon, a chop, or an egg; for
Academy is still the greatest life. tion, playing the piano;
riding; chief ambition, not to interfere he long ago gave up meat for breakof literary
for the Frenchman
with other people's business; chief dismaking a
the first orfast, except when he was
in Paris a play of
like, slander; favorite motto, Honi soit
f
week-end visit at a summer palace of
jui ma y pense."
Kr is regarded as literature, nor
What has become of all these albums? the rich. We hope that he noted the
E play has literary flavor is it
Some were bound in plush. It was the appearance Of Miss Violet Oliver at the »
critics or
by
at
sneered
feerefore
period when imported photograph alChicago.
at
convention
Neglected by the public.
oums in Russia leather contained a Republican
Dowhich tinkled tunes Chosen "Queen of the Vineyard in a
little music box
Valley
while you looked at grandfather, tooth- main of the San Joaquin
anecdotes about the ex-Empress; less and sporting a stock; Uncle Amos, 'California beauty contest, she endeavSome arei with tho wild whiskerage of the civil ored at Chicago to pledge each delegate
are innumerable.
ji!e
one raisin a day.
some are war. and Arabella in various stages, Ito eat at least had much to say about
nature;
y of a legendary
Miss Oliver
from a screaming baby to a simpering
be reinterest
The
putatoly slanderous.
Ithe grapes of California. U may
high school graduate.
Iniembered bv some that Moses sent out
Kf Prosper Merimce in Eugenie and her
to
men from the wilderness of Paran
pBtrr when they were little "girls has
Stevens or Jefferson
Canaan: that at
b pv out the land of
clushen mentioned, but we have not as yet The name of the man who per- the brook of Eshcol they found
so large that two bore
Ben ihe .statement that Eugenie's ished Sunday by going over Niagara ters of grapes on
.cluster.
one
staff
a
ibetween them
Knottier toicl M-rimec In Spain a story Falls in a barrel was given in tho
The exact weight is not given in Tne
newspapers as Stevens, or Stephens.
feat inspirm! him to writp "Carmen."
iFourth Book of Moses, called NumThe London Daily Chronicle, last bers " The Rabbins are more definite:
Frederic I,oli?e gives an elaboratee and
carry the cluster,
It took eight men to
"Jefferson,
the
of
Be. Ihe same time vivid accounnt of month, stated that
and each one sustained the weight
Kurt life under the Second Empire in Bristol barber," had" .-.ailed to take the 360 pounds. The Talmudlsts give furBia two octavo volumes that tell of plunge, etc. Why a change of name? their information: procure one of the
"Whoever could
A correspondent of the Daily Chrondames, actresses and courtegrapes was obliged to carry it away in
icle wrote that when he was at. Niagof
It has been «aid that there werecart; having placed it in a comer
a
ara a few years ago a saloon-keeper
might tap it and draw out
he
house,
his
fcvll omens on the day of the Spanish on
the
exhibited
the Canadian side
wine for family consumption as out of
[woman's marriage to Napoleon the Lit- barrel over 12 feet long in which he
a cask: the wood which the stalk furtrip, and sold thousands of
the
been
made
have
of
them
two
or
One
ftle.
nished he might use to dress his victuals.
picturo postcards.
was not a single grape but yielded
'mentioned, but we have not "seen any
How many are living who saw Clon- There
30 hogsheads of wine."
reference to a chapter in "Some Mcra/- din make (lis first trip on a tight rope
This statement, we regret to say. was
Thla across Niagara in June. 1859? ..Later
pies bf Paris" by F. Adolphus.
not accepted by the editor of an exposicaricatured
as
Lincoln
was
Abraham
chapter is entitled "20th January. 1853." Blondin in Vanity Fair.
tory index to the Bible. He exclaimed:
mean?
Adolphus on that day was standing or.
On July 24. says the liaily Chronicle, "What can these exaggerations
iO commentators on Scripture, is this
37 years since Captain
!the west side of the obelisk in the Place It will be Just
degradit
is
or
mysticism;
Webb was drowned wh>l? attempting! illustration,
de la Concorde, just where the guillo- to swim the rapids. We had forgotten
ing and disgusting falsehood?"
tine stood during the Reign of Terror. that ho thus swam to death, and yet
Does the description of the grapes
(given in "Numbers" seem extravagant?
|The imperial carriages passed by him. Jhe name of the man that fired the
Marco Polo saw pears in the city of
.Ephesian dome is still fresh. Memory
two yards off. "In one of them, which
an Ironical trickster, and as Klr ,Kin-sai that weighed 10 pounds each.
Is
seemed to be all glass. I caught sight of IThonjas Browne remarked: "The Hi-, They were white in the Inside like paste,
'and had a fragrant smell..
ten intensely rale, intensely anxious Iquity of oblivion blindly scattereth
Leave tho grapes of Eshcol out of the
nee. I presume there were surround'question. Are the raisins of California
ings, there may have been white satin
[comparable with the 14 varieties In PerGrange flowers, jewels; there may have
|sia. of which the violet, tho red and the
black are the most esteemed, so large
fc&n other persons: but I saw absolutely
Tork
New
of
a
that one of them Is a good mouthful?
There is an old story
seeing
capable
of
was
and
nothing—
Kurdestan leaves
who. taking his "Bteady" to a About Sultsnia and in with dry raisins
tough,
presenVe
absorbing
the
ftothing- except
are mingled
what she would of violets
her
asked
restaurant,
and to render
taste
the
of
sake
eyes
for the
those dreamily apprehensive
[of
quail on
cat. Shp said she would have
the raisins more wholesome. Tet some
hand those pallid cheeks. That expresthe seeded
except
To which "Moac" replied: "Tho will not cat 'raisins,
boyvague heart-sinking blotted toasu
of
sion
sort, fearing appendicitis. In our
will on 60 cents! Waiter, two
you
hell
hood shocking stories were told of chilout every detull of attendant circumwhat
from
mlsernbly
stews!"
dren that perished
stances. ... 1 have seen that face often
The swain In Boston. Inviting his the "Germans used to call "student fodLi nee— in youth, in ase: In pride, in
der
at
tremble
may
sweetheart to supper,
pain; illumined by the glitter of a.
the thought of her possibly ultra-fasHat-Checking
[meteoric throne, worn by disaster, grief
tidious taBte. While he would surely
When did hotels in this country first
[and exile— but never have I looked at It
not be so brutally frank as the hero allow the practice of hat-checking with
(without the accompanying memory of
[its almost spectral apparition to me on
from
of the legend, he could leirn a lesson
the necessity of a up" Did It arise
for "salooning" his girl from a letter
carelessness in the picking ou'
vexing
told
Adolphus
Bneanies of the Kmplre
written by Alfred de Mussel to Alfred
hats after the meal-or from deliberate
Ithe next day ihat Mile, de Montljo exArago SO years ago.
pected to he aaaascinated on her way
[substitution? In a Journey made through
this
not
accept
to church, 'out he would
"I knew a young artist whose com- ithe Seaboard Slave States in 1853 Fred•explanation of her expression. "At the
acpanion was aa blonde as a sheaf o<
eric* Law Olmsted, who gave an
moment, it is true, I regarded the
wheat, white as milk, supple as a reed,
expression of that face merely as an
count of his observations in the New
York Times, stopped at Montgome ry.
involuntary testimony to the vanity of «tupid as a goose, a very duck for gorHis hat was one day taken from
success.
hiid then no motive for at1
Ala.
mandizing. She had the habit, when tho
the» dining room by pome one who lef»
„ to it any other meaning'. In bill-of-fare was handed to her. of lookgreasy subIn its place a battered nnd
Bter days. Ivwewr. it assumed to me
Olmsted could not
Be very different aspect of a revela- ing at the column of prices instead of stitute which Mr.
to wear It.
chosen
had
he
most
the
If
worn
I.ookng back to itj the list of dishes, searching for
have
tion of failu.ro.
what I should do
now. as it floated post me 42 years expensive Items.
When she found a "I asked the landlord
"Bo before
to effect a re-exchange:
ago on the cxani spot where Marie
high price, she then read the name of Ihim. tomorrow." Following this cool adI discern what
I Anl nette w.is exe< iteJ. it—
awe of the. tho dish and ordered it. In this man- vice, and, In th» meantime, wearing a
eve was really in
hat next day, but to
augury of woe."
I tut _.o
ner she would run up a bill of three or cap." I obtained my
known It,
.Let us make room for a gayer story] four louis for two persons. Her victim ill-used that T should not have
with>,„t for Mr. Beebe'M n*m« stampr
.told by thnt indefatigable and amiable
her
exOlmparalyze
pressed.
it
to
have
found
a
way
lln It." Wishing to
He was;' at last
jiossip. Jules" Clarette In 1904.
orhatter
working
invariably
painter
The
orbitance.
find
a
not
could
sted
'Writing about his visit to the National
Finally a
dered oysters, bread, butter* radishea,
In the town of .70, TO souls.
Archives, whore ali sorts of curious obchablis. to precede a dish that would
(hat-dealer, a German-Jew. charged him
jects were shown, from the list of Marie
prepIn
possible
time
longest
it.
take
the
brushing
for
U
dollar
brought to her.
Antoinette's dresses
aration. She stuffej herself with oatr The volume of these collected letters.
i*very morning so that she could choose
meal biscuits, hors-d'oeuvre, and oys- Uubltshec. In !S56. Is good reading today.
Ser oosluir.c for the day. to the table
and
tha
the
soup
them
ters.
On
top
of
Las
is Olmsted's account of his observaE
by blood dropping from the
One day first dish ordered tilled her up so there tions in Texas.
Molten jaw of Robespierre.
dishes.
ruinous
for
the
was
no
room
Two women visited the museum to The recipe holds good toaay; I point
lyord of Lords
jsopy a marble mantlepiece for home
as a preservative against
Kngllslxxl
bj
From Tertiilllans "Apolocy
In a niche was a It out to you
S*e, as they said.
women
certain
of
Braow In 1«.V>.

Maupasfhphonse Daudefs and
the honor, in
of
avoidance
Cnfs
of his
Lite of Goncourt's founding

"My
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favorite

wonders ax tne inclusion and the ex-

Much was expected of Emerson's "Parnassus," but the publication satisfied chiefly as a revelation of his curious taste in poetry;
Palgrave's "Golden Treasury," forclusion.

;

Ld

I

merly

extolled, is

now reproached by

some for priggishness.

In all instances a reader, not finding a poem
by an Elizabethan or a Victorian
that has made a special appeal to
him, is quick to condemn the anthology and the compiler.
It is natural that Howells, though
dead, should not escape the common

I

s

.

During his life he was given,
partly from his native kindness,
partly from his own theories of life,
behavior, and art, to strange and unreasonaMR enthusiasms. Like Schumann, the composer, he was never
so happy as when he was "discovering talent"; the swans of the two
often turned out geese. Yet in the
present instance few will quarrel
with Howells in his selection.
And what wealth there was at his
disposal! Before the civil war, Poe,
Hawthorne, Melville nad written
short stories that are stall unsurpassed in respect to the essential
qualities. Fitz James O'Brien by his
"Diamond Lens," "The Lost Room"
and other tales had shown remarkable ability in the field where novelists of long breath have failed, when
he was killed early in that war.
The stories of Fitz-Hugh Ludlow,
now whimsical, as the delightful adventure of the young man of regufate.

1
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,

I

I

|
|

1

I

i

lar

now

habits,

,

Hoffmannesque,

I

should not be forgotten. Then came
a long and glorious line Aldrich,
Bnnner, Stockton, Hale, Miss Wil-

.

—

I

y-7

V

I

'

I

I

|

,

|

I

;

•

1

j

'

kins, Alice

Brown, Bierce, Miss Jew-

long before "0. Henry" wrote
his little masterpieces.
In this art the French and the
Americans have long* stood first.
'The short stories of Dickens and
Thackeray are not conspicuous;
Charles Reade succeeded in his "Box
Tunnel"; Mrs. Wood wrote entertainingly for a drowsy afternoon;
Leonard Merrick's short stories, recently "discovered," were amusing
over a dozen years ago, when they
were reprinted in the Tauchrtitz edition; but only Thomas Hardy has
triumphed greatly as a teller of
short tales, though some may prophf
esy abiding fame for the describer
of Limehouse scenes and life.
The magazines today publish short
stories innumerable.
Too many of
them are written in haste and with
both eyes on a good-natured public.
Reading a novel by the Mr. Chambers of the serial successes, a novelist who is described as given co
"chambering and wantonness," one
remembers regretfully the Mr.
Chambers of the charming tales
written when he was young, when
he took pains in his description of
the Latin Quarter, when his fancy
led him to haunted fields of France.
The short story worth reading is not
jauntily tossed ofl in a day.
ett, all
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•bust of

Who

the

Eugenie.
she:"
is

Women.
H is the bust

asked
of

tlie

one

of

the

Empress," an-

swoied the attendant.

"Docs

it

look like her?"

know; I never saw the Emrnd I shall never see her."
"V.'e'l, you can tell anyone that there's
« -resemblance." answered' the woman
lOghing heartily. It was the Empress.
"I don't

ress,

indiscretions

Ilenrj

whom

you may invite."
Forty-odd years ago. we lived at a
boarding house In Fourteenth street.

New

York. Luncheon was usually eaten
in a beer cellar of. or near, the old World
luncheon was. not
building, and this
sound belly-timber: It consisted of a
thick tomato soup, bread and a glass or

two of beer;
"Chill Penury

And

^

repres.s'd their noble rage.

froze the genial current of the soul."

Returning to the boardli:g house for
"My Favorite"
dinner, we were hungry. The landladyDid Eugenie ever write in a mental had a trick of putting a plate of nuts
raisins on the stand of the hat rack
photograph album? There were these, and
in tho hall. We saw, and, naturally, ate.
hideous tilings, and strong men and thus wounding severely. If not killing,
did .not hesitate to be our appetite for soup, roast, vegetables,
fair women
We advise any youth,
foolishly funny, or stupidly serious by pastry or pudding.
purposing to 6up with his Arabella, after
eon fussing or flaunting their favorite
the play, to piovide her with a box of
About 20 years ago Queen chocolate in its most alluring form; nor
this or that.
Princess of Wales, need she b* ashamed to munch durlngthe
Ntlexandra. then
waits or while there are shoutings and
hilled In a page of a "Confessions Book,"
gvratlons on the stage, for the consumkwhlch Is now treasured at Belvoir ing of chocolate in the playhouses of
L.r..n„
\
l/,nHnn journalist, not fearLondon has for some time been "the

•

Returne then into your selves, and exam'.ne If it bee not more likely that bee
distributes Klngdomes. he to whom the
World belongs which Kings govenif
•nd whom K'ngs depend upon, who
command on the Earth; that it's hee
that hath ordained the change of Empcrours in the sequel! of times and

.ourse of ages, who was before all
mes, and who from times hath comeued the ages, that rayseth up estates
ind makes them fall from their greatless,

whom men have acknowledged

for their Authour before they had
tablish among them any societla-

es-

r
Short Stories

I

proper caper." "the correct card," "quite
the Stilton."

Ifr. u->-

The volume of 24 short stories
by William Dean Howells,
which is now attracting the attention of reviewers, is like any other
anthology, any collection of "the
best" or "the favorite": The reader
collected

TraTelrrs wiio pee marTflloiis things, even in
own d«y the name of Brace will occur
seldom believed by those who.
havlog MMjeil nt home, have nil the conse-

'.ur

i

to everyone) are

queaaes of their virtue.

Sport on the Cape
World Wags:
There is good sport on Cape Cod even

As

the

in July, nor do I refer to golf, fishing-,
tennis or running into children with an

automobile.

(There are no speed restric-

tions at Claniport,

and there are many

sudden turns where even the mo-'t wary
can be knocked down by a skilful
driver.)

First of

all,

tlicic tire

the caterpillars.

are connected
but perh.ios
jeste "S have- abused my innoi ence and
ignorance. .They lire not the f 't. colore!
caterpillar* of my boyhood, looking as
if they hud been cut out of the carpd
tliat was in Aunt Voshtl's best room;
they are thin. wiry, black, loa limine
creatures, that squash unplcasi'ntlv under foot. They are on everything, overt
on pine trees. They climb up shingled

have been told
with the gypsy

they

I

fnoths.

-

cott;i"e«.
Suspended by an Invlcl'*"
tliey may be seen lowering thet

thread

nppirontly f om
*i n »
iimiii'g /«ar
'

selves
~rji'i

in
1

sir.

1

i

i

i

,.

1

|

an amazing lito of virtue, of now
hrthdays were always peculiarly
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i

nei
sol-

Dictionary,

Uenco

wU h

p.

a

2317,

.:.>;

man who

occasions, especially the seventh, personally.
W. M. T.
scarlet candles one would want
to give her if she returns!
Fashion Note
"I can't think' I've frightened the
„,, „ „,
of the ,„,„„.
latest In
selection
a «">*
Asked for ~
™«""»
thosts awnv, but. ,1 am on v too thanksal.
We are doing
salesman
?ul
hat they haven't frightened me «•« »
W
thto
SPH
»H-»t
away. In ear y spring thorn was SOMB-I Dnal stripes, though
nl
n e si
1? ask
ms1< tor
still
some
THING. 1 am sure. I felt It The' i^pots. Colors are* getting more comPolish girl wh"» .came to scrub floorsl
two contrasting tones give the
would not move from one board to «T-! n>« but
S UC h
smH
e
other unless 1 stayed beside her. and
_ small
_ _*?, orange stripe.
with a
out repeatedly In or purple

einn

Hlrdu

litfjih r

robins and other
in «ren!er. quantity than
-

birds. « bo si.'
I
>*fi<re. .-t then with * iv.ll h?
l>«Vr never s*en robins so fat »ntl s,-1:'*\ell ple«-v.l with themUnpcrtunt.

The>

Wlves

....

.

uMutions.

their

f>i

,

,

,

:

f

bird hath, taking an unconscionable

Ibnc

'

,

the use o*

In

:'le ;>rvi-.R»nt

'

Whai

bp

Do

I
have no patakes a Joke so

'

^r

'

.

1

1920? Tho National line at the time
he wrote was carrying steerage passengers for £3 a head. The food was
reported excellent. Children were
charged half price, infants taken lor
nothing. "A spirited man with the
most modest savings and slight gov-

crnment help

frlithtenln?

^\ ^±

.

'

^IT^

..

,

^^Tj^^X^

L°/

.

were living with a dryad, and Sabrina
fair were coming from the river to
braid the yellow garden lilies; in her

ninn would have sun.' user him if I had
not put a shovel under him and removed him to si-eener and safer ground.
Ice, coal, foods are high this summer,
and the turtle would have been asl
crushed toy one enrt or another as It
am when T receive the bills for enjoying!
I
plain simple life in the country.
ft
saw nn adder last week. Unfortunately
my sister. Miss Eustacia i\w> it and|
Insisted that 1 should kill it— a disagreeable Job. The poor wretch looked
at me reproach fully. Of what avail was
it
to assure Miss Kustacia that the
snake was harmless, that it was even
decorative? She is a daughter of Eve;
she remembers the little incident years
;iSO in the garden of Eden.
aesterday morning 1 saw a woodchuck. I tried to be friendly with him
to tell him how sorry I was that I had
no vegetable garden; that my neighbor
was richly provided with lettuce, onions,
green pens, string beans and what not.
He made a sort of whistling hissing
noise and ran away. Knowing nothing
about the habits of this interesting
marmot. I consulted the village library,
but the volume of t«ie encyclopedia "W
3" was missing
I had wondered at the
syllables "wood" and "chuck." "Wood"
was easy, but why "chuck?" On patient investigation I found that "Woodchuck" was a corruption of the American Indian 'We jack." Thus do we live
and learn. Is woodchuck eatable? Mr.
Thomas Herlot. servant to Sir Walter
Haleigh. in bis report of the "new found
land
of Virginia, after describing th?
conies found there, had this to say:
'

"No one

and

Maquowoc,

beasts

than

which are very good meat. We
never tooke any of them our selves but
sometime eat of such as the inhabitants
had taken and broughtt unto us."
Was one of these animals a woodchuck? Was one an opossum? Is wooda dainty dish to set before a profiteer?
We have a high regard for Mr. Thomas

conies,

Heriot.

if

only

for

his

praise

of

A Song

to-

fortunately,

j

>

I

I

is

some

talk

about

politics

peeler

at

in

the old house
had the

Puritans have too much to anP "Theinwer for; we have all been morn or less
There was my
Lmiserahle e»er since.
[

r tTeat-great-aunt,

who

her

died iu.-ear-

ine.

l'ree St. in 1S49.'

"

CAItOLUS M. COBB.

Lynn.

"A Hint

to the 'Movies'"
A letter from Dr. W. E. Crockett, suggesting possible improvements in filmpiays. will be published in The Herald of
next Sunday.
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Df.

Winso^- M. Tyler of

commented

in

this

1

am

truly sorry that

my

little

squib

your column excited the least bit of
unfavorable comment.
The direction on the railroad signs is
doubtless even more useful and forcible
than if it were not made up of a psyin

chological adjective and an excellent
example of a "back-formation" in pro-

back-forming.
I
shared with
your correspondent the knowledge quoted from the Century Dictionary and
made allowance for it in parenthesis.
I feel certain that I am no greater purist than he and hence enjoyed not one
whit more than he did Mr. Matthew's
article in last month's Harper's.
I had no idoa- that my remarks carried any sting and I should greatly prefer to laugh with your correspondent
:Over what seemed to me a little joke
than to be frowned at as a meddlesome
cess

a New!

of her ancestor-: that has long
reputation of being haunted.

iii

Possibly, since the advent of national
prohibition every one may have forgotten
this expressive poem; on the other hand,
it may revive painful memories of what
we are wont to call "the good old days."

As the World Wags:

VVe have received a letter from Miss
'

dy with their w

And one was born

July 12 Mr. Robert N. Waliis. treasurer
of the railway, replied to Dr. Tyler.
The Herald has received this letter
from Dr. Tyler:

V
in

started 111 the '•sblpj-nrd, aud ere we niadc
the round.
many a' gallant lioy was drunk and fell
upon the ground;
K»r some were yonks and foolishly mixed branfull

column
on signs reading "Slow
and Gong"
nailed to poles along the Fitchburg &
Leominster Street Railway, line.
On

Clamport.

now

We

I've

1

Lexington

HERKIMER JOHNSON,

is

eye.

"Slow and Gong"

'

Thomasin Lyman, who
England village, living

s

said. 'Now, cheese it. Johnnie,
been coming through the iye.

On June

Nickerson's store. I grieve to say that
the league of nations is seldom discussed. Capt. Baxter says he is gteing
to vote for beer and there are many of
his mind. When he la^t spoke earnestly
to me on this subject his breath smelt
of fireworks and he referred bittefly to
"probition.

1

And he

al-

luded in former communications— to reassure Mrs. Squirrel, or to pay her a
After a few
handsome compliment.
minutes she led them away. For a day
or two they clattered about the cottage
What do
aomewhere in the walls.
squirrels live on here? There are no
They surely do not
nuts, no acorns.
eat caterpillars. I wish they did.

There

I

-iy dead drunk in the street
'lack of cash about him QU monthly
bills to meet,
A policeman stood beside him while he breathed
the fumes away,
And bent with uplifted biHie to hear what he
might su.v.
,
The drunken boozer hiccoughed as he caught
the

',

are often times afflicted
We
onr selves, during the time we were
there, used to sucke it after their manner, as also since 'our returns, and have
found many rare and woonderfull experiments of the vertues thereof."
Not long ago as I was smoking on the
veranda and meditating on "time, space
and abreast of them prudence," two
baby squirrels ran in front of me and
began to play. tag. It was a pleasant
Suddenly from a pine tree in
aight.
front the mother squirrel jumped on the
veranda, called them to her, then stood
between them and me, defiant, shaking'
with excitement. It v.-as a heroic acI was unabie. being a poor lintion.
guist as far as speaking is concerned,
though I read several languages well
enough to collect material for my col-

may have

perhaps, fortunately,
only the first verse.

The\e was

their bodies are notably preserved inj
health, and know not many grievous
diseases, wherewithall we in England

I

of Saco

or,

can remember
"A citizen jf Saco

tions, but also (if any be, so that they
have not bene of too long continuance)
In short time breaketh them: whereby)

work— to which

house or field
for love or former
In

As the World Wags:
As I passed through thecharming little
city of Saco, Me., on July 5, which was
the climax of Maine's celebration, I was
reminded of a parody of "Bingen on the
Rhine." which I heard years ago. Un-

bacco called uppowoe by the Virginian
Indians.
"It purgeth superfluous fleame
and other grosse humours, and openeth
all the pores and passages of the body;
by which meanes the use thereof not
onely preserveth the body from obstruc-

l os sal

Day

of opinion
rabbis as to whether it was law
ful to eat eggs laid on the Sabbath; but
it was k baker of Banbury who hanged

half-dozen brothers are all doctors or clergymen or living in foreign
parts, and one's other male relative is
an Anglican monk in a' long white robe,
then, not being a man, there remains
nothing for it but the hip boots of Mr.
Dummerby, the rope latter and hereditary tools and to take one's chances 30
feet below ground. If I should fall ana
break into pieces, then the well really
would be spoiled, but the democracy
would not care."

two

greater

cares

[
I

were read f,or them in the churches.
Passengers wore old clothes; they
looked forward to roughing it. The
bath consisted of an applied hose on
the deck. The meals were monoto-

difference

among

one's

'

small

work

will

the Lord's

was a

any more, either
his cat on Monday lor having unlawfully
favor, or pay untold. I miss the mayor
killed a mouse on Sunday. Let us not
of the French village and the prevot of think the less of Banbury. The town
the Aisne would do so much for me was famous for its "tranging" ale.
after the present of an American robe
de chambre. Here it is of no one's inOld News and New News
terest that my well has not been cleaned
It is astonishing hbw news runs in'
too
of
probable frogs and not since 10
cycles.
I chanced (writes a corresponyears. Gaius Graves made a vow never
dent) to turn over a file of the Daily]
to go down into <t well again. He took
Chronicle for the year 1907, and wasj
this solemn oath and covenant while he
startled to find headlines* which mightl
was in a well, and that seems to make have been lifted from current issues.
it
more binding.
The occasion was In six subsequent numbers one found:!
when an Englishman dropped a brick on (1) "General Election in Germany;
his head from above, calling in his for- Momentous Issue"; (2) "Seeking World
eign tongue, 'Watch out" instead of Peace; Proposals for the Hague"; (S)|
'Look out.' so Gaius says he turned "Reign of Anarchy in South Russia"; (4)1
his face up to watch and he received "Paper Clothes; a German Invention";!
the brick. Ihis leavas only Mr. Dum- (5) "Channel Tunnel; French Salesmen
merby, who has the hip boots, the rope Plead for Scheme"; and (6) most reladder and hereditary tools of the trade; markable of ally "Serious Floods: People
but he will not come, and is, I believe, Seek Refuge in Upper Rooms; New
too old.
Word has been sent all over York City in Danger of being Flooded."]
.
the county. A faint rumor came from ^-London Daily Chronicle..
Witches Hollow, but no more, and that
ceased. They all say that the plan ir
this democracy is, every man his own
Across the Atlantic
well climber. That may be; but when

-

of

On
There

hair.

1

"Saquenuckot

all his

I

and anxieties behind him and renowl
his strength in America."
And yet the huge, fast, luxurious!
romantic
liners have taken away
pleasure. Even 40 years ago a voyage to a European port was an adtheir
venture. The prudent made
wiUp before embarkation. Prayers

^^.ZSS?

I

kinds

cast

j

'

Thus they remind
nnalioi hutl'i iwm>
mo ft the s. li-. n('-< .1 person th t ke >i»a
even then she cried
break fast
e.->i-e
for
olherw waiting
Mvir turn, wn^-eml :-iiest.s at the cot- Panic, although we had loud andeC con01
tage with onl> >no bat broom. Perhaps 2SSJ.
have got the idea that we
. !,
and early m^r- VuVtonTen.
baptism, confirmation
As ntntr of robins depends on the num- vla.ee.
use up odds and ends of dreas fabrics
as
Charles
Lamb
cn'erpH'ars.
l|r "f
lor ties, but really the stuff is made for
"This time the feeling or the house
rop was regulated
irnlp
thought the
the purpose from the manufacturers'
romantic,
the
was
air
only
tender
and
the amount of mu 'ton in the market.
own designs. Fifty million ties a year
The fiuna of OI'mport Is unus lally passionate with syringas and honey use up a good many rolls of fabric, and
rich this year. A huse -turtle the other' locusts; swallows and butterflies flying tho number worn out in 12 mqnths is at
4ay persislei' In burrowin? in the pine through the doors; elm seeds drifting least that."— London Daily Chronicle.
needles of the driveway, where the ie-j over the floor and hearths, as if one
i

may

.

I

of

purist.

Lexington.

WINSOR

M. TYLER.

nous. The supply of clean towels
scanty. The business man could
not be reached by a telegram. The

was

ocean was wonderful. The appearance of a porpoise school was an
The passenger felt himself
event.
heroic, when he had recovered from
sea-sickness, and could have shouted

..^I

with Capt. Kidd, "As
sailed."

Disraeli

I

sailed, as I

and Rouge

given
Various reasons have been
publication
the
in
delay
long
the
for
volumes of Mr.
of the last two

was genBuckle's Life of Disraeli. It
chief reason
erally supposed that the
cover
was political, for these volumes
Disraeli s life
the last 13 years of
/with Oerand discuss his dealings
in the Suez)
share
his
1875,
in
many
misrepre-,
canal project— which is^so
his name
sented in the play bearing
Berlin conhis behavior at the
—and
The newspapers tell of leviathans
that interIt now appears
gress.
of the deep, monstrous vessels proto two
letters written by him
esting
of
pelled by oil if strikers will allow
late into the hands
came
women
the voyage carrying thousands of|
felt it his duty
who
biographer,
passengers who pay extravagant! the
include them.
sums even for accommodation in the} to
pages in
of the most curious
One
steerage.
volumes is that in which
two
these
Prophecies that are derided as
for using
Disraeli defends men
wholly fantastical at the time theyl
declared that Palmerston
He
rouge.
are uttered often seem timid and
most manly
and Lyndhurst, "the two
pale in the realization^ of the main!
both rouged.
I ever knew,"
persons
fact. Writers considered at the time
used
Lord Malmesbury, he says,
of publication wildly romantic are
himself did
skilfully, while he
rouge
narrators.
now mere matter-of-fact
those
This Mfas observed by
j
not
The younger Dumas was eager to
his
close to Disraeli
were
who,
see Jules Verne presenting himself
shows
he
defence
later years. In his
for admission to the Academy. "His
regarded as
that what was generally
Mr. Fog is D'Artagnan, tourist. It!
was pracunmanliness
of
height
the
would seem to me as if I were voting
Ut
of his day.
men
leading
by
tised
for my father." The submarine, the;
today their
England
in
that
is said
airplane, wireless telegraphy these
high in
example is followed by men
are now taken for granted, as if
:

—
—

m

—

they had been

known

to

office

our grand-

)

Painting the face by

Poe in one ,of his stories
fathers.
pictures an oriental ruler listening
to a traveler recounting actual incidents of western civilization as if

men has beep

observed
known for centuries. It was
not only
and
savages,
the
among
themselves
when they thus adorned
religious ceremony;
for war or for a
Indians
*ot only by North American
warpath or by
about to go on the

the narrator were Scheherazade.
Serious-minded writers, the statistical who indulge cautiously in forecasting progress, are often put to
confusion by the outstripping of
their calculations and 'predictions.
Thirty years ago Alexander* Innes
Snand contributed articles to the

in Chailes
Jackv, the Australian
to Mend,
Bemde's "Never Too Late
personal revenge.
sought
he
when
came upon
Drake in the East Indies
sort of people, every

"naked common
painted, some,
one having his face
black, and!
with white, some with
«vihzed|

Saturday Review which were aftercollected and published in a
'volume entitled "Half a Century, or
Changes in Men and Manners." One

ward

other colors,"

of the chapters is headed, "Sails,
Paddles and Screws." In it he quotes
an account of the launch of the British Queen in 1838: "This immense
steamship is intended to carry passengers between London and New
York. Her length exceeds that of
any vessel in the British navy by 35
feet." Now the length of the British
Queen was 275 feet; her engines
were of 500 horsepower; she carried
GOO tons of coal with 500 tons of
cargo. When- Dickens first came to
this country the Britannia made the
passage in 21 days. He was afrajd;
of fire for flames shot up the fun-!
nels, and sparks and burning cinders!
were flying about among the shiptimbers. To go back to Mr. Shand.
Speaking of the "steam propelled
sea-mdnsters" of 1888, he says: "In
striking contrast to the 'immense'
British Queen, they may be; of 8000
to 90D0 tons burthen, and of 12,000
to 13,000 actual horsepower." What
would he say to the sea-monsters of

But among

a man, even,
or semi- civilized races
who
he were the chief ruler,

though

painted his face

was regarded a.

suspicion, a
effeminate, an object of
indignant satirist
an
for
subject
fit
of his tira
attacking the degeneracy
painted, but!
Not only the face was
the beard was,
in
n some instances
to
treated, and not only
siimilarly
and in some
conceal old age; painted,
.

were intercountries gold threads
woven with the natural hairs.
been
"A painted Jezebel" has longdoubtyet it is
reproach,
of
term
a
of Ahab thus
ful whether the wife

I

'

between
adorned herself. She drew
silver bodkin,
her eyelids, with a
This practhe powder of antimony.

was common among oriental
disinclined
women, nor were men
,

tice

witness
thus to beautify themselves,
and the
Astyages, King of Media,
secmen mentioned by Juvenal in his

no means
satire. Jezebel was by
that made
Israel
in
woman
only
the
the He
her eyes more attractive, as
their
brew prophets bear witness in

ond
I

Disraeli Hied before Mr".

fbohm wrote

,

his brilliant defence of

i

The Yellow Rook, but
would have been the first to en-

joy

it.

In

his,

|

j

youth he was a prodi-

jfious

fop,
wearing .clothes
shrieked.
In his fantastical

Ston,

Lyndhurst, Disraeli, all with
rouged cheeks Palmerston the bluff,
sporting incarnation of John
Bull
Mas any American statesman thus
made himself the more impressive?
After all, rouge became Disraeli;
Shis
whole career was theatrical;
rouge was symbolical of his HfV»
;

Jfetella
wprite. assisted

Billie Taylor,

Is

the

whereas
wrapper of the
promptly thrown

There

is

>

I

wastef

He

puffs cigarette

smoke

preacher's loud, clear voice, and his perarticulation.
"Being among the
hindmost
in
Market
street"
the
preacher was on the top of the court
house ateps^ "I had the curiosity to learn
lio\ far he could be heard, by retiring backwards down the street towards
the river; and I found his voice distinct

—

,

—

'

till
I
came near Front street, when
some noise in that street obscur'd it.

|

,

|

Imagining then a semi-circle, of which
my distance would be the radius, and
that it were flll'd with auditors, to
each of whom I ailow'd two square feet,
computed that he might be well heard
by more than thirty thousand.
This
roconcd'd me to the newspaper accounts
Of his having preach'd to twenty, five
thousand people in the fields, and to the
antitnt histories of generals haranguing
whole armies, of which I had sometimes doubted."
\
John Wesiey heard Whitefleld at Bris-

1

.

I

i

.

i

on his work rat:ier than on the audience. The talented Myra sisters, each
Interpreters of different styles of danc-

j

f^o^^rV^

j

i

are musicians besides and both
charming.
Other acts were Bert and Lottie Walton, dancing; Davis and Pelle, in one of
[the best acrobatic acts seen in any season. Billy Arlington, assisted by a company, in an act that was the real laugta
[provoker of the bill; Edna Aug, in
Icature; Mel Klee, monologuisi; A.
Robins.'in a burlesque musical act. and
Beeman and Grace, instrumentalists.

\\

,

or not.
I

hnve often intended to append

'

,

I

I

ing,

de-

fect

almost,,

j

'

orators,"

"built on big lines,

This recalls the account of Whitepreaching given by Benjamin
Franklin, who heard him in Philadelphia.
Franklin first spoke of the

'.[

of the best acts on the bill was
that of Sebastian and the Myra Sisters.
They were seen in a number of dances.
•«nd there was a novel Introduction and
a picturesque setting. Mr. Sebastian Is a
graceful dancer, one who keeps his mind

known

fieid's

\^^ ^^f[ T^e^ ^]

One

best

him as a man

with beetling brows, and a voice that
10,000 people in the

i

wn

announcing the a^Fred B. Smith, "one of

would reach easily
open air."

would be spoiled. The youth "between j
U and 25 is no respecter of age or per-

ison.

of Mr.

scribed

How light in the hand, how easy nt0 his neighbor's face. Grown-up men
where
[to read were the volumes of the do the same in the subway
Tauchnitz edition with their
h
t
form, simple, non-committal paper nQt give them a better bringing up. A
I
cover! If a humble lover of Morti- man— for that matter females are also
aper in a "° de(
with Fortune" sullty -opens a newsp it,
mer
Collins's
"Fight
6
m |
*
making lumseir
"...
„ + street car and reads
I
wished for a dress worthy of, that
traveleriiow
f
e
obnoxious to his
fantastical romance, the size of the h( ar tne gentle reminders these men
Australia
or
volume allowed the gratification of would receive in England
had the sole right,
+4.
«
n t the
tha If
« thev thought they
»,
display of
fine taste and 4-v.
the SiZZZL
n the aver-!
jr ^ crowd cl car
binder's Skill. And in the binding pi ttge American went to Europe he would
of the
points,
good
the
himself
Tauchnitz's publication there was lenm foi
[the opportunity for taste in selection,
fOf the fourteen volumes by Mr. Kng)ishmen and Scotchmen, I can say!
did not reiuire the orthodox inLeonard Merrick, one WQUrd choosaf that
into conversation,
e
to
o enter
only "Conrad
in Quest of his#¥outh" troduction
of the
'
.
I; it
Is six of one to a half dozen
for sumptuous honor.
other whether you choose to be sociable
t

A

Oremo, Lillian Russell.
Tycoon, John Drew

!_,ondon journal

rival

America's

fc

group of songs
'that gave much pleasure wound up with
form of enterdialect,
a
in
Negro
one
tainment In which Miss Mayhew excels.
of speech
subtleties
(There were many
End "business." Mr. Taylor, whose
work for the most part kept him at the
heard in a sentimental balpiano,
lad, well adapted to his pleasing, soft
tenor.

the

a
j

,

\\

olume
into

basket.

much banter with Mr.
foil.

I

iusiaa~

reader,

mtted audience gave unmistakable evidence of pleasure.
Miss Mayhew's act is much the same
as on her previous visits to this theatre.

j

Silver.
Little

Three Twins. Pathfinder, Chancellor,
Hoffman Bouquet, Little Rustler^ It has
been said that she should give her collection to the American Museum of Natural
History. We respectfully suggest that>
by sending it— expressage prepaid^-to
Mr. Herkimer Johnson, she would aid
him greatly in the completion of his
colossal work, "Man as a Social and
Political Beast" (Elephant folio; sold
only by subscription).

agreeable or disagreeable:
that the surroundings have a great deal
to do with the inlpression one receives
* * *
In, going to a new country.
Is there a misunderstanding between
nations?
I am
the two English-speaking
sure there is. It is only the regular
American tourist that understands the
English: he has opportunities of studying their good points. The stay-at-home
depend on their newspapers, which, of
course, are a great factor in any counMr. Leeland
try in leading tire way.
*' nds h,s letter by savln S that lnsome r
f"
to
countrymen
own
prefers
his
spects he
Americans. What satisfaction is there
full
of;
in listening to a man who is
Pra'se and flattery to one's face, yet
keeps
P his real sentiments at the back or
,
lis nea(1
z suppose he was referring to
the manners and conduct of the general
American public, in, street cars, railway
stations and theatres.
an
I had a friendly discussion with
American of 21 years over the question >
in
up
brought
of the way children are
He finally agreed that ^
this country.
child;
if the parents spared the rod the
i

'

Freo

lar:

Sincerity,

:

I
i

f

,

i

feature of the bill at B. F. Keith's Thei>ast evening a fairatre this week.

ftaylor as the

|

•

59

editions de taxey richly

does it always merit by color and dei,
ui
sign an honorable place on the table
or on the shelf. And here would be
a danger if the book were in paper:
the hysterical recommendation of the
novel, would keep staring at the

MAYHEW
bv

Even

ume seldom admits hard usage; nor

Mayhew, musical comedy

j

;

illustrated, printed

The publishers' raise in
so cheap.
price is considerable, and the importer makes no allowance for the
depreciation of theffrane.
The chief objection to paper covers
is the inevitable wear and tear, the
loosening of the leaves. It should be
said in answerthat ninety oat of the
one hundred novels published today
may be thrown away aft^r one, or a
without regret
half
readW witnoui
reeret except
exeent
nan, reaaing
for the time wasted. The bound vol-

that
novels

he showed a tenderness for gorgeous
dress and dandies. Did he wear
corsets?
Probably, his figure did not
require a strait- jacket.
Palmer-

STELLA

yI

j

headlines: "An Englishman s Experiences Here"; also in the letter from Mr.
on the finest pa- T F. Leeland, headed, "Another Englishper were issued unbound. The pur- man's Experiences Here." From these
chaser was allowed to choose his own letters one comes to the conclusion that
personality goes a long way In making
binding. French books are no longer
everything
tion.

Mix TJeer-

cosmetics for
•he

1

^

'

:

,

i

lol
(Eng.) in 173U:
"I could scarce t
reconcile myself at first," he wrote in By
his journal, "to this strange way of an
ea< liing In the fields, of which he set

my

,

signature to "The Intentions to Become," b»t when one reads the antiKrit sh propaganda in Certain Boston
newspapers; notes the burning of a
the
without
flag
nation's
friendly
protest' or action by the auRi ghtist
thorltles. the raising of millions of dollars for use against a friendly nation
with the approval of the authorities,
and the interference by the 8S con-

j

i

Jules Renard
me an example on Sunday; having been
oil my life (till very lately) so tena- {''
With reference to Mme. Duclaux's
clous oi" every point relating to decency M
survey of modern French novelists
Bnd order, that I should have thought
none
that
column
this
In
remark
and a
the saving of souls almost a sin. If it
of Jules Renard's books had appar^
had
not been done in a church."
ently ever been translated, Philip
that
Hale offers the information
"John Whitefield"
sketches from four of Renard's books
affairs.
As the World Wags:
were translated and published In a de- pressmen in British domestic
In Paper Covers
and
says:
consider
to
stops
one
then
partment, "Tmlm of the Day." in the
It must be that the name and fame of
While I am
"Wait, a little longer."
the celebrated evangelist, George WhiteThe cost of books in England has Boston JoumnTsome fifteen or twenty pro-Uritlsh. I am always observant and
least
at
believes
that
He
years ago.
conscious of the good traits r.f a good
field, are getting dim with age. Two or
led the Athenaeum to suggest that
a score In all were thus given Amerthree years ago one of Boston's clergythey be published in paper covers; ican readers. It seems, however, that Aner can and am pro-American. ma-I
the
am too broad-minded to Judge
at least one prominent publisher book form was never given them, jority by the minority, but there 13
men subjected himself to considerable
life,
rural
of
his
fiction
from
Apart
has welcomed the suggestion. Mr.
chaff and ridicule in consequence of
room for development in the deportment
Top" will, of course, of the general public. It Is up to the
Huebsch in this country is now bring- Renard's "Carrot
having transmogrified the evangelist's
be remembered by theatregoers of this Press to handfe this matter, for the
surname to "Whitehead," and now
ing out books in this form. Public and city, especially as it was repeatedly
parents are not capable of working this
•omes
the Associated Press agent at
circulating libraries may object, alpresented by the French company at development; if it tdiould come to pass,
Exeter, N. H., and in this morning's
though the large public libraries 'tha Vleux Columbler.
woti'd sign myself
then
Herald transmogrifies the evangelist's
"A I'NITED STATES CITIZEN."
have their own bindery, and can
forename to^'John," fipeaking of him as
*
Boston.
"John
Whitefield."
Sic transit gloria
more easily clothe "shivering folios,"
1
Our correspondent forgets the apology
mundi:
OBSERVER.
twelve mos and octavos in the more
Urookline. July 13.
ms.de -by the government at Washingsubstantial dress, For years in EngDid not
This is sad, indeed, when one rememton in the matter of .the flag.
»steenicd friend. Hie London Jourbers that Whitefield is buried at Newland many books appeared in rather
the British government also apologize
nalist, describes the language of the
recently for the behavior of the British, ^jburyport; that during Lent, except on'
flimsy bindings because collectors
seamen at Bermuda? There are rude
Saturdays and Sundays, his food was I
lllmed play as made up ofl Uncle 8am
*roiuld .promptly strip the leaves to
nun and women in every nation, even
only coarse bread and sage-tea without
Alfred Jingl,
He was espehave them bound according to their and Mr.
_ in England, and not all Englishmen on J sugar, when he was a servitor at Ox- I
clallj impressed by the description of a
„ leir tr vo)3 are conspicuous for courford t'niverslty; that when his wife
fancy.
(
certain Negro as having "a face that
died— by his own account she was
There was years ago an unreason- only a mother could love." He remem- I tcsy.— Ed.
neither rMJ) noiV beautiful and had onco
able prejudice against "paper cov- bers gratefully the sentence: "If brains
been gay— it was said, for the marriag
"As She Is Wrote"
ered novels," although works of fic- were dynamite lizzie would never have
As the World Wags:
to blow her hat off.", The
enough
had
set his mind much at rest."— Ed.
tion by leading writers were thus
Seme 40 years ago a patient was adjournalist remarks: "Lizzie ts-*>erself no
published. The octavos of Harper
& mean litterateur, after her kind. Attrib- vised by his physician to include In his
"Nee Miss Helen"
Brothers that was then the firm uted in her is the classic threat to
diet "gluten bread," and he gave him an
As the World Wags:
name were many and signed by ^iie.-'s who feared here cuslnc.'The first I address in France where it could be obFor the love of Mike, do try to per# 'one of you guys that refuses to^at will
tained.
An order was sent
Paris.
{famous
names. George
Bernard* need a crowbar for a toothpick to get'j When the package came it wastoentirely
suade the men who write the descriptive
haw's "Cashel Byron's Profession" the lead out of his gums.' "
A spoiled by mould, caused by improper jlines under the pictures
of brides in The
Will som-j hardened admirer of tfiel packing. The purchaser sent a letter of
was read long before his name was
ftlerald's Sunday illustrated section to
tell us In what ry complaint which brought an
theatre
kinematographlc
answer, of
jfamiliar. There were editions of the
drama of contemporaneous life, in what' which the following is an exact copy, Jqult such atrocities as "Mrs. Walter
classics/ in paper— Scott,
Dickons, sparkling comedy or manners Miss LizIFeelv. nee Miss Helen Hart."
omitting names'.
W. H. O.
It Is
Thackeray, and so through the list.
zie has a prominent part'
jbaiely possible that once In a while a
Boston.
baby
girl
Is born equipped with a front
Some may remember the Franklin
Dear Sir:
name, but I decline to believe that
A Pious Wish
am thinking that the mouldy who
Squa e Library, the Seaside Library.
r
omnibus was approaching the
The
was
upon the biscuit has been bring by
novels
She
were sold at a low price.
eight of them were, in spite of The
dampness
during the transit. The bread
Herald page of two Sundays ago,
At a rule they were clearly printed. cemetery gates when a pompous man fjj cannot be to he enclosed
as the flour.
East Boston.
J. H. A.
Tet the fastidious would have none addressed his neighbor, a toll-worn lady
will sending at you. sir. the 17.9ber
n rusty black.
a Utile ease-wood enclosing biscuit. The
If them; not because they objected to
"I fear, madam, we are bent on the
A Rhyme for "Month"
cast- wood will come at Liverpool the
tito cheapness;
pamo sad errand. You are, I presume, 'JUSber. 1 am promising,
but to their lofty
As the World Wags:
sir, that I will
Binds the word "paper" was synony- going to pay your tribute of respect to
In a recent issue of The Herald I
take care for that the biscuits shall be
•he dear departed."
,
noted the statement that there is in
laming in f-'ood condition and conservamous with "yellow" or the
"D'you mean 'im?"
rhyme for* the word "month." True,
tlon. I hope, sir, that you will be per"Scrofulous French >novel,
"Ah, I feared as much. May I ask if
some genius— I do not at this moment
metti.ig myself to replace the biscuits'
On gray paper with blunt type."
it is a recent bereavement?"
recall his name— evolved an algebraical
impair. I believe that the sent by little
"Matter o' 20 years."
(It i.s curious how "yellow,"
formula that might be considered as
quantity will be much better for, e|:.
a
"And you pay your tribute annually?"
being
one, but it was altogether too
Deign,
sir.
to
accept
the
assura
/:e of
rgeous color, when applied to
"First time since 'e was put away."
complex, and could be appreciated only
my sincerely sorrow, of that accident.
Pl
ted matter still has an obnoxious
Then, thawing under the man's symby
the mathematical mine!. "~
Yours truly
pathy, the widow explained:
"Dunno
tiing. The Yellow Book thus
I claim that true poetry should
sufmake
what
It was, but a wish come over me
Its appeal in the most direct manner
1, long after yellow covered tales
Also a Collector
larst night to see the grass a-wavin'
possible, not in round about and devious
ighwaymen and revelations of
Mis«s Evelyn Plumadore, a chorus girl
over 'Im."—-L. H. in the London Dally
ways.
Chronicle.
leries at European courts, disapthe. name should put her In the first
I am submitting a couplet the
veriest
ed from the book stands.)
row— has an accomplished press agent.
tyro may comprehend.
I admit that
National Rudeness
under
perfectly
normal
twich
when
conditions
books, grave treatises,
that
Miss Piumadorc
the
tt seems
thing would be. impossible; but there
As the World Wags:
rteoi fda of trawl, novels
was a child she collected covers of cigar
of high and
being more abnormalties than normalI was very much Interested in the letboxes.
has
now
about^ZpOO.
SJie
among
legree have for years been p'ubties.
13 JB
jji_J.hls old, world of ours, it seems
ter addressed to the editor of The Herald
•>->n>
brands that were once popud in paner covers, and in thin
j
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put ln,0, »
conceal i u

no

kick both Robinson nnd Joi

'

.rorn loyalty to

sexT

that might lead tol
m ,. r dered man had beenf

tntV

interested in invective as in arguHe was a bar
ami
j
and was »„3
ment, and not so much in argument
Ho worked all dey^home.
tucu
He
came
ever
he
there
Was
when
Hand-Shaking in Divorce Cases
as in psychology."
company"
tcj
but
ho paid his debts,
The woman that knows how to give a a time when satire would be a more not
a,
of day w th h.m-hke
time
the
pass
ia
hand-shake
in
and
politics,
ilrm,
honest, friendly
The)
effective weapon in
that gets to the bone
wind
raw
her
found
told
is
is
story
not often met. When she
these days of profiteering and pubneighbors kept away. The
There are with the utmost naturalness by the two
price Is far above rubles, al hough her lishers' announcements?
with little
concisely,
dress may be the plainest. There was a satirists in England, as Mr. Shaw,
chattering women,
and directly to
details that lead swiftly
time In England when it was thought but he is seldom taken seriously,
of thej
solution
the conclusion: to the
that a man and a woman should not
and a satirist must first of all be Imvstery. understood by the women but
by the
Sir John
salute by taking the hand.
serious; furthermore, Mr. Shaw's tone that would not be suspected
p ays
Nicholl. giving judgment In a divorce
men We know of few one-act
satire is usually cast in the form of
that
remarked
construction
ago.
years
100
nearly
case
"Trifles" in
equal
that
whose
playgoers,
of a
"conduct highly blamable and distress- a play, and the
dialogue and the establishment
ing to the feelings or a husband had
mentality has been vitiated by en.
tragic mood.

Fj^SSU

X~y
maT

'

kin:

"I'll

you a ques-

nslc

month."
maid:
it

"Plenth,

thlr.

won't

at oneth?"

MILTON HILLS.

r.

"The ^outh That Fired the Ephesian

•

Dome"
As the World Wags:

The Herald of this morning you
name of the man that
And th« Ephesian dome is sti'.l fresh."
Yce. the name of that person — HerostIn

say

I

that "the

j,

not so easy
to *el other biographic data regarding
He is generally referred to as
him.
the
Ephesian
that fired
"the youth

ritus— is

still

fresh, but

it

is

i

,

'

j

dome." which dome, by the way. was

I

lh« roof of a temple of the goddess!
Oiana. Was Herostratus a youth when
he set fire to that roof ? Please give
the date of his b'rth, and then any of
us can approximately figure out how
old he was when he set the lire, for
the year of the lire is known. Where
was he born and when !>nd where did
he die? What. i,f any. punishment did
The
he receive for setting the fire?
rketch of him in Anthon's Classical
Dict'onary says that when he was put
to the torture he confessed that he set
the fire for the sole purpose of getting
a name for himself among posterity.
Wis he tortured for the purpose of
making him confess that he set the
(Ire or for the purpose of making him
confess why he set It? From the way
Anthon puts the matter, it would seem
that It was for the latter purpose that
INQUIRER.
he was tortured.
Boston. July 16.
axe far from books of reference.
We once read that this temple of Diana
was £5 feet long and 220 feet wide;
there were 127 - pillars in It, contributed
by as many kings; the building of the
Perhaps "Intemple took 2C<> years.
quirer" can gain more information by
visiting Bates Hall in the Boston Public
Library. The "Classical Dictionary" of
the justly celebrated Anthon is not the
only storehouse of facts concerning the
departed Greeks, Romans, Asiatics, Carthaginians. Our impression is that an
interesting account of Herostratus may
be found in Marcel Schwob'k "Imaginary Lives." When we return to the
city we will consult this fascinating
book. Probably Herostratus was a pyromaniac. Living today\ he would be a
firebug in Brookline. Meanwhile Bates
Hall is a pleasant place for research,
reasonably cool and conducive to an
afternoon nap. — Ed.
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been proved; but although 30 witnesses
indecent
no
examined.
had
been
familiarities beyond kissing had been
proved.
The shaking of hands when
they met was now a practice so frequent
between persons of different sexes,
however opinions might differ as to its
delicacy, that no unfavorable inference
This is
could be deduced thence."
curious reading when one remembers
that continental visitors in the England of the 17th century were amazed
to find that the women of a household
to which they were welcomed expected
the greeting of a kiss, and In the time
of Charles II of England kissing, as appears in the comedies of that age, was

common

the

joyment of bedroom farces and mu-

\
'

I

'

We

pany, The Old Doctor, Breakfasting with
Portia, Measuring the Mind, Old Town
Revisited.

Not to make too long a story, I will
copy a few paragraphs from "Foreign
Travel at Home."
"This city (New York) is the true
Cosmopolis: SO nations are represented

Iris

the news reached London that
the' Prince of Wales was suffering from
as American
excessive hand-shaking
presidents and other men of distinction
have suffered at receptions— the question
was raised. How did the custom originate? It was not known to the anci*. _.
When Shakespeare's "Julius Caesar is
put on the stage Brutus, Cassius and
other noble Romans, raise the right arm
with a sweeping gesture in salutation
on meeting. But stage manners are not
always trustworthy. For example. Mr.
Mansfield as the Beau was censured for
taking 9nuff with the wrong hand.
The following answer was made to the
question: "In old days, when every man
who had any pretensions to being a gentleman carried a sword, it was the custom when meeting another to show that
there was no intention of treachery by
offering each other the weapon hand,
free from the weapon. To h:>ld back the
hand was equivalent to a challenge to
combat'. This habit became so fixed that
long after swords ceased to be worn
men still offered the weapon hands to
fHends and deemed to do so to eneAmong savages, who never carn.ies.
ried swords, the custom of shaking
hands is unknown, and it affords them a
great deal of amusement to see white
men encage in the practice. This remark about the savages has been contradicted by an English traveler that

—

.

'

]

I

I

has summered and wintered with them
from the Kikuyu and Kavirendo to the
natives of Zanzibar and the Yaos; but
their manner is more elaborate; after
shaking once as we do, they "slide the
palms together, with the thumbs pointing upward and curledtround each other;
then they shake again." The longer this
process
greater

of
is

alternate handshaking,
the existing affection.

the

Boresome Hand-Shakers
The Englisih and the Americans have
the hand-shakers in the world.
The French. Spaniards. Italians. Germans, Russians have been more formal,

been

-

i
1

one- might say more dignified in the
It is not almatter of introductions.
wavs a pleasure to take a man's hand.
There are the moist, clammy hands that
tempt one after pressing them to wipe
his own on his trousers. There are men
that take only fingers in the grasp. There
are men that will not let your hand go,

but miik

it,

especially on

a windy st:xet

When Jom.s, whom you haraly
know, introduces you to Robinson,
whose fac« is not prepossessing, with

.

There have been other

French cookery and French amenity
we have appropriated them as thon
oughly as we have the name of La>
S.

MACE.

Boston.

To Celia
(A London railway boasts in its advertisements of the pleasant smile you get
from its booking clerk.)
,

Smile at

m»

only as I book
not ask a scat.
But hand upon a strap the while
An']

I'll

Men trample on my feet.
Not mine a discontented look
At crowd or crush or heat.
For oh! the memory of your smile
Shall

Bow

make my

.

Joy complete.

me

blandly as y/>u clip
And I will not complain.
Althnush the lazeard lift descend
Too late to catch the train.
to

:

j

Not mine to hite an angry lip
At lo.ss of time land gain);
The memory of your bow shall lend
A comfort to my pais.
T. H., in the tendon Daily Chronicle

find "Bernice," the most
elaborate play in the volume, of comIt is a painstaking
pelling interest.
of the relationship that existed

study
between a husband and wife. She is
dead. Did her h/sband really understand her? In spite of his protestafather of
tions, had he loved her? The
pathetic
the dead woman is, indeed, a
friend
close
the
Margaret,
but
figure,
the
of Bernice, is a high vibrator and
her
call
to
ungallant would not hesitate

,

I

|
'

Thackeray.
Is the world better natured so
that satire is less relished than in
Or has the newsformer years?
paper political cartoon in a measurej
It is impossible)
taken the place?
to think of a book like that virulent)
attack on public men of its day,
"The Jockey Club," finding a pub-|
Samuel Butler of'
lisher today.

j
1

in "Bernice," where the analysis
often too minute, too hair-splitting,
there are shrewd reflections coming
from a sure knowledge of human nature.
Miss Glaspell is a thinker as well as a
dramatist, but she seldom allows thought
to take the place o£ dramatic force.

Even

is

'

'

Two

A

Forsaken Weapon

It has been said that satire is decaying "because it is not in harmony
So
the modern mind."

Plays Written for the

:

Ideal People's Theatre
"Touch and Go," a play in three acts
"Erehwon" and "The Way of All
for
by D. H. Lawrence, and "The Fight
great)
the
by
considered
is
Flesh"
Freedom," a play in four acts by Dougdisagreeable
Thomas
singularly
by
a
published
majority
las Goldring, are
Seltzer of New York as plays for a Peoperson; Hilaire Belloc is admired as
ple's Theatre.
as|
not
the essayist and historian,
Mr. Lawrence contributes a preface,
the author of "Caliban's Guide to ^ written in a staccato manner, to his
such
Letters," which may be classed with
play. Having said that there Js no
as a People's Theatre,
James L. Ford's "Literary Shop"! thing in existence
he exor even on the way to existence,
and Marcel Schwob's ferocious chap, _
..
Yetf claims:
indefithe
Note
ters on French journalism.
Theatre.
"A People's
The"Gulliver's Travels" still delights! nite article. It isn't The People's
People's Theatre. Not The
atre, but
men and boys, so great is the power 1 people;
das volk,
il popolo. le peuple,
world over,
of genius.
|
this monster is the same the
theatre
the
but
of Plena, the proletariat,
but the theatre
of Plebs, tho prolatarist,
What people? Quel peuple
& vol- of A people.
it
-Plays - by Susan Glaspell,
donc?-A People's Theatre. Translate
Co.
Maynard
&
Small.
by
for yourself. A Peoples
French
into
ume published
it,
* Theatre.
Since we can't produce
It contains "Bernice,*
of Boston.
Major premise: the
let us deduce it.
these plays in one
Minor premise: the
Play in three acts;
cheap.
are
seats
the
"Close
Peoples
act-"Tnfles," "The People."
plays are good. Conclusion: A
-Woman 8 Theatre. How much will you give me
Outside,"
"The
iBook"
in the eye,
for my syllogism? Not a slap
written In
Honor"; and two comedies
Pe
Cook- I
defiant.
Cram
cocky,,
George
preface,
with
Tt°s 'a long
collaboration
are
and -Tickless ! feverish. The plays for this theatre
-suppressed Desires"
plebeian
nor
not "popular nor populous
been pernor parish
All the plays have
folk
nor
proletarian
nor
man
Players, in
plays" Any play is good to the Lawformed by the Provincetown
and
likes to look at it. says Mr
Provincetown,
who
at
'or
York
r,"And at that rate 'Ohu Chin
rence.
prominent
l
Glaspell has taken a
} ill«s
Chow* is extra-super-good.
last
the
People s
except
them
in all of
plays of a People's Theatre are
part
j
"Not manplays, rlays about people:
1 named.
.
„.
proletariats nor
nequins. Not lords nor
s
"Woman
co-respondnor
Of these Plays, "Trifles."
husbands
bishops nor
Desires" are
adulteresses nor
ent* nor virgins nor
I Honor" and "Supposed
even white rabNot
noses.
is, indeed.
nor
"Trifles"
nucles
«st striking.
t;Men who
of
bits no- presidents. People.
study
grim
a
who are soraeI v nolly admirable as
are somebody, not men
broodbishops
bo
curiosity,
to
t'ung. Men who happen
I country life, reticence,
who happen
revenge. A sheriff
or co-resnondents, women
to
in* loneliness, sullen
happen
they
searching in
to be chaste, just as
a county attorney are
for .evi- i freckle because it's one of their mnufarmhouse
aolndoned
rrecenny
Even men who
guilt of a wife 3 merable odd qualities.
noses.
dence to establish the
happen, by tho way. to have long
of her huscharged with the murder women, the
legs, not MMF
two
on
But net -noses
neighboring
voluble, not
Two
band
pairs of gaiters, stuffed and
enter, look
wives of the searchers,
meringues of chastity, not inwhite
stumble
finally
proabout chatter, speculate,for the murder.
carnations of co-respondents. Not
on the Plausible reason
i

.
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corner.
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Nor do we

satirists in

George William Curtis in
Butler.
his "Potiphar Papers" and his novel,
"Trumps," showed the influence of

in

periodicals 'are published in New York
more than a score of foreign
in
You
tongues, one of them in Arabic.
know the fundamental loyalty of the
The
Spanish
citizen.
German
typical
press of the city was staunchly American during our last war. The Turkish
periodicals applauded our demonstrations against the Porte. The Hungarians, Servians, Syrians and Persians
have each formally organized for the
purpose of influencing their fatherlands to become more like the land of
their adoption. The tower of the Madison Square Garden is 'a copy of the
Giralda of Seville. Rome itself has no
more Italian citizens than New York.
Our rich men imitate French chateaus;
the rest of us bless or revile the French
invention of the apartment house; while
French music, French art,for
as

WILLIAM

|

"

ous opinions, manners and events,
from the writers for "Salmagundi"
to John G. Saxe and William A.

.

fayette."

<

this country, men preferring to deal
with social subjects, contemporane-

find the inscrut-

Chinatown. The ceremonial prescribed
by Moses is still carried out here in
numerous synagogues. I can introduce
you to more than one turbanned swami
who will talk like Buddha. You may
taste strange dishes and hear strange
music in more foreign cafes in New
York than in any city in the world.
You may hear the service of
the Greek Catholic church celebrated
by an archbishop in a cathedral on
Ninety-seventh street, Bohemians, Syrians and even Egyptians have made
whole sections of the city their own,
so far as manners and customs are
concerned. Nearly 100 newspapers and

When

[

Dooley."

'

immemorial East

tell

His silence argued that
certain night.
honor. Lo
he was shielding a woman's
of the
and behold, to the consternation dozen
half
a
lawyer and the prisoner,
to swear
women appear, in turn willingthat
night
he spent the whole of

.

Hebrews) than in Palestine. If
tur.u tyoi.
arcveary of the physical and
me
as vi a land where all things

may

young
not

'

Germans; more than 1,000,000
vastly more, and more for-

are yet new, you
able calm c f the

satirical,

block to many
man Buspectea of
where he was on a

1

'

j

A
will

bitterly

stumbling

i

its public schools; four-fifths of the
parents of its citizens came from the
ends of the earth; there are more than

Ll.000,000

a

that
amojig themwith them. They quarrel
Their characters are finely difi
selves.
the
motherly one,
the
ferentiated.
The
etc.
scornful one, the silly one,
annoyed,
more
and
more
prisoner,
s
makes a bolt for a door in the sheriff
by a large
house. The way is blocked
staggers
He
woman.
I and determined
Without reference to other coun- I hack to the lawyer's arms, saying: Oh,
the
tries, it may be said that in
hell, I'll Plead guilty."
"Suppressed Desires,'" a comedy with
United States the line of satirists is
with the
three characters, is concerned
apparently extinct. In the field of
psychoanalysis, the
3 sub-conscious mind,
politics there have been noteworthy I theories of Freud, etc. In view of the
these
perfervid interest at present in
names. That of "Major Jack Downhardly be
matters, the comedy can
ing" was not the first. It is possible
"Ticldess
while
extravagant,
called
that in the future Lowell will be 1 Time" is an extravaganza pure and simfanatica
remembered by the "Biglow Papers"
pie in its portraiture of the
"Commemoration worshipper of the sun dial who would
I rather than by the
cooks by
bury all clocks". Annie, who
in the
the clock, is the sanest person
Ode." Richard Grant White's "New
"V.
..
household.
with
inveighed
other
Gospel of Peace"
Irony and satire characterize the
enters
a
with
indignation,
righteous
plavs, although idealism
little
is the name
into "The People," which
wealth of biting ridicule against
the Book
of a newspaper. In "Close
Copperheads and Shoddy. "Petrolebelief in the
the snobbery pertaining to
j
amusingly
is
um V. Nasby" was bitter during the
families"
virtues of 'first
tragedy
civil war and the presidency of Anmocked. "The Outside" is a
Cod,
Cape
on
of a life-saving station
drew Johnson. The last conspicuous
effective only
but
perhaps,
symbolical,
"Mr.
been
has
sbuiful.
writer in this field
when the audience is select and

in
,

women.
murder

.

1

salutation.

Cosmopolis
As tho World Wags:
If so be it you have not seen a little
volume of essays, 22 in number, by Clyde
Furst (Columbia University Press, 1916),
"The Observations of Professor Maturin,"
I feel quite sure both you and your readers would be pleased and repaid for the
time spent in their perusal. Being short
and pithy, they would lena inemselves
to frequent quotation with good results.
I will jot down at random a few of
the titles: Food for Thought (gastronomic). Men's Faces, Mental Hygiene,
The Mystery of Dress, The Fountain of
Youth, The Contemporary Fiction Com-

I

haps this is the fault of the dramaperhaps the more observant
tist;
spectator doubts Mr. Shaw's sincerThere are satirists in France,!
ity.
as Anatole France, who in some of
his later novels exchanged his amiaJ
ble pyrrhonism and lambent irony
for the savage satire characteristic
of Juvenal and Swift.

be

will

!

I

j

"Woman's Honor."

3

comedies, laughs at the more \
obvious lines of the dramatist with- A
out mature reflection. His indigna-F
tion at an evil is not aroused. Per-t I
sical

!;1

Heave njg vnat an
ment of

And

bits!

aren't

passional antagonism, turning upon the poles of belief.
There's no solution, but there is a choice
between a rr;c>3 and a tragedy. We 1
Kould comprehend or feel the tragedy

b

"The essence of
this great struggle.
Bragedv. which is creative crisis, is that
with his fate.
through
go
should
a manEnd not dodge it a'nd go dumping into
business of
whole
In accident. And the
of manlife, at the great critical periods
Btnd is that men should accept and be
we
Therefore
one with their tragedy.

tm.

s

w..fi.

=

jj

tr

°The'oid House," by Richard Price,
Candtebased on Mrs. Dude ney's novel

V^mlon
i

,

j

j

contrives a

be able to alter the whole sysnot by bullying, not because
one lot wants what the other has got."
Anabel, by the way, becomes Gerald's
wife, after long conversations in which

|

they often talk apparedtly at cross-pur-

sible

students of
social economics rather than the "peprefer
undoubtedly
would
pull." Thev
"Chu-Chln-Chow." And, as Mr. Gals-

worthy

interest

"Strife"

in

l

j

the International People's Theatre is founded, one of the first plays It
ought to put on, If it means to do educational as well as artistic work, is
Douglas Goldrlng'g beautiful drama,
•-The Fight far Freedom." Not that this
drama is a panegyric of socialism. On
the contraiy, it might almost be said to
be a crltclsm of the Socialist party. T ts
merit, its strength, resides In its bringing out the pathetic tragedy of the
harsh truth underlying the obscure
drama that divides humanity In two."
The play presents the idea of revolution, "set at the very heart of man."
Thence, as M. Barbusse assures us, "It
tumbles like an Impetuous torrent and

"When

AwaK-

in

,

draper's shop.

Her two

same

5,

dashes Into a river."
Mr. Goldring also writes an introduction to his play, an Introduction of
seven pages, In which he speaks of
"sorrowful western
the
Bolshevists,

Englishman as Candide, the
people In England who "take up socialism" as a change from taking up
Jazzing or "art," and with the same
island," the

"It Is these who.
frivolity.
that red dawn really breaks for
which they profess to be sighing, will
He
'be the firs.t to cry out in alarm."
also gives his conception of a people's
theatre. "A theatre run on a co-operatlve basis, a tnealro in which all the*
Ideas which really, interest the prole-)
tariat may receive the fullest and freest
expression, a theatre which Is youthful)
and alive-. The people to control such a|
theatre must, It seems to me, be peo-J
pie accustomed to do jobs of work con-l
ected wtth the stage, and their first!
.essential

when

|

'

Florent Schmitt, France; Arnold Schoenberg, Austria; Carl Nielsen, Denmark;

Johan Halvorsen, Norway; Paul Gilson,,
Belgium; Olga Samnroff, the United
States; Oscar Bie, Germany; Samuel

Joseph Holbrooke's
as a piano solo.
"Barrage" for the piano, is "a thing
of sweeping arpeggios and brilliant stacMalipiero's "Maschere
cato octaves."
che rassano," a piano piece in five short
movements (1918), is a thoughtful and
mature composition characterized by
simplicity of form and acute dissonances.

j

style sufficiently to make a recital program of his music alone entirely suc J
cessful. His writing varies so much, the
Idiom is not fixed, and V f evidences of
outside Influences, folk-music, Debuesy,

The London Times did not "care
much" for John Powell's "Rhapsodie
Negre" played at the New Y'ork Symphony Orchestra's concert

in

London.

takes too long getting to business,
and, to say the truth, we are not very
sure at the end what the business exactly was. If It was the Negrd tunes,
one would havi thought they could
have been lntrt'hiced without quite so
much ceremony, it was all too much
like that raomd:t on the stage when
the chorus goes on expecting and pointing at the heroine to give her time for
one last look In the glass. But we
cared very much for his piano playing,

j

"It

„_

which

delicately rhythmical

Is

and very

musical."

new
by Mr. Lnmond
Ireland's

.Iphn

•

plaved

a girl
have the
a drunken old
children,

12.

did; not

Is

by

London June

on the biggest

severely classi"One cannot fall to be Impressed
the composer's absorption in his

ments,
cal.

In

sonata,

lines and
pianist of first-rate attain-

laid out

demands a

piano

its structure

Is

subject, his unswerving adherence to
his own standpoint, and his fertility
But the impression is
of Invention.
apt to pass into either depression or
oppression, or both successively, in the
course of three movements in which,
while the material varies, the standpoint remains substantially the sairu;."

debts, moralise, and take away the children.
Thai auntl compel the dying
woman to tell the truth about herself
to these children. Helene has fallen in
love with Marcel. Tho mother's confession has disclosed love to her In a brutal
and cruel aspect. Nevertheless she Is
dragged off by him, "wh^her willingly ']
or not' is far from clear." The younger
child is left. "When the curtain falls j;
on the wailing of the little girl we foreBee the tragedy of starved love and
sordid tale, but raised
stunted life.
by the author's power to a terrible

The London Times was disappointed,

hearing Cyril Scott's new piano quintet,
"It
because It showed little advance.
not
Is disappointing that he still does

appear

A

to realize the limitations of his
to widen «."

method and seek
Tho Meriestrel

(Paris) regrets that
beauty. The workmanship, is extraordiLouis Aubert .shows In his new songs,
narily economic, close and suggestive.
"Three Melodies." that he yields to the
And the moment- when the elder girl, taaste
of tho period, following rather
newly and wholly In love, first learns Slavishly In Debussy's footpath, also
that her dying mother had loved more
giving himself up to superficial orientthan once, and with all tho hardness of alism.
youth turns on her shattered Idpl, is
Manuel do Falla's "Seven Spanish Folk
one of the most harrowing that we Songs" were praised In Paris, especially
task must be, politely but firmly, to| have seen." Thus the London Times.
Seguldilla Murciani" and "Polo."
push the God-dam-art crowd outsjde.l Mls3 Christopher St. John translated the
The libretto of Giovanni Pennachlo's
When the last 'artistic' person has beeru play. _ There was a second performance
one-act opera, "Redenzlone," was in'gently removed. Art may have a chance
in aid of Serbian children. "Cherry," a
for Leoncavallo. Pennachio has
to breathe.'" A somewhat violent per-,
new musical comedy, book and lyrics tendedcompleted, according to the wish of
•on, this Mr. Goldring.
by Edward Knoblock, music by Mel- Leoncavallo, the latter's opera, "King
In "Touch and Go" Michael Henderson^ ville Gideon, Is announced for performreturning from the war, drugs and I ance in London some time this week. It Oedipus."
Vaughan Willwims's motet "O clap
MDlates Margaret to whom he had been deals with two "strata of modern life,
people," for voices,
betrothed before he left England, be-! the first including East-end costers and 1 your hands, all yo
trombones, tuba, kettledrums,
trumpets,
cause she Is frank enough *to tell him
dockers, and the second, various memcymbals and organ (1920) was perfoinit
she loves one Oliver, a parlorj bers of the West-end higher circles."
formed in Westminster Abbey June 5,
Michael afterwards offers to] The scenes are a riverside wharf, the
Socialist.
was Stanford's "Te Deum" written
a*
marry her. The Very Rev. Samuel ballroom of a Park lane house, and for the restoration of peace, in which
Slaughter and his wife are amazed beHampstead Heath on the evening of a the tune "St. Ann" is used considercause she is unwilling thus to he rebank holiday.
"A part of the call of 'The Last
ably.
inaiaieu in society. Oliver pities her:
The New York correspondent of the Post' Is introduced to precede the words
"It was horrible, a wretched piece of bad
London Times, reviewing the plays of 'The noblo arms' of martyrs praise
luck. But you mustn't let yourself get
last season, says that John Drew meanthee.'V
into a morbid condition about it."
Ho dered pleasantly through "The CatVincent d'Indy's opera in- three acts
tries to excuse Michael for his "groBird," which is "Grumpy" with the S and eight scene*. "The Legend of St.
tesque blackguardism." She will marry
"kick" left out. "As one critic comChristopher," was produced at the Paris
a third person. The keen-witted and plained, it is a mistake 'to put- a gentle, Opera June'J. "The treatimjsit of this
|
sensible Miss Lambert says to Oliver:
doddering creature into a gentle, dod- story, which' lends itself admirably to
"So the silly child proposes to jilt you. | dering play." The correspondent, say- scenic and musical adaptation, is somewhat austere, but of nobility of concepbecause you rofused to flatter her egolsm| ing that the best fun in the New York
tion and intention throughout. Relying
by regarding her as a 'fallen' woman
theatre was to be had from melodrama,
•Well, she'll be happier with I'hlllp than
remarked: "Our old friend the noble- almost entirely on the orchestra to give
emotional significance to the poem, M.
she ever would have been with you."
hearted crook we Sad always with us,
Michael is taken to an Insane csylum.
i. n but
his flavor has now been sharpened 1,
allots to the voices a secondary
Oliver remarks: "I can't help thinking
w d'Indy
almost
g)| with spiritualism, preferably sham."
role, and, indeed, one regrets the
this blasted war had something to do
"Daddalums" (exasperating name!) J total absence of the lyrical element,
ojj
with It all
But then I'm a crank 1 1 may not be a masterpiece of art; but* which is sacrificed to recitative or dec,th<;re Is always a public for pictures of
don't approve of war as a sporting
lamation. A curious feature in the opera
tho simpler human affections, painted in;
never did."
pastime for the youngster.
scene of
Is the apparition before each
The characters nro draw n in a rrimary colors, and this public was
the historian, who. supported by a
manifestly
delighted
with
ssterly manner.
They are men and
the play.
white-robed choir, narrates the principal »v»nts in the life of Chrisloiilur
k

fc

I

!

1-

Laryford. England.
At the Querino, Rome, Mme. Leonidoff
and her Russian ballet company performed "La Fantasia Indiana," music by
Glinka and Rimsky-Korsakoff, orchestrated by Respighi, who also orchestrated Borodin\'s and Rimsky-Korsakoff 's
music taKen for the ballet "Chansons
Arabes" and Chopin's music taken for!
"La Pirrica," statues and frescoes of
ancient Greece.
Mr. Arnold Bax, skilful and experienced as he is, has hardly formed his

I

There Is
brother; there are two aggressively ugly
sisters
who ha;yo comv to pay the
father.

j

the ruler who lost the true perspective of life by wishing to possess
Vasischta's cow. The third is a Christmas carol In the traditional "three wise
men from the east manner." Stravinsky's "Rag-time," originally for an odd
assortment of instruments, is published^

CaxnaSaint-Georges de Bouheller a
val des Enfants" was performed in London by the Pioneer Players on June 19.
After the, performance Lady Maud Warrender announced that unless some one
would guarantee an annual subscription of £1000 the society would cease to
exist. The heroine of the play Is dying
a linen
In
the inner room behind
of 15 andi a child of

I

tells of

ation,

ably."

I

Recent publications: A set of songs,
"Lieder Album," by Lord Berners, ofT
The composer points
satirical nature.
out that Heine's "Du blst wie eina
Biume" was really inspired by a white
pig seen by the poet in the country. The
poet was haunted by the thought that
the pig must meet a melancholy end.
The second song, "Koenig Wiswamitra,"

three
It is
played." said the Times, "the more
bound to exasperate the audience: and.
exasperor
state
to Judge from our own
she must have played it admir-

It is

I

_

something
quite a good many women
to live
like her; she is merely Impossible
~
the
played
Elliott
Gertrude
with."
for
woman with her nerves on edge
s
part
the
"The better
acts.

I

comes to no con-,

with Mr. Lawrence.
elusion, so
Henri Barbusse has written a short
preface to "The Fight for Freedom."

by

cliff.

—

I

1

"Singu-

I

decided (though not exaggerated) oriental flavor, which is in the composer's
happiest vein."

the garden and falls
she loves Wilins. Edith finds out that
should
fred and is willing that Edward
baby, by the
a
is
have Ann. "There
way wih Edward's eyes, not Wilfreds,
matter
ahd this seems a rather awkward
ghost will
to get over. But no doubt the
sees a
see to it." The Daily Telegraph
"Any
doubtful future for Wilfred.
as
beam
her
for
woman so over-engined
up
Edith ought to be carefully locked
neand prevented from mixing with
fsllow-creatures. Not that she is imposare
the literary sense: there

poses.

The play would

dream

over a

t"

to

^

this dream Wilfred, enraged
Edward in
wife's confession, fights with

I

— but

ne

light" (Court Theatre
naa lov^"
Edith, the .wife of Wilfred,
Edward too well. She is much upset
s sis- J
when he purposes to wed Wilfred
is also dis- m
ter Ann. The family ghost
wishes to
turbed, especially when Edith
ghos.|
scream about her secret; so the
inj
Editn.
for
scene

:

tern

|
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he humbled himself before the poor, encouraging Gerald in his brutality. The J
They attack Gerald and
colliers strike.
nearly kill him. He exclaims "They've t
His friend Oliver
face."
my
trodden on
answers: "No matter. Job Arthur will {
easily answer that you've trodden on 1
Gerald at last tells the
their souls."
mob that he doesn't care about money,
but he will not be bullied. "I think we-t

ought

Romanitza, was unintelligible.

lar phenomenon: The rr.edaillons of the
old rule, as 'La Martiale,' based on a
cheap air, gave me the impression of
the revolution, and the revolutionary
medaillons awoke in me ideas of order
and melanchory. Perhaps this was the
intention of the composer."
Manuel de Falla's "Night in Spanish
Gardens," originally for piano and orchestra, played in Paris' by the composer and a little prodigy, one of his
pupils, Rosa Garcia Ascott, gave great
pleasure.
Honegger's orchestral Prelude to Maeterlinck's "Aglavaine et Selysette," proIduced in Paris, was condemned for its
vague chords that from time to time
led to sour cries and were punctuated
by pretentious and empty solo passages.
An international committee of music
has been organized at Amsterdam. The
promoters are Alfred Casella, Italy;

I

/ler-irtertlv rl

emancipated young woman, who had had
affairs with men, chief among them Mr.
Gerald.
Old Bartow's wife is half -demented, cursing her husband because

while the voices of the various personages in the story are heard from behind the curtain."
The Menestrel was not favorably
impressed by Darius Milhaud's "Soirees
de Saint-Petersbourg." The work contained six medallions representing old
Russia and six representing Russia unThe singer, Mme.
der the revolution.

.

now hemming and hawing, y

4 _->.»i

_

!1

especially vivid.-

]

—

of sfaveiy,

,

like

yftTie conflict is in pure,

—

—»1

Eleanor |P'
No doubt N ew Music by Schmitt, d
m L ne John Ireland and Others
Margaret
there were women
hoped
London of 1910. 'though it is to bo
Florent Schmittwrotethemusic for Analthough
were few Michaels,
there
Gide'.; translation of Shakespeare's
mandre
all
made
wife
Slaughter and his
captain.
"Antony and Cleopatra," produced at
ner of excuses for the gallant
the Opera. Paris, June 13. (Ida Rubin-fl
Dramatic Notes
stein played Cleopatra, and in her palace",
in
talking
Mr; Malcolm Watson was
were three pure white peacocks and al
situation.
London about the theatrical
younrr brown bear.) "The score is quite!
him:
to
The "prominent manager" said
independent in certain passages and isE
rjl I
'incidental/
as
designed
"What's wrong with the theatre?
not merely
find that answer.
tell you where to
music,' its real purpose being, in the!
Hotel any„
Stand in front of the Ritz
.of- the composer, 'to create att
Mind* words
morning and you'll understand..
state of mind, a mood and an atmos-f
the enthusiyou, I'm not complaining of
phere. and also to summarize the acPickasm shown toward charming Mary
Hence the act is preceded by a
tion.'
Henry
;
if
but
ford and her husband,
prelude, and in this way a musical comToole
John
Irving, Madge Robertson.
mentarv is provided which gives conbloom of
tinuity "of character to the action of the
and Ellen Terry, in the first appear on
to
made
The sea fight is depicted:
drama.
their youth, could be
receive
they'd
think
d'ye
musically during the change of scene;
that balcony,
given
but these changes are not certainly the
anything like the demonstration
couple? Its
most inspired. M. Schmitt's orchestrato that delightful young
y
all the
of
root
the
at
is
that
tion is generally highly colored with a
the cinema

Lambert
Lamtoert are

Inem!"
Mr.
C There are several pages of this.
Cftwrence finally comes to his conclusion.
struggle,
tragic
a
is
Labor vs. Capitalism
money-grabbing affair.
'ft is more than a

should open our hearts. For one thing
we should have a People's Theatre. Perhaps it would help us in this hour of
eonfusion better than anything."
And so in "Touch and Go" we have Mr.
Barlow the name takes us back to
"Sanford and Merton" the kind-hearted, old fashioned mine operator, his son
Gerald, hard hearted, tyrannical in his
treatment of the colliers. There is Willie
Houghton, always talking, now encouroff tthe
ne yoke
y 0 *e
aging the miners to throw on

'

M^s!a"""r^"TT!fT

assortsick of

we

^
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1
1

little Wagner, and some ultra-modern
"dissonance," create an impression of
groping and uncertainty. Yet one is conscious all the time of sincerity of purpose, and that being so, it is a matter of
further assimilation and technical adjustment until the creative impulse is
really free. The very apparent enthusi-

a

asm and zest and genuine skill which
diss Harriet Cohen brought to bear upon
her performances of some of his piano
music at the Wlgmore Hall on Tuesday
night (June 15) aroused great appreciation, but we felt more Interested than

The most ambitious work
convinced.
in one
in the program was a sonata
movement, of which the predominant
execumastery
of
certain
feature was a
tive effect, particularly in the piling up
Against this
of big climaxes of tone.
has to be set the lack of charm of both
phrase and harrftqnv, which sadly limited the expressive y l peal. In some short
pieces Mr. Bax was more genial, espedaily the "Lullaby," although here, as
in "What theMinstrel Told Us," or "The
Slave Girl." the unsatisfactory heterogencltl of the style— at one moment ex.trennely "modern," at another mildly dia-

;

I

j

tonic—was very noticeable. Two' groups
of songs were skilfully sung by Mr. John
Coates to the composer's accompaniment,
and here again a sfmllar Impression was
conveyed of effectiveness and boldness of
treatment, but no feeling of emotional
inevitability.— London Times.

There Is no doubt about it, the American "invasion" has begun, and from
now or. till probably somewhere in July
we shall be hearing the same old Bach.
Beethoven. Brahms. Chopin that have
been ours since time was at their hands,
even as we havo heard it at the hands
of every home-grown and itinerant mu-

,

.

and years. Now, this
any one greatly, does
have got beyond it in these days,

for -years
does not benefit

sicinn
it?

We

j

would like to see a kind of musclal
protective tariff introduced, so that all
foreign instrumentalists, at any rate,
must perform at least one English work
In every program.
But, just to show
that I am not an overwhelmingly keen
protectionist, I would insist that our
own instrumentalists should come under
some such rule also. The feeling that
not enough is being done by instrumentalists of any nationality for our
1

own instrumental music

not a mere
based upon tho

I

i

i

I

'

is

chauvinistic cry; it is
knowledge that there exists music for
most instruments at least as musical, at
least as beautiful, at least as ancient
or modern, according to taste, as any
produced elesewhere in the world, and
It is meet, right, and the bounden duty
of instrumentalists to bring it more and
more into the light. The alien pianist
or violinist, be he American or other,
who takes this to heart and profits by
the suggestion will. T am sure, have no 1
reason whatever to regret his step. At
any rate. I would assure him that we
have long ago wearied of the everlasting
succession of the three B's with a makeweight of Chopin. Only a Lamond or a
Busoni can interest us longer In them,
and Lamonds and Busonis are as rare
.

:

'

now as they ever were and always
be.— London Daily Telegraph.
"To turn from breezy, homely stuff of

will

this kind ("Four

Old English Dances.' hv

.
'

-

j
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name

not

floea

Herostratus. nor would

probability have come
Theopompus, the historian,
down to us
had not disregarded the injunction.

nomo

tho

In

all

if"

flowers.

Valorius
consult
should
VIII. H.
birth
the
state
are not able to
year of Horostratus. He was undoubtedly a young man, for, as Lisat once
remarked, youth is the time for virtu-

The

\

Bf

osity.

ba done by Individuals In spreading musical culture. As an Instance he
••d that In the city where he lived In
hla youth a man wao made his living by
giving lessons In siugin-r and playing the
piano, wherever he heard in passing af
house that some person was scraping a [
violoncello, or other instrument, used to
cm! and Insist en seel as the player. They
•rare genera 11°'' alarmed, but he told them
that he was forming an orchestra and [
wanted them to play. In that way he [
managed to get together the beginning
Of an orchestra. He simply took the ma- >
I trials at hand and tilled in with a piano.
[
With his pupils he formed a choir and [
his (Mr. Shaw'sl mother led the chorus, {
sang the principal iarts. copied the j
band parts, and when it was necessary
to provide an orchestral accompaniment,
there beng no money to buy band parts,
she wrote out the band parts on general
assumptions as to the compass of the instnjments. Another instance was found
In what Mr. Rutland Boughton had
achieved at Glastonbury.— London Times,
Our old friend Ken Davies is at it
At the Handel festival in the
again.
Crystal Palace last month he lifted
UP his voice in "Waft Her. Angels" and
a critic spoke of his •impeccable" intonation, and his "just emphasis in the
great recitative which leads to it." Mr.
Davies is in his 63d year.
OBttld

!

j
|

j

'

j

Mr. Walter Hummel,

pianist,

"would

not perhaps carry every one with him
injiis theory that the delicate moments
won by a sensitive touch can only be
bought at the price of other moments
when the instrument is a pain to listen
to, but it is a definite view and was
consistently carried out.

:

f

HarJot Holt Dey, writing to The New
York Evening Post defends the V back:'
•"If a back is fine and straight, demonstrating- a sturdy spine, a good backbone, it seems it It were no mean sentiment to be proitj, of it." Dr. Copeland,
health commissioner, is quoted:
"Health depends upon happiness, and
as women gain inspiration from the fashIons, all fashions are to be indulged in.''
All this is commendable, but the writ«r also says: "Lydia Thompson and her
"Black Crook'W were an offence against
the popular taste of that past time, but
most people went to see it." Lydia and
No the "Black
her "Black Crook
Crook V" was not Lydia's. She shone
replendent in "Ixion," "Sinbad," "Kennilworth," "Robinson Crusoe."

Tenements and Cellars

There
j

j

tho driest

and most Inflammable, The meaning of
a cryptic saying of Heraclitus "the
road leading above" became clear to

—

him, but he wished to possess the manuscript;. It would bo In his power to be
known as king, philosopher, a god,
On July 21 of the year S5C he made his
way at night to the temple, found the
manuscripts ar.d read them, then fired
the curtain that hid Diana and ran out

« rw>n»ltv

of death.
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is

a

street,
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countervailed
s said to have
transplanting
Protector's scheme tor
group to his belovea

TOweh
&e

the Plymouth
J

Creatore and his band played in
last evening, giving
the first concert of a four-day f esti-

T would

be only ^deserved
"group out of the
tribute to make a
purposed by the
"Maesasolt memorial"
figure in

"Order
bronze the white
trations

Symphony Hall

Red Men." and

of

to

his

indla^brother^

It is

an

old saying,

by-

^

f

t

good wine gives
H^eaven itself— which of

^JKW

slang^ecorded

this

in

the good old
book takes one back to
gun-mm
l

.

the

true

,invs
Wine had
too long was
taste- a good liquor kept
Then there was
dumb" or "withered." champagne.
perfect '"partrid ge-eye"

As

the

said

a girl.
a njan who "was courting
whose
He told me of a summer visitor
day she
cook was a negress. One hot
with
was at work in the kitchen
The master of the house*happened
on
She said to her misto enter the room.
"Law. ma am, he
afterwards.
tress
Did you
caught me in my jibbers."
ever hear this word?
phenomcurious
have observed a
I
Before the year of prohibition,
enon
strong

of mv friends drank wine,
sometimes
waters, or malt, rarely and
Today they are
of courtesy.
out
onlv
firerum-hounds, keen on the trace of
They hunt in a pack, scouring

many

S

i

I

water
visiting
the country in motor cars,
3re
houses which, they fondly believe.
On
cellar.
complete
furnished with a
steadythe other hand, the formerly
show
and
drinkers accept the situation
no interest in alcohol.
then of
I hear now and

Ponehielli

Prelude to Act HI and Bridal Chorus,
.Wagner
•Lohengrin"
Espinosa
Fpanlsh dance. "Moralna"
Lammerdi
"Lucia
from
Sextette.

I

j

;

.

do not like to follow. The ^
born and
Yankee* are not so much so, and they
mistake.}
changeti, which I think was a
i.

\t present both are the

-

same model on

report says, when askodi
nearly
a well
his opinion of the Shamrock,
reknown builder made some remarkgreen
the
If
aardins her pot-belly.
be
boatlfcas the pot-belly, there can
advantage in a change caused by stronSB
side l/S
the
on
over
her
lays
that
wind
The Yankee's flat, long floor or bo'
sail-i
to
which
on
torn gave her 'surface
Thore can be/no question as to the driv-J.
an
ing ability of sail that stands up.
ai<.«
takes it and that which lays at
The cutter sailed on her SWaj
angle.
so.

.

last Week,
Passing through Abington
had
an old griend, who
I lunched with
editorial article
been interested by your
gentleman. He
about the definition of
gentleman was
that in. Abington a

1

I

,

,

•

I

"

-

in

i

"The Passing Show"
World Wags:

•

.

yacht
affect the ability of the
moor"
S-'-'Sr&Sft
who-I Soloists,
Sisnori Lie Mitri. Cracovia. P.os»i.
several points of sailing, and
obviate'
Liberati and Nenci.
Giancaglini.
ever was at the helm could not
"La
r-olo, "Ah, fors e lui" from
uirh a defect. In the old times the de- Soprano
.Verdi
Traviata"
the
Palmieri
cided difference in model between
Lina
.Wagner
EngMsh cutter and the Yankee centre- Overture, "Tannhauser"
no
hoard was decidedly great. I have
Kn;other opinion than this: Had the
centre-board styie
lish toad the flat
'it: but
to
held
have
would
first, they
stubthe English are opinionated and

easily
I

less

,

.

'
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no refreshments, being served.
The audience was a fairly large one!
and most enthusiastic. So insistent was
the applause from the beginning of the
program that nearly every- number was
followed by an extrf one.
Lina Palmieri. soprano, was the as-

renewed and made

same; that a part of the keel
conaway, therefore that part of the
Changstruction was considered faulty.
could
ing the size and form of the keel

never a
and so on: but
drinking his face
the
during
gulp, and

exchanged its
brusque respect

1

The seating arrangements in the hall
were the same as for the pop concerts.
but the trim barmaids were missing,

•

slightly

1

bad plan
popular by Lincoln that it is a
In rein mid-stream.
to swap horses
there are se%ation to Shamrock IV.
warmly resaying is ap- sisting artist. She' was
enl reasons why the old opinion from i ceived.
As T am forming
plicable
The program was:
reports
information gained by reading
Creatore
if I am 'March. American Aviat.ion
•„ t he press, I may be excused,
T b° n s
"Mignon"
.Overture.
.Czibulka
r
Ball
the
n<
After
Dream
been reported -Love's
from
From the start it has slow
solo, "t na voce poeo fa'
soprano
Rossini
in action,
the "Barber of Seville"
that the Shamrock was
Pahnieri
Lina
Gioconda,
ihd changes were ~made to remedying!
was cut Uanza Delle Ore, from "La

Interest

Boo*

I

val.

to
"Chief" in his minis-

Regarding the Yacht Races
As the World Wags:

<7 i.c

melancholy

one.

slow

—

shouting wildly his name. Artaxerxes,
be
the King, gave orders that he should
tortured to find out why he had thus
of
wonders
seven
destroyed one of the
Uie world.
law
Twelve cities of Ionia passed a
r
, » his name should not be mentioned

now North

a rather larger and

Z:
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I

promptly acquired
as Governor, but

stWe the smouldinfluence sufficed to

which were

Cellar
tached to "Notes on a
whose name
Mr George Saintsbury.
criticise
with
asociated
has long been
gentleof a
Note this aescription
should be.
man drinking port as it
slow
bouquet
drunk: "A trial of the
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Pilgrims or an

inclusion of. two servants
the <*dei
-itself soon in

adershll^ not only

not so reputable, There nightly dances
were held, and the only fee exacted was
tho payment for a drink at the open
bar, that was probably as bad as the
"j.ikey" of the present prohibitory hour,
BAIZE,
Dorchester.

I

1

y

^a

Coat"

,.°
d showed
Mother Edward's,

between Essex street and Beach
and was erected In the early

It had galleries runstreet.
ning along its front which gave separate entrances to the various tenements. To the passer-by the building
seemed, Indeed to be all windows.
But most of the poorer families of its
early day resided In two or three rooms
each In houses that had bean the homes
of well-to-do people, who sought more
desirable quarters elsewhere and they
continued so to live until they were
driven out by tho advance of business
and the consequent erection of large
some
Indeed,
buildings.
mercantile
quite decent people made themselves
one
recall
comfortable in cellars, and I
U.ii
on Water street that was the
home of a hard-working woman, whose
grand-daughter became by marriage
quite a leader In "society." But there
were other cellars like those on Ann

l

I

^

'

tho one-man vaudeville show offered by
Joe Cook. The piece is a splendid outlet for the versatility of the comedian,
and he plays with delightful unction.
The acts also afford an exposition of
the technique of the vaudeville stage
nicely burlesqued.
Other acts on the bill were Redford
and Winchester, in a variety of nonsense; Handei'3 and Milliss, comedians,
of the "nat" style, who scored in a new
act of flippant chatter and dance; Eva
Shirley and Al Roth, assisted by their
own jazz orchestra, in an act of song,
dance and musicianship; Le Maire,
Hayes and Company, in a clever Negro
act; Raymond and Schram, a neatly
individualistic act of song and comedy;
and Rudinoff, in smoke painting, whistling ftnd a clever turn, "The Courtship
of the Nightingale."

Summer

j

I

Mr. Brooks excels as a light comedian. J
a pleasing style of method and
speech and he knows the value of
repose. He was ably" assisted by Helen
Richards in an uncongenial role, John
Fernlock and S. Kurasaki.
One of the best acts on the bill was

He has

fifties of tho last century much to the
disgust of the genteel residents in the
uppe- part of the thoroughfare nearer

I

i

spirited.
'

?&&F8£

down

were perhaps the on

"That wonthrous thing,

!

I

£r^«t

The palace made of windows
The Boston building was on Lincoln

der a pyramidal base.
The mother of Herostratus was a
'proud and violent person. Hie father was
unknown, but the boy called himself a
son of fire, and under his left breast Vas
a red orescent which glowed when he
afterwards was tortured. He was of an
angry and ascetic disposition, with lines
on his face and a blackish skin. As he
was unable to name his father, he was
debarred from the priesthood In the
temple. He hardened himself to despise
The
riches, but he panted after glory.
citizens looked upon him as a dangerous
fallow, so that he was exiled to a suburb.
Having made his home In a cave on the
side of Koressos. he came to the conis

The piece is a|
its entfre development.
"dream enacted; the dialogue is dcver.tj
often funny; there is a neat melodramatic turn, and the action is quick and

fSt^r-r^own'wulf^S

ture in the locality stated, but I recall
the Crystal Palace named In derision
after the famous building in London
in
the
which Thackeray celebrated
"Lyra Hlbernlca." as

/

the
deposited
Is dissolved Into fire,
manuscript of his book on the Universe,
Politics and Theology In the temple un-

elusion that" the best soul

'

SriNrtUBt

on South street, between Summer and
Essex streets, occupied by 20 families
and valued altogether at $S000 is cited
as Boston's earliest tenement house."
I do not remember any such struc-

v.

•

provide laughter.
Mr. Brooks's act is removed from the
conventional in the general idea, and tho
best compliment that can be ..paid it is to
say that the piece is convincing and
held Ihe attention of the audience during

W

recent writer in the Globe, in an"A
swer to a correspondent says:
wooden house with 20,000 feet of land,

A

|

about Herostratus (The Boston Herald,
July 23,) we read the life of the "aspiring youth" as related by Marcel
Schwob, the admirable Sclvwob, known
In this country chiefly by his "ChilCrusade" on which Gabriel
dren's
Pierne based the choral work that has
been performed in Boston.
Schwob gives a gorgeous description
Of Ephesus, the inhabitants in their
transparent tunics, tho temple In honor
Of Diana, whose "divinity is lost In the
night of Egyptian tombs." it seems that,
Heraclitus. the philosopher, who, when
he was young, said he knew nothing,
but when he had grown up, used to say
that he knew everything, maintaining
that everything Is created from fire and
I

cloudy thing.
the Massachusetts
ln the rooms of
be seen a conHistorical Society may
nof Edward
temporary oil painting
he was." and as the
slow "accoutred as
men of the "Mayflower" were

As the World Wags:

street,

"The Aspiring Youth"

\

brfve

of

notion

Utile

1

the

Occasion drew us, as the Messenger
In Milton's tragedy, to the city. Remembering "Inquirer's" anxiety to learn

WS

the Pilgrim Fathers
that the "minds-eye
•outer man." so
which is
the forefathers,
of
vision
in this anniformed after some fasten
a vague.and
versary-preparing time, is

Diana, being a goddess, did not save her templ«7
Now. the night it was destroyed Alexander the Great was born, and as Diana
was the goddess that aided his childbirth she was not at Ephesus, but with
the wife of Philip of Maccdon.

street
streot

—

Edward Winslow

Some have wondered why

Shaw spoke on what

,

As the World Wags:
that
The Herald said recently

H'S BILL

Alan Brooks, ln a comedy "dramalet.'
"Dollars and Sense." "written and pro
duced by himself, Is the feature of the
bill at B. F. Keith's Theatre this week
The bill, an unusually good one. leans
to the lighter side, and there Is much to

™

*

Mattapoisett.

We

[

A

are not
had a divorce, hut

th.-y

one.

Maximum

trouble with Mr.
Scott * conservatory is th.it the heating
apparatus too often refuses to act, and
CM plants, never of robust grov*h at
bast of times, have a habit of droop-

Jltr. O. Bernard

wish

-rWe-s

"Inquirer"

canted

,

One

which,
where she had a smooth floor centre!;
was much like the bottom of the;
totf
board boat. But when brought down
power oi>
that point she lost in drawing

that a centreboard!
could be)
boa* could hold the cup. if she
made stiff enough to stand the samep
amount of sail as a fin-keel deep boat
notl,
\s to the relative ability of sailers, Foil
Some are born to the art.
sailors.
Much may,
science.
t is an art, not a
much
come from one's ancestors but from'
comes
ability
more likely one's
question.
It is a delicate
I

sail.

believe

now

temperament.
Is

it

the yacht or the

DR. W.
Boston.

I

$^£®Jffi%
CROOKETl.i-

E.

A

Sociological

Manager

has an intema-l
Mr.
tional reputation as the producer oi!
"The Follies" of several years. His
sumptuously appointed spectacle has
been famous for that species of womanhood known as the show girl, who,
graced by nature and adorned by art,
moved languidly and condescendingly
across the stage, near the footlights,
now gorgeously attired, now revealing herself somewhat after the manner of Eve in the Garden of Eden.
She would typify a country, a fruit, a
city, a flower, or she would suddenly
F. Ziegfeld, Jr.,

appear, in answer to the invocation
of some bleating tenor or robustious
baritone. She never spoke; she seldom smiled; her face was unmoved
during her transit, yet her appearance caused the spectators to rejoice
with an exceeding joy.
This was before the days of prohibition.

Mr. Ziegfeld, whose finger

is

on the pulse of the public, believes
that the spectator is now cooler in
judgment. He takes his seat unheat-

His
Eugenie's "Favorite"
ed by' cocktails -and "wine."
vision is clear; his brain is unclouded.
As the^Verld Wags:
"Did
The answer to the question,
As Mr JZiegfek! puts it, the spectator
photo
Eugenie ever write in a mental
now demands something besides
in
«raph album?" may be found
"youth, beauty and grace; the day of
g
L
b5
22b,
page
the Courts of Memory,
dolls and automatons is gone; a girl
must have personality."
"Personality" has for some years
'

men naving

summer cottages whose cellarsat have
least
been raided, cleaned out in fact:
Is It not possible that
say.

so they
in the hope
they circulate this report
predatory raid,
that it will prevent a
that it
hope
o- in the equally sincere
from descending
will deter thirsty bees
on them for a week-end visit? Sch
Tudce Josiah Ferguson of

I

1

in the legitimate drama the excuse for the lack of dramatic ability
and careful training. This or that

been

}

,

favorite of the public- cannot enunciate distinctly; her pronunciation is

^correct; her gestures are without
Significance; she hardly knows how
idea
to walk on the stage; she has no
Gwen'of characterization; but Miss
doline Montressor has "personality."
So her manager and her press agent
trumpet forth and the public is quick
to recognize

"it.

the new show girl to convince the spectator that she possesses
First of
this inestimable quality?
have
all, says Mr. Ziegfeld, she must

How

is

served as a model in a dressmaking
establishment. She must be intelli"I

gent.

insist

upon

intelligence."

then "woven into the business
of the piece"; she must sing, and
dance, and act. "The scenes are never
static; they are fluid"; even in these

She

is

days of prohibition.
/}
Think of the inducements now offered to graduates of colleges for
women. Armed with a diploma, and
with a letter of recommendation from
a leading dressmaker, Miss Tossie
Coffdrop will soo* be conspicuous in
Mr. Ziegfeld's entertainments. Her
future is secure, for as he says: "The

majority of the girls who work in my
productions eventually marry men of
wealth and influenc*." But a graduate must not put her trust solely in
surpassing "beauty of face and figure,
even if she is "a perfect thirty-six."
She must have "personality";' and as
yet there is no course at Smith or
Wellesley, Vassar or Radcliffe forthe

development of personality. Perhaps
Mr. Ziegfeld will endow a chair.

CREATORE'S BAND
Wagner

"A Dream"
oloWrom "Le Perle du Brazil"

ntermezzo.
election,

Meters.

"II

Herold
Creatore
Davis

Llna Palmlerl.
Trovatore"

DeMltrl.

at

Cracovla,

Verd!

RosM a»4

Liberatl.

Wain "The

Beautiful Blue Danube"
Straurs
Verdi
Quartet. "RlKoIetto"
Me«ars. DeMltrl. Cracovla, Rossi aud
Liberal!.

•

Intermezzo, "Trauemerel" . ...*.. .Schumann
t:na voce poco fa," from "The Barber
Roa«liil
7
of Seville"
Llna Palmlerl.
Tschalkowsky
iverture. "1S12"

x*

/i+ty do
"f
Comfort and Furniture

England are especially
invited
a euphemism for
'urged" or "begged" to attend an
auction sale of a portion of the Gopsall collection in which the great furniture craftsmen of the 17th and
Americans

in

—

—

18th centuries are richly represented. Advertisements in London journals of other auction sales show
that old mansions are being stripped
to furnish their owners with ready
money. Tudor tables and beds, Jacobean tand Carolean tables and
with "leg
chairs, old oak chairs
grips" the purpose of the "grips"
is
not apparent— furniture of the
Louis XV. and XVI. periods, 18th
century English lacquer clocks, cuand other
rios, pewter, Sheffield

—

way

to Lonall make
don auction rooms. The names of
Adam, Sheraton, Chippendale grace
many catalogues, but in one advertisement is this significant sentence: "as well as' a complete modem equipment of useful furniture."
To "useful" one might wish to see
"and comfortable" added. Of what
use is a "Georgian four-poster," if
there are not modern springs or a
well-stuff ed mattress?
In this country, Mr. Groesus, having consulted his household decorator and given carte blanche to the
professional furnisher, points proudly in the course of "the walk of the
proprietor" through his new and
plate,

their

sumptuous "residence" to the chaste
room. He calls it "Adams"
room, and no doubt thinks the English furniture maker was a New
Englander; that his shop was probably in Quincy. He points out masterpieces by Chippendale and "Sherrington." He himself does not venture to sit on one of the historic-

Adam

tables and
chairs or sofas. The
other articles are as in a museum.
His wife, good woman, woifld ex-

mom- v-ru alone has the respect SI
and
servile persons, who are insolent
arrogant toward all others. The eco-

which she

in

'It is the fashion to sneer at everything Victorian, novels, poetry,

!

essays, histories, paintings, fashions in dress, furniture. Mr. George
Bernard Shaw not long ago denounced th£. "horrors of Victorian
Yet it was
ideas of furnishing."
not until the middle of Victoria's
reign that a comfortable arm chair
was known in England. The "saddlebag" variety was a Victorian invention; as was the adjustable deck

I

,

|

their own drawing_rooni,Jibrary or

1Jfe

They are perclied. Thow
ing^themselves back in the huge

leather chair at a club, they rest
themselves against the enforced ordeal at home, if their museum can
be called by that name.
The parlor of the New Englander
was often hideous. Horsehair furniture was a nightmare. This is eas-

and

who have

at table.

really lived in France

know

helpful
that there is substantial,
bow,
courtesy, as well as the smiling
complimentary gesture, the flat-

|

the
tering word.

>

for bait and the fish that
wrote
Lecomte
Jules
sketch of Karr, which

Villemessant's

-

|

I

! -

and gave the French world-wide

"I Am Holier than Thou"
As the World Wags:
Alas, sir. somehow "A United States

dis-

tinction.

The change

in this country, at least
the eastern states, is noticeable, if
enly in the behavior of young girls
toward their eldeTs, in their lack of
respect toward the aged, in their
At
reckless deportment in public.
the same time it should not be forgotten that in all ages there have

(

A BOSTON SYMPHONY MEMBER
Charles de Mullly. Flote Player, Was

—

Nntlve of Paris Had Been n Member
of the Locnl Omanlaatlon Since 1015
the
Charles de Mallly, flute player of
Boston Symphony Orchestra, was burled
Roxbury,
from Waterman's Chapel In
Thursday afternoon. The body was taken

He was

Mr. de Mallly was
born twen-

savage denunciarich, extravagant, arrogant, have been known for
centuries. There was need of sumptuary laws years ago in staid New
There were discourteous
England.
aristocrats before the Reign of Terjects for Juvenal's
tion.

tive land, and, on coming to America,
In
Joined the Boston Symphony Orchestra
He had distinguished himself as a
1915.
member of the wood-wind choir, and wa»
often heard both during the winter symphony season and during the "Pops " as a

at

3

ror.

Durham

' 5?
3 /
idem Manners
'

Fit for Strategems etc.
As the World Wags:
Has Mr. Herkimer Johnson In hiSi
forthcoming colossal work a chapter on
Gramophones, cross-indexed to include

music substitutes,
he probably suggests an antiIn the mean time, while we await

vivisected music,

->-•-•

bors who "do not like music" may run
that
io cover with the glad assurance
Ihere will be. as there are not now,

some hours in which "silence like a
poultice somes to heal the blows of
INPELIX DIDO.
sound."
Sculpin Point.

Lucus a non Lucendo
As the World Wags:
Having occasion to journey by train
down the South Shore. I was reminded of
Shakespeare's line, "What's in a name?"
As we were approaching a small station, the trainman shouted, "Sea View!"
My vision raised to the nth power failed
to reveal the slightest Indication of water
lake, river, not even a
thought of my old friend, the
departed Pcnnywhistle. who would have
immortalized the incident in one of his
masterly poetical effU3ions. As the train
rattled along a certain rhythm persistently repeated itself, until an' accompanying verse was born, literally by
'travel. Surely Penny whistle's spirit Imbued me:

Feb. 1»

1812,

M. Cornillier showed

at Nantes mutton that

the world

old,

the blue blood that refines the body
and the behavior but is a poor nourisher of brains and hearts."
<

j

|

was two months

thanks to the Gannal process,'
it
had the appearance of fresh meat.
The exhibition was in the presence of
naval and military officers, custom
house officers, members of the chamber
yet.

of the
following month, Alphonse Karr, having

commented adversely on the emblamment of dead men and women, paid at-

I

'

'

.

I

Of
\
|

'"ntion to the exhibition at Nantes
"I
declare that from this dav I lose all"
confidence in meat.
In what cutletscan 1 henceforth put my trust V A
man
of 30 years cannot b* sure that he is"
not eating a beafSteak older than he
is:
or he will receive as a heritage
an octo-i
generian and
patrimonial
pot-au-feu
handed down in the family from father
to son; legs of mutton will
be mummified, and we shall have
In the place of

I

|

I

'should vim stop nt tills station called Sea-Vlcw,
In u good deal of donht it mlidit lea view.

of commerce and a physician,
In his satirical "Les Guepes"

breaded cutlets, cutlets stuffed with
straw. Horace said to Maecenas'We'll
drink wine put in a jar
on the dav
when the people thrice saluted Maecenas, a knight, on his entrance
Into the
theatre,' Twenty years from
now a poet
will write, not to M.
Maecenas, but to a
mere friend. Come and eat chops from
a sheep killed the day on which
M.
I asquler
was elected to the French
I
protest against the embalmr
meat. The catof Po issy ought

bay,

—ocean,

"brook.

Against Embalming

On

1

If so,

such relief, a possible help for the millmore or less, sufferers, might be
ion
foundv in a law restricting the exploitato
tion of these instruments of torture
certain htours during which the neigh-

consolation for the thirsty. Hotels
clubs will be allowed to sell liquor to
guests or any one taking a meal on the
premises.
Restaurants may provide
strong waters, wines or beer with meals.
The private consumer will not be molested, If he takes the precaution to buy not
less than two gallons at a time. Liquor
may be purchased at an apothecary's
shop if an order from a phjsician is presented.
The scenery In Scotland will
continue to be romantic, and Americans
should not fail to see it.

years. Up to 1914, "the splendid isolation" of Great Britain kept her
from the contagion. "Now, London
is no longe* recognizable.
The rudeness of colonials, the 'freshness' of
Americans, the rusticity of officers
that came up from the ranks have
left indelible marks in the metropo-

This observer does not spare his
own country. He complains of rudeness in restaurants, for which a
waiter fifty years ago wcnld have
felt the blow of a gold-headed cane.
"Our ancestors had sufficient leisure
to make themselves respected and to
cultivate the art of politeness." Dignity and elegance of manners have
been lost in the crash, rush, bustle of
daily life.
There may be traces of
superannuated elegance in the French
provinces.
In the large cities there
are too many of the recently rich.
Even a high official treats a visitor
with scant courtesy. In France, while
there is a passion for equality, equality is not well understood.
In England the democratic spirit is shown
in liberty; the "upper classes" have a
certain regard for the dignity of
those below them, and they have in
this way preserved their prestige. In
Frhnce there is hardly any other aristocracy at present than that of

"When

etc.?
dote.

md

Frenchman. M. R. D. de Marat
ray, writing from London, remarks
on the decay of manners on the European continent for the last twenty

in

T-

-.

like this, Lucius." he confided:
they reach a certain age at
about the sixth second stage,
suv
home
we cull them and send ^he_°. m * dj} auns
L. X. CATALONIA.
to America."
Boston.
"It's

I

is still

A

no longer

of the Irish In Ireland.

all

Those who think that there is any opportunity for Scotland to go dry this
year, have not read the Temperance Act
of 1913. If the ballot carries out the extreme course provided by the act, there

street.

is

The suddenly

only in posse, recalls a reto me by Joseph Devlin

in Boston. I asked him to
account for the high minimum capacity

|

I

of both sexes. It is not probable that
all the daughters of Sion were like
those that vexed Isaiah; that all the
Roman men and women sat as sub-

if

marke made
when he was

I

men like M. de Maratray; foolwomen, young and old; the rude

ish

of Paris, France, where he was
ty-six years ago. His parents were Charles
and Suzanne (Bretton) de Mallly, both naHe studied
tives of the French capital.
under some of the best teachers In his na-

was

Citizen."

been

Portsa native

home

his prey.
malicious

quoted in
is
"Memories' of a Jour-

nalist" (Vol. V.).

in

His

a

.

the rooms of the pseudo-Queen
period in New England, with
fans on the walls stuffed with incongruous, clashing articles, with
the affectation and the pretence ridiculed in "Patience" an improvement? The antimacassar at least
was honest: it saved the back of the
chair in the days when gentlert^n
followed the fashion of greas Ing

mouth. N. H.

was

I,

de Maratray says of the
in
The Linotype's Quotation
change in France may be applied
counLast Monday, we qu >ted from the
part to the social life of this
He make's no comment on the New York Evening Post a sentence betry
young ginning. "Lydia Thompson • and her
present attitude of women,
'Black Crook were an offence." The
and old; whether the "emancipation
in athl'notvpe printed "her 'Black Crook' V."
of the sex, the participation
Crookadmission into It also inserted a V after "Blackexcellent
letic sports, and the
that the
in our statement
to
due
largely
f-rades and professions
Lydia was not associated with "The
women of Biac-k Crook." The linotype is often
the war, have made the
qualities
humorist, but this instance we fail to
of
his country regardless
behalf
charmed, see the joke. We apologize
attracted,
formerly
'that
linotype to Hariot Holt Dey for
womanly, of the
peculiarly
misquotation
considered
were
the seeming

Were
Anne

to Forest Hills for Interment.
Mr. de Mallly died of paralysis.
at
filling a summer engagement

,

What M.

ily granted. Nevertheless there were
easy old chairs and a comfortable
if ugly lounge in less formal rooms.

)

Apis,

bull

llamb imported from New Zealand, about
A sin-'
(cold storage foods in general?
gular man. a passionate lover of flowers
jand dogs, in his earlier years noted for
Eccentricity in dress and his manner
|of living, the author of the delightful
"Journey in My Garden" and the Byronic novel, "Under the Lindens." he
argued that the angler was more ferocious than the hunter, who killed only
the game, a dog, or a companion, while
the angler k'lled the worm that served

superficial,

.

There

Bluff

Englishmen traveling in France years
politeness,
ago were convinced that
the French, was too
srstood by the
>s understood
often a theatrical flourish,
hard
varnish that scarcely covered
These
indifference or selfishness.
(Englishmen traveled with the insular
the
eyes; they could not appreciate
of vital
value of courtesy, which, not
importance, nevertheless oils daily
preven t s friction. But those

Even in this country the Morchair is by some considered vulgar, and the reason for its name
does not interest them. There are
many men who do not sit down in

lis.

for Apis was not
eaten. And then by reason of embalming- and stuffing everybody, the Pharaohs, deans, citizens, shepp, the National Guard, there will be distressing
confusion in the butcher shop. I am unwilling to run the risk of eating one
day at the Cafe de Paris M. Gannal
with anchovy sauce."
Alphonse Karr d'ed in 1S90 at the age
i 0 r 82.
What would he say today about

the

like

'a

ris

soloist.

63

the
nomic calamities brought on by
war have enlarged the demands of
shopkeepers, messenger boys, porters,
janitors, cabmen.
No doubt, M. de Maratray, for the
wntsake of making the article, has

with the blackest of ink.

chair.

their hair.

Creatore's band concert program
ymphony Hall tonight follows:
arch. "Tannhwuser"
erture, "Zampa"

back and a cushion,
sprawled -at ease.

,

tin- sea.

Bog Hollow.

View.

FRANKLIN HEATER.

"From the Old World"
As the World Wags:
Rhyme for "month?" Simplest
Here goes:
In other

'

there's no slsn,

.So it Ik, yon opine,
delilie'-ate wheal* »<• de.Sen

ever.

days at Mr. Keith's

There played sometimes u month
Those Jollv'doss "from the old world"!
One's name was Iludd. the other's llnnth.
lisping, no creating of queer and
does not
unknown words for that.
breaking of
remember that immortal

No

Who

j

j

eggs into a plug hat? "Why not I make
a cake? Egad, I will." And "the fela marvel." Great comedians.
low's
W. D.
Where are they now?

Cambridge.

His Name and Fame Evanescent
As the World Wags:
It would appear that the poet, Samuel
Woodworth, the author of "The Oaken
Bucket," should be added to the evangelwhose
ist, George Whitefleld. and others

name and fame have become dim
'e.

I

I

with

fcr<i a special dispatch from Nor-

|

!

ate
v ys

snnv
3

A

translation

f

t

of

Romaln

band
i

a

farce.

RoUand'B|

Is

a fantastically Illustrated paper wrappublishpar. In which the eulogy of the

and 32 wood cuts of a
strange noture by Frans Masereel. The

en

I

la Inserted,

|

name of the translator Is not given.
Aa tho original version Is not at hand
we are unable to say whether the

We

mtssj
translation Is literal or free.
"tho lyric note and the sheer beauty"
that evidently Impressed the publishers. but perhaps this is the fault of

!

1

Holland, or the publishers are peculiarly Impressionable.
It will be remembered that Holland's
attitude during the World "War, his

he were
only a visitor from some other planet,
aroused bitter resentment In France.
aloofness, his reflections as

if

accused of all sorts of things,
among them. "Liluli" Is a
savage satire In which he apparently

He was

treachery

takes hla revenge. Liluli. the falrywitoh, typiflca illusion. Altalr and Anyouths "sacrificing
tares are heroic
their lives in the blind quest of the;
Poliohinelle, the scepticism ofj
Ideal."
France ready to compromise. Truth, a
gypsy in harlequin costume, is veiled
nd gagged; Opinion is a dumb part;
the typical peasants of France and
Baden are Janot and Hansot. Polonius
belongs to all the academies and palaces of Peace and wears all the decorations. There are bands of profiteers,
workmen, poor men. intellectuals, diplomats. Master-God is introduced as a
Liberty
and shifting deity.
tribal
cracks hfer whip. Fraternity is represented as a half-naked Negro in a tophat and a napkin under his chin, armin-arm with a clergyman. The mock•

now

witty,

•»rv <a
<*!* tfi»es

now

laborious.

There

when it is simply vulgar, as
UCtfl's wooing of Polichinelle. According to Romain the world Is fast
going to "eternal smash." Ideals are
shams, there is' no comfort in religion,
the peoples are a prey to militarists,
"Thy hand,
profiteers.
diplomatists,
Great Anarch, let the curtain fall." At
the end even Polichinelle is buried, in
the universal ruin, while Liluli sits on
top of the mound, saying, with her finger to her nose:
In

A wise man has said:
"Wait, ere you luugH and mock,
At fate until— The end."
miss the Rolland

my

friend.

wrote
We
•hrewdly and lovingly about music and
the

musicians,

that

excellent

lives

or

Handel and Michael Angelo, the 10
volumes of "Jean Christophe" and the
wholesome romance
''Colas
entity,
BrwUgnon," which, completed early in

was
The

published until late in
iron has entered his soul.
"Liluli" shows him to be a satirist of
the Swlftian school. His own brave.
Joyous, simple Colas Breugnon, should
Dave given him faith, hope and charity.
1914,
1918.

not

Brentano of New York publishes the
second series of "Harvard Plays The
The thin volume con47 Workshop."
:

i

these

tains

one-act

by

plays

:

"Torches,"

"Cooks and
Kenneth Raisbeck
Cardinals," by Norman C. Lindau; "A
Flitch of Bacon," by Eleanor Holmes
HinkJey; and "The Playroom," by Doris
F. Halman. Of these four plays "Cooks
and Cardinals" is the most original
Light and
expression.
bi Idea and
amusing as it is, there is genuine
characterization. "Torches" i« a roman;

tragedy of the Italian Renaissance,

tic

In which the middle-aged husband, the
young wife and the lover who has been
befriended by the husband make the
accu tomed speeches and work out their
traditional fate. "A Flitch of Bacon"

a farcial piece in which a confirmed
bachelor squire testa the truthfulness
of u couple demanding the flitch for
We
ha
lived without a quarrel.
And ii'dcith!" "Ilrrk ye!" "My Coney!"
!"
"E.-^-i
and "peichance" in the dialogs
as was to b«r expected. "The
Pla; own" is c,f a mystical nature; un
tort -Lately the reader is not able to
gias-v ful.y the playwright's intention,
aiiJ JGubU v.h-ther she herself is fully
Mqrainted with Lisbeth and Roger.
Pii'' -sor
Biker- contributes a short
prtfitce, stating that the publication of
thi.- -.olum,- r.:ar!:h th;: mciging of the
two -tie;;, of the IT Workshop and the
ta

i

;

'

.

Ha.

Abe

<

Uiamatic Club piays.

nightgown
senses. She adyoung man to
a platonic way,

to his

eligible

illness in

.*..

and 34 by modern British dramaof which, including John
Dfinkw.'itcr's "Abraham Lincoln" were
produced there for the first time on any
stage.
The classics, in Mr. Barry Jockson's opinion, are tho mainstay of the
Repertory Theatre, there being enough
of tbj in t> k-cp ;nf movement going Indefinitely. "We never allow a play, old
or new," he says, "however successful,
to run longer than a fortnight, and even

a mirror.

Vf.o

out into- the night a silent sufferer with
his love untold. Perhaps on the whole
it is wise that the husband decides not
to reveal the secret of the Savoy meeting.
Instead, he sees the error of his
ways. Sunday golf is cancelled; a f oxtrot record is put on the gramophone;
the husband tries to learn the newest
dance steps and there is talk of a
month's holiday in Switzerland."
"Thersytes," an old English play, author unknownj has been performed in
Hyde Park, London.
The Homeric
snarler and bully is shown in combat
with a snail, but he finally hides behind
his mother's skirts when a real warrior
comes. There are amusing anachronIsms in the play, as when Thersytes
talks about "gunstones" and challenges
the Knights of the Round Table.
Seven plays ended their runs in West
End theatres of London on July 10. The
London Daily Mail said that this was
without precedence.
"The 'slump' is
generally held to blame; and in more
detail the following were among explanations advanced by those behind the
scenes:
Summer time, which takes people out
Of doors in the evening;

The economy wave;
The very high rents

of theatres and
increased cost or production and
staff necessitating an almost full house
at every performance in order to make

the

a

of the war-time satisfaction of
the public with "any sort" of play.
"Brown Sugar," a comedy by Lady

Lever

reached

London

(the

Duke of York's theatre) on July 7.1
Young Lady Sloane was a chorus-girl
whose slang and manners shocked the
parental Knightsbridges. "Would you

surprised to learn that the exchorus-girl has a heart of gold, and that
the £1000 which she paid to the book-l
maker -was not, as Lady Knightsbridge
supposed, hush-money, but to redeem the!

a foolish youngster of the!
Knightsbridge family? But the Knights-!
bridges never guessed it, and the poor,!
misunderstood girl had actually to run
away and re-engage herself at the Pallaliabilities of

star this time, not in the

before it was made plain how
generous the sweet, unrefined thing
really was, and then the Sloanes and
the Knightsbridges embraced all round.
But not until there had been a contest of generosity between the Knightsbridges and the Palladrome manager
about the young lady's contract the
K's Cwith the heartfelt cry of 'noblesse
oblige') declaring that she must fulfil it,
and the manager with a 'beau geste'
Mr. Martyn Roltearing it up.
and, as the bookmaker, wore a lounge
suit by an old Bond-street tailor carefully named in the program, and lived

chorus)

up to
ers

of

it.

.

.

Other gentlemen, mere wear-

anonymous

suits,

nevertheless,

acted cleverly.'

The grimmest scene from

Sir

Herbert

production of "Oliver Twist"- —
"wherein Bill Sikes batters poor Nancy
to death (in the wings) to the accompaniment of the most heartrending cries
that even Miss Constance Collier can
give utterance to" was on the bill of
an entertainment in London for the
benefit of the Naional Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children. The
Times remarked: "We are not quite
sure, by the way. that it was the most
appropriate feature of an entertainment
at which there were many children
present. But let us hope for the sake
of their slumbers last night that most
of them were fulfilling their function
as chocolate-sellers at the time, for one
can imagine few things more likely to
lead to nightmare than the rock-like
performance of Mr. Lyn Harding as
Sikes. and the panther-like rendering
of Nancy by Miss Collier, both back in
their old parts after a lapse of 15
years."
E. Temple Thurston's play, "The Wandering Jew," to be produced in London
next month, has nothing to do with f
The action starts in
Rue's romance.
Jerusalem on the day of the crucifixion.
The next scene is near Antloch toward;
Other'
the close of the 11th century.
scenes are iii the Italy of the middle
reign
of:
a/tes and in Spain during the
Philip IT. There were three plays based,
on the legend brought out in London in
Tree's

The Brum Stoker

collection of books,

and other relics connected with
Henry Irving, bought at a recent sale,

prints
j
I

has been presented
Avon, for exhibition

to
in

1

Theatre.
I

|

j

I

;

;

j

j

j

Norman McOwan and Charlton Mannl
have adapted H. de Vere Stackpole's
"The Blue Lagoon," for thef
It will be produced in London
toward the end of this month.
Mr. A. B. Walkley, seeing "The Garden of Allah" at Drury Lane, noted
that the sand storm scene half-choked
novel,
stage.

|

i

The

Birmingham

—

The Paris correspondent of the London
Times was not pleased by Andre Rl-

people in the stalls. "Was the|
sand brought from the Sahara by Mr.
Collins? It may have been, for the pro.
gram assures us that the camels were
Obviously Mr. Hichens need not
have placed his story of the monk and
the lady in the Garden of Allah.
It

many

.

,

volre's version of Shakespeare's

.

might

have happened

in

Hatton-Gar-

den."

"Why Change Your Wife?" emphasizes
the faults of a class of film which
obtained an extraordinary vogue.
The fashion started with certain comedies, none of which was complete without the inclusion of a bevy of so-called
"bathing beauties." We have a bathing
scene in this film, and rather a startling
one, too.
But this appeal to the lower
side of human nature, instead of being
merely incidental to the film, as it used
to be in the icomedies, is here made its
leitmotif.
The film is founded on the
Idea that married life is a constant state
cf physical attraction.
are shown
a husband and wife. The wife is an
intellectual and the husband is suspected
of seeking his pleasures abroad.
The
lady of his choice is a mannequin. Her
physical charms seem to bo undeniable,
and she 1s shown in a state of neglige
which will probably astonish even the
most hardened. The wife divorces the
husband, and he marries the mannequin.
Then the wife, in desperation, decides
to pay more attention to the physical
than the intellectual side of her nature.
She appears in a bathing costume, and
her former husband is eventually so captivated by her physical charms that he
decides that he is in love with her again.
The whole idea is extremely unpleasant,
and, to advance such a theme as a subject for light comedy, shows a lamentable lack of taste.— London Times.
Pierre d'Ouvray, reviewing "Kitty" aa
performed in Paris, ends his allele by
saying: "I hardly dare notice one detail
from fear of Injuring the success of the
piece: there is no naked woman on the
stage."
Arthur Roberts, the comedian, now 67
years old he has been on the stage
since 1S70 stated in the London bank-i
ruptcy court that his liabilities are £1963i
and there is a deficiency in assets of!
f107l.
Since 1900 he had produced musi
cal comedies and sketches.
In 1911 he
was worth £10,000, but since 191- four re-i
all

has

vues had brought a loss of £5000. He had
thus been obliged to sacrifice some of
his securities. Though he has lived mod-j
estly, h^s expensc-o now outrun his profJ
Its, but he is negotiating for an engage-)
ment at £1000 a year.
In view of the fact that "Daddalums"
has been described as the worst title in
London, Calvert and Melville are offering a prize of £50 for what George R.
Sims decides to be the best suggestion.
"The Liberators," a. harrowing play
by Srgan Tucic, translated by Mrs.
Fannie Copeland. produced at the Surrey,
London, by the People's Theatre Society,
deals with the. horrors of war, the madness of fratricidal strife and the scheming of ambitious soldiers and politicians.
(The play was published a couple of
years ago by A. H. Bullen.) The scene is
in Sofia in 1913 during the second Balkan
war. The old man goes mad after the
death cf three sons, killed in action
whom he takes to be birds kept by him

The aged grandmother's fathin cages.
had been impaled by tho Turks and
her grandson's feet had been shot away.
Another Bulgar soldier, having had both
arms blown to pices, pleads for peace,
and a Serb lieutenant lost his arms at
the same siege, that of Adrianople.
er

I

1873.

At the same theatre,
ancestral faith.
"La Folle Journee," in one act by
Emile Mazand. An old man, poor, brave,
miserable but pitying misery passes a
day In the country with an old friend,
good for nothing, but whose fortune
he has five francs a day for his meals
Fine observaswells him with vanity.
all in the manner
tion and a dialogue
of Maupassant characterize the piece.

Stratford-onthe Memorial

New Plays in Paris
"Maltre de son Coeur" in three acts by
Paul Raynal at the Odeon, Paris. Simon
wishes to be sure that Alice loves him,
so he wishes his friend Henri to conHenri is a cold person,"
vince him.
"master of his heart" and his senses.
Alice,- vexed to find a man so cold, tries
At last she falls in love
to awaken him.
with him and proclaims her love. Simon
The play was severely
kills himself.
criticised.

"Deux Llts," in one act by Robert
Dieudonne, Praxy Theatre, Paris.
A
married Journalist Is not successful, and

"Romeo

and Juliet" at the Comedie Francalse or
by the performance. Mme. Pierat made
Albertof Juliet "a dear little thing.
Cambert's Romeo was too ripe." Until
evoked
by the
violently
was
tragedy
drastic means of poison and sword the
level
the
whole story became lowered to
of a vulgar flirtation Detween a 'flapper'
and some gentleman casually met or
picked up at the White City one evening."

This correspondent found "Antony and
Cleopatra" so great a spectacle that it
was hardly a play. "It is almost sure
that if Shakespeare had wanted to put
a bear and some peacocks on the stage
he would have given them a scene to
themselves, when every one was talking about them and the audience was
expected to look at them. When engaged with his principal characters,
however, he would not have allowed people to lead on unexpected animals,
thereby inevitably distracting attention
.
from the progress of the piece.
Mme. Rubinstein was as sinuous and beguiling as the serpent of Old Nile should
The last French Cleopatra I saw
be.
was prevented by reasons over which
even her corsetiere had no control from
being sinuous at all. Mme. Rubinstein
can be as serpentine as she chooses, but
one can hardly tell if her Cleopatra was
otherwise the conception of a great ac.

.

tress."

The French Idea of an English butler
Gemier's production of "The Amirable
Crichton" amused the correspondent,
who says that Barrie. not being Engin

not get the English but"I cannot help thinking that if the French really think that
the first act shows an English family

lish enough, did
ler quite right.

truthfully, it is no wonder they find It
Gemier's performdifficult to like us.
ance saves the piece. What is more interesting even than his acting is the fact
that he should have cared to play this
part."

—
—

—

.

vivals."

•

1

be

drome (as a

A week Is
period Is exceptional.
usual period with subsequent re-

that
the'

We

profit;

End

(Arthur)

many

tists,

husband played a
He persuades a friend

In the socond act

The huissier, who
ber has twin beds.
comes to take possession finds two beds
are a luxury, and he leaves only one,
The
for the law forbids the seizure.
marriage henceforth Is a happier one.
out,
thought
well
piece,
"A gay little
and of an amiably philosophic nature."
"Phocas le Jardinien" in two acts by
Francis VIelo— Griff in, Le Vieux ColomHagiographers
Paris,
Theatre,
bier
have extolled Phocas who would not
abjure his faith even in the face of
The dramatist gives another
death.
Born a Chrisreason for his dying.
ian, rhocas is pagan in his tastes; fond
pretty pagan
a
with
of money, in love
whom he purposes to wed. He dies
simply because he thinks it ignoble for
a man to fear death and to deny the

plays,

os her blotting pail for her hus-

to read, with tho aid of

(Eng.) Repertory
Theatre- will brine; out next season L. P.
Broivn's
"The
Potter's
Shop." a new
-edy of Golf, with >iotes
play of mediaeval Persian life, Vanbrush's "The Confederacy," Echc'garay's
Varies Thr.-trical Matters
8
"The Cleansing Stain," the. first part of
if Lor-e'y Wife," a tragedy of golf "H^nry IV." and
a new play by John
Theatre
Comely
the
>roduce<! it
Drinkwater. Since February, 1913, Barhas
rv
staged at this theaJackson
V.
Faydor.
Miio Nita
on lu y
,:<J

tpeare, lO of other Elizabethan nnd 18th
century authors, three medieval plays,
four Greek plays, three plays by Mollere,
IS translations of modern European

alluring

wife's

low-down trick.
to answer the advertisement, to visit
the wife in a private sitting room at the
Savoy, and to behave in an objectionable manner.
Sho rushes to the telephone and calls up her husband at his
chambers in the Temple. The husband
takes h>r home, minus a necklace. The
friond follows to make amends. "The
necklace is returned, and the friend goes

i

published by Bonl
and Llverlfht of New York. There is
•*Lllull."

lur

»!><1 leii

Vm
rn

for

hla

bewitching

it

hrlna;

vertices

JM

SUBURBANITE,

and

T *© not

well. Mass., in this morning'* Herald, the
poet's name Is K lwn a.« "Samuel Wailsworth." It aeerna strange that WoodW«rth'* name antl fame should thus so
soon have become dim In a town which
originally a part of tho very town
[id \\ U: li he was born.

Even

.ilfer.

—

1

"Le Cri du Coeur," comedy in three
acts by Pierre Veber and Henri de
Gorsse,
Nouvel-Ambigu, Paris. Prof.
Vernon is adored by many women whose
husbands fear this adoration. The
Comte de Roquefeuille forbids his wife
Suzanne to attend the lectures; but she
disobeys; she also Visits Vernon to
avow and prove her love. The Count's
honor would receive a rude shock if he
did not have a charming sister, Regine,
innocent, but knowiing life.
She visits

Vernon,

taking the place of

Suzanne,

found there by the jealous husSuzanne is saved and Kegme
marries her cousin. "An agreeable and

and

is

band.

|

witty play."
The Paris correspondent of the Stage
describes a farce at the Palais Royal,

"Bt mol j'te dis qu'elle t'a fait de
(And I say she made eyes at
MM. Hennequin and Veber,
example of bedroom farce>
which is constantly being adapted for
London and New York. "Aurelie, the
wife of Lambrusque, is Jealous, not
l'oeil!"

you), by
a typical

only of her husband, but of her lover,
latter decides to
break off their liaison. So he aends his
best friend, Yves, to their rendezvous
to break the news of his desertion. But
Aurelie, in order to divorce and marry
Andre, has written her husband to come
and surprise her with her lover, and the
thought that she will be found alone!
woutnds her feminine vanity.
By a
ruse, she secures Yves's clothes, which
she throws from the window, and when
the husband and the commissary arrive the unhappy young man is found

Andre Courvalin. The

j

i

in

a most compromising

position.

Yves

is led away to the police station. When!
he is at last set free he finds that Lambrusque, who is a man of the world,
has brought his wife to Yves's flat,
where she has installed herself, and he
is faced with the obligation of marrying her, while his indignant fiance
breaks off their engagement.
TheH
scenes are certainly extremely funny,
and even the risque secand act Is so I
preposterous that it Is not offensive.
But this is due to the dexterity of a|
dialogue that is free from any coarseness, and by the admirable skill of the
French actors, who have a genius for
skating over very thin ice in a manner
which would be impossible to British
1

j

i

j

!

or

American actors."

—

1

—

Cloths
work.

—

Heaven'

of,

is

distinguished

Only the latter is before us, a
Betting of a beautiful poem by William
Butler Yeats an early poem with that
never-to-be-forgotten cadence:

—

would spread the cloths under jour feet.
But I. being poor. h»ve only my dreams;
I -have spread my dreams under your feet,
Tread softly, because you tread on

I

'

my

dreams.

The

poem

composer
first

of all

work and the

approached this
respecting the poet's

has

poet's attitude, its quality

as verse, its rhythm, its vowel values.
These she has preserved with the utmost fidelity, and in doing so has given
us music—dedicated to Gervase Blwes
as fragile and beautiful as the poem.
She has demonstrated what we are al-

—

ways hammering

at

in

this

column—
•

cannot content himself with the rhythm
of the verse as the poet conceived it he

{

—

t

should write his own words and he
cannot then offend the poet or confine
himself to abstract music." Yes, Rebecca Clarke, unlike Mrs. Harris, i3 a real

—

person.
The national opera of Vienna has sus-

pended the tenor Schemedes because he
sang in a music hall.
Demetrius Mitropoulos has written an
opera "Beatricc"based on Maeterlinck's
play. It has been produced at Athens.
At Athens Saint-Saens was made
much of In June. He Joined in performances of his chamber music, and gave a
recital. There was an orchestral concert of his works. When he came from
the chamber concert the crowd detached

S
ty*

the very kernel

/••eathiness,
(

no

no
creaking

note,

'noises,'

no

mechanlsm _is so rare that we have
neariv for&otten what it would sound

m

Among

works

to be performed

A commemorative tablet has been put
on the house No. 34 rue Pigalle in Paris,
where Benjamin Godard lived.
The Menestrel rhapsodized recently
over Edouard Risler, pianist "As soon
as his fingers have made the strings resound, a miracle takes place: the hearers who look at him see him no longer;
he has disappeared, as a genie in a fairy
tale. And from the quivering Erard a
meteor rises bathing with light the work
to which. In a religious ^silence, ita
creator gives new life." We were under
•Jhe impression that a meteor falls, and
does not rise.
E. Robert Schmltz. the excellent pianist heard in Boston last season, brought
out Carpenter's concertino for piano and
orchestra In Paris. It seemed there as
here to lack cohesion, and a leading
critic said that it amused rather than

Purcell's "Dido and Aeneas" was performed in Hyde Park, London by the B
League of Arts on July 3. t) "There was 1
manifest surprise at the majesty and D
grandeur this music attains in depict- f
Ing the tragic pai ts of the story of the I

unhappy Queen of Carthage, as well aa
at the extraordinary freshness of the
choruses in a lighter vein."
The London Dally Telegraph suggests!
that "Pagllacci" has permanently surits
pristine
stable-companion
vived
"Cavalleria Rustlcana."

I

Weber's Piano Sonata In A fiat: "He
(Busoni) extracted from its pages the
Paris
towards
In
Muratore
said
Mr.
authentic expression of one o-" the greatthe end of June that he should revisit est figures in 19th century music: grandthe United States next season, to exert iloquent, romantic, theatrical, sentimenhis personal influence on the American tal; a man whose very life was a gespublic in the interest of French music. ture, often noble and as often tawdryHe also said that he should appear in listen again to the Rondo of this sonata
"Manon." Let us hope that he will not with its chromatic affectations! and
bawl to the gallery Des Grieux'a dream, whose death was such a painful tragedy.
as he did In Boston. Before he sets sail, There will never be another Weber — but
he should be coached by M. Clement in Wagner and Schumann and Liszt, and
this opera.
even Brahms, owed him much."
La Mara has come to the conclusion
In her student days Clara Butt atthat Beethoven's "Well-beloved" was
tracted attention by singing in Gluck'sl
not Theresa of Brunswick, but her sis"Orpheus";
bat her first appearance on
ter Josephine, later Countess Deym and
finally the Baroness Stackelberg.
the stage as a professional was In tne
Felix Welngartner has had two operas
same opera at Drury Lane on July L I
brought out in Vienna: "The Village
ex
Is said that she "met all reasonable
School." in one act; "Master Andre," in
pectations." Which may be lnterpreteu
two acts.
aSta,
in various ways. She is now in her
R. Gianl has written a libretto for an year.
opera based on Maeterlinck's "The InMiss No rah Scott Turner sings in tunA.
truder."
This should be proclaimed from the
Francois Villon gives his name to an housetops whenever it happens, aincie it
opera in three acta, libretto and music
is so rare nowadays; and it Is pleas&nter
by Albert Noelte. The opera haa been
to praise people for doing what after
produced at Karlsruhe.
all, is their bare duty than to felante
The proposal before the war to erect them for sins which they seldom believa.
a statue to Vincent Wallace at Water- they commit. To sing In tune and withford, his birth place, has been revived.
out a tremble la vital, and therefore Mis*
Miss Lonio pasche was suffering at Turner has the root of the matter in her,
the ^Eolian Hall from a treacherous —London Times.
memory: In Bach's first G major from
"the 4S" there were two occasions on
"If only
The ballet "Pulclnella,"
f
which tho music might be said to be Stravinsky had been content to do with
'repaired while you wait." This raised
Pergolesi what Toramasinl did with
a doubt in our minds as to whether a Scarlatti, "Pulcinella' would have been
suite in 10 sections "At the Pool," by
wholly delightful. Unfortunately, StraH. v. Kaan was really as dull as lt vinsky seems to have feared that Pergoseemed to be, for we did not quite know lesi would not be interesting enough
whether we had the actual text before unless brightened up with his own clevus. With this difficulty in memorizing
erness; he has lost a good deal of what
anil
every one has the greatest sympathy
is fresh and charming in the music,
Indeed, most of us wonder not why
especially the trombone
effects,
his
any one breaks down, but how he ever
trick, are not always very clever.
manages not to. London Times.
interested.

I

j

I

—

—
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Mme. Calve
Mme. Calve haa been singing' again in
London. The Times said of her (June

Reading in Bed

'Mme. Calve has several ways of
reminding us of what the great singers
Jt is the season when certain subWere and that she was one of them. In jects, hardy annuals, return for
mjwspaper discussion, with the
these times, when it is only the minorpunctuality of a well-established
ity that sing, and only the small minority that can be relied upon to sing. and well-regulated comet. Tney are
In tuns, an afternoon of song with only
sometimes introduced by a correone accidental false note, and without
susp icion of 'tremble,' U a red- spondent, rejoicing to see his

your eyes,"

will ruin

is

'"You

you

I

membered. Any story that

I

I

you

little villain,

you know

A

There are lazy and timid reviewnow as there always have been.
The former accept and reprint with
slight changes the publisher's eulogistic wrapper, the "blurb," as it is
called.
The latter, of ten lazy, skim
the pages and write a few amiably
meaningless words, aroused to censure only by the thought that some
earnest and unflinching treatment of
a political, social, sexual problem
may shake the .principles or sap the
morality of some unwarned reader.
Then the reviewer drops his pennywhistle and attempts to blow a
trumpet blast, unconsciously advertising a book that possibly should be
read and reread.
The bludgeon, wielded by the oldtime reviewers of Blackwood, the
Quarterly, Eraser's, the Saturday
Review, the Pall Mall Gazette, is
|
now seldom used. The rapier, irony,
a far more effective weapon, is not!
drawn enough. A London reviewer I
in the old days began
"In a really f
civilized society the author of this
book would be whipped at the cart's

"Woman

in

I

White" and Miss

Gwilt are not women Ao wish one
pleasant dreams. Jane Au#ten is a
soothing companion, so is Sir Walter,
whose introductory chapters
should close the eyes of the most
confirmed insomniac.
Thackeray wrote in one of his
"Roundabout Papers," itself an admirable bedside book, that his faforrtes at night were Howell's Letters and Montaigne's Essays. Essays of Leigh Hunt, Hazlitt, Lamb
might be added, also the Early
Diary of Frances Burney and a volume of Horace Walpole's Correspondence. The book should not be
heavy; the edition should not be luxurious; the print should be clear.
Reading in bed is only for those
that are not forced to wear spectacles.
The exertion of removing
them after the first disposition to
sleep

lie."

ers,

is

exciting, that baffles curiosity until the
If a
last chapter is disallowed.
novel is "to be read, it should have
been read before, and so one goes
back to Dickens, Thackeray, Trollope, Reade, but not Wilkie Collins,

whose

lie,

diatribe like this would
excite suspicion of the writer's san-

article is not at hand,

I

\

it

publishers,

The reviewer

wishes his hand to be free. If he
is not so violent, not so brutally
abusive in the expression of his unfavorable opinion, as were his predecessors in England and even in this
country, it is because there has been
a general change in the spirit of Expression.
The public today would
look with amazement on editorial
articles of the abusively personal nature published in prominent journals
of New York before the civil war.
No editor today would begin a leader
against the policy of another editor,

of no

easy to guess the contents.
No one should read Einstein's, theories or begin Gibbon's voluminous
work. Young's "Night Thoughts,"
"The City of Dreadful Night" and
"Call to the Unconverted" are hardly
to be recommended. Novels by Joseph
Sheridan Le Fanu and others that
are creepy; short stories like Bulwer's "Haunted and the Haunters"
should not even be on a shelf in the
bedchamber, nor should they be reyet

.of

dealers.

ity.

The Cornhill

by

the London Symphony Orchestra next
season are Prokokieff's Scythian Suite,
Hoist's "Planets," Poldowskt's nocturne,
Strauss's
"Alpine"
symphony,
Holbrooke's "Gwynn ap Nudd."
Mme. Albani has been granted a pension of £100 a year by the British
government.
The late Dr. Louis Llsser left a valuable musical library of 600 volumes to
the San Francisco Public Library,

the horses of his carriage and drew him
to his lodgings; he appeared on the balcony and throw flowers to the enthusiastic admirers.

"You

the

log-roll-

sometimes a poorly disguised
press agent, or in close association
with the zealous counting room of
the newspaper or magazine. To say
that this is universally true would be
a grievous error.
In the leading
newspaper's of the large cities the
reviewer has a free hand, if he

avail.

I

the

light.

much

is

The warning,

magazines and

for

tpo
benefit

cities;

managers and

vation of the workingman in humble circumstances has died away;
but the question, "Why are handkerchiefs square.?" has^again been
raised, also "Where is the largest
flag in the world?" A write in the
Cornhill has the courage to recommend books for reading in bed. He
should next answer the question,
"What one book should be taken for
a long sojourn on a desert island?"
The habit of reading in bed,
strongly discouraged by honest oculists, has of course been encouraged
by the electric light overhead or on
a stand by the bedstead. There is
no longer the danger of the candle
or the kerosene lamp. If the reader
falls asleep, the house is still safe,
nor is the cost of long illumination
deplorable. There will be reading
in bed as long as there are books,

_

himself."

|ing

It is a little early for the
appearance of the sea-serpent; the
agitation for whale-steak as the sal-

uke; yet here lt ig
phrase
p hrase so nfeiike and 'so easy,' that it
Is incredible that few should think it
worth the trouble of acquiring now.
There may he only an octaveof notes and
few really resonant ones among them,
but the point is there are no bad notes,
and a use therefore qan be found for
every note in its proper place. The only
quarrel we have with Mme. Calve is
for her choice of songs. The invertabrate ditties signed Guy d'Hardelot, and
the trash, words and music, under the
name of Ralph Burnham, could not increase her reputation, nor could she
hope to make theirs. The most that any
one could do for them would be to secure that they, should be unwept by
leaving them unsung. There were three
good ones— Lulli's 'Amour que veux-tu
de moi," an old French 'Pierre at sa
mie' and a capital Spanish "Clavelitos'

Harold Samuel, who assisted, has adopted a new style. He haa found out that
the slashers are all wrong and that it
is all done by kindness. That is a great
thing to have found out, because he is
likely to have the field to himself for a
long time; the man-at-arms is not likely
to change his method and give up his
only asset He played the Chromatic
Fantasia with amazing insight (and only
less so the Fugue), and he made Debussy's 'Passepied' sound as no one else
haa yet been able to. He Is also the
one English player who adds to his skill
a sense of humor— 1. e., a power of being able to laugh with his audience at
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sistance.

and then, of course, there was Carmen—
the Carmen Soeculare — for which every
one had waited, as in some countries
they wait for the monsoon to break."
And the Times said of her pianist: "Mr.

—

that it is not necessary to repeat words
and sentences over and over again in
order to make a song. If the composer

print; sometimes by
a paragrapher in search of "copy" and
hoping that disputatious contributors will be of long continued asin

V^^utZfnot^T
S
of the

Notes About Music-Concerts,
Singers, Pianists, New Works
The music critic of the London Daily
Telegraph wonders if Rebecca Clarke is
a composer's real name. "The name is
unfamiliar in connection with creative
music, and like that of Peter Warlock,
Be that as it
it may be a pseudonym.
may. one at least of the two songs pub'Shy One' and "The
lished by this firm

;

may

dispel sleep.

It

may

•

Thus was sympathy excited
tail."
at once for the aujlfor. The famous
review of Disraeli's "Lothair" in
Blackwood and Poe's handling of the
Rev. J. T. I^adley were merciless,
yet the reader in both instances applauded.

——

is this to

be

reT-

Or is tolerance, after all, a
pleasing euphemism for laziness? Of
making many books there is no end;
and much reviewing is a weariness
of the flesh.

also

MARY YOUNG SEEN IN
BARRIE'S "ROSALIND"
Billy B. Van and James J. Corbett. In
a travesty, "The Eighteenth Amendment," fa the chief feature of the bill

"
-

v.

there

yrfars.

be said that reading in bed is for
only those who have no regard for
their eyesight during the day. Thus
one comes to Mr. Punch's advice to
those about to merry.

Bludgeon

And

membered, a long-established reviewer grows tolerant with the

at B. P. Keith's Theatre this week.
This act is one of the funniest that
Mr. Van has given since his irrepressi-

Rapier

Not long ago Sir Herbert Stephen
contributed an interesting article to

days as Patsy Bolivar. The dialogue
is not only funny but is particularly
suited to the style of the comedian, and
the treatment of the ISth amendment,
while the merest skeleton of the structure, is uproariously funny. This gives
the comedian full play as the "souse,"
and with the addition of a misfit suit
of clothes and his "intimate" colloquialisms the audience is kept in a continual
uproar. Mr. Corbett. debonair, and a
model of sartorial elegance, was interesting as a foil. A decidedly minor feature of the act, he took up the work
with sincerity and contributed to the
success of the performance.
Much interest was manifested in the
appearance of Mary Young in J. M.
Barrie's- one-act play, "Rosalind." The
piece was performed originfVly in this
country with Marie Tempest in the part
ble

an English magazine. Entitled, "The
Late Lamented Bludgeon," this article was a lamentation over misdirected geniality in the reviewing of
books, theatrical .performances, pictures, concerts and opera. He sighed
for the days of plain, severe speakNo doubt he would have weling.
comed the resurrection of Mr. Bludyer, the trenchant reviewer in "Pendennis," who, having convicted an
author of' every literary crime,
danced a war dance on his body, sold
the volume and at once converted the
money into brandy. Sir Herbert put
the end of "fearless" reviewing and
the beginning of peace and goodwill in the^rear 1890.
This may be
true of England, yet there have beWi
slashing reviews in English periodicals since that date.
Undoubtedly there is too much
honey-daubing in» the reviews pub-

j

Mrs. Page. Yesterday's performance
jwas the second in this country. The
.piece represents tho disillusionment of
Ian ardent Romeo, and again his reawakened ardor. The character of Mrs.
jof

|

I

Page

calls for differentiation. There la
actress, in slipped and ^^ji;iiig
carefree on a holiday,
complete relaxation after her o
ner, and again the enthusiast'

the

robe,

—

'

average man, accused of murder, would probably preto London at the behest of her managei fer a male jury, if only from the
»nd eager for the footlights and th<
thought that a condemnatory verdignified
Misa Ycun. was equal to the occasion, dict would then be a more
and It is not too much to say that after proceeding.
j

0(5

death,

he disillusionment and her appearance
doorway, a romping: girl off to
the metropolis, the audience was astonished at the complete transformation.
Mr. Gribble dropped from enthusiasm
to remorse, and returned to the role

yet

the

*raa interesting

The

Quickly.

and convincing as Mrs.

piece resolves itself Into
much that is delightfully conversatlonU. but there is little action.
Other acta on the bill were 1C1 Key
Jsters. skaters: Maleta Boconl, violin-

t; Coley and Jaxon, comedians; Harry
in monologue; Horace Goldin.
Ilusioniat; Murphy and White, vooaltts; Wilfred Du Bois. juggler.
/

-coper,

*'

4r-

Murder and the Newspapers
The newspapers, great and

little,

filled

night In this sweet little village
the
Is heard the soft note of
the victim.
And the pleasant soreak ot his
gizzard.
Who's been shot prehaps in

All

PUW

Women

j

from an

intolerable

yoke?

Would a New England woman as
a juror accept the long esi«bli8nie'fl,
if immoral, theory that the, woman
is a more grievous offender than the
man? Or would she champion her
sex even against the evidence?
Would she be more tolerant, more
sympathetic in the box' than she is
in passing judgment over her tea
table or at her club?
The intuitions of women are keener than those of man, but is their
opinion after deliberation sounder?

ercised it?
rod in his

mysterious

Spanish woman today is all for the
matador, not for the bull or the
If the intuitions of women
horse.
are keen, their judgment of men is
not always sane: witness the mistakes they often make in marriage.
Their prejudices are surely no more
violent th«.n those of men, nor are
*t>i

'jyLone' unreasonable.
.reduce-

Lo

Vo

(J

As many

attending murder trials,

d have

no compunction in

One
power

der as

.

Hazlitt's

is

of the Fine Arts," while]
of description was ex-i

his
told the;
ercised in full when he
mur-j
story of the singularly brutal
by Mr. John Will-;

1

ders committed
of the
iams. The unknown writers
Newgate Calenfirst edition of the
nar-;
dar in simplicity and force of
ration rivalled Swift and Defoe.
The life of the
"Sensational?"
humblest is sensational, for it inNot withcludes birth and death.
Browne
out reason did Sir Thomas
life
declare his quiet, contemplative
The taking
in Norwich a miracle.
away of any life, whatever the cause,
mur
excites wonder, whether the
accordder be against the law or in
with the "unwritten law." It

ance

publicity; and this newsonce
paper publicity has more than

calls for

fluid,

some

1
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Stephen's mother was
by descent.
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Sored

people,"
her and the singly
boy to church wi h
To tnesi
impressed him.
much of the ^pon
he doubtless owes
s Negio
type
taneity and fidelity to
-

oU

he found 11 places, no one of which
corresponded with any of the first
the
11, although he was taken over
places, where with open eyes he had
previously found water. At last he
was placed over a pipe of running
water; the rod it was of hazel

"The Fight," so the
ironical humor and fancy of De
Quincey found full play in his "Mux- \

is that in life a brilliant, handsome
woman often chooses for her mate
an unattractive and dull man, according to Schopenhauer's law of

contrast in matrimonial selection. It
would not be safe to argue that
woman, tender-hearted, would necessarily sympathize with the underdog. The vestal Virgins applauded
the victorious gladiator and the

of

public,

j

11 places where there was water in
The
the grounds of a mansion.
dowser was taken indoors; blindfolded, taken out by another door,

graphic and brilliant page in which
his
the life of a man-about-town and
reckless associates was inexorably

one

parthat is

Foster's family was
mc ichan
father was a Prosperous
who met
frontier trade,
Ohio
<
tures on the
caDt
C
P ured
b

ored directions.
Unfortunately, scientific gentlemen are never so happy as when
they are in disagreement. Sir Ray
Lankester sits in the seat of the
scornful when the discussion is about
dowsing. He thinks that when the
rod points and water is found the
holder has some knowledge of geology and skill in determining the significance of certain indications above
He once tested a dowser
ground.
of great reputation. The rod located

well case led to the publication in
a
the New York Evening P° st of

As

"

—

hand conscious of some

the virtue is in the
holder and not in the rod, the latter
need not be cut at any particular,
traditional time; it need not be
forked at any particular angle,
though in all solemn functions it is
meet and proper to follow time-hon-

message?

have inspired noteworthy pages m
Shakeliterature, from Aeschylus to
speare, from John Webster to Dickens and Edgar Allan Poe. The El-

portrayed.
finest essays

n !S£

.

noW

•

commentators
for centuries grave
motive
on the Bible inquired into the
over the
of Cain and quarrelled
weapon that slew Abel. Murders

Paragraphers may jest about a female jury favoring an Apollo as a
plaintiff or a defendant; the answer

manner.

re r

*V?h?&P^K*
^

!

self

^

'"t^i*

^«^™5
m *^ y

^^J^S

dis-

.

m

s

1

-

.
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of Post
written, but Mr.
an
estlng story
gives information
ents, boyhood and
in certain detail.

iUus-l

10

been
n^-eady
had a
»
_

iratlo'ns.
The life

1

appointed at not finding a full report of a prize-fight waiting for him
at breakfast or after the evening
meal.
No better defence could be made
for the publication of facts and contwelve men into the jury-box, to de- jectures, if a defence is needed, than
cide on questions connected with that made by Thomas de Quincey
liberty and property." This sentence for filling the columns of a country
has often been quoted and applaud- newspaper, the Westmoreland GaRobert Southey entering it in zette, with assize reports and mured.
his common-place book headed it der trials, while he was the editor
'.'Brougham's Rant About Juries." in 1818-19.
De Quincey believed it
What would the violent Brougham was right to allow them precedency
or what would the amiable Southey of all other news, whether domestic
say today about a jury composed or foreign, for these reasons: "(1)
wholly or partly of women?
Because to all ranks alike they
What has been the result in com- possess a powerful and commanding
more
munities where women have sat in interest.
(2) Because to the
the jury box? Is there any exhaus- uneducated classes they yield a
There singular benefit, by teaching them
tive report on this subject?
was a Senate of women in the time their social duties in the most imof the madly extravagant Helioga- pressive shape; that is to say, not
balus; it acted, according to ancient in a state of abstraction from all
partly
as
legislators, that may explain, illustrate, and enhistorians,
partly as judges and jurors, espe- force them (as in the naked t erms
cially in the matter of sumptuary of the Statute), but exemplified (and
There are, cases in which a as the logicians say, concreted) in
laws.
jury of women would seem neces- the actual circumstances of an insary to justice: as when a dress- teresting case, and in connection
maker sues for an unpaid bill and with the penalties that accompany
the defendant alleges shabby work their neglect or their violation. (3)
or protests against extortion; as/ Because they present the best inwhen a domestic servant appears dications .of the moral condition of
But how is society."
against her mistress.
curiosity
in cases of breach of promise,
it
It may be said that the
seduction, or murder through jeal- excited in the case of a plain or
ousy or the wild desire to free one- mysterious murder is morbid. Yet

j

Thereto

street,.

|

^ftcally
s P«»
highly
and. as a musician
majority of serious-minded,
o. ' J 1mUsi oal
about
instructively
fooland
gross
and
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chnract
nature and the
qc _
comes Sir
"" "-'^'
ish superstition, yet here
As he says at the ^S
n utory
explanaW. F. Barrett's approving
cupies a unique
the rod, 4 of music. "No other bin*
ch
tion: the movements of
oi those sow.
of some * produced so many
or
hazel
of
hy ? lc
be
it
whether
'folk sons*,
called
are
more orthodox wood, is not due to 'meant songs that
peop
tb
vein,
the mood and spirit o£the eme
the hidden and elusive water or
a.part or
acmuscular
become
they
but to the involuntary
•folk' and speak as
do
"a sucomply e
So ^mvlctely
tion of the dowser, who has
individual, but of all.
which,
thebe songs a
pernormal perceptive faculty,
the 'folk' absorb
that in
obthem to their own u»es. even tne
enables him to detect the hidden
where is p. viduality and frequently
ta> lost,
ject of his search." But
c^pl
is
Of the o^i-tov
hat &
Is
; d
this perceptive faculty at home ?
created not by an
exnever
have
s°aVn
E
that
those
in
ffXIong'
it latent
individual but by a
Is the owner with the
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Born Dowsers

—

mannered of readers would be

i

d
Pushed,

«
Harold Vincent MUUgan.
New York ana Bo.
O. Schtrmer of
*y
'
Boston Mus c Comn (»n Boston, in.

,

There are some that object to the
in the Box
publicity given by the press to these
To them the
tragedies and trials.
In accordance with an act of Par- most conservative journals in other
liament, women in England axe now respects are in this one sensational.
subject to jury duty, on conditions "Sensational" is a word loosely used.
similar to those that govern men. "Oedipus Rex," "Macbeth," "Othello"
Husband and wife will not be per- might thus be defined, as other
mitted to serve on the same occa- great works in literature. Yet thousion.
sands of sober and respectable men
Nearly 100 years ago Brougham and women read eagerly the newsshouted: paper accounts, as the most mildrather,
remarked s*y

"That man was guilty of no error,
he was a party to no exaggeration,
he was led by his fancy into no extravagance, who had said that all
they saw about them, Lords and
Commons, the whole machinery of
the state, vas designed to bring

»

I

with accounts of murders]
and trials for murder. When an automatic revolver is not fired daily,
poison or a knife does the work.
Our larger cities remind one of San
Diego, Cal., in the Fifties as described by John Phoenix:

are

Sons C * mpos

Of America's K.Ik

divinBelief in the ability of the
call it,
ing-rod, or, as the English
water
the dowsing-rod, to find out a
to the
supply or veins of minerals, is

J
In
the

»f the fervid lover with intelligence of
line and method, and Miss rilanchard

justice after pol
tives had failed.

™

Forrest and other actor,.

B

J
At

—

Booth
was studi^he Athens Academyinhehealth, fond
generous, delicate

ous

Pieces."
£ "spiking
had learned

devoted to

to play, the

He

via

first

composition

flute,

was a

and

Uoga

—

never moved.

On the other hand, Miss C. Nina
Boyle, who is celebrated in England
for speaking volubly on questions
concerning women, tells a story
about a property in Johannesburg,
sold twice because the owners in
spite of every reputable scientific
search could not find water. A third
person was, nevertheless, persuaded
by his wife to purchase the estate.

She soon found water in six places,
"and there is now a swimming bath
16 feet deep." Thus another triumph
of

woman

over

mere man

is

«t, v

re-

frorn

and unspiritual men in
is it to be argued
that because one woman in Johannesburg put to rout expert men, all
are super

minnormal and can find water or a
looking through
eral vein by calmly
secondary,
the ground with a rod, a

hands.
obedient instrument, in their
made.
The dowser is born, not
the
That there are men who have
and
singular gift is beyond doubt
to
peradventure. Sworn affidavits
statement can be obtained

any agricultural county of
It is pleasant to
Daily life is less drab,

land.

this.

more

pict-

the diuresque for the presence of
when
viner with his rod, especially
Unfortunately,
the rod is of hazel.
these days ot
the great problem in
Constituthe last amendment to the
water; and one
tion is not to find
that
Ms yet to hear of a hazel rod
barrels,
cached
to
unerringly
points

kegs or quart bottles.

eong writer.

.

New Eng-

know

in

1849,

which

-

m

this

in

Cincinnati

Lady as
•£e?ks of his "Nelly Was a
If thev (Firth &
a "miserable song."
will give him
Pond, music publishers)
make a
HO 16 or even $1 for it, let him Orphan
donation of the amount to the
living .in
Asvlum." Foster was then
for a brothCincinnati as a bookkeeper
There he met the opera singer.
er
known in
Mme. Biscaccianti, once well
Boston as Miss Ostinelh.
reAt the age of 23 Foster, having
successful
turned to Pittsburgh, was a

Nor

or, say, all wives,

direct or

never again able to
At one time he
guide his destiny."
navy.
tV,ni-eht of entering the
*
"Open Thy
Hllf first published song.
when he was
lattice. Love." composed
later.
years
two
if" was published
Fame came wa h
Other s°ngs followed.
•O Susanna," "Uncle Ned." the Negrogan Sketches the rise of wth B ee
ttinstrel song beginning
Foster apparently then
-Jim Crow,"
value of
had no Idea of the commercial
he wrote
We work, as Is seen in a letter
he

Sfwas

Ray's dowser may not have been
born supernatural; he may be, not
necessarily an imposter, but a man
following a trade for which he is
unsuited by nature, as there are poor
cobblers, weak lawyers, prosaic mu-

women,

was then

and
by many with idleness only
at best
Sisstpation and "regarded
Stephen be
as an amiable, weakness."until the end.
ean to drift; he drifted
his real
*By the time he had found
his career as .
vocation and had begun
*„„_. „ ritpr
the unfortunate weaKbad crystallized
TsTJoi W. character his
control and
and developed beyond

corded.
In neither case is it safe to argue
Sir
for or against magic power.

sicians, dull
the pulpit.

other course, but music

Eclated

"He

voiced instinctively

of the peoand spontaneously the heart
In li»C
times.
ple and the spirit of the
a piano
and
-P published 14 songs
Among the songs was Camppiece.
rhMhm
town Races" with its insistent
sentimental,
Most of the songs were
9
lachrymose. "The lyricists of tne 40
chtefly
and 'BO's concerned themselvesuntimely
met
who
with fair maidens
voices from by-gone days, and

deaths,
Foster
flowers that faded all too soon."
prommarried in 1850 the daughter of a
marinent physician in Pittsburgh: the

'

one.
riage was apparently an unhappy
rntemAt the time his habits were not
had
-perate. "It may be that his wife
sympathy with the impractical
little
"? dreamer.
It is quite possible that
has
the unhappiness of the marriage
been exaggerated. Foster's whole In"

...

J

':1

^

Wo**

Jg5tyandpotency.

by a mass 01 gossipy,
reliable reminiscences, and his debeen
cts as well as his virtues have
"
cipr/ i3 clouded

p>

i

He'^rthe'best

of himself

of

it

.

-
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•

.
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calls the child's attention to
the clock, the telling of time and the
The writer might
alue of time.
say the adventure of the person that
met the old woman dressed in
leather on a misty, moisty morning
and their mutual courtesy inculcates
politeness, no matter how discour-

Dock"

-

.
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New York

Eploited to make pood •copy.'
published 14
Et was in 1851 that Foster
Folks
ag<im=><R2gs one of which was "The Old
i,„«,.t
His environment was
guilty of
not
is
at Home." Mr. Milligan
Asme
says:
he
when
Eaggeration
of
Kern one or two national airs, born
such as the
Irreat historical crises,
the most
Rfarseillaise.' this is probably
song ever
A.grew
Eidely known and loved
mio Mozart or a Beethoven.
translated
Ett en. It has been
into
and
language
European
t-ery
tongues.
how
Kiany Asian and African
very largely upon lust
wonderful melody de- win depend life he 'comes out.
Fhfe magic of this
early in his
Inand
subtle
the
some
been
In
have
Sea analysis.
Who can say what would achievements
the homesick
ttacttve way it expresses
or Franz Schubert's
Uum
tar
the
and
,past
Pittsburgh in
reaming over the
emotional lhad he been bom in
[*av which is the! common
If
race.
human
heritage of the whole
Stephen Foster touched but one
spirit
Kt is an attempt of the humanto life. chord in the gamut of human emotions
^express itself in its relation wel as but he sounded on that strain supremely
a*
End if simplicity of means
Arfong all the poets who
well
accounted fJ1131 '?
of Time and
bcidity, are to be
Home feave harped the sorrows
Folks
Old
"The
then
Kr tueZ,
rings truer than that
song
no
the
JChange.
of
one
Bust remain for all time
of Stephen Foster,"
of musncal art.
his task
Ereatest achievements
Mr. Milligan has performed
described accordf^lio later songs are
acadmirably.
an
is
there
and
L g to their deserts,relations
with B- r.
«„,,„t 0
r.r Foster's
Fos'
New Plays in London by A. E. W.
After 1S52 the records of
in New
Living
Mason, "Rita" and Chevalier
ter's life are scanty.
did not gain new
"At tl
Fork he apparentlyorchestral
A. E. W. Masqr.'s new play
and chohearing
m
from
(Strand Theatre) introduces
faeas f
Rose"
Villa
mu sTc he did not seek
some wicked and some silly characters;
of fine trainingall inLfcip with musicians
but Mr Walkley says they are
misgenious. Helene planned that her
delighted in
tress an old woman who
more subtle expre»
murI
a flopDer
seances, should be
*
E?t
musical vocabulary. J spiritualistic
strange and strangof his later- fler-d at once bv a
mistress had had an
fetever the experiences
The
band.
mirrored ling
way
any
in
not
she hid
^Hfe they a re
iron safe made In the wall, but
which remams at the end
"Imagine the
(In his music,
jewels elsewhere.
her
ml
was
it
as
ingenuous
Tile
as simple and
vexation of the murdering party!
invites the nearest dereturned to Pitts-' First Murderer
he
fvlar
"Unfortunate^ftef 'Milligan gives an entertain- ttctive to take the case.
I U Ih
Mr
detective knew that murE
musical life in that ly tho clever
in that ingen?n : aos^pt^n of
mother's^eath' derers sometimes acted
HU
'50's
the
audng
£fy
Moreover, the First Murderai
way.
lous
the
to
blow
ft 1S55 was a terrible
bit of ingenuity, beman. Sensitive, he er after his initial started so violently
iectiona-le sensitive
.

approbation of the critical in
last season were not seen
in Boston, and there is no rumor 'of
Indeed, it has
their coming here.
been said that managers are not
willing to run the risk of .bringing
them to this city, for Uiey are dis-'
couraged by the reception of excelTake last
lent plays in the past.
season for example. Boston was indifferent to ''John Ferguson," a noteworthy drama, admirably performed;
was neglectful of several comedies
of character and manners that drew
large audiences elsewhere. Even at
the Copley -Theatre, where it was
expected
supposed the. audience
plays of a high order, Mr. Jewett
the

these songs and
P
*l
*o their way
cause they are the hone und
they f °
real emotion that
^"^hX's
wor o
the
to
directly and at once
position

•

aging the occasion and the surroundings.

j

tory old-fashioned farces after mod*ern and brilliant plays, some performed for the first, time in this
[country, had not filled the house. K

;

Much is said frr an academic way
about raising the sTandard of the

fey

I

(theatre. The "uplift, of the dran\a."
^Managers in Boston are not to be
for refusing to produce plays
j blamed
applauded and have
j that have been
met with pecuniary success in New

j

a^—i

It is the standard of the
York.
SBoston theatre public that should be
There has bean a marked
raised.
achange in this public during the past

<

I

!

he argued that the English "must
one period have been as these
once Were, also the same language.
To him the nursery rhymes were
pasqinades, "illicited by the soreness
felt by the population at the intrusion of a foreign and onerous church
sway, bringing with it a ministry
Ito which a goaded people imputed
fraud and enaction."
And so "Dickory, Dickory, Dock"
Jin the Dutch,
at

fllhirty years.

Mr. Max Beerbohm says that at
Sone time he abandoned the habit of
going to first nights in London, beHcause he was tired of seeing exactly
the same people every time he went
comes so agitated,
Ito the theatre. Thirty, even twenty
many!
so
out
at every question, blurted
leading
j

I

I

I

|

|

ago. a first night at a
theatre in Boston was a "social funcJ]
There was deep interest in
ItTon."'
satismoral is that to make a really
there was interitself;
not so much Ithe play
want
you
murderer
factory
fallen upon evil fortune;
change of critical remarks during
as Imperturbability. But this
jean.
Ingenuity
last
his
about
known
lis dennltJly
the waits; there was lively anticipa|hereare ones colleagues in murder also had
Myths and legends are ma ny His down
Adele left a
their little imprudences.
tion of the play to follow. All this
detective
fictitious -reminiscences.'
of a
on the lamp, for the
ir no more; nor is it easy to assign/
was probably "the result been long hairmuch of. And Helene. ou r su'fall
had
to make
If one
gradual disintegration that
a
dropped
Helene.
a reason for the change.
Ingenious
premely
are few
"There
earrings Into the inksays:
diamond
of
pair
carelessly,
.To
pen
eolng on through the years. pot for the detective to knock his
plays now worth seing," the answer
Stephen Fosat
many minds the name of
against. No murder is •perfect' -or,
not
is a
Foe.
Allan
Edgar
is; "When one comes, you do
ones don't get
perfect
Ur Ilk™ that of
the
rate,
any
world
Miss
synonym of drunkenness. The
take the trouble to see j*r" And this
into the detective stories. . . oon-1
dramatic
has always demanded
Kyrle Bellew is a kind of minor Yictlm,
neglecter of the powerful drama or
more than half
ot
txasts in its stories. It
is always being chloroformed,
sparkling comedy will be found
live in garrets* who
to
geniuses
threatened
its
wpects
with morphia or
in a Boweryf drugged
very
are
three or four times applauding wildthey
and hovels, or if need be.
time
one
vitriol. At
'Drunken' he may have p with
dropand
sack
Mloon
a
into
her
popping
near
'«»«»lute'
bedroom
but
been in these last sad days;
ly during the long run of a
ping her into the Lake of Geneva,
sympa heUc
never was. The least
farce.
she survives, to be mated, we think,
for
credit
him
give
of his memorialists
with the genial detective."
the manner
To say that the Boston public dethe purity of his soul and
nt
Sensitive.
only the frivolous or vulgar
mands
Shirley
Arthur
by
'oV his life
Dutch."
'My Old
o
rather than to
the times are out of
has been prolve given to brooding
because
Chevalier,
show
Albert
and
his
penalty of.
It is
action. Stephen paid tha
the Lyceum Theatre.
is need of distraction
at
there
duced
and
for
joint
richer
same
temperament; the world Is
built on the famouB song of the
was the same atthere
nonsense;
is
of'incldents in the
his weakness."
title, and is a series
in a Bow
Foster
theatre before
found
the
towards
cooper
and
Genr.re
greengrocer,
titude
life of Joe Brown, a
where he pa d
as well
«ry lodging house, No. 15.
"The audience sees them at
the World War. One might
his wife.
in
floor
the
on
lying
presSB cents a night,
various times during the 40 years of
a cut
that it is the fault of the
from
say
oozing
blood
with
hall,
heir
the
have a
their married life, with a son and
administration.
a bad bruise on
ient
most
the
in his throat and with
wears
who
(The Nipper),
He never wore nighthis forehead.
Drama League and a 47 Workshop;
wonderful 'pearly' suit imaginable, goes
naked There
interested
clothes, and he was lying
gentleman, is robbed
a
become
to
away
there are amateur clubs
the
by
a
was a burn on his thigh, caused
what is
perhaps
of his money, and eventually finds
been
theatre;
has
(It
the
lamp.
spirit
in
overturn of a
The generous
Klondike.
fortune in
feverish,
for theday-school
a
is
needed
raid that, waking in the night,
•most
youth, by the way. nobly offered in 1894
water
appreci
his
he had fallen over a broken Cooper
relieve
atre-goers, with courses in
sell his motor car to
to
by
summoned
Ditcher ) A doctor
parents' wants, and, though we wero nation, discrimination and behav
finding
•ewed the cut with black thread,
hardly surprised at his self-sacrifice,
Bellevue
no other. Foster was taken to
he might have explained whether tho
ward, and
Hospital, put In a charity
for
red flag which had to be carried in front
entered on the register as "laborer,
'Mother Goose'
of it was also included in the sale. But
unidentified
he was poorly dressed and
and
Is the struggles of his father
occupait
as belonging to any particular
arrows
and
slings
the
against
mother
He died on Jan. 13. 1864. two days
tlon.
inAt a recent N. E. A. convention
His
Of fortune in which the audience is
after he was taken to the hospital.
Chevalier as Joe sang
protested against the use of
Mr.
terested."
many
Cooper
morgue.
the
to
body was sent
old
the good old song in the third act.
Mother Goose rhymes
old
the
went to look for it. "There was an
1
This is a
room.
school
the
man sitting there, smoking a pipe.
jin
bright
a
Lady,"
Young
"The Romantic
and he said
told him what 1 wanted,
comedy with scenes in Spain, translated period of protest; protest against
peering
'Go look for him.' I went around
and
from the Spanish of G. Martinez Sierra. (the
clothes
of
Steves
cost
high
Into the coffins until I found
will be produced In London next month
widow
bands and cheek-tojazz
food,
body " A brother and Stephen s
part.
leading
the
Eadie
in
Dennis
with
skirts,
came on. "When Mrs. Foster entered
short
dancing,
cheek
Speaking of the restlessness and "unwas lying
the room where Steve's body
bodices, one-piece bathsettled atmosphere" of London music
pneumonic
it and rebefore
knees
her
on
she fell
Chevalier by his costerhalls when
ing suits, higher rates of travel, the
mained for a long time."
monger songs at once compelled attendead
A singular tribute was paid the
motor car as the western juggertion, Mr. Godfrey-Turner says that the
Pittsto
sent
was
body
his
man when
rowdy auditorium "did not very much naut, novels that deal frankly with
burgh. The Pennsylvania Railroad and
matter to the performing dogs or to
refused
problems of sex, vers libre. Wherthe Adams Express Company
'Prir.ce Mignon,' the dwarf, or to the
any remuneration for their services.
ever there is a head there is a pronot
did
Bicyclists;
it
of
Troup
Selbini
There was a large attendance at the
Lottie Coltestor to hit it. Hebrews would put
amazing
the
to
matter
even
burying
the
At
funeral in the church.
lins, for she had a voice like a trumpet,
tfThe Merchant of Venice" 4 under the
ground the Citizens' Brass band played
was a general turbulence ban; Scots cry out against "Mac"Come Where My I^ove Lies Dreaming" and there that
overcame ail other riotabout her
and "The Old Folks at Home." The
beth"; Negroes object to "Uncle
particularly the turbulence of Ta-raNew York Evening Post, in an obituary
That could not have
ra-boom-de-ay!'
Ned," because "Negro" is spelled
notice, compared Foster to Donizetti as
been upset or turned aside by an earththerein with two "g's"; Irishmen
"a finder of many melodies."
quake."
Jn the final chapter Mr. Milligan
drive the plays of Synge out
would
speaks of the musicians, a paradox, for
of the theatre. It was not to be ex;

present meaning leads to nonsense.
Believing that the Anglo-Saxon and
the Low-Saxon ("still surviving in
rhe main, in what we now call the
Dutch") were the same language,

I

..

was physically courageous,published in
l-nirl Black Joe" was
with Fos er^s
and is to be ranked
Home" and The
&My Old Kentucky
song of the
a
as
Old Folks at Home"
in New York. He
People Foster died
but little

of Popular English Phrases
(sic)
A second
and Nursery Rhymes."
and enlarged edition was published
a few years later in two small volKer maintained that these
umes.
proverbial phrases and these rhymes
in their original form conveyed an
import often polemical and satirical;
that the present form of spelling is a
disguise, and the acceptation of the

w-as obliged to include in the reper-

.

*

.

Nearly a hundred years ago an
ingenious Englishman, John Bellenden Ker, wrote a thin volume entitled "An Essay on the Archaiology

self-compromising remarks, that w»
detectthink a child, let alone a clever
The
would have spotted him.
ive

r>.-ais

I
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:

I

•

•

C

•

•
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"Dick-oore, dick-oore, dock;

De maegh's ran op de klocke.
De klocke strack won,
De maegh's ran toe hun,

j

™*°

Dick-oore, dick-oore, dock,"

was written

to reproach the peasant
with his gullibility and the churchman with his greed: "Thickheaded
dolt, bring out what you have fori
our use. The churchman is in want
'of
provision."
"Maegh's,"
pro
Inounced "maa's," meaning "stomJach," the same word as our "maw,'
easily became "mouse."
Mr. Ker's book is forgotten except by those passionate for the curious in literature.
The nursery

I

|

j

rhymes

still

interest

young and

old

J

by their sense as well as by their
nonsense.
That some would consign them to the fire is not strange;
there are "educators" who would
substitute "Sandford and Merton"
for the adventures of Alice in Wonderland and would have children's
handkerchiefs stamped with copy-

'

I

We

|

i

book

texts.

I

SHUBERT THEATRE—First
j

Mini!

(the wonder Is that
write ro well, could at tho same time
write so poorly. He had practically no
constructive ability; when he died he
Was Just about where he had been at
the beginning. He could not develop a
melody; he could not vary his harmony, but his limitations became virtues, "resulting in a simplicity and

j
,

Opening Playhouses

I

|

escape.

The Deseret News, commenting on
the speeches of those objecting to
the nursery rhymes, finds important
The kinder/lessons in the jingles.
garten child learns the value of

If
i

The playhouses are opening and
announcements for the season are
making. Already there is the promise
of many musical comedies and farces]
in which the public finds delight, but
little or nothing js said about the
nt plays
ducti
more imp

the inability of Simple
to purchase a pie because he

money from
Simon

had no pennv.

"Dickory. Dickor y,

'

Robert Perronet

;,v,

!,.

WISE

Edith Taliaferro
William. Norrts
Frank Doe'je
....Ian Wolfe

ipiarl^o

Polydore Cllquot

Armand Moulanger
Paul Pommery

Donald Sawyer

Anatole Absinthe

Marc-ia

Gabrlelle Moulanger

Harris

The uncertainty of just when kissing
time is due for the chief persons in the
play and complications interfering with

|

its arrival

brighten the interest in this

unusual and charming production, but
there is no uncertainty about the fact
will stay at the
jthat "Kissing Time
Shubert as long as the managers let it
filled
if the verdict of the audience that

I

pected that "Mother Goose" would

Harry Coleman
Primrose Caryl]
Dorothy Maynai fl
Pau

Emtio Groesard

TasM

|

could

in

ward Paulton. Cast:

I

anyone who

produc-

Boston of "Kissine Time," a
musical comedy in two acts and five
scenes, hooked by George V. Hobart,
music by Ivan Caryll lyrics by Philander Johnson, founded on the story
,,Mimi." by Adolph philipp and Ed-

tion

]

i

I

1 '

the theatre last night is any criterion.
For "Kissing Time," unusual in many
'respects, is particularly so in that it

M tells an engaging story, is accompanied
Wby real music and contains copious,
quantities of actual comedy.
Of course, it portrays two youthful
Besides;
Robert and Clarice.
\ lovers,
there is an unselfish and lovable soul,]
aids in
but
Robert,
Miini, who admires
'

I

:

,

.(smoothing out the troubles in the path
or the sweethearts t/,and there are two
comical old duffers who are smitten,
with the real and the counterfeit Minn,
abelja joyful company of aiders and
of the general frolic and enough
hardship and pathos to give

romance.

The

tale

is

{o\±.

s

!
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i

Mr. Grlbble, tho author,

who

essayed

Romeo, played with a light touch In tho
dnsslng room scene, conscious at all
times that he was playing farce. Prank
M. Readlck was an excellent reader,
interesting in speech and poise; and
suggested, by his cltver Interpretation,

with the affected accent was delicious.

appeal is
ner. as far as the emotional

She sang acceptably »s

concerned.

1

Mr. Spalding, writing about
snows
the composers of various schools,
appreciathat he has the gift of warm
does not
tion and catholicity of taste. He
he
stand for any particular clique;
one,
only
and
one
In
not a worshipper
His biographical notes are
chapel.

well.

Viola Rocch as the prim, precise, prudish and preaching landlady, fussing
over Lazy l.ubm's pajamas, hot water
Wo'ttle ntM other comforts, was true to
the 8cotch._ Miss May Ediss as Mary
furnished many a pleasing moment in
fie? kettteti with tho clever 13. E. Cllve
f*s .liui the "wounded soldier"
ready to
be her lesser half even with Mrs. Daw
as mother-in-law.

U

songs aro sooil. and th«
vfraiit of ' he 'iptning num-j
the "hams" of other days.
bis technical analysis and,
sufficient;
Coo," which runs ihroughj
Other acts were Charles (Chic) Sale,
comments are not dry—th«y are in-,
inusl-'il fabric, us one that 1st returned again in his ever uproarious
student andl
telligible to the youngest
memory and attaint sketch. "The Rural Sunday School BenI -k in the
points
not cryptic to the layman; he
"So Long its tho Worldl efit;" Dean Duval and Company, in
xriiy
of the
beauties
The
bill will be continued during next
topical!
out the characteristic
ul." a lour-barrelted
"Gems
of Art;" Ralph llerz. in his woek.
various works in warm but not exnarkuMe merit, was the ehlefl latest monologue, "JVoman and Light ;"|
travagant language. The references to
the piece lust night,
Josephine and Henning. in a neat dancand
heir parts like well- ing act that often took on the quality
other writers show wide readmg
rs suil
pages
singing
aptness in quotation, nor do these
M, IJdilh Taliaferro is win-]
by
of elegance; Fay Courtney,
Language"
a
and
to
"Music an Art
remind one of an annotated catalogue,]
i» country *trl betrothed
comedienne; Harry Holmes and Florrie
Spalding of Harstand in
m chJtoOOod without having
or an anthology. He does not
La Vere, Introducing a novelty hat Prof. Walter Raymond
who]
the
by
Robert
in
as
published
awe of another's opinion, however
fa oi Prawley
Miss La Verc to advantago
University is
showed
vard
lot beauthoritative it may seem; thus he
>n sisht and suffers a
a mwny-ided talent; Russell and Devitt
Arthur P. Schmidt Company of Boston.
the latter
icovers that tho inake-bclievol comedians
ancers; and Johnson, in
differs with M. d'Indy when
342 large octavo pages
of
Dijon
volume
of
•Thi
t'larice
i>ully
maintains that there is no appearance
a conic rtio
in
movement
mi and a good singer.
contains many musical illustrations
of dance-rhythm in the first
.
yet he
Mavnard is unapproachablee.
list of
of Beethoven's 7th Symphony*,
notation, a full index, and a
golden
the
to
reference
as
with
charm
and
by saying
•ii
concludes
made.
is
reference
which
compositions to
conif
a
Stanford:)
that
believes
be
Mr. Spalding
eL
d'Indy and Sir Charles
disagree!
musical
NorV°U anrKVank Doanc|
"Thus do the wise ones
cert-goer has a knowledge c-f
as the
more
we others have the music
Lrnisr? copious supplies of fun
"gets
Meanwhile,
structure ho
and
grammar
and
Mimis
s
two
Spalding
^
\f
ft*o Old pursuers of the
The extent of Mr.
itself"
not
drinks of
out of music." In this book he does
In the chapters about
their farcical duel with two
ersons Hear Three of Bandis wide.
p
reading
of
terms
S
P PO
u-:»empt to interpret music in
he quotes besides many
Schubert,
wort h r1ong
aster's Latest Compositions
Masters
^"•prusVe"
"Music is itself.
writers about music, Lowell,
the other arts.
Keats,
Lt.-Commander John Philip Sousa.
Anthology' )
journey to see.
River
composi("Spoon
a
know
Fenthoroughly
v.-ho^
at
concert
we
It is strange
PBB*»»i' with his band, gave a
Wadsworth, Tennyson.
our
ofand
in
afternoon,
sing
themes
yesterday
Its
Schumann he
wav Park
tion so that
ii \ti;i:— "My
that in the chapter on
his latest compositions,
of
three, fered several of
and we feel at home in the
,„eriv
memory
.
neglects to mention the influence
med> in line.
&uAl
Boston
a
Ume
f
and
E. T. A. Hoffmann.
rthe music will speak to us
the,
structure,
Xyitray
despite
Lmil
attendance,
'by
mat
The
ad* adapted
ence.
Rreference to .Schumann s wish
analytical
was nearly 4000.
directly, and all books and
between the
Frank Mandol from a novel by May threatening weather,
there should be no pauses
bandmaster and hs
will be of secondary importcomments
Kdginton. presented by H. H. )< razee) and the famous
movements and his D minor Symphony.
enthusiastic
an
followin;
received
Boston,
musicians
"One of the most
(or the first time in
ance-those of the present writer not exMr. Spalding says:
is that
greeting.
run in Xe<v York last sea
it successful
pernicious ideas of the public
The difficulty in estabcepted.
The program of nine numbers, which
ceases, handclapThe cast:
son.
far
music
it
makes
approach
as soon as the
Inof
points
encdres,
lishing
frequent
by
was lengthened
T u cy Weston
Catlrerlne Smith
ping should begin."
more baffling to speak or «rite about
Lt -Commander Sousa's new
Marguarite MoNulty cluded
u„ i.i, n ,"
Mr. SpalRae Bowdin march, "Comrades of the Legion,"
music than about the other arts. Music
We can hardly agree withChopin
iiiirtn
atwith
'
Endowed
Jessie Nag-le
V,liiiL' v«rP
is sufficient unto itself.
ding's opinion that when
which he has dedicated to the American
Buttertletd
where
one
scope,
.Everett
Pater,
a
large
or
aRSISa Karlv
of
works of
member
insight of a Ruskin
honorary
tempted
the
an
is
He
i*-^
-~
Legion.
UWIW'I
or
k
j
together,
jini^ftauh :
varied material had to be held
£m1n five different posts of the organization
may say something worth while about
Bnnkman
O err. Id £
Tom Trainor
nor are
But in music the line be....Clara Zadera
" Who's Who in Navy Blue," which he
painting.
he was "lamentably deficient, who are
IvSiv
those
and
with
Richards
analysis
join
Frances
statistical
inclined to
1920-21 class at the
we
mere
tween
the
Or, /n'doVvii'
for
composed
Jar.et Hoi'ton
...
emphasizing Chopin's "intensity and
another
Julia
sentimental rhapsody must be drawn
U. S. Naval Academy, was
pleasure
Indian
care."
bold dramatic power." It is a
American
exceeding
"The
with
The piece is an amusing farce comedy
was
as
feature,
granting Berlioz
to find Mr. Spalding
with a serious moment or two for shadThis book, based on lectures delivered
rhapsody.
among the imhis commanding throne
The plot is built around th^idea
ing.
by Mr. Spalding at Harvard, is, first
From Boston the band will go to
is to
His study of Liszt is equally
though
mortals.
writer,
to
scheduled
The
is
where
it
readable.
that the wav to keep a husband
Me.,
all,
of
Portland,
Some will wonder why
sympathetic.
keep him broke. Starting with the dean instructor, is here not pedantic. At
give a concert today.
Liszt s symproposition that a big
Mr.* Spalding chose from
novel
cidedly
times writing enthusiastically, he is at
extended
phonic poems "Orpheus" for
boom in Bibles has suddenly enriched
other times unbuttoned, as when in a
the
develops
comment, and few will join him in susa plodding publisher, the storywhich
footnote, he suggests an improvement
moist
restatement that "Berlioz's
public.
the unforeseen complications
in the concert manners of the
con
in
both
work,
perfect
putting
tained and
COPLF.Y THKA1KL- Kcbl llowsuit from his benevolent plan of
"How often, at the beginning of a conhe writes
tent and treatment," although
their
three acts by
inonev in circulation in each of the
cert, do we see people removing
acknowledged.
a comedy in
branch
that this is "universally
a
readhas
lie
neighbors,
America.
where
their
several cities
looking at
in
wraps,
'one
time
Brahms,
First
of
music
the
ard.
for
To enjoy
office bv establishing a happy home
ing the program book, etc., instead of
It may here be said
has to work."
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itself; with
music
Roach
the
on
a protgige who is engaged in the study
concentrating
...Viola
great,
and
little
l
that the Brahmsites,
;•
jd av Ediss
Mrs. MeDaww:
ot art music and drama.
the result that the composition is often
characteriwhich inwill applaud Mr.- Spalding's
Marv M( Da w .....
Noel Leslie
well on its way before such people have
Btf the happy coincidence
i
The treatment of
Cecil .I^'^^-'HCoway Wingfield
Rev.
each
zation of their god.
stage,
on the
And in the
occurs
Manifold
Joy
found their bearings."
satisfactory,
.'ariablv
Nicholas
wholly
Lubin
Cesar Franck is
young fa i
deBill Manitold
chapter on Chopin and the pianoforte
Blanche LeRoy
beneficiary of the scheme is
though his exuberance in thematic atK. Clive
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ii.
How the publishers Josie Peckover
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statement
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Coming to the modern French school,
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the most
typical
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snag,
a
Mr. Spalding takes d'Indy as
in this connection, even at the risk of
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a
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fact
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their
of
course.
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Of
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put
be
ever
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nothing
that
of
given
D *a couple
change
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group,
other
for
bussy represents the
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extreme
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"whose works manifest more
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The great,
individualistic tendencies."
find
to
while
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talent of d'Indy is
occupation.
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leisure fV any «ther
Spalding misses emotional
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Mr
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former
so
to
be
readiness
Norworth,
in
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saying ol
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gave an
To him Debussy embodies a the_ addiThe pianoforte as a coloristic instruand musical variety singer,
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that
tangled
Pater
the
of
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yve
ment, in short, is completely
amusing representation
beauty.
tion of strangeness to
but doe,
feeling
when played with the lid raised."
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Americans may have a distinct
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of preliminary considthe
chapter
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the
that
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knowledge
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company
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first
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"Chatter of the

his

in

Is" describes the principal villain of
the Villa Rose" as looking like a
Iprination of Rasputin. Tarzan of the
Let us
6s, with a touch of Tirpitz.
the amusing article:
|<te from
T lrmed Theatre-goer to his Comitn— Ever heard of a man called

K

W

kshaw?
5 Companion

—Don't seem to remem-

the name.
Jtetre-goer Well, he was a detectand just when affairs were grow(critical he tears the wig off his
'You. who are you?" asks his
tencd victim,
"I am Hawkshaw,
tective!" (Curtain)

—

t

Companion

—

ska, showed "charm aid assurance,
as well as great technical accomplishment."
Mr. Walter Damrosch and his orchestra did not escape unscathed ia London.
Mr. R. O. Morris of the Nation remarked:
"We must want to hear the Americans
under some one" who Is a conductor
and not merely a super-bandmaster;
it might be that they would respond t
a more elastic leadership without losing
any of that wonderful cohesion which
we are so justly called on to admire
(and for which it would be ungracious
to refuse credit to Mr. Damrosch, although we cannot hsnestly rank him
high as an interpreter)."
And Mr. Ernest Newman has this to

see.

he exchanges clothes with the terial, but all its playing that I have
and tries to talk with the vil- heard has given me the impression that
voice?
1p
Mr. Damrosch's rigid discipline has
itre-goer Not I.
I
am an un- turned it into a machine. As a conduc»ticated spectator, and always ac- tor he is
unimaginative; he never
the illusions of the stage. If yon throws much light on the music, and
yield yourself up to the playwright sometimes manages to obscure the light
will never enjoy yourself,
that would radiate naturally from it if
ignant Audience Hush, hush!
only it were left alone. His performiniscent Old Lady Oh. yes, my ance of Elgar's First Symphony on SatI have seen a good many detecturday was unspeakably, irredeemably
on the stage, and they all behave bad coarse, clumsy, tasteless, soulless.
e same way. They find incrimln- I am told Mr. Damrosch is a great adobjects just where every one else mirer and lover of the work. I do not
passed them by without seeing doubt it. but I am irresistibly reminded
and they always insist on turning of the boy who became a butcher bethe carpets. I saw Herbert Tree in cause he was so fond of animals."
T"]SC'J Lamp."
He was a Russian
Edgar L. Bainton has set music for
^fca agent, continually poking his Ichorus of mixed voices and orchestra to
Into odd corners and frightening, 'Edward Carpenter's "Towards
Democ^^Be by his sudden and unexpected racy."
IBOvenients. And, conveniently for the
Some one writing to the Daily ChronWttcuve, the criminals leave, as a
icle
of London has discovered, after
rula, many tell-tale signs of their handiRearing the Colored Orchestra that "the
work.
,
characteristics of this Southern Negro
Her Niece^Crimlnals n;u3t ue very music are not. as America has intersimple people. I think.
preted them for us, vulgarity and biOld Lidv— On the stage, dear, yes- earreness. They are an honest native
Wry obliging and communicative wlt- Bense of rhythm and a spontaneous retma Henry Wethermill. You see he; sponse to the vis comica in music."
Invariably starts when the detective I?
siting "warm," and so assists him in
Tta

—

—

—

—

;

—

(

Taearch.
Niece

(ar

— What

was

it

that Helene

quler said when she was just com1 didn't
to after the chloroform?
_ la catch the nurse's words.
Old Lady Never mind, dear. It wasn't
pretty,
Vary
though doubtless very
characteristic.
You ought to know as
» V. A. D.
Her Niece Yes, but we nev«r tell.

—

—

"Daughters of Eve," a new comedy by

Desmond Humphreys), was

"Rita" (Mrs.

produced at the St. James's Theatre.
'Hie hero is the Chevalier O'Shaughnessy, who had fought for France.
He
look the waters at Bath in 1872. "If he
fought as well as he talked, he certainly
thoroughly earned the ribbon of Die
Legion of Honor which he wore, for
•very time that the Chevalier appeared
"
the audience was deluged with oratory
He won his bride, "a charming k-irl who
Was lucky in being rescued from the
deadly monotony of Bath society. If It
wis really like 'this In the seventies,
la the intervals
when •tin- Chevalier
•as not talking there was another plot
lobe developed, concerning three sisters
,who managed a
hoarding house."
A
"Dundreary
army officer loved the
faongest, became imaged to the second
ind eloped with the youngest.
He died
In Australia.
She returned as a widow,
'

.

ft*

forerunner of the

When the curiam
prospect that the

fell,

film

"there

"vampire."
Was every

second sister would

re-

trousseau which had been disthe stage in all its glory, to
thedelinht of the ladies in the audience
quire the

played on

•nd to

embarrassment

the

of

the

WILBUR THEATRE!— First

producBoston of "Irene," a musical
comedy in two acts, by James Montgomery;
music by Harry Tierney;
lyrics by Joe McCarthy.
Caat:
Donald Marshall
John B. Lltel
Robert Harrison
Hobart CavanauKh
J- P. Bowden
Henry Coot*
l-awrence Hndley
George P. Collins
tion

Kleaoor

Chansons"
Other Notes About Music
Malipiero's

Jfa

a contrasted character, strung together on
an uninterrupted musical
*f

titles of

these short scenes
wens follows Th- Vagabond. Vespers,
the Ilcturn. the Drunkard, the
Serenade.
8»e
Bellringer and Ash Wednesday.
.There

ircHv

any action in all
which might be compared to a series of animated
pictures
*"h a beautiful accompaniment, and
although s.-veral of them contain
a
definitely dramatic germ,
the 'seven
nags' do not really call for an elaborate stage s.-tting.
There are such
these

is

s.

episodes,

•"our vocal

effects as. for example,
the council
of monks heard "off in
• espers.' and the music throughout is
JOt lacking

variety of orchestral .efWts, the harmonic peculiarity of which
Itht pass for original were they not
.obviously inspired by Stravinsky,
applause with which the work was
ed at the close was tempered by a
ly hostile manifestation
on the
of a small section of the audience,
in

Grovlez conducted."
the first of a series of performof songs and dances organized
axis by Maria Kousnetsoff and
~ea Posemkoussky. a "milk-anddance fantasy 'Primevera' was
• hill, quite unworthy of 'LApresd'un Faun.' by which it was acel

fcnled."

Th»

danelni,-

of

a

new«

custom for a stronger to
the hospitality of a club' has
been extended to leave a card on his
departure, a card "p. p. c." with a
few lines expressing his gratitude.
A few days ago a prisoner for a
short time in a Salem jail, being released, showed his innate breeding
by his card of thanks, say rather,
his eulogistic letter. He wished the
people of Essex county to know
"what a fine lot of gentlenfen they
have at that institution; I cannot
speak too highly of them." Before
of
the electric
introduction
the
chair it was the custom of the condemned one to partake of the hearty
and traditional breakfast, chops,
It is the

whom

AT ARLINGTON
John Golden presented last night at
the Arlington Theatre "Turn to the
Right," that American comedy success
by Winchell Smith and John E. Hazzard
which had such a run in New York and
which is so pleasantly remembered from
long stay in this city in 1917.
was chosen as the opening attracof the playhouse, and while the excessive heat and
the rain had much to do with keeping
people at home, a large and appreciative
audience greeted the players and enjoyed to the fullest this comedy of tears
its

It

tion of the winter season

The two

whom

Cameron

Jere Delaney

looked

every other actor In this liveliest and best musical comedy that has
hit Boston for many a long day
they
got away with It, but not as the man-

more

"Irent"

Is
than musical comedy;
is light opera and of a high order, too.
is not one bit of buffoonery in it.

There
There

is

not a slap of a single stick in

It Is all clean, sprightly,

human,

rol-

and healthy fun, produced
by mixing some of the excellent qualities and human sincerities of the tenement house avenue with the foibles and
follies and shams of the mansion ava-

nue.

Helen Shipman, as Irene O'Dare, shop
modiste's model and brilliant lady

girl,

—

of fashion as soon as she had on the
right clothes was the captivating, funbiimming soul of the piece. Her portrayal of the shy, awkward, slangy, talk-

—

honest-hearted tenement girl,
made by artistic gowns and native wit
Into a cocial princess, was unique in its
vivid truth and charm.
Besides, she
sang well and danced with alluring
ative,

grace.

No wonder Mr.
shall,

Lltel as Donald Mara young gentleman of wealth and

refinement, loved her in spite of her
shop-girl life and with laughing
tolerance for the $500 O'Dare genealogy
his mother bought for Irene. Mr. Lltel
with pleasing art made the romance
natural and interesting.
Jere Delaney, the man-milliner, took
the house by storm with his imitation
"society" tone and mannerisms, and the
delicious
hints
of
effeminacy with
which he carried off Mme. Lucy.

Sydney Reynolds and Erica Mackay
were close seconds to Helen Shipman
In their blossoming from Ninth avenue
to Fifth.

Flo Irwin was literally a "scream" as
the watchful and
suspicious
Mrs.
O'Dare, and her appearance at the Fifth
avenue ball at its height wearing the
wonderful "creation" by Mme Lucy
which she had hardly been able to "get
Into" produced a near riot of laughter.
Henry Coote's portrayal of J. P.
Bowden, a subtly crass social climber,

It

Kock." And in like manner Alfred
de Musset, arrested for debt and
finding confinement slow, asked in
verse why he was bored: "I am in
a secure p>ace; no one is arrested

for.

3 HEADLINE

—

Individual and collective makers of "Irene" got away with
It by delivering "real g
is." and they
were rewarded with storms of laughing
and applauding approval.

play

and

to the Right" Is booked for
attraction at the Arlington until
Sept. 6 when "Mrs. Jlmmle Thompson"
will be given.

man any

The

—

"Turn

in

Ninth avenuo "put something over" on

It

I

the

perfectly true of author, composer, lyric writer. Helen Ship-

Fifth avenue.

learned a foreign language; anotheT
translated foreign books into English for publication.
The editor of a newspaper in Albany, N. Y., he died years ago
'openly said he was thankful for his
term in prison; he at last had time
to extend his knowledge of history
and general literature. As Count
.Mirabel says to Captain Arrnine in
one of Disraeli's navels: "How fortunate you are to be arrested! You
will have leisure to read Paul de

safe to say that during Its stay at
the Arlington the houses will be large
and the enjoyment keen.
Jane Ellison as Mrs. Bascom was delightfully motherly and simple in the
homey sense. Beatrice Hughes, Lucille
Poth and Maude Huntly are the three
young ladles of the story- Maude Odell,
Jr. as Kate had little to do but did that
little well which is all that could be

Erica Mackay

the wealthy social leader and
the two shop girls were doing by helping

this

here."

ACTS

LEAD KEITH'S BILL

|

Three acts share the headline honors
Theatre this week— the
MeConnell Sisters, In a new song production; Jimmy" Lucas, the song writer.
In a new act of "nut comedy," and
'Clark and Bergman, In the.ir newest offering, "Tunes of the Hour."
The act of the MeConnell Sisters is
characterized by both
elegance and
at B. F. Keith's

.

I

is at once a pair
removed from tho comImonplnce and an Investiture and wardrobe that Is startling in both scheme
land brilliance. Their program includes

opulence,

I

for there

lof singers far

operatic arias, old time ditties, the popular song and comedy numbers. Besides
being gifted as siggers there is the added
Jadvantrge of being able to interpret
Jeach song and bring out the text with
significance.
The big laughing feature of the bill
was Jimmy Lucas, assisted by Francene.
Mr. Lucas is uproariously funny, in
method, material and poise. He works
industriously, the act never lags and the
audience was loth to have him go. Not
the least interesting feature of this act
was the "wild woman" vampire of Miss
iFrancere. She is endowed with a wonJderful figure and still more wonderful
curves and she kicks with Qallic daring
and to elarming heights. All in all, It
is s. finished travesty on the vampire.
A pleasing act was that of Clark and
Bergman, assisted by the Crisp Sisters,
Mr. Bergman, a high-spirited youth,
sings with ease and charm, and Miss
Clark, playful and good to look upon,
measures up to her partner.
neat
feature of this act was the dancing
numbers of the Crisp Sisters, who excelled in the unity and rhythm of their
steps and the alluring swing of their

j

|

I

I

\

j

I

What a library there is of books
written in prison! It is no£ necessary to go back to John Bunyon or
to Sir Walter Raleigh; nor are Silvio Pellico, Baron Trench, the adventurer Casanova alone in fascijnatmg narration of their experiences in jail. Paul Verlaine did not
hesitate to tell his shabby adven'tures in "Mes Prisons."
Villemesjsant, the editor of Figaro, entitled
;the sixth volume of his memoirs
"Mes Voyages et Mes Prisons."
(When asked at Mazas his profesjsion, he answered: "I am the hope»of
jmy family.") He read there with'
pleasure a cook-book for the bourgeoisie arid Victor Hugo's dramas.
Did any one of these men leave a
note of thanks? They might have
'said with the gallant poet, "Stone
walls do not a prison make," but
they did not eulogize a jailer that he
might be applauded by his fellow
townsmen. And if today some prisoner escaping, desperate, yet. with a
sense of humor, leaves a message, it
is couched in terms of exasperating
irony. The pleasing episode in the
prison life at Salem should be noted
by

all

advanced

penologists,

who,

demanding unflagging courtesy on

j

the part of sheriff, wardens, all attendants towards the involuntary
inmates, have not yet required or
expected so gratifying appreciation

I

j

l

in return,

I

I

1

A

7 *

I

performance.
Other acts on the bill were Monroe
and Grant, comedy acrobats; Al Raymong, in a monologue; Snow and Velmer, in chatter and song; Mollie Fuller
'and company, in a comedy sketch; Billy
lUodgers, in songs and Imitations, and
Watson's comedy dogs.

j

minor offence. They found relief
f rom the madding world; this one

I

Is

Berniee McCaba
Flo Irwin

miliiner,

that

had the long runs accredited

—

The same

did.

!

There Is nothing preachy in the story,
but in the telling it carries Its moral
while the interest and the triple love
stories are being worked out to the only

Helen Shipman
Sydney Reynolda

Lillian

Joe Bascom became acquainted

"up the river doing his bit" for a rob[bery of which he was innocent were
splendidly portrayed by Joseph Bernard
as Muggs and John O'Connor as Gilly,
while Bascom was in the capable hands
of Joseph Striker.
The scene in the pawnshop which
forms the prologue of the play was like
a bit from O. Henry and the quiet
forceful manner of these clever actors
was charming, whetting the appetite for
the unfolding of the story of the success
of that famous peach jam and the fortune it brought to those who fell into
the scheme to outwit the village Scrooge.
The story is along broad comedy lines,
but the dialogue is clean-cut and convincing, the character drawing true to
side
that seamy
life as ono knows
where the "dip," "the stick up" man and
the burglar work, not for the screen,
but that they may dodge the kind of
labor that only brings the happiness
worth while.

Dorothy La M«r
'.

light-fingered gentlemen with

logical conclusion.
It Is easy to believe

j

eggs, coffee and rolls, and also to
thank the jailer and his wife for
This
their sympathetic treatment.
paragraph was, as stereotyped, in'
the newspaper account of every
hanging; but such letters as the
one written in Salem are rare in the
atmals of prisons.
There have been prisoners that
in after years have expressed their
gratitude for the enforced confinement, prisoners in the days when a
debtor might spend some time in;
jail, prisoners in more recgnt years
who had embezzled, or had taken
bribes in legislatures, or were doing
the state some slight service for a

and laughter.

Mitchell

licking satire

"Sette

The

Charles

69

,y

ine fink of Courtesy

night.

"We're getting away with It." sang
"Mme." Lucy, modiste; Donald Marshall
of Fifth avenue and Helen Cheston and
Jane Gilmour of Ninth avenue, in one of
the Jolllest songs of "Irene" and they

it.

Canzone" ("Sept
sons") was performed at the opera
aris on July 10.
"The work, which
In a novel form, consists of a
•Mies of seven short dramatic episodes

thread.

'

Madame Lucy

f.-i

in Paris;

t

Worth

Mrs. O'Dare
Mrs. Cheston

it

Malipiero's "Sept

In

('lurksnn
Irene O'Dare
Helen Cheviot!
Jnne Clllmour
Mrs. Marshall

'

of us

s * z

>

That is how
d floors his enemies and rescues say: "The New York Symphony or"ocent heroine. Did you spot him chestra is excellent as regards its maI

I he scenery was beautiful and artisSeldom has cleverer stage work
been done than the quick scene-shifting
from Ninth-avenue back fire escape to
Bowden's Fifth-avenue mansion.
The chorus was youthful and fair to
look upon and was by no means overdressed, which must have been a comfort in the heat and humidity of last
tic.

of
Mr
The concluding
volumes
Buckle's life of Disraeli allow one u
jkiiow that theatrical personage as ajjj
playgoer.
Theatre and opera people
I

I

some of his novels. There art
French players managed Ry Ville-.
Itecque, summoned to please Lord Monmouth and h.'s guests in "Conlngsby. "
figure in

jtlie

-

I

Vlllebecquc is described in Disraeli's-'
most ilowery manner. "Me had estab-

lished his despotism at Purls, his dynas-

!

who feel,
with Courts and Parliaments,
amid the
perhaps, a Utile *eVlld< red
gorgeous
•drums and trnmplinzs' ami the

70

his public c areer.

triumphs of

a pate wntcn
it instructs at
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the Times,
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it seems to me that the greatachievement of the film is its tri'umph over time. Some amateurs may
find its chief charm in the perfect "Cuof its heroines' mouths;
pid's bow"
others in the remarkable English prose
explanatory accompaniments;
its
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pothers, again, in its exquisite humor of
protagonists smothered in flour o r soaplather or flattened under runaway motor-cars. I admit the irresistible fascination of these delights and can quite
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'I

am

playing,

And why do you throw

your handkerchief at me?'
"Toscanini, still trembling violently,
answers: 'I throw everything and you
throw nothing. You do not even throw
your bow on the strings properly!' And
so saying, in the very fulness of the
orgasm of musical vibration which leads
him to wave his arms about in the air
like a semaphore, he r/tomatically descends from the conductor's stand and
approaches the second fill of the second

0*i«jB£

anguish.

The advocate
Omedei.

sister

She had

"And with a nervous movement of his
white baton, ho gives the violin bow a
lateral blow, which splits it, while its
fragments fall in the violinist's face.
Tho violinist makes a movement in his

in his

_

,

B

Then musicians and soloists
surround him an J1 divert his attention.
They interfere with my view. A few
I hear
"voices are raised indistinctly.
voices in the chorus and from the body
of the house cal^n?: 'Mako way! make
way!' The violinist is led off by a comdirection.

He had little or nothing to say about
Mme. Bernhardt. In a letter he spoke
In
of her as "the heroine of tha hour.
he saw Henry Irving. "I liked the
Torsican Brothers' as a melodrama, and
t-ever saw anything put cleverer on the

.

'.

of the defendant, F. A.
memorial, makes use o

m

-
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On

the stage, after the curtain
has fallen, they shout and cry at Toscanini
'You are no Master, you are a
ruffian
"Tho rehearsal is interrupted.
The
stage is darkened, and the house as
panion.

ftage. Irving, whom I saw for the first
time, is third-rate, and never will improre, but good eno' for the part he
played, tho' he continually reminded
roe of Lbrd Dudley."

Here is an astonishing judgment:
"Kxeept at Wycombe Fair, in my youth,
I have never seen anything so bad as
'Pinafor<-.' It was not even a burlesque.
a <rort of provincial 'Black-Eyed Susan.'
Princess Mary's
spoke volumes
»<""n"=» of •
iiui spunc
y > fan
disgust and disappointment, but who d u
Gilbert s
there."
Did
go
have toM her to
patire offend Disraeli and the Princess
Disraeli went to the Aquarium to see
an ape, also a woman that was shot out

nary

'
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this the fault in all cases

A man is made to run 100
a swimyards in four or five seconds;
onemer is shown doing 100 yards in
it; a
the time it is possible to do

of athletics.

half

that it beboxing bout is so speeded up
hard
comes a snarl of something it is
three-minute round beto name, and a
comes one of 30 seconds.
And so on through the program. Lan
"If so, it
these faults be remedied?
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place.
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any

suspicion on those films, as I do on
those "spoken" plays, that propose to
do us good by exhibiting the details of
this or that "social evil." Some phil-

with
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is

This, at

children are made to move
unable to
such velocity that the eye is
follow, and confuson ensues.

men and

gloom.
I
am allowed to
After half an hour the
would add much to the pleasure.
rehearsal, is resumed with the purified
DR. W. E. CROCKETT.
Boston.
orchestra. The master conducts with a
up.
Yet others enjoy this "speeding
husky, very wan and seductive voice. fastidious dra"'The following dav (Friday, in the I Mr \ B. Walkley, the
finds
Times
matic critic of the Londo/i
aftP rnoon) Toscanini comes on' the stage
Of the
.,„ though in a dream, without giving
that the greatest achievement
Some
time.
film is «s triumph ovefr
any one a glance. He mounts his platform and gives the order to attack the
agreeably on this
wrote
he
ago
weeks
first tempo of the second part, at the
subject. We now reprint the article.
Of a cannon. " 'Chaffed' (if the word is [letter P (molto appassionato).
Then,
aot improper) about this, by the Queen
when a single all-embracing glance at
Theatrical Clock Tricks
fit
the royal dinn.;r table. Disraeli said,
the orchestra has revealed the presence
madam: of the second violinist, he descends from
Thenfc
were three sights,
There was a gentleman In Moliere,
"
Zazei. Pongo, and myself.'
his stand, and in the m&st concerned
frequently mentioned since and now
Sir Walkley of the London Times. remanner goes and shakes his hand.
for my need to be unblushingly menViewing as a dramatic critic, the final
The Inner Facts
%-olumes of the biography, say3 there
tioned againj who said to another genare few records of Disraeli's play-going
2— "Th*. Inner Fact3 of the Case (more
tleman, about* never mind what, that
know,
we
"Gladstone,
In his old age.
important than the first) ore as follows:
"le temps ne fait rien a l'affairc." But
*a<- to the last a frequent playgoerand.
"The master was not in a normal state
Moliere belonged to that effete art, the
an enthusiastic admirer of
I believe,
Irving. Disraeli. I take it, had become of mind. He had evidently been seized
"spoken drama," which we learn, from
was to the la*t a frequent playgoer and. by the 'sacred fury' which invades
America, has sunk to be used mainly
muThe humblest of us may share that
sical spirits and exalts them to such ai
an advertisement of the play which
as
even
take
man,
an.d
ta^te with the great
is subsequently to be filmed out of it.
refuge in his illustrious exfPmple for the degree that a complete and actual abHe wrote in the dark or pre-fllm ages,
habit, denounced by the austere of read- sence of the usual personality is estaband could not know what an all-imporMr. Buckle
ing over solitary meals.
lished. The tremendous proportions astant part "le temps" was to play in
tells us that over his solitary ana smu>:- sumed by musical
pathos in Toscanini
Among its in"l affaire" of the film.
dinner he would read one of his favorite are evident to all. even to those who
are
numerable and magnificent activities
authors, mostly classics of either Latin, " 0t
enough
to witIt If
the film is an instructor of youth, and
l>;tr
l "l
English Wto
Italian Renaissance, or Er^ish
ness one of his rehearsal* to understand
pausing for 10 min
well.
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desired, must have extraordl-i
for scientific investigations.
rate, is a better use for the
film than that sometimes claimed for it
I look with
in the field of morality.

irate

on the screen:
fault in putting pictures
much speed. Characters, women,

.'too

Especially

diver

movements naturally too
exhibiting
quick for the eye at whatever slower

Time and the Film: "Speeding Up";
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muscle to be clearly seen. This is an
entirely beautiful thing; but I should
suppose that the film, by its power of

of so

deductions, and the
these psychological
philosophers
Presiding judge found the
cone usive
testimony and arguments
could
absolving Toscanini, whose action
one.
not be regarded as a voluntary
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wonderful.
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•lo'do not let
fruit
v,ho have tasted the
price
limo art, obtained at the

much

more

shown plunging in o the water and
swimming at a rate which allows the
minutest movement of the smallest

us condemn him, we

Elephant as Antelopes
"The second violinist insists: 'I have
To the Editor of The Heralri:
always done my best, and you are rude'
kind citizen will conI wonder if some
"Toscanini: 'Ah, your best? and what
wrong;
with?'
tribute a little help to correct a

l

literature.
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^Toscanini.

fanning his

;

I

second teeth

umpled hand-

understand how they come to be pre'ferred to the high-class opera company
which has been introduced at the Capitol, New York, to entertain "between
'
pictures." But I still think the prime
merit of the film— the real reason for
which last year more than enough picfilms to encircle the earth at the
| ture
'equator left the United States of
America for foreign countries— lies in its
ability to play as it will with time. Tho
mere acceleration of pace (which is the
ordinary game it plays)— the fierce gal
loping of horses across prairies, the mi
raculous speed of motor-cars, elephants
about like antelopes gives a
I scuttling
sharp sense of exhilaration, of victory
nature. And even here
sluggish
over
there is an educational result that ought
The rate of
to console Dr. Lyttelton.
plant growth is multiplied thousands of
times so that we are enabled actually to
see the plants growing, expanding from
bud to flower under our eyes. But there
i3 also the retardation of pace, which is
i
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balanced, when,
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degree of power
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f evidently studied in the French school.
The whole was good and the theatre
wag ventilated; so I did not feel ex''
hausted. and was rather amused, and
shd. rathe- have enjoyed myse! f had
not the had news thrown its dark
shadow eve;- one's haunted conscious-

,

when

maximum

not scratching.

from the French 'Nos -Intimes'—

of nobertson. the playwright.

slow elephant is suddenly endowed by
the magician's wand with the lightness

nd

wU^

beautiful

and reacttmg

involuntary

the

tlon:

some comments."

inches of bow?'
And he throws the
kerchief with whfch he
face at him.

the chief part— a woman whom. I doubt
you. an habituee of the drama,
know very well, but quite new to me.

i

shall offer

row, and shriek at him:
'What are you scratching with?

not,
'

the

to
beastly, .acting

External Facts of the Case.

In tho finale,

rise to

not over-moral, but fairly transmogrified
from the original, and cleverly acted in

h

"'V is
evil
in harmony

and Toscanini is all
tation and passion, three curt blows of
the baton brin»? the orchestra to a sudden stop. I see the master turn to a
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"Madefamllv. a strolling company.
moiaelle Josephine is at this moment the
glory of the French stage: without any
question the most admirable tragic actress since Clairon. and inferior not
even to her. The spirit of French tragedy has riven from the imperial couch, on
which it had long slumbered, since her
appearance, at the same time classical

Disraeli saw Mrs. Kendal in "Peril"
at the Haymarket in 1S76. In the afternoon he had received the news of Rus-

of vTbratVng
tnai oi_v
succeeded by \bat'
the

^^^

w

his

and impassioned, at once charmed and
commanded the most refined audience in
Josephine surely stood for
Europe."
"Adele, under the name of
Rachel.
Madame Baroni, is the acknowledged
queen oi song in London, Paris, Berlin
and St. Petersburg; while her youngesister, Carlotta Baroni, shares the triand equals the renown of a
j umphje,
Taglioni and a Cento." For Adele ami
C Carlotta. read Julia Grisi and Carlotta

The
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masters gesting a single one of the
intentionally wrong,
tho notebook not
ures or words. I Still have
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external one. It
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notJ
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would be an
Any
tase tins complexity into account] strike the violinist

and "of
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some data for the work on of writasm" which I am in process
the incident ocing. Oruthe evening
los-

Flora.

clothesmen in London,
Caliphs at Bagdad"; Baroni
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Dionystus.
ehlsing himself like

conducted

In "Tancred" we meet Baroni— "Baroni
Aaron; the name of
—that Is. the son
old

more

but it offers him something much
exciting and romantic than his ordinary
experience. He knows that at the zoo
elephants move slowly, but hero on
the film thev are taught, in the American phrase, to "step lively," and are
shown scuttling about like antelopes.
A world wherein the ponderous and

V«m

understand the actions of «W
who has boon seized by
and
will power
a tragic impersonal
tnroes oi
riueht in the tremendous
Kertn. every obstacle
fac

tl
of" the" ninth"symphony,
to take adbv Toscanini. for I wished
collect
vantage of the rare occasion to Linus -

her grief. t 0 compliment her on what
ehe had done, to encourage her future.
And yet it was a season for a word of
kindness." Then there is the scene in
Which Coningsby talks with Villebecque

and

ofVthO

to

-^^0^

tined to run off with a princess." ••Therol
Was a young lady who played the old
woman's parts— nothing could be moreand venerable." Note the attitude 0 ' the fashionable audience toward Flora after she Had failed. "Nobody thought of the unhappy Flora;
not a single message to console her In

(
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anthropic societies, I believe, have introduced such pictures in all good faith.
But many of their producers are, like
the others, merely out to make money,
and in every case I imagine their
patrons to be drawn to them not hy any
moral impulse, but by a prurient curiosity—the desire to have a peep into the
forbidden. If there were a proper censorship of the films—and there should
be—I think these so-called propagandist
films would call for the very closest

scrutiny.—

But

to return to the question of time.

has its importance, too, in the "spoken
drama." but it ceases to be a question
of visible pace. You cannot make real
men and women scuttle about like
You can only play tricks
antelopes.
The act-drop is inwith the clock.
valuable for getting 'your imaginary
time outstripping your real time:
jumping o'er times.
Turning the accomplishment of many years
Into an hour-glass.
In a moment it bridges over for you
the gap between youth" and age. as In
"Sweethearts." Bttt there is another
way of playing tricks with the clock,
by making It stand still for, some of
your /personages, while it ticks regularly for the rest. A. E. W. Mason, in
one of his stories, gave an extra quarter of an hour now and then to one of

It

•

.

—
—

the characters that is to say, the clock
stopped for them during that period,
but not for him and while outside time,
so to speak, he could do all sorts of
things (if I remember rightly he committed a murder) without risk of detecBut the great magician of this
tion.
The heroine of his
kind is Barrie.
"Truth About the Russian Dancers"
had a sudden desire for an infant, and
within a half-hour was delivered of
one; a remarkably rapid case of parthenogenesis. The infant was carried out
and returned the next moment a child
of 10. "He grows apace." said somebody. These were cases of the clock
galloping. With the heroine of "Mary
Rose" on the island it stands still, so
that she returns 25 years later to her
fa.nily precisely the same girl as sue

..
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But he has, of course,
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assume supernatural intervention to
rrant them. And there you have the
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ma," poor, decrepit old thing, they
ppeal to that silly faculty, the human
Agination whereas the film has only to
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8ig. Busoni played on Saturday at the.
(IHgmore Hall Beethoven's C minor (Op.
Preludes, and three
Ill), Chopin's 24
Ho plays
pieces arranged by Liszt.
again next Saturday, and In the mean
time there i3 an orchestral concert of
Ills works at the Queen's Hal: on Tues-

day.

About his playing there are two opinand we propose to give both. The
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production on which
Ciceronian. The senior professoa
gTeat
nm Unt ^° f Care " n " e "ergy have
Veen of Latin at our little college once told
.?
K
bestowed,
but
we do not think It win the class that If we did not after gradue
KT
ation rend a page or a half
"hi. coun
page a dav
'V 18Sen8a,ion
trT '. R
ex P o«lve propagan.u we would not b e able to translate
Latin
o7'tw io 'ent and
at all arter a year, no matter
direct nature which
how great
till. a
« «
tells
story of the trial of
our proficiency- as students.
the Kal
We were

gone further.

,

"

I

(

two

I

,

C^eTw SrS~{

..

-ar"""!

.

t

iu

it i

teW.h

7

;

'

'

J'ergusen

|

i

I

acts.

1

!

W

Latin.

There are men in Boston today, and
High Brows and Cranks
not professional teachers, who use Latin
During the war our theatres
os
a familiar language. One writes letha»r
"a w had;
iiau.
too m.tny farces, revues
lers to his son, and, what is more reand melodra-l
melodra
markable, his son answers him in the
mas. Now. with peace,
there is a dan-|
language of Catullus. Another writes
ffer of going to the
other extreeifltt- The
l>atin verses with the ease of Walter
hlghbrowed. the futile, and the
Savage- I^indor.
retell
Still
another quotes
tious seem coming in upon
a reaction- Horace apropos of any little event in I
the routine of life and nature.
ary wave. The crank-who
for the past
But to go back to Mr. Paderewski, who
.'our years has been In
many Inetar.cea would have been conspicuous
in any
"conchie"— has recently returned walk of Kfe. We quote from
*
the address I
from the safe seclusion of
of
welcome
as
reported
in
the
London
I
PrlnCMown.
•vhere he was able to keep
well out of Times. May tiie linotype, reprinting, he
the ganger zone, and I* now
merciful!
Intent on
runn.ng "Intellectual Theatres"
"In introducing M. Paderewski for the
in Garden cities, where unwholesome
pii>s degree of D.C.L.. the publlc^orator said I
ouii bo p.-rroimed to
that his' name, more than 'any other,
long-haired fttTaiences with impunity, if without
'pacatam vltam c t puTIssimas dlerum I
pu.flt
.Vhat we want nowadays is
anteactoriim Voluptates in animos nosthe
Jly
funny wholesome farce. the'cle\
tros reducit.' Yet. though always woiv V
vue. that actually
thy of Oxford's highest honors, he was I
revues son
li ng
with satirical force and effect,
now commmended to the university on
the vt medy of character and qpservation
other
grounds than music:
<hy
'Namqun
fliama of the modern pvople's
hunc quoque musis amlcum In belluni
life
vi
f
ten by authors who have . studied >: ^
reeortens
unda
fretis tulit aestuosi<i.'
r
subject before attempting to
Some might wonder that one who exwr'ltu. ,.nd
know the value of construction.
Atovo celled.in the arts of peace should plunge U
all we want healthy,
breezy prcdu -rs into *lministration at so difficult a time. L
of intelligence, sympathy and
'sed/nos Orphea eantu tactuque ferae
ce
men who have been through re <ou miii
dorrfuisse,
Amphlona
eisden artibue
and who know how 0 make tl,
urbes struxisse audimus.
ion
Praesc-nto
produitlon look— when well
acted—food
Virum
harmonia
"
sua
discordias,
nostras
enough for any of the he«i n,,..,.
sedaturum.' '•
i

I

I

.

i

'

i

J

given for Kitty to go.
One of "her!
schoolmates. Janet MacOregor, is dctailed to go with her, and at the last
moment Miss Granville, the preceptress,
decides to accompany them to the hotel.
Kitty's
first
little
whopper leads to
others in rapid succession.
She declarvs that her "grandpa" is in the
nporlrtvnt of Mr. and Mrs. Adams, and
MV's Granville waits in the hall until
Uj» girls have entered the room.
This proves to be the private room oi-

.

'

i

I

I

1

|

>'

f.

I
|
I

,

1

,

1

'

;'

I

:

I

.

j

i

1

''

a young bachelor, who up to this time
has heen an avowed woimn -hater.
Now the fun begins, and it waxes fast

land

-

i

1

I

'*

•

•'•

|l

-

t

-

I

,

I

-

w

J.

Ma.Greeo-

regarding the prophecy about truth-tell-'
era— and their oppcsilcs. She apparently
Is ready to make a little heaven of her
own while she has the opportunity, and
a few mis-statements, more or less, seem f
f
to be of trivial Importance compared
with the object which she has in view.
This object appears to be a most convincing one, as represented by an eager J
young man who bears an important documcnt and a ring.
At the Arlington Academy, where
Kitty is a student, rules are strict, and
no
letters
may be received by the
I'OtUlS ladies except from relatives.
In &
order that Kitty may keep an important ft
engagement in the city, connected with
the important document and the ring,
she declares that a letter which she w
receive* is from her "Grandpa." and thr.t
It Is quite nece.-sary for her to meet him
at
ihe
hotel.
Permission finally is

conege a

;

-

MitLOreeor

Ciitcriy

Edward Pooley
Art 'Kavanaugh
.Albert Fontaine

eharm ar.d vivacity. KiUy is thoroughiy up to date, and seems to have no fear

I

JLntin author, HorVe^Juvenal. Tacitus.
Cicero t"de Officii^), or. Pliny
the
younger, was presented to us as a
stern
grammarian.
No attention, or little,
was paid to the hook as literature as a
American, and witness to the time In which the author
It T
m C ""'"'""y frank
m
lived.
the
way
Latin prose composition was a
M£i l .V-horrors
u
of some of th« stupid task. -What did
we care whether
ncid^n L
6 ?' ar
" '
To that extent "Both you and Balbus
lifted up vour
C ,,ne
that il achieves its hands"?
But at Exeter in the early
obleTt h,?t ,K Ugh
f at ,imes
bits b»- Seventies Latin was treated
»
as a living
eS ' hcre are °thers
'
when language.
e were told to put everv
It ?r.„.
creates laughter where
laughter is day colloquial English
not intended.- London
sentences
into
Times

J'/

"

Dortee

Vivicnne Pegal plays the part of Kitty
girl, with

,

;

It

Nat

Wentworth, a boarding school

'

1

Charles

'Malcolm Dunn
Rothcr Lyon
r » nt «
i n .z
Courtney
^•cer.iy
Slmone Cochct
"•mie Little Whopper." which is^thi
opening attraclron of the fall season at
the Majestic, had a long run at ihe
New York Casino. The original productlon, with a strong
cast of well
knows and popular players, is seen here.
The story is a phasing one. with love
humor, bright di3i!og'ie an,l good music
liberal: v
distributed
throughout
the

vi

way

Ray Maxson
Brown

Sh.>rt....

Henneld...

eJ

1

r

.

.

.Martin

Ttohefi

the delay

.

Seffal

Gcorse Rase!y
Harry c. Browne

.

Hayv. arj..

James

wM,

Graham-Dent

Neliie

.

Joi'i-.

PP nl
» e « m ^ be
w,,h
! "f?
w
|h ^!
the St.
Mlhlel sector,

produc-

"The Little Whopper,"
a musical comedy in two acts, by Otto
A. Harbaeh; music by Riudolf Priml;
lyrics by Bide Dudley and Otto A. Harbaeh. The cast:
tion in Bc-ston of

singer

f
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MAJESTIC THEATRE— First

life

•"

'

I1

in the voice

•

aside the potted plot-the best
rui be ,lon e in a couple
W~
of pages
^Dgram, but which means nothing
if
Vfi not seen
the opera and not
.
,
lf you have-and
the titles (for the
•on we have given), we may discuss

^?oon

1

'

exquisitely.
He see'ms to have
the qualities for the nesver piano
music.
He is well enough equipped to
play without s quaini the 'P-eeuerdos' of
Gabriel Grovlez. a p;Vce contaming an'
ideal elegance which cannot he an-

3nM

sang Gluck an* I
?

we have* fretful y
period of thf woHd i

.

murmur

i

I

were

as

J

I

Gllles

to Can, at this
histcry. the 'usual

^

T

*a.

W>lch

«
t

>

-

be the first to admit
that the
m
not a
n entertainment, and therefore the
exhibitor may quite
properly .ay that
6
lh0
° rd,nary
'?
hea^T
a
U ,S alw
ajs

n

JJ»yed

with what

I

poeces at the end.
"And it appears this pianist's choice
never to blunder.
Hut he can flash
sheet-lighting and a'r>ove all he can

I

i'

'
T09Ca "
every
Ihe^nvic^on^ttrr r10 e
° fh * "V™ of a regulation number
tortured women
°!!
m should «n Sebermut
»- at the end of each act. ami
lated bod>o the r«! Z
8l ° PP ° d a" er " Vi <°
It Is offensive
and ought no, ^ T"'
*H

>e

(North Ameri-

|

not venture
e
beyond thos:
the explanation

i

'

.

with the help of the London
Symphony
•TChe.-tra on Tuesday at
Queen's Hall
consisted of a suite from his
opera, "The
*ridal Quest." his Indian

«n) fantasy.

T:Tto "T
™

h

!

and Spanish and Franco-Spanish dance

I

Heaven
nea\en t
knows. We tried to th-rn.might be the Four Great
Beasts o"t o 1
Duerer-s "llevelation," but
age to picture more than did not
St Aiuho^
8il ' ln S 1" «he middle
of his
and goblins. However, why flying imps S
try' So w«
"Jus listened" and were
rather bored^ I
London Times.
|
is,
Is

•

to

0C

|

newcomer awoke and charmed

'he attention by the gifts of a true and
deiighffuT artist. By lurk or else bv eiquisite judgment the pianist chose to
huri nothing weighty at his audience.
It
a dainty program- an end-of-the1 was
S season
program—with half a dozen
I pieces of Debussy
in the place of honor

;

^

IT"
\ZAEE*X

One felt there
must be some such very
simpic cx _

up of most of the notes
of the seal*
p aced at different distances and pl
a5 e d
simu.aneouslj
the fine points
rhythm a ,e smudged because ofhU
he
s
always trying to say the
next thing but
one; and for his tune it
did

,

™

air, this

.mount of
harmony ls made

to some of the incidents in the film
itself, in which the
Kaiser is placed upon
his trial. Where
tne trial is supposed
to take place we
Unable to discover, though the
n?^f-^
suggested that the
SlU cer, ainly
tlon
R„^ ,f ,uad obtaine d the distinc-

7 "T

Busoni gave

.

like

planation of such an unusual
pageantry. Scriabin's

J

Busoni as Composer

-

who

y

a welcome antidote

Z

The concert which

1

to have taken to the
Scriabin some little
child-that gin 0 f
thr ee. tfr instance,

I

I'

their

',

'

One would

about Ford cars and
profiteers in quick
succession. At any rate,
they served as

^T^.

21.

Copeland in London
Mr. George Copeland, pianist, formergave a recital in London
on July 9. The Daily Mail spoke of hltn
as follows through Its critic, "R. C":
"A pianist who is new to London plaved
yesterday at Aeolian Hall. W. His name.
Mr. George Copeland; he is American,
and the .hardy conv/»t-goer who persists
in hopefully attending the "first
recitals,'
nine-tenths of which are hopeless, here
had his reward.
"In a hall three-parts empty, with portents of the end of the season in the dull
ly of Boston,

,

whispered on
less unconscious irony
that it should be 'J Sunday at the Joan of Arc
procession
Preceded at last week's exhibition
by a \ "Oh. mummy. , 00 k what a lot
of ladS
new style of film which rattle*
roing to be married!"
off Jokes

i

-London Times. June

>

Scriabin's "Prometheus"

.

Verdict

Orpheus.

'

^es^ThrS

the Film Play "Beware
Struck an English Spectator
"Beware!" the film based on Mr.
Gerard's warning to the
American people, is in nine reels,
and it was doubt-uuui.-

-

'

'

It

technique

pervert the truth,
'hfi t
is
the truth about a
piece
if
rouslcT
No two men see a
lord
mayor's show with the same
or
describe it
in
the
words These alleged perversions same
come
tn the critic s own
limited view. He
Joes not see that to a
-large mind details may so arrange
themselves tha*
they seem distorted to a
small one. The
Char o of an Inordinate range
of expros: on is one that
must be admittedon tl o other hand, this range
is kept In
betto .' control than the
smaller estates
Of ot ner men. As Beethoven
and Chopin
have lert Us only their wills,
we must interpr et these according to
what we con- I
eel vo to have been their
intentions, and
that ie a matter for the
Jury. As to the
ohonto of petty larceny and camouflage
yicy are outrageous; it Is
absurd to supposr that ti man who Is
spending thou*nds for the benefit of hie fe.loV-m
en
would bo tempted to appropriate
a few
Post-ago stamps.
.The Jury then retired to
consider

^

-

Pe h3D3 lt iS beSt that the
KiLer
fh
1
_
i^iser should
remain
in Holland. We
and amassed an enormous
CVe that 11
reputation, and on the strength of those fn a h,HM
r" ac »
K
tWiCe
tne size o{ th »
has acquired a power which he uses to Crystal
ace There are three Judges.
pervert the truth and to crush opposi- ih
t£
te
He leaves neither Beethoven nor Wance to Mr. Birrell. (Lord Kosebery.
y a
eared to be bne ° f the
Ch pin In possession of their own works; Juror,
,
R ;, t the most lm P°rtant
n he has done with them their
perau- sonTr,
ourt -*ven admitting that
thor » would not recognize
?
Mr.
Gerar* is present and
them. The uerard
wipes away the
ble Ajax had not a heavier
31
flat- the
P^cutln*/
.«!
Slim Autolycus had not
orney
a wonderful character
lighter fingers, tornej,
who
wno
He steals more time in a bar than
he stalks up ana dow „
hppe to repay in a page, and
the Kaiser in the
uses
witness
chair
and
tli.
;u-Ual to cover up his
he WSntS to obtain a
traces.
uSSh
or
.The pleadings for the defendant
arc
n
to
1** *****
the P
put
** follows: It is true that my client "c W''eV^7 wL^Vere
e ?*
see°mld%
e ™'i ,0 «>•
i»e.if«.5 technique
and reputation and gathered r*kr ™"l™." he a quired these by hard
on, e" and children
work and at- surrered
who
sXrort A
u
tenti ari to business, but
during
the
it
occupation
is not true
of
France and Belgium.
that no uses them to

He

ski as the greatest musician of Poland,

and said he was Amphion as well as

I

1

done for you, under your
_jse, without any imagination at all.
Elephants are scuttling about like anfelopes and divers plunging into the
Eater at a snail's pace. No wonder
that, according to our New York ad"film magnates have made so
vices,
jjnuch money that they have been able
to buy chains of theatres throughout
the country," and that "everybody talks
Alms in the United States."

Busoni in London

•

,

all

i3

Then the vice-chancellor. Dr. Blakiston, president of Trinity, had his little
say, in which he spoke of Mr. Paderew-

,'

'

somo wheels quicker or slower
It

id

71

:

I

;

irn

1" i

.

furious.

The situations which

fol-

low are most amusing, and the many
predicament,
into which
Kit'.y
Calls
before matters are satisfactorily adju.-ted and 'he ring is plated upon her fi.iger are the natural sequence of her first
little whopper.
Miss Helen Gunther. as Janet MacGregor, not only stands by Kitty in all
of her efforts, but proves to the v/omanhater that his Ideas are all wrong and
ably

assists

him

in

his

I

!

reformation,

j
u
II

II

|

j

J

il

I.

i

Miss Gunther made a most delightful;
reformer.

Harry

C.

the bacheior.

Browne as John Harding,

m ade

good

in his efforts

afiiaiiMMa'uhig

72
|

'

'

»«r»rnm.
Mi* belief
.
oeen slow In the pusf was
««iv^~f seconded
srronsiy
by his man. Oliver
was greatly upset by hlsj
*
re"
masters slisn;-,< proceeding*.
Butts w«» pUyed with distinction
byf
"'"i" 801 '- the Inimitable actor ft
!• t\
• nd his portrayal afforded much luus"h4

I

All of the pans were well
played. Thef
aance numbers wore pleasing,
and thef

a delight

lo

.

i

.

J]

•

wus

.

';

ll

|

.an «ruK- 1 .me niciuuius.
"The movement 'Dnda' would seem to
be a thing apart, and. although wrapped
is generally
In considerable obscurity,
considered to bo either (a) a gigantic
'blague' or |b) a serious and reasoned

uM -°' ll! ,8
kiv*
?,
t n
V U'«q«U»'"^ rhythm or T IG)! They tire
been seen
have hiiperiodically,
is wo. thy
^tCSance. and it dies away, The huyf Melng again and again.
1 ho Plece| Kh) sounds nga ln and they march into
only excels in treatment and marhey
iiv y .ight, and when the
fituiie.
llr.eof
111.0,01 huttle.
to rial, but Mr. Mason's style of comedy
won they niaivb. vie1-frttle linn been
Is unique In lta plausibility, In its air of
'oriously Into the city to the strains of a
spontaneity.
Miss Keeler, too, besides 1 ti'lutnphal march."
being good to look upon,
knows the
W1j\ la My. dc Hat-rack, an "American"
value of repose as well as the spoken
last month
word, and served as an admlrablt foil plafff^ wV) gave a recital
The Times sr.id that his
In London?
for Mr. Mason.
by
"a supercharacterised
playing
was
One of the runniest nets on the bill
ficial fluency, a thin tone-, and a comWHi< the sketch of Line and Mo ran. In
plete lack of gtip and tubstance." Not
"Listen. Mickey." Mr. Lane affect a the
"nut" style of
comedy. There have content with this, the reviewer went on:
been many acta i»f this type on the
"The superficiality was not confined to
stage at this theatre lately, all nioro or
the playing, for the program was full
less similar.
The host uralsc that can of it, Tew indeed of the pieces chosen
be laid to the credit of Mr. I.anc ia to
bcin,g worth hearing, and in these he
say that lie offers- a new and individual
was by no means at his best. Ho played
style.
jome Chopin poorly, and made nothing
Othor nets were Martin and Moore, .n
of the Gluck-Sgambatl melody from
aerial acrobatics; h'allon and Shirley, a.''Orfeo,' while in an extraordinary piece
comedians and dancers: Arthur and
(suoh as one had thought to be no
Morton Havel, in a clever sketch of Monger in existence), entitled 'Variations
patter nnd
dance;
Francis Renault, *l (Storm at Sea),' the basis of which was
vocalist: Mason and L'ole, In chatter and
Home, Sweet Home," with feeble 'storm'
danc
md MacRa ind Cle
" le ot
he did ^really
decoration,
as
f.i effects
cannot
^p,^^| rather welt. Mr. de Harrack
shallow
a musiwith
so
far
hdpe
to
go
a7 *Z- &
cal outlook ana general method and style
The playing of Mme. Kenee Chemet, of performance."
LonHenucl's organ, now installed in St.
violinist, was warmly praised in
Eds* ware. is in danger
don last month. The Daily Telegraph Lawrence,
through the roof and ceiling of the
"Among women violinists who chinch threatening to tall In upon it. Up
said:
have played here in recent years this to the present, stues the rector, the
Rev. C. W. Scott-Mo nerioft; little public
uretty nearly incomparyoung ariUL
interest has been she vtn Ifi the fate oi
more
eneven
was
Times
able." The
this interesting relic, t'sc lASsllt pi which,
thusiastic: "It is a pity that all there
reminds us how amasiugly the cost of
organ building and repair has risen reof good
Is, au 'bout du eompte, to say
Vc^rs
i "'•
cently. An instrument b
••iolin playing is that it is in time and
ago for fcSCO has been estimated to reOr is it a pity, 'after ail? Is it quire an outlay of £2000 to b.'ing it UP
In tune.
to modern requirements.— London Daily
not the finest testimony that can be
given lo musical worth? The tailor who Chronicle.
A septet by Arthur Bliss for voice,
',

i~ f

cni'rus

e

'

'

the eyes,

costumes being unusually attractive.ihe

campaign (though wilfully presented
nonnensical mask) to abolish
under
and arrest completely nil artistic production cf any kind for inconsiderable
i>.

period

COI'LKY
•dy

four

in

Smith.'' a eo

Somer

W.

by

acts

'

east:
.

May KJisrf'"
Blnm hf l,cttoy|B
.Elm. i Revtonl

AkMriion

Pvi>pei'.->irn

Sm nr.

Htrtort.

IXil'.is

TMomaj

.'
.

.

l.yonel

\Vatw

k

viola I'.oaihg
liakir. H. Conway Wlnsfleiidl

Nicholas

r>Linjn

ritteher

K.

K.

Jon

flivrf.

selected

his

for

company!

well-known

Of players last night,

was '•Smith." that!

Mme.

I

remembered for its admirable;
production i:i this eitv with .lolin Drew
•s the star. In it \Y. Somerset Maugham
has given his audience many a moment
which the food for thought was up|| in
permost. but withal the action, dialogue and characters, are leading to
an evening of enjo>?!ient.
The play is sparkling in its dialogue.
Ills situations, while decidedly extraordinary, are nevertheless possible and the
discussion of the trend of the time toward no one knows what as compared
with the life of the men and women
in the wilds of South Africa is refreshing in its boldness.
In less capable hands this comedy
would suffer, so in the main the cast
was most satisfactory even though at
limes there was prompting.
This Is a
thing a hard working stock company
cannot well avoid at an opening and it
did not mar the performance. "Smith"
comcdv

I

|

has made a 'creation.' does nit improve it b> standing back from it with
his head on one side and pronouncing it

I

'very'

!

I

!

maid who knew

her place and meant to keep it even
though tempted by the offer of marraise that came from the brother of her
mistress back in London seeking a wife
and disgusted with the empty lives he
found the women cf the set he formerly
(moved about in possessed,
j

j

I

j

whose grand

old

j

I

so.

.

I

little

'

—London Times.
I hear without the least, surprise, that
the repetition of the Hyde Park produc-i
Hons of Purcell's "Dido and Aer.eaa,"
under the aegis of the League of Arts,
has had to be abandoned, on tie score
of expense. How such delightful things
can be expected to pay passes my comprehension. The -handing round of the
plate will always afford the skinflint the
opportunity to get all he can for the
eleemosynary button he may be able to
slide on to it unobserved, and the said
skinflint, who is in the majority on such
occasions, is no more likely to dispose
of more than a pearl button or its equivalent in pence than would he his confrere who was watching the removal of
a derelict motor bus or a broken-down
horse— from both of which latter he can
obtain his enjoyment on occasion freegratis 'and for nothing"!— London Daily
«•
»
Telegraph.
A London journalist v commenting on
the death of Elena Vg.resi, the daughter
of Vares-i, the' baritone, famous as Rigoletto. remembered her as living at Flor-

seemed a pity that he had so

It

to

do.

Conway Wingfield was the Herbert Baker. Elma Bovton the Mrs.
Baker, Blanche LeRoy the Emily ChapH.

.

man and May Edias the Mrs. Otto
Rosenberg. Lyonel Watts as Algy certainly furnished all that could be asked
for in the presentation of that type
of human which high society furnishes
in the form of a plaything for an idle

!

j

j

woman.

ence when Enrico Oswald, a Brazilian,
"most delightful of Chopin players,
played Chopin in the apartment in

11

1ASTERSINGERS

AT

B. F.

which I was then living in the coldest
weather I ever experienced (though I
have been through a Canadian winter)

KEITH'S

with kid gloves upon his dainty hands."
On July 17 Greta Thornely and Mary
Short danced at Cambridge (Eng.) to
the music, of Debussy's string quartet.
"The Fall of Jerusalem," a descriptive overture by Maca, a Balkan soldier,
killed in the war, performed at Athens

Master? insert in their !«th an^
r.ual engagement, and Mason and Keol-]
er. in their sketch of several seasons,
divide headline honors at B. F. Keith's
Trentre this week.
The act of the Master<ingers is new.

"The

in soloes

time

in

was played

for

the

first

England by the Royal Artillery
London, on July 11. "The

orchestra,

work opens with, Jt, bold and striking
theme full of martial spirit, and charac.

teristic of the restless and tireless energy of the soldier. Gradually it quietens
to a contemplative and reminis-

down

cent mood, that
dier

and repeated their former

euccesfes. The cnsera'o'.e charmed again
in delicate tricks of harmony, and there
kwas the same -p:r:t and precision that
has made this Boston organization a

winter,

last

both in setting and in the material ofThe program, a varied one.
fered.
follows closely the style set by the
All the old, favoritesorganization.
Franklin O. Field. Harold Tripp, Arthur Cole ^nd A. Cameron Steele— were

heard

it

his falsetto, his panting, his postures,
his drama; but will make up for it all
by some little phrase so perfectly rounded that it seems sacrilege to applaud it.

name was

Nicholas Joy as the brother was convincing and forceful. He read the lines
with
admirable
understanding,
ancT
there were many passages where they
bordered
upon
the
preaching.
His
handling of the interview with his wilful sister and his scene with Algy were
all neat bits of a finished performance.
E. E. Clive as Fletcher the houseman
repeated his success in a. stJme'what
similar character as in Lubin*' This
actor is a big favorite with the followers of the company, and deservedly

to plaster

moment when

the sol-

remembers what has been and won-

ders what will be. This mood is broken
by the strident voice of a soldier singing a ribald,eoldier"s song in which they
all join. A bugle sounds, and all is quiet
!

,

1

"sain, when across the 'hills there come
the sound of a shepherd's pipe and the
strains of a pastoral love song.
Thev,
are ashamed o." the spell which this soft?

viola,
performed In

bassoon,

clarinet,

flute,

still

tion of ballad
praised.

command.— London Times.
Two new chamber works by Joseph
Splaight have been played in London by
the London string quartet: One, "Poem,"
illustrates Viola's lines:
"She 'never PC
told her love"; the other, "Fantasy,"
portrays Bottom, QuirfSe, Flute and IS
Snout. The Times said that the nYst Is 1
a lucubration on a theme taken from the
"Der Tagv motive in the second act of]
"Tristan":" "It is too lonsr for an intro-l
duction and too short for a movement, tt;

in Paris

movements

I

,

'

and the interest is spread thin." Nor
did the Times'find that " Fantasy" ^x«s
helped by quotations from Shakespeare
on the program: "All this program is
quite beside the point. People go to hear
music, and ii' they cio not lind it, as 'they
dul in the Schubert and the Schoenoerg,
thev stay away next time/'
At the Handel festival at the Crystal
Pabace the complaint was made that the
solos in "The Messiah" were sung so

in painting, literature

known as the 'Section d'Or' are
now holding an exhibition. There, in a
room hung with the more or less -Cubist

artists

"Handel's
that they dragged.
music should sound clear, and precise, it
is true, but it is even more important
that it should not become sentimental."
"Busoni's skill as a composer is in the
clothing- of ideas rather than in the creation of them. ... He is" determined
to be revenged upon the sentimentalists,
and so he Seizes Chopin by the tnroat
and threatens to throttle tho life out of
him. ... If we were conducted blindfold into a room to hear the 'Waldstein'
piayed by six eminent pianists, we
should easily pick him out from the
others; but somehow we can never
prophesy what he will do."

of" such artists as Gleizes. Gontcharova. Mr-.rcoussis, Bracque, Archisculptor), &c,
Brnncusl- (the
penko,
some of the latest compositions of thej

canvases

slowly

above-mentioned group of composers!
were performed for the first time.
"Some_works of a young girl composer,
Mile. Germaine Tailleferre, who is evi-|
dently extremely gifted, were also playedi
on this occasion— a Pastorale for small)
orchestra and some songs. The title of
one of these songs is significant— 'Hornmage a Satie'— for this group of young
composers look upon Erik Satie (so fre_quent,ly derided by the academic school*
as their leader and 'proplfete.' The later]
works of Satie. it is interesting to note,
are free from those eccentricities (chiefb
verbal, it Is true) which prevented m.-n>
people from even attempting to take
j

.

Aristocrats as Knaves or Fools:
Cinema and Class War

his compositions seriously; and the three
recently published 'Nocturnes' for^piano
are almost severely classical in style.
"In a class by itself must be put his

remarkable

'Socrate,'

"The Career of Catherine Bush,"
is being shown at certain London
picture theatres^ there are some extraorIn

which

which was
1

recently given its first performance at
one of the concerts of the Societe Nationale.
This work is for two female
voices with piano accompaniment, and
musical
retting of the French transis a
lation by Victor Cousin of the latter
part of the 'Phaedo.' The role of the
ringers ia simply to narrate, not to per-

sonify the chief actors in the story, and
the treatment of the voices is on entirely

The work was, however,

I

as

hammering and crack-

and
the orchestra,
and groaning in the
an accompaniment to the
singer's spoken declamation of one of
the most terrible Aeschylean choruses.
At the second performance, however,
this section, which Is certainly powerconceived and skilfully carried
fully
out. had to be repeated.
"These, then, are some of the more
striking individual examples of the new
movement In music, of which the latest
and most complete manifestation was
the 'concert-spectacle.' organized by M.
Jean Corteau, at which was produced
the "Boeuf sur le Toil,' or 'The Nothinghappens Bar,' where the principal acing of whips in
whistling, hissing

chorus

—as

,

mem

occasionally debers of which are still
Whatscribed as "the upper classes."
life, when they
real
in
like
ever thev are
de^
appear in the unreal world that is
must be
scribed on the screen U»ey
entirely
or
wicked
either thoroughly

,

'

;

„ ,„
Bush
In "The Career of Catherine
are very
the majority of the aristocrats
desperate people. In another film which
"The
was shown privately recently, same
Hundredth Chance," we get the
kind of thing. The villain in the latter
real "lord," and throughout he be-

foolish.

a

1

— such

dinary portraits of the British aristocracy. The average film producer seems
to have only two ideas with regard to
that section of the community, the

re-

ceived with hostility by a certain section
of the public.
"Another notable composition, recently performed at one of the concerts organized by the Society Dour la Musique.
Darius Milhaud's setting, for solo
is
voices, chorus and orchestra, of fragments of M. Paul Claudel's translation
A
of 'Des Choephores' of Aeschylus.
considerable sensation was caused at
boiff
first
hearing
by
the
composer's
the
employment of novel 'dynamic' effects,
or, in other words, of noises pure and

simple

made the' song intelligible; In De"De fleurs,'' for instance, in

and scherzo, was warmly

and mus ?, and in pc -suance of this aim
a concert was recent!/ given in the
Ga'erie tie la Eoeiie. where 'Tie group of

lines.

I

one was carried away by the final passionate outburst. There is no gesture in
the whole g^mut cf indignation, or entreaty, or pehitence which she has. not at

double

London

one 'of artistic effervescence, painters,
musicians and winters are engaged in
experimental work. In music there are
Poiilenc,
Francis
Milhaud.
Darius
Georges Auric and Louis Durey. "Their
methods are sometimes described a.*
Cubist.' but the propriety of this term
as applied to music may be questioned.
It is, however, a fact thnt efforts are
now being made to blend together the

now

d'Alvarez

,

Queer Music

really

be

which we were sometimes at a loss to
know what actual notes were intended,

The Paris correspondent of the London Times says that the present time is

latest

may

order that art

bussy's

bass and harp,
27, a "Witchery .Song," a combina-

June

it

never heard it before."
Mr. Rosing is the conspicuous instance
of a man's few merits completely outweighing his many defects. We lbve his
Russian songs, where he is in earnest,
without understanding a word of tllfWh,
Other languages of which he pronounces
neither vowels nor consonants leave us
cold, not because we' do not, as a fact,
catch the words, but because they are
not really part of him. He aims at the
gallery with his breathless high notes,

when

the brother places the
{vase of flowers on the floor with the
posies scattered about and then rings
the bell for "Smith" which gives him
the final opportunity to discover the
maid's true feeling, was neatly played,
j
"Smith's" admiration for the man who
j
could pull the cork from a bottle when
|
the houseman had failed after many
J
attempts was r.ot concealed, so one is
j
lied to heli-^e that happiness may at
times depend upon the most trivial of
happenings. That stubborn cork solved
the eternal question for Thomas and

"Smith"
Mary.

feit

that

violin,

most trite— Kreisler's 'Tambourin'—
It has nothing new to say to us, we feel
sure, yet when we hea r it so articulated, so merrily danced with a whisk and
a flourish, we just feel that we have

|

sctr.e

what we

is

the

I

The

That

over with
superlatives, but that they would go a
"Very little way toward explaining the
felt
appropriate and instantaneously
modulations of tone and rhythm that
gave life to simple things. To take

Would be easy

undoubtedly will draw full houses for
lit has an appeal and the cast contains
the full strength of the company.
Viola Roach, whose performance is
Lazy Lubin is still so pleasingly recalled, was the "Smith." She was true

j

perfect.

Madame Chemefs

With

|

to the calling of parlor

'-'•'

•'.

In

'Mine. d'Alvarez: If it can be admittteil
at all that there is an art, of acting on
the concert platform, then the way in
which Mine. d'Alvarez acts must be
called perfect of its kind, and more
worth talking about than the singing,
which, apart from the intonation, was
imperfect both , in the attack and the
maintenance of the note. Mine. d'Alvarez,
in fact,' places her hands and Her whole
body far more accurately than her voice,
and it was this accuracy, no doubt, that
drew the applause of her many admirers.
One has not had the good fortune to see
either her Delilah or her Herodiade, but
one can easily understand the praise
that has been given to them. Even if
her words had been more inaudible than
they in fact were, the acting would ha\

"

offering of the season atfl
the Cople> Theatre which Henry Jewettfc

The seeomi

tit:-.".

time ,o di
.'.Hk'U expectation has been
aroused by the yiewa,that an article on
appear next month in La
to
'Dada' ia
Nouvelle Revue from the pen of M.
Andre Gide, so we may expect shortly
to be enlightened as .to the true nature
of the mysterious cult of "Dadaisme."

I

TH :.\tkk —

o.'

i forced repose and' a' fresh
pufjneri
star, made at some future date, when
prejudlcin a.nd traditions will have had

:

is

.

a

haves in a most unpleasant way.
are examples of the aristocrat as

These

villain,

instances of the aristocrat as fool can

be found by a visit to any average
comic film. In isolated cases the hardy-

explorer may come across at the picture
theatre a British nobleman who is both
intelligent and virtuous, but these are
certainly exceptions to the general rule,
and those whose ideas of the nobility
are obtained entirely from the film must
have fdrmed a very strange picture of
< our hereditary aristocracy.
^ Tills caricature of the Upper classes is
by no means a new phenomenon. In
English fiction, for example; it has flourThe
ished from the very beginning.
elegant aristocrat in Richardson's "Paunmost
a
nrtsla" is made to behave in
desirable fashion until he "suddenly repents, and the moral of the book is plat
even the worst aristocrat can be reformed by a virtuous person of low denot
Smollett's noblemen were
gree.
'

.

,

,

1

languished for their virthe tradition has carried on
the novelists until today.
In
e Woman in White" it is Sir PevceGlyde who is the arch-villian. and
ss Ethel M. Dell has carried on the
d -work.
It was too much to hope
at the film would break away from
tradition that was ccndoned .by its
>ich relations, the novel and the drama,
and it seized on the idea with such avidly, and— it mutt be confessed— witn such
and
ugh

,1 |!

at the Deutsches Theatre,
are typical examples. The latter piece
is trivial, but the piece doesn't matter a
bit.
Its patrons, holding their si^ea,'
jwith laughter for two hours of nea !y
unadulterated Pallenberg— Pallenberg as
a gay old rehrobate sleeping ecstatically
lunder the sofa in in ch.ipeau claque and
greatcoat, Pallenberg on familiar term?
with the -g-jests at a boarding houso

now running

of a purely scientific or
character provided they are
shown at a public educational institution or any other place recognized as
such. No films must be prohibited solely
on the ground of their treating on politiJcal, social, religious, ethical or^philojpophical subjects, nor wilf a film be reflected for reasons which do not arise
.[from its nature. Permission will, howlever, be refused if the film contains
Mjgarity, that it reduced tha whole
Items liable to endanger public safety
^Hness to absurdity. It is an inverted for
order, offend religious sentiments or
form of snobbery, which is really worse lend to produce a demoralizing effect,
than snobbery itself.
feny film considered likely to^lower the
although this depreciation of 'he up-' westige of the German nation or to
(per classes is such an old institution, it
fcpset the harmonious relations between
peculiarly opposite at the present ^Germany and any other nation will also
to
time, when each man thinks he is as
Ibe prohibtted. In case of a film proving
Rood as his neighbor, and then, by a | I objectionable In part only-, permission
process of logic, that all his neighbors
provided the offensive
(will be given
are worse than himself. When this feel[parts are eliminated and sufficient se|ng came to a head in France over 200
curities furnished that the latter are
"
years ago it resulted in a class revolunot otherwise circulated. Provision has
lion. Xow words are preferred to deed3
been made, however, that all films of a
do
not
ask
for the aristocrats to be
JVe
scientific or artistic value and not fit
led forth a la. lanterne. Instead we drag
to^ be demonstrated at public performthem into the film.
We do not quite S ances to a promiscuously composed
want to take off their'heads, and so we.' audience tnay be shown to specially setake away tbeir characters.'
It is a £ lected parties. All films to be shown at
ractice, too. which may have its harmperformances to which juveniles under
iul side. Everybody goes to the .picture
18 years of age are admitted are subject
Hjeatre, and many of those who go there.
to an especially severe examination, and
twice a week have no other; intellectual " oo permission witt bo granted whenever
relaxation. The result is that, very n?.tsuch films are held to be lHtely to have
bally, they assume that the film idea L a harmful effect on the moral, intelOf the British aristocrat is perfectly corlectual or physical development of Juverect. If it were, there would he evf:ry
niles, or If they tend to cause excessive
pxcuse for yet another revolution.
sensibility. Local authorities, children's
Film producers forget one thing They
Juvenile welfare
protection
societies.
4} not reflect that it is quite impossible
committees and. school boards may apto put good and evil, or folly and wisply to the district municipal authorities
Ktn, into water-tight compartments.
to render the existing law even more
They sre always on the lookout for
severe should circumstances warrant
Nfrpes." They manufacture wt.at they
such a step. Finally, it should be menInsider to be a type, and label it
tioned that children under 6 years of
or "bad." At present the aristoage are excluded under 6 years of
crat is labelled "had,'' and the pool- honUnces."

cover

films

artistic

'

I

•

escaping from a shrewish
wife. Pallenberg doubly disguised as the
Count of Montccristallo, reciting tonguetwisters at incredible speed, indulging in
monologues,
telephonic
sHe-splitting

where he

|

falls

I

on the playhouses -s
plavgoers see them, and it would be dif-

I

I

3

s mere energetic in enteetaining than during the present month."

Invmrre

I

The appearance of the
father and son, at Henley this year led
a London journalist to Inquire whether);
there is any record of a crew composed
wholly of members of one family. A
correspondent answered that In the
early seventies there was a crew, a
Mersey "four," composed of the Bigland family; three of them are new

Itc

puugh and

!

|

t hews

unmusical, isles
This led the re-

to'add maliciously, "which expcrhaps..why Mr. Holbrooke has
to return there next year."

Film Censorship in Germany
Boon after the outbreak of the GerV
Hian revolution the censorship of films
and plays was abolished. The people
were t» decide for themselves the relative moral and artist IcNmerlts of a film
•r play. If they thought a show Immoral, they would stay away. As time
on certain film manufacturers
J'ent
Produced plays that were more than
jjjlgar;
approached
obscenity,
they
ttlough they were advertised as "art-'
tic." Then came the "Aufklaehrungs-

"The
haps

'

n

Ihown

(

i-

the new law, any film to be

public performances or sold
< irnose has to be submitted
xamination. by a board of censors.
It is Interesting to note that this
(•'equally to films for expert. SoLiDrivate n TformineeA Kill also
n.t

lor »;ich

u

farcical play in

at

its

happiest

German
when built

his

is

perv

oft

the

attractive foundation of Austrian

Mr.

'

i

'

I

and

and passages of words

in

brogue. Interspersed with
mannerisms ti
witticisms peculiar to the south,
?
as sure of as warm a wel. S
ic-ome and as great a vogue
as *ay I
Barrie-lsms or the Irish Players In Lon?
don. This preferential treatment
of the *
Austrian capital and its customs
un- I
questionably accounts for the stage sueI
cesses or many actors, and
actresses 'I
whose names head the play bllla in
BerUn and the provinces.
Of course. It may be said of practically
all t.ie productions which
go to the making of the summer season that the
plot
is the last thing that counts.
'Va-niHe.
ichlmek,' a chapter in the life of respectable Vienna, nnd -Atich i- b war ein
Junglmg ('I wo* a young man once ) a
]

r.nd

^re always

r
r

,

W. GOULD.

IS.

Where They Had Brcn

Two

trippers met at Sea ton Bay,

chime;

to

"My breakfast." one was heard
"Was bacon fried in Lyme."

brother. Sir Herbert Tree is ready fori
Will he Include his critipublication.

cisms of plays produced by Sir Herbert?
When Max was the dramatic critic of
began an
he
the Saturday Review,

to say,

His friend replied, "r get 'o>i Steve;
But mine was stranger cheer.
supped iast eve
For. walking west.
On lobster boiled In Beer."
1

I

W. — In London

A.

about a play in which Sir Herbert took Ihe leading part as follows;!
"I have a brother w ho once was an
actor." In this lire the biographer has
been n«slMcd by Lady Tree. Viola. Iris,
Sir QilbOJFt Parker, iladdon Chambers,

Daily Chronicle.

article

An
The

N. Parker.

Edmund

Gosse.

tumbler and
water.

girth

of

the

tall

3ft.

Tin.

Put your

will

to

of

the opposite

what you ordinarily
'

tiit

want nothing more; you

^fiA^j

-

3/

'SHAVINGS'
1

will

We

I

f

be a

<

j

z.

<:•>

about this
ask if he has

the extraordinary number of
song-birds this season, ^do not recall
ever hearing so many different varieties here in Mattapan before, though
we have been growing more metropolitan yenr by year, and It will be
only a matter of time before asphalt
will obliterate the last of our Indian
1 had supposed that there was
already too much asphalt for song sparrows, yet today, as 1 lingered over my
luncheon coffee forbidden, alas, for
the other six days of tho week one of
them alighted on a beanpole near the

trails.

—

AT

!

THE TREMONT!
By PHILIP HALE
TREMONT THEATRE — First

per-

;

formance in Boston of "Shavings," a
Cape Cod comedy from Joseph C. Lincoln's novel of the same name, dramatized by Pauline Phelps and Marion
Short. Produced by Henry W. Savage.
J. Edward Wlnslow. "Shavings''
Capt. 6am Hunniwell
Phlneas Ba/bbltt
I. rander
Babbitt
MaJ. Leonard Grover

noticed

—

to

lips

full

hope
healed, a "quiet, a restful man."
that this remedy will meet with the apIproval of good old Doc Evans.

feet.

me

about half

the glasa away
from you instead of towards you, and
so sip the water. That is all, but you

2ft. 3"tin.,

5'i;in,, while the
1ft.
height of the tigress was Int. lin.
The (lag fiffwn at the Democratic convention at San Francisco measured 46ft.
by aft., and had n superficial area of
It floated from the
l6''S square feet.
top of a staff of Oregon fir 2.'2ft. above
But the Union Jack on
the ground.
the Victoria Tower. London, which is
340 feet high, measures 18 yards by 12
yards, arid has a superficial area of

square

it

The

nnd the forearm

"l?44

3

in the

bagged the record tigress

maklngth total of 9rt.
was 8ft. CH-ln.. the head

fill

side of the rim to
woula In drinking,

1

2ln..

I

experience in

aij

j

For Statisticians
1.
K. tbe^ Maharajah of
Maj.-Gcn.
nikanlr, who shot his 100:h tiger last
"The length
Nepal Jungles.
body was ftft. 5in., and of the

Money, who has had

B.

;',0

Sir Herbert's private life will Include
cxrellcnt Jokes she cracked at his expen3e, not forgetting the reason sbo
sa\o for his presence at a skating rlnU.
Lovers of rich bindings should put this
booli into lice -calf.

April,

Cure

Infallible

W.

English
paiochial
years, gives this sure cure
•ork for
for the hiccups (not hiccoughs, whloh
attacks only the genteel): "Take

Desmond

McCarthy and Bernard Shaw. Let us
hope that Lady Tree In her sketch of

Tlev.

ch

!

I..

year's robins leads

the Austrian

|

ears.

Mnttupan.

!

As noon began

Our Naturalist

tradition.

own

i-oulades in his

I

his half-

As the World Wags:
Mr. Johnson's remarks

folkAll things Viennese
are extraordinarily popular in
Berlin,

tale

Bme,"

'

mouths

I

'

frightfully

hies:

pipe,

:

Americans bent on business, and that "as a

We

,

'

\

-

that the Islands are overrun try

that is. films to enlighten the
Bttdlcnce about the
consequences of
prostitution. The decent elements, and
Ten newspapers that published adversenients of these films, began to prolast.
At last the government decided
Bp the relnstltution of censorship.
low quote from, a letter written by the
^Berlin
correspondent of the London

•

'

In his car some
to play to the soldiers at NewHe said
in the mountains'.

If

enormous

The Tree Book
Max Beerbohm's life of

worries;

words, drink* whiskey-soda, and
maket
wagers about everything.
But«crltic»
nre Inhuman beings the world
over and
the Briton arriving in the German
capita today may derive a
degree of con-S
soation from finding English
comedies
attract ng big and appreciative
audiences in half a dozen- different
plavni * hflv
"When
Knights
W«ye
SfVfS"
Bold
("Die Goldene Rittergeit") ahionmused Berlin mightily with Max
Pallenberg. the Austrian, as Sir
Gay
"Everything funny in Germany todaj
seems to centre In Pallenberg
HI*
name Is a household word; his imitators,
and parodist* in suburban
vaudevilles
and provincial -cabarets are legion
Fu/i.
niest of funny men in
summer, but a
gifted character' actor in
winter, with
the comedian's -proverbial ambition
to
become a great tragedian, and -with
fat
more likelihood of reallaing his ambition, than the mnjority
of comedians so
disposed, he is inclined to apologize
for
his reputation for drollery,
and is lust
no*, they say. undecided Whether
his
next part should be Shylock in a
Kcinhardt representation of "The Merchant
i
of Venice' or that otheX
Jewish acquaintance or ours, the Junior partner
io
'Potash and Pcrlmuttcr.'

Holbrooke went

itute of critics.

an

They are so much like spoiled
children that it is no wonder, that they
For singing. I Imagine.
sing.
not
do
Is a question of disposition as w ell as
habit.
And yet
Intelligence and
of
sometimes when I see a little grey mito
chirping away on a rooftop, tunelessly,
and forever lacking the
of course,
golden gift of voice, I wonder if, after
all, he isn't singing as well as he knows
how, and if the raucous sounds that we
call chirps do not echo as ripples and

asleep.
II

|

w

m

Mftle camp

Those happy.

{

'

barbed wire enclosure a few miles from
Kingston. There are no music schools;
Be pianos are nearly all German, and
miserable onog at thmt, and nothing by
i British composer is known to the
landers of a more advanced naturthan Elgar's "Salut d'amour."

is

little

j

1

left over.

Consequence, living there

life's

|

'

Still it was good fun."
there was no music, except
touble ragtime, to be heard anywhere
t*capt in Jamaica. *^iere the West
Indian regiment had a good military
band that played "popular" mueir in a

Mr.

into

«
"Theatre-of-the-Fiv« I
Thousand" a version of •rtristophanes'i
Lyslstrata" was performed. The tlm«
has returned when vour Berliner
dls- '
creetly forgetting that he ever
utte'r^l a
Gott strafe England, washes
again with
English soap, cultivates an
English
vocabulary.
,,nd
laughs' again
ovei
Arms and the Mai. "Charley's Aunt"
nnd the "Importance of Being
Earnest "
German critics never lire of gibing
at
8ta * e
" thev_xonsider spe,f* „
cifically
English— the humor still mainlV
connected with the Briton who
boxes,

said

B miles

forget

Helgh-ho!"
At Keinhardfs

i

i

He

saunters

a portrait painter. All the
brothers were over six feet in height
except one, who acted as coxsw'ain.
"In the seventies they swept tho Mersey and the Dee, and we believe they
issued a challenge to the world to race
any crew similarly conrtltuted."
Did the Ward brothers, long famous
on the Hudson, hear about the Mersey
"four "? JoBh, Ellis, Hank—who was the
fourth?
in cricket there were English teams
composed of .one family— as the Lyttletons, consisting of eight sons, the faThere wete also
ther and two uncles.
In
Surrey elevens of Heaths. Miles.
Muggerjdge*. Mitchells. The last-named,
having beaten the other three, challenged a team of Lucases.
one, Percy,

the limelight smiling and immaculalo;
or for the popular buffoon, who bursts
In upon tho stage with a funny make-up
lind a stentorian Hullo! here we are
Everything sombre or serious is
a again.
sacrificed for the sake of productions
upon making the public
speculate
which
J

<

B

who

t

one a member for Birkenhead;

alive,

-

|

i

the
correspondent
of
writes entertainingly

comedian,

light

:

a >' s

,

^
Mine, or rather, the ones who hvo
under my roof, which is the same thing
sometimes, are astonishingly human.
About this time of year you can always
•see three or four of them hopping along
the ground, one a slender, worriedlooking little thing surrouaded by fat
She is
fledglngs as big again a*^ she.
followed with great interest until she
immediately
then
and
worm
finds a
importuned by a cheeping, teasing.wingDapping crew, each perfectly able to find
fodo for himself, but each bound that
she shall put the food Into his mouth.
would hapI have often wondered what
pe if she were to put it on the ground, i
and lot them tight for It.tbut she never
does. And If She ever gets a mouthful
tor herBelg it must be when they are
l

Beresfords.

With the coming of June "the Tragic
Muse beats an Ignominious retreat into
the wings, to make room for the favor-

Holbrooke in the West Indies

pounds

Times

'

I

about the theatres in Berlin,

market.— London Time*."

Mr. Josef Holbrooke returned to London ^ist month ufter a trip of three
months to the West Indies, having given
•bout 15 concerts with Mr. Vasco Aked, at Kingston, Mandeville, l'ort Antonio. Port Maria, St. Anne's Bay. Montegd Bay. He' did not make his fortune,
but he enjoyed himself and tool; bark a
lot of native "digging" songs, which he
hopes to use in some way or another.
He told a. London reporter that the
"colored" audience were more pleased
by some' of Debussy's Preludes than
tney were by music of Schumann and
Chopin. As there was no concert hall In
Me Islands, he was obliged to be rctisfled with court houses, small mission
\V.".:d
halls, except at Kingston, with i;
Vheatre. "The people were always very
Higlng. They never would charge anything for the hall; hut by tile lime yo
Hm paid for the kerosene oil/ for the
Indies, for the old woman who brought
the chairs, and for other 'sundries.'
you found yourself with two or throe

Berlin

any former summer season had found the Berlin publio
or the
entertained
be
eager
to
more

jficult to believe that

the Reign of Farces

The

signs

,

.

,

,

song birds,
If sparrows drive away
mine are an exception, for I have never
seen them fight except among themdoselves, although sometimes their
mestic disputes reach such an acute
stage that It is not uncommon to discover small speckled eggs on the grass
beneath the eaves. But I do not think
than the
they are really any worse

ordinary

effect

1

Plays in Berlin:

London

many

music.

dismay one encounters behind the
scenes have thus far had no remarkable

I

1 1

Summer

;

of

I

'

aristocrats are either foolish or wicked,
•ltd it is Just possible that not all v.-brkIngmen are models of virtue, but all the
iters must be true to their pre-arranged types, and the result is the exMordlnary number of Intolerable films
that are at'preser.t flooding the British

|

',;

,

tion nangs
cal life of Germany, but the

I

M

j

of hejtvy taxa'ominously over the theatri-

i

:

on ihe evening's fun.

'
J

the I
trees. rTear the beans, are
pair
fatorlte singing perches of a
he
but the finches prefer
orioles,
the
clotheslines. If I am not nvstaken.
once the
early morning or evening was
sure of
only time when you could be
hardly
is
there
hearing them, but now
full of
an hour of the day that is not

"The Damoclean sword

I

Not

any
The apple

is

and imitating professional colleagues in
their best-known parts— have ceased to
follow the plot long before Ihe curtain

'

est laborer is invariably "-rood."

73
matinwindow and sang me a belated
faced about
then
he
dofle,
Having
ata.
to the
and addressed a similar song
shaking so
regions of the upper air.
expected
with his own' trilling that I
moment to see him tumble off.

Harry Beresford
James Bradbury

Charles Dow Clark
Robert Craig
Mitchell Harris
Bishop Dickinson
Charles Phillips
George. Neville
Gabriel Bearse
Dudley Clements
Roscoe Holway
Clara Moores
P.uth Armrtrong
Vivian Tobln
Maude Hunniwell
Ethel Downiu
Barbara Armstrong
The story of the play is simple and In
many ways familiar; the humor is
equally simple, and the give and take of
have all
the dialogue is obvious.
seen the characters: the lovable, plain
man that constantly sacrifices himself;
the village folk; the village male gossip
with a malicious twist; the sister that
loves an erring brother; the repentant
youth, endeavoring to outlive a prison
record, at last and unjustly suspected
of theft on account of his past; the
choleric old gentleman who keeps the
youth In a position of trust because he
hates the accuser. Again we see the
voluble drummer; again a little child
whines and babbles.

We

,

|

0

j
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easo
ran wl(h that

holds
lh« owVer hand "Shu vines"
which
he attention after the Brst act,
excelunpromising by the general
la
the piclence of i lie performance, by
the
turesque nature of the production
lo> windshop of Wmslow with
Noah
birds.
fishes,
mills Hupp> Jacks,
xnA Isaiah, and especially by the reinslow bymarkable impersonation of

M

,

.

I

Blllj

l-.ruestlne

A*

Dare

Knap2
UPlfZ.
Cyril Raymond
Baby Graven

1

Theodora Warfleld

L-

Meltlc Moffat
4'hlllp Burton

Oram

*

Mills

Ansn-ra Durseon
Malcolm Duncan

....li
Jimmie Births

Tioran

,

Pure fun pervades this performance
from the first to the last line. Its
is appropriate, for "nighties" are
the most evident articles of feminine
The constantly shifting situaattire.
tions are ludicrous and the lines .ara
When produced in
bright and witty.
New York It was a success from the
neception at the
and
ita
opening night,
Park Square Theatre assures a week

title

I

,

of

crowded

hous»e<s.

There is a Jea:ou« wife in the story
with 'a suspicion r.bout her husband's
past, and the incidents that occur to
'

be quietly emotional as well as gently humorous and naturally shrewd.
He is well supported, especially by
Mr. Bradbury and Mr. Clark, the two
sworn foes, the banker who was once
a skipper, and the hardware merchant.
There is one truly dramatic scene in
the whole play: the one in which Babbitt threatens to denounce the ex-conrtct and W'inslow threatens in turn to
read a letter of pro-German and viowritten
sentiments
lently unpatriotic
by Babbitt. The acting in this" scene
Excellent, too.
is of the highest order.
In"
the scene
is the performance of
which Babbitt learns of the Phillips
case from the drunjimer. There are a
few scenes of sentiment which aroj
compelling, as when W'inslow tells Ruth
of the portraits that haunted him in
the cottage where his mother died.
An audience that filled the theatre
gave constant evidence of appreciation
to

lend color to her suspicions and to
involve others furnish the material fof

a whirlwind of

fun.

,

Billy Moffat knew an actress named
Trixie Lor / ine before nls marriage and
hie wife suspects that their acquaint-

ance amounted

to

something more than

friendship, In a chance meeting on the
train Billy promises to help the actress.

Jimmie Blythe, an old sweetheart, has
come back from South America and

.

lars of Society."

COMEDY

HOLUS SEASON
I

XV

I

I

and men.
well defined; the
harsh, inexorable, .church-going man of
knavish business; the much-enduring
gentle wife timidly suggesting that herl
children should have greater liberty, fearing the worst, having lived 25 years with]
a slave-driver, the two girls, Joan asserting her liberty and demanding her
right to choose a husband. Gladys, flippant, pert, not bold as her sister, to
use her own words, a moral coward,
brought to concealment and falsehood
through the parental despotsOnly in the beginning of the third
act does the attention of the spectator
flag. An otherwise dreary stretch is relieved by the mother's confession of her
long servitude, made in an irresistibly
pathetic manner by Miss Roach, whose

The characters are

.1

•

performance throughout was
restrained

artistically

and therefore the more

Mr. Clive's

uncommon

versatility

about
in

By PHILIP

|

Mis s Royton gave an interesting pornot merely one of a young'
woman in rebellion or of a girl loving
in the face of objection. She voiced
the feelings, emotions, mentality of a
younger generation, without losing her
Her sister was chiefly
"womanhood.
trayal;

conspicuous for her freshness.
Incredible as It may seem, the large
audience evidently regarded for two acts
drama as
thi3 persons in this domestic
distinctly comic. In situations that were
was
there
tragic,
intense,
pathetic,
snickering, giggling, tittering, and even
that
was
.wonder
The
loud laughter.
the actors were not seriously disturbed.
put
It might be well for Mr. Jewett to
up signs for the remaining performances: "This is not a farce"; "The audience is respectfully requested not to
laugh during the emotional scenes, which
will be announced by the stage chimes."

.

'JOAN DANVERS'
HALE

U

rvranv of us
in his

Muck

'

need

s

i

seen 6.

"a
This performance was described as
Pilgrim performance in honor of teranyone
If
centennial of New England.'
wondered what the Egyptian tragedyPilhad to do' with the landing of the
grims the answer was: "The triumph
symto
construed
be
well
may
scene
structure
bolize the triumph, of the
founded by the Pilgrim fathers." an
inost
the
satisfy
should
that
answer

correspondence

mind about loathed Boston
objectionable.

and its uncultured, highly
barbarous inhabitants.
Mori z
at St Moriz
An American, arriving
two months ago.
about
Switzerland
in
register at an inn,
as she was about to
saw on the book this entry:Muck. BosDr. Karl Muck and Mrs.
ton, Mass. TJ. S. A.

|

captious.

,

There have been out-of-door performof "Aida" in cities of, Europe
The most noteand this country.
worthy was the one near the Pyraperformance at
the
In
1912.
mids in
Sheepshead Bay in August of last year,
Almes. Rappold and Van Gordon took
Perhaps they will pass down in
part
hardy annual out-door
"as
history

1'

ances

i

Pie That Is Pie
,
A a the World Wags:
having Pe-used
A few eveningsinago.
the
'the commentary
status quo of blue- A
the \mericnn on the
current lusrh cost of
berry Pio in the
the July Harper s m
] turned to
thmgs bv odd
search of vet higher .turned to wa*j
th/ftrst thing I
same n ' at r v.
an inquiry into the.
a direct,
Ps ft appeared in the form of

I

performances of this nature, the
opera is necessarily first of all a speccrowd on
tacle. The sight of a great
large
the stage-ground and of a -very
audience under a sky of stars and nsone
No
in~ moon is indeed impressive.
a performance with §ne
suspects
must be
nuances', the musical effects
and
Belicacy
and massive.
broad
here
are
action
and
subtlety in song
To many in the audience
impossible.
night the performance oh the
last
pleasing
stage must have been only a
In

W?5?*w2i
!

?S,

«

:

9

with
Kte"brown,

Vono

is

the question of one

The ansTor?
Those

thelr^.

picture.

to

Those

th,

pi.

who

should

W>*.

cohort

<

As w. prlz. .o do thins*

^r*'"

j

"aMlUms.

*

i
I

Amherst. N. H-

i

Lincoln in Christiania

,

'

of

mother, used

I

horn* 'poet of

the

'

just as our

do?"

Such

I

'-Te?d rlpph^

wrote that
d al of Po, fTond, Me.,
erected in Chr "t,
of Lincoln hatl been
very anxious
anln in Jul v. 19M- As I am
the statue I hope
about
To know more
this and be good
that M- Kildal will see
wrl.e to Truman H- Bartlett,

£

»as3.
Parley VaJe, 3a.ma.lo* F'* ". IT.
T.
it.
tell him more about
1

17

and

(

"

singers.

j

'

S

.

was

remember how Dr. Karl
intimate

™e

re
and a ballet.
with
an Egypt4n background
Mr.
pyramids and t.'hiple designed by
Roland Butler, simple and sufficiently
ago
It was stated some time
effective.
camel
that an elephant and at least one
the
of
procession
would be in the grand
and
second act. We did not see them,
we missed a hippopotamus in the Nile

supernumeraries,

;

I

JtiADcj

was

Aida,
messenger, Anthony Guarino;
Van
Marie Rappold; Amneris, Cyrena
Gordon; priestess, Marionne Godbout.
There was a large orchestra, a brass
ot
band, a very large Chorus, a host

|

.

is

night on Braves Field.
conducted. The cast

sortations.

.

j

performed last
Mr. Mollenhauer
was as follows:
Radames, Orville Harold; Amonasro,
di
Clarence Whitehill; Ranephis, Pietro
Ceroy;
Biasi; king of Egypt.' Natale
Verdi's "Aida"

His Danvers must be
ranked among his most brilliant imper-

I

say

to

Field
"Aida" at Braves

dividuality.

EMMA CARUS BACK

much

St.

|

characterization has long been reeognized in this city. He is never Mr. Clive
in this or that costume and situation.
Whether the role be farcical or one of
high comedy, whether it be melodramatic or grimly intense, the character is fully revealed; facial exprespersonal mannerisms, gestures,
sion,
manner of speech, give pronounced in-

'

adventurer/ have
Germain.— Ed-

Italian

ef

fectlve.

I

.

to
died in 178rt nt Schleswig, according
some; at Cassel, If others are to be bereign of
lieved. He flourished under the
and was famous for his
Louis
enabled
had
said
ha
which
elixir of life,
him to live through generations. There
character
are curious revelations of his
and activities In the memoirs of Casanova, that wonderful description of fast
did not hesilife from which Thackeray
tate to borrow for his "Barry Lyndon."
Carlyle in his essay on Count Bagliostro,
recounting his labor in consulting hooks
and magazines about that extraordinary
quack, wrote that he had not "grudged
infectious 'Meto dive even into the
moires de Casanova' for a hint or twowork, which,
that
found
have
he
could
however, most librarians make a point
This
possess."
of denying that they
reminds one of an anecdote in C. G.
Lel.md's memoirs. At a dinner or sup- j
per in Boston the name of Casanova!
was mentioned; all the literary men at I
the table proTo.-sed ignorance of him and J
his adventure?, except one—T^as it Dr.j
Holmes?— who h*I the courage to sayj
he was not wholly ignorant in the mat-j
Havelocli Elli3 in an article in the
i ter.
I Savoy was the first Englishman bold
encAigh to appraise C isanova at his true
value. Recent Freach writers about the

1

Danvers slill weak in mind and sluggish In speech, realizes that if there Is
justice in the diVine scheme, there is
also mercy. But it will' bo long before
Joan, who hates the sentimentalism
that, as she says, is the curse of the
English nation, will in her heart forgive the man that would have intentionally been the murdered of captain

Then, Trixie turns up in the Moffat
apartihents, through no fault of Billy's,
land Jimmie Blythe also appears there.
The effort to keep trixie concealed until
matters have been explained to Jimmie,
and to pacify the jealous Mrs. Billy,
brings about situations that threaten to
ruin the happiness of four people.
Francis Byrne as Billy Moffat plays
and
the heavy principal part pleasingly
Malcolm Duncan as Jimmie is a close
as
Warfleld
second, while Theodora
Mollle and Susanne Willa as Trixie divide the honors in the female parts.

Claude Gillingwater
Harry Davenport
Emma Carus, singer and comedienne.
Howard Gould
singer]
Hazel Sexton assisted by J." Walter Leopold,
Miss Fairchild
Minnie Remaley and pianist, features the bill at B. F.
Mrs. Saunders
Donald Foster Keith's Theatre this week.
Gordon Schuyler...l
.Wallace Fortune
Benjamin Suratt. .1 .
the
Miss Carus' s program is much
Harry Lelghton
John Crawshay.
,
Millard Vincent same as on her last two visits to this
Poole
slightly
Forsman
Grav
Harry
monologue varies
James Wrlg-ht theatre. The
W\ »
Clancy
contempoHerbert Saunders in that it is revised to meet
Douglas.
.\
Policeman
George Spelvln raneous topics.
The Hollis Street Theatre opened Its
One of the best acts was the program
doors last night for the season with the of songs by Irving and Jack Kaufman,
return of the popular comedy success, the phonograph singers.
"Three Wise Fools," which enjoyed
Others are Joe Laurie, Jr., comedian,
such wide popularity last year. John assisted by "his father and mother'
Golden, the producer, offers' practically the Chandon Trio, aerial performers;
the same cast as upon its initial per- Bradley and Ardine, in a clever dancformance, only one or two minor ing act; the first motion picture showchanges being necessary, wtoich insured ing of slow process photography, ina smooth production of a play that troducing Babe Ruth and individual
ranks with the best in point of public players of the Yanks and Indians; Rose
Xavor. The. theatre has been practically
monologue; Harr Conley, asmade over in its interior, everything for Clare, in Naomi Ray, in a portraya
by
the comfort and convenience of patrons sisted
and introducing a novel
being at hand, while «in decoration or of a "rube,"
E.
in perspective; E4
redecoration It takes its place among stage picture
and Jack and Kitty
the sumptuous playhouses of the coun- Ford, comedian,
Demaco, trapeze performers.
try. A large audience greeted the players, thoroughly enjoying the- performance's was made evident by the repeated curtain calls.
The story of the comedy is very well
known from its previous long run here.
In the same capable hands it Is revived
and accentuated. The theatre-going public rarely finds a comedy so full "of
By PHILIP
real, life and touches still with its thrill
THEATRE— "The Joan
COPLEY
as in this adventure of the three wise
'anvers.'' a play in three acts by Frank
old men who sought to remove themselves from the "rut and roll among itayton.
Roy
Blanche
the buttercups." Claude Gillingwater as Annie
JI ay Ediss
the crusty and sentimental old-financier iladys
'....Viola Roach
Mrs. Danvers
striking
a
figure
on
the stage today. Joan Danvers
Js
Elma Royton
"To the casual attendant at the play the vfames Danvers
E. E. Cllve
...Noel Leslie
aptaln Ross
, thought comes "Where has he ke;>t him-i
Lyon el watts
self all these years?"
This is :n ltsel lames Danvers. JiNicholas Jov
Warren
:a tribute to the art of the actor in his| Hartley
It is said that the performance last
impersonation of the somewhat profani Monday night was the first in America.
Theodore Findlev,
The play shows the rebellion of sons
Harry Davenport as the doctor with and daughters against a despotic faa pet theory, that of the living dead, al- ther. We are far from Frank Stockmost convinced until the real test cam
ton's amusing essay in which he says
and the three wise men were very there is no more terribl* sight than
v c!ose to being
what the nephew of th that of a parent at bay. The thenr^or
!fliter,cier said they were— it had noth
Mr. Stayton's dr'ima is an old one; .t
Sing to do with wisdom.
His perfor- has been treated in many lands by playmance is finished and appealing. How wrights and novelists. In "Magda"
>ard Gould as the judge, added dignity Iherc is thV rebellion; there Is Kennion
It© the role of a somewhat sombre char the stern dictator in Stanley Houghton's
acter. yet like, his two companions in
"The Younger Generation," in •"Milethe triangle of Dumai a bit soft sentl
stones" one sees the inevitable clash
mentally.
between the older generation and the
H<»2el Sexton as Miss Fairchild was succeeding one.
Mr. Stayton has adroitly worked the
delightful and Donald Foster as G
Danvers is a petty ty* don never allowed his audience to 1
old material.
sanctimonious, demanding that
rant,
be his slaves. "Under
children
and
wife
my roof" is constantly the formula for

Joan

the.

safety.

a hurry without
in
Trixie
He
learning of her former marriage.
learning of it that
on
angry
becomes so
Trixie runs away. Billy promises to help
him find her.

I

But

not lost; husband and son return In

is

married

and approval.

Wise
"Three
Fools," a comedy by Austin Strong. The

Moffat

waiter
Dr. Bentiey

I

vitalized the character of Wlnslow and
made him even more human than the
For Mr. Beresford
novelist drew him.
has imagination, and it is In his power

fcusunne Wllla
Francia Ityrne

Truri. Lorraine

I

'Theodore Findloy
Richard Gaunt
James Trumbull

,j

i

;

I

«
As tho World Wngai
But what became of old Harry Morbecame
what
And
buccaneer?
gan, the
|
of that Count do St. Germain, who
Louis
of
made diamonds under the eye
XVI and about whom Mr. Howard Pyle
wrote a VtUe story, "A Modern Aladdin " and illustrated II some 35 years
ANONTMUNCULH.
aEO>
You should not speak bo flippantly ° f
did
Sir Henrv Morgan, although he
manv horrid deeds at Panama and elsewhere, Charles U knighted him. Morgan died in the island of Jamaica in
commander-in16S8, lieutenant-governor,
governor
chief- for a time ho was acting
St. Germain
of the island. The Count de

i

(

What Charles Reade
money.
the
said of a Hebrew misht be said of
iverage merchant on the Cape: "Once
guilde;,
without
(Kan was an Israelite
bat you and I, dear reader, never
saw him."
As for the other characters they
live in any village of Vermont or
Hampshire. The atmosphere of
Cod is only in Winslow's shop.
Mr. Beresford has an expressive face.
B eloquent voice, he has natural gifts
We havef
uid enviable acquirements.
not read Mr. Lincoln's book, but it is
MMy to imagine that Mr. Beresford hasi
corning

* cast :

out

NIGHTIE NIGHT

W

Bereaford.
curiousIt i« not necessary to inquire
maker of these
ly whether a Cape Cod
character
a
toy* is always as guidless
Wlnslow ia portrayed; whether any
Cape Codder could be so careless con-

STREET —

Me sends

or
the Joan Danvers against the advice

.

I

Mr.

HOI .LIS

oenarv and unscrupulous.

weeks
"Thre

for

n-tl

j

Morgan and St Germain

-

tb

her captain. Ross, who has secretly
Is
married Joan, and knowing that she
pl l1u
which is to »o cc,
7"rt alnments
ol
unseaworthy. Danvers deceives the inWise Fools" 1»
V
1
lie
enwi
spector and over-insures the vessel,
most' enjoyable twon
r
the In.»
strikes a bargain with W nrren.
_a
many a eoason 9
surance agent, promising him Joan Tor
wifo if he will wink at the fraud.
Learning too late that his Joan is the
wife of Ross and that his only son
Jimmy is a stowaway on the vessel,
consumed with rage at Joan, fearing the
"Nightie
THEATRE—
FAKfC SQUARE
loss of the insurance, he has a stroke
three
and
Xlyht," # farce in a prologue^
when he hears of the son's departure,
Here the dramatist may have rememThe cast:
;ict*.
Ibsen's "PilOmh« w\ Pferpont bered a leading Incident in
—
-orter^
Danvers
in limited

—

wm

repetition,

constant

On

I

1
|

1

"
'

'i.

nearer the stage heard first
of the
of all the orchestra; the voices
priest
warrior, the king and the high
Rappold
were resonant, while Mines.
fortunate
more
were
and Van Gordon
upper than or
in the carrying power of
action
lower tones. As far as dramatic
as
Whitehill
Mr.
was concerned.
Amonasro, one of the most superb figcohis
ures in opera, easily outshone
course
mates. The performers were of
Aida. the slave girl, was
in costume.
Princess
ps sumptuously clad as the
Abyssinian was
of Egypt, and for an
stainless
singularly white: indeed, a

mf«den.

.

.

„

.

i^
As often happens when a choruswas
abnormally large, the body of tone

disappointing.

W

The tenor

k

Mr
fort,

'

Mollenhauer.

section

without undue

was
ef-

control, no
held his forces in firm

J

asy
JjjU

"

'

,

fast should be one ot the- most agreea
starting
life,
of
functions
off tranquil and fortified for the

task.
His long r-xperience
pronounced authority served

tore than once the solo singers were
jturbel by the shunting and passing
the trains on the .Uemphis-Thebesimids railway,
interesting spectacle on the whole
Mr. McXsaac should be pleaser
the result of his undertaking
spectacles, however, are of little
irnl worth, even when they are arp>d to do honor to the Pilgrim FaMr. Finck is not the only on.ofcjects justly to "Jumboism" in
The place for an opera
the
sic.

labors
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"Slow and Gong"

able

man

ill

As the World Wags:
"Slow and gong

But what ia breakOnly a hurried
suburb?

ofThe day.

'

in
a
snatching tip of unconsidered trifles of
food, mostly remnants from yesterday's
table. Tho wretched suburbanite knows
nothing of fresh wheaten muffins,
johnnycake. buckwheats and sausage. Y
He sits down, with the morning paper i
in' his left hand, a teaspoon, vaguely
|
groping for the cereal, in the other. He I
awakens to the consciousness that the I
cream is not on the table. Ho drops 2
everything and rushes to' the ice chest, I
at -the clock I
glancing with frenzied
as he passos. The cereal bolted, he must I
rise again to- fetch his coffee and baker's I
(If he is aj
rolls from' the kitchen.
hardened suburbanite, he has long ago]
sunk to eating in the kitchen to eavei

is

loth

to

die.

''Because,

in

j

fitting in

no v?
^ f
Boston.

j
'

J

j
|
j
•

'

j

.

Boston," pubwe read that
Williams court, 17S8, formerly from
Cornhill (now Washington street), west
was called Savage's court in 1732 and
named Williams court in 1TS8 or 17S3.
"Colloquially called Pie Alley by reason
of the number of restaurants formerly
in the court."
"Thomas" writes to us, in doubt as to
the spelling and the reason for the
name. A "positive citizen says it is
'Pi' because of the fact that some of
the 'comps' In, the composing room,
which was about midway in the alley,
found it handier to shy their 'pi' out
the windows than to distribute it In
the cases. But be it 'Pie' or 'Pi' what
memories are recalled to those of us
who can hark back 40 and more years.
How many 'comps' are there on this
side of the Styx who can recall 'E. BH.' whose editorial copy it was a pleasure to set. and 'Templeton' and 'Walsingham,' not forgetting Bockus, whose
to those who
'copy' was plain only
could decipher anything that came from
the editorial room. And then the 'Bell'
where some .of us would tarry long
enough to partake of a hot mutton pie,

I

i,

ty

It

'

I)
it

|

'

i.

H

ii

.

i

I

realization
In

of

what

a suburb?' For

many a

holocaust,

it

it la

means toi

my

In reference to
you on the 22d

to the accompaniment of a
'Philadelphia.' Those, indeed,

compare the 13 other states and
with Boston or Massachusetts.

certain that

many a

massacre,
unexecuted simply because Shis country needs.' observed Thomas,
habitual suburbanite never takes* 1'is a good five-cent cigar.' "
never, indeed, has time, to sittt
But this profoondly philosophic obl«wn calmly by himself anJ think tin' jservation was made 40 or 50 years ago
•hint,' out. reflect soberly and rationally
by either the Danbury News man. or
j
ly what living in a suburb has donc'« Ithe humorist of lb* Burlingtoa Hawk-.

In reference

Mnalned

to

your footnote,

Sir: 1 am glad to hear
you at your sojourn at Clamport.
do you get there, and Is It near
haughurst? We miss you at the
phyry, and at Blossom Court they
You
very non-communicative.
(doubtless heard of the National

cities

I

am

aware that the American government and the British government apologized to each other for the insults lo
,But the British
further.
She
and punished
them. Whereas, the American government or authorities did nothing In that
respect. Demonstrations in front of the
American embassy would not bo tolernled In London, the^ London "Bobby"
would soon be on the scene moving the
guilty demonstrators, who were annoytheir respective flass.

Bean

i.s

I

has "emerged," in the language of the

!

,

J

i

Bl

|

.

BtD the free
Kllfo ami

is

Bo generously send out In early life to
those whose Ideas do not agree with our

has

air of small towns half
tb^n, by some malignant

'd.

transported for his remaining
to residence in a suburb, sees with
BjRakable horror on Insidious altera-",
^BprcepJng over him hour by hour. <"
Mlini
in l„ at a certain ppot twice, a 4k
800 days in the year, for 20 or 30
^
end. regardless of wind, or rain
L'ts of Ood— is it not enough
Mile,

mm

.-

BBr

•

I

nad? Can one wonder that
; comes out of a suburb, or
oes so come once in 2000
question one another about
sunt? The high moralists
ess world are forever in-

who keeps
How in the name

inst the hireling

o clock.
"

Tophet are the
who make up our

d«vll3 of

Ireling.s

acqusintnnce8.

I

am

in

la not bunk thati alters
alteration finds."

;

!he

The Sugar Scarcity
A South London grocer who msny

*.'

i

•

ample," said the

lad.

when

The

It

oul.1a

—

erally

Boston.

years ago came from beyond the Tweed
I wonder If the writer of the interest- is noted for his carefulness,
ing letter signed "The Old Un," in your
i^ast week he inserted an advertfsecolumn, regardin?Vthc Red Men's memo- ment in a local paper for a bright youth
rial
to
Mass.xsoir. including Edward as errand-boy and to assist In the Bhop
Winslow, the chiefs friend among the during rush hours.
Pilgrims, Is aware of the fact that Mr.
A lad who knew the old grocer and
Dallin's fine Mnssasoit for this purpose his careful ways applied for the situais already completed.
tion, and whlie he was heing told how
The figure of Winslow, seven feet, is careful he must be and not waste
anynow being completed by the writer and thing a fly settled on the sugar.
will be placed temporarily In the renoTho
fly was immediately "swatted"
vated Winslow Hou^e at Marshfleld.
by the old gentleman, carried to the
CLARA LATHROP STRONG. door
and thrown out, so that it might
Marshneld Hills.
[not get mixed with the currants.
"If you want me to be very careful
|you are setting me a very bad ex-

As

down.

Hut I turned
board was cracked in the process. Genthe people that use it are but
never mind. I shall supply one or two
footnotes. I submit two samples: note
the note of contemporaneity.
this

Boston.

Winslow and Dallin
World Wass:

efforts.
At first I suggested "Thoughts
on Reading the Republican Platform."
but I soon saw there was nothing in
that in fact that was what attracted
me to it. We got Shakespeare on the
ouija board, and he wanted to contribute
6 sonnet, beginning

ar-

own comes back in later days to visit gument and personalities, so sign again
our own folly. It does not make life a would-be
pleasanter or easier to bear.
"L'NITED STATES CITIZEN."

JEREMIAH TOMBES.

'of

"Bunk

open lo "discuss'

any problem, but do not believe

man

—

|

A man who

domain of poetry. As chairthe committee on co-operative
wooing of the muses. I am glad to announcs the following first fruits of our
day, in the

J

•

In the evening.

Por-

were
have
Re-

joetry, music

guilty soldiers

I eye.
J
And
has done a-plenty. No-"
deny that there is something.'A Vacation Nota
ful about tho atmosphere or the soil
^suburb. It a Kind of -miasma that; As the World Wags:
I went blueberrying last Saturday and
tho genial current of the soul and
loaflnz as much as I can, but 1 have ing the representatives of friendly naB» ts of a man si first cousin to am
tions.
Again, a man like De Valera
no technic for idleness and make but a
B}lkcnKtcin> monster, a mere auto ma-'
collecting funds In England with a view
hand
poor
at
a holiday. How I used of working against American interest?
Whose whole existence, physical,
to despise those
who had permitted would not be long before finding him-'
and moral, gyrates wildly round
"elf behind lock and key. Gladly
Bj loci of cerebration, namely, catch- themselves to drift into this condition! I sign my name to this but it wouldwould
only
I find that all the contempt that we
lead
to useless arguments among my
BflH 7:47 In the morning and catching
ii

How
Quo-

same thing has been contemplated for
and the graphic arts, and
it has occurred to me that you might
Ibe much interested in the success which

government went a step
seized

from

search Council, and of its great achievements in co-operative research. The

1

[

BV|7

of

To Herkimer Johnson
Honored

Iquite

'

UKhim.

mug

were the

happy days."

by
ult., under your headlines "National Rudeness." which I assure you I did not mean my letter to
Imply, because I could not conscientiousletter published

ly

^
BV

in 1910.

.

not bo that the orbed
his trained cats and canaries. It wias like
loakl.
with rod firo laden who eputdsl I Baghdad In the golden days of Haroun
Raschld. for it had no suburbs.
lal
Saturdays setting tti*> houses of
TV. E. K.
BoeUMk
HfftOklln.. aflame s a long-Umo resident!
I
IHbat bailiwick and has suddenly cornel

Well

by the city

lished

j{

)

newsboys eat more doughnuts than
The association with printers is
amply sufficient to account for the name
Pi Alley. • • • Was Pie Alley changed
to Pi Alley because more printers than
pies were found there?"
The writer
the

p:es.

Places-, etc., in the City of

I

;.

of all Bostonians? The Philade!
Inquirer in an editorial, article
written by an ex-Bostonian decides ir
favor of "Pi."
"As a matter of fact,

not discuss the question authoritatively.
In "A Record of the Streets, Alleys,

I

it

Will the question of "Pi Alley" or "Pi<
Alley" ever be answered to the satisfac-

heads his editorial article "Historic
Doubts as to Pi Alley." He regrets that
neither Dr. Green nor Edward M. Bacon is alive: he calls upon Mr. Herkimer
Johnson. But Mr. Johnson did not make
Boston his home until 1SSS». and he could,

I

^Be? May

)

phia

j

.

1

This would have oeen yery'
Cotton Mather s dav, but why
U. S. K.

tion

^

I

g. in th|

Fire and Brimstone
As the World Wags:
Have you noticed the fire escape on the
Park street side of the Park Street

(Church?

I

I

p..

.Chronicle.

1

I

.

boy,

"you have
away without brushing

London Daily

I

!!

the

Uirown that fly
the sugar off its feet."—P.

spite of its persecutors.

Though not a
"high-brow college graduate," I hasten
to its succor; I stand to defend it to the
last drop of ink.
Our ponderous English language is too
long-winded, too formal, anyway. In
comparison with the French, for example, we are at a loss.
Where we. say
"What is it?" they get along with >*'Qu
est-ce que e'est que e'est?" or "Qu
est-ce qu'il y a qui approche," we
are behind hand, obsolescent; our language must be expanded by fair means
Wit*— Lord, ho
or foul. X\ is incuiv.bent on every manlet
living 'tie In
Wife— Ay. poor
ill".
wear of foot-leather in his morning I jack of us, irrespective of our cranial
live aft i.'ont«f:i|rdly as one-'of iw.
JO'
He wastes more attitude or educational advantages, to
cousin would hrm breakfast business.)
ouotry last year. Wen precious seconds trying to And again in
seize hold of our mother tongue, knea 1
rer tiiere
W.— Ay, poor souls, I wa» amongst 'em the paper the line at which he left off it and twist it to suit our fancy, chewit his last interruption. He looks about
Fiat r iv tnd what kind of creature* are for the butter. He must make another' it into a pliable mass, and eject it for
Bier, (or i.,vi> of God
and the clock j the betterment of mankind.
id C. W. -Very garni people, God help 'em. journey to the ice-chest,
now point* at him a warning hand, anl
Take verbs, tor example. We haven't
admonition that he has only 12 minutes J nearly enough verbs;
not over a few
From the Cape
remaining in which to finish his break-1
thousand, at the moat. The transforAs the W orld Wags:
fast, brush, his testh. and still allow for a
C| have observed with pain that the third-of-a-mile lope, to the station. Thei mation of "gong' from its primitive
sits and sips his coffee
noun state is indeed a move "In the
J
bluejny, the most gorgeously colored suburbanite never
or- delicately butters his roll bit by bit, v
jdrd In my neighborhood, does not bathe. or allows his spoonful of melon to im- * right direction; yet a still more strikTwill drlvo away the robins and part every atom of its flavor to his ing example met my eye the other day.
Have you ever entered a unibrachial
Uler birds, who enjoy the aqueous Ipalate before sending it upon its errand
restaurant where one's requests are
No, his breakfast is one
of nutrition.
fcoapltality that I have provided for
howled through tit*, marble hall and
[IJfrand^guJp.
RonnLJ .to~ .the very ^oof-tides?
m ... ....
flaunted
Stem at considerable expense to myself. I A hippojxvtamus would not breakfast
Then
perhaps you have heard the echoed
r
lts 1
8
wltn ?° utter a
bluejay. having
frightened
'Sf
lesser
I'
~ ?^
^*T'L?'
J
order, "Ham and egge."
little lower than
man,
a
But
machinery.
Urds, will stand on the rim of the bath
Let us welcome the newcomer into
the angels, once he becomes a suburnd look contemptuously at the water. banite reverts in some of his activities our family of verbs and give him a
laving thus expressed Ilia Insolent dis- to. a condition considerably lower that room. beside "slow and gong."
He is no illegitimate intruder; has
In my
dain, he will fly away with a discord- that of tho beasts that perish.
days lri""AIbany. In the reconstruc- had two legs to stand on. .of a conant cry. Vnwashed, he outvies in beauly salad
tour not dissimilar to "slow and gong's"
tion days following the civil war, our
For the right leg. see
the birds that reppect cleanliness. And united family assembled at the break- underpinning.
have been told by daring adventurers fast table, rummoned by a clarurlng bell Century Dicticnary, "egg, v. t. to incite,
urge." For th.j left-leg, consider the tone
of
Rosanna
Fitzhand
the
rung by
that the Eskimos of the Arctic circle,
Without a doubt.
patrick. who had come over from Ire- of the statement.
vfjio never woj-h
the* bodies, are the Ufand In the famine year of IMS. She the mood of the requeet is imperative,
and
word
ir the Imperative mood must
a
healthiest of men.
pie
custard
in
America.
finest
the
I made
surely be a Verb.
I was greatly Interested in 'Hhe Her- J did all the housework, all the washing;
I submit, therefore, inasmuch as one
ironing, and exacted $8 a month,
and
ald's review of "Shavings." I hope the
leg Is nothing less mighty than the
out of which she saved enough to make
[Century
Dictionary, and lite other not
play will be rnnnlng when I return to U an occasional trip back to tho old couna whit more despicable than popular
Bo?t n. Sly neighbor, Eldrldge NickerUy. Cereals and fruits were not served usage, that we welcome with
open arms
son
W* seen It. He says that no true Int Albany breakfasts in those days. A this
new-born among verbs this very
Coddcr would ever sell a wooden lrbanana was a strange thing, to he cased
bark-bone of back formation.
Iflsh. priced 2 for It cents, or -ven u at In the window ot some progressive
Newton Centre.
SATYUOS.
(4 cents; hut he is a realist, wholly
But our breakfasts were
I fruiterer.
It has been remarked that the richof imagination.
hearty with meats and hot breads or ness of the dictionary is
often the inCI a "I M
HBRKIMKR JOHNSON". I griddle cakes. After the breakfast and dex of the poverty of a language.
1 a leisurely perusal of the paper there Charles
Nodier assures us that the
I waa a leisurely walk Aver to the old angels have only three
The Suburbanite
words to exCapitol, at the head of State Street Kill, press S.0O0.000 idt-ns, while earthly
Ae-the World Wags:
lanAlbany had no suburbs. It was a tight guages will soon hsve 3,000.000 words
In your iiolet upon llerostratus is this
little city in which men and women lived that cannot express three
ideas.
He
Uluriinating passage:
and loved, in which John Godfrey said this o\er 60 years ago, and think
"Being looked
Saxe composed poems and prepared how the languages have been enriched
upon ux a (Lhi.--.ti. s f, ,low, lie v.,.,
lectures. In which there was danclnc as far as the number of words is
con•Xllcd to a suburb." May It not be that
the schottlschc. cerned during these 60 yearB.
of 'the polka and
ED.
this
cruel
and unusual punishment * the quadrille and
the
lancers:
r.
that flocked to Tweddle Hall to
~
Slanted tin: tc .ls ot ili.it madness
w hich %
less which
C socioty
Two Flags
u with
i" view
and Paltl
x-u.ni or to
uicneus iuiu
near Dickens
hear
drove, lb. KplK-xiaii
oinh to his
is profane* amazement the tricks of Sig. BIHa and As the World Wags:
fast

said

WAHBLli
Fvee
It

is

t

vers**,

lie

month

the

This

is

mostly hy Amyrous Slowell.

Air. "Free Air."
month of June. Oh. June.

o

,

June

Is

I

It Is.

fact.

Mmvc's the crescent moon. Oh, Moot!
So.m. oh, soon, the moon will be full.
>!n
slmll :not I!
All Mie round orb cf earth Is clothed in gre»n

]

lire
repeat it is sheeny.
And
people on it.
\s a matter of fact It is not round.'

I

Hilt

lots

of

spheroidal.

Or ruther
Thi*

But

ellipsoidal.
flliptirlir Is variously
t

alns

not of

determined.
determination nor deter-

minism,
.

No. nor yet of determinants.
have cut myself -whili* shaving,
I
yes, by Goi'iTi Err-r!
I am jrory,
Rhavlng with a safety razor,
'l'his line is not so free.
Lneits a nnn lurendo.
•Tills linp
decided slims of co-operation,
po-ralled beennse It la not safe.
The preen sheen
And the led core

1

|

:

1

7b
I

ARTHUR GORDON WEBSTER.
Worvr>i'

i

•

hi Richmond. Vaughan assures
Benjamin that there will be a revolt

r*s

other

poem of

I

against Lincoln's

Gilmore

government.

Land Jacmieoa talk with, "avis. Cannot
lithe war bo stopped? Davis Insists on
1

5the independence of tho South. Benja(mln Insists that the two should be shot
as Lincoln's spies. Gen. Loe is sure
J
that he can hold Grant's army unless
Atlanta falls, and as he needs more men
he wishes M'.OOO Nesrroes armed and
drilled. "Shivery is doomed, sir. It can
never survive this, tragedy." The three
Northerners receive passes through tho

i.-Eil.

Vox

Populi,

Vox Dollar

Reading every now and again that a
In quest of the coin has wept

polfer

.

series In Australia, where Enjjand and Australia were playing for the
ishea of English cricket.
The Australians are an exuberant lot.!
ind in one of the matches the spectaors were codding tho Englishmen soj
nuch that their captain complained to!
he Australian captain. G. H. S. Trotf.
"Te»." said Trott. "it's loo bad, and
'ra damned sorry, old chap, but this is
ivorld

a money-making scheme,

ill

I-.

X.

He and
Lincoln's room.
Scene II.
.Betty await news from Atlanta and her
sweetheart Vaughan. Stevens again insists on another candidate, and is enraged because Lincoln tells him a little
The
story about a farmer in Illinois.
news comes that Atlanta is fairly won,
whereuron Lincoln reoites two verses of
the "Battle Hymn of the Republic" and
Stanton and others sing "We Aro Coming. Father Abraham."
"Lincoln— Come on, St?vons, 'smile!
Take a chance. It may kill you, but
my Lord, man. take a chance!
"Stevens— You're not elected yet, sir,
and such levity ill becomes a nation's
'

and we

CATALONIA.

'

chief in these tragic hours.
"Lincoln (laughs)— If I couldn't laugh
I'd have died long ago at this Job!"

The epilogue shows Lincoln reading
his inaugural.

by Thomas Dixon,
Is published by D. Appleton & Co. Evidently the laurels of Mr. John Drink-

Abraham

ymTea

3 ere

Lincoln,"

not let Mr. 1'lxon sleep.
his play about Lincoln, and it

is

that he, too. is

^.t

work on a play with Robert E. Lee as
the hero.

Mr.

talking with Abe, foresees his greatness.
She was .hmmJ of lri.i when ha cut
his hr>u int.

starts

to

taught

yon

— he

do

in

u?°

"Anything

dm s.
the

my

boy

Your father
ax and — your

—

father's a good man, my son kindhearted and true and everybody likes
him. T^ey made him road supervisor
of his township in Kentucky once. If
[he could read and write he would have

[

—

T. Stewart & Co. $60,000 for
Lincoln enters and reads a
telegram stating that a brigadier-general and 50 mules have been captured.
•Too bad— rush a regiment after the
mules, they're worth *20o apiece: Jeff
Davis can have my brigadier-general."
Sherman te!egraph3 about the conditions near Atlanta. The report about the
Copperhead Societies is handed to Lincoln. Stanton enters and storms about
Lincoln's abuse of the pardoning power.
A little girl obtains the pardon of her
young brother who had deserted, having
read a Copperhead pamphlet "Why
Should Brothers Fight?" Lincoln refuses to pardon a "solid citizen of Mas-

»'the

iTiows

b

».

lust the

man

to visit

Richmond and

I
'

"The

Joan,

Danver3" was

'

by

first

the

Duke

performance in London was
Manchester company at the

of York's Theatre, Feb.

7,

i

1916.
.

1

half hour

be a convenience now and then,
hut there are times when it is an annoyance. For instance, the other night
after

I

had

retired

somewhat

it

it

Dorchester.
Mr. Ryan asks.

|

'

j

|

I

'.

RYAOM.

ticking to

my now

fully

awake

southward, Quincy stuck to his old
stand and to his old goods, for he did
not follow slavishly the new fashions
as did hi3 compeers. If you wanted
anything out-of-date, Quincy had it in
his stock. Solid and substantial were
hi3 wares and his charges wero fair,
though the one priced system was not
largely in vogue.
He knew not the
Bell-In-Hand as a neighbor, but possibly

!

,

'

'

Who now

reads Robert
Paine— he was christened

Treat Paine?
Thomas, and this name was changed to
Robert Treat by an act of the Legisla-

1

|

ture in 1801— is now remembered by his
political song. "Adams and Liberty,"
written in 1798 at the request of the
Massachusetts Charitable Fire Society.
lished in

I

•

frank spirit by Charles Prentiss. Mr.
Selfridge wrote additional biographical
page3. The volume now at hand, picked

ly

up by a Bostonian in Charleston, S. C,
a few years ago, was discussed at that
timo in an issue of The Sunday Herald,
i

—

,

|

a volume of 465 pages in 1S12.
The volume contains a biographical
sketch of "Paine written in an elaborate
and stately manner and in an amazing-

senses which kept saying,
"Quincy
Tufts," "Quincy Tufts," "Quincy Tufts."
Why that name, which had slumbered
In my memory for 60 years or thereabouts, should revive I could not tell,
but possibly it came from the allusions
to Pi alley, to which my attention has
been directed so frequently of late, for
Quincy Tufts was a retail dry goods
merchant who kept at the northerly
corner of Williams court he never
knew it as Pi alley. Long after the
Other merchants in his class had gone

I

|

His poems and prose writings wero pub-

in

am

|

a few minutes

drowsy humanity

came a
m

;

>

sorry to notice a tendency |
I
among present-day managers to produce
Some
German and Austrian plays.
called
impresario
German
months ago a
upon me with a bagful of Berlin and
'Viennese successes. I showed him the
door I hear, however, of several, Ausactive
trian and German productions in
preparation," so I imagine my friend
was
He
wares.
his
found a market for
good enough to say that the German
and Hungarian authors and composers
were quite willing that their names
should not be publicly announced, and
he even offered lo substitute the names
of American authors and composers
with whom he had made arrangements
I am not
for this specific purpose.
blind to the fact that for economic purposes commerce must be re-established
with Germany, but surely the time has
not arrived when it Is necessary to pay
the Germans to' make us' laugh and to
supply us with the music to which we
may dance. There is no more powerful
channel for international propaganda
than the theatre. Every German, Austrian or Hungarian play produced is
propaganda for the country of the play's
origin. The point I am chiefly desirous
of emphasizing at the moment is that
the theatre should be made to serve the
splendid purpose of creating good feeling
don-" "I

I

turned up again. Like Banquo's ghost
would not down; and suddenly there

my

j

|

early,

being half awake and half asleep I
heard the clock strike 1 and I wondered
'if it announced
the small hour ayont
the twal, to borrow an expression from
Bobbie Burns of convivial memory. But
presently, as I thought, it rang out the
first unit again, and then it seemed to

thinks that the prices of admisHe is in favor of 15
no seat should be

has
procurable for less than 2s 6d. He
in Lonthis to say about German plays

i

JOHN W.

1

sion are too cheap.
shilling stalls, and'

left

piece.

EMIL SCHWAB.

for his duplicity.
Arlington.

riger,

|

may

None of them had been sepand he gave Aronson the devil

Mr. Cochrane of London Discusses
Dramatic Conditions in That City
Charles B. Cochrane, the London man-

signer of the Declaration of Independence. The son was accounted a good
poet of his day, of a conventional char-l
acter, but who reads him now? Thei
stage did not ruin the Kembles orU
Charles James Macready, who were
actors and sons of actors. Shakespeare.
after he had outlived the heats of
youth, was not ruined by the "Woodenl
O," and died a respectable and well-todo citizen of Stratford-on-Avon: quiteW
as decent as Quincy Tufts, whose
name came out so unaccountably in thei
ticking of that persistent midnight time-

I

Mr. Ryan Remembers Old
Streets and Old Characters

To the Editor of The Herald:
The clock that strikes the

;

who gave him no countenance, was a

played|
I

The

sibility.

iarated,

1

'

first

at the Gaiety Theatre, Manchester,
Eng., on Nov. 8, 1915. James Danvers,
Herbert Lomas; Joan, Evelyn Hope.

draws a rehis reasoning

Knights of the Golden Circle, and'
tr.e signs and passwords, Vaughan

»

studied for the

His first
produced in Australia in 1893. Besides
"The Joa\i Danvers" he has written atj
least 17 plays. The latest one, according to our information,
is
"Enter,
Thompson" (Portsmouth, Eng., 1919).

dresses.

the would-be
he had Joined

He

he became an actor, playing in
and in England until 1901.'
play, "One or Two Girls," was

Australia

owes A.

sachusetts," a slave trader whose ship
has been confiscated and is in jail because he cannot pay a fine. Others asking favors are kindly treated. Negroes
discuss with the President the colonization of Liberia. Henry J. Raymond, the
editor of the New York Times, and
other members of the national committee ask the President to withdraw as a
candidate for a second term, in view of
his unpopularity and his conduct of the
war. Thaddeus Stevens is especially bitter and names Fremont as a better
candidate. Lincoln defines his policy,
defends the nobility of his purpose and
sends for McClellan to put him to a
test on the Copperhead issue.
Act. II. The same room. Lincoln and
his wife discuss the situation. McClellan in a lor.g conversation refuses to denounce the Copperheads. "Your party
Is in a hopeless panic, and my election
is conceded.'' Young Vaughan, a captain, because his father has been imprisoned for writing the pamphlet "Why

1874.

to the effect that, after the examination, the score had not been found
he
available. Then, as Morse told it,
opened the manuscript, many of the
pages of which he had lightly pasted
together, in anticipation of such a pos-

the stage to study law.
Still the mimic scene seemed to have a
charm for him: he went back to it for
a short time in New York, but he did
not prove to be attractive and he re-l
turned to Blackstone and wrote a law!
Robert Treat Paine, who wrote
book.
"The Clergyman's
for
epilogue
the
Daughter," went to the dogs, as the
might have done
but
he
goes,
saying
that even if he had never haunted the
playhouse, for he was of a naturally
irresolute character, though his father,

He

in the full tide of

popularity at the

mark

better,

streets.

re-

Steps to

very bitterly of Rudolph Aronson, then
directing the Casino, to whom, he told
me he had submitted "Wang," and
after being put off several times with
long delays, had it returned with a re-

and it was laid aside
as a failure. In looking back, the picture comes fresh before me; and among
all, I do not remember one who was the

Stayton and His Plays
To F.- E. C. Frank Stayton, whose
tiranjy, "The Jean Danvers," was produced at the Copley Theatre last Monday, was born on the Isle of Wight

re-

Broadway Theatre,
with De Wolf Hopper in the title role,
York and met
I happened to be in New
Woolson Morse, the composer of the
man, and
Boston
was
a
music. Woolson
had been up against it hard, but was
now drawing good royalties. He spoke

sides his friends,

and most were ruined. The theatre is no better now."
I wonder what Mr, Lawrence, if he
were living, would say about the playhouse of today. Mr. White, whose full
by the way, was William
name,
Charles, left a counting room to become
an actor. He seemed to have been a
failure, both as a dramatist and actor,
although be played leading parts for
four months at the old Boston Theatre;
at tho corner of Federal and Franklin:

"Wang Takes

When "Wang" was
its

impersonate her, and a more beautiful \
creature could not be found. She and
her husband (who sang his songs better than any man I had ever heard
then) had all the spirit of parties in inWe filled the boxes and enterest.
cored, and all promised a great run.
After three nights we found few be-

not to Mr. Dixon's.

on Christmas,

cent headline:
Protect Pekin."

I returned to tea.
the boarders was a fair proportion of respectable young men of different pursuits, and having got somewhat?
interested in White we all agreed to go)
and help bring out his 'Clergyman's!
Daughter." Mrs. Darley was the lady toL

and high ideals as a producer gave to
the American stage the epoch-making
play 'Abraham Lincoln.' " The reference
is probably to Mr. Drinkwater's drama,

bar, but

A Note on "Wang"
To the Editor of The Herald:
The news of the day continues to
vive old operetta names. Thus a

Among

The dramatist dedicated his play to
William Harris, Jr., "whose courage

only say, I will." The boy's face is
"illumined by the light of a great purpose." "Yes. Ma. I will."
Act. I. Aug. 1S64, the President's room
tn the White House.
Secretary N.icolay opens letters asking Grant's dismissal, others demanding that the war
should be stopped at any price. Mrs.
Lincoln tells Betty Winter that she

»

them there when

ing."

gone to the Legislature." Abe reads to
her "The Lord Is My Shepherd." She
tells him of a dream in which she saw
the people hanging on the words of
Abe, now a man. As she dies she exclaims: "And remember that you can be
a great man in this free country if you

Should Brothers Fight?"
volver on Lincoln, who by
and lofty virtues, brings
assassin to repentance. A3

will

.

•

I

it

lays .special stress on Lincoln's
nature.
Lincoln's gentleness is shown by his
'treatment of Mrs. Lincoln's extravaWho
"Don't worry, Mother!
gance.
care for a few old dresses more or less
But if I'd known they
in these times!
cost that much, I'd taken a second look
at them, and tried to get my money's
worth. ... If. we don't stay, the old
sign swings on the door in Springfield;
Billy Henderson's waiting for me and
the law business will be better than
ever. Go back, now, and don't worry.
It's my business to do all the worry-

which Nancy, Tom Lincoln's
wife, is dying in :he forest wilderness
of southern Indiana 100 y ears ago, Tom,
young Abe and his sister Sarah and
the doctor are the characters. Nancy,
logue in

down

effective

humane

drama begins with a pro-

Dixo:.'.~

How

bo on tho eastern stage remains to be
seen. It certainly will interest all those
that remember the feverish later years
of the civil war, the months of alternate
hope and despair, the abuse heaped on
Lincoln, even by those who had formerly supported him. The dramatist

weu'.'l

jM.twen announced

•

This play has been performed successfully in Chicago.

length critlck."
Paine's own critical faculty was highHis comments on the
ly developed.
actors and actresses of his day are even
now instructive. He was unsparing In
of faulty readings,
his denunciation
erroneous, misleading emphasis.
If his biographers exposed fully his
failings, they were extravagant in praise
of his literary ability, his charming soMr. Prentiss
cial qualities and his wit.
wont so far as to say of Taine's poem,
Phi Beta
the
for
"The Ruling Passion,"
Kappa society of Harvard University
(1797): "We know of no satire of Horace
or Juvenal, Boileau or Pope, that surThe sale of this poem
passes it."
brought Paine $1200 profit.— Ed.

of the early business
experience of Quincy Tufts, s but presume he came into business sometime
after the early days of Amos Lawrence,
the first of the Lawrences to come to
Boston from Groton. He was in business in a small store on Washington
street near Cornhill in 1807. In his diary
and correspondence published in 1855 I
find the following:
"In the autumn of 1809 I boarded at
Granger's
Coffee
House,
opposite
Brattle street church, and in the same
house Mr. Charles White took up his
quarters, to prepare his then new play,
'The Clergyman's Daughter.' He spent
some months in preparing it to secure a
run for the winter and used to have
Pennett Cantleld.
Robert Treat Paine
and a host of others to dine with him
very often. I not infrequently left the
party at the dinner table and found

l

years old,

logue to
epilogue

know nothing

I

.

an't get along without the crowd."

Boston.

dwellers.

lines.

tears of rage at the dissonant ululattons
»f the gallery recalls the story of a real

5

May, 1X07. and an epi"The Poor Lodger," besides the
to "The Clergyman's Daughter." In which he satirized a fop of the
liiipe.
a would-be wit; a male gossip,
Peter Paragraph, Esq., and a "full
benefit in

at her

when I was young. There Was, too, a
family that made their home over the
arch that led into .Williams court before it became Pi alley, the paradise of
hungry newsboys. This family were
people
substance,
of
not
tenement

-

As the World Wags

address for Miss Fox, about

crier,

already

':

"con'
rous human Interest," as An»iy used to say. will he pul>day or two. It shows his in•qusintance with a dictionary
'

I

n-ihe-Blackstone.

i

when Wilson, the town
presided over its destinies.
Hufus Choato. on his way to the old
court house through AV'illiams court,
was credited with saying it was "convenient but ignominious," an unjust reflection on a place where at least one
family resided in my boyhood. The
father and mother were Irish Protestants from the south of Ireland, not
Scotch-Irish, mind you, but very good
friends with their Catholic neighbors at
home and abroad. I knew them well

of its localities

Act HI. Davis's room in the Capitol
at Richmond. Vioighan gives the sign
of tho Knights to Judnh P. Benjamin.
John U. Gilmore of the New York Tribune and Col. Jacquess. clergyman, are

|

1

'

:

attention was then paid to Paine's
review of "Adrian and Orilla," "Rule a
Wife and Have a Wife," "Henry IV.,"
Preserved," ^'George
Barn"Venice

Due

"John Bull," "Othello,' "Pizarro,"
These articles were originally published
in a weekly miscellany of Boston called
Paine wrote a prize prothe Times.

well,"

logue for the opening of the Federal
Street Theatre, in January, 1794; a dedicatory address for the opening of the
new Federal Theatre in October, 1798;
an address delivered "on the occasion of
Masjter John H. Payne's first appearance on .the Boston stage in the char-

between the allied countries."
Concerning the "American invasion"
Mr. Cochrane says: "American market
clamcrs for good English plays, and
the traffic is not*at all one-sided. I
alone shall have an interest in no less
f
than eight plays in America during the
forthcoming season. We do not want
bad American plays any more than we
want bad English plays, but let us have
the good American plays and all
all
the good American artists that 'the
United States care to send. Good Engare
lish plays and good English actors
always assured a hearty welcome on
over
and
here
Managers,
the other side.
there, are doing useful work by the exchange of their dramatic wares. Of
course an American play that fails in
England or an English play which fails
bad
in America is not necessarily a
as
play. Mts non-success may. as often
not, be properly attributed to its unI

>

I

suitabilitv to transplantation.

that our stage can
possible service in
lelations between
should in itself be

The

fact

render the greatest
maintaining cordial

allied countries
sufficient reason to

the

keep Carman, Austrian and Hungarian
wares out of our 'theatres."
Now. does Mr. Cochrane believe tha
the faHure of many plafrs in London is
due to the times? "The British theatr
at the

moment

lacks virility.

This

ai

-

sa

sly

stirred up a hornets' nest by so doing
but I resolutely maintain that view
The English playwright and the Englisr
player consider emotion bad form.
I
Then, again, both manager and playwright are too apt to underrate the intelligence of an audience. Many a gooc
French or American play has beer
turned down by Kngli.h managers be
cause certain local conditions, which dc
ftot exist in England, were made leadj
tag factors of the story. Believe me, nc
well constructed piece will ever fail from
such a cause. Atmosphere and environ,;

Inent are of secondary importance.
„
gopd human story can be toi3 In mjv
language and clothed In any su.'.wi.^
tegs. It is the basic idea and its development which count. Any (heme dealing with human efnotions, is universal,
and whether the playwright deals with
the heart of a Chinaman or an Gnglishtnan is a matter that cannot possibly
influence the ultimate fortunes ot a play.
As a manager, my aim Is to procure the
best plays' and players in England,
France and America, and to transplant
them, when possible, so that the three
eountries may be bound more closely together by a full understanding, through
the art of the theatre, of their respective aims, feelings, prejudices and ambitions."

'

•

The "Slump" in London
The "good old days" of the war, when
managers were tumbling over one an"other to obtain possession of a playhouse, have* gone, and^ Incidentally, this
should be to the advantage of the play-

Is

the
Wouldn't it be a good idea for
to turn
Frances Jewett .Repertory Club

uation, as Lady Wyndham pointed out
,to a representative of the Times yesterday. Is that thj cost of everything connected with the theatre has gone up to
Jnormously that there la little chanoe
Ipf nursing a production if It does not appeal to the public at the outset. There
'are two classical incidents of productions
Which struggled against great odds at
the outset of their careers, but eventually achieved triumphant successes.
.They were "The Private Secretary" and
"Romnnce," which both ran for more
than a thousand performances after
very "shaky beginnings.* But
these
da>s, when it .» necessary to play to a
house which Is at least two-thirds full,
the manager can ill afford to wait and
Sue. If a play is not a success at the
outset, it has very little chance of sur"
viving the perils of Infancy. -London

Times.

'

We

Yang, who wishes to number Ming Toy
his young women. Charlie Yang,
a dashing Don Juan, is at the head of
a powerful society, so powerful that he
threatens an American ambassador in
his own home If he does not hand over
Ming Toy, who. engaged as a lady's
maid in tho honorable Benson family,
behaves in a singularly forward, not to
say fresh manner, in her endeavor to
be a good American woman. She had
learned in a previous act to shimmy, tg
wink, to flirt, to use slang, to swear;
to these accomplishments she adds at
the Bensons the art of mixing cocktails.
An engaging, fascinating minx,

among

he talked amua-.
Learning that wo
were In a newspaper office, he thun*
idered against inaccuracy in statement
the earth was
eloquently.

flat;

and

"You fellows write'
Now, a house can-

phraseology.

in

L about a 'madhouse.'

to

not be mad.

You should say a house

novel,

amination.

Meanwhile his waitingparoom was crowded with impatient

and the company remarkably
Miss
(notably Mr. Clive and
ot theatreRoach), but the better class
largegoers who patronized the theatre
are kept away now
ly in the beginning,
at all
by tho giggling and tittering
pathetic or dramatic moments.
F. W. S.
Boston.

tients.
1

,

They

were said
Harsh and unjust thingsadmitting
ms
about him by some, who,
perdangerous
a
was
I skill thought he
however, disson.' One of these men.
^one
,

the World Wags:
live to call
Alas, that I should ever
name of Herinto disrepute the Jionofe.1

I

As

r,f

M
2

kimer Johnson.

to

the li;tle
our bird bath, both big and
into the',
ones we have seen brought
They alone, of all
world tills summer
the dry wash
the birds, do not frequent
wiiiiu. ''"''"I
*'>
in the guidon UciT Heal'
bears the
next
the
day.
fully raked one
volappearance ot having suffered a

character, playing
nity and sentiment. Mr. Nash gave an
unusual, an extraordinary impersonation of the foppish and cruel villain,
dressed in rakish American costume
and with his queue coiled neatly be/
neath his glossy "silker."
But the burden of the play rested on
Miss Bainter, nnd the audience would
not have had it otherwise, though the
laughter throughout was of the hair
lines
trigger order, and the most vapid
of the dialogue given to James, Mildred
and others— they were many—excited
aughter, as if they were cute sayings
of Ming Toy.
Miss Bainter. Miss Intropidi. and Mr.
Ixash were in the original cast. In New

history at
of Greek literature and
N. Y. on
died at Saratoga Springs.
the «0 s and
Aug 31. The Yale men of teacher
who
a
as
•80's remember him
and
acquainted them with the beauty
When
literature.
the glory of Greek
of
Rex
"Oedipus
the
read
they
him. they recognized the

_

K

W

Sophocles with
the
marvelous "ingenuity shown in
disconstruction of the plot, the art
char,
played in the representation of
The sublim-; tragedy uwafL»,"°
acter.
other
The
longer a task in grammar.
in those
chief teacher of Greek at Yale
whose
years was Lewis R. Packard,
and of
treatment of Greek author
the rewholly
was
student
trembling

,

manNever a word from him about the never
ners and customs of the Greeks,

I

By PHILIP HALE
PLYMOUTH THEATRE—First

felician allusion to a poetic beauty, a
stutous phrase. In Packard's eyes a
be
dent was an object of suspicion, to
Perrin,
caught and punished If possible.
stuthe
made
sympathetic,
liberal and

[

York Lo Sank Kee was first played by
Lester Lorncgan; Billy Bensan by Forrest Winant.
_ *
Mr. Piatt's stage settings were efChinese
the
and
overture
The
fictive,.
songs were by Robert Hood Bowers,
There was a very large audience. The
play will undoubtedly have a long and
pros perous Vun.
j

!

j

felt endent his friend. The stupidest
stimulated.
couraged; the laziest was

1

\i

And

to this

day "Oedipus Rex" is asmany as "Hamlet

familiar and vivid to
or "Othello"*

to Arthur Brisbane
Clementine"

Air,

Ulster Einatfln, Mister Einstein.
Vou'vo upaet thle train of mine.
Till

I've beard from Zwel and Dreistein,
To your genius I Incline.

As

Why #on"t cartoonists learn to spell'.'
|The average newspaper artist who puts
the
Jin by hand sentences issuing from
mouths of. his figures, like captive

1

J

met uer in the dusty
The little beggar maid.

Across

her

-

touch her was to close in death
Those »yes of heavenly blue:
Relentless are the blows of fate,

To
Jl
j

And swift Its doom
KATE
Dorcbeater.

to you!

LOUISE EROWTf

'

'EAST

'

^

r-»

Kntherine Sumner
Mrs Atwater

IS

WEST

-

^" Samuel

Thomas A. Rolfe
Thompson
John Clements
Rev. William Woolley
It Is said that this play was written
by Mr. Rose about two years ago; that

.'lames

two should now engage a competent
person to rewrite the greater part of
the dialogue, especially that of the first
act which is dull, indeed, save for the
vivacity and slang of Miss Boland, who
is Louise, the manicurist, by her wordly
wisdom persuades Eleanor that a mar-

1

Shtpman and John B. Hy-

ried

made the
how malign!

of hate you've

What a

discord,

keynote.

Henry Adams. Henry Adams,
Of the famous Adams line,
Massed your education,
To explain It
decline.

•The modern

science, of efficiency

has
ndicated the most efficient procedure
or obtaining rhymes.
Choose your]
ermlnation nnd then follow it through
he alphabet,
fine,

glne,

e.

g..

bine (combirre) dine,

Apropos, I
have just received through the mail a
model of a mechanical brain, which I
itn asked to describe to the world.
It
Jlnc,

kine,

etc.

.

YHnar
Ben'on.
KidBenson

I

As

the

World Wags

By PHILIP HALE.

Mrs.

Thomas
A nd rew Benson
Miss Fountain
Mrs. Davis
Mr Davis
Guest.

Many

In this city

remember gratefully

will

he was abenev^
thought more of a pa-'
Unit's eyes than of his pocketbook. It
was not easy to obtain from him a bill

humor

clent

man who

for the service rendered, whether It was
an operation for cataract or merely a
prescription for spectacles; and when
a bill was finally extracted from him, i&
was alwavs modest sometimes rldicu-

.-.-.

.

.

Ethel

Intrepid

I

Mrs. George A. Hlbb.irc
Harry Maltland
la, n ce " a " d
i
^i?,!
Wells
Elizabeth
<-'

,

Mildred

MacDonoush

Gordon Stadles
Harold Valln

of this play has been and
due to Miss Bainter. whose
and sense of
daintiness,

The success

Dr. John Morgan, the oculist, who died
l.Tst week.
He was not only singularly
skilful ,n his profession;

Kline

George Nasli.

(-hurtle

^Mt

1

Lrva nt

J.

Wiliam Tennyson
Fay Bainter
Harry Mattland
Arthur Gln.on
Robert Ober

James Potter

Henry Cabot. Henry Cab->t,
Ne'er a vote you'll gel of mln*.

Hymn

William

be
piquancy,

d».

ET

woman

receives

more

from men than a maiden.

j

|

ZT^

does not stop to consider the many aohe
surdities, the pseudo-Chinese realism;
drivel In the secis not daunted by the
chatter
foolish
the
ond and third acts,
the
of JameS and Mildred; he accepts
extraordinary abduction scene at the
Ming
of
father
supposed
en^-^when the.
.because be suddenly rcincmlY^^lWlBMfcheci

attention

Louise

is

be-

trothed to the head of the pickle department In a grocery. Eleanor, working in an office, neglected in her boarding house, for the men are professed
women haters, absents herself, returns
as Mrs. Jimmie Thompson, and says
that he, a mining engineer has been
called to Peru. She at once finds favor
in the eyes of the male boarders, and
Bennett, with whom she has long been
in love, at last declares his passion.

^'V"' tl,
fTe-d Howard
James Arthur \oung

Eo Sang Kee
CustVmlr..!:
Ihod Toy
S?ng Toy
Lee
C hanc
,

1920

,

wright, actress and producer, answered
the Macedonian cry of Mr. Rose. The

.Proprietor of love-boat
Billy Benson

7,

a

„P
U
Hur ,kbut
Gladys J
George L. SpauUl ng
Mark J. Ehlston
Anita Kothe
Gertrude Terry

then went the rounds of the managers,
not inclined to put it on the
Thereupon Miss Ellis, playstage.

\

Maiden.

SEPTEMBER

Warren W. Krech
a nlel

Warren

who were

'

^tered^

I'cgXV

!

it
,

I

.

Remington Oilman

thin

examples. I find them in almost
flevery paper I pick up, if I take the jj
trouble to look for them. The fault is
one which is conspicuous In cartoonists,
(however, only because of the publicity
given their errors. We are all guilty
By PHILIP HALE
Perhaps the blame belongs
at times.
Not long PHUBERT THEATRE—First perforto our system of education
ago I saw a set of plans from the L ianco j n Boston of "East is West,"
....
. _
1 n«
amhlrant
Thu lillef
,
.
-. _
UtIe
Tne
office of a Boston architect
'comedy in a prologue and three acts.
I

.

Philip Bennett

and

sere

leafage

l.'>n.nor

street,

Tic August crickets played.

ILalloons, has diffictlty in spelling comwords. Seperate, athein. in, everyday
Hletic— I could mention more; these are
flfair

.

Edgar Blodgett
Richard Ford

Cartoon Spellers
World Wags.

the

ou'lso Cl'aVk.'

Phillips

Sara Enrtght
B " land

Jul a
l

!

Isaac Newton, Isaac Newton.
Teerlesa mind and -faeo ibenign,
They would put your gravitation.
On the bum, by Bert Einstein. ••

Ml""*

Delmsr
Dorothy^
'

j

With apologies

':

192ol

29,
.
'

per-

formance in Boston of "Mrs. Jimmle
Thompson." a farce comedy in three
S.
acts and four scenes by Norman
New
Rose and Edith Kllis^ Produced in
York at the Princess Theatre on March

I

'

(

'

Odysverse1 With him a lesson in the
parsing.
sey" was a rigorous lesson in

j

Sang Kee

to the
the genuine dig-

plausibility
in

Bernadotte Perrin
emeritus
Bernadotte Perrin, professor
Yale,

•

giving

consistently,

,.'

Produced at Baltimore. Dec. ».
.iner.
Blankville Maternity Hospital
New York;
office boy.
it was the work, not of the
191gi Dy William Harris, Jr.,
.
^
»R ioi«
but of a draftsman ot recognized ski" |._.
[Astor Theatre. Dec. 25
and experience
Belmont
PHINEAS PHIPPS. [Attendant on love-boat .... Harry

'

Cantonese.
Mr. Young portrayed Lo

the

'

em."

Dorchester.
We sent your letter to Mr. Johnson.
He has returned it with this note:
'These Dorchester blue-Jays are evl,dently sophisticated. G. T. J. probably
supplies scented soap, a sponge and a
Blue-jays at Clamport have
towel.
never washed themselves in my bird
jbalh; standing on the rim, they drive
'other birds away."— Ed.

language of Merchants, Mandarins, or

When
This amus*d Dr. Morgan hugely.
many
he left Boston for New York, oculist.
of the
R mourned the departurethe
Drilrugged,
I the skilful practitioner,
friend.
lliant man, the staunch

As to blue-jays, "they are countrypeople, God help
folk, but very good
and they indefatigably bathe In

canic eruption.
tl e
o
think 1 know the ways
1
) blue
despised "suburban" ("W. E
their
heard
have
years 1
For
jay
sitting
harsh crv and seen 30 at a time
Arcon a low house roof: have seen an
in
brook
a
in
tic auk picking its way
blink
migrating,
owls
gray
the garden;
trees, and
at us all dav from spruce
ot
cedar birds In flocks of a couple
lo feed on
gateway
our
at
(hundred stop
in the
the blossoms of a huge poplar
ea#iy morn, sunset not seeing them or
tree.
the
a blossom on
We are suburbans, but on our threequarter acre lot we riot In fruits, vegetables and flowers, and get to the great
G. V. J.
city in 20 minutes.

his own ability, "brought
cataract
his relatives suffering from
Mtmcy.
Dr. Morgan, and asked for

1 trusting

,,

j

who never, no, never,
nevertheless,
would leave her darling Billy.
Of course the Chinese in the play substitute "1" for "r," which convinces the
spectator, when he is not thinking about
Miss Bainter, that the play's the real
And in the prologue there Is
thing.
actual Chinese spoken; or if the words
are only gibberish, they may easily be
taken for Chinese, whether it be the

.

radical in
so independent, so
the great,
his views that he disconcerted

He was

majority of his fellow-oculists.
his unregarded his moderate charges
bounded philanthropy as unprofessional

Sophisticated Blue Jays

,

Today

\

ingly,

good

.

•*

the daughter of an American man
land a Spanish woman. And so as Ming
Toy is white she can wed her Billy Benson, and his family will not be snubbed
by their neighbors because Billy married
a Chinese girl.
The prologue, with Its scene on the
love-boat and the sale of sing-song girls,
and the first act showing Lo Sang Kee's
home in the Chinese quarter of San
Francisco are by far the most Interesthave
ing and the more dramatic.
the good Chinaman, Lo Sang Kee, and
there is the bad Chinaman, Charlie
is

him, before he

first visited

put

was

•
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any was

At the end of 20 minfor madmen."
his exutes or half an hour, he began

from some of the West End
playhouses have been remarkably good

difficulty of the present sit-

j

the education or the
The plays
Coplev Theatre's clientele?
and
on by Mr. Jewett are delightful

attention

its

returns

moment.
The real

'

World Wags:

the

When we

why

Copley Theatre Gigglers

As

if

began his examination, he asked us if
iwe were sure that the earth was not
We quoted the good old descripflat.
school
tion given years ago in the
geographies. He then went on to show

'

Worcester on the Blackstone.

inter-

declared.
At at least II of
these places of entertainment the business Ir remarkably good, and at houses
where serious work by British authors
is being presented, like the Hnymarltet,
the Ambassadors and the St. Martin's,
"capacity" business is the order of the

their protest.
I

you need votes here

If

however, that the theatrical managers themselves deny that
such a slump exists, and certainly the

war was

I

««~»""»
i» mine
ARTHUR GORDON WEBSTER.

With King Oo»l you

esting to note,

for this time of the year. The fact that
seven productions were withdrawn at
the end of Inst week is quoted as a sign
of the prevalent uncertainty, but, as a
matter of fact, few of the productions
which*then disappeared, except those
which had enjoyed a prosperous career,
deserved a better fat*. The theatrical
managers nowVrecognlze that the abnormal conditions of the last year of the
war and the first year of the peace ar-at an end, and thai they have got to
realize that the status quo of the times
before the war has been re-established
If comparisons are to be made, they
should be made with the summer of
1!>14, and if this is done. It will be
found
that at the present time there are 24
theatres and music halls open In tho
West' End, as against 24 on the day that

I

Jimmv

good deal^ has been
written concerning: the "slump" which
is alleged to exist in the world of the
It

.

to Jlnc.

Storrow. Jimmy Storrow
Please your office don t resign
rrow

the charge,

made, was trifling. Brusque in manner*
he was the personification of kindness.
In the report of his death it was stated
that "one of his whims was to pick out
newsboys and street urchins who had
eve ailments and give them free treatment." This was not a passing "whim.
During his years in Boston, he gave
many professional men, who were consometimes
stantly us'ng their eyes,
abusing them, free treatment, in spite of

Shakespeare.
Willy Shakespeare. Willy
Bard immortal, name divine.
here.
We have got a lot ofafakes
sign.
But of genius not

... A

theatre at the present time.

'circumstances,

1

going public, in that It is bound before
very long to lead to a reduction in theatre rents.

„...d

Willie Brvan, Willie Bryan,
Candidate of nine times nine,
On niy word you are a dry un,

Burky Cockran wants

US-Ull

not merely from curiosity, into tho
profession, trade, business of a patient;
humble
'if he thought the patient was in

••Change of accent by poc-tic liberty
without license. Shakespeare says he
A. G. W.
often had to do It.
Horace Flarrus, Horace Flaccus,
Poet graceful praising wine.
amendment
If you knew of our
You would not come here to dine.

was MS

It

.

!

But a Miss Sumner in this boarding
house kept, by Mme. Delmar. has really
been married to a Jimmie Thompson, a
manufacturer of churns out West. As he
disappeared soon after the wedding having borrowed $100 from his wife, he is
suspected of being a confidence man of
the same
name. Hence complications
that are easily anticipated by the
spectator, for this. Jimmie turns up
at the time Louise is married lo her
pickle man.
The opportunity for introducing amusing types and crisp dialogue In the first
act has been slighted. The men in the
company have little material.
The

dramatists should have developed, or at
portrayed more definitely, the
1

—

.

|

aoiti
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Mroe. fulmar, th.- amiable
nn.m. who itH .1 strolling
rules In kindness m board-

mid many of the eitmp-wom. The woman that
lotlve

purposes Invents a husShe was seen
ars ago In "Green Stockfully played by Miss Ang-

I

rttllar figure.

tin.

A wa hav< said, the first act Is Inherently slow and dull. Beginning with
the second act. with Its poker game. Incidents are more frequent and there are
a few genuinely amusing moments. The
pace throughout, however, is too slow.
The performance of yesterday afternoon does not call for extended crltiMhm. Miss Bolsnd gave life to the piece
•* far as the dramatists allowed her.
Miss Muribut was an engaging Eleanor,
and Mlsa Phillips made the best of a
colorless
part.
Mr.
Rolfe.
as
Mr.
Thompson, was conspicuous among the
men, though Mr. Spaulding was at times
plausible as Bennett, a solemn stuffedshirt.
On the whole, the performance
had an amateurish flavor. There was a
mall audience.

COLONIAL THEATRE— First
tion of

Raymond

The staging

|

produc-

Hit hcock's "Hitchy-

be listed here. Part of the cast:
nood llitdieock ITyler Brooke
IM.niclino Van
I Sanderson
Huntley,

P.

Withers
Mosconl
MoSCOnl

rles
i»Vs
I*

IKlorcnce O'liennisliawn
[Donglas Stevenson
draco MoorsMosconl
jvrrna
upall
nrr.iy nf others,

a hoTCtlderins
and 1 1Inearlns in s n.ius. ntins. ustonNhins
and situahritlns Tarietr or chuructcrs. :u-ts
lor
stunning
we irln- costumes l<«'

Itlons/nnd

and
Idmcrtptlon l<i«>n» either of their beauty
'extent of their minuteness.
in Bostheatre
no
thai
probable
It is

ton "as ever jammed

so

pectant spectators for a

exnight or

first

Colonial

any other night as was the
and "Hitchy" certainly made
judge from the running fire of
and applause that kept pace
rushing changes of the show.
In

.

manv

respects

It

the

is

of

full

good, to
laughter
with the

same

old

yet it is different in
"Hitchy-koc.
manifold wavs and there seems to be;
more of it. Mr. Hitchcock is the same
inimitable funmaker, up-to-the-minute
he
as ever, and he sings just as well as
one of
did last year, which, as usual, is

"Send for Me," "I Saved a Waltz for
You," and "Bagdad on the Subway."
Mr. Archer conducted a new orchestra
with fine musical taste.

the best jokes of the piece.

Miss Sanderson has gained rather than
seduclost in captivating vivacity and
altive charm and sings and dances as

—

luringly as of yore.

travesty of alleged
British stupidity and his native accent
and wondrous English mannerisms were

Mr.

ARLINGTON

Huntley's

His

Who's Here," a
Jacques

"thrill-

Friedlan-

er preseW*-'Pitter Palter," a musical
urntdy in three acts. Book by Will M.
r
:ough, lyrics' and music by W B. Friedinder; based on "Caught in the Rain.
farce
by W. Collier and Grant
tewart. Dances and ensembles staged
y David Bennett. Harry' Archer con;

.

'

tacted.

Uosor.
R;i,tt- Meriden
uiies Maxwell
iolct

Ir*

lurlel

Ma*on

Dick Crawford"

John Price Jones
Jack S'mlres
Mildred Keats
Helen Bolton
Frederick

.'.

Citron!
Mario Villas!
l^.in
•il
.Turllin

Hail

.1

Warner

Allrf-rt Warner
/
Thompson
Hugh CnllveW
toward Mason
The occasion was a bit of the thea- V —
rlcal history of this city, for it marked
Ten of America's foremost song I
he return of the Globe Theatre to the writers introduce their latest tunes to
and
houses,
first-class
so-called
of
1st
Boston in "A Trip to Hitland," featurhe resumption of managerial duties ing this week's Dill at B.- F. Keith's
>y "Al" Shefchan, long and favorably Theatre.
After playing their past sucmown for his association with the late cesses and recent hits, the music masIncidentally
this
rohn B. Kchoeffcl.
ters co-operate in turning out a new
itre will have, all the booking facill- comr»r.«it<» hit nf iazz
.contributing

leorce

LEAD AT KEITH'S

I

I

j

I

each

arrives in time to save the
Cliff Dixon, the friend and
Goldio Collins, his fiancee carry off the
singing honors.
Ethel Clifton & Co. appear in a playlet, "Diamond Cut Diamond," written by
Miss Clifton, which Is filled with surprises, burglars, and rays of searchof course

engagement.

on a dark stage. Assisting. Miss
Clifton are Joan Storm, who carries off
well the role of master woman crook,
and Edward Berna.rd, a detective.
Other acts on the bill include: The
Kitamuras Brothers, tumblers; A. C.
Astor, ventriloquist;
George Yeoman,
"Editor of the Assassinated Press," a
complete news and joke bureau in himself; Ben Bernie, violinist, who plays
with his violin now and then between
jokes; Bender and Err, trapeze gym-

New

"While
at

the

1920

Sleeps"!

Boston Opera House

New York

'HVhile
as

York

described

Sleeps,"

cinemelodrama of

the great metropolis

in

life

was presented

for

first time in this city last night
at the Boston Opera House before a
large audience and made a distinct impression.
William Fox the producer,
has had the picture at two New York
houses which have been turning people
away, and the engagement Ihere is
likely to be marked with the same success for it Is a film that appeals.
The light is turned on New York with
an eye toward the old saying "He who
dances must pay the fiddler."
Three

jthe

stars of the
figure in the

Taylor,
Sothern.

moving
throe

picture
episodes.

.

i

Mr. Wlngfleld was
actress.
sufficiently slow witted and tactless. The
part of Isabella called for a more mature
brilliant

I

world!
Estell

:

Marc MacDermott and Harry
,

Miss Taylor is a striking
on the sermon. As the. wife in
"Out of the Night" the first act, sho

;

figure

1

An audience of good, size was genuinely
amused. Bernard Shaw's "Major Barnow

in rehearsal.

"Whal|
Dr. W. E. Crockett again asks,
'tacking to leeward'? I noticed in^
an article on relative ability in hand- P.,The meng)
ling yachts the following:

"Vamp"

as
effective
while Mr. MacDermott did a neat bit
as the man who was. as lie explains,
"not a gentleman, just a detective."
The act "A Tragedy of the East
Side" is a severe test for any actor.
Mr. MacDermott is seen in the role
of a paralytic whose only means of
telling people his wishes or conveying
information is through the use of his
The plot centers in the love of
eyes.
an east side girl for a gangster and
river pirate and their murder of the
paralytic's son before hi.s eyes, he being powerless to even make an outcry.
The end is a thrill all itself and Boston will undoubtedly flock to see this|
much heralded picture.
strikingly

and sensiously gushing woman. Miss
Roach w-isely emphasized the malicious
streak in Maude's nature.

bara'' is

was clever in the iie told to cover a
past, while at her feet was the former
In tho
husband, shot by a burglar.
the.

off

sure of being friends as before, in spite
of the removall of the husband, laugh
wildly over each other's strange dismay on hearing the news.
But now conies a secoi.d theme. CarShe seeks romance.
oline is restless.
There is young Rex, who is happiest
when he is miserable at tho thought
that she will not be his.
Rex, as played last, night is a purely
The doctor, sumfarcical character.
moned, tells her she is suffering from
that incurable disease, known as middle
This scene with his description
age.
of the symptoms is one of the best in
the play, and it was admirably acted
by Mr. Clive and Miss Roy ton.
Brilliant as much of the dialogue is,
the comedy though a short one, Is slow
Isabella and
in coming to an end.
Maude, entering and leaving, amusing
beboresome
trifle
a
at first, become
fore their final exit. Their persistence
included what Falstaff defined as "damnable iteration," the two women are
not so adroitly portrayed by the dramatist as are Caroline and Oldham, the
perplexed,
easily
former capricious,
vain, coquettish, delightfully metrical;
the latter loath to give up his freedom,
slow-minded, obtuse, with more than
a grain of selfishness in his nature.
Well might he shrink from wedlock;
while there was the opportunity,
Tho comedy was pleasantly played.l
Miss Royton, who certainly belied the
reproach of middle age, gave a plausible
impersonation of a part demanding a

lights

Opens

many

Beginning
and is thus entertaining.
and maintained for some time as comfarce. In
approaches
edy, in the end it
a sense, the play is over at the end of
the first act when Caroline and Robert,

fiancee

Is

on to the main sheet and the sallH
was soon up in place.' A new one to |,
me, when they hoist the main sail byt,
the main sheet. And the hob stay is B

tailed

said to be the big support to the mast.
As if it was one of the head stays. And
keelhauling! One reporter said in re-

j

I

I

If

gard to members of a crew not doing ['
the proper thing, sueh^a, one^ought to I
Many 'would like tol
be keelhauled.

j

[

know what keelhauling

It.

It

was

in

|

my

time of eroing to sea an extreme
punishment."

brilliant

formance.

Jane Richardsou
William Keut

whose

_

Maylie

writer of fervent love stories, who exercises all his imagination on the characters in his book and has no time to devote to his wife. She, displeased, becomes attracted by another man and
plans to elope with him. They inform
the husband, who has suggested just
such a procedure in one of his novels.
But he calls in a matrimonial expert, a
trouble fixer, a "matrimonial plumber,"
as he calls- her. Then a friend who has
eloped and married a girl, using the
novelist's name, appears on the scene
His wife follows him, and the 'deceit the
friend has practised by the change of
names leads to fcomplications that are
ludicrous but never become serious.
Cecil Lean has the leading part and
his reception last night evidenced his
popularity with Boston theatregoers.
He is not only a brilliant comedian, but
he wrote the words for some of the
songs.
His principal support is Cleo
Mayfield, who became a favorite here
last year.
Her gurgling drawl helps t<
make her part pleasing.
The supporting cast are of relatively
slight importance, but Mario Villani and
Julia Gifford make the most of their
lines and songs. Mabel Lynest gave two
charming -dances.
The costumes are brilliant, the dialogue witty and the music pleasin,
while the singing and dancing of the
chorus and some of the lighting effects
add to the attractiveness of the per

Without doubt the outstanding feature
of this production is a combination of
the sumptuousness, beauty, novelty and
startling richness of the costumes that
adorn the chorus, when any worth mentioning are worn, and the abundant
revelations or comely and youthful femininity provided by artistically arranged
lapses in the clothes. A large portion of
It provides an extensive and varied study
in backs, but side and front views are
by no means neglected.
The music— but why discuss that; It is
wholly adequate for the varying occasions, yet after all is a minor part of the
bewildering, anatomical agglomeration
that makes "Hitchy-Koo, 1920" what it is.

Cast:
oh U»ine»ton
rree Ftarwter

.

The story centres around a

today.'

B.

cast:
Walter Armin
Marilynn Elliott
Katherine Clarke
Clarke
.. .Florence

Frankle
D.
...Edwin Rogers
...Mabel Dynest
This comedy had a successful run at
the Colonial Theatre last year, but its
stay was short. Returning to the Arlington, with a strong cast and an attractive chorus, it should prove one of
the popular plays of the season.

done on any stage.
the
It would be impossible to give in
limits of this newspaper any adequate
and
scenes
shifting
description of the
conglomeration
I happenings in this 1920
Maine
I that ranges from Canajoharie to
scented and
the
to
Broadway
and from
sensuous Orient, from the dances of the
cave men to the shimmering shimmy of

THEATRE— W.

The

Dorothy Chase
Daniel V. Chase..
Grace

I

GLOBF.

farce.

friend,

"Gay White Way," Miss Taylor was

—

Rosamond Puroell.
Horace Bream

Sake." a heart-rending melodrama in a
rural "opry-house," has never been out-

,

,

THEATRE
-

Flo
Jo
Caroline Holmes.
Carlos Del Monte.
Kobert W. Holme:

jingling his thrills like an alarm clock,
is one of the hits of the piece.
Mr. Withers as manager, orchestra,
scene shifter, stage director and the
"For Pity's
of
generally
••works"

'

tSauauelle.

May

never more side-splitting.
ometer." worn as big wrist watch and

I

charm.

elfin

Besides "Pitter Patter," other sonss
that were heard all over the auditorium
as the big audience filed out were

and an engaged

in

his plays ho apparently prides himself
on his attitude as a cynical looker-on,
and this cynicism is seldom deeprooted, sincere; it is superficial, assumed for the sake of an epigram, in a
word, flippant.
This comedy Is of the literary order,

tle Cottage," offered, a musical comedy
sketch with a pretty chorus and lots of
fun. furnished chiefly by Frank Sinclair, who went to the "cottage" on a
vacation with an oufit of "wild women"

is

Mason, danced with

ward as a stern moralist;

Shimmle
"Goodbye

Broadway, Hello France."
George Choos, in presenting "The Lit-

pleasing to the eye;
there is an olectrlc car that has Its
part in the story and there is an ingenious rain storm that sends its vapor
through the auditorium. The outstanding feature of the performance is the
high spirits of principals and ensemble,
the dancing numbers and manoeuvres
are a treat alike in their novelty and
development, and the whole ensemble
of pretty girls in action is bes't described as "Cohanic."
The story is simple. Dick Crawford,
whose father was a power in the mining
world, is shy of women. Working as a
waiter in a candy store for the purpose
of picking up information on a certain
mine, he meets the owner's daughter
against his wishes through a rainstorm.
Maxwell, a sinister chap and oily of
speech, has designs on both the daughter and the mine. He is about to bring
his plans to a successful conclusion
when he Is frustrated by Dick, who
saves the mine for her father and marries the girl.
William Kent assumed the role originally played by William Collier.- The part
of the timid, bashful youth is a hard
one, easy to overplay and not easily
made convincing. Mr. Kent was not
only convincing but gave one of the best
.characterizations seen on a local stage,
and he kept clear of the temptation to
burlesque.
One of the features of the performance was the Muriel Mason of Jan-Uichardson. Not only was her performfance interesting musically; she played
Messrs.
with
fine
dramatic finish.
Jones and Squires as the irrepressit le
lovers, played neatly exaggerated roles
to turther emphasize the bashfulnes.s
of Dick, and Mildred Keats, as Violet

|

Koo. 1M0": book by Glen MacDonough;
Anne
lyrics by Mr. MacDonough and
acts
•Caldwe.ll; music by Jerome Kern;
and scenes too numerous and variegated
to

"Minnie
bles," "LaVeeda,"
for Me," "Oh Frenchy." a.nd

pertinent.
I

band

I

Thus the allurmusically significant.
ing rhythyni of "Pitter Patter" motivates throughout the entire perform-,
nnce, bobbing up, always welcome, and

j

he has recently
Is not dead; that
been seen. Caroline elaborates the lie,
and then Oldham, honestly distressed,
finds her never so adorable, for now she
is unobtainable.
Perhaps Mr. Maugham would be offended if ho wero told that thi3 com
edy points a moral: that which cannot
be obtained is the most desirable. For.
Mr. Maugham docs not put himself for-l

melody on Ave
Their syncopated
pianos and Informal fun in composing
the latest sentimental heart-string grip-]
per furnish a double measure of comMaking up the "10"
edy and music.
are: Nat Vincent. Billy Baskette, Billy
Frisch, Sam Ehrllch, Bobby Jones, Bernie Grossman, Will Donaldson, Leon
PlatoW, Al Slegel and Ted Shapiro.
Among them are the writers of "Bub-

matters not whether the original
piece had any merit over the musical
It might be
Version of last evening.
said In all truth that the former suffered In comparison, for much of ihe
padding has been eliminated, tharo have
been many changes In the text, the
plot has bi on preserved and the musical embellishment is worthy of the
best traditions of musical comedy. In a
word, tho piece Is n delightful dancing
and musical entertainment.
The music Is often arresting, and
hero and there tho orchestration is
It

'

MAUGHAM PLAY

Keelhauling
Keelhauling was mentioned as early
as 1360 in English literature as a punishment inflicted by the Dutch on sail-

T THE COPLEY
HALE
by W.

York was at the Empire Theatre,
20,

1916,

,

Newl

when
Car 0-4
Newl
Sept.

with Margaret; Anglin as Caro-L

;

line.

Blanche

Coupere
Isabella French

•

•

LeRoyl

May Ed

ss

°"r
Viola Roach
JL Conway Wingfjeld

-Robert Oldham
Dr. Cornish

E>

Clive

,

her|
Caroline has been separated from
husband for 10 years. It is rumorod|
denied
is
rumor
this
but
that he is dead,
For 10 vears she has been fond platon-1
baricallv of Robert Oldham, a young
They have looked forward to|
rister.
Tho news comes at lastL
marriage.
Caroline's,
that the husband is dead.
of|
friends, Maude Fulton, a maiden lady
independent views, and Isabella French,!
her
toj
urge
a sentimental grass widow,
in
hasten the wedding, but Caroline is
at all.
no hurry. She may not marry
res-!
the
to
Her friends summon Oldham
soda to
H e needs whiskey andpitch,
cue
and,
up to the proposing

.,

is

when she insists on!
The friends bring:
They quarrel and swear

greatly relieved

remaining a widow.

them

together.

into

|

the

English language in 1629. A rope was
put about a sailor's neck; and, fastened
Djr- a tackle, he was hauled with a jerk
under the keel: in small vessels, from
bow to stern, in 1626 this punishment
was classed with that of ducking at the
yard's arm. In 1666 there is mention of
,one Blake, who, loaded with chains,
was three times "keelhauled, as they

Dutch) say." The word comes
from the Dutch "kielhalen." The punishment was abolished in Holland in
There are allusions to keelhauling
1S53.
fn Smollett's novels, and in ShadweU's
•comedy, "The Fair Quaker of Deal."

Herman

,

keep htm

came

i(the

* oyl

Caroline Ashley
Maude Fulton

itself

i

Lyonel Watts

Rex runningham

The word

ors.

By PHILIP

—
aj
COPLEY THEATRE "Caroline,"
Somer-j

light comedy in three acts
Produced at the
set Mauigfham.
Theatre. London, Feb. 8, 1916,
Irene, Vanbrugh took the part of
The first performance in
line

I

but >cmem-|
they will not meet again,
demanded
bering that their marriage is
come to the contoy their friends, they
man and
be
must
clusion that they

'!

(|

Melville describes keelhauling

"Years ago—
"V>hite-Jacket."
''While Jacket" was published in 1S50—
in

his

"there was a punishment Inflicted in
the English, and I believe in the American, navy called keelhauling—a phrase
employed by tnan-of-war's-rnen
j still
| when they would express some signal
The
3 vengeance upon a personal foe.
I practice still remains In the French nameans
ff tional marine, though it is by no
resorted^ to so frequently as in times
E past. It consists of attaching tackles
two extremities of the main yard
"I to the
and passing the rope under the ship's
bottom. TO one end of this rope the
culprit i? secured; his own shipmates
V are then made to run him up and down,
this side, then on that— nov,
!

sum

"

script Ion
scription
'

As

:

1

The program

Tacking to Leeward
World Wags:

,the

^

^^

-Inb-rroezzo
Itallet Suite.

'*

f ° Und

'

Cormac

Dellbes

They
They
They
They
They
They
They
They

Rubinstein

Entrance of the Gladiators
Fucik
The program for tonight's concert:

I

:

Prehide to "Carmen"...."
Bizet
Overture to "Tiio Merry Wives of Windsor"
Nicolai
Waltz. '•The Skaters"
Waldteufel
Fantasia. "La Bclieme"
laiccini
Balb't Suite.
"Sylvia"....
Dell lies.
Andante Cuntabilc
Tscuaikow.<!fv!
Intuitu tiou to Act III. "Lohengrin". .Wagner
Second Hungarian Rhapsody
Liszt
Fantasia. "Eauat"
Gounod
Serenade, "Lea Minions d'Arlequin"
Drigo
I<oin Dn Bil
Ulllet
Eiiifcuu-e of Sue Bayards
Halvo^en

1

I

«

Thursday night

will

I dis-

are wave? that drown you.
tire Uiat burns you.
two-edged weapons that cut you.

are
arc
are
anarc
are

™£

'

j

during the last season and this and I
have never been so disturbed as 1
was at the Hollis Street Theatre during the powerful and literary play
John Ferguson- of Mr. Ervine. It was

j

"This changing of water," remarked
Mr. Johnson, "reminds me of student
days in Berlin 30 or 35 years ago. Wishing to be clean we visited the public
baths, not merely for the sake of the accompanying Weissbier and Kuemmel.
There was a sign over one room, 'Bad
An attendant explained: 'A
Nobel.'
noble bath is one in which the water
used by other gentlemen.
been
not
has
It costs a mark more, but I assure
you,

it's

caused the

went

of bad

example."

Maryland's Motto
As the World Wags:

"sick"

thought which

we

I
fl

escape us unless
ourselves that In a literal
»ense, in a language which
attributes
sex to nouns, "Fatti" is
masculine.
I "Parole"
feminine, so that this motto
expresses an idea at the very heart
of
their language. Not so the French.
let

A. H.

I

For an that, the position of women
does not seem to have been bad ln the
treland of those days. Married women
appear to have been economically independent, and if the couple separated
the woman took away with her all she
*ad brought on the marriage day.
while the man took away what he had
contributed.
Supposing the Joint proparty had gone on increasing during the
Wedded years, then at the separation
the couple divided the whole In proportion to the original contributions.
Boston.
H. Ov

For Hardyites
The preface of Thomas Hardy

U

to "sick."

As for tho newspapers, do not some
of them use "proven" for "proved"?
They would throw "proved" overboard.

"

.

Monetary Slang
At the World Wags:
"According to the latest English Blue
Book, a soverign Is a quid; a shilling is
a bob: a sixpence is a tanner; £25 bj a
pony and £5*0 Is a monkey. And yet
John Bull frequently accuses Bro. Jonathan of overindulgence in slang and
other corruptions of speech! Where are
the sporty aliases for our currant coins
In our own vernacular?"
Is this gentleman serious? Let's see:
do we not use some of the following
"sporty aliases"?
1

cent— copper..

to

a

book to Dorchester "CaaterWrdge") is probably unknown to the
treat majority of his admirers.
The book has the recommendation of
^jntaining a map of tlio town and its
feature

•Ugh

may

lacking,

so far as
previous guides of
Natives of the, ancient borsmile at the Idea of any sane

t'am aware,

in

all

losing his way in
inhabitants; yet I
£,000
credibly Informed that such

(arson

a town of
have been
is

.

.

frequently

even among teetotallers; and
Iha>o myself met with one gentleman—
Jniost Ingenious and intelligent person
Mvho suffered from the earns mlsadthe case,

•jnture.
and complained bitterly of
there being no readily aocesslble map
CM his guidance. The need Is now

Mppliei."

to

larpp

Audience

Applauds Director
Jacchia and Program
Kbe fdll season of Pop concerts by
Boston Symphony orchestra held

l

year for the first time, opened last
tfci. at SymjOmny Hill.
Tl>.. opening
BOght out b large audience. Each numunusually
attractive
program
^AfnWS;

As an amusing
made them laugh:

|

comedian

therefore,

they aigue, he is always funny, and it
is his duty to make them laugh whenever he is on the stage. When they
sco his name on the bill they expect
merry scenes and mirth inciting dialogue.
And therefore they laughed
through the performance of "The Joan
Danvciy." not able to see that the
part was serious, that the home lite
of his family was tragic.
It was rumored last season that if

Jewett should put "Hamlet" on
the stage Mr. Clive might be called
upon to play the Prince of Denmark.
If he
should appear as Hamlet, no
doubt there will be giggling and titterMr.

'ng at the Copley.
His soliloquies will
he accompanied by guffaws, and durins
ihs
great
scene with Ophelia the
laughter will be uncontrollable, Homeric.
It is difficult for an actor once
lie has shown as a comedian to prove
himself versatile. He is so easily misunderstood by those who go to the
theatre only to aid digestion.

Baths for Birds and Berliners
As the World Wags:
Please say to Mr. Herkimer Johnson,

$1—slmoleon, bone, berry, buck, case
man; there are a dozen other,

the sage of Clamport. that without
doubt the reason why his "gorgeously

terms.
$30— sawbuck.

colored"

LANSING R. ROBINSON.
Boston.
You surely would not call dime, quarhalf slang terms,
ter and
"sporty
aliases," Mr. Robinson. When we were
young and 10 cents in the eyes of youth
was as a dollar to boys in 1920, dime was

the usual word in shop and ln street.
In school we were taught "10 mills make
one cent, 10 cents make one dime." Ed.

—

Wife-Picking in the Past
As the World Wags:
Your bachelor readers may be interested in the following extract from the
"Book of Leineter," one of those volumes of ancient wisdom so many of
which were written or compiled in Ireland between the 6th and 12th centuries
Of our era. Doubtless such books are
only transcripts of still more ancient
shall I found my husbandry?"
said his son .to Fithal.
"On an anvil," said Fithal.
"What Is tho anvil of husbandry?"
"A good wife."
"How shall I Tecognize a good wife?"

"On what

"From her shape and

behavior.

Do

not

wed the

slender, short girl, with curling
hair; nor the stumpy, stout girl; nor the

weakly, tall one; nor the black-haired,
ungovernable girl; uor the dun one with
the very yellow hair; nor the blackyhaired, BWathy girl; nor the fair, bow

bluejay seems unwilling to
bathe, is the fact that the water in the
{'expensive bath"
is
not stiff icient'.y
clean.
In Brookline during the recent
bad weather. I have often filled the
bird's bath four n r live times durins
Ithe day.
If by chance the robins and
Igrackles have taken baths In the water.
Ithe more fastidious bluejay will sit on
the edge of the bath and yell. I know
at once he desires clean water.
After
have rinsed the bath thoroughly 'and
I
filled it with fresh cool water, he, the
much maligned bluejay, wiy» fly lato it.
hardly waiting for me to go into the
house. He then has a marvelous time,
splashing about until he looks like the
[proverbial "drowned rat." Flying to a
nearby bush, calling "Thank you!
I
thank you!'' he dries himself antj then
plunges into the water and takes another bath.
It feels so good he calls
to tiye or six other blucjays that are
awaiting their turn; "Come on in, the
water's fine."
m. M. K.
Mr. Johnson was in the office yesterday.
showed him your letter, "M.
M. K."
He smiled, and said gently:
"f, too, change the water in my birdhath frequently.
I
not only change
the water, not tank water, but fresh,

We

pure water drawn dirietljtf from
bowels of the earth by the windand as the soil is sandy, the water
well filtered, but I scrub the bath
vith cleansing substances. M.vt T

cool,

the

mill,

Rome,

The Case
|

,

—
—

manuscripts.

SYMPHONY OFiM\t>
TOP CONCERT SEASON

Wakes."
ho has

Room

Pope Oiement the SevenUi; from
him a
whenc* he went to Venice, carrying with
the
Testimony of hi* lOTB Abstinence under
Experiment.
Pope s Seal, and there repeated the

5 cents—jitney, nickel.
10 cents dime.
26 cents two bits, quarter.
60 cents— halt.

golde

•Bburbs-a

have

sickness of the
would-be genteel prefer

note, iron

.

the kind.

would

to

Why not "toven" for "loved"? And according to some newspapers a "pretentious show" is not pretentious, but
elaborate or sumptuous.

we remind

Cambridge.

"ill"

only

The

stomach.

"Fatti Maschij. Parole Feminine."
Is
there not a subtlety in
the Italian

many

Yet

refer

to be closely confined in a

his fasting to

—

I

Man

body
the Castle of Edinburgh, to which no
was allow'd Access; and having set a little
two
of
End
the
Bread and Water by Mm, at
undJmluisii d.
and thirty Days it was found
after
Upon this he was dismissed, and soon
where he gave the like Proof of
in

'

.

it.'

In the year 1538, one 7ohn Scott, being oveo^l
thrown in a Law Suit, and knowing himself
unable to pay what waa adjudged him, took
Sanctuary in Ihe Abbey of Holy rood House,
where out of discontent he abstained froia all
Meat and Drink for 30 or 40 Days together. The
Report of this coming to the King's Ear. he

I

',

worth

|

S

w

^if-

thou

to fight."

worse among Uia bad."

I

f ^

"r. ..

—

serpents lor cunning.
darkness iu light.
bad among the good.

.

be Russian night,

•;•

To which the jay replied:
"My bill has rougher work to scream
with fright,
And then, when screaming will not do,

moths for tenacity.

K

\

wing

Fit for a herald of the eagle king.
But such a voice, I would that
couldst sing."

.ire

nounced later, will be given Monday,
brought over to south-southwest
Sept. 13.
for the 5
The fall season will continue
crowd
next four hours. This
jjthe most pitiful exhibition of
through the month.
applied especially
illiness I have encountered in nearly
to square rigged vessels.
With fore-and
I'JO
years of theatre-going, a portion of
aft rigged vessels,
the common practice !
which has been systematic and pro<~>
1
has been to run directly
Although there are times
fessional.
before the
when I almost believe one should be
wind, wing-and-wing
and with spinobliged to take a civil service examiinkers. In racing it has
Mr. Emory H. Talbot of Boston
been found
nation before one 'is allowed to attend
advantageous to revert to the
[serious dramatic performances, I rewrites: "Will you please ask Mr. Herold custom of tacking to leeward
member at last that, while, out of
kimer Johnson what difference there Is.
because with
[the highest class audience, not more
the sails at a slight
angle to the perIf any, between *iir and 'sick'?
The
than a third get tho really fine points,
pendicular of the wind's force
newspapers,
notably the Associated
lit is the other two thirds and- their
a better
draft Is secured; in
that mako the enjoyment of
[money
other words, the
Press, invariably use the former word."
I'd rather they
the one third possibh:.
pyramid of dead air which piles
There was originally no difference beup In a
cigj:le.
but heller an audience
didn't
1
r Set
re
before th « wind
y
tween
"sick"
and
"ill."
Danvers'
"Sick."
meanJoan
giggles
'The
at
that
ff'ij
la
swept out and a greater pulling
force
ing "unwell," is much the older word,
than no 'Joan Danvers' at all.
is obtained.
Also, by setting thf
dating back to about 8SS. Tt waa used
er (W
113
'•ekea off . bit)
later by dower, Caxton, Wycllf, the
and ,v,
the ••fore-and-aft" sail
Mr. Clive and Gigglers.
so as to
King James translators of the Bible,
form an obtuse angle with
each other
Mr. E. E Clive played the leading
Vatimer.
Shakespeare. Steele. Gold• funnel effect is made by wWch the
mslr part in "The Joan Danvers." In
smith. Swift. Thackeray. One of MatWind Is spilled between the
saTls andMs
the minds of niRny who frequent the
9
thew Arnold's poems Is "The Sick King
male to fill a baIloon Jib whic
£
Copley Theatre he is associated with
In Bokara". The Sultan of Turkey was
otherwise be blanketed.
comedy and farce. He is known to
known in England as "The Sick Man."
n°W l
1
haV" a "swered this
them as a funny man. They forget
There is "sick leave." a "sick bed," a
ou^n
i
Question
satisfactorily,
will some one
that he is an unusually versatile actor;
"sick room.
These phrases are comn the origin of ,tho name
Jimraiethat he has uncommon skill in characmon In England: not "ill leave," "111
ror the master-at-arms
terization.
They also have forgotten
room," "ill bed." As Richard Grant
Man's Navy? I have asked In This
many a|i White said: "For the use of 'ill'—«n
or did not fully appreciate his rea " d 11
t0 b « the only
in "The Thundperformance
markable
adverb
as
an
adjective,
thus,
111
thT,5 he doesn't
an
thing
know. F.
FENGER
erbolt": his impressive impersonation
man, there is no defence and no exRum Gagger Farm, R. F.A. D.,
man's
father
in "Hindle
Cohasset
of the young
cuse except the contamination

^

ments.

difference

Herald: "All the giggling audiences
are not found at the Copley Theatre.
every performance there
I have seen

the music taken largely uuui xscuaikows-ky. An operatic program to be an-

watch she' was

tell.

warmly recommended

in advertiseNo,, the bluejay in spite of his
be
bird
to
commended.
beauty is not a
The poets have justly called him saucy,
a termagant: he is a brigand, plunderer,
tyrant. As for his voice! Let me quote
you, from memory:
" "hou hast a crested poll and 'seutchconcd

find

them.
Better to enisb them -than to cherish them.

Kauunenoi Ostrow ("Bevc Angelique"!
4

to

make no

79

concludes a long
tirade against them with these sayings:
"Better to heware of them than to trust them
Better to trample upon ihem than to fondle

.

'

"Not hard

among them." And he

Twelvalkowsky

Second

the ground
C° UrSe a P0int
°r
vjro on eitncr side so
as to present a
arger sail area to
the direct force of
he wind. i„ other
wofds, this was done
to overcome the
blanketing effect of
the sails on one
mast by those of the;
mast directly abaft To
equalize her'*
course over the ground
the vessel wouldfrom trne to time be
brought on the!
other
tack" by swinging
her back to
her charted course and
then running off
on the opposite side
of the course Let
«ay that her course
was south and
with a south wind.
Instead of holding
her south by the
compass she was run
south-southeast for four hours
and then!
with the changing of
the

replies:

tinguish them, but I

Sadko '"— Rimsky-Korsakoff

Introduction to Act lit. ".Lohengrin" .Wagner
Liszt
IIo:iff*< Han
RhapsodyFantasia.
"Faust"
Gounod
Intermezzo. "Cavallerta Itnsiieana". .Alascasni
Serenade, "Ijpri Millions d-'Arleguin". .. -Drigo
Folksong. "Kalitika" tArrau£ed by Agidc
3acdiini
Rimsky-Kursakoff
Value Bluefte
Drigo

that sre*ter

ZoT'lr

il

Rossini

Waldteufel
Arensky

"Sylvia"

Hindu Sons from
Andante tiantabile

direct-

sneJrT
speed could be made
over

Gannc

March, "FaKier of Victory"
Overturn to "William Tell"
Waltz. "Espana"

le6Ward
Practised'
years ago l n the days
of the square riggets- When a vessel's
course lay

J^f^V"

"What girl am I to wed?"
"If you can find them, the' fair-haired,
broad-shaped ones, the pale-hued, blackheaded one?."
This critical attitude ,toward women is
Common in the old books. When Cormac, grandson of Conn, is asked byCarbery: "How' do you distinguish women?"

sitating several encores.
Aside Jacchia. in his return as leader
of
the
orchestra, was given an appreciative welcome.

* S Stil1 a fuI,er de\r
Marryat's "Snarleyyow.
'

in

"

'

of Dr.

Tanner

As the World Wags:
to
The Irreverent One, who is given
morning
quoting, looked up from the
mayor
newspaper and said: "The lord
time
to be an unconscionable long
from the
a-dylng." The Doctor replied
other side of the breakfast table:
days
"Have vou forgotten Tanner s 40 pretty
in
fast? He came out of that test
full
were
good shape. The newspapers
I talked with hum
of it at the time.
he
soma, vears afterwards. He said that
experienced no real suffering and very
of
lack
the
from
little inconvenience

seems

At first he tried to go without
water also and kept it up for 10 days,
He
but he found that wouldn't do.
drink whenever he
to
then began
He craved
need of it.
felt
the
of "eatthought
the
keenly;
food
ing was mighty pleasant, but he felt no
tormenting hunger pangs. You remember that his test was made In a public
where multitudes visited him;
hall
where he was under special surveillance
night and day. The place where he slept
was a little room set up in the hall with
food.

a bright light shining over his head. He
found the coming and going of spectators w;ith its attendant noise and confusion and the glaring light at night the
hardest part of his trial. He was taken
out of the hall by his guards occasionally for a' walk in the fresh air; If he

could have had quiet days and darkness
in which to sleep he said he would have
had a comfortable time through it all.
The fast ended at noon of the 40th day.
A woman came into the hall at 10
o'clock that morning with a little girl
who brought him a large, luscious peach.
He held it In hie hand until noon, when
it was the first thing he ate.
After that
he ate his fill of a huge watermelon
that had been sent to him from Georgia.
He followed this during the day with
such food as he craved, using ordinary
good sense in his choice, experienced no
discomfort from his indulgence. So you
see the lord maVor isn't at the end of
his tether by many days. If the report
of his diseased lungs is true, that lessens his endurance. Dr. Tanner was a
sound man."
R. B. S.
Roslindale.

Other Famous Fasters
Far more extraordinary was the case
of young Gilbert Jackson of CarseGrange ln Scotland. Suffering from a
fever, with relapses, he did not eat or
drink from Juno 10, 1716, till June 7,
1719, only washing his mouth sometimes with water.
(See Philosophical
Transactions No. 364).
In 1539 a 10-year-old girl "born near
Spires in Germany" abstained from alP
manner of sustenance for three yeart
(luring which time she used to walV
abroad, talk, laugh and divert hersel\
with such sports as are usual amongst
children of hor age. Slwj-, was narrowly
observed by the pastor 6f her parish
and afterwards by the physician and a
gentleman cf King Maximilian's bedchamber. (Seo Schenkius, Horstius in
Donatum. and Hakcwell.)
Catharine Binder, born In the Palatinate, was put In 15^5 under the in
speclion of a divine and two physicians
.She lived without eating or drinking

1

—

80

W

•'

i.".

•'

n

J-year'-otd

I

gtil

who a had

I

\rars without food or
:-t
Cologne. "She wne
i.i
nil her}
l»eHy was >.> i'oiopr.-»«.>(l th.it it sf emerl
(o cleft ve to her backbone; but she hud
no difficulty of speech or breathing."
ttirv

for

drink was >•<••»
of • melenchoh

j

I

The London Times had

1

tfltt Fnbrltius.)

frVlgen,

a

Oerman woman,

no kind of aliment from her

:".M

,

i

took

to

her

from

SSth year. Her
the Dutch, wa* published in l^ondon In
Th* magistrates of hor rity bore
Ittl.
testimony to the fast inc.
Kondeletius n;ns he saw a pir) who
MVed upon nothin* but air to the 10th
year of her age and that she was afterhistory, translated

Petra-l "ndci
'

children.
Swiss, died

i

After he had had

children

five

in

14T0.

by his

[wife, he betook himself to a solitary llf >
Iter from any town, where he lived full
[IS years, or JO. according to Zacchtas.
[Without any manner of sustenance. The
bishop of Constance and several princes

and Germany,

of France

confirmed the report.

'

him.
said that he

visiting:

"It Is

•foretold reverr.l thinss which came to
[pass, and his fasting was looked upon
as miraculous; but the man himself
spake mojdestly of it. ascribing- it rather
to his natural constitution.
He was
very much emaciated, and of a frightful
aspect."
See Fulgosus, Zacchias, and
|

I

Johnston. >

And what

be said, if Hcrmolaus
is to be credited, of a priest
at Rome who lived on air alone for 40
years, and continued all that time in
perfect health''
And what of the young- French girl,
Christina Michelot (17ol-]7.%5)
of A,nn
is

to

Barbarus

,

:

Walsh

(

of Harrow?ate
McLeod, Pennant

rine

(1762); of
s fasting

Kaihe-

Of Ross-Shire (1772); of Monica Matcheteria. the Swabian (1774); of the monomanlac that was 6! days without food, attended In 1761 by Dr. Willan, an eminent
physician whose labors have been noticed
by Dr. Marshall Hall? Ann Moore, the
"fasting woman of Tutburv," confessed
in or about
that she was an imposter.
should not forget Cecilia Ridge-

]
I

)

'

We

for

tr.eir

will

mood

Somerset Maugham's "The Unknown." brought out at the Aldwyck
pracTheatre, London, last month, is
treatise showing how bairen
tically

and

a

futile religious controversy

may

faith

his

gone;

Sylvia

|

j

be.

the war
Maj- Wharton comes back from

with

|

j

Bullogh

up her betrothed, a young disthat
motioned soldier, when he admits
still
he is an unbeliever. "More fatuous
Norvillage parson, the Rev^

gives

are the

and his parrot-like wife,,
who, outraged by Mrs. Littlewood's
herj
ueeming indifference to the loss of

man
;

1

•

Poole,

dec-i
eons, force her to the very blunt
God?'—an
laratlon. "Who is to forgive
the vehemence and passion!

outburst

Miss Haidee Wright's utterance ofj
which gained for that fine actress the
of

•

.

^

audience."
wde that went right against the auZ
,
<~
her lover's
love, s
dlence, "in her desire to savehe,
into goJohn
deceives
and
tricks
soul,
feels he
ing to Communion (though he
on the pretext
is acting 'a dirty lie')
pleas*
that this return to the fold would

S

is

am wns'to

It

A young

to
fm equally attractive. Why
for
val should have bothered

.
,

tell

I

1

,

I

"societaires," who practically rule the
theatre, choose the plays, and share
he profits at the "nd of the year. The
organization of this system is sufficiently complex without being spread
it
over two theatres, and although
might permit a slight reduction of the

I

I

;

rnus. be
which "e^oUeagues watcneu
to be
weighed. Her name is one
years.
for -luring the next few
season for
Nobodv's season is also the grow this
they
France
In
understudies.

Cance

.

;

Sau-

^

.

,
Robert de Flers, the President of the
Dramatists' Association, has started a
campaign in favor of uniting the Com-|
under one
edic- Francaise and the Odeon
management, with one company. The
idea has excited considerable comment.
Were it carried out, it would, I beIn the
Ileve, have deplorable results.
although both are State
first place,
diftheatres, they are run on entirely
ferent plans. The Odeon has a fixed
year.
the
by
engaged
company of actors
Whereas, while the Comedie-Francaise
has also a fixed company of "pensionhaires" engaged by the year, from
these are elected each year one or two

two ml"

«W«JJ
°^

Comedie

'

duced."

with such a little
lm a
daughter it is impossible
„
of the -ctor s
This la I think, a case
M^e
part
penality outweighing theit if .she has
Sarah Rafale cannot help
features a mass ot
tinv, impertinent
crimson, and a
halt between copper and
/alf-.-tallic vOiee.
curiouliy tractive.
help^t illSnei
She doubtless would no
plus »»«d_raWe
items
these
but
could,
weights in tne
intelligence, are unfair
utes

company

Itself

is

it

very much to be

classical .repertoryttje
that
feared
would, in a short time, be completely
confined to the Odeon, and that the

Comedie-Francaise would become mereprey
ly another Boulevard theatre, the
and
of a few successful modern authors

in

their

favorite

Heaven

societaires.

knows there are enough abuses

i

Comedie-Francaise.

Quite

at the

recently

a

actor, M. Alcover, who has met
with ill will because he was of Span%f
ish origin, resigned his engagement

young

rea^e to niiSlugust and

find

under

perfect finish.
studies playing with
case in po int
Belle Aventure" is a
out

Ig

»-

of
Daynes^Grassot is temporarily
Paris had not been
the cast, but if all
two
bearing
iroocin- to see a lady of 86
ga^and capah e,
acts of a play upon her
Marie-Laure,
shoulders. Mme.
would have been
playing the part now,
laurels.
the recipient of many
have written,
Sernay and M. d'Uces produced in
comedv which will be they intend
«,
and
Paris early in October,
piece introducing
it by another
carrying th
and
personages
the same
plays are n th e
action further. Both
will like the
public
Whether the
acts
doubt. ^ hen
nl-m is a question open to
Mackenzie
Arnold Bennett or Compton volumes to
several
insets on devoting
heroines one
he lives of his heroes and to the other
can at least refer from one combination
cut a play is an intangible science has
and sounds which
of sights
S
fireside or s ored
not y et brought to the
^"'nese
I he
on reference shelves.
last every
method cf having plays thatsmtable for
night for a week is hardly
lives wo live.
the scrappy and hurried

M

Xne

Know

'

•

j

.

politely,
lack of sif.rit and received
hardly enthusiastically."

Mme

"societaire" of the

Francaise receives S000 francs a year.l
10.2C0.;
while a stage machinist receives
this the-;
Mile Bartet, after 40 years at
francs.
357,000
atre takes away
revived
Moliere's "Sganarelle" was
on Aug. S. It
at the Comedie-Francaise
1891.
since
there
had not been played
The French Academy has awarded the
Miguel ZamaeoU:
TCmi'e Augier prize to
Cesarln.
for his comedy, "Monsieur
heavy hand on
very
a
laying
"Labor is
effort to
theatres here, and is making an
plays prodictate even the sentiments of

I

M-.^M

lightful

—

,

^K£K

"

•

some

—
—

j

has been revived at the Chate.ot.
appears that classic plays have had
Paris since the
less popular success in
armistice than modern ones.
K off"

te

gnttv find it
see a gentleman
hie 'it is Pleasing to
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"The Lyons Mall" has been revived at
Coquelin
tho Porte St. Martin with Jean
how
as Choppard. "It is curious to note
acting
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Instrumental dress, are, too insignificant
to stand out, and in an age when other
folk are doing still more effective things
of the kind his treatment cannot make
amends and restoro the balance. The
best movement was the last, 'The Awakening of the Forest Spirits,' in which
there was a gftod deal of spirited and
semi-jocose writing for the wood-wind
which was quite entertaining^ even if
the atmosphere created did not get near
to what, according to the programme,
The orchestra
it was intended to be.
played the suite in a very crisp style,
received with
was
performance
the
and
a fair measure of approval."
"It
has fallen
The Daily Telegraph:
this season to an American composer
to be responsible for the first novelty
heard at the promenade concerts. But
Mr. Templeton Strong, who for many
years has been living in Switzerland,
would probably rank himself among
cosmopolitans. A good many years, by
the way, have flown since' he was a
student
"uoeni. at Lcipsic, ana one is tempted
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Templeton Strong's orchestral
The Night," was performed for
suite.
promenade
t!:e tirst lime in England at a
The
concert in London on Aug. 17.
Tunes said of it: "A few years ago the
music might perhaps have held one's attention bv reaton of the instrumentation
and the often clever attempts at pictoBut the pace has
illustration.
rial
quickened in this particular school of
composition, and one can very soon be-

life.
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superior and tiresome creature,
monies obvijj
body, has gone away, if
Nobody ^
ous that the plain, ordinary
moral, and
very tender-hearted and very

Templeton Strong

way, who. in 1357. havingbeen imprisoned
for the murder of her husband, remained
muta and without «^pod or drink for 40
days. Kdward III. pardoned her, for the
miracle shown her.
Truly this is a little world of great

anima!
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It
«1U to the high level of that play.
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was a very good thing, for it
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If they gave the people the
would come to the "best. It was not fair,
before
put
to
as was sometimes done,
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the public nothing that was
and
or emotional or of any real value
public
then say that that was what the
wanted. Give them the best and they
would appreciate it. People complained
mysteries.
that the play did not solve
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They would not .solve them on this
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Of the grave, but they would
consideration
to them by bending to tho
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of those great things. Faith in that
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Paris Theatres in Nobody's Season;
Plays und Some Revivals
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clergyman put before the audience
tlesh-and-blaod
not. 'an his judgmont. a
parson at all. After all. the clergy wore
that was too
and
people,
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verv like
But he wanted the
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cler*y to judge the play
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Parisian Stage Gossip
concernThe final text of the new law
just been pubing theatre taxes has
managers are far from
ti.'e

pensionnaire after a stormy performance of Racine's "Athalte," in which
he had taken liberties with Racine's
tho r
text. It transpired, however/ that
young man yvas receiving a monthly
quite
until
had.
salary of 360 fAncs and
received only 275 francs a I
recently,
month—which is altogether inadequate
nowajto keep body and soul together
days. If the societaires would consent
to play small parts as they used to do,
ithe material welfare of the Francaise
would be very much improved, and it 1
would be to their own advantage since)
But just at
they share the profits.
present the position of societaire, albrilliant
less
far
is
assured,
though
from a pecuniary point of view than
the
that of any well-Mnown actok, on
boulevards, and Mme. Slmone. who is)
entering the Comedi-2 Francaise, is Certhat
tainly making financial sacrifices
the pen'are not possible to all. As for
slonnaires, their position Is often des-|
perate, as was that of M. Alcover, who
has now been engaged by Henry Bem-|
stein for the Gymnase.—The Stage.
Maeterlinck has completed a four-act]
play, "The Power of Death," whlohf
may be produced in Paris this year.the I
Andre del Lorde's last thriller at
Grand Guignol, "La Dernlcro Torture,
deals with incidents of the Boxer re-j.
I
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exonerating critics and
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Hubert Gen.n
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actors who
pointed out, there are the
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understudy a part.
a play in order to
are
Moreover, of late many theatres
of Eiv.ng
forming a deplorable habit
that tne
public dress rehearsals, so
inmembers of the press and the tax.
pay
to
vited guests are obliged
name of the ManagM Franck, in the
asked that allthoss who
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Wolff has resigned from
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of the Vaudeville Theatre.?
another
illustrates
resignation
This
complications thaU
financial
side of the
theatre in thisg
are strangling the
Commercialism and speculacountry.
proportions that,
such
tion have taken
between the rival claims and interests!
of the shareholders, a conscientious and|

management

artistic manager, like M. Wolff is pow-l
erlass, even, as was the case, when an
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especially successful
been past. M. Wolff
tive projects, one of

season had just
had many attracwhich was to' pro-

a play by a new author eaclv
with * cast chosen by the au-,
play
thor and staged by Antoine.
b> Henry Marx had been accepted for
successor.
next autumn, and M. Wolff's
duce

year,
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Henry Bernstein has ateo promised
roduce the work of a new author
year, at the Gymnast, during his

GaJsworthy of the refrain "Tonight a*
Stag Must Die" In his poignant drama,

bal

tc

are Inevitable, it be worth while to clear
up the atmosphere afterward w,ith five
minutes of good music. Surely, too, the
agement of that theatre."
overtures
to 'Zampa,' 'Raymond.' Poet
he French stage has lost four of
and Peasant' and such like might now
past
the
during
be left to the military bands in the
greatest actresses
parks. Then there are just one or two
Rejar.e's death was a heavy
aeason.
Wow to the French drama, Mme. Bar- musical atrocities like Gounod's 'Ave
let has retired from the Comedie-FranMaria' on Bach's prelude, and futilities
aalse, and Jane Hading and Marthe
like Raff's 'Cavatina,' which are allowed
Brandes have definitely abandoned the to degrade the first parts of Saturday
stage"
nights. The public like them, it is said.
Yes, but they like better things Just as
(well. Not a single florin would be lost
Playhouse Gossip
'is they quietly disappeared.
Howard celebrated last
Bannister
"These things ire worth pointing out,
ftaonth at Exetor. Kng.. the 21st year of
[because the
have
"The Belle of New York." have improvedpromenade inprograms
tour
with
JiIb
their 25 years
so much
"Wandering
E. Temple; Thurston's
of life that as far as the public is con|ew," produced at Manchester. Eng., on cerned there
is no .reason
why they
lug. 23, covers a period of 1500 years,
phase 1. Jerusalem on the day of the should not improve further. Those terrible operatic fantasias of the old days
of
the
time
2.
In
the
Phase
•ruritixion.
disappeared without a sigh of regret
Jrst crusade. Phase 3. Sicily in the 13th
from the audiences Oddments of Gounod,
sentury. Phase 4. Spain in the middle
Raff, Meyerbeer, Rubinstein can easily
tribunal
Seville,
the
in
room
a
iges;
(hamber of the inquisition. The drama be swept away as soon as it 1s quite
clear
that there is something to replace
has nothing to do with Eugene Sue's
them. Alas, that the same cannot be
omanoe.
•C B. Cochran of London ,who is zeal- said of the ballads which are never
us in hi6 campaign against the produc- mentioned in the sketch programs, but
are always there on the night. Nothing
Gertion of German plays, or plays of
can replace them, for they are a matter
man origir, says that "Mie-Mie," which of business, a condition of the bargain
(kossmlth and Laurllara had announced
which offers to musical people 10 weeks
is
je French in origin and authorship,
of the finest orchestral music, ranging
•n adaptation of "Gri-Gri," a German . from Purcell and Bach to Wagner. Deplay, and if lie fails to prove it he will L
his
I bussy, and Elgar, with the possibility
a week's receipts from any of
of a surprise here and there in the shape
theatres to the Actors' Benevolent Fund.
It is not such a
§An Australian play, "On Our Selec-i' of a good flew work.
bad bargain, and It is one which musical
blocks'!
Won," typical of life in the back
cheerfully, since
people
accept
the
more
Kudd,
Stesle
by
written
«f Australia,
they can get their music and go away
was produced at Ramsgate, for the first
begin."
ballads
before
tho
is
It
thne in England, on Aui?. 16.
"A
booked at tho Lyric in London.
Operas to be brought out at the 1
'^election' is the ground on which a','
Opera Comlque, Paris: "Le Rc* Can- r
'iajuatter settles in the back settlements
Theg daule." by Bruneau; "Dana l'ombre dc I
.
of the Australian continent.
"Conchita," Zan"day has been written on tho lines of the J la Cathedrale." Hue;
donai; "Forfaiture," C. Erlanger. (pos- |.
Why
aid dramas of 20 years ago.
PuItoi."
thusous);
"Caprice
de
Should the author have made the Junior
(Vermembers of the Rudd family, with the get; "Les Una et, les Autrea"
Del1
"Camilla."
d'Ollone;
lalne).
Mac
exception of Kate, such a lot of 'softies'?
mas; "Messaouda," Rate*; "Fra Anwar experiences have shown the young l gellco."
Qriffe,"
"La
Hlllemacher;
,
Kative Australian to be gifted with
"Dame LIballet,
Blent y of common sense and full of grit. 1 Fourdraln: and a
bellule," by the American, Blair Faircharacters can only have been In-

"The Fugitive."

The Theatre in Berlin, as Described
by the London Times
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child.

troduced for the purposes of comedy."
On Aug. 31 "Chu Chin Chow" entered
an its fifth year at His Majesty's The-

Ninon de Lenclo* is the heroine of an
opera by L. Malngueneau, performod

has been remounted

Templeton Strong's "Life of an Artlst" for violin solo and orchestra was
brought out at the Zurich festival with
Szigetl. violinist. The work Is on the
list of the Promenade Concerts In London. Mr. Strong, who was an Intimate
friend of MacDowell, once sojourned In

London.

lltre.

It

at Als-4es-Bains late In July.

and redressed beyond all recognition."
tittle plays of Uablndranath Tagore
brought out on July 2-S in London by the
East and West and the India.t Art and
Dramatic Society were five In number,
flv "dramatic lyrics." In "The FareKail Curse" it Is shown that love Is of
greater account than knowledge. "The
Deserted Mother" tells of a boy by the
aun-god nnd a queen. The mother had
the boy brought up by a humble charioteer. He becomes leader of forces commanded Ay five other mortal brothers,
{refers deith with loyalty to victory
with shame, and refuses to go back with
"Suthis formerly unnatural mother.
tee" is written against man-made laws
Sinner,"
tho
warring
of
sects:
"The
hnd
against the tenets of blood-sacrifice.

little

piano concertos "by Liszt
nt two concerts at
8chevenlngen, conducted by his father.
baritone,
has been singBaltistini, the
ing in Switzerland in opera and In con-

and Tschalkowsky

affair

must have been very

One somehow comes across
Of.

hits
theatrical Ignorance at every corner,
little

but the most glaring instance I have met
at late in the following, by a very proVlncliil scribe. I quote the exact words:
["A better performance has hardly been
seen at the New Lyceum. Tho new. not
the old, whereas, you may remember,
tin actor named Irving waa wont to let
tho benches in a roar." Surely the writer
Was confusing matters. Imagine Irving,
England's representative Hamlet, Mathins, Beclcet and Chnrles I., the most
aerloi's. sardonic, even sinister actor of
pis time, accused of being a buttonHursting comic? In Irvine's days It waa

Lyceum." on account of the
1-uslu
cathedral-liko atmosphere created In tho auditorium. Now somebody
writes nonsense of this description from
the banks of the beautiful Irwell, and
we still send missionaries abroad!— The
tailed "St.
1

Btnce.

L "Abraham

Lincoln" will be— or has
,Toen«~produced In Casech at Prague during: the Czech national festival In the
ieomlng autumn. The foreign office has
jtpvlted the author, John Drinkwater. to
be present on that occasion. Authorized
translations of Lincoln are being made
into

all

except

the chief

European languages

French), as well as Japanese."

Promenade Programs

in

London;

Random Music Note3
The London Times, commenting on the
JpTograms of the Promenade Concerts
•

whirl, benran on Aug. 14. regretted that
Scrlnbin was to be represented only by
hn early and uncharacteristic piano conaerto; that the name of Stravinsky was
not on the list.
[ "There is still a certain amount of the
(tamely second-rate music in these pro•prrnms whi.*h it should be the aim of all
©litnterprlslng young composers to re(

place.

Does any one, for example, really

Want

to listen to the overtures of Goldtaark, which come nt the end of sev-

eral

programs? Only those who can sur-

t

I

The London critics agreed in saying
that the late opera season at Covent
arden was disappointing.
Gatty Sellars, organist, returning to
London after he had toured for several
years In Canada, the United States and
South America, "where he has given
2000 recitals," bays ho has played on
more organs than any other living man.
In South America he gave recitals during the war in aid of British patriotic
(
i

|
;

I
'

.

|

The London Dally Telegraph said apropos of Paul DukJr's piano sonata:
"There appears to be In M\ Dukttfs a
fear of the commonplace which amounts
almost to an obsession. He would much

.

.

be really true that a people gets
It deserves, one imagines
that it akio gets the theatre It deserves,
nnd the w.»ve of Immorality and of everything erottach has, of course, had It*
effect on t»H> theatre as on every other
phase of Berlin life. Otherwise, one feels,
Wedekind would not be one of Hie moat
popular playwrights, and Plei-r* Louya'a
"The Woman and the Puppet" Would
not <je chosen for the Berlin stage at all;
and efforts are oelng made to render
Wagner'3 music attractive to the now
rich by inserting what Is called a "Natlura Ballett" Into the Vcnusberg- aot ef
"Tannhacuse'-." It maybe more In keeping with tho original legend of the Venusbcrsr. but certainly It is not only the
love of accuracy that has led to the InIf

the
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Huntsman," introduced Into "Apollo
and Daphne; or, the Burgomaster
Tricked," an entertainment produced
the

I

u
'
I

t
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j
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comedy. "Don Quixote In England"), by
"The
lira. Kennedy, on a revival <of
Beggar's Opera."
Other popular arlists and entertainers who gave vogue
to hunting ditties, now, seemingly, in
"the seer and yellow leaf." were J.
W. Rowley, Jqsoph Vernon. Charles
John
Dibdin and Chnrles Incledon.
Rich', with memory kept nlive in the
"Gay Rich and Rich Gay" play upon
wot 4s, composed the music for "Hark,

.
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government

novation.
Far apart from the struggle berwean
the managers who are determined to

rather be artificial than express a plain t
thought in a plain. way. The restlessness i
and inequality which mar otherwise in- 1
t.erestlng parts of the work are. oft
course, Inevitable results of this determination to be otiginai at all costs,
There is no greater bore than the man
who resolves to be witty."
With regard to his collection of
'Hunting Jingles." contained in tiie
well-Illustrated little book of that title.
published at 5s. by the Press Printers,
Ltd.. Richard Northcott points out that
the majority of those stirring or pawere originally
thetic hunting songs
Jennie
(composed for stage .purposes.
[Lee, for example, made popular Wh>te
Melvillt-'s setting of his "Drink, Puppy,
Drink": and the same was done with
Will Go"
respect to "A-Huntlng
(originally given In Henry Fielding's

sickmay be interested.' So it was only a75O,0f»I
loss of
ness of the pocketbook.
marks in three months looks pretty blf..
but under the present rate of exchanf •
enougi«
it is only about $14.010-plenty big
however, to be discouraging."
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>
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POPS FLOUKISH AGAIN ~"

1

UONDAT,"

capture audiences by fair means or foul
and the audiences who show no desire
to be t Might stands Relnhardt.
And
yet not quite so far apart aa one would
rave expected, for one of the two pieces
now running at Mb Grosses S -hauapielhaus also shows the traces Of this wava,
of sex obseeslon.
"Lyslstrata" is very'
amusing, even If Aristophanes might
have sonic difficulty In recognizing hta
oWn play In German version, but it la
too thin for the Grosses Schausplelhaus.
It would have been quite as Amusing*
in any other theatre in Berlin, and It is
not the sort of play one would imagine
Reinhardt would select on his own InUiatlve.

But the Idea

of the women
war by refusing;
yield to their husbands and the se*
desire that is at the bottom of the whole
comedy is well suited to the demand*
of Berlin at the moment. "Julius Caesar"

Ixteditatibu from "Thais".
h/antaila, "Touch"
ICJroiKl selection from "Aliln"..
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Dream"
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Dublnoshka (Russian Folk Sons)
_
.
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Walt*. "Jo"? Fellows"
I
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Hungarian March. "Rakoczy'
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Fantasia. "L'Oraeolo"..
Prelude to "Lohengrin"
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Wagner
Uomanza. "Alrmin Leaf......
Violin Solo, J. Hoffmann
.Wagner
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and
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!x.vcDeath from
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... ..Straus*
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lv( Maria
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Solo violin, harp, organ and
.Tsebalkowgj
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solo,

Mr.
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Keller.

Kom***

Waltz, "tiirls of lladen"

Pomp and CSrcHmstance

tailor's "goose," is the
"geese" or "gooses"? A tailor
England solved the question in this

Speaking of a
plural
in

i

manner. Ordering two of these pressing irons, he wrote:

me

"Dear Sirs: Please send
or's goose. Yours faithfully.^
"P.

make

On second

S.
it

one

tail-

]

^
please

thoughts,

two."

rutting an end to the

"Mongeese"
The publication of this letter brought
in Lonto mind an academic discussion
The Athenaeum
lon some years ago.
Club was vexed by rats. There was an
importation to put an end to the pest.
The officers of the club found it necessary to post this notice: "Members

to"

out and away above anything clsa
that has been staged by Reinhardt. The
conception of the murder scene, when
Caesar stumbles all the way down the
gigantic staircase, only to receive the
final stab from Brutus when he is almost in the midst of the audience, deserves the use of that mucn-mlsused
word "magnificent."

are requested not to feed or otherwise
highly
pets of the mongeese."
respected member, a 'bishop of years and

The New York Evening Post
Sept.

said on

dignity,

1:

at the theatre then open in Lincoln's
Inn Fields, tn 1724. The words of this
were by that prolific dramatist and
editor, Lewis Theobald.
A piece of
similar title, brought out at Drury Lane
In the year following, contained the.;
song.
"Away, We've Crowned the
Day," with music by Henry Carey. Ift

"Apparently the real reason why Max
Reinhardt has given up his Berlin theatres is not Ill-health after all. His brother, Edmund Rhelnhardt, who looked after
the business end. has made a statement
in an open letter to the Loknlanzeiger.
which is at least frank. He says: "My
brother is anything but tired of Berlin or

Mr. Northcott had brought his engrossing survey further down
to date
he
might have included in it a reference

his three theatres there. The cruel facts
are these: The total box-office receipt*

A

make

!

.

.Massenet

..

.

Verdi
..Cliarpentier
Jour" from "I/mise
Thorns*
IKiitr' uete from "UlgnOB"
H'a ;acr
Overture to "Tannhaiiser"
Prelude an.l Sleiltana from "Cuvnllerla
Maseagai
Hnsttcana"
Biiet
jj-psy Dance from "Carmen
trf-oncai alio
fntermezio Yrom" "I Pagliaeci"
ttaeehanale from "Samson and Delilah
Salni-Saeos

"Depuis

is

•

silm'. is

Polonaise from "Klisen OneBin"..1Vchait:owsU/
IlosRinl
lOverlure to "The B irber of Seville"

champagne.
i

funds.

precious.

tunes such as Lahar used to produce for
the joy of the world.
Plays and comedies have, of course,
one great advantage over their musical
sisters*— they do not necessarily cost a
fortune to produce; and Berlin has one
or two extraordinarily goad plays at the
moment, "The Raschoffs" and "The
Higher Life" are drawing well, as plays
by Sudermann genearll do; and "The
Importance of Befhg Earnest" (under
the deceiving title of Bunbury) is worth
going miles to see. The Lessing Theiatre has been very successful with Bernard Shaw's "Pygmalion" and with
"Peer Gynt" (which before the war was
certainly one of the best productions
that had ever been staged in Berlin.
When shall we have a really good "Peer
Gynt" In England? And there are hall
a dozen more plays that deserve a far
greater success than they are having.
The real theatregoers, however, have
realized that they cannot afford to
spend very much on amusements, and
the people who now have the money art
peoplo who prefer the numerous cabaret! near Lbe Fricdrichstrasse and the
Kurfurstendamm. with their alluring
advertisements of almost naked dancers
nnd their expensive dinners and SWeet

I

who has been

I

,

cert.

poem with h

theatres closed for the summer several weeks before their usual time.
The musical comedy theatres, which
used to enjoy a popularity hardly
equalled anywhere else in the world, art
the chief sufferers. As their success depended far more on the number of thr
chorus girls and on the prettiness ami
extravagance of their dresses and o!
the scenery that surrounded them than
Ipn the actual music, their failure war
inevitable. Besides, no really good light
(composer has appeared here recently tt
(compensate for the poorness of the
scenery by the intoxication of waits.
lin

j

refer him to an auditor
instructed to place the
books at the disposal of any one who

these figures

.

enormous, since even now every good
Berliner adores the stage and would dc
what he could to save it; but it becomes
daily move difficult for the" actor-managers to pay the actors as they should
be paid, with the result that actor after
j.ctor is going over to _ne enemy camp
It was not for nothing that several Ber-

I

played

Isch,

fefrain FOundlmr like "Jaia. Jnia, hac."

The whole

,

possibility of buying up almost all the
Berlin theatres.
The price would be

.

riod

':

I

Mltzka Nlklsoh. son of Arthur Nik-

thomo of "Mothor's^rayer" is the
disowning by a mother of her son, who,
gambling, had won a kingdom from his
Bouslns.
The dramatists. In black cap
chanted a

.

Boston.

•The

avnd robe,

f

chorus and orchestra alone was
marks. The government tax for the P«was 573,104 marks. Should any one.
feel skeptical as to the accuracy of
l.SSS.nOO

l
,

I

,

rlod for the salaries of actors, actresses,

Berlin seems to liave reached that
stage when common sense is beginning
to gain the upper hand over the hysterical extravagance that is one of the results of the war.
The consequence 1*1
that the stage is faced with a crisis.
Some of the theatres, indeed, can scarcely be expected to surv ive as theatres at
all, and I am told that the Berlin cinema
firm "Ufa" is seriously considering the

,

j

81

from the three theatres from MarfTi 1 to
31 were 1.701,469 marks, including
luxury tax. The cost for the same pe-

Stage.

May

J

I

—The

insisted

that the word should

be "mongooses."

Fortunate hippopotamus! He
lowed two plural forms. And so
gladiolus,

nounced

in

which may
two ways.

be

alao
'

is

al-

is

the
pro-

Add "Notes on Slang"
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controlling
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or
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dinirfsf

London was brought before
the magistrate and fined 40 shillings

rooms

In

with 21 shillings costs for selling butter

u
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,

82
net of the nature, substance an<* quality
demanded. A food and druss act of

tion 'shock the ear.

1

he is grabbed by a cinema
or
His histrionic abllill is
film plays.
the matter of race
slight importance
As th.
and figure is everything.
greater salary
director can pay a far
can irtWKW
than the theatrical manager hesitate ror|
not
the young Adonis does

aa this was a working man s restauwith
rant no one should expect bread
butter at that prior: It was commercially
impossible; to wnlch the magistrate re••Whether the customer is
plied nobly
a working m*« or not he is entitled to

tfefet

for

cup of tea and two slices." or if they
wished eooa they asked for "a cup of
thick and two doorsteps."
Mr. Douglas Newton has recorded the
jtcims of endearment with which the
Prince of Wales was greeted In America.
He was to the 'flapper" in NewfoundIn New
land "a dandy bey. a plush.'
Brunswick: "He 11 do. He's just a Oa"cute
was
a
he
Ottawa
In
radian."
!

I

I

Otis

'

which the price of cigars has recently been Jacked up? A once popular

I

I

retail tobacconists in

I

cents straight
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London had
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better results."
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sort that

once

House in Bosxowded the Grand Operabricked up>« *
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magazine of wide
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others.

"Inexorable"
The performance of Bernard Shaw's
"Heartbreak House" announced in New
Tork has been postponed until after

I

is

now

on the

by

3§

%u3K
«gjg
v&W ^
c.n>f

means a Hun. Attila was a female Hun,
so Attilus means a male Hun."
In
American newspapers the radiant, fleetfooted maiden Atalanta, "whose name

as blessing to speak," is frequently
confounded with the town in Georgia,
Atlanta.
We have heard some speak
is

j

j

I
I

Mr
>-V

Mr.

letter

man. Tell it to the marines, Mr. Fenger; sailors won't believe it. Changing
the course Is not. but tacking Is changing the course. To change the course of
a yacht while running free if it was to
leeward would require a jib; if to windward, only hauling aft bf sheets. Navigation at sea means to get to the point of
destination as soon as possible and as
directly.
If running free, the ship's
course was laid direct; if there came a,
change of wind, there came a change!
of sail, not the point of sailing.
If a
head wind prevailed, then came beating,
usually one long leg and one short leg,
according to the wind.
Then it was
tack ship.
Tack ship was the sailor term for all
classes of vessels. If the vessel "(here
an illegible word)" stayed, then it became necessary to wear ship, which is
a turn to* leeward. Yacht seamanship
has a wonderful vocabulary, something
like "hoist the main sheet," etc.
Regarding keelhauling, I never heard
of the yardarm style:
always it was
along the keel from forward to aft, an 1
a single line rope was used, not fastened
to the neck but to the hands or about
the body.
I plead guilty of ignorance in regard
to the "Jeniney-legs" question.

man and made

his part convincing.
piece abounds in bits of Shavian

wit and wisdom,

and these are given
due emphasis by the players.
operetta,

"Puritana," a ne- American
Walter Greenough.
bv Oscar Haase and
ol singinterpreted by a large company
THEATRE—
the.
HOLLIS
is
comedians,
ers and
of
Theatre this
production in Boston of "The Master
traction at B. F. Keith's
threel week.
Last evening a large audience
Ballantrae," a romantic drama in
,

*H

in its approval.
adapted by Carl Mason from was warm
but
that|
This operetta has a pretty setting,
Robert Louis Stevenson's novel of
new
is an old one with a
I

acts,

The descriptive advertisements of film
havej
stars and film plays in Los Angeles
city.
affected the restaurants of that
One has

for

a

"top-liner" on the

fare "Sensational Chops."
there are "Star Stews"; at

bill off:

i

I
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i

of excel. euce in one restaurant:
cooking ts done by mothers."
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Our Young Stage Lovers
:he theatregoer
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Boston. often Won-i;

managers
at the choice made by
youn? men for leading juvenile roles,
song. Pew of
rers* "ith or without
case when they
ese young men are at
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tractive steaks," another "meaty masfailed to
terpieces." An English visitor
"pictorial
fin'l "humoroup sandwiches,"
but he'
potatoes" or "comic cheese,"
was pleased by reading the guarantee,

The

bu^

On another

a third res-,
taurant the bill of fare calls attention
"feature foods a la Francaise," "at-

the theme
The chief feature of Hie act is
twist
girls, who sins
the ensemble of pretty
the simplicity
M
well and look attractive in
garb.
:::::
their puritanical
'of
y
M
was
One of the most interesting acts
assisted atj
Maurice Barrett
that of the Mellette sisters,
Sicundra bass
dancers,
The
N ? nc>
the piano by Lew Pollack.
Jessie Broun
fVn
Whiteside
the con..Walker
James Durlc
both attractive, get away from
of
ventional. Thev have the advantage
Mr. Mason has constructed from Ste
draand all
task,
youth are eager for their
Venson'8 great story an absorbing
Mr.
an
in
by
performed
presented
were
is
it
matic riddle and
their 'numbers
Whiteside and his associates in master- enchanting unity of movement.
highest
ly fashion with the aid of the
Other acts on the bill were Williams
puzzle
was
art of stagecraft accessories. Tne
and Elinore in a new offering that
cryptic
bill: Miss
Stevenson's
in
expressed
is
(he real laugh-getter of the
great
so
is
studies
man
aphorism: "Not every
Robbie Gordone. in character
yet so
Aileen Stanley, an amazonian
a coward as he thinks he is. nor
at and poses;
her act
good a Christian," which is quoted
blonde, who not onlv dressed
James
by
play
the
in
well as taste, but who
a critical point
engag- with opulence as
imperin Mr. Whiteside's most
pleasingly
Durie
in
a
sang her songs
tone.
in in
ing manner and most sonorous
sonal way: Nash ai d. O'Donnell.
first aphero's
the
infelicity.
from
One looks
some uproarious ?ketch of domestic
burnt
excellent
pearance to his last moment for
an
in
how far Miller and Lyles.
funny
revelation, however slight, of
near cork act, introducing a decidedlyHerbert
how
and
cowardice
from
removed
boxers;
James Dune is. burlesque of dancing
*
to a Christian the real
Brooks, in an interesting act
there
The light does not come.. Instead,
S. Blondy and
John
and
jards.
pack of
itantlv flashed hiits that James

name.
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peculiar Joy 0 f a milier.— Ed.

For Mr. Fenger
As the AVorld Wags:
At last there's an answer to my question, and as I expected, from
a yachts-

without ideas. H. Conway Wingfield ap-j
reared briefly as a broken-down work-|

The

war—a good German—declared

great

j

"Hippolytus
availing performance of
"My nose
bv our old friend Europides. a strong
was suddenly assailed by sitting disnell of oranges. I observed

of the Atalantic ocean, as we know a
Bostonian who suffered from a "bronichal" complaint. But we wander, which
as a German poet— long before the

was the

|

in Boston Theatres
Hubert Bath was once in the galLondon,
of the Court Theatre.
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at fault"?
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Melody."

who

We'll be the goat.
should say
"is," just for the pleasure of being corrected by Mr. John P. Noitall. The late
Dr. Harris,
medical inspector, playwright, Latinist and wit, insisted on
pronouncing "paresis" with the accent
on the second syllable.
"I know it's
wrong," he said, "but if I should pronounce the word correctly, my patients
would think me an ignoramus."
read in a London journal a conversation
held in a race train. The subject was
the meaning of names given to thoroughbreds.
"Attilius" was mentioned.
In some newspapers it was "Attilus."
One man said: "I feel sure that Attilus
is wrong."
his vis-a-vis answered: "It's
quite right, sir. Take it from me. It

'

fessor of Greek and a collector of re- |
ligions.
also joins, and even pounds
the big drum in street parade because
he is in love with her.
The need of more money for the family
induces the proud and self-righteous
Lady Britomart to summon the husband J
He comes, shatters her
to her home.
serenity and the commonplace ideals of
the others, breaks the hold of the army
on his daughter, adopts her fiance as
his successor in the Undershaft works,
and showers a flood of eloquence in
witty, paradoxical, shrewd and shocking attacks on preconceived ideas.
It is a serious play and Viola Roach
as Lady Britomart was a faithful interpreter of the serious daughter of a*
British earl, while Robert Noble, one!
of the newcomers in the company, gave
his most severe sarcasm a coating ofj
humor. E. E. Clive as Bill Walkerj
added a strong touch of comedy and
Nicholas Joy was the impersonation of
a young Englishman of birth and class

music by one Cecil
A song words and Englishman,
adverLaw? apparently an publisher,
bears this
ted by a London
Bonzer
Boshter
Dinkium
"It's a

'

Easton Furnace.

\

|

Call the Interpreter

I,

don't.

list

letter to a friend in
of film heroes, in a
change of heart
Borto™. announcing his
"Every man
remarked in conclusion:
has his price."

may

know, but there are some who think

she says, because he does moral things
for an immoral reason. Barbara, one of
the daughters, has joined the Salvation
Army and plunges into the work with
Adolphus Cusins, a protrue fervor.

young costers
St. John Ervine rerectly in front of me two
that since the play isl, of an obviously amorous inclination. I
political,
attracaimed at British social and Politics! was naturally curious as. to tlio
couple.
U fe i* would r.ot be affected by cabled. P tion of Euripides fur the young
quiet,
and
Shaw
'nice
Mr
but
behaving
country,
were
In this
They
Smallevery now and again I caught 'Nah,
"Inexorable." And so young Mr.
off but
matter
different
the
as
in
Then
a
weed was "adamant"
tl en, 'ere 'c comes.'
did not
eravy Durin- the war Mr. Shaw by nis character entered, 'Naow, it ain't," in
They survived the
_
tones.
in-ratiate himself with Americans
the n>-; disappointed
oublNhed articles except with
but in the interval I heard
parlor first act,
attendants the
the
of
one
nhenated the pacifists and fhe
asking
As them
Bolsheviki that favored Germany.
name of the comedian, and when he
is no Passing
there
,'
itself,
for the Play
likely £o come onl"
>
fact. man> 1
need of its production; in
without
happy
should be able to die
j
First
having seen it on the stage.
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title:

though the
the presidential election,
Mr.
plav was announced for Oct. 1. that,
Gmld
Shaw wrote to the Theatre
an
for
caustic
too
the comedy might be
audience during that fever-,
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temptation, and
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"As She Is Spoke"
Wags:
Which is correct: "It is I, who am

\

,

Uh

:.".v.

by

iAs the World

amusing and important. The veil ofH
humor may dim the sarcasm, but it isl
there non.e the less, and is vented uncommon
sparingly on the cant and
terms of religion and morality.
The Undershafts are the great muniThe husband
tion makers of England.
and wife have separated, largely, as

i

no: well acquainted with this
luxurious person, and makes him ret-|
Icent and gloomy for the rest of thej
'evening. To preface this choice by the j
careless remark, "Well, I don't care if |
insult to injury.
I do," would be to add
The 'eo-eent smoker justifies his choice
by saving that he smokes only one
cigar a day he wishes it to be a good
Surely, this is the time when a
one.
man in a club should order tobacco
taste
for himself alone, to suit his, own
and his own purse, without thought of

•'he

: :

Is

,

Blanehe Leltoy
Barry WbltcombK
This is the first of Shaw's plays to be
given at the Copley this season, and in
some respects is one o? his best.- It isl.'
.

fallen off, according to report, and
on rescuing her lover,
v.llaine. w:hoh;ad evl
the higher priced are no longer reckwall by desperate
have
We
the
tray.
from
taken
lessly
heard, however, of one man, who when
ra fellow-member orders the tray for
60;'
the company, chooses a cigar at
cents, which disconcerts the orderer, if

'

:

what

con that wrote Shakespeare's and Marlowe's plays, the "Anatomy of Melancholy,"
besides the Essays, the "Ad-'
jVancement of Learning" and the stupid
collection of merry sayings and jests.
Calverley's Bacon was a tobacconist in
Cambridge, England.

Mrs Raines
illton

has

1

: :

Mammy Mitchens
Snobby Price

stem

a

Calverley's Bacon
The question has been asked, Who
was the Bacon referred to in Calverley's
"Ode to Tobacco"? He was not the Ba-

Koyton

::::::::.*.

gg?
Pill Wnlker

smoke cigars at £5 a hundred,
while the new rich patronize the most
expensive brands.
Since prohibition was enforced the
•ale of cigars in several clubs in Boston

h..
lngrid Dillon

the

of

"draw."

It

to

—
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wonder

decreed,

enough of
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curve

1

tlio latest In Ivnvls in the windows displayed
Will bo crusted with diamonds, rubies, mid lode
A. W., la the Lumlon baily Chronicle.

performances of their
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law.
relapse Into silence and call

lead
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moment.
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disposing of their big stocks
eulty
even before the super-tax was proposed, for the new poor could no longer

'

We

Shaw.
bara," a comedy by C. Bernard

:

Screen and Stage

.1

Every character is portrayed by Mr.
Whiteside's companions in a manner
that is above reproach and aids at all
points in creating the illusion of possiMaurice Barrett as
bility and reality.
the Hindu, Nancye Stewart as Jessie,
Alison give paras
Shields
Miss
and

COPLEY

.

now

20
cents straight. "Will this raise in prices
win smokers to the pipe? It is said that
at

cigar

I

finish

the

If our ftrealdo discussion she turns upon storks,!]
retort with a hint on the maklnc of frocks:
I
Should our argument threaten a breach of love's

When

to

from

filled

Is

j

passionate love of Alison, hatred of his
brother, ever resourceful skill In meeting danger and turning it to his own
account with a manner that forces the
onlooker to admire him even in his
devlltries-that Mr. Whiteside reveals
The achis extreme and varied skill.
at
tion all happens in the great hall
gripping
breathlessly
It is
Durisdeer.

:

In

I

'

best film acting of
In many cases, the
eKperhmce^ aptor
today comes from the
pla
<=o» flde n t '
"|
of second rank, who
i
ds and
s hands
himself in the .producer
twuble
les
causes
»
thus not only
gets infinitely
to everybody, but
1

the peace-pipe
"jar."

There are times when

for a

I

_

way

For

that

from start

Z

the

'

hair;

A« oar smoke-wreaths commingle how happj
we are.

Stevenson's story of James's wanderings
and heighten
is revealed to illuminate
the situations without dulling interest

-

Almost Prohibitive
Has anyone commented on

'

smohl

•

That is Pamela curled in the opposite ihalr,
She Is coaxing her pipe with u pin from hc»

James adopts in order to get the
money he wants-filial love of father,

™,

fellow" with "no kiiigsluff" about
him. or as o;ie admirer put it. "There
Iro't a sheet ol ice between us and him."

of

trick

playing the contradictory roles

It is in

Hg*

l'ttle

I

swered.

,

Misplaced
Skinner and other actors
worst acting for
have" told us that the
rule from the
the screen comes as a
on
engagement of celebrated actresses
Skinner made
the legitimate stage. Mr.
too alter n*Btf
this remark before he,
a nlm plaj.
refusals became the hero of
Stage of London
We old recently In the
That
"Stars
an article entitled
the >eason.
Twinkle." The writer gives
won't be told
in the studio they
have known of thouor taught, and I
nlm bem.
sands of feet of expensive outwardly
an
taken and scrapped by
producer,
but inwardly angry
oat ient
over and
who has to take their scenes
decent shot
over again before even a
™t
If the star were
can be scored.
Producer certainthe contract,' Mr.
moment
a
for
would not endure him

Mr

fine:)

"swallowing his
tongue" and appearing dead, taught him
him from the
saves
by Secundra Dass,
mob bent on avenging Jessie Broun.
James revives, but he knows he is really
dying and he goes from life with the
evnical remark: "It's a good trick in
ScotIndia, but a damned poor one in
land." and the riddle remains unan-

The Hindu

a moment."

for.'"

course of the
It came ou: In the
seldom asked
trial that the customers
bread and butter. They ordered "a

THE PIPES OF PAM
the suggestion that trowim ehoutd

(On

he does not.

;

:

I

,

enPW«3

r

hara what he asks

I

weeks
wore talking two or three
then
aso with un accomplished comedian up.V
This subject was brought
in town.
As eoonl
and he gave an explanation. /
comes a'°ns
us a handsome young chap

We

of bread
ru-lal had oallvd fer two allocs
««rvad
and butter. co« Had. *»•
'tv« aUcM of bread plastered with marThe deiendents' luwyer said
, r „„.

j

'«' noes ami
b playing a part in an umt
the hope Is ever adroitly suggested that
so handsome, debonnalre, brilliant and
dashing a gentleman will show before
the end that his surface of selfishness
and evil conceals a soul of honor. But

Their
has exhausted his gold on them.
not|
It
voices should bo sandpapered.
prouuncla-j
and
filed: tlx'"' enunciation

I

Architecture on the Screen
Reviewing a film play, the N. Y.
Evening Post sa.\ s that the production
of ':The Branded Woman'' is lavish

tut hardly intelligent. "Just why the
home of a young English diplomat in
.Paris should have the proportions of a
;

with stono interiors and Gothic
arches as far as the eye can reach,
a puzzle. This sort of dwelling has
evidently become standard for all foreign domiciles of any pretensions on
the screen" The reviewer also remarks:
"Foolish screen wives who will not tell
castle,

:

is

—

their

husbands

are sure to

unsavory

come out are

facts

which

all too plentiso patently due
to the will of the scenario writer that
one can accord them only a perfunctory
ful.

Their silence

sympathy."

is

'

A
|

Flat Catching

iiorne" in our archiof "house" into
tectural and popular journalese.
W'c

Game

'

Three men were charged in a London
police court with gamins. The apparatus consisted of a roll of ribbon and a
pencil.
The simple person backed hlmjself to put the pencil or skewer through

have lit turn be«-n exhorted to "shingle
ycur home with cypress shingles!" "Buy
a leddibuilt home!" ".Make your home
water-tight!" "Paint your home red!"
et cetera, ad uauseam.
"Home wreckers'' unblushingly advertise their services, and (supposedly to defeat their

;

the loop in the ribbon. It is said that
this "pricking the garter" or "pricking
jthe loop" is an old game.
It
was
practised by gipsies at fairs in Shakespeare's timer referred to by him in "Anthony and Cleopatra" as "fast and
loose." Is the game familiar in this

We

country?
cattle-show

in

nefarious

designs)
others
agree
"purge your home of vermin." I

Now

IConnecticut, yet

all

sorts of swindlers

in

New York

this season,

is

dillge.itly

Woman

to

In Henry Fielding's newspaper, The
Champion (1740), Is a report of an im-

State

Home."

B.

I

I let

sheets.
f

hindering him,

R.

of last

Sunday

quoted an "official note" from the. press
agent of the National Symphony Orchestra of that city to this effect:
"Internal conditions in the Boston
Symphony Orchestra led many to seek
new fields, 1" premier players (having
found places In the National' Sym-

and

repair.

The tomb was erected by

British

merchants in Lisbon.
count of time and weather

On

ac-

needs
should be
with lead.
it

also

stated

tioned for the vacant conductorship of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Our

which has fallen out in many places,
and the inscription is no longer legible.
The cost would be about £10. Mr. Nodder
would like it if £100 were raided In addiion for keeping the tomb permanently

teacher, Mr. Adamowskl, will be the
first to smile at this statement.
Meanwhile the accomplished Pierre Monteux
is

n repair. He has written to Prof. W.
L. Cross of Yale University, asking
him to enlist the support of Fielding's

Estrella

4.

best

but the opinion of a pn>
or a group of persons at a certain
hour.
There is no absolute standard,
though the motive of the author should
always ibe considerocli" Here> is one of
it

and

has bten

many

American

Bclliston

Mr.

brave,
blessed

lishman, who was
mon sense and humor.

"Home"

manlv Kngwith com-

for "House'

F. A.

FENGER

Gagger Farm, Cohassett.

We

The Clasper Crew
World Wags:

the

As the
There "was a reference In your column
the other day to famous rowing crews
made up of members of the same

when warm L» body threw off a most
pleasant odor, as was reported of Alexander the Great. Montaigne, Herbert of
Cherbury, Rousseau, Benvenuto Cellini,
Mr. Pepvs, Franklin, Casanova, these
;are the great masters of autobiography,
though Goethe, Gibbon, George Borrow,
Leland and Sala are not to be ignored.
The great poseur of them all was Rousseau, and Mr. Ernest Newman declares
that Borrow was a "bounder."
Only in a few instances does Mr.

|

[

Huneker

past 50. If I am not mistaken he was
nearly 60 before he gave up the game.
have heard it said that Harry inI
vented and introduced the outrigger,
but I have also heard it disputed: it is
tolerably certain that it was largely
ij through him that the (then) new device
was adopted by oarsmen. Sixty years
ago Harry was universally regarded in
Great Britain as the father of modern
rowing, and his shells were eagerly
sought. Perhaps some old Tynesider, a
reader of your column, will tell us
something of this .remarkable rowing
family.
Maiden.
B. B. £.

.

Gagger
As the World Wags:
In answer to many inquiries following
icy letter published in The Herald, I
beg the further use of your column to
explain tho meaning of "rum gagger."

I

I

ICapt. Ansted'a definition will

as any: "One

When

who gags

(tells

for his trouble."

I

And now,

for the benefit of those per

nistent upholders of

the Volstead

should

am

s
"Steeplejack," by

speaking etymologically. Alas,
tiiileve that owing to his Ignorance of
the exact meaning of the term rum
gagger one of these "upholders" has
already met with a peculiar if not unI

timely end.
The night following my article in The
Herald, Tuesday, Sept. 7, to be exact.
I was awakened by the sounds of some,
v , in our kitchen.
one moving about
With
my usual precaution. I secured my shotgun, loaded with rock salt for night
marauders.
As it was well toward
morning, the moon shone in through
the kitchen windows and there in one
corner I discovered a man kneeling by
an oil water-heater which had but recently been installed. He had already
removed the jacket, exposing the twin
copper coils in which the water Is
heated and seemed to be tampering
with the mechanism belo.w the coils.
So intent was he in his operations, that
he did not sense hry presence and 1
stood watching him, ready at any in-

I

1

.

I

5?

I

IL, 127 pp.
'

and

33

*

James Gibbons Hun

Three portraits of tho auother portraits. There Is a

..

,

Mr. Alden March, editor-in-chief of the
In which these pages
appeared daily for five months last year,
Mr. Hunekar puts on the same page a
quotation from "Thus Spake Steeple-

worked

in
Mr. Huneker's
books or In periodicals.

maternal grandfather, James Gibbons,
born In Donegal, who dealt in superlatives and hated1 the Sassenach; the
father, with his gay, broad homor and
baritone voice, with his stories of actors,
.singers and artists whom he had known,
a collector of mezsotints, line engravings, etchings, lithographs; the loving
mother, who wished her boy to be a
priest, allowing him intellectual freelom. but indignant when she caucht

* ound

a vane which swung as the wind
Thereat h* marvelled and reJ° lc c<L "Beholdl' he cried, 'thou glowing
symbol of the New Man, A weatherJcock and a mighty twirling, Thl» then
the sign set in tho sky for Im-

preceding

the first volume there is the account of parents and grandparents, the
In

jack"!

"And now when the Great Noon had
corae Steeplejack touched the Up of the
Bplr*> wn6re > Instead of a cross, he
listcth«

1

•

1

|

j
1

"How much do you think,
made on the tour?" And to the self-

The first volume is the more entertaining and the more valuable.
The
revelations, descriptions and confessions
aro frank. In the second volume there
Is too often a straining after effect, Selfconsciousness.
In the two volumes a
good deal of the material has been

Philadelphia Press,

J

to

It

,

alternately praised and dorlded In these volumes. Dedicating "this
book of vanity, dreams and avowals" to

.

him

was not neoessary
say that he was paid the

Sun,

virtuoso, Rosenthal, his colman of biting Semitic wit, answered, "Half."
Nor was it necessary, nor was It of
vital Importance to the reader, for Mr.
Huneker to say that he in one day
had five columns on the editorial page
of the Sun. N'iming the men that wrote
for the short-lived Weekly Critical Review of Paris, he takes pains to tell us
that his name was nest to that of
Huysroans,
It should have come before. If alphabetical order
was observed.
These are not the only distances where egotism escapes artistlo
restraint and might be Called boosting
by those who are not acquainted, with
tho man himself.

index \t 17 pages,
Mr. Huneker chooses for a motto the
line "I find no sweeter fat than sticks
to my own bones"! a line of Walt Whlt,_
is

-

league, a

full

— _ „ who
man

confessions.
the

satisfied

Published by Charles Scrlbnar'a
Sons. New York. VoL L, 320 pp.} voL
thor,

his

rious cities.

ekcr.

I

,

for

act.

add
that a "gagger" has
r.cthing to do with the gauging of rum
or spirits nor with their manufacture.
I

in

highest salary In town as a dramatic
critlo and to state the exact amount.
This, unfortunately, reminds one of a
Viennese story. Alfred Gruenfeld ( the
planisti was talking in a cafe about a
6orles of concerts hn had ^iven In va-

•j)

rum

down

|

1

improba-

fall

he speak3 of his work on

New York

.

do as well

ble stories) In the hopes of getting

episode did not

portrays him-

j

I

Symphony programs

Rum

George Salntsbury, In his
preface to the immortal novel. In
fact
he made an ingenious defence of Tom
and his historinn. Tom was no more
an offender in this affair than were
John
Churchill. |>uke of Marlborough
many
men of Fielding's time, and ni.n that
came before and afterwards. Hut what
a whitewashed creature is the Lady
Bellaston
in
Buchanan's play,
the
abominable
perversion
of
Fielding's
novel that was seen not long ago
at the

in which he unconsciously
self as a generous,

...

1

British

Copley Theatre!
It is to be hoped that
this news about
Fielding s tomb will lead some,
who
acquainted with the three novels are
and
pen Jonathan Wild," to read
Field-

tists.

.1

Sophia Western has almost always
been commended by Wtiva readers;
whereas the publication of the novei
was once prohibited in Paris on the
ground that Sophia's elopement from
her father's house set a bad example
for French girls."

The Lady

Rum

myself, and the rest of men and
children— the supreme egoConfess in your narrow, timorous
souls that there Is nothing so interest'Ing as yourselfj
I promise to tell
you everything, even though it blisters
the paper on which It is printed, which
Edgar Allan Poe asserted would happen
If a man wrote his inmost thoughts."
How the egotism of a man writing
his memoirs affect the reader depends
Ion the taste displayed by the writer.
Montaigne bared his body as well as his
soul in his essays.
read with avidity today about his personal habits; how
he was "gluttonous of fish"; how from
!a single nightcap he came to a double
coverchef. Herbert of Cherbury Is the
dearer to us Wcause he confesses that

women and

of

must have swallowed a fire-fly which
ignited the gasoline, and thus brought
on his untimely end.

and

.

like

eagerness

to follow out the'
the law, my quondam
intruder had evidently swallowed the
contents of his cup in too much haste.
I had then startled him and flight took
In vaulting the stone wall,
place.
doubtlessly with mouth wide open, he

.

'

,i

man's,' said he."

sioned

Bhock

preparing the

his

I

—

.

•

re-

readers, but It occanot even a ripple of adverse
comment across the English channel.
On the other hand, the character of

—

(

"The Lady Bcllaston

Episode in 'Tom Jones'
garded as immoral by

!

For Desperate Five-O'CIockers
Invite the attention
of
rumfamily. One of the most noted of them
hounds who have contracted the habit
was the Clasper Crew of Newcastle-onof motoring about 5 P. M. to any friend's
Tyne. which was long the despair of
house where they think cocktails may
be shaken to the following passage P contenders for rowing supremacy; for
from Montaigne's essay, "Of Vanitie," * they seemed to be invincible. A noteM worthy feature of this crew was that
as translated by John Florio:
"Diogenes answered according to my i the captain and stroke oar, Harry
Clasper, was stroking winning crews In
humor when being demanded what
kinde of Wine he liked best: 'Another
championship races after he was well

is

his illustrations:

In

commands

We

Libson.

Mr. Jones and Lady Rellastnn
Mr. Cross of Yale, by the way, contributed a thoughtful and frank article
to the Hew York Evening Post of the
11th inst. on "Decency in Literature."
in
which
he
argues
apropos
of
"Jurgen," which he regards as "a sua
taincd piece of Ironic humor, the most
delightful that America has produced
fin
recent years,"
that any
opinion
about the "decency" of a book is "dependent upon time and place, and a'

violoncellist

friend,

for this season, not realizing that
position is "vacant."

admirers in this country. Contributions
oould be sent direct to the Rev. Hf M.
Nodder, St. George s Church, Rua da

i

to his undoing instead of ours. Providence doth move in strange ways.

in

cleaning:
the
inscription
recut and the letters tilled
Thev are now filled with composition,

excellent

I

|

a New York
newspaper a few days ago that Mr.
Josef Adamowskl, who has just returned from Warsaw, is favorably men-

was

!

1

morning air, my keen nostrils picked
jup the scent of gasoline. It came from
jmy oil heater and I now discovered
that on the day before I must have
inadvertently filled the tank with gasoline instead of coal oiK, Saturday being
some days off, we had fortunately not
used the heater and this fact had lead

Will this passionate press agent kindtake the trouble to give the names
of the 12 "premier" players that left the
Boston Symphony Orchestra? Why does
he find It necessary to say the thing
which is not?
It

rock salt only achis flight, for the next

|

lly

to the fact
that the grave of Fielding in the British
cemetery of that city needs restoration

j

my

celerated him in
instant I saw him vault the stone wall
of a neighboring field. Then followed
a terrific explosion and his form vanished, seemingly in midair.
I can see
him now. a flying object of ill-fitting
clothes and arms and legs, poised over
the wall, all in the moonlight with the
fire-flies flashing
about him like so
many flustered stars— then the explosion—and nothing. He was gone!
The next morning I examined the
place carefully to see whether I might
any trace of my visitor of the
I find
night, but, except for some stones dis|placed1> from that part of the wall where
T
had last seen him, there was no
.trace of the man but his foot prints,
nail of them leading to the wall but
'none beyond. The explosion had been
from within, but how?
a
Pondering upon this, I returned to the
•jkitchen.
As I came in from the fresh

'?

7

clergyman— calls attention

had yelled, "Boo-z-z-z-z!"
With a yell of fright, the man sprang
window through which he

and as he gathered way,
him have both barrels in the stern
Could one say that I had thus
jimmied his legs?
But instead of

all is necessary.''

This paragraph, after the manner Of
Nietssche, Is followed by a line from
"Othello": "I am not what I am."
It might, therefore, be Inferred that
Mr, Huneker is an egoist In his opening chapter, "Apology." one of the most
delightful portions of his book, he frankly admits that he Is an egoist as well
as a dreamer, "I am Jack of the Seven
Arts, master of none. A steeplejack of
the arts. An egotist who Is not ashamed
There Is the Russian
to avow IL"
proverb: "Egotism Is the salt of life."
egotist, for he
professional
Being a
writes to make his living, as he is a
newspaper man and not a Journalist,
why should he not write his memoirs?
Asking this question, he quotes Benvenuto Cellini, wno said that it was the
duty of every eminent man to write an
nutobiogrVphy. Mr.. Huneker cheerfully
acquiesces: "It Is my belief that every
man on the threshold of life should
write both his memoirs and his obituary
bo as to match them with the assembled
mature patterns of his career. Ail is
relative even our poor relatives, as
metaphysicians have observed so it
doesn't matter what you gossip about,
whether It be stars or clam chowder,
the important matter lies in the manInstead of ponner of gossiping
[derous philosophies what wouldn't we
give for more personalia from the an'cient world, another Petronius, another
[Suetonius, those wicked old gossips.
Dame Quickly or Justice Shallow are as
vital and important as Hamlet or Lear.
Mediocrity, too, is the salt of existence,"
Hare we have an example of Mr.
Huneker's slapdash manner. Petronius
Was a satirist, a novelist, not a gossip.
And then Mr. Huneker beats the drum
for mediocrity, which is the normal condition of mankind, yet each in his own
fashion endeavors to escape the imputaWe are all mediocre beings, we are
tion.
all hypocrites; there is no such thing
as altruism. "Be frank. Be egotists,

for the open
had entered,

phony."
Fielding's Grave
This reminds us that the Rev. M. M.
Nodder, British chaplain at Lisbon\the
name is singularly inauspicious for a

water-heater

contents.

its

I

The New York Times

write this article?

my

and that he was endeavor-

tion

Belmont.

aginary suffrage meeting in which
Lady Belinda waxed eloquent. She lamented the fact that "a cobbler is represented in the Legislature, but a Duchess is not," and she moved a resolution
in favor of a Parliament of women to
make the laws concerning the sex ai...
to guard women's rights and privileges
against "the He-Part of Creation.- Unfortunately,
this
resolution was not
adopted; the meeting adjourned because "all the ladles spake together."
Did Fielding, master of lambent irony,

(or

still

"Boo!" For the instant my exclamaseemed to freeze him while it
awoke a sleepy fly that immediately
begun to buzz. To the man's startled
ears it must have sounded as though

am

m

Suffrage in 1740

to the conclusion that

83

Suddenly,
he threw back his head and drained the
cup to the dregs.
,
Too late to give warning, I yelled

haps expect to see new editiors of "The
Home of Seve'n Gables," or of "Bleak
Homo." to say nothing o? '""he Home
That Jack Built," "Lime-home Nights?'
"The Home of a Thousand Candles"
and "A Home Boat on the Styx." The
executive mansion at Washington will
become "The White Home" and
may
yet speak of the Bulfinch front of 'The

studying English. But would not his
present mastery of Yiddish suffice in
the rehearsals?

moralists: A cool train and a wicked
heart. Nothing Is true. All is permitted,

ing to extract

the Alcot*. houses in Concord is labelled: "Old Orchard Home!"
It will soon be as indelicate to mention a hous"e as it used to le to say
"leg," and before long we may per-

It is reported that Mr. Mengelberg of
'Amsterdam, who will join Mr. Bodanzky in conducting the latter's orchestra

discover me.
He had unscrewed the
cap at the end of the pipe which drains
the oil reservoir and was filling a huga
tin cup which he had brought with
him. It dawned upon me that my intruder must in some way have come

was a

told it all pays.
a fresh perversion of the word appears in the widespread advertisement of an oil company; wherin an .illustration of one of

never saw it at a
our little village on the

jwere there.

'

I

I
I

|

!

;

1

|

Hd

We

heliovo the
cert In London Aug. 19.
suite hns been performed in New York.
The movements seek to illustrate these
Subjects: German heavy artillery advancing In Belgium, the aspect of
Rhelms Cathedral in ruins, a f Cossack

and his person. "Shop" seems
the only motlvo power that spins the]
universe.
As ho enlarges upon his
theme and his talents, the listener dwinfesslon

I

Musical Courier, to which Mr. Huneker
contributed for manv years, and as the
"Raconteur" laid the foundation of
of
his reputation. His characterization

especially
editor will surprise many,
brilliant
those who did not know the
There
mid the betrer side of the man.
of men and
lire thumb-nail sketches
musical
the
in
women then prominent
more
and literary world: there are
Mme.
elaborate descriptions, as that of
Raeowltza,
von Shevltch, the Princess
tho
otherwise Helena von Poenntges.
Ferdinand LasftUtfS
direct cause of
Merediths
George
death, the heroine of
had
•'Tragic Comedians"-Mr. Huneker
twice;
her story 1,-foro. once if not
ls

ti

—
out dandy "a waist punched in— he undoubtedly wore a corset— his shoulders
p.idded, a low-out collar revealing too
elabomuch neck.
rately curled, surmounted by a gracecrimson
invariably a
less chlmney-pei
necktie, yellow kid ((loves, trousers painfully lUrht lacquered boots with straps-

Ions

floating

htiir,

told
Maurel.
of the de Reszkcs. Soldi,

;

was simply wonderful": WllhelmJ.
Kemenyl. Pe Vay. Matral Pista. Max
Hatnrich— there Is much about him, yet
.her* la a mention of his daughter Julia
Uiougli she were still living. In the
-•hapter, "My Friends the Jews." Mr.
Huueker rides one of his favorite hobrles— that Richard Wagner was Ludwig
Oeyer's son and a Jew. Then there is a
he

-

i

M

I

.

.

.

Whon

I

f

Pad-

na's
pages,

anx-

marks

of doubt.

which have

little

in all ranges of their compass and
at the climaxes have to make some
The music cannot
super-fortissimos.
well bo described. The sounds made are
duly imitative whenever that is possible (without the program to say what It
was all about it would be out of the
question), and when not, It may be
called mildly suggestive. It is frankly
discordant, the discordance, however, in
tho noisy movements being quite entertaining to hear and in the quiet ones not
unpleasing, particularly as each movement so quickly comes to an end. The

busy

It was received by a friend of
a composer of Sunday school
In answer to an advertisement

printed.

mine,
lyrics,

for

words

bo set

to

H.

C.

——
Dear

He, at

to mujpic.

the effort to be bona

least, believed

to do with his

•ersonal reminiscences, and do not
ccme und?r tho head of criticism.
There are chapters on Conrad, Georg
Brandes. Theodore Roosevelt, Ibsen,

iously consulted my editor as to the inclusion of the love element, without
which existence is like un addled egg,
he tersely replied: 'Be interesting, and,
If you can't be Interesting, be caref'd!'
But, then, one can't be careful and inMany a
teresting at the same time.
woman has come to shipwreck in atNo
tempting that Impossible task."
Mr. Huneker did not fulfil his promise
to tell us everything.

I

Mme.
erewskl, Dvorak, Mme. Nordlca,
I He
Frerastead. Oscar ttamtiicmteln.
Sas
Strauss
foolish withdrawal of
reperMetropolitan's
the
lome" from
WALTER SCOTT HOWARD.
are many
*
tory Is duly noticed. There
Buzzards Bay.
f
pages that will be read eagerly by mu-|l
of|;
fond
are
that
all
bv
and
«ic lovers
what
\ Sunday School Lyric, Calling
gossip with a dash of innuendo,
to this:
will the musical folk-lorists say
for Appropriate Music
American
Dvorak's
of
"The influence
have To the Editor of The Boston Herald:
music has been evil"? He might
the quoput the word "American" in
This letter with verses has never been
tation

"AnJoC the writer is m>t described.
.inn c-r.fcl write a book of many partes
tad call it 'My Lofe or Life* (or 'Vita
as the psychiatric jargon
gaxitalis.'
goes). .It would sell like hot cakes on
ni.cht.

I

Mr Huneker s newspaper

and space, but the sentimental education

wintry

One enJOya jj
all the roaring.
read about the stage, but one bethe
manner
the
with
annoyed
comeav
player writes about it. The dramaticscenes of Interest are made subordinate
to the capital letter "I." Like a burr It
sticks to every sentence. Oh, for reform!
A modest technique! "Would
to

there were a school of acting where tho
professional pupil might bo taught "the
play's the thing," and that the art of
acting lies in making the auditor forget the puppet.

Oct.

fide.

O.

18—

4th,

Sir.

performance under

a composer saw an adver in the
I might be off sum assistance to you 1 write of hand like
peacs
for a paper once they
a
wrote
Pictures and painters are discussed., sent it back again i've got uad to it for
New York as a subject for novelists
know when they get a good
that In they dont
I

mention Theodore Winthrop, Robert, H.

j

'

I

Newell, William North, or certain stonesr
by Fitz James O'Brien. The glimpse
at letters written to Mr. Huneker by
celebrated persons leads one to hope
that some day he will publish them.
George Bernard Shaw gave him per-

our weeping eye.
because

like a fool

the laws
being very bad.
Very bad be was because
His fatlher was bad beror*
An those generations laws
left wide the open door

By

i

-

thus was Johni's fate
to be another fool
Children warn your grandpas grate
to keep the goldeu rule
For if they keep ou such a rate

t'he holy sa'bath day
tha* grate recnin' day
We'll have a drawin grand
Generations all arayd
Will hover roun the stand

Is

On

!

1

Oho:

!

Johni's great grandpa grate
And his grate granpa grand
Will all arise to their state
At the music of the band
Tis just like an row of briks
Standdn up on end
And if the first one kicks
They all will tip and bend

!

I

|

...

i

.

.

.

the one

.

With

I

should this first rude t>rik
Belause he .-stud before
have the right all us to kick
do#u for evermore
Cho:

|

i

Mr. Huneker went to New
rk.
He prefaces the account of his
ival by saying that autobiography
12T!

superior fiction, yet

we

belle .e

him

en he tells us, Incredible as it may
w seem, that his rf>om in the old
rton House, with a window on Union
lare, ooet only a dollar, and that
er at a boarding house he and ether
•ng
rned

men
if

paid $8 a week and comthere was no beefsteak at

the stage.

I

:

many.
The London Times—we quote from 1,1

'

the crust to the heart of the situation] J
has been his salvation. His music does
not merely furbish up old and pictur|^
I

j

|

-down to the
impulses from
Yet
which the legends took form.
good as
the two works were not so
not
Hour,
Immortal
Boughton's "Tho
which could be changed while
legends

B esque

!

(human

You
when

get an idear from this I 'feel so
I write this peace that !t/agitates

me to tears and
ble the bight off

makes

it

my

up have

my

hand trem-

ambition

is

to write

pickt

it

please find

book put

tried to read

stamp

my name

inside

sent

in smr.ll

'in

me a

letters.

•

The correspondent writes: "Shall it be
left to this humble poet to make a sole
"In

Adam's

fall

we

sinned

all'

and 'Grate grandpa made poor Johni
bad.' "

KM

Suite
Alfredo Casella's suite, "Pagine dl
3-uerra." was performed for the first

works many could

m

™

k* '^^

religious extasy of the
of the Graulng allegiance to the quest
Arthur"
The mood set in "Tho Birth of ts told
is hardly maintained.
sontSI
"The
fashion.

Theory

\

War

and

;

the Arthurian

low comedy

?

Casella's

strikes

there
changed and probably will bW; lor
I*
need of concentration
T.''' is
or
Round Table" the method is that
tie
The choir are persons in ons
opera.
scull
end
squires
drama; knights,
spirits of the lake
cf the Court; also
death of Merlin,
In the scene of the
varied, from tne
and
The action is full
the
scenes of Dagonet to

serious attempt to exhibit the fundamental agreement of ancient and modern

ideas?

it

•

Yours truly
.

;

emotions

note of

Ja

pope and
sum off those other men that wrote i
see not much sense in Uteres you see a
child can understand mine and it makes
you feel bad thats two points.

i

I

I

—

says that theH
issue of Aug. 28
performances seen that week went atfl
long way in dispelling this scepticism.™
"Boughton's power of getting throughM
the

Why

that he Is an actor and that
he should consider his audience first,
last and always.
Behind the scenes he is tenacious of
his "social standing." His professional
caste' From the sta* to the call boy it
"First
Is a case of dressing room; or
right to set before the mirror." On the
and
entertainer
stage ho would be chief
mutiliate the play to strengthen the
player. Before the curtain he hankers
to make a speech between each act, but
.hesitates for fear of "off! off!"
But thU is behind "stage doors." The
auditor may escape the annoyance of
this breach of the art of acting by
avoiding the theatre. It is when the
Player boldly struts forth among the

j

Oho:
children be all blessed briks
Pressed by the golden rule
And to your Sunday School now stlk
And.-never be a fool
Grate grandpa made poor Johni bad
We'll cry we'll cry we'll cry
Ancestorial deeds so sad
They never pass us by.
>
Cue:

disgu^ing, by an assumed

member

Idea of Reginald Buckley, the* dramatist,
was the creation of a series .of works
on the legends of King Arthur, which
are Intimately associated with the place.lw
He believed that Mr. Broughton was 1
the man for the music. Many had mis-B
givlngs The chances of failure were soB

Now

the average theatrical performer so
negligent in this> very simple "part" of
his profession^ A self-satisfied conceit
follows him in and out of the playhouse. Ho cannot grasp t'-e technique
diffidence,
of
this glaring boldness of his frail character. He fails lamentably in the "art
of acting" here. Possibly he may find
excuse by saying he is sincere. Ho
plays no hypocrite. Alas! Let him re-

•

In this life's brik-yard
Or end we all do stanOurselfs nnd nabors must we guard
Steady with heart and hand
like tlie brik we make from clay
Some red some black some white
jSkatcred round far away
Some never see the light

is

.

a

off

Last rnonth Rutland Boughton's music

dramas "The Birth of Arthur" and
"The Round Table" were performed at
Glastonbury on successive days.
The

Why

I

modesty when on and

run away
ering crowd
to clay
nngitish grate and lond
first

tliat

Will again be ground

j

"Sadko"
hissed;
Rlmsky-Korsakoff's
SalnUSaens's playing the piano was
then scintillating, not dry. The chapter
"At Maxima" had already appeared in
print; it was originally an explanation
of why Mr. Huneker did not hear Widor
play the organ at Silnt Sulpico. In the
chapters "Interviewed the Pope," "On
the Trail of the Earthquake" and "I
Treat a King," the personal interest
fsdes. In the final chapter of the first
volume,
"Kternity
and the Town
Pump," Mr. Hunckor goes through the
'numerous operation of examining his
concclenee in which he philosophies In
a rather anthcioglcal manner.

who

Off all

1

.

Boughton's Arthurian Music
Dramas: Other Music Notes

Cho:

.

J

.

as tone-painting; yet was not the cleverness of a kind that many a composer
genuinely
gifted
than Casella
less
could reasonably be expected to compose. Infinitely we preferred him in the
more 'spiritual' mood— as distinct from
materialistic of
the "two quiet
the
movements wherein, to quote the program analysis, he 'strove to express
the feelings of sorrow and compassion
felt by all who stand face to face with
the tokens of destruction caused by the
war.' the little movement notably, suggesting the sense of desolation inspired
by the sight of the ruins of Rhelms
cathedral having in it a note of real
beauty, pathos and imagination worth
all the battle 'pieces' with their din and
realism put together.
.
The performance apppeared to give a large audience considerable satisfaction."
.

]

I

.

—

We'll have no Sunday School
/
Oho:
Wc have sil days co labor
To fish & dance & play
The 7th my dear nabors

i

.

.

An

I

J

•

|

Cho:
Perhaps his grandpa grate
Once run away lroui school

!

j

lad

little

And you know he broke

I

I

.

We'll cry we'll cry we'll cry
Anil loudly for biui morn

a

composer— whose

was very successproduced during last season's
'Proms'— makes no secret of the fact
that his work was prompted by a set of
war pictures which he saw at a cinema
theatre.- In a word, he was bent mainly
upon reproducing the realism of the
bringing
cinema In terms of music
Into play for that purpose all the reand
orchestra
sources of the modem
every known variety of modern 'frightfulness' in dissonance. But in a work
so frankly realistic and evolved from
such a program the dissonances at least
the ear not as something
fall, upon
merely arbitrary, but as an element
appropriate to the theme. It was all
very clever, no doubt, and vivid enough
fully

Johnnys face fio white and cold
he acted like a fool
His little life he sold
By running from Sunday School.
Oho:
he now has pone we all will cry

And wipe

Henry Wood was
by the -audi-

coolly

Indeed, tho Italian
'Le couvent sur l'eau'

have an idear for a peace a little boy
running away from Sunday school goin
a fishing getsn drond named terrible
xample it goes thus

I

He acted
He was

Sir

somewhat

The Daily Telegraph: "He (Casella)
has looked too much on the purely material side of the war for his program.

thing.

mission to reprint some of his.
Having seen many cities, many men
and women, having read prodigiously,
remembering the wise and foolish
opinions of the ages, thinking for himthoughts more or less
self, but with
colored by the thoughts of others, com'casing his tastes and habit almost as
freely as did Montaigne in his essay
"Of Experience," what is his conclusion of the whole matter; to what does
he add "Finis''%
I
"I can't play cards or billiards.
I take no
can't read day and night.
in love with CoraJle and because he
politics,
of
the
chess-board
interest in
treated her every day to beefsteak the
and I am not too pious'. What shall I
family nicknamed her Mine. Bifsteck.
There are
Music, always music
do?
talks,
talks— for In these chapters he
,1 He
my beloved
certain compositions by
not writes With undue thought of the
which
enternity
itself
master
Chopin to
reader—of the reigning painters of Paris
would not be too long. That last page
hy 1878; of famous men he saw or met—
of the Second Ballade as Anton RubenVictor Hugo, "a commonplace old genUeman with a white clipped beard, and stein played it, in apocalyptic thunder
prudent
of
the
umbrella
the Inevitable
tones! Or the study In double-thirds,
Parisian citizen." Flaubert, whom he
rippled off by the velvety fingers of de
once saw, "huge, a veritable .Viking,
Pachmann I once more place the notes
mustache
of
a
drooping
long,
with the
Courage 1 Time is
on the piano-desk.
and big blue eyes In a large
.! trooper,
fugacious. How many years have I not
Burly
'[red face; a magniileent man."
played that magic music? Music the flyGuy de Maupassant, pipping a hock, "a ing vision
music that merges
more uninteresting young man you with the tender air
its
image
couldn't encounter In a day's walk."
.
the
melts in shy misty shadows .
Paul de Cassagnac.. swaggering, "surcloud, the cloud, the singing, shinning
rounded by a flock of sycophants who| cloud .
skies
and
.
over the
far
owned the sidewalk." Carolus Duran, away . .
the beckoning cloud
who looked as he painted; Couture, who
even here is an echo; the last
And
hod outlived Ills refutation and de- sentence recalls a prose-poem of Bauspised Manet, characterizing him as "a
witty, fantastical
Brilliant,
delaire.
painter without talent, vain of his jnissreckless James Huneker
lag tail, like the fox In the fable/' He
|
beard Viillers de l'lsle Adam improvise
wonderful tales in tho Cafe Guerbols;
The Art of Acting
he heard Nicolas Rubinstein at the'; To the Editor of The Boston Herald:
Kxpoiltlon play TsehaIlowsky*3 first
So much has been written on the art:
piano concerto, which he (Nicolas) had
once derided In the presence of the of acting that it seems superfluous to
composer; he was refused when he enadd to the thoughts of others. But one
deavored to enter the Paris Conservaphase of this subject has been somewhat
tory, but was allowed to attend the
neglected and -especially by the actor
class of Georges Mathlao, a pupil of
himself, namely, the art of concealing
Chopin; at a Sunday concert ho heard
one's egotism by a clever display of
i

received

j

considered. It is surprising
scene
his list of authors who laid the
does not
of action in New York he

The pen-fever seized him for a time,
but music finally had its way and in 1S78
he embarked in the steerage bound for
Paris. In that city he thought himself
"rlgolo" with his Scotch cap, velveteen
coat, flaring necktie, low collar, baggy
breeches, a character in Murger's "Vie
de Boheme," he fondly said to himself.j
so he rushed to the Jardin Mabelle,
[Where, buying a drink for an "aecomp-;
llshed young lady of at least 45 wear-i
big a blonde wiir and a professional!
'grimace," he was disconcerted when
site became maternal and advised him
to go home to his mamma. In Paris
[he met strange people of humble life;
he was often hungry, for his income
wont no higher than f.5 a day. He fell

am

thought

is

<

cavalry charge, a war cemetery, a ship
carrying munitions.
The Times: "Tho composer has relied
entirely on pictorial mears to make
his effects and, up to a point, has done
He breaks down, howIt pretty well.
ever, as a writer in the ultra-modern
stylo, as he has hot boen able to free
himself from tradition; for Instance, he
still uses square rhythms and the ordinary device of repeating a little phrase
ficveral times In succession, while sometimes one is even able to recognize
tonality, all these things sounding commonplace and inconclusive ambng the
general riot of strange tone combinations and dissonances. Furthermore M.
Casella's Instrumentation Is lacking In
It is too much in blocks;
freedom.
there is not enough counterpoint, so to
ways, however, ho does
In
other
speak.
not spare the players, especially the
wind Instrumentalists, who are kept

and doing

The story of
experience, or
the
Recorder,
his connection with the
Is enterSun,
the
Morning Advertiser,
As a reporter he visited Mme
taining
Blavatskv. Here again is a twice told
Prima Dontale, as is the chapter. "A
other
family," not to mention

chapter. "The Girls," in which there
Mr* sage remarks about calf-love, tlme»|

a

dles to Insignificance, until one fools nn
atom, a pigmy, beforo this ranting ruleri
of canvas empires.- His noisy egotism
finally drives you to the quiet of your
study, but even here the ghost of Bottom enters! You turn to literature and
And this puppet playing the lion's part!

I'

a rather muddled
horse play «>em
of Dagonet with his
what
be associated with

in

too

common

to

—a

.

3 daatn ana iua
of the Lake In the
act? and most of all by the lnclimax of the finale Already

mhe

Lady

of the

Wng

rred

Sammnrco, the baritone, who

Boston with Mr. HammerHei's company, has left the stage.
been appointed director of the Tbe-

came

to

Massimo at Palermo (?).
(e London Daily "telegraph, notions
poming "tour of Toscanlni with aa

a Gamaliel; and there

but on

is

who has never been nearer

and than

to
pro-

a <3oveat Garden

in

tus."

'

a concert to be given in aid of King
.rd VII Hospital at Windsor (Eng.),
will be solo dancing to two of:
unoffs Novelettes and tvfo movefrom Ravel's string quartet,
mposer named Schrecker nas writstring quartet "entirely upon a.
.

He

of quarter tones."

appro-

is

ly named.
-Josef Holbrooke writes:

regard some such

I

Yorkcro,

his

Dose

i

1

recently

been

second number haa Just
Ived after many vicissitudes in Uie
t It opens with the account
ihtly sarcastic and embittered affair
a scheme purporting to have for Its
the establishment of a national
para in Australia." The scheme
In

Sydney

May and

last

from

Italy,

to

ft.*.,

a

wardrobe,

with

give performances in

conductors and
-managers, and to set up schools
opera In Sydney and Melbourne unItallan teachers, the whole to be

n

nridcr

Italian

JBder the direction of Count Filipplnl."
e writer of tin* article adds, "An lnstlng proposition,
truly !"
London

—

y Telegraph.

How

bout gaily with naked
leep-thinkir.g chiropodist

for,

'assures

as

To

J
i

diseai

«.:ii'v>uii.l

el»\ntiou,
Indeed, be a terrible infiictio
sulTerer might then with reas(
ngered by the old Jocose address
poor feet
II. Ferguson, howse your
"verrucca" we have the adjecti'
r»
bright-ey.
the
which
rucose,"
ig

Augustus should

confoui

not

—A

I

TOWUI*r'»
«'.. In

eo-.k

Cbaml

Wit*

tat:

Into dntni

had

lo
for a

Im
hi-.-

ObrDnicla,

the l^>'«1o

Against Street Bores
i

und
"I'naeemly
on
Naughty Bashfulneaa." I
Moreover, say thqu fall into the hands

I

rum

I'lulnrcli

a prattling and
who catcheth hold

of

talkative busybody,
'on

thee.

Ifingeth

upon thee and will not let thee go'.' be
not sheepish and bashful, but Interrupt;
and cut his tale short. Shake him off,
I
bay, but go thou forward and maki
an end of thy business wlicrcaboi/ts
thou wentesl; for such refusals, guclyre-

u

terms and parasites are lurking in tl
"vei
ug. eager to insert a species of
tea herpes" into your glands. He;
its.
we are informed is bad enoug
war
VJ "venueea'' means wart, or a
the

when

tipplei

That nluht

pulaes, shifts and evasions in yinnll
matters, for which men cannot greatly
complain cf us, extrclsing us not to
blush and be ashamed when tlier/i Is no
c-iuse. do inure and frame us weil beforehand unto other occasions of greater
importance.
'Si''

Up
feot,'

iiiomI
i

thie .lay
i

its

be a proposal to Import

wiser

lileTnn- ^ein«

Inrnixl my hnnd to ehnmdn: % o,»l.
An,) washing "dilil-" and MWlng liehR..

—

to

In

my

i.nrne«t

And

"Don Pasquale," '"Lohengrin."
entitled "Mu-

pounded

Unnatural History
n Iowa paper prints the following:
*ven years ago a farmer living west
this city hung his vest on a fence in
back yard. A calf chewed up a
i

garment In which was a
ndard gold watch, bought from Jim
Wit. Last week the animal, a staid
milch cow, was butchered for beef
1 the timepiece was found in such a
iition between the lungs of the cow
the closing in and
it the respiration,
:ket in the

the lungs, kept the stemthe watch had
but four minutes In the seven
t
irs."
N. Y. Morning Telegraph.
ider

tub— the hot water came from
there was no thought, no dang

the

—

l

—

"verrticeu. herpes

Monetary Slang
or.cerning slang for
suit

writer for the SUge of London
opeless. sues tb
a»hnit or Hie
Mlf n or the damned.
he "onie »( every fnllure 'neath the sni
vnrnzr 'as chucked yer.
"hnnK' you 'iiTe mucked, yer.
0 fuury Unit the Stase l« cn»y won.
iy h

•

!

Men's nlwnys open, when tl
'em lire Mamtiwl.
y o- the slum
4 reu from the

door
of

Iter-

1

World Wags:

"

Our Lady, the Stage

1

,

gives

the

verse— I de-

termined to refer the matter to the ever-

and most comprehecsivo
anthclogy of which I have any knowledge— your honored sejf, and to ask rt
you will not favor your readers with a
cop-y of the song.
This may seem a strange request to

make at this date, when Sir Toby
Belch's defiant query: "Dost thou think,
because thou art virtuous, there shall
bo no more cakes and ale," has been so
imperiously answered, and when the
Clov, n's
requisition
for singer, that
"shall be hot i' the mouth," mast be
honored with "Jakcy"' Iago may plead
that "good wine is a good familiar
creature." and Autolycus may deciare
that "a quart of ale is a dish fit for a
king,'' but a mighty nation has thundered "No"! "May this bo washed In
Lothe and forgotten"! has so engrosst-d
with its right hand upon its statutfi
it
-£onks, and, with its left' hand, behind
its back, has substituted •'moonshine,"
wood alcohol, and "1 per cent"!
The drinking songs of the last few
decades have usually been raw and
boisterous, and often vulgar. In making
this sweeping statement I except, of
course, the graceful, convivial verses of
a Macy or a Garrison, and the rhythmic
tributes to the Broiled Live Lobster,
with its foaming pewter, at the hostelry
of Mine Host Park.
Tho drinking songs of the olden days
were often knightly and scholarly and,
robbed of (say) an Elizabethan flavor,
might well become classics In tho drawing rooms of the present day— unless,
perchance, the "fox-trot," the "shimmylug" or tho "gutter hug" would put
them out of countenance.
Pray forgive this long-drawn-out request for a favor which I feel assured
-

But there are the two admirable
comedians, Mr. Bernard and Mme. Cottrelly.
The dramatists have given them
many lines that not only characterize
the husband and wife but are full of
human interest that Is more than racial.
Mr. Bernard is much more than an irresistibly amusing comedian; he has an
authority that is rare In these days: he
ran be genuinely and deeply emotional.
He can quiet an audience that has been
roaring over his fun and hold this audience moved by his simple pathos. If
laughter quickly follows, it is because
the dramatists, not giving him full opportunity for the display of this side of
his art, cut into an emotional scene by
a funny line, no matter if it is incongruous and disturbing.
Mr. Bernard has showed Abe Potash
into a definite character pf flesh and
blood, as alive and as well known to audiences as their next door neighbors. He
has entered Into this character so fully
that the personality of the actor is
wholly forgotten or Ignored. Tlmn this
characterization is a triumph of the actor's art. And with what apparent sim-

you

Simon the Cellarer
quote the song that is dear to
rtius" from "Tho Lncyclopedi^ of
ular Songs" published in IStil by
IjicI
& Fitzgerald of New York. The
.

found in the section entitled
leart and Home Songster.",

ng
J
tf
id

American money

The

60-

the

23-

says "quarter dollar";

the

the coins themselves.

t

piece eays "half-dollar";

t

piece

piece says "one dime."
Not
ng in the latter case, therefore, to
which
literally means
ak of a dime,
tenth, and In the sense of "tithe"
» back to Piers Plowman. Nor
rcely slang to abbreviate half dollar
quarter dollar into "half"
1
and
inter."
A. $.

cent

i

.

]

is

j

Simon the Ollerer keeps a rare store
Malni^ey nnd Malvoisle
Cyprus, and who can fay how many more?

charv old •>"»] is lie—
'T^iWW
*
chary old soul Is he.
sock nnd canary be never doth fail,
id all the year round there Is brewing of ale,
t he never alletb, he quaintly doth say,
lillc he keeps to his sober six fia?oos a flay;
ho! oh! ohl his none doth show
it
IW oft the blackjack to bis lips doth. go.
it ho! oh! ohl
his nose doth show
iw oft the black jack to bis lips doth go.
me Margery sits in her own still room.
'or „

\

|

'

|

thence oft at curfew is wafted a fume,
It is rosemarle
says it Is rosemarle.
there's n small cupboard behind, rbe back

oni
the
Hie

cal detail. Always the spontaneity of
the kindly, shrewd, tnrlfty, soft-hearted,
easily-excited, lovablo Abe Potash.
And there is the excellent Mme. Cottrelly, who In thl3 play. Has not been so
carefully provided for as in other plays
that have shown her brilliant technic.
The others in the company, the typical
politicians, Abe's daughter, tho lover,
the court attendant, the weak son. aro

it

says

stair,

the maids «ay

id

they often sco Margery

,

there.
iw,
id

Margery says that she grows very old,
must take a something to keep out the

cold;

oh! oh! Old f
a l!a*k of

know

many

5

imou reclines

>!h gOk

ked

in
nig
rd
lu
in

adequately represented. The audience
made every sign of hearty appreciation.
The play, for the reasons pointed out, Is

worth seeing.

,

<s

plicity is this triumph won! There Is
never any suspicion of labor or even
thought in the wealth of facial and vo-

well

TKRTIUS.

will readily grant.

Boston.

chair.

a wile
to declare
life—

!

life.

ry ha*
the maids say— a "tongue,
she's .not very handsome, uor yet very

1

omehow. It ends with a shake of the head,
old Simon ho brews Ulm a tankard intend,

wound up and

i

ttle

Bartlett

lines of the first

re.iOy, the best

filling of

"varicose."
brings in all sorts
illzatiori
In the good old da>
lge diseases.
Jear dead days beyond recall, wh
kitchen with a bare floor
lie
scrubbed on a Saturday night in

D

two

first

race.
naiUlcr yel

In

"Samson and Delilah," "Man"Fra Dlavolo," "The Barber of

^jf»nd

I

It— though

contains

j

Gol-

Is

capital magazine,
Australla," * has

Malmsey and Malvolsle." Not finding It
to ray memory," and lacking,
among my 'books, an anthology whici.1

This comedy
although Perlmutter does not appear
in it and Abe Potash has suffered
a
metamorphosis. When we first knew
&nv possible taint of Capt. Kidd.
him he was one of a firm of garment
If you are a lineal descendant of Wilmakers in New York city. In the
liam the Conqueror, and you have 2,000.present play he is represented as haviVY) relatives living, yon and they toothing entered the town a£ Damascus in
er boast a little less than one ounce
of William. In other words, the popthe state of New York as a seller of
ulation of the earth would have to be
rubber stamps. Having made his say
three times as great as it is. and all in
from this humble beginning, he
is
direct line from WillianS. to give him
prosperous, but not rich, contented with
the full representation 'of his blood in
his
lot.
He
is
to
run
for
pervaded
the S3J generation.
Thus is blood a good deal of a myth mayor, not because He is ambitious, not
even because his Rosle wishes the preswhen deprived of the collateral sub
gave it support. Breeding tige of the position— for she still longs
and environment! Ah, what divergen- for luxury and display— but because he
|learns that the man wlio put the idea
•*es. are there, if th.- heir of a dvnastyj
unbroken for a thousand years were ex- in his head, wishes a foolish fellow.- an
"easy mark" in the office that he may
baby
anarchist
the
birth
for
changed at
carry out his own schemes for looting
I am afraid the prince, the real prince.
public. Abe as mayor endeavors to
the
old
would promise the makings of a bad
U check graft and corruption; to give the
an
people
an honest government. Crooks
If vou would be Anglo-Saxon but not A
Teuton you are not the only biological In civic offces try to thwart him
Ther*r.nv others. It vou |3 by "framing up" his son or. a
rr>on«tios,t>
the tax deare not of Norman blood, be consoled at 1 charge of embezzlement in
Partment and threatening the father
lta comparison with simple faith. When ||
with beggary.
It is needless to say
the east sefs the west to bed the highAbe proves his son's
steppers of those of us of the hlood that in the end
over the blackInnocence
and
triumphs
wli.» earry on will proudly date them
mailers.
ge'ves from the Chlnaflcat ion
Inconsequential.
play
The
play
as
a
Is
ti. X. Catalonia.
Boston
The plots and counter-plots are thrice
familiar: the incidental love passages
Swelled Head
are negligible; the dialogue is a queer
of genuine humor and oldmixture
iilirenoioslrt,
awer!"
a
mm—1i* duty,
*»-~ the size »»f a innn's bentl.i
appeal,
of
melodramatic
fashioned
*rofe-sor Bnmi'iis ceased to ••in
wit
and trite talk about honSemitic
My occiput: Iben sacely mild.
mild
and
Incidentally,
there
Is
esty.
loan
Vol ivunt a hot lusad pwolli.
needless propagandism for a remarkable
To hrinK thul Idniple t" m, lo ad.

e,"

lie,"

|

"screwed

William Vaughn
Martin Aisop
is the fourth of a ser'es,

j

member of
did not
reported as havbeen uncommonly successful as Norin Olt Arena at Milan,
jcharest is more fortunate than BosThe repertory of the Opera Houso
.
this season includes "Mepjilstopha"Borls Godounoff," "Eugene One-

New

i

|

Hammerstetn's company,

te

Bertra m
11 a r
Stanley Jessup
A. Morrison
Harold Vosburfrh
J.

;

for

on

founded

which Mme.

in

j

bro-jght to my mind the good, re-|
spectatle old drinking song, Simon, the!
Cellarer, who kept "a rare store of

I

'
_

awarded

prize of COM lire has been
to Aldo Cantarinl

Parma

comedy

M

Evans
Mr. Brady
Detective Baker
Henry .Block

j

n*mo

j

completed, to prrxluc*
the Arena of Verona,

trmed Bostonlans.
lannina, Runs, who, as a

Roliert Oummings
James Spottswood

George Barainn
Ted W. Gibson

.

Is

"Locandiera,"

Kobert Stafford
George Block
Cra wford
Rotbwell

'j

!

by Zandonal, who pur-

is
it

lima Potash
Abe Potash
Henry Gooding
Harry Potash

;

I

•

It

produce another, eac* of us must have
had a father and a mother. In a nonconsanguineous family tree unblighted
by the Startling hypothesis of Charley's
aunt our parents have had each a separate pair of parents, and each of theSe
four individuals has also had two parconj
lie Nornir.n
ents, so that from
quest each of ns living in this generaancestors.
tion has had S.5S9.931.P80 direct
rf you are in direct line of descent
from John Alden, and your weight is
ISO pounds, you have in your makeup
8U ounces of Alden. which will offset,

Lucille Enilisli
...Barney lteniard

now

of fruits

cheeked Pippins), I came across the item
— Malvoisie grapes from California,
Alas, said I, their mission for winemalting has taken its place with tho
ghosts of dear departed days? But the

I

fieri 1

when

i

1

reci-

as essential to the universal muwell-being, and if the Czechothem
__ s of Prague and others like
red a keenness to hear our London
phony quartet and other quartets
ar to that presumably held here on
behalf, then there Would be no
>n for one to write such a parah as that above.—London Daily
"*
graph.
other operatic "Romeo rnd Juliet"!

time

Boston of "His Honor, Abe

|

r

t

|

list

market (and, incidentally, )one-!|
ing for a return of the good old days']
when a nickel would buy six rosy-

in the

(

"I soothe .recognition of British music
always come from abroad." It may
At any rate it is highly satisfacto note that Messrs. Larway have
invited to forward to Brazil the
score and parts of several of his
r orchestral compositions. The idea
establish reciprocity by exporting
_sh music and importing Brazilian,
in is precisely as it should be for
mutual benefit. Indeed, as t have
said,

in

In looking over the
per-

Potash," a comedy in three acts by
Montague Glass and Ju!e9 Eckert Goodman. Producer} at the Bijou Theatre.
New York. Oct. 14, 191U.
MalbiUe Cottrelly
Rosie Potaih

|

l
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Bacchic Songs
As the World Wags: '

By ^HILIF HALrj

PLYMOUTH THEATRE— First
formance

only know I fought on both sides
of the walls of Den y. I think 'i also
fought at the walls of Troy, since it requires two persons to produce a third.
And since it requires two persons to
I

annot be, engaged to visit England,
im quite sure that even our most
jvinistic conductor would not object
ea.n to others sitting at the feet of
anini,

NEWEST POTASH

the ramifications of ancestry.

estra in this country, asks whether

fai

'

85

Blood
As the World Wags:
We were always assured that blood
would tell. And now it's telling. Listen, to it. Tf you are not of the blood
you're a mongrel. B»t let us look at]

to."

rio

ike

1

beauty or Merim

m
End

.

—

:

"These Songs are full of deadly
Poison, and the Musick gilds them over,
that they may pass unsuspected, and
more effectually destroy such as ara deluded by ft.
Another Consequence
of these Songs is the Debauching and
Ruining of many Families. This Argument may teach Parents to beware of
them, as they value the happy Settling
of their Children in this World, and,
would prevent the Shame which too
often
attends
such
Temptations."—
From. "The Great Abuse of Musick,"
by Arthur Bedford, M. A., Chaplain to
His Grace Wriothcs;y, Duke of Bedford and Vicar of Temple in the city
Of Bristol, London, 171L
.

.

.

ho! oh! oh! he will chuckle and crow,
marry oid Margery? No! no! nol"

Le

•

at!

r

Note and Comment
It was said by the editor of tho volume from which we quote that ."Simon
the Cellarer" was there, printed "as

!

by Henri Drayton and Harry
Drayton was a fine fellow

srang

Pearson."

in his time, associated with Caroline
Richings; also Brookhouso Bowler, who
srmg "Yes, let me like a soldier fall,"

a thrilling manner when "Marltana"
was a favorite opera. Drayton sangj

in

successfully in grand opera, especially
as Marcel In "The Hugenots." In the
civil

war he espoused the cause

South,

son

is

we are
not known
if

not mistaken.
to us.

of the

Pear-

1

,
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At-iftln
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1

action of tho play In which there U»|
not » moment when compelling interest'
slackens.
Last night's breathless audlence Proved by Its storms of laughter)
applause tfiat they were all aP'fl

_.

ii

,„

i
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<

^

M^

t

'
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put

Becretly

to

ARLINGTON THEATRE— "Able

death}/

Agent," a comedy flnima.

The

Minsk

Dore

Milton
Motile

Gertrude

so Clarenco may have
strangled or stabbed,
be Cellarer," In this little volillowed by a companion song,
argery," who "at 43 was as
d maid as you'd wish to see,"
e and old Simon now and then
a flirtation at tea.
leer";

'urllon
('orrigun

.

Abie

CieaUlYiS

The Moral
now sing

lulins

the

will

ig

found

ur

little

a reading book
village soon after the
in

or me.' O water for me,
for tho tremulous debauchee!
tha brow- and it coolcth
faint

the

strong

one,

A therefore be impertinent for

PARK

"The Broken

of

production In »Bnston

Sylvester

t'aefllo Asullar
Inez Villera
Ouichlta
CaBl. Innocencio Dos

Jerry Waldron
Philip Marvin
« D ot
nasilio

jSreo

S

I

j

Sundance

down

in the

IKK) foot

smash and

I

I

scription.

Nearly

Mean."

Improved").
If so. will
nulled those Observations?
those two
he please state which of
would regard
forms of locution Brown
both
would
as correct, or. if he
of different
as correct, but expressive
please exmeanings, will Mr. Shunary
Brown wculd
platn the nneanin> which

'

r^m

*tZ^T

h

°f

_^

0r

?N Q UIRER.

As theJVorld Wags:
name
Though Mr. Herkimer Johnson's

C. S. writes to The Herald:
V
\ R.
Christ Church, Cambridge, one of th'
old parishioners asked me, as an architect, what a 'tinketf was. It was mentioned in the church records: Cost of.
itevt r
1
or repairs on, the Tinkett.
heard the word and don't know w !:at it

the list of notables
did not appear in
Anglo-Saxon celepresent at the recent
am sure that
bration in Provincetown, I
of mine told
he was there; for a friend
distinguished apvery
of
man
si
that
me
crowd of
pearance was noticed in the
and Celts whose ancestors

'

means-"

The word is not in the huge Oxford.
Dictionary; it is not in Wright's great
Dialect Dictionary. Is the word known
to any reader of The Herald?

-.

'

Lusitanians
in, the steerage.

.came

night

Such was the tensity of the ftudience.

Mr Griffith has excelled himself in
the art of motion picture photography.
Quaint New England homesteads, en-

.

of the mess on the Lord:
and wouldn't give up "B. V. D."
I
Cecilia were to start at
and
Marvin
border in the plane. The
e once for the
sponsibiiity

chanthg perspectives

I

promised Inez he would return and
she hung out a lantern for him. Dos
Santos politely reminded Cross of the
"Oh, she hasn't the money
I ransom.
leave her
r with her, but probablv will "All right,"
jewels with you," said Cross.
readily
she
and
captain,
said the greaser
gave him the string of pearls and her

are familiar with the pa-

with her
We silentof a New England winter.
might overtake
ly longed that David
river and
the
reached
When she
her
ice
sank exhausted on the breakit.g
big audifloes there were none in the
he
as
David
cheer
ence that failed to
rescued her on the brink of the falls.

f

flier

ii

of the im-

through that rigorous

and
re-

all

;

,

<

I

of road,

meadow

twiold fashlights that deltgnt the eye;
Virginia
ioned sleighing parti*; the
New
reel and the barn dance glohfied;
of
gat'o
Its
In
England countryside
white and the blizzard in all its inten

and mountain; farm

life in detail;

.

H

sity.
j

rings.

Marvin sliiped out and was eone m
All believed they
buzzing plane.
n were fooled except Inez. Cross anda
to
the border with
away
sped
I 1 Cecilia
Marvin came
pass from Dos Santos.
tip to get
[ droning back, gave Inez the
got

M his
'

M

into the rear seat of the airplane,
flying
rl directions from Dos Santos for
the
r
|to the Bio Grande and while
givcourteous, fire-eating Mexican was
away
ing the routr, backed out and fley
with tne brown-eyed angel.
How about the bigamy? It would
trick
spoil the best and most deceiving
revealed.
.i'
in the play if this were
jl
Dos 8antos exclaimed with his cynical
down "What
at laugh, as the curtain went
'

-

an' honest Greaser to do with such

:

The part

of

Anna

an ae.ress
»Miss Gish gave a

calls for

performance that, is not easily forgotIn her earlier scenes there was
ten.
the sweetly unsophisticated

girl.

In hei

she
renunciation by her simulated lover
J*is
touched the tragic note, and from her
of
poignancy
the
point on there was
impending
grief the heavy heart, the
emolove 'of David, all the conflicting
in
culminating
portrayed,
tions nicely
echoed a
the final benediction that
f
spectators.
great '"Amen'.'' from the
were,
Toe other members of the cast aim*
a
excellent. Mr. Barthelmess was
The Squire Bartletci
pie, heroic David.
toy
sonsp.cuous
was
Mcintosh
of Burr
commanding Hgure o,
its authority, the
gave
Shermrn
the community. Lowell
performance of the seduloue

a finished
lover,

to

refer

to

the

"heavier

Lennox Sanderson.

wa« observed

ing in
exclusive
Rev Dr. Eaton's eulogy of the
always travels
and conquering race that
first-class.

It surely

throng.

Ij

-

J

s

The

Johri^^ho^camejo

first

of the facShanes
this country was one
e ho
et » t
a
^'
of the County Clare,
v
He

machine pronounced it "a-re-oplane.
Should vou consider It amiss to temper
call it
the wind to the shorn lamb and
"airplane"?
Lowell.

was Mr. Johnson. No doubt

allusion to the
he resented Dr.' Eaton's
majority of the
racial inleriority of the

air

than

of

^

MacShane, lords or

*

lnniskllty.

servant and
came over as an indentured
the steer

'

naturally, occupied a berth
after his
age on the voyage. Soon
name to its
here, he changed his

Information Wanted
>
As the World Wags;
Manv years ago when I was

arm al
An Jo

became
Saxon equivalent-Johnson-and
Can we wonleader in social affairs.
a
|
still an
resentment?
der at Mr. Johnson's
vaudevil.e
met Mr Johnson in
to find amusement in the
Y regret not having
aj
houses
good news fo.
these
have
of
I
one
at
saw
Provincetown.
theatres I
rhubart.wine. It
performer who appeared in the charachim, a "receipt" for
or
program
ter of a tramp and gave a
looks all right, and '\^ y
^ys
doleful days,
U
Porphyry sufferers in these
songs and talk. As an incident of
Age,' vol.
performance he sang a song burVesq-j f found it in Dittell's "Diving
lne-,
of
ballads
ing is it seemed to me.
1
stalks
of
Cellarman" and "Old Sexton" type,
Wr*»e six pounds of rhubarb
™te r let
which I can remember only the opening add one gallon of cold spring
three
up
it
stirring
It began as follows:
line.
it lie five or six days,
,

^uf

j

|

|

"Five boarders slept in a^single bed.
Roll over!"
What vicissitudes th"ey encountered m
now
this intimate adventure I cannot

stra-n It oft through
or four times a day,
pounds of foo.s
a sieve, then add four
this be well
sugar one iemon sliced; let
must be taken not to stir

rfcall,

it

.

mixed-care

and it is in the hope of recovernow
ing this lost information that I
the
write to your column, the resort of
possessors of all manner of curious and
that
hops
the
esoteric information, in
some one of your readers may be able
published,
to direct me to this work, if
of
or if not, then to tell me the name
I may the
that
so
singer
original
the
more easily discover his present whereabouts.
Boston.

"G. B. S." Finds an Apologist
As the World Wags
i'Jl

stand in this state
again strained
muslin or a fine^sieve; then
barrel for good. A small

afterwards; let

for

10

through

days.
fine

it

It

is

put it into a
in the
quantity of isinglass dissolved
liouid must be added.'
wine
Then the writer tells us that the botor
must be either "bunged down
condiprime
in
be
tled off," and it will
use.
tion for the next summer's
and lifeThe secret of its excellence
the "foots
In
giving qualities may be

GAYLORD QUEX.

SU

as stimuThls decoction may not be Roderick
which
lating as the "pop-in"
favorite
S.
B.
Crab's
G:
with
Dr.
severe
was
Were you not too
Random tells us
week ago?j drink but it may be worth trying, even
In your Mondav's column a
vulner-|
is
wait for its maturity until
It is true that his war attitude
if one has to
able, hut cannot we explain it?
next su«™^
ICHAEL FITZGERALD.
In the first place he is honest and ln-l
He is also a Socialtelllgent. but Irish.
Orleans.
course,,
of
eort,
particular
own
What
1st (of his
The question naturally arises.
tmt then the present system is not whol-j
One meaning of
He hates hysteria and is "foots-sugar."
which
ly defensible).
that
is:
"foots."
"foot." plural
wholesale sentiment so that he gets a
bottoms, dregs; the
At heart sinks to the bottom; etc. Coarse sugar
little hysterical opposing them.
refining oj.
in i<ri..,...o
refuse 1"
reiUSC
he'
ordinarily
he Is emotional although
1871.
(London) in 1071.
News
Remember Mrs.. Thus the Daily
keeps it pent up.
pound, foots
a
13d.
is
sugar
George's triumphant rhapsody in "Get- "Lump
there
wine,
moist 9d." As for rhubarb
ting Married." A cold, intelligence could
for making it as far back
never produce that lyric beauty. Andl are recipes
rhubarb beer.—
as 1788. There was also
he has the Actor's temperament.
Combine these elements and see If they* Ed.
do not help to solve his fallibility.
Harry Pearson
But when all is eald and done he iaj
amusing and revivifying, and I think we| As the World Wags:
the
need him in our era of moral and po-\
The person referred to as one of
G. L E.
litical 1>unk and banality.
was an
of "Simon the Cellarer"
singers
Cambridge.
Cai
_
-mh^i
Harry
English "character" actor named
:

of emotional talents.

It

gentleman refrained from joinfollowed the
the applause which

,that this

We

I

p«-= is

I

"

conthetic story of the betrayal of the
drama
fiding girl, and in the spoken
imagination.
to
the
left
was
much
When
lived through it all last evening.
Anna was sent out into the storm with
in her
Bartlett
Squire
of
invectives
the
panted
ears, the audience labored and

get $10a,i»0 ransom for Marvin and
he sent for Cross, a pretty smart Yankee
man to help him. Cross went to the
^States to arrange it. In the meantime
Marvin patched up his machine and took
3 a spin in it with Inez, who had him stop
J at the padre's, where she and her "B.
n V. D." whose name she had discovered
>
Hon his clothing, were married.
end of a
It was when Cross at the
Marvin's
Cecilia,
with
|° month came back
I wife, whom the flier could not remember

I

"As She Is Spoke"

1

thrilled with
melodramatic intensity of this
the
drama. It is not too much to say that
compared
the play itself is a tame affair
Griffith.
to the spectacle offered by Mr.
The story is unfolded lucidly and inThe
throughout.
terest is maintained
treatment pictorially of the master
degenius of the silent drama beggars

] oil

H diamond

pro-

honors with

style of sidewalk

I

'.]

I

made a

also

shared

Mr. Toney has a new
comedy and kept the
audience entertained all during his appearance.
Other acts on the bill were Beatrice
Hei ford, in monologue; Raymond, Bond
and Company in a short sketch, "Story
Book Stuff"; George Halperin, piano
virtuoso; Corradinis animals, and _E1
Bart Brothers, gymnasts.

What

mense audience.
Many of us have been

.

killed

in spite of their marriage certificate
I wedding ring, that Inez put the

and

!

Griffith s pic-

acknowledged the greetings

I to

•

hit

|

Mexican, sweetly, but firmly as was her
went, "V'ou go to hell!"
Dos Santos thought it would be fine

1]

p'ano,

the

HOM ER JOLPSON.

[

Mr. Ball is the comAs the World "Wags:
the headliners.
is -I
poser of "Mother Machree," "Till the
Such forms /of locution as "It
and
Cold"
Grow
Desert
Sands of the
is I who is
"It
and
fault"
am
at
many other popular songs and was who
of in Observacalled on repeated!^ to sing the choruses jat fault" are treated
part of Goold
of some of these ever welcome airs.
tions 15 and 1« of the
Miss Lambert also sang his latest Dalof English GramGrammar
Brown's
asseems
lad, "Mother of Pearl," which
(pages
mars which is devoted to Syntax
and company in a short sketch, "Story
Revised and
Another act that stood out w£s Jim
563-654 of '«Tenth Edition—
Tpney and Ann Norman in "You Know
Has Dick Shunary con-

A-re-oplane
As the World Wags:
How long do you think it win take to
The concfusion of this performance
educate stage directors and actors to
demnoisiest
the
of
one
brought forth
learn to pronounce correctly some words
in
tn
onstrations of approval ever heard
[in our newly acquired vocabulary?
was
Griffith
Mr.
a Boston theatre.
a recent try-out of a new play in W: isl
the
thanked
soon'
and
Boston
footlights
to
called to the
ington (coming, I think,
Lillian Gish, Kate Bruce,
audience.
an aeroplane is an important part 01
Mary Hay and Richard Barthelmess also the plot. Every actor who had occasion

his own name, when the
broken wing of his machine sent him

I

Boston.

Bos-

&
^e^!:::::::::^K^||

me a husband who was

Ibis mechanician. He thought he had
I died, as he came to in Inez's arms and
I he called her "Brown-eyed angel." That
I settled everything for Inez and led her,
I when Dqs Santos said he would kill the
R Gringo and break her neck ir she didn't
acting
marry him. tn tell the direct
4
I

at

nounced

B B^^U.'::''.'Bichard|^e|^

9 past, even
rl

Ball

•

Joseph Spunn
Myrtle Spelvin
Mynle Tannahill

already married, it was His mistake,
not mine," sweetly, but firmly' declared
Inr* Villera. when they tried to convince her she could not keep the Gringo
"King of Hearth" she had always prayed
for and who came crashing in his airplane into the patio of the house of
Luther Farley, her foster father, 150
Her
miles south of live Uio Grande.
basic faith that the Lord never makes
mistakes was fully justified in the end/
Philip Marvin, young New York mil
the
lionaire aviator lost all memory of

rec-

house meant nothing more mysterious
this
than plain "tin, kettle." I hope
answers his question. I might add that
s
Wright
and
Dictionary
the Oxford
space to
Dialect Dictionary give little
enan
"articulating" combinations of
But the
tire and a contracted word.
wonderful old records at our house do.

|

Munp his efforts at French..
Maud Lambert, assisted by Ernest R-

Paul Kelly. The cast
Anna Moore
H'l^SKS
M~ -Davt4
Her Mother
Josephine Bernard
Mrs. Tremont
Belmont
Morgan
Mr*.
Diana Tremont

Alphronz Ethier
Walter F. goott
Charles Trowbridge

1

recilia
"If God sent

Abbott

.s.iiitos

Babe

I

I'lnyton

East." Elaborated from the stage play by Lottie
by Anthony
Scenario
Blair Parker.

ture drama,

l.o«is Volneim
Plummer
Inez.
Mary Worth

•ien.

f

W.
"Way Down

ton presentation of D.

George

old

Rhubarb Wine

Henry Dusga"

Cross

'li

to

in
Theatre yesterday
nes of Smoke," one of the cleverest

Keith's

F.

and most elaborate acts In vaudeville.
They were well supported by several
Miss
dnncers, singers apd musicians.
Bent is the same charming "liosie
O'Grady" and received several encores
when she sang this old timo melody.
Mr, Rooney was especially funny 111 the
role of a Parisian art student and kept
the audience in roars of laughter with

P. H. Unrrett

THEATRE— First

MAJESTIC

Cast:

.ml.

.

B.

tive of laughter.

Wing." a oomedy-drama in four acts
by Paul Dickey and Charles W. GodLuther Farley

have some

the date of thSse
In them I
C. S."
of a "tinkett" and
were
of repairs to sanie. As the items
that the
classified, It wajs manifest
our
"tinkett" written! In the records at

al-

Pat Rooney and Marion Bent,
ways favorites in Boston, returned

tbie's maltreatment of the English lan,uage and his handling himself in what
appear to be trying situations an4
troublesome complications are provoca-

THEATRE-^First

SQl'ARE

the following note:

abW

"Abie the Agent" opened a two-weeks'
tngagoment at the Arlington Theatre
last night and was greeted by rather a
meagre audience. Abie has been made
famous in cartoons. The comedy was
written by George V. Ilobart in collaboration with Harry Hershfield, being
dapted from his sketches.
The piece, presented by the Dixon
Amusement Company, is full of fun, with
\ dash or pathos and a bit of mushinesa.

first lines

oleth

laketh

.

Lead Excellent Program

Franeenea Hotoll
Kalph J. 1/icke
Laura Walker
Nick Adams
Adele Blood
Frank Milton
Jacob Kinssberry

l!el«n

lr

n»vl<lso:i

l'^reilerle

U'na
Kenny
Reba

i

the

cast
I-ee I«r<|

•

Church, Cambridg e.
:d
We have recelv,'«>d
As the World Wa
At our house vie
ords, probably
mentioned by "Ht.
also found mention

Pat Rooney and Marion Bent

Don

'

KM

the
"R. C. S." ask(|:d last Thursday
a "tinkett," menprecise naturo oi
Christ
tioned In the chu rch records of
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The remarkable success
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predated.
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wine
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1
wine if ^vvacuso" Maf«Wln«
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Svracuse'
Is
Wine of s>raouse. it u
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BILL
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of the playm
ollnohe4 by the skill of every one of|
air of reality
ktho aotors In importing an most
llmlsua ,
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be familiar
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not
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-Y
told by winer« hnvo bf
1>n
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^ strong and w,tn Mexico anil its greasers, but you
Sardinia
Ttnos r**' tn * 1 you 868 tno real '"ing in Mr 'f'
fro,,',
and bloody Capt.
it*not the same as Malm- Kthtor*! auave
Santos, Mr. Wolheim's Gen. Aguilar,
'rain from tellins the* story
x,ar
Oulchita
and above all
WoiMtYa
y
fke 'of Clarence drowned iii
and passional*
iV by
0 r&er of his the child-like slmi)llcity
I
Ines.
!,.,
Duke of Gloucester'. n, ,°, of Miss Plummer'sthe aviator, Mr.
Mr Trowbridge as
Cl-i-enco pi^sionalelie
000 " as the w " y ( ross and Mr Dug-.
lis'
s winl, chose this manner F^
can
as Farley are all superb.
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,,,,,,
5
t
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1

stock

of tne
of Selwyn's Theatre dur-

who was a member

Pearson,

company

season, some time before
was named the Globe, under the brief
management of Charles Fechter. Pearin
son's rendering of John Peerrybmgle
Cricket on the Hearth" was the

is

^tabs

man

charge, they were|
fied
whether;
asked as a matter of routine
Republican or 8|
for
a
they wished

man

in

may seem
lowed to look at a book. This
fate for him,
to the rest of us a sad
He
compensations.
Kit look at his
his sta^e
ends much. If not most, of
wives
women
life making love to pretty
he
widow* or ingenues. Frequently will
he
to-for
seems
or
hisses them,

Democratic ballot. Whereupon one of
them responded with cheerful shrewdness: "What else have you?"
AUliL SEAMAN.
Boston.

/

that stage kisses
air. Let us
within an
say then, tVt he is often
nch of kissing' a pretty woman-which
already a considerable privilege.
it!
(or the air,
When he is not kissing hersentimentally
as the case may be), he is
dying
Lidding her to a nunnery go or
feet. Anyin picturesque agonies at her
in the
Iiow. he goes through his work
society and with the active co-operation
it is
for
note,
And
of pretty women.
enormous advantage to him, that

1

Never wore a yachtin' cap

except when I
cculdn t help it

was

in the

in ine life

navy

and

an

and lots
Bay "Hoist the mainsheet,"
sailed on other craft
I know have

em

than yachts.
The doctor says, "To change the course
running free if it was
of a yacht while
require a jib." Does
to leeward would

The

jib or jibe?
And again, "If running free, the ship s
to
course was laid direct." I still beg
I have tried to
differ with the doctor, as

he mean

some things

Rum

Gagger Farm.

Rum

Dr. Crockett wrote "Jibe."— Ed.

.

position,

London, like G.
dramatic criticisms,

Mn

nevertheless, may
pleasure. His
still be read with
'made up. but
are Inky. His face is not
pale cast of
sicklied o'er with the
help him to
women
thought No pretty
if Helen of
write hu, criticisms. Indeed, new-risen
Troy herself, or Aphrodite stud
he
s
h
into
from the sea, came
petulance
would cry out with iter's
disln.UUou.
far moVe prevalent and
Oh. do
ease than writer's cramp):
not
you see I
nleise go away! Can't
win
(She
slip?'
yet though my second
and 'tidy up his
return when he Is out.
revenge.)
desk fo7hlm-a really fiendish
actor, are the
Books, forbidden to the
despair, behis
also
criUcs solace-and
Taus? they have said all of his
uth
and taken the bread out Is
ln
n
And. unlike the actor, he filled
a
™*wtth
with
Is
the unknown. His head ideas and the
chaos of half-f#rmcd

|

iuat the vitality of the drama primarily
depends on the talent of its creators,

He
not on that of Us Interpretaters.
admits that there are new plays that
are merely a "vehicle" for the actor s
art there are did plays revived to show
a new actor in a classic part. This accounts for the space given to the acting
Irving
In London criticisms at the time
"Either he apbegan to be famous.
;

i

-d" teglve

of liter-

any other piece
a sense of
ature, is ever written from
is written Just becriticism
Any. "Good
and
the critic teels like that—

with

conand Images or. if you like,
expressed in
cepts and intuitions mainly
or

only a long way
authors. And
saying that they are both
temthey have in common the literary
temperapermanent. Now the literary
very
dthe histrionic are two
Is

ment an

P

to

steel'

It.

It

crU lctom

And

nS
='to r
others

the"
0^1^
more
"wno

will

always be
in per-

interested
«re
care
Ideas and ima.es who
of life than ior
less for transpositions
UmP
s
Duse
and
Sash's golden voice
and Oldneio.
and 'Quin's high, plume

sons than

Pe

in

C

added that In
Mr Waikley tnlght hare
there are certain
the United States
concerned with
aramatic critics chiefly
"vealed m
the lingerie intime
g[orTfying

musical

comedies,

shows,

spectacular

reviews.

Views of H. A. Jones on Repertory
Theatres: Ideas and Bankruptcy
followHenrv Arthur Jones wrote the
/Times (Sept. 5):
ing letter to the London
ReThe directors of the Birmingham con1

I

1

heartily
pertory Theatre are to be
of'their
gratulated upon the success
rejoice the
we
need
Nor
experiment.
of this success was
less because some
discovery by
Perhaps, due to the lucky
Abraham Linho Britfsh public that
like President Wilcoin was very much
a boom. In
son and equally deserved

with equa
th" same way Tennyson,
teat the
keeness of insight, discovered
much like
very
was
Prince Consort

K

of the
In*r«vlew1ng the achievements-

Birmlngnam Repertory Theatre

In

.

your

mention that its
is.me of the 3d. you
only
main tradition has been to perform
•

this Is low,

'

As

the old song

»
I

will maintain

Unto my dying day. air.
That, whatsoever kiuz shall reign
I'll be tho VICM ur Iii ay, sir.
"Another vicar of Bray, with his curate,
was dining at a Maidenhead inn. when
James I., whom they did not knowthere were no illustrated papers In those
days—entered and ate at the same table.

^

.

.

temWalkley then contrasts the
ln a
of actor and crUic
iients
rd and Joyous manner:

Elizabeth. Fuller

tinconstant changeling, this vicar replied,
"Not so, for I have always kept
principle, which Is this, to live and die

If.

somehow

it

a
Is
With his temperament—and here
plays will
reason why. In the long run.
For
interest him more than players.
about the first
are we not all agreed
put
to
not
it
Is
principle of criticism?

Ideas,

Mary and

my

feel

critiyourself in the place of the artist
of view, to
cised, to adopt his point
Well,
yourself?
recreate his work within
the place
the critic can put himself In
more read.ly
of the playwright much
The playthan into that of the actor.
different
wright and he are working In
much the same material.

VI.,

the vicar of Bray:"
says:

bed of

generally because
it may be added,
write somethe critic has been trying to
other people
thing which he supposes
The good critic writes
like.

different things "

Edward

Sen^^a^lolker^^:
wrote Use

U

cause

Words-which

at

wn7and Dam.ens's
^rLuWsarefr^cro
true
nothing

bad

ways,

them.

savs Simon was 'first a Tapist, then a
Protestant then a Papist, then a Protestant again. Ho had seen some martyrs
burnt at Windsor,,and found this fire too
hot for his tender temper. Being taxed
by one, with being a turn-coat and an

I

.

will

"Simon Aleyn, a 16th century incumbent of Bray, lived under Henry VIII..

,

new plays

novel, or

vicar of the old song.

j

done
Hazlltt over Edmund Kean. It has
over Sarah and
10, since Irving s time,
every
Duse. and must do so again over
ew Shylock or Mlllamant or Sir Peter.
been
years
late
If criticism has pi
the
more devoted to the play than to
thinks,
playing, the fact. Mr. Walkley
He
drama.
the
is a healthy sign for
good
would bo sorry to suggest that
good play,
criticism, any more than a

a good

Windsor Guild Hall. The London Times
published a note concerning the famous

,

of little intrinsic
classic
merit, like 'The Bells,' or else in
classic by
(made
melodrama
parts of
Frederic Lemaitre) or of Shakespeare.
criticism must al!l0 these conditions
ways gravitate toward the acting. It
with
did so, long before Irvings time,

pear«d in

On Sept 9. 215 acres or glebe, belonging
to the parish of Bray, were sold at auction by order of the vicar of Bray at

,

!

ob-

"The Vicar of Bray," Etc.

_

i

*•*

The curate laughed at the stranger's
jokes and afterward paid the bill, as the
King had no cash with him. and he was
then and there rewarded with a canonry
at Windsor. The vicar had been rather
grumpy during dinner, and the King
said: 'From Windsor your curate will be
able to look down both upon you and
your vicarage.' "

Siegfried Wagner, it is reported, has
completed another opera, "The Smith of
Apparently, they can't
Marienburg."

stop him.

The London Daily Telegraph

of Aug.

stated "on good authority" that Albert
Coates of London, who will conduct
some of the New York Symphony Society's concerts "Oils season, will also
conduct, as a guest, some concerts of
the Boston Symphony orchestra.
W. Edmonstotine Duncan is dead. He
wrote a life ot Schubert and also wrote
in an individual and straightforward
manner, about music in general.
Eugene d'Albert has completed an
opera "Sirocco."
One Schrecker .has

2S

composed new music to "Faust."

The Norwich (Eng.) Players, Zealous
Amateurs; with Other Stage Notes
The Norwich Players of England, dif-

from the ordinary amateur dramatic company, "by reason of the frete*t
drama who, quency of its performances, the compar"artistic integrity"? In the
ative excellence it attains in production.
the test except tiiej
is finally to apply
•iety of plays it offers." is not
box office? I have a giava
those plays which have
of

artistic

[public at the

Integrity.

w^ved

What

the, ferent
is

It is

He

.

I

A

roqiect of the quality of the entertainment they provide.

™

I

.

i

Moliere
and
"Shakespeare
serves..
wished above all things to make money
ty their theatres." In this respect they
are like our modern commercial manunlike
asctei though they are strangely
in
o'tr modern commercial managers

1

I

wisely

ence.

pained dramatically something of what
"You have no stomach,
It lost poetically.
signior." Thus it is with most audiences,
even a Musick House audience— the majority have no stomach for pure poetry.
They are secretly bored by too much of
It. but a little poetry with an excess of

will not estabuntil its managers,

management,

Gaucherie one gets, if
gaucherie with a differnot a gaucherie of J.he spirit.
it is

(Mr. Mauck) realizes the posof a stage which will barely
take an average-sized dining room carJpet, and human material with sincerity
land enthusiasm and a taste for the theatre, but without tradition and without
(experience. "Jluch Ado About Nothing"
was produced without scenery, and the
action was continuous except for one
break. The play was ruthlessly cut. "Itj

j

theatrical

But

sibilities

who knew something about

Goetha.

'

of ineptitudes.

I."

i

j

m

|

.

taiikruptcy.
Ferhaps the managers of our repertory theatres have not noticed how
carefully Shakespeare avoided being a
social reformer, how resolutely he refused to exploit "Ideas." how little eccentricity, how little novelty there is to
bo found in his plays.. But then, as,

U

B. Walkley, the accomplished
dramatic critic of the London Times, has
contributed to that Journel an article
He believes
on acting and criticism.
K.

/j

is

'|course.

little

,

H. Lewes, whose

old

only ono entrance and one exit.
Mr. Monck's wit varied the expected monotony.
"It is this perfect aplomb ofboth producer and actors which give3
such pleasure at the Musick House. Sftlfpossiession in acting covei-s a multitude

the
eccentricity,
perversity,
ishnesc,
diffusion of "ideas" are poor stock-lntiade for a theatre, and soon lead to
.

"Nan' and
Musick House

us' of Eurlpedes, Masefield's

t

"The Rivals." In the

instead of despising and avoiding those
plays that hav9 proved themselves worthy commercial successes, take, full advantage of such plays to gather the
general public to the movement. Freak-

.

7o

among us

lish ltfelf

|

"Candida," the "TMppoly^

Juliet,"

there

and musical comedy.
The repertory theatre

his

in

will lay
writing, but If the good doctor
Gagger Farm some
his course for
a sketch with pencil
fine dnv, I'll make
Perand paper to put hlni straight.
of Santa Cruz will
two
or
hans a drop
F. A. FENGER.
help clear things.

and

audiences have been bored and bewildered, and have been driven to revue

on the other hand, is a
action.
contemplation, not of

"His pursuit i* sedentarv, and with
risks becomlife of forced inaction he
without the
ing as fat as Mr. Gibbon,
style. 1 erGibbonian
the
alleviation of
aids to comsor.al advantages are not
man
ugliest
the
be
and he may

Lost." Before Christmas the plays announced for performances are "Romeo

forgotten that the first great business
of the theatre is to interest and amuse
the public. The result has been that

critic,

of

|

of social reform, and
by-ways of what I
harura scarum" and "the fentonville
omnibus" schools of drama. In their
eagerness to ventilate what they call
"ideas," the repertory managers have

His

thing.

.

side alleys
into the eccentric
have called "the

our drama into dreary

that work is a fixed, settled
and
words have been invented for him
rewritten out in advance. He has
precisely
hearsed his actions. He knows
what he is going to do."

And why jump on
yachtsmen anyway? Some of em don l
of

explain before.
explain
It is hard to

always delivered in the

ire

which Monck admitted
was claptrap; "Nishikigi." a Japanese
Noh play, translated by Ezra Pound— "a
strangely beautiful and moving piece of
work"; "The Comedy of Errors." "The,
King's Play" and "The Shepherds'
"The
Mysteries),
(mediaeval
Play"
School for Scandal" and "Love's Labour

London and in the large towns? For
the most part, the managers of our
repertory theatres have shunned those
plays that have been stamped by popular approval, and have tried to force

the rogue,

you.

tell

\

gerald-Monck),

in

!

For Dr. Crockett
As the World Wags:
the
Avast, doctor, and what would be
They'd
marines?
the
to
it
telling
in
use
with getting
only ask what it had to do
the torpedo
up a shot of alcohol from
As for the sailors, there ought
room
Boston who can bear me
to be enough in
Herald some
in what 1 said in The
cut
time ago.

becomes a

flic

all

identi-

1

But later in your review you seem to
advocate a contrary policy, for you say:
"The resources of the commercial theatre are almost closed to the repertory
movement." What does this mean?
What resources? How are they closed?
It is true that those authors who have
been so ill-advised and so "inartistic"
as to achieve commercial success in the
theatre have been consistently tabooed
by the repertory managers. But is not
that the very reason that the movement,
has generally failed, and that countless,
thousands of pounds have been wasted,;

rest to match. As
reader. I have
of action, he is no
Neville deheard the late Mr. Henry
never be alshould
clare that an actor

I

for the

87
afraid to produce plays that would have
a small chance of success in the ordinary
Since the fall ot
theatre of commerce.
"Much
1919 these plays were produced:
Ado About Nothing," "The land of
Heart's Desire" (Yeats), which failed,
for_as a play It is "ineffective, joyless
and unreal"; "Omar Khayyam" (Fitz-

This is the
attractive to the public.
right policy for a repertory theatre.
Unfortunately, the Birmingham Theatre
seems to be the only one that has tried
It And ft is the only repertory theatre
that has survived and succeeded.

of

agonies

that never
terned leg (under trousers
terminating in
bag at the knee, and
patent leather), and
,oots of the shiniest

ladies preceded me at the polls at
primary elections exercising
first time- their proud privilege

by the

(or,

a"

last

Having been duly

rolls
in the

at a

and is
Jf.
Igood old days was)
hmeh. ht by
and pummelled out of the
udder the hanthe 'star.' And all this
and a WSV It
dicap of grease-paint
But then he
must be very fatiguing.
advantages of an
enjoys the physical
Willoughby PatIve life. He has Sir

BAIZE.

of the ballot.

writhes

Ipoison,

From Force of Habit
As the World Wags:
The shopping habit is indomitable.
the

r is

|sufrcas es,

Dorchester.

Twc

heavy

with

wrestles

pouted
knouts or
Eatorchampions,
headlong down
Blabbed,

something
best one that I recall. Before
stronger than malmsey got the better of
in his
artist
excellent
an
1dm he was

££.

windows,

limner

"The

'

words that I have lately recommended
Mr. Austen Chamberlain to tax very
heavily, ln aid of his next budget.
But we may cordially applaud the
Birmingham Repertory Theatre in its
policy- of mainly producing plays that
have already proved themselves to be

it

first

ing its

.

action is an excellent sweet dish.
pleasant innovation was the use of the
Norfolk dialect for all the low comedy
parts, and the humor and effect of reality was greatly heightened by the device.
One felt, indeed, that Dogberry was a
Norfolk man. Such vast and terrible unconsciousness was devastated.
.
.
The Comedy of Errors' compressed into
three-quarters of an hour's playing was
acted at tremendous pace, with terrific
gusto, and with excellent effect.
Thai
brassy farcicality of the play was completely realized by the producer, who
himself acted one of the Dromios. 'Love's
Labour Lost' was a difficult play to
.

]

,

interesting. It was played somewhat too seriously. The unreality of the
demands
a light fantastical touch,
play

make

which the producer,
scenery

himself,

who

really

painted

aimed

at,

the'

and

achieved whenever the material, human
or otherwise, was sufficiently malleable.

The

dresses, scenery and lighting effects,
in particular the gr6uping, showed
the producer's taste and talent as probably no other production lias done, except 'The School for Scandal,' In which
Mie Norwich Players broke, for them,
new ground. It was tho firs* really popular play they had produced; it ran for
10 performances, and might have run for
a month."
The repertory of the Birmingham,
Eng., Theatre for this fall will include:
"The Potter's Shop," a play of old Per-

and

sia

by

L.

Brown; "The Cleansing

P.

Stain," by Echegaray; "The Confederacy," by Vanbrugh— the first production of a Restoration comedy at this
repertory
theatre;
Besler's
"Don";
Sehnitzer'g "Paying with Love," and
Shakespeare's "Henry IV. Part I."
A new little play, "The Test Kiss," by

Keble Howard, was produced in London at the Coliseum Sept. 20. The two
characters, a widow who prefers brain
to heart and her admirer, who convintes her of her grievous error, were
payed by Vioet Vanbrough and the
author,
whose "Lazy Lupin" was
brought out this season at the Copley
Theatre.
•

On Aug.

31

"Chu Chin Chow" began

fifth year In London.
It had then
been seen by over two and a half million people, and contributed £57.500 to the
national funds by way of the entertainment tax. "During the time that it
has been running at His Majesty's Theatre about 40(r plays have been produced or revived and have disappeared
its

from the London stage." On Sept. 28
its 20th century of per-

it will enter on
formances.

London's Grand Guignol at the Little
Theatre opened Sept. 1. After three
Andre de Lorde's shocker.
"The Hand of Death,'" was performed.
This was followed by "a savoury, ~*oh.
Hell!'
which is described"— we quote
short plays

from the Times of Aug. 26— "as a topia prologue and one act.
In the spare of 20 minutes the management promises to provide an up-to-date
picture of Hell, with commenta on all
current events and nine complete mu-,
sical numbers." The plot begins in a
manager's office and then passes to the
cal re\ uette in

Gates of Hell.
Taklo last month at the Coliseum,
London, showed a film in which animals, as cats, dogs, seals, lions, were
seen in their natural surroundings. His
Imitations then synchronized with the
movements of the animals on the screen.
"If the curtain rises on a flat to which
there are five doors, one can take it for
ranted that the hero has loved not

—

cml t>
with its loud, but Inwardly
this
mlse-eu-scene. mark the stages of
which has brought
road. .> false road
his
to
true artistic satisfaction neither
to himf.i.nds nor. it may be imagined,
be
He this as it may, there can
self
onfstlon that with Max

tn be.

<*euarli;re

like

•
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that he 1* conMllly of vlsltt

Ms

official

and

unofficial

Society for the Prevention
Cruelty to Animals prosecuted last
nonth an animal provider and his forenan for neglecting the camels that apDrury
>ear In "The Garden of Allah" at
Inspectors, veterinary
.ano Theatre.
camel
the
of
commandant
mrceons. a
<«rp« school at Cairo, .cave testimony,
rhe police court magistrate dismissed
he summons, believing that the camels
lad been treated well enough, and their
M>or condition was due to the effects of
voyage and the
s akta disease, the sea
:hange of climate; but he denied costs
did
to the defendants, saying thut he
BOt think people ought to be encouraged
England
to
animals
wretched
to brine
to be paraded about on the stage.
"The Blue lagoon." based on De Vere
Stacpoole's romance of Southern Seas

Tha Royal

f

I
1

(lYmce of Wales. London. Aug.

28)

Is

it is not a good play, it
"a series of episodes cleverly strung
together by Mr Clive Carey's fascinating music Into one complete whole. The
spoken word is an unimportant factor.

unusual; while

S

Sffi
°

stage

version

the

Irish

is

sailor

made a wholly sympathetic

is a happy ending.
The Mayflower pageant at Plymouth

person, nnd there

(Erg.) was successful,
from the report in the

I

one can judge

London Times of
There had been heroic cut
dialogue between Miles
Slandish and John Aiden and John's
worlng of Priscilla— adapted with uncommon tact from Longfellow— brought

Pept.
I

if

t'mr.

3.

"The

net oaly the best comedy but the best
individual acting of the performance.
Squeamish people who do not care for
Lr.ngfeliow's notion of maidenly archness dreaded the approach of the 'Why
don't you speak for yourself, John?"
with the rest of it"; but the actors
»»te wary of sentimental pitfalls. As
for the players in the whole pageant,
'ahe worst offenders against Hamlet
#iles— indeed, the only offenders are
ilho one or two who, being somewhat
tscd to the stage, mean the audience to
reccgnize their familiarity."
A curtain-raiser, "A Nice Thing" by
Stacy Aumonier, brought out before

—

m

a view to carrying
but
the resemblance a little farther,
At
because he feels impelled to do so.
rethe
at
least, it is asserted that
hearsals of his plays he has often given
proof of an unusual talent for stage
management, it is humored that he will
make his debut at the beginning of the
winter reason with a classical mise-e.nscene, and it will then be seen whether
thev are right whose regret at the departure of Roinhardt is tempered byhope, on the principle of 'Le roi est
mort, vive le roi!' '•
"Meanwhile the new season is feeling
its way, not, it is true, in the theatre
itself, but in certain neighboring territories, of which one is that of the fashions and the other that of the film/ (The
third, that of' the "dance, still lies- forlorn, but after all the experiences which
the public has had of half, three-quarbut, of course, alters and wholly nude
ways highly artistic performances one
can only hope it will long remain so.)
"To begin with the fashions, there has
recently been a performance under title
of 'Die Ostliche Gottin' ('The Eastern
Goddess'). The title a superb one for
a Bolshevist festival had no relation to

i

!

—

I)

behave in

unaccustomed prosperity. I see his
upon the
ent customers now and then
in 6~ls mas
streets and elsewhere clad
and benefiting greatly by
terpieces
they
them: In all usual environments
from the
are almost indistinguishable
good clothes are a
man with
and then a
life-long habit, but now
their personal
crisis arises for which

w»m

I

I

there the
technic Is inadequate, and
arust
renorseless evening suit that this
come to
to
fails
them
I has contrived for
One of these revelations of
a their aid.
in theatre
I an imperfect technic occurs
amateurs are
* boxes that these social
purchase largely because of the

man

l|

!

circumstances.— London,

led' to

.

is asked for them. But
of
not enough to have the means
eminence; a place
high
I cl'mbing to this
calls also
of such cynosural character
certain quality of self-unconi9 for a
with it
away
get
sciousness, if one is to
or
successfully. Why, then, do not one
•'J
another of thc banished clients of my
povpresent
'former tailor amend their
expeerty by turning to account the
that
rience of well-clad prominence
they acquired in happier days and open

lordly price that
it

'

•

;i

I

I

suca school for their more affluent
expert
cessors? A few Jessons from an
would do much to remove the appearanco of a wax-work exhibition that box

v

>

now

parties

present,

and a few hints
and organize

suffice to mitigate

would

exhibitions of
'ithe occasional galvanic
•'cheerfulness and affability that exploof the
solemnity
dismal
the
I sively vary
occasion. An assurance from a compefeel,
tent person that, however one may
of
he still has only the normal number
hands, and dark as may be his suspicions the chances still are that his crabringis all right, would go far to
'

"The Ruined Lady" at the Comedy
Theatre, London, tells of a deaf woman
spects 'Little Dorrit' is an admirable
of 77 whose only interest is the study
production, beautifully acted by all conof crime, through the medium of back
cerned. It is a rear joy and a matter
She
numbers of Sunday newspapers.
a film
for sincere thankfulness to find
has also studied the subject historically.
so
in which all the players have tried
of BeckI "She knows all about the death
hard and so successfully to get the
while she takes a grim delight in
I ett,
Dickens atmosphere."
the circumstances attending
I recalling
j the death of Marat, though what Charlotte Corday was doing in his bathroom
she has never been able to discover.
She thinks and talks so much of murspoke a few days ago of the flat
correspondingly 'modernly' attired.
der that at last she puts the idea of it are
I
catching game 'known in England, as
The present fashion is, however, so coninto the head of her niece, who has
obliterate all diffeernce be"pricking the garter" or "pricking vrjie
up the best years of her life in trived as to
I given
tween the woman and the girl, since the
attending to the wants of the invalid.
loop," a game referred to by Shakeskirt almost does away with the
I Accordingly the niece puts poison into short
asked if
spere as "fast and loose."
In daily life there
difference of age.
I her aunt's glass of miik, and awaits de- may be no reason to object to what, incountry.
I velopments, omitting to notice that a deed, is often an advantage but on the the game is familiar in this
wars has tried
Mr. John R. Hilton of the Boston &
H soldier returned from the his
drawbacks are Self-evident and
adventures stage the
to tell the old lady of
Maine railroad writes to The Herald:
though
it would hardly
deplored,
be
to
In Gallipoli, using all the objects on the seem as if 'The Eastern Goddess' desired
"You can get all you want of this game
table to illustrate the story, as Corp.
to introduce a mode more suited to the
battle
in
the western states. I was first inthe
reconstruct
Brewster used to
lequirements of the tragic muse. Strange
The invalid has no patroduced to it a t the Dallas, South Daof Waterloo.
him
tience
:e with the story, and drives
thc receipts of the,' kota, land rush in 1908. It is known as
jt ^ ay appear
of the room, and in the attendant
.
more
at f ash ior.s pantomime were over a
'hit or miss,' and you will miss
the
change
to
manages
excitement he
mar ks. £50,000 at pre-war rates.
All of the
often than you will hit.
I position of the two glasses of milk. The We are SQ poor> wrote a loading Berlin
three card monte men at the CheyenneI aunt drinks hers and escapes unscathed., paperi t hat money is of no importance.
we CO uld not have afI while the niece takes a few sips andj
we were
Frontier Day's celebration played the
the!
providing
a
parafloor,
sounds
the
It
expense.'
on
for <i eci t his
I dies in agony
game as a side line. The 'Dewey PalI old lady with a wonderful story of crime doXj but it jg true."
ace,' Market street, Denver, Col., and
I Which -would probably be told to all herl
S a>
Jim Lamb's place in Cripple Creek had
Notes
Film
piece of
by R«doirBe,ler
game going all the time.
Lon..^ Marriage of Figaro" has been afelt about IS inches long and one-half
l and Mav Edginton (Wyndhams,
w
man
a
"It
don. Sept. 1) tells of
£°' prod uced as a screen play in Berlin.
inch wide is much better than ribbon.
shocked bv the prudishness of his *"
They say there is nothirfg new under
is more than a mere display of plctISored Beatrice, a widow, deliberately
the sun."
"Here
Bsits out to make her see in her ownl ures _.. says the London Times.
Shakespeare's Antony complains thai
something created gracefully and
is
Cleopatra,
person "what It is to be under the con
of
gpirit
the
^
[like a I'isWt gypsy, JWWi, at fast and lwve,
and this
D demnation of the prudes,
Bcgnil'd me t>) tic very heart or loss.
imperishable
BpSn he carries out, through her pas- text and also out of the is unfolded
Grant White has this note:
Richard
usic of Mozart. The story
of love for him. He is represented
J| sion
"A game railed 'pricking the garter' has
as the soul of chivalry, and it seems with artistic elegance according to the
ji
been supposed to be meant here; but no
a style of the classical original adapted
"i that a chivalrous gentleman may use
particular game or trick seems to be
woman's love for himself as a means to the cinematograph. Moissi, by the
alluded to." We arc humbly of a conleaching her a moral lesson. Oh eloquence of his exuberant language of
.
trary opinion. "Fast and loose" was a
hn« 'passions de l'amour,' what "esture, is admirable as Figaro, and the cheating
much practised in
game,
(range shapes they take!" This gal- local color of the life of the people and
Shakespeare's time by gypsies and other
ant officer was voted a cad by the au- of the nobles of the time is excellently
vagrants, especially at fairs. Sir John
lienco, although at the end he pulled reproduced, both in detail and in the
Hawkins describes it: "A leathern belt
True,
scenes.
ensemble
xoin bis pock-it a marriage license.
richly rendered
was made up into a number of intric.ile
production is not flawless, but Its
the
folds and placed edgewise upon a table
In Berlin
give relief to the
little blemishes do but
One of the folds was made to resemble
if it is not
which,
whole,
Lonmerits of the
The Eeriin correspondent of the
the middle of the girdle, so that who-,
ever could thrust a skewer into it would
to be
think ho held it fast to tho table, wherecces-sors of Reinhardt, -who unfortuwould be gained if this film wereon the
as when he has so done, the" person
great the pioneer of a, school, and if,
r\ately was not satisfied with his
always
with whom he plays may take hold of
the' theatre were
hand,
that
about
other
came
it
"so
services to art,
clean
both ends, and draw it away." Wagers
represented by work as tasteful,
which
temperament
he side of his
whether tho belt was fast or loose were
and- honorable as this.
encouraged; the gypsy could make it at
and significant fact,
loaned toward the handling of great
It i" a curious
alluded to
really outstandhis option. The game is often
crowds and of great spaces became ab- however, that the few
ing triumphs the screen has had during
by oki writers, as by Drayton:
normally developed and mechanical."
all
to
counter
He like a jvpsv oftentimes wmild so.
st year have run
d to
The writer cited the great spectacle
of uibOerub. he hath learn
All' kinds
kyiously accepted canons of
the
"gumurun" and "The Miracle," the
\fter discovering that
stlrk. a short strlns »»d a noose.
Hn'u'a
And
in
and
so
fast nnd
ehcus ("Oedipus Rex" in the ring),
ding was by no means
Would show the utople trleks at
*>* it had alwa ys been heja
I

is

.

|

of the

war brought an

the

pres-

those who
photogratend completely to portray m
phy a -book which took Dickens himself
but,
agree;
two years to write.' We
have
Dickens himself would doubtless
story!
solved the problem by lopping his
unmercifully and leaving nothing that'
film,
The
essential.
was not absolutely
seems to be trying to solve the diffi-j
getting!
culty from the opposite angle by
avail-)
as much as possible into the time
per-j
important
most
the
of
One
able
sons in some of the American studios,
completed!
the
is the 'cutter,' who takes
skill
film in hand and with uncanny
cuts out thousands of feet at a time.
He might well turn his attention to
inci'Little Dorrit,' for there is so much
dent that a little less would give a less
reother
patchworky effect. But in all

—

exclu-

almost

'but

forms of that fortu-

whom

nate class to

be a
tention to detail. "H must always
Thackmatter of regret that Dickens,
Victogreat
eray and the rest of the
scene to
rians were too early on the
Dickadapt their work for the screen.
Dornt, for
ens's own. scenario of 'Little
intensely
been
instance, would have
space of
fascinating. 'Naturally. In the
to
two hoursV the producers explainprecannot
see the film 'we

Russian
Revolution, but was given to a pantomime staged in the open air on the
race course at Grunewald, and comprising a monster review of mannequins in
the evening fashions oi the coming winter. It was not the scenic arrangement of
this Vanity Fair only which reminded
one of the theatre. One's thoughts
at least (those of the writer— involuntarily straved to the problem of the)
modern dress of women on the stage.
Strangely enough, this problem is almost wholly overlooked, for generally
one does not spend much thought on it
if only the actresses in a modern piece

Reason

old following,
sively draped tho

his

Daily Telegraph.
put on the,
"Little Dorrtt" lias been
It
screen bv an English film company.
atcommendable
is said that there is

—
—

the Goddess of

like

tailor,

now made

pulling the strings,
and blood
they are creatures of flesh
behave as nine
they
like ourselves, and
would
men and women out of every ten

thither by the

of idle vanity, with

dies, r.ot from drink but from the poisoned berries, making the children
swear they will never touch them. The

sailor

My

«P«j

Goethe also,
incredible degree.
theatre
well known, tried his hand at
management. If Hauptmann is followout
not
ing his example it Is certainly

at fast and loose
described.

with whom I parted with
years ago for no fault of
several
regret
reason that I
his but for thc plain
his exilted
could no longer afford
that he
charges, told mo the other day
clothes for almost none of

™

«**
winning a measure of succe
has hardly yet been paralleled.
Blossoms,
Miracle Man" and "Broken
v ««9
two other freaks that tower a*5

much
poet l»er
are
general level of mediocrity,
most interesting is the
plays lack
hitherto been
the same category. All three
hart Hauptmann, who has
element,
oal
romantic
unconnected with the praot
that predominating
understood by
Felix Hoi aenas the teim Is commonly
cf the stage, while Herr
adrn vers.
believed to
many
find
novels
whose
those who cater for what is
der..
thW£
but
th»
stranger to
public taste in mental fare,
the
be
,s anything but a
Keinhard :s
qualities, which are
since he has been
tre,
all three have other
from the
more than a compensation, in
trusted friend and collaborator
strong evidently the
has
three, every character
days of his first attempts The
that each of
far
by
undoubtedly
been carefully visualized by the
individuality is
only
not
such
by eveiy
of Hauptmann. as is proved
author and actor, but the action la the
of the
least
piece in
line of his works, or, at
as might quite easily take
years
They
of
course
spectators.
dramas which, in the
of any one of the
limitations Ufa
direct from the
have shaken oft naturalistic
are, in fact, pages taken
It
and advanced to classical maturity. that Book of Life. The personae dramatis
as
part In
development
is the same line of
are not mere marionettes taking
for the
constructed but highly
of Goethe, whom Hauptmann,
ingeniously
an
an almost
and
rest, outwardly resembles to
story and jerked hither
as is improbable

There are whele episodes in which no
word la spoken, and one does miss it."
the

"Xlteinhwdt's successors."

;

i

ham

"Dress Suits" and Stage Boxes
As the World Wags:
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M

maim

with

\

i,

•'the

M

In

ana
an uncommonly ncn
epoch of the German stage

Scot'

In
the

tho picture ntK
discovery
further still more ost-oi ndlng
entlmental love
that tho conventional,
enalmost
be
occaslc
story might, on
The latest Instance
tirely eliminated.
there
in which
nimiui
this "Humoresqu
of mis
ot
wiro
of romance, looks
is the merest thread

I

I

'

We

I

vat
ing about the proper psychological condition from which the physical proprieties naturally and inevitably flow.
GAYLORD QUEX.
Boston.
The Italians used to laugh at the stiff
ness of Americans driving in open car
riages through their streets; at the,ii
awkward, self-conscious, poker-back sit

The American might have

tin°-

sail

with Chrysos. in Gilbert's play, when
Galatea exclaimed, "How awkwardly

you

sit'"

anything ex

I'm not aware" that there Is
truordimny in my sitting down

The

natur,

does not leave scope
of the seated attitude

much

foi

variety.

But Galatea mentioned the fact that
Pygmalion, sitting, always put his arm
around her waist. — Ed.

We
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Girl in

'tREMONT THEATRE—"The

two

comedy
the Spotlight," musical
Herbert, book and
acts; score by Victor
in

by
by Richard Bruce; staged
cast:
The
Lederer.
George W.
John B^nhard
Tom Fielding
E
Bill Weed
Neit Moore
Ned Brandon.......,Carr
Max Preiss
Mil-burn

lyrics

:

Molly

Shannon.

.

.

Bess
'Clare

June

••;

Ben Forbes

Minerva Grey
Jessie Lewis

Aenes
"
5
''

Watehem Tripy

faurette.-.-..'.'.'.".'.'."'.''

Patterson

Hal skelly
Keletv

•

John Rawlins

M*re»t

^

—

.!

Frank Marvin

b

t^wis

Mitchell
y .Geneva
"lltan. Toun «
zest-

Victor Herbert "first night' is
speech.
without a Victor Herbert
the rotund
At the end of the first act
that
melodies
composer of the brilliant
Modiste
made "The Red Mill." "Mile. gone toy.
and other operettas of seasonsby happy
was beckoned to the stage there permembers of the company and
of Ins
isuaded to talk, deprecatingly of Ire
earnestly
••little musical piece,"
appre
and
cause,
land and the Irish
even to Mr
ciatively of his associates,
Messrs. Skelb
Lederer himself. Then
stage and reand Reinhard darted off old-time proturned with Mr. Lederer
speaking, s et stu
ducer, comparatively
comes to achieve
at the front when it
He uttered one single
merit*.
but of a an
he too was a Sinn Feiner,
escaped, leavmg
Iferent lodge, and then
the scene.
Mr. Herbert to finish
Lederer as
?
We speak of Mr. his
record ot many
because of

A

less

'

;

,

,

timer,

\o,

:

exceptionally

el.ver

«1»"»<»?J

|4.».r for ecmle. voeal
He has given Mr. okeuy
b Carr and Mr Dowling plenty of

scope in

'

.

„rv,&=''e»;;ij

:;

u^es Molly Shannon more than
;

It

VALESKA SURATT

performance by

ATjmtEITH'S

Characterizations.

There remains, then, Mr. Herbert's
core. It is perhaps the most satisfying

^

1 his recent efforts. It reveajs much
of the old resourcefulness of this master
workman, much of his artistry in

Presents Sketch Depicting Rise

C

of Cabaret Singer

In the

Rlization of his instruments.
song of the piece. "I Can't Sleep,.'
fear, Without Dreaming of Sou," he
angles out now the 'cello and harp to
carry the theme, now the clarionets.
pod for full effects all the strings. For
fterbertian humor there is the song for
Br. Carr, "Catch 'Em Young, Treat

Kef

j

There

Rough, Tell 'Em Nothing."

Tphn

many

Ere

others of course, but these

lire two that stand out.
llolly Shannon starts as the

housemaid

Celtic

thusiastically received.

1

Sharing honors on the

lodging

Todgers's

Mrs.

in

,

with charm and, to shower her versatility, plays a couple of old-time selections
on tho violin. Ed Janis and his singers
and dancers were also well received.

narrative concerns her opportunity to
ing the prima donna role in the # opera
which, it is learned in the last two
minutes, is Marvin's child.
So the
scenes are in the Todgers lodging house,
a rehearsal hall, a* theatre green rbom
and lastly, the garden of orchids, the
final scene from the opera Itself.
This

Devorah and Zemater showed something novel and dangerous on three
Other acts were Edhorizontal bars.
win George, Juggler; the Le Grohs. in a
I

I

Besides

the

and the ex-

principals

I

Oellent chorus, with real voices above
their nimble legs, the
cast
numbers
veral clever actors. It even was good

the

voice

the

of

policeman.

His

name was not on the program, but we
knew him to be William Cameron, one

Senator Harding, whose use of Engl
is slipshod, was not
the first to speak
or to write the world "normalcy." That
word Is allpwed by the great Oxford dic-

best in his day, which notably
hat or "The Belle of New York."
Cameron, with four lines and- a billy;
ntly, Fred Solomon, as a curate,
Irith a prayer book and the same number of lines.
How the world Bpeeds
of the

Wag

1

'GLOBE THEATRE— First
Boston

in

The

jflSon.

"If we denote the co-ordinates of
the point of contact and normalcy." The
(1857):

Ocorgin:* ('use

Dltry H

Marlon

Buckler
Kllng

s ,xou

s

it.

\

Mark Smith
Martha Mayo

rr

Unfu« Peterson

Peters

Bronilon

.JJ>

Marc'

H

Arthur Barry 5

„

f Cm

<f

cast:

-

t

which gives two illuatrative
The flirt Is from the Mathematical Dictionary of Davies and Peck

0f

Rogers
Hai

tionary,

quotations.

jvrform-

"Th» Cava Girl," a
comedy in threr. acts, by George MiddleStaged by George
tan and Guy Bolton.

•nee

Merrill

Orlando Spcrrr
Grant Stewart
l'ranklyn Ilanna
Mr. Keys
Is
comedy
of arrfateur
The piece
a
camp life .n Hie Maine wilderness. It

second is from an article in the Nation
N.Y.) of July 30, 1893: "Believers in the
mathematical normalcy of the female
mind."
m I'l
"NormaleV*
not a word of long
standing in • the language.
The first
quotation given in the same dictionary
is
from Edgar Allan Poe's "Eureka"
(about 1819).

tion

As the World Wags:

p
'

* man need suffer hardship

if

thrown

• his own resources in the woods. To
hat his theory ho and his ward, Marthe primitive

got, live

in

lite

'•

/ *

1

enter.-,

1

h. ir

:.

I.-

.

Marmot

n.-.-

camp and encounters young;'

tin

Bates.
Thus the hitter's love affairs Wlake a quick turn and, forgetful of Elsie. f,~
to

whom

he

weeks, he
spell

of

hazard.-

KeU

in

a few

held completely under the

is

pnmin\.

Hi.-

He mu-t

married

is to he

M.-n

in

M.irirot.

vi.o.K

!h.-

Mnrgot may be

that

a:

his.

1/

p

10

He

the

-

t

now thrown on

own

re-

wander about
and accidentally come across
camp of Margot and the professor.

Here

propinquity

affords

H

|JJ

I

the

.-i

1

m

he officiates at the

Th»

Hads
chief

m

.,!„(
I.

it

,

the noting of

ceremony of making
1

,;

,,„,

of the peri'ormnnr.*

Grace Valtntine and

\

Till

and

— A.

bia left leg

l

As the World Wags:
Joe Ott had a song "Turn Over" from
which I think Mr. Quex is trying to
It

more ago)

was
I

I

years or

(25

bought

Bluffing in Alcohol
the World

year

last

in

\V.. In

I

,

1

Robert Barbour of Montclair. N. J~5fc
thought that a picture of Frank McGlynn as Lincoln in Mr. Drinkwater'st
play showed him wearing, not a shawl '
but a scarf worn with an overcoat or
cape. Mr. Barbour wrote to the Eveninv
Post of New York about it, for ho is
certain that Lincoln wore at times a
shawl large enough to take the place
"These shawls were
of an overcoat.
worn in some parts of the country even'
later than the end of the civil war. For
instance, they were worn h y some of
roy classmates from Pennsylvania during my three years in Princeton Theo'logical Seminary, 1871 to 1874.
They
were old-fashioned Scotch plaids.
have one in my possession ^today
II
formerly owned by my father, who was
a Scotchman. It is so large that folded it
serves as a double extra covering for a
Ithiee-quarter bed and I have often us'rri
it
in that way.
Being of wool these
Lshawls are boch light and warm. I am
sure that somewhere I have seen a pic
lure of Lincoln wearing one of the-e
jshawls, but cannot find it among any
,

!

.

I

possessors

a

certain

.

!

.

the way, as she was discovered in a
grotto on that island in the year 1820)
were al-'
cften get into the papers.
ways particularly pleased with the Btaas
given
out
by the
Itistics of Venus
gymnasium of Bryn Mawr Ctflege a
iyc-ar or so ago, in which, among other
figures were the following:

We

1

\

,'

|

Chest— 34.2.

_.

Chest (expanded)— 36.2.

The Bryn Mawr

people were much
bucked by the fact the chest expansion
of a Bryn Mawr nymph was averaged
;at 3.2 inches, as against a paltry two
]

inches for the lady of Melos.

We

also

iremember that Venus' s wrist was given
las 6.2 inches. Perhaps you recall what
beautiful wrists the statue has? New
York Evening Post.

—

,

,of the pictures that I have."
Lincoln left his home

When

j

of

inaugurated the

alcoholic

beverages, and stores prudently laid in
against the wrath to come were freely

and boastfully confessed.

a shawl.

From Christopher Morley
The measurements of our friend Aphrodite of Melos (it is her centennial, by

waltzed away.
the London Dally Chronicle.
is

I

July

amount of ostentation was shown by
thrifty

Jaw

one's

-

Wags:

ago

g.'ts

my

/

,

it.

OLIVER GIBBS.

Boston.

man

1

^published

know, for

Marius would have excited remarks
from rude and vulgar boys. It takes a
of character and fine hreeding to
w ear an old suit in an impressive manner; even he might not be able to walk
in Tremont street with dignity, wrapped

life
'

stir,

Jonah day:
until
Into the old bone-orchard

My mummy-box

a

ELD AD SCRUGGS.
Boston.

the

down

that

gaff

charred*

exquisite than these.

As

goos'ey

Be mine

Turn over!
There were other verses even more

K A

authors
their
greatest
play.
Gcorgina.
tin
widow, falls in love with tin- professor.
The millionaire is left in seek oth. r
•ields.
Elsi,. talus l'ai. rson as
matt.
of course, and Young Hates stays in tli.
w Oods and affects an accident that hu ft!
•nay marry Margot. The sheriff arrives A
•nd arrests Bates and speaks of his
unpleasant dut\ of taking the million-''
atfe to Bangor, which
is
not so un- ti
pleasant after all. Before his departuryoung

the poor bloke,
lost In the shuffle

.

their

clad,

The

tot broke.

quote.

Marius had a shabby* hat, but his soul
This is all very
soared to the stars.
well m romance, but in our d>ab daily

That, goggling round a highbrow lobster
Confesses he has bored me btlffl

o'er they near killed

He cot

1

and scantily
^Hl
aimlessly

Oh for the tongue that makes a mob
The harmless, neceHsary biff

them

was

r

blacked tjoots do not prove that the feet
are those of a genius. Victor Hugo's

>

a bed.

the

means

.

**^*B,

But when they turned

a'l

boat house to destroy fij
of transit to civilization, of
But lie builds better than he knew, f or ff
the f:n- razed the
n
amp
The ft
lire

the only

It

Joke.

Dig

worn with an air. There is no excuse
for a button missing, and broken, un--

1

The Good Old Shawl

Turn over!
In the middle thought

The man

I

I

aay

of

Cum

-

AMEN'GLIS

Turn over!
slept together one night In

•

i

in

they

men

Otium

sensible man is loath io part with
any old garment, however disreputable
it may seem to •unsympathetic, genteel
eyes, nor is this regret necessarily a
matter of sentiment. The old coat is
more comfortable; the waistcoat may
by a stain recall a joyous evening; the
trousers may bag, for the wearer was
not in the habit of twitching them up
over the knees when taking his seat in
The man conthe presence of ladies.
scious of a new suit of clothes is a
painful sight, even when it is. a business suit for which he paid $140 or &150,
as the "client" of a fashionable tailor.
Patched trousers in these days are &
sign of nobility, but they ehould be

A

(On Ur. W. J. locke't pica tor an inaloAmerican Ian tun," J
loh for the picturesque expression
Our cousins oversea can teach!
Why should I shun the naive confession
Of having "lamped a perfect peachy'?-

of a son* that I'll sing presently
Turn over!
written, or wroten, or rotten by me
Turn over!
.-ing it «t moat every place that I play.
J
I don't know it yet but I hope to some
day.
For where there's a will there's a law suit

said

•,

and

was

Turn over!
They agreed to turn over -when one

marry hi.-: son 1.. n,.- dauithtcr of J,
Qeorgina fase.
v elow. .111.1 incidentalIf to take th.
widow for himself. His ',''
storehouse has been robbed, and he fci
blames Baptist", the guide. The latter!,
reagents the indictment and they quar- A
"el. A pa; i\
organized to hunt the in- jf
ruder,

It

Five

Wilderness.
Bates imllionairc. lias as his
J. T.
guests a group of New Torkers, in an

'

Iniow

—

J

•

I

left

:

'

i» failing, but I think the

article of dress which is still
to the modern traveler, the ohly
thing about him which may be useful to
others than himself, and by means of
which he may still do his devoir to fair
women I How many times mine has
served them for a cushion, a cloak, a
shelter, on the damp grass of the Alps,
on seats of hard rock, or in the suddan
cool of the pinewood. during the walks,
the rests, the readings and the chats of
mountain life!
How many kindlv
smiles it has won for me! Even its blemishes are dear to me, for each darn and
tear has its story, each scar is an
armorial bearing. This tear was made
by a hazel tree under Iaman that by
the buckle "of a strap on the Frohenalp
that, again, by a bramble at Charnet;
and each time fairy needles have repaired the injury."
We all remember Colline, the phiiosoiher in Puccini's ''La Boheme," addressing in lacrymose bass the overcoat he
was about to' sal), singing at length
while Mimi's condition demanded imme
diate aid and Collino should have rushed
for it, but Colline was not so moved to
sentimental regret as Amiel.

alrous

GAYLORD QUEX.

u

song Mr. Gaylord Quex is seeking was
sung by Joe Ott. There were several
verses, too, of which I remember:

flj

the Maine

isolate! ''aritiou camp. His son is In the
party.
Tho father's real purpose is to

My memory

1

this "column.

|

"Roll Orer"

of notion and the dialogue is
and there •
often ttnroariously funny,
Few in the
arc many ingenious twists.
audience could predict faithfully the >
ultima to developments of tho comedy,
ere is care 111 the attention to detail
free
.ataging and the settings are
'Om the aspect of artificiality.
jFrof.
Orlando Spcrry declares that Vj
full

la

to

Boston.

Prof.

•

sympathize with Amiel making a trial
of the new gray plaid that was to take
the place of his old mountain shawl.
He wrote in 1886: "The old servant
which has been my^companion for l'j
years, and which recalls to me so many
poetical and delightful memories, pleases me better than its brilliant successor,
even though this last has been a present from a friendly hand.
But can
anything take the place of the past, and
have not even the inanimate witnesses
of our life voice and language for us?
"The shawl, besides, is the only chiv-

seen of anybody. It was subsequently
reported by him with an air of Christian
resignation that the barrel was found
to contain only two pints or so of seawater, and the Jocund spirits with
which this depressing result was borne
was accounted for by the great satisfaction that he felt in thus acquiring
inexpensively so excellent a barrel for
cider or other domestic use. The lack
of relation between his state of mind
and its alleged cause is full of suggesIn the darktions to the thoughtful.
ness and seclusion of a cellar manyrequires
and
it
happen;
things might
no great imaginative powers to picture
the practical results that would ensue
upon the advertised possession of 40
gallons of so popular a beverage as
this.
A fascinating problem in psychology is hero presented, and to such as
may be interested in such problems the
address of this gentleman will be furnished In strict confidence upon applica-

more that peculiar timbre

fo hear once
in

I

They now may

erly wintry bedroom.

beach and into a cellar of his house un-

pantomime novelty; Miller and Mack, an
old-time song and dance team; Roy
Harrah and Mary Speer. roller skaters.
James J. Morton, billed as '"An Animated Program," announced each act
in a humorous and original manner.

]

very beautiful.

last set is

was Pa-

bill

tricola. one of the cleverest entertainers in vaudeville. She sing3 and dances

where she meets young Marvin,
hut
handsome, and a
impecunious,
She also meets Max Preiss,
tenor.
maker of a fortune in the fur business
and now dabbling in theatricals. The

There may be old and tottering men
that remember-sentimentally the shawl
of travel which also might serve as
covering for the child asleep in a north-

turesque thing in itself and sheds a
pleasant light upon the giver's character.
As a practical protective measure
it automatically denies any inconvenient
petitions that might arise from suspicion of ample resources. In a word,
the affair has become systematized.
But invention is not dead and special
cases find ample reserves of ingenuity
to cope with them. Thus, by some inscrutable decree of Providence there recently drifted in upon the private beach
of a residence of a near-by sea-shore
resort a barrel such as one usually asthe
sociates with whiskey, bearing
labels and marks that are customarily
containers
this
coveted
to
of
attached
fluid in bond. This boon was discovered
by its finder without inconvenient witnesses, and was by him rolled up the

Valeska Suratt, film star and former
opened a
actress,
musical comedy
week's engagement at B.. F. Keith's
a short
"Scarlet."
Theatre yesterday in
sketch depicting the struggles and rise
of a cabaret singer of the underworld.
Miss Suratt was well supported by a
clever company and the act was en-

;

89

'

who

His comedy work makes
ironic touch.
hla Bates one of the most interesting
in an already notable gallery of partsAll the others of the cast added to the
enjoyment of this delightful comedy.

the 'yrjes
the author of the book and
That need not matAs not familiar here.
he has;
that
remains
The fact
ter
refreshingly
turned out a number of
the
though
[neat lines and verses, even
it i£
iatorv itself be extremely simple,
that counts
the skilful elaboration of it

Bat

of the disadvantages of this sort of
prosperity, there are few to be found
are not practically at the end of
their resources. Men occasionally find a
forgotten quart among the preserve Jars
in quite another part of the cellar; now
and then a flagon is discovered upon
the shelf of a clothes closet In a guest
room; but the man of concealed alcoholic resources is best known by his
habitual allusion to the last bottle of
his once vast stores which, containing
much*" accurately
only about
"so
measured by extended fingers, is entirely at the disposal of his friends. This
bottle was clearly once owned by Fortunatus, he of the fabled cap, since
it perennially refills itself and is always
found to contain about the same quantity.
The device is admirably imagined'
from a dramatic point of view. To share
one's last drop with a friend is a pic-

.Mr. Cope, who fiaS dTTeW- been sec.
here in stern and comic roles, played
the brusque New Yorker with a. fine

she po.
ting girl in the spotlight
with a 1
her in attractive colorings
tongue; a teasing eye.
must be confessed that the name o.

the rounding out of the

—

. '

'

by little this boastfulness subsided and
persons recalling this advertised good fortune were told with well dissembled
regret that the matter had been greatly
overstated in a spirit of mere pleasantry
and that, as a mater of fact, the speak,

I

depleted the store, the owner was wont
to announce that a robbery had been
committed, usually by daring automobile
operators, and that he was no
longer among the fortunate of the la

first

plot to kill

to be
time, there were
him on the way.

was then reported that, entering
Washington, he adopted the partial disguise of a Scotch cap and cloak. He
was thus caricatured in Vanity Fair.
We well remember the days when
men, traveling, wpre a shawl instead of
an overcoat. There was a common saying during the civil war and for some
years afterwards, that a Boston man
was known toy his shawl; nor. did he
always sport a shawl strap.
It

Little

er was at that time regrettably near the
end of his supplies. Where the vaunt
had been unusually daring, and no ordinary consumption possibly could have

rumors of a

j

A Chivalrous Garment
In Jhese days of degeneracy, only a
bra«-^nan journeying would wrap himself in a shawl.
As a protecting garment for the male, it passed away with
tho linen duster, or the yellow badge
of the traveler; but the motor car has
brought back the duster into fashion.

England the oyster season opened
on August 4, but, as the London Times
In

assures us, the public does not care to
eat oysters until the beginning of Sep-;
tember. It appears that tllere are well
over 300,000,000 Whitstable. natives in*
all stage* of growth, of which 50,000,000.
are available for this season's market.
Although the price has gone up in the

few years owing to the increased
wages paid to labor employed in culti-

last

vation, the best Whitstable natives are
cheaper now than they were 30 years
ago.

estimated that about 25,000,-

It is

Q00 oysters of this season's supply will
be consumed in London.

There

a fight against the enemies;
sea urchins, and, especially,

ie

star fish,
limpets.

"One direction

in

which re-

search work will be carried on will bein America as to the reasons why linipets do not multiply so
rapidly there as on this side of the
There is a theory that there,
Atlantic.
is a parasite in American waters^which

an Inquiry

—
;

1j

.

ladv

when danger

00

thre

KumenlefT at the hti&d.
"At this time a new society, the Prolet-

brood?
Pe Bmet, the celebrated Jeantl
onary .tmong the Sioux Indian^]

l\er

culte

he saw this trick performed by aH
one ocJj
er snake on more than
T
>n authority.
The other day I asked a Ken-B
i
se
urchins,
sea
theH
s.
nn If this were true about
well as tunlcal
"Why. sure," says h>\[i
«nake.
rat HosnaK
ii
il »!
,f oyster-shells andMfl
ask John Burroughs. He'll*.'
f

t

mo

tlw-or>

of|

•

s
il
1

Plato is true, the sti
and other aquatic pri
to thoroughly iguoram
that never think.

Who Won

the

W
*

C. O.

w

i

the answer to
the wai
Councilman Briokley! He
as much to Mr. Lloyd at
meeting if The Herald's report

query.

"Coined" Beef
4s the World Wags:
Harking bac'jt *o boyhood,

I

"Who won

<

and all this with beNow that question
modesty.
d. one more: Does the councilor the ribbon of the "highest
his
Is country can bestow" on
his eleven

and

wound

stripes

is

"shy"

•

-

my

til*

letariat.
Socialist

1

believe that

problem

retiring.

ott

Next morning

at a
noTe to eive
fe

>
?ormance s of high artistic Part. The
which the best actors took gave free
drama
schools of ballet and

theatre

Fengar

National

subKed
very

s

F

vast

sums out

1^™"

m

2 000,000

that

made

the imperial theatres
The compames
came state theatres
and the repertoires of the n.es and the
compa
not altered, but the
unf ° rtun ,at e
employed,
workmen
J
n^
feared 1posformed committees, for they Bolshevist
the
sible interference. After
when they
revolution in October. 1919.
agree
power, they never could

had

'

New

pa VI D

London,

P.

full
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The Waistline
waitt shall deha* decreed that the
mott lo the knee*.
creator
secret
O
Of woman'* eqnztor.
Hnw fiekle tUy taste:
is
Stn.itl wonder her temper
DBStnbli a* empirics
,
That govern tier, waist.
i„.ir<<l

ami laced

soviet government, becoming a
more organized, placed the state
theatres under the control of A. Luna-

—
the

acquaintance with rattlesnakes (ex
human variety) being ven
Mr. Herki
iit«d perhaps vour friend,
would set me right on thi
1 v,noon

ilv
nt

of the

1

revised,

Spanish dancer, who,
first appearance in
London at the Coliseum, is a native of
ago she went on
years
Seven
Bilboa.
the stage at Barcelona. Since then she
Folies-Bargere.
the
ranced
at
has
Paris, and in Cuba.
That excellent comedian Arthur Sinwho visited Boston with the
clair,
Irish players of Dublin, has been engaged in screen work for the Film

Lt Bilbainita,

recently

i

Shakespeare," Mr. Pollard, basing his

arguments largely on Shakespeare s alheavy
leged preference of "a light to a

Lunacharsky, wishing
local
Soviets.
to nationalise all the Russian theatres,
""" , " , " nt
in
his
theatre
formed a
<ir r

1

He

is

now

!

1

the

statement is derived in part from
book on "Shakespeare's Handwriting,
similar
with special reference to the
xlan
hand found in the three pages e
in

MS., of the play, "Sir

due

to

Thomas More

; ;

Mr. Pollard's old chief at the

Museum. Sir Edward Maundc
Thompson.— The Stage.
the
British

acting

that the most decisive acting is necessary to get it over the footlights. It
an
is a sort of Dolly dialogue between
'Intellectual' widow who prefers head to
heart, and a by-no-means sentimental
young man, who rather nettles her at
first by agreeing that there is nothing
particularly attractive about her. Their
talk on a sofa is so unloverlike that even

i

have been
at least of these editions may
autograph
get up from Shakespeare's
last
manuscript." Justification for this

In Lennox Robinson's new spoken comedy 'The White-Headed Boy."
The Herald noted the production at
the London Coliseum (Sept. 6) of a play
in one act by Keble Howard, the author
of "Lazy Lupin," produced at the Copley Theatre this season. It is described
as a light and airy duologue, "so delicate in texture and literary in flavor

of

.

of Ireland.

,

(with comma, that is to
semisay, equivalent to a semi-colon,
sums
colon to colon, colon to full stop),
Quarup with the conclusions that "the
registers
the
tos regularly entered on
were 'neither
of the Stationers' Company
" as said in the
stolen nor surreptitious.'
readings
.preface to the First Folio; that
hav,
subsequent to the First Quartos
and that "some
little, if any, authority;
punctuation'!

made her

Company

j
I

"The Manuscripts of Shake"The Improvers of

speare's Plays" and

of

'.

Maternal Love
World Wags:

,

the Russian ballet.

tlor..

waist.
Chronicle.
A. W.. in the ttfndon Daily

stage history, by Mr. Harold Child.—
The Stage.
This is the second and revised edition
of the Pirates book, consisting of four
lectures delivered by Mr. Pollard in
"The central idea of the lectures is
1915.
that the early editions upon which a
text of Shakespeare's plays must be
built are a good deal closer to the original manuscripts from his pen than most
He
of the text-builders have allowed."
neglecting
attacks these latter also for
of
"clues" and for "the futility of many
emendations'^ which
-conjectural
the
overload the Variorum editions."
Tn his two closing lectures, as now

grandIbsen in private life, and
and
daughter of Ibsen, the dramatist,
She is a disBjornsterne Bjornson.
ballet
Russian
covery" of Fokine, the
the,
master, and has been dancing since
five.
She toured for a year with
age

public instrucThere
playwright.
were two "commissaires" under him,
for
other
the
Petrograd.
one for the
They dithe Moscow state theatres.
es rected the financial and administrative
affairs, presided over the committees,
but seldom interfered ill artistic mat
The Moaconv priva/to theatres
] ters.
yjwere left alone; those of Petrograd.
now "communal theatres," were put
under the direction of Mme. Andret
The
yeva, the wife of Maxine Gorki.
provincial theatres were run by the

chafsky. minister
writer and

line.

satire is essentially

a

The

;* little

The

1

ed of 25 per cent, of artists, against 75
per cent, of people without the slightIn the end the
est knowledge of art.
obstruction became so obvious that the
soviet government limited the powers
of the committees."

.

'how sweet was bcr waMllne.
ti,.

>

frequent. I once gave a performance of the opera 'Le Coq d'Or.' witn
person instead of 80 in the
one
only
There were continual' refusals
chorus.
and
to work on the part of both artists
workmen. At one of the Moscow theatres the controlling committee consist-

MARVIN.

passing.

farces, and in the
process of deodorization has lost pracIt is carried on
meaning.
tlcally all its
by a yo'ung wife who spends most of
her time with a dancing man whom
•'H tS p-cod cause she describes as a tabtry cat, and devotes what is left of it
to keeping assignations with her avowed
Meanwhile her elderly and exlover.
tremely *silly husband establishes his
maid-servant on her dismissal in a flat
in the Fulham road, whither he repanrs
Thej
of an evening to find consolaton.
remaining characters are more or less
belong
and
brush
same
the
with
tarred
to a class of society whose better ac-f
quaintance most of us can well do withAltogether it is not a pleasant]
out.
The stage dismisses the play
picture."
as "unmoral" rather than immoral.
Mme. Lillebil, the Norwegian danMr at the London Coliseum, 'ia Fru

came

Ct.

is

Press have arranged for a new and complete edition of Shakespeare, with a
revised text, beginning with "The Tempest," under the joint editorship of Sir
Arthur Quille'r-Couch and Mr. J. D.
Wilson, and with an appendix on the

j

|

pressIn authority, besides the
occupied
ing question of daily bread,
were
their whole time. Every day there
meetings-meetings without end; and
the rules framed by the committees
sometimes made work completely im-

work progressing?

Hamlet," by Mr. Wilson; "Shakespeare

as an Adapter," by Mr. Pollard, and
•Problems of the Good Quartos and
the First Folio, by both these scholars
and text elucidators. Here it might be
noted also that the Cambridge University

'

J

Unexplained absences of acpossible.
betors at the time of the performanc

great
Ere

I

\

'

as to the management.
jealousy,
"Personal interests, artistic
often
intrigues and desire of vengeance,
lor
those
quite unprovoked, against

existence of Santa)

!

numerable French

unchanged;

scepticism^
Clans aft«r some years of
doubted the)
llOf course I never really
Clamport. How:
existence of the Sage of
Is
is his

i

"The plot is but a
poor and feeble.
hash- up of old material common to in-

March, 1917
T°he revolution of
theatrical condiVttle difference in the
remained
The private theatres
tions
^be-

Halliday

the bodily

I

seur de Madame" (Garrlck Theatre,
London, Sept. 3), that it hails from Paris
and might fittingly have been left there.
Whatever wit there is in the original
did not bear transportation across the
channel. The play is a skit on a craze

of the

for the

in

I

The Dally Telegraph said of "The
Dancing Man," adapted from "Le Dan-

meiiy

lieve

1

,

Temperance, an
government
by the ^me
mo-

aS

'

I

in

S

leaving, T think,
in half-ton.- an.! khaki,
After that, I quite heborder.

ir

difficulties

j

to vttthe Society for

Witherspoon who)
mythwrote the stories? I thought him
once in a stray
but
vears.
ical for some
was
Herald sent from home, there he
it

|

New Plays in London with Notes
Aboi:t Shakespeare and Comedians

over
Tn Moscow, containing
the imtahabltanta there were, besides
20 private reperabout
perial
P
compa'with Permanent
t ory theatres
famous Art Thenies; among them the
more than 20 yeais
atre," established

I

Was

:

Herculean energy and a constitution of

which made
P«adox-and
nopoly™! vodka; strange Russian terncharacteristic of the

I

'

Palace"

ple's

sad
booze thief is reminiscent of the
endines of a hardy old salt, one George,
Sunday
storied some time ago in The
was
Herald. Once this old character
in
a gale,
jib-boom
lost from the flying
of
once overcome af.er eating largely
softshelled crabs, once killed by an alcoand
gorilla,
overstimulatcd
holicallv
by "Meatfinally shot from the yardarm
on the humane ship.
Thompson."
nose
a copy of those
I'd give a good deal for
volume. While|
stories, collected in one
get a;
cruising in Behring sea I used to
would
month's Heralds at a time, and
on a,
Herald
Sunday
generallv open a
and a scramble fort
l Sunday "afternoon,
'Many is the
'f-the pieces would en?uc.
chuckling
time I have gone on watch
old sailor's
the
of
think
to myself to
a
wondering last words, as he lay in
twenty]
half stupor after eating at least
some-]
et
of
Must
dozen fried crabs-

'

t

Iron."

Petrograd down

la*e halls, "provided by

starboard
to a nautical purist. Port and
by the
tacka were miscalled, judging
diagrams I verily believe that all resail.
a
is
"sheet"
porters think a
j
ISynonomousl •

Mr.

i

putes of the various government authorities on the question of the place of
art and the theatre in a Socialist and
Communist state. Although, therefore,
we were regarded as outside politics,
yet our task was one which demanded

provinand often

;

!

•

i

of

in social life,

but against ^the
provoked by th£
conflicting ideas and never-ending dis-

cial town had a
"Town Theaan opera house. These some extent by
were subsidized to
t rea
had also
town
Every
ihe^ municipality.
the great Peoa "People's Hall," from

:

demise

;

Charles Mathews and an enamelled
chain worn by Henry Irving in The
II
•Belle's Stratagem," were sold for £26.
may be recalled that the sale of Sir
Henry's effects In 1905. also at Christie's
In connection with
realized £18,790.
last week's sale a neat little compliment
by the head of
Terry
Miss
paid
to
was
one of the most powerful music hall
some of the
circuits, who purchased
Miss
to
jewels, and dispatched them
Terry with friendly messages befitting
the occasion."
Phyllis Relph, who was not long ago
a member of the Copley Theatre company, acted at the recent Shakespeare
festival held at Stratford-on-Avon. The
Daily Telegraph said that the part of
"Henry V,"
In
the French princess
she is better
suited her very badly,
and hose
doublet
in
about
swaggering
pleasas Viola, and she makes quite a
is
a supBlanca
ant Portia; but her
imagnot
(one
is
which
minx,
pressed
ines) what Shakespeare intended."
the
of
student
judicious
As a rule, the
acted drama (we leave the purely literary side out of the question) does not
trouble very much about the brawls and
quarrels of scholiasts, commentators,
editors, of the "parti pris type, et hoc
senus omne"; but perhaps an exception
ought to be made with regard to the
series of booklets on Shakespeare Problems, by Alfred W. Pollard and J.
Dover Wilson, the first of which (Cambridge University Press, 7s. 6d. net) has
the rather long and cumbrous, if comprehensive, title of "Shakespeare's Fight
Iwith the Pirates and the Problems of
the Transmission of His Text." Other
volumes in the series promised are
"Stolme and Surreptitious Texts," by
"The Plot of
the two collaborators.
to

imaginable shortage,

towTand
was oneT'every^mall
££
ones Every
teveraTm
the large

A gold ring, originally Henry Ward
Boecher's
a scarf-pin, once belonging

;

perpetual

realized

an

£50.

thanks to this opinion, the theatres, in
spite of many obstacles, have done work
of real artistic value under the soviet
rule.
To give an Idea of the work that
was accomplished in spite of appalling
conditions. I need only mention that in
1918 there were 15 theatres in Moscow

,

and

;

was

that the theatre

brilliant

single

and pearl
emerald
pendant, with pearl dropn and enamelled mount, brought £400. A chatelaine
and watch, formerly the property of
the celebrated actress, Mrs. Abingdon,
were sold for £70 a silver-gilt girdle,
bought in the Rossetti sale, and frequently worn by Miss Terry, brough

and an important means of public instruction and

1

reports
1 would state that many of the
un[were so full of blunders as to be
reading
painful
Intelligible, as well as

sad

was

opinion

a great factor

'*

!

The

this

eral

a

wilh

£110,

Lunacharsky was supported
by Lenin and others. The gen-

contribI itself, and I alone put on IS new proTheodor Comisarjevsky has
ductions, with new staging and costumes,
to the Lonuted an interesting article
years.
in Russia un- 5 in the course of two
theatres
about
don Times
'"The ministry of public instruction and
revolution
the
Before
various co-operative institutions and
der the soviet.
three in Petroworkmen's societies did much, under
the imperial theatres,
the horrible conditions of life prevailwith their
grad and two in Moscow,
ing, to ease the burdens of all artists
the control of a
achools, were under
and men of science and letters; but in
of
minister
the
spite of this, during the two years that
ih-ector, subordinated to
subsiBolwere
They
I worked at the theatre under the
imperial court.
thus
shevist rule we had to contend against
were
and
government
the
ded by
and every
moderate price per-, not only famine, cold, disease

(day saw how "allez" would lit.
Referring to reporters' miscalling_of
races.
technicalities in reports of cup

1

In

I

Si

i

"Jc
the solution had Wen, evolved.
some
m'allege " Now how iikely that
phrase,
old character of a salt used this
an
acquired like A. K. !'• French, as
as the
remarks,
all
to
introductory
English do "I say." My French dictionary is not at hand for consultation.
sailA similar French loaning is the
for the
er's expression "hash-mark."
on
service stripe, the diagonal stripe
Anthe forearm, gallice "hachement."
the deother is the word "lay." as in
command
lightful and generally obsolete
Is
brace."
"iMY aft to split- the main
of "allez"?
this "lay" not a contraction
was much
In my first seafaring days I
I had
puzzled by the word lay. which
hut one
alongshore,
never heard thus

ring

the future
I
evolved.

so that from it
theatre might be

'

ii

Wk

the World Wags:
Concerning Mr. Iyengar's query as to
had
the derivation of "Jimmy Legs." I
French,
an idea that it crime from the
and tried the s heme of thinking over

of

There were even
government.
persons of importance in Communistic
circles who wished all the bourgeois
Lunatheatres to be closed forthwith.
charsky held the view that the bourgeois theatre should be allowed to exist
with certain modifications, and that its
alms should be demonstrated to the pro-

—

Etc.

Georgia O'Ramey, "a newcomer from
the United States, an actress with a real
comic sense," made a "great impression in a new review, '"London. Paris
and New York," at the London Pavilion.
Twenty lots of Ellen Terry's trinkets
"A
realized £955 at auction in London.

soviet

I recall

I

Intellectual

the dramatist.

and gave performances, but

ilnes,

the

1

not able to do without professors
and actors from the old theatres.
"The Proletculte was supported by several very Influential members of the

"Coined," for corned, beef was probably only a case of mispronunciation; to
be classed with a New Yorker's pronun"church" and a Philadelof
ciation
Ed.
phian'a "bird.''

•dncr.

"Jimmy Legs,"

w

Lynn-

ROGER ASKEM.

(Veteran)

own
was

1

father stating that the proper designation for a popular article of diet was
"coined." instead of corned, beef. What
authority .had he for Phis statement?
A youngster came into the store the
other day and called for a cake of "UnA. P. S.
aee.eptel" soa^.

:urute.

it

.

ndviso you. Mr. Cnpcllo. to conin our

.

sult Mr. Burrough»l Something

War?

_

BKAT3I CAPBLLO.

.herrt tells us that Mr. .Johnson
Ed.
! Iw the matter of snakes.—

we know

ited

.

,

,

for

'

widow, who sees to it that the next kiss
The
has more human nature In It."
comedians were VioJet Van'brugh and

Among

machine.

Intellectual

too

to the stage
the factory and the
the members of this
society were aportles of the theory that
every member of the community should
act, arid not merely the chosen few. The
society opened dramatic schools on its

the psychology

|
But ,.,,,„
why should T bother about Johnf
B(|
Burroughs when Mr. Johnson is always}
Bun

jso
so gel-atableK
g

World Wags:
t

you.

>"

proletariat),
spread fast

workmen, who would give

'

incoming transmigrati

to

through soviet Russia. The representatives of this society conducted a cam.
palgn against the existing theatres
bourgeois theatres, as they called them
and advocated the opening of theatres
In which the actors should be amateur

note to this effect in the account]
travels across the plains in the].',
Indeed, heH
s of the last century.

>

culture for the

(I.e..

was founded and began

above the normal on a clinical ther
mometer. This, of course, is altogether

David Cecil wrote as follows to
quesLondon Times discussing an old
"Mr. Poel, in the
your columns, seems

tion'
In

1

letter appearing
to imply that a

Shakespea>v
beautiful stage setting of
thus
necessarily distracts the attention,
realizuyfrom
spectaor
the
preventing
But surely
the full effect of the play.
Sir Herbert Tree'f
this is an error.
distraction,
a
Indeed
were
productions
tne ii
but that was not on account of
beauty, but because their elaborate
beintervals
long
entailed
character
tween the scenes and considerable cur-

1

I

tailment of the text. Simplicity, it is
true, is essential, but it is perfectlj
compatible with beauty, as those whd

;

w

Mr.

product!

Bridses-Ail;

nmb

show. The beauty of the setting
never intensive, and only served to

and express the

of the
instance, per-

lterpret

spirit

'Cymbejine,' for
Way.
|«ps Mr. Bridges-Adams's greatest sucwas treated as it was written,
Ifess,
l&rely as a romance, without reference
10 the claims of period or nationality.
|(ne fairy-tale note was struck in the
[feture that greeted one's eyes at the
Hie of the curtain, and thus the ab-

and anachronisms of the plot
Ifiemed in keeping; they were steeped
n the transfiguring beauty of the scene
is they are in the transfiguring beauty
tnrdities

\

Would the fourth act of
>f words.
Cymbeline' be so convincing staged
With the ascetic baldness Mr. Poel adVpcates? One word more as to costume.
Poel expressly condemns gorgeous
Is it not a fact that on Shakesown stage the costumes were
always the most magnificent that could
*ie procured?"

Sir.

Bunkum." He was more interested
Jn the audience than in the horrors on
the stage, and came to the conclusion
that persons who gloat over horror and
the outre In art are not emotionally
frown up.
'They are like the little schoolboys
Who pull the wings off a fly or flatten
their noses against a hospital window
when a horrible street accident has taken
place.
Life, actual life, cannot
be reproduced on the stage. Your Grand
person
forgets that, as he for'Guignol
jrets the thrush in the tree or the Bong
of the wind in the shrouds. Life has to
be treated, prepared, or toned down or
up before it is put on the stage, just as
one adds water or soda to whiskey. Nor
Is reality necessarily allied to artistic
realism; the two things can be artistic
The Grand Guignol
continents apart.
rtlst endeavors to put real life on the
.

It

U8t

1

o
-t.ha
r me lThaT
&Fofr^vrirrm'e
«

accused of a iriva

Is

I

'

f

his simplicity

acting;

in his

most awkward, but there

humanity

Is

is

j
i

j

'

late.

Gabrilowitsch and Mo'serwitsch. His
phenomenal success had its dangers.
The association of a great name lured
the charlatan as well as the artist, and
undoubtedly there have been pianists,
born technique mcgomaniacs, who. afriving at their goal by any method, did
somehow win their way to Leschetizky.

He disowned them
these,

at

al-

of
Folies

"One of the most
e"
J scenes "shows
shows ~the~
the decollete backs off
is
DackBround
^

^

^

^"treT,
!

,

no terrible or horrible th ng and on.
is not afraid of death is not afraid

Who

s

.

Is

so

an unwholesome exhibition of nudity

gar.
The ^
gladiators. Venus

wUh

^

with mortality— in his bare feet, In the
unholy anticipation of squashing a dropAnd
.
sical black beetle or two.
now lets's have some music."
.

Theatrical

News from

.

Paris; a Well

entrnnce of

"LTnconnu," by Louis "Verneuil, produced at the Theatre Antomc. Paris, was
Written before the great war. when the
dramatict was 20 years old. Since then
he has written some excellent vaudevilles, so it is surprising, the French
critics say, that he allowed the performance of the early work. Lorgeac invited
No one
Berval to his country-house.
jenew where the guest came from, and
he had a strange appearance, though his

manners were charming.

He was

in

love with Jeanne, a married niece of the
Serval one night entered Jeanne's
host.
chamber. At first, she reproached him
The husband, who
than she softened.
reParis, unexpectedly
In
Jealous, he forced his wife to
turned.
hide him in the room. Serval came in
a looking glass betrayed the husband;
whereupon to save Jeanne's honor, Serval stole a pearl necklace and fled. The
next morning, as he was about to he arrested, J-Janne told her huE*>and, her
uncle and her aunt that she loved SerThe
val. who had done a heroic deed.
husband went out In search of the pomoved
to
Her uncle and aunt,
(Uce.
tears, to facilitate the divorce, gave her

had been

;

with her
"Certain passages created a good
Stover.
deal of hilarity that was not anticipated.
We think, by the author." Later ac counts tell of a letter from M. Verneuil.
"who. in answer to a suggestion- by a
leading writer that Mr. erneull should
ha\e his piece removed from the program, retorts that, as he is reaeivlng
iy way of author's fees f.900 for each
performance, he regrets he Is unable to
counfollow the advice of his genial
tnelr

motor

car,

and she

?
I
I

part of Wallingford. The critics found
the play amusing. "It would be vain."
wrote one. "to search for either fine or
deep psychology: the characters are
painted only superficially."
Rodolphe Darzlns is planning to build
new theatre, a departure from the

J
j

a

Acted Play at the V arietes

fled

Tlus Paris correspondent of the Stage

customary deep horse-show formation.
new theatre, the third under his
management, there is a row of boxes

In this

behind the orchestra stalls, facing the
on
stage. The orchestra stalls are built
an incline, and above the boxes there is
on
of
seats
tiers
12
of
balcony
one deep
a steep Incline. Tho seating capacity is
stage
the
of
about 1600. The construction
conwill be more modern than that
ceived by Ahtoine In 1S90. M. Darzens
Intends It to be a sort of mammoth lift,
with three distinct stages, one above
Each of these will be fully
the other.
equipped so that, as on a revolving
scene
stage, the actors maypassfrom one
and the
to another without any interval,
made.
be
most complicated changes can
to insure venIt will have a mobile roof
by daytilation and permit rehearsals
light.

run
wealth
to

Another project of M. Darzens is
his new theatre on commonlines. All his employes and art-

profits,
will share in the yearly
which will be divided into two equal
ists

parts; the one being the dividends on
the capital advanced, the other being
says
the dividends on labor. "It Is time,"
Darzens. "that those who give their
work and their talent should share in
those
the profits, on the same footing as

M

who

risk their

money!"

Strauss Again in London; Walford

heartily.

height of

One of

a temporary

hursts forth. Such a subject Is clearly
V « appeal to the
composer of
"Ev-</man" and '"The Song of St.
V.nr'f.," and certain details of melody
«nd harmony In his treatment of It remind one strongly of both these works,
but It is not only very much slighter
than they in point of actual length, but
much more delicate In texture. The
whole of the narrative Is given to the
tenor voice. The choir makes short reflective comments, and takes part in the
outburst of the "Gloria," But even here
there is no attempt to fill up choral effect,
possibly the composer has been
too reticent in this respect, but, at any
rate, what chorus there is contributes
perfectly to the picture presented by
the solo voice, backed by subtly used
orchestral harmonies.
The music is
entirely individual, probably too idiosyncratic to make a very wide appeal,
and too modest to attract very' much
notice, but, nevertheless, possessing a
rare visionary beauty of its own. The
composer conducted, and the work received a sympathetic ^Interpretation by
Mr. John Coates. the choir and orches-

one

a^lporTbu^

and the faun, and the
of life.
cleved dancers. Tlllie and Mitty. la dazafraid of death tnat he seeks it— Jut as zling, but the burning of aemi-nude
the affrighted and bemused rabbit darts martyrs at the stake is carrying things
down the snake's throat. He may even rather far. Mile. Agnes Sourat. the
be said to exist in a life-long contem- winner of the Journal beauty competiplation of suicide.
He can have no tion, is shown in a flowered basket which
philosophy, no sense of humor. Possiacross the darkened audiIs swung
bly, also, he keeps a piece of decayed
torium."
fish in the cellar, just as an ordinary
"Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford" ("Faire
aane person keeps guinea pigs. In which Fortune"), adapted by Tarride and
case he will visit the decayed fish— like Faure, was produced at the" Theatre
his own mind, putrescent and luminous
Grettllat took the
Sarah Bernhardt.

The Grand Guignolite

the

A new work by Dr. Walford Davies,
a Fantasia for tenor solo, chorus and
orchestra, based on an episode from
Dante's "Divine Comedy." was
produced at the Worcester (Eng.) Festival on Sept. 8. The Fantasia, describes
how. as Dante and Virgil ascended the
Mount of Purgatory, the mountain
trembled, and forthwith from every side
arose a shout, "Gloria
in excelsis."
This is followed by the song of Statius,
the soul who "in this punishment had
lain 500 years and more, but now he felt
free wish for happier clime."
It Is in
acclamation of this wish that the mountain is shaken and the song of praise

a wealth of

the

at

popularity, he ironically described to mt
as 'wholly incapable, despite his having
taken a finishing course with Prof. Sandow!' "

of the ancient glory

review

like

;

j

— Inferno,

three parts

•

15 parts, and "The Black Bogey of.
a 2J-reeler of concentrated
terror.
must they all be so stuwelcome would
Jpidly sensational?
jbe a good comic serial for a change, but
(then, that would be something really
novel. r>nd therefore tabu in those un-

(Bedlam"

Korngold's new opera, "The Dead
will be produced simultaneous')'
next month at Vienna, Cologne and
.

enade concert at Queen's Hall, on Tues- Beginnings of Screen Plays in
day (Sept. 7). we hear again now wlthi
England; Other Film Notes
more impassive Judgment. He Is no
flag ti
a
and
some
to
We quote these notes about film plays
rag
red
CTinr a
from the Stage of London;

—

Why

f.

'I

How

|

imaginative recesses of Soho.
The Anglo-Indian Film Producing
Company, with an office in Pall Mail
and .a big studio in India, has now been
started.
The native Indian Is a true I
film fanatic.
He literally "gobbles up" §
pictures as fast as he can.
They appeal enormously to his eastern imagina- S
tlon.
Hitherto British or American
companies that attempted' ptoducins j2
Indian scenes mostly did them at home.
Now we shall find out what a lot of I
mistakes they made when filming stories V
dealing with the east. A company of
jj
British actors has been collected to go'^jj
out and be taken on the spot in correct
local settings.
We Have seen plenty of
Indian travel «v»-t. out these don't carry
far unless: .nere is a story behind to
>

help thtm along.
Thus- speaks out the Evening News:
"English investors are becoming very
shy of the film industry. This fact Is
largely due to the circumstance that film,
production has not progressed as fast as I
public taste. Beyond lighting and photography there has been no noticeable
improvement for years past. The stories
are pot-boilers, and so far as exhibition
is concerned the majority of pictures,
good, bad and indifferent, have been
dragged down here to one dreary dead
level.
The whole mass of the film production business has been engaged In a
wild scramble for quantity, and is still
so engaged. The world of pictures Uvea
and thrives upon novelty. And it Is
novelty that we are most In need of today." My complaint is that the public
gets novels, still novels, and more novels!.
The dull and dreadful output of their
(though
indigestible
story stupidities
often framed in charming pictorial settings) goes on. The public is yawning;
outside capital seems to scent the coming crash, and is \'shy" to invest. Quantity may mount up and quality may
sink, but the Frankensteins of Soho,
having created this celluloid monster,
they have got to be his slave or kill the
ungainly thing that, if left alive, is going
to be their certain downfall. That publlo
nuisance, the unsuitable novel, when
made into a film, must go!
The cinema is going to have a tremendous indirect efTect on the British
_

'

performed Handel's opera "Rodelinda."
Journet, formerly of the Metropolitan
Opera House, takes the part of Marcel
In the revival of "The Hugenots" at the
Paris Opera.
The Pasdeloup Orchestra, beginning
yesterday, will give its Saturday and
Sunday concerts in the Paris Opera
House, and on Thursday afternoon, in
conjunction with the opera management,

City."

r,

Jin

Purgatoria, Pari-

of music."

comment on Len-

.

diso.

concerts that will retrace the history of
dramatic music In France.
The Menestrel said of Henri Rabaud's
becoming director of the Paris Con"There is no one who does
servatory:
All the
not know and admire him.
will rejoice to see this
music
friends of
excellent musician, of a perfect artistic
probity and the soundest judgment, take
charge of our illustrious: national school

to freely

'

The Goettlngen University Union has
i

began

lack of conventional clothing,
However, as our actor had stipulated
that he should have an adequate hon- 'N
orarium. he endured all for what today"
he would regard as rn utterly inade- ,
nuate remuneration. There were no special studios for film-taking dreamed of
Kb those distant days.
They say that "serials," those weekly
]
double dos'»s of unbelievable adventUF*. >
lare coming in ; gain.
Lately we hyve
jbeen free from '"The Hond of Horrt'.!"." i

tra."

|

and

nox's

Abby Richardson, an American singer,
appeared in "Carmen" at the Paris
Opera Comique in August.
Teresa Guidi. an Italian, has composed a trilogy after Dante: "Eros," in

Hamburg.
New .Fantasia, Etc.
A Serenade for violin and piano, a
As time goes on a composer's works Concert Fantasia for piano and strings
by a young
are sifted, and nothing stays behind but and a Spanish Rhapsody
Spanish composer, Jose Martin Gill, are
"Don>
Strauss's
them.
in
music
real
the
warmly praised.
Quixote." which was playedat the Prom-

Davies's

pight,

I

|

first

five minutes when shown. A little later,
as Lennox Pawle, now one. of our
premier comedians, has described to
me, in 1S98, he was lured on to a spacious
roof above a photographer's shop in
the Mile End road and cajoled to part
pro tern, with his trousers, with the
view of doing some funny business in
a little sketch among the local chimney pots, while his linen flapped in the
breeze that blew— not o'er Eden, but
Aldgate East.
That wasn't the worst, as he now
graphically describes it, for it so happened that the roof where the "taking"
was going on happened to be overlooked
by an adjacent jam-and-pickle factory,
so that a large audience of fair picklepackers promptly assembled at their
workshop windows to view the novel

pedagogue, whose teaching was devoid

The same correspondent complained
stupendous

life,

of musical qualities. "His work lives in
the playing of that incomparable procession of world-famous pupils, from
Madame Esipoff and Paderewskl to

of the arletes."

the

is

it

Times.

all

was worthy

It

end.

George Woodhouse wrote to the London Daily Telegraph combating its
statement that Leschetizky was a piano

he does. Altogether,
few plays have been so well acted of
in

lost count,

the endless articulations of a Hindu temple springing out of a building architecturally poverty-stricken. There was
not much else of importance in the concern except the Peer Gynt Suite No. 2,
played here for the first time. "Ingrid's
complaint." with which it begins, is.
Grieg at his best, and the extreme beauty of "Solveig"s song," with which it
ends, must have come as a surprise to
many who have strummed it on the
piano and not seen much in it.— The

J

rice

the

themselves have motion and

j

^™"
"™ Were."

The Grand G"
would hand
* bu " d '* °'
meat and vegetables and tell you
1

\

>

stage— real, stark-naked life and death—
and the thing simply cannot be done.
There are secret things in life that cannot be mentioned in decent society—except by little children, who are promptly
spanked.
The Grand Guignol artist
blurts them out, and short-haired women
men, who have not
long-haired
and
heard them before, exclaim 'How clever,

to

brilliant

"In these magnificent surroundings she
of refinement, but she
not happy. The young cabaret singer, whom she helped to secure a good
position, comes to announce his marrlage t0 the daughter of his chief, and
the longing for their old simple life in
Montmartre comes over her. The scene j
Is very poignant, very true, and admirably played by Mile. Spinelly and Ttchepare. Silently they say good-by. 'Don't
we kiss each other?' she asks timidly,
end when he is gone Lalbaume finds her
weeping.
To this old friend she tells
her troubles, and he takes her in bis
arms and comforts her. The silent understanding and simplicity of Raimu is
euch that no one can witness the scene
without being strongly moved, and Mile.
Spinelly also plays it with an emotion
that I did not believe she possessed. Indead, she played the whole last act
with a sincerity that was a revelation.
Max Dearly gives one of his inimitable
etchings of the old Second Empire
count. Voice, gesture, manner, authority—all are perfect— and, save for cerlain Intonations, he would be unrecognizable. Raimu will be one of the great
nctors of the future. There is no artl-

Bunkum"

thrilling!'

there

making

picture

neither the actor nor the producer had
anything to do with it; it was just the
photographer who had a new sort of
camera with a handle at the side. Animals were the first living creatures to
be photographed, because they were
Then I recall that about 2?
cheap.
years ago a few "small-part" actors
were taken into gardens or out into
"shot" doing something
to be
fields
comic for a subject, that perhaps lasted

Fronr
if It is.
representative
witl
climaxes,
Strauss— short,
tremendous leverage on the pivot notes
structure
a commonplace
built upon
There is a kind of dead weight lying
somewhere on the springs; we seem tc
drag on the collar. But the climaxes

and we have

is

'*nd

how

III.
still,

91

When

This begins with Varlatior
There may be program going oi
but the music has us in its toils

the music.

becomes a model

A. contributed an article coneernlng London's Grand Guignol*to the!
Stage.
He entitled his article "Blood

.

growi
i'e
fight u
idifferent to his cues, as to Wagners
and we fidget while the "program" i:
being worked out. because we came fo

,

>ther:s to

shows the various stages of a modern
Camille whose star is in the ascendant.
Glnette is a Montmartre girl, who is
happy in the love of a young cabaret
sincer until she receives the visit of
Count Stanislas de la Ferronniere, a
ruined nobleman who has made himself
professor of manners and deportment
for the demi-monde, and predicts a
great future for her. She quarrels with
the singer, they separate and she allows the wealthy, middle-aged Labaume
But,
to lurnish an elegant flat for her.
thanks to the lessons of the old count,
she noon leaves the kind-hearted Labaume. She has taken 'Lift' for her
motto, and a wealthy financier has given
her a veritable palace.

(?.

.

;

'

clothes.
peare's

"Blood and

1

wrote of two plays dealing with the
demi-monde: "I suppose that few parents who take their daughters to applaud the doings of Wallingford and Arf.ene Lupin will take them to. see 'L'ecole
des Cocottes' at the Varietes, and yet it
contains no coarse word or suggestive
situation, and under the delicate irony
It
of Its dialogue is a wealth of truth.

testify.
ify.
The p\a
plays were, as Mr.
has said, acted almost in their
'ocl
Btirety, and with no impertinent irjlevances in the way of business a. id

>as

'1

speaking

drama.

The

first-class

film,

scenario is action, then action again,
and action to the end. The actionless
film scenario is just a negligible "dud."

The spoken drama may have (when its
dialogue Is real witty) very little moveI

ment, but, of course, the best stage
plays are those that have both witty
dialogue and dramatic movement asj
well.
Now, since action is the actual
thing of value on the screen, where all
dialogue must of necessity be cut out,
since the visual appeal has become the
jonly one possible, therefore it will be
the play of action only that will mak»
for authors the big money, because that
class of piece will have not one but two
valuable outlets, the stage and the
screen, while the play of dialogue but
no movement will be confined to the-theatre boards, and not even to all 4
these, but only to just one here and
there.
The public is being daily educated to look for dramatic movement;
every week millions of spectators from
youth upward are getting used to
watching and craving for it at the picI

i

I

j

\

|

ture houses. The film firms of America
are already commissioning prominent
lramatists to write "action pl&ys" that

1

—

.

1

;

coneen
After be l.'fl th
he made St. Paul. Minn., his ho in
•voo.l.

92
or the .creen. those two equal
<he »*tute Yankee author

The Boston Concerts
concert, as we have said, was

ineoualy alma.

"Surgcte" from

'

CONCERT MASTER

Last Friday rehearsals were begun by
und*r
the Hoaton Symphony orchestra
the direction of Pierre Moiv.eux, the
conductor. In preparation for the. opening concerts to be .-.iven next Friday
afternoon and Saturday ev.--.ilag. Rich-

I

"Casta Dtva"

i

Duet

'

|

i

Silesia"
Milt. Lind.

[

then

friend.

made

•

jzmrr LivD+mKm6iMta>,
^VEWllTO
ATTEK^
The

and worth."

;

i

,

—

j

i

His name wai Oliver Ditson.
Dodge well. In
every newspaper in th<
j T Trowbridge knew
say
His son Frank, who had rur «,My Qwn story" he has this to
country.
consisted
power
th.
in
comic
himself
"His
.shot
fortune,
him:
his
Bi)0Ut
through
and the
head on Dec. 2, 1897. The newspaperi i arg ely in grotesque grimaces
could go down and
paic
had
father
fr Et( o£ a vo i c e that
then stated that his
sepulchres and cata,„ lW n .nto the very
J5000 for the first ticket.
until the hearFor the Boston sale Col. N. A. Thomp. CO mbs of basso profundo,
what ventriloquial cavson was the auctioneer. Luther H. Hale ers WO nderecl in
itself -and become »
a daguerrotypist of Washington street erns it would lose
published
made a bid of $250. There were cheers ghost of sound." Songs were
M. Feteridge, known by hi! "Words and music by Ossian E. Dodge."
cert at Castle Garden.

published
"

in

,

,

'

-

William
words
Russian Salve and Balm of 1000 Flowere Trowbridge said that he wrote the
Representatives of th< of one of Uass* eaags and somebody else
raised him $25.
Revere House, Oliver Ditson and G. P.
composed the music, and he had no
Oakes, music publishers, made bids redoubt that the music and words of other
spectively of $300, $325 and $350. Glea*ongs by Dodge were thus provided for
sen. the publisher of the Flag of Our
Feteridge then the entertainer,
Union, shouted "$450."
Perhaps the most famous of these
cried "$475 and my hat. and I value my
=
was "Ossian's Serenade." Here is
..ongs
best
very
Rhodes
of
hat as 'tis one
Ihe first verse:
offered
$600.
Gleason
but take it in."
Ossian Euclid Dodge purchased the tick- O come with me in my little canoe.
blue;
the sea is calm, and the sUy
In response to hurrahs, he Where
et for $625.
O come with me. for I long to go apples
the manga
would not dodge his bid. (It should be To those isles nil ere
O come with me and be ray love;
remembered that he was regarded as a Tor thee in Junglo-doptli I'll rove;
bright a", golil
The second ticket I'll gather the honeycomb
public entertainer.)
And chase the elk to its 6ecret holrl.
was knocked down for $2 4. Premiums
over the plain.
declined to $150 for each seat. It was
I'll chase the antelope
that $25,000, premiums included, would be in the hall which held

estimated

(

.

was made,

it,

the

mammoth Manhattan

and the great

for

city that

owned

its

was dough, his felt and fur transcendentalism was scattered to the four
winds, and he sank at once with a
crashing souse into a mere eight-penny
oblivion."

benevolentl
aid of the Railway Servants'
fund at the Spa, Malvern Hills (Eng.). V
thel
P. T. Barnum brought her to

United States in August. 1850. The story
Of her adventures under his management. of the hysteria in New York over r
her arrival, of the homage paid her, isLi

Barnum's "StrugglesE.

Sixty Years' Recol-j
concert in thei
Her
lections."
United States was at Castle Garden./j

are concerned today only with her
tOTccrts in Boston.

first bid, $250,

champion. Genin was instantaneously swamped in ticket-buying supremacy. Hi;; cake of immortality

him

,.

'

She was assist-,
ed by Bellettl, the baritone, and Jule=;
Benedict, pianist, and conductor of an
orchestra numbering 60 players.

of

glories
hatter,

Devil,
opera was as Alice in "Robert the
sang for the
!n London. May 10. 1S19. She
23, 1S83. in
last time in public on July

11.

the

to quote a local newspaper's report of
the auction, "clapped a broad-brimmed
beaver extinguisher upon the flaming

was born at Stockholm!

first

wildly.

!

.

84S.62;

'

No.

The fame of Dodge crossed the AtlanThe Musical World of London ex-

tic.

Claimed: "Dodge, the vocalist, has by
By this
this dodge become immortal.
sudden jerk he has shot himself out
Henceforth,
of nothing into entity.
Dodge will be as a standing synonym
for done. Well done, Dodge.
In Philadelphia the first ticket was
knocked down for $625 to Root, a
in Cincinnati to Mcdaguerrotypist
In Providence
tailor, for $573.
Elvy.
Col. William Ross paid $650 premium for
his seat. He did not go to the concert,
end did not hear her until she sang in
;

No. 1. $16,479.50; No. 2, $1L-L
No. 3. $8659.92; No. 4, $10.169.2o;j
$10,524.87; No. 6, $5240; No. 7,

5,

I'll

25J,

exactly

floor.

in

In

The con-erts
were on Oct.

feet.

S

the hall to its
four times

utmost capacity, charging
the customary price.

"Ossian's

a concert company. The five
members were portrayed on a lit hofrom
graph poster in 1853-4, "reproduced

I

Bards,"

"Home, Sweat
Sujrimer.
of
Rose
Home," "1 Know That My Bedeeme*
in duets and
heard
Liveth." She was
-

I

"Edward

"sec-

In 1851,
Dodge
retary of state of Massachusetts,"
was appointed delegate to the world's

congress held in Exeter Hall,
He gained notoriety in that
for
city by offering Prince Albert $10,000
the use of the Crystal Palace, one day

j

peace

London.

sixties!

offer.
in

Dodge gave a concert

price of

•Magic Flute," "Robert the Devil." "Norot
ma," "Beatrice di Tenda," "Camp
Other solo
Silesia." "Don Giovanni."
Bene
Song.'
T
"Herdsman
elections were
"Take This Lute," "By the Sad
diet':
Song."
Sea Waves," Taubert's "Bird
"John Anderson, My Joe," "Comin'
\our
Thro' the Kye," "If with All
from "Elijah"; Dalecanan
Hearts."
"Lasi
Sons.
Mountaineers
Melody.

trio

and evening for a monster concert.

The

The

first concert Jenny receiv.
Go
Longfellow.
Everett.
Beed. Messrs. Davis.
Lt.-Giv.
Brit
Copeland, Tenny, Crocker, Wood.
Ow<
Gricdey and B. Stevens." It was said
officials: "Their
commonwealth's
of the
and one
visit was an unexpected honor,
been offered to
before
which had never
I must own
was.
it
As
vocalist.
any
that it was rather paid to the exCeUexice
and purity of her private character thai;

„,ter
A

the

to her fi^ulir and
as a public singer."

In the

Boston

and

m

today.

Amasa Walker,

12.

in

given in Fitchburg Station Hall.
by
In June, Lfil, Jenny Lind, assisted
baritone; Otto
Bc-lletti,
tenor;
Salvt
orchestra
an
and
Goldschmidt, pianist,
Boston.
ol 40 plavsrs gave concerts
She was heard during her visits to
from
Airs
solos:
this city in these
"L'Elisir d'Amcre," "Der Freischuetz.
"Ihe
"La Sonnambula," "I Puritani."

daguerreotype." The long, tight curls off
laughter !
a bass singer would excite

through

and

$3, $2

:

J

of

v.s

There
It
This was on Oct. 12.
Barnum.
was the last Lind concert here under
concert
his management, and the last

cast down at
ing with her eyes modestly
boots." He h
the high lights on Ossian's
ink
had never drawn large audiences
epi-g
Boston, but after the Jenny Lind
in Tresode he' gave an entertainment

director

$10,-

Fitchburg Station Hall

vtr.t.iation

dows after Jenny's concerts here. It B
represented the blond and benignant)
Barnum introducing Dodge to Jenny. B
bend•'adorably gowned and graciously

the

in
11

A

averaging for eacn

$A. As there
the hall, all the
was no
windows were kept open. At one of
great
these concerts the crowd was so
and so impatient to enter— the hall held
and doors
iAOO persons— that windows
were broken, chairs and settees were
fainted.
and
shrieked
women
smashed,
wore bitter complaints against

the tickets

his

He was

J70.3SS.16,

55 45
055

Truly a zoological serenade!
Dodge saw to it that a lithograph for
glory was shown in all shop win-

filled

"...
.

all

concert, according Uj his figures,

bind with a chain,

mont Temple and

''>'.

$7;.s6.

I'll

prince did not accept the

Havana.
Dodge's seat was No.
the centre of the lower

cub

ind the wild gazelle w ith its silTery
give tliee for a playmate sneet.

this

follows:

f

Tlie tiger's

At

Ing of Belletti, were not sufficient to
shows
It
overcome these difficulties.
Jenny Lind's power, that she overcame
them triumphantly."
There were, seven concerts in Bostonj
1850 under Barmrm's management.!
in
According t"> him the receipts were as£

i

HALE

or.

<

j

When

Pointj
Oct. 6, 1820; she died at Wynd's
Malvern. Eng.. Nov. 2. 1887. Having apj
partj
peared on the stage in children's
apJ
from 1830 onward, she made her first
House
pearance at the Stockholm Opera
on
as Agatha in "Der Freischue.tz"
;ri
March 7, 1S3S. Her last appearance

Men applauded

ting."

concert there were loud cheers for Barnum, who spoke. Dodge was called on,
bt't he did not resnond.
The Rev. Mr. Peabody recorded his
impressions of the singers in the Christian Register, "without encroaching on
metaphorical, and enthe practical,
thusiastic phrases which seem in danger
of being exhausted and worn out by
Praising the singing
her admirers."
and the •fr.ser's personality, he described the "accessories" of the con'The Tremont
cert as unfortunate.
Temple is entirely unsuited to musical
There is so little reentertainments.
bound to the voice, that it seems as if
the walls must be lined with cotton
while under the deep low galleries, its
In addition to this,
finer tones are lost.
the orchestra was of an inferior deIt played out of time and
scription.
out of tune. "'The admirable leadership
ot Benedict, and the remarkable slug-

j

2650.

York, on Sept.

.

A. M. by the officers of For cornpose r of much celebrity
and proprietor
as she was parting, was met b: j„ 1849 ne -was the editor
Museum, or
a crowd at the railway station and wa: of the Bos ton Weekly
The auc D odges Literary Museum. In the fordriven to the Revere House.
Collection of
ot
tieS "Covert and Dodge's
tlon sale of tickets had taken place
as Sung
Choruses,
Glees,
Duets.
1850.
gongs,
Sent. 25.
at Their
Gough
Johi
B.
sale
John
auction
nd
the
a
at
Tn New York
fcy Them
„*~ Throughout
TUrniifViniir the
...
s.-tftr
^n,the:
Genin. a hattor paid $225 as the pur Temperance Concerts
by
con
the
for
chaser of the first ticket
u mon - was published in Boston
.-i

—

—

j

Adams

first violin.

We

I

Ossian Euclid Dodge

•

Auction Sale

at 2:30

He

1

shortly*

The

person. In
concert in Boston took plae
firs
Her first
Thig Do dgc was a singular
Jenny took th the repor ts of the auction sale he was
In Tremont Temple.
and musical
boat at New York. She was serenade. descrirje d as "a vocalist

Boston Symphony orchestra— Max Fiedand Arthur Nikisch. Likewise, under Richard Strauss, at a Strauss festival in Stockholm, and under Schneevnight. the Finnish conductor of the
Philharmonic Society in Stockholm and
the Philharmonic orchestra of Christiania.
Mr. Burgin has conducted this
noted orchestra on several occasions,
and he also instituted a quartet from its
ranks, which toured from city to city,
playing 12 concerts each year.
Even
more celebrated was the Burgin quartet
of Stockholm, in which also he played

Hew

Benedict

hundred were sent in, and Barnum
himself admitted that with the exception
of pcrhnps a dozen they were trash. The
award did not please certain competitors, and this led to William A. Butler's witty pamphlet.j "Barnum's Parnassus; being Confidential Disclosures of
the Prize Committee on the Jenny Lind
Song."
The excitement over this first concert
was naturally great. Before the overture
to "The Crusaders" a voice was heard
calling:
"This way. Mr. Dodge. Will'
gentlemen ;ileaso to make a passage for
Mr. Dodge." The scene was a tumultuous one, as described by a contempor"Ladies the first of Boston soary:
ciety arose on all sides and lifted their
opera glasses. He was in full and faultless dress.
He stood bowing before sit-

j

ler

in

II.

America"

oral

'

1

supervision of the noted composer.
On another occasion he played Glazounoff's concerto, the composer conducting.
Mr. Burgin has served as concert master under two former conductors of the

Bmusinely told
and Triumphs;

to

This "Greeting to America" was the
ode by Bayard Taylor that won the
prize of $200 offered by Barnum. Sev-

j

6oloist in the first pabiie performance of
the vioiin concert a Sibelius, under the

JENNY LIND

Slele.

Rossini

Mile. Lln.l.

extensive concert tours
through several countries, playing notably as soloist in Petrograd, Kiev, Moscow, Odessa, Copenhagen and other
cities. He played as concert, master and
soloist with the Petrograd Symphony orchestra, the Helsingfors Symphony orchestra, the Stockholm Concert Society
orchestra and the Christiania Philharmonic Society orchestra. He played as

By PHILIP

"Greeting

letotum"

Herdsman Soug (Kelo Sonul

playing in Carnegie Hall, New York. He
has never been to Boston before, although at that time he heard a performance in Carnegie Hall by the Boston
Symphony orchestra. His tuition took
place, for the most part, in Russia,
where he first studied under Lotti; and
in 1908 he begi-.n four years of training
at Petrograd under the great vio'.in
teacher, Leopold Auer. Of the Auer pupils of long standing in America, Zimbalist came just before his time; Toscha
Seidcl came later, while Jascha Heifetz

and

!•'

Mile. lind.

Symphonic poem,

fellow-pupil

and

Keyle

Messrs.

Sta Belief

|

siderable part of his professional career
has been confined by stringent conditions in eastern Europe to Russia. Finland and Scandinavia, he Is a native of
Warsaw and of Polish parentage.
Through 12 years he has made his mark
as the finest concert master in that part
of the world, leading the string sections
of the premier orchestras in the larger
He revealed
cities of these countries.
extraordinary talent at the age of 5 andcame to America when 13 years old,

his

"I*argo nl
|

Although Richard Burgin's training
has been largely in Russia, and a con-

was

>feyerbeer

..'

and

flutists.

1

'

Bellini

Tor

Mile. Una and Slg. Bellettl.
Weber
Overture to "Oherou"
Trio Concer'ante from
"The Camp of

t

Symphony" with the fantastic Scherzo,
burlesquing the metronome, which had
Just been invented at, the time of its
composition. The newest work at the
opening pair of cmcerts will be the
orchestral fantasy by Guil'aume Lekeu.
the noted French composer of the
Caesar Franck's PreFrajtek school.
lude. Chorale and Fugue recently scored
for full orchestra by Gabriel Pietne,
will also be played, and, for a brilliant

i

Hosslui

II."

Bellettl.

from "Norma"
Mile. Ll.wl.

who is now concert master of the orohestra. arrived in Boston afier s. Ions
voyage In time to be at his place at the
left of the conductor on Friday morning.
The opening program now under preparation will begin with Beethoven's
Eighth Symphony— the so-called "Little

I

]

piano on themes of B-'llenl.
Mev.is. BenetflSt Bud H. Hoffman.
Buffo lnn-t from "II- Turco in Italia". l!<>->i.ii

j

ard Burgin, celebrated Russian viituoso.

closing piece, Liszt's

18 50

Oade

"Maomntto
Sis.

[

27,

"The Crusaders"

in ertm e,

NEW SYMPHONY

tU'RGIN

first

in Tremont Temple on Sept.
The p rogram was as follows:

.

res.

i

:md

he died there.

The
ier

-It:.-

.

unax^KPied

talent

The extravagant praise, the silly paragraphs, that accompanied her tour in
this couutry, notices that excited tho
ridicule of the London press, were as

1)1

1,
I

ous

In!

Boston

;n
Then wth> stories a Bo 'XT [never been stated: much of "It having
H Tei~
Enough, however, is
her ardent admirers in this country. Jn 1 been concealed.
l<-97
there was an account of "Root" | known to every one conversant with
music
and
with
musicians, to make the
van Steriburgh. then between 70 and 80
recommendation of any single singer
years old, living near $augerties, N. Y.,
as Charity incarnate, cruelly unjust to
who when he was debarred from seeing
Jenny purchased a hand organ and I a hundred others, inasmuch as it implied
that singers' charity was a new thing
played beneath her window. He was
in this world of ours before the
year of
characterized as "a harmless Imbecile
I grace 1847."
with rare conversational powers."

the other

in

s

Slush and

'

Gush

som^samples:
ibby dressed,sewing

box

approached

put down $3 for a
'Here goes half a month's

nings. but
iny Lind.'

I

want so much

j

'•

Jenny's Marriage
Jenny Lind was married on Feb. 5, 1852,
:o Otto Goldschmidt at the h^uga of S.
The
Wa.rd, 20 Louisburg squ.-a.fc.
•Joston Courier of Feb. 6 puMisr^d the

it

a few
gives us peculiar

in

a carriage

lose of the performances."
In Boston, a 1>ar-room just

at

In

There was
filled

t

resi-

Rev.
the Rev. Dr.

ditch,
her legal adviser,
Otto Goldschmidt
friends,
burg, to Mile. Jenny Lind of

opened on

"Jenny Lind teakettle,"
wltn water ami placed on
to sing in a few
a

minutes ."
-

New York, there was a "Jenny
establishment at 215
tailoring
Lind
Broadway).
the
observatory at CamJenny visited
idgo and looked tnroush the telescope.
The Transcript rooo ted the incident:
ituni had :k:c ytt risen, and Jenny
retired from the telescope waiting for
his advent with his ring. At last he was
announced as having risen, and Mile.
Lind again took her stand by the telescope. Scarcely was she look'ng through
It than a brilliant meteor ru*hed across
face of the Heavens, exactly oppothe end of the tciesco,n\ It passed
with singular ippMity. and left visible
Us track In the ttmoJphe'.e long after It
rtad passed. The np'jearance was Immellatcly noted down by the custodian of
the observatory, this having been by far
tlv brightest meteor which had been visfnera for eight or nine years. Possibly. 1L muy be .akeu om mi amen of the

the

by

e

distinct qualities: the

and

other

of

Ham-

I

I

I

j
I

forty-nine.

Stockholm, \
Sweden.'
"Mr. Goldschmidt has attended Jenny
as her pianist for many months past.
The match has taken everybody by surthough we must say that we
prise,
were struck with something confoundedly arch and roguish in the twinkle
of her eye when she .sang 'John Andersun, My Jo,' the last tirrie she appeared
Such, however,
in public in this city.
has been the discretion of the parties
that it. may have been a 'foregone conThe next song of
clusion' for years.
will,
of course,
be
the nightingale
'Home, 8%».*-t Horr.2.' May she live a
thousand yeais and sing it every day."
She 'had aajc.un.ed in Northampton,
living at the Round Hill Hotel, once
the celebrated school of Bancroft an1
Coggeswell. She sang there In the Old
She gave $1000
Church, twice In all.
from the proceeds of the second concurl to the Young Men's Library Assofor general
ciation, ami the balance
charitable purpose*. It warn la North-

got around

I

breaths smelled strong of gin.

gTeen. ;md foolishly mixed
whisky with their wine.
c:i Free street, *in eighteen

And some were

veiled,

And <me was born
forty-nine.

always «iid.

a

my

who

sister,
if

is on the York, that setnear;
save some stamps, and get

day

tleuient

And

if

But

to

lore. I ask her

any 'sardine' seeks her

not to fret.

answer

her dulcet voice, 'Say. sonny,

in

now y«5u get.'
to set the stow jug In

man's Jthg and mine),
Which lias seen bard times
forty-nine.

eighteen

"Tiiere's another.
woman gay.

I

]

j

i

if

a btrTttf hers you'd

my

in Jalli

dreauwd her

1

when

the days

always dhargeH

w is

bill

paid

in full

and

I

saw

the sunlight shine
Through tihe crack* in the roof on Free street
as It did in forty-nine.

"I saw her hanginig c'othes to dry— I heard or

seemed to hear.
voiee^ of a neighbor telling his wife t<>
'wo lk off oh bar ear.'
around fh* corner of tlhe house (I can al-

The

And

most

lieor

still)

It

The echoing rihoms sounded,
that Bllr

And

I

her

me

I

|

j

mad green

'Say, will yez

eyes shot
round nnd round.

fire

pay

as she chased

T>own many a street and alley, until
|iled down.

stum-

I

And

her brswny l:;-nds closed tightly and
cmslied the bones in mine
But we'll meet no more on 'Free street, as In
eightieeu forty-nine."

trembling voiee gTew f«lnt and hoarse
his grasp was childish weak.
eyes put on a drunken leer—he sighed and
ceased to speak,
The peeler bent to lift him— two hundred
Ills
Ills

i

*
pounds he weighed—
[And the eitl«cn of Saco In a prison

1

I

V

,

cell

laid,

And

was

.

lamp spluttered a moment, then

the street

calmly alio looked down
deep mud of Main street, la pity for
rhe town.
|Yes, calmly on that midnight scene, her dim
'
light seemed' to shine,
|As it used to shine ou Free street in eighteen

On

/4

I

m

would make a hotel clerk blush.
Tell her tne last night of my drunk (for ere
rlinge brlslit iters pale
I
know 1 shall be handcuffed and safely lodged

[

1

Iter

bid to pay.
washing in
to do
I was flush.
The pilre yoii
friend!

Oh,

'

I

Free etreet

ev,er

I

!

place (the old

in

Dot a sister, but a washer-

You'd have known

She used

<

.

Its

\

queer,

|

tilie

forty-nine.

"Am"
As

the

or "Is"?

World Wags

In regard to the phrase, "It is I who
(or is) at fault," none of your
correspondents, so far as I have observed, seems to have read the whole
of what Goold Brown says in his big
grammar. According to that grammar,
the statement in its original form is,
"It, that is at fault,
is
I." In other
words, in the transaction or person or
thing that is *a.t the time being talked
about, there is supposed to be something
that is at fault.
What is it that is
at fault? Why, it, that is at fault, is
I.
The antecedent of the relative is
"it," and not "I."
And it is to be
remembered
that
the
fundamental
structure of the sentence is not changed

lam
j

moving

by

its

members about a

bit

and- saying, "It is I, that Is at fault."
Again, we all learned very early In
life
that a' relative agrees with Its

antecedent in gender and number but
not in case.
The antecedent in this
caje

is

"it,"

which

is

always neuter.

Therefore its relative cannot possibly
be "who," which is never neuter. The
relative must therefore be "that."
Boston.
EUGENE B. HAGAR. J
1

:

i

j

j

|

,'|

i

i

|

is

she'll

soiuo Hgrr beer,
And bring it to the station, and pass It on
the sly
Through the grating to her brother, who is
getting mighty dry.

!

,

many

fight.

Ask her

I

I

was

forty-nine.

And

j

she

until

and

bucket,

I

"Tell

;

I

bummer, and when upon

a

smash her on the head

always liked to hang tihem, where the
street lamp used to shine.
On the .<lianty wall on Free street, in eighteen

And

,'.

I

to

what she

is

stole his old bra-ss knuckles—theroes of

1

,

i

man,

couldn't see:
tlio
lYlien he kicked
planted out of sight,

And

.

1

was

father
a spree

He used

j

j

my

and

nabbed agaip,

exactly

Far

northern tunes
brought- over by her. her careful expression of some ef Mozart's great airs,
her mastery over such a piece of execution as the "Bird Song' in Haydn's
ampton that she and her husband sat
'Creation,' and lastly, the grandeur of
tor the daguerrotype that Is here reinspiration with which the 'Sanctus' of
produced. It was taken by Jerry Wells.
Mendelssohn's. 'Elijah' was
in
angels
a singular character, highly esteemed
j
for his work In the studio. I remetnber C led by her (the culminating point in that
singular and extraordinary reputation as
oratorio) are so many, things to leave on
a vocalist which Is to attend the great him well, seeing and talking with him in
tne mind of all who have heard them, as
singer on her progress through this coun- the sixties.
many Indelible prints. These are the
Jenny the Woman
try." Prof. Bond, writing to The Travtriumphs. In my poor judgment, which
eler ahoait the greit meteor of Sopt. 30,:
(A portrait tn oils by \v. W. Sharp, aa
stamp Mme. Lind-Goldschmidt's
will
said that Miss Lind called hla attention' English painter. Io William* * nook store, is
name in the Golden Book of Singers."
to It as sho was looking at Saturn.
It- Mid to bn the only oil painting of her Id
He thought her best operatic role
was ascertained that ihe "vertical height this country.)
was Julia In Spontinl s "VtoBa," H»
How would Jenny be regarded as a
of this meteor above the Mirface of.the
praised her Alice in "Robert the Devil";
oarth was about 50 mlloi, and its dis- singer today? Was she the "greatest
her Amlna. although she did not sing
tance from Cambrfflge ICO miles in a ever," as some would have us believe?
the final rondo half so well as Mine.
She certainly was not always amiable
northeasterly direction."
Persian!; her Adlna; her Susanna in
A Boston clergyinai. on the Sunday be- In her old age, however well disposed
Mozart's opera was stiff, heavy, confore her departure, glorified Miss Lind In, toward the poor and the unfortunate.
her madness as Lucia was
scientious;
his sermon. "Why Is It that everybody) Many stories are told about her bitter"fearfully touching"; her Norma was
rove* that singing lady, now giving coiness toward other singers of reputationpale and weak.
eerts in our city? Not on acccunt of the
Miss Kdlth Abell, seeing her In her
Yet all thats. sVe. did in opera was lamatchless skill of ner performances; no
house near South Kensington in 1887,
discriminated' pram»c
because of the birl-ilke sweelress of hes
wroto that
Mme. Llnd-Goldschmidt
"Woe to those during that season
tones, but because like the Savior of th.
spoke difeparaginglv of Adelina patti and
(1847) who ventured to say or to write
world, sho goes about doing good;
be
others, and considered Americans "a
that any other great simmer had ever j
cause, by her many nets of disinterested
nation of humbugs.'*
the Hayniarket Opera House!
benevolence, she shows that sho lovesj
One of the sourest remarks about I r.ung incost,
I know that they were conTo my
everybody."
Jenny Lind is In a letter of Thomas
(signed to such ignominy as belongs Co I
Carlyle: but Carlyle did not like opera.
the idiotic slanderer. Old and seeminr
Otto Goldschmidt
He heard her In "La Sonn.-unbula."
ly solid friendships were broken, ana
"An audience of some 3000 expensive
Otto Goldschmidt. who became the hus-:
f orever. In that year."
looking fools, male and female, come to
band of Jenny, was a pianist, composer' see this Swedish
nightingale 'hop the
and conductor. He was born on Aug. 21.
t*vig,' as I phrase it.
Nothing could exceed
my
ennui.
...
182U, at Hamburg.
I
do not desire
At the I^ipsic Conto hear Lind again; |; would not 'bring
servatory he studied the piano and comme sixpence worth of benefit. I think,
position In Mendelssohn's class.
In lMv
to hear her sing six months in that
he went to Paris, hoping to study with
kind of material."
The linotype made us say last ThursLet us quote from art elaborate study
Chopin.
In 1848 he went to England.
day that the word "normalcy" is found
written by the experienced, scrupulously
and the next year played in a concert
honest. courageous Henry F. Chorley.
in Edgar Allan Poe's "Eureka."
We
I given
by Jenny at Her Majesty's Thea- , the music critic of the
Athenaeum
wrote "normality," which is not the!
tre.
In 1850 he came to the United! (London). He began by speaking of the
same word, not the same.
States. After his marriage in 1852 and', puffery that preceded her appearance in
London; how her apparition in Berlin
thel:- ••eturn to Europe he and Jenny
J
A Question Answered
lived fur three years in. Dresden.
In! was indeed p. God-send among "the
1S58 they went to England.
Some time ago Mr. Carolus M. Cobb of
He con- j clumsy and exaggerated women who
strode the stage, screaming as thev
ducted musical festivals at Duesseldorf
Lynn, passing through Saco, Me., was
strode"; how the panegyrics of German
land Hamburg (1863. 1866). In 1862 he
reminded of a parody of "Bingen on the
composers, as usual, grew in importaappointed vice-principal of the
1 was
tion.
"With these came details of
-Rhine," which he heard years ago. UnAcademy of Music. London.' In
I Royal
private
life
and authentications of
1876 he formed and conducted the Bach
fortunately, or fortunately, he remem]
private
virtue,
just
Choir
of
as
eagerly
London.
He
wrote
oratorios,
minute
j
bered only the first verse.
as if they were not, of necessity, asIchoral songs, a pianoforte concerto, also
sumed, since private life and private
The Biddeford (Me.) Dally Journal
la piano trio, songs and some chamber
virtue do not bare their modesty and
WMleic and piano pieces. He died at
quoted his letter published in this coltheir secrets to the paragraph-maker.
|London on Feb. 24, 1907.
umn and asked If any one of its readers
Last of ail. the herald-trumpets spoke
At the Lind concert In Boston, he
of charities done— in a tone as if
could supply the missing verses.
|played these pieces: Schulhoff, Galo?
The
charity
was the exception, not the rule, among
response was quick.
Bravura:
Several
Weber, Concert Piece'
sent
musical
scraps
artists.
1
of
Now, thin Is a theory
the verses to the editor.
halberg. Tarantella; Henselt, Variathan which one more foolhardv. more
Finally
Mr. Prentiss
ous; Mendelssohn. Andante and Rondo
M.
Hill
of
j
Sr.cr, enclosed the whole poem, which he
false,
could
hardly be propounded
urn Concerto in G minor; Liszt, "LuGreat
singers
had
have,
clipped
from time immemfrom a local newspaper. It
le'.-i iii
Laminermnor'' Fantasia; Chopin,
orial, given out of both hands;
appears from a prefatory note that the
Nocturne In E flat; C. Maj'cr, Les Arhave
too little regarded themselves, too largeparody, .then printed by request, aph.
Jpe
ly turned their singing gifts to account.
peared originally in the York County InIt waa
I
said at the time that Jenny
Howsoever
vain,
voluptuous
Jinanled Otto, not Otto Jenny, that beand i dependent of March 10, 1S74. It was writthoughtless some among them have',
ten for that newspaper by Sam K.
Jfore the weding she was so vexed when
'
Hodgdon, who signed himself 'XSus
an audience was cool after his playing! been, the amount of almsgiving and unselfish assistance ministered by them,
Kaler."
The x verses were extensively
without thought of notoriety or repayl
copied. A leading journal of Cincinnati,
H that she applauded vigorously and
ment,
in
the
midst of hurried and disO., reprinted them, "embellished with
roused the sluggish to follow her extracting lives, in spite of uncertain
appropriate cuts." The verses as foromple. There were rumors about varlgains, in the face of ingratitude, has
warded by Mr. Hlli are as follows:
t/l ous suitors in IOn^land before she
came
.

am

I

haven't got a Ted:
like the old

I'm

of her admirable qualities as

wild,

my moWier

"Tell

a concert singer.

"The

.

many a man was balmy, and dropped
upon the ground.
And 'mid the gay old snoozers were some
grown old in sin;
Their pock-ets were devoid of eas<h. and their

little."

He spoke

.

we

ere

Full

could conceal the disproportions of her
organ. I imagine that her voice must
have been fatigued by incessant early
use on the stage." Her execution was
great; her
trill true and brilliant; she
used her pianissimo tones so as to
make them resemble an effect of ventriloquism.
"On every note that she
sang, in every bar that she delivered,
a skilled and careful musician was to
be detected.
Not a note was
neglected by her. not a phrase slurred
over." And so many of her effects on
the
appeared
stage
over-calculated.
Chorley shared only at intervals the
belief of the majority that she posseased deep and true feeling. He gave
illustrations of her successes and failures as an operatic singer. "During her
stage career Mile. Lind created very

I

old police court.
we started in the shipyard, but

That

by subduing her upper notes, and giving out her lower ones, with great care

:

the lawyers and the judges, and the
fellows wiio report.
they meet to hear my trial in the gay

When

not husky, and apt to be out of tune;
ihe latter was rich, brilliant, powerful,
Sho possessed "the power of respiration" in the highest perfection. "Thus

|

lie saiiT,

"Tell

if

,

I

former was

filie

"Oil. cheese It, pardcicr, I ve been
coming throiigli the :rye.
a message to my mother, she will come
and pjy my fine.
For I was born in Free street lo eighteen

And

dinary woman to be for a moment interrupted by any discustsion of her
genius and talent, as compared with
those of any former singer."
Chorley described her voice as a soprano of two octaves— from D to r>—
having a possible higher note or two.
available on rare occasions. The lower
half and the upper one were of two

the Swedish
Hon. Edward Everett, .Mr.
and Mrs. T. W. Ward, Mr. N. I. Bow-

"commenced

fin

at

in

Take

most presumptuous heresy.
No one
would for a moment suffer the chorus
of idolatry which attended this extraor-

consul;

the

street, near the Hoxbury
was called the Jenny Bind Hotel.
Lynn were sold Jenny Lind sau-

which,

|

lias

" 'Married in this city,
dence of. Mr. S. G. Ward,
Charles Mason, assisted by
Wainwright of New York,

BageF."

the

I

registrar:

Washington
lne.

i

already chosen her mate.
The queen of song has commited matrimony. Jeny Lind is Jenny Lind no longer, but Mrs. Goldschmidt. In plain English, the following record was made yesterday on the books of the Boston city
reason,

gave her a seat, and sent her

Koxbury

j

following account of the wedti/V-'
"Although St. Valentine's da / nas not
quite reached us, yet the first bird of the

Relight to chronicle, because it shows
the kind-heartedness of Jenny Lind. A
poor Swedish girl, a domestic in A family resident in Tlo\bury, was induced
io call on her far-famed countrywoman,
for .sake of lang-syne. Jenny received
jher with the utmost kindness, and detained her several hours, talking about
hor»w»' and other matters, and in the
evening took her in her 'carriage to the
Iconcert,
Hack to

l

j

•

occurred

incident

kvenings since which

Her Voice antf Art
London went mad about "the Swedish
nightingale."
"How far," wrote Chor-|
ley, "the triumph was well deserved in
its extravagance was a question scouted
for the moment as the rankest and

,

drunk

blind)

lay

There were lack of stamps about him, his
monthly bills to meet.
But a policeman paused beside him. as he
passed along tti«* way.
And, with uplifted 'billy, bent to hear what
lie might say.
The drunken bummer hiccoughed, es he met

:

to hear

Saco

citizen of
street:

j

"

pretty

A

j

young lady, at the first (sio) concert
en by Jenny Lind in Boston, was so
ried away by Jenny's singing of 'I
Know That My Redeemer Liveth' that
he is reported to have exclaimed in a
burnt of enthusiasm, 'O. I would be her
Waiting-maid if I eould only be always
A

BIG HTHJE X FORTY- NT N'E.

'

'A

•tear her!'

93

l

office .and

saying:

let.

\

"One night a

"girl

—

.

'

f

—

:

Mme. Sschumann-Heink.
George

Morgan,

baritone,

assisted

by

opened the

Symphony Hall Sunday afternoon concert season of

1920-Jl yesterdav.

The

)

:

a

many

94

has fascinated the
the

Kucen Ht:*lach

— Mme.

bo granted that the story- is fanone Is inclined to doubt its
no one wishes to Question
why the Count did not see his son before he brought him to Paris, or why
Naima suddenly appeared there In a
handsome costume hardly suited to a
long Journey by rail. There Is such a
skilful mingling of the idyllic with iron-

Let

I

That Mmc. 'sohnm:.nn-H*ink has

holil on
leme of her extraordinary

lost
t)ie

admiration of the Boston

and

,

ws

vividly proved byi
public
he throng that 01 iwded the hall ittj
the platform and^
filled
ivery part and
Nor were the,
ill
the s-tnnding room.
teen interest In her singing and the!

ipontaneous enthusiasm roused by it,
»hich have followed her for many
-ears, one whit lacking.
Comment on her voice, her engaging
fervor, the many eletincerity. her
nents of the striking personality that
would be superpopular,
her
WTO made
luous. They were all present as in the
>ast and were greeted with the oldime responses of unstinted applause,
learty laughter and the moisture of
and
ears. Kennedy Russell's "Vale"
Shuberfs "Erl King" were received
,vith special evidences of pleasure and
unong the extra numbers that she gave
generously "The Rosary" was a marked

ical

(

i

)\
\i

]

The
*

MH«,

Bv PHILIP HALE
First
HOLUS STREET THEATRE
"Transplant-

to

and Marchand.
'

i

preciation

"Transplating Jean" was produced in
Chicago by Byron and Marshall early in
August. i930.

Mr. Barbee was a

'

tle

'L'P 1,? 1 *!

Birolre

Aubrw
Ca iherine
Naima Du».l
Comte de La r sac
Channeoil
Abbe Jocas

Arthur Byron

.George Graham

[, .,

Katherine

-

Lncr Ram*ey

Standing
Olga Ix*c

>

f

Hallem Thompson
Kathryn Keys

Vervler

Madame Meico'urt
An English version entitled "Dad" was
produced at The Playhouse, London,
on Nov. 4. 1911, but the adapter, John
Kendall, made the sad mistake of turning the characters into Englishmen and
Englishwomen; furthermore, the comedy was "judiciously Englished, not
merely in language but in the more important matter of the conventions":
and so the elderly Don Juan took leave
of some of his old flames by telephone.

Maude played the father; Kenneth Douglas the son; Alexandra Carthe sweetheart.

lisle,

Thompson was shrewder, more

Mr.

sensible in his adaptation, for the charindisputably
inherently.
are
acters
French; the manner in which the main
as
distinctively
French;
worked
is
idea is
the delightful dialogue, witty, spark-

|

|

|i

with

ment that

its
is

of tender sentinever allowed to be mawk-

moments

i

period,

|

!

(

The

I

'

:

i

j

I

'

I

j

comedy,"

Viola

Conway
Evelyn

Tony Lumpkin
Kate Hardcastlc

E.

E.

Cllve

.Charles Warburton
Nicholas Joy

Young Marlow
George Hastings

"French

Roach

Wingrtel'l

Beresford

Elma Roy ton
May Edlss

Constance Neville

Robert Noble
Lyonel Watts
the wetter of "modern plays"
and bed room theatricals the production of sucii a sterling old English
comedy as "She Stoops to Conquer"
comes as the breath of a cooling breeze
on a sultry August afternoon. The
heartfelt appreciation with which Goldsmith's familiar lines and the situations
and "business" of the piece beloved by
generations of playgoers was received
at the Copley last night was sufficient
evidence that "jazz" and a shapely
chorus are by no means the only possible concomitants of a successful pro-

Sir

Charles Marlow

Dlggory

Amid

duction.
It was a well balanced and admirable
performance which delighted the first
night audience which packed the cosy
The company caught
little theatre.
"the grand manner" which lovers of

|

.

i

the old drama are so constantly mounting as lost for ever and gave to the
performance an atmosphere of Goldsmith's generation but not for one moment losing the delicacy of touch and
the mental alertness that made the most
point and emphasised the
of every
dramatic quality of the' work.
Miss Royton. as Kate Hardcastle.
was spirited without being bold and
priggish.
being
without
intelligent
Opposite her, Mr. Warburton kept the
broad contrasts of the dual character,
with which he has been invested by
the author, pretty well harmonized. Mr.
Wingfleld made an admirable Hard-

and Miss Roach gave a funny

j

i

|

castle

j,

J
1
I

impersonation of that gentleman's good
wife.
,

I
I

Nicholas Joy made a handsome and
gallant Hastings and Miss Edis, as
Constance Neville never lost the admiring attention of everyone in the

ANTREY'S BAND

SCORES AT KEITH'S
A

I

well balanced bill that meets varied
the offering at Keith's this
The feature act, Henry Santrey
and his syncopated band of ten players,
were encored a dozen or more times.
The players in Santrey's act are real
musicians. They can play music of the
more serious type and are equally at
home in the "jazz" selections. Santrey
has a pleasing voice and sang a number
of selections that met with the approval of the audiences yesterday. He
was recalled several times.
Adelaide Bell. "Danseuse Extraordinaire," showed careful training and real
artistic worth.
Not for quite a few
weeks has an act of this sort possessing such merit been offered at this
tastes is

week.

j
1

i

j

Another pleasing act

The

Inc.,

cast:

Col.

J, ft
Starkweather..../

Eddie Garvie

Mrs. Starkweather. .Katherine Clare Ward
Rusaell Lennon
Tom Price

Amy

Starkweather

Sam Kirby

the one by
billed as "An
is

Dugan and Raymond,
in the Hole."
The comedy

C.

present
"Betty, Be Good," a comedy, with muBook and lyrics by
sic, in three acts.
Harry B. Smith: music by Hugo ReisenJeanfeld; staged by Eddie Garvie and
Ross Mobely conducted.
ette Wilson.

Stewart and Lee Morrison,

is

I'

the

ARLINGTON THEATRE—Charles

!

.

In

.

ot

theatre.

was

exce ji eT, t in near] y every
instance. Miss Painter was ever a
charming figure as Dolores. Her voice
was delightful, her acting intelligent
finished.
Miss Sykes likewise was a
cheery, hopeful Lady Hollyrood.
Mr.
Danforth, remembered for his splendid
impersonation in the title role of "The
Mikado" last season, replaced George
Hassell, who played the part in New
York, and was as funny as his old preceptor, Frank Daniels, could wish him
Miss Rodriguez was vivacious
to be.
in the~"Spanish dances, Mr. Woolf's really splendid voice would have been more
father was a swindler.
There is at effective if thrown out more resonantly.
stormy scene. Jean leaves the house.
We missed Arthur Weld, who conAnd then Naima comes from the vil- ducted twenty years ago, and his imlage to tell the Count that she cannot
pressive white dress gloves. No leader
marry Jean, because, poor, she was, of musicians ever has worn them since
tempted to become the mistress of aj with the Weldian grace and dignity.
middle-aged and wealthy neighbor. The
We noted also, an agreeable generosity
{scene in which the Count's suspicion
In the revival. We were enabled to hear
and aversion are turned into admiration! the sprightly quartet, "Come to St.
George's," which Irene
" ^"'stie
~~
MacDonald, Van Re^
,

but

cast:

Mrs. Hardcastle. ^>
Mr. Hardcastlc. .f: .H.
Dolly
,

characterizations.

recalled several times. The
audience, which roundly filled the vast
auditorium,
here joined in common
tribute, regardless of age and worldly
outlook.

j,'

the theatre,

case

The

Goldsmith.

The
Wonderland-frog footman" face.
drawn
•yjt of the company gave well

order,

I,

the Henryj
"She Stoops to Conquer," a comedy in four acts by Oliver

and
It is a bright little piece, written
played with a freshness of feeling and
of
touch
now and then a pardonable
entertains without
It
exaggeration.
absorbing the attention and it amuses
without actually moving the spectator;
one is tickled into laughter, but hardly
thrown into it. Mr. Berkeley is to be congratulated on his easy-going continuity!
and on his ripplingly bright lines, which
unfortunately in one or two instances]
crowd out more important matter which
the audience wants to hear.
Mrs. Coburn plays Mile. Juliette with
a vivacity that holds the interest from
the first. Her broken English is fascinating, while her ordinary speech has
the clear utterance that is ofttimes
Mr. Coburn as the
half the part.
brigadier-general is a Bairnsfather cartoon tamed down a bit. He has an uncommonly fine role, and he handles it
advantageously, though here and there
burlesque. For
is a shade too much of
example— is it necessary that he take
gait? Dallas
amazing
the stairs at that
Welford as Corp. Sykes is funny with
his knowing way and his "Alice in

Man," aside from the tricky
meanderings
of
"Tell
Me,
Pretty

!.

,

(

COPLEY THEATRE— By

Jewett company,

;

j

is

How

^

j

Maiden," are of at high musicianly
still.
Last evening the sextet
number, introducing first the latter-day
maids, and then those of the eariier

eminently French.
The
simple the leading idea!
elderly Don Juan, laughed at by a light
skirt, suddenly remembers that he has
a son whose mother he did not marry;
It Is time to settle down and look after
,« I
his son, whom he has not seen for ^0
years, though he has provided for him
by giving him a farm in Languedoc. The
father visits the village, talks with the l
good abbe, another Abbe Constantin,
and leaves hurriedly, having arranged
that Jean should go to Paris, not having
seen the young man.
Tn Paris the count farewells lightly
his latest easy conquests; he has set
his house in order; he has recognized
his fatherhood and given the boy his
name and a title. But Jean is ill at
He misses Naima (Georgina in
ease.
the original.)
He tells his father he
wishes to marry her. The father for-.
bids the marri&ge, saying that her
ish,

sextet.
of Harvard

Military

f

Mr. C'ol'urn
Noel Tearle

i, thll
h . K \.-\n
£r
" uen ' J-""™

farce,
is more in the nature of
one so naturally written that it seems
with
deals
to have merely happened. It
a situation, or rather with an interlude
in
in English army life "somewhere
France." Few, if any, war tales have
landthe
of
daughters
mentioned the
ladies, where soldiers are billetted. Posbut Reginald
none,
sibly they had
Berkeley who seems to know a goodish
bit about army character, has brought
one into his theme.
Mile. Juliette, resting from her labors
as a Parisian opera singer, makes a
profound impression on the English
brigadier-general, a profounder one on

Mr. Stuart's score is really worth
hearing these days, for it is agreable,
well-mannered, frequently ornate in
orchestration. "Shade of the Sheltering
Palm," "Tact," and "I Want to Be a

(

.

.

twist.

lyrood.

:
j!

i,

ling,

of

rascal,- with modern allusions to stills
and the blight of prohibition. Otherwise, it was the same old book, simple,
thin—yet many a current offering has
shown far duller lines than fall to
Tweedlepunch, or Gilfain or Lady Hol-

•

.

A+

'

[

Cyril

U

captain who, in the presence of the
corporal, takes her in his arms and exclaims, "Dorothy, darling, how did you
s
Dorothy proceeds to exget here?
plain how. finding it impossible to wait
in Paris for her husband's postponed
leave, she had hit upon the expedient
of coming to his billet and bribing the
landlady to pass as her stepmother. She
then persuades this captain-husband of
hers to become her accomplice against
his better judgment, and the fun begins.
At first, jealous of the attention showered on her by his two brother-officers,
the surprise visit threatens to develop
into a domestic squabble, but peace is
made, and they plan to meet later that
night when all would be qniet. These
plans result in the general disturbance
of evervone and finally the conclusion is
reached that Mile. Juliette is a famous
spy. The way out of all this has a novel

present to sit in critical judgment of
It cannot be said
the sextet of 1920.
that the individual charms of the
penetrated deeply
"pretty maidens"
into the parquet, as they did a score of
Besides
years ago, yet they sufficed.
the students there were hundreds of
men and women of what might be
termed the old school of play-going',
who knew beforehand that the music,
was going to be good. The book, being of British extraction, never had
humor.
subtle
suspected
of
been
Tweedlepunch, the charlatan, was a!
comic figure of sorts, with his itinerant
showman's patter, his swaping of pocket-knives for ready coin. Last evening
Mr Danforth made him a robustious

Hedman
Forrest Robinson
Albert Mnrsli

glories

.Mrs. Coburn
Alexander Onflow

young lieutenant, and an overwhelming one on the decorous young

the now
Last evening a goodly

the

.

('

the

men, who have litin common with Yale as a rule, were

number

ae a
l'
Bart.ee
Richard £
George Gaston
J ^ 8 s,dney
Evelyn Chard

Jeannette Anbrin
Je«n Bernard

Madeleine.*-'.

famous

of

.

Leave"

given

VfM*

.

.Dallas WelTord
;

ingly impossible.
Styled a "light

dora," musical play in two acts; lyrics
by E. Boyd Jones and Paul Rubens,
music by Leslie Stuart; revived by Lee
and J. J. Shubert, and staged under personal direction of the latter:
Nace Bonville
Leandro
Walter Woolf
Frank Abercoed
|
Anthony Tweedlepunch. .William Danforth
Robert G. Pitkin
Cyrus Gilfain
Dama Sykes
Lady Hollyrood
Maxine Brown
Angela Gilfain
Harry Pender
Capt. Arthur Donegal
Eleanor Painter
Dolores
Oymnase
Isabella Rodriguez
New juanita
French at the Aerial Theatre,
In
that
20 years ago
said
been
It
has
Dramatic,
York, on Dec. 4. 1913, by the
Messrs. next month, "Florodora" was saved to
Club of the Alliance Francaise:
Yorska posterity through Yale students' apWildestein. Coupard. Leferve,
;

.

"French Leave" Mr. and Mrs. Coburn
havo successfully achieved the seem-

acts,

^

'

Madame Denaux
f
a
One might reasonably suppose that
atwar play, replete with military the
and
mosphere, military precision,
seen,
military uniforms now so rarely
would be far from a welcome addition

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE — "Floro-"

Boston of

Jean."

.

M. Jules Mainier.... •»••

,

a comedy in- three
from the
adapted by Hallen Thompson
Robert de
French comedy "Papa," by
which
Flers and G. A. de Caillavet.
Paris,
was produced at the Gymnase.
Larzac,
de
Count
The
1*11:
11.
on Feb.
Gauthier;|
Felix Huguenet; Jean. Louis
Georgina,
L'Abbe, Jocasse. Dubose;
Pacrtti.
Yvonne de Bray: Jeanne, Lucie
at the)
There were 296 performances played
was
"Papa"
that year.
ing

I

.

'.'.Harry McSuugliton

.Inllettc

Lt George Graham

man avoided turning Naima into a
coquette or a simpleton, and suggested
adroitly the charming weakness of the
woman that longed for luxury and the
whirl of life. The other members of the
company gave more than adequate support. A very large audience showed unmistakably hearty appreciation.

2"

the cast, notably liena Parker, who uppoared as Betty.
Her "vamping" Is
unique, to say the least. Her voice, at'
times scarcely audible, was handicapped
by a old. She has a clinging style and
is given to convolutions of the body,
and continually paws her associates.
Eddie Garvle as the philandering fat
man was pleasing in his offhandedness
and unctuous style. Jean Merode made
a pretty bride, sang effectively und was
dramatically convincing.
One of the
features of the evening was the Marion
of Jeanette Wilson. Gifted with youth
and beauty, she was delightful In her
ingenuous manner, and danced and sang
with spirit.

cast

Capt. Harry (Minister. . . •
ltrlg.-Oen. Archibald Root.

1

singularly attractive Jean. Mr. Robinson gave the Abbe the requisite touch
Miss Hedof simplicity and geniality.

ipproval.

7

Corp.

associate with the polished

comedians of Paris.

Mr.- Morgan's fine baritone voice and
he acceptable way he used it won warm

in

we

ness that

lavonte.

Performance

1920.

Sykoa
Hltleman Jcnks

July

by the
dramatists, the rare enjoyment furnished toy the performance, Mr. Byron
played the Count with an ease, an
elegance, a quiet authority, a natural-

Add

IT,

Leave," a
in Boston ot "French
comedy, by ReRtnald Berkeley. Hirst
on
produced at Eastbourne, England,

especially of "amour,"

his irresponsibility!
to the pleasure

in

"tV _ r,

light

as that word is understood by the
French, such spontaneous wit— wit that
portrays character, that the extraordinary conduct of the Count and* Naima
seems highly probable, indeed natural
and to be expected. The Count is hardly
a model for a serious young man beglnning life, but what a delightful person

|

I'

life,

in

,

another

PLYMOUTH THEATRE—iFirst perfor-

It

views of

.T:ick"fiarjiUT

mance

tastical ; no
plausibility,

|

ad

mwlcof

be

from his childhood.

bonui

1
Tschalko
Song.
Gaston
Fionoido HuMn. Madrigal. Schubert
iai
Vnilre— Mr Morgan: a Frani
SfJl«L Th« Yo iog Nun. Tim Trout. PcatU
Mm».
Maldfa. The Erl Kins.

iffection

He

this, knows that she will
happier as his father's wife. He makes
the sacrifice Is It a sacrifice? There
Is the peasant girl, who has loved him

Ptlirlm's

laink'

too

realties

.

Ich-

'tdcet

Jean Is
girl.
life for her:

contented with the quiet

'

May fair."

of

Unconsciously the Count

to the village.

mi

Stuart
score,
back in 1906, and "Hello, People," which
James T. Powers and chorus once piped
Both numbers, thus inIn "Havana."
terpolated, rather accelerated the entertainment.

comedy in which
the Interest and amusement never flag.
The Co nut goes with Naima and Jean
of a

features

,

;

,

Jean Merode
Frank Irving

R en » Parker
Jeanette Wilson
Sylvia Thorne
O'Toole
All are familiar with the story of the
interrupted honeymoon of Tom and
Amy, of the coldly calculating "vamp."
Betty, for the piece has played here
eight weeks at another theatre last
season. With the added inducement of
uptown prices this clever comedy
should play to big houses during its

Ace
and

is

new

|

There is good scenic
and the two get the most out

pleasing.

effects

of the lines.

Robert Emmet Keane sang, told several stories and recited several poems.
Other acts include Exposition Jubilee

I
1

'

Lydia Barry, Harry and Anna
in "Breezy Bits of Mirth ahd
Melody," Mary Marble & Co., and Girard Brothers. There is also the usual
"Topics of the Day," and the Kinograms.
Four,

Seymour

Lee
Marion Love
Bettv

Madame

\-

two weeks' engagement.
Again a big aud'ence was startled
when the bride appeared in the act of
disrobing in silhouette with a friend
of Tom, in like preparation and apparently in the same room. There was

admiration for the many settings that
pleased the eye. N° r waE the audience
indifferent to the many tuneful numbers, and there was pleasure in recalling such of these as "Listen to M>
Heart Beat," "I'd Like to Take Vou

AW!

nd "You Must Keep the Lamp
\

40TH SYMPHONY
SEASON TO OPEN
By
The

J
l

HILIi'

HALE

40th season of the Boston

Sym-?

phony Orchestra will begin with the/
concert tomorrow afternoon. The orchestra has been strengthened by the
addition of valuable new members,
j

1

This
the string section.
season there will be ten double basses
Instead of eight.
There is a new
chiefly

in

'

:

nu te player, replacing the regretted
Charles de Slallly.
In spite of -the malicious statements
that have been published in New York,
the orchestra is today <of the high
standard that made It famous in the
Only members that could
past years.
easily be spared, with one or two exceptions, deserted the orchestra last
season. The places of these exceptions
save been more than adequately filled.
The sale of seats has been gratifyingly
There are no seats purchasable
large.
for the Friday concerts, and the subscription sale for Saturday nights is
far greater than it has been in the
preceding years.

The program of the concerts this
week is as follows: Beethoven, Sym-

phony, No. 8; Lekeu, Fantasia on two
folk tunes of Anjou; Franck, Prelude,
Chorale and Fugue (orchestrated by
Pierne);

Liszt's

*

"Tasso."
Beethoven's
been on the

Symphony

poem.

symphonic

Symphony

eighth

program

a

<A

has
Boston

beginning the sea-

concert

During
son only once ffr 30 years.
these years Symphonies of Beethoven
The
have had the honor 19 times.
C Minor was the favorite; next to it
The
the Eiroca; then the seventh.
second was played at opening concerts
other
At
twice; the Pastoral once..
concerts the symphonies at the opening
concert were by Schumann, Brahms,
Tschalkoweky, Dvorak and Franck.
The Fantasia by Lekeu and Pieme's
orchestral transcription will be performed here for the first time. Lekeu,
a Belgian, who died too young, is
'

.

known

Boston chiefly by his violin

in

The Fantasia was composed

sonata.

Pieme's transcription of
Franck's noble and familiar piano
here by Harold
piece, first played
Bauer, was brought out at a Colonne
1891-92.

In

|

concert, Paris,

in

The program
week includes
Brahm's

piano
overture to

1904.

the concerts next
Encsco's
Symphony,
concerto. No. 1, and
of

"Benvenuto Cellini,"
Harold Bauer will play
by Berlioz.
the concerto for the third time in Bosthe

ton with this orchestra.

"

SYMPHONY?
40TH SEASON
By THILIP

||

HALE

Boston
the
season of
Symphony Orchestra began brilliantly
yesterday afternoon In Symphony Hall.
Mr. Montcux conducted. The program
was as follows: Beethoven. Symphony
No. 8; Lekeu, Fantasia on two FolkSongs of Anjou Franck. Prelude, Chorale
and Fugue orchestrated by Gabriel
'I 'I

e

The

commonplace section of the
the first in which the dance

r*ore

Fantasia
scene is

Is

drunken revellers, she bounded
the Himalayan slopes, or cringed
beneath
the
lash
of Cybele in 'the
gloomy forests of Ida? Leopard or maltese. tabby, angora or panther, she is
one, the same— the cat that licked her
hungry flanks Deneath the tables of Trimalchio, that shared the couch of Caligula, that lurked behind the altars of
Isis and Osiris and. typified the sink of
abominations that had been the seven
proud hills of Rome.
Nor in a succeeding age was she without her votaries. She played her part
in the mysteries of Faustus; the followers of Albertus Magnus sought her secret; the master of the Gardens of Love
portrayed her at the courts of the
pleasure-loving dukes of Burgundy, her
ghostly presence enlivened the machinations of the witches of Salem.
But with the decadents of a latter
day her cult reached its height, bringing new horrors and new cenacles of
devotees.
Her glistening back was
fondled by the sensuous hand of Gautier: "For pleasure seemeth to me the
aim of life," quoth he, "the single useful thing in all the world. God willed it
thus, who made women, perfumes, light,
beautiful flowers, good wines, curly
train of

down

V hen

portrayed In tones.
with
to the love music,
for oboe
the enchanting solo passages
vein
or
a
in
and violoncello, he wrote
his imarare tenderness and revealed
moginative nature. Nor did he for- a
ment fall into the sensual caterwaulcomposers
French
many
ing dear to
when they attempt to express amour
with
taste, and his studies

Lekeu came

His own
saved
Cesar Franck and Vincent d'Indy
love-section
him from this pitfall. This
exquisite
and
rapturous
contains both
peculiar harpages, while the close has
The Fanrnonic and orchestral charm.
favor.
instant
with
tasia met yesterday
in the course of
We do not remember
^mposiunfamiliar
thirty years an
so heartily and spon-

tion that was
taneously greeted.
wneui
and FugTie
Franck's Prelude, Chorale
mantot*
has been played here by many
transcription is a
Pieme's

one
example of skilful, intelligent
1 *"? 0
might say, reverent I" 81
;
prefer the
yet there are some of us who
composition
naked nobility of Franck's
dress with
to the sumptuous orchestral
And so
which Pierne has clothed it.
Xerxes seatthe simple air of Handel's
more
far
ed beneath the plane tree la
moving than the swollen transcription

™"

known as "Handel's Largo."
There was a sound performance ol
The concert
Beethoven's Symphony.

ended with Liszt's flamboyant "Tasso.
which, with the exception of the leadand
ing theme in Its simplest form,
possibly the minuet episode, is stuffed
with bunkum. The apotheosis, especialLlszt'B
ly, is a noteworthy example of
circus—sawdust. and blatant pump. How
far Is this Liszt from the composer of
the "Faust" Symphony and the songs;
even from "Mazeppa" and the Me-

I

I

j

phisto waltz!
The concert will be repeated tonight.
The program of the concerts next week
Enesco, Symphony In flIs as follows:
oat major; Brahms, piano concerto. No.
I (Harold Bauer, pianist); Berlioz; overCellini."
ture to "Benvwiuto.

|

Pierne; Liszt, "Tasso:

Lament and

As a

Of the European continent and in London. He was Carlo'* first teacher, and
his instruction shaped the son's artistic
career in the aftgr years.
-

Carlo went to Wuerzburg in 1891, entered the Royal Music School, studied
the piano with Van Zeil and in 1S94
took the first prize for piano playing. In
1S95 he served his time in the Italian
army, and in 1896 came to Boston, which
was his home until his death.
In Boston ho gave recitals— the first
was on January 17, 1898. He played here
In concerts of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra: 1902, Liszt's Fantasia on

Rachmaninoff's
performance in
Concerto No. 2.
He was busied also with chamber music,
playing with the Kneisel Quartet in Boston. New York, Brooklyn; with the Boston Symphony Quartet, and with other

Hungarian

rule,

chamber

Saracenic
Boston.

He

his

(1759-1778)

was

hours space, a much-purturbed
correspondent springs to the defence
of the cat kind, pausing In eulogy to
pay deference to Dr. Johnson and Hodge.
Thus once more does the harmless,
necessary oat become the object of misguided praise and uncomprehending

Tri-

past years It was the custom to
writs, in a quasl-apologetlo tone of the
Bret symphony concert of the season
the orchestra had not been together during the summer
or there was a new
conductor who was not ye* In full srmthy
pa
with the players : other excuses,
necessary or unnecessary, were Invented
by luzy reviewers.
Yesterday gave no cause for an apologetic or glibly indifferent review. Yet
there were several new members and the
program included two rnfamlltar compositions. It was good to see so larsrc
an orchestra this body of players will
be still further enlarged, for several that
have been engaged for the string section will arrive next week, or come too
As for the
late for the first concert.
performance Itself, It was one that was
characteristic of a well-seasoned, welldisciplined, enthusiastic body of artists.
Mt. Monteux and Mr. Brennan have
worked a miracle; the city, the. country,
may still and well be" proud of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, In spite of the
malicious and foolish attempts last season to disrupt It.
In

:

his tribute at her feet, with

course of
well.

I

much

Gammer Gurton and

dis-

of Bos-

have eaten salt at his tableI have smoked his tobacco,
not meet that I should dispar-

nay, more,

and

;

it Is

age his opinion, even of cats. I cannot,
however, let the opportunity pass without a word as to the true cat nature.

The

considered by your sentimental Bostonlan, takes on, as might be expected, a hazy aroma Imparted by the
typical darning ball guardian of the New
England old maid, combined withal with
a faint, spicy tang of the cats of polite
literature, of
Hodge and the cats of
Cranford, If you will, but an aroma
quite out of any true relation with the
real cat of history.

The conductor was warmly welcomed,
and the great audience manifested everv

How

cat,

that this sinister flure at so
many firesides Is regarded as trie Innocent plaything of youth and the companion of complacent old age, I cannot
comprehend.
this incarnation of
sleek rascality and smug self-satisfaction 4s loved and respected, even tolerated, is beyond me.
The creature observes a smirking cleanliness that de
celves the beholder, yet remains Hie
deadly carrier of disease.
It

Is

I

I

Shall All

Flinders

pounded

j

How few have understood the cat!
"Academe," not long ago, saw fit to lay

I

Petrle

Asa man

pro-

his theory that the world will

come

to an end In a few hundred thousand years by reason of the disappearance from our atmosphere of Its carM. Martel, on the
bonic acid gases.
other hand, Is sure that a few centuries
hence the human race will die of thirst
as a result of progressive lowering of
the water level, while Sir Archibald
Gelke not long ago predicted that owing to the universal decay of the land
"a comparatively short period would
reduce most of the dryland to the level
of the sea and bring about a second
We have read an Ingenious
deluge."
story by a Frenchman about the freezing to death of the last man and woman,
when all others had been frozen by
the Are of the sun going out.

"To the memory

young Augustus

we

"If

for

to

the

bright-eyed

memorize:

are getting restless, under the

with Involute,

locullcidal,

which we may turn,
which we may And surcease from
the metaphysics of normality and con-

and

i

As she crouches by the hearthstone
an unmistakable air of Baying
grace, what goes on behind those harsh,
green eyes? Wrmt memories of her
with

|

)

;

j

|

;

i

I

;

ancient race stir within her as she
stretches out those velvet pads with
their treacherous steel claws? Centuries
have endeared her to the human race,
but has she wholly forgotten those elder
days, when she stalked among the
Egyptian tombs In the Valley of the
Kings, amid the sun-cracked hleroglyphs, where else only basilisk and
scorpion scuttled about the painted
sarcophagi of Pharaohs? Does she re1
that Golden Age when, before

"iioth these pianists were gifted with
a remarkable touch, an unusual technic,
beautiful legato and staccato, and
most important of all. a poetical and
musical feeling rarely known in this day.
"Fortunately. I was able to continue
stud; ins in the same school In which I
bercnn my training; for even in my later
years, after leaving Italy to study with
Henri Van Zeil in Germany, the princlpies of teaching remained the same.
'Few^poople ever heard of Henri Van
Zeil,
one of the youngest and most!
talented pupils of Franz Liszt; a man
who would have made a far greater
name had he traveled as a concert
r

j

I

Unfortunately, intemperance,
with its consequent nervous breakdown,
endej his career while he was yet
young, and his early death was a great
loss, not only to his own pupils, but to
the musical world at large. To my mind
he was a great and gifted master, one
of be greatest, as a matter of fact.
"Of my father I need not speak, for ho
was well known in all musical circles,
and his talent was appreciated by all
the lending; authorities and critics of
Europe. Also, the fine editions that he
issued, those of Bach, Beethoven, Chopin
and other standard composers, still aid
preatly our youngest generation of
pianist.

Why

I

not easy to realize that Carlo
is no longer with us: he was
so buoyant, so full of vitality, so interested in all things pertaining to humanity, so sturdy physically and mentally.
flin sudden departure is not only a severe loss to the musical life of Boston; it has saddened countless friends
Is

Buonamici

In ail

walks of

He was

.

|

i

In

trolling principle*?"

It

l

j

the cytoplasm, centrosume, or karyo-

kinetlc process to

father, the late

j

to-

mentous and monillform variants, what
Is

my

me.

taxonomy of a monocotyledonous wage
doctrine and a cryptogamic theory of
Interest,

of

teachers, I dedicate this little work, in
loving appreciation of what they gave

Is

ern - Civilization"

he was most companionable;

Giuseppe Buonamici of Florence, Italy,
and to Henri Van Zeil, my two great

Clear as Crystal
a quotation from Thorsteln
Veblen's "The Place of Science In Mod-

Here

a virtuoso

a Joyous. loyal, generous, lovable soul.
He was fond of outdoor life; a mighty
hunter before the Lord. He was an accomplished fencer. Whatever he undertook in the way of physical recreation,
A man of
he did earnestly and well.
ideals, and not only in his art; anythipg
low. mean, pretentious, snobbish was
abhorrent to him.
A few days before his dAth he corrected the proofs of his forthcoming
"Practical Points on Piano Playing." As
the preface is characteristic of the man,
wo publish it today:
"Many times I have been asked by
friends and pupils to write the principal
rules that I, 'as a teacher of pianoforte
playing for many years, have followed,
and I have at last decided to accede to
their request, although I do not assume
for a moment that all my ideas are new.
A number of them, however, are sufficiently new to surprise somewhat and
to Justify my book.

End

recently

of

They become
with the years.
merely a tradition, but the work of a
and is enbeneficent
skilful teacher is
during. Carlo, as a teacher, was gifted
by nature as well as by his own training.
He had the power to impart what
he himself knew. Strict as he was, he
as not pedagogically stern, morose,
His pupils
after the German manner.
loved him, though he chastened; nor did
he ever win their affection by flattery.
He sought out the individuality of each
dent and taught according to the
ure nnd the limitations of each one.
He insisted on tonal equality and beauty, on an evenly developed mechanism,
on musical and rhetorical phrasing. Here,;
as nt the famous Farmington (Ct.)
school and at the school in Norton, his
nurture bore rich fruit.

E. S.

How We
Prof.

i

Platitudes.
•

<

B.

Stockton Springs, Me.

j

In this respect

fade

came

sold.

display.

an orchestral concert.
The brilliance and charm

with the
"posse" that built the fort This old
book is long and narrow like an invoice
book, covered with time-stained sheep.
On the outside Is Inked In large letters
"Wast Book." I have wondered what
"Wast" meant.
The charges in the
book are under dates between 1772-1777,
and rum as well as powder and shot

Comment

55 In 24

who

technical

resembled some other celebrated
And it
as Raoul Pugno.
pianists,
should be remembered that Clara Schumann in her later years, playing with
orchestra, had the notes on the rack to
reassure her; as Vladimir de Pachmann
does today whenever he takes part in

and carries the names of the

settlers

early

I

I

W.

served his native country in the

he

There la an Interesting old "account
book" in a house that is now closed.
The book came from Fort Pownal

World Wags:
In a contemporary periodica^]
brings round once more the perennial
discussion of cats.
Roused by the
bloody news of the postman who Blew

i

D.

clubs..

he

war and did manfully the tasks
upon him.
His piano playing was characterized
by fine phrasing, a polished style, brilIn spite of h'.s firm
liance and fire.
technic, he suffered from the nervousness that comes from the fear of a failing memory, yet this nervousness did
not impair his mental performance or

.

/

1908

great

What?

\b the

m

tapestries.

first

laid

As the World Wags.

The Necessary Cat

I

your black throat Is like the hole
by some torch or burning coal

1904,

made a concert tour in Italy
and Germany, playing with orchestras
and giving recitals.
In

dances to fantastic tunes.

people look upon cats as

airs:

Concerto No. 1— the

this city; 1910, Chopin's

ringlets, and angora cats."
Her incomprehensible stealth is limned in the
pages of Poe. Her loathsome treachery, her unutterable horror, live yet in
the verses of Baudelaire arid the etchings of Charles Meryon.
Comte Robert de Montesquiou-Fezensac knew her: "Chats-chauves chauvessouris!"
blabbered
the
poor,
mad
Frenchman, obsessed by this immemorial succubus.
I cannot help it; I can never abide a
cat.
To me she stands forth as terrible
as the Sphinx that some time
haunted the chamber of a lonely Oxford student. I feel like crying out with
Oscar Wilde:
Why are you tarrying? Get hence! 1
weary of your sullen ways,
I weary
of your
steadfast gaze,
your
somnolent magnificence.
Tour eyes are like fantastic moons that
shiver In some stagnant lake,
Your tongue Is like a scarlet snake that

Left

being without variety.
They know
that these animals catch mice, have
evil
designs
upon cream-Jugs and
canaries, scratch baby and hold melancholy concerts in the back garden. But
beyond these points, common to all
the species, the great majority of people
have no standards of distinction.
It Is true that the creatures vary in
color,
but somehow, as a rule, we
lump them all together Into the common or garden cat. and regard them
as being .of a monotonous sort.

umph."

sign of genuine appreciation after the
performance of each composition.
Lekeu's Fantasia and Plerne'e transcription were played In Boston for the
first time. The former was published
In 1909; the latter was first performed
at a Colonne concert In Paris In 1904.
Our "novelties" are late tn arrrvat.
Lekeu, the Belgian. Is known here
chiefly by his violin sonata, of which
Eugene Ysaye, who was Interested in
him. once said. It Is a fine work when
The comcuts are freely made in it.
poser died In 1S94, a few months after
the production of the Fantasia, when
he was only 24 years old. Much was
legitimately oxpected of him. It Is not
surprising that his Fantasia is not on
the whole firmly knit; that some might
find even a few crudities In It; that
the Influence of Wagner In the harmonic scheme Is* at times recognized;
but there Is such a freshness of lnsplrathere are such pages of genuine
ity and Individually poetic feeling,
the premature death of Ills gifted

95

Tour pulse makes poisonous melodies. and

40th

;

.

life.

musically in his
father, Giuseppe Buonamici, a renowned
piaoiKt and an excellent teacher, the
friend of Hans Von Buelow and
Hermann Scholtz, with whom he was
iated in Munich in the late '60's
unu early '70's. Giuseppe never visited
tfchi country, but his playing, especially
fortunate

or music by Beethoven, Chopin and Liszt,
f\
excited the
le wnrmest admiration In cities/

I

pianists in tholr study.

token of my appreciative recogof the debt I owe them for my
In the work of the past 25
-ears of teaching, I offer the following

^s a

nition

»wn success
fines:

|

—

'

—

1

—

shocker, to which The Herald has already alluded, writes about physicians
on the stage:
"It is over 40 years since I first went
to a theatre, and the stage doctor has
greatly improved in that time. In days
gone by I have seen a modern practitioner (It was in a country theatre) receiving his patients in a mediaeval laboratory with retorts and stuffed crocodile all complete! I fancy the first real
doctors' on Jthe stage were in Barrie's
'Little Mary' and Shaw's 'Doctor's DiThe first properly-appointed
lemma.'
consulting room was that of Dr. Isaac-

NOTED PIANIST GONE

cnante oij
preserved for all time in
garments," a statelier and more expres"suits
modern
sive phrase than is our
of clothes."

CHARLES

of

Dancing Contrasts
to the Coliseum this week
have an Interesting and possibly a
of comparing the
opportunity
unique
dancing of artists from the north of
Europe and from the sooth, for Mme.
arrived
Lillebil, the Norwegian dancer,
program
last week, and this week the
Spanish
alSD Includes La Bilbainita, a
highartist, of whom report had spoken
The methods of the two dancers
ly

modern stage practitioners

all

are utterly different in every way.

j

ively of

because

lines,

of

CARLO BUONAMICI, PIANIST
Florence,

Italy,

June

Farmington,

187%;

20,

by saying "the worst of wandering,
Jews is that they are apt to wander at,
Wherever you find themj
haphazard.
there seems to be no particular reason

will find

Lucien and
Jean Guitrv. the son of month a* the
of Sacha, died last
He had
accident.
car
result of a motor
Renaissance. Vanetes and

i

I

him and when

sp where you
In
little incoherent."
I* bound to be a
Jew
aeth act the dramatist shows the
willine
are
"We
man.
to h- a different
geography
to put up with an arbitrary
and chronology, but we really do expect
pleases, but he really

Surely that
of the legend, the
Is the whole point
life
cur^e of an abnormally prolonged
... As for
viot of a series of lives?
for it
nothing
see
can
we
l*.e treatment
you
if
but poetry-rhetorical poetry,
contradiction in
like and if that is not a
have
might
ptrhaps,
\ Brvon,
terms
But Mr. Thurston's treatachieved it.
is
verse,
blank
its
despite
•nen*
plus
«he»c--te without poetry, rhetoric
various
through
trip
a
jLowmanship—
and ages." Only two scenes are

same wanderer throughout.

•Uces

The
•Kective, the first and the last.
the scene of the crucifixion.
is
fl's'
-"Through an open window you see the
to
spearheads of the soldiery marching
the cross
y
Calvary, and in their midst
course, the
JKil* wearily along—of
or
«.*r»r being invisible." "In the final,
the Jew
scene,
penultimate
«tii»r 'oe
occasion in addo»s for once rise to the
contrast
dressing the Inquisitors on the
and the
Christianity
their
ftCtffean
Founder's.
Mr. Matheson Lang, with
his fine presence and his magnificent
voice can do this sort of thing wonderfully well. The' final scene of his death
J
'
On
at the stake Is only horrible.
whole,
J the
a picturesque 'machine'
rather than a work of art with genuine
.

inspiration

\

|

and

real

unity.

.

.

The wan-

dering Jew's life was exhypothesl very
long, but it ought not to have beeni
lengthened by longueurs. The fact is,;
we believe, the subject is not dramatic."
Paul Ferrier, playwright and librettist^
He was born at Montpelller.r
is dead.
He was ad-,
France, March 28, 1843.
mitted to the bar but he quickly aban-j
doned the profession. His first play, inj
one act sad in verse, "La Revanche!
Id'Iris," was brought out at theComediel
Francaise in 18«8. The list of his works'
He wrote librettor
is a very long one.
Offenbach. Varney, Herve, Pesaar/

I

I

I

j

•

'

acted at the

and

Eldorado in Paris.
Louis VerThe Herald has described which was
reuil's play, "L'Jnconnu,"
who a critics
Sated severely by the
The public
tended the dress rehearsal.
box office receipts
liked the play and the
Therefore M. Franck the
were large.
5
Theatre Mar.
Parisian
president of the

ly

forcible and entertaining writer when
of
'he discusses the drama or the art
The following article, "The
acting.
in
published
Drama and th e Film," was
the Daily Telegraph of London:
The ever-growing popularity of the
film, its sweeping capture of our mil;
lions of amusement seekers, prompts an
inquiry into the relations of the picture

money.

If this

as

Shake-

is

now

rection

editors of the
holds the field
the accepted text in near-

the

still

impossible.

Lack

of

its
,

expression

rival

fore good if it makes
of the year should
so the best Piece
des Folies-Bergere, which
'be the Revue
im-

much more
brings in each evening
while
portant sums than L'Inconnu,'
" The Synthe 'Cid' would be a 'plug.'
wishes the

ths line could not

short, he desires Laertes to be like
the French in having a select and generous supply of rich and costly garmei.ts
the meaning is obvious; but to urge it
on the ground tht the French "are a
most select and generous chief" or chiefsort
in rich and costly garments, is a

in

Dramatic Authors

judge if
Federation of the Theatres to
exercise a sort
plays are literary and to
the
says
"All this,"
censorship.
of
when the
Menestrel, "will calm down
the summer
cases of sunstroke from
vacations will have disappeared.
Augier was
Emile
of
The centenary
Francaise by
celebrated at the Comedie
"Effrontes
a performance of his
de Giboyer,
the Odeon by his "Fils
these two plays,
that
believe
Who would
years ago.
created a scandal some 60
Pans
The Federation of Theatres in

should have no place in the sentence-it
usurps the position the verb "have
should fill. The thought in the injuncof postion clearly predicates the Idea
express
session, and requires "have" to
No other word than have can be
it.
an
used to turn the sentence or lead to
The
absolute correction of "chiefe."
superfluous "of" must be dropped-it

I

salaries.

demands a new increase of
OperaThe movement started at thepeasants:
"As long as the
Comique.
francs,
at
wheat
100^
their
wish to sell
salads at W
eggs at 15 sous and their

For
interpolation.
of
"chiefe" of the Quartos and "cheff"
With the
the First Folio read change.
of
part
last
the
line thus reconstructed
the sentence would read:
is

inevitable.
sous these conflicts will be
newThe hero of Maurice Magres's

dramatic

play "La Mort Enchainee," a
(Comlegend in three acts and in verse
friend Sisyedie Francaise), is our old
or
phus King of Corinth, and despiser
introduced
the gods. The dramatist has
De
ideas.
philosophical
into the legend
and
Max played Sisyphus. Pan opensironic
ends the tragedy. "He represents

an

unmeaning

the man:
the apparel oft proclaims
rank and
In France of the best
change
generous
and
select
station tove a most

For

and they

apThe relative, of course, refers to prothese
parel In the line above. That

and impassable Nature who laughs at
human agitation, and in the greatest
dramatic moments, allows birds to sing
and brooks to murmur."

Tile

;

J

sound
posed amendments are indubitably
and would, if accepted, restore to the
a
before
had
it
passage the clear sense
is
it,
careless copyist transmogrified
forms
proved by trying out the common
in the sentence
of the verbs have and be
with change.
Whether change, denoting variety as
will ever beapplied to wearing apparel,
or n
come a mode of common speech
that the Bible h.
t <» eood to know

The

difference

between

"Mac-

beth" or "Hamlet" and a stock melodrama is that "Macbeth" and "Hamliterlet" can be read and studied as
That is_the reason they have
ature.
300
for
held their place in our theatre
That is also the chief reason
years.
why they fail on our modern stage.
They are literature. They demand serious thought and feeling from an audiTh<iy ask for examination, and
ence.
offer emotional and intellectual enjoyment on these grounds. What worse
recommendation could a play have for
our modern theatrical managers, and
for our popularly educated audiences,
than that it offers them literature and

-

construed to
of English that cannot be

Ji

Stage Physicians
"medical correspondent" of the
Daily Graphic (London), having seen
"The Hand of Death." a grand Guignol

able.

ly

show how aptly the example Is used to
reinforce the precept. The verb "are

can never intrude?

propriate dialogue. He must call in the
scene painter, the upholsterer, the costurner, the electrician, and other adjutants to help him express himself. But
his dialogue alone has permanent value;
all the rest of his trappings are perish-

be otherwise than insidiously corrupt.
These are a wrong verb, an obtrusive
preposition and the misreading "chiefe."
It is clear, from the context, that
Polonius enjoins his son to have as
choice a selection of rich and costly garments as have the French nobility. If,

is

of
Its

quirements besides that of writing ap-

clearness

is

in the construction,

drama? What separate domain
own has each form of play where

The dramatist wins enduring renown
by his dialogue, and by his dialogue
To write a successful play he
alone.
must have many other gifts and ac-

due to confused thought
arising from misuse of words or bad
Here,
in a single line, is
arrangement.
an example of 'both. With three errors

in

What
the spoken drama.
kind of pleasure does the

spoken drama give us that the film can
never offer? What delights can the film
provide that are beyond the reach of

many good

period,

and

quality and

"Various
modernized editions.
all
changes have been proposed from time
to time, but all attempts to straighten
out the heaning have made it no clearer.
All fail to uncover the defects in construction which make a convincing cor-

"The great
afess Rehearsals:
the worth
should be the sole Judge of
which the MeW&rtre
of a piece"; to
organized puffery
adds, "aided by well
The ques
The Menestrel further says:
>s thereHon is not new. A new play

dicate of

Henry Arthur Jones Frees his Mind
About the Drama and the Film
Mr. Henry Arthur Jones is always a

play

famed

Rowe,

approved by
Victorian
I

.

ought to be the

!

speare's first editor, altered the bottom
line to read: "Are most select and genRowe's reading,
erous, chief in that."

protests against the
agers' Association,
pubhe

some unity of character. The wandering
Jew may wander where and when he

I

in that."

Mother
i

j

station

Nicholas

no true

on which to make a comparison,
It is sufficient to say that there Is plenty
for both in a variety program
room
of
when they are so well interpreted as
was the case yesterday afternoon.
London Times, Sept. 14.

Are of a most select and generous chiefe

Marechal,

effective, for there is

more

the

gaudy:
For the apparel oft proclaims the man;
And they in France of the best rank and

venTue par

one

basii:

"Costly thy habit as thy purse can buy,
But not expressed in fancy; rich, not

Sept. 30, 1920.

Lecotqt' Roger ("Josephine
Serpette. Lacome
sfs soeurs"f, Pugno,
Messager and others, he

Notes About Theatrical Events
in London- and Paris
Mr. Walkley of the London Times,
having seen Mr. Thurston's new clay.
The Wandering Jew," began his review!

why they should be there rather than
elsewhere. Nor can you guess why they
should be there just at that time. The
toss
story of a man about whom it is a

Ct.,

whom

who dances

her feet. One cannot imagine that she
ever received any very close instruction
in the technique of her art; possibly it
sponIs because the whole thing seems
taneous that it is so effective. Incidentally La Bilbainita teaches the budding dancer a valuable lesson on the
use of the castanets. She wields them
with such skill that their rhythm syncronizes perfectly with her steps— and
when she is not using the castanets she
obtains precisely the^same effect by the
snapping of her fingers.
It is impossible to say whether the
Spanish or the Norwegian method is

3,

•

fair,

for the joy of the thing, but who, at
the same time, has brought her art to
a high pitch of excellence. She does not
give the impression of dancing to any
fixed rule; one feels that before the
music starts she herself is not sure
what form the dance will take. Then,
as the orchestra begins, she adapts her
steps to the needs of the moment, and
she acts
If she has to portray passion
with her whole body as well as with
it.

their

70— with its concluding
line presenting a transcriptional problem that critical ingenuity, thus far,
The precept on
has failed to solve.
dress that Polonius— among other words
of good counsel gives his son, is seen
to end in a distorted and confused exemplification through the text failing
This is
to make the illustration clear.
how the passage is printed in the 2d
quarto— the authority for all subse
quent versions of the play:

'Hamlet"— 1,

the type of dancer

might see at a village

posals for its solution may interest .the
readers of Shakespeare:
Most of the readings, amended and
unamended alike, which still mar the
beauty of a surprising number of

lack of clearness, will be found on
close examination to owe their defects
to faulty transcription and not, as is
generally supposed, to errors of printAn instance among many others
ing.
that could be, cited in support of this
opinion is the well known passage in

Mme.

seems to rely on classical dancing and the more solemn splendor of
such Items as the "Valse Triste" and
the "Death of a Swan." La {Bilbainita,
on the other hand, reminds one instinctLillebil

Mr. Delamaine Writes About a
Line in Polonius's Shrewd Advice
To the Editor of The Herald:
The following note on one of the
textual puzzles in Hamlet with pro-

Shakespeare's

.

Visitors

in 'Bella Donna.' and Sir George
Alexander made an admirable physician.

the finest performance I have seen is
that of Mr. Fisher White in 'Damaged
Goods." He deserves an honorary diploma and. one always feels him to be a
confrere.
"Times are changed since there were
but two types of stage doctor: the grayhaired, oid gentleman of domestic drama, who pronounced the heavy father
'past human aid' without adequate examination; and the farcical comedy
young practitioner who concealed compromising lady patients behind the many
doors of his consulting room. F.oth types
occasionally attempted a dubious local
color by listening through the wrong end
of a stethoscope."

DELAMAINE.

J.

fltattapan.

son

P.ut

1

-

Intellectual enjoyment?
It is clear, then, that

the film can
never afford the highest quality and
kind of pleasure that spoken drama can
jrjve—the pleasure of literature.
Again, the voice has always been the
ehief gift of the actor, his chief means
lot swaying his audience and stirring
In the spoken drama
their emotions.
mobile features, ifacial play, and expresmovesion, appropriate gestures, and
ments of the body are of great value.

|

|

!

j

But they are the mere servants and use-T
In the',
ful companions of the voice.
highest forms of drama they count fori
little unless the total effect is harmonized by a flexible, persuasive, welltrained, manageable voice. In opera, Itj
is nearly always the singer who tri- \
umphs over the actor. The vox humana
is an infinitely more difficult Instrument
to play upon than the violin. Its modulations are far ,more numerous and
subtle, and to tiring out its full musip it
needs a far longer and harder training.
lesson
I have watched Coquelin giving a
to a pupil. I wondered no longer why
|

j

the poetic

French

drama

stage,

holds

its

place on the

and why French audi-

'

,,;

enjoy plays that contain strenu,4hought and serious criticism of
Charles Wyndham's voice had litftle range, but what wonderful tunes he
Bayed upon it. He told me that all
Hhrough his earlier career he cultivated
II

1

Tongue-tied already, and almost banished from the spoken drama, ihagination may perhaps find a home in the
She will be deprived of
film theatre.
speech, but how rarely she is allowed to
open her lips upon the regular stage!
May not imagination find utterance in
the vast pictorial resources and devices
of the film theatre and throw her magic

c.

and practised upon it incessantly. It
mainly by the voice that the actor
his finest and worthiest effects.

lit

lis
I

gets

!|

I

i

j

|

|

IBecerrtly developed the film "industry"
lurlth the kindly purpose of saving English actors the trouble of learning elojfution. I have never Keen able to fathom

actresses

festo "to all cinema actors and
folin Great Britain," urging that the

lowing demands should be made: "(1)
All crowds people to receive not less
than 30s. per day; (2) traveling expenses
to be allowed to and from the studio;
carry
(3) a conveyance to be provided to
and
artists and baggage between studio

ways of Providence, but Mr. SpofHprth's arguments seem to be worthy of
the

consideration.
this as it may, it is clear that, as
'ihe film play forbids the dramatist to

Be

)

use his chief and highest means of explosion, so also it forbids the actor to
rise his chief and highest means of exfression.

It

condemns them

a chair, mirror, clean towel
and soap and hot water to be provided
for each artist; (5) the working hours
least
to be eight hours per day; (6) at
half an hour to be allowed for lunch;
the
by
provided
to
be
1(7) lunch and tea
management; (8) after eight hours either
in the studio or on location overtime to
be paid; (9) all Sunday work to be paid
double time; and (10) all union members
to work Jointly and unceasingly together for the betterment and social
He also
conditions of each other.
pleads for a campaign to bring before
uselessness
jthe public the danger and
(of some of the many enterprises commonly called schools of cinema acting.
station;

to silence,

shuts out from both of them all
an
hope of reaching the highest summits of
their legitimate ambitions.
-{What balancing advantages and compensutions has the film to offer to the
actor and the dramatist?
"To the film actor and actress it ofTers
Universal, though not immortal, fame,
wh displaying their photographs in extraordinary attitudes In every city of the
civilized world, perhaps in 500 theatres
It further offers to
the same night.
tar performers a salary about 50 times
as great as our minister of education
our working
for educating
BfCelves
classes to avoid manual labor, or about
jm times as great as our prime ministers
I

'

H

coming emergencies.

With

j
!

these
I

comparisons in our minds, having regard to the respective services rendered
to the country and their financial resuits it will be readily allowed that the
moneys paid to our star film performers
ire wisely and profitably spent
"What opportunities and advantages
does the film play offer to the dramatlsts that the spoken drama denies to

i

j

I

|
1

him?
The principles of construction are the
same for both classes of play to tell an
Interesting story in a progressive, con-

—

torted series of actions, so that it leaves
the impression of being a concrete entity, so that you are obliged to think of
it as an Indlvisable organism, with all
its parts in living unity.
In our modern comedies and dramas
we have reached a high level of constructive skill.
The best examples of
construction In our modern theatre exhibit workmanship as fine and dexterous
as the goldsmiths can show.
(I am not now speaking of the pre-

war masterpieces

But

self

Aristotle has discoursed on the rigid
limitations of the drama, compared with
the wide and varied expanses of the
splo that is, the novel.
The Shakes-

—

pearean convention— a dozen scenes In
an act— Is the only formula that allows
to the drama something of the spaciousness, the freedom, range and variety of

the epic
But, compared with the film, even the
the novel, shrinks into parochial
dimensions and becomes a tedious and
dilatory chronicler of humdrum events.
The film theatre is as wide as the world
itself, as bustling and as varied.
It Is
as universal as the "casing air." Its
•pic,

and leaps across
wtftly than Marconi.
takes its
It
audiences on stranger and wilder excursions than Cook, and needs not to
provide them with an Interpreter— for It
hows them what is understood of all

tnen in all nations.
In the volume, variety and impetus of
Its action— that is, in the very
essence
of drama— In its swift, vivid, multiple
transformations, its startling command
Of contrast, its power of concentration
on valuable minutiae, its capacity for
Insinuation and flashing suggestion— in
all these truly dramatic qualities the
Pjn Play offers to the dramatist an
infinitude of opportunity compared with
the spoken drama.

The film is a boggier at comedy, extept of the rude and boisterous kind
Which Thalia reproves. But the film
.

Invites

and welcomes romance and im-

agination and opens a largo field for
their exploits.
Now, Imagination, from
hakespeare downward, Is largely shut
it from our modern stage, with its pert
IcirlilfiH
and dictionary of slang.

As the World Wags

<

When, my dear Younger Generation, &
gentleman with the rich husklness c#
ill-spent hours clips the lapel of your
coat with thumb and finger and tells
|
you that the variety stage of your day"
[
is not a patch upon what it was in his,
just butt him with all your strength i»i
his degenerate abdomen, and chalk, in
the option of a fine to me. There is nc>
debt I would more cheerfully strive
pay than that.
I will tell you what I have survived fa*
music-hallism, the muslc-hallism of the
]
( eighteen-elghties (which was declared at
Jthe time to be a vast improvement upou'
Jthe music-hallism of the elghteen-sixti'j and the elghteen-eeventies), and
I then you will understand.
I have survived a night at the music
Nhall when the program I do not exJaggerate has Included the following
items: A stout lady, daringly attired ai
la royal postillion (look back at a royal
n postillion the next time you see ono
riding by) provided the first "torn.™
I She claimed to be the musical sensation

By PHILIP HALE.

j

I

j

I
1

|

•

I

1

w

j
j

I

Than

I

lows.

The places wliere tears are and
For the foam-Bakes that dance In
Are wrung from life's deep.

-

London Daily Telegraph.
Sir James Barrio approved the film
scenario of his "Twelve Pound Look."
This film traces the career of the characters' ancestors. "Thus we now learn
that Kate the wife of the hopelessly
vulgar city magnate who allowed her
husband' to think that she had eloped
with another man, whereas she had
merely tolled and scraped until she
could earn £12 with which to buy a typewriter, earn her own living, and escape
his fat Jewelry, his fat friends and his
fat parties came from a country rectory and from o Urge family. Her father
was one of those charming old gentle-

—

—

their days in good works
and high dogcarts. Her brother had ar-

men who spend

I

may seem

occurences I was present at and survived in the music halls of the ISSO's.
But I feel I must mention the Pine-Stick
Wonders, who brought a huge wooden
frame, with pine blocks of various sizes
laid across it, right down to the front
of the stage, quite close to where I was
sitting, and violently assaulted the contraption all over with whippy weapons
of whalebone until the thing absolutely

pandemoniumed with "Zampa" and"
"William Tell" and its ^Jjs^^oseness of
construction.

There werHB|
a fat •*<

at once

—

a fat man, who slipped

into

blocks with the greatest sava
girl a"
-ijanky boy, n

a lanky

shallows

.

.

umn were

They 4t
fantastically signed.
were humorous in the old and the mod
ern meaning of the word; they were;
whimsical, yet not far-fetched; grotesque, surprising conclusions ivere logically deduced from plausible premises:
at times they were ironical, but t.'i nr
Irony was lambent, not savage; or
wildly funny, there was no suggestion
of the slap-stick or the clown's grimace.
The letters were those of a gentle,
-

,

>.

keen

observer;

a

looker-on

lightly

amused by tha passing show but not
haughtily superior to it.
They were
singularly original in matter and in expression.

Frunk Chase would have laughed outif any one had characterized him
as i "literary man"
yet his 'contributions to Puck and to Life, especially to
Puck In the days when II. C. Bunner
and Joseph Keppler, the elder, were
power In the land; burlesques of them
popular novels, short stories, satirical
reflections, published soon after his graduation from Harvard, had quality and
distinction.
As a dramatic critic hi«
reviews in the Boston Courier, the Boston Journal, and, for -< thort time. The
Boston Herald, showing an intimate
knowledge of the drama end the art of
acting, frank, fearless, were brilliant in
the manner of the Parisian feuilleton.
never pedantic, never deliberately Inright

|
I

;

y

structlve,

always a

deliselit

even to a

reader who might morosely look upon
Our
the -heatre as a sink of iniquity.
friend, as a critic, did not take the actor
or himself too seriouriv
he did not
think he had a sacred, solemn mission.
do not remember his equal as a
conversationalist. He was not that boresome person, a raconteur; he was not
anecdotal, with "that reminds me" in
,

We

t

v

mouth, impatient to take the floor.
His vocabulary was remarkable. Queer
metaphors and similes embellished his
flk, but they were spontaneous, not
prepared, not forced. His scintillating
wit had no sting; it was as kind and
Not
himself.
tolerant as the man
C ot he wns constitutionally ncqniesoent
his

•

•

i

timid in the expression of an opinion;
he
u - 'Ike
"nil his d sltVe-.
1,
rl
could inveigh in the vein of a Roman
snobsatirist against pretence, puffery,
bishness, and his words bit, but his deoffensively,
became
never
nunciation
personal in his welcomed association
j

to be boasting If I conlist of the appalling

tinue with a full

all hitting it

life's

"Abel Seaman." "Col. Marshall Tredd,"
"Sarah Hepatlca," "Miss Pallida Mors,"
"Lew Meyme," for so his comments on
life and manners published in this col-

I

the Bullyvards."
Punctually on the last note of the llth
Introduction, two young ladies In very
big hats and very little frocks swaggered from the wings and immediately
set up a feeble whine which in parts
contained the words I have quoted.
The sisters Kilton sang three of these
songs right off the reel, as well as right
off the key, and brought their "turn"
to a close with a non-stop step-dance
with a great white sale finish to it.

sleep;

Frank Eugene Chase
To the readers of The Boston Herald
our friend was known as "Gaylord
Quex," "The Rev. Babbllngton Brooke."

j

insisted upon, indeed, the more efas a preserver of the peace,
would the film be likely to prove, it
would be the most effectual answer that
could be given to those malignant
tongues which, for one motive or another, are everywhere trying to stir up
International distrust and enmity, and
could easily furnish that touch of nature that makes the whole world kin

with

Ami of a the heart's springs none are purer
,
Than the Bpiings of the fountain of mirth?
He that souu<is them has pierced the heart's hol-

of four continents, and to the best of
my recollection she was left in undisP st> .1 possession of this distinction by
4 every musical critic of the period.

It-

now a farmhouse, while

aneht be sore, what oan be surer
that Earth's good decays not

Earth?

—

—

goue to a laud of no laugyter.
This wan who made mirth for us all?
Proves death but a sllem* hereafter
From the sounds that delight or appal?
Once closed, have the liilH no mure duty.
No more pleasute the exquisite ears.
Has the heart done o'erflowiug with beauty
As the eves have with tears?
I* lie

N'ar. If

|

fective,

I

re-

I

was

dlfflcul-

annihilates distance
a continent more

this

who sang

J

Godfrey Turner, describinghtm*

1

tured.

all

L

ft

drawing room comedy. Is terribly
cramping and repressive to the dramatist.
It pins him in small corners and
forbids him to roam on lrage adven-

It

"Bleak House"

all

music halls of London, the great dailies
bumped into him with all their weight
and rushed to the side of the "all
boozed, every blessed one of us."
Remember, I am speaking of the

—

out.)

for

of transport.

Is

and we

any government official made an effort
for improvement in the tone of the

-

the principles of construction
in the film play and In the
Spoken drama, their application is widely different. Our modem convention of
one scene in an act, or one scene for
tour acts, though it is admirably suited

tic s
R

is

Perhaps

[

same

busy omnipresence evades

which

gentleman

us,

ceived f40 a week; and you will wonder,
of course, what the government was
doing. But, my dear Younger Generation, you musn't put every evil of life
down to tire government, past or present.
I happen to know that whenever

the Old Hall at Lincoln's Inn where
Jarndyce v. Jarndyce dragged Its weary
She made several Inconveniently loud
J
length, is even now occasionally used as
Shunting noises on a very brlghtly-burna law court. The office of Mr. Snagsby.
horn, which rested when unem] Ished
law stationer, In Took's court, Cursltor
ployed among several like Instruments
street, which Dlcken's calls Cookscourt,
of
torture
a sideboard attired In a
may also be identified, as well as Mr. | union jack;onand
she gave a curiously
Tulkinghorn's house in Lincoln's Inn
not-a-blt-like imitation of church bells
Fields.
But Krook's "rag and bottle"
on a concertina, which. In the playing,
shop, as well as the "Sol's Arms" in
she now and again courageously held
Chichester Rents disappeared some years'
quite close to her ear.
ago, although the public house 'from
Next, or nextabouts, this Indisputably
which the novelist borrowed the name
female royal postillion turned her attenLondon Daily Chronicle.
still stands.
tion to the melody of "Pop Goes th«<
We possess in this country, both in Weasel," which she Jerked out spasofficial and private archives, a wealth
modically from a fiddle in pain while
of authentic film records of the war
balancing her grotesque figure upon
Morethat is absolutely unrivalled.
globe.
(Professors of the Royal Acadover, the whole story of Britain's paremy of Music will tell you bow difficult
ticipation In the struggle is one that
Finally— after manifestation^
this Is.)
fires the Imagination of the most slugon the clarionet, the piccolo, the tromglsh. It ought, one would think, to be a
bone, the flute .and the banjo — ou*
comparatively simple matter. In such cirMusical Sensation of Four Continents
cumstances, to create a national screen
lay upon her shapeless back and, aftei
epic that would throw into the shade all
the fashion vof Gilbert's "Dlscontentec*
The
the other war films yet made.
Sugar Broker," "kicked away like winkofficial so-called film history of th.>
ing" at a number of bells fastened to
war Is there to- show how the thing
ropes suspended from an Iron frame.
film
need
a
Such
done.
be
not
should
A ventriloquist with a strangely acnot, by any means, be a British parative pair of lips followed; then cam.
phrase of the Hymn of Hate; that would
some fat pink acrobats who threw about,
merely perpetuate national animosities.
some thin white boys with their feet;
On the contrary, it could very easily,
and when this agonizing spectacle war;
if treated with tact, become a most
over, which was not untft all concerned
that
about
bringing
for
means
powerful
in it were perilously giddy and breathcondition of peace and harmony for
lsss, and looked only half-conscious, the
which the whole world is pining; and
orchestra played eleven times over, in
smallest
in
the
minimising
this, without
quick succession, the introduction to the
Klltons' famous song about
degree the heroic part played by the
Sisters
British empire. The more this aspect
"Gay Paree" and "When Walking Down

If

are the

I

really

Tint and foremost

tailors.

The

self as a survivor, recalled his expert'
ences in London music halls for the
benefit of the Daily Chronicle's readers:

j

j

states that In some cases tbe» school
proprietor, having obtained big f«es
|
from his pupils, actually pays an agent
hire the pupils for one engagement,
I to
and he declares, that the evil will continu e until cinema performers unite in
[One body."
Happily for the making of films, many
of the localities associated with "Bleak
House" still exist in much the same
state as they did In Dickens's time.

of

and the public to sort them

Mr.
J

I

our "Theatre of
Ideas." If a dramatist has "Ideas" he
need not trouble about construction, or
about telling an interesting story. All
that he has to do is to unload his. "ideas"
in a heap on the stage and leave the
critics

Only
need work.
about on e in every 1000, says Mr. Keith,
use
slightest
the
is ever likely to be of
to a film producer, but the students obtain one day's crowd work and are immediately fascinated and dazzled by
Mr. Keith
thoughts of th e future.

money and

his

There w«s four-and-twenty on
went 'ome In a cab!

eighteen-eighties.

points out that the advertisements
of these schools appeal to two classes,

those who have ample means and seek
to enter the profession for vanity's
sake and those who only have a little

and

We was all boozed, every blessed one of as
All boozed, every mother's son of us;
. .
We drank four-'alf and anythinkwe could grab.

Old-Time Music Halls: Stage
Horrors of the Eighteen Eighties

He
I

friends,

themselves with superhuman energy at
the treble blocks.' When they had finished, everything] sounded so silent by
contrast that "artists" with notoriously
loud voices were asked, in their "patter." to "speak up."
Having alluded to my miraculous delivery,
practically unhurt, from the
Pine-Stick Wonders— perhaps I may be
pardoned for mentioning my hairbreadth survival of the "drunk" songsone in particular whose delightfully
simple refrain ran

Barrie himself might have done the
thing differently, but there is no denying that the result has been to obtain
a capital film which never drags. When
the point arrives at which the film picks
up the story of the play, the original is
followed very faithfully, with the Inevitable result that the last two reels are"
easily the best."

(4)

'j

afore the war received for legislating
IH Ignorance and blind indifference to

Er

cial

1 ,

97

leanings and her sister aspired t*
the stage. Kate herself imagined that
by accepting the hand of the vulgarian
who had bought the court, and was
therefore the village squire, she would
lighten the burden of the whole family*
Having surrounded the heroine with a
large family circle, the writer of th*
scenario had comparatively little difficulty in providing enough material tt
maTce a five -reel film. The artist could
fall in love and live in humble circus*stances in London; the sister could get a
one-line part in a theatrical production,
and her friends could go into the gatlery and see the first performance; while)
Kate herself could be seen among her
humble friends and her rich acquaint*
ances. In order, also, that the audience)
should see as much as possible of Ma,
Milton Rosmer's really brilliant performance as the husband, one is able to sea
him consulting his solicitors, his finan-

tistic

the dramatist has written falls
dead upon the stage unless it is vitalized beams amongst its fascinating lights and
by the actor. The present condition of A shadows and employ the quick vibrapur English theatre is partly due to the tions and successions of the screen to
general neglect of voice cultivation by tell larger stories of human life than
Car actors. Indeed, Mr. Archibald Spof- are being told today upon the stage of
forth, in his rather impertinent pamthe spoken drama.
ffhlet, "Our Preposterous Stage" (Bogus,
iKidd & Co., Amen Corner), advances
Film Notes
the plausible theory that Providence has
Mr. Antony Keith has issued a maniISjvTiat

—

:

'

"

;

.

;

|

with club members. When he was
the mom, chairs were drawn near him;
one interall listened eagerly; if any
rupted, it was to encourage him to fur-,
ther discourse, to a still more daring
marflight of fancy. Visiting strangers
him. marvelled and were
at
velled
charmed: his personality was so ingrain

was so melodious and
haunting; nor did they find in him a
"Sir Oraole" or the Johnsonian bowwow manner of address.
A man of unusually cxtens

tiating, his voice

;

—

,

from ragllaccl and the -well-known
"Mother Machree"; and after "Macush.

1

two',

98
'

gpeak of hla lovable
were too near him. Simple
tiir*His
'ho appreciated the beat.
!
ni*
in h^'itfe
the gena un b(Mindcd; not
carelesa exEStfU Pf rood-natvired, generosity
of
ItaVtfflnre: it was the
the wish to
from
arising
I thought fulness,
one needing help, to o»'ie
I ho of service to
„ . something beyond reach, some,
vital assistance
it hina that would bi' of
'
pleasure. It
r w-iull give n longed-for
of, him as having
1* Impossible to think
mean, selfa
moment
entertained for a
Even when his
v thought.

We
•

(

|

would
ence, and that he
clarity of his voice In its
'.Minstrel
the
Naturally
-

Mr.

j

[recital

afternoon.

^

Ble
vv v 1- h
itch Vc. rra.v.\e VJi''"
ppc
nrelude. A m' nor iA.-

rU,

;

* d«n* Oren.de
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singer,

worth while.
Mr. Longo's

h

well.

wis
Mr SchmitB:

selections, of the
"entertainment" prohis muscular
attack
added an encore, on demand

He

'

in
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Dmwn

Firrata:

The

The Modern Girl
(A Scarborough preacher taya

imagination
by elegance
work of both was marked There
was no
refinement and restraint.
yet there
power,
or
Uck of deep feeling emotionalism.
Both
no appeal to
and unartists responded generously
numbers
extra
efteetedlv to demands for
revelation
Mr. Schnrtz's playing was a
and
Hiance of technic, clarity
to
sensitiveness
beauty of tone and in
those who had
the composer's ideals for
not heard him before.
Werrenrath charmed his hearers

Alas,

'

I

|

my

And
Upon

rests hei

Who

My

[

Yet shocked, Indignant Scarborough
Contiaucs still to harbor her,

Her

Her banter

—A. W.,

J

r

-V.

ArU—Othello's
'Cells

ifias

in

ire—slang of the London Cockney
very mechanical and uninspired.

Popper

Scholder

-~

Grieg
Verdi
KAhn

^,
-Bridge

-Arr.

The Minstrel Boy

H. Hughes

".

_-

Arr. H. Hughes
Tbe~Kext Market Day
Derry).
Th» Tender Apple Blossom rOoonty Young
Belleie Me If All Those Enduring
.

The Boid CnMddable CtCd

MacbTsU _
S

1

!

„
(hy request).

Stanford

laudience a full chance to hear him in
/.both operatic selections and popular
He responded generously with enlairs.
^.„>—a.rter bis&Tsx appearance

old

|

In the respect Hiat It has taken
out of the solemn
in which they had been working
for many years, said Mr. Hale. He also
had a favorable word for graphophones,
saying that they enabled tired business
men to enjoy bits of music they would
not otherwise hear. "I pity the man,"
ficial

many composers

'

rhythm

he added, "who cannot enjoy "Jasper,
I Hear You Calling Me" and "Robert E.
Lee," for they are infinitely better than
the pieces produced by some of you
gentlemen."
Music of the future he said rests with
the publishers and not with, the conductors, and the publishers should support the best and not "get the idea
that any one nation has a divine right
to music." It is their duty to press
the music of every country.
William Arms Fisher, one of the Oliver Ditson Company's composers, was
called upon by James A. Smith, presi-

|

j

|

But "mavrone" means
and is an expresnot of endearment but of sorrow

"my

grief,"
Still,

may

he

Who knows?
denis

An
"These

a.

be right at

McCarthy,

dent of the association, and referred to
the "subtle criticisms" written by Mr.
Hale. He said they were "kindly" and
yet told the "truth." Winslow Bruce,
boy soloist at Trinity Church, and Walter D. Pidgeon, baritone, sang several
songs.

i

finally

with Ethel Irving.
TVdy Mereston
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"Lady Frederick",
country

bv

Ethel

first

played

Barrymore,

in this
Is

a

ccmedy well worth reviving for the unparticufolding of a human character,
larly

when unfolded by W. Somerset
Lady
is an interesting study.

Maugham

the
Frederick, herself, is, of course,
her
chief study, for her unexpectedness,
play
human traits build up the entire left
During the first act there is doubt
about her
in the minds of the audience
has let
It s clear that she
position.
love with
In
Lord Mereston fall

—

'OFF

voung

Philip Hale, dramatic and music
critic of The Herald, addressing the
Boston Music Publishers' Association last night at the Parker House,
declared that Boston, which a score
of years ago justly laid claim to
being the musical centre of the

fifteen years
her; it's clear that, she is
that she
older than he; and it's clear
in debt; but who is
is up to her ears
objections
real
the
«he' And what are
insinuations come
to her' A few vague
and the
out. but they lead to nothing
her
audience is none the wiser about

-

listen to the dignified old "professeur" with his white curls holding forth
United States, at present is "off
on the glories of "cette cherie patrie
He stated
Beige," up in Ml Tremont street,
the map musically."
la
and old Senator Hoar with his In- that automobiles and bridge whist
leaning
the (parties are in a large measure
against
smile
dulgent

fo\

-£

Kouides: i
Frederick Barolles.

Lady

— the

responsible

Diana

Servant
1

—

I

in three acts

'

i

Appreciation

BOSTON

a play

:

visits (those of foreign orches-

Fred-j

by W. Somat thej
erset Maugham. First produced
Court Theatre, London, on Oct. 2$, 1907.

recent visit of the New
York Symphony Orchestra is a case In
point to a good deal of Insincere writing on the part of the musicial critics.
If the orchestra comes from a friendly
nation, but happens to give bad performances, no one likes to say how bad
Ernest Newman In The
they are."
Manchester QuordlaA.

they lead

THEATRE— "Lady

COPLEY

erick,"

tras) are matters for the stunt journalist rather than for the musician; and

to

.

Jazz Has Helped
Extreme Jazz music has been bene-

Biddeford, Me.

—

McMurroogh
Mr. Burke.

In this concert Mr. Burke appealed,
quite frankly, rather to the popular
audience than to the erudite musician.
Heralded as the operatic singer with
remarkable high notes, he gave his

(

converted
dear professor. Monsieur le
Professeur Sauveur, docteur "en droit,
en theologle" Into a
philosophle,
en
of
Shades
'blooming Frenchman!"
Hade; can't you remember when you
and old Schoenhof and Tom Perry used
the

these cases a large proportion of those
who attend are present, not because
they know or appreciate music, but
because they have jteen told by an influential person that they must hear
or see so and so Many of them applaud
things that they would have been bored
stiff listening to years ago

i

Not French

As the World Wags:
And so they have

Popper

-

In order to obtain a sizable audience
today at almost any sort of musical recital the word has to be passed on by
a society leader, Mr Hale said, and in

years, but Phil, I believe, is still alive
and should be able to give the facts In
R. F. W.
the case.

|

Mlas Scholder

Charms.

is

examples of London rhyming
slang kiven by the Manchester Guardian
xni quoted In -above column are not the|
best that could have been chosen, being
very far-fetched and not truly represenlative. In rhyming slang the word 'corbecomes 'Johnny
for instance,
ner,'
Corner,' 'mm' becomes 'Tom Thumb'
and so on.
"Thus the following somewhat forced
sentence: 'Let's have a cup of tea and
then pull off our socks and put our
heads on our pillows and go to sleep.'
ranslated Into rhyming slang would
give a result something like this: 'Let's
have a down and up of Robert E. Lee
and then pull off our almond rocks and
put our Uncle Neds on our weeping
"
willows and go to Bo-peep.'
Belgian,

ues.

'

name as commy own name, Mc-

"Turn Over"

I

Mr. Burke.
Intermission— 10 mlnntes.
'Olio solo— From toe Land of the Sky Blue
Cadroan
waiter
„

recited the names of familiar string
quartets which once pleased old Boston
audiences, and then asserted that today
there are none of such exceptional val-

He

1

As the World Wags:
"Turn Over" was one of Joe Ott'sj
favorite songs somewhere about 25 years,
ago. At that time he was starring with;
his own company, which included hlsi
brother Phil; the song was sung incidentally as a feature of tho play, and
not as a part of a progTam of songs and
Joe Ott has been dead several
talk-

1

Verdi

D

A Dream.

Polonaise'

that.

"The

'

\

discovered that she thought

and despair.

'

Qjesta O QneUa (Kigoletto)
Tears ef Joy
lore Weat a Riding
i

sion

of|

a Londoner and a stu-i

such samples of New Yorkers as 'You've)
said a mouthful' and 'You tell 'em pie;f
cen1 aint got the crust,' the back—and

Sibelius
„.PaganirJ-Liszt

Mr. Lonzo.
Prayer iOthello)._
Mr. Burke.

solo— Rhapsodie

as-

to hear. In order to get a large
audience at a choral recital the fact
that an important artist has been engaged to appear has to be widely advertised by some enterprising manager.

"mavourneen."

Bowery pales beside that of London.
"Compare with the poetic ingenuity of;

was

Chsase— Etude

'

York,

money

to bo a family

Ireland as

in

literally

dent of contemporary New York slang,
does not believe that the slang of the

and Francesco Longo, pian-

as follows:
Uno aoio, Romance

London Daily Chronicle.

writing to the Evening Post

J.,

New

TENOR AT

Frank St. Leger as accompanist,
and assisted by Miss Helen Scholder,

in the

j

The program for the concert in
Symphony Hall last evening, given
by Tom Burke, the Irish tenor, with

=t,

airy.

London and New York
Howes of East Orange,

SYMPHONY HALL

'cellist,

chummy;

and

Mr. Rodney

numbers.

J

light

"Cheer up. old dromedary,"
My youth renews
Despite the views
Of her astonished mummy.

which he used with marked effect.lacked
The selections of both artists
somewhat in variety and were pervaded
was
by solemnity and gravity. This
somewhat relieved, however, by lighter
added
touches given in a few of their

;

reproof.

cigarette's
Impulsive jets
Are so immensely

and Haydn Society, which today is
"farmed out," and that there is no body
of singers which the public will pay

—

—

From ihocked

or

IRISH

feet

the pianola;
when comes the spell oa
tonsured head 'Old melon,"
And stands aloof

,

;

her seat

Reciting gems from Zola.

beauty
with the splendid sonority and enunciaof his
his voice, the perfection
of great
gave
tion, the impression he
control
power always under complete
expression,
and the delicate shadings' of
*

daughter Barbara.

tilts

chestras in other cities.
"There were
men in the orchestra," continued Mr.
Hale, "who, I'm ashamed to say, did not
want to play under a French conductor."
He lamented the decline of the Handel

sible of that idea, I then inquired where
she got the name "Cushla." which she
had chosen as the front name for
Eileen's mother.
"Oh,"
she
replied,
"that's quite a common Christian name
women and girls In Ireland
for
Haven't you ever seen it in Irish songs.
cushla machree."
If this young writer had been a man
have exclaimed
I
would very likely
"poor fish," and said other things iust
But I controlled myself,
as unfeeling.
and explained. I am glad to say that
she took what I had to say in good part
and set herself to learn something about
Ireland before she again began writing
Irish stories, or using words from the
Irish language.
Which reminds me that I ran across
a poem the other day in which the Doet
refers to his love as "mavrone." thinking he is calling her something akin tr

at Scarborough.

reared

f

'

was

It

She dubs

•

Mr

modern

*torough.)

w«

.'

the

kind of vegetable.
The theme gives some helm
in our recent search for rhymes for Soor-

merit
rrthnte solelv to the
them made any effort
art for neither of
widest stretch of the
that could by the
The
be termed sensational.

,

n

oirl gits on tho edge of the table, crosses hcr\
legs, smokes, and addresses her lather as some

been welSeldom
with more
•omed in Symphony Hall wUh which
that
t warmth" than
This was a
mese" two -re greeted.
of their
musicians

have

I

propaganda -spreading

campaign being in Germany, but much
of the effective work being done by a
local man, who spread accounts of higher wages being paid in symphony or-

Carthy.
She had heard John McCormack sing "Mother Machree*' and she
jumped to the conclusion that beginning
as it did with Mac, it must be a sure
enough Irish family name.
Disabusing her mind as gently as pos-

,

Mr. Werrcnrath.

under

mon

Scholder.
z.

fert&'s

characters,

Machree

by the appreciative audience. He also
played the accompaniments for Miss

j^ure. Aubert
,,„'
un Reve. Fmire; La
V II1.
IIe
done Comma nrte- from af ,?" .V de

inception of the

Eileen Machree, the only
daughter
of
Michael
and
Cushla
Machree.
Curious to know how she
happened to choose such names for her

showed

grams,

was "woefully larking in tact*"
The attempt at that time to disrupt
the Symphony orchestra, he declared,
was a result of German prot>ag::nila, the

name being

first

common

type

I

Day"

la plmo.

b

Those Irish Expressions
As the World Wags:
Once upon a time a young woman Who
had become convinced that she could
write Irish stories sent me the manuscript of a short story, the heroine's

Miss

Joint

G reat

bidding.

He makes

will do.

it

and the piano.
Scholder made a very pretty
'cellist,
and played with considerable
vivacity.
Listeners might wish that
she had played music that was mora

the

Mr. Werren-

,.

Burke's voice does his

humor, as was shown by "The Bold
Unbiddable Child."
The accompaniments by Mr. St. Leger
were done with both intelligence and
art, with a fine regard for tho composer,

yesterday

Mas, S»d f»?»«.
T
,tu: Wit.,
^./^J^eotion

Boston Symphony ^Orchestra."
said Mr. Hale,
"ha3 been damnably
maligned and maliciously talked about,
not only here, but In New York." With
regard to the so-called strike last March
by certain members of that orchestra.
Mr. Hale characterized fciederic Fradkin, deposed concert mutt), as a "hotheaded young violinist," but he also
said that there was no question that
the chairman of the board of trustees

1

1

1

of

E-

gave a

pianist,

the

le-»v"

simplicity.

neat transitions and he has perfect conHis
trol, apparently, of his breathing.
enunciation was in general sufficiently
clear so that the audience could understand his words. And he lias a sens*

SYMPHONY HALL,
and
Symphony Hall
The program:

Symphony Maligned
"The

Swiss from Berne because he used i
lot of Swiss French— of course that
don't know, but that muoh is certain
he always dodged Ralmond when he
saw him.
But then little Albert has
been promoted at any rate from Belgium to France and the ola man musi
have got a worse jolt in his grave thai
even that Boston belle of T. B. A.
Boston.
GAMA-LIEL.

Hoy
and
"Mother Machree" caused a furore of

He knows what

ave atque vale.

Schmits.

Orchestra."

L

applause.

m
AT
WERRENRATH
in

—

drich told us the story of that Boston
helle who had taken lessons for fou.
years from the old codger and wht
went to Paris, sure to outshine the 41
immortals— and when she talked to tht
Paris
cabby she got the jolt of her life
L
Qu'est ce que e'ect que ca; flchez-rrio
I
la palx, Je me comprehends pas l'lailetho
temptation to squeeze
the
to
nand! Van Daell said he once gave tin
orange a bit too much by prolonging a
jtory to the old man, and he said hi
high note.
Jlnjost had apoplexy.
And now Tho
He was not always willing to let hla
fletjald has gone and done it and mad<
voice speak for itself, but urged it to,*
iBtt^e
Albert
"Frenchman"—
old Raia
speak In louder tones than perhaps It
iiond ured to say— you remember thai
wished to use. And he left no chance*
old
French professor with the lonp
in general, for dramatic or sentimental
hair (he was a corker and he certainl\
appeal to go untaken. One might wish
knew
some French)— that he suspected
that he would make less of an open
the dear old doctor was a Germandemand on the sympathies of his audiU

i

^

been
He had known sorrow: he had many
In spite of his
sorely afflicted,
his last
affectionate friends, he was in
before, he
year * lonely man. Shortly
recent books
died he wrote apropos of
dealing with spiritual communications:
them, he
reading
in
he found little use
for oursaid for soon we shall all know
And now he
selves the great secret.

Robert

|j

voice

I

;

un worth

baritone,

and other musical organizations were of
a character unequalled by those of any
other In America
he declared that today we have "only the Boston Symphony

verte!"
And wasn't It you whe
was present when Thomas Bailey Al-

que

.

weakened.
naturally robust health was
move than
his sympathy for others was
think first
verbal; an Invalid, he did not

PReinald WerrenTath.

**T.*

1

'

frater.

After alluding (o the high position the
city occupied in the music world when
he first came to BosUn in 1899, when
the choral societies, th» church choirs

eon

—

,

knows.
Atque.

popular

had exquisite
famous "Enduring
the
beauty.
In
Young Charms" Mr. Burke sang with
a refined taste that left little to be desired though perhaps once he yielded

where the

song,

I

.

Verdi's

three.

"ecorchalt

Schoenhof,

Carl

francals et vondalt des llvrcs piquant
dlctlonnalros d'uno languo plus
ojt doa

Donna Mobile" and two popular songs.
The fine quality of his higher notes
was beautifully apparent in the Grieg

eiirlc

IWl

with

la"

dear
|

thepresent

con-

-

j

P

last
As played at the Copley Theatre
Frederick
night by Viola Roach. Lady
careand
quick-witted,
'was a clever,
attractive Irish
free being with an
into
brogue -which lapsed at times
apparently
person
-main Knglish.— but a

Ii

I

:

'

incapaole of iceiing* or of emotion, r or
the greater part of the play this
handling fitted, and the care-free manner could cloak real feeling as a person of Lady Frederick's pride and spirit
•would seek to cloak it. In the second
act, however, one could wish that matters weren't carried on so determinedly,
that a little suspense and subtelty were
brought to play. When the letters that
would serve as a weapon few persons
could resist using are brought in, there
is a delicious feeling of doubt, of horror as to what she is going to do with
them. An opportunity is presented for
Laxly Frederick to play with Fouldes
and the Merestons as the cat does with
a mouse. The uncertainty that can be
worked up in the mind of the spectator and his consequent breathlessness
Miss Roach, however,
are unlimited.
preferred to play it in a tempestuous
determined
fury that left
fashion, in a
no doubt in anyone's mind as to her
actions. She took the letters, hurried
across the room and threw them in the
fire so quickly that one had no time to
wonder, but simply to follow. To the
Merestons the episode must have appeared to have nothing to do with the
case. Thus was that crisis quieted to
make way for the third act disillusion-

ment of Lord Mereston.

As

capriciousness,

Frederick's

for

Lady
ready

her

and her sense of humor, Miss Roach
played them with lightness and skill.
Paradine Foulds, Lord Mereston's
uncle wso'is so called in to prevent
the boy from marrying Lady Frederick,
is the cynic, the man who "thanks the
Lord that in his day he has been a miswit,

erable sinner," the man who sets a right
value on the good and the bad, having
known them both. He is given the epigrams that Maugham so cleverly writes,
the truths so amusingly told that they

seem

make weaknesses
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Herbert Stothart.

Beatrice
O'Brien
Milton Blnrn

Don

Jaw* Blum

s

The

i

Later,

Time,
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j
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i

j

;
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r

TrurMji-l

.
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mender

Mm

j
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told.

effectively

The

situations

and

humanly
intensely.
are
Characters
amusing. The dialogue is sparkling and

a lifelike representation of "the
working of intellect." but while we
emphatically eald that the show was to were waiting to learn whether we
be "bum," that his predictions have were suffering from cirrhosis of the
lever (hob-nail or gin-drinker's liver)
been verified. Whereupon the ensemble,
we should have preferred to gaze on a
with pointed finger and scornful song,
picture of Phryne. or even a steel
cries him down to a "tattle tale."
engraving of "Washington Irving and
Mr. Hussey picked well In his asso-

Frances White as Jimmie Is naturally
the mainspring and a large part of the

works and she has abundant opportunities to make use of her quaint, tomShe uses
boylsh. fun-making abilities.
them all to the limit and is rewarded
with screams of laughter. Her skill in
poignant pathos is not overlooked.
Ben Welch, as old Blum, would make
a good-sized entertainment In himself.
His portrayal of the old violin mender,
partially Americanized and up-to-date
in spots, yet still clinging to pinochle
and his old friend, O'Brien, Is all of lt^
*

Howard Truesdell, as a typical New
is refreshing
tbithe last detail.
Tom O'Hare, as an explosive and semi-

York derivative from Erin,

tragic butler, is all right.
Harry Delf. as Blum's spendthrift
nephew Milton, with his "descriptive
dances," his "vaudevlllian" extravagances and his success in putting
Jimmie across on the stage is a distinct

IUUle
clever

Burks and
;n. 'J

.-harming

Dee Loretta »
co-consplral'

Is

His Friends."

for besides corralling many top
Dotchers In vaudeville "time," he has
also brought a few new to Boston theatregoers.
The principal scenes of the
piece, outside precinct 5 and three weeks
later, are a slightly amplified version
of Mr. Hussey's act aeen earlier In the
season in a local theatre. The act was
a travesty of the shimmy, revealing its
"murder" in the West, and the dialogue

was spoken

"rag" rhythym. Last
evening Rae Samuels was the "murderess," and Jimmy Hussey was again

The Doctor's Friend
As the World Wags:
The fascinating problem In alcoholic
psychology promulgated ty Mr. Gaylord
Quex interests me excsrdingly. At the
same time 1 am free to confess that the
name and address of the mystical gentlemen who owns the bairr-l of alleged

in

at the judge's desk.

Mr. Hussey has a unique style, both
in song and in comedy, a certain colloquial,
Intimate way of reaching his
In fact, this colloquial method
seemed to apply to all the performers,
who seemed to share the pleasure with
audience.

sea water would be of absolutely no
value to me. Furthermore, I cannot see
Blow such knowledge coulo bi capitalized
by anyone else whoso intentions are
honest and friendly.
I
knew several
proud possessors of fair quantities of
whip lash of public scorn. I aim to
bodies would I or any other person have
access to their troasur.c: "Red
Eye."
No I feel that it woul 1 be more merciful to not speak, but heieafter forever
bold peace.
Not so altruistic is my Sfccndary aim.

the audience. Mr. Hussey. who rather
speaks than sings, was heard in several
Individualistic songs and gave much
pleasure In the burlesque boxing act.
Rae Samuels, high spirited and always
eager for her task, appeared in several Having saved one poor soul. I propose
of the sketches. She is. not lacking In to lay bare a myriad ol others to the
the art of differentiation. Witness her whip
of
public „ scorn.
I
aim tol
as the "bride" and as the exponent of develop
a
bluCCer
in iJcohoI. whose
the shimmy!
noxious dissertations, producing envy
One of the features of the perform- and hatred, reveal diabolic and more
ance waa the dancing numbers of cowardly proclivities than any of the
Maurice Diamond, a clever exhibition of cases mentioned by Mr. Qucx. I refer
a many elded talent. Mr. Diamond not to atiat species of the genus Homo,
only gives many steps that are decided- who, craving the prestige and glamour
ly his own, but excites wonder at the Recorded to anyone having access to
length of his performance.
His part- John Barleycorn, his keth and' kin,
ner, Lola Girlie, also gave pleasure in stoops to the lowest o' iying levels. He
has no cellar, he Is master of no brew,
the dance.
Joe Browning brought forth much be it ever sc domestic, he takes no
laughter In his sepulchral style, as did risks, yet ho must have people believe
Callahan and Bliss, in dance and" eons', that he has an inexhaustible yet inas the two sports from Michigan
tangible supply.
He Is the sniveling
Others of the cast added to the pleas- wretch who brags o* his intimate acure of this agreeable entertainment.
quaintance with some medico that composes a potent prescription 'pon the
slightest provocating.
Of couise, one
must have a drag, you know
etc..
ad nauseum.
Front all deceitful preF.

—

1

AT

B.

.

KEITH'S

scription

Witty.

treat.

waiting patient. Blair's "Grave" and Sir
Thomas Browne's "Urn Burial" should
have taken the^ place of the fly-blown,
mussed periodicals six. or seven months
old on the centre table.
In another
waiting room hung Rembrandt's "School
of Anatomy" intended to adorn the dissecting room at Amsterdam, showing
Dr. Nlcolaus Tulp, with a lace collar and
a soft, broad-brimmed hat dissecting
a sinew of the arm of a particular ghastly corpse.
No doubt this
picture, long admired at the Hague,

elates,
|

Tom O'Hare
Watklna
Jimmie, In the play, won fame and
fortune on the New York stage In a
year.
"Jimmie," the "muslcomedy,"
captured the audience at the Park
Square in about one minute and held
it captive through the three acts. "Musicomedy" Is a good name for the t
piece, as it is full of real music and
ft is a constant, sparkling flow of happy
comedy, with Just enough polnta of
pathos to give contrast and relief.
It Is one of the series of remarkable
new music plays now coming along. f
wherein there is a real story and a good
The tale of "Jimmie" is redolent
ne.
of New York and could be indigenous
nowhere else, with its characters and
their atmospheres springing from Poland, Italy, Ireland. Harlem and the
Greenwich village.
Jimmie Is a tomboy waif who grew
up In Carlottl's cabaret restaurant.
Jacob Blum, a quaint old patron of the
place, whom Jimmie calls Uncle Jacob,

.

sur-

|

lioretta

He wne a violin
is really her father.
He
in Warsaw, a Polish, Jew.
saved money, was lucky in New York
fcnd is wealthy. Carlottl passes off Beaas his
a cabaret singer, on
tlic<
daughter Miriam, and he
lost
lon.tr
planned
doesn't adopt Jimmie, as he had
Carlottl and Beatrice rob him
to' do.
of his wealth and even sell his cherished portrait of his wife. Miriam's
mother.
But Jimmie goes on the stage and gets
back the portrait. Jlmmie's sweetheart,
Tom O'Brien, lawyer, son of old Jacob's
best friend, Jerry O'Brien, exposes the
knavery of Carlottl and Beatrice and
everyone except the plotters is suddenly
and supremely happy. The story is

not give the patient

We

;

1

One of the best features of the bill at
B. F. Keith's Theatre this week comes
early In the evening—the Pickfords"
number. This is neither "Little Mary"
nor "Jack," but a pair of "comedy ma-

bound to attain celebrity.
Plain Mr. PIckford as a comedy acrobat
has surprises innumerable that rank him
high as an entertainer. Youth, strength

nipulators,"

and extraordinary

agility enable

him

prevaricators,

Arthur Stone and Marion Hays have a
capital sketch, representing a sideshow
at a circus. In which Mr. Stone portrays
the awkward rural swain, burdened by
an impediment in his speech, with a re-

alism that evokes gales of laughter

Herminie Shone and Billy Rhodes and
company prfcsent a bit of Irish comedy.
"The New Moon," by Edgar Alle
Woolf. with musical numbers by Jac
Denny, in which Billy Rhodes's baritone

.

good Lord de-

By the way (we ar-- now done with
the discussion of alcoholic mendacity),
have concocted a brew composed of
corn
syrup,
crushed apples and the
worms thereof, essence of Juniper
and lo, the application of a lucifer produces a limpid, graceful, dancing blue
I

.

.

.

revel in my roientlallty. But
unlike the
bluffers, I invite your indulgence.
"Those wlo come to scoff,
remain to praise."
flame.

I

AGED

to

hurl himself through the air In seeming
defiance of the laws of gravitation, and
to shoot, oomet-Iike, through windows
or doors. Only less remarkable Is bis
skill as a Juggler.

.

liver us
I

cites

I dciSt if even your correspondent would be satisfied with the grammar of "It is they that is at fault,"
which would bs justified If the alleged
rule were sound. "It is," when used in

ly explains

Why

ceilings,

Poiret refers to waiting rooms of London physicians; the description might
apply to cheerless waiting rooms of
American doctors.
remember one in
which an engraving of Rembrandt
Peale's "Court of Death" horrified the

The place might be aptly termed a
"young" Follies. There is an opulent,
a lavish hand, in the many settings the
costumes, rich in color and daring in
scheme and here and there of the pneumonic type, again startle with the
bizarre in overdress and the producers
have gone Into the garden 'of youth and
pulchritude with an assurance that
might even make Ziegfcld wince. The
music, light, if not always purposeful,
seldom rises auo .v the commonplace,
though it is a pleasure to recall "Without True Love."
The entertainment is glorified vaudeville, and the title. "Tattle Tales." is
not heard of till the final curtain. Thus
we are told by Joe Browning, who appeared first In the prologue, and very

correspondent in your issue of Oct
Goold Brown's "big grammar"
as authority for such a sentence as "It
is I that is at fault," confidently ex-

A

4

such places?

stick to the dirty-white

roundings?"

The Walker Law.

Grammar and Act-Drop
As the World Wags:

brown paint, art greens, mildewed greys
and dull reds that are traditional in

more cheerful or more soothing

Indians, Watermelon
International Sporting Club and

HALL.

manner is an idiom. When we attempt to parse an idiom we have to
go back to the foundation of the language and find out how it became an
idiom and what it really means. Grammar does not govern language but mere-

Why

Broadway

F. G.
pains to assure him.
Eastern Point, Gloucester.

plain.

Paul Poiret asks in "The Furnishing
Trades' Organize^" "Is there anything
more depressing, more conducive to
nervous breakdown or melancholia than
the usual waiting rooms of doctors?

principal scenes, besides the pro-

This was a mean and vulgar parody
on the original fervid lines; as I took

plaining that the sentence, if transposed, would read "It, that is at fault,
is I," an explanation that fails to ex-

t

Otf/V

rogue, were: Any Street Last Year, Just
Egypt, If Not This, Something Else;
Another Good Girl Gone Wrong. Two
Sports from Michigan, A Japanese Frivol, Outside Precinct 6. Three Weeks

'

Borrouartin

Howard

delivered

band quartet.

Joe Browning.

|

Harry Delf
B°n W*l.h

J*ttt O'Brien

Young

prolonged travesties on prohibition, including "The Disappointed Chorus Girl''
and "The Disappointed Colored Girl."
Walter
The dancing comes last.
Manthey and company offer a series ol
lone
assisted
Mile.
by
acrobatic dances,
in ballet. The Transfield sisters present
"Musical Moments," rivalling the Six
Brown Brothers, and Larry Larkins
brings down the house with his jazz

employ the company, now in this scene,
now in another. The principal performers beside Mr. Hussey, were Rae Samuels.
Maurice Diamond, Lola Girlie,
Eddie Hickey, Cjifton Edwards, Robert
Baum.
Bliss, Charles Callahan, Lou
Jean Tennyson, William Worsley and

Franc** Whit*
Hattle Burka

.Tlinm'f

Margaret

repartee.

It is obviously impossible to print the

I

Tom

"The Cardinal."

casts, as the piece is so divided as to

Porcasi

Dee

|in

"Lips that tonch wine Jelly
Shall never touch mine, Nellie.

Adele Vaughan appearing as Julie

Joe Santley and Jack Norton roused
perform- much laughter by their comic songs and

ducted.

j

Cast:

Mm*. Qunbettl

'

ance in Boston of "Jimmy" H'ussey's
new musical review. "Tattle Tales,"
an entertainment in two acts. Book
by Jimmy Hussey; lyrics by Howard
Johnson; music by Archie Gottler;
dances and ensemble numbers by Will
H. Smith.
Ernest G. Grooney, con-

i

99

-

'nort,

1

production

Vincenio Carlottl

program is the presentation
by Thomas Shea of scenes from "Dr
and Mr. Hyde." "The Cardinal,"
nolle
with adequate
arlomiato supnlinwith
and "TV.*,
"The Bells,

bers of the

:

GLOBE THEATRE—First

1

in Boston of "Jimmie," a
muslcomedy" in three acts; book and
lyrics by Otto Harbach, Oscar Hammerstein, 2d. and Frank Mandel; music by

r

voung

!

Je*>'l

of
*"
usual accompaniment
the U3U.ll
tne
,

and" well displayed chorus
fine scenery.
s.r.nSiuous costumes and

a

virtues.

like

poi
of

with Paul Porcasi
the cabaret man

:

Charles Warburton played this role in
a quietly amused and appreciative way.
He made his part live, instead of simply
being there to recite his clever lines'.
The rest of the company roles were
capably handled.

PARK

!

N.

WOOD.

this

it.

And, passing from one thing to another,

who remembers the act-drop that was
used at the Boston Museum in the 60's
and which represented the Island of
Crete? There were classical ruins, water
stairways, figures in modern Greek costumes, steep mountains and a lovely
blue bay with the customary picturesque craft floating upon it. A stork
flew high in the heavens with a serpent*
writhing in its beak. It was very likely a copy, well executed, I should say,
of a composition by some English painter.
Whose? Is it to be found among
the steel engraved prints of the last
generation, or the last but one?
Maiden.
ENOCH MOLLIVER.
Makers and Breakers
As the World Wags:
In a Cape harbor recently, two young

women

(otherwise well appearing) daily
fastened their boat, while fishing, to a
channel buoy. On last seeing them I
was tempted to warn them of how Jealously Uncle Sam ^guards against such
jlnterference w\th his aids to navigation.
I concluded, however, (1) that this would
[be resented as Impertinent, (2) that it
would be for the public good if they
Jshould be haled before a federal judge,
[who might say: "Years ago you women
{might have pleaded the 'Baby Acts';
that you did not know the law, and that',
i

was made without your participaBut now you are fully enfranchised, and you live in a state where
the women voters form a majority.
this
tlon.

Therefore, I fine you J50 for each offence proved, to serve as a lesson to let
the buoye alone."
Of greater immediate interest to all of
os is the necessity of women obeying
Why
the. law of "Keep to, the right."
they violate this so constantly is still
a puzzle. Two years ago this column
tried often to find out why they button
their coats to the left, but in vain. Since
there is some deep-lying feminine characteristic making the left preferable to'
women, will they now, when they can
do it, change the rule of the road?

)

'

CHARLES EDWARD AAB.

Boston.
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HACKETT, TENOR,
By PHILIP

HALE

Charles Hackett, tenor of the Metropolitan Opera Company, sang la.st night
in Symphony Hall, for the first time in
Boston since he made an enviable operatic reputation

in

Europe;

He was

by John Doane, accompanist.
The program was as follows: Rosa, Star;
vicino; Scarlatti. Gia il sole dal gange;
assisted

O Sleep, why dost thou leave
Cornelius,
Pastorale;
me;
Veraclni,
Come, we'll wander; Rrahms, Serenade;
Handel,

Ansorge, In the Forest; Grieg,
Liszt,

Oh!

Quand

je

dors;

A

Dream;

Chausson,

Papillons;
O. Faure, Lo Secret;;
Mandoline; Whelpley, I know a
Watts, Blue were her eyes; Chadwiclc. Sweet Winds that Blow; Carap-

Les

Szulc.
hill;

bell-Tlpton,

Hymn

to the

Night

Although Mr. Hackett is an operatic
singer, his program as set forth was
composed of lyrics. He did not seefc to
win applause by a row of favorite arias,
and when he sans one from "Don Gioin response to the insistent applause after the first group, his venture
was not a happy one, for, strange to
say, he utterly misconceived the character of the aria- He took it at so fast
a pace that the music lost all charm
and grace and tenderness. One would
have thought that the amiable and
sighing lover was leading an army to

vanni"

An Unwelcome Guest
As the World Wags:
I wonder if, through your column,
could

learn

something of

prohibitionist
"Lips

who

the

,

I

ardent

said:

that
toucU win*
Shall never touch rain*"?

strikes me as a final and desperate
prohibition argument -if said by the
This well-known appeal
right person.
was brought fairly to my mind by a
dinner guest, who, declining the proflVr. .1 .n.-ii. said:
It

battle.

Mr.
voice

Hackett Is a Iyrio tenor.
has a liberal range and

His
Is

of

,

I

not

agreeable quality, when it
"white" in the more declamatory pas*!
sages; "white." a vocal characteristic
that is not displeasing to Italians
is

j

1

:

n

,

mask

rnrt

oi
^
woman than a Kinu nooa.
priests of woman

•espect,

"1"

'Tl»

100

spread
he" tone "but a* a rule his tones had
an
has
He
>odv oven In pianissimo.
mcommon control of breath: his rouades are e\ < n and performed with apMtrent ease, so it Is *ot difficult to
most
nelleve. as has been said, that his
moa--.li

l.

o.i

lio

Who

Is

my

my

ind high

ifck

deliverance,
"Fate."

nili-er

"Sail*- in Our Alley"
Could 1 but squeeze amid the throng
few dayB ago Mr. lrvins R. Bacon's
That lives again upon a serein,
Ijo laelnl wrongllllKtit law retrieve
article about the history of "Sally In
Which hold* my life In circles mean;
our Ally." was published in Tho HerWould fortune e-own tills vls«tr» plebs
least bo Judged as libelled.
1 rolfht at
ald.
It is a pity that Mr. Bacon did J)
A. W. in tho London Dally (.In onlelo.
ballad as 1

a cave. The
ended Scarpa's chamber,
L5
ogre.
man IsTso fee-faw-fum anand
was full
EUrdlni played the part
w
"But
gloating
looded ana richly
believe in
nave never been able to
Scarpia. he is so clearly

Henry Carey wrote it. Some sifueam-ish, genteel person, some prurient prude,

name
feouaVorrora SftSTptay/! *The
to
Cuvaradossi was a stumblingblock
Daily
most of the performance. The

I

«!

ajo»^

not give the last verse ot the

His Intonation is adof Seville."
excelWlajtlj pure. Add to his many
Int YO«al qualities that his bearing- Is
nanly. unaffected.
A* for his interpretative ability, that
Too often It seemed
la another matter.
song
last night as if he considered a
Srst of all with regard to purely vocal
((facts: that the spirit of the verses was
sot In him; that there was only a faint
revelation of any Individuality In conThe header found pleasure
ception.
chiefly in the vocal work and was not
Concerned with the broad or Intimate
meaning of the songs themselves. Singin far less gifted by nature and of an
Inferior technic have made a deeper

Mr

i

probably the samo person that substituted
Bayard
In
"charger" for "stallion"
Taylor's "Bedouin Song."

changed the third
I

"As She Is Spoke"
As the World Wags:
Mr. Eugene B. llagar says, I

lino long ago;

gee. that

praising

Telegraph frankly said, while making
and
Miss Irving "tearing cats
that one was left at
all things split,"
the feeling
with
end of the play
part do not
that the actress snd the

none of your correspondents who have
discussed the forms of locution, "It Is

who am at fault" and "It is I who Is
fault," "seems to have read the
whole of what Goold Brown says in his
As one of those correbig grammar."
spondents. I will say that I have read
the whole of Observations lfi and 16 under Rule X. of t>ie part of Brown's
"big grammar" wliich is devoted to
Syntax. Does Brown discuss those two
forms of locution elsewhere than in
If not, I have
4 those two Observations?
read all that he says on that subject.
If, as Mr. I-Iagar claims (yes, claims),
"it" is the antecedent of "who" in each
of those forms of locution, I can't see
I

at

For Statisticians
The advertisement

of a restaurant In

New York

contains the following valuyable Information:
"Taking the average height of a Bostonian as 5H feet and the height of a

bean pot as

inches—

10

"A New York paper has

figured out
that in a year a Bostonian eats 2 5-7
times his height In baked beans."

Mr. Hackett sang

Not till
Isapresslon.
the song of Liszt was there appealing,
enthusiastic

altogether

fit.
i«n,««,
Arthur
old friends. Sara Allgood,
c ir ciair S. A. O'Rourke. and S>dney
that proMorgan, were of the company
I ish
LenMK Robinson's new Whitet'ueed
"The
acts,
comedy in three
Maneheslei
Meaded Boy." at the Gaiety,
The comedy Is
13.
(Dng.), on Sept,

Our
.

MemduRCrlbed as laughter-provokinfr.
respecting their
bers of a family "rebel
youngest
sacrifices to maintain the
favorite son in college."

Ward's
quotation from Artemus
"The draft in Baldinsville" should have that tne form, "It is I who am at faylt."
been added:
can e*-er be right, for, as "it" is in the
" "A blessin,' he cried, 'a blessin onto
"who" must be in the
Sf'third person,
the hed of the man what invented Btyhird person, and must have a verb
beans A blessin onto his hed !'
'^agreeing with it in that person, whereas
'•
He's a
Which his name is Gilson
R'am" is in the first person.
"
first family of Bostin,' said I."
SCRUTATOR,
Brookline.

A

''

When

I

I

Thimbles and Goldfish
"We read that thimbles are almost unobtainable in London. Before the war

'

I

Nuremberg and Vienna manufactured them for nearly all Europe.

Jt

Now

II

lories,

As the World Wags:
Then Mr. Hagar tells us we should

.

HALE

conductor, took place

.

Boston

the

of

The second concert
P* Symphony Orchestra.
L

H

Mr

MontetW
after-

yesterday

noon In Symphony Hall. HaroM Bauer.
The program was as
pianist, assisted.
Enesco, Symphony in L-flat
follows:

L

f

Pianoforte Concerto No.
E major; Brahms.Overture
"Benvenuto
Berlioz,
K
evidently
although
Cellini."

This

W
}
(

j

j

concert,

it

gave the great audience pleasure, does
The
not call lor. laborious comment.
three compositions were more or less
familiar, yet it ii doubtful whether the'
first
moveim-m of the Roumanlanfully
be
Parisian symphony would
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but the paint washes

off in
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quiry regarding the maternal habits of
rattlesnakes. In my youth I was well
acquainted with rattlesnakes, in fact
might say, was on more or less friendly
terms with them. With this preface I

shown

Wagner

of

in his works.

Brahms

and

This idiom

is

the

Scriabiu

of

the

Mr. Bauer's devotion to the first piano
concerto of Brahm's is equalled only by
I that
shown in the Micawber family on
a certain memorable occasion. No, Mr.
Bauer will not forsake this concerto of
Johannes, lie played :t here a) years
ago. when lie first appeared as a pianist
in this country.
He played it again in
1811.
And he has written about it and
his fondness for the granitic work.
It
to true
that he plays it uncommonly
[well: one might say, better than it deI

I

I
I

;

i

serves, for it is far inferior to the second concerto, and for the most part is
intolerably long drav.-ji out and dull.

!

The masterly performance only brought
out the inherent dryness and forbidding

nature of too many pages. Only in the
Adazio is there a poetic breath.
A brilliant performance of Berlioz's
[overture, now nearly KX) years old,
I brought
the concert to a close.
How
I fresh
it
sounds today!
More modern
I
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I
I
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Most of the old Hardy
the society.
players are in the cast.
Late last month the 1150th performance of "The Jeffersons" took place in
England. The Stage of Sept. 23d said
that so far Wilfred Shine had not
missed, a single performance of hisj

I

.

musical
ivnrec Giossmith and
du Libre
n-om^'L'Hotel
3225? "llSr
Fe>.icau and MuFchange" by Georges
by
music
with
Dcsvaliieres, and
produced at the
Willie Redstone, was
16.
on Sept.
Whiter Garden. London
the
in
adhered
•The adapters have
,

known

The Dorchester Debating and Dramatic Society* will perform a new Hardy
play, "The Return of the Native," on
The dramatization,
Nov. 17 and 18.
which has been approved by Mr.
Thomas Hardy, is the work of Mr. T. H.
Tilley, the honorary stage manager of

from their shows

l^^^'a

in

then

Her

not

.

Beerbohm
Young's play.
a young comedian, played
stage.
the
left
She had long ago

Penman

Shopkepers

ftsactly

"dance,
r fl«e success, and failure countenance.
Heforo this Thing ensconsced In Folly's
Bhrfnc,

Nrfy!

in the
quarter of the 19th century from
boards
the
the ranks of amateurs on to
ot n. West End theatre in London and
heTd her own among first-rate professionals, is dead. She made an instantaneous success as the wife of Jim the

interest of
tirely against the

for

operations."

Lauy Monckton, who stepped

last

of
and not from the sale
the above
which is only a sideline, and
must
claimed
been
has
concession which
and enallowed, as it is unfair

the right combination and
the lronv of fate ho was cast to p
He played it so well :
the Devil.
fervidly that one feels Justified In
that he would do v
belief
du'.ging the
in the Voice of Christ solos.

suffer-

ot'

etc.,
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Inheritance

of livelihood

means

Kowall

mock

judge him by his more sombre later
when the problem play had
work,
onstnd light comedy from his scheme
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Festival, was singularly, affected by <
quote from his "s
of the singers.
me a legacy of chance?
Post
icial dispatch" to the Evening
What myth-espoused progenitor of mine.
Ere Death divorced him from his con- f/\ New York
poss
to
seemed
alone
Patton
"Fred
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An Accomplished Interpreter
Mr. Frank 3. Benedict, reviewing
performance of Cesar Franck's "Bea
tudes" at the Worcester County Mu
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not allowed to
of sweets only, are
and are quito content
Si after S P. M.law,
theatres
providing
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s
and other places of
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derive
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line.
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whose livelihood

Allston

be-

danteur societies, and there is a real
ger that a generation of playgoers may
grow up W'ho know nothing of Sir
Arthur Pinero's lighter vein, and will

m
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ently clear, and assuring your inquirer
that this Is a fact in nature. I am. yours
respectfully.
„„„,.,
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miles to get water, and by concealing
oneself, It Is easy, on. moonlight nights,
see these mother snakes glldo up,
tto
open their mouths, let the little ones
crawl -jut and all glide clown to the

some.
Trusting

London
vived for a charitable object in
"Perhaps on e of these days
Sept. 23.
an enterprising theatrical manager,
an op=aid the Times, "will give us
portunity of seeing on the London stage
some of the earlier works of Sir Arthur
Nowadays, apparently, one
Pinero.
comhas to depend •either on musical

against

rniake does this for Its young or not,
but I am inclined to think there are

The management announces that in
Future late-comer:; will b; admitted durni.' the performance of a symphony only
Iter the first movement.
The doors

K

their

water edge for a drink. I am unable
of
to say whether any other species

Ropartz. Divertissement (first time
America); Scriabin, "The PceTi ot

preached in an ecclesiastical voice by a
class in
voting sentleman with a first
other kind
'the theological tripos and no
man-to-man
hearty
of knowledge and a
jaw 'by Wr oodbine Willie."
rePinero's "Sweet Lavender" was

1

Eng-

quite

Dennis Eadie, at any rate, is
Joyce Carey
llsh-a»d quite good. Miss
as Romakes a delicious little figure enchantpretty and
sorio, ravishingly
(the
they
that
ingly petulant. We wish
soma of ttte
adapters) could persuade
players not to say 'chochts.
secretary of
This reminds us that the
Association in Lonthe Ea-rly Closing
protest
don has written a letter of
hall
the theatrical and music

is

night.

at

orchestra! works composed
during the last J) years.
The concert will be repeated tonight.
The nrosrr .m next week is as follows:
'.l>un

leave

:

three Inches
like an inch
uses this for
young, or in
cealment for

l

r

they open

The difference between the
method of producing Shakesis
peare and the 'Old Vic' method
sermon
rather the difference between a
funny.

ritualistic

!

even the superfluous ones, are so
humanhuman! Are they, under their
still
notably Spanish? We must
ity,
Mr.
unpursued.
question
that

in-

a space about two. possibly
in length, and something
Tho snake
in breadth.
transporting food to her
time of danger as a conher babies. With the litthe
safely here,
stowed
snakes
tle
mother can race away at something
game
like 20 miles an hour, or put up a
ncrht .as her Judgment dictates.
In just a few weeks, however, the little
snakes grow loo largo for this place
run
of refuge so they are taught to
away and hide, and let mother do the
exceedingly
righting. This mother does
During the time she is caring
well.
for her young is the only time a rattlesnake will face a bull snake, which is
her natural enemy.
In Texas, near the Mexican border
trrh
the large onion farms have great
gating reservoirs. It is the only available water for miles, and a great resort for all sorts of animals especially
ary canal,

any more than the idiom
of

should say,

I

believe

people

mouths and the little snakes run in;
and when the danger Is over they come
out arfain. Between the mother snake's
mouth and the opening of her aliment-

not

is

anecdote,
gave pleasure. "Just a little
and innot very remarkable in itself,
half-way
deed a little faltering when
told with
through. But the anecdote is
all the
such freshness and humor, and

answer tho gentleman's question.
Yes, rattlesnakes do swallow their,
Or
young when danger threatens.

rather,

com-!

at the

will

H

I: fluence
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a day

Motherly Devotion
As the World Wags:
Several days ago I noticed an

grasped after several performances: It
so complex in the working of Inner
nor are the motives with the
1} voices:
possible
exception of the chief theme,
|
Bof such a salient character that they
F compel admiration. The second movcment is beautiful in its melancholy
f mood, its gravity that is not austere, its
wg emotional depth. The Finale is spirited
1
and without anj too deliberate endeavor
f on the part of the composer will inev•
ttably provoke hearty applause, when
I It Is played as spiritedly
as It
was
played yesterday. Enesco. a singularly
accomplished musician; a violinist and a
pianist; aa a composer has his own
I
ft Idiom, although he has said that the in-

DICK SHUN ART.

and
edy in three acts, adapted by Helen
produced
Harley Granville Barker, was
Royalty, London, on Sept. 15, and

two.

W Is

1

it?"

The Romantic Young Lady." a

The
pets costs three to five shillings.
scarcity has led ingenious street traders
goldlo paint silver roaches to look like

or

is

there

Goldfish are also scarce. Before the war
two fish and a jar could be purchased
for a few coppers. Now one of these

lyfish,

"Who

Eastern Furnace.

is no material for those facand only four manufacturers in
at Birmingham and one
tftree
England—
at Redditch— are interested in thimbles.

;

W easily grasped,
of Delius. or
T later year?.

.not say,

Lille,

to

l;

If

"Winter's Tale" was produced

London, last month, the
realiproducers were praised for their
was first of all
Shakespeare
zation that
They do
a writer of plays, not poems.
treating
of
mistake
not make the
Shakespeare as a god and the performof the
ance of a play by him as part
They handle
ritual of his worship.
underwith
care,
Shakespeare with
withstanding and with affection, but
with no
out overmuch reverence, and
behave
audience
awe whatever. The
laugh at what
in the same way. They
amuses them, not what a study of the
notes by
play in the light of scholarly
p-oie-sor Drvasduat has led them to
that they ought to consider

!

BAUER ASSISTS

and

at "Old Vic."

!

By PHILIP

|

w«sji

flecked?

A

wnaplcuous und effective operatic role
"Bara that of the Count in Rossini's

convincing interpretation.
was a most
There
iudlenre of good size.

alone weavsa

,a y-off

.

for Sept. 17 an article entitled. "Books,
Mules, and Idleness in Italy; with Some
Reflections on the Literature of the
'

Theatre."

A new "play of today" by Ernest
Hutchinson, "The Right to Strike," lately produced at the Garrick, London, will
have four doctors and two medical
students among the characters.
It is known, of course, that the Germans claim Shakespeare as their own.
as a spirit which has taken posthumous
asylum in the Fatherland. Now he Is
to be more German than ever, by reason of an entirely new and carefully
rendered translation. Till now the great
translations have been those of Schlegel
and Dorothea Tiecks. They were done
in modern German, and that is what
has really caused Shakespeare to be so
These translations
popular In Germany.
however, suffer from the imperfections
present, at the time they were made, In
the English text, and from the translators' insufficient knowledge of ElizaSo for eight years,
bethan English.
through war, revolution and strikes,
atoand of most capable scholars has been
laboring to produce the perfect translation, and the first volumes are now appearing.— London Daily Chronicle.
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Ellen Terry in a Film Version
of "The Pillars of Society"
of
production
Wilson's
Rex.
Mr.
"Pillars of Society" as a film play is
notable for two things, the courage of
the producer in adapting Ibsen to the
new medium of the screen, and the inspiration of securing the services of
Miss Ellen Terry for, the part of old
Mrs. Bernick. True, the part is a comparatively small one. for even were the
author of the scenario anxious to alter
the play, it is absolutely essential that
Mrs. Bernick should die at a very early
Nevertheless, it
stage of the story.
gives Miss Ellen Terry an opportunity
for an exquisite little performance, with
a wonderful death scene which will enable future generations to obtain some
little idea of the art of a great actress.
It is not her first work for the screen,
for she appeared in a film, "Her Greatest Performance," some years ago, and
it is a cause of thankfulness that the
film is preserving for posterity visible
proofs of the art of the great figures
of the stage of yesterday.
The task of adapting "Pillars of Society" for a film play must have been
an enormous one, but possibly of all
Ibsen's work it is the most suitable for
the purpose. For in "Pillars of Society"
the plot is essentially the thing, and
Mr. Wilson has followed it very faith
Ifully.
Much of the work on the picture was done In Norway, and Mr. Wilson gratefully acknowledges the help
which he received from the directorate
of the National Theatre at Christian ia.
But the greatest help of all was that
which he received from Mr. Norman
McKlnnel, whose performance as Karsten Bernick is a really fine piece of
work. Mr. McKinnel is one of the most
powerful actors on our stage for the
moment, and It is all for good that he
should find some time to devote to film
work. His conception of the part of the
conscience-stricken man, who hides his
guilty secret for years and finally makes
his confession before the whole town.
Is extremely good, with never a trace
of exaggeration.
But throughout the
casting is admirable, for even the
humblest players seem to be doing their
best to pay tribute to the genius of
Ibsen, and the result Is a sincere and
well-balanced production— The London
Times, Sept. 27.

A New Opera

and

Works Heard
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New
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birds."
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According to the London Times. Myra
Hess played most famillar'works "by
the most familiar of piano composers in
a way which neither underlined their
familiarity nor offended by attempting
to deny lt, alike contributing to pleasant result. There are two kinds of bad
Chopln -player, the sentimentalists and
the scientists. The former wallow In the

more

conclusion.
It may be described
as the cinematograph s first contribution to the
absorbing problem of all times,
the happenings
arter death. It solves nothing,
of course
out it teaches a lesson, without
offence

and with

real sincerity. "What happens
to the soul when it is freed
from the
body,- 1S the question which Mr.
Basil
King sets put to discuss. Is it swept
from the earth at that moment, or does
it,
earthbound. still share the violent
emotions which the living have to endure? The contention of the film
is
that -the latter state of affairs prevails.
The story shows us five people— three

|

men and two women— who become

'

self-evident attributes that they
ignore the one thing which is a key to
hls many-sided character, his impulsive
humanity. Both in their different ways
are misled by side lBSues. The pleasure
that one finds in Miss Hess s playing is
due to her keen sense of the main Issues.
She plays each work as a whole, making
the music, and not what she thinks or
ut the muslc ' hor tat consid
-

reyroa U ctions of her playing are unlike,y
tQ forget tne occasion easily. . .
striking and wonderful thing
The
about this ate st achievement of science
g ngt th£ pel fection ^th which tt)e
mere dynamic3 ot the music are reproduced _ we ;, avo been accustomed to ex,
lhis direct Ion for a long time
eUence
|JK)W u ^ tne fldelitv to the tone-quali•
{he ori;rina , jnstrument-ln this
case Mp3 WoodnoUBe s own _ to its very'
ht almogt say spirltu
,
, (one M|
Ii/ character. w:,.<
.11 this
ttiia noatulate!
postulates
What all
al)
by way of education alone— apart alpleasaesthetic
its
sheer
from
together
0re Is Incalculable. As a scientific consummation It is more than a simple
.

1

^ny

;

also Is a married man. With calm deliberation he shoots him dead on the

.

,

club staircase—and from that instant
the film grips in its intensity. The dead
man's body falls to the bottom of the
staircase (a remarkable fall this), but
the spirit, represented by a transparent,
ghostlike form, remains— and is puzzled
why nobody sees him and why his old
friends pass him by.
Seeing, yet unseen, the spirit endeavors to get into
communication with his earthly friends
to explain why. for the time being, he
cannot leave the earth. Gradually he
makes his presence felt, but It is the
simple faith of his little child which
first discovers that he wishes to communicate a message. In turn the spirit
visits his wife, his lover and his friends,

m

.

.

—

F. E. Slade, writing to the Daily Telegraph of London, declares that he has
It Is uncanny,
found in his own experience that the ^.umph.
Stella Powell, who sang recently at
contemplation, in a receptive spirit, of
anything In nature, including human jthe Albert Hall concert, was described
life, from which Mr. Carter says no In- |on the program as a singer who "cresplratlon can be drawn, Inspires him atcd a furore on her first appearance at
with music appropriate to Itself; al- these concerts last season," one critic
though at the same time there is a splr- at least took her coolly:
"She certainly had a cordial reception
itual element In the Inspiration. "But
'

I

and into them all he endeavors to instil
the message that he must continue to
share the emotions of the earth and
that he cannot find the peace of the
great beyond until he has learned the
lesson that pure love is the key to open
the gate, but that love misused is a
crime against God and man. — London

I

:

|

not inspiration through detachmaterial. It is rather a
spiritualised aspect of the material. Nat
ure is so much an inspiration of music
that I have found that different colors
and forms suggest their own keys and
musical phrases; and lt Is Interesting to
trace these Ideas in the works of the
great masters. Thus red suggests the
key of E major, the green of spring A
major, the green of summer D major,
and so on." And so he, too. has Joined
the turners of cucumbers into sunbeams.

that

again yesterday afternoon, which, however, did not exceed In the slightest
degree the strictest decorum. And. Indeed, though good of Its kind, the per-

Is

Orchestral

Norman

formance was not of the class that
arouses a frenzy of enthusiasm.'
It appears that Landon Ronald Is the

I

|

j

freedom and quality.
composer,
Eric FOgg, a 17-year-old
conducted his orchestral suite— a first
performance— at a promenade concert
The Daily
2L
In London on 8ept.
Chronicle said: "It is a suite from the
The
Butterfly.'
Golden
ballet "The
scenario of the ballet from which the
music has been arranged being based
upon a Chinese legend of a butterfly
and Its adventures at the Emperor's
There are five numbers, each
court.
somewhat lengthy, and in each case the
music Is strongly reminiscent of the
'modernist' school. Stravinsky In particular, with occasional Debussyan In-

like

composing music for
James K. Hackett's revival of "Macbeth" In London.
"The
Belle
New York" Is
of
O'Neill

is

now "Strengthened

or the Keverse." in
London, by the Interpolation of ragtime
numbers. The name of Gustave Kerker
is not on the bill.

i

The London Times described the mucomposers on the program
a promenade concert, Sept. W— the
composers were Gibbs. Carr. Mackenzie.
Thomas, Grainger— as having the
sic of British

|

of

character of "cheerful sentimentality".
|The songs were either trite or vulgar.
i"But, no:

[promenade

or

we
is.

into songs."
J

fluences. The youthful composer's own
ideas, when one is able to discern them,
are simple and pleasing, but the work

retract half of that; the
after all, the place for
As for Gibb's suite:

"Mr. "Armstrong

Gibbs

wrote

as a whole suggests that Mr. Fogg is
as yet too much under the influence of
other schools to write anything really
individual. The scoring of the work is
tleverly done, but here again lt is evident that his work is modelled upon
that of others. The composer himself

gome

incidental music for a boys' play last
year, and has scored It now as an orchestral suite, and though we could not
leather much about the original drama
from the account given, the result seems
It Is 'tuney.' as it had
'to justify him.
to be for its purpose, and with sufficient
I

I

iccondlteness to
down with those

.

conducted What appeared to be a good
performance of his work."
Paut Kochanskl. n. Polish violinist,

make the tunes go
who have heard a lit-

music since they were boys. Since
the point was Its orchestration, we may
say that that Is not 'stodgy* nor fanciful, but resonant and well-balanced. Mr.
Cnrr's 'Three heroes' veils a certain
vagueness in the music by a very defprogram but comes perilously
ir.lte
near pathos In the process there was
a certain highwayman of whom lt was
said that the mourners

In London before the war, is
thcreijfcftain, having come from War-

popular

tle

saw. "During many bitter days he was
nt Kleff and at Petrograd, where he
tool? the place of old I^eopold Auer in
has
Kochanski
the
conservatoire.
l>-ought with him n number of new
the
Pole
works" notably concertos by
KJtymonoWsky, Prokofleff, a concert

1

1

—

_

—followed

Times, Sept.

I

his car

(T is omitted where heroes are).
There Is hardly any evident reason why!
the music should come to an end, and
so in each case it Just stops when time
Still he must be given
Is up, so fo say.
(credit for his Zeppelin; it has the genu-

written
Mazurka, 'Oberok,' especially
tor hitu by (ilazunov, and a concerto by
an old friend. Mlynarskl, who Is now
director of the Warsaw
and of the Opera."

conservatoire

I

|
'

j'

The|
love of mere size.
audience, in fact, gave him the credit."

ine Teutonic
I

When

Mr. Moiselwltsch gave his sec-

fond recital In Sydney, there were only
candles on
fa couple of lamps and four
the platform for the pianist and an
audience of 2000. Two lamps were all
that the electrician strikers would allow
This admirable pianist in four months
has given 18 recitals in Sydney, 17 in
Melbourne, 5 in Adelaide, 5 in Perth. 4
In Brisbane and one or two others, besides several concerts with his wife.
Daisy Kennedy, violinist. The two arc
I

In

A London Opinion

of "Earthbound,"

Film Play by Basil King
For a couple of hours yesterday morning, in a London picture theatre, a small
group of spectators watched the exhibition of one of the most ambitious,
and at the same time one of the most
deeply Impressive, pictures that has yot
been\ produced in a film studio. To
those w-ho believe even now that the
cinematograph screen can be only a
dull refletCtion of the'stage the film will
come as ft revelation; those who believe
that lt can, with proper handling, become the medium of a now art of its
own, wfll find the production a cause of

I

While

£

deep satisfaction.^'
"Earthbound." .is the new Goldwyn
.•

on the Pacific coast. The wife will
make her first appearance In New York
next month. Mr. Molselwitsch will play
here with the Boston Symphony orehes-

I'now

a great production, if
'from the technical
point of view. The photography is good,
the lighting Is beautiful, the system of
double exposure, by which some of the
most impressive effects are obtained
s used with almost uncanny preci
and the acting of all the pie
film

i

s

railed,

examined

is

merely

22.

I

only conductor of bote that carries on
Danbe's tradition ot playing the pizzi
cato choxds in the Andante of Tschaikowsky's E Minor symphony with harp-

]

in-

volved in tragedy. Of the three men,
two believe that there is "No God, no
sin, no future life."
The third refuses
to subscribe to such a doctrine, and it
is on his views of the hereafter
that the
film is based.
One of the unbelievers
discovers that his wife is about to elope
with the ether, despite the fact that he

.

less

London

the earlier portion of the work the
music seems to be writhing In an effort
to express something, becoming at times
exceedingly impetuous and emphatic
without gaining in coherence. Anon it
becomes tranquil, but only to becom*
[Obscure, the composer seeming, as it
Iwere, to practise the intensive cultivation of side-issues. This Is not to suggest that there are no lucid moments;
many. It Is the continuity

tackle a big problem in a big way
and,
without swerving to the right or
to
the left. Mr. Basil King,
the author,
nas worked out his theme to
its logical

Those who have heard Mrs.
Woodhouse in the llesh have heard one
who Is well-nigh Incomparable as an
exponent 0 f 0 id Keyboard music; and
hos<J who wera priv ii e g e d to hear these
I

which displays almost human

intelligence in its work, deserves the
highest praise.
But good as they all
are, it is not on these accounts
that the
film will arrest attention.
Earthbound
is a big
film because it sets out to

ease!

at

weakest aspects of his expression; the
latter are so anxious to demonstrate his

2**»J*?
eratlon.'

to finj an artist more loyal,
faithful, moro efficient, or more

possible

ment from the

18th
century who wrote Instruction
books for the violin and harpsichord.
As Mr. Monteux will produce here an
orchestral work by Arnold Bax, the following review by the London Dally Telegraph of that composer's Symphonic
Variations for piano and orchestra, produced at the Promenade concert Sept.
21, ia Interesting.
"Of a work so Intricately fashioned as this— It consists
ot theme, six variations, and an intermezzo, all closely wrought— one cannot
pretend to give anything like a faithful Impression after a first hearing. The
theme Itself Is grave In character, but
In the very first variation It undergoes
•urh transmogrification of mood and
character that one is quickly puzzled.

101
a dog,
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sentimental' music.
There Is In him enough of the poet to
realize the distance dividing a Dante
or an Abelard from
Lt.
Pinkerton
and Chevalier Cavaradossl. And this is
perhnt>8 the greatest merit as well as
the chief fault of his opera, which
falls to convince only because the task
Is
one of the most difficult that has
ever been attempted by a composer.
The whole experience will be invaluable for the composer, who undoubtedly shows a distinct capacity
for operatic music of a graceful and
melodic character.
His 'Dante and
Beatrice' is a promise which the future
will not belie—on
condition that his
new subject is not 'Shakespeare and
Ann Hathaway'." But is this opera
wholly new? Was it not performed In
concert form in
November, 1869, at
Brixton, as was liis "Zelica"? A oneact opera. "La Gltana," is dated 1896.
There was a Stephen Phllpot in the
.

is

•

would have never said, " 'Twas years
ago that she and I met." Nevertheless,
Mr. Phllpot "was not unscrupulous
enough to turn the dellcnte web of the
love of Dante for Beatrice into the
coarse fabric of a commonplace affair
of the theatre relieved or encumbered
brilliant

difficult to follow

A sidcre de Lara's opera "Messallne,
whichj failed dismally in New York In
spite of Mine. Calve taking the part "of
which is labelled 'Strife,' fcut it la a the heroine, will bo performed at Metz
thrill that quickly gives way to the pre- this week.
H>s new opera "The Three
dominant feeling of perplexity. One no- Muskeeters," with Mr. Maguenat as
ticed passages of beautiful orchestral
colouring in the fourth variation, 'The
d'Artagnan will be produced at' Cannes
Temple.' and in the intermezzo, which
occurs between the penultimate varia- this season.
The Daily Telegraph of London (Sept.,
tion and the final, 'Triumph,' something
of that magjical spell which genius only 18) waxed enthusiastic over gramophone,
"That
can throw over us. A moment only, and records of harpsichord music.
for such was truly a revelation which took place
It was gone. We are grateful
achievement
the
of
salon
the
is
in
a
it
this;
afternoon
as
other
work
the
a
of one who has truly arrived. But we Piccadilly Hotel. Never more completely
posor
again
times
science^
must hear it many
nor more triumphantly has
sess the score— it is still in MS. before played the role of handmaid to art than
declaring Judgment."
on this (first) occasion when a comColeridtre Taylor died before he had pany of musicians and critics were in<g
completed the ballet music for "Hia- vlted to hear a number of records lately:
watha," but he left the piano score. made by the gramophone company of
Percy Fletcher orchestrated the music, music played on a harpsichord. The
which was first heard at Brighton West original player on the harpsichord was
Pier- in week beginning Sept. 19. "The that distinguished artist, Mrs. Violet
gem of the 'mir movements is 'The Bird Gordon Woodhouse; the actual artist
Scene' In •»hich the flute, piccolo, clari- of the afttrnocn recital was 'His Masnet and oboe represent the notes of ter's Voice,' and surely it would be im-

My lady looka so gentle and so pure
When yielding salutation by the way.

'

moments that

Mr. Bax achieves something nearly approaching a thrill In the third variation,

Stephen Phllpot's opera "Dante and
Beatrice" was produced at the King's
Theatre. London. Sept. 13.
The critics
found his task a difficult one, for the
story has no dramatic elements. "It
Is the purest gossamer which anything
less than the gentlest touch is bound
to reduce to dust.
We know what
Dante thought of Beatrice, and when
we see on the stage Dante standing
1>y the Ponte Verchio - one cannot but
fear that his words may be unworthy
of the expectations aroused by the picture. That fear is not wholly unjustified, for It is certain
that he who
wrote

tar

!1

:

One

Pizzetti's Violin Sonata
does not use the word "master-

piece"

lightly

discussing

In

temporary work, yet the word

con-

will out

appraising the new plano-and-violin
which Ildebrando Pizettl has
recenfly given to the world. One enthusiastic writer has suggested that
violinists desiring In a single program
to show the three most important milestones in the evolution of the violin
should
choose
Beethoven's
sonata
"Kreutzer"
the
seventh,
Cesac
or
Franck's, and this Plzzetti— at once a
suggestion and a criticism with which
one feels oneself In perfect agreement.
Naturally one excludes a number of
immortal sonatas written in the latter
half of the nineteenth century, but, as
Mr. <~*a.stelnuovo-Tedesco points out they
in

sonata

'

all follow either the footsteps of Beethoven or the cyclic form invented by
Franck, and none of them is conceived
in quite the personal way of Pizzetti,

whose work
substance.

sonata

in

novel alike In form

and

The composer began
autumn of 1918, and

this

is

the

fin-

ished it during the winter of 1919. He
wished, we are told, to give expression
to a drama that could not be realised
by means of scenic pictures, but which
required vibrating and passionate instrumental voices to convey the "intense sufferings of a tortured heart
and of an awakened consciousness—!
the drama of war." It is claimed for
th« *,i r ee movements of
which the
work Is comipost-u tist thay reveal J
"three distinct soul-states, wnich comprise the whole of the great tragedy."
will not quarrel with the three
"soul-states"; the emotional content of
each movement is much too poignant
to be dismissed with a word; but we
certainly draw a line through
the
claim that this or any work of art
can "comprise the whoie of the great
tragedy."
One's first cold-blooded Impression of
this work— of which Miss Kathleen Parlow Is to give the first performance In
this country at her recital— is thai the]
.

j

We

|

|

;

composer

has
entirely
Subordinated
technique to idea. The technique, fine
brilliant, is there; but you are not
conscious of vogue, or fashion, or "in-

I

and

fluence."
The first movement opens
"tempestoso," and you are Immediately
swapt into a whirlwind of emotion; you
are. In the midst of calamity and desThie human soul is left without
pair.
any sign of hope; only anguish and res-

ignation

remain— not

in

the

manner

of

Tchaikovsky, but with more of spiritual,
dignity. The very beautiful slow move-

ment which follows is labelled "preghleraper gl'lnnocent," a prayer for
those unhappy sufferers who, in the composer's own words, "know not wherefore they have to suffer." The last movement Is a renascence, a wonderful joyous "fresco" of brilliant colors and
vivid outline— and life is worth living
again.
Although it has some ana

I

j

:

I

'

I

|,

M

,

m

'

;

Ing deexqulsite colors and in striki
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play
formance in Boston of "Scandal," a

Is efBoat." charming in Uie grouping.
only
lighted, nor Is this the

—

rUin.-tl

will make
Its success

work

audience.

Film Notes

rlutist,

aml 01> is heim; raised.
nAd an enormous illfficulty Is suggested
about finding a le-m-looklng at tor to
appear as Sherlock Holme on the fllm.
[Why bother? barely somebody In the
sort of hue

A

|

vim, (old Italian)
Obi ruol las alngarella old

i.

'

pianist.
•

can recall how e***»*y H. Aj
in
Saintsburv realized this character,
literally
which he' must have appeared
occathousands of times—on the last
Adelphi. In ap«
I believe, at the
sloh

I

.Soil-

When

I

all

probability,

9

rlea."

I

was

is

First

Curcl
returned for the first time this season
the audito her Boston audience. That
expectaence was keyed up to high
random
tions was quite evident from
genthe
from
and
remarks overheard
That Mme.
eral hum of excitement.
the genGalli Curci did not disappoint
evident
eral expectation was equally
generthe
applause,
from the prolonged
she
ous encores, the delight with which

was always greeted.
The voice was, especially
often

with
of what the singer can so easily do
her voice her reticence from tire works
was grateful, fdr the temptation must
be large. Especially in such selections

J-

I

as those of a purely decorative quality
the voice was beautiful. For it is obviously an instrument of decoration
rather than of emotion.
Tllis distinction was clear when Mme.
Galli Curci attempted other than decorative modes of music. - In the first part
of the "Brume" the voice had a quite
common quality that was distinctively
unpleasing. and in general in the songs
of the fourth group she was not at her
best. So also in the encores. "The Maid
of Dundee." "Just a Song at Twilight."
and "Home. Sweet Home" (Yes, she
the effect was not to be compared
did)
with that produced in the decorative
There were many times
selections.
attack
It when a sensitive ear felt that the
a tone was such as not to hit the
key.
exact
,

[

E
Ha

Harold Shaw, who came back from
a sick man, has undergone an
E operation, and is starting on H. G.
i

E Russia
§?•
:

..

Wells's "Kippa"' for the Stoll firm.
The King Canutes of Soho, who have
been ordering the sea of future film production to advance no farther, are getting their feet wet. All thoughtful kinema critics who can see well beyond
their noses are out to scalp the bore-

I

some ineffective film-novel, whenever
and wherever found. The tide of criticism at present only tickles the toes
of the prominent producing film directors, who, unheeding their fate, still sit
on the shores of Celluloidia, and emit
useless boasts abcjUt superiority, but
presently the flood will reach their knees
—then they will rise alarmed, and hurretreat,
only to find America
riedly
sending over its formidable waves of
material—
original
The Stage.
"The picture hall is .slowly but surely
spreading over the world's surface. The

'

I

I

Far

Cathay."

LONDON QUARTET
of Mrs. FredS. Coolidge of Pittsfield. the Lona concert
give
will
quartet
string
[don
the auspices ol the division of muI under
Isie of Harvard University at the John

Through the generosity

lerick

lKnowk-s Psine

Kirkland

Hal'..

street,

imbridge, tomorrow, at 8:15 P. M. The
ogram will consist of quartets by the
composers', Frank Bridge and H.

[.Waldo
et in

~v.it.,::.

E-minor, Opus

sy-.« i

59.

warje

No.

"r.

Quar-

-rue -COO-

j

.
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THEATRE— 'The

TREMONT

'

,

I

1

formance

in

Boston of the 14th

perin the

Lyrics and
series of Ziegfeld Follies.
music by Irving Berlin; additional lyrics

and music by Gene Buck and Dave
HerStamper; special music by Victor
staged
bert; scenes by Joseph Urban;
by Edward Royce; Leon Rosebreck,
musical director.
„
audience.
There was, of course, a great
d
de
justly
are
Follies
The
^5T^^? 1H ^.
at
has
Mr. Ziegfeld
national institution.
show girl,
discussed the future of the
on her
how she must no longer rely etr. to
beauty; she must have brains,
all the
and
individuality
tellectuality.
us are conother "ties." But most of

beautifu for the
tent if these girls are
not demand
few lines given to them *o 1
t^"
finesse or call for deep
gracefullj-Charles
enough if they ^alk
a-s he
"swim,
Reade would say they
entering a room-if
"aid of his heroines
from
comes
that
have the serenity
personal *"™«' ve
full assurance of
Follies
the
girls,
ness As for the show
standard set
nTuarte fully up to the
firmly
Ziegfeld long ago and

""^,^

I Sr.

taste

is

again displayed

it,

great deal of
essential to
that lightness of touch
farce and a
present-day comedy and
P^he wants
realization that what tne
He puts '"^ th e
is naturalness.
t de

Co smo Hamilton has a

everyda?

U a

little

first

act,

^^^^^°^

«e
off the
slow in the beginning
at
hut the rush of situat ions the

quite make up for
From then on the actum
strangely
and,
sustained
evenly
i=
crisisjn
enough, doesn't drop after the
but
scene
bedroom
the second act, the
act to the
continues through the third

,

end of

the

it

earlier lack.

Son-

^Chariefcherry

is

Pelham

clever as

determined not to
spoiled girl. He
be made a. fool of by a
lines

Franklin,

man

the

the' most of his amusing
characterizaand has a good grip on his
June Walker, as the spoiled,
tion
Low
is good m
J ane Ferret
spirited Beatrix Vanderdyke,
Toy Yah
Thomas f^loy her audacity and impudence, but m the
Doctor Dong Tons
Marshall Birmingham
the taunt
Tom Lee..
scenes-after
more emotional
Albert Brunlng
4ln Kal
during the latter
Lyle Clement
in the second act and
Fang Fou'iiy
rather overClark Silvemail
part of the third-she is
Fen-Sha
of
She realizes the cleverness
The "mysteries" of New York's China- taxed
them out
the
brings
of
bit
and
that
town; the romance of
her pert remarks
spontaneity
Orient tucked in behind the sordid Bowwith an appreciation and a
hunting
a pleasure
ery has long been a happy
that is irresistible. It was
^and
playwrights.
Xewcombe
ground for novelists and
see again Jessamine
to
Mr Scarborough and Mr. Belasco have,
Wingard in the roles of Miss Hon\da
of
Mrs. Vanderdyke
gone to this fertile field for the scene
oruc Vanderdyke and
"The Son-Daughter," and although they respectively. "Scandal." with ts study
China,
New
of
twists and
play
"a
play
unexpected
call their
its

Lien Wha
Doctor Lum

SHOWJ

By PHILIP HALE
COLONIAL THEATRE — First

want

e

P

makes

Boston.

honored by having two of his compositions on the program, presided at the
piano with distinction throughout.

ZIEGFELD

I

,

doesn't

a play of New China in
and
three acts, by George Scarborough
David Belasco. First performance in

Beauty of Voice and Execution
The continuance of the program but

|

goes to her
order to break her spirit
her to go
bedroom, where, after forcing
scornfully and leaves
to bed. taunts her
plan for revenge and
£e room. Her achieves
finds ettej
it,
how. when she
form the action of the

Daughter."

|

if

"

els

U^^V'Vwt
Marlon Abbott

1

.

|

|

is

it

in

reality

a play of

New

amusing lines, holds the
from beginning to end.

interest

-

"Paddy,

its

^i ™in|

\RLINGTOtf THEATRE

playNext Best Thing." A four-act
Robert
by Gayer Mackay and
Gertrude
adapted front the novel by

the

'

ddy
.

I

^e™"^ S&
do£

^s^o^v^MnWho^s
facility

hammered
machine made from

V^J&?&%
It

s

start to finish,

it

not true to life.
concoction.
Lien Wha is a theatrical
in the play.
So s every other character
seems to us to
The cwwnlns unreality
announcement that his
s
.

Fen-Sha
wedding guests have
for the wed
street to the Port Arthur
The Port Arthur is a
din- supper."

W^W_Sj

be

inhabitants,
fourist'sToint"; the Chinese ^.chants
Chinese
the
particularly
there, touch
would never dream of going
the pla>.
a trick, however, typical of
unacts of
the result is that three
of colorspite
reality leave one cold in
perfume
the
costumes,
ful settings and
of chimes
of incence and the music
in the
And the days when such things
gone by,
have
one
theatre satisfied
cyclo of
better one-act of truth than a

romantic insincerities.
The company goes through the performance in an admirably efficient and
Miss L'lric looks
cold-blooded fashion.
the
beautiful, works hard and adds to
of any
effect of unreality by her lack
reallv

human and

vitalizing touch.

Cbarlcs McCarthy

U?,
Eileen

Julia

..

ljiurence Bloke
Owendollm- <\rrew.

M;^

la

.

Smart

.Hleen Huhnn

Elliott
....Eunice
^

Vrf-„
fdalr.

rvrll ^.ott

^

Ftn a ,
i

Well's
u
:::::^::::::o ^ard mo^
.

'n.o r'il

li

full

"Paddy" is a Jolly little comedy,lima*
and action from start to which
two
and with a novel sensation or
jaded of theatiewill cause the most

of life

the heroine who
very capable and effective
the central
hands of Miss Eileen Huban.
whole p ay rePkivt about which the
of
Paddy is a second edition
volves.
such another
"Peg o' My Heart." just affectionate.
rollicking, hoydenlsh. naive,
Identical hrogue
Irish girl speaking the
straight to the
and winning her way which was cehearts of an audience,
which w ar med>
cldedfy frigid at first but
proceeded.
uo well as the evering
UP
the
of the title
A r?or the other part
well, that reters to
„„., h-st thing,
its
is

:

name from Paddy
in

the

which PJjMT -*:
f heSy^iafred
young man of he pieces
1

ceives for the

*%$i2S?Jr&

-cond acUs mid

in

^^"af^U^ksro^^h^^Uy
array or
rort ine*

There

a brave

is

One

keeps waiting for it, and it never comes.
however; the
It is not entirely her fault,
Chinese maiden is a puppet and no accharacter a
the
of
make
could
tress
human girl. Mr. Silversnail as Fenwith the
wonders
did
Sha, the gambler,
abilimpossible; he is an actor of subtle

as
Mr Birmingham was attractive
whole eomr
the young lover. But the
pany gives the impression of a valiant
into s
crew, struggling to put life
thing * ha > lK hoDelessly dead.
ity

cast:

Ct&k*

"The Son*of
B
beautiful, he
D Lghter are unusually
least for the
costumes exquisite; it is apicture of the
eye But as a play, as a
Chinese It
•New China," or the "new the. moment.
not convince one for
creating
into a three act play.

The

Page.

revolutionists

for

moods,

of

China-,

Chinatown
Years ago plays of C
and
were concerned with Tong wars
opium dens and the luring of misguided
in- j
of
haunts
white females to further
the average
iquity. Nowadays, however,
be
American knows the Chinese to and
have,
among the best citizens we
play has lo.t
the old type of Chinatown
The background is still good,
its savor.
P^uresquethe
however. So, against
authors of this
ness of Pell street, the
plot, which
nlav have builded a new
of the Chinese
Seals with the workings
a love
in New York, with
town.

is

company Is
registered public
China Theatres. Ltd., organized to build
buy, and run kinemas within the CelesOf course, such places of
tial empire.
amusement have long been established
where the British reside, but we may
yet hear that Charlie Chaplin has become a strong favorite in the Forbidden
City and Fairbanks is being applauded!
In

..

,

Bohemia is really like the novand.
Her family catch her there, she
in Maine
to avoid a year's exile
secretly
been
announces that she has
whose
married to Pelham Franklin,
has come
studio is across the hall, and
sport.
a
'be
to
to see him. Called upon
later, in
Franklin plays up to her. and,

"see

sorely

.

I

latest

j

which borders on farce.
v-„„^ir, CT
Beatrix Vanderdyke, an overbearing,
her family
spoiled minx, who, left by
the studio of
for a few hours, goes to
Sutherland Yorke to, as she

there are others.
a theAn effective scene representsaudience,
atre audience. It is a brilliant
seen
one that outshines the audiences
Boston
in
this side of the footlights
playhouses.
_
While the music has little distinction
melodlcally
it is sufficiently agreeable
and rhythmically, nor does it stun the
ear or rasp the nerves.

In most cases
sustained the feeling.
the singer with remarkable skill slid
imperceptibly.
position
;iuto the correct
the
But in the "Pourquoi?" and
"Polonaise" a listener must have been
not
carried
was
difficult to please who
away with the beauty of both voice
'and exhaustion.
enthusiastic
was
audience
The
We applauded with might
throughout.
with greater might for encores,
I always,
with greatest might when Mme. Galli
Curci played her own accompaniment
J for an encore; and if she could have
arranged a drum and cymbal to be
operated with the foot we should have
^arrived at the fervor of a political
/
meeting.
Mme.
Mr. Berenguer accompanied
Galli Curci in the third and seventh
fifth as
'sections, and performed the
soloist.
His playing was pleasing and
appreciated.
Mr. Samuels, who was

,

are

that

.

play,

easily

vamp

oven
Jerome and Herbert be passed
applauded
John Steele was again loudly
Mary
for his unaffected, manly singing.
and
Baton la pleasantly remembered,

.

R
H

friends

•

.

an Ingenious, amusing, and
Amersomewhat exaggerated picture of
Termed by Its producer a
ican life.
comedy
human
it is in reality a

coloOne of tho chief features is the Jessie
Irving and
nial dance by Margaret
longer
been
Reed. Would that It had
abounding in old time
it was so graceful,
suited the
elegancer with costumes that
dancers.
beauty- and refinement of the
was as
ashes,
as
loose
Jack Donohue,
Randall
funny as ever; nor should Carl
act of
the
and Lillian Broderick or

on
i

old

are also
missed.

—

—

J
P

B

in the highnotes, of exquisite clarity, with an
In the light
beautiful firmness.

er

His most recent studio success
the 111m version of "General

in

i

Time This Season
idol Mme. Galli

As a popular

"Moods and Memo-

Post.'*— The Stage.
y
It is easier to cry on the stage than
Ion the ecreen. says a professional
I "*lachrymist." She explains that while.
Ion the stage she only has to cry once.
I or „at most twice, in 24 hours, in preI paring a film it may be necessary to
turn on the tap at a moment's notice
I as often as the rehearsals occur. After
I five or six attempts the tear tank is
I apt to run short, and even a powerful
H onion cannot extract rain from a cloudI less eye.— London Daily Chronicle.
The film world appears to be peopled
by persons who have not troubled to
J
have thmselves educated. For instance,
of the American film of
tj the producer
M G. R. Sims's play "The Romany Rye"
I would have us believe that Devonshire
fl is on the outskirts of London, a district
I to which the inhabitants of Seven Dials
go for a breath of country air. He also
I appears to think that in England we
||
| hunt foxes in woods during the summer.
la the same picture it is suggested that
the approach to Southampton harbor
Is so full of uncharted rocks that
wrecks are of almost daily occurrence;
and that New York police launches paAnother curious detrol the Thames.
lusion of this particular producer i3
solicitor are one
ister
and
ban
that a
and the same thing. Rarely has an
I American "masterpiece" provided such
feast of absurd blunders.— London
Daily Chronicle,

Beecnei

footlights

Ju lt *,„,
un
Clemence doLIaron
Sweeney

...

last night, is

and grotesquely: witness her
she
song and her regret that because with
married for love and did not fool
chorus.
a millionaire she is still in the
"individuality.
has
certainly
She
and
Moran
friends
There are our old
there
Mack, also Van and Schenck: but

•

Vll

would do for Sherlock at a pinch, but
he U not so fully and completely tho
as alntsbury or as Bland. By
I typo
the latter (like Hugh Wright)
| the way.
of our actor-poets, and a most
I Is one

I

Sf^S*
Samuels

a whirl

Mr. Bereiiguer.
the Souk is done

Samue s
The little Bells of Sevilla
........... s>colc
The Blackbird's Song
variations
Ttamo Ct
%»»;^. Adams

,

i

literature,
of
student
conscientious
poetry being his hobby when the camTho
presence.
his
demand
not
era does
best known of his published poems. In

St'"S,'?SSS5ffl
-De
V OBtena
lurltani •.•.BclUjM

sur la plain..

AuHinm Loaves

the,
long Hamilton Stewart performed
sevsame personage, to say nothing of
Henderson Bland,
veral other actors.
tq
tho Christus of "•From Manger
note*
believe,
I
never.
Cross" has
Holmes on the stage at all, but he also*
would look it exactly. Cecil Humphries!

J
I

"l

the

.

,

m

put things over

Meyerbeer

.

Winnie
Mrs. Robacn......
Vune Walker
^
Beatrix Vanderdyke
play
Hamilton's
Cosmo
"Scandal."
Theatre
which opened at the Plymouth

.

IV.

pearance he is positively perfection.
how,
rNirther 1 recall how well and

I

.

•M'.ioile

d» "Nonl"

Promenade a mule
ltoscs .nnver

c°

m

Newoom1j

^^Ke£B=S
/

BS.
MS
Re«lna Waterhoose.
,„.i,.

h ; £a
J8
y For<r with W. C.
r "< olesi Fields, and this is excellent fooling.
Then there is Miss Fannie Brice with
, H( u llo
abUlty t<^
i..-:."-« her delig htful Impudence, her
,

PeoTfluoll from "hakme"
lTiere at Barcarolle, from
III.

1!

Polonaise from

V

,, * ua n

I

office

h

P

Vanderfyk.^

Mia. Honorla
|

I

1

<-arl_Eckat ,o

T^.V::::^ti5«»

P « i 8 e?

>

^r^-^^^^^a^
%

Manuel
by
and Homer Samuels,

assisted

M^

Henry Vnwbray

Sutherland York.
arnet
Ia

^^^J^^^^.

Cum

tantnneous.— I.ondon
Daily Telegraph. Sept. 5.

I

^^/p^Xues

™

CharleB Cherry

,.
,,
w.nkiln
JfraiiKiin
tPelham
Malcolm Fraaor

..«.
To a symphony Hall audience thai
completely tilled the house, inelud- B0 amuslnB as the scenes at the osteoid seats on the stage and available path's and in the shooting Baue-yishown
standing room in the side aisles,
..
yesterday aftei- wn , ch , 8 a plty
In tne park," in
Madame Galh
gives
noon sane the following program. which be figures with Ray Dooley.

because ol) the freof bus of unequal Mae.
sting to note the first

Cosmo Hamilton.

hi three acta, t>y

fectively

notoworthy spectacular effect.
The singing and the dancing are more

3t

per-

PLYMOUTH THSfATRE— First

Love
Mr. HagghVs picture. "The

signs.

.lust

as

curtain

descends,

ner

tho

plate

hurling a morter through
v „
_n
elass window at him.
6
interioV olf^an
The next act shows the _*nd the ja>
English railway carriage
.a

tiy

which
succumbs

ih

Peg-beg

pardon

oi

to the allurements
basnei..
Blake's well filled luncheon

shouftl Miss Hilban

at

her best.

1

heroine's brogue, the
and the incidental music there is nothing Irish
about the play. It is really English. Its
success lies in its rapid-fire action.
What "the people say 5s conventional
enough. Whoever goes to the Arlington expecting something tragic must
disabuse himself of the idea forthwith.
There is not
It is comedy all the way.
a villain or an adventuress in the cast.
When you go. prepare to laugh from the
very rise of the curtain and you will

names

V4

have no troublein keepihg

BOSTON*

it

'AS

It

is

YOU WERE'

in

phony

concert since Mafch 1,
Conductors, after all, are mortal

entitled "As
Tou Were," adapted by Arthur Wim[peris, music by Herman Darewski and

Edouard Mathe, Aug. 2, 1918: Alice
Delysia, Messrs, Humphries, Morton,
Morgan. Moss, Coffin, Stillward, the

cause of the great number of stars.
Marie Dressier, Flo Burt, Al Brendel.
John T. Murray, Arthur Carinal and a
few others are included among those
who shine forth.
Color, music and a Oqck of laughs
sprinkled through the sparkling bits of
satire on subjects from the league of
nations to married life, mixed with
vaudeville turns of the better'sort make
t'inderella comes
to
up the show.
Broadway, is introduced, disappears and
only reappears in order to have someone sing a tuneful, sentimental song
about her. 'She is not really needed, but
she is as easy to watch as most anyone
Boston has seen.
BuL who cares about the trials of
Cinderella when Al Brendel, as Yonson
Ls on the stage. - An a "square-head" of
the most parsimonious sort, he is in a
class
by himself.
In one scene his
clothes come apart. His coat splits up

Vivian, Han cox. Prim. Produced at the Central Theatre, New
Tork, Jan. 27, 1929. Sam Bernard and
Irene Bordoni; Ruth Donnelly and Vio-

Misses

let

Strathmore; Clifton

Cameron and Stanley

gfW
BUM Hjrtfc.
%&i°$a,ib
Cuthb«rt
W'olfle

Webb,

Hugh

|

Harrison.'
John K«.ro*y

Carrie Glenn
-.M.rjorie UrClUito-*
StanEey Uarriion
Sam Bernini

j

(but

'

\

I
•

.

No

---

;

they

"Poem

played

on the program is
Ecstacy." It has

of

twice

at these

conceris.

doubyul whether any one reit except aa a tumultuous expression of "untrammelled activity," to
quote
an
English rhapsodist rejoicing
j

- .BrnMt Wood

*5K» *,i^Tk»"
doubt YwS

published in 1919.
The other niece

beep

is

it

members

—Irene DordonI

I

Flank Mayne
has been changed
almost beyond recognition in the
course
of two adaptations.
Mr. G-oetz was
quoted some time ago as saying that
only 40 lines of the original
had been
kept and only four of the original
songs. By "original" he probably
meant
the London adaptation; but what matters it if "Plus ca change" has suffered
a Channel and an Atlantic change, as
long as Miss Bordoni and Mr. Bernard
are the chief comedians and are almost
constantly on the stage?
* The leading idea is, of course, the
same. Wafflestein. a rich baker, suspect* his wife end is tired of her extravagance and frivolity.
He wishes
to find
a place where women and
Greenwich village male freaks are unknown. A professor calls on him with
pills of a wondrous property: they convey the taker of them into the past.
Arthur Rimbaud in one of the fantastical rhapsodies exclaimed that at some
nocturnal festival in a northern city he
*

,

1918\

have their likes and their dislikes.
A Divertissement for orchestra by
Guy Roparta, formerly of Nancy, now
director of the Strasbourg conservatory,
will be heard here for the first time.
His symphony has_ been played twice
at these concerts;' his Fantasia was
brought out by Mr. Gericke 15 years
ago. This industrious, long-bearded pupil of Cesar Franck is serious
minded
musically, but the Divertissement is in
a comparatively light mood. It was
Scriabin's

—

W«ffi"wla

Kl El
G-erTalse

Thomas Hardy saying

produced here a work of Sibelius,
the well-disposed audience was perplexed and disquieted. The Finn thus
met in Boston the reception given in
turn to Richard Strauss, Cesar Franck
and Claude Debussy. Today all these
composers are regarded >s eminently
respectable and orthodox; yet no music
by Sibelius has been heard at a Sym-

at the London Pavilion,

cast be-

o'f

first

fantastic
scenes.

up.

the back, the sleeves fall
from the
shoulders, the trousers sag below the
place they belong^ his shoes
unwind
[themselves from his feej..
and even
when he gets a barrel to hide himself
the staves fall out.
Marie Dressier with her lightning
tchanges of expression carried on as
few can. She burlesqued the league of
nations, .Ethel Barrymore, Theda Bara
and even Kan? tn the Rlgoletto quartet.
Nor was the fun confined to that pair
alone. Every one In the cast was lighthearted and gay. There was a scene
which the husband and his friend
have a quarrel, Even pistol shots, which
attract the wife to the spot, failed to do
any more than cause the Capacity kudlence to prepare for another laugh.

reminds one

that Egdon Heath appealed to "a more
recently learned
emotion
than that
which responds to the sort of beauty
called charming.*' When Mr. Gericke

performBoston of "As You Were," a
revue in two acts and six
Book and lyrics by Arthur
Wimperis, adapted by Glen MacDonough; music by Herman Darewski and
E; Ray Goetz. Clarence West, musical
director. Produced as "Plus ca change"
at the Theatre Michel, Paris, Sept. 7.
Chief comedians, Mile. Spinelli
Paul Ardot and M. Raimu. Produced

ance

!

the

symphony is the first of gTbelius, the
Finn, whose music, wild and impressive,

-

HALE
WILBUR THEATRE—First

OPERA HOUSE— "Cinderella

impossible to give

/£"

By PHILIP

on Broadway," a phantasy of the Great
Whlt« Way, In two scenes and "2 ants.
Music by Bert Grant and Al Goodman,
lyrics by Harold- Atteiidge, staged by J.
C. Huffman.
-SI
'""f-^
'

<--,

WY

of the characters

,

".

this piece

(

[in the
(is

name

of A. Eaglefield Hull,

a Doctor of Music.

The work

is

who
said

(to be in three divisions, expressing
j Scriabin's philosophy of life: The soul
inThe orgy of love the realization of a
j

1

;

I

fantastic dream; the glory of the com/ poser's own art
Serlabin wrote a long
Jpoem for this work, a poem that might
be
characterized
by the hated bourj
geois as hifalutin. This poem was transj
lated literally for the Symphony Program Book by Lydia L. Pimenoff Noble,
the wife of Mr. Edmund Noble of The
I

,.

Herald.

The program of the concerts on Oct,
and 30 has local Interest for Mr. Edward Burlingame Hill's new poem, "The
Fall of the' House of Usher" (after Poe s

29

,

marvellous

'

will

be played for the

tale), will

The other orchestral
be Schumann's Symphony in

first'

time.

piece*

D

minor and Beethoven's "Leonora" overture, No. 3.
Mme. Helen Stanley will
sing Mendelssohn's "Infelice" and Tatlhad met all the women of the old paintana's Letter from Tschaikowsky's opera. "Eugene Onlegin." She was heard
ers.
Wafflestein first finds himself at
The scenery Is more colorful than any- Versailles, where he talis victim to, In Boston, first at the Boston Opera
House In "The Jewels of the Madonna."
Ninon de L'Enclos. Another pill and he
thing since the "Frivolities of 19J1" which
when Zenateilo, Blanchart and Mme.
was overlooked by Boston because it is in Cleopatra's palace; still another
Gay were her associates. She was also
and he encounters Helen of Troy in
Was at the ppera House. '
heard
in concert with Mr. Bauer: In her
The most gorgeous scene ls called the Athens. At last in a primeval forest, he
own recital; with Mr. Laparra when he
top of the world. For sheer color and finds that the female monkey is not
Ljjave^a concert of his Spanish musicbeauty it Is worth seeing. A huge slip- loyal to her mate. So in disgust, he reper Is opened and a flight of stairs is turns to his own villa, disguised as an
electrician.
He
hears
his
wife
the
unfolded which lead to
tell the
top of the
nut Kl Ki that she pretended to flirt
stage. From there the members of the
with him only because she was Jealous
cast march down to the footlights.
Of course, the jaza lovers are not of her husband's business.
Throughout the piece there arc two
Iferdly Jhs'. with Vivien
neglected.
Members Plan Observance of 50th
Blues," 'Hold | motifs, a foolish Joke about a fish, which
akland singing "Roit
first
heard at the baker's village, he is
Anniversary
a
coupl
Nor
and
dithers.
were
I
£fi,"
Kgypt.
Philip Hale, The Herald's music critic,
the devotees of Terpsichore forgotten, ohjicedjo hear jigahi in Fr
''
addressed 125 associate past-active, acThe Purcella Brothers who start danc-f Greece—even In the primeval forest,
ing where many leave off, backed up by one monkey hsnds his mate a fish:
tive members and guests of the Apollo
Con9tantin Kobeleff and Hermost Jose there is also Mr. Darewski's gushing
Club of Boston at their dinner last night
furnished all that was needed to satisfy tune "If you could care for me." sung'
In the Hotel Vendome.
The dinner was
the most exacting.
given In preparation for the 50th anIncidentally the
by Miss Bordoni in her various characmale member of the last-named team ters. Of course the various scenes adniversary of the club, to be celebrated in
admits by his attitude he has no peers mit of fanciful costumes and effective
1921.
In the profession.
The after-dinner entertainment was
stage settings.
All told, "Cinderella" furnishes enough
even
funny,
for
the most part musical. Courtenay
very
Bernard
is
Mr.
laughs (o digest a hearty meal, has plen- though ho is surprised at Versailles beGuild, the president, spoke, and Thomas
ty of melodies, girls, beauty and every*- cause ho had not heard "French pheasH. Hall, the treasurer, read an original
thln^ else needed. It Is a splendid projingle made from titles of songs sung
ants singing the Mayonnaise.'" and exauction, and will please Boston.
by the club in recent years. Mr. Hall
claims when he is confronted with
was the author of the menu with its
"So this Is Tarls."
Helen's lover,
club
history and verse, descriptive of
Wherever he appears he is unchanged:
Emll
is
Mollenhauer, who is serving his
a
he
wonder;
excites
his business suit
20th year as conductor.
comically ardent wooer in spite of his
There
were solos by Mrs. Grace BonPleases Audiences with Her sworn hatred of women. A most amusner WillUms, George Boynton, Walter
his
ing man with his quips and cranks,
Kidder and various choruses by the club
as
"Flapper Songs"
facial play, his physical contortions,
Harvey L. Whitney,
years
when he sings "Who ate Napoleons with who Joined the club at86 the timeofofage,
its
Josephine when Bonapart was away?"
organization in 1871, was a member of
Gertrude Vanderbllt, with Dean Moore a sequal to his "Mrs. Rip Van Winkle"
the
chorus.
He
is
said
to be the only
he was
song. Indefatigable throughout,
at the piano, heads the bill at B. F.
one of the original members alive.
weari/ome, always a Joy and an
Keith s Theatre this week with her Ini- never
inspirer of honest laughter.
1_ 1~
Z.
mitable "flapper" songs.
Her songs,
Miss Bordoni was a strikingly hand"Only One of the Vandcrbilts in Vaude- some apparition, gorgeously dressed:
The preachers that thunder from the
Girl,
singing -'Ninon was a Naughty
ville " "I Want It, That's All," and
pulpit against the street and house cosmalice and a naughty
"You Never Can Belief o Them," were with French
tumes of women, young and old, have
twinkle in her eye, alluring and treachhad many equally Infuriated predecesup to the minute and her chatter held
the interest of the audence last night erous as Cleopatra; a "grando Am6uisors, nor is it necessary to go back to
all through the act.
reuse" as Helen— and how Mr. Bernard
'the prophet Isaiah or Tertullian, whose
"Going Up," with Jack Mack, Walter did enjoy the long embrace! Equally
manner of expression reminds one of
C. Perclval, Edward Bagley, Norma desirable she was as Mrs. Wafflestein.
ebony, whose books should be bound in
Brown and a chorus, a vaudeville verMiss McClintock sang agreeably and
pigskin with iron clasps.
sion of the musical comedy, made a dea pretty picture with her harp.
In the 16th century lived one Jean des
elded hit.
There were dances by Helen Kroner
_
Caurres, principal of the College of
Charles O'Donnell of O'Dohnell and, and Chester Hale and by Mr. Wood
Amiens and canon of St. Nicholas In
Blair kept the house In laughter with an, and
George Sullivan
Miss Kroner.
the same city. He had been a teacher
acrobatic imitation or an intoxicated!
of youth for 20 years when he pubpiano tuner.
played the part of Thermos at Athens
lished, in 1575, his "Oeuvres morales.''
Another well received act was a dan. e. humorously. Probably the laundry Jests
In it he said his say about the colfiTcre
re\ ue by Gluran and Marguerite, feaJ about Helen of Troy were inevitable,
of
women then living.
luring a modified version of the Apaohal
inuous.y.
dlence laugl
"And here (ladies) I must ask you.
dance.
whether you can possibly be acceptable
Arthur McWntters and Grace Tyson
to God, and be saved, when you pracJbrovided another good feature.
Thev
tice what he forbids?
Wave an entertaining burlesque of movie
By no means:
and whether you will or not, you must
fetors In song.
either,
untwist,
unbat; and unnet your
i Other numbers were Delano and Pike
hair, that is. not wear it dressed in the
Acrobats, dancers and jugglers; Sybil
manner of bats' wings, and like nets, to
.wane, late of the Covent Garden Royal
catch the men diabollcallly ... or
ppera; The Leighton in comedy of the
you muat bo lost or damned forever.
Sidewalk variety, and Juno Salmo, conBy PHILIP HALE
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Commandments,

you

will

mind

not

them, and will die (as it is said) in
your disobedience and obstinacy, thro*
that worldly vanity and pride, which
deceives you, and even makes you look
so ugly and so abominable that if you
knew how much that hair-dress misbecomes you, you would rather burn It
than wear it
.
O Lord! in what
unhappy times do we live! to see such
a deprivation of manners, that even at
church the women wear looking-glasses*
This is still more abominable be*
fore God and men than all the other!
abominations."
The frankness in speech of that century was such that we are obliged to
'

.

•

.

.

.

quote from the Canon only in part.
Women of today, reading this dlawbe,
will
be pleased to leara thalT this
wretched man was not ashamed of
writing an ode in praise of the massacre
on St. Bartholomew's day; that he had
"a very great opinion of his own merit
anci thought that his eminent
qualifications had exposed him to the persecutions of the envious." He was accused
of strangely falsifying and misrepresenting things; of borrowing them from
very bad authors; and he was so credulous that he related the story of Pope
Joan without doubting of it in the least.
To add to his lamentable failings "he
would meddle wMth poetry."

-I

Yours for Health
Towns show shocking immodesty by

the display of huge signs that disfigurethe landscape. "This is Slumboro:
good place to live in."- "Welcome to
Pumpkin Hollow." "This is Gunsett In
1656 Hezekiah Godfry. with his
wife."
•

A

etc

All for the glory of the town.
They
order these things better in Mississippi.
In Lee county, we are informed,
there
are 1500 boards, guides to health. Here
is one of them: "Twenty-two
miles to
Tupelo. Lee county, the model health
county. Chew your food. You have
no
gizzard."

The Jurymaid's Lament
[How some women jurors might

be expected to receive the honor.]
'Twaa a voice of sound and fury:
"Yus, they've put me on a jury.
In a box with callous males:
Think I'm som' to set in silence
When a 'usban's took for vi'lence.
An* "e tells 'is fairy tales?
"Sakes, I'd be a pretty traitor

To for'go

•

my 'uman

natur

An' be kep' without my tea.
Jest becos I knows 'e done it

An' It wasn't 'er begun It,
An* the others won't agree!"'
A. W. in the London Daily Chronicle.
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FIRST TIME

HERE

I

FOR ROPARTZ PIECE

The program or the Symphony contomorrow afternoon and Saturday

?rts

For this

is certainly a tiling prohibited
both in the Old and New Testament.
If the King had forbidden,
you would
-n forced to obey:
but as for God's
'

3D SYMPHONY
By PHILIP

HALE

The third concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Monteux conductor,

took place yesterday afternoon in
Hall. The program was as

Symphony
follows:

Sibelius,

Symphony,

»No.

1;

Ropartz, Divertissement (first time in
America); Scriabin, Poem of Ecstasy.
Any one whd did not meet Sibelius
when ho was in this country, judging his
character from his music, might think
him an austere, reserved, rather forbidding person, rejoicing only on a
dreary moor, baring his breast to the
storm, towering proudly in loneliness.
He is not a bit Byronic, nor is he a
lover of solitude; he is genial, if not
gregarious, interested in human affairs;
at the same time one recognizes his f
sturdy personality.
Those rhapsodizing over his music, at- j
tribute its characteristics to the natural
scenery of his native land, and the f
dreariness of a Finnish winter, but the
travelers have told us that Finland ia I
by no means so desolate a country as
the fireside and library tourists would
have us believe. Neither a country nor jI
a composer's mood at the time of comI

,

(

|

!

position

inevitably

affects

his

whole

work. In the dead of a northern winter |
he may put southern Italy into glowing I
tones; sick at heart, he may write I
vivacious strains.
Many instances of 9
these contrasts In the history of music
might be cited.
Nevertheless
the
"milieu" of a composer may well affect
him in a measure. Unfortunately there
has been no Sainte-Beuve to examine
into the development of this or that
)J
composer, and there are many that dispute the theory of Buckle concerning
'i

climatic

influence.

No

doubt Sibelius has submitted to
the spell of sagas and legends. Their
romantic nature would appeal to him.
He has found inspiration in the "Kalevala." in the folk-music of Suomi. It has
been said that this folk-mUsic has been
"penetrated with melancholy" from tb
earliest times; but the folk-music .
other lands has often been roelod!caf!y*j
sad. minor in mode or key, when the
words were gay while the most solemn,
the most mournful of funeral marches,

j

;'

;

j
I

the Dead March in "Saul," is in the trad'Monally exultant key of C major.
This symphony of Sibelius, played y
terday for the fifth time, is superl
melancholy; the melancholy is thi

—
!1
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'

tho

Is too often crabbed.)
there Is a wlldness akin to
savagery in the symphony that is pleas-

Brahms

too.

There is something elemental in
wont; savage but uot barbaric; elemental but not crude. One realizes that
Bbolius was terribly in earnest; but this
ing.
the"

sec visions,

so

in

this

are pages of peculiar
beauty, unalloyed with sensuousness.
I
Scrlabin too. Is a modern, with an
luiomof his own. If his poem is the ex'

pression of ecstacy. we prefer moderate
raptur*. or even indigo bloom. He may In
thinker,
his last years have been a deep
a philosopher, with ideas derived from

steps

Theosophy; in this
"Poem of Ecstacy," for which he wrote
a poem in swollen verse, we find little
music. There is constant endeavor, tortured straining to say something, and
when the thoughts finally come to life
las by the Caesarian operation, they
'

and

Pantheism

December,

seem withered, stunted,

accordingly.
could be expected to act
of celebrating the suf,1) On the.night
the.seats in
"rushed"
frage victory they

I

;

I

for

The playing of the orchestra was brilThe symphony and performance
liant.
of it made a profound impression. Mr.
was enthusiastically recalled
ux
Monti
more than once. He had evidently taken

preparation of
the
great pains in
Scriabln's "Poem" and the results were
It is necessary to hear occaevident.
sionally the orchestral works of this'
composer, for there are some, besides

i

I

!

.

The concert will be repeated tonight.
The program of next week is as f ollows: Schumann, Symphony, D minor,
INo. 4; Hill, Poem "The Fall of the
House' of Fsber" (after Poe)— first pcr-

!

i

I

•

formance; Beethoven, "Leonora" overMme. Helen Stanley will
ture No. 3.
concert aria "InI sing Mendelssohn's
felice!" and Tatiana's Letter scene"' from
"

forcing

etc,

five,

first

|

.

I

what

|

members" 7

I

.

'

'

DWARD

That Act Drop
As the World Wags:
able

camo from
immaterial what is

Whether he

Gela or Syracuse is
of more importance is that he wrote a
book on the art of cookery, and was especially strong in the matter of pickles.
;

I
'

1

I

Moliiver

Museum

to

tell

,
Mr

should be heard.
J

that the Boston
a copy ot one ot

Turner's pictures, entitled.

I

Isle

think,

The engraving can be
Patmos."
Journal
found among the London Art
afterward replates of that period,
with!
country
this
printed and sold in

The "Ragged" Blacksmith

cronv
designated in the latter's autobiography
as "Dear Tom." Mr. Glessing was a
delightful character and of a remarkable appearance. He needed no makeup whatever to pose for a picture of
Father Christmas a- popularly conceived. His history was rather romanHe was an actor in the famous
tic.
Burton's company, brother-in-law, in
One rtsy having
fact, of the comedian.
a family quarrfel, he vowed he would
never act again. Being clever in water
colors and oils, he readily drifted into

the

:

And he

'.

can't til <lo«n, for

.

.

.

The old tune to which Longfellow s
verses were sung is "ragged," and in
this irreverent version the blacksmith
does not go to church.
Could not this version be arranged for
male chorus to be sung by the Harvard
Glee Club? On the program it should
stand bv way of agreeable contrast between a motet by Palestrina and some
sombre ecclesiastical composition of the
old Spanish school.

1

'

.

Lincoln's

a fpaint)
It

Shawl

Lost month the question was raised
Abray whether an "actor impersonating
shawl. Mr.
l ham Lincoln should wear a
Barbour of Montclair, X. J.,
5 Robert
wore at times a
I was sur<- that Lincoln
«hawl large enough to take the place of
'
in overcoat. Mr. Truman H. Bartlett
Jamaica Plain writes to The Herald
I
of

as follows:
"The best and most reliable desenpappearance.
tioa of Lincoln's personal
how
the fact that he wore a shawl and
most
\' he wore it, is given in one of the
books evee written about
ft* 'nterestmg
of
him, Mr.-. J. Martin John's 'Memoirs
loved
Decatur,' a village that. Lincoln
She
and whose citizens loved him.
When I first knew Mr. Lincoln
1 writes"
a
been
had
(1S49),
old
years
•

j

i

he was

f>

I

was

loftier position.
a treat to hear Jefferson

Klein,

saw

j

|

was born

in

terests in

life

I

institution,

|

j

taste

is

forth

is
•

were operatic; she wasi

in

deserved."

and

again displayeo

anecdotes and
is

minuteness of detail that it
He has told this story with careful
discrepancies In
'Attention to apparent
by contemthe accounts furnished
and by
poraries of the youthful singer
her.
those intimately associated with

|

•

1

seen in public once in a while. One
or two other's I have lost track of.
WILLIAM GILL,
Dorche3ter.
left his Chambers Street The( Burton
in
1834 for England,
York
New
atre In
also leaving his wife behind him. He
was married to her In 1823. On July
1834, he married Caroline Glessing
1<<,
Ho died in New York in
of' London.
ISC:.—Ed.

Tn's

It

,

and]

is

in

pub-

New

concerned with other,
apparently
politics
literature,
art,
of
branches
position of
household economics, the
she had
woman, etc. In her last years
Cralg-y-Nos Castle.
her little stage at
attention to
Mr. Klein gives much
youthful career.,
Patti's childhood and
been set
"The whole story has never
coherent form or with the

i

a Boston

is

not

j

still

Herman

°y

also of value,
opera, for it gives
extraordinarily
authentic details of an
Adelina 1 atti
successful operatic life.
inthe opera; her chief

i,

is

PattV

illustrations,

the Century Company,

agreeable reading.
to the student of

Glessing bubbling over with story and
reminiscences, for Joe never came to.
Boston without running up to the cobwebby paint room (third floor back) tol
see "dear old Tom."
It m'ght interest Mr. Moliiver to know'
that a few of the old Museum favor-;
ltes arc still alive. George Wilson may
be seen occasionally browsing around
the musty tomes of a second-hand bookstore. Mary Shaw sauntered down Win-'
ter street the other day. well preserved,
high stepping and every inch a queen.
Willie. Seymour Is recuperating from a
breakdown at his home at Duxbury. I
probably good for some years yet. Kate

Ryan

40

Shis book abounds

i

J

of

lished by

,

5",

[

of -'Turner's Pictures.

at the Public Library.
The Museum scenic artist who paintea
person than
the act drop was no less a
Thomas Glessing, b-oi companion and
of Joe Jefferson and lovingly

ingenious Englishmen. R. P. Weston and Bert Lee, have published a song,
"The Syncopated Village Blacksmith."
It begins:
Under the evor-spreodins chestnut tree
The villas." smith iu stands— I said ho stands

'

-title

or a
a copv recently on the counter afso
second-hand book store. Inquire

Reign
470 pp..

"The

of

t

Two

:

of Maiden
act drop was

ypung Frenchmen, Italians, Englishmen
who have written for the pianoforte and

he overlooked the pickle juice called
elephantine, alluded to by. Crates, the
comic dramatist, the first attic poet to
bring drunken persons on the stage.
What was the "elephantine" pickle? It
is said that it was of delicate seasoning
and easily made. By the way, Worcestershire sauce, as is well known, is made
from the recipe of an English nobleman.
Has his name ever been disclosed?
Y.

,

pleased to be

am

i

m
There are few inaccuracies, if any,
the
the statements of fact throughout
Car-,
that
infer
book The reader might
lameness, and
lotta, on acco< nt of her
invented toj
In spite of the apparatus

conceal her limp, did not sing in opera
In a foot note later Mr.
after 1861-62.
Klein says that she appeared o .cs in
Philadelphia In 1870 as the Queen of
Night, "but the notices were again too
discouraging." We heard her in New
York at the Academy of Music as the
Queen of Night in the fall or early
winter of 1868.
Carlotta was a brilliant, dazzling
virtuoso, but, having heard her in opera
and In concert, we remember that her
voice was flexible, metallic, hard as
was
nails. One of her favorite songs
Hhe "Laughing" song from Auber's
"Manon Lescaut".
Speaking of Adelina's Lakme. Mr.
says that in Boston the perform•

j
!

^

•

lein

She

in

to

,

could derive from the use of his inferior

elegance,
coquetry,
Jargon as "distincof a
part
the
play
could

known

is

tion "

j

us concerning the
private life of the admirable Archestratus, "who sailed round the world
world lor the sake of finding out what
was good to eat and what pleasures lie

Can anyone inform

I

.

,

vivacity,

quired

i

J

Eugene Oniegin

in

Dear sir.
commonplace.
was a
The truth is that Adeline Patti As an
actress.
far greater singer than
that reactress she shone only in roles

|

•

Tschaikowsky's

four over

|

,

an English Doctor of Music, who already
rank him among the immortals.

four,

the sideaged men' to stand. (2) On
walks many have violated the custom*
notorious
ary rules and courtesies in the
In tliei
(3)^
Prussian officer fashion.
T
Library
Public
magazine room of the
my work
had a magazine cover under other
side
while seated at a table on the
some change ot
Of which there was
an hour
feminine readers; twice In half
grabbed and pul ed out
I had this cover
leave,
your
without so much as "by
mind w as j
This, so far as my peace of

He made few remarks

.

movement of this sonata faulty by
reason of incoherent development, and|
he condemns the finale for its lack of
cohesion and tonal solidity.
Surely the most emotional, the most
poetic portions of the sonata are the
In them is the
middle movements.
Schumann of intimate confessions; in
them we find the characteristic musiIn the other
cal nature of the man.
j
movements there is at times rhythmicsuggestion
interest, but there is also the
It
what I
of "double, double toil and trouble."
concerned, certainly exemplified
to hear
lower.
or
play
later:
to
is seldom necessary
chanced upon a little
men too
the whole of a pianoforte sonata.
which steadies all but weak
destruction.
Mr. Goding is an interesting pianist.
often drives women to
Dr.
from
quotation
He is thoughtful and intelligent; not
This is apparently a
Femisquare-toed in his phrasing, although
Arabella Kenealy's new book,
York, h there might have been a more vaporous
nism and Sex Extinction,' New
a
mj,
review
by
quality in Chopin's Nocturne. He has
E P. Dutton & Co., as Sept. 25, 1930,
euphonious touch. His strength is not
New York Medical Journal, does
not asmetallic. He sings; he does not hammer
on 469-470. The reviewer
of what
His emotion
out the melodic figures.
sent to her vivid pictures
he,
but
become,
will
and
does not lead him into sentimentalism;
woman was, is
thinks that "woman
throughout there is a sense of proporin place thereof,
with her new
He realizes the value ol dynamic
tion.
should be considered drunk
she
when
tire
Will
she
gradations.
power, of which
man's obligations as
And now let him enlarge his reperis required to face
k
toire. Rachmaninoff, Debussy, Albeniz,
well as his privileges."
AAB.
are some
RLES-E
Boston. CHA
§ worthy names; but there

sound and aesthetically pleasant.

"Wang."

but they
that amusing musical comedy,
forwere to the point. We shall neverWhat
question,
the
to
get his answer
full of subwill yen have,?"; an answer
dued joy and hearty, ineffable longing.
"Beer."
When it comes to the critical portions
may well
of Mr. Klein's biography there
Was Patti's Aida so
be discussion.
wonderful a performance as he insists.
such
"An all-round individual triumph
won duras Adelina Patti had not yet
operatic life.
ing her entire 17 years of
among the many
It stands easily first
remain inthat
nights
exciting Patti
memory odelibly engvaved upon the
that
appears
It
the present writer."
However.
she "plumbed tragic depths."
say rather
Mr Klein has the courage, her
Carmen
the honesty, to admit that
exingenious
makes
was a failure, fee
music las
cuses for her; most of the
was
personality
too low for her; "her
of a
never fitted for the embodiment
commonplace woman of the People.
but
anything
Carmen was

"Now that he has exposed his
themes, let us leave. The rascal is going to develop them." D'Indy finds the,

9a.

j

in
I

ven:

was
Cambridge subway in which I. thv
over
riding and needlessly spread
meant
was
what
seats say three over

!

•

—believe."
.
,
cocksure
If Mr. Klein were only not so
He comes of a gifted
of everything.
One brot>er was a dramatist
family.
orchof repute; another was a theatre
man of
estra conductor; he himself is a
another
parts We remember gratefully
Elephanteer
brother, Alfred Klein, the

'I

who

j

!

"

:

[musical compositions that are not music.
The Divertissement of Kopartz is an
|
Ingenious treatment of a lively theme,
agreeable but not important, answering
that
the requirement of an old Greek:
music should inspire a gentlemanlike
The Divertissement is musically
joy.

i

1S49.'

ana.

V iVfJ
As the World Wags
and has
"One can buy gold too dear,"'franchise
the
for
price
not too high a
The
alreadv been paid by the women. and
peach
bloom is being rubbed off the
ng
coarsen
perceptible
there has been a
The following
of the fibre underneath.
those
in
minor examples were observed
ladies and who
in appearance were

I

I

prelude in D flat major, prelude in
major; Schumann, Sonata in P sharp
minor; Debussy, Hommage, A. S. Pick-i
wick, Esq., La Danse de Puck, Minstrels; Chopin, Nocturne, Albeniz, Trl-'
inoff.

G

Birthright or Pottage?

crippled. To us
ear-stabthis music is nerve-rasping,
Lamb found
Charles
Ibing, impotent. As
are
there
so
books,
not
are
that
I book's
I

yesterday afternoon in Jordan Hall,
His program was as follows. RachmanJ

The dreamer, Schumann, has not
fared well in certain respects since his
death. Many have complained of his instrumentation
in
orchestral
works.
Wagner could not endure his devotion
to the rosalia, endless repetitions of a
figure transposed a note higher in succession. Some have said that his string
quartets were not quartets.
Vincent
d'Indy, recognizing his genius in works
of short breath, declares that he was
not at his ease, insufficiently equipped,
when he attempted to build a monumental work. He finds fault with the
first movement of this sonata: "Transposition is not development."
On the
other hand let us remember a saying of
Debussy hearing some piece of Beetho-i

in

fered as "Manon" also suffered when
Sybil Sanderson sang there for the first
and only timo in Boston. But Patti's
tenor was Ravelli, and no better Gerald could have been found except perhaps Clement in his best years.
Mr. Klein says in his preface that it
was difficult "to limit the use .of superlatives and avoid the semblance ol
hyperbole in writing about the life and
achievements of a most extraordinary
He did not surmount this difartist."
guilty
ficulty; he even refuses to plead
"The readto a charge of exaggeration:
young to
er of the pages who is too
have heard Pattl in her best days,
and who cannot conceive the wonder of
conthe miracle that she was, must be
inwardly'
tent now to 'mark, learn, and

recl-j

tal

Lincoln s
and very
shawl, very large, very soft,
of his dress that
(btt is the only article
impression on my
has left the faintest
folded together
it
memory. He wore
yards
lengthwise (three and one-halt
his shoulders,
long) in scarf fashion over
an
with
chin
caught together under his
One end of the
immense safety-pin.
breast and
shawl was thrown across his
walked up the
over the shoulder, as he
day in
one
of the Macon House

And
earnestness was well controlled.
a* true virility includes tenderness; as
dreamer
a
bo
nlso
may
man
the strong
of dreams aud
symphony there

By PHILIP HALE.
Howard Goding, pianist, gave a

Mr.

wear largo shawls and

was

It

PIANO RECITAl

easy-going

which marks the

etiquette

We heard this performance;
March. 1890. and In Mechanics
Hall, a huge room better suited for tho
exhibitions of steam ploughs, motor
and for wrestling
fertilizers
trucks,
matches than for a delicate little opera
like "Lakme". The opera itself, sung
in a reduced and Italian version, suf-

G0DING13VES

Indifference to
20th century
His dress, like his mangentleman.
but was
ner, was suited to the occasion,
he gave
evidently a subject to which
U was certainly unthought.
little
It
marked bv any notable peculiarity.
men to
was the fashion of the day for

shame

sonal triumph was marred by the Inefficiency of those supporting her." This
is unfair.

that
hud worn oft', an* his manner was
school, unarof a gentleman of the Old
arose
at
who
unostentatious
footed
and
once -when a lady entered the room,
whose courtly manners would put to

1

that of

ZO

statesmen
refinement; had met great
ungalnand elegunt gentlemen; and the
had it.
tiness of t:.o pioneer, if ho ever

I

1

Then

a

1

comedy,

noble dame, lenxiing herself
'Martha.
as the Lady Henrietta in
Rosina
She was brilliantly vivacious as
when
and roles of that character, but depth
demanding any
it came to parts
enraptured
was
of emotion, the hearer
moved by
bv the singer, he was not
Mr. Klein quotes freely
the actress.
supplementary
rrom critics; there are
criticisms
pages in which he reproduces
185...
appearing In American journals in
and periodi1860, in London journals
jourEuropean
'63;
in
cals of 1861. 'C2.
journals of
nals of 1862: in London
He is
1895. and other reviews.
1885
because
Chorley,
bitter against Henry F.
heidid not lose his head completely
and gush over Patti when she appeared
He halls him conin London in 1S61.
pompous, prejudiced, caustic,
ceited,
performances
his reviews of Patti's first
praise
were "snappy barks"; "grudging
hollow ring,
a
had
pill
the
that sugared
are incapalike that of all critics who
or who
ble of whole-souled admiration
that they
'discoveries'
of
are jealous
themselves have not unearthed." Yet
quotes Chorley approvingly in de

he

London
fence of Patti when, in 1863,
journalists criticized the high fees de-

manded and paid
what were these
Madrid £120
modest sum

for her services.

And

For Paris anil
each performance—

fees?

for
in 1920.

strange that Mr. Klein overan article written by Richard
Grant White which appeared in the
Centurv Magazine in 1882. Patti had
first apnot revisited America after she
for
peared in Europe until 1883. except
of
winter
or
fall
A concert tour in the
concert trip
18S1 when she came on a
one then
that was unsuccessful, for no
any
was willing to pay $10 a seat for Patti
known
had
who
White,
singer
her since
as a little girl, had not heard
he did
her great European success, but
to the
claim
her
doubt
to
not hesitate
She
Boston of a great prima donna. time
her
but
time:
js the best of her
lacked
She
singers."
great
barren of
It

is

looked

is

importance:
two things of the very first impassioned
"a great voice and a rich, "t*>«r«MSS.

nature." her voice lacked
•»•><nower. nobility, sympathy. Nts
her method l£
st vie the grand style;
she to
r.-^ism:
beyo^i
almost
Perfect,

she is exquisitely delicate n
said
but she is litt.e. It may be
of Sontag: She
of her. a 3 Pasta said
school, but her school
is the best of her
White doubted Jl
not the best."
is
brilliant,

finish;

her again would change his
essential
opinion: "Her qualities are too
by time and
too inherent, to be change,!
who
sal
PalW
Adelina
The
culture.

hearing

in

New York

in 1869

and

IgMO

was

j

donna by

J

Thi- subject "Tcnc versus VoweU' is
treated at length. The prevalent modern idea that "if the voweF'is' right, the
tone will be correct"., she considers" to
oe pernicious in its half-truth. Naming
24 vocal and "diabolical" axioms she
combats them lustily in turn, from
"Sing en masque (in the face)'' to Do
not move the lips." Among tho absurdities taught by some are these:
"To
produce a beautiful tone, lie on a couch
with the eyes closed, and allow a per-

|

j

|

i

He found
English,

when she came to live in England, "if
not free
from •Americanisms,' very
Quickly Improved.
He insists" on her "dramatic" nature.
Answering the question whether she was
a tyi-ical Handelian vocalist, as Tietjens
and others were, he answers "No" she
was a "serious and dignified interpreter f
of oratorio music," but "her artistic
nature yearned, above all things, for the
stage as an outlet for dramatic, ^expression."
Her "dramatic impulse" "led her
In oratorio to enhance tho significance
Of a phrase with some slight gesture or
physical action, which of course shocked
the
British
matron and the English
Doctor of Music
Naturally her marriages are discussed.
Mr. Klein might have said bluntly that
Napoleon III. arranged her marriage
with the Marquis de Caux beoause the
marquis needed money and Pattl' thought
of the title.
Next came her marriage
divorce

I

:

these voices to their possible maturity.
The teacher is often handicapped by the
student, his parents, "but more often, by
th% financial backers of these students,
who demand that they be brought out
after a few short months of study. This
is one of the most lamentable faults existing among American students today,
Especially is this rapid-transit
Ir lining prevalent in America, where a!
singer is expected to be ready to debut
two seasons. ,This haste can deIn
velop only a generation of superficial
dabblers in the singing arena— dabblers
who have no r ght to the name of art-

Her

list

|

•

'

i

i

•

'

I

j

—

'

I

/

I

!

I
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I

I

"Voice

Mc-

Harper &> Brothers, NewYork. Miss McLellan Is characterized
on the title page as "maker of singers."
It is only fair to say that this characterization is in quotation marks. The
author

i

once conveyed to nuptial joys by
torch-armed youths.
Discards her tawdry slippers, and her

N 7*

ins heirs.

such

my

life!

.For

1

'

I

end the ghost of Tiberius Gracchus and
tho three Furies have something to'sny,
and Gracchus is stabbed to th's stage

I

I

,j

direction:
"Low roll of thunder, murmur of many voices. Indist'nct groans,
gross laughter, stifled shrieks."

This book may be helpful to teachers
and student j; it certainly should enter-

A Jenny

.

Lind Portrait
To the Editor of The Boston Herald:
I notlced'^'on page one of the magazine section of your Sunday paper
dated the 3d Inst, a copy of the painting
William Sharpe, an English artist.
) by
said to be the only oil painting of Jenny
jLnd In this eoun'ry, and I beg to take

j
'

I

!

'

exception to thai; it is a question in my
mind as to whether this is a picture of
'-Jenny Lfnd, as I have looked through
nfl the various books which have been
published in the pas' by various people
ntervsted in her. and I fat! to find anything In the way of even a portrait
which discloses thia likeness.
I have a large painting of Jenny Lind,
the heed
a-d bust, and the hook
which Is published as to the method she
J used in her singing, shows an exact likeness to the portrait which I own.
It is framed in one of the old English
frames which were only made in the
period in which she lived, and I hive
h d the frame renovated together with
•he portrait.
Tho moment anyone
'shou'.d cast their eye on the painting I
refer to. there would not be even a
lirgering doubt In the'r minds but that
I

I

I

;

'

I

McMillan's "Shadowed Star." The editor, contributes short and insufficient
prefaces. The dates of the plays and
>f the first performances m'ght well
have been given.

I

!

.

1

"Calus Gracchus," a tragedy by Odin
Gregory is published, "preliminary edition" in sumptuous form by Boni &
Liveright
of New
York.
Theodore
Dreiser writes an Introduction, starting
from the premise that "for three centuries the English metric drama has
remained sterile of any notable production." Why? Because "no one wrltlnc
our language metrically has had anvthing to say that the English-speaking
people cured to hear. or. having anything to say. has had the courage,
the
talent or the genius to say it
in such
fashion as to compel public attention

This regrettable condition also
applies
hi great measure, to the
prose drama.
Eliminate Sheridan's work, and
what
English play is there that has
survived
Lie test of even a century?"
Puritanism, Mr. Dreiser says
s
it
fault.
After Milton, there was Bunyan
Cant, regnant and triumphant,
held
aiott the whining church
hymn as th»
i

blinded by Its own dust-throwing,
celebrated the extinction of free
literature
as a great moral victory."
Hot stuff'"
as the man in a box at a
'

Democratic
convention In Buffalo shouted in
his approval of a flaming speech. Mr.
Dreiser
roes on to praise Mr. Gregory's
play

This dramatist does not deal in piffle
his
characters are not lay figures. The play
;

j

fear,

Vanbrugh's

"The Confederacy"

|

I

j
,

was
J

revived successfully at the Birmingham
(Eng.) Repertory Theatre on Oct. 4. It
was first played in 1703.
In the circular in which the aims of
the Little Theatre, Manchester, Eng.,
are set out it is stated:
In endeavor-'
ing to found a Little Theatre in Manchester the promoters have been guided
solely by a desire for the better exprosIslon of the dramatic life or tha city.
The Little Theatre is not the happy
hunting ground of crank or faddist.
In the Little Theatre it Is hoped
to create a centre where dramatic work
Imay be done with as little expense and
(trouble as possible."
It is not Btated
whether professional or amateur players are to be engaged fo carry out this
desire for "a bettor expression of the
dramatic life of the city."
"French Leave" has a new lease of
life in London, and two touring companies will be sent out this coming win-

I

j

j

I

:

|

|

I

,

i

,

mine was not only genuine, but doubtful
another could be produced in this
it
country.
further take exception to the state1
.

(ment made by the Williams book store.
as I do not believe that they can, in any
way, substantiate the claim made by
them, an<T I would be only too glad to
have them do so.

I

;

Boston.

HERBERT

...

ter.

am hKhly

placed'
foot notes
to enlighten the reader or to give authority to statements In the text. The
tragedy is a very serious one. At the
-

The dramatfst has supplied

!

office"; Stuart

•re vocal impossibilities. They did not
•ven know the principles of breath science taught by Mr. Haldane of Oxford
and Shozahura Octabe of London and
Toklo. One of the guardians of the
Vedas taught Miss McLellan the laws
that simplify voice complications. Victor Hugo informed us that when the
holy men of India compiled their sacred
books they consulted the wisdom of the
•lephant.
Sne was also saddened by learning

M

i

Chest"; Rablndranath Tngore's "PostWalker's "Six Who Pass
Whllo the Lentils Boll" Constance Mackay'a "Silver Lining"; Fulda's "By Ourselves"; Bidgely Torrence's "Rider of
Dreams"; Lady Oregory's "Spreading!
the News"; Tchekhoff's "Swan Song":
Svjtro's "Man on the Kerb." and Mary

her preface speaks of her
reconstructive" work, her
of
conditions
such
as
hoarseness, thickness of the vocal cords
and surrounding muscles, loss of high or
low notes, stuttering, "and all allied
phonation and action troubles." due to
using "the wrong phonation and action
muscles together with incorrect
breath action." In her long experience
she was saddened by learning that the
greater number of so-called vocal truths
taught by some of the best teachers
In

paeh person had his own hobby;
l»W. tongue. Hps. palate or breath >. but
•he believes there Is a positive technical vocal law.
which, correctly ar>plied, develops a voice; and in
this volshe gives hints and suggestions.
At first her pages are those of destructive criticism.
Naturally, she considers
the all
important
subject of
breath. She quotes from Yoga-Vasishtha. Dr.
William H. Thompson. Dr.
S.
VSageP.
Narenda Nath Dutt
(vlvikananda), Matthew v. 3 ("Immortal are the supplicants in the breath,
because theirs is the realm of the skies"—
rryse's translation). Herbert Spencer,
\\. F. K.ans, James, Pandit. Guru
J>r
Patta Vidyarthi. Paul, the Psalmist.
Hwedenborg. W. Oorn Old, Barnard,
tagozin, Behari
Lai.
Shelley, Elmer
Sates.
Sivagama. It chard A. Smith,
ihe alsd has much to say for
herself,
nd n innrks that diet and atmospheric
hanges affect the breath to a marked

j

"Hraun Farm"; Jeannette Marks, "MerMerry Cuckoo"; Maseflcld's "Locked

"analytical

that

.

j

ry,

rectification

Who

Or in forbearance of her master's faults.
Or on the be^d of pain, to bear him squall-

|

"Short Plays by Representative Au-

Lellan. 124 pp.

I

tasta,
-

.

of Singers"
Education," by Eleanor

am

Thereafter to live on a serf, the sole
Possession of one man: to earn from him
Tho piteous dole of all she craves he
deigns to ffive.
Aye. doth she earn it: or In household

J

Short Plays and a Tragedy

"A Maker

t

some commonplace bride

like

poor cheated maid

tain them.

!o his blissful recollection.

Not

I

a sluggish mind? Tho four most important requirements. Miss Mc°Lellan
thinks are strength, work, patienoe, imagination.
In conclusion she points to
the East, where many singers in every
Way far surpass any of our western

thors," edited by Alice M. smith, teachor of English In a Minneapolis school. Is
published by the Macmlllan Company,
New Tork. The compiler thinks that
now as "a feeling of world kinship"
la to be desired, the student, the general reader, and young otreons as well
should "feel the thought of nations
through their literature." Her choice
of
plays
is
catholic:
Sigurjonson's

|

{

j

we

blackguards, and Henry is as pugnaclously, doggedly English as the sol'
dier Williams. Even the French spoken
is uncompromisingly English-French."
lish

I

songsters.

,

dolph, are,

'

i

fession:

no canary birds, and did Falstaff have
i

Nym^and Barunmistakably Eng-

blackguards. Pistol and
I

—

She then praises herself and her pro-

j

|

•

'

.

Plcblan I? Thou lies* pis-cyed lout!
am the most patrician of you all!
I
Gaze well at me, if bat thy shifty orb
Can gather in its narrow circle quite
The meaning of my festive, steaming who'e.

of requirements reminds one of the one
drawn up by Vitruvius Tor the successful
*-chit*fJt or Lucian's qualifications for
It is true
the accomplished dancer.
that the average student begins' without a background of'liberal education.
Then there is the matter of health, an
Beauty and
matter.
all-important
charm of manner are of great assistance.
"A singer should be of medium
height.* not too tall and nq,t too short,
neither too thin nor over-corpulent. 'the
last being a great disadvantage from
many standpo.nts. far especially does an
overabundance of flesh imke difficult a
quick, complete breath, to say nothing
Too much
of a quick or active mind.
Mesh decidedly affects the resilience and
brilliancy of the tone." Yet we rememMaterna.
her
Parepu-Rosa.
Mme.
u' Alvarez and other singers who were

!

it.

are introduced to Licina, wife of
Gracchus, young Helius, and a charming lady named Lydia. a lady of free
life who, at an orgy in the palace of
Fannius, objects to bein^ called a plebian, and says to Rutilius:

I

"Characteristics of Singers."

come within a mile of
Possibly those of our French friends
are capable of a philosophic, detached, 'historical' point of view might
enjoy it, but we have our misgivings.
(Oddly enough it was a Frenchman,
Stendhal, who took 'we happy few' for
his favorite motto.)
Those crapulous
Pacifists mustn't

who

We

The remaining chapters are entitled
"Requirements for a Great Career" and

evidently a favored guest, for Nlcolini.
Who had different brands of cigars
Btocked in his cabinet, always took care
that Mr. Klein should have an "Alfred
f
de Rothschild."
Other visitors complained that Nicollni drank a better
Wine at ta.ble and smoked a better |
cigar than were passed to them. Fori
Nicollni had the reputation of being u.4
"near" man; nor was Patti distinguished by her generosity or philan.Uiroplc deeds.
All in all, Mr. Klein's book is valu»ble, being a full record of a remark- »
able singer's life. The reader can easily
make allowances for certain intrusions
of the author's personality; nor need he
be greatly offended by the constant and
rhapsodic eulogy. He intimates that her
flnal "farewell" tour in this country, in
1908,
was a mistake. "To Britons she
was— Indeed, might well be- the same
Inimitable, unchangeable Pattl.
In the
United States— above all, in hard, practical, crlticah blase New York-nothing
short of a miracle could have so bridged
those years of absence that expectation
should be fully realized and leave no
sense of disappointment."
By the way, there are at least nine
references to Adelina's moving and
swaying huge audiences by her singing

"Home, Sweet Home." "To hear Patti,
at any period of her long career, 'In
"Home, Sweet Home," says Mr. Klein—
we bear him sob— was an experience of
which tho most blase musical cynic
never seemed to tire." With this ns'tonishing statement, we leave the author

,

:

ist."

,

:

<\^V»v^ l<
»
cry"?
Mr. Gregory writes a preface of a his
torical nature. In the tragedj' there are
23
among them our old
characters,
friend, Caius Gracchus, Fulvius Flaccus, Livius Drusus. and Caius Fannius.

j

There are many pages about the life
st Craig-y-Nos Castle and what a joyous time Mr. Klein had there. He was

were praised, especially Ruth Mackay,
Beverly Sitgreaves, and Messrs. Selten,
George and Ricciardi.
Apropos of "King Henry the Fifth"
performed by the New Shakespeare
Company in London Oct. ,-4 "The play
is
addressed to Englishmen, and one
must be of English blood to like it all.

of the last three centuries."
What remains after all this t but to tp/ssTKe. bat
in air and cry, "AU up for Mr. Greg

i

a" bitter

I

the conspirators, when Cleopatra ex-r
changes compliments with Antony, we
are uncomfortably conscious of an allEnglish
atmosphere."
Mr.
Gregory
speaks with authority on economics; he
also has "an exquisite and precise sense
of values."
His inspiration 1s that of
Spenser^aShakpapeare, Jon*ftii, Dryden.
not uninfluenced by the refinement of
Pope. "His work is Art. because it is
Truth. It is one of the really notable
contributions to the English literature

Miss McLellan is constructive, as she is
in -the chapter "Interpretation".
She
believes that there are more wonderful
voices now than ever before, but the'
prevalent vocal methods do not bring

marriage to Baron Rolf Cederstrom.
Patti was then nearly 56 years old. Mr.
Klein's biography Is dedicated to him.

type than the authors had
intended him to be. If the ending was
unsatisfactory, the fault was certainly
not with the actor. * • * Miss Viriginia Fox Brooks, a newcome from the
T'nited States, who played the heroine,
disappointed us.
Her emotion in the
final act was absolutely unconvincing,
and more than one English actress could
have p'layed the part much more effectively."
The others in the company

;

The next topics are "Attack and poise
tone" and "consonants", and here

was

I

anachronisms
every page bears evidence of study of classic accuracy."
"Even the master of Avon sometimes
failed in this particular.
When Venus
pleads with Adonis it is a buxum English woman of the middle class who is
entreating an Eton youth; and the scene
is that
of an English middle-counties
countryside. When Brutus confers with

of

Nicolini,

10

:

ceiling."

the tenor.
There is no mention of the fact that the
tenor was already married, with several
children, and that Patti paid a good
Bum to secure her man. Then came,
about a year «.fter, the tenor's death, the
to

: ,

painter, not the advocate; there is "a
note of passionate insistence
on
the
sanctity of Law and on the inevitableness of its ultimate triumph
but this
basic strain i's one of philosophic conviction—not of argument; there are no

fumed handkerchief to be waved back
and forth over the face.'" "Open your
throat as if you would pour a keg of
beer down your throat without swallowing." "Spin the tone as molasses would
trickle out of a can suspended from the

t

:

after

—

—

»

'

j;

elng raised to the hundredth power.
or that she needed a new voice and a
physical - and mental.''
nature,
[>w
robably Mr. Klein, if he read this
riticism, passed it by with a shrug of
the shoulders as ••American."
that Pattl's pronunciation of

1
,

E.

DENNISON.

Notes About Plays New and Old
in England and at Paris
"The Great Lover" was brought out
in London on Oct. 2.
Beerbohm Tree
had hoped to play Jean Paurel. The
part was taken by Maurice Moscovitch,
of whom the Times said: "It is difficult
to think of any English actor who could
play the leading part as well. possibly
because so few of our own players can
act the poseur on the grand scale with
anything like convincing reality. * • •
Mr. Moscovitch makes him a monumental figure, and almost induces the
audience to believe in his sincerity.
Then, with a shock, ono i3 forced to
realize that the man is posing to the
end. It is a tribute to the way in which
Mr. Moscovitch played the part that be
nearly persuaded us that Jean Paurel
.

William
Usher,
Oct. 5,

Heinemann tho book pubwhose sudden death occurred on
was the author of three pub-,
but unacted plays: "The First'
,

llshed
Step," in three acts, in IMS; "Summer'
Moths," In four acts, in 189S, and
"Mary," in three acts, in 1901. His firm
also published many plays by modern
authors, including editions of Plnero,

Haddon Chambers, Hubert Henry Davles,
Maurice Hewlett and W. S.
Maugham.
Leon -Fraple's "La Maternelle," derived from his novel, after having
stayed In the desk of a Parisian mdn
ager for eight years, has been brought
out at the Moncey Theatre. "It is i
trifle musty.
The novel was an inter
esting study of a children's home, but
as a dramatization it lacks drama. The
principal interest in the play—and one
that will doubtless make it a successis sustained by tho troupe of
children,
who play their parts with shrill little
voices, and with evident enjoyment
Several of them are quite remarkable.*
Mile. Sorel has made her reappearance
at the Comedie Francaise, after an ab
sence of several months, in a brilliant
revival of Mussefs "Le Chandelier."
A new farce by Monezy-Eon and Battaille-Henri, produced at La Cigule
Paris, is concocted from stock situations, "with the vicissitudes of a
newly
married couple as a theme handled with
a ribaldry unworthy of the authors.
I
winder how much longer the public
will
tolerate such dreary dirtiness,"
writes the correspondent of the Stage.
"There was not a single new or funny
situation in the play, and I felt really

scrry for the actors."
"Tarzan of the Apes," adapted from
the novel was produced at the Brixton,

London, Oct.

4.

The public taste in things theatrical
seems to change from time to time.'
We used to hear groans and sighs over
the fact that nothing but musical comedy or revue could be found in London.
Today there is greater variety-r-a psychic play at the Comedy, the violence
and horrors of "La Tosca" at the Aldwyeh, and the Grand Gulgnol school
of

playlets

at

the

Little,

up-to-date

problems like a strike play at the Garrick, a play which arouses religious
controversy at the Lyric,~ a legendary
dip into the early years of the Christian era at the New, the romance of
a coral island at the Prince of Wales,
and the passion of the desert at Drury
Lane. That is only a glance over the
playbills at random, but it suggests a
serious note in our theatrical tastes
today— London Daily Chronicle.
The Phoenix Society of London will
revive this season "Venice Preserved,"
"Volpono," "Tho Witch of Edmonton,"
"All for Love,"
and "Bartholomew
Fair."

Notes About Music
Charles Corri of London has courag
He has arranged the score of "Tristan"
!for -an orchestra of perhaps 20 players
when the opera will be performed at

I

i
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»
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'

In 'her 59th year,
Pachmann
said that Vladimir do
great
about to retire owing "to his
In his "Sd year, yet
. »

London

u

He Utnow

the

^ke-up

'*?

before a very
the Pally Telegraph had this
ot the
*»>• "M. Paclimann is one
their
v pianists who never disappoint
He is not a creature of
dienees.
moods are
iods or, at any rate, his
with his
vex allowed to interfere
11

n't

'a

MO

playing.

We

to

IbS£ta one
hut he

^

possessions
of the world's

sometimes too

is

The Daily Tele
Tothe
up by say in,?:

to a little silver screen.

graph sums

It all

A

i

!

sacrificing certain quail-;
the 'granitic' was sacrificed;
rere, If In return we got somothlng that,
s new and diverting and beautiful of
ts kind."
The London critics were not kind to
Hark Hambourg, the pianist. The Dally
Telegraph said he was not wise to
choose Franck's Prelude, Chorale and
Fugue or Beethoven's Waldsteln Sonata
tor a recital. "Ho is above all things a
"popular" pianist— much as the late Mr.

me grudges
aa

1

,

Johnson called on us
now in town for the
diswinter. He was low in his mind,
appointed in men whom he had thought
Saturday: he

of appealing to its
humor. This is, of course, a very valuable asset, for it is clearly no use discoursing metaphysics to a crowd demanding, say. an advance in wages.
But it is still more important for a
pianist to know his limitations."
The

'

and disgust when Eugene offered
and
only a choice between imported
juice.
domestic ginger ale with grape
When I coughed and looked at him
saijV
hard, he laughed coarsely and
old
•I've
cut it all out, Herkimer,
prise

me

_

t0

We

C was
said he

ot

sparing. I suppose, gentlemen,
'you are no supper eaters; a

bread and cheese and small beer
Their false modesty
you take.
and contrary wishes made them feel
awkward and look silly, but they conia

all

When

firmed him in his supposition.

supper time came, the bread and cheese
and small beer appea.ed. They flatbottered themselves, however, that «.
successor
tle of wine would be the
They were deceived; not a drop of
Two or three
wine was brought.
nights made them weary of tnis; and
on one day they announced their inIf so
tention of departing the next.
gentlemen, said the host, I mean to
before
give you a treat this evening
you leave me; and such a treat'. But
anticipate. This put
I do not wish to
them in high spirits; they imagined a
good old port or
with
couple of fowls,
Madeira, would be served up; and they
had highly whetted their fancies with
The evening came,
this supposition.
and with it the tveat. C approached
with a 'Now, gentlemen, you shall have
you will find whether I keep my
it;
word. Here it is. I suppose you have
heard of it? "Tiberius," I can assure
you the best of all my works.* So saybe
ing, he spread his manuscript and

gan to read."

Who Can

Tell?

did the cuckoo

tell me
When Eve

Pray

1

call

tempted Adam.
Did Chanticleer with clarion bawl
That happy morning gladden

f
i

first

,

—

Did squirrels with the serpent play
And puss catch birds that let her?
Were fresh eggs fresher than new-laid
Or speckled ones still better.

,

.

fjfow lengthy

.

was the serpents

"tale"

•And should It have been longer?
Did onions have as strong a smell

As now-a-days, or stronger?

"

,

Mr.' Johnson's

little

m

,

to

knowledged he was partial to a good
supper, and K the same. Of tlu» article

1

,

recommended

consideration a passage in the Diary
Thomas Holcroft. "B" and "K were
of
invited to spend a week at the house
"B acnumberland, the dramatist.

Locklear
bv the camera. Lt.
a hotel roof.
irnding his machine on
mid-air from a maIrving to escape in
Major.
fire, alighting
caught
has
chine which
Mr. Kubelik returned to Botson after,
the roof of
from the airplane on toregaining the;
Times headed Its review, "Beethoven as
an absence of seven years. The public!
an express train, and
rope-ladder.. was reminded of him from time to time
a Hurdle Race":
"Playing which if
machtae by means of a
his feats are
technically so efficient as this can alby accounts of hs life in peace and war;
These and many other of
on the at his castle; by tales about his close
seen
ways find an audience in whose knowl- dizzv enough even when
round, application to composition; nor did his'
centres
edge there are gaps for it to fill. Many
film
whole
screen. The
itof us can never hope to play either the
children escape the eagle eye of the pas-|
the aerial incidents, and theory
order, but the sionate press agent. Yesterday an audiFranck or the Brahms, and yet want to
-elf is of a melodramatic
know how the notes sound when they airman's handling of his machine pro- ence of good size welcomed him.
are all there.
interest.
With Beethoven and
We regret to say that his performance
j
vides ouite sufficient
passing|
he
Chopin, where the technical difficulties
"But the film is of more than concrete! was disappointing. On former visits
in
are not quite so prohibitive, the case is
raises
it
had shown a certain technical profl-j
interest in that
different.
We listen then to learn how Krai a question which Is beginning to ciency rather than an emotional or
world-,
Yesterday his]
a mind more experienced than our own
make itself felt in the filmshown af- highly artistic nature. far
from being
has been impressed by certain data
technical display was
whether pictures ought to be
which are equally accessible to ourprincipal actor con- brilliant,
and his interpretation of[
ter the death of the
was tame
his
own
pre£nt
selves. And here we make the startling
them. At the
JttJ* Spohr's concerto and
cerned
public exhibi- and uninteresting. Spohr's "Song-Scene"
discovery that a human mind can be in
there are films waiting
the presence of the human Beethoven
Rejane, Mme. Gab} is an old-fashioned composition, but
tion In which Mme.
Mr. Robert- played in the grand style as Mme. Norand his most human 'Waldsteln,' and
Thomas, »r.
eslvs Miss Olive xnomas,
Deslys
yet see nothing in it but a hurdle race
of others who m an-Neruda (Lady Halle) performed it
number
Harron and a
or the cutting of a 'record.'
no t to mention others— it held the atWe Bee h^ve died quite recently took part. It _
and commanded respect. Mr.
how easily the distortion of details may
t
7^
»
question to «y wTiere tl «l tontion
s a difficul
ruin the plan of the whole,
c " ° interpretation was sugary and
l.ne should be drawn as to the ex)ubi-k^""
and how
t
Tor Instance, the incredible
tion of such films for nobody .suggesd Ul
pace of
g**Srto3ire understand he has
sem.breve-no," when compared
that they should be barred for all time
with
tnree-is a virtuoso piece withthe mere prestissimo which
and m every circumstance, but it would
Beethoven
The,
raar ked musical distinction.
has written may
ma„ seem
-~
.
.
as much
be indefensible, fVr instance, to put
larger
ement, a Romance, is the best
mov
as one minute of nonsense
upon the screen at present a picture in
does when
wlth its suave melodic outth
compared with two minutes of sense.
whlch Miss Olive Thomas met her f
The composer played it simply and
But there- —
is another
-..-I side
s.uc to it. It may
death by poison, and in the same way fte n wi[n beauty of tone. The chief
g°
hms for us to be shocked
there is a strong feeling that the public
17,.
,
themes of the first Allegro, the onel
our veneration, if it is
ought not to be entertained with aerial nero i c t h e other of a folk tune nature,
unthink?"f °f
which
little
exploits similar to those
a
eV6n if th6y are
naV6 no importance in development,
SSdent"
later Cost Lt. Locklear his life. But in
perhaps Mr. Kubelik was not ln the
who knew her" wrote t0
normal conditions there seems to be
to
the
London Dailv TeIeffraph
He has net grown in ait-soc
vein.
for
preventing
exhit-on
no reason
the
absence; he has not
a
r n
of films merely because arllst* live stature during his
Wes tminster Abbey
.-j
, !7__.
1 maintained
the other
me
^""S
o ther H
his leehnical standard of
day. m Poet's Corner
since died, and one of the great charixes «
^
J came I
ago. If he is to be judged
n
bIet
of the screen is that it will do some- seven years
moriai
?o™
yesterday. Retha?vr,5 arS ha<1 passedwn'ch
thing toward preserving tho art of the b > his performance of
sinc e the!
to iae program,
birth of th
Dirtn
,
added
he
called,
that great lady, Jenny
stage of one generation for t^c help
Lind
„
..
T-iio
second and last recital Is anHis KP.-on.l
andr guidance of the future.
Nov. 28.
.

Invited to pass a.
friends.
ot
at the country house

forward
Mr. Goligbtly, he had looked
visit, tor
in joyous anticipation to the
wellGolightly was reported to liave a
surstocked cellar. "But imagine my

The program read as
afternoon.
Spohr, Concerto No. 8;
follows:
Kubelik, Concerto, No. 1, C major;
Chopin, Ballade in F major for
piano; Paganini, Concerto in Dj

amazing,
-Those exploits are certainly
is the way in
and almost as remarkable was obtained
which a record of them
w seen

*

is

"week-end"

HALE

and the art

true

his

JAMUBELlT

Van Blene was a 'popular' 'cellist—
player who knows the mood of the pub-

Misspent Holiday

Mr Herkimer

meanly"

M

lic

,

plcturegoer of today Ibsen 1.^ author
name like that of any other
appear to
others.-Lon•The Pillars of Society w 11
his pupils over almost all
but
him. it is to be feared, nothing
don Dally Telegraph.
designed^
tedious ^fiim
t'oningsny i.™^ «•*
»»„„„n„i,i>o
fatage.
-The
s
yawn.
Maseheld
pressly to make him
"Three Sailor Songs." from
latest of his soCecil De MUle. in this
"Poems and Ballads."
his
at
again
called super-pictures, is
quite ordinary
old trick of inflating a
Dead
Should
that has
About Film Plays;
story with a cosmic significance
In other
nothing to do with the case.
Actors Be on the Screen?
of a
preachment
words, he makes a
The London Times has this to
takes
two-penny talc; In still others, he
an
was
death
the
too
August
rather
It
S
-Early in
seriously.
Locklear, himself to
are trenounce a in the Times of Lt.
bad. for only a few situation
weight of
airman, who was famous mendous enough to carry the
A,nc
a Amerlcan
tho
The
from one aero- his philosophical sledgehammer.
one, are
is
for his trick of passing
Picture
others, of which this
who
and
'Something _to
plane to another in mid-air,
merely stunted by it.
performing for Think About" is nothing to talk about.had been killed while
Post.
New York Evening"
the films at Los Angeles.
a film
"Last week "The Skwayman, exploits,
s
Locklear
Lt.
of
some
showing
the first
was exhibited in London for system
Under the block booking
Time
before the film
U w ill be a few months
general jjMUfti
is shown to the
feeling that
help
the whole one cannot
that there should be
By PHILIP
t is a good thing
moment it is
his interval, for at the
Jan Kubelik, violinist, assisted by
to
sensation
pleasant
not a particularly
which only
Pierre Augieras, pianist, gave a
watch on the screen exploits
the airman 3
concert in Symphony Hall yesterday
a fev weeks ago caused

that lacked

—

"He
elopement.
in her
bore it like a Stole; and perhaps he was;
which
not sorry to be rid of a treasure
was so difficult to keep." A remarkable
maiu our Mr. Dempster in many ways.
he
He said that at the age of three
hour.
learned the whole alphabet in one
For this and other statements in bis
memoirs, he has been called a liar.

had assisted

interpretation of
for tho superiority in

een written In which they hud no
hare at all. Yesterday he played varlus pleoea of Chopin In his Inimitable
uanncr tthe softness of certain pasages at the close ot the nocturno was,
Imost miraculous), but tothoso who,
.ovea «. Pachmann's
invc known and loved
.^ng the chief interest lay in his:
ladings of other composers' muelc
Beethoven's!
of
interpretation
la
mata ia D minor, for Instance, was a!
for the
both
„ to be remembered
•xquislte chiselling of the detail and
ltl
'or the Mozartlan ease and freshness
icqulred at M. Pachmann's hands. NOj
:les,

ffi h«

al-

Ha Is
refinement.
Uprame In Chopin because these qualiChopin's
of
lea ar» the very marrow
nmUi But no gTcat music has ever
»tion

»™

Aubrey Smith. A. A.
Howard. Mr.

include C.

songs they intended to sing. I have
ways thought that this was one reason

Im to give a performance that was
lnterpreot perfectly finished, nor an

I— ^

Ntoel Playfalr and Leslie
.tor lea
written tho first three
pictures has been
and the work on these

esting '-experiment." and to a certain
extent resembles in system that adopted
by Julius Stockhausen. who. for a somewhit similar purpose, always made his
the
pupils learn by heart the poems ot

known

have never

regret to add, that, living afterwards
Mr. Dempster taught
ln Pisa where
for
polite learning ln the university,
which ho had a good salary, returning
home on day he found that his handsome
wife had run away, and his own scholars

We

to bcen
The Minerva Films.
y
n
formed with the object of "K'"» t>pe
orf
f
from the comic picture-postcard
the
ropri*t«
him which at Present apPThe Rectors
trade name of comedy.

?"

beauty displayed in that manner, in

a country where It was not the fashion,
drew that multitude of Cits about them."

his
to be in the studio in
mornlng.-London
breakfast time every

Mathers. Hurold Munro. W. J. Turner
and Francis Thompson, which he has
set to music, and then Mme. BrtmeJ will
intersting these settings. It Is a very

Albert Hall.
large audience,
In

he aav* a recital

W

had to
water and swim to land,
count ess
jump Into the sea. and to have an4h«Ji
iaventures In the mountains,

niHSter of the art of elocutionary diction, will take part, for the purpose of
giving actuality to his Idea that In the
case of n real song Immortal vers©
that calls far musical expression linding that setting In equal perfection— the
nearer (and still more the singer) must
of necessity nave a previous knowledge
And so Mr. Robertson
of the poem.
will first recite the ptiems by Powys

—

t

.

I
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Had bunnifs hugs and foxes trots
And turnips tops to sit on?
Werj furnished mush-rooms to "S
Or toad-stoois yet

'

"One

Did Paradise

/

r

1

nounced

° ne

but

no Iikeness ever
the * eautv of "er
° f, °J
h6r voice and the
* power
h er 'ncomparable art
in exJi'l"of h»
emotions, which took
4. wr,M
St ° rm ln those far
-o«
days
of L* r
5

I
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fa m e. I call her
advisedly
I"!
,
f0r
h ° USh aCtUa]Iv b °™
mn-H, class,
!
middle
she was one of

"

"^""s.

Lack of training

ayS ° f the world in hei
eariy
re
^' ted ln a certain ab ™Ptnes B of
P CC h
aust erity of man'ner wh=eh mad
t H her rather an alarming
De^nn^
t 3e
th0
who did not know

louthh^

'

,

T*

!

|
-

Kfi':J™

Among

the

new

British films, orie of

is

said

be
founded

'

8

always the nrst
,

to blame
herself ;for her lack of
geniality. Amidst
the peans of praise
showered upon
ene raI Pub,ic n0 dou '°t found
relief
in ,ff
.
in
the story
of some rebuff given to a
mere I on hunter. She had
a horror of
being

h"

lionized.
That same horror and
shjness no doubt caused
retirement from the operatic her earlv
stage and
from the glare of the
Already in her 26th yearfootlights
she was' conmr aUn retirement and w rote to
a.
ft 'i
S
"eaven
save me from contin,i
uin,
to sing when I arn
.-.id and voiceles:; rather will I live
on bread

real

and

the Douglas Marshall
and
nar concert a new feature is Aubyn
to be

the

best

Wooden

Shoes,"

to

"Two
on

novel.

Tho Stcll Company has been at work
on Sax Rohmer's novel, "The Yellow
Claw." The scene of the Underground
Cave of tho Drakon, 120 feet in depth,
is "one of the biggest interiors erect e
it
'in a British studio, but even then
takes up only a small part of the buiidlng, .wh'ch was U3ed for the construction of Nieuport aeroplanes during the
war. The studious so arranged that it
l

be possible- for four or five producers to be at work on different pictures simultaneously, and there^ Is a
lar?e upper gallery, which will be
valuable where double-deck scenes are
will

required."

Whatever Mr. Maude's experiences ot,
Mm work in this country, they are

never Hkelv to excel a hectic iortnightJ
which he spent in Los Angeles, when he}
played the leading part in a film based
on "Peer Gvnt." Under the contract,
their work
the producers had to finish
Mid
under heavy penalty within 14 days,
Ca.iformu
the rest of the film world of
Mr.
it
see
to
stood breathlessly by
\he picMaude could stand the strain. scheduled
the
ture was finished within
fortnight Mr.
time, but- during -the
Indians by!
from
escape
had to

Maude

'

Adam on his hands and knees
His own mind dare not tell her.' I

Sunday afternoon,

Did Eve her hair with honey-comb
C .honey-suckle deck it
Or >,id she grapes and rats condone
Jtf maids more modernistic?
:

Little

Ouida's

winter dress

While

'

.

for

got

fashion?

Look anything more "barren
Than Eve in feminine distress^
With nothing warm to put on.
wax of bees
Were floors made smooth with
Or Whacks from Eve's umbrella

.

r

in

tn

Reading- with bulging eyes
by
tions of costumes w orn

descrip-

Parisian

and low degree, we were
life of
reminded of an incident in the

dames

of high

a

Mr. Thomas Dempster,

Should Adam, had lie lived today,
His likes for Harding quoted.
No doubt the hussy, she would say
"For Cox I'm more devoted."

j

I

A VOTER'S HUSBAND.

|

.-man of re-

i

nowned classical learning who taugi*
"beginning of the
in Paris towards the
in choice
17th century. The story is told
DempMr.
Erythraeus.
Xicius
Latin by
quarrelsome
ster, a Scot by birth, was a
but he
person "he scarce passed a day
or at
fought, either with the sword,
terror of
fisty-cuffs, so that he was the
Obliged to seek
all the schoolmasters."
there an
refuge in England, he found
woman whom he

Boston.

"Wast Book"

;

uncommonly handsome
wedded and took back
day going through the

One
to Paris.
streets of that
to view the finest

wife exposed
neck and the whitest shoulders

city, his

in the
scapulas, nive
world: "nam et pectus ct
oculis expositas
ipsa candidores, omnium
gathered
habebat." So great a crowd
Dempster
Mrs.
and
Mr.
that
her
to see
crushed if they had not

would have been

forced their

way

the World Wags:
"E. S." of Stockton Springs, Me., in
quired about the significance of the
word "Wast" written or printed on the
cover of an ancient account b#ok.
The word probably was originally
"Waste," which was the old-fashioned
name given to the Day Book in which

As
|

house.
into a sheltering

Nowadays
original entries were made.
book is usually called "Scratch
trans
when
that
fact
the
from
Book"
fers are made to the Journal the entry
from
cancellation,^
is scratched over, in
the

X- X. X.

the Day Book.
Boston.

Billiards

London

and Baker?

journalists

are not

all

con-

centrates what they are pleased to
question
call their minds on the Irish
or on strikes. One asks why a billiard
billiards
called
a
marker should .not be
"What is a billiard?" he
marker.
i<= ""d
only in comasks. The sine"' *1

—a

I

True .*>> learned TlfRKn. true
regard* English. But we have the
French "billiard or the form biUart,
in old Cotgraves French-English
ionnrv:: "A
A short and thick trunchtrunch
dictionary
eon or cudgel ; hence, the cudgel in the
billiard,
and,
trap
a
or the
at
play
stick wherewith we touch the ball at
billyards; also a baker-legg'd fellow."
So it seems that in Cotgrave's time
we quote from the edition of 1673
billiard cue was known a* a billiard.
But why "baker-legg*d"? Are bakers
i.lnation.

\
t ach

(

K

.

especially..

,n love,

indecent

why %a
haste'.'

!

I

,

when the two couples

infimafe?

traditional

m

Therc is the
, rse
a figure as the wor thy

I^BE
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'

maninoff has made an elaborate choral

'

'

.

Florent
Bells":
of
"The
Schmitt's symphonic poem "The Haunted Palace," has been praised in Paris:

setting

!

Fashion Note
(From tbo London Daily Telegraph.)
Soft collars have been In vogue at'
Harrow School since 1915. but a notice
now states: "It is expected that starched

I

many

lines of tiia play, as in Mrs. Torrens's defence of Helen.
By the way.
were not lines in this defence omitted;
last night? Does not Mrs. Torrens declare that motherhood is an animal instinct not understood by man?
Does;

collars will be

'j

"He that is
rubs his knees against
saying: "The unhandanother
Here is
some warpings of bow legs and baker
feet." Much later: "Baker's knee as It
is called, or an inclining inwards of

Kev.

who after a brilliant career at the
took
ar and in the House of Commons,
eholv orders and was appointed dean of
tManchester.
)e rt

|

was

HoMSrVery

.!,he

young mechanic.
But facts are not always stubborn
things, and playgoers are not all like
Mr. Gradgrind. That "George Paston"
is 4 a woman might be suspected from!

said
baker-legged,
one another."
It

,

as

—

knock-kneed?

]or

in

possible to keep their secret so

it

wcre

:

necessarily
long ago:

wed abother

.

Was

one of "Mr. Loeffler's bautiful songs is
"To Helen"; there is more than one
piano accompaniment for the recitation
Debussy was supof "The Raven."
posed to be at work on two tfperas
based on tales by Poe. but it is said
that the rumor was unfounded, or at
least he kept no sketches for them.
"Israfel" as a song has tempted Oliver

worn on Sundays."

Monarch and Monkey
Dr. Vidal says

j

,tjiat

political

'

enemies

knowing
of King Alexander of Greece,
pet,
that Tatos was the King's favorite
Inoculated the monkey with germs of
would
it
that
hydrophobia in the hope
go mad and bite its -master—which— as

she not enforce her argument by physiological illustrations and bring in the
case of the fecund salmon?
The play was well acted. Miss Roach
the right knee-joint until it closely reFtampton withij little Benny says in the Travele*V-it did.
sembles the right side of a letter K, played the part of Mrs.
fine
gradations of sentiment and emo-J
Is the almost certain penalty of habituYears ago we read a story by some
tion. In the scenes when she feared disFrench author of a similarly diabolical
ally bearing any burden of bulk in the
nor*
covery,
over-wrought,
she
was
not
on a
trick, played with deadly results
right hand." Does this deformity come
in her portrayal of anxious and joyous
whole village. Is the story to be found
today from "the constrained position motherhood did
she fall into sentiby
tales
fantastical
of
volume
knead
bread?"
(bakers)
in
the
in which they
mentalism. Worthy of praise also were
Erckmann-Chatrian? One story in that
Strange to say "baker-kneed" also the impersonations of the nurse, Frampmemory:
the
in
horrid
collection is still
means effeminate and what was the ton, Mrs. Torrens and Lennard by Miss
|the story of the spider-crab.
connection between "biUart" and baker- Storm. Mr. Clive, Miss Wheatley and
The inoculation of the monkey, if it
.egged?
Mr. Warburton. A play that was worth
lever took place, brings to mind many
bringing out in spite of its inherent imtales of Italian vengeance dear to Elizaprobabilities: a play that was acted in
bethan dramatists': the poisoned torch,
glove, bouquet, pommel, legboots, helmet. What does Lightborn say to young
By PHILIP HALE
Mortimer in Marlowe's "Edward the
BOPLBY THEATRE — First performrecently
j Second"?
The Army and Navy Journal
jice in Boston of "Nobody's Daughter,"
I "I learned in Naples how to poison flowers;
published this paragraph:
a play in four acts, by George Paston
JTo straiiele with a lawn ttarost down the throat:
of the United States
men
and
Officer*
ProTo pierce the windpipe with a needle's point;
Symonds).
(Miss Emily Morse
Or whilst one Is asleep, to take a quill
army will be pleased to learn that a And
duced at Wynham's Theatre. London,
blow a little powder in his ears:
regulations of
uniform
Or open htsTnouth and pour quicksilver down.
the
du
in
change
Gerald
Frampton,
on Sept. 3, 1910.
which author- And yet I Have a braver way than these.''
made
been
has
army
the
BraithMaurier: Mrs. Frampton. Lillian
off
Then there is the old story of the fair
izes' them to wear trousers when
maiden fed on poison that w>s sent as
waite; Col. Torrens, Sydney Valentine;
dl
of
life
a priceless gift to an oriental monarch.
This recalls ah incident in the
Mrs. Torrens, Henrietta Watson; HonChristine
one of the English Phillimores. He was
Rosalie Toller.
ora May.
The Muse's Costumes
a punctilious captain in the navy. AcGrant. Mary Rorke. Played at tho New
customed to obey orders without quesBaird Leonard In the Morning Dally Teltrouseregraph.)
himself
Theatre, New York, on Feb. 13, 19U.
tion, he once presented
Having
An editorial in a recent issue of "The
Frampton, A. E. Anson; Mrs. Frampton,
less before a co^rt of inquiry.
E.
Torrens.
the propriety and
discussing
Maxwell-Sonover;
^Bodleian"
regTheresa
been sternly rebuked, he quoted the
Torrens. Harriet Otis
complacency of th^ Victorian age sugM Holland: Mrs.
ulations:
GayPamela
Honora.
gested that even ^"ennyson's Muse wore
Dellenbaugh;
"Officers attending courts martial are
crinoline. This opens up an Interesting
and
thorne: Christine. Helen Reimer.
to wear tall coat* with epaulette*
train of thought. If Lord Alfred's Muse
gold laced trousers, but at courts of In-,
wore crinoline, surely the mythical ladies
qulry only frock coats and swords are
who waited up* other bards must have
to be worn."
been garbed in accordance with their
wT,"?^-.
Whatever the
several temperaments.
<«
^V^p.on.-.V.V.-.7V.V.V.V f. K
Haunted Porcelain
texture of Wordswortn's Muse's "gown,
;
Tores* Holroyd
houses*
haunted
ghosts,
j 1M w ,-.*
We believe In
She is certain never to have left home
t*"™
:::::::: f£J\ #22
fe;
without her rubbers and an umbrella. By
second sight, signs and omens, but we
the same token. Pope's fair assistant
The
S.
teeth.
(Mrs. E.
draw the line at haunted
In London "Rachel Penn
wore tailored taffeta and that of the
DaughO'Donnell's
Willard) wrote that "Nobody'*
Is told. In Mr. Elliot
story
Cavalier poets the palest shades of orplot
same
the
fundamentally
had
ter"
gandie. Browning's lyrical aide went clad
new volume. "More Haunted Houses in
Kendal
as a play she submitted to Mrs.
in amber satin extravagantly en train;
of the basil
London." This ghost took pleasure in
In 1901; that it formed part
Byron's In crimson crepe meteor; LongStory." proLove
teeth^some
Mslone's
false
"John
of
set
In
a
her
itself
hiding
of
fellow's In white muslin with a blue sash.
had killed the
duced In London early in 1908.
of which, swallowed
Rajabow chiffons served ifor the Muses
In New York, N. L M. Bogert, in a
wearer. "The remainder of the set had
Milton's Muse
of Keats and Shelley.
choke
to
pretending
of
habit
a playful
trailed cloud* of black velvet, and Swinletter to the Tribune, protested against
gettlnr,or
dreams,
their
In
peopU
bathing suit.
one-piece
a
a
wore
burne's
the critic's commendation, asked how
perched on their plate at meal time*.
woman <>n the stage could Jest or even
s
victim
their
haunt
to
continued
They
And a Bit of a Critic
talk with a mnn concerning u lapse from
they
flat in Knlghtsbridge long after
virtue, and ended by BS^ying In a line
Mr. A. P. SInott. if he tells the truth
melted down."
and
sold
been
had
there
temptation
world
of
"in
a
burst:
In his book "Tennysrtm as Occultist."
is need, especially by the young, of In- jj
just published, has recently discussed
School
Aromatic
The
fluences that brace up virtue rather
Tennyson's attitude toward reincarna»
On the new cidl of palutlug "picture* to
tion with the poet himself, who is now
than break it dowh."
•uireest imaUs.
In London the play was said to point
"on a Mgher "plane" possibly a JackKtirh ciiot perpetually *nl~eo—
It appears that In successive
plane.
a moral: If the conventions 'ure defled,
With that Inquiring nasal lift '
Omar
"Virgil,
when
giftfooted:
be
canine
day
must
some
nature's
live* our Alffed was
the bill
8us>c<*'laB
Ami (lanced among the <lt»be«.
Khayyam, Dante and Spenser before
a man or a woman with a dread secret
any
than
greater
he culminated as a
marries, it is better to share that secret
Their hostess, inwardly perple»ed.
of these Tennyson." All the nuts do
betimes with the one to be a life-partAnd outwardly uo Utile vexed.
not come from Brazil.
A mnlil's unwilling ear annexed.
A solemn If platitudinous surar, r
With. "Jane. Iiow 'bigli' the nsu Is!*
inlng up.
"It Is I That"
marriage,
her
before
Mrs. Frampton,
But presently the diners all
Wiade In company with Col. Torrens.
Their gWnces focussrd on the wall
As the World Wags:
enthral
mijht
This
Where linni: a daub that
[then a young fellow, a mistake.
Both forms, "It is I who am at fault"
A mastiff. Tauten w> differ
was 20 years before she had met Frampand "It is J who is at fault" are cortrained
nicely
were
She and Torrens had been wildly
Iton.
guests
though
lire
Thai
rect, but express different meanings.
They glowered while their host eiplalued,
In love, and there was a lorblddln!<
The former, which should be punctuscene, obtained
farmyard
was
It
n
mistake
the
kuardian. The result of
ated "It is I, who am at fault" means
l"rom Dauber Odorwliniffer.
Krsj Honora. wha when the play opens f
"the person In question is I, who (by
--A. W. in the London Daily Chronicle.
The latter means
Honora had \
i< a taurdy girl of 19 years.
II the way) am at fault."
rigidly
[been handed over to an old and
"the person who is at fault Is L"
Sportsman and Scholar
E. H. C.
pious nurse, ChrlBllne. Torrens went to
Newton.
'
x
A memorial tablet for Henry William
India and found a rich wife. His sweetYet the fussy person would prefer
N.
Warwick,
at
unveiled
was
Herbert
"who" in
truly
instead
of
Iheart married a rich man horn she
"the person that"
I loved.
tho last sentence. Ed.
T. Sportsmen, remembering his books
;

i

'
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.
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outFor 19 years Honora's companions be- dealing with horses, hounds and
door life, written under the name of
onged to the working class. Her parents—she believes "she is an orphan-- "Frank Forester," were present on the
wish her condition to be raised: but ajj*
ZM There was a presentation speech by
tells her "uncle " and "aunt" that
Mr. tl W. Smith of Worcester, the presloves one Lennard, a mechanic, who htr.
ident of the Frank Forester Society of
been offered a good position in AustraAmerica; there was a pageant, the proThey, with the nurse, strongly oblia.
gram also included a fox hunt and ball.
(Ject. Mrs. Frampton. childless, consents
Nothing was said In the newspaper
to take the girl home as an adopted
Frampton, bring of an Inquisi- reports about Herbert's scholarly atniece.
An Englishman py birth, he
talnments.
tive turn of mind, searches for Honora's
at
unknown relatives. He begins to suspect studied at Eton and was graduated
Cambridge, a prizeman
College,
Cains
What his wife Is keeping a secret from
taught
he
years
eight
For
scholar.
and
him.
dawns
on
thing. At last the truth
Here is the "scene a faire." He rages Greek in a classical academy In New
York. His translation bf "Prometheus;
against his wife and Torrens— the famiFettered" and "Agamemnon" of Aeschylies are intimate not knowing that Honlus. dedicated to Edward Everett, was
ora Is a witness to the row. Mrs. Tor(Mass.) by
published
at Cambridge
atrena, who had suspected the truth,
tempts t» make peace. The affair hap- John Bartlett In 1849. Th« translation,
arc
introduction
pened so long ago. Frampton reproaches Oedicatory letter and
well worth reading.
Ills wife for allowing the child to live
"Frank Forester" was a voluminous
the rough life of a poor girl, and for dewriter, the author of novels; four or five
Iceiving him. Mrs. Torrens accuses him
poems; the translator of
(of taking the man's view. Was not his histories;
novels by Eugene Sue and Alexander
wife's conduct inspired by her deep love
It
matter.
books about sports. He
settles
the
many
Dumas;
for him? Honora
was a frequent contributor to magalis better for thorn all that she should go
|to Australia with lennard.
zines and originated and edited for two
vcars the American Monthly Magazine
This ,waa the seventh play of George
Prof. C. C. Felton of Harvard paid a
jtasron, known favorably to Huston thehandsome tribute to his ability and
ntre goers as the author of "Clothes
versatility when he reviewed his transand the Woman," which was her seclation of Aeschylus in the North Ameriond, and perhaps by certain novels..
Herbert
can Review (Vol. LXIX).
His father was
killed himself In 1S58.
I
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MUSIC

BY POE'S STORY
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j
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symphonic poem to follow Poe's
step by step; but rather to express the prevailing mood of the marvelous story.
The two chief themes
misht be entitled Roderick and Madeline; Edmund Clarence Stedman raised
j
question whether "The Fall of the
House of Usher" with the inclusion of
"The Haunted Palace" was not written as a musician might compose co-'
natas. to develop the utmost value of'
the lyrical themes. "The prose of his |
(Poe's) romances at the most intense
pitch seems to feel ah insufficiency, and
summons music and allegory to supin his

tale

'

I

plement

work."

its

will be

It

Usher

in

dirges

will

remembered that Roderick

story improvised wildly
on the guitar. It is hardly necessary,
to say that Mr. Hill is not so literal'as to add this Instrument to his orchestra. "His (Usher's) long improvised
the

my

ring forever in
other things, I hold

Amony

ears.

painfully

mind a certain singular pervesion

in

and amplification of the wild
last waltz of Von Weber."
us

remember

this waltz,

air" of the

Many

known

of
also as,

"Weber's Last Thought.", It was In.
bound volumes with Pergbo's "Bird";,
waltz.
Beethoven's
"Dream" waltz.
d'Albert's "Sultan's" polka and other
popular pieces in the sixties. But Weber never wrote the waltz attributed to
him. The ^composer was C. G. Reissiger, who happened to play it to Weber's wife in
Dresden shortly before
her husband went to London, where he
died. She asked Relssiger to give her
a copy. He wrote it out, and as il was

found

was

among Weber's manuscripts

ft

attributed to him, until, and even

after. Reissiger denied
in letters to the pres."

his

authorship

Mme

Stanley Is not
itranger in BosShe took the pirt of the heroine
in 'The Jewels of the Madonna" at the
Boston Opera House in March 1914; she
afterwards san« here In concert with
Harold Bauer and in recital; she was
Mr. Lnparra's companion when he .gave
a concert of his Spanish music in
Symphonay Hall. Mendelssohn's con*
certaria has not been heard- lie re at a,
Symphony concert within our recollection.
It was composed to order for the,
Philharmonic Society of London and
first sung there by Mme Caradori-Allan,
who visited Boston in 1837, gave four
concerts here in December and sang at
two performances of "The Messiah"
with the Handel and Hayden. She was
described as a beautiful woman, whose
voice was remarkably, sweet and pure,
whose vocal art was Unimpeachable.
She shone In concert rather than in
opera.
In
the scene
from Tschaikowsk's opera based on Poushkin's
romance in verse. Tatiana jvrltes to
Eugene, the blase Byroni dandy from
the city, pouring out her passion. Having received the letter, Eugene gave her'-'
cool and cynical advice. Years
afterwards he met her wedded and a brilton.

i

1

|
1

liant figure in society.
He made
to her. but she would.not listen

love

Arthur Bodanzky's orchestra

Mr.

New York

in'

"National."
Out of nearly 100 names of players we
find three or four surnames that are
calls

itself

the

American.

]

|

Kelley.
and Edgar Stillman
"Eldorado" has also fired musical amA complete catalogue of music
inspired by Poe would be interesting.
Mr. Hill, of course, has not attempted

King

bition.

By PHILIP

HALE

symphony concerts this week
should be of marked interest. Edward
The

Burlingame Hill's symphonic poem,
"The Fall of the House of Usher" will
be performed for the first time; the
symphony will be Schumann's romantic one in D minor; Mme. Helen Stanley
will sing Mendelssohn's "Infelice" and
rlTatiana's letter from Tschaikowsky's
opera "Eugene Onlegen"; the demaining orchestral piece will be "Leonora"
overture No.

3.

Poe have attracted
sevral ecomposers. Josef Holbrooke has
symphonic poems
for
subjects
chosen as

Poms and

tales of

"The Raven." "Ulalume." "The Masque
the Red Death."' "The Bells" and
written a dramatic choral symphony,
"Homage to Poe"; settings of "The
Haunted Palace," "Hymn." "The City

of

in

'

the Sea." "The. Valley Nls,"

RacJ*

Horse Chestnuts

Now

horse chestnuts are not
needed in England for making munitions boys are playing "conkers" with
them, for the seasons have their games.
The question has again arisen, why
"horse" chestnut? Is "horse" here used
as with names of many plants and
fruits to denote a large, strong, coarse
kind? Or should we believe the statement in old Gerarde's "Herbal"; "called
in English Horse Chestnut; for that the
people of the East countries do with the
fruit thereof cure their horses of the
and such like diseases"?
cough
Thistleton Dyer, in his "Folk-Lore of
Plants" takes the latter view: "The
horse chestnut, because used in Turkey for horses that are broken or
touched In the wind." He quotes one
Parkinson in support of this statement.
We have read elsewhere that the Arabs
of the desert used to grind the nut* for
mixing with food if a broken-winded
horse was to be treated. Mr. Herkimer
Johnson, having consulted his notes,
kindlv informs us that the horse chestnut was introduced to England from
Persia about 1683; but John Evelyn In
his ".Sylva" (1664) spoke of its "glorious flower" and John Gerarde's "Herthat

.

bal"

.

.

was published

«

r

1

11

W

Emerson's Opinion (1841)
R
dear for his
"The President hns paid
coat
It has commonly
"Verdi wrote the opera 'Aida.' and White House.
best of his
Parepn sang It for the first time. "-Mr. him all his Pen" and the
To preserve for a>
Peter MaoQiieen in The Boston Herald manly attributes.
an appear-

9
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t

time so conspicuous
"hor
content lo l
before the world, he is
ance
Doc.
on
Cairo
masters, v. ho
"Alda" was produced at
eat dust before the real
took
hrone.
1871.
Mma. PoMoni-Anastasi
stand erect behi nd the t
the port of Aida. Mme. Gross! that of
That Act Drop
Amneris.

HK^vtn

England at
nrrMkra tlon was employed
Wo have never

**ff
n*
"

vam

hta«
v.i
1
Nf**

tor

>at

n

^

i

I

but It
"f, slc j or boiled,
mten In
h"!' Hiev axe sometimes
reflshennan
old
As an

^,w^
Jery

*o

little

won

M

t

divert their minds, London journalare debating the question whether
ono should say "deskfuls" or "desks
full." It appears that Mr. E. F. Benson,
quotins Browning's estimate of the

'

wrote
of lyrics he had written,
"deskfuls." One of the disputants says

number

it
round about Northampton," and then
his
was not eaten by tlje farmer andman.
hired
German
the
bv
wire, but

Mr. Billings has seen more pie in westin
ern iumber camps in one month than
Massachusetts in more than 20 years.
Vie also speaks of a breakfast food of

I

Conway

in

boarded

at

this

what one

room behind the

pie was served for breakfast in
houses, as it is today on Cape
l*Cod; so Mr. Herkimer Johnson assures
If Mr. Billings's opinion is to be
us.

And
many

I

pertinent

person

that

said

to

j

I
I

As the World Wags:
Mr. William

Gill's letter

was

i

i

Dennis, who was then
set.
of Vanitie, began tacking
leeward and Resolute followed suit.
After that, in practically all the races
excepting in very strong winds, both
sloops almost invariably tacked to leeward.
in
to

leg that there

|

!

I

|

Concerning Mr. Hodge
Typographical errors are exceedinglv
•are. of course, and yet who can help
worrying for fear that some day a compositor will become confused while set:ing up the new William Hodge slogan
—"Holds His Audience in the Hollow of
'tis Hand," and get an "ea" for an "an"
N. Y. Times.
in the last word?
\

g

brother

i

was considerable doubt,

with the wind failing, whether the race
could be finished inside of the time
In order to avoid another race,
limit.
therefore. Adams decided to cover the
distance in as short time as possible.
In this race Shamrock also tacked to
leew'ard, but as it was the first time
she had done so and as it had not been
tried out in England to any great extent, it waa not accomplished successHow both sloops tacked to leefully.
ward is shown very clearly on the chart
of ths last race as given on page 42 of
the September number of the Rudder,
and my friend tells me that Adams's
work on this occasion was the finest
bit of tackirig to leeward he had ever
F. A. FENGER.
seen.
Rum G agger farm.

work, unconventional

the book, says:

.

of
"Formal and elaborate biographies
8
not
actors are apt to be
When H-r
spiring kind of literature.
seemed to those who
Dert Tree died, it
biography
new him best that of such a the subto be
he would not have cared
need
clear
a
however,
There was.
let*.
distinguished h.mthat one who had »o
himself

•

had been In
self in his art, and
unusual
^interesting a character and OK the

unrecorded.
a figure, should not go
a man of much
stage as'on it. he was
irnpress-'
many-sided,
He was
varirt'v
very different
in* different people in
that perhaps
wfys And it has seemed the only adeindeed.,

52 best.

•

Perhaps,
quate book about him
the- views or
is, comprising
this
book as
had good opsome different people who
him.
nortunities for observing
reading
Mr Walklev of the Times,
that formal
th* introduction, admits of acton are
and elaborate blograpn.es
inspiring klncl ot
apt to be not the most
late
"1 ance confessed to the
li era lure
would as soon
Mi H D. Traill that I
thai
"ad books of ^tomoto^.
Same thing.
acidulated wit replied,

*

his

2*S?JJ

:

J^d

iS

half

the

verbal
been)

Tree's

father,

the

Memel, was

at

born

gives

L^uaman

German and Dutch and
extraction. The

j

more

fills

contribution
Max
book.

Tadv Tree's
than

and "Silence," and|
Yet composers have
have

^

t^,™

HALE

in

Max

by

of

Beerboom.

Poe himself said: "Give musical exany undue decision, imbue it
and
with any very determinate tone,
you deprive it at once of its ethereal, its
charessential
ideal, its intrinsic and
and
It now becomes a tangible
acter.

He became

«*

p. n b-lish

^~g«J£*fft
"The
Sginnot goHewent
on
agSKSSfS;
W
Maud

British subject

pression

\

"keynote of
Sitage says that the

The

this delightful

„

to translate
They
tonal.

into
greatly daring.

music

Adams tacked to leeward all the way
home making good gains over Shamrock. In all probability he would have f
beaten Shamrock had he held straight j
for ;the finish, but so much time hadf
been consumed during the windward

Wain wright

scrim
b second iu
^showed a

ensray^l

tempted

been

however — windward and leeward — in
which Resolute won the America cup,

I

his elever.

performance of
a

execution." is struck
design, admirable in
Beerbohm. who in introducing

is

"Shadow"
prose
in certain tales.

In most of the international races
Resolute ran straight before the wind
with her spinnaker set, hoping, and not
In vain, that Shamrock would follow
Adams did this because Shamsuit.
rock was supposed to be faster than
Resolute in reaching. In the last race,

interest-

is doing commendable w ork
on the screen, so are the venerable
Charles Kent and Charles Stevenson.
Uapubtless there are others of the memorabfct stock days whom I do not quite
Of the youngest and latest com*j recall.
pany, we still have Marie Burress, H. G.
Lowedale, E. E. Rose and Sydney
MARION H. BRAZIER.
Booth.
Boston.

command

criticizing for

was Max Beerbohm, who,

sudden attack of tonsilitis.
colHenley says in the preface to his
"After Keats
lection of English lyrics:
hear
we
there is no fresh note until
subtle,
ftom over the Atlantic, the artful, Music
New
the
Poe;
of
song
irres-istlble
torwhich none that has heard it can
Poe was
get " It is a question whether
poems, even
ever more musical in his
than in his
in "The Haunted Palace,"

spinnaker

O'Leary and her sister, Agnes
Acres, retired from stage work long ago
and now reside in New York city. Marie

and

e'esire

<

"Tristan;
Prelude and Love-Death from
D
and Isolde"; Schumann, Symphony,
Wagner's music was
minor. No. 4.
should
substituted for two arias which
Stanley.
have been sung by Mme. Helen
by a
She was prevented from singing

In 1914, during the trial races. Resolute
started by running before the wind with

:

the block

By PHILIP

of tacking to leeward.

'

;

(first

Reviews by London critics of "Herbert!
Beerbohm Tree: Some memories of him,
Beerand of his art, collected by Max
the
bohm" (Hutchinson, 21s. net), whet
^e way, ft
to read the book, i:.-

larger

several races in this manner before
the other schooners got on to the trick

I

,

|riam

,

the

won

I

I

ait

of

|

,

him:

—

racing

]

ing so far as it went, but let me add
that several other members of the old
Museum company are very much alive
A today. Josie Orton is a resident of New
Ada Gilman is still in harness,
I York;
doing character hits; George Schiller
land Charles Abbe are quite active. MiI

the

and main boom to port. When Elmina rounded the buoy, Dennife headed
up for Newport on the port tack. Atj
this, any of the yachtsmen who were
watching, thought that Dennis* had given
up the race, as he was so far behind.
After running on this tack for some
time, Elmina was jibed over on the
starboard tack and in due course crossed
the finish line ahead of Queen. Dennis

The Old Museum Company
"

"Fountains of
Rasphigi,
Strauss.
time in Boston)
"Till Eulenspiegel's Merry Pranks."

Rome,"

.

set

"Why. Mr. Emerson, do you eat pie for!
To which the sage anbreakfast?"
swered with Spartan brevity: "What's
fear that Mr. Billings in
We
for?"
pie
the seventies and eighties did not visit
the houses of good providers.

I

;

formance)

;

believed, what becomes of Ralph Waldo
Emerson's memorable reply to the im-

I

which

tonight.

be no concerts nextj*eek.

will

The program of Nov. 5, 6, will T>e as
follows. Brahms, Symphony in E minor.
No. 4 Strube, Four Preludes (first per-

Dennis, it seems, used this
SymThe fourth concert of the Boston
method for the first time, or at least
Orchestra, Mr. Monteux. conducphony
schooner
the
sailed
he
revived it, when
yesterday afternoon in
Elmina against Queen, which was ad- tor, took place
was as
mittedly the faster boat. Upon one oc- Symphony Hall. The program
casion "when Queen was leading and follows:
Beethoven, Leonora Overture,
had rounded the Block island bell buoy
House of
Hill, "The Fall of the
she laid her course direct for second No. 3;
Wagner,
performance)
spinnaker
(first
with
Usher"
island,
mark off West

of them.

I

There

the Saturday Review, a
have
Beerbohm Tree, remarked: "I
who once was an actor."

Capt.

office; there],

was no shabby, cowardly concealment

in

more clearly disclosed.
The concert will be repeated

In a Highland village,
proportion of its manuted an amazing
memorial
hood to war service, a striking
the fallen. It conhas been erected to
rough-hewn block of
sists of a large
On the only smooth side Ofl
granite

yachts.

j

little

of the after-guard of Resolute

be used in

at

We

then. There was no talk of too much]
protein or digging one's grave with
one's teeth. O joyous days, gone for-,
old-fashioned
It was a good,
ever!
tavern, where the butcher played bill-;
iards every night, wherfe there were
farmers astonishingly skilful at checkThe bottles of strong waters werei
ers.

a

is

has to say concerning the
tacking or beating -to leeward came to

The
the village tavern.
breakfasts invariably consisted of beefof]
kinds
two
least
at
doughnuts,
steak,
pie and other articles. We were young

in

but the two middle movements are the
ones in which the genius of Schumann

has (J
reticence of the inscription
commended totdignity which may be
now devising wart
people who are
That Highland glen lostl
memorials.
battle-|
most of its young men on the
field-London Daily Chronicle.

j

way

(of

was "tutored"

commonwealth.

The first movement and. the
lyricism.
finale were played in true virtuoso spirit,

The

Dr. Crockett first brought up this
question in regard to the international,
races, it may be of interest to hear

As

New Eng-

suspended from Yale for a term

which contrib-

ago.

the seventies and
land as buckwheat cakes and syrup,
"especially toothsome." This depended
on the season; pie went through the
In the early seventies we were
year.
course, unjustly) and

.

Noble

ward, but I've seen mighty little of it
hereabouts fer th' last 16 months." Later
in the day Dr. Robert Swift, who at an
early age beveled his feet to the crown
of the rolling deck, corroborated my
statement in Tile Herald some time

England
that "pie is an essential New
breakfast food." He never saw pie for
country
the
"in
once
breakfast but

t

The interpretation of the familiar, but
never too familiar, overture was exceedMr. Monteux gave a
ingly dramatic
fine reading of the "Tristan" music. It
was a pleasure to hear again the symphony of Schumann, with its lovely

i

blow:

eighties in

acknowledge the applause.

Museum Days

JAMES MADrSON CHAPMAN.

.

Pie for Breakfast
Mr. E. C. Billings of Brooklyn, writing
the allegation
to the World, flatiy denies

I

ing book. "Old Boston

'

play to strike
It vtas considered bad
against nut
an opponent's string; nut
was the scientific way.

I

drop
of the painting-the act
"Temple of

Centre Harbor, N. H.
No doubt many have read Kate Ryan's
given
book. Bostonians are not wholly
expression of magnitude. In the nursery over to Mr. Oppenheim's novels and thej.
rhyme. "Baa, baa, black sheep," we find Saturday Evening Post. Britomartis?!
"Three bags full"; and in the New Tes- We at first thought of Britomart, whoj
tament "twelve baskets full." 'This typifies chastity in "The Faery Queen,"
was in
brings up the old question of "spoonfuls.
but we never heard that she
"Being an educated man. the doctor Crete or enjoyed a temple there. Happy \
but
'teaspoonsful.'
to
you
a book
us
that
never directs
!t occurred to
Because he knows thought! to us in our youth, a Classical
to 'teaspoonfuls.'
help
of
take
to
as
of service.)
that you will not be so silly
Dictionary, might still be
two (or more) separate spoons and fill Sure enough. Consulting that invaluable
each one of them; but that you will work we learned that Britomartis was
make the same spoon full the requisite
Cretan nymph, one of Jupiter's innumber of times. Hence the plural is in anumerable daughters. Minos fell in love,
thf filling, not in the spoon.
nine months.
with her and chased her for
"This might apply to desks or it might
self-]
of this game and being a
Tired
have
might
man
one
For while
not.
young woman, she jumped!
enough material to fill his one desk] respecting
reward.)
her
was
Great
sea.
many times, another might have several into the
Deep
Diana turned her into a goddess. Britodesks, each one full."
the opinion that
of
are
thinkers
divinity
martis was originally a Cretan
tho chase;
More About Tacking to Leeward
concerned with the sports of
confounded with
that she was later
As the World Wags:
this is a world of wonHove to in Charlie Hutchinson's the Diana. Truly
Ed.
ders.—
greeted
other day, where Capt. Smith
me with, "Sure, we used to tack to leeReticence

"Cobbly co! Mr first blow.
Put down tout black hat.
And let uie have first smack.

I

title

meant;
it depends on what Browning
whether he referred to a number of
desks full of lyrics or used a vague

,

I

:

The answer is
of expression.
that the tale itself is music, and in
this field Poe is "lonely and Incomparable," as. Swineburne said of Coleridge.
If there is to be adverse criticism,
one might wish away a certain orna^
mentation of figures, filigree, especially
for the wood-wind, that seem on one
hearing incongruous, foreign to the prevailing mood.
The performance was poetic and imThe composer was obliged to
pressive.
felicity

was
at the Boston MuseumdisI
Britomartis. Island of Crete."
broken column, on
tinctly remember the
which a stork had built a -nest. Museum
many of the old
I wonder how
(Mrs..
ha*itues know that Kate Ryan
very intercst-J
Jas. Nolan) has written a

To

i

first

The

Hardy Annual

ists

J

had the

;

As the World Wags:

conkers.
the term
"conCheshire. England,
boys sit
Two
th» de^crihed: riece oftun.
SiHrl. of a log. or on a
down, and the
SS. lay. his chestnut
his chestnut
strikes at It with
?,h
on a string )
iSs an, threaded
alternately till one
T^ey go on striking The unhurt nut is
net splits the other.
new nut is sub"t-on-Tueror of one.- A
Whichever
one.
*tuuied for the split
becomes conehMtout proves victoriouson. The victor
-ercr of two." and so
previous winmdsto his score all theare
often arti"The chestnuts
ninrs
placing them up
ficially hardened by
them in the
the chlmnev or carrying
which has bewarm pocket'- a chestnut
numcome conqueror of a considerable eyes
schoolboys
ber acquires a value in
them to be
and I have frequently known
This
other toys.
sold or exchanged for
cob-cobnut.
game waa also called
-hoblionker.
blety-cuts " "oblionker" or
rhyme
The boy that first repeated this

know

lot
vri

J?

.

A

is

a
vneue recollection of

„

^1

them foreigners

that

.

la

Buckland. "there

Fwik

SS.

K

In

"* ,n troubles

end forever and inevitably the

falling to

trngedy of the last Inmates, does Mr.
Hill cease to be musical.
This tone poem is to us an imaginative work, conceived and carried out In
It does not rival the
the spirit of Poo.
supreme art shown In the construction
Of the tale Itself if It does not Inspire
the same feeling of mysterious horror
If the
musical falls below the verbal

>

of Oct.

,

;

into

e

rt.ek in «8
When
Ho

the,
easily appreciable idea, a thing of
into
earth, 'earthy." Mr. Hill did not fall
symphonic
his
in
attempting
of
the error
poem to follow Poe's marvellous story
first
scene by scene, from the visitor's
view of the house and the tarn to the;

PwheThTWiedbecame

he was 34 he
The Vat*
Eanage.^ of the Haymarket
actor who had
Telegraph says: "For an
t

-

i

was

final tragedy. The composer's aim
in its
to give an impression of the mood
If this music had
terrifing crescendo.

the hearer would not necessarmusicily think of the tale, but the
would suggest the expression of fear, of
wild mental perturbation, of something
tragically sinister; it would hint in the
very beginning at impending doom. This
Mr. Hill has achieved without descendHe has
ing to sensational treatment.
said that he associated the two themes
the
and
Roderick
melancholy
the
with
slowly dying Madeline. In his use of
unhappy'
the
the themes we» recognize
Usher, tortured by the terror, which at
a horrid
first vague, becomes at last
certainty; while the music for the sister,
admirably
expresses
Madeline,
the lady
shadowy
he. ghost-like character; her
apparition, even before she was entombmusical
of
introduction
the
Nor in
ed.
realism, the description of the house.

no

Mr Bernard "Shaw
T '^dVwhT
with,
Too Vehemently, but

title,

|

states father
ubstant^ [ruth, that he

had

to carry

not a light one
a handicap which was
figure whicl
instead of that neutral
anything h.
nn actor can turn Into bulU hke no
peases he was tall and

.position
'

|

of

all

.!

|

'

at

least

evidence

work

is

ability

and Individual

|

»von in

in the front rank.
this, after less than

10.

of

spU
year
hlgr.

force.

meet

Lady Tree, describing her ik. of hi
actor
ing with the young
Sh
lit}.
"gentle, compelling persona
WfcoaBked: Hoi
brother
had a stern
first

^.

r.an

Maud marry him? H"

—

fjrlous opposition

Brbert's friends were
Htatre whether or no

the two Happened to coinrine, as in
Tree's case they notably did with Richard II.. the result was splendid. Mr.
MacCarthy makes a good point about

mself "-had no.
If Tr>
Philadelphia.
seen the play in New York.'ppp weeks
ir.f.i:.-,
he might' not have produced It.
Max add.-?: "It was on the psoceeds of
his production of 'Trilby' in England
was originally Her)
His
(It
that
Majesty's Theatre presently began io
'/'•
rise.
Tree's "vagueness." Max says, was
D"a natural trick of manner cultivated
into a defensive habit, hiding an acute
J
He was unijudgment of character."
worldly "in so far as he lived in an imJaKinary world, unworldly in caring 'little
lor not at all for money,' yet a most
Ro(capable man of the world
Sbust though he was in mind and body,
it was not in sweeping effects that his
The full
pre-eminent.
acting was
I
..strength of his art was In its amazing
'ri delicacy.
His humor .and imagination
J anu his beautiful power for pathos
fllUnd lne ir best expression In ways that
I

my
I

friends: the

I

acted seemed

Una as much as his. I sang my
Eence away; hang, hodse-hunted.

exd>

-

—

j

S

!

'

U

.

.

-

of humor.
"We do not learn much that is new of.
Tree's methods and ambitions. It is nc
surprise to read that he was not exempt
from the common weakness of enjoying
what he-Aid not do best. He was "happy
the whole time that he was acting Hamlet' But one of his finest things seems
to have given him equal pleasure. He
•grew tired less quickly of acting SvenI dare
gall than he did of most parts.
pay because he was never two nights
alike in it, and because he enjoyed the
It was owing. Lady
riotous fun of it.'
that :ie;
thinks, 10
to her
ner entreaties -.nat
he
wee
Tree minus,
rejected Brutus in 'Julius Caesar' and
chose to play Marc Antony, another very

were subtlest." .yKjfc'-v.
It is said of Tree by Louis Parker: "I
believe his ideal of theatrical life would
have been six weeks of strenuous rehearsa! and one performance." with a
reference to the English theatre having
"lost a leader, its dispenser of openhanded hospitality, as you might say,
the head of its household, who splendidly did the honors on great occasions."
Bernard Shaw tells how surprised he
himself wis at the rehearsal. of "Pygmalion" when Mrs. Pat Campbell threw
her velvet slippers' bang in bis face.
tne heart of thx
Thua ne |eads up to .- the
matter the cure for the disease of actor
managership is actor-authorship. The
popular performance. The choice was
Stage describes Mr. Shaw's contribution
Certainly wise.
1
as "obviously mannered and *pose."
H 'Herbert did actually study Marc
Desmond MacCarthy, "who< also has
Antony; spurred to this unusual effort
airs,"
on
put
displayed a tendency to
by Louis Calvert, who urged tradition,
has this passage of "searching critiAnd by me, who thought I knew every
cism": "He was always better In repreIntonation that the part required. But" senting weakness than strength, passivIt all ended In Herbert going his o»n,
ity than resolution, failure, whether of
way, and we. his would-be teachers, hadj the faithful or ignoble kind, than victo acknowledge that in the end his own.
tory.
He was admirable In the expresway was best.' "
sion of that irony which Is the revenge
Lady Tree holds, however, that no;. >f the beaten or the refuge of the helpCjlarnctcr in Shakespeare suited him
He was not a good interpreter of
less.
better khan Wolsey, and her loyal praise
lovers' parts, and he avoided them; but
undiscriminating.
owns
to
She
not
Sfl
he could express an Intimate tenderness
She die"
preferring Irving's Shylock.
extremely well."
not think Macbeth was a part for TreeMr. Courtney notes that Tree was
to, play, and she notes of his perform-}
vnythirig but a "safe" actor. "He was
'The last act demands a soldier.*- L, wavs unexpected, daring, original: he
nn.'. ii
and that Herbert never succeeded in P°r-aRL ften gave one a shock of surprise, wel-

'

1

I

We

,

.

II

W

.

.

.

|

|

1

—
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But

nmld scholars.

amid
Herbert never was uw ducatcd
wits he always shone. What he was in
his own home may be read In every
never had a,
I
line of his wife's *lmv.
:

had the
sorrow, she writes, until
sorrow of Herbert's death. Then- were
troubles, vexations, anxieties, jars and.
frets, shadows or the Borrows of others
I

:

these were as pussing clouds that darkened for tn hour a sunny, glorious life:

but until 1 lost Herbert I never knew a
real sorrow. Only his leaving made me

Epitaph

ful to childhood, a lover of small games:
and simple fun, "absolutely natural and
unaffected, though people who knew
him only a little were inclined to think
the opposite." The turn of the head and
the "Illuminated" look in Mr. Sargefs
drawing "wvre normal to him before
whose mind's eye processions of popes,
Jugglers and sinister servants holding

peacocks in the leash passed eoniinuously to the accompaniment of music
sad, strange or grotesque." His "Herod"
was probably built up like this while he

always aloof."

Max describes his half-brother as
"radiant." a man enviable for his incessant zest. "Nothing ever seemed to
derange for a moment that large,
whoffesomo appetite for life and art.
The gigantic risks c* hia
Majesty's 'Theatre never so far as I
cculd see, caused him to turn a hair.
'Big' Is a word that attaches ItIf in
my mind to so much concernHerbert.
His body was big, and his
g
nature big. and he did so love big
things! Mountains, cathedrals, frescoes,
.

.

.

Bhakeweare. summer skies, Wagnerian
opera -his spacious temperament welOOlBi
everything of that sort. Things
on a small scale, however exquisite,
did not satisfy him.
I doubt whether
even His Majesty's Theatre was quite
big enough necordlng to his standard."
This theatre narrowly escaped nonl

reste.'

first

'Richard

his own notebook:
atheist: "J'y suls. J'y

II.

arrived limp on the

beautiful home Is?' said Tree. He used
to tell an actor's story of a villain who
was to be killed by a shot through the
bars of a window he was forcing. No
shot came, and yet he had to die. He
cried out. 'My God, I have swallowed
the filei' and fell."
These examples of wit are not so

funny, to quote Hannibal known to
Yale students of the seventies, as "to
make a man In the woods, laugh, solitary, alone, by himself."
j

Mr. AValkley of the Times, in his review, sums up as follows:
" 'Let us admit without reserve,' says
Mr. Courtney, 'that Tree as a personality was greater than anything he accomplished.' I agree. Nevertheless, as,
indeed, Mr. Courtney ably shows, he ac-

icle.

The longest speech we have heard on
the stage is Don Carlos's address to the
tomb of Charlemagne in "Hernanl.",*/. *.

"La Maison du Bon Dieu"
Rodolph Darzens treated us to one of
the n-.ost charming comedies I remember having seen in many months by.
producing "La Maison du Bon Dieu,"
by Edmond Fleg. at the Theatre des
Arts. The play marked the opening ot

new

play.

if the circumstances are a
unusual."
"L'Atlannovel,
Benotst's
Pierre
tide." has been dramatized.
Noziere's new play, "Marie Gazelle,"
has been produced at the Montparnasse Theatre. The Paris correspondent of the Stage writes: "Like many
plays by critics, it shows more technical skill than Inspiration, and, as in
most plays written for a star, the ac>
tlon follows her opportunities instead
of the opportunities arising from the
Marie Gazelle is an actress
action.
who has won notoriety as the incarnation of vice since the days when she
a small part at a
first appeared in
music ball. Even as a star she cannot
escape from her reputation. She must
show her legs and appear sensuous,
while In reality she is a kind-hearted
woman, devoted to an adopted daughWhen the girl, jealous of the at- >
ter.
tention the actress received from a
young author, bitterly reproaches her
{or .not having allowed her to go on
the stage also, the woman, who is supposed to be unscrupulous and tigerish,
sacrifices herself and contrives to have
the young author marry her ward. It
Is a made-up play, and contains many
improbabilities, but it furnishes Mile.
Polalre with a novel part, in which
she demonstrates her remarkable dramatic temperament. Her tense, passionate nature has a strath of pathos,
and her voice the soft vlbrance of the
south.
It Is unfortunate that we do
not see her more often on the French
|

from

Welsh coast-he had Just come back
from governing Ireland. He Is an old
b or e_even the grave yawns for him."
Here is a tale of a cabman: Tree got
into the hansom and called up 'Home!'
•Where, slrf said the driver. 'Do you
think I'm going to "tell you where my

in

Silence as a Trappist monk, was making the most of the opportunities which
were left to him.— London Daily Chron-

little

Is said.

for an

modern plays must be theGodfrey TeaHe dethe last scene but one of the
"Garden of Allah." It occupies about
five minutes; and, the elocution being
perfect. It supplies the' first clear idea
of the plot to those of the audience who
have not re_ad Mr. Hitchen's book. A
cynic might say that Boris Androvsky,
having decided to renew his "vows of
flrst

livers in

particularly

"Few men

things,

delight-

It

except

speech which Mr.

in its entirety."

Mr. A. A. Milne said of hia

Is full of Tree's
of our time have had
more epigrams, good and bad. ascribed
Here. In the auto them than Tree.
wit
thentic record. Is evidence that the
acting
of his acting was only, like the
power.
itself, a partial expression of his
We can but string together a few good

The

wit

Irish play

censored in Ireland,

public

—

"The Romantic Age": "Anything may
happen in a wood on Midsummer day.

list.

book.

letter

Notes About Theatrical Events
in England and France

Let us quote Mr. Shaw once more:
"He was always attended in the theatre
by a retinue of persons with no defined
business there, who were yet on the|

salary

been

opinion.
The authorities,
when they intervene, suppress the production altogether, as was recently the
case with Lady Gregory's "Rising of
the Moon." There is no censor of plays
in Ireland.
N. Y. Evening Post.
Victoria Cross will produce at Belfast, on Nov. 1, a new play, dramatized
from her novel, "The Greater Law."
What is the longest speech put into
the mouth of an actor on the stage?
There are expansive soliloquies
in
Shakespeare, though these are not to be
compared with the efforts of some of
the lesser French dramatists. They are
generally cut in acting versions. Easily

by

I)

|

»,

has

are glad to know this. Miss Syevidently revised her play after
II monds
the production in London (1910). when
stated that Mrs. Torrens
Times
the
j
clinched her remarks about motherhood
sacrament but an aniJ not being a holy
1 mal instinct "with various striking phyIncluding one
slologlcal illustrations.
drawn from the reproductive capacity
of the salmon." The Times further said:
"You suspect that Mrs. Torrens has
been getting Into this tremendous form
of hers by speaking at some of the recent woman suffrage meetings."

'

,

I

"Nobody's. Daughter"
have received! the following

seditious

British consumption.
It was suppressed by order of the censor.
in
Ireland, under martial law, such a suppression would at
have been
least
logical.
In England its offensiveness
is such as only the bureaucratic mind
can realize.
Neither "The White-i

for

Headed Boy" nor any other

We

|

sas driving through the streets or car"Miss
rying on a polite conversation.
rlsh Tree tells us that he was not apt
too
senand
lo show his personal side,
lltive to speak of the things that touched
him most. She thought him singularly
truce of his environment,,
I from any
the influence of place or ago or co-

But he was immensely

and we followed the text

Wo

was

I

from Mr. Henry Jeprett:
"In reply to the query in your review
of 'Nobody's Daughter" in The Herald.
•By the way. were eot lines in this defence omitted last nflght? .Does not Mrs.
Ton-ens declare ,thati motherhood is an
animal instinct not understood by man?
Does she not -enforce her arguments by
physiological illustrations and bring in
the case of the fecund salmon'? I hope
you will be interested to learn that no
such omission was made by me. The
manuscript I used in -producing the play
from was sent directly to roe from London by the author. Miss Symonds
(George Paslonl, with tmany directions
and notations in her own handwriting,

read that
traying.
He was a
in
n.uu-.in
cast
I.OOIIII,,
in
fault
iiuii
In
In
ten
ien in
I
He mistrust
B 0r|ned amateur
lng plays and In rejecting plays-he J
Mr. Sha'
technlqu<
about
ta k
has been known to refuse at least four f
part
"His parts
the game tnlng : ..„,„
_ - * .<-- _i-.. had t
of the greatest successes of tho day. J|
and the play
cre his avatars _»
j-i.- Into it „
.
.
Yet in the ordinary affairs of life his
the
deity
of
stand the descent
judgment was very sound. He was exbest It cou$U*'T
traordinarlly practical, too. though the
"One and all," says the Daily Teleunthinking, unknowing called him vague.
graph, "reoord the same general judgHaving learnt or having appeared to
in different words that the man
ment
learn nothing, he could at all events
was greater than anything he ever did.
ip his own profession teach every man
what he did was, all faults adHe knew nothing of books, but thatand
hie trade.
dericiences allowed, fine and
mitted
lie read "Hail to Thee. Blithe Spirit,"
inspiring work: that he gave us many
I
and amusingly said "That's lovely.
fascinating pieces of art. and nobly
wonder who wrote It." Lady Tree promaintained a high tradition of the
its that he read but two novels during
stage.
whole or their miir-ied life "Tess"

acquainted with grief."
Viola Tree writes that he

]

,

.

ADparently this

wants:"

it

remark was considered too dangerous

romantically picturesque, an
enthusiastic artist, a greaX figure, and
the most amiable of men."

'

she sayB not unfairly that

mysterious

versatile,

)

pair.

him-.

sacri-

swer, "That's just what poor old Ireland is wanting^ and we are like England, giving it everything else but what

fire in his belly' of CSafflyle's Ramdass,
the overwhelming effect »f "a natural
force let loose.' This, I cannot but hold,

was denied

great

made, but who refuses
expectations.
At one
moment the hero declares that he wishes
to be "free" and is met with the an-

gift for which I can only use the cant
phrase of' 'personal '.magnetism,' the

1

fWithout Dogma," an odd

gift of the actpr. the

whose advancement

for

fices have been
to live up to

I

preme

1

1

comedy, "The White-Headod Boy,"
has incurred the censors' displeasure,
on its production in London. The theme
of the play Is that of a son upon whom
the family has fixed all its hopes, and
Irish

•

;

.._

He

i

'

.

109
The belief in England that the passing of the war would see the end of the
political censorship has been constantly
queried by the skeptical. Confirmation
of the pessimistic theory that the deother people's
controlling
lights
of
opinions were too precious to be abandoned is- furnished by a recent issue of
It appears that Lenthe Athenaeum.
nox Robinson's entirely non-poRitical

says that Tree 'excelled In impersonating characters who were the
play-actors of their own emotions.'
Richard IL Is such a character, a 'lyri^
cal' character one might perhaps call it,
and I think it was Tree's best Shakespearian part. There are 'lyrical' moments in many great Shakespearian
characters,- and in these moments Tree
was always good, though, outside them,
he might suddenly drop to the ineffectual. That is why I spoke of him, at
the outset, as a 'provoking' actor. You
could never be sure of him. He would
provoke you sometimes negatively by
slurring over some great Shakespearian
moment, because it didn't happen to
interest his imagination, and sometimes
positively, by imaginative, always highly
imaginative, but superfluous additions
and excrescences of 'business* and inYou would^ never
terpolated tableau.
have minded if he had had the one suthis.

'

fed clothes, collected furniture, read
Buttle, laughed incessantly had a Wily
mbit of pirouetting through life. I write
what I did, or rather did not do. on
Brpose to acquit myself of any claim
m. all that Herbert was quietly achievKg. 'You take things too lightly' was
Jub gentle comment, his severest reKoof. But he marvelled at the unconquerable rebound of what I called my
jpBlarubber ball of a heart."
We quote further from the wife's story
reviewed in the Daily Telegraph:
•The only troubles seem to have been
OV«r parts which Lady Tree wanted to
lay but was denied, and we are permitted to guess that In the 'wailing and
gnashing of teeth' there was a good deal

1

1

,

|

!

1

She is an original artist."
Gladys Morris, for some seasons a favorite with the Copley Theatre audiences, is playing the Princess Orlani in
"La Tosca" at the Aldwych, London.
We are told that she is the understudy
stage.

complished a good deal, and he accomplished it on the big scale and In the
grand style. He was always, to borrow
a phrase from one of Byron's letters,
for Ethel Irving, who takes the part of
'magnoperating.'
Even his melodrathe heroine.
matic excursions -- his Svengali, his
Mr. Bernard Shaw, having been asked
Fagin, bis Captain Swift, his Macari
for his views on this method of presentj
were Immense.' In Shakespeare he carried on the tradition of magnificence in.'
lng Shakespeare with strict continuity
|
stituted at the Lyceum. After Irving's
1 of scenes and text, has written a letter
death he was the acknowledged head of
to Mr. Bouchier In which he says: '"I
went down to Stratford last Easter and
his profession. Like Irving, he was an
saw the six productions religiously
idiosyncratic actor, playing with his
through. They removed the last doubt
own temperament and his own imaginafrom my mind that the secret of making
tion, which was, of necessity, not alShakespeare a popular playwright Inways the dramatist's imagination. Evstead of the Intolerable bore he has been
ery great actor, it may be said, plays
since Garrlck's time. Is to play him exwith his own Imagination. Yes, but this
must be controlled and shaped by the y\\ actly as he wrote—that Is. like a kinema
short
f
play with continual change of
itist's, not substituted for it. When
between
|| scenes and the utmost contrast
i

second season of the Corporativjt
Auteurs, the authors" commonwealth society that -did so well last
year with such memorable performances as Francois de Curel's "L'Ame
en Folle," Lenormand's -"Les Rates,"
etc. I must admit that I went to the
premiere of "La Maison du Bon Dieu"
with misgivings. What I knew of the
1

the

des

author's fosme'r work did not attract
me and the title of the new play and
the knowledge that it dealt with the
war made me rather fear a hostile or
Well, besatirical attack on religion.
fore the end of the lirst act I wis fully
before
garden
little
sunny
won. In the
her quaint Alsatian cottage (the scene
•was designed by Hansi. the famous Al-

;

,

|

j

Mme. Brion and her
artist)
daughter Fabienne await the three ofsatian

the are to billet. (We
ficers
In the portion of» Alsace reoccupied

whom

are

by

j

the French troops.) Mother and daughter are devout Roman Catholics, and
their house is really "the house of God"
Fabienne has
as the title suggests.
fallen in love with Jean Cles, whom
and whojj
hospital,
she nursed at the
now is convalescent, out Jean is .in
,

to convert him.
to propose she
Intimates that she could not bring herconvictions
self to marry a man whose
were so opposite to her own. They separrive, one
officers
the
three
and
arate
after another.
one al
priest,
Catholic
And lo. one is a
Protestant minister, and the third a l
Rabbi, all three army chaplains. TheyT
are shown to their rooms, and a troupe
an
of little Alsatian •children, led by

atheist. Fabienne tries
and when he is about

.

|<

I

surenade them
The three winheads apkindly
three
the
open,
dows
pear, and the picture as the curtain
act we
second
falls is charming. In the
find the three chaplains living together
Over their dinner
In perfect harmony.
thev jest and talk philosophy with such
humanity that
such
and
humor
kindly
soldier, come to
with old French songs.

Arab

j

|
t

I
I
J
j

j
the scene literally carries the house, ft 1
whimsical, and beau- |
is admirably true,
and written v. ith infinite tact. !"
tiful
Often I thought of The Passing of the
Third Floor Back." The throe kindly t
.ouls try to convert Jean, but they are
called away, and Jean, who is leaving
for the front the next day, finds himself
alone with Fabienne. whom he has!
avoided for weeks. Very simply thoy sav'j
farewell, but the sound of the gunV
draws them together into each other's
rms.
The. chaplains ar e her rifted thej
'

1

1

:

Mnday afternoon, when Stuart
of the N'ew F.ngland Conservatory of Music will conduct.
under-'
stand that the program will Include

1

next

10

ire plvcn

:i

central place in th

Br. DousIm Mirshall sang the songs;
ara'l*o wrote the manifesto, and
ihtu Mine. Adey Brunei should
was
eong
the
before
poem
each
recite
sung. The song, flte Interpretation and
the
the theory were all submitted to
judgment of the audience with a frankness which deserves the response of
he

sympathetic attention.

The

theory, like

of art, seemed to us a
laid stress on an idea
which has been recurring to literaryminded musicians constantly for the last
art
300 venrs, at least— namely, that the
requires
of adding music to poetry still
some Justification, which is found in the
plea that the- music interprets the
poetry. But it is when we come to consider how music Interprets poetry, or
anything else, for that matter, that the
difficulties begin. If we understood ihls
theory aright, and Mr. Alec Robertson's
practical exposition of it in the songs
before us. the answer was that It is to

most theories
half-truth,

The play Is made ui> of happy
there ly*
Sfets and witty lines anil
scenes, as when the
nolrnant
i»

mf

chaplains silently embrace. It Is
indldlv played, jean d yd. who has

»

lerto had few opportunities.
tenable as the Rabbi. There

un-

Is

not

is

who could have
simplicity.
le him more human in his
are excellent
L Burguet and Arvel
ther actor In Paris

j

I
I

the priest and the Protestant millM. le igan Is a young actor of
r.
with Rno'
It promise, lie plays Jean
I

Arab —The Stage,

>

Oct.

them,

for
tearful

(iiN

but do

urtain"

Is

to pull

It

11.

About New Composi*>ns

did not
E
d Yorls Boweri*s violin concerto In

& thrilling human document, "fts
reason
Chltacturo is a thing more of
* *
*
of instinct or impetuosity.
the academic
is unlUuly to disturb
into
ind by any naut-htv excursions
eeordant futurisms. It Is strictly deonly diffiro>is throughout, and one's
things that
ilty Is in discovering in it
the same
in
said
better
been
not
ive
by a distinguished list of com
'rfor

and
showed

seats, stage

Kreisler

16 proofs of debt aggregat
02/000 against Sir Thomas Beecham
creditors in London, but
of
a meeting

There were

g

two were admitted. It was brought
man was ready to put up

Thomas

in his

esent difficulties.
writing
Sir Charles Villiers Stanford,
bout Jennv Llnd for the London Times,
tded as follows: "Let music not forShe put the
?t its debt to Jenny Lind.

sung before the singer who sings
a great example for the world from
one
ne of its greatest singers. She was
battle for Bach,
f the flrs L to fight the
the heart, to
3 bring Mozart close to
opularlze Schumann, and to show her
all that
including
pidth of sympa.thy by
ras best of the Italian school in her imShe founded the
nense repertoire.
Personally
lendelssohn Scholarship.
of the conantithesis
the
very
he was
entiona! prima donna. She would have
leen as great an artist with no voice at
,n.
She was often brusque, often seere, but full of humanity and kindness.
touch of homely sympathy would
rhange frowns to tears in a moment.
She was not beautiful in the sense of
regularity of feature, but she had a
facial fascination greater than that of
more formal beauties. Occasionally too
Sxed in her views to be tolerant of those
jus)f others, she was always true to
To humbug she
tice and to sincerity.
The
a-as as merciless as to intrigue.
world Is the poorer by her loss, and it
to
longer,
have
may
has had long, and
wait for her peer."
lusic
,

"song" more than
that of tho speaking voice. Every honmore
est singer knows that the song is
than words plus notes, and Mr. Marshall
of
it in sin*mg(
knowledge
his
preved
"Cocca ridenti" with evident delight inj
His tone
its purely musical qualities.
improved
and- vocal control seem to have
He found so much to expressj
lately
his own
denied
he
through them that
one
theory in "Land of Heart's Desire,"
the Heof a selection from "Songs of
with
loaded
so
was
it
brides." Indeed,
lonr-drawn vocal effect that one was
tempted to search for "volumetric era simple
rors" instead of listening to
that
folksong. It should be mentioned

deserved

>.

A

kettle

drum

player,

.

Kavanagh, now

with the Carl Rosa Opera Company, was
a member of the orchestra at' the openper/crmance of the company 51
ing
years ago.
fhe inhabitants of Tournai, proud ol
their baritone Note, have dedicated his
bust. He was present at his own glorior.i.

Aubyn Raymar's perfect accompani-i
ment added much to the success of this
recital.
Ursula Greville's attempt to com-

Ffitzner and Georg

V

Schumann

been appointed teachers of compo.
at the Academy of Arts. Berl'n.
Schrader of Berlin observed
during the summer season of opera
te W.illner Theatre, the most exve seats were for the most part
with "the lower classes." The
of an orchestra chair was 30 marks.
Ix Weingartner has been conductperas and concerts in Buenos Ayres.
nr
work3 to be performed at the
a-Comique. Paris, are Bruneau's
ino

Candaule" (libretto by Manrico
by
iay). and "Forfaiture," music
work of the
ille Erlanger ft he last
»oser before his death), based on an

rtran screen play. Vanni Marcoux
"Dans
rr-ke part in the latter opera.
the
or* d* la Cathedrale." based on
Hue,
Georges
Ibanez. music by
I bv
Also "Dame
aiso be produced.
Hole," by the American, Fairchild

Dupont's "Antar"

is

in

re-

briel
sal at the Paris Opera,
a recital
ancle- Marches! will give
-otn
ondon on Nov 4 in honor of the in
first appearance

iversary of her

The Menestrel
in
a long and
-is) of Oct S contributed
musical career
-gistic article on the
Brancour

ne

lenii

Rabaud.

Songs and Theories
»3 about songs and singing have
in
id

an uribsualty prominent place

Douglas
recitals of this week. Mr.
when,
shall led the way on Monday,

program which he gave at the
ban Hall, he Included a mani.esto
i

in'erpretation

tne

it1
._

t

_

—y,,.

usual,

S

of

1

poetry

mit forward

vated plants, due to vegetable parasites.
In the early eighties of the last century
a protuberance on a casting formed by
the washing away of the mold-wall was
called a scab.
The word went into slang at the end
of the 16th century, meaning a mean,
low fellow, a rascal, a scoundrel. It is
found in the writings of Lily, Shakespeare, Middleton, Cotton, Depoe, Smol-

.

There is an
and many others.
amusing error under "scab" in Farmer
and Henley's "Slang and Its Analogues,"
for the word "scabilonians" is quoted
as a synonym. The quotation is from a
theological word by Thomas Hill (1600)
"With the introduction of the Protestant
faith were introduced your galligasyour
St.
cones,
your scabilonians,
Thomas's onions,' your ruffees, your
cuffees, and a thousand such new delett

from
minuet for strings; Bizet, suite
"Carmen"; Wagner, overture to T-annannounced
is
program
haeuser." To this
for strings,
a minuet by Boccherini
of
and Victor Herbert's arrangement
were added.
Rose"
"Wild
MacDowel'.'s

is

to

"D. O'C." wrote to the London Times
that artistic and
dramatic interest will combine to* put
painful
to a large
what
is
end
to
an
proportion of the audience, and must
he, an occasion, equally distressing to
the actors— the raising of the curtain
after a serious or tragic situation? So
music hail entertainments,
far
as
comic opera, farces and amusing and
spectacular pieces are concerned, by all
means let the curtain be raised *B
often as the calls of the audience demand, but for serious drama surely
they should be content with its fall,
and should willingly give themselves
time to think over the situation that
they have seen, and give the actors'
time to recover from the mental strain
that it has required of them. Could
anything be more inartistic than the
raising of the curtain after the. death
scene in "Peter Ibbetson.' or after the
Allah'?
last
act
of
'The Garden
Many other occasions of a like nature
could "be quoted, but these will serve
to show my contention.
If the actors
are grateful for the applause of the

What was

Thomas onion"?

scrag-gy knees.

He moaned and mumbled
He waf

s

the "grandest

of

to his darken-

them all—was

C

could
lion ?alrea in the hills, that none
6
the plain,
'Swift as A stas: a stallion of
'Hungry and fierce with deeds of huge
desire.'

A

j

"Grimly he thought of Abel, soft and fair—
lover with .disaster in his face,
\nd scarlet blossom twisted in bright hair,

A
-

,

•Afraid

to

tight;

was murder more

•God aUvays hated 'Cain/

not

and of
This program was well selected
provaried interest. Mr. Mollenhauer's

|

a choral and orchestral conYesductor has long been recognized.
the members of the orand
terday he
chestra gave their services.
to
The concert gave great pleasure
which
size,
an audience of large
no
in
showed appreciation throughout
Mr. Mollenhauer
uncertain manner.
tempi
of
choice
his
in
was fortunate
matters of
in all other important

flciency as

and

murhythm,
attack,
Interpretation;
proportion and
sical phrasing, sense of
gradations.
a fine regard for dynamic
admitThe stage is rather small, not
strings as
of
body
ting so large a
volume of the
could be wished, but the.
sufficient.
string choir was. after all,

The first violins led by Mr. Capron were
The brass was efespecially good.
first horn befective, not blatant, the
conspicuous of beauty of tone,
ing
inThe solo passages for wood-wind

struments were agreeably played.
and
Mr Courtenay Guild made a short
stated
pertinent address in which he

He
the purpose of the management.
said that the orchestra had no desire to
antagonize other musical societies; that
good music
its sole aim was to provide
on Sunday afternoons at a low price.
were
He also said that certain citizens finanready to aid the good cause with
Relief Ascial support. The Musicians'
antiatinn hnc alreadv contributed $500.
'

a

Ancient History

of the art. Music of this
It is a
cannot be heard too often. doubting,
good thing to convince the
in music:
influenced
those who have been
rhythm and 01chiefly bv feet-stirrinfl
certain comchestral "din that because
they are
posers are called "classical"
therefore unintelligible or boresome

-

,,

(From Siegfried Saseoon's "Picture Sliow")
old vulture in the rain.
olive
Shivered below his wind-whipped
trees:
,
„„a
ana
Huddling sharp chin on scarred

ments

"When may we hope

a "St.

.

tailors

"Adam, a brown

William

The Theatre "Curtain"

.

spected.
.
In the slang of English
button-hole is a scab.

to

H

make

1

:

concerts durgive a series of high-class
prices, surely
ing the season at nominal
The officers
L laudable undertaking.
treasurer
ire: President, I. H. Odell;
Thomas
Joseph L. Bedard; secretary,
Harold
Finigan; assistant, treasurer,

Maclvin ay,
Paresky; directors, William
H. Capron. John Crowlei.
Harris.
Charles Sullivan, Arthur
glance that the
It will be seen at a
popuprogram of this first concert was that
music
lar in the best sense-good
anyone
of
grasp
the
was not beyond
the iudinot acquainted with even
nature

j

vised Luciferan trinckets.V /But "scabilonians" was like "scabiliones" : long
drawers worn under the hose by men
The quotain Queen Elizabeth's time.
It
tion, by the way, is not accurate.
should read: "Did not all these newfashioned attyres, come in with your
new religion? Your Gallegascones. your
.

as follows: Beethoven, over"Lenore," No. 3; Tschaikowsky.
Andante Contrabile (for strings); SchuUnfinished Symphony; Bolzoni,
bert,

is

[
j

and a thousand
.
Scabilonians
such new deuised Luciferian trlnckets."
Now, the word "scab," as used with
reference to strikes, is of American
The first quotation in the Oxorigin.
ford dictionary is dated 1811 (Sel. Cases
"The offending memSt. New York)
ber was then termed a 'scab' and
wherever he was employed no others of
the society were allowed to work." So
the w^ord is venerable and to be re-

ture,

rather large demands on the patience of an audience
which has come to hear music. Mr. J
Leigh Henry's warning against treating
music as a literary accessory deserves
to be borne in mind in considering the
Marshall-Robertson theory. In this instance, however, music became an accessory to Mr. Leigh Henry, which Is
worse, and Miss Ursula Greville's pretty
voice and finished style deserved better.
—London Times. Oct. 8.

disquisition

Orches-

management

not be "Oxford

in the great Oxford
history of the word
through the centuries is interesting. It
first meant a disease of the skin in
which pustules or scales are formed;
.next a cutaneous disease in anjtnals;
then the crust that forms over a wound
or sore during cicatrization; later the
word was applied to moral or spiritual
disease; still later to a disease of culti-

The

'

gram was

of the

may

The word "scab"
English" but it is
dictionary.

Convention hall, St. Botolph street.
Emil Mollenhauer conducted. The pro-

The purpose

lish."

.

'

By PHILIP J*J* K

I

.

$

People's Symphony Orchestra of
Boston gave the first of a series of Sunin
day concerts yesterday afternoon

Miss
following
bine song with ideas on the
she
night was less stimulating because
and left
minimum,
reduced the song to a
Leigh.
the ideas to some one else. Mr.
Henry was her spokesman, and, armed
with an elaborate chart of song com-'
0."
posers, which reminded one drearily
a plan for telephonic communication U»
trench warfare, he proceeded to a disquisition on the history of song from
primitive chant to Stravinsky. After 20
minutes of this sort of thing, to give
one verse each of such songs as "Sally
In Our Alley'- and "It Was a Lover and
His Lass," to proceed then to further

of the word, says that "scab" is
both a vulgar word and a word of the
streets, "but it is a technical term in
the vocabulary of organized labor in
England as well as In this country. It
and is rec.
has a precise meaning
.
ognized as such by the dictionary. It
is not Oxford English, but it is Eng-

ffl

OWi

The

Mr.

This was said to a lawyer
who asked a witness if there "had been

,

any scabbing" in a certain strike.
Tho World, defending the lawyer's

WW.

Symphony

S.

I use

to be called

People's

few days ago Justice Bartow

or slang."

1

jit

l

.

Liszt's

I Of
jB

As

aisles.

and

does not speak or hear the language
the street. The court does not ap
prove of the use of vulgar language'

,

—

nn

ran OC0.000 to assist Sir

M

1

himself a consummate artist. He was generous with
insisted,
audience
the
which
encores, on
repeating one number and adding three
as folwas
The program
at the .end.

Mr.

2

the use of the word
"scab" in his- court room. "If you talk
the language of the street here you
must translate it, because the court

v
j

.

d Various Musicians
Che London Daily Telegraph

that a

A

Symphony No.

Weeks forbade

"

Yesterday afternoon Fritz Kreisler
gave his first Boston recital of this season in Symphony Hall. The hall was
filled,

'

We

Beethoven's
"Preludes."

FRITZ FJIEISLERJ

-
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ily

Mason

I

up agaim

1

>tes

not

actress having to
tegether as best she can to
acknowledge tho plaudits of nn equally
tearful audience. The best 'curtain' I
ever saw was after the last act of
•The Choice,' and I fled from the theatre before tho scene could be effaced
from my memory by seeing It filled by
tho actors who had played their part in
bringing It about, but who had, so far
as I was concerned, departed for good.
"May It not all be summed up by saying that the best way to spoil a 'good
insist on a
pull herself

be done by making music conform as
rar as possible to all the dimensions of
poetry. Mr. Marshall says: "A changed
accent, an overprolonged syllable to give lows:
time for a musical effect, or a voluIFantasy (for violin and piano) Schubert
metric error for the salce of vocal effect,
fr
are all unjustifiable." That answer has 0 major (op. 15!))
(Andante molto. Allegretto. Theme
been responsible for most of the wrong
Tempo I— Allegro
and Variations.
taken,
has
song-writing
which
tracks
vivace)
because it ignores the fact that music
No. 4, D minor
can only be anything when it follows Its Concerto
H. Vieuxtemps
3i)
own laws and fulfils its own dimensions. (0 p ( \nd'a'n't'e— Adagio rellgioso. Scherzo
"Just note and accent" are valuable
Finale marzlale)
III.
accessories of interpretation, but the
Introduction and Scherzo-Caprice
(a)
great song is the one which throws a
...Kreisler
(for violin alone)
wholly new light on the poem by re(b) Hindu Chant (from "Sadko )
Rtmaky-Korsakoff
fashioning it in a musical design. The
Charbrler-Loeffler
more the poetry insists on its own de- (c) Valse Caprice
-9°^ ow s }cy
Wiererisch
(d
sign, the less it is likely to provide a
Faganini-Kreisler
-Caprices
Two
(e)
it
Hence
suitable opportunity for music
minor
1. B
comes that the majority of the greatest
2. A minor
songs of the world have been made with
The novelty of the program was the
inferior poetry.
Introduction and Scherzo-Caprice by
Mr. Alec Robertson and Mr. Marshall, Mr. Kreisler.
It may be described as
too. are very conscientious in following
highly chromatic opening section, with
a
former
the
with
every verbal suggestion, and
fine sentiment and luscious tones,
has been particularly successful in the a following delightfully impish and
conversation between a nymph and a
The
humor.
musical
happy turn of
goblin, called "Overheard on a Salt
audience fully enjoyed It.
Marsh." -Comparing the sung version of
The concert left a listener wondering
the poem with Mme. Brunei's spoken
was more remarkable, Mr.
which
one one realized that the two were do- Kreisler's intelligence, his taste or his
ing just the same thing through the two
technique.
mediums of the singing voice and the
speaking voice, but onequestioned whethvoice I
er the interpretation of the singing

Miles J Peres r.nd Mayllnnes
her mother,
e ood as Fablenne and
clever study of
jj. Roger makes a

line
,

it

knowledge

The

gaunt wild man
were dead."

H/>

dis-

bowed

his

whose lovely eons
^

Form
of New York

In Fine

are in
The music critics
unusually fine form. To be sure, the
season is young.
The Tribune says of Mr. StokowskI
orchesleading the visiting Philadelphia
Symphony
tra in Schubert's C major
in
speed
breakneck
in
that he "indulged
contithe finale, throwing poetry and
amaz«
to
nence to the winds in order
to

with the skill of his players-skill
emulate a tornado in its rush."
The Sun, hearing a concert of Irish}
Nora
music by Cathal O'Byrne and
Powers, remarked: "The sole imprest

was that
sion gained from the concert
Green
one line in 'The Wearing of the
was true: 'She's the most distressful
" v
country that ever you bave seen.'

"Nobody Home"
As the World Wags:

your pate, and fancy wit
come;
Knock as you please. t here n
ALEXANDER POPE.
home."
•'You

beat

will

X °«^

the sense

of

"Nobody at home"
supposed to
"bats in one's belfry" is
useci in
be modem slang; yet It was
a great
precisely the same sense o>in

I

1

iaster or cngnsh over
Really,

there's

nothing

1

J.

F.

fnn

under' the

:

lon Galleries this item:

"POPEIANA.. Eloisa en
Jeing a new version of that

Dishabille:
lady's cele12mo, boards,

1S22.

"One

of fifty copies printed.
This
'ery clever piece, erroneously ascribed^
o Prof. Porson, is so printed that the
ight-hand pages may be read in the
arlor, but the left-hand pages are for
•rlvate reading."

Mr. Morley invented this heading for
he quotation:
"How to Get Cross-

Not Your Right Eye See
Your Left Lye Readeth."

!yed; or, Let
Ifhat

HUMtK MNta
WITH HER MOTHER

It>5>

Louise

Tlomer,

contralto,

Miss Gilman
As the World 'Wags:
Your contributor to the As the Worl^
Wass column of Oct. 28 is misinformed

and

ers.

This

was accentuated

In the

A

|

daughter

and

j

her

Ferguson
•Mck" Callahan
Inspector Trcffy
Officer

Ann

Edward Power
Robert Vivian

Joseph Slsytor

Ray Walling

McLougnlln
George Roberts
In the prologue, an unsophisticat-

ed

stenographer, gees "Carmen" with
Mr. Devereaux. and then sups with him
In a private room at a restaurant, luxurious, but of an evil reputatipn.
A
waiter, who says he has daughters, adrises Ann on the sly to leave before U
a too late. Devereaux, v. -' .being able
o win her by a derl.-ir&iiuii of honorable intentions, assaults her.
Honor is
laved by the entrance of the police. A
lash-light picture is taken, but Devsreaux buys the negative from the
PWtofrapher. False names are given.
When the play begins Ann is wedded
happily lo Regan, who has
a daughter
5y a former marriage. Devereaux turns

and Is at his old tricks. Not knowing
what became of Ann, he accepts an in-,
mat Ion to Regan's house. Regan at'
il<eS him
bl" ne nears of ''is pur£!:
lUlng
the wife of a friend and lor..;. Is
Jim further visits. The young girl. Intimated with Devereaux, plans to dine
*!th him in his room at the ititz Carle.on.
Ann finds it out and hurries to
jp

'

'

|

be forgotten. It Is like the loudest
thunder, and as peal after peal rushes
up, you fairly crouch with astonishment.. The chimney Is a favorite resort in the summer, many going daily
to test Its singular properties.
Few
visitors leave Boston without hearing

I

it."

'

1

1

And

this

was nearly

50

years

ago!

(One seldom, or ever, hears of the old
1 chimney nowadnys. Is it still standing*,

WILLIAM SEYMOUR.

I

South Duxbury.

For the Table
(Vlllemarest's Note in the Memoirs of
Felice Blanzlnt.)

"When
of

I was young
German who was a

mand. His face was

I had a teacher
prodigious gour-

a rule,
impassible; but it was joyous whenever
he told mo about a dish which I still
thing he Invented.

pale, and. as

He

said to

me

with

the utmost joy.
'Toil take Blices of
sausage with garlic, put gooseberry

.

j

-.tars

•

.»m

chessboard world they leap
their beards,
j

That shake the star-swung firmament
.
With a fateful sound.

fiend

and

STREET THEATRE— First

onnaiice in' Boston of "The Hotten,f
a farce in three acts by Victov
tol.
Mapes and William' Collier, first produced at Atlantic City Jan. 12, 1920.

pei

,

.

|

Mri

Donald MeeV
...Helen AtjdlTred

oVlieV;iiford.'.'.'

":::inbir

'z:.?
J

SS^'*

I

^

*

H«rr. U¥ ion.V::.V...„^

u£Z«

«f SSE

Howard Hull GllMon
^.egle'pownsend
either
"When the nace is over, you'llnatural
'How
say, 'iood boy. Sam!' or
at a
ho looks,' " said William Collier
moment last night In "The
Crucial

HoU-ntot." That phrase sums up ,lhe
whole do-o'r-dic character of Sam HarFor Sam, unwittingly sailing
rington.
under false colors as another "S. HarIngton," a famous gentleman Jockey.
Vida that the girl be ioves is "mad"
who
ibout horses; she despises a man
M not equally mad."
Therefore, although Sam had lost
his

n"rvu

six

finally as

4.

Tlie peaeocU xpreada his tail: the b-uvts
Fall silently.

I

I

Other acts on the bill were Ruth Rove,
the comedienne with the syncopated
style, in a new program; Four Lamy
Brothers, gymnasts; Walter Weems, in
a monologue; the Two Rozellas, in an
interesting musical sketch; Rolls and
Royce, in a dancing specialty; and
Nolan and Nolan, in a unique juggling

Tb*. pwaco tree leans upon a wall
Of gold and Ivory:

;

in

.

.

HOLT. IS

sang

conducted.
°''e of the most Interesting numbers
on the bill was the acting of Laura

Army lass, a dope
her own self.

obc,

Immeasurable as clouds abofe

And throat their bands amid
Aod otter worth profound

cold,

Hierpont. a new-comer, in "The Guilding
Star." The sketch affords the principal
an .ipportunity to appear as a sophisticated girl of the big city, a Salvation

Orion, (ull!

The white-winged

A g«mo of cheat wltb star* for
And a silver moon for queen:

A

The sketch is more elaborate than any
heretofore brought out by this team.
There is a lavish setting, a large company Js employed and the story is unfolded as an allegory.
Mr. Whiting,

old numbers. "When Three Play a Game
Meamt for Two." William Arthur Davis

tie leares

Or else, he greets his fellow nod.
And there lu the dusk they play

feet high in Boston, Mass. 'It was built
in connection with tho Roxbury (sic)

Lee Baker

.

.

musical

usual agreeable stylo, and Miss
dainty and becomingly attired,
jsang several new songs and one of their

There, amid silken aounOs :ir.u wice
.\ml mualc idly broken.
The drowsy 8Jo<i observed Lie n orld
With uo word spoken.

..

«'afe" Itegan
galea, a butler

tail;

a

his

silently.

Arcturus. rile I

Melody,"

though handicapped by a

upon a wtll

peacock spread* bis
ill

very, very good,
horrid.

Burt,

U a fonntalo hi u wood
lies a moon;
plays to the slowly falling leaves
melancholy
tunc,
A
Of

I

Chemical Works, but shortly after its
erection the factory was burnt down,
tho chimney alone remaining uninjured.
It will reflect a syllable 02 to 1J times,
and wh- n snch words as 'Ha! Hal' are
uttered one would think that fiends possessed It, and the demoniacal laugh
which follows is worth miles o* travel
to hear. A report from a pistol heard
in this chimn»y is something never lo

J

Where wavering

Tb

Miss

"Little

is

it is

sketch, with George Whiting and Sadie
Burt, is the headline attraction at B. F.
Keith's Theatre this week.

ocrad Aiken In the koodoo Nuli.m,

peseta tree leans
(old and Ivory:

—

when it is good, it
and when it is bad,

There

The

,

excepting Mr. Collier,
Miss Moffat and Mr. Meek
do not realize that the English language is a
good deal like the litle girl with tho
curl down the middle of her forehead;

Dream

I

Marjorle Rambeau
Jules Ferrar
Cbarlea Mather
Marjorle Kambeau
Hugh lilllman
Beatrice Allen
Petra Weeton

company—always

—

I

Ann Hunnlirell
Capt. Burke
A newspaper photographer
Mrs. "Lafe" Regan
AOnn Cnm-.-biU
Helen lh'gnn
Marjorle liinke

(Oct.

No dictionary and no book on trees,
flowers or folk lore, to our
knowledge! gives this reason for the
lame, nor had we ever heard any one
allude to this print with the six nails.
Tet another correspondent writes: "At
the 'butt* of each leaf cteam Is a perminiature horsehoe, with 'black
fect
pots for nails." It Is strange that Dr.
Robert Means Lawrence In Ids "Maslc
of the Horse-Shoe" says nothing about
this print. We do not believe that the
horse-chestnut was named from this
freak of nature. Ed.

It

'

He is an army officer from Virginia,
and he seems to think that a repetition
of "I'll tell the woild" is the essence
of humor. Army officers from Virginia
do not usually talk with an east side
accent, nor do they repeat worn-out
slang.
It ia a pity that the members of the

plants,

«

is

act.

Quincy.

OBjr

j

reached when "Captain Reggie
Townsend" is dragged in, in the last
climax

,

Illustrated

|

of the

are given to reciting their lines; at all
times they are obviously "acting." Their
voices aie ja strain on the ear, and the

GEORGIANA CUSHINQ CANE

E7. 1872.

Harry Minturn

]

past seasons.

[of

j

company,
however, are a rather tiresome lot. They

)

Graphic. London, July
which I read this summer:
"We have long been familiar with paPer collars and cuffs; ami paper hats
were made a few years back, but did
I Dot
'take.' In Boston, however, we are
Hold that a complete set of clothes of
By PHILIP HALE
(Japanese
paper may be had for 50 cents,
MAJESTIC THEATRE— First perform(cheap enough in all conscience and
ce in Boston of "The Sign on the
(beautifully adapted for this hot wcathoor," a melodrama In a prologue and ler,
but we are afraid the material would
three acts by Channlng Pollock. Pro- not wear w<-|l."
I was in Boston the winter of '71 and
duced at Atlantic City in December, 1919.
when the chief parts were taken by •72, but do not remember any of these
Mary Hyan, Lee Baker and Lowell Sher- paper suits.
And in another issue of the same
man. The play was first known as "A
Room at the Ritz." Another title sug- London Graphic under dato Aug. 17,
vm.
is tho following:
Rcsted was "The Moving Finger," after
"An American correspondent sends us
a line of Omar Khayyam. Produced in
the following respecting a most singular
Boston by A. H. Woods.
echo reflected by a factory chimney 245
Hujh
Harold Salter
Irauk Devereaux

The other, members

you say, "Why 'horse'-chestnut**'
Ever since a oaild I have known (?)
Jthat it was because of the tiny print
\ot tho horse-shoe, with its six little
Uail marks formed by tho leaf scars

I

the

Donald Meek, as the butler, who was
once a jockey himself, runs a close second to Mr. Collier. to continue in the
lacing vernacular.
He is very funny,
and his s^enfc with the apprehensive
Harrington are the brightest moments
in the play.
Miss Moffat as the sprightly Mrs. Chadwick, is natural and charming. and very good to look at.

]3t)

Paper Clothes in 1872
[As tho World Wags:
The appended clipping from Monday's
Herald brought to mind an article in
I

tain.

Music Note

Why "Horse" Chestnut?
As the World Wags:
In your article this morning

I

!

ance. to his last equally bedraggled cur-

—

'ings."

eelved the following letter:

with hearty laughter.
Nuturally in view of their disability
both singer^; were at their best in the
simpler melodies. Mra, Homer made a
particularly strong appeal by her singing or Schubert's "Serenade" as an
extra number and the two scored heavily in "La:
.Night" as fin added due

by%

J

and Austria and placed on exhibition
at tho Custom House. We have re
-J

led

it

terror, his wide s.ni.e of blssful relief,
liis part in "The Hottentot" gives him
ample play for all these; he is a deV
light from his first bedraggled appear-

,

j

Jim" were ming-

j

company.
The Herald remarked: "The doublebass is a solemn instrument and as
is much given to complain-]
\ a soloist

recently called attention to
the paper suits, overcoats, collars, cuffs,
raincoat i
manufactured in Germany

group

i

;

The Herald

pieces were received with storms of applause, which in the case of "Mother
" 'Specially

Regan's

is

But

;

Mr. Antonio Torello, double-bass player, gave a concert last week in New
York with the linger Jose Mardones.
TBo two are pleasantly known in Boston. Mr. Mardones. of the Metropolitan
Opera Co.. was formerly a member of
Mr. Torello
the Boston .Opera Co.
played in the orchestra of the latter

friend.

Of varied songs by .Sidney Homer, husband and. father of the singers. These

Goose" and

as

quate

,

Scott had a trick of writing verses for
mottoes of his chapters and pretending
that the lines were in an old play.

In the
esting in the first two acts.
unduly
third she overacted and was
Mr.
and urieonvinclngly lachrymose.
of the
performance
Baker gave a good
smiling
a
was
Minturn
Mr.
husband.'
The
but hardly a seductive villain.
pnrts of Ferguson, the valet, and Calby
well
acted
were
landlord,
lahan, the
Messrs. Vivian and Slayton. Miss Allen
and Miss Western were wholly inade-

The "homey" touch given to the concert by tTfe
singing of mother
and
daughter In alternate nuniber* and duets and by the delicate yet plain suggestions of their relationship shown In
the mjnner or both artists had a visibly enlivening influence on their hear-

I

"J. L." asks for the whole of a quota,
tion occurring at the head of one of Sir
Walter Scott's chapter. The last part
n' the quotation is- about:
"But when peace comes and all (hintrs rlehted.
War is forgotten and the soldier slighted."

And whom

faltered.

not a gallant sport such as Sam- He
utters the above quoted words, sits
firmly on his horse's neck, closes his^
eyes, and, of course, rides to. victory.
"The Hottentot" is a very funny play,
and it owes its mirth -producing qualities almost entirely to Mr. Collier's extraordinary ability as a comedian. The
situations are not new; neither are the
witty or sparkling.
lines particularly
When Mr. Collier is not on the stage,
when ine
moments'
there are many
whole play sags. But let him appear,
and the audienee at once begins to
His humor is not the
chuckle again.
sort that provokes shrieks of laughter;
almost anyone can do that by tripping
Over a rug, or slipping on a banana peel.
But Mr. Collier makes one chuckle;
he can make one. chuckle long afterlaughable
remembering his
wards,
solemnity: his delicious expression of

at Holmesburg (Philadelphia), Pa.
G. FOSTER.
Fall River.

I

Theatre in a raw farce. "Sadie Love."
Last night she impersonated a perplexed but heroic wife. She was exceluninterlent In the prologue; she was

added selections.

weaker men might have

WILLARD

ment and the whole performance were
more authoritative, the play might hold
scene
the attention. The most natural
ingenious is the
is the first; the most
at the end lies aland her one in which Reganas his wife had lied
most as admirably
gave the before he entered the room.

Its

accident, 'and is frightened to de'STh of
horses, he must ' either ride to victory
with her colors, or forever be branded
as a coward. Faced with such a choice,

regarding Miss Ada Gilman. She has
pecn for several years, and is at present, a guest of Vi* Edwin Forrest Home

i

standing room were
Crowded in every part, the stage being
Ailed with occupied chrttrs.
Before the
OMicert began the ^udlenee was asked
en behalf of the singers lo be indulgent,
because both
nrlists were
suffering
from colds.
That this request was
sympathetically received was shown by
the heartiness and fervor of tho applause that greeted a|l the regular and
hall

_

'

daughter, Miss Louise Homer,
flret Joint concert In Boston yesterday
Miss Rambeau was seen here Ave
.Plymouth
years ago this month at the
afternoon In Symphony Hail.

The

delicious t-at-

It's:

Not Mat Prior's Kitty
Miss Kitty Gordon has won iajhe'supreme court of. New York, appellate
division, her fight to collect a Judgmen*
of W5TI against a film company. She had
sued because her left leg and arm were
burned by the explosion of bombs in a
moving picture. We had always sup
posed— perhaps through tho efforts of
passionate press agents— that her jusMy
celebrated back was her chief stock in
'trade as an actress. The choir will now
sing: "Back and side go bare, go bare."

him

next morning, taking Regan's daughter
Then Regan purposes to
with him.)
give Devereaux a thrashing. There is
Devereaux
a scuffle for a revolver which
draws. Regan gets it and kills the bad
on the
puis
man. He then goes out, ,
which
outside of the door a paper on
Devereaux had written his wish not to
pockets
and
be disturbed, locks the door
what has
the key. Ann comes in, knows
shouts
happened, throws things about,
fires
telephone
for help through the
door is forced
pistol shots, and when the
Devereaux
open exclaims that she killed
because he assaulted her.
questioned
In the last scene she is
police
shrewdly. District attorney and
though
guilt,
her
inspector believe in
was
Regan, summoned, admits that he foul
a
the murderer. He also believes
Devereaux
charge made against Ann by
there is thsf
before he was shot. Then
prologue^
photograph of the scene in the
in the
is
machina
But the deus ex
Is for the
How Ann is saved hear.
room.
It is
future spectators to see and
a happy
needless to say that there is
Devereaux.
ending for everybody except
"thrilling,
This melodrama should be
reason
but as it is constructed and by
last night
audience
the
of the dialogue,
it for a
evidently in Joyous mood, took
comedv. say rather an amusing farce.
treatthe
if
yet
The material is old.

Ingenious Heading
Mr. Christopher Morley found in the
[atalogue of a book sale at the Ander-

London,

with cream.

into another room.

warn Devereaux that

by the jealous man
just arrived from France. He
to leave the city at once.
(Devereaux had Intended to sail the

he will be
tells

An

oan back.

to
killed

who has

|

brated Epistle to Abelard.

Devereau>

Ann goes

Regan comes

musical editor of the London
Daily Telegraph quotes from a letter
lirhich he received from the United
Hptes: "If it were the ca.se that British artists are allowed a fair field in
l:hls country, one could well understand
l:he exodus (of English musicians from
KKgland); but the facts are that as the
nusical world is governed, aye, and
nanned. by Russians and Germans and
jTher orientals, the Anglo-Saxon, of
ilther British or American stock must
inally realize that he or she must stake
nore or less a back seat."

,

and

nounced.

POWERS.

Important, If True

Che

•

200

new

years belore

in

:i

bid

A

Let us drop into poetry, following the
example of Mr. Silas Wegg.
How have the poets looked on the month
of November? First let us hear from one
illustrious

Edmund

.

Spenser:

"Next was November; he

full

grown and

Tat

As fed with

lard,

and that right well

might seeme;
For he had been a fatting hogs of late.
That yet his browes with sweat did reek
and steam;
And yet the season was full sharp and
breem;
In planting eeke he took no small delight.
Whereon he rode, not easie was to deeme
For it a dreadful Centaure was in sight,
The seed of Saturn and fair Nats, Chiron

i

j

,

hight."

John Clare had more
"Shepherd's Calendar."

one verse:
"At length

It

to

We

say in his
quote only"

comes among the forest

oaks.

With sobbing

ebbs, and uproar gathering high;
scared, hoarse raven on its cradle
croaks.
And stockdove-flocks In, hurried terrors

The

fly.

While the blue hawk hangs o'er them
in the sky
The hedgerhastens from f testorm begun

|

—

'

:

— —

Arletto Oubllee (l.iwnr>

ind Spleenl;

112
shun,
poacher*!

I

lartbl*

proper

0rChe,trB

mw—

't'other aid* fn«

»t— no

way

The program was agreeably varied and
The song by
of reasonable length.
Although it
Orovler was new to us.
anxiously atlabored,
was somewhat
tempting to be original. The impression
made was pleasing, and the reminls-
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is where the Crescents Sfo—

steeple--
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of familiar people—

showing 'em—
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all— no locomotion,
tie war— uo uotlou
:
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ocean—

land or

I

any foreign coa»t—
if— no afternoon gentility—
—no noMllty.
cheerfulness, no healthful ease,
le feel in any member
Mne, no butterflies, no bees,
no leaves, no birds.
Noiemberl'

two are rambling and
quence.

Was

groSned the weak-lunged Hood In
rgy London. An Irish woman. Nora
)pper. in England, saw more beauty
the month:
"Few love me and but few I lore.

I

T»t 1 am fair:
Tuqtiolse my broad skies bend above.
In tow and opal fair to see

make upon

last year's nest
frosty rain.

and

am the brlnger or the snow,
I
low
I lav the old year's splendour
Tet none of them
WVwie feet t clo? f»rset that I
Brine AdTeut nlgb,
Aad the dear Babe of Bethlehem.

ishmen went out and hanged themselves. As a matter of fact, we are in'ormed that more kill themselves in the
„ummer months than in any other season. A. Legoyt's "Suicide Ancien et
.Uoderne." published in 1SS1. contains
interesting statistics on this subject.
In the old Farmer's Almanack the cuts
or the verses at the head of each month
raried. Until 1S04 they were not the
;igns of the Zodiac. November was plc:ured by a man driving a herd of cattle;
ater the Archer for November was
"plainly at home in the midst of rugged
jjcenery and defending himself against

i

1

i

enemy." In "The Kalendar
of Shepherdes" (l.MB) November was

represented by a vintager. The killing
t>f swine was a favorite subject for November. (See George Lyman Kittredge's
valuable and entertaining, "The Old
Karmer and His Almanack.")
If farmers are In search of practical
advice for the month they should conisult the "Five Hundred Points of Good
Husbandry"—by Thomas Tusser, Gentleman, first published in 1573 a book
that delighted Washington Irving. There
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I

reprint,

lose uotbin; of that.
When mast 13 gone,
falleth

anon.

is a sample:
"The chimney ail

sooty,
clean,
of mischances,

made

Old

seen
chimney

and

eooty.

If

would now
too
fler

once

-hanced

(25:1V),

to ride

it was inoriginally used as a dropof a new
shot tower the invention
its
method of shot making rendering

^The" story
tended and

use

of Its

that

is

,

was

which

us a
the organization which burst upon
few seasons ago.
|
The hall was crowded in the evening.
After Sullivan's overture, "Di Ballo." a
orchesset of dances to music of Chopin
trated by Glazounoff gave varied enterbeautiful
tainment. Unfortunately, the
music suffered from the inadequacy of.
the orchestra, in spite of the skilful
j

.
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where Centre street

built

crossed Stony brook.
It
As far as the echo Is concerned,first
was certainly astounding. On mywo or
and
visit with my grandfather
little bits
three other boys we recited
had to wait
of poetrv piecemeal and
before the
several minutes after a line

word of the echo was
Yours truly,

last

JOHN

Boston.

i

The dances
conducting of Mr. Stler.
introduced Mme. Pavlowa, Mr. Volinin"

SEAVERNS

A.

from Justice
We have received a
Me. He
Justin Henry Shaw of Kittery,
Our
quotes from Harriet L. Keeler's
59:
page
Native Trees" (1917),,
name horse-chestnut, which Is

j

The

i

,

The

I

times.
recalled many
Other dancel that gave special pleasure
Russian
to the audience were the wild
Gopack, the "Holland Dance," with the
coquettish Miss Leggierova and Mr.
Vajinsky; Anitra's Dance, by Miss Oleneva; a Grecian dance charming by i eason of its clarsic purity; the ensemble,
"Christmas," with Mme. Pavlowa ra-

I

I

,

spe-

only

j

of di-

were

cavalier

i

letter

,

vertissements was not followed.
dances were all interesting, but the enChanting Gavotte again was most conspicuous and Mme. Pavlowa and her

;

Horse-Chestnut

.

The program

and the company.

over.
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diantly beauUful; the Mazurka, danced
by a double quartet; also an ensemble;
program.'
of five girl dancers, not on the
The ensemble was better than In thei
afternoon, when the dancers were not
so much at home on the comparatively)
small stage. The place for a ballet isj
an opera house.
Tonight there will be ensemble dancgreat
ing and divertissements. It is a
pleasure to see Mme. Pavlowa, even
handiare
company
when she and her
capped by orchestra, stage and lack of

stage settings.
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Such a procedure

indicates.
of the old proverbial tale of

Voire, « f

minds one

PHILIP HALE

the Manger."
is it unfair to those who
to get tickets, it
I may call It)
Is a slap in the face (if so
orchestra as a
the
and
Monteux
to Mr.
whole, who both deserve every bit of
commendation and praise possible for
giving us such a treat as we get every

the

Maria Conde (Ernestine Ccbern Beyer),
ml'.
soprano, gave a recital last night
James Ecker accompa-j
Ste:r..;tt Hall.
follows:,
nied nor. The program was as
Duparc, Extase G. Faure, les Berceaux;,

"Dog

in

But not only

were not lucky enough
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Inclined to think that Miss Jane
Winterbottom, your correspondent of
Chestnut Hill, was rn our little town
There vas a silgtrt f-xst.
last night.
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introduction to
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the entire hall for
-,on tickets
when
Saturday night, and, consequently,
occucompany
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go I expect to see every seat
Pavlowa, with her own
Sat
On
so.
not
But
house.
pied in the
Boston yes
listening and orchestra, returned to
irday evening last, as I was
Schumann's tcrday afte r a long absence. In Svmplay
orchestra
fo
the
from
afternoon, she gave
'Fourth Symphony." I counted
ny *l '
floor
The
where I sat in the balcony on he
pf rfo rmances.
ot three peno
first
not
this
the
Does
alone 50 empty seats.
season
followsthat
50
means
gram
It
pr0
seem a pity?
or other,
- j .Massenet
ticket holders, for some reason
Overture. "Phedre ..
Luigtai
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til V
able, failed to turn in or
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.Lewandowsk.
must
their tickets for that night. This
(Poll* danee, Ensemble
enough Obertass
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pas de Deux..,.
be so, for, certainly, there are
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only
Mm,-. Pavlowa and Mr.
>u
true devotees of music who would
Botole™^
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be too
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chance, as the scene I saw on
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To wait thus

Is a sign
.•hance of being disappointed
well deserves
of musical adoration that
of
regard
the
Praise and

Mifflin

Houghton

We

Company, shows

trouble.

seveie

the
get the

thank our correspondents for their
We summered and wintered
with horse-chestnuts in our little vilexplanation
lage "but never heard this
admit the
of the name. We cheerfully
freak of nature, but do nqt for a mogave the
freak
ment believe that this
name. We shall publish soon an interDr.
esting and authoritative letter from
Robert M. Lawrence on this subject.

reminiscences
her volume of
published
"Crowding Memories."
j.

tttled

usual."

great
two hours and more with the

for

Society Note

I

others,,!
nine, Stepanoff and one or two
of the
this Russian ballet has none
it
of
splendor, the perfect "team work

further use too expensive.
Drake s
The location is mentioned in
Eng"Nooks and Corhers of the New
Hogs' bridge
land Coast." as the site of

foul or fair, so

by Symphony Hall.

.cores of people
they could
to open so
choice of leftover seats.
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beautifully

very

remember,

can
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waiting for

provers of cold mossy grasslands; and
its value is now well understood, though
our author seems to have had no Idea
of its application as a manure."

I

as

there were
the Huntington avenue steps
doors

take.
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Thoughtless Subscribers
World Wags:
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Shortly after noon last
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As

which werewith I think four arches
and 9 or
wide enough to walk through,
it was
stone
the
Above
10 feet high.
far
smooth red brick and was. as

Vs the

oftentimes

and breaking, some mischief
By
may makeTo this stanza Dr. Mavor attaches
a note: "The soot Itself is worth savIt 's one of the greatest ImI Ing.

,

some

remaining

winter to come.

be

burning;

I

Catherine

As%t

will be the next February.
Yv'ind north wes at Martinmas,

men Inform

Here

For fear

75 foot of the chimney
The structure was
intact.
nrst lo or 20 feet
built of stone for the

long time,

exceedingly

n<

of all sorts of things to be done, slaughter time, threshing of barley, Martinmas
beef, straw to be kept dry, trenching of
There are 25 stanzas.
gardens, etc.
J

1

1900,
'was taken down between
completed for a
but the work was not

1

"November's Husbandry" Tusser treats

I

I

and

1890

a literal translation of the
known as
ha~
to prima donnas,
Latin name hippocastanum,
cific
ways. The
thro' /the Rye."
been accounted for In many
leafobvious fact that the scar of the
of a
stem really looks like the imprint
reasonable
most
the
seems
horse's hoof
And now let u: cons
explanation of the name; Tnany plants
ore of November.
>ear
named for less. He enThunder in November, a fertile will have been
closed a freshly-gathered stem.
November snow
to come. A heavy
so the folClara Atwood Fitts of Roxbury has
last till Ap.il. As November,
Rogers's
written quoting from Julian E.
lowing March.
"Trees Every Child Should Know.
bear a
will
that
November
In
there's ice
;i"Our English cousins ask us why we
tree's
sludge and muck.
put the word 'horse' before this
Thereui°fc> noOring after but
northern
name. For answer, we pull down a
Thunder in November on the
scar
that toe
twig snap off a leaf and show the
lakes is taken as an indication
the twig.
least tne
of the leaf's attachment to
lakes will remain open until at
horse
s
of
a
print
the
It Is somewhat like
ddle of December.
horsewinter.
hoof on the ground. Even the
As November 21st, so is the
from
HoUnntide,
shoe nails are there, for a thread
If duetts rto slide at
leaf
each leaflet goes down through the
At Christmas tuey wHLJwlmK
the
Ilolli ntide.
in
buried
at
are
swim
fibres
do
its
If ducks
stem, and
slide.
will
these
At CniistmaR they
twig. There are five or seven of
grape
and
tree^
the
upon
the scar, depending
If the leaves of
Martin's nail prints in
Five ia the
vine' do not fall before St.
the number of leaflets.
be exday (Nov. 11) a cold winter may
usual number, though seven is not} un

us that "tack"
here means food or drink, though the
word Is used in England generally in a
In
the
section
deprecatory sense.

I

think

W;^

was

horses,

I

fat up some,
Shrovetide come.
Now pork and souse.
Bears tack In house."
Still

I

an

city

,

Till

(Learned

to sing
The effect

building.

some public

later
stables for

Mme. Conde

Mme. Conde added

audience.

the

charm, its perfection of technique. Her
first appearance
was in a series of
dances with M. Volinino in which, wearing the conventional ballet costume of
white, like Shelley's skylark, she "doth
float and run, like an unbounded joy.
whose race Is just begun." Her dance
of "The Swan" and the "Gavotte Pavlowa" with Alexander Volinine were received with prolonged applause. In the
set of Russian dances, new to this city,
with which she closed the program, she
and M. Stepanoff gave a truly remarkable performance. In her dancing yesterday she proved once more that she
is, Indeed, the "Incomparable."
In her surrounding company, however,
she is not fortunate. The orchestra is
wholly Inadequate; it is a decided
drag on the whole performance.
The
Egyption ballet was incoherent and
poorly arranged; many of the individual
dancers lack the vitality, the spontaneity and ardor which we have come
to expect of the Russians.
The "Pastorale" of Miss Stuart and Mr. Stowltts
was exquisite; but on the whole, with
the exception of Mme. Pavlowa, Voli-

m

edited by Dr.
William Mavor, published at London in
1812. Tusser's advice is in rude verse.
First conies the "Abstract," beginning
"Let hog, once fat

H<m

fmuch

friendly
to the
dear
tune,
that
program, even singing
"ComUV
-'as

"rntre

Invisible

a handsome

street,

conse-

to

i

now

is

and Centre
junction of Columbus" avenue
on a ledge of rock behind which

W

,

,

what

at

located

was

It

coloratura
The
she showed lightness and flexibility.
to
extreme high notes that are a
quality:
variable
of
were
any audience
other times
at times they had body; at
We preferred her
they were squeaks.
and most
songs,
in the purely lyrical
group oy-.JO^
of all in the beautiful
Exof
bussy, though her performance
and she sang
tase" was very musical
English, more
intelligently the group in
than Mr Carpenter deIntelligently
Debussy revised "LOmbie des
served.
the last
Irbres" and did not better
Mme. Conde sang the more
measures.
a lyric
As
,diicult version delightfully.
and warmth.
singer her voice has color
in her effort
There were moments when spread her
give full expression, she

Notes on November
Some Frenchman once said that November was the month in which Eng-

is

little

.

to 18S4.

>ip

strik-

sugthat followed was the necessary
either in
gestion of the automaton,
passages.
the refrain or in the florid
and
Mme. Conde appeared as a lyric
In florid passages
singer.

abrlm with
the window-pane
A wonder of white tracery.
The atream Is dumb at my oenest.
Oil

I

Taking the first section so fast, there
was little c ontras t, uor la the section*

sunsets die In freezing air.

I

That Echo Chimney

Olympla's song in concert?
is
surely diminished when the automaton is not on the stage, making mewith head and
chanical movements
Mme.
arms to Offenbach's music.
too fast a pace.
at
song
the
Conde took
The same fault was to be found with
her interpretation of "Les Berceaux.")

to

I

wise for

it

of

received an enthusiaswelcome from an audience which
crowded the hall and the aisles. Her
dancing has lost none of its beauty and

tic

\s the World Wags:
Noting a reference by Mr. Seymour to
Roxbury, 1 to-\
the Echo Chimney at
member listening to this echo about
times after thati
1874 and ft number of

The other

songs.
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of

ing

Mnime. Pavlov, n and Mr. StMianofr.

P

.

Mi.<8e» Knsova,
Stuart, Verlna. La
Franehi, Strpanova and Fcu-hciiv.
Kalllnlkon-

Mme. Pavlowa

SALTONSTALI*

L.

r>rifo
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Courtney, l^gglerovu.
Bartlctt and Onbuiinolla.

The

Cambridge.
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cence of Debussy in a descending passage for the pinno was welcome. "Dansons la Gigue"— the text of which has
been used by Loefler, Charles Bordes,

and possibly others— is the most

iro

I bush rne birds,
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singing to come.

time of day—

looklnf blue

I
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KitMilnii I> nco

with
lucky individuals, who have to go
the whole
out, and Mr. Monteux and
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Vlalona.

some ono who can use them, then thoy
the more un-|
will earn the thanks of

The refractory behavior of the electric j
for
lights In the hall delayed the concert
»•
soma time, but this gave the audience
an opportunity for improving medlta- U
the
tlon, or 'whetted anticipation of

od's "No!" to more fasui's the mood of many:

'

1

too Mlelfa Hui

therefore, who cannot
be thoughtful
will
use their seals,
enough and kind enough to either turn
give them to
or
beforehand
them In

the people,

If

*

UQallni

an

'
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„er and manners
hen
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win.
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ted
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he took

«I at e v e r for a huge
*£»te^
tionab e
iSp onsiWHty
no responsibility
often
that
when he albody
this occ
on thc
rMt
shapes. as on
3
'

i

weary

0 wed his
on
seat of a vacant,
;

^ m\he most

con-

-

1

Icuous part nf the box.'* (For "limbs"
-The fertile and futile
id "legs ")
«mpts that were made to have the

the "Fields, The L'harTes Ullo! 'SWPIIUllfc.
Prof. Lowell and his wife. Dr. Holmes
and his wife, Howard Malcolm Tickand
r.or and *iis wife, Mr. Schlesinger

and
ning wraps accidentally fall
er them, and the unconscious way in
too
or
heavy
ch he. finding them too
would remove them and continue
his theme!" The story of the two

Longfellow.
Longfellow

Pinckney

i.

,

1

\

>

•

set and colorless like
:
[yellow wax. with freckles that seemed
Umost to illuminate the waxen surface.

j

Mrke

side.

ilTie brown eyes were in expression as a.
leer that had been wounded; the whole
body and face vibrant with anxious fear.
Ike an animal that has been trapped

I

B

jin

idea to you."

of It; I #?ive the.
Aldrich did not use the
idyl

theme; Longfellow wrote "The Hanging of the crane." for -which Bonner

i'paid him $3000 for the right
I it in the Ledger.

ind sees no escape." Mrs. Surrati wa3
father a large woman, wearing a\rusty
alBCk woollen dress, and most of the
ime held before her face a large paim,eaf fan."

to publish

Boston

They were married in New
and he was invited to be
Coming
the editor of Every Saturday.
literary lights of
to Boston they met the
Aldrich's
the city and of Cambridge.
office was with Ticknor & Fields at 124
Tremont street. "There," to quote from
Mr. Greenslet's biography, "in a commodious ream, with bookshelves and an
Boston.

encased in prunella-Jioots, the elastic

j

Wards Howells came as assistant editor
of the Atlantic Monthly.
Provincial Boston

cap well down over his^ears: the cap

had

I

.Boston, says Mrs. Aldrich, then
puritanical; also
{he reputation of being
strangprovincial in its attitude toward
Ward McAllister had given the aders.
"to swear
vice to one of the newcomers,
Boston
she had an ancestor buried on
opened
be
might
doors
Common that all
wife wore
her." but Aldrich and his

I

to

''

!

older; quiet
r>
very bookish; in
talk.
He was du cd In black, the
seams of his coat rather shiny." Aldrich.
alway ready to assist, asked him to
translate foreign articles.
"The pay
,

ed them for a drive. The invitation was
reluctantly accepted, for they thought of
the shining seams, and pictured a onehorse shay.
The carriage r une-. ",\
handsome span of horses, coachman in
Hvery, a carriage perfect
Its appointments, and from its open door stepped.
with the nonchalant air of possession,
(he gentleman of the translations!"' Aidrich was instrumental in putting Winsor
on the board of the trustees
'he Pr ton Public r. ... :•
vat the Inthnalel
bonds of friendship were soon loosened.
Winsor was a seldom visitor. "Ilo came
tWo or three times to the house"—?)
'

1

mannerisms and

_ypxed him?

Was

of henu?'

It

"

said.

touch of hand.

came to Boston. His first
in Tremont Temple on pec

j

1S67.

He

called

at

"Mrs.

AMrf-l-';

as Mrs. Hawthorne had
named the small house in Plnckney
"It was mostly compose! nf
Street.

Workhox."

White muslin and pink ribbons,
muslin and blue ribbons." in the eye*
of Mrs. Aldrich, great '.y as she admired
him, Dickens was without the. manner
that stamps the e;.ste of Vere de V«jre.
As Is well known., ho was not a "quiet F*
dresser."
On this occasion he wore a
top coat, so light — "I can almost sav
•Oiled white color'
wide and short, it'
Stood out like a skirt and it had a velvet xollar. The waistcoat was of another shade of brown with brilliant re*
Indentations.
The watch chain wa»
buttoned into the centre button of his
jvalstcoat, and the n It divided Itself. 1
.Mrs. Aldrlrh wondered what was at the
other end of the chain. She thinks the
trousers were of a black and white
check. Later Dickens called again andinsisted on seeing the house from top
to bottom.
"In those happy days my;
mainstay and dependence was an aus• lady who consented to live with us
fOf the modest sum of J5 per week."
This Included the services of a 6-yearwhit-1

•

i>

1

'

;

E

I

',

';

j

i
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Mr.

and

Mrs. Aldrich were at the
dlnffer -given by Dickens at the Parker
lionto .the
victor in the walking

,1

Monthly gave him $10,000 for whatever
he might write in a year. He was late
to luncheons and dinners, but always arrived, when he finally did arrive. Jovial
and bland. He called late one night on
Aldrich, saying he had come to make a
night of It. and as he went up stairs ho
saTig "^PSflyTlPut the Kettle on. and
We'll Have T6a." He had been to a
dinner and a recept'on in his honor. Ho
asked for the loan of the spare room
that night: he said the hotel room was
dreary. The room, with pyjamas and
brushes was cheerfully loaned, "and In
return he loaned us through all the
email hours, until the coming of the

dawn, the aroma

of his host's choicest

cigars. The next morning, still arrayed
In his evening clothes, he went unembarrassed and airily homeward." A few

evenings afterward he spoke with untroubled charm to a great alienee In
Tremont Temp'e, while a sheriff sat he.hind n screen and waited. Mrs. Aldrich
of
well recalls a night when Harte told
boy of
his landing in San Francisco, a
his early
of
city
the
described
W and
delight
years. "There was never a more
companion then
f.il guest or fascinating
said
he had
He
night."
...
"n this

was

|

I

!

bis stay- -Aldrich lived in strict secluNo invitations to dinbers, receptions or lunches were accepted, on
the chance fnat this prodigious poseur
might also, bo a guest." It was not
until the end of a year
hat uAldrlch
and his wife inet W.Me faee.jjo face
r. her.
traveling.
They saw * man
clothed hi singular fashion. "He' was
wearing a light brown .velvet; coat, 3
waistcoat of yellowish silk, hjue tie
and stockings, low brown shoes, and
lemon colored gloves.
The 1i»it was
larre and of a different shade of brown,
and from under It the straigiit hair
reached almost to the shoulder." Some
years after this encounter Aldrich met
Wilda and hi* wife- on •tb^otage of the

—

memorial fund/. Charles F.I181 Korton
The readers, were Mrs. "Howe.
Messrs. Clemens. Holmes. CirrthJ. Aidrich. Lowell. Hale. Howells and T. W.
Higglnsm.
When Aldrich, In stage

,

ain't nothin'

I

knows

'fore

I

,.

n

ilea

me one

to gi;

S

u

:

t

n-gttm* to

9
j
1
|

ballet.

to
If
I

j

Years hence, old gentlemen, hearing
dancer praised by enthuslasitc
will shake pitying heads, and
mumble: "Ah, my young friends, you
should have seen Pavlowa dance her
gavote."
Her art and a remarkable
costume were seen in the "Rondina."
But it is late in the day to dwell on

some

youths

the inimitable grace, the exquisite taste,
the intell gence of Anna Pavlowa, whose
acadamic proficiency is vitalized by
brains and heart
There were pleasing divertissements,
as the fiery Hungarian dance by tho

•

imposing and passionate Miss Saxova
and Mr. Vajinski; the Strauss waltz,
dear to prima donnas, danced by Miss
Butsova and Mr. Barte. and above all
Strauss
"Pastorale,"
again
a
the
waltz, in which Miss Stuart, fair of
brilliantly.
shone
figure,
and
face
Other dances on the program excited

'

I

warm

applause.
We beg of Mme. Pavlowa, the next
time she visits Boston, to dance in a
theatre and to bring an orchestra that
will do justice to the music and to the.
conductor, the excellent Mr, Stier; an
orchestra that will not stab the ears
pnd rasp the nerves of her countless
admirers.
7 -~iacn'

i-.tf

prays do Lords

<

;

1

I

!

of the library, confidence In

made

number
I

Ob AldHenryin Pierce

'

"They shared the mutual -interests of
two very distinct Jives, and .thfi varied
interests of one were vital to the of her
For a quarter of a century* ~'n. which

I

I

(

j'

an

whose

preparation

the

of

pleasure.

especial

In-

thi3

Mr.

name was

entered on the list of
tl-qse making gifts to the library In December, 1904; he was In the building for
the last time on Aug. 20. bringing a parcel
of bcoks. Between those dates, scarcely
any ona on the list of donors shows more

Chase's

naturally a tribute

The total number
frequent entries.
recorded by Mr. Gookin is 1168, which
represents a selection from three or four
times, as many titles submitted, always
with, a modest diffidence and a loyal
»jmv> that 'something he had to offtyr
ttngnt help to make Harvard stronger.

1 '

'

"He was one of perhaps a dozen regnKr contributors' to the dramatic section
terest

thus- still closer united.

they were together, it was exceptional
flf they we're in *he snn-e
ci'U }-4t.a dav
passed in which they did not meet; and
af'ee Mr. Pio-ce's death the". tniStirable
fee'.in- of b.-et'ness /jbinsred ior a long
time Mr. Aldrich's world.". "* ~
These extracts, pcrtai'nipK tii the life
of Mr. and Mrs. Aldrich in JjJoVton, give
only a faint idea of this volume -of remInlscenees.
rt would be a nlessure to
ouote from the writer's exp«ir.i<>nres in
Kurope. (be early life in New y..vk, the
summers In the eount-*y: If. tell the
st ran T.^ story rif Aldrich and th
ad ,pted
darifhter of Wendell Phillips

Harvard Library Notes for October,
devoted to the theatre collection, Is full
The death of
of interesting matter.
Frank E. Chase, Harvard "76, a frequent
contributor to The Herald, la noted at
length.

i

'

is

this

tradition.

so obsessed with this idea—he had an
unconcpieraDle terror of speaking before
en nudience-thit the uniform chairs
were replaced by sofas and scuts of a
different.. form, and the semi-circle
was'
made carelessly irregular.
It
was Aldrich who gave the name
"The Players" to the Actor** Club in.
Xew York. BonM, a venr or two 0 „forc
the summer of 18S5, when the ides of the
club was seriously discusred. had'boucht
Ihe house 2t Chestnut street, and the
old
comradeship of Booth and Aldrich was

There

|

only
Pavby
reason
Mme.
of
Iowa's
pantomimic skill.
She also
danced with even greater freedom and
spirit than on the night before.
This
might be said of her company. She
again enchanted the great audience in
the gavotte that will always be associated with her and will pass into a

of Mass-i Jnhrfs turkeys*
T'se gwine to ~ft dit turkevl
dy night." And AMrlch was

rich's intimete friend.

enjoyment

from

derived

be

'

c

much

was

[there

saw tha chairs- In a semi-circle,
he thought of a Negro minsTfel'show
and said to his fellow-sufferew*- he was
sure that when the curtain weTtt up he
should address Mr. Lowell and Dr.
Hale in this wise: "Now, BrefleV Hale. <
when you prays, don't pray so' much £
in general way; pray mors;,
pgitlcler:
if I prays de Lord to sil
.ui*»a, turkey,
dat turkey; hut v

j

the tour; that the players were
wholly unacquainted with the music una few days ago.
In
spite
of
drawbacks
these

fright,

d-.t

.

til

for a Iionwfellow

presided.

Kallinkoff

jfor

,

J

i

Miss Ollnive.

and Mrs. Wilde inu»it have h*en almost
bride and groom.
They gave the iios
pression of congenial companionship
... -j
and happiness."
There is an amusing account of the
authors' reading at the Bostojfi Museum

j

j

Strauss

Mme. Pavlowa and Mr. Stepanoff.
"Amarilla" requires for full effect an
appropriate stage setting, as that provided when the ballet was performed
here some years ago, proper lighting and
a much larger stage than that of
Symphony Hall. Last night there was
not room for the evolutions, and the
dancers were sadly cramped. There is
some charming music, which was butchered by the incompetent orchestra. We
understand that the orchestra engaged
for the season in New York was unwilling to go on the road: that an
orchestra was then hastily assembled

Wo

j

r

Pn3 de Trois

Theajhre
LotwWfrr He had
dropped hts masi'ierade. wore, the con\entional drc*s and rt'd not differ outwardly from Itls fe!low>men.
"Mrs.
Wilde wns pretty and yonrig. She wore
a e-n»ry-coI.rcd gown, so, modish that
probably It was 'cr.eaud' on the other
of the channel .At thai, time Mr,

;

|

Schubert

Stuart. Lindovjka and Messrs. Zelweski. Vajinski.

Russian Dance

Eton.

money

I

fj

There are several entertaining pages
about Oscar Wilde In Boston. During

In 1SK7 to raise

Arends

(The Misses Stuart, Leggeriova and Mr. Barb-.
Anitra's Dance
Grieg

Lyceum

j

Beethoven

Mr. Stowitts.
Valse Sentimentale

t

idiosyncrasies, .charac-

Bret Harte was a visitor. "Notwithstanding his Hebrew blood, he was _a
born spendthrift," In money difficulties
the East although the AtlanticIn

'

reading was
2.

but

Minkus

Entire company.

,

Irresponsible Bret Harte

Pickens and Longfellow
Lick-us

la?:cua3e-

teristic of himself, and "born with Mark
Twain." There was silence for a moment: the hysterical sobs grew louder.
"Mark Twata! Was that Mark Twain?
Oh. go tifter him. go a'ter him; bring
him back and tell him. tell him— oh.
what can you tell him!"

So.ne'hing done,

j» Turn

Bohemian Dance

The Misses

Bret

Harte. one pf the best blosrapntes in out

—

Plnckney street, to which they moved
from Hancock street in the spruig of
A fur
4JB7"— bat was silent and distrait
serious illness of his young friend, he
sent her a huge box of roses with an
affection note, and from that lime there!
was ever silence,

something

ina-

mm

i

It

marked

been asked to stay. The answer with
hysterical tears wns: "How could you
in that condition
have brought a
to your home., to sit rt your table, and
Why, he was so
to meet your Wife?
Int ixic-ted ho could not stand straight:
"My
he stammered m his speech
"
dear, did you not know who he was?
What you thought wine was but hl<

,

"Was

stand

Finally the guest depnrted.
Aldrich .asked \stemly why the dinner
was so late: why the guest had not

,

'.'

to

dinner.

m

11

bfllty

brought this strange being home to dinner, remembering how a few evenings
before he hart brought an unexpected
friend and then helped himself too generously to a scanty dish, of oysters or
sweetmeats, which would have been
ample for two. but short rations for
thro.
The atmosphere In the room was
frosty. There was no announcement of

'

would not be much, but it would-be
something." Winsor accepted ami invit-

J

the

I

perpendicular,

showed

gentleman

|

of

life

I

half revealing and half concealing the
mass of reddish hair underneath; the
heavy mustache having the same red
tint.
The trousers came'well below the
coat, and were of a yellowish-brown
color; stockings of pie same tawny hue.
which the low black shoe emphasized."

..Grieg

Miss Lesgeriova and Mr. Vajinski.
Gavotte
Linke
Mine. Pavlowa and Mr. Volinine.

Mme. Parlowa.

I

j

Strauss

Dance

Brigand's Dance

We

I

;

i

Hollan.l

Kondhia

poet fully realized the situation and fled
do not remember any
in dismay."
Allusion to this incident in Mr. Henry

I

:

Miss Stuart and Mr. Stowitts.

Wilde and Other?

admirable

I

'

;

Pastorale

j

I

I

:

i,

[swayed from side Ho side, and had also
difficulty with his speech: he did no'
stammer exactly, but after each word
he placed a period." Aldrich had not
mentioned Twain's names to her, nut even
She glared at her
In the Introduction.
why he had
husband.
wondering

I

:

\

Merwln's

'

Dance, Greek
Bi-nlims1
Chardaz
Crossuiau
Miss Saxova and Mr. Vajineki.
Voice of Spring
Strauss
MtSM Butsova and Mr, Barte.

j

Mrs. Aldrich wns sure that he was under the influence of strong waters, "as

WKima.uiiy invited to dinners at:) evenT'i " is a furious story
big parties.
about the mee' ?k
ih Justin Winsor
and the ensuln
When Mrs.
rie-vlsh p.
Aldrich first ni.
him. he was "a tall
man. rather
was In truth
.-.
but U years old.
however, much
.

!

C.

HALE

By PHILIP

Mine. Pavlowa and her company gave
the third and last of her enfertainments
last night in Symphony Hall. The oneact ballet. "Amarilla," music by Glazounoff and Drigo. was first on the program. Then followed:

never
barred her from the reigning aristocracy
she !
o' *hat. city.'k She had courage, if
w^j lacking in grace: She lured this I
Western lion to her lair, and many of,
Mrs.
the elect accepted invitations.
,'ulia Ward Howe was asked by Harte
"The
If she would not recite for him
Battle Hymn of the Republic." She J
granted his request, and then sang art
Italian song and an English ballad.
After she rose from the piano the silence was broken by the hostess at the [
extreme end of the room: "Oh. Mrs.
Howe, do now sing something comic."

V

at the sides no longer elastic, but worn
r>nd loose: the stockings were white,
and the flowery ribbon of the garter
knots was unabashed by the sunlight."
Passing over this story, delightfully
told and at length, we come to the

fire.

i

1
f

f

meeting of Aldrich and Mark Twain.
Twain called in winter, a most un
•t;ual guefit. "clothed in a coat of seal•.i.in. the' fur worn^ outward; a sealskin

I

of

was put into print
and he was surprised
it

at the success.
winter of
.'iPost'on "possessed in the
1871-72 a lady of towering social amwas
herself,
for
bition, who. unhappily
not of the privileged order; and had
that
..pen able to force the gates

i

' 1

sit-

For want

j

in 1865,

Aldrich applied himself to the
editing of Every Saturday." 8oon afterOpen

space-filler,

.-.

!

Harte was invited by Harvard to reAccordliver a Phi Beta Ktppa poem.
Mark Twain's First Visit
ing to Mrs. Aldrich he did not appreciof'
story
amusing
Passing over the
ate the awful solemnity of the occasioTi.
how Harriet Beecher Stowe, visiting at
"He made his appearance in gaudy raithe summer home. Rose Cottage, was
ment and wearing green gloves. His
overcome by claret cup on a warm day:
as his
Stowe's poem was as misappropriate
"Iii lying on the sofa Mrs.
dress.
Clothes and the man were
skirts* like Hamlet's wolds, "flew up.'
equally disappointing to Harvard. The
revealing very slender ankles and feet

chiefly concei ried
wtth the adventures of the Aldriches in

fork

m

the rooms
dinirg U»

"The face

in

house

as

aside.

it

I

he was.

in

The Aldriches
But today we are

the

The tragedy of hi*
made him look older than

written "The Heathen Chinee" at a

and thrown
something better,

He. too, insisted on seeing all
Lingering a moment in the,
"cid: "Ah, Mr. Aldrich.
round
it v.ill not always be the same
[.table for two. By and by itovill extend
itself, and about it will cluster little
faces, royal guests, drumming on the
And then, as;table with their spoons.
will
the- years go by, one by one they
of their own.
nests
build
take flight to
The round table will again recede until
for two and you and Mrsv*
it is set
Aldrich will be alone. This is the story {.
(of life, the pathetic poem of the fire-

Booth's life, the death of
wife and the assassination of Linis told most sympathetically, yet
Mrs. Aldrich
'h'out sentimentalism.
at the "trial of the conspirators in
"Payne, who was sitting
tshlngton.
lear the open window, watched the
fcying of a tree, face and figure cxIjjessing indifference to all the transiHerold. the drugorv things of life."
get's clerk, had a slight and boyish fig-

K

at

called

'

ting

street.

wilV.'-Vieaui

,

-gdies

{

'

.

;

1

Besides plays and books on the theatre,
he giave all the publications <jf Walter

H. Baker

&

Co.,

in

partner, and nearly

]

all

which he was a
those of Samuel

French. His most notable single gift
comprised a long series of collected]
editions of English plays.
"His letters were always a cheerful
break in the routine of the order department, and a glance through the
flies shows many that reveal .his devo-i
Hon to the library. Ho wrote on IVI). 4,
'

I

|

:

j

..itnay.'

i

allusion to th\
au.
C. Merwln's

I

,

|

1919:

"

'Dear Mr. Potter:

1

t-poke the otlv.T

i

J
1

!

OT7
£"P l "**Uy

™he

some Inscrutable

reason.

I

M
rhis

will

probably not

Influence

the least.

send

it

thr>

next

lot

clauses
lept.

-".

Icle
' fit

XXI.

Chase's

will,

read:

To Harvard College

j

'

",

I

,

,

I
^

desirable or suitable
tor their purposes, and direct that the
delhery of these books
•hall be paid by my executors.

He

has its own
$50,000. which was
gtven by Mr. Shaw soon after he in-

i

in

of

duplicates,

"82

in-

the
t

in

first

Harvard man

maichsg a living by

As soon as Charles

II.

i

i

America, would have enabled

W

me

(if

ij

cou'd ha-a^ffept it) to have liv'd at my
ease in these beautiful parts o' the
v
world."
In spite of Crowne's appreciation of
his "Ambitious Statesman," the "New
Theatrical Dictionary" (London, 1792)
says: "This play met with very indifferent success."
-

collection.

"Another actor-manager who has oaid

|

|

|
I

Prof. Spalding in France

gift for several years,

aggregating
was spent for books on this sub-

|

J

collection has received a gift
conplays, prompt books, playscrap-books, etc..
formerly the
>erty of John Gilbert, the
celebrated
cdlan. They were given to
Harvard
his niece, Mr?. George
Peirce of
>klme. Of the S00 separately
print-

ns of

200

lam Shakespeare."
library
inies
of

now

of

i
|

contains nearly 4000

who has done

Ibonte.
is

dertaking and has helped generously to
make it possible. The French themselves have been very enthusiastic over
the scheme, as they recogniz with great
gratitude the strong love which there
is in America for modern French music,
and they feel that this undertaking will
be a real means of bringing the coun
tries

il

|

j

!

|

|

>

j

j

[»'

of

|

;

does not give this increased patronage,
then it deserves to lose the theatrd. If
the proprietors kept the building open as
a theatre, and by so doing deprived themselves of profits which they would obtain by disposing of it for the cinema,
they would, in effect, be subsidizing
theatrical enterprise in the Potteries at
There is no
their own .sole expense.
reason, artistic or economic, why they
should do this. If a local theatre is 'to
be subsidized, the subsidy should come
from the municipality, and not from,
any individual or group of individuals."
—The Stage.
Bernstein's "La Rafale" revived at
the Gymnase, Paris, with Alme. Simone
as Helene, has b«en rewritten.
Sacha Gnitry's
new comedy " Je
t'aime," is "scarcely more than a sucand diacession of
satirical scenes

1

inttf

York's Theatre,
London) the Daily Telegraph said it was
difficult to speak about the play. "Its
author evidently knows little about construction and nothing about character,)
and as evidently she does not care. She
just goes happily on with her play,

1

;

[

j

Plays in London, Paris, Dublin:

(Duke

!

•

Other Dramatic Notes
Of Laura Wildig's "Priscilla and the
Profligate"

Could not Mr. Jewett be
persuaded to bring out at the Copley
Theatre one or two of Milne's comedies, especially "Mr. Pirn Passes By"?
Mr. Arnold Bennett, whose literary
and personal associations with .the Potteries are so well known, has written
an interesting and rather piquant letter
to Mr. Carey Ellis of Hanley, who
sought to induce the famous novelist to
give his active support to the movement
for preserving the Royal-Hanley, as a I
dramatic house, and preventing its
eventual conversion into a picture pal-}'
Writing from 12B George street,
ace.
Hanover Square, Ijondon, W. 1, under
date Oct) 12, Mr. Bennett said he did not
see that any useful purpose would be
served by his entering into a-newspaperj
controversy on the matter, and he added
"Nothing can save the theatre except ln- r
and if the district
creased patronage

making everybody do—fend say— just
whatever comes into her head. Tha result
ought So be failure, hopeless .-md com-

I

saved on an American battlefield
one Jackson. In the course of the late
war Sam Jackson, a descendant, enorquis,

j

I

i

mously rich, arrives in France as a|
captain, wishing at any price to find
the descendants of the marquis that he
may pay a deht of gratitude. The play
is said to he riotously amusing.
Mr. Maugham's new play is entitled

a
"The Circle."
The lord chamberlain's department insisted that an alteration should be ma4e
in the text of "The Right to Strike":
"that is the omission of an expletive
Bernard

Shaw has

with

which

made

the stage well acquainted;

Mr.

it has
been used on more than ope other ocsion within recent years." This terrible expletive is nothing else than the
word "bloody" aj a qualifying adjec-

tive.

Huge Organ;
Other Notes Anent Music
The critic of the London Times heard
"1812" Overture on a

Giorgio Con-ado sing:

"He has a

loud,

[

|

closer touch, for the simple reason that
nothing brings people more closely together than music."

Xew
I

and the universities therein

—

1

from a fancy dress ball he had lost his
way and he stopped at her 'father's
house for gasoliiMf. "A very charming
play with an directive combination of
the purely fanciful and •the strictly

[

"Mr. James Hazen Hyde,

\

sentimentality. He revels in expositions
of a very pretty wit at the expense of
dramatic appropriateness, but one cannot find it in one's heart to condemn
him on this score, so thoroughly has
the aim been justified by the means.
It is something in these times of tension to have written a topicality which
should have brought laughter to all and]
offence to none."
A.
Milne's
new comedy. "The]
A.
Romantic Age" (the Comedy Theatre.)
London, Oct. 18), is light "with more
than a touch of imaginative fantasy.")
The heroine dreams of Prince Charnw
ing. of knights ih shining armor. She
finds him on a moonlit night in hei)
drawing room, bowing and disappear-)
ing. She sees him tne next morning in
the woods, when he is po longer silent.
He promises to carry her off, but wher,

:

so much for the exchange professorships between France and America, has
also taken a great interest in the un-

'

(

j

universities

I

—

;

others who have visited the Harvard
courses, have been much interested in
our course on the "Appreciation of
Music" and have said they had nothing comparable to it in the French
universities and hoped that when I
had leisure I would come over and Institute such a course in the French

a young

netted £80,000 apiece out of the wonderful su{fce«s of "Our Boys." Another
jubilee in Stageland this year is that of
the Royal Court Theatre. Originally a
Nonconformist chapel, the Sloane square
playhouse was first opened in 1S70, and
was known as the New Chelsea Theatre.
and its class of
Its seats were cheap
entertainment still cheaper. Then the
house was rechristened the Belgravia
Theatre, later again changing its name
It is/memorable to
to the Royal Court.
the older generation of playgoers for the
Hare-Kendal management of the seventies, when all the town went fo see "The
Scrap of Paper" and "A, Quiet Rubber." London Daily Chronicle, Oct. 16.
The Sunday Times of London, reviewing a performance of "Henry the
"Why when
Fifth," pertinently asks:
so eminent a gentleman as the King of
France is addressing his court, are
the courtiers allowed to turn their backs
most discourteously upon him and carry
on an excited conversation among
themselves?"
"L'Air de Paris," a play by Maurice
Henequin and Henry de Gorsse. has
been produced at the Ambigu, Paris. A
Companion of Lafayette, a real mar-

Ulsterman, but he views the animosities
Ireland dispassionately: "A plague
o' both your houses" is his cry.
The
play, described as amusing, is also
characterized as "less of a play than
a subtly-disguised anti-emigration tract,
expressed in terms of Bernard Shaw
with a slight flavoring of inharmonious

practical."

1

"by

an interesting article "Some
y Black Face Performers and the
t
Minstrel Troupe," by "L. A. H."
»as Mrs., not Mr., Graupner.
who
late in 1799 at the Federal
Street
Ltre "The Negro Boy."
She was
the first.
On Jan. 6, 1796, Joseph
r sang "Poor Negro Boy"
at the
*al Street Theatre.
Mine. Gardie
ared here in 1796 in a comic dance,
laiacter of a female Negro. It was
ot h-r as actress and
pantomimist
per t~-e, figure and action were enting.
The first actor to play the
t was Joel Walker Sweeney, who
an old chese box. cut it in half,
red it with a skin and added a fifth
£, while tne predecessor made from
rd lad only four. George Wash-

minister

I

were

American plays.
Among
- ta Barnabas Bidwell's "Mercenary
(Kew Haven, 1765), a plav
rmed by Yale students
tlie playwright
was a senior in
ierhaps the earliest representae
varad on the American stage
..°V
/The Sea Serpent," by
William
•a, who
was graduated
1S05
'fc Is a copy of
Joseph Crosweil's "A
World Planted" (Boston. 1802). in
a fr
Bradf ord,
Brewster,
c? '"T
•n, Standish
and Massasoit appear,
neroir.^. a daughter of
Mas3asoit is

its

1

previously owned by the library
e of the play-bills of
the Boston
«re. Federal street, March
1,
ig47,
Hinces the first performance
In
inca of "A Yorkshire Tragedy

The

through

j

.

aucographed, some

government

7 public instruction to give lectures during January, February and March at
eight or ten leading French universities on the "Appreciation of Music."
The chief places to be visited are Paris,
Grenoble, Dijon, Lyons, Nancy, Strasbourg, Montpellier.
Prof. Spalding
writes to The Herald:
"The inception of this project goes
liack some years, for all the French
musicians who have visited the country,
^
beginning with d'lndy and Tiersot and
Including Rabaud, Lichtenberger and

ie

lays, all

Prof. W. R. Spalding of Harvard University has been' asked by the French

is

—

he comes in ordinary clothes, Jo, he is
only a stock broker. The armor Is ae]
for by the fact that motoring
( ounted

to Prof.

Baker's work for "the
-ffe it Mr. John Craig of
the Castle
lare Theatre.
A portion of his an-

if

latter

a famous trio of comedians David
James, Thomas Thome and H. J. MonAfter the run of "The Two
tague.
Roses" the latter left the triumvirate,
For
and thereby •missed a fortune.
David James, as Middlewick the butterman, and his partner, Tom Thorne,

in

i

pression 0 f h!s appreciation
of what
Prof. Baker has done for the
serious
recognition of dramatic art, Mr.
Drew
presented the library of Robert
IjOwe. the bibliographer of
En-lish
theatrical literature.
The S3t! title3 in
Ws gift Include many that have
held
t$«*ir piace as treasured rarities
throughout the extraordinary rapid
growth of

ings; there is Pinero's "Profligate," also
his "Big Drum," though in book form
tho p'JKVK have the original ending. Dion
Boucico-olt's "Octoroon" was changed
jji
London, for many objected to the
Billing of the heroine. In recent years

and in Boston Bernstein's ''Samson"
and "Israel" and Wolff's "The Lily"
have had changed endings "to suit
American taste.''
A new play in one act by St, John G.
Ervine, "The Island of Saints, and How
]to Get Out of It," was produced at the
Abbey, Dublin, on Oct. 12. He is an

was on

The

of great promise. Mme. Jeanne
Provest is beautiful and bewitching as
M. Joffree and Mile.
the coquette.
..
*Iarken are good."
The Vaudeville Theatre, which has
just celebrated its jubilee, was built for

man

i

|

1904.

Crowne was "the

*

|

Dan Emmett,

•

John Drew founded Harvard's
Theatre Collection. In 1903. as an
ex-

ere

1843,

the throne he returned to England.
There Is an annotated list of Crowne's
plays. The preface of "The Ambitious
Statesman,"
acted
at
the Theatre
Royal, London, and published in 1679,
speaks of "this play, which I think the
most vigorous of all my foolish labors.''
And in "Caligula" (1G9S) there is a personal note in the dedication. Crowne is
speaking of France and England:, "I
have suffer'd severely, and therefore I
may be allow'd to speak. The favor, or, [
rather,
authority,
which a mighty
neighboring kingdom had in pur courts
some years ago got my inheritance,
which, tho' it lay in the Desarts ofl"

^Mr.

I

died in

torate.

cluded in Mr. Wendell's bequest
gave
*n additional $24,241.36, which was used
vt pay the cost of handling,
catalogullng binding and shelving the
Wendell

tribute

in

,

practising a recognized form of literature." His father lived in Boston for a
short time toward the end of the protec-

whose will expressed a "desire that the
income derived therefrom be used in the
purchase of books, prints, pamphlets,
TOotographs, souvenirs and the like, for
the collection of dramatic literature and
memorabilia, now being made by said
sale

So,

who succeeded

the new buildreceived $10,000 from

The

•

'

According to these notes concerning
John
Harvard's
theatre
collection,

Collection

Wendeil,

-

oe nis.

•ndowment of about

J.

'

author of "Dixie," was billed as "Old
Dan Emmit" He was then 28 years old.

Frank E. Chase." "

library
estate of Evert

Paul Bernard.

-

Sally, the F*ne Old Colored Gentleman,)
O Lawd, Girls, Gib me a Chaw Terbakkur, and Miss Lucy Long and Her An-j
swer. All but the last are attributed to
"Olfl Dan Emmit,"
though only the
words of "O Lawd, Gals," are stated to

- -Article XXX. All the rest and
residue of my estate, I give, devise and bequeath to Harvard College Library as
a fund, the income of which is to be
devoted primarily to -the purchase of
books relating to the theatre, the drama
©r related subjects, and thereafter to
the generad uses of the library, such
purchases to be inscribed as the Gift of

The

>

'

full cost of the

Wailed his collection

i

s

may deem

The Theatre

:

—

j

Mr.

of

191!>,

Cambridge, Massachusetts,
devise and bequeath such of my
relating to theatrical and
history, biography. VrVtYcism'
Phy and my collection of plays]

«e

his fiancee, but he soon returns repentant. Mme. Dorska is the
opera singer. Mile. Judlo the abandoned
fiancee, with appropriate voices."
The Paris correspondent of the Stage,
describes
letter
Oct.
dating his
17,
play. "Lea Alies
Pierre Wolff's new
"Perhaps
Brisees" (Vaudeville, Oct. 9)
If the p'ay had been acted by M.- le
Bargy, as had been planned, it would
have mowed us more; yet I doubt It.
That that great artist would have lent
It a charm and a power that were- larking Is certain, but the play would have
remained in our minds the shallow and
The old
superficial thing It appealed.
inn iof the father and son falling
woman,
and the
in love with the same
father abdicating his title of eternal
lover. Is* old indeed, and M. Wolff's
treatment offers little that is new. There
Is one strong scene, in Which the father
add son discover their mutual infatuation for the pretty society divorcee, but
there is a lot of padding and laborious'
wit, to say nothing of cynical epigrams
on the Inconstancy of love. M. Francen
was rather artificial and lacking in
magnetism as the eternal lover, but he
played the big scene capitally with M.

—

•

are kind enough to accept.
truth to tell, since your rise in
rid of the theatre to the summit
»te Wendell's noble pile of boons,
small hopes of further service

*

away from

\

over with

»u

"•pjtoee.

Is It success.
It ls|
of the Vlr-H add that neither
Minstrels is iigreoably told. Thel something hit ween the two, a patchy
program of this troupe In Boston
farce. Its worst moments are incredibly
(Mrtch 7 and 8, 1S43). owned by
Jbad, Its averago merit low; hut its)
Ouincy Klthy. Is reproduced. The Mr.
brightest things certainly do wring;
progran, of Mai V 23. 1843. "Great
leughter from you, even thoush you
Olympic
Vlmw»-T..'ii!0!it Temple." bears f*i.
are furtively ashamed to be nmused at(
••'•»f«m<nt: "Tho Ethiopian Olio, by I I ^Wrthingr so hackneyed," Tho play Is n
UJe A.vginla Minstrel*, who have been! 1 variant of the Ugly Duckling story.
I
so Jtberally patronieed a; the
The coming debut of Miss Elizabeth!
Masonic
Temple, will appear and give their chaste 6 Irving,
f
a daughter of tha late "H. B.,"*|''
a»id elegant entertainment,
in
which! 1 and grand-daughter of Sir Henry,?l
they .iety competition." At
i serves to emphasize tne remarkable way
the benefit
on Mare h 24. there was this note
on the 8 In whloh histrionic genius seems to be|
Mil:
conundrums and explanations bvf j transmitted. As a rulo actors' children?
Brower and Pelham." This recalls
a , seem to tako to the boards, and in quiten
note on the program of Artemus
Ward's
a number of famous theatrical famlliesfs
lecture In Egyptian Hall, London:
"Mr
Farrens, Emerys
Artemus Ward will call on tho citizens I as tho Comptons,
and Grossmlths— three successive gen Jf.
A erations have appeared behind the foot-L
of London, at their residences, and ex- f,
3 lights, whilst the Ten ys have given six
plain any jokes In his narrative which L
t generations to the stage, ln no otherk
they may not understand."
Is hereditary talent of suchh
We have before us. as we write, a lit- II profession
London
common occurrence.
Daily!*
tie pamphlet of 15 pages: "Songs of the
J,
Chronlole.
Virginia Minstrels: a Correct Edition of fi
altered
I
Hastings
Turner
has
the
end-f
the Celebrated Songs of tho Virginia
I ing of his play, "Every Woman's PrivlMinstrels originally composed and sung
I lege," at the Globe, London, so that thej
by them at their concerts," published in
heroine can answer the expectation of
Boston by Charles H. Keith, 67 Court
the audience and marry a young Socialstreet ln 1&43
The Pointers were Wm.
ist rather than the middle-aged suitor.
V ^f wie Minot s l'" 11 ?"
a d
f
And so Mr. Turner, has followed thef
ln
f- Spring lane. The songs arc Twill
example
of a long line. It is not neces- 1
Brown;'
nebfoer do to gib it up so. Mr.
sary to go back to "King Lear" and [
Old Dan Tucker, Gwine ober de MoUn-[
"Romeo and Juliet" with happy endtain, Boatman's Dance. My Old Aunt!
-

* list of them. I also have for
copy of the stag* version of a
tat U worth while for the reason
mi book was prepared solely for
Purposes and not at all for sale,
isesslon of the volume Is felonimust In duty explain, so that In
" J'ou become part Ice ps crlm-

I

"sonST

STliiia

for

the

1

,

first

i

ing.

"ftffro

1

The story of the founding

114

!1

by Binirlng a
Coal Black Hose."

j

: ,.

logues."
Gernter, in a now play,
morte," takes the part of

"La Branche
an old vaga-

bond.

"La

Sirenc-''

at

the

Apollo,

Paris;

music by Goublier the younger. "The
scene is. laid in Bretanny in 1830, and
there 'are some pretty costumes and old
dances of the period. La Sirene is an
opera singer who toes for a swim at
"djaight in very scanty attire, and is

j

a very loud, voice; the harmonics rah
about the rafters and fell like the gentle
rain upon the place beneath, making it
twice blest. It was just the voice with
which to celebrate peace or .te welcome
the Prince of Wales, or for any other
occasion when 10,000 people have to bo

What he d_id with it was,
however, less significant."
English
army officer returning
An
from Petrograd says that the famous
singer Shalyapin is now old, thin and
gray; They lunched on tea and black
The officer says that all the
bread.
singer's property has been annexed; he
sings for food, not money, and lives in
a small flat' under military authority.
Muriel Foster, the Knglish contralto,
has been ordered by the physicians to
abandon her career.
The only decoration of Jenny Lind's
tomb for the centenary was from theF
Royal Academy of Sweden:* a laurel
wreath tied by ribbons of the Swedish i»
reached.

i

colors.

Alexander Siloti, pianist, played in Bj
London, after way years he was yeported dead some time ago—on Oct. 9.
'"It was good to find that the anxieties
and hardships through which he hasi
lately passed have not dimmed his '> riI -f
One of
llant qualities as a pianist.
Liszt's mest famous pupils, ho has aj
style the complete mastery of which is
not perhaps very readily appartsnt owingi
to the absence of all sense of physical!
effort.
But the power and volume ofl
tone are there surely enough in spite of, v

—

j

——grand concert' of Indian music givel
v
\nna Comtesse de Bremont, 4n)i th e Schauspielhaus was Henry VIII;
This Henry Porten was a charming Ann.
SteinwAy Hill on Wednesday,
Jt is not very creditable to British
apart, the program Was interesting, for
it consisted of songs i.i Hindustani anl't imagination and enterprise that as yet
Sanskrit, performances on the swar- j no attempt has been made to «ive us a
bahnr, dilrtiba, fiddle, piccolo and Jal- J really fine war film. America, it may
tarang bv Uday Shfnkar, a recitation of! be said, has given the world already so
Indian folk-tales, a Xautch and other! many versions of this theme that there
dances, and a demonstration of Indian (Ms no room for any more. Is this the
Practically all
magic. Each of th> artistjs appeared in J case, however?
native costume, resplendent and lovely American war films have been variants
of
People
are tired of seeone
pattern.
there
to behold, and one all the more,
ing tlwm, not because they are war
fore, regretted the (more or less) bare
concert platform and the anachronism films, but because each of them is a
more or less slavish copy of all the
of the "concert girand." Somehow ope
wanted illusion, and there was none others.' The French idea of a .war film,
"J'Aecuse," showed us that there was
here. A gallant attempt had been made
by Mr. Vrinda Rani to harmonize som< "as much scope for originality in thlsi
direction as in any other. Now, undebeautiful religious melodies in accordterrcd by the parrot-cry that "war
ance with our tempered scale, but the
films" are no longer wanted, one of the
result was not satisfying to our ears
leading American film-making concerns
less satand
even
one
suspects
rather
wrong?"
Is turning that masterpiece of Vicomte
isfying to the born Indian's. London
Musical sandwichmen whistling the
Blasco Ibanea, "The Four Horsemen of
Daily Telegraph, Oct. 1.
"Soldiers' Chorus" from "Faust," "are
the ApoCalypse," into a screen play. We
today to make London thoroughfares
need not concern ourselves with the
A. A. Milne's Experiment in the
melodious. They will recall to sexage6tories being put about of the enormous
narian memories the days of their boysums of money expended to make parFilm World— Screen Notes
hood when "Faust" had just taken the
ticular scenes or build up lath-andtown by storm. Then it was difficult to
The London Times says of Mr. Milne's plasttr castles |hat are demolished
walk through a London #treet without
work for the nlm:_
almost before the spectator has had
hearing the familiar air, and to pass
time to realize they aro there. Such
\
"Time and again it has been urged in
the dull covered playground of St. Paul's
stories may or may net be accurate.
school, which was situated then in St!
jthis column that the film is becoming
In any case, they will have no Influence
churchyard, 'during playtime,
Paul's
so important and the supply of comedy
on the ultimate failure or success of the
was a lively and deafening experience.
film.
The point is that an experienced
when
come
must
is so poor that the day
It seemed as If the whole 153 scholars
American organization, conducted on.
authors of repute will find it worth their
were engaged in whistling the stirring
purely commercial lines, is deliberately
"Ckerus" with their shrill and penewhile to pay attention to Ute newH going to very great outlay to make antrating young voices and stamping onother screen play deal'ne exclusively
method of interpretation and to conthe ground in time with clatter enough
with the grei\t war.--L.0DJS»n Daily Telestruct comedy stories specially for this
to wake their founder. Dean Colet, from
graph.
medium. There seems to be every reabis long repose. London Dally Chronson to believe that that day has dawned.
icle.
"Tripping" Speech
DWiu.s's opera, "Fennlmore andGerda."
Sir James Barrle, Mr. Bernard Shaw
William Poel wrote to Uie London
wltfch. if X remember rightly, was pro-' and many others are reported to be al
riuced at Frankfort ls-Ft autumn, has)
work on scenarios Intended primarily
Times apropos of performances of
bow been published in the Vienna Uni-j for film purposes, i'.nd during tin; ti.is
"Henry V." in London:
yersal Edition, with German text only.
week we have had the first actual pro"If the elocution at the Strand? is not
Bo here we have an Englishman of duct of this new movement In the forn
all that can be desired, It a
least may
•trong French musical leaning*, so they
of three short comedies written by Mr
say, setting a German text of a Danish
A. A. Milne.
be said to aim at reproducing the orignovel and publishing it in Austria! Art,
"Mr. Milne's films are admittedly at
inal method of delivery. Artists of the
truly, knows no boundaries. — London
experiment, and nobody Is likely t<|
French school, whose voices *re highly
Daily Telegraph. Oct. 16.
suggest that in this direction the las;
One Austin, an Englishman, has comtrained and capable of a varied and
word has been spokeu. Mr. Milne Is ohposed "Pilgrim's Progress," described
vlously working through a strange me j subtle modulation, will run through a
as "a very lengthy and Important native
surdtum. As a rule he conquers his
the seeming ease with which It Is all
He remains faithful to Hie I,iszt
tradition, and the playing of a couple
of pieces and the 12th. rhapsody was of a
very high order; especially did one admire the rhythmic swing given to the
Hungarian melodies, for here one had
just that informing spirit which is a
personal matter and beyond the reach of
The Times also praised his
analyst*."
One sense of rhythm, "but one may also
Mote the charm and skill of the tonal
variations, their happily-managed gradations, and the perfect placing of the accents and strong lights."
•&Bt&z£iiS&,
"Tht Danish poets and composers
alike make a wonderful appeal by their
steadfast refusal to be subtle or complicated and who knows whether they
*re not right, as far as the essence of
song is concerned, and the rest of the
world, if they think otherwise, in the
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composition for the organ."

The London Times said apropos of

Max

"A

Bruch's death:

broad, placid

atrcam of melody, seemingly Inexhaustible, flows through Bruch's compositions.
Which are always easy to understand,
and often, alas, easy to forget. A few.
however, of them have the distinction
thut should give them immortality."
A week ago, in speaking of Ma). Harvey Bathurst's huge organ at the Coliseum, we suggested that sooner or
later, presumably. Dr. Westlake Morgan, the organist, would render "1812."
and that the result should be terrific.
Whether he took this as a hint or not,
the fact remains that yesterday aftertoon he added "1812" to his repertory,
tsd the result, as we hud anticipated,
I'M a perfect hurricane of sound. It
vaa not "XUi" as Tchaikovsky wrote It.
lor tho whole thing had to bo comEm*mI into ]') min u s, but whatever,
rise had been eliminated ft)
the noise
istmed to be there. It e n have fallen
to the lot of few individuals to produce
purh a volume of sound as did Dr.
Westlake Morgan, for he was able to
bring to bear not merely the organ
itself, but all the subsidiary connections,
tho grand piano, the drums, a set of
If only
carillons and a glockenspell.
he had also had a cannon to be fired
•tcct rlcally tn the moment of triumph
he could have defied the world. As a
ere feat of physical endurance the
rendering of "1812" in this way was no
mean accomplishment, and it certainly
proved vastly to the liking of the Colisepm audience.— London Times, Oct. 19.
"If good English songs are to be popularized they must be sung by singers
Who understand the English language
on which the songs depend."
• here Is a scarcity of pipers In the
Highlands.
The Duke of Argyll confepsed the other day that he could not
get enough men for his own pipe band,
and he Intends doing what is already
b' lng done in the Island of Mull, starting a school for young pipere.
The
shortage was apparent at the Highland
gatherings this summer, when the number of pipers entered for the various
competitions fell to a surprisingly low

|

!
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Exchange

New

works: Five poems by W. B.
^eats, set by Philip HeseUine tor voice.
Ilute, English horn and string quartet;
Bernard Van Dierens's "Schoen Roht-

'

for voice and string quartet;
Rhapsody for mezzo-soprano and Instru-

raut,"

ments by Arthur Bliss, all produced In
London on Oct. 6.
Mr. Harry Welchman: "His diction
apt u> be t. lepiionic, contrasts such
is those of 'the (fray streets of London"
f^etn country' in Cyril Scott's
'I"*
Jon' being very deliberately

npreBMive phrases such as
nd dead,' In 'My Captain'
at the hearer at a,
distance night >••• luite certain about
them."
A dispaui, fro,,,
to a Londo
U Red Cros

,

castle fu

is

j

.

*

j

o

A

and too drawn

The

out.

laughs went almost exclusively to the
sub-titles, and to the 'close up' views of
some of the artists, notably that of Mr.
Aubrey Smith, who might become. If
such were his ambition, one of the
His
world's foremost screen actors.
physique shows up admirably."
coronation of Henry VIII and
n Boleyn has been enacted at the

'he

lerna
riin

ne

producing
film

of th»
the Ufa.

park

company,

represented tlffc Interior
other the west door.

chief

One

of

the

"Won-

Some
rfully faithful representations.
to people, dressed in costumes of the
ond
proletariat,
bourgeoisie
century,
h
it

wild and behaved naturally while

a 'master' on the walls of a gallery.
Again, Shakespeare did not divide his
plays into acts and scenes, and at the
opening of every scene? the dialogue was
spoken by characters who had not appeared at the close of a preceding Bcene,
this being done presumably to avoid
delay between the episodes. Nor were
musical intervals customary" at the
Globe playhouse. Then there is a suggestion for the necessity of rapidity as
regards l>oth the action and the speech
to be found in the contemporary saying 'the two hours' traffic of our stag*.'
It is no exaggeration, therefore, to say
that with an
easy elocution Bnd no
'waits' Elizabethan actors would have
gone through half a play before modern
actors tan cover a third on the scenic
stage."

I

Los e and Crime Pictured on the
Film; Censors' Defence of Morality
The report of the British board of film
censors has been issued over the signa-

I

tcre of T. P. O'Connor, president. We
quote from the Tithes the substance of

I

the report:

,

Reward,' in which Mr. Leslie Howard
played the leading part, weretnot quite
so effective 'because there was not that I
individuality which one expects to find
from Mr. Milne."
The Daily Telegraph said of these
"The series of short comedies
films:
written by Mr. A- A. Mihie specially for
the screen, which were shown privately
last week, proved to be one of the most
interesting attempts yet made to give us
something better than we have been acUnfortunately, it is lin-i
customed to.
possible to say they were successful, or;
that they will be likely to please the;
public as they stand. They were both

ibey, the

occult
nalse In
n,

I

j

the opportunity, he would quickly develop Into one of the best Oini comedy
actors In this country. The two other
comedies, 'Bookworms' and 'Five Pounds

slight in texture,

was

.'s

The

Bump,' with Mr. Aubrey
Smith as a strong, silent, stern-jawed
explorer (who on Monday would shoot
a grizsly and ft guceka w*th two bor-v
re;.-, wbile on Tuesday he would shoot
Niagara with one barrel). But on nil I
his expeditions he luui been accom- 'M
panied by crowds o( natives, and when C
a cliarming lady invited him to visit U
her at Stuccoway-terraco In a London I
suburb on a Sunday afternoon, he realIsed to his horror that he would have
to make the expedition alone. His bump
of locality failed him, and for three
months he walked in his effort to find
the house. When he arrived, unshaved
and unkempt. It was to discover that
the lady was Just setting off on a honeymoon with a young man who had Invented a new Jazz step. Mr. Aubrey
Smith's performance was delicious, and''
confirmed tho impression that, given
itbd,

no more Justification for tampering with
the work of a 'classic' on the stage than
there is for touching up the canvas of

'

i

figure

'•j
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I
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j

.

I

|

I

j
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In endeavoring to check indecorum in
dress, no figure is passed in which the
dress appears to be meant to be indecent
With regard to films
or suggestive.
dealing with venereal disease and the
whito slave traffic, the board has decided to withhold its certificate from al!
such subjects, even when they have!

been dealt with on the stage or are mat-

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK
SUNDAY — Convention

j

Hall. .1 P. SI., second
concert of the People's Orchestra ot Boston.
Stuart Mason will conduct. The Lirgtotto
ami t'lnale of Beethoven's Symphony K"« 2
and Linzt's "Pr<4udes" arc on the procram.
Concert by
Suopiiony Halt. 3:30 P. M.
Tltta Rnffo. baritoue. oud I.eta May, colorafnra soprano. See special notice.
MONDAY- Jordan Hall, K:I5 P. M Hoffmann
»(u;irt,-t
i.i
„,„! Ernest Hodmen. I/mls
ArlierfS, Carl lianh).
Beethoven, Quartet.
op. IS. No. 4; Leelalr. Sonata for violin anil

Subjects dealing with the "triangle"
theme, aro numerous, and frequently re-

<

'

-

r

)

|

iM.-Kprs. J. Hoffmann aail Artieres):
lo:
Dohuanyi. Quartet,
'Sat major, op.
Hayclu, Quartet, ft major, op. 54, No. 1.
j
TCK.SDAV--«ieinirt Hall.*S;!.i P. M. Clifton
Wood, baritone. Handel. Ilouor and Arms
am] Where'er You Wall:; Ooriuc Thomas, lse |
I
Halaer; Selinliert, Anfeutlialt; Scarlatti.
II sole dal Oange; Tscha ikuwsky, Pilgrim's
j
Song; Biipt, Air from "Carmen"; Tosti. A
Sera: Verdi, ^Eri tu": Handel, "But Who
i
Shiilt Abide?" Harris, Song from Omar Khayyam; SI. II. Brown. LizV Stars In Heaven; I'
MacDowell, The Sen: Nerln. Time Enough:
MacDernild, The Sous That Sly Heart Is
I.
Singing: Beethoven Nature's Afloratlon.
Jordan HaU.;S:l."> P. M. I'lano recital by
Jessie Klcanof Shaw. Grieg, Ballade; Bach,
minor, Lour* from third suite
Prelude.
for violoncello, (iavotte, O minor; Glftck|
1|
Kaint-Saens. Caprice on airs from "Alceste"; a
I
Gndard, Venitlenne, The Swallows. The Pipes
(PreID
I
o' Pan; Dett, Suite "In Ihe Bottoms"
"Honey," Barcarolle y
hide.
"His Song."

viola

I

D

|

|

Cm

I

1

)
I

I

:

,

.

,

,

j

(.tubal; Hennee. The Hainbotv; Hope |C
Kirk. Mi nuet; Zuera. Igualoda; l'"rlml. Drif t; y
in£; Llsat, Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 12.
Symphony Hall. S:15 P. SI..

Dance

WEDNESDAY—

See ape -101 notice.
Jordan Hall. s:lo P. M. Miriam Bersson,
contralto. Secchl. Iaintrl dal caro bene: Wraceini. A I'astorul; Poncliieili, Voce di donna,
o I'Angelo from "la Olocondn "; roll; songs,
Dubiuushka (Russian,. r> No John (Etv-'lish),
Hnslinba Birdie (Scotch). Krog Went a-Cowttlag (Kentucky), Invocation lo the Sun God

Tito Scliipa. tenor.

(fcutili;
Handel. Hear Sic Ye Winds from 0
"Sciplo"; Reinberg, The Turtle Dove: Sibella, Vill»«ella; Mana-Zucva. Rachem: Maclean, Itohl Me with a Charm; Buzzi-Pcccla, I

Brown Birdepn; Tschaikowsk.v. Why Are the
lioscs so Pale? Ware. Hindu Slumber hong;
l.a

.

I

.

fcong

I'orge,

of

Open;

the

Bosaie.

j
,

."

Omar Khayyam: SIrKlnuey,
Hymn to the- Outdoors. In My Soul's House.
Hubbard. The
I)» San' man's Song; S. W.

Quatrains

As regards censorship generally, the
report states that the tendency is for
the subjects to become of increasing
difficulty and complexity. The board is
guided by the main broad principles
that nothing should be passed which is
calculated to demoralize an audience;
that can teach methods of or extenuate
crime; that can undermine the teachings of morality; that tend to bring the
institution of marriage into contempt or
lower the sacredness of family ties.
Objection Is taken to incidents which
bring public characeirs into contempt
w hen {acting in their capacity as such,
together with subjects which might be
calculated to wound the susceptibilities
of foreign peoples. The question of religious observance Is very carefully considered, also subjects which are calculated to foment violent social unrest.
While it Is impossible to ensure that
poetic justice should always overtake
evildoers, the board has considered it
essential that no halo should be placed
round the heads of the delinquents or

moment.

ters of public discussion at the

.

I

1

'

-

i

j

i|l

I

,

j

speech of 50 lines not only with ease
roundings, but there ore occasions when
But/ and rapidity, but with rare charm and
the surroundings aro victorious.
distinctness, and. when necessary, with
his work shows what a vast field car. I
emotional power. Shakespeare himself
he opened up to the writer with Ideas,
wished his lines to be spoken 'trippingnot merely hi the film itself, *ut in the.
ly on the tongue." and in a 17th century
sub-titles, and even In the explanatory
pamphlet an old Elizabethan actor exprogram. It la good burlesque of the
claims: 'Oh, the times when my tongue
screen craze for the colossal to be told,
hath ranne as fast upon the Scoean as
for Instance, that *it Is estimatcf that,
Wlndebanke's pen over the Ocean!'
I a
is,ti7S,M4
books art- employed in the
A German visitor to England of the
j
library scenes'; that the firm's private
same
period remarks, in a letter to a
]
zoo is headed by Tarzipaitr the weat
countryman, that the. English actors do
bull- ape, and that one of Mr. Milne's ), ]
not
declaim
but 'merely prattle.' Shakeheroes owns an island In the Hebrides—, j
I speare also makes use of the same word
forget which one, but I think It iejt
'I
the line 'Thinking his prattle to be
I In
the second on the left.' One expects Ti
I tedious.'
this kind of jest from Mr. Milne, and
"But
a critical and genuine appreciawould have been disappointed If It had
of the poet's work imposes a renot had Its place In the scheme of the tion
I gard for hla constructive plan as well as
films. Quite the best of the three, pictThere Is, indeed,
| reverence for his text.
ures submitted by Minerva Films, Um-

there

a distinction to be drawn between ertors caused by love, even if guilty love,
n and the pursuit of last, and the examEn lners always endeavor to eliminate any
manifestations of the latter character.
f
betrayal of young women is a
| The
B question which depends upon the treat
ment. When the subject is treated with
impossible to exit seems
f| restraint,
H elude it as a ibasis for a story. Qbjeclion, however, is taken when the treatEj ment is such as to suggest that a girl
is
morally justified in succumbing to
temptation in order to escapfc sordid
M surroundings or uncongenial work.
r
Ono of the most difficult questions is
'I that
of "crime" films which make a
strong
appeal to the imagination of tho
Jj
According to the board, these
jj public.
films threaten to become a danger to
For a
the reputation of the cinema.
while the examiners found themselves''
flooded with films, in some cases running to 20 episodes, in which human
I monster?,
using all kinds of mysterious
of assassination, were to be
| methods
shown
week
by week over a long
I
period. The board found the evil assum
ing such proportions that it was decided
that no serial dealing with crime should
be examined except as a whole: that no
serial in which crime was the dominant
feature and not merely an episode in
the story would be passed by the censor,
and that no film should be passed in
which the methods of- crime were set!
j
forth and formed the chief theme. This
rule is to be applied even in cases where
at the end of the film retribution is supposed to have fallen on the criminal,
]
and equally when the detective element
is subordinate to the criminal Interest,
or when actual crime is treated from
the comic point of view. Stories dealing
with "costume" crime, howyever, such
as cowboy films and Mexican robberies.
are placed in a different category and
regarded simply as dramatic and thrilling adventures with no connection whatever with the lives or possible, experiences of young people in this country.
is

[I

from
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Home: Georges, Hymn

lo the Sap;
Hall. S:lo P. SI. Geoaeli
Ferguson, baritone. I.ully. Bois Epais; Uretry,,.?
Bacchic Song;, Slonteverde, Slono'.oguc from
"Orfen"; Galuppi. Soil Iropph vczzose: Chnuseon, Chanson de Clown. Lc Colibrl. Le Temp
des lila.-; Ilhene Baton. Tendresse; DnpaKi
I-e Slanolr de Itixamonde: Tschalkowaky, No
Words Slv Beloved: Borodin. Arabian Stelody;
Grctchnuinoff, My Native band; Mouasorgalay
The Sllnslrcl, Serenade. Uopak:'
lnterieiu.
Sea Fever; carpenter, Slay, the
Ireland,
Whin UlltMtleTi
luvk*.
.Maiden;
H.

Lights of

THt'RSDAY—Jordan

',

W

Plays:
Bridge,

i

hadwick.

.

The Good Samarilau;

V.-I

Iso-bel.

I'lUDAY-Symnhony
Symphony concert.

Hall,
Sir.

2:3n

P.

Montcus.

FlftliA
conductor.-!

SI.

See special notice.
Operatic concert
P. Si.
by advanced pnpils of N. Oulukauoff, barlStuslc by l»el-i
tone, and teacher of singing.
.lordsn

Hall,

S:l">

;

Tscimlkowsky, Kimsky-Korsakoff, Gretchaninoff and others.
SATPB-fMY— Jordan Hall, 3:15 P. SI. Violin!
lini.

le. ital

t,\-

Josef Stopuk.
Hall. « P. 51.
concert.

Symphony

Prfduv's Symphony

Repetition

of '7

.

j

:

,

1

1

of

116
powned. with a beauiond necklace, and carry-

I

in

otrram
Afternoon.
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Hegler

«ud

B.ttl,

Aria.

I

Busier

Piece de Concert

te)

Miss Sassoll.

Carpenter
May
...Ait. by Krelsler
iie»le Undsay
Swllur Low, SW*t Chariot.......
^ rr bJ u T Burleigh
....... Bruno Huhu
Uvlctus
Mr. Sehofleld.
J. A.

the Maluen

.1

J{
el
ici

.

,d)
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t'rleit
| loT-^Thee
Noue but the lonely Heart .Tschaikowsky
-DTOrak
!di SodWmv Mother' Tiaugi.t Me.
Gretchanlnoff
The Snowdrop
e
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Some months ago Joan Benedict

.

,

.

Miss Farrar.

Though the program contained songs
* which are all too seldom sung on the
help wish
concert stage, one could not
f
one besides Miss Farrar
some
that
ing
j
For they were not
had sung them.
and some
suited to her kind of ability,
In the first
severely.
of them suffered
unfortunately
I set her accompanist
unimaginative
played with so loud and
voice had
Farrafs
Miss
that

',

|

'

;

'

touch

Even
justice.
slight chance to do itself
hard and
so her high tones were often

'

of
constrained and tightened the throat
a listener in the wrong manner.
why
One could not help wondering
Franz
she should have placed a song by
upon her program, because his genius

'

kind for which her
iB so
temperament Is fitted as interpreter that
only a detestable rendering could be
unlike

the

I

expected—and It was given. The sons
by Strauss, on the "ther hand, with its'
dramatic appeal, was sung with a verve
and fire and a beauty of tone that werej
quite charming.
The operatic aria came off much bet-,
Without straining,
ter than the songs.
at all for effect— a fault too often characterizing her singing of songs— Miss
Farrar used her fine voice to admirable

1

I

j

I

j

,

i

j

j
I

Fund Committee of the MacJoweil Club of New York city, we
"introduced

to

a young

violinist

tamed Max Glickstein. "At Prof. Auer's
mggestion and the belief of others that
lis name Max Glickstein might be a
landicap to the young

man

ture musical career,

was decided

in

his fu-

RUFFO

As

mentioned in a communication
which appeared in The Herald on Election day, the scars on the leaf-stems of
the horse-chestnut
tree
resemble the

horse-shoe.
And popular
fancy has attributed the source of the
name to this fact. What seems a more"
plausible theory was advanced bv I'ietro

a

follows

Matthiolus (1500-i577), a
learned Italian physician and botanist.
According to this authority the horsechestnut tree was so-called because the
nuts were used by the inhabitants of
Constantinople as palliatives in certain
respiratory affections of horses.
Later
writers confirm this theory. John Evelyn (K.20-1706) stated that the namwas adopted because horse-chestnut
were used on account of their therapeu<tc value in treating "broken-winded
horses ;*id other cattle."
George B. Emerson, in a "Report on

AINW

"Our

an ce

1

|
,

I

[

tible

not Hepplewhite himself a bit
If he had not shown the
of a snob?
is

shouman's admiration for "our °estffl
k
people" and the luxurious life, Jane
would never have let him go. The moment her family approved because he
weaknesses, she rebelled.
socialistic Adrian might
she turned towards
when
have said
him, "This is so sudden."
The performance was a lively one;

flattered their

But even the

|

M
f

considerable skill was shown in the!
portrayal of character; and if occasion- U
blood became B
ally persons of flesh and
the L
caricatures, the rault was with
dramatist, not the players. While the W
performance in general was praise- £
worthv, certain) impersonations stood |
strongout boldly, as the consistent and
of Lady Bagley -by 1
ly marked portrayal
bet- E
Roach
Miss
Miss Storm. We liked
.

,

:

moments

ter in her quiet, contemptuous,

I

than in her hysterical outbursts. The
character itself is unreal.
Mr Warburton gave an uncommonly
good representation of the shop-keeper.
apparently!
a carefully considered yet
spontaneous portrayal of the rnan^ of
We
trade and the friend of everybody.
real life.
have known Hepplewhites
her
delightfully
spoke
Miss Boyton
humorously malicious lines. Mr. Clive
young
his
was very amusing, nor was

I

|

.

m

|

Englishman like Others of an inherently
"similar type played by him on former]
of
occasions, for Mr. Clive has the gift
differentiation, also of sinking his own,
The others contributed to
personality.
of the large
the unmistakable enjoyment
audience.
I

Hepplewhite"

Mr.

j

HALE

'i

Boston

in

attention

of

th ree

in

Xvvo

act s b>
the C rl

Gladys Fnger. Produced at
Air-,
1919.
terion, London, on April 3.
Lady,
Hepplewhite, Arthur Wontner;
Bagley Mao
Paglev, Mary Moore; Jane
Marchesa dl C'andla, Kate Cut-

court.

L
Adela Hucks, Viol* Graham. Mrs.
Dawson Mtllatd,

served

I

of Lamberburst,

M

Appenzull, Joan Pereira.
I

I

... .Noel Leslie
Vhvliis Cleveland
"i.vonel Watts
Mothrop
:";,;'
«oj
I'.lmJ. Kovton
Thg Marchesa Dt Can.tla.

A
.

,
urate
Fiancee

<

His
Mr.

j

.

i

i

I

Mr.

Herbert Heppiewl.lt.

Mr.

Larrer ...
Appenzell

««

I

'Ernestine.

Lady

Granger

•

-

•

/This

-

•
;

* •

'

',

nm

•

of
of

v ol .
Viola

Roach

„

Conway wl ngfield
umberhurst .IWtia Mlo^
«»
Lamberburst

...

Hobert

at the
comedy was perrormed Feb. _i.
York, ort

is

grace

served
is

> or

It is sam
thankful.
Lononly restaurant in
aon where the old cu'stom
London, which
At Clifford's Inn. in
grace
,m for sale some time ago.

I
.

Storm

^

in 17S8.

make us trulv
StaTtW? * the

^S^r^V,

n\mka
Bagley .... D.an.

Nicholan Parl.tt

lsts.

Counts,
Th© Karl

•

Bagley

Ordinary"

Gentlemen, grace
says with t-owed head.

Bates

W.

Harold

Hon.' Adrian DaigMs*.

'
Lord Bagley
#lThe Hon. Jane.
Adela Hucks

filr

£

I

\
r

Warbur ion
(-•heater H. Parsons,
Ch
Tane Wheatley

-

Th"

.

Cheapsidc.

as It
always said b>
80 years, one Henry
a courtly old man of
be1 o'clock meal
Shclton, before the
table:
the
on
raps
He
gins.

*kh

Merrall;
ler;

o

months ago Hie
the fact that
Americans was called to
in Bncl-m-Hand
restaurant
small
to a
London, where a

"Our

Plewhite." a comedy
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COPLEY "THEATRE — FirstMr.prformHep-
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ry
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The dialogue is brisk, often
basket.
witty.
witty now and then would-be
the
The 'dramatist shoots her arrows atprtnof
aristocratic snobs, at their lack
their narrow
clple in money affairs, at
quarrels
views -of life, at their mean
contemptheir
of
revelation
and frank
natures in every day conversation.

I

,

1

'

v

the

from James How.

|

BorowakL

to. setts,"

lUQte-

I

;

or
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Ruffo,
Titta
soprano, gave a concert in Symphony Hall yesterday afternoon before
an audience as large and as enthuMr. Ruffo
siastic as those that greeted
here last season.
Mr. Ruffo sang with his usual exuberance and intensity, and his audience expressed its appreciations by sociferous
applause and cries of approval. Special
favor was; shown for his singing of the
Others of
prologue from "Pagliacci."
his popular numbers were: Aria, "PaPaladilhe; a Mozart serenade,
tria,"
and the "Largo al Factoturn" aria from
"The Barber of Seville."
Miss May, 'who made her first appearance in Boston at this concert.
refreshing sweetness and
w sang w ith
purity of tone. Her voice is somewhat
, lighl, but more than usually even in
She uses it with pleasing vi-.
'i tone.
Her selections included: Aria,
vacitv.
Voce Poco Fa" from "The
"I'no
Barber: of Seville"; the "Caro Nome
aria from "I'Jsoletto" "Where the Bee
Sucks." Dr. Arnc, and "A -Memory,"

As the^VVorld Wags

musicians, playwrights, r.ovel- ROUF.RT MEANS LAWRENCE, M. D.
Boston, Nov. i.
not to mention others, have sought
The first mention of the nut in Engmore mellifluous or ear-arresting na.uies
doting
lish literature is in Cotgrave's Diction•than those giveii *o Uiem by
of French and English (1611). We
EBments. An Imposing B«* could easily

'

May

Dr. Lawrence's Letter

Many

i

CONCERT
MAY GIVE
assisted by Miss Leta

t

—

,

But

Trees, and Shrubs of Massachuwrote that these nuts are emmange it to Glic Kamirrsky, which wej ployed in veterinary medicine in Turas
hisl
and
key
Germany; whence the name.
ire told has the same meaning
)»-n name may have and less of its! John Claudius Loudon (1783-1813). a well j
In this your] kijown landscape gardener and writer j
abjectionable features.
committee hasjissumed no responsibil- on horticulture, stated that the name
question was popularly believed to
ity and has accepted tfc<> change wtfu' in
reluctant approval and rrank contu»<. have 'been given this tree ironically, ansion of its doubt that the new name! asmuch as the nuts, although they have
the appearance of sweet chestnuts, are
is an improvement on the old. However,,
fit only to be used as food for horses.
ftte boy must now be known as Glic
Kam!n3ky and in it he has our best Following a definition of horse-chestnut in the Century Dictionary, it is re- [
We, too, wish the young fiddler well- marked that the word "horse" occurs
more power to his elbow'.— But why is in many plant names; in some without
Kamlnsky preferable to Glickstein? -Is obvious reason. But in this case Itmore euphonlus.? Less deterrent, a may be intended to convey the idea of
it
large size.
surer magnet in the box office?
it

'

"Patrte"

Rameau!
Preludes," Symphonic poem after
L!szt
Lamartlne
Emil Mollenhauer will conduct next
in
Cono'clock
at
3
Sunday's concert
vention Hall.

a
it
family council that he.
Never,
Parliament
go",
Miouid
the shop. Yet|
J,t.rt would he forsake
was]
v'^ was a consolation: there And
arms.
his
into
fall
to
^deia ready
J
then, there was his star
conThe play is kmusing, though the the H
though
creaks,
times
struotion'at
Hepple- J
ending is obvious as soon as
had
photograph, which he
white's
workAdela's
in
found
given to Jane, is
into

"J,c<;

i

M

Lamberhurst made

the pompous
condition in

Lanrhette and Finale from the Second
Beethoven
S^miihony in D major
Couperln
•Sarafcando"
"Minuet," "Air pour les salsonB,

;

Student
ivere

The program
Overture,

;

Mattioli,

He
station in life, disconcerted her.
was not the man she thought him. At
not belast he himself, after he could
she loved
lievc Jane's confession that
when
released
be
to
glad
another, was

tatlon.

.

of

assurance that he had a favoring star,
rthat he would provide suitably for her

I

the cicatrix of the horse chestnut's
leaf resembling a horse-shoe; hence the
theory that the name was given to the
tree and nut.
There are quotations
from Richard Folkard's "Plant lore, legends and lyrics"
(London.
1SS4)
."Tree-Book" by J. E. Rogers; Hamilton
Gibson's "Sharp Eyes" and Harriet L.
Kecler's "Our Native Trees."
Correspondents have kindly sent us twigs to(
convince a doubting Thomas.
We now
take pleasure in publishing a letter from
Dr. Robert Means Lawrerk-e of Boston,
the author of "The Magic of the HorseShoe, with other Folk-Lore Notes" (Bos
ton, 1899).

form

I

j

to

of his
ly applauded Mr. Schofield's singing.
So far as artistic interpretation went,
forgetting the personal element and attempting only to set fortn tne meaning
of the muiic .scheduled, Miss Sassoli
was the finest musician of the concert.
Her selections were admirably chosen
and as well played, and even in her
encores she did not stoop to be merely
catchy and popular. Perhaps the fact
that she need no accompaniment from
the piano helped her.

afar.
Yes, Hepplewhite won over the family
by his tactful conduct, his readiness to
aid them, his promises, but he lost|U^
She, longing to get away from
Jane.
her family and to lead a simple life,
because her betrothed j
distressed
was
confessed that he enjoyed luxuries. His

cert Master William CapTon was called
on twice to repeat his performance.
Rameau's "Air pour les salsons" lntroducedL-a duet for two flutes which
was played by M. E. Packard, first flute,
and C. W. Sullivan, second flute. In
the "Minuet," also by Rameau, M. De
Yeso and A. R. Rosenbaum carried parts
A symphonic
in a duet for two horns.
poem, "Les Preludes," by Liszt. de-(
pended particularly on the horns and;
wood-wind instruments for its interpre-j

;

instrument. The audience warm-

from

ber,

:

own accompaniment.
Mr. Sehofleld sang with sensitiveness
At times his tones
and intelligence.
were too nasal, and his voice was
hardly strong enough for the demands
of Henley's "Invlctus" in Huhn's setting, especially when the accompanist
paid no heed to anything but the noise

I

"Meditation from Thais," in which
the first violin part predominated. Con-

of

Horse Chestnut Lore

Miss Sassoli's Fine Work
Miss Farrar was generous with encores, in some of which she played her

i

i

have received letters from Kate
Pierce Thayer of Weymouth E. D. M.
Tucker of the Arnold Arboretum H. M.
Dunham of East Dedham with regard

I

'

I

Orchestra of Boston gave Its second
concert In Convention Hall. St. Botolph
Stuart
afternoon.
yesterday
street,
Mason of the New England Conservatory
of Music conducted. In an encore num-

Wo

effect.

seemed, like Sir Jacob Kilmansegg: soap
"Washin* l.ls hands with invisible
In liiiperceiitlble water.
,
An oilv talker, shrewd, he had a taste
first
for political debates, but he was
Jane Bagof all a shopman. The Hon.
Her mother, n
ley fell In love with him.
thinking to show him at disadvantage,
a
Invited him to Bagley Towers for
week-end. The aristocratic family was h
hard up. A mercenary crew, they were
Heppleyet proud of their blue blood.
white charmed ttvm all, from the old
grandmother to /,»mg Bagley; he even
at last won the heart of Lady Bagley
by preventing her from being swindled
Little AdSla
In the sale of a Holbein.
Hucks, the visiting daughter of an
him
worshipped
Australian millionaire,
I

Stuart Mason Conducts Orchestra in
Convention Hall
The newly-formed People's Symphony

the New York Evening Post argued
that fashions in women's names "plainly
calendar their age."
Thus "one
knows to a dot when most of the Dorothys were christened and also the
Gladysses and {Catherines; Elizabeth
owed favor to a book that for fully
three weeks everybody was reading a
number of years ago." There was a
time when Gwendolen was the only
name for a new baby girl. "The name
of the present moment is that of her
who launched the thousand ships. Always a beautiful name until very lately it had distinction as well.
Now you
may count Helens by the hundred.
Schools, short stories, movie-plays all
have a share In common izing the name.
A recent stage review called attention
to the fact that there were at least a
dozen Helens playing prominent parr*
in Broadway productions.
Probably if
all those in minor parts were counted in
their other name would be legion."

|

'

I

—

I

|

'

'

•-_

;

snob-

PEOPLE'S SYMPHONY

Christian
names and surnames In
Southey's The Doctor." He maintained
that names were serious things. One of
the names of the King of Dahomey
meant when interpreted "Wherever I
rub, I leave my scent."
Softie of the
South American tribes took their names
from beasts, birds, plants: abolished on
the death of every individual the name
by which he was called, invented another for the thing from which it was
taken.

,

the English aristoor.-cy and their
low
bish attitude toward tradesmen,
the
persons, practical persons, who, like
Artemtis
In
husband
objectionable
iWard's "Marlon: a Romance of tho
French School," pay their debts.
Mr. Hepplewhite was the right-hand
man of Bolland Brothers, high-class furAt the sight of customers he
nishers.

SECOND CONCERT BY

|
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Bnttl^

V
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tBreloo Folktuu.l

L

H

to K
Blctionary, vol. V.,
(1WD: -Horse: "Tn names of plants,
u
large,
denoting
often
fruits,
etc.,
smoiiu ov coarse kind. Compare similar
use of 'Rosss'— In German, In 'Rosveilchen,' etc." A long list Is given from

j

I

Old French
Pu * et

Boa Giovanni
Mia* Farrar.

t'

|

'

mi L» Oor

I

,

.

1

;

I
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Mtu Ada

black

.

I

ScoonisM. burllone.

Uol
!-! ll*ft«!l una Berwere— Le i*i'.t
XVIII Century
J'vveto"

I

Oxford,

great

of

your real name?" To which the man]
"Percy
replied:
the
Judge
beforo
Beauregard."
There are entertaining books ami es"horse-balm" to "horse wood." Horsesay*- on the significance of surnames.
The celebrated Mr. Bayle in the second -chestnut Is a translation of the obsolete
volume of his "Diverse Thoughts on the botanical Latin, "Castnnea equina":
compare tho German "Roszkastanie."
Occasion of the Comet That Appeared
In English dialect a lurge,
in the Month of December, 1«*. Written I By the way.
as a "horse
!s known
to it Doctor of the Sorbonne" wrguea v'coarsn woman
Ed.
fataligod-mother."—
against the idea that there was a
It was then be- I
ty In certain names.
Add "Dickensiana"
lieved that "Henry" was fatal to kings
"Valoto" was supposed to
of France
St. George's Workhouse in the Mint,
knew
Brantome
influence.
have a malign
has been closed and the lni Borough,
noble dames whose names incited them 1 mates transferred to other institutions,
by DickThis superstition
to disst .lute behavior.
It is the workhouse described
went back to the ancient Romans. The
ens where Oliver Twist asked for more,
censors numbering* the common people
Has any enthusiastic reader of "Oliver
chose first a "favorahle" name, ValerTwist" identified the ovster shop that
ius, Salvius. etc.
In later time, and in
supplied Noah ClaypoleT
France, glaziers recommended themselves to St. Clair, deaf persons to Saint
Ouin, the gouty to St. Genou, and so on.
There are curious remarks about

ndsonie pink ostrich fan,
Mine Farrar, with her aofol\g musicians, gave the

k

resorts."

kind

a

chestnut, rounder and sweeter but less
savoury titan the ordinary one." The
first mention of the tree In English literature is In Gerardo's, Herbal (1597).

said the judge. (We have
softened the judge's remark)^"What is

y

I-

cheValiM,

"

y of
..ramatie .M is :uid the Empire Theatre
Hoftilewhlte,
Mr.
Dramatic School.
Walter Duca.t. Jane Hagley, Margaret
Lndv Bagley. Judiih James;
Holilngei
Adela Hucks, Thorcssa Colburn. Gladys
linger (Coleman) has- written 10 „r more
plavs since she came before the London
with her "Edmund lc n
public in
and she lias translated and adapted
from the French for the English stage.
rails at
In "Our Mr. llepplewhlto" she

this

about Judge flute In A"ban\ N. x Ul
asked the name of a shabby Individual
brought before him. "Klti-Roy Montres"I didn't ask you
sor. your Honor."
for the name> you are know» by In vile
-

'

„

.
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,
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ssra
three

A S^VrSru^H onV ..e
art-

inn-

Inn-

remnants
as a 'sign that the
given ttflfc&he PC
feast were to be

ot

the

1

L

1

Iwere there

a crowd.

in

:-.:id

t

,

citizens

lie*

Wo fear that ihe fine old custom of 'rould hardly get into the hall. TnRriden
jessing the food and giving thanks is (people were not content and Lincoln
fa:-: dying out even
t\
country. In was urged to go and did go there to
ten in -the
r

T

blessing"
meal, whether

village* "lite
"tHe

little

asked before each
the
meal were sumptuous or simple. If the
father of the household was away the
mother asked the blessing. If a minister was present he was asked but of
compliment. Those were the days when
there were family prayers morning and
evening; when children read from the
Bible with their parents; when David
and the giant, Joseph and Potiphar's
wife, Solomon Joshua. Samson were as
familiar to them as Dea. Kingsley, the

in.after life,
selves to literary

if

'

work.

when

his "Tableaux de
says that the custom
discontinued except in
'

le

the

was

dinner

the

animnn d.

and

schools.

Long

giving of thanks
often forgotten,
had been long and

In the book by Erasmus on
etiquette, the reader was told to wash
Hbis hands and see that his nails were
Hcut before he sat down. If his belt
too tight, he should loosen it ; for
rude to do this at table.
Bit would
While he washed his hands he should
drive away all melancholy thoughts, not

was

l

'

"If
bore or sadden fellow-guests.
he orders you to ask the blessing, cornlose your face and hands devotlonallv.
|nd. looking at the most distinguished
^fcember of the company, or on the lmHtge of Jesus Christ, if by chance there
Bis one* make a humblo bow at the utterance of the name of Jesus or of the
If this office Is giv'irgln his mother.
pti
to another, lend an oar with like
levotion, and respond at the proper
to

eomedy drama.

large,

was

by

characterized

la

Its

•eculiar
t

charm and

flavor

flesh,

or have

we

flsh,

list

didate for senator; also the longer list
(by one of his gpponents, including the
Statement of the Rev. E. E. Hale that
"only one man in Harvard knew of him
rWhen he was nominated for the presidency in 1860." Yet Lincoln had made
In Boston and vicinity 10 speeches in
llN48, 10 i.ioro in the New. England states
Bin March. Just after his great speech
n Ihe Cooper Institute in February,
Of these speeches the one In New
i860.
Haven created in anticipation of his
Wming the most notable excitement,

came from several of the
idghboring villages and cities, like
/v'Btertnir.s
M< udea and Urandford, and
ome fronv more distant towns. I knew
phy*kdnn who rode 30 miles in the
delegations
.

I

I

Drifting:

I

No.
It

I

Liszt,

iSCHIPA CONCERT
Hall.
panist.

<._--'

lade "with his heart's

In

'la> s

of

that

;

call-

musical emit "the most peifect
bodiment of Norway and the Norwegian

of its
llight and sun.

j

]

I

for
longings
agonized
and at the same time the

music of
imost perfect embodiment in
close
Grieg the man"; it may be that
and
"recondite
Jstudv will reveal its
and
this
be
all
may
Isubtie charms";' it
be
more too, but. however well it may
the hearer finds more pleasure
pl ived
pretentious
h-ss
of
in' recalling the Grieg
movement
piano pieces, a few songs, a
I

I

I

!

lor
•

i

two

of his string quartet.

Grainger
Some time ago Mr. Percy
"
The recolplayed Mr. Dett's "Juba

l

I

lection

of

that piece

incited

|

|

I

curiosity

concerning the Suite from which ".luba"
Iwas taken. Great was the disappointpassages
ment. With the exception of
and here, as in
Jin the first movement—
was
Grieg
of
.the second, the influence
in
'felt—there was hardly anything
that sugrhytlun, mood, or expression
sadhis
gested the Negro, his gaiety or
"Honey" and "Barcarolle" are
J

[ness-

t

"!'r

sa ° n "" u,s

1

:

;

;

Ave Maria Franck, Panhj Angelicus
Henato Bellint, Canzonetta and La Rosa

ing

Ipeople.

re-

The program was as follows
Giordan!, Caro mio ben ; Wolf-Ferrari.
Florindo's aria from "Le Donne Curi086"
Caccini, Amarllli
Lalo. Aubade*
from "Le Rol d'ys"
Bemberg, Aime-s]
mol .Calcavecchia, Suzanne; Schipa.

be that Grieg wrote his Bal-

MMmHEMMftKTZ
blood

first

Boston last night In Symphony
Federico Longas was the accom-

cital in

12.

may

HALE

By PHILIP

Tito Schipa, tenor, gave his

Rhapsody,

Hungarian

Udness and despair": it may be
was' right in
j.\lr. Walter Niemann

"Pedestrlanlsm,"

featuring George N. Brown, champion
walker, introduces amusing comedy and
some novelty by ineans of a pair of
treadmills.
Kramer and Boyle furnish
a song and "patter" act. Novel methods
of self-defence are displayed by Johannes
Josefson and his Icelander "Gllma"
company. Marguerlta P.ulula gives a song

/to

Grieg,

Bach. Prelude, E-flat minor;
f.oure from third violoncello suite. Gavotte In G Minor: Gluck Saint Saens,
Caprice on airs from "Alccste"; Godard.
Venitlenne. The Swallows, the" Pipes O'
Pan.
Dett, Suite "In the Bottoms"
(Night, bis Song. Honey. Barcalolle,
Juba), Dennee, The Rainbow; Hopekirk, Monuet; Zuera. Igualada: Friml,

—

idle philanderer.

jokes.

Jordan Hall.

follows:

'•allade:

Woman,"

of

last night in

Her program was as

ber.

collection

.

SHAW

MRS.

at Keith's this

Beth Berl, new dancer from the West,
featured In a musical revue, assisted
by Jay Velle, who supplies the songs,
and Paul O'Neill, dancing partner!
Sampson and Marion, In "The Bachelor's
Vision,"
enlivened
a gymnastic act.
Frank Mullane, with his "Musical Stales
and Humorous .Tales," gives a pleasing

1

;

which makes

is

"Hut Who May Abide the Day of
Handel
His Cntiilng" (Messiah)
Harris,
•Song fn>m Omar Khayyam
Mary Helen Brown
ll.iko sura In heaven
lAr'a.

I

appearance in vaudeville.- Assisted by Miss I.ois Bennett. Mrs. Bond
plays and sings some of her "home"
songs. In a humorous little monologue
she tells how she came to write "The
Knd of a Perfect Day." which song
Miss Bennett aings as a closing nrim-

II

Bizet
T.wtl
Verdi

I

grotesque

Sarah Padden scored in "The Cheap
a rather conventional but
not displeasing bit of melodrama, picturlng the struggle between a woman.
overwhelmed with mother-love, and an

sera

•Eil ui" iL'n Ballo In Magellan)
liter it. "Tims srfltt tie I.orrt"

|

Initial

of

TsehaikowsUv

i

week Is
Carrie Jacobs Bond, composer of "The
Knd of a Perfect Day." making her

clergymen and college
professors who were against Harding
reminds one of a similar olass of men
that Lincoln made out In Springfield as
against him In 1858 when he was a canHolt's

V

Scarlatti

dil Oange...<

Sous

vol ber affe mirt.i raro iCaruienl

I!

Day" Sings Home Songs

As the World Wags:

"Con

j.-

I

Writer of "End of a Perfect

Lists and Speeches

s,e

I!

I'Uifi-lios'

"Norah," "No Fools in paraMost pleasing of all was the selection
"Paddy's Dhudecn." "Will She from Bizet, so well known as to leavo
sweetheart'sShore,'
vcr pe Mine?" "On
audience sometimes unmoved unless
Harp an
-Songs of Yesterday." and "The
sung with fire. In this selection Mr.
That Once Throu^ Tara's Hall Will Wood lei his own emotions conduct his
Voon Be Heard Again." For encores ho voice more freely lhan in some others.
added "Mother" and "A Little Bit of The s.n.ie freedom appeared In tho
Heaven."
[Schubert song and in the one by Nevin.
others of the cast gave pleasure, not- The effect was thoroughly pleasing.
who
afMoore,
nblv the Norah of Olive
Too often he sang with mental
knew l-onstraint, with a heroic determination
ted a delightful brogue and
J fee
io follow the directions which composer
'ljust how far to goand teacher had placed with the music.
to ee.-niip
The effort was so apparent
Mr. Wood's own abilities. One wished
that he would sing as he wanted to and
His art
let directions go to the winds.
did not enough conceal itself. Now and
again he pushed the call for pathos too
near the edge. But the program wasnot the easiest and was calculated to
By PHILIP HALE
call on a singer's resources.
The accompaniment was thoroughly
Shaw,
pianist,
Mrs. Jessie Eleanor

HEADS KEITH BILL

All are fragments. from his dish.

•Ola

dise."

ave a recital

,

Handel
Handel
Goring Thomas
Schubert

bers were:

cherished by many.

The headllner

Baiter
.V ufc inh alt

\m

!

SONG COMPOSER

*vVhat Clod Klves, and what we take,
"TIs a ^ 1ft for Christ his sake:
JSe the meal" of bcanes and pease.
God lie ihank'd for those and these;

and Arms" fSarosom
"Where'er You Walk" iSemele)

•'lienor

I

ft.

said

the piano:

I

its
chains ofTustalned chords, and by
a
hapsodic melody. A Quartet with

One begins:

Have we

Mr. Ciifton Wood, baritone, sar.g
the following program in Steinert.
Hall last evening, accompanied by
Mrs. Margaret, Gorham Glaser at

.

themes-how much Individual and how
is
much Maarar is hard to say-'by

Unanimously by the others at table.
Robert Herrick wrote two graces for
(Children.

Suite.

of,

.

tW

i.

"Amen"

I

I

for the
>ai'tiquated. shows an instinct
form gratifying In this orchestral day.

time."

eanctl."

I

steps
MaoDnweil
The Sea..
when Barry, as the "Squire, the
grand iTInio enough
:....Xevln
of
of the picture at >he head
re- .The sous that mj heart la singing. .MaeDennld
ceremoniously
and
stairease. deftlv
Ueellioven
Nature's
adoration
box. and
lieves the thieves of the strong
staircase
The range of the program was large
majestically sweeps down the
of the bewildered in both emotion and. kinds of writin?. It
fllo the consternation
Incidentally he comes into called for a singer with range in voice
1 eonsp.rators.
and won Nora and imagination. Mr. Wood sang conhis own. for he has wooed
with great care
ihrough three Interesting acts. dialogue scientiously throughout,
The situations are good, the Walter to enunciate properly and to give the
which
each selection
value
funny.
lemotior.al
Is at times uproariously
His voice was generally
beautiful tenor. He tailed for.
I Scanlon s voice Is a
and
significance,
pleasing and well handled. In both the
1 sings with ease, with
were more heroic passages, where he showed
notes In the upper register
his
youth
of
large
volume without shouting, and in
ardor
the
also
There Is
firm
work. ihe more delicate sections, where he
and an evident enjoyment In his
comsang with restraint and skill.
Mis songs, too were above the
numBizet Selection Pleasing
monplace. Among the his original

musical audience present
gave evidence that Boston appreciates
the high artistic value of a resident
string quartet. Such an enterprise is
much
its own musical reward, entailing
labor and devotion for the small glory
ensembles
that Is Jn it. That chamber
should spring from the Boston Sytnpnanv Orchestra is as it should be.
Thus the Knclsel quartet came Into
Quarbeing.- and tha former Hoffmann
»Of
tet, which Is so well remembered.
man*
Hoff
Jacques
the latter", Messrs
and Barth remain. Imparting the authority and steadying power of long exthem
perience. The younger pair facing
have the equally essential zest of youth.
euand
The ensemble has the truth
of
Phony, the restraint and shading,
line musicianship.
Haydn,
of
quartet
For the ingratiating
and for that of Beethoven In the manmore
ner of Haydn, their abilities were
than adequate. The Sonata of Leclair
was always graceful, if sometimes vac.
has
uous. Dohnanyls striking Quartet
a direct appeal, but an enduring beauty
-* well.
The stvle. neither ahead of us al.. nor
,

It

1

!

To be 'true there Is a Michael
they
Feeney, two of them. In fact, but
comedy.
furnish much of the enjoyable
to
\nd then the main Idea Is foreign
In msn
the themes usually employed

I

1

The

The form of the blessing was as fol"*
Benedicte."
lows: The child began.
and the others responded: "Domlnus."
the child continued: "Nos et hi uuae
dexura
benedieat
sumpturi
Euntus
In nomine l'atris et FUil et
Christ
Kplritus

;

shillelah.

.

No.

last night are not

breeches, of

I

present, otherwise a

isterles

The talk is often
continue the fight."
beatlns:
incisive, there is no
direct,
around the bush.
getThe piece has the advantaee or knee
of
ting away from the drama
the
of
"sluggers,
Galway

I

In the old French Court and at houses
Of high estate the chaplain blessed the
tabl
in houses of the bourgeoisie,

al

an Insnman who went to America,
and fought the fight for _ democracy and returned to Ireland to

short time up
discon-

his.'

chosen

I

•

'is

when she became

music of

abiding reputation. The pieces
without a certain grace, but are for the parlor, where
conversationalists,
there
active
are
rather than for the concert-hall.
Mrs. Shaw has evidently worked inillustriously to gain a certain facility.
She sho ;!d acquire a more commanding
mastery of rhythm and of dynamic
gradations. The audience was warmly
iapplauslve, especially after Mr. Dett's
tal to

8

Barry Boyne. a ready wit. typical of
lodge
Kind, is seen about the
for
Promana castle. There Is gossip,waif.
Newly Organized String Group Is
the
sheltered
Nora, who has
other
Hall
Highly Appreciated at Jordan
Paddy, is supposed to have no by his
companion. Martin Burke, aided
At their first concert in Jordan Hall,
to n« tfte
stools, seize upon this Bossip
Hoffnewly-organized
last night, the
that they ma>
lodge of Nora and Paddy,
squlie.
prothe
following
of
mann quartet played the
get much coveted papers
they are
gram: Beethoven. Quartet Op, 18, No.
Their plan has some success till
viola,
and
i: Leclair, Sonata for violin
frustrated by Barry. A second attempt
Nothing
with figured bass arranged for piano- lis frustrated by the youth.
make the third attempt
forte (Messrs. J. Hoffmann and Artieres
daunted,
and
Dohnanyi,
Padd>
and E. Hoffmann as pianist):
after kidnapping Nora and
Quartet Op. 15; Haydn, Quartet Op. 54. [are about to make away with their loot
out

i

belo

... ........

enlisted,

for "several years."
ft

.

MeAlliaier

Journalist
years.
his regret that the

'.

ex-

there

Godard was now neglected or ignbreo
The fecuudity of this composer was fa-

|

his

;

i

I

GIVES FIRST CONCERT

ve

had
pon\

Home

W. Dingle
Sherman
tirefii
OJWe Moore
fan Kelly

Walter Scan Ian
Some will say that the mece is Sinn
the
Fein propaganda, for Ireland of
Bovno
present day is treated, and Barry

HOFFMANN QUARTET

tortioner at the head of what is ironically known as an "intelligence office." I
regret, however, the passing of the]
blessing. In these times one should be
thankful for a basin of gruel, let alone
k dish of ham and cg;s.

,

I

o-Ma-liey

I'hdiii

tented and returned to New York in
search of an engagement. She had been
out of harness onty two years, and
went to the homo when discouraged,
underestimating her ability and strength
to continue on 4he stage. Hotel Norniandie is or was her address when
last heard from."

—

in

llur

Nora

pressed

.....Charles

Bar," Unynl

"She was there only
to July last,

jingle
Dorothy
Lawrence C. OBrien

ji*o

Ma rtin

i

Plain.

in the Forrest

read Charles Lamb's
essay, or in ignorance of It, may condemn the hallowed custom, either because they are impatient at the sight
Of food, or are vexed at the outrageously
high prices of meat, fish, vegetables and
pult; or some may feel like hurling a
Malediction at the insolent and incompetent took whose
extortionate inKinct is carefully fostered by the ex-

Pari

Jamaica

Harvey

!

A

'many

The cast:
Paddy

|

M. M. B. writes in answer to Mr. W.
G Foster that Ada Gilman has not been

having

r

"believe

songs of his own composition.

in

•

'

—

was

'.orin

1

We

if

Democrats

ooi

Bradley and
acts, by Charles
Howard, featuring Walt«r Sean-

three

Ada Gilman

on," said the farmer; "we usually say
jSbmething before we eat." "Go ahead,"
paid the hired 'man. "Say anything you
like.
You can't turn my stomach."
know a Virginian plantation where
the lady of the house, her children, and
any guest there are always guests in
that
hospitable
house
rises
and
blesses the food.

pre

j

said in spite of themselves."
Lincoln and a noted story-teller from
Westerly entertained a select number
at the hotel, swapping stories until the
T. H. BARTLETT.
morning hours.

they devoted them-

—

old

have been writtefl'oy~Sny white man engaged in turning out pot-boilers. It is
strange that the composer of "Juba"
could have fallen so easily into musical
commonplaces.
Not often is the name of Godard seen
on programs today. A month or so ago
a commemorative, tablet was put on
the house in Paris where he lived for

formance In Boston of "Hearts of Erin,
a comedy, with mcldental sonss. in

what he

Sometimes the formula was: "Will
you ask the blessing?" Sometimes, a
host would say to a reverend guest:
"Will you say something?" Hence the
old New England .story: A hired" man
sat down for the first time at a farmer's
table and began to help himself. "Hold

Some,

made

fessed,

117
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ARLINGTON THEATRE— First

After the speech which, as some con-

(superintendent of the Sunday school,
land Caleb Strong, the sexton of the Old
jChurch. This familiarity with the Bible
enriched the children's speech; it helped

them

FARTS

more

of his opposition to the
spread of slavery. These New England
help to wavering
needed
gave
jspeeches
^Republicans and made his election surer.
His address at Norwich was historically
happy and is today spoken of for many
reasons. It was especially arranged by
that famous newspaper writer, "Ike"
Bromley o£ the. Bulletin of that city.
tgive thein

was

:

;

Amore

Tirlndelll,

.

song

from

;

Perez-Freire,

cessita;

:

Massenet,

"Werther"

Ossian'sPadllla, Prin-

;

Ay! Ayl Ay!:

*
I
Granadinas.
Schipa was first heard here as
jAlfredo In a performance of "La Travlata" by the Chicago Opera Association
'on March 2 of this year. He then made
la most fayorable Impression as a lyric
tenor. He was heard later as the Duke
"Rlgoletto*' and Ernesto In "Don
in
rasquale." The beauty of his voice and
the purity of his art gave rich promise
lof his success on the concert stage. This

Barrera.

j

Mr.

I

ipromlse was fulfilled last night.
It Is hot given to many operatic tenors,
however Imposing they may be in the
theatre, to shine in concert. It is, not
easy to think of Mr. Caruso In a sir:
recital, any more than It was possible
to imagine Tamagno, de Lucia* or
>

Jean
songs.

de

Reske

with

a

The Boncls and

are very few.

pJ-ogr!>

J

;

:

nh
quire tnents,
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admirably designed
by Mr. Burg, were as nilmlr-

ultra -moderns,
Those four Preludes are Interesting,
especially to those who havo followed
the development of tho composer.
Of
tho four, the second, which Is of n,
pastoral
nature, and
the third,
In

rlonottos".

t

igod by the many
There was no Illicit,
curtain.
it, nothing to Impair the illu^^orker.t Vc-

Simpl(\
(tractive

p

any sensational marionette theatro

Is

long and honor-

able
been written by many
tt has
hare seldom heard tn recent years learned enthusiasts. Perhaps It l» not
"eoeasary
to
go so far as Anatole
liahed. so pure, so Intelligent singram man or woman In the concert' France wpnt wnen "° found marlonMr. Schlpa's breathing, attack.' ettl> s »n Furls, showing more Intelligence
thp actresses of tho Comedle
dug. command of expressive nu- ,than
1-rartcaise
or to agree wholly to tho
, comprehension of the sentiment of
hoo ^»,» f Mr G orilon C ig
oet and the purpose of tho com '
«•
,
Sarg's
wottM,
little
theatre
.v. t, snest praIgB
Xn
cite
tho admiration of tho Parisian
lerpretatlons there Is the oerthe
of
master of lambent irony and
lnab;« elegance that we are ac
Florentine extremist. To deny the art
to associate with such artists
of Mr. Sarg would be Impossible; evtin
nt and the lamented Charles
be the height
|

™ j±^

£

.

1

Resphlgi's purpose In uniting his symphonlo poem was to express "sentlnents and visions" suggested to him
by four of Rome's fountains, "contemplated at the hour In which their character Is most Jn harmony with the surrounding landscape, or In which their
beauty appears most impressive to tho
observer."
It 'Vas'a daring undertak-

'

1

to find
of folly.

it

trivial

would

y noteworthy was the noble
Mr. Sarg talked agreeably for a few
> simplicity which character
minutes before the performance, exngln* of old Cacclnl's beauti-,
,„,„,„
Lhe complsxUy ot what appara
ently wasSdmple In tho management of
Of vocal art and aesthetic under- the
comedians, of whom the remarkable
Equally praiseworthy was|
dlng.
dog was certainly not the least. To
reading of Giordanl's familiar air.
show
a curious optical Illusion, he came
illar, but a stumbling block to many
at the end and by the side
ers
who rashly essay it. The On the stage
he was as Gulliver
bade ot^Lalo" and "La Rosa" of of those comedians
whereas during
Lilliputians,
among
the
no Belllnh were sung with dellghtseemed of
lghtness and delicacy, as was the| the play tho puppets had
Nor good size.
;y "Suzanne" of Calcavecchia,
will
be per-1
"Tn* Rose and the Ring"
the smooth and long line of the:
formed tonight. There will "bo a perTomorrow!
cantilena In his own "Ave Maria," ancTP formance this afternoon.
the religious fervor of Cesar Franek's forenoon thero will be an "Olla Po-|

™L.

j

"Panls Angelicus" be soon forgotten.
drida" for children.
The large audience Was quick to ap-.
predate tho art of the singer, who wash
recalled many times. This gave us an
opportunity of hearing a charming in1

FERGUSSON SINGS
AT JORDAN HALLi

How

to

fall

has

he

given

easy

word

call

to battle.

j

it

particular

a

of

effect

and atmosphere to each fountain;
he has without any attempt to "Baedekerize" music, given unity and concolor

He
tinuity to Italian impressionism.
has not been literal or too realistic;
he has heard, seen and written as a

East Boothbny. Me.
I

"toll-ere."

too,

companion were getting of a snare."
The song of a Yorkshire regiment
perhaps worth preserving.
"Oh,

well.

j

American folk lore
recall one song that I have never
seen in print, though it must have been

To

:

secrate
blessed liberty."

To

Another song was "The Land of the
The music was a
.Brave and' Free."
fife

S. H.
Westminster
The words and music of "Partant pour

in Fifth Concert

;

'

1

•

'

With headlines spread

Off the front page go

took place yesterday' afternoon

Off the front page go one

follows:

Where

ultra-modern
Mr. Strube

re Rip, his scolding wife, little Judith,

daughter; Wo!, his dog; NIcho'as
Van Brummel the schoolmaster,,
'illiam,
the one-legged soldier that!

is

S

Too

in spirit

started

Broad

25

years

Off the front
Brookllne.

|

has drank at the Pierian
height

of

culture

he

the trick mule round

Rose and the Ring" Delights
Steinert Hall Audience

'

paw go

one and

In

regard

'

Symphony

all.

QUI NCI KILBY

the

•

owners.

the

to

tickets
It

1

disposing

of

when not used by
js

a simple matter

to offer the seats to a friend by telephone, or. if this fails, the tickets may

be sent to Mr. Ralph L. Flanders,

.

,

j

New England Conservatory
Music on Huntington avenue, where

there are score of pupils who are only
too glad of a chance to go. It is a sham
to let seats stand empty to save -.
toouble of a telephone call or the price
nt
nn^m^p stamp.
Ktmnn.
a postage
0( «
'

WM. STURGIS BIGELOW.

u os t<in.
|

1

'

\

kA^I
IJ|
J

dren were
>a
inj
Mr. Sarg shewed 'his marionettes
Fortunately mar-(
this play last'March.
time
of
lapse
show the
f ionettes do not
Thev keep their hair, teeth and com
(

,

I
I

i

man-

ager, at the

of

\
<i

"To Thole"
World Wags:

night in
Ton'- Sarg's Marionettes last
deSteinert Kali played Thackeray's
described
Ring.
the
and
"Rose
rghtful
by him as "a fireside pantomime for
Great nnd Small Children." The performance was for the, benefit of SimS on?e
College endowment fund.
i ions
no doubt
in the audience had forgotten
-how Thackeray came to write this little
masterpiece of drollery. He happened
Christmas;
to be in a foreign city at
There were manv English children there
a set
drew
and for their amusement he
and then,
of Twelfth Night Characters,
w ith a governess, composed a history
about them, narrating the surprising!
Prince]
adventures of Prince Giglio and
u ffa
Bulbo. Rosalba. the Countess Gr A d
Andl
others.
nuff King Tadella, and
cniW
those
as
that,
thought
Thackeray
pleased, others might b'

flivver skids,

Symphony Tickets

!l

fastidious; he experimented holdiy.

judgment, breadth of

tho line-

As the -World Wags:

I'

more

'that

Grand^depU and
Who^afelyTides

all.

are the races, sea or air;

As gas escapes, as

|

defbauchery in music.
Mr. Strube has a receptive mind; his
broadened; his taste grew
horizon

harshest

life's

EN-VOY-

or

only reasonable
cious, criminal

lesson of

culture, solid

Thought

from their petty pyramids.
The Ponzis and the Polarks fall.

to write serious

i.

the

n

Prlnce,

and expression.
out

late.'

school.

;

music in the
approved German conservatory manner.
limes Judith; a sailor that gives hisj He then followed orthodox routine.
l-rot, named "Profanity,
n
bv *
^ / Some years later he was fascinated
•hange for a pig that should have
the music of Cesar Franck, Vincent
sold in the market: three Christmas
and other Frenchmen, regarded
liclans, Hudson and his crew, ind i d'Indy
as heretics by the conservatories of his
various kinds, not forgetting
Trir»re so
/nik/.H^TiH the
*Via more
sn as
ns these
tbesA com<:onifatherland,
Rip drinks, his wife scolds
posers were then merely names in Ger- [2
turns him out In a storm; he goes
was
French,
it
were
they
as
but
me.ny.
fountains, where he does the bidto suspect them of atro- 1

more ago

odder.

MS

all.

and

.

the
Ho learned when meek Aslnus burst

MacSwInOy's fast, the League of Nations;
Bent profiteers, the coal-strike scare;
Astounding banking revelations;
Society's supreme sensations.
With march fronv "Lohengrin" or "Saul
The lack of auld-lnng-syue libations?
Oft the front page go one and all.

Mr. Strube. who has been the teacher
' composition
at the Peabody Conservatory of Music at Baltimore since
1913, when he left the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, modestly describes his Preludes as "little." It is tnue that they are
sh.orfc.fiut he employs arfgreat an orchestra as if he were writing a symphonic
poem portraying the reign of Anarch
or the Last Judgment. It Is hardly necessary to add that the Preludes are

even a more ambitious

years.

1

nrlndle mule.

of

prompter, -were pleasantly remembered
by the performance of Thackeray's
"Rose and the Ring." last March. "Rip

on and the froblins.
learns the secret of the
^he Is made to drink a

Hero

Where are the breaking- jail exploits,
Hank stimulants to calloused youth;
The low-priced F. O. B. Detroits;
The Soviet's cruelties, uncouth;
Campaign assertions, 'shy on truth;
The baseness of World Series hall;
The home-ly qualities of Until?

Symphony

Mr. Sarg and his well-trained come'
dlans, who never feel the need of s

Tho characters Introduced

one and

in the

the lap of
rests, his head upon
The bravo young man that xode the

array,

bold

Inclined to suffer-ago'/

Proud dames

I

.

undertaking.

In

In the Circus

(From the Burlington Hawkeye
eighties)

Discussing stars of screen or stage;
Fare raises on the Narrow Gauge;
Strange deaths from wood-be ulcohol;

The fifth concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Monteux, conduc-

lance was in aid of the Simmons College
Educational Fund and tho Women's Ed>
utatiunal End Industrial Union. There
-:vas a greatly anwsed audience.

is

1.

Where is the news
That clogged each paper's foremost page.

'

Van Winkle"

Syrie" are attributed to Hortense.
but the tune was probably written by
Drouet, the celebrated flutist, who was
secretary of Hortense.
musical
the
capacity
in a similar
Drouet served
Pauline Bonaparte, who, composing romances, did not know how to put them
Drouet has told how he
in notation.
la Syrie"
constructed "Partant pour
from a few notes sung by Hortense.
Wc do not see how the words "Our
watch fires gleam," etc., could go well
Er>
,
.
to this tune.
la

of yesterday.

Hall. The program was as
Brahms. Symphony No. 4;
Tony 3arg's Marionettes gave a per- Strube, Four Preludes for orchestra,*
formance m Steinert Hall last night ofj (first performance); Resphigi, "Foun-|
"Rip Van Winkle," tho story told by tains of Rome," symphonic poem (first
[Washington Irving, arranged for pup* time In Boston); Strauss, "Till Eulen-T
ts by George. Mitchell.
The perform Spiegel's Merry Pranks."

'

and drum piece also written by

Hortense.

;

Gives Composition of
Resphigi and Strube
By PHILIP HALE
tor,

ComedianS
HALE

this land

will

'

Symphony

ation.

Sarg'S

shall be
forever, ever con-

And our echoing song

We

After W. E. Henley, with a chance that Benleu will be after Me.)

by her performance as a whole was
that she is as yet hardly prepared for
so exacting a program. An audience
of fair size showed interest and
appreci-

By PHILIP

popularity.

the tune of "Parting for Syria," written
by Queen Hortense. One verse was as
follows
j
"Our watch ATes gleam from shore to
shore,
V

,

had a greater command of
technical resources.
Perhaps McKinney's "De San' Man's Song" showed her
to best advantage. The Impression
made

ffOYiy

its

BADLAI>E OF onTfTEWS

she had

|

time of

was a marching song of the Lincoln
Wide-Awakes, and referred particularly
It was sung to
to "Bleeding Kansas."
It

[

!

the

at

printed

I

No.

the student of

can

I

:

11,

1

remember.

I

j

:

gotten.

grandfather:

Nan.

Oldham is in Lancashire, but the song
was adapted as Yorkshire. "In the
Merry Month of May"' was another song

—

con-

well,

is

theo

j

j

sparring for wind— if the phrase \_
nrla from "La Gloconda," an air from
Mr. Fergusson, who has long enjoyed water—
prepared an
may be allowed without checkinj the
[Handel's "Scipio," songs by Secchl, an international reputation,
He has a good musical flow. It was good to hear 'Till
interesting program.
Veraclnl, Bemberg, Slbeila, Maria-Zuchis inthat
voice of a rather short range
Etilenspiegel"
"Would
again.
ca. Maclean. Buzzl-Peccia, Tschalkow- tonation was pure, and he showed taste
Strauss had always written in this
6ky, Ware, la Forge, Rogers, McKinney and intelligence in his interpretations.
spirit of the true artist!
The brilliant
[S. W. Hubbard and Alexandre Georges; At times, although his voice as a whole
performanc
as brilliant as vany we
also an interesting group of folk songs might be called a "covered" one. he
remember under any other conductor,
I—Dubinushka (Russian) arranged by forced upper tones. He sang with fer- brought an end to a brilliant concert,
jBromberg; Ono John (English) ar- vor, occasionally overdoing expression. a concert that was not top long.
ranged by Sharp; Hush-Aba -Birdie He was especially fortunate in his
The concert will be repeated tonight.
[(old Scotch) arranged by Moffat; Frog treatment of Chausson's "Temps des
The program for the concerts of next
IWent a-Courting (Kentucky Moun- lilas," Tschaikowsky's "No words, my week is as follows: Mozart, Symphony
tains) arranged by Brockway. and In- beloved," Gretchaninoff's "My native in C major (K. 425); Mason, "Rusvocation to the Sun-God (Z.unl Indian) land," Moussorgsky's "Interilur," and sians," five songs for baritone and or[transcribed by Troyer.
the group of songs by American and chestra (Relnald Wer.renrath, singer);
Miss Bernson has by nature a voice English composers
while his singing Ravel, "Couperin's Tomb," suite for orthat should repay further study. Her
Er.esco,
of "I'm wearin' awa\" which he added ehestra (first time in America)
chest tones are of fine quality. At first
Rhapsody in A major, op.
to the program, will not soon he for- Roumanian

she gained in

thee

tare

fare

I'm going to Ou'dham a» fast as I can.
And I'm going to Ou'dham and that what
to'd him.
As I'd have a battle with the Freuch."

will

|

,.

?

Pell when he's far and
sway.
With his horn and his hounds In the morning?"
Then there Is the old poacher's song
"As me and my
of the Lincolnshires:

Program

i

seen John Poll at the breaking of the

day

Have you seen John

harmonic scheme, a
Modern in
master of ultrA-modern instrumentation,
he has not forsaken melodic
figures, the melody that is the Italian's
birthright, and still makes a universal
The harmonic devices are as
appeal.
his natural idiom; nowhere do we see
him deliberately gilding up his loins,
and with knotted brow and sweat starrhis

cital in Jordan Hall last evening, the
first since his return from Europe. Al-

fidence until she was more disposed to
do justice to herself. She made commendable efforts at interpretation, and
these efforts would have borne fruit If

ED.

•

8".T

Have you

poet enamoured of his city.

"I.

the

Celtic'.

"Thole," the verb, is old English from
the old high German: old Teutonic. But
compare tho Latin "tol-eraro" and

Has

evidently nervous,

know whether

PETER MacQUEEN.

the worth of the music itself were fully
Mr. Longas played discreet accomappreciated by the great audience.
1
What a pity It Is that Brahms in his
ffyi ™"*!^'!
m mil IBSMM
accompanist. The fourth symphony did not stop after the
Miriam Bernson
Exacting fred De Voto was the
Tile triangle and
movement!
program Included arias by Lully. Gretry. second
the piccolo do not relieve the clumsy
by
songs
and
Galuppi,
at Jordan Hall
Verdi,
Monte
dreariness of the Scherzo; the Finale,
Chausson, Rhene-Baton, Duparc, Tschai- with the exception of a few variations,
the solemn passage far trombones,
as
Mouskowsky, Borodin, Gretchaninoff,
is a sad falling off from the first Al-i
Miriam Bernson, a contralto of Bossorgsky, Ireland, Carpenter. Walford legro. Mr. Monteux gave an admirable
Iton, gave a recital last night in JorDavies, Chadwick and Frank Bridge reading of the work, bringing out clear
[dan Hall. Edith E. Torrey was the acThe songs by the Russian composers ly the innumerable details—and more
than once Brahms is found treading
jcompanlst. The program included an were sung in Russian.
It

do net
I
Teutonic or

Is

the letter asking for information
about "Simon the Cellarer." I heard
Barnabee sing it, almost his last appearance in public. It was also a prime
favorite of my father's.who used to sing
also "John Barleycorn," of which I have
forgotten the words. He was particularly good in some of the old English
marching songs, some of which are sung
as a regimental song. One, I don't know
the regiment, is a hunting song:,
"Have you seen John Pell, with his coot so

into

His
I can be."
Instrumentation is now effectively disrich,
never
wildly
creet, now gorgeously
and Incongruously fantastical. Throughout the work there is the revelation of
marked individuality. It is a pleasure
to add that the superb performance and

'

If

Burns

says to tho mouse:
"To tholo the
winter's weary dribble an cranrench

in

show them how modern

"Slanon."

were a

ing.

him

ing at every pore, saying:

of
"The Dream" from
As we heard this Intimate
Recital Since His
singing. We remembered Mr. Muratore, Baritone's First
facing the audience in the Boston
Return from Europe
Opera House and shouting the music as
George Fergusson, baritone, gave a re-

terpretatlon

-always /used

home Old Son;;As the World Wags:
I was much interested some time ago

[

would have been for
aqueous monotony!
He has triumphed gloriously. Not only

|

!

I

Scotland.

In

pressionistic.

.

-

a word

It Is

was a boy

I

cauld."

|

-

ay.

.j

minuet forjn, have tho most decided
character Tind are the most engrossing.
There are charming melodic and!
orchestral effects In the pastorale, while]
the minuet has the requisite delicacy 1
and grace. The other movements made f
They
a less favorable Impression.
seemed less spontaneous, vaguely Im-

lonal It may be. Is not therefor
Ono might ask In surprise! •'What?
Ten, and
atlo In the operatic sense. Through Can puppets) bo patriotic?"
the evening there was no attempt they may bo tragic. The history of the

impel applause by

"to thole."

when

1

voca

lr

at 10:30 o'clock the'
give an "Olla Podrida"
'

Van Win-

"Rip

[dren.

play this afternoon and

,

STOPAK MAKES
Josef Stopak, violinist, played for the

'[

Boston yesterday afternoon
Hall.
His accompanist was
[In Jordan
The program was as
Rudolf Gruen.
follows: Vivaldi— Nachez, Concerto In A
minor (with organ and piano); Desplanes
Nachez, Intrada; Bach, Prelude in E
jBrst

time

Jtiajor

,

with

Studied

Thibaud.

Jacques

Last

Summer he played with him a double
Holland, and on Oct. 16 gave
New York,
Concertos
with only a piano accompaf
tnent are usually rather dreary affairs,
no matter how skilful the violinist may
One misses the pompous orchestral
nbe.
Introduction during which the violinist
endeavors to assure the audience that
he Is wholly at ease, holding the fiddle
to his ear, or at arm's length, looking
Intently at the fairest woman near him,

j

j

Olrl." to be
this month

WMter, Mr. Thibaud; but Mr. Stopak's
Mrformances was not at all mimetic;
jot merely an echo; he had a mind
of
feu own; he played as if he thought
f..r
Blmself, as one to whom the music
had
|nada a personal appeal.
Not for
moment was there any cheap attempta

.

topsy-turveydom

brought out at the end of
by Seymour Hteks in Lon-

unemployment.

don.
Josef

Hofmnnn gave a recital In London on Oct. 21. The Times said: "There
was too little music of the first rank in
his program, and the only work of that
kind— Beethoven's Sonata. Op. Ul— with

'

|

but as a whole It suggested no bli? conceptlon of BeethoveiCa work. Mr. Hofthoroughly in his element In the Rubinstein version of the
march from 'The Ruins of Athens.'
which followed. Here every device which
could give color and glitter and convey
the Impression of what used to be cnlled
Turkish mdslc,' but Is now called
Kitchen' In the orchestra, was cleverly

MUhaud'a

second orchestral
Suite was produced at a Colonne ConTho music
cert in Paris on Oct 24.
was written, It appears, for Paul Claudel's "Protee," who asked for music to
tirtatrato

the

repast

a

seals,

"Made

Bacrhanale.

and other

(lc)

of

(

Silence

of

Rene Branconcert was

things.

—

I
the seals throwing up their dinner.
hall not glvo this pitiable Insanity the
honor of an analysis. It Is a low, trivWith the exception of
ial, vulgar din.
4 couple dozen of applauders, the audience showed vigorously Its exasperation by hissing and howling. Naturally
1 was In the first rank of those protesting, and a zealous but courteous Inspector nearly handed me over to the
ecular arm whose duty It was to put

out
Of

all

heretics.

my eminent

day,

Insisting

disputable right of a hearer to express
his opinion, appeased the police."
Mr Branoour poked fun at the program
notes for Debussy's "Iberia" played at
the

same concert:

"The

...

violin

'

Mosul*.

Richard Strauss, after his concerts In
went to Uruguay.
Henri Rabaud, as director of the Paris
Conservatory, has issued this notice:
"*"^e directors of the Conservatory,
having henrd the protestations of members of various Juries against recommendations ajldressed to them, ha'
made the following decision: At each
competition, at each examination. th<
director will ask the members of the

Brazil,

|

.

j

1

that

ion."
'

new

piece

for

The Festsptelhans of Salzburg announces for next year a Mozart cycle
and Calderon's 'Great Theatre of the
[World." staged by Max Rcinhardt. with
.music by Richard 8trauss.
Someone in Munich is about Inventing
Ian artificial hand to tune pianos, for the
(benefit of those mutilated by the war.
The spread of the fingers measures the
intervals of a fourth, a fifth and an
octave; the bending of tho wrist is
worked by a key.

!

—

•

the public.

The l'asdeloup concerts are now given
The Inaugural matinee,
given before an enormous audience, was very fine and very well reat the Paris Opera.

A

cc.ved.

.

Ravel has written a
and violoncello.

violin

;

but the disposition of the instrumentalists, In front of the lowered
•ictl curtain and on a staging covering the pit of the usual orchestra, left
The curtain dlsHtucn to bo desired.
>und u(
the
n'lvamaaetj'.iHA .ini;>lifl<

Mr.

:

symphony by Augusts de Boeck,

which had been on the composer's table
for 24 years, was produced last month
at

Brussels

though

it

great success, althe classic form.

with

Is in

Frank Van Der Stucken will conduct
Lirussels the Ysaye conceits this sea-

—

thor complains that when he writes for
the pictures he is not allowed to tell his
own story. TIih "child of liis brain"
becomes a horrid, squint-eyed, crippled
changeling. His story is accepted ami
paid for, his work is done. He has only
io wait lo witness the first "run" at the
'•Splendiferous" Palace or other giltl'Vi

,

|

Gaisworthy treats

j

i

I

Brown.

A

valet is responsible
(for her "early ruin." There is a hunchjback named Napoleon Trlggs.
should like to see thjs play. It's of the

Birdie

We

old,

genuine, stamped on the blade va-

_'_

irlety.

film theatre.

follows

tho

With nervous suspense lie
program until his p'cture
into view— and then— what

Hashed
is
has happened

to

the

offspring

of

his

iimaginatlon? The story ,is not being
told as he told It. There are scenes in
,it that he never dreamed of ev«jn in his
It has
wildest moments of creation.
He can't follow it.
lost all directness.
what
Is all
audience
know
It
Does the
about? He looks round to see. Help!
Some are going out, others are going to
(sleep, and he— he Is following them, disWho has
satisfied and disappointed!
maltreated this "child of his brain"?
scenario
The
ones?
guilty
the
who are
editor of little imagination is the first
criminal and the man who performs
terrible operations in the "cutting room
They have labored
is the other culprit.
They have
but not well.
diligently,
mauled his carefully-planned construction; pulled a girder out here and lifted
a comer-stone there, until the structure
Why
fairly wobbles before the view!
not Jet the author tell his own story
Because,
preIt?
and stand or fall by
sumably. the author, as a rule, Is rejgarded by the producer and his associates as a negligible "duffer" who don't
know his business!— The Stage.
I

'

i

Cyril Harcourt, author of

"A Pair

of

i

!

Stockings" and "In the Night" has
written a new play, "Fifty-Fifty," a
IfamUiar term in theatrical circles deiscriptfve of the shares commonly agreed
on by a lessee and the manager of an
ordinary company touring in the provinces. But in Mr. Harcourt's piece it
stands for the percentage of profits beitween a notorious crook and the members of his gang. The heroine of the,
a Cockneyfled model who
is
storj/
eventually blossoms into a fine lady.
and the hero a kind of Raffles who is
also a painter of no mean ability. The
Silk

I

'

i

am told, is exceptlpnally
the action moves swiftly
from U ginning to end.— London Daily
Telegraph.
The property of Chung Ling Soo. the
illusionist, who was accidentally killed
on the stage during his performance,
r-is s~"d it auction on Nov. 3 in London. The sale included the whole of the
apparatus', including "lantern
.it .sion
other
and
disappearing,
levitatlon.
fakes." There were papier-mache llfesised lions and elephants, the Holy Bible
printed in Chinese, four volumes of an
English-Chinese dictionary, paiated Chinese street scenes, a set of marionettes,
lacquered
heavily-carved^ Chinese
a
mantelpiece, a "death-chair Illusion" (In
deal box), a "bridal chamber illusion"
(in crate), a "n,tcely-made and Japanned
'vanishing bench giii' In wood case,"
and "a Pretty Polly illusion," with
wooden cage- There was also Included
In the sale some property of the "Great
Lafayette," who was killed In the musicThis consisted
hall fire at Edinburgh.

dialogue, I
witty, and

I

I

j

1

I

I

...

to

colleagues the
been so Indiscreet as
their

pupils
to have had themselves recommended.''
Jean Pouelgh of Comoedia criticise
adversely Miss Borgo In "Alda" at the
IParis Opera. She now sues the crit
the editor and the proprietor for f.100,00
damages. The inenestrel Is pleased beIcause Its critic in his review of the
performance did not even mention her
name. "After all, silence is an opin-

.

—

name to
who have

to

Jury'

—

|

Mr. Galsworthy's farcical
cial tree."
morality "The Little Man," followed
i"The Foundations."
"Seven Nights in London" was produced at Maiden-head, Eng., Oct 35.
The play depicts London life "as it
really Is, with all its tragedy, pathos
and humor." The story concerns the
pdventures of a Cockney girl named

!

Messrs. Maler "d PstM«">n1 T'-p
visitors also played three "Romantic"
.-r. iLi-n at «
waltses by Chabrler.
'-•udes." ihe familiar v
Saens and the Inevitable sonata of

shadow
ft
pants laconically
melogoing Into deml-sller.ee
dies
swooning with the progressing
dawn
a trumpet that snorts."
Patriotic societies at Magdeburg have
the scene "Sedan
protested against
Pay" In d'Albcrt's opera: "A Marriage
Revolution."
Under the
Mme. d'AlvareZ sang, before her departure to this country, in Westminster
Abbey In behafT of the Abbey restoraRjon fund, but she was not the first
woman to bo heard there. Mme. or
kpamc as she ia now entitled Clara
JJutt has sung moro than once in the
[abbey to a "select congregation" In the
livening when tho building was closed
.

here,

..hlle,

The brave Intervention

colleague. Mr. Paul Souenergetically on the In-

j

used, and the whole showed the pianist's
complete control of rhythm."
Edouard Rlsler and Arthur Rubinstein, the pianists, have been playing
with great success at Montevideo. Th
music for two pianos Included "Jeu dt
plain air." by O. Taillefer. Is It worth

cout n his review of the
incved to say: "Would to the gods that
Hence had replaced this hurly-burly
without analogy perhaps It represented

I know, have done their best to
put an end to the evil; but, in many
cases where, for Instance, the delln
quent happens to be a highly-piice
artist, one not too fond of playing pro
vincial or suburban halls, it Is rath*
a difficult matter to settle. Frank Tin
ney, the American, was really funny a
it, and made it a feature of his act; bu
he confined his gags to trie conductoi
There are others who make Ind'.scrlmi
nate remarks to any member of an au
dience who may happen to come in late
Most people object to being brough
into undue prominence when out for ai
evening's entertainment by such remarks as "Oh, Alice, you are late!'
It may get a cheap laugh, but It Is unwarrantable and should be stopped. A
now law In Brussels places the sole
power of regulating this class of act In
the hands of th# police. I don't see how
this is going to add to the dignity of
Perhaps they will
the artists' calling.
now take a hint from Brussels and drop
the objectionable practice. It would be
rather awkward for an artist to be
liable to be hauled up at a moment's
notice by a possibly ignorant or overzealous police official. The Stage.
A prominent American dramatic au-

agers,

these realty very serious matters from
the detached standpoint of the Intellectone
laughing philosopher;
but
ual
thinks deeply while one laughs. The
moral of It all Is that more kindness and
between man
1 understanding is necessary
and man If anything like a decent state
of society Is to be secured." The title of
[the play Is thoughtfully explained by
a London journalist: It "indicates the
'obscure toilers nt the roots of the so-

mann was more

noc-.;'

practice of cross-talk between the low
am
I
comedian and the conductor.
speaking more particularly or the variety theatres, as it is neither prevalent
nor easy in the theatres, Variety man-

I

pianist with a wonderful pair of hands,
a power of executing details perfectly,

Darius

determination to take the boards.
side there are several well
of actresses taking the
keenest interest in the stage fortunes
of their daughters— London Daily Telegraph.
For years we have deprecated the

I

which the program began, did not produce a great performance. It showed a

fol-

Is

great

On the other
known cases

and the cam-

araderie of the trenches has given way
to social bitterness born of profiteers,
the high cost of living and increasing

Dutch

Sir

sons

filial

John Galsworthy's "extravagant" play
"The Foundations," was performed at

leading

the
Little

Italian

the Everyman. London, on Oct. 21. The
play was first seen at the Royalty
Theatre on July 14, 1817. "Some of the
post-war things he pictured while the
war was still in full blast have already
been realized. True, the Marseillaise
has not been. chanted by revolutionaries
Park Lane, but all the economic
In

.

^Maggie Teyte will take
part in a new operetta, "A

general con-

modern

doubt

The municipal council of Lelpslc is
aiding the Gewandhaus concerts. A new
the
by
sustained
concert
society,
Grotrlan-Steinweg firm, promises 10 concerts this season with soloists of the first
rank.
London Starve Notes

suffering just at present

is apt to force him to
of thinking, the older gennot ready to realize that In-

.

of

his

have been amonj; the enthusiastic admirers of Charles Kean. There is a
case more recent of a father and son
who were were very good friends—except When they appeared on the same
Rtage— and some of the most successful
of actors have fought hard against

into the large hall.
•

own ways

.

diffusion

Li 9

Henry
y Irving did not
actors, and we
whether Edmund Kean would

Ing of his son.

think

phony.
At Berlin It cost 18.000 marks to give a
Philharmonic concert; a hall for a recital costs 1000 marks, yet there are
many concerts. At the first Sunday
Philharmonic concert, despite the raising
the price of seats from 60 pfennigs to
4 marks, several hundred could not get

day.

eration is
terpretation must grow, or. at any rate,
change, with the interpreters and their
The fewer, the notes,
hearers.
the greater is the player's responsibll-

ception of the composition was worthy
* talented pupil of the admirable
J»

lows any sensational exhibition

is

ro

Amsterdam.
The municipal council of Dresden has
granted a subsidy of 30,000 marks for a
performance of Mahler's Eighth Sym-

tion of pianists
Its

fine tone, warm, but
?ot lush In emotional passages.
His
fcchnic was wholly adequate for what
Ine program demanded.
He displayed
a purity of intonation and of musical

Jo Incite the steady applause that

Schumann

'

^Mr. Stopak has a

his

j

from his position between the classics
and the moderns. The younger genera-

orchesti a.

His phrasing,

!

Vaughn Williams, the
monotonous.
chairman at the meeting, said that If
minded" he would
"sloppy
a man were
be still more sloppy if he "wallowed in
a miasma" of poor church music.
Sir Frederic Cowen Intends to resume
musical activity—as an accompanist,
also as a conductor.

or striking an aesthetic attitude. One
misses also the orchestral ritornell,
whicli seems to say to the
hearer:
"What do you think of that? Isn't he
worth while.
Wait a minute and he
will have something even better to tell
JWI."
The Vivaldi concerto gains b>
the Introduction of the organ, but p
concerto
by Vieuxtemps needs
th«

taste.

its

flevoiea

quartet for the Flonzaley quartet.
Mme. Genevieve Vix, whose sour, wiry
voice is well remembered here, has been
applauded at Buenos Ayres. One critic
described her as "graceful, diaphanous,
with an angelic smile." As Manon in
the Saint Sulpice scene of Massenet's
opera she evoked "the vision of Satan;
she was amorous with all her flesh, with
Hot stuff! What?
all her nerves."
The Dutch critics reviewed Elgar's
compositions coldly when he conducted
at a concert of the Concertgebouw at

The English
Hymnal edited by Vaughan Williams,
was warmly commended. A bad tune
was too much dependent on harmonies;
meandered and did not go to any
it
particular place; the part writing was
and the rhythms
generally stagnant
had had

ern,"

t>e

committee will examine
manuscripts of young composers and
The first
bring about performances.
concert will be In December.
a string
completed
Georges Enesco has

He thought "Hymns, Ancient and Mod-

ffconcerto in
ft recital in

will

A

music.

!

Mozart— Saint-

alone;

for violin

ment and :

'

Baens, variations on a theme of Corelli;
Vietixtemps, Concerto No. 5; Tschailu»wsky, Serenade Melancolique; Rode—
Guiraud, Melodie;
Thlbaud, Caprice;
Wienlawski; Scherzo-Tarantelle.
Mr. Stopak is a young violinist, born
fend brought up in New York, as we
are Informed.
In recent years he has

series

Beethoven, in celebration of hi3 centenary, but trie'-e will be one concert for
Belgian compose'rs.
Max Fiedler has been conducting
concerts of the Concertgebouw at Amsterdam. Menselberg has been away
from his post on account of sickness.
A "Musica Nuova" society has been
founded at Bologna for the encourage-

i

in

The

son.

>

HALE

By PHILIP

|

acts as a sounding board, Which rather
confuses the tones of the basses and
The result' is that
the violoncellos
while certain pages such as the 'Danse
des .Sylphes' In the 'Damnation de
Fausl.' Debussy's 'Prelude a l'ApresMidi d'Un Faune.' or the 'Procession
Nocturne' of Henri Rabaud, the new
director of the Conservatoire, lose nothing at all of their well recognized nuances, the overture to Chabrier's 'Gwendoline' or the 'Marche Hongroise' of
Beriloz, for.example, suffer by the bruthe pertal expansion of the sonority of
eussion instruments. It is to be hoped
that M. Rhene Baton, the exxcellent
conductor, will be able to remedy th s
state of affairs, which Is capable of
seriously compromising the execution
of works which require the empla.vment
of eveiy available instrumental force."
Cecil Fanning sang Iago's "Credo"
from "Othello^' at a Symphony concert
which
in London Oct 23, "with a success
was only marred by the fact that his
the
beneath
voice was apt to get lost
orchestral tone at certain important
-points, particularly In the last climax.
The Rev. Cyril Winn of Blackheath.
talking about church music said the
question was a moral one. As many
hear only church music the churches
are responsible for their level of taste.

!

|

of three crates, containing, among other
things, "well painted profile horses, surmounted by guardsmen," and '*&. large
quantity of soldiers' heads and shoulders,

with bayonets."
are not many cases In jstage
^«'e Imagine, in which ar father
eatly Impressed by the act-

The

comes from Italy that
will return to the stage.
recitals in London, is
praised to the skies, witness this article
report

Mme. Duse
Siloti,

giving

In the Times of Oct. 25: "M. Sllotl Is a
Compendium artis Mustce. He combines
in his own person virtues which, singly,
make their possessor proud. The technique which he showed us at trie Wigmore Hall on Saturday was ample and

was not obtruded. He created long

levels

equable
tone,
maintaining them
through easy and difficult moments
alike, from which he made any emphasis
stand out at will without force. The
bulk of his tone was rnezzoplano and
inezzoforte, but he can play i'..e game
of the piano-smashers, tpo, and beat
them at It For In the first place he
smites even harder than they do, and
in the second it still sounds musical,
since he is either maintaining his level
or deliberately departing from It, and
there is nothing haphazard and therefore unmeaning. The agitato passage In
Chopin's Fantasia In F minor was a
notable instance immense volume of
tone without noise and complete freedom of rhythm without caprice. Liszt's
'Aii
Bord d'une Source,' which had
of

—

just before It, was amazingly limns the poets say;' a child
might have done It; the difficulties never
seemed to come his way. Mozart's 'Ah!
Vous Dirals-Je. Maman,' which followed, was played like a mock musiclesson, only without the pupil's mistakes,
deliberately emptied of all sentiment
and made to sound as if 12 dozen deers
had not passed over its head. At the
end came seven preludes of Bach, one
for organ and one from the fourth Violoncello Suite, both magniflc*'"), an-'
the rest from 'The Well-tejdJP^KH

come
pid

— wimpilng,

IlUcn

— —

*>0

1

the war one lllm was made on somewhat similar lines by a Brllixh manufacturer.

SUNDAY—Convention

Perabo the
world loses an honest man, the ranks
of art a devoted follower, and every
a

Endowed

friend.

by

and

Minuet from
Debusy,
Voiles:

Irish

to say
that at 9

Botolph

should

March — Jig

I

|

"Coapurin s Tomb ';
Stanford-Grainger,

York

(ms.);

Schlozer.

lice.

Jord;in Hall, 8:15 P.

M..

I,evnl

Phil-

Phawe. baritone. I. Angus Winter
Handel. Where e'er You
Walk: Strauss, Loves Pleading; Welnlips

accompanist.

gartner,

Hushed

Among

the Stars; Gretchanlnoff.

the Song of the NightingaleRachmaninoff. In the Silence of the
Night the Isle, God Took from Me Mine
All; Bantock. Jester Songs (Tra-la-la-

Serenade. Will o' the Wisp Under
the Rose), Song of the Genie; Dobsor?
Breakfast Time. Seumas Ber. Westland
Row from the cycle "The Rocky Road
to Dublin; Christ, Into a Ship; Constanoe
Herreshoff, Dlojrenes; Densmore, Roadways.
die.

the phyaique to do, and the delicacy of
structure which was his inheiitance
never thoroughly recovered fqpm the
strain of practice In early years. He FRIDAY— Symphony Hall, 2.30 P. M 6th
concert of the Boston Symphony Orches
expected much of pupils, but he also
tra. Mr. Munteux. conductor, See special
supplied from the wealth of his own
tice.
nature the inspiration which forms s ° (SATURDAY Symphonv
Hall,
8
P.
M.
large a part In a teacher's mission. If
Repetition of Friday's Symphonv concert.
music like the other arts, only in a
greater degree. Is the God consciousness
In the soul seeking expression through
the medium of form, color or sound,
As men closely associated grow old
then was the life career of Ernst Perabo a distinguished success. When he
together they are more and more Interlaid his hands upon the keys there was.
ested in the physical welfare and the
lo quote a remark of the bu'lder of one
personal habits of their mates. Some
of Europe's great organs, "no suggesone mentioned the fact at the Porphyry
tion of material origin." To sum it all
up "he thought God's thoughts after
Club last week that the Greco-Roman
him." and entering Into their depths
baths of the United States Senate were
translated their message with a faithbeing cleaned for the enjoyment of the
fulness as unique as It was beautiful.

—

1

life

end am'd the scenes endeared
to him by the presence of the devoted
and fceloved mother, who, up to her
death, was his constant companion, and
equally appropriate that the last rites
should be solemnized and the weary

members, new and

old, when they assemble.
Mr. Augur ventured the remark that some of the senators should
be cleaned before they enter the thermae and are shown by the balneator to
This
the trepidarium or frlgldarlum.

\

should

garment
light of

laid

to

the
evening.

rest

an autumn

In

soft

twl-

j

|

|

I

f

led

!

ELLEN BEALE MOREY.

Hardly anything has yet been done

show

to

British industries to the world in

first

things

he

thinks

of.

;

trial

operations.

It

carries a far

When

more
-

a non-resident
good standing, bathes
The
doctor so oronly twice a week.
dered it he says, but Mr. Bolivar is
notoriously lazy— he has not contributed
to this column for many weeks.
Mr. Poseidon Hicks, Jr., who writes
verses and sends them to his friends
for Christmas and birthday gifts, wondered If there is any anthology of poems
about baths ana bathers. It should include verses about Bathsheba on the
P.

Jesse Lasky was here a few
months ago, he told me that in the film
they had then started to make in their
new Islington studio they had IntroJC»d a scene taken in the most perrctly-equipped steel works they had
:en able to find In this country. Such

convincing message, because the spec"
tator does not realize that it Is an,

apologies,

Mr. Herkimer Johnson said he
had given up sea-bathing on account of
his sensitive nature and a weak heart.
Mr. Golightly likes the water hot, and
then a shower bath— a sturdy man, now
that fire water is costly. Mr. George
Bolivar of Beverly,

member, but

Mr.

scene adds, of course, very considerably to the value of the film, regarded
naarely as a film, but, Incidentally, it
also serves as an excellent advertisement to the whole universe of the scale
on which Britain conducts her Indus-

to

personal confessions,

boasts.

a systematic and intelligent manner.
There are very few American films in
which this aspect of the picture is entirely neglected.
So imbued, in fact, is
the American film maker with the necessity of emphasising this feature that,
when he makes a film here, It is one of
the

Arnold Arboretum, Nov.

NEW FAVOR

in Symphony Hall
yesterday afternoon before an audience

cert of this season

thoughts of gasping like a pup
Will paralyze the nervous power;
hoping it will yet hold up,
Invoking now the tumbling shower;
But, all! The shrinking body loathes.
Without a parapllue or clothes!
Still

Now

this

time!"

teeth are set
so sublime,

I

|

i

in

roof,
Poppaea Sabina, Nero's dainty
d am'e, "who" used commonly "to bath In
asses milk and devised whole balnes to
swim there with— and ever as shee rode
in progresse, or remooued from place
to place, she had her culrie of she asses
in her tralne attending vpon her for

no other Intent, but onely to wash and
bath her body in their mllke"—how
,^rew f

and Homer Samuels,

pianist.

who

those

by

d'etoiles,"

Debussy,

gave

accompaniment.
Berenguer played "Romance
and "Scherzo" by Widor, and also the
flute obligato in "Qui la voce,"
from
"Puritanl," by Bellini, accompanying
Mr.

Mme. Gali-Curcl. One of three songs, in
English, was "My Shadow." by Samuels, and this was received with such
enthusiasm that it was repeated. In
response to the continued applause
Mme. Gajli-Curcl delighted her audl-l
ence with the old-fashioned ballads- "I
Cannot Sing the Old Songs," and "The
Dear Dead Days Beyond Recall." At
the close of the program she added
"Home Sweet Home," singing to her

I

to a chemical factory, previously destroyed by fire, but do not recall seeing any trace of the building.
chimney.
It was a very tall and graceful
The upper part was taken down on ac-

longed

own piano accompaniment,

PEOPLE'S SYMPHONY
GIVES SECOND CONCF

count of danger from falling bricks,
leaving about 50 feet of the base which
It
stood there for many years after.
heard
nas all disappeared now. I have,
for
that the late Professor Ordway,
many vears in the chemical department of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, was formerly connected
Another
with this chemical factory.

Attendances Warrant Ar-j
rangements for Full Season
The second concert of the People's}
Symphony orchestra was given yester-t
day afternoon in Convention Hall to an

J v _™
WINTHROP ALEXANDER.
built.

World Wags:

I

1884. The
and a number of times up to
carry off
chimney was built in 1846 to
chemical works at
the
from
gases
the
In use about 10 years.
its base and was
feet from the street
Its height was 242

at inside of base 13
level, the diameter
staging was built Inside 110
feet.'
slots 18 inches wide
feet high and seven
that point 12 Inches
cut in the walls, at
drilled about
thick and 21 holes were
charged with black
18 inches deep and
fuse
Powdlrtnd set off with 50 feet of 1873.
about 4 o'clock P. M.. Sept. 16.

appreciative audience that filled every
in the auditorium. Emil Mollenhauer conducted. William MacEinlay,
one of the directors, declared :n an
address during intermission that the
attendance at the first two concerts had
proved to the satisfaction of the ormembers that there
chestra
were
enough persons in Greater Bostm interested in good music to warrant a
full season.
The program was as follows: Overseat

Roxbury.
Seaverns
think that Mr. John A.
that he
must be mistaken when he says
1874
remembers listening to the echo in

r

Large

was the
point of interest in this vicinity
hill to the
old revolutionary fort on the
judgment
poor
very
with
north- which
water
levelled when the present

the

She

Berenguer,

tiful

That Echo Chimney

As

capacity.

Its

Manuel

pleasure, both for the vocal charm
of the song, and for the unusually beau-

As the World Wags:
I remember as a small boy in the 60's
being taken to see the "Echo Chimney"
in Roxbury, which stood on a ledge just
west of the present city stables on Marcella street. I was told that it had be-

tower was

To

"Nuit

!

was

by

much

—

But Where's the Stoic
Can ring, unmoved, for wringing wet?
Of (tolng bogs some folks talk big
Just let them go the whole cold pig

.

the hall to

assisted

previously had not
heard Mme. Galli-Curcl the opening
numbers on the program may have
proved disappointing, as the singer
showed such repression both In voice
and manner tha,t the audience seemed
to share the same feeling, but with the
third number, "Echo Song," by Bishop,
with flute accompaniment, she gave full
play to her wonderful voice, and the
tremendous burst of applause at the
close of the song was spontaneous.
,

!

My

filled

flutist,

hut

Adam stood
the st-alk before the tall.
here, before the Flood.
On my own head the shock to call
How like our predecessor's luck
'Tis but to pluck— but needs some pluck!

my

BOSTON

IN

Capacity Audience Applauds Her Recital at Symphony Hall
Mme. Galll -Cure! gave her second con-

I

eves are -sealed,

6.

GALLT-CURCI GATNS

pull

"Expect some rain about

in

ALFRED HEHDEB.

of the tree.

TreiuWlns as Father

To

and Parkinson

1442),

p.

Theatrum botanieum (16M, p. 1401),
make about the same statements and
are responsible for the English name
his

was

— —

So stand

Etude.

Symphon H
P. M.
Concert by'!
Emllio
-itone, and Rlchard Burgln, eonc-prtmaster of the Boston
symphony orchestra in aid of the Xatlo
t onal
Civic Federation. See special no.

of self-effacement, losing himself
la the vperfec t ensemble which his fine
to
Sens-; of adjustment enable;! h'm
conceive. He toiled to secure technique
patience
or
as few have had either the

his

The English
Herbal (163.1,

STANZAS.

.

Vision. Staendchen- Rybner, A
Cradl» Song; Pastorvale- Watts.
A Spring Fancy.
Jordan Hall 8:15 P. M. Dal Buell,
pianist.
Mozart. Fantasia In C; Chausfon. Pome Dances (first time); Ireland.
The Holy Boy and Fire of Spring from
Preludes (first time); Scriabln. Etude;
Guy-Ropartz, Seherso (first time); Four
L!tt>e Pieces by Borodni, P.lmsky-Korfakoff and Liadoff assisted by a ctUift
with a Prelude by \Ad'A: -M«t-Dow?II,
Keltic Sonata: Mendelssohn, Song Without
Words Xo. 37: Titcomb, Zanies

power

that

which

that

Pierrot; Defismore,

phael or Midi a el Angelo. Bach, Beet
hoven or Schubert. Ther- arc perform
ances of his. both in this country and
Europe, which will linger in the memory of those present, -accustomed though
they were to the world's greatest artists
He had to a supreme degree the

fitting

name

bo print-

Composed In a Shower-BatU.
("Drip, drip, drip fnere's nothing here
dripping"
"Remorse," bu Coleridge.)

(1601, p. 8), and gives its
as atcecstanesi or adcasmeans horse-chestnut.
herbalists Gerard in Ills

Turkish
tanesl,

Slav

discover a new ep'stle, and to cry
jut that a great prophet has arisen have
not been able either to'improve upon or
to supplant the classic models of Ra-

Indeed,

tarum hlstoria

edition of 1861.
/

:o

wa.s,

cause It Is used in the Orient for curing various sicknesses of horses, chiefcough and shortness of breath or
broken wind. Cluslus, who had Introduced the tree from Constantinople Into western gardens in 1576 makes the
same statements In his Rarlorum planly

ed In full. Mr. Marcellus Graves would
admit the prose concerning the merry
adventure of the Porter of Bagdad, told
with gusto in "The Thousand Nigh's
and a Night" as Englished by Sir
Richard F. Burton.
Each Porphyrite made his suggestion,
but no one mentioned some verses of
Thomas Hood. We went to the library
land pulled down the third volume of
Hood's poems, the third in the New

lielhtn

victions amid a storm of criticism and
"he defection of pupils and friends who
:ould not altogether share in his opinion that music is, after all, harmony
and not discord. Conservative he undoubtedly was, but if we trace the history of art we shall be forced to conclude that those who have been first

It

Thomson's

missing.

be

not

"Damon and Musidora" should

WEDNESDAY—

Suffice

of his natural endowment
years of age he memorized the fugues
weH-tempered clavichord. A
for the
product of the best classical school as
represented by Moscheles, Plaidy. Wenzal, Hauptmann and Richter, he was
able to ma'nta'n and live up to his con-

St.

Powell; I'o-sytli, Mr. Alphabet's Holiday;
Stevenson, Omnipotence (JlK Alexander and
the elnbi; Goerlng, Autumn Sunset; Mour. In
the Temple of the Muses. Mrs. Hudson Alexander will sing Bel Ragglo from "Semlramlde." and songs by Henscbel, Itogen,
Maiia-Zncca and Densinore.
-Jordan Hall 3:30 P. M.
Birglt Engoll. soprano. Gluck. t-arlssa's
Air from "II Trlomfo de Clelia"; Pergollsi. Nina: Paradies, Quel Rnsceilatto;
Cacclni Amarllli. Franck. The Procession; Saint-Saens. Le Bonheur est Choso
leger;
Lenormand, ^Quelle Souflfranco;
Melartln, Krlst purnets Vagssang. Vakna Min Syster; Sibelius. Fiickan Knm
Ifrnn sin alsklings; Brahms, Vor »;n
Penster, Sandanachen; Strauss. Freund-

grasp.

dispassionately

Hall,

chat. The few lines in which Homer
describes Nauslcaa and her maids washing tho clothes and then themselves

Hall. 8 P. M. Apo''n Club.
Wltb season.
Mr. Molli nuuiier. i-omlnetor.
Part songs: H. J. Stewart. Rise. Sleep No
More: Avery. Sov.i of Hip Timber Trail
(baritone. \V. H. Kidder): Baldamils. In the
Streets of Rome; Gericke, The Aiunnui Sea;
Most Rev. VV. u. O'Cnnnell, I>. D„ I'raeelara
Custos Virgininni (tenor. J. J. Shaii-'hnessyt
Bildamus, Kenedlrtloi of the Alps (baritone.
B. It. Lunger): Hymn of the Pilgrims, Mae-

1

man

,

TUESDAY—Jordan

have profited by hisj
bounty are legion, and there was griefl
in many a humble home when the news
of his passing was received. Along the'
jStreets which for many years he frenuented come tales of kindness andl
ttenercsity. and the hand of the street!
sweeper was never too soiled for him toj
of

'

'

who

Is difficult to speak
in his art.
the

"A

at a P. M. Third concert of the
People's Orehrntrn of Boston. Emll Mollenhauer. conductor. The program will Inelude Tfclmlkowsky's
Romeo mid Juliet" fiintnslti, Coif ridge-Taylor's "FSamboula," two pieces by Clrelg for string*.
Symphony Hall 3 P. M. Mmc. GalllCurel. Sue special notice.
MOICDAY— Jordan Hnll 3 V. M. Alexander Gunn. pianist. Bach. Italian Concerto: Ravel. Souailne; MacDowell, Keltic Sonata. Gravies. I.ea Marionettes. Lo
Pastour. Cfianson dc I'Escarpolette, Pctltes Uianles de Jesus: Ravel, Hlgaudon.

I

It

think.

utrect.

nature with an Intense love of the beautiful, he was enabled to bring to the
[art to which he devoted his life an appreciation of musical values born u>>:
only of study, but for a soul attuned to
everything noble and beautiful. He had
[to the end the heart of a child In Its
sincerity. Its purity of thought and Its
[outspoken frankness, coupled with the
[infinite sympathy and tenderness of a
nature which had deepened and broadened through suffering. His covenant
jof good will was with every Hying
'thing, animal or human, and his clientele of benertciaries Included alike rich
and poor, learned and ignorant, good
and bad. while the names of his friends
were familiar In the world's aristocracy
of wealth, learning and art.

Those

I

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK

the
In the passing of Ernst

thin?

called,

number of pictures showing the making
of shells and other munitions of war.
It
Is
a branch of Tllm-maklng that
ought to receive national encouragement.— London Dally Telegraph.

Johann Ernst Perabo
Editor of The Herald:

living

was

him

en

bined

d of the program:

To

It

'

"she h-ul reviled him, and givshrewd words, for commlng
home so late* one night, after his running with chariots." There should be
odes or sonnets of a complimentary nature to the actresses that have poured
Into the tub champagne or milk, always
with some odorous gum or essence;
also to the noble creatures of France,
who, in the good old days, bathing in
water so colored that It veiled them,
received their courtiers for a pleasant
heel, for

Munition Worker's Romance." and comon ordinary' love story with a

2?th bar). No. 8
and Wagner's faview to divorce the
jgues and to place

"

;

;

:

!

"Romeo

ture-fantasie,

Tschaikovsky

and

Juliet,"

two melodies for string
Grieg; ballet divertissement
from "Henry VIII.." Saint-Saens^ Sieg;

orchestra,
fried

idylle,

dance.
Taylor.

"The

Wagner; and
Bamboula,"

rhapsodic
Coleridge

A

failed to

have any

effect

The charge
After the rubthe chimney or staging.
five kegs of powbish was cleared away
braced and
position,
in
placed
der were
same day
exploded at 8:45 P. M. the
within
50 feet
fell
The brick nearly all
was 90
away
farthest
The
of the base.
down
The remaining part was taken
ft

when clearing the
10 or 15 years ago,
to the heirs of
It then belonged
have never
Gen. Horace B. Sargent. I
that vicinity.
In
heard of a shot tower

lot

Re Horse-Chestnut
As the World Wags:
noticed a
In this morning's Herald I
explain
reference to some attempts to
"horse-chestthe meaning of the word
" The explanations given are .purenut
without foundation.
ly fictitious and
The horseshoe— or crescent-shaped leaftree
scars can be found on almost any
and there
6r shrub with stout branches,
was no reason to single out the horsechestnut to be
its

a

translation

after the shape
Neither Is the name

named

leaf-scars.

of

of the Latinized Greek
hippocastanum, which is much
younger than most other versions of the

name

name

of the plant.

tioned in 1581

It

was

by Matthiolus

first

In his

GUNN PLAYS

on

menCom-

mentarii In Dioscoridem (p. 1S3), as
Castanea equina, which means horsechestnut, and the author states that
fhu is a translation of the Turkish

By PHILIP
Ale
cltal

Jer

Gunn,

yesterday

HALE

pianist,

afternoon

gave a reJordan
in

Hall.
His program was as folloys:
Bach, Italian Concerto; Ravel, Sonatina;
MacDowell, Keltic Sonata; Grovlez, Les
Marionettes, Le Pastour, fihanson de

1'Fscarpolette,

Petltes

Lttanlea

dei

Jesus; Ravel, Rigaudon and MenuetJ
from "Le Tombeau de Couperin; Debussy, Voiles; Stanford-Grainger, Irish
marching—jig (Maguire's Kick.)

Mr. Gunrr gave a recital In Jordan
Hall last/ February and then pleased by
performances of pieces by Baoh
his
Daquin, Debussy, Chopin, Brahms, MacDowell and Chabrier. This ;:'c-a.ture was
1

renewed by the performance of yesterAgain his program was devoted to

day.

modem

composers, for surely Baoh Is
modern, ultra modern by his harmonic
I

i
J
I
i

.

•

schemes.' Tho program Included unfamiliar pieces by Grovlez and, besides
the Sonatine of Ravel Introduced here
11 years ago by Mr. Piatt, excerpts from
"Couperin's Tomb," the two pieces performed here by Mr. Robert Schmitz last

(Orchestrated by Ravel with
two other movements, they will be
pteyed at the Symphony concerts of this
week.)
Mr. Gunn is an excellent exponent of
the modern school. Ho plays this mu-

April.

!

thinking ft t
it without un
demanding mid without the peculiar
and Indispensable technique, but as a
pianist that has made the new speech
his own and shaped his technic for the
That he has true
full expression of it.
strength was shown in his impressive
[performance of MacDowell's sonata;
but he has also the delicacy, the charm
Of touch that are requisite for setting
forth tonal impressionism.
Thus he gave a delightful reading of
the dainty little pieces by Grovlez,
[catching the spirit of "The Marlonnettes" and the brilliance of "L'Escarnor was the artful naivete of
polette'
the ••Litanies" foreign to him. He was
equally pleasing In Ravel's exquisite
Sonatine and In the movements from
tho Suite that Ravel dedicated to the
memory of his friends killed in the war;
jtor Kavel himself, the witty and poetic
'Ravei, did not shirk his duty as a

the

Bullion, rambles through

eratic,

The

Many

shortness

t

per-

Louise

Hoban

John Scannell
John E. Hazzard

Bob White

Ernest Torrencw
Hansford Wilson
Cooper
Lydla Scott
Florence De Costa
Mrs. John Flndlav
Mrs. Ds Costa
Blsson's farce, produced In Paris at

Robert White

The Steward
Dora

...Lillian liemble

Costa.

11,

1898,

—

—

Is

shouting "Godefrold reRaoul whose so-called wife has
a pretended nervous affliction so that
she
cannot help winking at every
passer-by. Georges repents of course
Alfred marries the girl far from Paris.
The French farce has been Ameri-

,

'

;

1

to

their

explain matters
appearance was

ways welcome, and they delivered

.

I

.

politics,

and

sport,

lines

—

'

I

Nov

2.

artistic

restraint,

1

1
i

j

|

I

'

:

I'nglng

of

thn

women

principals

and

j

j

In

own

^."'S?
m

mir!?».
I

feet

I

j

|

Is

\

I

i

'

of

j

|

i

sby

among

the gentility.

night.

I

-

i,

i

They were
•

i

Invoke figures and comparisons
of past performances of this rather simpie operetta, obvious In story, dull In

•

j'

|

I

afield to
j

|

noteworthy In score solely
through a certain daintiness and airiness which first Impelled the redoubtable Aronson to produce it years ago.
It likewise would be ill-timed to recite
the names of those Who were the Ermlnles, the Javottea, the Delaunnays,
Perhaps their friendly
of other days.
ghosts were present last evening, at
least to those who had come after theso

,

action,

j,

,

i

j

|

dls-

years to renew their youth, to
vitalize faded memories.
Rather, it was the new cast, given
strength and poise and confidence by
their elders, which deserves unstinted
approbation. Miss Williams was a winsome Ermlnle, demure, beautiful and of
Whiteside's
Miss
voice.
appealing
Javotte. albeit a trifle jerky, evinced at
least a shade of tho piquancy with
which Marie Jansen or even the hoydenlsh Glaser once invested the young lady
Miss Lessing's two main assets, c'a
In boyish blue in the olden days, we
none the less striking In silken whl
Miss Weathersby dear soul as ;
princess, a role she created Immediately

many

j

I.

—

—

j

1]

j
1

I

I
'

j

"The

jhampion's" large cast Is capable. Mr.
Hamer as the champion's
Gerald
younger brother, a meek little clergman. gave one of the best performances
with a;
..-4 wo have ever seen; he handled
•"licht and facile touch a part that might
,i

1

i

I

^

ling with personal badinage, was funny;
but it Is the memory of that courtyard
scene which will stay longest .with thoso
making last night's audience.
With such a splendid, all-round performance. It would be straying far

;

|

member

Williams
• •

the ballroom
In
scene, In their borrowed plumage, and
even to the denouement where the two
wily thieves aro exposed and cast out;
their impromptu curtain speech, spark-

j

a liquid form.
This play dees not filve Mr. Mitchell a
chance to answer the question as to
whether he can stop being Grant Mitchdifferent
ell on the s:age and become a
character. His audience doubtless docs
to be
him
liked
they
to;
him
not want
h'mself In "It Pays to Advertise "; 'hey
"The
in
himself
liked him better as
Tailor-Made Man," and again In ' The
Champion" he Is the same Grant MitchHe does not fit the part; the part
ell.
His Is a delightful personalfits him.
olay have proity- the authors of the
vided him with an equally delightful
play to fit that personality. The situalines
lions are fresh and amusing; the
' natural and witty.
Furthermore, it Is a pleasure to see a
"star" surrounded by such a capable
We have seen too many
ompany.
by
ars, of late, shining pitifully all

Every

thrust

Hopper played It last
finely amusing
still

j

this case taking

.emselves.

^

for
best comedians of the American stage.
For minutes they stood there, unable to
break In on the applause, which had
gathered momentum from the greeting
bestowed on .Madge Lesslng, of "Jack
And the
and the Beanstalk" fame.
subsequent scene In the courtyard of
the Lion d'Or inn. with Caddy ,and
Ravvy as the giant comic figures!
Never was It played as Wilson and

"p
i*",*
ord OI
•°

his secret

.

entrance that was last night,
Wilson and Hopper, two of the

Although he has
from the ring eight years before

home

.

What an

elder brother are scandalized, until the
neighboring nobility make a hero of
William, when he Is forgiven and the
fatted calf Is killed, the fatted calf in

j

—

absurd
Mr. Ter-

|

ered- an exuberant Irishman lets the
His father and
cat out of the bag.

I

|

t

'

•

.

Irene

7. . 7.7.7.

Do Gramponeur

Marcel

when

,ld

John Kennedy

Alice Hanlon
7.77.. Angela Warde
Mart*
Whiteside
Javotte........... ...Rosamonfi
first
Boston has had a number of
selnote;
passing
nights of more than
honest,
dom one which breatlfed the audience
resounding welcome which this
bestowed on this remarkable company
Revivals of
of players and singers.
insuccesses of other days are not
The
remunerative.
variably happy or
piece Itself may lack ability to stand
on its feet before a latter-day audience,
despite the loyal support given It by
a certain number of original admirers.
This was true, to a degree, with the recent revival of "Floradoro," both book
and score falling to catch the fancy of
the present generation of playgoers.
"Erniinle," we are bound to say, comes
to us under far more favoring auspices.
It still has that personal element which
made for its astounding career of more
than three decades ago. It still has
Francis Wilson, as agile, as droll as he
wag 34 years ago, when he first created
Cadeaux. that prince- of pickpockets,
irkh his cockney accent, his prison patter, his cringing cowardice In his relations with his mentally superior companion, Ravenes. his buffoonery, his
awkwardness of speech and manner

,-...„

H?
ut.
^, r r
K.llott
Arthur
Frank ««»'" °"
°/I

'.'/

Princess

the position or champion lightweisht

his return to his

—

his

stand on his

retired

1837,

ly give 1S45 as the year, but I was told
by one who knew that her birth year
eadiness in trying scones.
was really 1846. for. in order to enterenes is a capital co-mate, though his the Theatre Francais. and being onf
year under age, she (Mme. Sarah) asart Is not so rich In opportunity as
sumed the birthday of a sister, and
I that taken by him In "The- Only Girl."
thereby added a year to her age. (It
1 Mr. Wilson, the steward on the nlghtmay have been the Conservatoire she
boat, should not be passed by with his
was to enter.) Only a woman like Reran
[broad fun and his grotesque dancing.
Bernhardt would have made herself out
The chorus girls were young, fresh,
e. year older than she Was.
tfetty.
Accomplished female dancers
WILLIAM SEYMOUR.
vere missing. IJttle Miss Groody was
South Duxbury, Nov. 4.
lusy throughout the evening, but her
The "Dlctlonnairr des Laureate" of
lancing consisted chiefly of more or
Paris Conservatory, In which the
ess graceful kicking.
An Important the
nates of birth nrn taken from the birth
eature Tvea the dancing of tho CanCertificates states that Roslne (called
tno brothers In Spanish costume, now
Sarah) Bernhardt was born at Pnrls on
villi tambourines, now with castanets.
Oct. 22, 1844. She took the second prlzo
Mr. Kern's nuslc. well played by the
lor traf.ody In Jm>I
the jnjr'ul Brill
nlarged orchestra. Is fluent, rhythmic,
,ut not melodlcally conspicuous.
Tho

his

irmlnle

boxer of the world.

John McCullough was born; on Nov. 7.'
Lotta; on Nov. 11, Maude Adams; on
Nov. 13, 1833, Edwin Booth; on Nov.
13. 1S53, John Drew, and on Nov. 15,'.
1S15, E. L. Davenport. I presume many
others of our guild are November! tea.
but tho above aro In my Intimate category and what a nucleus of a dramatic
company they would make If assembled
under one managerial banner. I may
add that, almost knocking at the door
of this month, Mme. Sarah Bernhardt
was born Opt 22 Tho chroniclers usual-

1

play,

In

the month bears a
of the theat-'

special significance to us
profession— for on
rical

Boston.

E.

Brissac

1

During that time he has had sundry
adventures In the United States, the
you
land, where ho truly observes, "Alt
need Is the gift of gab" to get ahead.
William had that gift; he had the further gift of being able to deliver a
swift right to the Jaw, at a crucial
moment. This ability In time placed him

refrain from adding a mite of praise to
Jthe glories of the mouth, up to date,
to, j
But apart from the weather, and
.

with the appropriate malice
Tho
winking wife has been thrown overThe mother-in-law. It is true,
board.
consults the cards, but she is anything
[but psychic. It would have been a pleasure to have seen Miss Lewis in the part
The adapter
las originally conceived.
[was not kind to her, but she was very
[amusing with what was left to her.
The comedy Is handsomely staged. The
lines are often funny, often witty, but
of the piece rests in the
lie success
lands of Miss Lewis. Mr. Hazzard nnd
Mr. Hazzard is delightful
Ir. Torrenco.
pith his dry humor, his discreet facial

I

.

VlTomteDe

respectability, returns to tho bosom of
years.
his family after an absence of 16

I

al-'

In

Hopper

....

.

William Burroughs, the prodigal son
Is
of an English family whoso fetish

As the World Wags:
Referring to the "Notes on November," in your column today, T cannot

their

performance

Cast

Francis Wilson

DcWolf

Robert Broderick
Clartc
Chevalier De Brabazon. .AlexanderProctor
Warren
Euccna Marcel
Madge Lesslns
Cant Delaunev
...... .Richard Malchien
. .
Dufois
1,™°'"
Adrian Morgan
..

no matter
what "vehicle" his managers may
have for him, that there Is hardly need
Man'
for the phrase, "of *A Tailor-Made
fame " which follows his name on the
with
needed
It
program. Least of all Is
such a sprightly and delightful comedy
saw
as "The Champion." No one who
him Is In danger of forgetting Mr.
will
one
no
Bart;
Paul
Mitchell as John
forget him In his present role.
to

November and the Stage

Icanlzed. Dilllnghamlzed, deodorised. The
I young husband now gives out that he Is
jthe captain of a night-boat on the HudIson.
Whenever there Is a chance of
Jthe plot escaping, a sextet of young
Ithe audience;

i

light-colored furniture; the adjoining boudoir is pale green and has a little old
harpsichord which Gaby played on. The
est of tho villa Is a dream of beauty,
with that sort of Intimate and golden
charm which goes with real villas: the
garden is so wonderful, all terraced down
to the sea, with white balustrades, and
white statues set In among the flowers
and pine trees."
Gaby's motlier, Mme. Calre,' and a little
sister. Mathilde, survive her.

keeps

[women appears

net cast:

Cadeaux
ruvennes
Marquis be Pomvert

Lord Brocklngton..#f
l,,^hH'
Grant, Mltrh'M
William Burrnugtn
Grant Mitchell Is so abundantly able

cony overhanging tho terraced garden
and the sea. The room Is ro3e color with

Ipeiit!"

|

duced by Rudolph Aronson at the CaNew York, May 10. 1886;
revived in 1894, 1898 and 1903, always with
Francis Wilson as Cadeaux. The pres-

I

THEATRE

Jan. Burroughs
Mary Burroughs
John Burroughs
George Burroughs
David Burroughs
Lady E Uabeth Gallon

"Her bedroom Is very large, with
three great windows opening on to a bal-

psychic and believes that Saint
|ael orders the divorce of her daughter;!
farcical luncheon at which a phono-,.

Igiaph

First
part:

villa:"

]r

made; a mother-in-law who

little

with a little altar there. Then, on top,
there is to be a life-size monument of
Gaby lifted up by an angel. The city of
Marseilles has given a big plot of ground
for it, adjoining the family plot. It will be
most beautiful when it Is completed; but
even now her grave looks very sweet."
Thepe are these words about Gaby's

band. Alfred Godefrold, the veritable
wit "the
of
"Controleur,"
a man
greatest enemy of love Is security."
takes advantage of Georges's deceitful
conduct. It is easy to Imagine what the
ingenious M. Blsson. also the author of
"Madame X," did with theso situations; portraits discovered and sub^tl-*.
tut Ions

|

Thomas Loudon

marble vault, very dry and
nice, though temporary.
In two years
she Is to have a marble crypt where we
can go down' and stand by her coffin,
has a

comic

islno Theatre,

CHARLES-EDWARD

—

j

,

(operetta In three acts, by .Harry Paul|ton; music by E. Jakobowski; first pro-

'

PARK

-

given an un-

Is

GLOBE THEATRE— "Ermlnle,"

1

,

We

1

usually good presentation.

A

Night Boat" had similar good fortune
In New York, for there were 317 performances during the 39 weeks. In
Bi son's farce, which was originally
Wagons-Llts" the
"L'lnspecteur
des
title was changed because one of the
two functionaries In real life was about
Oodefrold.
to
bo
married Georges
played by Germain, passes himself off
as the "Controleur" as an excuse to
absent himself from his wife. Far from
Paris he courts a girl, although his
wife is a charming woman, who bores
him by reminiscences of her first hus-

I

for

unusually good comedy

:

was
performed 339 times that year; when
It was revived at the Palais Royal In
(1907 there were 57 performances. "The

March

the Nouveautes on

wearer

•

tory was sufficiently known so that it
could not have been a case of Imitation.
habitually hummed an original lullaby
just before falling asleep; (2) a cultured musician. In addition to what
When this little woman first did wake.
he composed at times when he could
She began to shiver and she began to shske,
put the result on paper, often made
She began to wonder and she began to cry,
"Lauk a mercy on me, this is cone of 11
tunes In his sleep which he was vexed
at never being able to remember on
"But If It be I. as I do hope It be.
however, he was
Lately,
'waking.
I've a little dog at home, and he'll know me;
so suddenly that he could
If it be I, he'll wag his little tall.
awakened
M
And If It be not 1. be loudly bark and wall'." / 4 gather the tune and thereupon comsleeping beside
Home went the little woman all In the dark, 'Jmnn'.cate It to his son,
Between them they were there-'
him.
Up itet the little dog. and be began to bark
tune which
Ue began to bark, so Hie began to cry.
'4 after able to preserve this
'•Lauk a mercy on me, this Is none of I!"
was furnished with words and
,\ later
stormbound
for days
party
a
to
taught
-I
Gaby's Grave and Villa
these
Ion "a rugged mountain side
It will be remembered that Gaby Deslys' ipupils have since then spread this song.
left her large fortune to the poor of Mar- L'lin spots, over much or New England.
seilles.
letter from that city, dated »)l>oubtless sundry readers could supply
Oct. 18, to a Bostonlan from an intimate •Ivui'iillels to these lvk> Items.
friend of the actress, gives an InterestAAB.
Bo ston.
Ing account of Gaby's villa, and! r tomb.
quote, in part:
"The
SQUARE
"It is a beautiful grave outside the city,
high on a hill, and overlooking MarChampion," a comedy In three acts by
seilles. She Is not in the earth at all, but
and A. E. Thomas.

Groody

Dempscy

nipt.

New fields of interest are easy to
cultivate but hard to discover; one such
have chanced to stumble Into and
I
so blaze the wny so that others may
follow. "Child-Music," by William Piatt,

lliss

tragedian's role out of a light comedy
part! Mr. Elliott and Miss Beaumont, as,
respectively, the champion's father and
mother, gave an excellent performance.
In "star*^-and supportng company, an

.

cut her petticoats all round about.
cut her petticoats op to the knees.
W.iich made the old woman to shiver and freeze.

Wellington Cross

Inspjctor

As the

the skirt should ^cWpend
fitness of the

BOLIVAR.

P.

Makers of Music
World Wags:

Be
Be

Hazel Whits
Freddie Ives

Stella

GEOROL'

all-

There came by a pedlar whose name was Stoat,

Ada Lewis

Maxim

not at

Andrews as Lady Elizabeth Gallon was
an
relief
it
to
see
is
delightful; what a
actress who does not try to make a

Its

let

;

fe'mance in Boston of "The Night
list," a musical comedy In three acts
des
hived from "Le Controleur
Wagons-Lits," by Alexandre Bissbn.
Libretto and brics by Anne Caldwell.
Produced at
Music by Jerome Kern.
the Liberty Th"-ilre, New York. Feb. 2,
J920, by Charles Dillingham. Last night
Anton Helndl conducted.
Jean Felmlns
Mlnniu
Carl Judd
A Workman
tlra.

"This court
minutes in contemplation and to
wind dwell upon the past."

day:

have been overdone,

easily

outdoor and indoor exhibition. As is published in London not long since, is
well known, Mr. Augur is of an antiagain called to my attention by his reWhile he does cent article in a scientific journal
quarian turn of mind.
The
not accept the wild preposterous theorief "Two Examples of Child-Music."
of John Bellenden Ker, Esq., concern- second of these examples he rightly calls
ing the origin of nursery rhymes, h< ("quite the most remarkable that 1 have
has amused his co-mates at the Por- ever noted it is, in fact, the most inphyry by seeing in one of these olt teresting specimen of a child-tune ever
tales a forecasting of the present styles ^published."
It was repeatedly crooned
He is Inclined to believe that the ped [by a four and a half months old babe,
lar was in reality a fashionable worn
lying contendedly at his mother's breast.
ar.'s tailor of the period who, with hi.
It was absolutely in tune, but with a
I
that when
foolish old lady customer was thui 'sequence
difficult
so
satirized.
As the children of today showed the printed phrase to an actryand
had
to
hok
he
only
"improving"
books
read
complished musician,
the Alice of Wonderland and the Lookmany times before he could get it
ing-glass, as well as all fairy stories in
right.
contempt, we publish the lmmorta."
While none of the half-dozen persons',
verses for the delectation of the grayto whom I have casually showed this
haired that they may renew their youth.
article, seemed willing to join the sect
There was an old woman, as I've heard tell.
of "true believers without further exShe weut to market her eggs for to sell;
amination, I have been given two items
She went to market all oo a market day.
of Interest, viz: (DA parrot, whose hisAnd she fell asleep on the King-** highway.

^

Barbara

of

on the native

(THE NIGHT BOAT

Mrs.

is

121

to observe Armistice
will pause for two

ing court session

Beverly.

gift of imagination.

By PHILIP HALE
COLONIAL THEATRE— First

1

well-trained voice.
audience was greatly pleased.
Songs and dances were repeated.

Mr. Theophllus Augur

;

,

Hi
r uth Ai
As the World Wags:
was interested In The Traveler's reI
port of Judge Hammond's words in halt-

distressed by the short skirt which, if
newspaper reports are to be believed,
Irritate professional and amateur reformers. He admits, however, that^tfie

;

man, he has the

:

!'

1

-

Frenchman and a soldier.
Mr. Gunn has various and essential
Fortunate
acquirements as a pianist.

r-

mix
chorus did justice to what
Mr. Kern provided In, for him, a rather
Among the male
niggardly manner.
singers Mr. Torrence 'shone by his op-

who

ne,

—

;

II

following the original, Mary Stuart, was
again an amusing figure in extravagant
fashion,
were
similar
hoops. So, in
Messrs. Clark, Broderick and Proctor,
wholly adequate. Indeed distinctive. And
knew how to
the chorus had voices
use them Intelligently. There is a 'genfor
any quibbler.
chorus
uine singing
Selll Simonson conducted with discretion throughout, realizing perhaps that
many encores were Inevitable. The
scenery and costumes by Norman BelGeddes were worth study, the former
for simplicity of coloring and construction, the latter for richness ant*
billiiant contrast.

—

Whether MessrF>Ge

|

L
L
t

•

j

'

j

j

s

'

,

22

1

However (hi
will be warmly comment
jt Wilson and Hopper,
'•

Amlim. once airaln.

KINGTON THEATRE — First
Mtee
t,"

per-

"The Proper
a comeJy drama by Wizard
In

Boston

of

and Kllbourn Gordon.

irtaon

In

a

three acts, featuring Tom
Staged by Mrs. Henry B. Harris.

WO* and
h

The lines
markable ph.vsique.
amusing.
Gordon Bostock was featured In J"*
Fall of Eve." Inasmuch as Eve dldn t
wearisome,
fall and Mr. Bostock was
interthe sotting was by far the most

OMt:

PROLOGUE
Ralph Venn
Frederic Hurt
Helen Stewart
Tom wl8e

John Baldwin
Stantlrf

»

"

51vnol<t»
••y Fairfax

'

.

..'

Raymond Van

£ynrav«.

esting part of the act.

Sickle

The

PLAY

Harry J. Lane
Lawrence William

Meraden

•

-

Robert Ames

Jamea'carpViiteV
MaJ rinckney Fairfax
Hlcaina
t'r

Tom

Wis,.

Gabriel Ravanelle

Suila Whit.

•'•••

a

K

TV

>

^
Burt
Frederic Rur
Peter Bentley
>> !v la F'eld
Mantle Mixon
;Elllott Nugent
Diehard fihort
John D Walsh
SwSSSfV bey
The Piece Is obviously improbable, and
add
the authors go out of their way to
The Introduction of the
complexities.
theft of Richard Short is far fetched
the
la lugged in to complete
| In that It
Carter, the detective, is the-

]

,

!

the

|

|

eclipsed by

land's

her
the

article

Mary Haynes. who followed
The former had much make-upj
putting
latter had much personality,

W

reality subordinated to Peter.
is happy in his attic
street. New York, for he

on West
and Grace are to be married. Graves,
a chum, and the happy couple, get into
an argument over a fellow, who. coming
home to his wife and in by. finds the baby
took
alone. His wife had tied. The man
Peter
the affair in "the proper spirit."
'I upheld
the fellow, while Graves would
seek retribution. Peter leaves the room
induced
'j
for a few minutes, and Grace is
inten*} by Graves, both with the best of
startle Peter, and
! tlona and merely to
a
write
wrong-, to
|i prove his contention
fled
M note for Peter s-ving that they had
and were married.
Peter returns, reads the note, gets
•Imi'dly Excited, and is off. Graves and
Grace return and the prologue ends
wipi the distracted Grace crying for
Peter moves uptown and eartvl Peter.
Falr'
tries his grief alone. The return of
? fax, Ida companion of other days, to
welcome.
I share h's lodgings, Is'
Detectives are after a thief. Suspicion
f lis directed at Jimmy, who is paying
23d

'

come

with;
Emil Mollenhauer conducted,
Frank H. Luker at the piano and E.
Rupert Sircom at the organ.
The program was as follows:

"In the Streets of

I

j

attention to Peter's stenog'-noher. Fairthat
fax ?nd Peter obtain evidence
brings about the arrest. Short of the real
In the meantime, dur ng the
culprit.
incarceration of Jimmy.* who was writing the conclusion of a contracted story
at the time of his arrest, Peter had
offered to finish the work. Lacking Inwas aroused from a
ho
spirntion,
reverie by a dream of his own tragedy
Inas it happened in the prologue.
spired, he eagerly dashes off the conelusion

-The Autumn Sea"

i

I

i

s0

S

H £ g tewlrt
r

Giistav

Rome"

Baldamus

Wilhelm Gerk-ke

VIrglmtm

rt ./v.nn»M
Most Rev. YV H. O'Connel'l
Baldamus
••Benediction of the Alps"... .Oustav
(A. D. 18201
Pilgrims"
the
of
"Hymn
°'
.

Edward MacDowell

The Apollo Club

•

H(

Tomorrow"

[

^

ns<

U
"And Love Means You"....
iViflSSSI
Mana-Zucca
•The Great Brown Bear"
Densmore
{••
"Marble-Time"
Mrs. Caroline Hudson Alexander
""Mr. Alphabet's Holiday" (A Boy's Dream)
Cecil

•In the Temple of

j

Jimmy.

-Omnipotence"
The Apollo Club,

ments

the

final

cum-

dramatic strength and

"Wondrous

1

performance

.

1

I

was subsequently used at the Museum.
The original of this was by Stanfield,
and an engraving of it may be found
in the London Art Journal for 1849 or
settle this important
painted the original of.
"The Isle of Crete?"

question?

DANISH SINGE
soprano,
Mine. Blrgit Engell. a Danish
first time in this country

sang for the

Hall.

;

celletto;

La

my

;

'

and;

'

so that withthat I am sure of yours:
whole yea*
out new protestations, the

'LOVE FLOWER' FILM)
Carol Dempster sat in a box at the
Park Theatre last night and watched
her own spirited performance as the
[pretty and wholly charming heroine in
D. W. Griffith's new photoplay, "The
Love Flower," which was shown for the
first time In Boston yesterday.
"The
[Love Flower" Is the simple tftory of a
rrlri's love for her father, hunted to a
ropic island for a crime of which he is
Ti guilty, who grows up without ever
whing seen another white face except
|

I

•

I

the concert was thoroughly success
The club sang with verve and fire,
ful.
and yet with delicate shading. Its technical ability was finely displayed in the
"Mr. Alphabet's Holiday."
One could not help wishing that in
place of the sentimental German rhapsodies about mountains and snow and
autumn and young ladies in distress, the
cliA> had sung music with more challenge
to the intellect, less immediately obvious
appeal to the ear alone. The ability of
the clu'J seemed too great to warrant
spending its time upon such trivalities.

ill.

•

j

j

tlreiof her parent until the inevitable
the appears in the form of a handsome
£-fcsalfc trader, who comes sailing up over
|jtne horizon's edge in his boat and, after
battling with circumstance, takes
f| -ome
There are dramatic
B her as his own.
odes enough to preserve It from
real thrill of the play is characitically Griffithslan.
It occurs when
.e

"oad man." who has tracked down,

.

I..'!

arrested

the

heroine's

father, degirl, seizing

|

ae

a

chicken

and so

on.

within

W.

BUR

By PHILIP

HALE

Miss Dai Buel, pianist, gave a recital
The prolast evening in Jordan Hall.
gram was as follows: Mozart, Fantasia]
In C minor: Chausson, Some Dances
and
(first time); Ireland, the Holy Boy
Fire of Spring (first time); Scriabin,
(first
Scherzo
Guy-Ropartz.
Etude;
time); Four Little Pieces from "Para-

ti

vantage, benefit, to

Fllckan

Korn

Vor den Fenster
Strauss. Freundhche

Brahms,

The "program was an unusual

one.

year before
Gluck's opera, composed the
to celebrate
his "Orfeo." was written
house at
opera
the opening of the new
there. DitBologna. He conducted it
him, gives an
tersdorf, who went with
in his
amusing account of the journey was
so
Autobiography. The orchestra
were necinefficient that 17 rehearsals
by
written
"Nina" was not
essarv.
although it is attributed to

rcacri

Pergolesl,

b. a.

wTregret to say, for we wish
having searched
ness to every one, that,
orthodox and
dictionaries of English
reference to this
dialect, we find no
In Joseph Wright s
use of the verb.
dialect we
»reat dictionary of English
under this
fish
do find an allusion to
to adof the verb "thole
meaning

Sibelius.

and Sand Man;

happi-

MISS DAI

Lenormand.

C. Rybner,
•Vision and Staendchen; D.
and Pastorale,
A Slav Cradle Song
Densmore, A Spring
Watts. Pierrot;

us, reciprocally. •

'

"thole"

ster

alskl'ings;

"To Thole"
As the World Wags:
which was useo
Is not this the verb
and birds -i
colloquially of both fishes
still fo,
generation or two ago, and is
contrary, on Capi
all I know to the
to lur<
Cod and Nantucket, meaning the fl
You "thole
or coax by food?
the bait, live decoi
„ hv drawing away
within rangel
••tholes" the wild ducks
to catch him,

to take a swim. The
opportunity, plunges beneath the.
_.,„ flo Polka,
P „ika
with Liszt s Prelude,
nrface. swims an astonishingly long phrases,"
|a»tance under water and, seizing him Marche Funebre, Berceuse, Cortege by
Llathe legs, drags him under. We are Borodin, Rimsky-Korsakoff, and
the under-water struggle' with doff; MacDowell, Keltic Sonata; Menl 0 pwn
"
am ess. The grapple looks delssohn, Song without words, No. 37;
lly earnest and quite Justi- Titcomb, Zanies; Schlozer, Etude.
Miss Buel has the courage to arrange
fith's assertion, in his cur-|
Chausson's
programs.
that some of the performers) unconventional
>hMr lives in filmine this! .nieces— Dedication, Sarabande, Pa vane.

lal'-s

Christmas with

You

.

pidity.

is

Saint-Saens, Le Bon-

Procession;

heur est chose legere
Erkki Melartin, Krist
Quel Souff ranee
min s-yCarnets Vaggsang and Vakna
ifran sin
;

_

excellent accounts of themselves.

j

yesterday afternoon in Jordan
The
her.
Conraad V. Bos accompanied
Aria
program was as follows: Gluck,
Tronfo de Clelia"
of Larissa from "II
Quel Rus"Pergolese," Nina; Paradise,
Franck,
Caccine, Amarllle;

.

coldness of
benevolence, nor prevent the
have no doubt,
neglect. I know that you
of

can

Who

ENOCH MOLLIVER.

neither
real friends to .use; they

and good wishes

Who

1850.

>

affection

that

"The Temple of Britomartis. Isle of
Crete." I am sure the subject was Cretan and, like Mr. Chapman, I recall
vividly certain details which, as a small
boy. I used to study intently while the
orchestra played. Mr. Gill thinks that
this drop\ painted by Thomas Glessing,
was a copy of a picture by Turner; b^t
ll do not find cither subject among the
Turner plates or mentioned in any of
Jthe Turner catalogues. I doubt if he
1 painted the original picture. Clarkson
•'.Stanfield or David Roberts may have
done it, though I do not find either subject among their published works. An
'
act drop representing a Venetian scene

Christendom.
performance throughout
our tWen£
But let us not contaminate
worn-out and inship by such vulgar,
are become a
sipfd forms, which now
disgrace for
burthen to society, and a
excite

ber, by Mrs. Alexander.
spite of a severe cold from which
Mrs. Alexander was suffering, and over
which she finely triumphed, and in 6pite
of the failure of the organ to function
until the final number, and in spite of

I believe

it

failed

of

to 1S70.

Mr. William Gin, whom it is a pleasure
to hear from, must be in error in thinking the subject was "The Isle of Patmos." Mr. James Madison Chapman
seems to be nearer the mark in calling

this letter arrives,

In

-

seum previously

as, by the time
period for thw leremony:
general
it will be in

Frederick Stevensou
In

That Drop Curtain
As the World Wags:
more
a few words about that in-,
Once
teresting act drop used at the Boston Mu-

com-

«. Goring

assisted.

as in AeaeliylusV-^Ed.

consfitutionally
Signor Filipponi in ffft:
-_-taiH
the usual
"Must I sen*
cxac*
the ^ason- It is the

Forsyth

||

what play of Sophocles "ippognomos"
occurs? "Ippognomon" means a judgo
of a horse, hence "knowing;" "skilful,

by
ready poor wretches are distressed
«iving and
the thought of perfunctory
"Merry Christma*." Not for
taking.
".complainthe world in 1920; not for tho
your <riend is a
ing millions of men." If
Saunreading man, give him Bailey
Schopenhauer
translation of
ders's
«f he is poessays on life and manners;
the Wails of
etically inclined, send him
greetAnd as for Christmas
Leopardi
Abate Metastasio
ings ponder what the
to
wrote
soul,
a Mftfl

H " m „ MobI

Muse"

•Autumn Sunset"

tragedy of" her life.
,
Mr. W'se gives an air of spontaneity
uri-^tii
to his entire performance.

'I

Custos

•Piaeclara

Jimmy s sweetheart, brings
to her aunt, who has been
The aunt
20 years.
seclusion
living in
knows no one could be the author but
Peter, "or its conclusion, too, was the

I

Hu " tln *

.

.

the story

I

<

Timber TraiP^

The Apollo Club
....Uossini
Bel UagRlo. from Semiiamide"
Mrs. Caroline Hudson Alexander

1

Margie,

1

I

for

the

u

in

Already warnings stare u» In the face
that we should do our Christmas ^hopThe
plng now. No hints are whispered.
advice is in the Imperative mood. Al-

selections.

of

she

de

the popular

i*

was

Hudson Alexander was the soloist,
Messrs. Walter Kidder, John
Shaughnessy and William H. O'Brien
sang the minor solo parts of various

-The Song

Her

Boy."

and

-RUe. Sleep no More!"

restless;

in

Boston.
Does not "ipposelinon" mean horseparsley? Will "E. W. S." kindly tell us

I

of the unnot so authorifamiliar
pieces
tative that one could Judge fairly *of
their intrinsic worth.
There was an applausive audience of
good size.

Jordan
:oncert of its 50th season in
Mrs. Caroline
last evening.
rlall

I

'

.

has

the beauty peculiar to the

debasement occurs

A

relief.

was mannered and

first

fleyre

medicin

what is
of the word to Indicate
In horse face,
coarse, ugly, unrefined, as
horseface;
a coarse, unattractive
horse play,
laugh, a loud, raucous laugh;
E. W. S.
a rough, savage play.

Miss Bueil played MacDowell's sonata
the approxiately romantic spirit.
Her interpretation of Mozart's Fantasia
to bring out the

The Apollo Club gave the

some French words,

use

in

APOLLO CLUB IN

!

|

1

ineffective in its
so that the Etude by the
Scriabin of the earlier years was a wel-

X' M

9

in

cheval, a violent fever;
vcheval, a powerful drug.

vagueness,

j

*7

Boy"

"Holy

|

]

seemed labored and

I

'

found

1

a pleasing
English
old
simplicity, suggestive of
Christmas music, but "Five of Spring"

zipj
her songs across with an Irresistible
closed thd
Mine. Jewell's mannikins
act.
that
show. The children enjoyed

Peter, a writer,

|

(ipposelinon), also
Here is
horse-fennel, etc
horse radish, horse
to bo placed English
chestnut
cucumber, horse mint, horse
word
Traces of the nobility of the
etc
chivCavalier,
words:
'still linger in our
A slight deviation is
cavalry.
alry
de
:

CsUorrel.

sure of himself evento the end; not wholly able to express
timid in his
seemingly
hlp\ fine ideas;
It was not easy to judge
refinement.
of the other movements, for they were
not well rhythmed by the pianist. Ire-

who was hardly

each

was sacred

Greek writers the traditionspecialize the
to
lessened

to note the
horse-celery
plant

Narcissa Varney played
Liszt's Prelude
theme.

and Emma identifying
Harry touched. The act
was breathlessly fast and completely
mystified the audience.
J
Marguerite Sylva was starred In the)
but she was most completely]
bill,
audience

the

and the attempted melodramatic
I twist would be more convincing if ho!
toned down.
Peter Is nicely drawn and maintained)
5
^throughout the entire performance, and
Pinckney Fairfax, an agreeable characof Mr.
ter by reason of the personality

-

little

childish

tho horse

idea isemphatic
grand lofty, marvellous by
elemeti
fompo'undslof which the salient
e. g. the
tho word "horse" (ippos)
is
high
(ippokremnos),
lofty towering cliff
words OPPokrcm
Sing." bombastic
lotty
great,
of a
nos). Sophocles speaks
mind or soul (ippognomos).somewhat di- I
a
in
botanists
Greek
The
word lPP°"
minished sense employ the
of a
excellence
and
size

al

Is

a

story.

1

M

S
t0
In a,H ient

I

latrlcal.

Is in

which

In

I

Mythology'
animals.
superiority paid to It
animal.
«acrnd
a
as

Among Romans

of Mendelssohn and Schumann.
Liszt's praise of these pieces was exto
travagant, tho "Paraphrases" are
be judged from the excerpts last night
'

this

honors

divine

mere drool. The Brceuse alone had
marked character.
over before their turn ended.
and Sarabande
Harry and Emma Sharrock put over | Chausson's Dedicace
through
are in the fastidious manner of the man
fakir act, with Harry passing

'.

Wise.

axe

Singers

Cathedral

was something more than the usual
hardly"three men and a tenor" was

:

I

Russian

In this
easily the best quartet vaudeville
memcity has seen In years. With each
appreciafull
with
musician
real
ber a
coupled
tion of melody and technique,
and
with voices of rare musical timbre
worth
were
they
harmony,
trained to
going miles to hear. They sang too litquartet which
tle, for the shock of a

from

later

to the

It,

domestic

other

"Paraphrases.''
He had written the year before to Buelow that in his opinion these pieces were
compendium for
possible
the
best
teaching harmony, florid counterpoint
and composition at conservatories, and
to his Princess he wrote that these
musicians were tracing a more fructifying furrow than the belated Imitators

as he called

"*

n^aTem^

B.F. KEITH'S BILL IS

to ba »"

mo

oi

Tho domestication
three years beforo he was killed In a
bicycle accident.
John Ireland is one
of the younger, ultra-modern English
school-.
The Russian pieces with the
Keith's this week lit* a bill for tnuslcl prelude by Liszt have a curious history
told at length by Borodin in a letter.
lovers.
After Ramsdell and Deyo hart danced One day a little girl asked him to play
some
Introducing
lour
hands with her on the piano. "But
somewhat differently.
ryou have nothing to play." Whereupon
rag-time toe dancing. MeLoud and No
mun with violin and banjo, renlly she poked with tho Index, finger of oach
opened the show. The violinist played hand a tuna dear to little Russian chilresting his Instrument on his partner's dren, the "Cotolett" polka. Borodin was
neck, on the floor and even waving It so amused that he and Cul, Lladoff and
around. They were well received.
Rimsky-Korsakoff wrote 24 variations
Stephens and Ilolllster followed with and 14 little pieces with this theme as
a skit which wus clever enough, but a cantus flrnius. I.iszt was so tickled
which was apparently designed to give by these pieces that In I8S0 he wrote a
rethe young ladv a chance to show a
"Uehergang"
were prelude of 14 measures, an

I

probably Vinhim! The composer was
instead of
cenao Ciampi, and the song,
Melartin
satirical.
is
be ng sentimental,
at
in 1S75. who studied
is a Finn, born
as a
known
Helsingfors and at Vienna
has
He
conductor
composer and a
symphonies, sym
written an opera,
cham
phonic poems, a violin concerto,
choruses audi
pieces,
ber music, piano

:

be ones gain:

jw-

At

S

compel 4
time, in fat*,
an' hit wid be tolin
to bluid vour fish,
law
wid
P-tdaf
dey
/to, fish curers, if
ov. 12, 1898. -*<a.
^tfrse noo. Sh. News

wan

were alike
°The' program and the singer

unusually
voice

is

a

Mme Bhge»S
quwtl.
notably a**"^

interesting.
lyric soprano of fine

even throughout, with
in a soprano
low notes, not often found
intonation was pure
ot this class. Her
Action admirable
.her phrasing and her
bh«
chdfee.
whatever the language she
w ith a ui
sang Franck's "Procession might be ex
Inity and a nobility that
soprano. Occa
Inected from a dramatic

N

:

1

;

Positively the Last
_ the World Wags:
frour article (Korsechestnut)
;

my

leads

door"
notebook. If the "open

me
still

submit to your
I would like to
notes which
bnskeration a few brief
term,

tevails

fcy

prefixed
the lineage of the
toi
t» atl is assigned

translatli.
V aW'*-~

ucjh

I

.

of temperamen
IffonaUyXr warmth ^nr^ry
ft.lcapedover her vocal

^^

these o
but {
a few tones were forced,songs of }
casions were rare. The
th
whilo
hearing
tin were worth
i

I

j

]

,'''

and orchestra; navel,
'Couperin's Tomb," Suite for orchestra

sonars for baritone

ius as interpreted Iby her was a
Mature of the recital,
fit is hardly necessary to say that she
Ss most sympathetically accompanied.
Ijne. Engell will always be a welcome
lsltor.

7

coffee? Are soap unfl the tomnuru™
quite out of date?
"Not long ago I sav flashed on the
screen the message, 'Eseept your righteousness exceed the jrightiousness
This was followed by 'the picture' of a
dozen young ladies sliding down a varnished banister, clad In the thinnest and
best of all possible lingerie."

time in America); Enesco, Roumajor, op. 11, No.
manian Rhapsody,
Reinald Werrenrath was the singer.
1.
The music by Mozart had not been
played at Symphony for 20 years. The
neglect Is surprising, for, although this
(first

"7.2.

,

A

work was written hurriedly and before
the famous three symphonies with
which we are all familiar, it still has
Ufa and beauty; It is still a proof of
_

By PHILIP

HALE

did

tlda. En Calesa, El Celeso. Violin pieces:
"The Devil's Trill";
Tartlni, Sonata

Hagner-Wilhemj, Album Leaf: Juon,
Valse Mignonne; Pugnani-Kreisher, Prelude and Allegro; MendelssohivAcbron,

Op the Wings of Music; Blzet-Sarasate,
Carmen Fantasy. Miss Helen WinsloW
Hpampanied Mr. de Gogorza; Mr. de
Voto was -Mr. Burgin's accompanist.
':,The

of

Biscay

introduced

marked

lack strength.

by

Mr. Gogorza have
They were
X
now
sted, now

individuality.

well contender, now
flkllclously humorous— all In true folkSag spirit. It would be Interesting to
know how far the "arrangers" wont In
preparing thorn for concert use; wheththey were tempted to turn native
Mr. de Go-j-alodies into art songs.
gorza, who wa« fully In voice, sang
with fine discrimination and as fine apHe gave a
preciation of the contents.
dramatic interpretation of Moussorgs"The
Goat."
song.
ky's bitterly satirical
Tne songs by Rachmaninoff, Cyril Scott
and Klgar were hardly worth his attenexotic flavor.
wild,

V

young men of symphonic poems and the
post -Wagnerian composers of Germany.
Mr. Mason has some lucky strokes in
his Instrumentation, but too often the'
voice was covered, nor was this the
fault of the singer or of Mr. Monteux.
While the voice part is written frequently as if it were an orchestral instrument, with a disregard
for easily
sung and effective intervals, there are
limes when, with a simpler accompanU
merit,. It would be sufficiently dramatic.
Mr. Werrenrath's diction, aa we all

I

there, and the fragments of burled cities
(under which the adder lurks) and cool
springs, and green sunny spots, and
the whirlwind and the lion's roar, and

Rouge

the shallow of angelic wings.

Anecdote for the Day

A

gentleman of the

le J-iu

'amily at

Paris constructed his tomb at Chamberglot in the 17th century. From time
to time he would lie down in It to see
He would
!if he would be comfortable.
say to a workman: "One more stroke
jof the chisel just here, my shoulder
hurts."

believe that the

'THE
I

I

I

I

j

i

>:

j

1

',

j

i

'

)

1

j

,

|

j

:

HOLY LAND'

Newman

gave the first Travel Talk
of this season last night at Symphony.
Hall, choosing for his subject "Jerusalem and the Holy Land." It has been
said that Mark Twain, in his "Innocent*
Abroad." set himself to satirize the
slush that had been written by many
tdurists dubbing themselves "Pilgrims,"
Mr.

rhapsodizing sentimentally over holy
indulging themselves in mawkThe war, following
ish sentimentalism.
what is called the march of civillzatior.
has brought about a change in *!\
scenes and the life of the east tL»
might invite a melancholy, not a hurnurdis[ous. satfHst to prose or poetry of
M illusionment and regret.
Last night Mr. Newman, with interesting pictures, many of them unusually
jourbeautiful, even for him, made the
nev with the audience from Port Said
the
of
head
the
'Jaffa, speaking of
places,

I

'

;

I

,

to

agriculcult, showing modern
methods as opposed to the antltownand
Bedouins
nuated methods,

Bahal

I

loyal phillips shawe
Tings at jordan hall

thirst of knowledge. The
of antiquity are also

monuments

ruined

time will come when rouge and powder
social
will not be tolerated in the higher
They will stand as a sign of
levels.
vulgarity— and rightly so."
Mr. Zeigfeld should read Mr. Mat
Beerbohm's "Defence of Cosmetics."
know, is unusually clear and significant, which was first published 16 years ago
J
but such taxing demands are made upon in the first number of the Yellow Book,
him by Mr. Mason, that more than once I a brilliant magazine, whatever prigs and
sonorous
and
warm
his
prudes may say- He should
(Ion, though by
the text was not intelligible.
I prurient
Tolce and by his rare art he gave them
Without question, the composer com- I read this article Instead of the story of
Ifanporary Importance. It Is always a
prehended the spirit of the verses; he 1 Jezebel, no doubt a much abused womJfoasure to hear him sing the air from
was able to differentiate; tout the ex- an by Hebrew fanatics.
Massenet's opera and the Spanish songs
pression of his musical translation was
1 too
of Alvarez.'
often labored, and even InconseThe Sad Case of Mme. Boyer
for
here
appeared
who
J
Burgln.
Mr.
quential. In spite of the stress and
And all this reminds us of an Improvthe first time as a soloist, gave a sound
-tortn, the shouting and the orchestral
Marie Boyer, a pretty
ing anecdote.
fury.
performance of Tartini's noble sonata,
Mr. Werrenrath's part In the
girl of 14 years, did not wish to marry.
playing It In the grand style, not at- performance |was worthy of the hTghest I but her father was a severe man. so she
tempting to give undue sentiment to the praise; so, too, was the orchestra's led I wedded Michel Tambonneau, president
He waa especially by Mr. Monteux. The finger re-created I
beautiful Largo.
of the Chambres des Comptes, although
happy in his dainty interpretation of Mr. Mason's music: he almost persuaded
before the altar she was a long time in
Juon'n pretty Valse and /his brilliant
the hearer that it was Inherently draIn summer she would
saying "yes."
reading of the "Carmen" FVitasla. His matlo and eloquent. Especially note-* I walk in the sun till high noon, dressed
phrasing
firm;
his
worthy was Mr. Werrenrath's Inter- 1 In a yellow shirt with rosy-red ribbons
tone was full and
that of the accomplished muslc-lan; his
pretation of "A Drunkard," and "A
at the wrists, a collar of Genoa lace
Interpretations were thoughtfully conRevolutionary"; while In "A Prophet"
with a ribbon of the same color, wearing
he was an fanatical as any Hebrew In; ,a mask, and on' her head a cap. She
sidered, devoid of sentlrnentallsm and
His technical pro- 'he desert or In a votuptoous city, trumsensational effects.
was not tall, but she chose to be comifclenry waa tested in many ways. He peting the Lord's approaching day of i fortably sht>d. without high heels or the
The purity and ac- wrath.
-pet nil demands.
that were- often worn In the
1 patterns
curacy of his flageolet tones were nolcRavel wrote a Suite for piano: a '\ middle of the 17th century, for she said
Krth}'.
Suite In six movements; each inscribed
pleasure
of walking was greater
that »he
Tho audience was enthusiastic Each to ths memory of a comrade killed In
that of appearing to have a beau| than
arti.-t added to the program.
the war. He transcribed four of these 1'tfful figure.
movements for a small orchestra, and
Now a terrible adventure, as an old
with what exquisite* art!
It was un- :| chronicler described It. befell her at a
fortunate for Mr. Mason that the die- I ball.
As her color was red for some
Play of this art followed tho perform- Jreasorv-she consoled herself by taking
*nce of his orchestral accompaniment, 1 many lovers— she put on rouge: this
Is it possible that Ravel, giving the
rouge ate the natural redness, 60 that it
Shows Many Excellent |tltle
Baritone
"Couperin's Tomb" to this suite In
was necessary to continue the applicaQualities
he ancient manner, or as that great |
tion. One night she fainted at a party
Loyal Phillips Shawe, baritone, as- master of the clavecin might write for
and remained fiery red. for ahe rouged
orchestra today. If he were a colleague (extravagantly.
sisted by J. Angus Winter, pianist, gave
of Ravel, infused a peculiar melanA warning to our young misses and to
recital in Jordan Hall last evening, choly In two of
the dance movement* |our matrons, who, if they had walked
ths program was as follows: Han- remembering his dead rrlends?
in the streets of Boston even SO years
The Forlane. for example, was a very ago,
Walk";
You
"Where
del,
E'er
would have been looked at askance
lively dance of the gondoliers In Venice;
Weln- but
Pleading":
by our "best people." to use the phrase
"Love's
trauss,
no one hearing the Forlane of yesfidear to haberdashers. Interior decorators
fartner. "Among the Stars"; Gretchan- terday.
pla*ted
in
accordance with / and slch. Mr. Herkimer Johnson has
Ravel's
Nightlnindication,
of
the
would
Song
"Hushed
the
have
believed
fcoff.
promised -us to compile a little handthis.
Charming music is this Suite and
jjkle"; Rachmaninoff, "In the Silence of
it
was charmingly performed. It da-' [jbook of shopkeeping talk.
from
"God
Took
"
"The
Isle."
Might.
served heartier appreciation than it
Grace at Table
lie Mine All"; Bantock, Four Jester gained, for. musically considered,
it was
Songs and "Song of the Genie"; Dob- the feature of the concert.
As tho World Wags:
"Reumas
Beg,"
Time,''
"Breakfast
Kn.
Tho performance of Knesco's rhapeodv
I read with interest your commentary
SWestland Row": Crist, "Into a Ship." was extraordinarily brilliant. 'It was! on the custom of saying grace before
Herreshoff, the fifth time
Constance
"Dreaming"
at these concerts, but yesmeals: indeed, the custom is passing,
Blogoncs"; Densmore, "Roadways.''
terday the rhapsody was played with a
but not wholly gone; it is still observed
J4r. Shawe has a good voice; many sweep and a dash, with a sense
in at least one branch of my family. I
of color
•tcellent qualities as a singer. His in- and a spirit of rhythmic intoxication
come from Quaker stock, and It is not
Stnatlon is pure; his breath control that caused all previous performances to
so many years ago that "silence" was
jre; his phrasing intelligent; his dlc- seem pale and phlegmatic.
Observed at our table out of consldera- f
The concert will be repeated tonight.
tion for Philadelphia cousins who were
lloii significant.
It was more to be reThe program of next week Is announced
visiting us; the audible expression of
gretted that in forte pasKsges he forced
follows: Mendelssohn, Octet In E flat
as
thankfulness, howsver, I do not remiddle and upper tones so that the
for strings. Op. 20
Franck, symphonic
member of hearing In our home.
effcoffof a song was nearly ruined, a.-My 'brother Is the only member of the
One By Rachmaninoff, and tho "Song piece from »"The Redemption" Stravinsky, orchestral 6ulte from the ballet,
family who has had the honor passed
vt tqV Genie" by Bantock. in quletei
"Petrouchka."
him. I was not present on the occato
-Sjtork he gave great pleasure.
He sang
sion; it was wholly unexpected, but his
throughout In English, "and was clearly
to
wife tells me that he did it creditably,
.rstood, which is seldom the case,
although he was somewhat stronger at
audience of good size was duly ap- r We have received a
surprising letter the start than at the finish. My brother
:lltlve.
from "J. S. T." dated New York, Nov. 16:
.told me ho would have preferred a few
"As the World
moments of preparation. Furthermore,
— "Your recentWags:
denunciation of the if he had known how to decline tho
7
movie charge d'affaires who inhabited honor he would have
done so, but he
marble halls demands an attack upon
was quite at loss for any suitable phrasa few cherished movie traditions.
ing that would fit the situation. All of
"The first to go should be Dolores, tho which brings me
to the point In ques(rigid Spaniard (?) who kneels in prayer
tion. If one is asked to say grace, can
for whole hours prior to Inserting her
one decline It by merely saying "not
dagger between the ribs of her brother's prepared"? This
By PHILIP
was a formula used at
The sixth concert of the Boston Sym- Supposed defamer. Like Miss O'Neil's school when our lessons had been negMalguclda,
shs requires whols minutes lected, and It smacks of the
phony Orchestra. Mr. Monteux, conschoolto sign herself.
ductor, took placo yesterday afternoon
room. It would never do, of course.
"Then, too, Is the waking debutante My. own Inclination would
Symphony Hall. The program was
be to say.
whom we see literally, opening her eyas— "After you, sir." But, on consideration
•S) follows:
Mozart, Symphony In C
a/mid pink 'and lavender surroundings.
_
_
BOalor IV
\T nDnn i.r.
this v.ould hardly suit the or
Why Is she always s. rwd immediately
it
rts, and
m
I

is

It?

and Insatiable

That stern censor of morals. Mr. F.
or off
Ziegfeld, Jr.. will not tolerate on
other
the stage the use of rouge and
upon
improve
cosmetics. "No one can
fine
nature." said Mr. Ziegfeld In a
afburst. "That ha3 been proved time
womyoung
ter time, and why heedless
en will attempt It with dabs of paint and
powder is beyond understanding. Women
apply
stop on the street corners and
rouge and powder, which is not necestaste.
sarily immodest, but is in bad
Rouged cheek, shadowed eye. and carbeauty
give
that
things
are
mined lip
the look of hardness.

for

Newtonville.

\

j

difficult

:

the
of theatrical art may be in either
In either
film or the marionette play.
delectable form of entertainment, the ear
pronunciaIs not shocked by atrocious
by
tion of the English language and
slovenlv diction. Furthermore, the young
manlovers in film plays are much more
are so
llv and attractive than those we
drama.
often forced to see in the spoken

Ziegfeld and

Is

Good Reading

White, in her earlier reels, is worth a
thousand Elsie Fergusons. The future

'

It

phrase appropriate to
one Is asked to say
there no alternative— must he
Q. S. W. K.

.(William Hazlitt)
For myself, I should like to brows?
on folios, and have to deal chiefly with
(authors that I have scarcely strength"!
to lift that are as solid as they are
heavy and if dull, are full of matter. It
is delightful to repose on the wisdom
of the ancients: to have some great
name at hand, besides one's own initials always staring' one in the face;
to travel out of one'self into the Chaldee, Hebrew and Egyptian characters;
waving mysto have the palm trees
tically in the margin of the page, and
on In the
moving
slowly
the camels
In
distance of three thousand years.
that dry desert of learning, we gather
strange
and
a
patience,
and
strength

Scottish boots, thumb screws, the Nuremberg virgin, or even a kettle of boiling oil would not persuade us to say
"movie.") "J. S. T." must have had some
correspondent of The Herald's "Film Editor" in mind. We are fond of film plays,
especially when they are wildly improbPearl
able, absurdly melodramatic. One

>

before Beethoven and of many down to
the present time, Mozart demands perfection in performance: he gained beautiful effects with the utmost economy
of means.
»
It is not easy to forget the singer in
apeeaking of Mr. Mason's songs.- Mr.'
Werrenrath was the first to sing them;
he has made them his own. What would
Mr.
other baritones do with the.m?
Mason chose verses of Mr. Bynner and
endeavored to emphasize their meaning
*y the employment of a huge orchestra.
A huge orchestra may be used discreetly
in the accompaniment of a song, but it
is not necessary either in accompaniment or fn a symphonic work to have
all the Instruments at work all the time,
as some composers think, especially the

Pan: MassencU 4TriaJfirim VjjLeJ
Lahore" (by reJiiesOJ Alfcaf*»JL,a-J

say
.

plays.

oboes sang; melodic passages of Mozart
must be sung as the old Italians understood that word. And of all the masters

Ed

grace,

is

The performance was in fine taste,
and most euphonious. Strings and the

1L

songs

it

discouraged.

guests

>.me to think of a
If
trie situation.

because we have
(Threats of the infliction of rack,
strappado, the Iscavepger's daughter,

Mozart's delicate sense of proportion;
it is eminently Mozartian.
Mr. Monteux did not double the wind
Instruments; he employed those indioated by Mozart and reduced the string
choir, a sane proceeding, for thus the
music did not lose its character, nor

baritone,
and
de Gogorza,
(chard Burgln, the .concert-master of
Hie Boston Symphony Orchestra, gave
Bconcert last night in aid of the NaThe program
tional Civic Federation.
as follows: Songs, Six Basque songs
JSanged by Santesteban, Sanchez Villar
Lapai-ra~J,iachmaninoff, In Silent
Might; MoufTd'/gsky. The Goat"; CyriT
Sjjott. Old Loves; Elgar, The Pipes of

The host would be dlsconCerted and the

"surprising,"
letter
Ve say that this never
denounced film

I

melodically

-Emilio

123

I

tural

'

bridged
dwellers, the charity work, the
and Mr.
Tordan. Naturally the pictures
Jerusaof
description
Newman's lucid
evenlem were a leading feature of the
tho
safeguarding
ing- the British soldier
curiou»
the
sights,
strange
streets, the
and again the
types, the Wailing Wall,
work of the American colony. interest,
absorbing
of
talk
This travel
deserving a longer
richly illustrated,
given, wll
analysis than the one here
at 2:30. Next
afternoon
this
be repeated
"Damascus and Syria.

week,

l

2.

"Rachel," a play in
Angelina W. Grimke,

j

;

I

I

|

i

;

J

!

j

I

j

I

;

;

|

I

I
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WERRENRATH SINGS
S6NGS BY MASON
HALE

»

.

t

t

!

three

acts,

published hjthe Cornhill Company, Boston. "All tho
characters are colored." The publishens' cover makes th/s statement: ' Nevei
(before has the pathos and the tragedy
jof the blac*. man's burden been more
Ivlvldly portrayed than in tbU play when
In a modern llama 'a voice was heard,
lamentation and grcit mourning; Rachel bewailing her children, and would
not be comforted because they are not.'
Rachel is in love with John Strong. He
wishes to marry her and describes ths
fiat that is waiting her in terms sl\most as glowing as those in which
Claude Melnotte spoke of his villa on
is

j

I

t

/

i

Como: Thomas

ha-i

even bought

the pins on the little birds' eye maple
dresser; not to mention 'a beautiful
piano, that I leave open sometlmea. and
lovely pictures of Madonnas:" not forgetting a red, blue and ".-old Turk sh
rug for the sitting-room, and all kinds
uf knives and forks and spoons and on
the kitchenette door a roller towel. But
Rachel w'.ll not marry John because, if
she should have children, big boys would
chase them in the street and call them
'niggers.' Rachel remembering southern
persecution and outrages says to her
mother that In those slates there are
'hundreds of dark mothers, who live
in fear, terrible, suffocat.ng fear, whose
rest by night Is broken and whose joy
by day in their babies on their lu-ar.s
is three part pain ... It would be
more merciful to strangle the little
Ithlngs at birth.
And s this naiiou,
this while, Chr'stian nation, has de- I
iliberately set its curse upon the most
;

>

i

J

,

I
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"An

etherhood!

Why.

it

make* you doubt

"

larrely to hospitals in order
Thar* la an
their conscience*.
music* description of hospital life
enjoyed by
he description will bo

to

physicians
by
than
rather
the term
ad aurgoona. The heroine, it
daughter
not ,wtrav*g»nt. Is the
home
at
Bored
w
Uhy parents.
Potei
one
of
secretary
the
l..
b*eomea
hosplStorm who I* put on a board of
to
supposed
is
al trustees because lie
He makes thin** lively at the
t» rich
There is a *oocl youn*
rieetiigs.
Of course, the
ioctor Robert Brent.
the rich parents
tlrl marriea Peter and
fo.Mlsh. snobIT* consenting, ev.-n the
change
bish mother having undergone a

lymen

,

1

and
themselves and between them

!

life

be very boring.

may

we

call •Fedora' ..mu^ir:-;.

bv

understood only

the

1

1

lng
1

!

K w-

shall be misof the

slaves

cheapdlctlonar'y. Of course.

It

is

amus

,

You are amused.

in their sen.se, too.

tr»«|

audience."
v
t,i. '
written his
Mr. Steuart Wilson had
ten
s
Schumann
own translations of
stood as
songs, and ills singing of them
it
general,
a plea for translation in
Horace.
like
was a test case, for Heine,
has dehas defied translators. But he
translations were
fled them because the
Is
a difthat
intended tc be read; and
sung
ferent matter. Translation to be
The
'stands In a different category.
'but
coua*>e
poet's m<r..rej»-iust be kept, of
form
the
nor
subutanoe
neither the exact
cases his
of his thought, nor In most
comrhyme; on the other hand, the
Such
obeyed.
poser must be Implicitly
song translations are not to be Judged
Mr.
bv the printed text, and if, as In
Wilson's case, there Is no difficulty
wonld
about getting the words heard. It
language
b- better to print the original
irregular
because the English may look
soundto the eve when to the ear It 13
to
he
ing perfectly right. They are
as a
sounds
Judged by the way the song
and
life
with
moves
whole, whether It
(conviction; and as the singer knows best
he
how he feels the song, it Is best that
must
should write the translation. We
a
confess that, with the exception of
which could
line here or a word there,
deWilson
Mr.
easily be put straight,
Times
cldedly proved his point.— London
1

by'
ns produced at the Globe. London,
he.
Maria Loehr. "Mechanical toys may
of;
studies
very amusing, while sincere

human

which

the true theatre and to*
In its place
lng hut visiting companies
that. However
tn?v were bound to lose
°«- h
?i
entertaining the stranger may
friend, and
cannot take the place of a
fori
Is dependent
theatre
the
of
tho spirit
.W.'on friendship between the ptayert

I

heart.

Various Notes About Plays
and Music in London
Mr. Walkley was amused by 'Fedora."

re.

hab7no"slng
I
*

-

i>t

.o.iu of the

t'ompton

form. It give* » history of the Compton
t*t36&y company, an account of Its past
productions, and a series of messages ofL
Rood will for the success of th« repor-H
lory theatre from leaders of the dra-K
malic profession. One of the most lnter-1
(-sting is from Mr. Granville Barker.!
who urges the nerd for local prido lng
the rJieatre. With the passing of theH
*tock company, he says. English poopleR
W»v* *% lluic lost the true theatregoingj

"Helping the Rich." a play In tour
by
>i»
bv Jam** Bay. Is published
mbuiio'4. New York. It la a tealous
havwho.
men
act olrected agalnat
means
acnulred wealth by doubtful
"

I

Nottingham ReperIs controlled by Mrs.
and her daughter*,
Miss Viola Complin und Miss Ellen
rompton, has Just tioen Issued in book
a.-.

tory The.

Edward

•4S*

-

,

I

almost to smiling, at the elaborate Imag-j
with,
ination of the plot, al the accuracy
at!
which detail is dovetailed Into detail,
revela-l
which
the careful economy with
all proba-;
against
postponed,
tions are
moment
un'll the best theatrical
l.ility
the nice;
far making them-in short, at
median.
the
of
balance
and
i.djustnient

!

Herbert Trench, whose 'Napoleon"
Dutch at Amsterdam.
irtll be played in
one deal ng
* working on two plays,
in trance, th*
,vlth the ISlh century
>ther with an eastern subject.
The London Times described (Nov. 1)
of a
laco.ues Thibaud s performance

'

!

i

'

I

as -ideally sympaSpeaking of a tenor. Joseph,
thetic."
Puccini. the|
Hislop singing arias by
"The spasmodic rubato
wrote:
-ritic
a
singers,
pseudo-Italian
the=e
of
because]
rubato which means nothing
grow out of the shape of
It does not
rubaw of
th* musical phrase, as the invariably
Thibaud. for example,
to accompany
does, is next to impossible
...
accurately."
composer, has
the
Goossens,
Eugene
Tendencies
published a book. 'Modern

w..t

eoneeno

Oct.

I

Franck for the most
leave him entirely unmoved.

for

N

bad this
The Daily Telegraph of Nov. 1 Of the
Liszt:
to sav about Siloti and
there
vounger generation of Londonersplayed
few who have heard Liszt

•

can be
Wigmore Hall on
as he was played at
have had
Saturday; and fewer still can
with the
any familiar acquaintance

Pia»° s -;
•Concerto Patlietique for two
r *m.|
the one Liszt work on the P'08
Siloti s
The occaslon-alas. for us-wasthe con-j
For
[last recital this season.
coadjutor,
certo he had chosen as his
brilliant
Mr. Ilmari Hannikainen, a
pretty
are
we
voung Russian of whom
future, and
certain to hear more In the
arUststhe performance of the two
representing the. older and
I themselves
surely
generation-must
younger
5 the
word of the
r stand as the last authentic
has
tradition
Liszt tradition. That the
we
been all hut lost in this country
and it
know, and the reasons we know;
subject
Lis not proposed here to reopen a
these
that has been discussed lately In
To those who on Saturday
columns.
the
were listening for the first time to been
•Concerto Pathetlque' it must have
very
obvious that here was a work of a
lofty
great creative mind, a serious and
intellecand
mind, at once imaginative
the virtual; It had nothing In It of
which
tuoso stuff of the Rhapsodies, by
known
generally
unfortunately Liszt Is
commenta"
the
to
Liszt,
c-un*rv.
In this
religious
tor had i dual personality; the
and the theatrical; but some of us woulda|
had
he
that
admit
and
go further
hie'
multlp'e personality and that of
Weill
is
as
prodlg'oU3 output a good d«al
1

movement

The

Mr

to

third

Serge

Is

father

made

his

first

in Paris:

I

1

!

,

"La Mort

|

I

ami critfc'sm is dumbed after
ori
uch a performance a- that heard
•sses.

the!

major for the same lnstru-|
lents and here again we had a revela-

D

Later.
of art st!c perceptlveness.
order
Siloti- happily reversing the
Bach
recitals-played
f things at nubtic
n itb. co'o including an extraordinarily

ion
Ir.

:

'cellowjj.

.

Tho Gewandhaus orchestra

a™^™

°!
celebrates the 25th
of that
Arthur Nikisch's conductorship
b
BoaThe tenor Jadlowker. known % J"
ntrac
ton, haa signed
.:K
„t„ V n.^ht
sic

and

pianist,

some of
writer about music, will play
Jordan Hall tomorhis compositions in
row night. There should be a laMfe
be thought
dlence. for. whatever may
conservatives and^
of his music by the
denying
no
is
there
the reactionaries,
musical world.
his prominence in the
apfirst
his
maltAlthough he will
name has
pearance Here tomorrow his
been
has
name
long been familiar His
Mr. Fox
on programs for 13 years. the pl.no
Xvedh'.r "Lotus Land" for
BuoMr.
JTfar back as Nov. 25. 1907;
WW.
In
"Pierrot"
played
namid
Gaines King
and in that year Mrs.
Vila
made
••Sorrow," also "And so I
His sonata has been pertormed

H

!

Psychological
1.

This

i

|

Mr.
by
here by Mr. Ornstein and
a flamGranger. The latter contributed
note.
ing eulogy as a program
Cheshne.
Mr Scoit was born at Oxton,
father was
His
Eng., on Sept. 27. 1878.
scholar. The boy it n,
,a noted Greek
by ear when he
said, played little tunes
of 12 he
was 3 years old. At the age

Frankthe Hoch Conservatory at
where he studied the piano with
fort
soor.
he
England,
VzMU. Going back to
he studied
returned to Frankfort, where

old
composition until he was 16 year?
his first apwith Ivan Knonr. He made
syma
with
composer
pearance as a
he was 20
phony at Darmstad when
Hans It.cnter
^ears old. Soon afterward
Henrj
Suite.
"Heroic'
brought out his
brought out
W«.od and Landon Ronald
Mr.
that
is said
other compositions. It
in introducKreisler was Instrumental
Quartet in Eng and.
ing Scott's Piano
compositions is long
li«t of his

raa8 "
lifter

It

includes a symphony

Christ
for small orchestra.
Maloinc
"Princess
overture;
"AglavamcTi^
Maeterlinck);
'

be called ec-

1921,

sum

will

A.
posal of the association by Thomas
EdiEdison. Inc. It is the wish of Mr.
attendirect
to
associates
his
son and
of research
tion toward the importance
They point
In the psychology of music.
too little
all
today
have
we
out that
effects,
scientific understanding of the

which conboth affective and volitional,
protrasted sorts of musical selections
duce on listeners of differing native en-

dowment and

training.

uno>r varying

and physlconditions of mood, season
d
Ca C
completion
Re s°el rcn°es brought to
year may
durlnsthe present academic
for the
competition
In
be submitted
Manuscripts
Thomas A. Edison prize. before May
time
niay be sent at any
3

suggested as
Tkffollowing topics are
is
but the choice of subject
The committee
list.
not limited to this
diresearch bearing
will welcome any
music and the way
rectly on the nature
suitable,

*

in

The
and varied.
and Aubade

may

Association" before
be awarded a prize
."
L
has been placed at the dis-

ican

lanelle."

was

writing,

June

of $500.

'

for orchestra.!
ilde Sainte Almeenne"
[Colonne concert; "Triptyquc" for planol
by Brzenski; Songs. Roses du Soir.
Nuit Mauresque, Lettre,.by Louis AubertJ

I^amoureux concert; Lied for
tor piano
oiano by D. Sangra; Sonata
bv Darius Milhaud.
tenor
Who is Leo Nadon. "American
Nov. 8 inwhose program in Paris on
Burleigh
Chadwlck,
cluded songs by
and Busch?
of TLeip

composer,

of

The Edison Prize
The most meritorious research on the
the Amereffects of music submitted to

1

;

The European Continent
heard

Scott,

his praise.

.

Cyril Scott
Cyril

in

of
His music develops in the manner
Javanese rhapsodies, unhampered byfancy
preceding forms, in full play of
gift
and with countless arabesques. His
presurely
can
one
that
Is so important
dict a great future for him."

Zagreb.
bronic, has been published at

I

New works

,

_

but the
centric, and at first surprise,
aesresults attained by him with this
individuality.
thetic equipment show his

now a

„

written

Claude Debussy hailed him as one of
apparithe most interesting musical
choice of
tions of recent years. "The
whole
his
yes,
technic;
his
his rhvthms.

manner

volume of "Les Chants Populates
Yougo-Slaves." collected by Ant. Da-

land there is on exhibition at the Aldj
*
wych Theatre a playbill of Maeready
appearance in the Unkefl
farewell
management
States in 1S47. under the
During hi"
of Mr. Hackett's father.
Hackett als
visit to this country Mr.
time,1
first
hopes to appear, for the
productio
his career, as Falstaff. His
Windsor' ha;
'of 'The Merry Wives of
alreadv been seen in the United States,
was unable,
he
accident
his
to
but owing
to appear In It."
heari
Times,
London
The critic of the
found on4»
ing three songs by Busoni,
influenced by Schumann's "weaker tr^
meats of senth*»ntallty; the other two;
"singularly dry and empty."

;

I

and

Clmarosa

York.

Much has been

transformation

A

-

the Liszt. Mozart,

Diaghileff's

Honor.

I

i

Afer

de

New

and

of two old works by
is in the
Paislello into "Russian" ballets
Theatre in
repertoire of the Costanzi
Rcme for this season.
baritone.
Battistini, the famous Italian
chevalier of the Legion of

of

Hackett's

|

.

of

London appearance at Covent Garden;
he was a
aa long ago as 1827, when
was
voung man of 27. Mr. Hackett old.;
ears
born when his father was 7l> y

Even Beethoven has hisj,
forgotten.
him.
Scot* songs^as a bad mark against
nd who cares?' It was the Liszt who,
SymFaust
tremendous
ave us the
superb
,ony who gave ui this concerto:
outline madslve in form, a'.t^rnatelj
Chiefly'
tender.
and
majestic
Ulant and
was impressed by the inevitability.
and in
Its rhythm and by its colora
»olute music, mark you— the latter
before the
llty he bad mastered long
their
de-siec'.e impressionists were in
Only ure-t playing can bring
cradles.
such music pos-i
lit the great qualities

In

'

i

Hacketfs,
James K
says.
••Macbeth" In London, the T«nes
rather a remarkable fact that
•'It
1*

.

onata

of

^he will dissojourn in Holland, where
Bach s Wellcuss and analyze in public
Tempered Clavichord."
„
a
The Bohemian quartet is making
26th anivertour in celebration of the
sary of its foundation.
composed
Francesco Gurgo-Salice has
great
"Sonata del Poeta." the first of six
performers.
sonatas for Italian
opera,
Franco Bisazza is writing an
this sub"Re Lear." Verdi thought of

te

1

aturday.

of

gebouw

violin

violin and
the "Tallehassee" suit for
more
piano, which has been played here
in the
Suite
trio;
piano
than once; a
music to
incidental
Style;
-Vncient
"Othello" (1920); many pieces for piano,
songs.
violin; many
Mr Scott has already this season
played his piano concerto and conducted
of the
his two Passa caglias at concerts
PhlWelphfa orchestra in Philadelphia!

'

his

disappointing.— London Times.
English
Gilbert Miller brings out in
ManchesLouis Verneull's "Daniel" at

Spe^kfng

caghas for orchestra; a

«ome
Arnold' Schoenberg conducted
Concert
works at o concei t of the
Amsterdam. He Purpose. t°

11

the Franck.
which one has been used to think of as
In
rhapsodies
eloquent
one of the most
strangely
the whole of music, sounded
intame because the phrases never led
stood
evitably into one another, but
The rhao{..part in isolated perfection.
Paganini, on
sodic central section of the
ns It Is in
the other hand, commonplace
sucmusical design, was infinitely more
,,
becau** i's bravura was thoif(,
sonata
F.anek
iughly'co-nprchended. Tl e
in
w tJ evidently regarded i-ilmanly as
Crotzinoff
eolo work, which it is not. Mr.
to
seemed
who played the piano part,
especoncur In this view, and the result,
fast, was
cially in the finale, taken very
(recitative)

performance

seemed

D^

M

ot Poverty.
mitted suicide on account
left by
Among the posthumous works
piece for
Max Bruch are a concertstrings, and
two quintets for
violin,

Heifetz's second violin recital at
which the two principal works were
s
I'esar Frant-k's sonata and Daganlnt
They formed a curious
concerto in D.
contrast, for while from the technical

Mr.

part

]|

w

was
of view the violin playing
faultless in both, the technical elaborastir the
tlons of the latter seemed to
player to emotional intensity, while

i

was announced

for

the mart today
Let's see; how *nuch is
in American money?
,„„v,„ c
Freischuetz
The centenary of "Der
year.
will be celebrated next
friend and
Adolnh Schreilber of Berlin, has com
champion of Gust.y Muhler.

point

"Will You
CvVir Harcourt's new play.
of L. J.
Kiss Me?" is an adaptation
Efficiency.
Much
Bath's novel. "Too
on

H

2T7.

There was a very large audience

i

M

1J

pieces
"PellcasTnd Mellsande"; vocal S an«
e
Belle
with orchestra. "La
nH orand
Merci" for soprano, baritone
fo
"Heten of Ktrkconnel,
chestra:
a
P'*™ * e * e
baritone and orchestra;
piano quintet, two
string quartets, a
two Passa
ihansodles for orchestra;
sonata;[

to

I

influences people.
«cClassification of musical «lf*tta«.
cording to their psychological
musical »enindividual differences in

it

i

I

'sitivity.

Tvpes of listeners.
In studying!
Validity of introspection
music.
affective responses to
music
by
moods
^
Modification of
repetition
Effects of familiarity and
type
various
Emotional -durability of
..

,

'

^Efflcts'oTcontrastlng types of musi|
on muscular
meas|
, ologlca))
objecti

J.

,

.

:

.

Hull

M.

T.

:15

nil

hour of 4 A. M.. and jyas extinguished
in 30 minutes, due largely to Foxboro's

Promise
linvena, pianist. Songs: Massenet.
of
Joy DlTlne from "Tup King of Lahore
;

i

erations.

W.ilu

Pre-,
Salut-Sjens. Scherzo, op. 87; Franck
hide Fugue, variation; MoOTSorgsky-Pattlaon
.

f

to

nedy
Vin

received several letters
concerning the true meaning of the verb.
"Tholo" was discussed' at length in this
column some ti.me ago; it is not neceslure,"

sary

we havo

now

what was then

to repeat

J

the living

;

|,
"

said.

:

the

j

|

J

f.

l

c

States I'.terary use." Thus Milton: "By
mar bt toald from
that lure
Tlnmas Jefferson:
parish to parish."
"To toll us back to the times when we
Hardy: '"TIs
Thomas
witches."
burnt
wrong way.
all done to tolo us the
Howells ("Silas Lapham"): '"I'm not
wo
say
'em
have
going to
"
on.*
tolled h
And so In the United Stntes toll
means to lure or decoy wild animals

pianist,

The dog Is described In Lone'9 "Amerior
can Wild Fowl" as small and white,
mackerel
in
Hver colored. Toll-bait
clams
fishing was composed of chopped
often with a mixture of menhaden.

anything given to coax a person
unpalatable food.
to
"Toll" was used with "down
"Hev a
render food more palatable.
bread down
bit o' cheese, to toll tho
:

to take

1 4l'M>.iY--4:epr<-nfl'in H»U, St, Botoipb street,
t.
Fourtli
II,
conceit of the l'vuplv'a

Concert

rmplienv Hall, 3:"." P. M.
6yn-.pl.ony
;.

idnult:.

inn

(Jr.lieitin

In

aid

t'

T the

of

lta

Mr, M>ut«iu, conductor; fiuy
fi-i-

»;

ilnll.

bf Cyril Scott.

eclal

H;16
Ilia

notice.

p.
flrsc

M.

Piuno
appearance

soloist.

The
"who

As

I

the

borders of

New

I

i

England

Within the
attractive
there is to my m ud no more
It lies
spot than the site of Wrentham.
-

midway

between

Boston

Prov
semi- val-

and

portrayed by Mr. Burgln in Scheherazade's tale-telling, by the orchestra and
hy Mr. Maler in the concerto.

dence, nestled In an alluvial
The richness
ley beside Lake Archer.
the picturesque
of the intervale soil and

charm

.
I

!
I
'

\

i

i

I

of its surrounding hills,

crowned

The, pianist and his charac teristic manner fitted perfectly the general scheme
of the concert. Ho seemed the animating
entre of the whole machine. He played
with all there was In him and with his
whole body.
Head, neck. 3houIders,
arms, legs, feet look part in the rhythm
and the feeling., Mr. Maier is a twotistod pianist and holds nothing in reserve. Jt is not posing. He just means
everything he does. And he does it all

chestwith prim tlve forests of walnut,
is unsurntU. nv ple and evergreen,
renV,
state.
our
D-ssed throughout
simple
them Is noted expressly for Its
broad
colonial beauty, enhanced by the
bordered by towering, venerable
streets
elms.

"Jans proximus ardet Ucflegon.

c

says

that will
the overwise Hubbard: "He
kindled in Ins
not help quench the fire
to lose
neighbor's house may justly fear
Had this aphorism been
h s own."
ft
Foxboro
of
firemen
known to the
them on to
could not have spurred
greater effort recently when they responded to a call from Wrent'proportions
bl:«c of alarming

Late in Juno of this year Mr. xameo
Kajly'ama, a Japanese, amazed the
audiences in the London Coliseum by
an exhibition of his "quadruple mind
concentration:" reading, writing, taik-

/

!

lng

and listening at the same momc

janglings,

Me

'

Them

old woman of the nursery rhyme
lived in a sjioe", in the matter of

reminiscences called "The Days Before
Yesterday," in which there is an excellent photograph of the old lady in her
joist year, with her grandson's grandson
her arms.
I In
At the time of her death, the book tells
us. she had no less than 16!) direct living
grandchildren,
descendants— children.
great-grand children and great-grcatgrand-children— in addition to, 87 grandchildren and great-grand-childrenV by
marriage. With all these descendants,
we are furthermore informed, she kept
in constant touch, and was able to give
them the benefit of her shrewd outlook
on the world. (In this way she was superior to the nursery rhyme woman
who, as we know, was quite helpless
!

i

up for Wrentham
World Wags:

its

children had nothing on the mother of
Lord Frederick Hamilton, an Irish nobleman, who has just written a book of

j

All

brawls,

"Age Could not Wither"
As the World Wags:

I

wi', will "ee?"

its

griefs, which like so many weights
heavy upon it?

Is not E. W. S. riding tho high horse
with his assortment of Greek * words
beginning with "ippos"? And may he
not get a fall, as 1 did when interested
in Hippocrates and the costumes of his
time? Weiss, in his "Koshunkunde,"
seemed to supply some surprising
"Hippocrates'
his
information
in
breeches"; but it turned out that he
thus translated "chausse d'hypocras,"
which really means a strainer for hypocras or hippocras or spiced wine. Thus
1
had another cruel reminder that all
roads lead to "rum."
Boston. CHARLES - EDWARD AAK

splendid success.
A dominant note ran through the
whole program— spectacular and glorious employment of conquering might/
It was as If the selections had been
made for the celebration of some great
triumph. Perhaps Mr. Monteux and his
men are mainly Republicans and took
the chance to glorify the sweep of Nov.
.'.
At any rate, tho whole program and
the playing of It sounded like that from
the surging victory of the sea over Sinbad's ship, shattered against the rock;
N
on which the bronze -warrior stood,
through the suggested power of young
Hercules. In tho triumphal strains of
tho concerto and down to the blaring
pomp of "Ulenzl."
The interspersed lyric beauties that
served by contrast to make the impression of glory more vivid were exquisitely

A toll bird was a trained decov-blrd
In English dialect
or a stuffed one.
attract
toll-boy. goods sold cheap to

cares, its troubles, its
colds, its heats, its dis-

its

"A Horse on
As the World Wags:

men. The audience was keenly curious to see how Mr. Mori ten:, and the
musicians would play the "Scheherazade" suite, as they were to givo It for
the first time together. Spontaneous enthusiasm greeted the suite at every
break in Its course. The concert was a

especially to decoy ducks by means of
fish
a trained dog, a toller, or to attract
by means of bait thrown into the water

its

contentments,

The hall was filled. The orchestra
was on Its mettle. The conductor was
In his best mood to take advantage of
the skill and the special aplomb of his

m

I

1.C0NCERT3

was

torments,

infirmities,

.

.

'

28,

OF THE WEEK

Its

the first of this season.
The program was: "Scheherazade."
Tlimsky-Korsakoff
symphonic
suite.
"The Youth of Hercules." symphonic
poem, Salnt-Saens: concerto in E-fiat
No. L for piano and orchestra, Liszt:
"Rlenzl" overture, Wagner. Guy Maler,

"toll":
lown to 1690; in lS-l!>th entury In midUnited
land and southern dialects, and

like

not going to help the
ah Industry and it does not gLve the
ator a fair Impression of the life of
[the chorus ylt of today.— Ixmdon Times.

;

Symphony Hall yesterday
afternoon the Symphony orchestra
gave its 37th Pension Fund concert,

I

custom

;

FUND CONC

'to

tho tragic-comedy of

;

In

"In literary use In England

.

De Senectute
Fernando de Rojas.
They desire to lil-e to be old; becrtise
by living to be old, they live. And life
(you know) Is sweet
and living they
come to be old. Hence it is that your
children desire to be men and your
men to be old men and your old men,
iind though
to be more and more old
they live in never so much pain, yet do
they still desire to live. For (as it is in
the proverbs) Fain would the hen live,
for all her pip; she would not be put
out of her life, to be put out of her
pain.
But who is he that can recount
unto you the inconveniences of old age"
The discommodities it brings with it?

37n

The
tised In this country.
meaning and
thole' has quite a diff. :< nt
knows.'
probably
he
as
Jer vatlon.
Oxford Dictionary gives this note,

serial stories in

six

(Celejtlna speaks in

its

in

.

lately

lie

old
fused this word ('thole') with the
Knpl sh verb 'to toll.' which he will find
dictionaries as
in the Oxford and other
old
meaning to lure or to decoy. The
ustom of tolling birds Is still used
England and la occasionally prac-

to

having

keep

should suffer through delay in publication of his colossal work, "Man its a
Political ancT "Social Beast" (elephant
folio; sold only by subscription^

now-

Mr. Vanderlip &re descendants of that
prominent old-time "undesirable citiborn
zen." Shays Is said to have been
but -none
in Hopkinton. Mass., in 1747.
give
the
him
of
sketches
o£ the printed
exact date of his birth, so I suppose
that the oxact date of it Ui not known.

f

"Thole" for "Toll" .
"H. T." writes: 'It occurrto me that
your correspondent CV». S. B.) has con-

The

is

would. I suppose, be generally regarded
as an "undesirable citizen." and per
haps some of the present inhabitants of
Sparta Village who are so classified by

Chaso suggests.

verb

Y..

«oon after the collapse of his rebellion,
where he lived for many years of the
latter part of his life, and where he
Shays was what
died and was buried.

in

•

N.

Vanderbeen bought by him.
the
that
and that Mr Vanderlip finds
village is "filled with some undesirable
The town of Sparta is the
citizens."
place to which Daniel Shays, the leader
In Massachusetts
insurrection
of the
known as the Shays Rebellion, retired

|

her nest by his plough:
That w»o bit heap o' leaves an' atlbble
His cost th'c rooni' a weary nibble.
Now thou st turn'd out. for a' thy trouble
But house or hald.
To thole the winter's aleety dribble.
,
An' craiirciich eanid.
Yes, "thole" means undergo, endure,
Miss
suffer, also permit; not "know," us

Sparta,

owned by one man. Frank A
lip

least

to

—

of

village

at

did nor. like to doubt his word— to make
a circuit in vaudeville, even it the world

Sparta and Shays
As the World Wags:
see by this mornings Herald that
I

|

of- him yesterday
Herkimer Johnson assured

was reading

|

amiable.—Ed.

I

:

is

spirli
in

f

j

Mr.

magazines and was able
track of all the characters
during the period between publication.
He also had in mind, he "visualized"—
a horrid word; one sadly overworked
the scenes and situations described In,
[say Ihe November issues, so that when
the December issues appeared, it was
ay thottuli he had been reading continuously, the stories in book form.
.V man of constant surprises and remarkably endowed by nature Is this
Mr. Johnson.
We urged him for we

the Nipiiucten were a bad lot.
are glad to say that the Narroprats
did not join them on these raids. They
were a feeble folk like the Conies of
Holy Writ, perhaps for this reason,

:

Honeypot'

this loyal

example of

things.

were reminded

u3 thit he

Tes

•

is

but a film

We
when

We

i

thank Miss , E. B.
Chase of Lynn, -who quotes ^wo Scotch
songs in which, as she say?,
'
stands for "know.
>vj
In "Hnntimztower," Jennie. says to
Jamie:
"f will pray they ne'er may
thole a broken heart like mine, laddie."
We thank Mr. Charles M. Leslie of]
Jamaica Plain, who quotes Kobert
Burns, addressing the mouse turned up

in

[unsavory atmosphere,

surprising

EDMUND'S. WHITMAN

we

Nevertheless,

the idea that a girl
the chorus is given a
bigger part directly she appears In fine
clothes, because the manager believes
that a lord is buying her clothes for her.
As for humor of the kind which is contained in epigrams like "Marriage Is an
Institution for the protection of women
who wear flannel petticoats" little need
be said; but we do suggest that the
board of censors might give their careful
consideration to the whole production.
Admittedly it is difficult to rejeqt a
(picture wholly on the ground of Its

Repulsive also

who has been

I

America, springing up once more
Foxboro and Wert'

Since the publication of a letter signed
S. B."* concerning the use of the
verb "thole" on Cape Cod, meaning "to

woman?"

tal

1

"W.

.

DAV-J.n

Mr. Oalloutl. conductor^

i

j

I

Slegel;

i.

back to the board, while he explained
<ho meaning of Japanese symbols and
shot verbal arrows of wit and wisdom
as: "Onions can build you up physically,
but pull you down socially"; "Happl-^
ness consists of being content with
what you have, but never ceasing to
acquire more." He asked for four hard
words. Tho audience gave him Caractaeus, Eucalyptus, Zacharlah and Victoria.
He at once wrote a Jumble of
letters, and when they had been sorted
out the four words were on the blackboard, two written in the ordinary
way, two upside down. He did other

~

pectable, though in some way which.
he was presIt was difficult to fathom
wasS
ent at the deathbed of a lady who
separated from her husband, a popular;
eldest
earl's
an
But
matinee idol.
daughter, who also happened to be the,
tempter's wife. Is another strange ifidividual, who greets a woman she has,
never seen before with the remark. "I|
Are you the other
»s wife.
ftm
r

li'n,

Pupils of Tomroriso
"Cavallcria Hnstieana."

of

•.

fir.

\laaeagol-a

Creban
ZarabHJ? *Betty iwjree, Agnes Piiec-ini s
I
Vl'icrnxo KIksK John Dennlban.
Betty Duftee,
I t brer." '1 Juliet Mclntyre.
John Mnei.
Vl .ccuzo Hbfgio. John JJennihnn,
Misses
the
(Midinettes;
Rc^eo l'..,.cllsolo
Koenlg, KenKlelnhirg. Reynolds. Harper.
VendUore d Canzonette: John

c

hn

concert.

Jordan Hall. 8 P. M.

We are to believe that the man.in r
the theatre sits In the stalls during rehearsals In Uio company of a blackguard, who dec ides which of the girls In
the chorus ihe will make his mistress,
apparently Vith the full connivance of
the manager, who sends the Innocent
orders
girls of the chorus on tour and
them to return when they have learned
"experience." We confess that the girl
-presumably sho Is officially doscrrbed |
as the heroin*— Is a very willing victim 1
at once
to the tempter's wiles, for she
accepts dinners and dresses from him. /,
re-inched
and
111
and when sho Is taken
W est
by the tempter to a flat In the
Knd sho does not seem to have the
there
on
slightest reluctance to staying
and to sharing the latchkeys between »
Therefore, we
the man and herself.
suggest that "objection should bo taken I
as to sugsuch
Is
treatment
when the
In
^
gest that a girl is morally Justified
succumbing to temptation in order to Jj
unconor
surroundings
•acape Bordld
|
genial work."
Eventually, of course, the girl Is cast!
proves to E
adrift by the tempter, who
trying to
be a married man, and. after
J
commit suicide in Piccadilly at a moin
nitnt when there Is only one vehicle
J
hand In
sight, she promptly gives her
marriage t6 a member of the House
past and
of Lords, who knows of her
By the way.
is willing to take the risk.
a sequel to the film 1" announced, so
was not such
possibly married life
smooth sailing as had boon hoped. On (
is fuirly renobleman
the
whole,
the

dtcm

,

;

Symphony

day's
GallozYl

actor-manager whose stage door is
used for the purposes of the film appreciates such an advertisement.

Oct.

Scene from "Boris Godounotf
CaselU.
Afternoon of a !• aim

-

Pieces; Hutchriipaietfl; nulin. Two Little
esou, Uakoczy March.
of FriRepetition
M.
Symphony Hall. 8 P.

Theatrical
the
Association,
Guild and the Theatre Girls"
the
Improve
to
much
Club have done so
conditions under which the chorus girls
work that it comes as a shock to find
a story pealing with theatrical life of
the present day which suggests that immorality is rampant and that the honest
girl has practically no chance of success unless her voice Is something out
of the ordinary. One is shown a stage
door, and the sub-title thrown on the
srreen is, "The stage door of the Diadem Theatre, where voices and figures
are bought and virtue Is sold." and that
suggests the whole tone of the picture.
Incidentally, wo wonder whether the

I

^«™.

coronation
IM.ussv.

Uo'wroTe sentences with both hands
same. time on a blackboard; he
wrote headings from the morning Journals from right to left and with his

at the

c

flat

Heltv 2:30 P- M.. Ttb
prcbeetra.
of the Unstou Symphony
Mouteiw, roiiciiKtW. See spe<;lal notice.
M.
P.
Hall,
3
S.Vri;itUAf-Jorcl«a
n pianos,
Maler and P.cttlaon ploy rnijale for two
H^del,
llrahms. Variations on a Theme of

Actors'
Ladies'

M

A

In

Mr

sorted
wofjfc"

<

B

Rtadc

H;u minor. James KCker,

.on. ert

temptation in order to
surroundings or uncon-.
from this aspect
is
It
genial
that wo suggest the board of film censors should give "The Honeypot" their;
In our
most careful consideration.
opinion, the whole tone of the story js
unpleasant, and an unjustifiable attack
on that part of the theatrical life oftoday which is concerned with musical
comedy. The efforts of bodies like the,

I

Living as 1 do. quite a distance from
centre of Wrentham, I gained a
promontory about three miles away
get a bird's-eye view of the
lii time to
fire.
As I stood, half-clad, in the first
gray of the coming day, and noted the
fUmes and listened to the sound3 of
activity before me, I was Impressed
with the thought that less than 250
years ago (1676) our forebears may have
stood on the same site, silent witnesses
to a similar spectacle. For Wrentham
was one of the Innocent hamlets chosen
by Philip of the Pokanokets to plilag
and burn.
Imagine the shrieking and predatory
band of Nlpmucks bound to Pawtuxet.
Wlckford and Narragansett, firing the
peaceful villages and leaving in thoir
wake the smouldering ruiris; a veritable
cloud of smoke by diy and pillar of fire
by night. Killing, stealing /and torturing; blazing a way to their own-ultimate
destruction and extermination. And as
the colonists in those days banded together to ^mutually protect one another
from the common foe; so we see today
tho

VRll>AY-Syn, phony

shall be inexistence of these rules, we
deals
vested to see how the board The
film,
Samuelson
with the new
"Honeypot," which was shown to the
members of the cinematograph industry
for the first time yesterday morning.
In the report for last year Mr. O'Connor and Mr. J. Brooke Wilkinson, the
secretary, say: "The betrayal of young
women Is a question which depends
upon the treatment; when the subject
Imis treated with restraint, it seems
possible to exclude It as a basis for a
taken
is
,howevei*,
Objection,
story.
when the treatments such as to suggest tlvat. a, jglrl is morally justified in

I

42.

op.

flat.

major. Soberzo In
aceuinpan|si

guidance of

succumbing

A

in
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efficiency.

Hons; Chalolf. Devotion and HarThe Time for Maklnu
vest Moon- Rogers.
Songs Has Came. Piano pieces: Bach, Adagio
Bat
In 0 mnjor; Urabma, Intermezzo In H
minor; fiebussy. Poisaens d'Or; SctrobertBarcarolle,
The Erl-Klng; 'Cbopln
Liszt.

question of Him cenIn discussing the
we mensorship "yesterday morning
O'Connor, the
tioned that Mr. T. P.
censors,
president of tho board of film
rules for the
had laid down a. set of
of the
view
In
board.
his

escape

November; Hlllemaehert
La Mia Baucleru; Tschnlkowsky.

Hoioll,

Pilgrim'*

Chorus Girl

of the

Serra-

rem loo r,

1

tion;

Film Censorship; Temptations

—

)

C<

Raymond

O

factory op*id in synchronizing routine

1
1

j

and "didn't know what to do."). At the
age of 86 she was discovered perambulating the garden on stilts for the benefit of a tiny great-grandson who could
not manage stilts and who had to cornel
to his great-grandmother for lessons in|
the art of stilt-walking!
In this book there Is also a delightful
glimpse of Gladstone when he was prime
minister of- England. Once, staying at a
house where the young people were si\\g
ing, the prime minister asked if they
would allow an old man to sing bass In
the glees with them. He had still a resonant bass and read quite admirably. It
was curious, the author notes, to seethe
prime minister reading' from the same
copy as the Eton boy of lfi, who was
singing alto. As it was Sunday, they
went on singing hymns until nearly midnight; there was no getting Mr. Gladstone away. Mrs. Gladstone confided to
the author next day that her husband
had not so enjoyed himself for many
DENIS A. MCCARTHY.
months.
Arlington Heights, Mass.
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anl state of pertm-batlOB.-vjf;
"Lotus Land that
is by his lovely
In Boston by
pott was introduced
fascinating
nx In 1907. "Bells" Is a

1

,

Re

•

I

Mr.
Mr.

hole"

icd

"thole" In a good,

mug,

if

they would

sorrow,

C. S.

Boston

He Should

Stay Put

the World Wags:
In the Rural New Yorker of Oct. 3i>.
I find* the following advertisement
to,
orthy of your attention:
"First Class Married Man desires beti

Thoroughly relinble
ily those that keep their word need
isw. r. JOHN RO.MKR, Warwick. New
-

r position.

.

rhe choir will now sing:
•Ho never cares to wander from
R.

rn fireside."
Boston.

.

Poo

Yum

!

j

j

|

I

j

'

I
I
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Lord Brampton, better known as Sir
Henry Hawkins, was not regarded as a
man of great* delicacy of feeling. Butjn
Ms "Life" he wrote, apropos of some
private theatricals at Knebworth in
which he took part: "There were many
ladies, some Of the greatest distinction,

and with

I

I

I

THEATRE -"The

without the leave of those who
were their Immediate relatives, which I
have no time now to obtain. I forbear
to mention their names in this work."—
London Daily Chronicle.

Athene

Ja " e

Settle

Irene Marrable
Peter Marrable

^^

composer and pianist, gave
night. It
i recital in Jordan Hall last
was his first appearance in Boston. He[

have now heard Mr. Scotfs Sonata three times. Five years ago It was

played by Mr. Ornstein when he was
A year
in his most maniacal mood.
ago it was played by Mr. Percy Grainwith)
ger, who furnished the program
a long note of frenzied admiration, degreatest!
"the
be
to
sonata
the
claring
single composition in large form for thej
(Mr.
piano by- any living composer."
warm
Scott, by the way. has written in
appreciation of Mr. Grainger's music.)
Last night Mr. Scott gave, what maybe reasonably supposed, an authoritative
Only a rash mortal
interpretation.
[would question the judgment pronounced
by Arthur Eaglefleld
sonata
this
on
Hull, Mus. Doc: that it is "an adumbrawhich Carphenomenon
tion of that
penter calls Cosmic Consciousness." Is
smile on
it not the part of wisdom to
the learned doctor, saying: "Righto, old

sparkles with a
happy and spirited wit; but the second
loses Its,
act tames into artificiality and
one
spontaneity, and the third act gives
that Mr.
the uncomfortable impression
is
and
to
wants
he
Sutro has said all
to
looking about for a suitable place
occabring down his final curtain. The
howsional flashes of humor and satire,
of
ever quite counteract the slowness
third
the
in
the piece and lack of action,
a
mer°Peter Marrable, a prosperous hop

!

•

and tedious work?
the reto confirm the opinion that

cital;

much

to

enjoy

in

Mr. Scott was endowed by Nature with
acquirements are
own
d many and solid; that he has his afI Idiom— an idiom not borrowed, not
ifected. It is the easiest thing in the
world to sav that he, like many other
been inof the younjscr composers, has
but to
fluenced somewhat bv Debussy;
not the
are
imitate
Ebe influenced and to
played
thing. Even in the pieces
ft

« poetic fancy; that his

1

night

'

I

ting.

It

Ihow-Trout"

has been said that Rams
a recollection of Debussy

is

"Goldfish."

resemblance.

We

fail

to

As for the

see

any

lively

close

move-

Schument of fish musically expressed.
moaerns In
bert was long before these
that song with
his accompaniment to
"The Trout."
s trr.nhes
pracIs
"
Grieg's
like
Th» "Ballad
variations, which
tically a theme with
The
effective.
are Interesting and
of our
"dissonances" disturbed some
they were
roll-agues In New York, it
linotypes and
accurately reported by
Boston
In
Audiences
proofreaders
with dishave summered and wintered
some nave
eonancea for many years;

is
havior of the woman on the stage
RutB
more to the point. A woman like
practically
St Denis or Dorsha may be
to the
stripped and yet be as vhaste
In a
dancer
a
while
eve as a statue,
chin may
skirt a"nd corsage up to her
be
here
Swinburne may
be Indecent.
quoted;
(i
"And all her hotly was more rlrruons
otherwise.

j

1

women fashioned
should advise Miss Pennington. ^he
medical directors
disputing
inquiring and
Thati souls of

We

and presidents,

audience,
think that
the footlights.) And If they
is now more
the exposure of the body
them
common than In ancient days, let
Empress
read the description of the
Byzantine
Theodora's behavior on the
of Prooostage in the gossiping book
by the
snicker
quoted with a

'

a jazzy voice, a
gowns.
good back and some attractive
applauded all
The audience heartily
three.

Jessie

Brown and

™^ton

Effie

furnished
aanced. Hendricks and Stone
five laughs a minute.
Hyams and Mclntyre returned with

"Maybloom." Boston knows many

plus,

pompous Gibbon.
The word "nudity"

lines

but that doesn t
in the playlet by. heart,
Brothers
prevent full enjoyment. Innes
theJ
danced. A Bally Hoo Trio closed
show.
I—
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M,h Handera
Mr. Bowen.

1h

.

.

Parcarollo
Waltz. A-flat, Op. 42

guide

A-flat

*•

major

Scherzo, B-flat minor

Mr.

.

.

.

.

.

Havens.

.

.

O.iopin

.Chopin
.Chopin
.Chopin
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George Giddens
George Giddens died last Sunday
having
New York at the age of 75.
years. He
been on the stage nearly^ 60
country with Charles
first visited this
Wyndham In 1871. He came here agjMj
hot uptll 1874 that
was
In 1877. and It
London.
he made his appearsmflE In
1893
His next visit to America was in was
He
last
his
means'
it was by no
brilliant
an admirable comedian, a man
His Tony
In many and varied roles.
Never
"You
In
waiter
his
Lumpk n and
Can Tell" will not soon be forgotten;
comedies
the old
if he played parts In
ahone
with marked distinction he also
see him now as
We
plays.
modem
in
When
Walk.
the tWmlral In "Pomander
yeara
he was on the stage In recent
seemed
his co-mates. In comparison,
in

BOWEN-HAVENS

Raymond
(Messrs. Richard Bowen and
evening in
havens gave a concert last
prO-J
"ordan Hall, with the following
O

1

£7

Adagio

I

'

la

iptcrmeiM

G

major

In K-flat

minor

Now.

de Gourmont.

.

.

freely used by

is

there disputants In New York.
absolute
denoting
be.- ides
'•nudus "
the
nakedness, was also applied by
only his
wore
Romans to any one who
the
nudity
of
state
this
In
tunic.
ped.
Romans ploughed, sowed and rea
at trie
v was found
naked
Cinclnnatus
dicplough when men called him to be
in order to
tator; he sent for his toga
tuntc
the
As
appear before the Senate.
was only a sort of shirt, originally
wtth
without sleeves, later and usually
half of
sleeves covering only the upper
the
of
some
not
are
the arms, why
the
dancers eligible for admission to
Cincinnati?
illustrious Society of the
nudabout
remarks
sensible
There are
"Epilogues" and
ity 8n the stage In the
of Remy
the "Dialogues des Amateurs
'

..

•'Devotion

••,
Promise of o Joy Divine' /::,."
The King of Uihoic.
(From the opera
Mr. P.o»en.

and female, after

to

illustrato examine carefully the 253
(The ingenious authors do not
tions.
undressing in the
fail to consider the
the "decolletage" this side of

government returns to his homeagaim
marry
finds his wife about to
most of it
Part of the act is dramatic,
mirth-provoking.
Edith Clifford has

m.-.le

Le Nu
read diligently
Witkowsk
au Theatre." by Drs. G. J
fall
and L Nass. and they should not

their, kind,

play,
Emmet Devoy headed a one-act,
the
which a man reported dead by and

is

thinker.)
Miss Ann Pennington, a deep
women.
has expressed the opinion that
responsible
In
the audience are more
on the
women
of
attire
for the scantv
pubstage than men. The World has
It,
subject:
lished a symposium on this
actresses,
of
testimony
the
Invited
of
dancers, medical directors, presidents
Daughters
leagues the president of the
Jr.
Zlegfeld.
of Ohio and Mr. F.
tne
We are old enough to remember
Crook
outcry against "The Black
regarded
be
which In these days would
one that
as a singularly modest show,
charitable
might be given In aid of a
from
fund, with a list of patronesses
Fulpeople.
the ranks of "our best
not the
ness or scantiness of costume Is

bemain thing; the personality and the

•'Harvest Moon
w ,„ - a
Come ..Rogers
Nicholas Joy gave a capital perform•The Time for MiUlng Songs Has
pseudo-Bolshevist,
Mr. Bowen.
ance as Wilfred, the
the exas last
while H. Conway Wingfleld as
Ploughing through such rain
reward. It
for Russian
plosive Peter whose scorn
evening sent should have its
leas,n
Cochinandreally
authors,
P
was
r.:
authors, Swedish
did. for the concert
give
with sKPi
China authors was too great to
Mr. Bowen handled his voice fine effect
Roach as the
throughout, and often with
utterance to. and Viola
delicacy
amused Rose, played with spontaneity
Mr Havens played with much
The honors of theand intelligence
and competence.
*
in
Ldiss andf
The concert was pitched
evening, though, went to May
oidmarlly
work in)
tt
quiet mood than one would
g Hive for their character
Mrs. Small, theKv expect from so youthful performe is. But
the 'colorful roles of
res-ffl
program and the
the reticence of the,
"charhrdy" and Hannibal Pipkin.
made an ImMiss Ediss's make-up was a<
nicety of the rendering
ttectively.
and vigor.
her portrayal wasM pression
of both fine taste
bit of artistry and
P
in
Bowen was at his ^st perhaps
siAendia.
Jl Mr Rotoli
he sang
which
selection,
the
Mr.
and fire.
with judgment and skill
with more
Havens played throughout displayed a
he
efficiency:
than mere
was moving.
quality of imagination that
in h.s brain
The music lived not alone

his individuality was often
of Pasalod. If the opening phrase
2" called to mind the memPL.ral No
of a.
FrTrable figure In "The Afternoon
reminded
an." the treatment of it
but the
of a figure in "Tristan";
only
emblance in either Instance was
last

!

in

cleverness.

same

|!

,

ShelJazzbo,
ton
sweet tenor
weighs at least 300 and has a
about 1' minvoice, entertained with
smacked
which
song,
utes of humorous
was in its
of the days when minstrelsy

"intellectual

has

I

Brooks, whose company

married an
woman. She, her sister, her daughter,
are, the
Doris, and her son, Harold,
as Peter dubs them,
clever ones."
beDoris
fad.
new
each
in
who "lead"
comes engaged to Wilfred Callenderorm
Anarchist
who pretends to be an
proves
der to win her affections. He
he really s,
to the enraged Peter who
the
and together they plot to sicken
giving them
clever ones" of socialism by
however,
an "overdose of it. Rose Effick,
Wilfred,
a "sane" girl, is in love with
Doris, outfrom
back
him
get
to
and
proving that, after all.
plot's them both,
than "intellect" to make
it takes more
chant,

|

musical
received, though hardly

P

dislike]

j

executed^

rather brilliant 'and

She also said

Dress and Behavior on the Stage

how all the difficult dives are Tip. J-he
Bob Leo has a dog named
Tip favors
usual stunts are omitted and
we
a vocal concert, which was
with

him."

eign policy.

,

fun and

full of

from

f

I

vented for a time from speaking on.
Important matters of Internal and for-

Kellerman
dancing this week. Annette
which
Was first in slow motion pictures,bee ju»v
gave the audience a chance to

Like

knowla limited fund of purely technical
idea
edge, take up each "advanced!'
that comes along.
Starting in the midst of an interesting
com[and vastly amusing situation as a
devel|edy, "The Clever Ones" quickly
second
ops' into farce, and during the
act is
act becomes burlesque. The. first

\V..

show

Keith's' offers" a

Moliere in "Les Prescieuses Ridicules."
this inSutro hits off a human trait, in
with
stance, poking fun at those who,

the Forest (from "Vis-!
Rainbow Trout, Pastoral No. 2,J

There was much

a common

is

foibles

weakness.

|

large orchestra responded eloquent-

to ridi-

of their
cule one's neighbors on the score

of
Caprice Chinois. Sonata. Treatments
Folk Songs: All Through the Night andj
Cherry Ripe. Sea Marge (Meditations,
hy the Sea), Passaeaglia, Ode Heroique,,
Pastoral No. 3, Rondeau de Concert.

|

want

in-

dislike

my husband— when

.

that her father-in-law took a
him a plate|
to her because she served
his tongue.,
of soup so hot that It burned
Canadian
\s he was a member of the
grievthus
was
Parliament, his dignity
preously Injured, and he was possibly

Emil Sturmer. who
gave an authoritative reading.
Next Monday evening Balfe's "Bohemian Girl" will be the attraction, with
Edith Benmin singing the leading role.

™~$

don't

"I

am away

ly to the conductor,

NoeT' Leslie
iw=i

•

terests the public, for to

In

itop"' Is it not pleasanter to do this
3 than to Bay that we have thrice found
futile
Jfthe sonata, as a whole, to be a

b

A

the

when
World assures us. was married
Harty.
she was 18 years old to a Dr.
reported
an auspicious name. She was
divorce:
as saying when she sued for

excellent.

.Charles Warburton

V.v:::::.v.v.v.Barry

...

with

purOpera Houso Company, he now
As

poses to be a manager in Havana
fell o";
he is enterta'nlng. am'able. ha»all that
woll-met. a man keenly alive to
curious and Interesting In
is artistic,
of It.
the routine of life and outside
In his next
let us wish him good luck
York
adventure. Miss Fitzlu, the New

was a timely allusion to prohibition.
Detmar Poppen was vocally and dramatically pleasing as Poo Bah. Ralph
Brainard sang tho role of Nanki Poo
Others of the cast were
acceptably.

JS£8

Mr. Sutro has found a theme that

)layed these compositions of his own:|
3allad (composed around an old Troubaiour song>. Lotus Land, Bells (from
:as").

•

kin
V'P
Janies

HALE

Cyril Scott,

•Poems").

mal

.

W heatIey
J* «,„, m

Conway ^

H.

"

CYRIL SCOTT

Noble

Koboi't

Thompson

time associated

Mr. DeAngelis played Ko Ko without
being too conventional and there were
manv nico bits of "business." -It was
a pleasure to again hear a topical song
sung in the manner of the comedians
Thus "It Never
of a few vears back.
Will Be Missed" was localized and there

Clever

1918-

•3,

Sav-M Ef Bck

By PHILIP

ditions.

23,

'

and was a
"make up" and costuming. For a long
Metropolitan

ability

to
not only lent the proper atmosphere
bewitchthe character, but she was a
elfin
gushing,
giggling,
a
ing Yum Yum,
tralike girl after the best Gilbertian

Alfred
Ones." a comedy in three acts by
on April
Sutro. first produced in London
Produced in New York on Jan.
1914.

,

ment

[

Saturday

last

w 18

settings
Tltlpu in pleasing Illusion. The
expanse,
were heightened with the broad
and Ko Kosj
of the Opera House stage
garden charmed the eye.
tne
Much Interest was manifested inHana
Mile.
first appearance In Boston of
Yum.,
Yum
of
role
Shlmozuml. in the
was
Witnessing her performance there
roles,
the wish to hear her in Other
of
role
the
for
song,
to hear her in florid
musiYum Yuni is not an exacting one
musical.
Her tones were always
cally.
and she sings with marked fluency;
beauty
there is no diminution of tonal
Dramatically, her peras she soars.
She
pleasure.
greater
gavethe
formance

York.

~~COPLEY"

(but
|

New

In

v

digested.

had

establishtheatre, lad directly to the
company.
of /the Boston opera
rumb>
Mr. de Segurola with his rough.
cavernous voice, had dramatic
ling,
master In the art or

audience
only a fair sized
bee:
but the theatre should have
The performance^ was
crowded,
interpretation
creditable one and the
donna, Hana
of tho Japanese prima
engrossing.
Shlmozuml, was
reWhile there was evidence of recent
ensemble
cruiting In the ranks of the
pleasing, and
Its work on the whole was
town of
there was the spirit of the
The.ro

not musical was noteworthy In some
went
the variations In the "Ballad": It
diswell with the shrieking, Jarring
sonances.
..
.
There was a large and enthusiastic
Although there were some
audience.
vacant seats on the floor, there were
hearers on the platform. It Is to be
hoped that Mr. Scott will be heard here,
again; that In a second concert. he|
might have the assistance of a singer
for his songs, as he

Kunlce <;ilm«i
Charlotto Blltottl
Mildred llogen

. .

KatlKha

of

„

Hnnn SWmbSWBl

..
..
'

Peep Bo.

,

For Diarists
To those who keep diaries and publish
them for general reading, heedless apparently of the feelings of people who
were not aware when they opened\heir
hearts that they were being turned into
"copy." the following passage from an
earlier book of "Reminiscences'" might
well be marked, learned and inwardly

.

Yuiu.

I

Constantino
opera company, with Mr.
was the
and Mr. Fornarl. Miss Nielsen
L-a
of
success
The
leading soprano.
at
Bohemo" as sung by th s company
at another
the Park Theatre, and later

Detinar Fopin
Ktlwunl Qulmi

-

.

Pftrl Sing.

from
of dynamic gradations:
harsh
poetic delicacy and refinement to
was
that
and metallic force. This force

.

Kali.

l*l»h Tusli.

range

his

W. H.

soprano. Many
to BosSegurola pleasantly. He came
^San Carlo
ton as a member of the

-

-

Ko Ko
I

to
a colorlst. rhythmically sure,

.

j

Kidpli llraliior.l
Jetterwin I>eAii*

Nunkl foo

was

.

betrothed
So Mr. Andrea de Segurola is
Bass will wedl
Miss Anna Fltz.u.
de
of us remember Mr.

to.

A «>" ' nl'

The Mikado

in
beautiful in Its appropriateness,
Seatreatment.
the simplicity of the
in
restraint
of
example
Marge" is a fine
Tho Passaoaglla brllltan
suggestion.
Scott
conceived, shows that Mr.
lvknows when he has said his say. And|
that the «bfOry
it should be remembered
may wel be
Of Poe concerning poetry
this: A short
as
applied to music as far
of
composition may bo a perfect work
rtot
arf a svmphony or a sonata is bework
Important
necessarily a more
heretical,
cause of Its form, orthodox or
performance
or because It Is longer in
by half an hour.
is
Mr. Scott's technical proficiency
his music. He showed himself
suited

His host eagerbut Sandy
protesting gesture, and
mon! I can thole It; I

we

MaoArthur presents the Hoyal English
Opera 'Company in Gilbert and Sullivan's
Emit Sturmor con-]
"The Mikado."
ducted. The oast:

The paraphrase of the
"All Through the Night,

elodv.

^piously
iss Of \\

i

artistically, not ag\\ expression,
vaguely Imvely realistic; not

MHStlc

1

. .

„

Bnhm*
n^um

but also

in

neaiers.
the brains of his

utter-.
ivun a bit clouded
he Played with
could not And
ance at times, so that one

If

various
the
difficulty
with
i
except,
he showed.. a
.
of the harmony.
strands
in ti e
beauty
singing tone of great
made both Bach
fihopm selections and

k

Brahms

eloquent.

r-r—

I

himself
almost amateurish. The man
was a delightful companion: qu'.et. modsweetest, free from envy and Jealousy,
tempered but with a mind of his own.
never
putting,
forthnot
but

amus'ng

unduly anecdotlcal.

,

J
and his muslo should be heard— heard
more than once. The performance yes-

Grace Before Meat
As the World Wags:
May we not suggest to the

gentle-

man embarrassed

by his host's Invitation to say grace before meat, that ho
should murmur modestly to indicate
his disinclination for the ceremony, "I'll

j

BOSTOMAN.

sink."
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I7TH SYMPHONY
By PHILIP
The

\1'u/zler
As the World Wags

terday was brilliant.
The concert will be repeated tonight.
There will be no concerts next week;
the orchestra will be, away.
On Tuesday Dec. 7, Thursday Dec. 9,
and Friday Dec. 10 at 4 P. M.. the
Young People's Concert will take place.
The' program of the Symphony Concert on Friday afternoon Dec. 17 and
Saturday evening Dec. 18 will be as follows: Weber, overture to "Preciosa"
Brahms, violin concerto (Mr. Burgln,
violinist); Bax "In the Faery Hills,"
Symphonic poem (first time in America);
Balakireff,
"Islamey,"
Oriental
Fantasy for piano, orchestrated by Alfred
Casella (first time in Boston).

HALE

Isn't

E

fiat

major, op. 20 for the string choir; Re"Fountains of Rome," Symphonic
poem; Stravinsky. Orchestral
suite from the ballet,
"Petrouchka "
(first time at these concerts).
Mendelssohn wrote this Octet when
he was 16 years old.
It
was at the
time an astonishing feat for so young
a man; the Octet still commands respect by the workmanship displayed;
the fantastical Scherzo is still
heard
with great pleasure; the other
movements have aged. Would that Mendelssohn had always written in the vein
of
this Scherzo and of another early
work
the overture to "A Mid-Summer
Night's
Dream!
what might he not have accomplished If he had been poor;
If he
had not been flattered by
adoring
fanny
spighi,

and

friends;
if
he had bee*
knocked about the world and
had not
been wrapped In cotton-wool?
Thfre Is
the Mendelssohn of the
works already

mentioned,

also

"The

ture.

Scherzo

In

F

the "Hebrides" overWalpurgis Night."
the
sharp minor for the piano;
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of gold Is
in spices
cheese.

I.

This seems to mb to hav« merit; it is_
to the point, and doesn't seem"
to require anything farther. B. G. W.
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Maj.-Gen. Richard
Ne<v York city on St.
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facing

Chapel,

Broadway
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tween Fultop and Vesey streets, shows
the dale as follows:
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\V. P. Scott

as the decrepit, half-insan.de Noriolis. An intense and
violent role, he had It well under conJ Urol' all
the time. Another Interesting

Ma muis

I

G ab r lel

Peignot. 1808
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Traveltalk

j

performance was given by Edgar Scott
as the volatile Birnheim, purely a comedy role. A highly dramatic and strongly emotional play, it is a difficult one

•

Lead?

Ml-

Newman's

subject last

TW01IAMSTS

evening
W M " Danla8 ous InS
&E8T™?E
U
clear descriptions, his
111
hls

in

By PHILIP HALE

,

u
sane and? shrewd

comments, the- picthis traveltalk were
doubly
interesting.
The audience
shown
street life
Nablous, the sacred town
lot .Nazareth, the Galilean
tures

W

of

m

I

and'the

hills,

,

great cities of Europe and America
may
share the same fate.
It woulrFhave
been hard to persuade Herod,
(Pharaoh
or Nebuchadnezzar that

I

theiu;i, proud
In ruins,for the
benefit of archaeologists.)
The "Bedouins were seen as they live.

(

towns would one day be

The-'ttfts

scenes at

and

Damascus, the bazaar and
the homes were shown.
•
Especially interesting was the
account
of Emir Feisal, of whom there
has been
so much written in that excellent
.magazine, Asia.
The allusions to the Druses
and Lebanon brought to mind a fantastical
novel of Disraeli, also the
thought of Lady Hester Stanhope and
Kinglakc's sojourn at her home.u Alep,

po— "her husband

I

to Aleppo's gone," as

1

the witch in "Macbeth'' remarked;
Tha
work that Americans are doing for the
relief
of the near East was ''/vividly
portrayed.

:

Tho Traveltalk will be repeated this
Next Friday night and Sat-

afternoon.

urday

afternoon the subject
onstantinople audi Turkey.

wfll

Guy Maler and Lee

Pattison gave a
c °ncert of music
for two pianos yesterjday afternoon in Jordan Hall. The
program was as follows: Brahms, Variations on a Theme by Haydn; SalntIbaens, Scherzo, op. 87; Franck,
Prelude,
*ugue and Variations; MoussorgskyPattison, Coronation Scene from "Boris
Godounoff"; Debussy, "The Afternoon of
la Faun"; Casella,
"Pupazzetti"; Hahn.
two little pieces— "pour bercer un convalescent"; Hutcheson, Rakoozy March.
The program was well contrasted and
Interesting.
The Variations of Brahms
are more familiar ln the orchestral version,
which probably was the first,
though this is not certain. The orchestral stands first in thematic catalogues
of Brahms's compositions, but the piano
version was published first. It was In
August, 1873, when Brahms was attending the Schumann festival at Bonn, that
he played the piano version with Clara
Schumann to a few friends.
Saint-Saens, writing for two pianos.
Is best known by his Variations on a
theme of Beethoven. The Scherzo was
written 15 years afterward. It has the
elegance and brilliance characteristic
of this composer, and is most grateful
to accomplished virtuosos.
Back In the forties Cesar Franck
wrote two pieces for two pianos; one
on "God Save the King"; one on Gretry's opera, "Lucile."
They were out
of print long ago. It would be Interesting to hear them. The Trios composed
j

once famous Tiberius and
Capernaum.
The pictures and the talk
about. Petra
were Impressive, Petra the marvelous
city that was lost for 15
centuries, (It
Mr. Wells and others are to
be heeded,

ba

In the forties show somewhat the influence of Meyerbeer, though there are
mOre than hints at the later Franck.
However adroitly orchestral works may
be transcribed for the piano, the result
Is
unsatisfactory.
The charming orchestral colors and tints of Debussy's
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Jurquet
La Marquise de Norilols

John Bolssevaln
Leonard Opilvck,
Robert H. Thayer
Bancel La Farge
A. E. Taff

I

.

™ Mrs <"harlci Sitmner Tlrr' Jr
Marie de Frondevllle
Berthe Braggiottl
-

,

Oenevteve de Noriolis. Francesea Braggiottl
N''<l ue "9
Rosamond Adie
Bredlf
Helenka Adamowska
In giving "Fanny Lear" for the annual production, the Cerclo Franoals of
Harvard University made an unwise
choice, for to present a piece of this
sort one needs a tried company of per-

Madame

formers who have made character study
and character delineation a study of
years. All hough written by Henri Meilhac and Ludovic Halevy, writers of
comedy and farces, {'Fanny Lear" tends
quite the other way.
It is a Wrong
drama written around a cool, well-balanced and frightful woman.
The story tells of Jean de Frondevllle.
who, separated from his wife, lives In
the country- His wife, Marie, arrives
unxpoctedly with the plea that he protect her from Callleres, a young man
whose attentions she feel,s she can no
Her 18-year-old cousin.
longer resist.
Genevieve de Noriolis, who stayed -with
her in Paris, has fallen In love with
Callleres,
and as a happy solution
Frondevllle and Marie persuade him to

marry

her.

I

:

I

—

.

Genevieve's
uncle,
the
70-yen.r-ol<l
Marquis de Noriolis, has man-led Fanny
Lear, an English actres and adventuress, whose ambition Is to luMf^lal

Casella's "Pupazettl" are supposed to
represent this musician's ironic side.
Guido Gatti says that as humor Is not
understood in Italy, and as this composition belongs to a type of humorous!
representation of which there are many
[examples in English literature, the "Pupazetti" necessarily excited discussion
and made enemies. The little march,
the lullaby and the polka were played by these pianists last February in a C.
concert for young people. The march,
polka and serenade are frankly humorous; we fail to see any irony in them.
One might say they were written to
make the startled bourgeois sit up in
his seat, or in a spirit of dissonant
bravado; but the lullaby and the little
nocturne are poetic and imaginative,
beautiful with that excellent beauty,
which as Bacon says, hath some
strangeness in the proportion.
The performance gave
unalloyed
pleasure.
Seldom is such perfect ensemble heard in the concert hall. These
pianists in this respect might be likened
to the Flonzaley Quartet.
There is
much more in the playing of Messrs.
Maler and Pattison than the indispensable accuracy and mutual musical understanding. In concerts of this nature
the hearer Is usually conscious of two
pianists earnestly endeavoring to keep
together; but yesterday the personality
of each player was not to be recognized.
One mind, one soul interpreted. And ln
each Instance the pianists caught the
spirit of composers who differed widely
in their musical thought and expression,
j

Hardlnge Scholle

all

'eroa
ftl9| ey

"Prelude" cannot be reproduced on the
piano. - In the transcription of an operatic scene the stage effect is wholly

"Fanny Lear," play In five acts by
Mellhac and Ludovic Halevy.
First played at the Gymnase, In Paris
In 1868.
The cast:
Cl Mnrquls de Noriolis
W. P Scott
Hlrnhelm
Edgar Scott
Henri

.

short,

i

Audience Through Syria

My

Good rend! Good meat;
Good Get! Let's eat!

E.

J

a country where the demon
crowned with tobacco, dressed
and seated on
throne of
•

—

notice a desire on the part of one of
your correspondents for £ suitable
formula to say "grace" if one is unexpectedly called upon.
An acquaintance of mine who found
herself in this predicanent later appealed to a Harvard dlvin'ty school student, who supplied the following:

I

I

is

Newman

of an episode, told by my
mother, which shows one avenue of esuninitiated or unprepared:
the
cape for
grandfather was a Scotchman of
the good old-fashioned kind, who always
said grace at table as well as holding
family prayer. On one occasion when
a fellow-countryman was visiting he
waa asked to say grace. He got out of
maun
It very gracefully by saying: "Ye
a' say your aln grace— I say mine
Gaelic."

I

mere puppets and marionettes.'
whose only acting force was .In th-:
hand ot the one who held the strings
-resented
by a group of amateu'
players, exceptional work was done by

Concerninsr Holland

me

As the World Wags:

'seem

'

i

(By

of saying grace before meals. His
query, "If one Is asked to say grace, is
ihcre no alternative must he say It?"

At another time another Scot was
there at evening prayer, n "dour" man,
When asked to offer
should say.
I
prayer he grufited. "Ah'm no' in the
pray in" mood"— which, If true. Is a very
sensible reason for refusing.
W. N. ALLAN.
Merlmack, N. H.

and the

i

it i.
Hoi
and,

tom

Rani's

e *P?,r ts

II

was Interested .In reading what G.
W. K. had to say regarding the cus-

A monument

g0 °df"
man in a «ood PosiI wish to ask
a aue*

DR. W.

Boston,

Mr. d'Annunzio was in former years
a luxurious person, of too exalted a
nature to pay his debts. When he was
declared a bankrupt, an inventory of
his personal effects showed that he had
omething like 70 pairs of trousers,
over 10) cravats, florid waistcoats, and
other articles of clothing in proportion.
How he must envy Gideon, who, havconquered the Ishmaeltfes, took
;
from them gold earrings amounting
to 1700 shekels of gold: "besides ornaments, and collars, and purple raiment
that was on the kings of Mldlan and
about
besides the chains that were
the camels' necks." The Gideon of old
had
he
was Indeed a mighty man;
three score and ten sons of his body
begotten, for he had many wives. And
his concubine that was ln Shechem
she also bare him a son." Here. It Is
better not to pursue the parallel between the Israelite and the Italian.
Mr. d'Annunzlo, even If he should
triumph, should bear in
ultimately
mind the verdict pronounced on Gideon
by a deep thinker, commenting on the
Book of Judges: "He prepared the way
for a new declension of the people."

reminds

-

j
t
Just
here

wor
aTge
Whatf should b% the TaV
les
son? The most desirable
one? There is
a reason for this question.
All swim!
rmng contests, or nearly all.
are Tor a
tanC e and s P eed
This seems
to
o°betbe
,
be the feature
with all clubs. Should
one learn to swim for
show, or
serv.ee?

Italian,

This evidently means the year 1777,
how do they make it out?
It has been suggested to me that the
Romans once used two C's, one reversed, separated by a vertical line,

'

-

-

following the
example of Gideon, otherwise known
as Gerubbaal, the son of Joash, provide
his soldiers with lamp's and pitchers
against the hated foe?
this

but

,

-

i

Show, or Service?
As the World WagsI read that
Herbert Holmes ia to he
h
Te
oI °^ swLmes.

!

Gideon and he blew a trumpet. Mr.
d'Annunzlo has blown his own trumpet
for many years. No one has suggested
that the spirit of the Lord came upon
him as poet, novelist or dramatist.
Will

Genevieve

^

'

,

B °^°"

"If .vou belons to Gideon's band.
Here's my heart and here's my hand.
are told in the Book of Judges
that the spirit of the Lord came upon

she can't acquire lt~ solely through the
Marquis, therefore she plans to marry
to a prominent
Parisian.
Tho plot deals with tho straightening
out of the various problems presented.
Fanny Lear is a bizarre character.
She Is not cruel and hard-hoartod simply for the sake of making others cower
and of asserting her dominance, but
simply as a method—unusual. It's true—
of working along y definlto lines to a definite end.
She Is quiet, studied and
cldly polite ns she proceeds abovit
the horrible task of subjecting her husrnnd, Genevlevo and those with whom
she clashes. Originally played In' Paris
by Mme, Pasca. It was considered tho
most powerful and the most vlvhJ of
her career, she made the other players, and they were aUjlayers of note.

American and

'

^

^
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But the music of "Petrouchka," rens It is with the ballet on the
Wage, Is not so wall suited for concert
performance as Is the music of Stravlntin.rka.ble

iKy's "Fire-Bird.' It Is as closely
congested with the action, ns inseparable,
Ml tho music of "Pelleas and
Melismde Is with the situations, the dialogue
the emotions.
Many pages that
Unuse or thrill when Petrouchka, the
»oor and the Ballerlne are playing out
ihe tragedy have no significance
In the
fcWcert hall; they merely excite
surW»e. or possibly the Indignation of the
"TeleMly conservative who roll their
ln
ectasy at the mention of
k\\
i\

will

S.

iUS 0
aln
to be'tr
i
e hanked
for "-nswering so grarinJ^i,
ciously .i
the request of many.
As a nil
1S
ayed
"en
PuYo^hi' lelf ° nd, Pn0t
taken
down
Main
y *10nthB . »« even some
•«
llt-ca
Th, 8 18 n7t falr
'
t0 ^e audience
. composer,
or the
especially when the
idiom of the latter is novel
Mr Mon.
b
1Bine forwa "l many new
Iwork.
works L.
bv n'
the younger composers
of vacou " trle8 nn d various
schools,
Iwhi'il
h does not
while he
neglect the old mass wls
^is Is necessary,
]
unless knowledge
with appreciation oil
music becomes stagnant, irndue
familiarity wuh thdfgreat worla,
of the old
masters Is injurious to th.-m.
hear
the symphonies of Beethoven
so often
13
"?t easy to cognize the
h»°Mf
beauty and the grandeur, of the
better
ones. Haydn, a man of many
symphonies, i„ represented from
year to year
a few that wo "new as children
i„
by playing them in four-handed
arrangements with a teacher or a maidenaunt.
Weber wrote other overtures
than the everlasting three. For
many
years the younger men have not
had
opportunity to be heard. How wofully
•eanty, for -sample, Is our
acquaintance with tho yoiiing orchestral composers of Great Britain! But hearing
of
an Important now work at long Intervals Is not enough to form
a judgment;
t« confirm a sane opinion, favorable
or
gnfavorable.
gn at is Stravinsky, writer of ballet
Music, and Mr. Monteux is his prophet,
wonder that he wished to perform
me music of "Petrouchka, " for, Intlately associated with the composer,
ho has conducted the first performance
many of his works and many performances thereafter, and with th«i composer^ he chose the pages for concert
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Mr. Gabrlele d'Annunzlo is in fine
ductor, torik place yesterday afternoon form.
He Is "agin"^ all treaties and
in Symphony Hall.
The program was settlements and says in a clear, belllike voice that he is Gideon. The choir
ss follows: Mendelssohn,
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Inglish
Pie bur

seventh concert of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Monteux con-

Octet,

strange

It

Professional

position.

She kn

i
I

s

IJ
,

star for the week was a "I >og-Man." a
melodramatic a lor who had two trained
Sofa for hta plav. '"Jhe For oat of

128

Bond)'." It did not please. The mun"Hamlet." Tho Dogtiger suggested
lnhti d. Said ho: "A good
Man u
d
MM. I'se the dogs, Hamlet's dog, let
tntornatlOB-l Press Syndicate (M literal him seise the King in the last act.*' Ho
York. had never played Hamlet, but he said:
II Marcv). T Ibtine bui'dlng. Now
beggar."S
TV»r» ar.< 5' l*hl tralions portr aylng "Thafs nil right. I'll wing tho
manning he .voiild read the lines in thel
•»<! «*" r .ws.
wings and then go on and speak tnftm.!
Mr. Warde ha.- org been known as a[ But when at rehearsal he began to readP
actor.
the part, he turned to Warde and said!
e\p'rienced
found well- trained.
In Cocknev dialect. "Tho bloomiiV Lanef
[Barn In 1 S3 1 in Oxfordshire, Eng.. ho| tickles, don't he. Cully?" He llojn.loredt
itDAde h>s fir-' aj'pni a'"' on In* .stage through, until ho admitted defeat indj
as the second departed with his dogs.
St>T
in
at Sunde \r
was at Manchester, at the fine
It
Having played
murderer !n "Macbeth."
Prince's Then* re "owned by an Amerl-I
L
verpool
Brighton.
Leeds.
QU)*n'i"v.
at
can. Mr. Boston Brown." that \Yarde
fortune to be under Caland Manchester, lie came to tho l"nited had (lie -o
was Calvert that
States in li>7t and appeared on Aug. lOj vert's- direction.
urged htm to study Shakespeare's charof tha: year at Booth's Theatre In "Belle
acters and "really laid tho foundation
X4MOar." an epsode In the civil war
of what subsequently became the ami

•

.1

'

weeks.

cellent swordsman, an accomplishment
that gave urate to his every movement.

pressed wish or

He acted from the tips of his lingers to
his feet .'nd Ilia business In all of his
charades was most elaborate. In his

drama

i

bition and work of my
Coghlan was then playing
ter, as were C;ompton. B.

John McCullough by Dion
Bwctcault. McCullough. Warde. Charles
Laclerc, O. F. S. Bolton, Charles RockWell. J. Ji Irving. Owen Marlowe. F. F.
Mackay. Marguerite Chambers and Kate
Rogers Randolph were in the cast. Mr.
Townsend Walsh in liis life of Bouclcault says that although the play contained many stirring and effective incidents and deserved to succeed, it did
"There was a fine effect at the

Written

for

ML

dition."

|

Warde

the story of his active
now simply, now
life,

tells

and honoimble

es

When he has to speak of his
companions on the stage, he speaks
frankly, but withe ut malice, always endeavoring to set forth their better qualities as comedians and men and women.
He leartic 1 by experience. The only

women with whom he was associated'
In a novel by Dickens; Clarence Holt, the manager, a seri-j
ous tragedian of the type ridiculed bvj
the elder Sntherr Miss Mary Holt, whoj
read French novels, and, on the sly.i
smoked cigarette but all were earnest
and sincere on the sta^e. The pai e<0
*d*«"~ribir.
these early, eoars abound
a;,
Thus,
amusing anecdotes.
With
young man cast for the Thane ofl
Rosse, Insisted that he was entitled to
the part of Makol.n.
Manager
ay 'he part of Rosseij
u
Actor— I do not play Rosse.
Manager— Then you leave the com

j

might have figured

ever saw."
Naturally, there is much about Edwin
Booth, with whom Mr. Warde was closeheld
ly associated as an actor, whom he
He praises
the highest regard.
In
Booth's Hamlet and Iago without stint.
"Mr Booth was not suited to the character of Othello, either by physique or
temperament. He lacked the virility of
John McCullough and the ferocity of

1

III'
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1

|

|

1

1

j

j

Actor— Then I do play Rosse!
was not an easy life in a provincial
[Stock company. Theatres and dressing
rooms were primitive; rehearsals were
frequent: audiences were often small

I

It

j

j

j

I

his

way.

He remem-

i

•

bers Samuel Phelps as a visiting actor
"He belonged to the methodical school
of Macready, his reading, movement
and business being studied and precise;
nothing left to chance or circumstance,
but worked out like a problem in
Euclid."
Adelaide
Xeilson.
George
Fawcttt Rowe. "who appeared in a
really rrarvellous pe-rformnr.ee of Wll-

|

fttna

j

i

j

[|

I

I

j

Micawber"; Lydla Thompson, who

I

once, when the It: der of the orchestra,
asleep, failed to attach the prelude to a
song, threw a book at him which
knocked him off his seat, and others

|

i

•> tMs comoany. Costumes were
Dot elaborate. "I especially recall the
device of one ingenious gentleman, who,
having no white shirt available for his
'"II dress, took a large sheet of white
Paper, drew 'a few lines down it with a
Pencil to represent the plaits, stuck
three small pieces of gilt paper down

!

j

!

I

wl were hungry.
jHore fortunate at Glasgow, Warde
'lived with Kate Bateman, Toole, Miss
Irrtott.
He greatly admired Charle.'
'jjllon
as Belpheger: as Othello, his
p.dernws and pathos in the later
fmes "I have never seen surpassed.
ar Was " li " erb " H e notes the
i!
•t that
Carl Fe rmeg, the celebrated
s singer, nlayed Shylock for
a "/eek
deep guttural accent.
Henry

P

i

I

i

1
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and finds the American
agreeable relief. The AmeriSonya should take tae
that
can insists
Pans. He
scientist on a svacation to
her love
jgoes with Sonya, who declares
incldenttones;
uncertain
no
for him in
uncle cf
lallv she lends money to the
Simpson,
the scientist, the Rev. Ezra
CorGeorgetown
at
church
a
pastor of
expected, *.he
ner= Mass. As was to be
reads
and
temptation
scientist resists
His wife
the wild woman a lecture.
exand the diplomatist rejoice that the
1

\

Ameriperl-mem did not fall, though the
took a.
can wife was doubtful when she
Clarence s bed
bit of bright velvet from
amusing.
all
It's
hotel.
'lin the Parisian
ago
Following the example set years
dlscrfpbv Mr. Shaw, there are long
,on
characters
and
itions of the scenes
I

I

I

!

re
which the curtain rises. Thus there
a character
five or more pages before
;

'I

speaks

in

the

first

act of "Roderick's

'

J

|

"Tie
sample:
Here
Career."
no need of lookvounger women
young.
are
ing young becai.se they
They have no bloom. And the Paint
tired
they wear only gives them a hard,
they |
look which is very unflattering did
i
today
of
girls
young
The
but know it.
stuff i
ore too apt to leave the 'ingenue
cfl
gir.s
young
to the chorus girl. The
today rarely sleep. They study as well
are mj
as dance all night, and by day
Granted that 'hey
constant motion.
is
feel

a
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in New _iork
it was performed
Franklin Theatre, April S, "39. u
"What is the
out. in answer to Iago:
stage by
was "adapted to the modern
meaning of this terrible summons?"
Lancaster the
one N. H. Bannister.) At
Lawrence Barrett was an Ideal CasGreek
and
pantomime of "The Senses"
sius. "E. L. Davenport, a fine old actor,
arranged by
in the first act were
dance
read the lines of Brutus with great dis"from authenMiss Atalanta Nicolaides
Unction and acted the part with great
l»H
Mr. Warde writes:
tic sources."
•iffectlveness and deep feeling."
of the probeauty
admired the
public
"There was little subtlety in Mcsympathy for
duction, but could find no
Cullough's acting it was not In his
wealth so
Timon, who bestowed his
nature, but in the impersonation of the
set
up the title
"
compositor
A
foolishlv.
elemental conditions and passions of 'Timothy of Athens.'
of the play as
Warde.
the human heart he Was admirable."
and an acquaintance said to Mr.
Mr. Warde liked him as Othello better *
Warde, I se e you have a sotith"Well
"The latter gentleman
than Salvini.
thought the
ern play this season." He
may have b"cn more true to the charplay was located at Athens, Ga.
acter of a Moor In his overmastering
There are notes at the end about Mr.
masculinity and tlgerous ferocity, hut
appearance in "Everywoman,"
McCullough was more consistent to the n Warde's
of
and his taking part as the Duke
character as drawn by Shakespeare."
"Richard
in a film version of
On one occasion George Rignold's | Gloster
"King
"
plays—
and other screen
ni
farewell benefit, when Rignold played
of
Lear," "Silas Marner," "The Vicar
Romeo, there were seven Juliets: Ada
"I found the action of the
Wakefield."
Dyas, Lily Eldrldge. Fanny Davenport,
different
camera necessitated entirely
Maud Granger, Marie Wainwright,
methods of acting from the stage. SponCummings.
d'l'rfrey.
Minn'e
Grace
taneity must be replaced by delibera"The physique and complexion of the
take
tion and concentrated expression
I did not know how
ladies differed.
had much to.
I
the place of words.
have
must
but
it
felt
about
it.
Rignold
learn and considerable u> unlearn.
seemed strange to have wooed a petite
There are also notes about his taking
brunette on the balcony, married a
in
the part of the "Emperor of China"
mature lady of dark complexion like
Percy Mackaye's 'A Thourand Years
Miss Ada Dyas, taken leave of a lithe
Shaw
Ago"; in "Over There," with Mary
beautiful blonde like Miss Wainwright
and find » buxom lady with chestnut
No
curls In the tomb of her family."
wonder that a critic wrote: "It was a
performance."
fearful and wonderful
.

1

front for the studs, and really made
» most creditable appearanc e as a well
l*s.«ed gentleman."
There were timer
Aen these actors were without money
tlto

|

I
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,

'

-

|

at the

•

woman an
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(When

|

diplomatist,
eccentricities

stop.

on Oct. 3,
In 1910 at Lancaster. Pa.,
is
Warde produced a play that
in Engor
seldom seen in this country
Athens.
land- Shakespeare's "Timon of

manners and life In this
She wishes her daughter to

country
The little girl is at first
live with her.
with
tempted, but she decides to stay
The dialogue Is brisk,
her father
the pornatural and at times witty
is
trayal of the two leading characters
out.
carried
and
designed
shrewdlv
Amoncan
In "Game" fte wife of an
views huscientist sojourning in Europe
or
Sonya
of
attempts
morotisly the
her
Volhynia to win the affection of
the
of
husband, or to use the slang
Sonya who
screen, to "vamp" him.
pasboasts that she comes from a wild
an English
of
sionate race. Is the wife
who is accustomed .o her

is

—

i

came

man who

please?' "

taste,

;

We have quoted
from only a few of
One mord
many entertaining pages
the Chau-j
anecdote mu^ suffice: "At
chairttuqua at Bartlcv He, Okla.. the
me
man of Ihc committee introduced
repumy
of
spoke
to the audience. He
a man.
tation as an actor, an orator,
point of
and eulogized me from every with: I
panegyric
his
view concluding
of innow have the extreme pleasure
and turning to
troducing you to
name
"What
voce,
me, asked sotto

ghost in a. dense wood; Shylock barbackground of a modern
gained with
American street with local advertisements painted on it; in one theatre,
Brabantlo, mistaking the line of the roof
for the ledge of the window, popped
his head out of the chimney and called

I

ical
'

here

Salvini » * * The same conditions prevailed in his King Lear, though he excelled In the later and more pathetic
scenes .There is an interesting chapter of Mr. Warde's tour in the South
with Booth. The theatres were poorly
provided with scenery Hamlet met the

j

;

features,

Here we must
and there

^

;

probably today, with one «moving pict-i
ception, the most popular
ure actor in the world."

,

pany.

Roderick's aunt, who, it is suggested,
unhappy herself has more than a relaThe
for Roderick.
tive's tenderness
Is successful
vvlfe leaves her husband
York. Visitin Europe returns to New
the musing Roderick she rails against

and his name was
remained
Douglas Fairbanks. Douglas
fully Justifled
with me two years and
His
actor.
an
his ambition to become
his perwork was earnest and sincere,
and
energy
sonality agreeable and his
That same am"amb ticn unbounded.
character-zed his
has
energy
and
bition
Fair-)
subsequent career and Douglas
banks

off.

wedsB

>

'

•

a study

artist,

Ann, a singer, willing to live with any p.,
man, ring or no ring, who is rich and
influential enough to put her on the
Of course the marriage
operatic stage.
The artist's career
is an unhappy one.
obliged to teach; the
is
he
checked,
i<;
wife frets and scolds and finally leaves
There is a little daughter; also
him.

after

I

is

character.

Mr. Warde
to go on the stage.
of dishaving in vain spoken words
next
couragement, engaged him for the pla
and
5
season to lead the "supes
as h s capacity and
such small parts
youth
"The
permit.
appearance would
height,
was of rafter less than average
frank, athut of athletic build, with
tractive

we are inclined to ',
the latter woftld be amus-Bl

matter;

that

"Roderick's Career"
Roderick, an

Ing.

Sacramento river."
addressed the
In Denver Mr. Warde
high school
fatuity and students of the
student
The next day a very youthful
his des re
expressed
called on him and

trary opinion.
Barrv 8ul}iYan was not o genial gentleman in the theatre; he was aggresbe
sively domineering, and inclined to
"He did not admire Amerisarcastic.
can democracy; but he was a fine actor;
the best Duke of Gloster in 'Richard

1

think

tide o£ the
rescued him from life rising

,

not pro-

is

plays,

another

.

in

drowned, or of the name of the

It

,

and given to overindulgence
of his
strong drink. "To the day
unconscious /of
was,
I believe,
death he
from being
the narrow escape he had

•

happily,

that,

•

life s

of Temperament
"Roderick's Career" andl
"Game" by Katharine Searle, are pub-K
llshed by the Four Seas Company oflre
They are agreeable reading.!
Boston.
How they would go on the stage is

ing camps,

i

'

Recalling Adelaide Neilson's performances of Juliet, Rosalind and Pauline,
he haa never seen her equal.
Clara Morris as Lady Macbeth "sougnt
feminine fasto charm her husband by
him
cination rather than to .dominate
her
by her will." Perhaps that was to
poncredit, although Mr. Warde is of a

I

at Sunderland to play "general
Utility" at a salasy of 15 shillings a week.!
His adventures "in stock" and as a strol-:
ler are delightfully told. The men and

Warde made

signifi-

tion.

company

but

gestures

Henry made the success of his life.
As Macbeth he lacked poetic imagina-

Went on the stage as a "supe," and
soon abandoned the law to join a stock

i

studied, and all of

and

as
I

mother made their home in London. The
boy went to school, but he watched the
actors at Sadler's Wells, and eiwled
them. Articled to an c'd-fashioned Arm

I

definitely

god in his
first
armor," was so nervous!, at the
performance of "Henry V" in New
conand
lines
his
York that he forgot
fused his stage business, yet afterward

of attorneys, he joined a dramatic club.

>

v.i»B

j

actors.

•

Dramas

Two

broader lines, but with lesser detail In
dramatic impersona I on."
Mrs. D. P. Bowers: "Mrs. Bowers'
performances were remarkable. 1 liked
Miss
her Lady Macbeth botfer than
It was less domineering,
Cushman's.
her
loved
who
wife
A
womanly.
more
husband, gloried in his strength, knew
arguhis weakness, and advanced her
ments with a foreknowledge that would
convince. I have always contended that
Lady Mucbeth's amTiition was not for
Mr.
herself,
but for her husband."
Warde also praises highly her Portia,
years
then
61
although Mrs. Bowers was
old: her "skill In make-up, buoyancy of
carriage, faultless reading and dramatic
instinct, together with personal distinction, completely disguise all evidence-*©!
physical maturity."
There is a singular story of Joseph
Murphy, the Irish comedian, pulling a
man out of the .Sacramento river. The
rescued man was EJwin Booth, then a
young and popular actor in the min-

"a veritable Greek
regal robes and shinin r

speeches, Indiscriminate assassinations
and funeral processions.". He and his

—

this?

cantly exact."
George Rignold.

recollection he has of dramatic instruction was a visit of the Rev. J. M. Bellew,
who read "Henry the Fifth" to the
family. When, at the age of 10, he saw
a performance of "Hamlet," his klea of
the drama was that it consisted of long

I

Is

her movements

shrewdly.

'

How

There* Is a temptation to quote from
nearly every page, but we must be con-<
tent with judgments pressed by Mr.
Warde on actors and actresses known to
manv of The Herald's readers.
Charlotte CMshman belonged to the
"Maeioady school." "She spoke her lines
with great precision and with remarkable clearness of enunciation, especially
empha-slzinir her O's and R's. Her busi-

•

Mr.

|

Mutton, "then returning to
the United Stales from Iceland, where
bo had accompanied Dr. Kane's expe-

Weeks, "thanks to extravagant advertising and the indiscriminate papering
"
qi^the hou
Plnee 1874 Mr. Ward 's life in this
country as actor, man. .ger and lecturer
on dramatic subjects is known to all
those Interested in the history of the

drama.

young
|

•

not yet ended.

is

curtain falls."
It Is a pity that the volume
vided with an Index.

Willari,

Lawrence

the singing of the
sentinel on a summer night on the banks
The play ran four
of the Potomac."
rise of the curtain:

;

S.

who insisted in "Kerry" cn
having real lamb chops and real brandy
and water.* The Florences and E. A.
Even
were visiting stars.
Sothern
"Timon of Athens" was revived; Jack
actors
Barnes, "one of the handsomest
England." then played In "Sithora
irN3\v
to Grind>" Then came the call to
York with the offfr of a handsome salwith
stateroom
his
shared
Warde
ary.

friends.

New scenes will be set, new Incidents
occur and new characters appear before,
the last word Is spoken and the final

Methods were founded on

Bouclcault.

many

a plain, unvarnished tale of a

Is

Bose
Manches-

life."

at

I

...

.

consecutive

10

for

•

A man who
ception and portrayal.
yielded to intense grief, that all his
not soothe.
could
philosophical reflection
In the final scene of the play he
awoke to action. Ills business of killing
the king was most offcctlvo, and his
.
He
death scene tenderly pathetic.
was a great romantic actor, and brought
consummate
stage
a
American
to the
art that left Its impress and served ns
a model of delicacy and finesse to our

U

1919

have told the story In my own way.
The object has been" to gratify the ex-'

hands the romance of Bdmond Dnntes,
Iho Count of Monte Crlsto, became a
convincing reality. Obcnrelztr in 'No
Thoroughfare' lived, and Ruy Bias was
the unhappy youth that 'hid beneath a
lackey's garb the passions of a king.'
Frchter's Hamlet was French In con-

«

\

ran

He had all the delicate
prouchnble.
of the French school, with i\
verve and dash In romantic parts that
was slmplv captlvntlng. He was an ex-

wblch'ln

finesse

IMMn

1

,

all
exercise and wear ssnsible clothes,
rivalry
that they do takes the. form of
amoition
usual
their
of some sort, and
public press in one
la to appear In the
no
or another. Their bodies get

way
rest

Perpetual motion

i

makes women
th«m

make
it
does
passionate, but
kindly or restful?"
the manner
in
write
to
This endeavor
prejudice '.he
of Mr Shaw should not
themselves.
reader against the plays
James Forbess Plays

"The Chorus Lady." "The Show
by
Shop" and "The Famous Mrs. Fair."
atJames Forbes, are published in an
H. Doran
tractive volume by George
Company of New York. "The Famous
perMrs. Fair," which has not been
Mr.

formed in Boston, is ranked by"
plays
Burns Mantle as one of the best
produced in New York during the seaMr. Walter Prichard
son of 1919-20.
introduction to Mr.
his
in
Eaton,

discusForbes's plays, alludes to the
argues
sion raised by this comedy. He
she was
that Mrs. Fair never knew
the
understand
To
commonplace.

meaning

of this, let us read Mr.

summing up

of the play:

Forbes

s

"A woman

actuated by duty engages in war work,
winning honors and the loving admirafamily,
tion and encouragement of her
but when on her return, she actuated by
them, the
selfish vanity, again leaves
tragrealization is brought home to her
can
mother
and
wife
ically that a
have a career, but not at the expense
home and
of her Obligations to her
Mr. Eaton continues: "The
family."
woman who. under normal conditions,
family!
can look after a 'career' and a
justice to both,
at the same time, doing
cannot be__comiv.on-|
's exceptional; she

;

'

same

the

su^ia ining stlrm.lu.s -that
previously furnished to the
•
Alt
Mrs.
he (Mr. Forbes) says
that Mrs. Fair. under normal conations, was too shallow and vain a
to do It. and by a set of almost
lagic circumstances he brought thejj
home to hor ann put her on theft
issible road to, finding an ultimate so- 1;
•

"bril-

which accompanies the

security

had

liant" actor.

-,.

'"1

,''
*
.
ltnoresting plays oi

.

oman

TETRAZZINI

a

Piers is fortunate in having found
collaborator to fill so well the vacant
The theme of
place of DeCalllavet.
I
the piece is the return of a husband
Htlon."
is only too^anxior.s
He
war.
from
the
^
cabW*The Chorus Lady" was brought out to get into mufti, to talk about
war;
•In J !)•»;: "The Shnw Shop" on the lastr bages and kings sooner than the
of 1914. The former was enormously
but his young wife has expected a umwearing
^pular, but the latter Is the better f\ formed hero, full of stories,
ay and Its good-natured satire of j heroism on his brow. So, of course, she
flirtafterlcan stage life is delightful reading
twists her disappointment into a
young:
Mrs. Dean, the mother of Betpay.
tion w'ith a satisfactorily heroic
to
left
lls worthy to stand by Halevy's
are
husband
man. He and the
uortal Mme. Cardinal. All the charexplain themselves to each other. They
drawn.
"The Chorus
ters are deftly
discover they were both at Dixmude—
ly" Is essentially theatrical and of
Do you remember So-andSo?—What a
theatre, depending wholly on the
good fellow the colonel was— and so, anc}
|ting and, without the sight and hearterror in
so, the little wife, waiting in
of Miss Rose Stahl, read in cold
the next room for news of the chalpod, it seems' made to order, rather
lenge to a duel, has her fears for nothing.
The two men are shaking hanus.
crude, and with a. conventionally meloDo you wonder that she suffers a moDramatic villain.
ment's resentment when she finds that

In a conspicuously and memorably
concert in Symphony HaU

I

I
yesterday afternoon Mme. Tetrazzmi
charmed her audience and showed
that the boast of the billboard,
"Queen of Song," is far from unmerited. In spite of the popularity
her
of her younger rivals she swept
audience with her from her first
notes in unrestrained admiration.
And the admiration only increased as

1

By

i

New

Ptays by Capus, Magre and
Others Produced in Paris
The Comedie-Francaise * is a house
f
[where classics and high-brow works
Alternate, and now and then a littler
plain humanity, usually disguised (as in
le Sourire du Faune), creeps in. In'
sFrance the average theatre audiences
nre better instructed and more intelli-)
£ent than in England. They will put up
with miserably bad production and
jBtage management, because they have

rained imaginations that can overleap
these obstacles. But they demand good
acting, and they have a merciless way

i

who, Incidentally,

is

ivi

love with her stepson. A Jealous slave
lets Death free upon the world again,
and then there are alexandrines and the
devil to pay.
Every now and then a
breath of grandeur sweeps through the
verse; but for the most part we have a
queer salad of classic tragedy and the

Max

cries a great deal,
In

I

Rouma-

nlan accent. He tries oven his French
auditors high, and of course chills the
very spine of Anglo-Saxons, save In the
moments whei> his real strength expresses Itself In quietude.
But every
now and then comes Pan with his flute,
.dancing like n feather (in creaking shoes
—that is jfrenc:. production all over).
I»nd blowing through the turbidities and
absurdities of men and gods the cooling,
wooing breath of Nature's little tune,
half-tender, half-lronlc.
Alfred Capus has produced a new plav.
J'La Traversee." It Is by no m.iar.s the

counterpart

of "The
Crossing," still
that uncomfortable play. "MlaChannel." It Is not the most dramatic
of the works of Capus. and Is said to
have been wrltfen for book form rather
than for the stage; but It yields to none
Of his previous works In sparkling wit,
and
shows an Increase In depth and
power of obfervatlon. On the surface,
the plot has little new In It— the theme
Is that of one woman with a guilty se-

j
I

j
.

•

\
"

i

ten
|B

}

j

\

•

i

U«y may

|

i

we

are not usually given B
ftraat th-it Cmpus gives us. First of fc
on>' must concede that his wit would
Ich
and make palatable even the |K
I

have mentioned.

i he has given us the

And

I

figure of bis

widow, tho serious, hard- workf loyal, ten^.-r little thing, deceived
*er husl".,rd. j,.
„••
as a widow
'that !iusband's mistress, and finally
m
to rest, in her natural plaee
a
courageous and faithful helpmeet
Jthe ruined and disappointed friend
Raj husband. The play is well acted.
"Colas is one of those actors England
not— the middle-aged man just as
Is.
A serious Hawtrey. Mile. Maille,
of those who have fled from
the
ncalse. Is admirable in the part
of
selfish and Implacable woman
who
II
for herself. And Mile, Ludgor. as

B
I

rari s

,

^

1

•

l

pathetic little wife,
r 'i'Ke, so that
one
;

la

well

within

never has 'for

I

O

.

\'^^

'

|

|

a

light

touch; she
play Is.

her facial

She shuns overIn her art she reminds one

"amusing In "High and Dry."
Mr. Lertora sang acceptably, and was
at ease. Mr. Gordon made the most of
Mr.
a part that had little character.
Healy distinguished himself In the last
was
light
Sakl
act by his dancing. Mi83
on her feet. Miss Harper and Miss Rustell added to the pictorial effect,
Tho large audience was evidently
pleased by it ail. Tiresome repetitions
of songs and dances lengthened the per-

I

,

"

She has
vlvacitv.
can hint volumes;
always significant.

.

j

'

Pompadour and Dubarry was delightnow
fully acted. In a spirit that was
restless
elfish, now demoniacal In Hs

emphasis.
of the Parisian soubrette. In the second
act she did not overstep the limits of
burlesque; nor did she at any time deliberately play at the audience. Having
acted the part for a long time, she is
It Is surprising that
still spontaneous.
mannerisms have not encrusted her.
The only trace of one is the abuse of
her peculiar laugh; the laugh that was

I

'

i

I

I

,

I

The feature

formance.

of the

show

Is

H oward.

Miss Esther

>|

cu.M tKTS OF THE

TIT1SDAY—Jordan HnU.

PLYMOUTH THEATRE— "The Humming Bird," by Maude Fulton, a play

J

WEEK

8:15 T.

In

Irazzlnl

are In duet.
Th concert
i

.

was a

.

real occasion.

In

T#
It

"Dlllle"
Phillip

A

PEOPLE'S ORCHESTRA
afternoonAat 3:30 o'clock in
Convention Hall. St. Botolph street The
program will be as/ follows: Chadwlck.

.

Melpomene overture: Blasser, Serenade

his "La.

Dan , Walker
Luis Albernl

Boheme," gave us a picture of

ESTHER HOWARD
By PHILIP

-

HALE

TREMONT THEATftE— First perform,

the-Wlsp. Pnder the Rose. Serenade).
Jordan Hall, 8:15 P. M. Harrison Keller. 1
violinist,
and Hetnrlch Oebhurd, plaolot.
Fngel, Triptych (first perfbrmauce)
Hacb. ir
Sonata In A major; Brahms, Souutu in D ft
minor.
FRIDAY— Jordan Hall, 3 P. M. Oeorgf Smith.
pianist. Beethoven. Sonata. E flat major. Op. ,»
Debussy, Petite Suite; Cnopln, Preludes
27;
I*
In' A minor and D minor. Nocturne in
major, Fantnlsle in F minor, Valsp In <:
'
flat major,- Etude in C minor (Revolutionary):
MncD owell, The Eagle, and Novelette tn D
Cyril Scott. In the Temple of Memmajoi
phis (from "Egypt") 'and Lento; Grainger.
Cbon try Gardens; Sequelra, Sardana; Dett.
Juha.
Povla Frljsli.
Jordnn Mall. 8:1.-. P. M.
anpratio.
Song< by C. V. E. Rach, Borodin,
Detiussy. Lneffler. Chansson, Lnpnrra. Pierre
Sledlng.
Mou««>rgiiky
Slbellua
Ai'n.
and
Grief. The pioirram will luclude by request
Moussnrgaky's "Chamhre des Unfauts." This
will l>o the only recital of Mme. 1'rljah la
Boatoa this acajuo.

artist

Nothing

he did It for all
has touched It save,

life,

else

Both
perhaps, Du Maurier's "Trilby."
are exquisite— bathed in the glory that
always surrounds the remembered past.,
Whv, therefore, do modern dramatists
think that all they need for a romantic
play aro a few allusions to "Montmartre," to Its little cafes. Its

,

Revery:

1

for strings; Ippolltoff-Ivanoff. Caucasian
Suite; Chabrler, Espana. W\ H. Capron.
will play a solo for violin.

\

Stetnert Hall. 8 P. M. John Pelrcc, baritone; J. Angutj Winter, accompanist. Schubert. Faith in Spring, The Trout, Restless
Love: Bossl. Oanti Llrlcl (Th* Heart's True
Home. Serenade, O Faithless Llitle Malrlen,
To Ncrina. Under the Trees. A Song of April,
Echoeal; GretchaninolT, My Native bind nnd
Silent Nov, are the Nightingales: Arrnsky.

;

Grace Travers

Amateur dramatists will some time
learn, we hope, that when Murger, In

•

time.

H

Rachmaninoff. Cod Took frein Me
Mine All; Bantock. Six Jester Snn2s ITr.i-lala-lle. The Jester. In Tynie ot Ohle. Will-*'-

J.

Chariot
Julea Le Ferrler

Parisian

8:US
Ball.
P.
M.
Bacb. Prelude and
Nash, pianist.
K minor; MacDowell, F.rofra Son- \t
ata: Chopin, Noctnrue, K major, and Scherso, m
C sharp minor; Cranntlos. Qoyeaeas, No. 4 j
(La Mala y cl Bui;enor); Salnt^aens, Stndy
In the furm of a Waltz.
THt'RSDAY—Jordan Hall. £ P. M. Joan
violinist.

Maude Fulton

Virginia Watklns
Frank Sylvester

Finn..<

,

in

Manen,

Lea Ponman

Harlond Tucker
Uertrude 'Maltland
Marie Walcamp

Mme. Burque

•

France!*

Fugue

William Morse

Newman

Carey

Shopper....'

Brutus

Ronlo. Fireflies.

WDDNESDAY—Jordan

cast:

Henrietta Fish
Lisa Latham
"Tolnette"

The People's Sympnony orchestra. Mr.
Mollenhauer, conductor, will give a conthis

The

Henry Smith

Tetraazlnl'y whole American tour
characterized by *q"a!l? fine success,
Uhe *'ill be almost under obligations to
1 male; a second "final."
1j

ceVt

First production in Bos-

three acts.

ton.

Mnu

M. Lora May

Lamport, aoprano, assisted by Annie Loolee
David, harpist. Pones with piano-, D. ItalnM
MncLcnn, urrompnulat: Handel, <>' had I
.tubal'* lyre; Haueman, At the Well; Hyde,
Beautiful Art Thmi; Mana-Zncca. Ractiea;
Cyril Scott. Blackbird's Song and lullaby:
Arenaky, Autumn; Rachmaninoff. Floods a»f
Spring.
Songs with harp:. Holier*. Slcy o'
Dreama: Salle*. I Breathe Thy Name; MacDowell, Idyl; Ware, Fairy Bark. Harppieros:
Haasi'loiHiis, Aeolian Harp; Zahel. Marguerite
an lionet: Tcdeeehl, I'attnslia Smieniiola:
Arenaky, Uu«alan Barcarolle; Onamljuny. Le
iBon petit ml d'Yrotol; DoaUctti, Prelude;

;

I

!

j

,

1

pl donnees

]

eccentric,

deed,

her
whom
erosity to her assisting artists,
by tho
I
Bhe marshalled, patted, and led
these
perfectly natural that
I course,
hand, was quite delightful.
I should be more akin to his nature than
The program was as follows:
1 are the writings of Puccini and Masse^Valae from "Nutcracker S«»«l nalk(maky
him.
What We would suggest to
I net.
Mosara. Longo. 0««na ai^ Bo»«.
I however, is that there is really nothing
..Verdi
C*ro -Nome. Aria from "RlKoletto
I forced or artificial in tho musical ex..
Madame Tetrazzinl. Boallman
I presslon of these composers, and that It
Symphonic Variations
Mr. Oeena.
| is as easy and as natural as arc the!
e
*
TerI
from
Completa du Myaoll
I Negro songs which ha, T. Burleigh,
Di-Tld
f
BreBl1
I Nathaniel Delt and Mr. L. B. Brown,
Madam.' Tauaaaini.'
c
I Thursday's very excellent accompanist.
Serenade
Chopin]
Va 56
I have arranged so well. We could wish
Lon.o
and
Hove
Me.V™.
1 for nothing more natural, more Blncrre,
Rhapsodle
\
1 more completely free from artificial
Mr. Gegna.
misplaced sense of
Grand Aria, Including the Mad Boawa
J dramatic effect or
Donueiu
his Interpretation of these
from "Lucia"
I humor than
Madame Tetrazzinl.
wonderful songs, -jvhlch are. if ever
with
piano
Mr. Longo presided at the
I songs deserved the description, the Inthroughout. Mr.
skill and lnteillpence
1 ppired outpourings of primary human
espeGegna pleased with his selections,
Let him apply the same outj emotions.
which endaily with a Chopin Nocturne
I look
to the music of the white,, writers
also
who
Bove,
Mr.
encore.
tered as an
and he will be a most admirable singer.
an encore,
a-ave a Chopin Nocturne as
J —London Dally Telegraph. Oct. 30.
espeflute,
his
showed fine handling of
Mme. Tetdally when he accompanied
parts where voice and nute
I

Hall. -3:30 P. M. Concert
by Mme. Tetrasxlnl. nrlmo donna: Francisco
Loose, pianlel; Max Geirna, 'cellist; J. Henri
Bore, flutist. See special note e.

find himself
ed with .1 suh-equeni rival. i?ut
Hie kind of play wh(< h Kn.-se prem- p.

suggest

I

BUND AY—Symphony

has-

—

—

i

Minerva Is, inbut not monotonously
development.
so; she has her stages of
The first scene in which she wishes
this
to have a husband that from
springboard she may leap triumphantly
the
outvying
love
adventures in
to
opportunity.

greater

1

j

friend's mislretSpLlMit has nottf
so.
We have £lso seen and
"an once and not;, only on the
stage— that the man who mar-

that kind of

Technical mastery was in every selecMore than
apparent.
was the ease with which
personshe sang and so pleasing her
less fine
ality that one quite forgot the
up
gave
and
register
notes of the lower
to complete enjoyment.
afterMadame Tetrazzinl enjoyed the
noon as. much as her audience. She
made the moments of rest, of lntrofor
Iductlon. of Interlude the occasion
with
delightfully humorous coquettry
\
She made even the
her listeners.
to
aquealt In the stage floor contribute
pleasure-and theirs. And her gention perfectly
that, so great

I

hit

him

•

level
st-ain and elevated the song to a
which it hardly de%erves of itself.

I

—

who

selections
operatic
the
only
"Somepleased, but the perhaps banal
Enwhich
where a Voice Is Calling,
It was
tered the program as an encore.
how the
esneciallv interesting to s<!e
and her voice
singer adapted her style
s_cf£M ' " :
to he different requ Iremen

•

cret who wishes to remove another one
*lio knows It from a position In which
the latter might wish to make use of It.
©n the surface, also, the treatment has
ttlc new in it. We have seen before
Bid oh: how often! onthefrench stage

marries u.Jaly

Adapts Voice to Requirements
Not

• *

Jess of

man who

I

but an experienced manager
witn a
should be slow to entrust him
speaking part.
sevMiss Howard, who has played and
companies
eral seasons In stock
actresses,
been associated with leading
in
was seen at the Wilbur Theatre
Hign
May, 191S, as Plnkey Smith In
soon
was
that
and Dry." a comedy
Short as
shelved for a singular reason.
was the life of the play Miss Howard
humor
of
sense
then showed a delicious
though the part was a caricature
in
rather than the portrait of a type,
a
"The Sweetheart Shop" she has

talent;

sotten.

'

j

and very loudly

a strong

distinguished' and

j

(

demon scene from Drury Lane. And De
and tearfully, and

large,

musical intelligence that her
performance can hardly be soon lor-

voce was invariably beautiful, but he
seemed to have nothing between that
and a rather forced and hard fortissimo.
But when he came to the Spirituals the
It Is. of
case was entirely altered.

I

while the
stretches of foolish dialogue,
humor of the leading roalo ^median
with,
associated
Is of the sort that Is
strolling
the side-walk talkers In a
hail.
variety show In a village town
ecand
Mr. Morton Is an agile acrohatlc
centric dancer; he has decided

oleasing

sang the Negro Spirituals, which formed
the most interesting feature of his program, how delightful a singer he would
be! It was, indeed, a very curi'.us sensation that he gave the listener last
night. Throughout the first part of the
program, which consisted of modern
by
songs by American composers,
French and Italian writers of opera ant!
by Coleridge-Taylor, he gave one the
Impression of being a tenor with a fine
In his singing,
voice and good ideas.
however, there ^as always an element
His upper
of artificiality and strain.
His mezzonotes suffered especially.

,

I

out the
with such'

jt

except for

Thev were more than mere loops and
took on trie
spirals of vocal sound; they
throughpulse of life and passion. And
sang
Tetrazzmi
lime..
concert

Hall on Thursday, would sing everything as easily and as naturally as ho

I

his wife,

Tetrazzlni did what few singers
florid
ever able to do-.make the
opera
passages of the Italian style of
dramatic
so alive with real emotion and
listener
pow<?r that they really stir the

Mme.

Mr. Hayes in London
If only Mr. Roland Hayes, the colored
tenor, who gave a recital at Wigmore

j

'

are

battle of stags has terminated in
an utter forgetfulness that such a thing
as a doe had ever existed? So she kisses
her husband and swallows as she can
that
the conclusion of the authors
"women have gone down 30 per cent, in
value."— London Times, Nov. -.

;

rather than permitting,
that every play shall have a central
•idea,
unless It is frankly Intended
"merely" to amuse— In which case it Is
corned by everybody and plays to
^rammed houses. The Francaise has
just produced a three-act piece, La f
Mort Knchalnee, by a poet whose subJect, on the author's own statement, Is
"the struggle of man against the gods."
It may be said at once that the struggle I
Of M. Maurice Magre against Euripides, I
Sophocles, Wagner and One or two other I
gods is gallant, almost magnificent; but t
that It does not product? a particularly I
Interesting or Inspiring play.
The sorrows of Sisyphus are well I
known. M. Magre has invented some
new ones for him. Sisyphus chains
Death to a rock, which Is excellent, but
allows her to be taunted by the crowds,
{

I

the concert progressed.

this

requiring,

and by

Miss Esther "Howard portrays ft. There
is a mild attempt to satirize the Greenwich Village pseudo— Bohemianism, and
•he hifalutin of the villagers. The music
Tho
always commonplace.
is almost
one tune that has character is "My
Caravan." and that has a familiar
rnythm, melodic line and color. Out pf
tespect fo» Miss Caldwell, we hope that
the lines %vhich are inane and vapid—
and there are many of them— were introduced by the comedians.
The play is beautifully mounted; the
stage settings and costumes are in fine
The girls are young, pretty,
Itaste.
ttelr
dancing most of the time, though
K^raliy
"dancing" Is frequently only the
rlte <i;
The performance is 6P>
kick.
dreary
the fact that there are

I enjoyable

!

of

129

,

;

One of the most
de
the moment is Le Retour,.by Robert
ue
Flers and Francis de Croisset. M.

•

ance In Boston of "The Sweetheart
Shop," a musical comedy in three acts.

Book and lyrics by Anne Caldwell;,
music by Hugo Felix. Produced by Ed'
gar J. MacGregor and William M. Patch
at Baltimore,

Wolz

Md., Jan. 12, 1920. Fred''
the
orchestra last#

conducted

evening.

Daniel
;
,,,r,

I
.

XAa

'

i!'
5

;

Ueal.vf

Marlon Sakl
Jos <*" lertora

'

'

MltlK

mer.

uv:ry K

uu«

.

M< " '°»
,

'

•

»;:;::::r::::::::::::::%^lir
it

Is

not necessary

to describe the
of the flimsiest. It introduces an eccentric character, fortunately for the success of the
piece, as
tory,

for

It

la

Apache

life?

Miss Fulton evidently suffered from that
delusion when she wrote "The Humming
Bird." She stages her play In the Latin
quarter of New York, and her characters spend most of their time talking
about the Latin quarter of Paris.
The central character in "The Humming Bird" is Toinette, a Parlsienne.
who like the midinettes of old in her
native city, works for a costumeri in the
day, and spends her evenings mending
and cooking and otherwise ministering
her next door neighbors, one a
to
struggling artist, the other an equally
struggling reporter. The reporter is on
the

of

trail

a

famous French

thief,

known as "the humming Bird." After
nearly three acts of much ado about
nothing, the audience gets a hint that
Tolnette is really the thief; that sbe reformed during the war wheii she
learned that Paris was in danger. Just
this should have brought about
such a change of lieait in an aqcogi*

why

pllshed criminal Is not explained. At any
rate, 'after the change of heart, and
after the armistice, she came to New
York to begin life anew. The youpt
reported la In love with her, of cotV,'
since his friend the artist asplry^fl
and the play ends happ:
"society,
every oiue. after a good dtaJ__^£jB
1

'

I

.

>

.

,

|

—

'

will play Mozart's cor
>leces by Bach, Schubert,

u

le

30

1

Thus

to do.

city and
aide of Paris do love their
count rv but why continue to toll
theatre*
the
bout It in
the part of
rs Pulton herself plays
particularly well
Is not
It
ttte.
French
the
makes
she
d to her
;

too precocious: a little too
For all their birdlike gestures
a,
impulsive friendliness, the girls of
Uontmartre cafes are hardly naive.
Pulton Is amusing at times, but
The members
la never convincing.
and
•r company are well drilled,
with
lirough their mechanical parts
impossible
an
is
It
Raking care.
•
the company adds but little to

a

angements

Theie la a codlv supply of comedians,
some overworked a,ul others wlth lllt,e

little

Rofcort

Emmett Keane

tomorrow night

trey

athlotlo

idea
>ster

C-eorgtanna Chadburne

Harry MacXeal
Tom Williams

.

Hako

T.

Thompson

..

Buda
Queen

I

Then there

last night.

was Queenle Smith,

Bo-

three acts.

tendency was apparent

one Like You,"

Then

of the Gypsies.

is

the best of the

The

J

THEATRE — First

Reberts

clpal

|

performers were Johnny Dooiey,

|

Anna Wheaton, William Kent. Edith
MHallor, Clifton Webb, Robert Emmett]
|,

Keane. Helen Eroderick, Lester Craw-'
ford, Evelyn Law and Maurice Dlamond.
I
The scenes were Class Room of Prof.

I

I I
I

In oth'er words,

and

Frederick

Vogeding

"~

i

•

lRialto,

The Children's Hour

in

a Modern.

Everywhere, An Iridiscenti
A Chinese Fantasy, Mar-I
riage a la Mode, The Corridor of the
Hotel St. George, Rest Room at Hotel
St.
George During a Costume Ball.
Wiley Guile's Real Estate Agency. The
Hoof Tops of New York, Keystone
Beach.
Nursery,

I

-

sick,

evening

Joan

first

;

I

fifteen scenes.

I

pretty, but in the

;

1,

I

now and then
main inconsequential.!
The story begins and ends in the> first'
scene.
Each of the succeeding scenes
u broad burlesque, now mildly interestThe
ir.z and again uproariously funny.
The music

-

is

light,

jst

the eye. there are

announced

The

postponed.
Manen. the Spanish

i

1

I

olano

touring

as

for

and they

violinist,

an

,

|

infant

Irish,

America

In

In

>

all.

.

but
the.

£is

Uver there any petty swindler

irick-at-the-loop.
One of your correspondents

a|

puzzled

is

which he
by iin ancient "wast"' hook
I
effects.
has discovered among his
has become,
think a tetter in the namo
llnd
his
that
and
.(blilerated by time
book as tire day book
is merely a waste
British school and counting

London Times,

called In

is

words Is that on an
\ queer usage in
lirst ofEnglish ship the master is the
second ofthe chief officer is the
'

fice!-

flcer;
'

and' the

he

the third

Is

CATALONIA.

L. X.

The Glossarist
all,
Nearlv all of the words, If not
are not
uentioned by "U X. Catalonia"

Ireland. They
jeculiar to the north of
dialect of English provire found in the

n,'s and
in-

,sed
k

when

officer

first

officer.

Boston

Scotland.

in

English

"Reek'

st

is

11

especially

literature,

and pungent
vhen "the smoke is thkk
and
Mind" for "remember" is common
have heard it in New England.

we

"holm,

•Ilo-im.". usually spelled

!S

an

worth
dictionary
hay has long
-Bottle" for "bundle" of
there is the old
been an English term;
bottle of ha>.nroverb "a needle in a
'ToV is very common so is
Bn?r»i<Sh

orthbSoS

Tod"

;

for

anything

"Kitchen" Is
.,„„,.„ wall."
bread, potatoes,
oaten as a relish with
milk and beer
or other Plain food; also
given to servants
also an allowance
"Smittlc"
delicacies.
lien of certain
Great Britain for "infec
;

common

tious."

The

plural

•Uve"

not

"cow „
is

—

,

,

•

kie,

,

"ky,"
to

familiar

all.

dr. as
a short, stumpy girl
- term of
Walter Scott's novels,

"Cutty"
Sir

of

"cuy"

;

is

< uii>
woman, •Cutty
;
'reproach for a worthless
»»"
nLms short, as 111 "cutty U«Pe>."cutty
"urns'* "Tan, o'Shanter"

blank
the'-wast" written ou ihe
wto not due
book of our correspondent
The ten
of an e.
to the obliteration
l«>thl8 col-,
has already been explained

"%Z

"an

U,

to
"weech«l" seems to be unknown nor
dictionar.es.
the compilers of dialect
any explanation of "trick-

ie

find

at-thc-loop."

cil

three

Nourishing Soup
(From the X. Y. Evening Post.)
Transflxpfl with anguish
(O Daughter of Iniquity)

I
j

has composed at
a symphonic
which have been produced,
works of
poem and other orchestral
piano
F^tortance violin concertos, a York
New
In
uar^t etc. His playing approved by
warmly
the 16th was
not so far this
critics, who have

»eaffUi

not

certainly

ar.o

one never hears them
sense indicated, if at

TRANSLATION 1TIOM THE CHINESE
'He Discovered
To Ilio Serving Maid, Wlyi"houA
Into the
Throwing Perfectly Good
I-o<;arl>a K 3 Pail. e. g.. Kemnants of
tuh Salad, Piclileel Snails and IrasNests Which
Birds'
of
nients
Might Have Been Made Into

this

Becoming a
with Alard.
hav?nT studied the violin
reputation. He
commanding
he won a
operas
least

others In
Th<-e words and a hundred
use in Pis-tor are not slag*

common

But
merchant."
of
"noils" are short pieces or knots
the
from
combing
by
wool separated
longer fibres; short wool combings.

violinist,

Phenomenon.

wife and one-quarter

his

lor

°

ers

is

Player,

j

\ married sreMi.-r is on the "strength
onc-hairi
when his rations -are increased for each|

reasonable excuse for a
An
thaf is wholly wrong.
Englishman was recently described as
read10
outof
"a noil merchant." Nine
would at once say that there was a
for

the. spelling.

upon

Insist

correction

pianist, is

who will give a recital In Jordan Hall
as well
morrow afternoon, is a composer
horn at Barscewas
He
virtuoso.
a
as
first known as a
lona in 1883, and was

1

R

recital

'

A Note on

Taxation

r
Thomas Hobbos;)
provided of
Vor ill men are by nature
(that
glasses,
multiplying
i.notabl
and Selfe-BoveJ through
!.
ir Passions
payment appeareth a.
wnifh. every little
•

(Bv

,'

!

to-

scene is in reality a prologue.
1 Prof. Fakir's -class of aspiring playB| Wrights is assembled in cap and gown
and each in turn toils enthusiastically
I of his bram child. Their endeavors are
uallzed in the form of the succeeding,
II

The

her

J

may have a

HALE

As Miss Frances Nash, the

Symphony,

I

By PHILIP

fox is also a lod.
I hi.
wall.
partv wall is a march
country houses I
march wall between two
of each demesne.
is the precinct
|
.girl a cutt>.
\ boy is a weochal and a
notl
plural of cow is cuy. but 1 do
V

Mistaken Accuracy
There are times when a proofreader

|

J

}

I

A

caricaturist.

misprint

Fakir, Outside of the Hat Bazaar, The
Eternal Triangle. As the Englishman:
Imagines It Happens in America, On the

\

1

l

in

means humt»l«

itself

A

I

I

"Blindfolded." a one-act comedy with
Miller and Bradseveral bright lines.
ford in a song and dance revue, "Typical Topical Tales," Carson and Willard
with a burlesque act, Burns and Frahito
in "Shoo's," arid "Pinkie," a musical
sketch presented by Billie Burke complete the bill.

-

•

art critic of the

"No kitchen" by
fare.

reach double
'crescendo pas-

what a feeble. » inadequate
was of that living extravagance."

j

Ed

It is obviously Impossible to print the
casts, for the principals appeared now
The prinIn this, now in that scene.

[

!

to'

.likeness

1

p

am

sled

They haveV
tatoes and butter to bread.
thing Is o\«rm
a saying, when a godd
kltcl.enj
is
no
,),,,( butter to butter
,, on0

—

Mtrrigan Daly conducted.

'

I

and a

K
bottle
bundle of hay or straw Is a
dish wlnchl
Kitchen is that part of a
to poj„
kitchen
is
dresses the rest. Meat

.

in

sleigh

'!\

'

per- H

a midden.

is

S

j

Boston of "Vogues and
Vanities," "a musical review of revues,"
in two acts and 16 scenes, oy Glen Macvj Donough
and E. Ray Goetz. William

formance

I

the caricature
Dulac, a Kiris by a Max Beerbohm, a
a Nast', Keppast
by
times
in
as?
by,
caricatured
pier or Davenport, the man
not
should endeavor to live up to it;
vainglorious
not
*
up.
puffed
unduly
be
knowi
by reason of the publicity. We
That Mr.
Stewart, the "dancin' n>an
date acts.
•tliat Boss Tweed hated Nast.
mention
for
was annoyed by Keppler as
|l
deserves
Tennessee."
Conkliny
fum
Mr Blaine was angered by Gillan,
having found some dance steps that are
'anna, ac-»
new even on a vaudeville stage.
but on the other hand Mark I
book
ccrding to report, kept a scrap
Another act which stood out was
on his
of Davenport's pictorial attacks
with Rena Arnold and Harry
'.'Pills."
in
so
And
politics.
in
pse of mon-v
Lambert. Miss Arnold, strongly remintimes past the great Napoleon wished
iscent of Marie Dressier at her .slangiest,'
not
Gillray;
to lav hands on James
has the knack of changing her personwithout reason, for he had drawn outality quickly and pouncing on each oprageous caricatures of the Emperor s
casual
Her
portunity for a bit of fun.
it is true.
Sitsers, who wore light skirts,
The
spontaneity is her' great charm.
Napoleon himself was often vexed
Three Belmonts opened the bill with
did
their loose conduct, but they
unique juggling and were followed by
deserve the terrible savagery of th«
Morton in a singing act, Florence

lot..

A

•

Is

a burn.
is
U| sledge

A brook

caricature is sometimes lost, sometimes heightened." He also said: "The
is that \
first essential of a caricature
more lilte th9
it shall be. if possible,
have,
victim than he is like himself. We
looking at
for instance, seen a victim
Max's caricature of himself, and felt

Eddie Leonard, the headliner, stands
out as an entertainer of exceptional
merit. His great popularity is not undeserved, for his minstrelsy and clownishness are tinged with a sentimentality that wins for him the sympathy of
His singing and dancing
his audience,
have softness, rhythm and ease. He has
with him a clever dancing pair, Stewart
and Olive, who lend tho jazzy strain
apparently so necessary to all up-to-

"Lonesome Little Girl,"
"June Love," and "But I'm Not in Lovd
With You."

MAJESTIC

\ manure heap

writing aboi^ caricatures by M. Dulac
exhibited in the Leicester Galleries,
described the artist as giving "fanabout
tasies, as It were, fairy stories
of
his victims, In which they are part
a Beardsleyan design, and in which the

In the hodge-podge of mediocre vaudeacts at Keith's Theatre this week,

there are

»

is stnittle.

Infectious

2

rather early in
Sages and to use the full power of the
But the
voice at too slight invitation.
softer tones were uniformly sweet, clear
and beautiful, notably so in Cyril
Scott's "Lullaby," which she repeated
response to enthusiastic applause.
in
She sang two other encores;
Mrs. David was a skilful and charming
harpist. She Is to be congratulated for
including on her program not only the
usual decorative!, zephors *>ut several
selections that had real individuality.
forte

.Charlotte Elliott

ville

Charles Meakins is in the cast but.
he was dealt a poor hand. Meakins
is sturdy enough to carry the entire!
comedy end of any musical production.!
But in "June Love" he is on the stage!
only long enough to let one know he)
is with the production.
There are a number of Friml's new]
tunes that were remembered and that}
were whistled on the way out. "Some-,

cow house

A

B

of the voice in the louder passages.

of

"flapper."

is a byro.
poorhouse Is a union.
To remepiber is to mind.
A river meadow is a hoam.

A
I

Last evening in Jordan Hall Lora May
Lamport, soprano, and Annie Louise
David, harpist, gave a concert.
Miss Lamport's voice was brilliant
and her enunciation was beautifully
She sang "Rachem" with a fine
clear.
somewhat spoiled,
appeal,
dramatic
perhaps, by a tightening and hardening

whom Boston is destined to see much
hereafter.
Miss Smith, late of the Met-j
ropolitan Opera, is a pretty little, pink
party who probably is the peer of anyi
Feminine' dancer in musical comedy.
And not alone is she a dancer. She
sang well and she acted equally well'
In her part as the temporarily-jilted

even

in

endure, and lothlng
Thole, means
prescription, for
else. .The old granny's
is
1 hole
ItootAeho (other people's)
Jft
1 weel?'
Smoke is also rock.
to

'

sans wjth dramatic feeling.
Ralph Brainard, who made a favorable impression last week as Nanki Poo
in '"She Mikado." sang pleasingly. Mildred Rogers as queen of the gypsies has
a voice in keeping with her physique,
full and powerful.
Edith Benmin, the new prima donna,
has not so robust a voice as Miss
Rogers, but it is smooth and sweet and
remarkably clear in the higher notes.
The orchestra was under the direction
cf Max Bendix and interpreted thy
music sympathetically.

'

,

the north ot Ireland:

in

SINGER AND HARPIST
IN JOINT RECITAL'

when presented by the Royal English
opera company at the Boston Opera
House last night. Edward Quinn as
Count Arnheim was specially pleasing in
"The Heart Bowed Down," which he

a

"

'

o'clock.

Edith Benmln
...

Here are a few words

this year,

Copley Theatre Friday afternoon at

*A Uajt of Wortie

j;

As {ike World Wags:

i

"Fanny Lear? by Mcilhac and Halevy,
be performed again by the Cercle
Francalse/of Harvard University at the

Mildred Rogers
Balfe's opera, which has delighted
audiences for more than three-quarters
of a century, was^warmly applauded

.Louise Macintosh
Charles Brown

^

form

• • •

Officer
Arllne

•Vamp.*' These are three Individuals,
not a single party. The "flapper" andl
the widow win out, of course.
Zoe Barnett was the "vampire," Elsaj
Alder was the young widow, and she Is
p i decidedly acceptable in that role as in
her former roles. Miss Alder combines
J"
(i) an excellent singing voice with a pleasing personality and 'a keen sense of
She was in
$ * musical comedy technfque.
lirst-night

.

An

Tamamoto

a young widow and

"flapper,"

^

— published

Second Empire?

1

will'

Edward Quinn
Ralph Brainard
Sam Burton
Detmar Poppin
Harry Delgarclo
John Ellis

DovilsliooW
Captain of the tluard

John Rutherford
Jack Garrison
Carolina Calll
Leonora
In "June Love" a number of familiar
personages returned to Boston last
night with a production that is pretty
and one that is filled with music of
the whistling sort.
After It gets under way, "June Love"
is a pleasant evening's entertainment.
In brief, the story Is one of the loves
of a

in

young' gentlemen who
ca ege
"enjoyed .the advantages of a
presidents ot
education" can, name the
of the
France in order after the fall

How many

violinist,

1

cast:

Florensteln-

Ralph LeFreo
z °e Barnett

iiacNcal.

OPERA HOUSE—"Tift!

Count Arnhelm
Thaddeus

Doris Mitchell
Jessie Ralphl
Elsa Alder
.Charles Mcnklnsf
Charles Jefferson

Joe Patterson
Belle Bolton
SalYr

The

John Cherry

,

ladburne,

Mrs.

BOSTON'

Harrlsl

Keller,

attracted the
attention of the Chesterlan, the London
organ of the ultra-modern movement.
The reviewer found the three movements "different aspects of the same
violently tormented soul," and said that
imagination Is the distinguishing mark
of the work.

^19"

1

Olga Treskoff[j hemian GirlA' an opera

.Marie Benedict
...Queenle fimtthf

Jordan Hall for the

In

Messrs.

1'le.ase

about the
recently read an article
marked the.
"scandal and tragedy" thnl
France.
five presidents of
careers of
have

We

Gebhard, pianist, will also play
sonatas by Bach and Brahms.
Mr.
Engel, editor and adviser for the ..Boston Music Company, Is a composer of
fastidious taste, a modern of the moderns.
He is also known as a brilliant
writer on musical subjects. His "Trlp-j
tych"— "In Memoriam A. H. C, 3, 20.|

In Mb
W. H. dancer, he was unusually funny
simulated
lyrics perilous steps When he

Averell

Chadburne

%

time.

first

I

Post and Charlotte Thompson;
ay Brian Hooker; produced by Russell "Jag.
lanney. The cast:

In Order,

for violin and piano
Carl Engel of this city will bo played

and

THE\TRE —

^medy

purgatorlul Incinerator

the

Into

am:

The "Triptych"
>y

'

a new Rudolph Frlml
In two acts' book by

er

his

Bach

ithers.

nnd|

Maurice Diamond, two agreeable come-p
dlans, are merely tucked on to the cast.
No doubt these two capable actors wlliu
be soon put to work, for the show lag
chrlst-E
<mly a few weeks old, has been
ened three times, first "From ricacttllyj
undg
to Broadway." afterwards "He.e
There," ami finally Its present title, h
and!'
Wheaton
Anna
Pooloy.
Johnny
William Kant appeared In nearly all th-*
In
sketches. Mr. Dooiey gave pleasure
in the
his rugged style of burlesque,

entertaining!
his
to
touch
dances, in a style of comedy that Is fre:-\
I
artificiality.
of
suggestion
from anv
Anna Wheaton worked Industriously
performance
entire
the
throughout
Whether in her singing numbers, whlcn
aterest.
art of a well-trained
the
with
is
sung
were
Carey
Philip
rland Tucker as
specialthe whole even- comedienne, or In her dancing
kw bright spot innatural,
admiration of the
the
excited
attractive Hies, she
He Is a joy;
she was always fresh and
amusing, he supported the whole audience, and task-.
him eager for her
We look .forward to seeing
only recently seen here
Kent,
William
chance to
tKirt where he has a
as the principal comedian of "Pitter
Patter," was one of the pleasures of the
evening. A "neat" comedian, he played
"Junen dozen different characters with cleanat?t Tvrvrnv
An entertaining
"
musicalcut differentiation.

Love

and

I'orpora,

of

stood

when

I

saw

tne sarcastic

moon-

light

thp contents of your
Vnthrlfty garbage can.
Oild

.

wasteful and slackminded offspring
Ot a cheese-witted peasantry.

O

Fallen in evil iyays>
Whlle_ln service to the Peking profiteers.
half the world is starving.

When

Vou would toBs away
practicable mouse-patty
Or an undamaged rice-cake
When you die
lAi :
And vo^ii miserable wraith
A.

Approaches the Pagoda of the Immortals
Mav even that lean and erlaly portion

.

of
grievance; but are destitute
(namely
glasses.
prospective
farresee
a
and Civill Science.) to
that hang over hem,
of? the miseries
without such puymonts be
e,'eat

those

Ell

u„d cannot
avoyded.

enced in his choice of BMlStcal subjects
by Omar Khayyam and Browning,
Swinburne and Dowson, the composer of
"The Hebrides" symphony that Mr.
Monteux purposes to bring out this season, once visited Boston as the musical
director of Hall and Jones's "Gaiety
Girl," which was produced at the Holli3

ANEN PLAYS
|GEBHARD, KELLER,

AT JORDAN HALL
Joan Manen, a Spanish violinist,
gave a recital yesterday afternoon In
Jordan Hall.
His accompanist was
Ifr-ancls Moore, not Rafael Navas as
the program stated. The program was
is follows.: Mozart, Concerto in D
inajor. No. 4; Bach, Adagio and Allegro in C major for the violin alone;
Forpora-Manen, Sonata in G major:
Bach-Manen, Rondeau and Badinerie;
Fj

* M

The Bee; Sarasteo-Manen, Capfleo Vasco.
rThis is not the first appearance of
Mr. Manen in Boston. As a boy-won-

By PHILIP
George Smith,

healthy

boy.

[He

developed seriously as a virtuoso
and a composer. His operas have been
his important orchestral and
EjBolIn compositions have been performed
European eoneeiU; his reputation as

I

pplauded;

testerday he showed

brilliant

,

I

'

I

|

I

'

j

i

|

I

the most part
of a classical nature.
The concerto of
Sfozart is frankly a virtuoso piece, one
What Is not seriously injured by the subItitutlon of a piano for an orchestra,
part has a wholly
(for the orchestral
for

serving

|

chiefly

j

I

J
j
j

I
j

performance of the movements by
Barb Ihnt are not often heard in the
concert h ill and in the noble music of
his

I

porpora.
At night and In the same hall Heln*lch Gesbhard, pianist, and Harrison
Keller, violinist,
played Carl Engel's
Triptych— it was the first perform. me.
old

j

7^

-

,

even

co-partners

1

I

i

'

In

almost

Mr.

Engel

should

have

pleased by the performance.

£ I

TONE KECJTAL
IN STEINERT HALL,

John Pelrce,

'baritone,

gave a recital

night In Stelnert Hall. J. Angus
winter was the accompanist. The program was i's follows: Schubert, Faith in
Spring, The Trout and Restlexs Love;
Boasl, rieven Cantl I.iriei; (Jretchanlnoff
last

and Silent Now Am
Rever;
Arensky,
God Tonk» from Me Mine

My Nuive Land
the

Nightingales;

Ru >hmanIr.on"
All; Kantock.
Irogruin
il'lie

name

was
of

;

The
Six .l.-.Nr Songs.
interesting if familiar,
recalls
the
fact
r:.inLO<!l:

I

j

(troubles the concert hall

appealing alike to the student of history and politics and the lover of romance. Constantinople and Turkey; but
the audience first saw and were told
about Smyrna, Ephesus and the great
goddess Diana of the Ephesians, the
Turkish army in the 9eld, famous
Islands, the tragedy of Galllpoli. Stamboul then held the attention by the repNo longer
resentation of street life.
does the veil hide the beauty of the TurVictor Hugo could not
kish woman.
write today his dramatic poem in "Les
Orlentales." Not only were the wonders of Constantinople with Its superb
mosque displayed; not only was there a
view of allied battleships in the Bosphorus, but there was much to be
learned concerning the present political

Turkey; what Americans
have done in humanizing the Turk; the
Intimate life and the homes of rulers
and subjects. Nor did Mr. Newman stop
with this: the audience was enabled to
realize the horrors of war in Serbia from
the lecturer's graphic descriptions.

editor, variously confirmed
hv the public's indorsement. The intencomprom.se
sion frankly has been to
re-prebetween the popular success, as

ment of the

One

appear.

what Mme. Frijsh desired it to do.
And she asked some difficult things of
*
too.
it,
Perhaps the most natural medium for
actly

,

'

!

spirit seemed to tie songs of violence and passion like the "Chanson de
la Foret Noire" of Borodin and "La
Paravane" of Gautier with music by
The scarlet whirl of dephausson.

her

drawing of daggers, brolaefl
and over all the triumphant votea
most skilful singing—yet Is "Ln.
PluieT she was equally charming In a
quite different medium, and she made
the ladies at Trianon most dainty, most
coquettish.
Her singing brought the
house about one's ears and queerly dUturbed, and pleased.

by
"The Study of the Viola d' Amore,
Pr
Paul Shirley, with an historicalpublished
f*™
is
Martens,
by Frederick H.
Boston, New Yoilv
l>v Carl Fischer of
prominent
and Chicago. Mr. Shirley, a Symphony
yioja player of the Boston
"slastic
orchestra, Is known as an entl
that has ot
lover of the old instrument
pan
important
more
a
late years taken

flesh,

of

I

|

J

i

I

in

He

whether
we liked the concert or not—though Bha
hoped that we had the sense and the
taste to enjoy and approve. It waa net
didn't care

like the pretty concert that is eoon or
at once forgotten: it made too gashing
an Impression and bore too imperious

a command.

The program

>
follows:
,
-— . .
..C P. Em. Bach
Nature
*
1
11
-Air de Poppee
??
J
Borodin
Chanson de la Foret Noire.......

Gtotrft a la

i

In the firs
bbllgato to Raoul's romance
instrument shortly
ict began tuning his
nearly 40
are
There
nfter breakfast.
a biblipages of technical exercises,
L
frontispiece
a handsome

.

1

ClioTeaux 6*
Ton Soorenlr

I

.a

.Denii'^y

Bo la

Caravane
M
]«ttn> a Une

i

ography and
made by
nfcturing a viola d' amore
in 1,.
Johann Anton Stauffer of Vienna Shirley
Mr
and owned by the author.
sayby
treatise
oncludes his valuable
"When the author first made the ac-

LapaTTii

node

1'"

xii
atoussore-ltT

Les En fan tinea

-

Sytrelln

•

•

The Ballplay at Trianon
Bock Ye Waves

Greet yon, Beantlfnl Ladlea!

1

.

.Loemer
...Chaua*on

Bapagnol*.

—

• •

1

if,

"'1 1 ""

....^Ilvd, ua
.. .Or e»
HTtPi

,r.

v

accompaniment, deserves a
FrIJsh's
word of praise for the admirable way
integral
in which he made the piano an
part of the songs, unobtrusive but essentlaL

*nt^^

I

ill

Among

"Harmonl," Swedish singing society*
the first of Its 26th anniversary
concerts in Jordan Hall last evening.
Among those who appeared were Har-i
conn
old LIndau, who is hailed by his

held

Gladys

the Swedish Caruso; Miss
soprano; Miss Alice

!

violinist; William Haddonj
and Thule Singing Society at
Worcester, under the leadership of Er-

i

nest Francke,

'

is

To the Editor

The second part of the)
anniversary concert will be given thli
afternoon in Jordan Hall at 3 o'clock.
Philadelphia.

"The Best Plays of 1919-30 and the
Book of the Drama In America,"
edited by Burns Mantle, Is published
by Small, Maynard &. Co. of Boston;
i'ear

474

|

j

j

1

!

pages.

This volume will be a help to reviewers of plays and it should Interest students of the drama and careless, casual playgoers. Mr. Mantle, an experienced and capable critic, has written
an introduction and an elaborate review of the season, discussing the
prominent plays produced In New
He then selects the best plays acy Arr l
•-•"

on wj
fo.'

its

People's Orchestra
of The Herald:
Surely there should not be any anta?
onistic feeling on the part of the friendsl
of the Boston Symphony orchestra tow-l
ards the People's Symphony orchestral
organized by the Musicians' Mutual Reinlief Society. The latter orcnestra is
tended to fill a long-felt want: the need
who
of a Symphony orchestra for those
cannot afford to P ay a high price, or
who cannot afford to take the day from
their usual occupations to hear the Fri-,
day concerts of the Boston Symphonyl

president of tha

American Union of Swedish Singers.
The society, of which C. A. Linstroiti
Pearson director,
Is president and Pehr
was organized In 1895, and since then
Chicago and]
York,
New
in
sung
has

1

for

French and German.

pianist,

who

his affection

(

Hedberg,

Gustafson,
j

i

music has been renewed and confirmed.
On the other hand, he has come to tne
conviction that the receptive nature of
the individual is the source of the eternal youth enjoyed by so ancient an
Instrument, as well as of the renascence
of all beauty in general. A new spirit, a
new individualism, will continue to draw
on the rich fund of material at hand, in
order to recreate it with new values."
Among the modern composers who
have employed the viola d' amore in
operas or orchestral' works are d' Albert,
Charpentler (not "A.'' Charpentier as«
the text -has It, but "G."), Massenet,
Pucinni, Bossl, Loeffler and Heckscher.
The text of the treatise is in English,

—-

Lindau Prominent
Those Participating

|

•

possibilities,

SWEDISH SINGERS
IN 25TH ANNIVERSARY
Harold

I

amore its
ualntance of the viola d'
from day to
eautles, freshly revealed
Inexhaustible and,
lav, seemed to him
labor have estab-s' years of constant
its individual!
tished the boundaries of
olden

Frank Bibb, who played Mme.

Mr.

,

compositions.
orchestral and chamber
be Inbelieves that "it may well
contemporary
of
circle
cluded in the
describes f
String instruments." He first
with special
the viola d' amore In detail
As Mr.
it.
of
tuning
attention to the
been of
(Martens says the tuning has
'^trument.
the
treat disadvantage to
"The Huguefrhere is a" story that when
at Covent
nots" was to be performed
d amour
viola
harden the player of the

Made Lasting Impression
And perhaps she

who
the choice of the people
success
support the theatre, and the
diswith sufficient claim to literary

sentirig

justify its
tinction of text or theme to
knows
publication," Surely Mr. Mantle
yoputhat the "public indorsement" or
weight in the
lar success" is of little
Jetermination of a play's worth.

fiance, the

I

Lecture

in

list

with

Paris.
ot
Mr. Mantle says of his selection
"No more is claimed
the 10 best plays:
judgbest
the
than that they represent

that whatever t"e voice did was ex-

Ifelt

subject of Mr.

situation

the long

and

did the loud, unrestrained,

Nowhere

ly.

Newman's richly
Illustrated^ Travel Talk In Symphony
Hall last night was a fascinating one,
The

find

There
correspondents of the season in London

unguided burst of noise that so often

Proves Interesting

Bystlcal, chords for the piano are pun •'Bated by the strings pizzicato. It is an
Inusual work, showing perhaps in the
Brat section, but not slavishly, the inp,uenee of d'Indy; a work to be heard
e than once to be fully grasped and
I

Illustrated

•

will

of plays produced in New Tork
the dates, names of theatres, casts and
a short summary of indisputable value.
There are lists of plays produced outNew York, but they are of
side
There are statistical
little assistance.
pages; also pages telling where and
actors and actresses were born,
wi.u
and who died during the last season.
are also tJvort reviews by foreign

Yet she commanded her voice perfect-

\

patriots as

Richly

I

H

reclatod.

The reviewer

utterance.

[

noteworthy.
Chopin's ff'-mlnor
Etude might have been played with more
demoniacal fury, but a pianist that
storms his way through this Etude and
excites the applause of those who regard,,
sound and noiso as synonymous terms. I
would probably make a mess of the,
other pieces on Mr. Smith's program.

j

critics

i

ae-aln

\

introiluci d.

contemplative,

!

browbeat her audience with her emotion. She never sang without passionate

Is

[

Other

the dialogue.
I

tion like a tigress; she almost, at times,

Mr. Smith gave pleasure by his interpretation of the various compositions. It;
true that his playing "of the sonata
was matter-of-fact, but the sonata Itself*
hardly admits of any other reading ex-f
cept in the first movement. In the other
selections, the beauty of his touch, the
clarity and color displayed, the rhythmic feeling, the poetlo quality, were

j

extra. i.OUs at least in the mind of the hearer,
lough In the composer's mind there
Bay be subtle relationship. There are
Beautiful and Individual movements, as
the tranquil andante of the second

where

I

i

conventional. Due respect was paid to
the relentless conservatives by the admission of a sonata by Beethoven, not
one of the romantically great ones.
Ncr was the Suite of Debussy, written
originally for four hands, of a dlsconccrtlng nature. There is nothing In it
to hint at the Debussy of the original

entlmunt; when there are purely ex-

lection,

I

Audience Shares Emotion
verve and Are Mme.
Frijsh sang!
She strode to her posi-

tention.

and there are times wlitti
piey and the harmonies apparently are
not

1

And with what

Structure,

traneous thoughts

supplied.

spirit.

gave a recital
Jordan Hall. The

j

re

dissent.

I

pianist,

Af-

and
have not been
Mr.
bo warm In praise of "Declassee."
Mantle gives the history of each one
has
he
comedies
and
of the dramas
chosen, and reprints long extracts from

1

j

j

"Mamma s

choice might well excite discussion

i

I

HALE

Rachel Butler's

Bolton and Middleton's 'Adam
and Eva," Tarkington's "Clarence.^ ^
and Eva
(if l^se plays only "Adam
o^n performed in Boston. The
I.*.-

fair,"

I

:

Bach's Sonata In A Major and Brahm'B
Sonata In l> Minor. Mr. Engel i» known
as a musician of fine, even fastidious
sympathy with the
taste, wholly In
Illtru-moilei n composers, yet not so enbigot
as to think that there
Huafesttfl a
Bas no music before Moussorgsky,
"rnnck and Debueey. His keen sense of
humor keeps him from parochial ism
Khis Triptych is on the whole of an
legale nature, as Is fitting; for the
Ipmposltion Is "In
M. inorlam.'' The
legale strain is too uniformly maintained for a work of its length. There
m almost a luxury of woe In the long
melodic lines and In the pervading
Ood. There are poignant pa.
hlch would be more effective If they
relieved by contrasting measures..
Too often the melodic lines do not s ;n
la rise by necessity from the harmonic

Hksoclaled,

Bells,"

I

asperating to the nerves, breathing "depraved melancholy." Mr, Huneker went
so far as to say that In this music
Oiopin is a "true lycanthrope." "Lycanthrope" is a good word, an impressive
word, meaning, as wo understand it, a
man that has the remarkable faculty of(
turning himself into a wolf; also an In-,
sane person fancying himself a beast
and disporting himself as one. To us
the Prelude is a marvelous expression
in a few measures of the deepest gloom.
The waltz Is the one that by its middle
section recalls the Viennese dances of
Schubert and the Strauss family.
MacDowell made a great effect by his
Playing "The Eagle." No other pianist
teems able to reproduce it The hearer,
was not awed by Mr. Cyril Scott's lm-presslons on vlewinc- the Temple of
Memphis. As far as Egypt Is concerned, ?
Mr. Scott might have stood in McmpTils!
Tenn. Ills Lento, less pretentious, has I
truer character. Sequclra's Cntalonian
Dance was well worth the pUuilat'3 at-

:

as an
accompaniment. It is a concerto that
admits of free and long cadenzas even
In the Andante.
Mr. Manan gave a dellghtful reading of the melodious work,
The manner In which he interpreted the
long, curiously varied and Joyous flnale
Was worthy of the highest praise. Yet
he reached perhaps his full stature In
role,

1

in the program and
the singing; there was variety; there
'was beauty; but there was no peace.
Even' in the songs that in themselves
commanded tranquility only a thin veil
defended from the pressing powers of
unrest and misery. In many ways the
program was a mirror of the modern

and influential later works. It might
have come from the amiably melodious
Frenchman, who had an eye on an applauding salon. The Prelude of Chopin
that was chosen is seldom heard In concert.
Critics have said harsh things
about it; called it bizarre, grotesque, ex-

,

swarms.

accessory

.

..

i

The program was

want

Forbes's
Zoe Aikens's ^'Declassee"— the publishacute acers might have allowed an
Ben 0 " 1
cent; Ervlne's "Jane Clegg,"
"The Jest," Salisbury Field's "Wedding

There was passion

techni-

•clul comprehension and taate in phrasmg that are not always displayed by
ollnists of high reputation. At times
his performance might have been called
(liberate; perhaps, too studied, and
While one constantly admired, one was
wldom deeply moved. His performance
En the whole was a welcome relief
from the exhibition of the young Rus»lans who have come to this country!
in

its

O'Neill's

in

yesterday afternoon in
program was as follows: Beethoven,
Sonata in E flat major, op. 27; Debussy,
Petite Suite; Chopin, Prelude, A minor,
Prelude .D minor. Nocturne, F major,
Fantaisic, F minor, Valse, G flat major,
Etude C minor (Revolutionary); MacDowell, the Eagle, Novelette In D
major; Cyril Scott, In the Temple of
Memphis from "Book of Impressions:
Egypt," and Lento; Grainger, Country
Gardens; Sequeira, Sardana; Dell, Juba
Dance.
The program was not disagreeably

pure intonation, a mu-

proficiency,

fal

'

firmly established,

is

found
I

GEORGE SMITH

k

virtuoso

not large but a thoroughly enthusiastic audience listened to Mme.
Povla Frijsh in Jordan Hall last
evening.
No audience that was
seeking the merely popular would
long have kept its enthusiasm, because the merely popular received
cavalier treatment or perhaps almost entire ignoring. But an audience that wished dramatic emotion

Llnooln," Eugene
Horizon,
the
"Beyond
"The Famous Mrs. Fair

"Abraham

water's

,

Her, vJuanito Manerf, played In Steinert Hall on March 1, 1S97 at Miss Mariuerite Hall's concert. (He had played
New York in 1S94 and 1SSS). In 1897
he showed in a modest manner a technic surprising for his years— he was
lorn at Barcelona in 1SS3— and a finer
Bute, a more serious purpose and less
Ktravagance than are usually assoatcd with the performance of an
fcfant phenomenon.
Furthermore, we

1

Drinkto hi, judgmentf^-They are

FRIJSH

A

'

fcanen. song; Schubert,

him as a normal,

.

of Russian songs Stephen
ownsend's "Thou Art Lik e a Flowe r

the group

9

131

Street Theatre late in 1894. If Bantook
can be pseudo-Oriental and pseudoGreek in his music, ho can be honestly
English, as in the "Jester Songs."
Mr. Pcirce has a good, resonant voice
which he uses freely. His enunciation
songs
is .unusually clear l or a singer of
He has a definite idea of
in English.
what should be done, and" how it should
be done. His voice is too manly for him
to cultivate sentimentalisms. Recalled,
he added to the program, singing after

BY PHILIP HADE

femernber

9

'

.

orchestra.
The People's Symphony orchestra give!
their concerts on Sunday afternoons. The!
price of all tickets is 50 cents, and, withl
the contemplate.! series of Saturday,!
morning concerts for children at 26 cents,.j™i

the movement is something that shouldSwl
have the hearty support and indose-jB
ment of all people, music lovers, public-M

We

areH
spirited people, and educators.
helping to build a love for the best mu-Wj
sic and creating a public for all sym-[«
phony orchestras.
In almost all large cities of the UnltedJJfl
States there are two symphony orches-ra
In Baltimore the city pays theft*
tras
sure deficit. Such orchestras are neverf
known as money-making prop ositions

,

have reached the 2000th consecutive
perform, im.' at His Maji ty's Theatre,
London, for a fortnight fioni Dec 27,
there will he two performances dally.

!

cltleS
value of
t«
t

ikes

• ii

hand

'i

In

booming

a

this

\

rHa
en-

Hie state
tmrlaeth city of Bo»lon andsomething
SvhMutaieetts will lose commondeuUble value to the

and municipality.

Orchestt*

Symphony

I

!

.

I

I

1

,

I

1

'

•

.

1

:

I

can tour, and his program ol -I songsr
by living English men and women!'
showed him prepared to carry abroad at
'strong representation of our modern!
There is no one better!
song-writ ins.
fitted than Mr. Elwos to show our ideal)
of song to other people and to convince
them that there is something-worth havi
ins In It. It does not concentrate on one
•j
If,

limo

musicians.!

1,10

^I°o\o'llo'l>"'si'
have volunI'MTil the finest obtainable,
are to be ver>
teered their services nnd
commended for their admirable)
hijrhlv

jrolrlt

'

.

.

great length of time.

H.

I.

I

|

\

quality like the big melody of the Ital'.\ ians,
the harmonic subtlety of the GerU&ns. and the literary exactitude of the
French.
It is an ideal of accommodai\
I tlorrs In which the poem gets expressed

Boston

II

Play;
Victoria Cross's Extraordinary
1

|

I

all

Si

expected tot
But they cannot be
^any

services.for
continue to give their
ODELL.

as his lust appearance before his Amert+i

j

pre-eminent

111

;

I

•

'

.

I

1

'

,

Other Productions in London
Cross
The dramatisation by Victoria
Gicater Law." after
of her novel. "The

melody and heightened by instrumenIn this program Jijim
tal decoration.

In

j
II

Nov. 1. finally
°he Production at Belfast.
Kennington
reached London and the
Tha Dally Telegraph declared
I Theatre
at any
seen
worst
lit to be about the
lonfc
theatre of repute for a
; London
it
burlesque
time but considered as a
story
preposterous
a
"It tells
i«i a "gem
about preposn preposterous language
one moment
erous people. Never for
bmmler of
supreme
the
does It n.,:<We.
like
becoming the least degreeyou bi any
ran
Never for an instant
divine what
knowledge of human nature
will tlo next.
any one of the characters
instance.
for
Take Or. Harrington,
keeps a
This admirable medical man couise. is
lunatic asylum-thcrefore, of

Ireland's resetting of the old ballad of
"The Three Ravens" exnros "Wj it -iost

completely.— London Times, Nov.
An inlaid haxpslchoru ,....«

f.313.

iCHMANINOFF *t
gave

Rachmaninoff

Sergei

'

I

No more

I

in

Symphony

concert of this season
a very
Hall yesterday afternoon before
been sold
large audiencef The hall had
concert.
out several days before the
taken.
was
room
standing
available
All
does not
Mr Rachmaninoff evidently
near|
too
approve having his hearers
was bare,
him. and the large platform
at the
except for his imposing figure

running his
establishment, we gather, on the fees
he is
These
paid by two rich patients.
put through the
to
perfectly readv
forms
tricks to which their particular
is

for the
of Insanity render them subject
humor.
'benefit of his friends' sense of
is
land incidentally, of the audience. He
as
them
of
one
equally readv to certify
a
sane in order that he may marry
getgirl to save her reputation (this is
and
play)
the
is
so
ting complicated, but
'when the girl suggests that the lunatic

I

I

Sonata
"The program Included Mozart's
songs vvith-|
No 9 five of Mendelssohn'spieces,
three
out words, three Chopin
composiof Mr. Rachmaninoff's own

I

being played

tions two etudes-tableaux
fepanish
for the first time-and Liszt's
recover, he offers to throw in as
^r.
rhapsody.
whose
bottle
little
a
a welding present
name any numIt would be difficult to
contents will stop any such catastrophe
more pleasing than
were
that
bers
fhe
was Played
from occurring." Although he Is In
•thers. The entire program
and the
play a villain, the audience hailed him
with the power and expression,
pianist
this
Joyfully as chief comedian, "an eyewhich
technic
marvellous'
his own,
brow contortionist of no mean order."
possesses. The two studies of
onea
Apple."
the
and
time,
Woman
"The
which were played for the first
weirdly
act play by Herbert de Hamel (the
Slavic In character, and
were
the
one
of
Duke of York's Theatre) is
Mr. Rachmaninoff responded
hanging judge, effective.
Grand Guignol order.
applause with ento the long-continued
his wife and her lover are at dinner.
after each group on the program,
cores
deis
The dessert is served. The Judge
and at th e clos e.
fending a death sentence he recently
passed. The other two regard him as
hard hearted. He goes upstairs to see
his little daughter. The lovers have a
passionate scene. The lover, a doctor,
The second of its two 25th anniversary
urges elopement. He injects poison into concerts was given yesterday afternoon
The
dish.
the
in
apple
remaining
the
Judge comes in and proceeds to pare the
The child Is brought in to say by Harmoni. Swedish singing society, in
apple.
The soloists Included
(good night. Her father offers her the Jordan Hall.
apple. The truth comes out. and the Harold Lindau, tenor; Miss Edna SwanJudge tries himself and the lover for the son Ver Haar, contralto; Faul Hultman,
She serves as jury pianist, and B. Algot Jonason, baritone.
affections.
j wife's
and decides for the lover, but the child 'Mis? Edith Eklund accompanied the
reappears. She turns towards her hus- artists on the piano.
The Harmoni
band and is forgiven.
male chorus, urder the direction of
"Will You Kiss Me?" founded by Cyril Pf hr P-arson, rendered pleasing SwedHarcourt on the American novel, "Too ish selections.
The first concert was
Much Efficiency." by E. J. Rath, was given by tie societyin Jordan HaU
produced at the Comedy: "A somewhat Saturday evenin
g.
{ *\
heterogeneous play, which passes from
being a typical American farce full of
complications and overcrowded with detail into a regulation Duel of Sex."
Thomas Hardy's "Return of the
Native." made* into a play by Alderman
T. H. Tllley. was performed at DorEMIL MOLLENHAUER, Conductor /*]
chester, (Eng.). on Nov. X" by the]

may

Nellie

is

'

jAs every

is

grease,

And blasphemy

eI

seam.

My
1

abound,
1

!

j

W

1

9
5

.
'

Dramatlj
and
Society. The Masque of St. George was
of course, an important feature.
Dorchester

j

]

Debating

Elsie Janls calls her new entertain,
for the Queen's Theatre in LonSh
month, a "revusicomedy."
-revusicomeay.
»m
Ion this monm.
ed the word from revue, music, am-

I

ment

i

PEOPLE'S K£*>
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

e
:, m°os t

e
n ave°

shrewdly

^uld

caused Winthrop;. ou

his Wife,
rageous behavior towards

show how the

and effect
of a ventriloquial entertainment may
be enhanced by the adding of a dramatic
theme to the scenery and appropriate
costumes now generally used.
As he

en
|

I

i

|

to

'it

Rollo with him.
" 'You

-

U

says:

The

ventriloquist

suitably

at-

i

||
'

tired to his environment becomes an
actor, to which dialogue must also be
in sympathy, and the story or theme
written like a good play, with a beginning and a finish.
In this little

'

!

<

Mada!eln<>
Dr.

some

j

|

I

,

i

I

Edith Cralsr
Joe Conway,...,?
Kenneth Wintltrop
Kobert Armstrong

sketches of various sorts, eacl (•
of these preceded by a commentary
Clallhi
He deals only with secondary ventrilo- H' Carthy
\lrvsley
qulsm, and advises the beginner to
llaon.
start

15

with one figure."

Winthrop

Hammond

J

I

decs.

Hall
Pearl Meehnn
Chryxtal Hern<,

•

-And the expense will be consider
able.' she added.
„.
'there will
••
'Yes,' said Mr. Holiday,
They gen
'be some additional expense.
price for a boy.'
5 erally charge half
_

Pierre
Arthur V.

Watkln

Gibson
Wlllard P. Bargcr
.

John Rowan
.Otto Nlemeyer

.

.

.

.

,

!

;

purposes
So Mrs. Oscar Hammerstein
public and the
to give the New York
-within
strangers
gaping and auriferous
gates opera, grand, medium and
the
small

German. It is a pity that
not alive to express his opinion
great name for
of the plan. He made a
himself and the Manhattan Opera Souse
its
and awoke the Metropolitan from
in
lethargy by producing French opera
French.
0"car

^^rth?*,^

Ann Mason

.George Bedell
...Edward Harrlgan
The Arq iittal" is an excellent meloima. Curiosity is awakened as scon
.

^i.

William Walcott
William Hnrrlgan
George Parsons

/
Such a boy a great

•

days-

I

Franklin

Violet

find

that*

but genuine
ness with an "unobtrusive
As
sense of humor.
unthankful pan.
he> was strong in an
old
on< that I" the good
by Bailer*
have been fiercely hissed oompllnvent^
'gods: there was no higher

|

Barton
-Nellie

volume Mr. Ganthony has put together

!

will

mother.
deal of trouble." said his
" 'True," replied his father: 'I expect

Fifty-Fifty

By PHILIP HALE
HOLLLS STREET THEATRE— First

interest

stairs,

the
simplicity of the beginning, and
Knowledge of human nature displayed:
to take a
••Hollo's father was going
whether
journey, and he was considering
would not be a good plan to take

fly.

performance in Boston of "The Acquittal," a play In three acts by Rita Weiman. Produced by Cohan and Harris
at Atlantic City. June 29. 1919.
Having
had a long run in Chicago, the play
was brought out in New York on Jan.
5. 1920, at the Cohan and Harris Theatre.

doth

man down

of 60 years or

,

Robert Ganthony is the author of
"Modern Ventriloquism." published by
Will Goldston. Ltd.. London. The Stage
says: "In this Mr. Ganthony has striv-

cares;

-

at an

a

h

our

man

that he deliberately chose to be
wrong. What good books they were. If
we are not mistaken he wrote f rerruently
for the. Riverside Magazine for boys and
'There were engrossing pages
iris.
about coasting and other winter sports.
We wish that we owned the books toTo rea~d tfcjstn wo would drop
day.
Margot Asquith's. memoirs in a minute
or even the treitiso explaining Einstein's theory; but, alas! the books of
"Vieux Moustache" disappeared long ago
with the "Adventures of Alexander Selkirk'- in blue boards, the English edition
of "The Boy's Own Book." and that improving sjory, "Dick and His Friend
Fidus." Fortunately we still have some
of the Rollo books; the Marco Paul seSongs for
ries) also "Divine and Moral
Children." by old Doc Watts. Even now
we pick up "Rollo's Travels." Net© the

=
^ z^srvss;
^se^erS ^t^ess

Overture Magic Flute, MoaiTrr, "mtii! >T5
Strings, Herbert; Ballet Music, Queen of
Sheba, Goldmark; Serenade for woodwind,
horns and tuba (first time in Boston >,
Strauss; Scherzo and Finale ot Fourth
^mj*° n y J? , rx .!"inor' Tseholkowskys
fc U"fc

praise

,ing

meaning.
Impose* ll.ty
concerning possibility or
he
that
is
And the crowning glory
Everyuims
out.
rframa. is not spun
within two
happens in the theatre
h U
well-played.
were
parts
°T i™(four chief
without exaggera
'Miss Heme portrayed
secret
woman, to'tured by her
tion

In

have reached the firing line the diseases
and the deaths of even the unknown
have a peculiar interest. Some remembered that Clarence Gordon had pleased
boyhood hy his books signed
trteir
"Vieux Moustache." We once asked in
print why he was thus ungrammatically
French, why he mixed genders, not
thinking that he would see the paragraph, not knowing whether "toe was
alive.
He wrote a long and delightful
letter in answer, admitting the masculine and incongruous adjective and say-

.

,

f

I

hours

his age corresponded wtih theirs; or they
wore curious about the disease that removed him from the earth, for after men

ds

'

so

his

,

k

of mystery
contrived. The atmosphere
end
preserved till near the
is adroitly
assume a portenTrifles as light as air
argue
to
time
no
One has

1

And

"Vieux Moustache"
more may have
read carelessly that Clarence Gordon
died last week at Sharon. Perhaps they
looked to see how old he was. whether

r,—

^In'^exSner'melodrama.

:|

Forgetful of the plumber

Men

Winthrop leaves-and what the
Whispering between
the
doctoi" the lawyer and
curtain falls
young reporter, and the
ending?

cometh."

And we, in Joy profound,
Just hibernate, unmindful of
coal
Oblivious
that
the

i

hu

harvest
beguiles
of snow.

surThere is Still another
all
Nor
Mot at au.
J-"
u t0 nform
be a pity
and it would
net we

gutter.

^

With chants and pious psalms

It.
future spectators concerning turns the
mav say that Mrs. Winthrop
house, asthe
of
out
voluptuous Edith
would end »»
suring her that she
is

I

sleeps on tho lips of men.

Whereat the coal man smiles.
And rubs his hands, and sayeth, "Even

prise,

'

I

Again the clothier fllngeth to the breeze
His garments false of wool and frail of

which Winthrop re
Wlnthrop's lawyer
draw up the Ja«,ree me m.
is

to

The patient plumber sees
The full fruition of his summer's dream;

in steel.

to

board

our health

But days of quiet peace;

$1,000,000,

summoned

it

of

Tho stove-pipe oometh to the front again,
IU anxious Joints slip Into place like

merely a

play
Here one might think the

SWEDISH SINGERS GIVE
THEIR SECOND CONCERT)

|

for

fenW made

V

map

m

still

of

U

Th« upturned face with exquisite agony.
Of him who loves his early morning nap.

H

-

<

time

ehapca

but

No more the industrious fly.
The mosquito's morning supplement,

her life.
soned 'powders. He threatens a
him
P>«°'
"Kill me," and she hands
Conway to the rescue, he nex room.
the
t
tening at the door of
to Mrs
Having apologized gracefully he says
Winthrop for eavesdropping,
tne
those
that he has the letters;
the envelop^
husband's hands are only
keep
he has the powders, too.

A

Araby.

member

horror

knows.

,

:

tho match

the odorous breath
that, every

blows,
Suggests, not
death,

1

Edith sheds no light; it darkens the
But the husband enters
mystery.
Madeleine's boudoir. Husband and wife
dramaare alone. She in a hysterically
brought
tic scene accuses him of having
who
Edith,
mistress
his
home
his
into
had been befriended by the murdered
philanthropist
the
was,
man. Old as he
was jealous; he gave the wife letters
written by her husband to this woman.
Fearing exposure, her husband poisoned
murderer.
the old man. Yes, he is the
live
How can she, the devoted inwife,
turn acHe
future?
the
in
with him
cuses her of having the reporter for a
He has the letters which she
lover.
foolishly handed- to him in her rage.
Ah. but she has the proof of the*, pol-

[

<,f

attenuate

the

find

Of summer nights

maid in service.
The talk between Mrs. Winthrop and

firs*

bis

respectful

to light
gas, and
flown.

The

puts Dupin, Monsieur
rest
Lecocq, Sherlock Holmes and the
And do not think
confusion.
to

;

•

The emphatic scratching
I

Mr Joe Conway
of 'em
that the

the Incisive bite.

tone.

Ah ladies and gentlemen, the power
moves the
of the press! the lever that
neatness
world. Job printing done with
in adinvariably
Terms
dispatch.
and
vance.
two.
or
day
In
a
detected
Murderers

Kirkman in 1766 for Queen Cliarlotto
and given by her to the Princess Amelia was sold at auction in London for

'

something of a rogue. He

ODE TO DECEMBER
No more

Mixed with the internal midnight mono-

during the wait.

cob

face.l

Witness his

the

19.
j

.,

melancholy

but although ho was on the staff of a.1
newspaper, he did not bore one by talk-|
lug about Pegasus in pound, or the
Muse chained to a desk. His poems
wore, often of a gloomy nature. He had
evidently studied the Swlnbu:-no of the
defiant choruses In "Atalanta in Calydon" and could Imitate neatly the form
of "Dolores," but In private life ho enbeer and tobacco. At times he
I Joyed
wrote In a comparatively cheerful vein.
|

expression when she hears the comments on the verdict— all this Is not
merely the reaction from the long strain
uiy
of the trial, where she had showed
common courage in her loyalty. Is It]
to
cause
possible that Conway has just
question the verdict? Is it possible that
she did the deed, that her hand adminIn
istered the poison? Wlnthrop conies
as a victor. Even the Governor of the
that
state has telegraphed his regret
the outrageous charge had brought him
calm,
to trial. Surely, Winthrop, manly,
speaking from ills heart to the reporters
this
house;
his
to
invited
has
whom h»
man. evidently devoted to his wife, canalso
Note
murderer.
not havo been the
ot
the momentary strange behnvlor
Edith, who lives with the rejoicing
Winwhen
faint
she
does
couple. Why
in
throp promises Conway to aid him
detecting. the guilty one? Is it possible
What
knows?
or
one,
the
was
that she
the nature of the hastily-scrawled
Is
bag he Is
note' that Conway puts in the
What
told belongs to Mrs. Winthrop?
Nellie,
does he say when he whispers to
a
upstairs,
go
he
does
the maid? Why
stranger in a strange house? The curpleasantly
is
tain falls and the audience
"Who was the murderer? , is
excited.
themeof the conversational buzzing

—

I

He had a

was Root

,|

Mr. Balsbovlc. violinist: He Is one of
la very small number of violinists wh>
play every note lit tunc every essential
note, that is, for it Is only machines that
level the unimportant up to a mean\ngless perfection.
He lias that exceptionally fine ear which Is not content with
being In tune, but trnjst lie in the "mid;
Idle' of the noje: and that Inspires corittdence from the first.— London Times,
Nov. 1!».
Gervasc Khves His recital was described

people's
Hi.'
III!'-' 1- MI»>lH>|-t Of
V(>
'
orchestra must
j
iu audience. The
people"as
the great I
flnano a , 8UP part of
women |
JJ™, nubllo-splrtted men and
" mb'.natlon
n "
«u
and the managet£ urco the pUvers
of Bosthe'clty
men t nothing can keep
position as
ton from Its long acquired
the sym-j
In the laud of
.

tried for tho murder of an aged philan- h
throplst hut even at the very beginning,
of the first act. with the return of the
her friend Edith from .the
wife and
court room, the spectator Is conscious of
The
something mysterious to come.
nervousness of tho wife, her tremors,
her shuddering, her changes of facial

Notes About Music, Concerts
and Musicians in London

i

>

°f in*
w«u»lth

.

I

actreMe.

acknowledB. by

and
Tn u tne
standing a curtain call
l /?.
throughout.
usion was preserved

actors

i

i

in

is

Stage Suppers
(Margot Asqulth)
"Everyone has a different conception
connect U with
of Hell and few of us
idea
flames: but stager suppers are my
exception of Irvof Hell, and, with the
and
Sarah
Terry
Ellen
ing and Coquelln.
Bernhardt, I have /lever met the hero

L...

i.min,,

nfr

the stage that

was not

I

1

I

Stones, Flip, Swizzle

[As the World Wags:
Before all worthy tipplers have passed
away, I should like to ask whether any
nave ever resorted to stone-boiling especially when they were mulling a
stom-

i

(

|

I

j

have known several men who
sometimes heated their drink with a
red-hot poker. I have known only
one
that had recourse to the more
primitive
Btone-boiling. This man often
remarked
achic.

I

l

the truth for

Which he would order heated on
the
grill.
3hall never forget seeing
1
him
quaff his stone-boiled liquor and
nibble
ftt namekins.
TARBELLUS

SBR*

all

- :

f

ii-<-a*fda

^hes.

poker'

was. not unknown to us In the
good old
days, but we never heard of
ling.
We believe that a tribestone-boilof North
American Ind.ans, the Assinaboins.
not
the

How some
Wlliout

1

a musical comedy.
Plazatoro
of Pla Z atoro:V.V-

'Itms!
'

Giorei'tl
Th. ini'

,

I

'

Tkp

j

'

j

I

Gon-

The cast:
Sam Burton

q

VSltor
I.

or hauden' up a haun."
Here our correspondents come

Apropos of the dJscgssion regarding
grace at table, I would remind those
tearful of being caught unprepared
for
that ceremony ef the verse said
byRobert Burns at the request of the Earl

'

of

'

burn off some of the alcohol and
at
same time heat the punch
Care

will

the

must bo taken to place the metal
vessel
where the flames will not set fire

tn

anything. This swizzle should be
served

In gctdets while

is still

It

Former Star of "Lombardi.

He Were"

The Herald of Nov.

Boston.

K

37.

B^He>

with
I

I

>

«

First

comed Y In three acts, a proEf/'" * an enll
°sue. by George BerEl
|Ord Shaw. First playe.l
:.i
rh- Little
aneutre. |n London, on
April 19. 1011. r'
.

PUwtman

mu

.

("omit

O'ltatwL

Pnrinr

(,

J )r

.

»

.Jlorrld

.

.....Barry Wli|tro m h
"• Conway WlninVM

~,

IiigrM

Trotter^"

Ifr.

Noel

Vaugban

... .Chester H.

Ounn
,

,

n.ipual.

*'"*••

Kimx.v.:.::::

^

i"'

'

Turner

Watu

Is

Shaw

s

wittv nnd clever

n little lagging.

It

is

its

(

I

hut
dla-

;
'

IW " whom Shaw
et, whtt one most

la "slapping."
in J
enjoys about Shaw i
ifthat he Bays (he things that we think.
have too much fear of convention j.
(•ay, » v
'Fanny's First !!.,
ting piece.
Each character is clearand sharp. Count *< i'[ij\vd», who If
I
Jes Byfdn nnd detests Wagner, Beetyen and the entire Wth century. Is a
tlrlc sketch of the modern who
Uvea 8
the romance of the "good old days," I
hrortably ignoring the wnmy side of I
^se times. M was ini re-,i in ^ lo hear
t hfl
lienavcd rational^ on the street.
|9
1

•

.

i

i

(

ola Roach's Mrs

r<rio\

'religious

!

|

tempestuous ways, supplied
l only real action In
Ihe play with her
-Jltsu method of "educating" young

Rachmaninoff's

these stern anforcers of th*

As the

,

!

j

No.
!

j

was

Liszt,

4;

Hungarian Khapsody No. 1.
Hall,
A. M.. Mine.
11

Barratt,
piano recital.
Scottish Tonp l'lotnr*'; H. II. A. Beach,
Scottish I.e:;etel: MhcDowpU. Celtic Sonatas
Chiek. Aria and C.avotte; Ireland. Towing
I'atli and Merry Andrew; Honeklrk, Sundown.
Minuet and Rlirninlon; Pobussy,
Sluiilo.vs,
Serenade Interrompne, L11 171 lo aux Ohcveut
de
M'hnpln. Andante Splanato and Polonaise in A Hut.
TI'KSD AY— Symphony Hall, 4 P. M., Boston
Symphony Orchestra's concert for young peoSee special
ple.
Mr. Monteux, conductor.

Hnpekirk '«

Helen

'

1

1

-1

I

1

ii

notice.

/

'

j

.

WF.DNESDAY—Jordan

Hall, 3 P, M. Song reBatelle Uebllng.
Song recital ery
Hall, 8:10 P. M.
Era Uauthlcr. See /peclai notice.

hv
Jordan

cital

Mmo.

Mm*.

Helen
'«ST)AY— Jordan Ball. %L P. M.
JcfTrnts violin recital. BtrVjis. Sonata,
loo: Hrnch. ConctHto, D minor.
11 aJor^Wij.
No. -: A^uiiiiidor, The Foitiry Pi^V ''R»nlnlK-roisler, cltflce, No. 20; RachmleWofi. Romance; Krt'n%r. Tainbouriu Chiuoni Saint-

Till

A

SiipUi1 . .I.n

Hirranalae.'

'

''"'*

Aitto^^

Symphony Hall, 4 P. M. Repetition ot
Symphony concert for young, people.
FRIDAY— Symphony Hall. 4 P. M. Repetttlati
of Symphony concert for young people.

Jordan Hall

recital In

Her songs were
as follows: Georgan, Chanson Flamande;
Havel,
Chanson Francalee; Vaughan
Williams, L*ftmour de Moy; Sinlgaglla.

&

last night.

Maria Catllna; Hughes, Bird's Courtin'
After these poet songs came a
of American: Griff es, Walklkl;
Ornstcln, the Raindrop; Engel, A Sprig
of Rosemary and Opal.
The Italians
were represented by Mallplero, Stream;
Casella. II" Bove; Tommasini, La Fon-

YOUNG LISTENERS

3HOW APPRECIATION
J

by many
He .was enthu-

By PHILIP
The

siastic in all that he undertook, thoughtful of others, a generous jnan.
Some

may remember

that in his pWtical idealhe endeavored to establish a Columbian party and thus subjected himself to sneers aiui insults. He had
the
honor of being decided editorially by
the New York Sun.
Mr. Means was
fortunate in this: he lived to sue his
theories and beliefs about aerlai navigation vindioated and was thus happier
than Sainue' I'ierpont I^ngley. who
died broken hearted, because his "air
ship" was generally thought to be
a

ism

«

,

Song.

classed

with comic almanauu.

L...gfc-'

group

he believed in the possibility of flying
machines. HIb belief was so firm that
he was not ruffled by (he good-natured
chaff at the club he frequented. The
Aeronautical Annual, which he founded
published,

.

By PHILIP HALE
Mme. Eva Gauthler gave a

recall the

-I

'

_

Beclouded

The nky

Is law, tl:e Honds are
mtau
travelling unliu of ltauw
iiurn or tlnoiu'li a rSI
" 1 ±<
if it will go.

I

I
5]
I
''

.

first

of the

HALE

young people's con-

certs given by the "Boston Symphony
Orchestra. Mr. Monteux conductor, took
place yesterday afternoon ln*Symphdny

The program was as

Hall.

Rossini, overture to

"The

taine des Gazelles; Resphigl, Nevlcata;
Castelnuovo,
Stella Cadenti (No.
9);
Plzsettl.
San Basllio, The eccentric
Erie Satle was represented by Le Statue
de Bronze, Daphane and Le Chapeller.
Then came the turn of the |Brltlsh;i
Ireland, Penumbra; Goossena, Chanson
de Barbarlne; Holbrooke, O, Gloomv,
Friendly Treea; Polerkln, Hours of
Idleness;
CvYil Scott,
An Old) Song
Knded; Frank Bridge, Thy Hand in
Mine.
Mine. Gauthler had purposed to add
Stravinsky's Berceuses du Chat to the
program, but the three clarinetists neeessary were not available, so she sub- /
/

^

follows:

j

Italian (worn-

'

Bach, Bourn
Polonaise and Badinerie from the suite In
jB mlnor; Dvorak, Largo and Scherzo

J an)

in

Algiers,"

>

from the symphony "From the New
J World;" Romsky-Korsakoff, "The Story
rtpf the Kalander Prince" from "Sche|herazade;"
Bizet-Gulraud,
Farandole
Ifrom the suite "L'Arlesslenne" No. 2.
I • For the concert of yesterday and the
lone tomorrow afternoon all the tickets
jwere distributed through 90 schools and

e-tituted

10
j

Irt'isical,

tot

(he

first

was

Jabez

I

Jenkins

\

of

except familiar words."
Mme.
Gauthier's program recalled to mind
this little book. The ultra-moderns had
(he tloor. It was a pleasure to know
what they are doing, or in some Instances, trying to do; to note their desire to be original at any cost, their
wild
endeavor to shun the obvious.
The grouo of Italian songs was dlsap"nil

ji

especially

preference

amusing Japanese and

publlshe^Jn London a dictionary

settlements of Greater Boston,

The audience yesterday was

Crist's

Chinese songs.
In 1861 the excellent

,1

A'-roas a

Debates
I

(Harper

), sections 2408, 'J407
3410
Beverly.
UEOHOH P. BOLIVAR.

time when James Means
was regarded as a visionary became

and

1

B

The Roman Numerals
World Wags:

Bros

'

MONDAY —Stelnert

[

!

James Means

We

A

f

s

.

recitul.

Convention Hall, St. Botolph street. 5:80
V. M. Concert by the People's Orchestra o£
Mozart,
Bostun, .Mr. Mollenauer. conductor.
cn.Tinrc i« ••Tiie Mafic Flute"; Herbert,
I.oif group from Suite for striugs; (ioltlmark.
Ballet mii-ilc from "Tlio Queen of Sheba";
It.
Strauss, Serenade for wood-wind Instruments and horns (first time here): Tsobalfc«n..kv. Scherzo and Final.' from Symphony

set-

Uw7

(Emily pirkiiisonj
i

w

M. Mr.
See 'sneeisl

P.

3:'t0

Hall,

piano

nctiee.

I

I Invite the attention of
your Worcester correspondent. Inquiring
about "the
letter B appearing in Roman
numerals "
to Lanes Latin Grammar

John Birkenhead went so far as
to query whether Mr. Peters did
Justly
preach against Christmas pies the same
iluy that he ate two minced plea for
his
dinner. Aro there no Peterses among

[cheerful," gives a well-thought-out
rfoniiiiiice.
Mtaa- Roach shines parUlarly In characterizations of this
It.
Mr. Knox, with his "nerves,:' was
Itally played by IE. E. Cllvc.
Espe- f jj
ly good wns he in the third act— an
f (allure.
;e*dingly "tailty'' one, by the way— L
«n ho showed a tendency to "broaden

)ma Royton as the newly-awakened
— aret, whose religious ardor led her

II

Sir

,,nd Its
alw.-.ys v.ist-

.

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK
srxn.VY— Symphony

oneself.

ting me right on the "Thoie-tole-toll"
question.
There seems to be a penumbra In pronunciation, however.
Is not thole-pln
always pronounced tole-pin?

Boston.

in them. In other men all aln,
Rather than fail, they \»l|| defy
That whlrh thev love moat tenderly
Quarrel with mlnc'd-plea and disparage
Their beat nnd deareot friend, plum-

•

,

kill

The Thankful Contributor
As the World Wags:
Many thanks to you and H. T. for

porridge."

!

them

W

such

^^^^^^-^-^

"All piety consists theieln

amusing, and every word counts—
never fails to say something real*
Ugh one Is Joath to apply it person*
" It Is human nature to sit «.>.-ick nnd
fortahly reflect that It's "the other 1

-

,

I

,

at his best.

mt altogether without faults. If
Bue is at times long drawn ou!
Won

musical maids played

ding and mince -meat, also brandied
cherries and peaches, are in vlolaUon
of the prohibition enforcement law.
And so we torn to "Hudibras";

'

l

7^>

ham

by a trace of alcohol; that the flavoring of hoqie-inado Christmas plum pud-

nllarlousiy at the
discomfiture of
already slapped. %he
critics are
targets for the shafts of his
ic
wit.
Shaw once said: "Produce
tour best critic, and I
will criticise
lead orf.
In the prologue he stands
Titles up In A row like
so many lead

^

to

I

Adults will be admitted only as es-

a "queer-plunger" was a cheat
working the drowning man and resque
dodge.— Ed.

first

wn onety one.

]b

1

corts.

thus

''

knock

queer"

die

the plural, means anything
strange, also news. "The Lord kens It's
queers to Archie Simpson, that there's
any
-in kissing a lassie."
"Queerly" or "quarely" means considerably,
extraordinarily.
In old cant "queer'.'
was a generic depreciative: criminal
base, counterfeit, odd. There Is a
long
list of curious phrases under
this head:

..Paul

to

"To

"Queers,"

,

and proceeds

subscription series.
In order that students of the schools
that did not come in the allotment may
have an opportunity to hear the orchestra, a third concert will be given the
afternoon of Dec. 10, for which tickets
at 2J, 35 and 50 cents are now being
sold at the Symphony Hall box office.
This concert will also accommodate
pupils of the various private schools.

j

|

I

jy*

struments.
These concerts will do much to arouse
and maintain genuine interest in good
(music, music that is melodious and
strongly rhythmed, whether it be by a/i
iltalian. Frenchman, Russian, German or
even an American. Mr. Monteux arranged, as he did last season, an excellent program for the purpose; he
conducted and the full orchestra played
as If the concert were in the regular

I

j

merits.

terested and pleased. They were warmappreciative.
They watched the
ly
players attentively and heard them intelligently. When they talked, the subject was the music of the orchestral in-

Brook line.

'

his

1

I

"Queer and" means "very." There
are other uses of the word in dialect.
In "Tarn o' Shanter" the souter told his
"queerest" J.e. most humorous, stories.
In certain English provinces "queer"
means ill-tempered, captious, unsociable,
"Queer-gotten": of uncertain parentage.'

-

."

play Itself

Chinese, Japanese
Stepping out of the movies and recalling her musical comedy success. Fay
Marbe wins her audience by the charm
songs, dances,
of personality put in
smiles and kisses. Paul Decker's company stages a one-act comedy of the
rich man's son's come-back at father,
and Tom Patrlcola, assisted by Irene Del-roy, mimics an Idiot almost too realistically In original dancing.
The Canslnos were gracefully reI
sponslve to the rhythmic and rapid whirl
of the Spanish dance. Harry Stephens
and Louise Brunelle combined, the operatic and hula-hula: Carl Emmy's dogs
knew they were individual stars: and

acquaint in a measure the young listeners with the quality of sever"' solo instruments. Thus in the odd' and once
popular overture of the light-hearted
Rossini the. florla passages for oboe
Were played delightfully by Mr. Longy.
\lr. Laurent's skill and taste were dlslaytd in the movements from Bachs's
Jite. while the English horn solo in
Dvorak's largo was played by Mr.
(ueller.
The movement from "Scheprominence
erazado"
brought into
)los by violin, harp, bassoon, oboe,
trombone!
trumpet,
arinet.
horn,
layed by the admirable virtuosos of
he orchestra..
inj The young listeners, were greatly

.

.

queer and well, uncle!' murmured John
shyly." "Your da was a strange man.
John, a queer strange man," or "My da
would be queer and proud of you. Uncle
William."
E, if. QUINBY. II. D.

of

Krtl»M

e

The

dialect stories
and Italians.

McI»tosh with

" Wnrhur lB n
Ilanwll
n rd Shaw mu
« have enhL«if
c]y Wnon ho w,ote
thi *
!

jaier*

Inimitable

airs of Scotland on a variety of instru-

env
l: ""servant
humor and
k Liri
satiric thrusts, he
"slaps" at the
an * "e.mny spy ,| 3inK abov „
crowd: then, when least
expected,
eans over and Indiscriminately
slaps
unsuspecting heads that are
"laugh-

Ills

his

"Lomthis week

,arl

(

r,

w L^

Ltd.,"

''::^ u n^lZ

RE,"!**

id

I

Mar

Knox"*'

V

'

Robert
Noble
Diana Stnrm
Nlcbo'aa J^v

•

t...

Bo

I,e«li>

1-ar-on*

LynnM

.„..

Ollbcyrlna.

TMIlwi

'

1

Klnwiif r

Mr

_ .^r iA

_
C
irnovskv

.

.

Snrnr^'

.

recently star of

Carrlllo,

bardi, Ltd.." leads Keith's bill

B E

COPLEY THEA^mSa«*anny

l

Page: "In this way the reporter
pleaded the harmless variety of
the
lower, the middle and the upper classes
of Pickie; and for a time they were 'ill
to thole' on account of the swollen
condition of their heads."
In this book also the use of the word
'queer" Is striking: e. g. " 'I love yod

Scores with Dialect Stories

Leo

eTCbs; also to pupils thitt are studying
music outside of the schools but are
being _credited for it in the schools.
The program was arranged so as to

1

Let me remind you; of the Rev Rowsmooth voipe. Ralph Brainard and Edward Quinn, the gondoliers, who have land Hill's famous and unrivalled grace
temporory joint occupancy of the throne' "Forasmuch, O Lord, as many have
cod and r.o appetite, and many
of Barataria, sang pleasingly in solos
more
have appetite and no food, we thank
and duets, and Eunice Gilraan and Edith
rhee that We have both,"
Benmin, their wives and expectant
Taunton
o.ueehs, were charming in their
WALTER J. CLEMSON
songs.
This opera will be repeated Tuesday
and Wednesday nights, and "The Pirates
"Queeri*
*'
of Penzance" win hold the stage for
As the World Wags:
the
remainder of the week.
Apropos of "thole," a recent book of
St. John Ervine's: "Foolish
Lovers," has
iho following passage—on the second

the- World

n

"The Selkirk

entitled

As the World Wags:

LEO CARRILLO HEADS
BILL AT B. F. KEITH'S

T

Wags-:
respectful'* urge "L. X. Catalonia "
o says it Is rfrver in good taste
to
my. 'If ho wer>," to study an
gammar with npjeial reference English
to the
Wunctive mood. He may then think
ft to modify ins catagorlcal assertion

and

'

hot."

"Goblets"! Good, old days'
y
y/ Was ,n En «land also
l*^' Sir
a
ailed
Cloudeeley.
after Sir CloudesShovel.
I

"If

Selkirk

Grace":
"Some hae meat and eanna eat.
And some wad eat that want it
but we hac meat and we can eat,
And saq the Lord be thankit."
Boston.
H. G. CRAWFORD.

I

'

to the

As the World Wags:

!

&

s

rescue.

I»arroprats. were called
"StoneBoilers" in English, though they
'heated
SCa
Robert Vcrno n
water not spirits. Reading the letter
Mr. Tarbellus we recalled the recipe cf li The cast and chorus numbered nearly
for
as
many^as
the
audience at last night's
the Manor Swizzle, a
beverage
performance.
The ,stage settings and
Thomas Hoggsun, Esq.. first drankthat
at*
costumes were excellent, and the
the end of the KSth century
mush
at- a white
under the direction of Max Bendix
atone inn In the town of
of
Frederickton
high quality.
the
p
province
of
Jtt
New Brunswick
Jefferson De Angelis was agile
"To eight bottles of a light
and
Rhenish
amusing in the principal comedy
Wine, add two bottles of Arrack
and
and his performance called for anpart,
•enough white sugar to suit
enthe taste
|core.
Mildred Rogers had one solo in
Add a few sticks of cinnamon, a few
the last act which suited her strong
Jrhole cloves, and mix the concoction

'mulling stick
(preferably one
with canister shot fastened to themade
end
of a bent iron rod) until it be
red hot
and plunge it into the mixture
This

Is

lips

Mi.ol^^o^s

Eunice Gllman
Edi,h Benmin
Jefferson de Angall"

-

lis,

diadem.

across this speech of the Shepherd:
"I dinna mean to pay, sir,
that poverty directly thanks God every time it
takes a drink o' water or a mouthfu'
o .bread. That's impossible; though
It's
a custom that should aye be countenanced among a' ranks, askin' a blessin on every meal folk
eat sittln'— if it
be but shutting the een, muvin'
the

j

!

Hu « h Williams

1

13

one treal

lier

At Table
The question of grace before- meat
was recently discussed in this column.
Running through a volume of "Nodes
Ambrosianae" the other night we came

;

that."

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE-"Thee
doliers,"

Flip, ale and spirits, sometimes
spiced
and always heated with a red-hot

A narrow wind com
-Nature, like

.

Warburton's fault.
There is little question as to why the
Copley Players' revivals of "Fanny's
First Play" are popular. In Mrs. Knox's
words, -"You may call It preaching. If
you like"— in this case comedy— "but it's

that he relished toddy only when
'twas
atono-boiled.
He always had in his
Ffclub locker two or three grayish
pebbles

Boston.

in a role ThaS^Frh itseirinconsequential
As M. Duvallet, Margaret's partner-incrime, he gave a smooth and
colorful
Characterization.
It
seemed strange
however, that a man who claimed but
•
slight knowledge of the English
fongue
could burst out with such a rhetorical
and glowing harangue as this Frenchman did Thiiji though, is scarcely Mr.

f

1

I

'

»
'*<)

i

.

'

ty;

.iinonsst all thoso rare discov-

yet.

and curious pieces, I find In the
fahrlck of man, I do not so much content myself, as In that I find not— that
Is, no organ or Instrument for the rational soul; for In the brain, which we
term tho scat of reason, there is not anything of moment more than I can discover In the crany of a boast: and this Is a
sensible and no Inconsldumhle Argument
eries

r

aro men, und we know not how;
there Is something In uo that can tie
without us, and will be after us. though
It
Is strange that If hath no history
what It was before us, nor cannot tell
how H entered in us.
"Certainly there is no happiness within this circle of llesh; nor la it In the optlcks of these eyes to behold felicity. The
the
first day of our jubilee is death;
devil hath, therefore, failed of his desires; we are happjer with death than
we should have been without it: there Is
no misery but In himself, where there Is
no end of misery."

we

,>

Carl Rngel'* "Spris; of Rosemary," suparlor to >> » "Opal,'' which the singer.
repeated. John Ireland's "Penumbra."
Ch ril 8cott's "OU1 8ong Ended." which
owed much to Mint. Oauthler's quletlyl
emotional Interpretation; and the inuslcal Je»U of the strangely gifted Erik

.

.

,

1
I

I

might be of Interest to discuss the
tomi nclea of the "advanced" writers'
It

now

of bonus. but sp».-e

for Mine. Gautbior.

As

forbids.
hor Interprota-'

tlon of the various moods,

sentiments.
emotions, was an unfailing delight
were
easily
difficulties
surVocal

'

I

mounted: tones were

Socrates to his judges: "Now, If there
no consciousness at all. and it is like
sleep when the sleeper does not dream.
say there would be a wonderful gain
1
For I am sure, if any man
in death.
were to take that nl;ht in which he slept
so deeply that he saw no dreams, and
put Ufiide it all the other nights and
is

artistically colored

will; the rolce was tho supple and
sympathetic voice of each composer. Tho
Versatility of Mme. Oauthler Is Mirprising.
It seems that nothing pertainIng to humanity Is foreign to her muslfet

I

enl expression.

The singer

1

j

Ended." was now

dignified,

now

j

;

pas-

atonate, and she sang an Interpolated
and delightful waits by Satle with tho
dash, the reckless brilliance of a cafeconcert favorite.
Mr. Shield played remarkable accompaniments In a remarkable manner,
vying In art with- the singer. The large
audience was enthusiastic.

I

days of his whole life, and compare
them, and say how many of them all
were better spent or happier than that
one night-I am sure that not the ordinary man alone, but the King of Persia
himself, would Arid them few to count.
If death is of this nature, I would consider it a gain; for the whole of time
would seem no longer than one single
night. But if it Is a journey to another
land, If what some say is true and all
the dead are xeally there, if this is so,
my judges, what greater good could

that felt the

simple charm of "L'Amour tie Moy,"
and brought to the heart of the hearer
the deep pathos of "An Old Song

1

[

|

j

MISS LIEBLING

Miss Estelle Llebling, soprano, at her
recital yesterday afternoon, presented

j

the following program: Cavalli. Canson*; Stradel'.a, Aria" di S. Giovanni;
Gaffi. Mlnuetto Allegro; Fesch, Tu fai
la superbetta; Hahn. Le Rossignol; De( bossy. Clair de lune; Ravel. "La Flute ^
'lEnchantee; Salnt-Saens. I.e Bonheur est t
chose legere; Golde. Sudden Light; Taylor,
the Rivals; Max Llebling, Love
came in mt the door: H. Osgood. On
Erlberg Isle. Qullter, Song of the Blackbird; Poldowski. Dimanehe d'Avrll and
Serenade: d'Erlanger. Chanson legere;
Fourdrain. La Papillon. Walter Golde
was the accompanist.
Miss Llebling comes from a very musiGeorg Llebling, known
family:
cal
throughout Germany and in London as
teacher, director of
pianist,
composer,
music schools; Emil Llebling. pianist,
and a brilliant writer on musical subI

1

!

Jects; Sally Liebllng, esteemed In Germany as pianist and teacher; Max Liebcomposer, pianist and teacher;
ling,
Leonard Llebling. musician, teacher,
composer, librettist and the editor of the
Musical Courier.

1

.

-

Of the
Bernado

j

composers

on

the

program

Gaffi is the least known to
He was a composer of
confertgoers.
the Roman school, living in the 17th and
ISth centuries. He wrote a cantata for
solo voice, also cantatas for solo voice
with accompaniment for strings. The
song of Ravel is the second in his

j

I

"Sheheraaade." dating back to 1903.
(The three songs have also an orchesD'erlanger. best
tral accompaniment.)
known here by his song "Morte," Is
often confounded with the late Camille

Milton'h Moloch:
i

f

foretgn critics, in opera and in concert
In this
In various European cities.
country she has sung from coast to

Yesterday she was heard in
Boston for the first time. Her voice is
of very fine quality and of adequate
power and range. The medium and low
coast.

.

1

1

"What doubt we to incense
His utmost ire? which, to the highth enrag'd.
Will either quite consume us, and reduce
To Nothing this essential: happier far
Than miserable to have eternal being."
Milton's Belial:
"To be no more; Sad cure! for who would lose,
Though full of pain, this intellectual being,
Those thoughts that wander through eternity,
To perish rather, swallow'd up and lost
/
In the wide womb of uncreated night,
'
Devoid of sense and motion?"
Swinburne in "The Garden of Proserpine":

New

York, has
Miss Llebling. born in
suns; with marked success, according to

,

is unreasonable for a man to wjsh to
continue in the showroom after he has
seen it. Let him go cheerfully out and
give place to other spectators." Johnson: "Yes, sir, if he is sure to be well
after he goes out of it. But if he is to
grow blind after he, goes out of the
showroom and never to see anything
again; or if he does not know whither
he is to go next, a man will not go
cheerfully out of a showroom. No wise
man will be contented to die if he
thinks he is to go into a state of punishment.
Nay, no wise man will be
contented to die if he thinks he is to
fall into annihilation: for however unhappy any man's existence may be, he
yet would rather have it than not exist

at all."

Erlangcr.

j

there be?"
Boswell: "I said I had reason to believe that the thought of annihilation
"It
gave Hume no pain." Johnson:
was not so, sir. He had a vanity in
being thought easy. It Is more probable
that he should assume an appearance
of ease than that so very improbable a
thing should be as a man not afraid of
going (as, in spite of his delusive theory, he cannot be sure but he may go)
into an unknown state and not being
uneasy at leaving all he knew. And
you are to consider that upon his own
principle of annihilation he had no
motive to speak the truth."
Boswell: "I mentioned Hawthornden's
'Cypress grove,' where it is said that
the world is a 'mere show; and that it

"From too much love of living,
From hope and fear set free.

•

We

tones, as produced, are more pleasing
than those of the upper register, which
is uneven, although the piano passages
In this register were beautiful. She has
sure legato, pure intonation, clear
Her
[Unclatlon, firm breath control.
•King of slowly moving legato phrases
more to tie commended than her florid
jrk. There was little subtlety in her
tertretation. She was more fortunate
songs of a contemplative nature than
those demanding vocal agility or
araatic force. Mr. Golde accompanied

thank with brief thanksgiving

Whatever gods may be
That no life lives for ever;
That dead men rise up never;
That even the weariest river
Winds somewhere safe to sea.

.Walt Whitman:
I am deathless;

I

know

mine cannot be swept by

the carpenter's compass;
I shall not pass like a child's carlacue
cut with a burnt stick at night.

We

"My

foothold Is tenon'd and mortls'd In granite;
I laugh at what you call dissolution;
And I know the amplitude of time.

i

"And

The Great Question
the

x

World Wags:

(No

on the verge of Christmas
with its announcement of eternal!
but what hope or encouragement
ltrc for such a man as I was talkto the other day, who says flatly
he does not want eternal life, butf
nal unconsciousness? I told him, of
se, that It was very wron^ in him
s

are

f

as to yon Life, I reckon you are the
leaviugs of many deaths;
doubt I have died myself ten thousand
times before)."

n,

the Siamese sportsmen, the poet Horace,
the Mexicans whom Cortez slew and
plundered, all believed In lucky and
unlucky days. Not only profane writers, but the sacred Scriptures mention
good and evil times.
Certain days aro unlucky for certain Individuals.
Thomas a Becket's
bad day was Tuesday, as Wednesday
was propitious to the Illustrious Pdpe
Slxtus Quintus.
Thursday was fatal
to Henry VIII and his posterity:
He
died on Thursday;
Edward VI on
Thursday: Elizabeth on Thursday.

The Temple

of Jerusalem

was taken
on Saturday by Pompey, Herod and
Titus In

turn.
"Astronomers say that six Dayes of
the year are perlllous of death; and
therefore they forbid men to let blood
on them, or take any Drink: that is to
say, January the 3rd, July the 1st,
October the 2nd. the last of April,
August the 1st, the last day going out
of December." The latter three are the
worst: "And if they take any Drinks
within fifteene dayes, they shall die; and
if they eat
any goose in these three
Dayes, within forty days they shall die;
and, if any child be born in these three
latter dayes, they shall die a wiclced

Constantine about to sit on the throne
again told a reporter that Tuesday is
regarded In Greece as an unlucky day,
the
for the fall of Constantinople in
13th century took place on a Tuesday.
The father of Constantino put faith In
the superstition; he would never swear
In a new minister on that day. It was
on a Tuesday that Constantine himself

|

to want
yre it-"

It;

to

which he

said, simply,

JOHN ROE.

iston.

consult a grave, yet huSir
learned physician:
raaa Browne of Norwich,
is
a
there
anatomy
of
n our study
lophy, and such
it

as

ous

first

and

1

mounted the throne for the

flr.it

lime.

Boston. X.

August, which Day Sodome and Gomorrah were destroyed. 3. The last Munday
in December,
which Day Judas was
born that betrayed our Saviour Christ."
A boy or girl cannot be too careful
choice of the day of >he week
be born.

In
to

tire

Daniel Shays
As the World Wags:
The' report which the printed "proceedings" of the Massachusetts Historical Society gives of the society's annual
meeting of April 20, 1865, contains the
following in reference to Daniel Shays:
"Tire president (of the society, Robert
C. Winthrop) read a letter from 1* L.
Doty, dated 'Albany. March 17, 1S60."
stating that Daniel Shays, who headed
the rebellion In Massachusetts in 17457.
died at Scottsburgh, a little village In
western New York, in the county of Livingston; that lie lies buried in the graveyard there, and that there is nothing to
indicate his grave to a stranger. 'A simple three-cornered piece of slab, say nine
or ten inches square, without inscription,
overgrown with weeds and grass. Is the
The
only thing that marks it at all.'
writer hopes that this society may feel
Inclined to appropriate means for some
simple memorial to be placed over the
If so, he would undertake to
grave.
have the remains reinterred and a
fence erected about the spot.
"Voted, That the society decline to
make an appropriation for the object
stated. The president was requested to
reply to the letter of Mr. Doty, which
-

to him."

OBSERVER.

a dialogue between
spirit and th6 dust.
"Dissolve." says Death. The Spirit:
I have another trust."

Death
The

is

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE— The

,

Death doubts it. argues from the ground.
The Spirit turns away,
Just laying off, for evidence,
An overcoat of clay.

Boston, Dec.

D.

PAUL HARCOURT.

An Improving Anecdote
The great and amiable Pope Benedict
related to the Cardinal de Roche-

chouart the following story of an occurrence that took place at Bologna
when he was legate. Two senators
quarrelled over the question which was
The'
the greater poet, Tasso or Ariosto.
Ariosto
one that espoused the side of
which he
received a sword thrust from
his death
died. "I went to see him on
'that I
asked,
he
possible,'
bed 'Is it
must perish in the flower of my age foil
never}
have
I
the sake of Ariosto. whom

Royal

English Opera Company In "The Pirates
In two acts
I of penzance," a comic opera
Gilbert and Sullivan, directed by Max
j by
The cast:
| Bendlx.
Detmar Toppln
I Richard
Edward Quinn
Samuel
I
Ralph Bralnard
1 Frederick
Sam A. Burton
I Edward
Jefferson de Angells
C MaJ -Gen. Stanley
Edi th Be m
iMable
'

K

.'u
*
i?,
J.'?
Elliot
Charlotte
iim ?.n
K.u,, ce
f
g
Russell
Vivian
,

.

ltP

Edith':i:
Tsnbelle

atfiilrsa

Ruth

R=sf?rs

i

"The Pirates Of Penzance" is the one
the series of Gilbert and Sullivan
operas in which the librettist fairly outshines the composer and the company at
last night's performance did not miss a
1 point or a ehade of the Gilbertian drol-

A

of

>1

I ierv throughout,
Mr. De Angelis fitted the part of MaJ.Gen. Stanley as perfectly as his uniform
'{ fitted him
and the subtle Anglicizatlon
overdone,
of his lines, not in the least
was delightful. Mr. Brainard as Fred-

I

i<

erick, the pirates' apprentice, was heard
to very good advantage in his songs.

I

!

1

]

[

I

.

.

Mr. Burton's cockney version of the
sergeant of police was out of the conventional line but made a hit, nevertheMr. Toppin was as formidable
less.
and fine a pirate king as has been seen
in these parts for many a day.
Miss Benmin, as Mable, sang with remarkable purity and sweetness of voice.
her duet with Frederick in the second
act being a gem, and Miss Rogers, as
Ruth, "the piratical maid of all work,"
gave an appreciative rendering of the
part. The chorus work was excellent.

COPLEY THEATRE— "The
a play

Dragon."
by Lady Gregory,
Harvard Dramatic

in three acts

presented by the
Club. First given at the
Dublin, April 21, 1919.

The
The

Abbey Theatre,

W.

Kin'e

V. M. Fawcett

L
C« th Arlne J" aOooglns
Dorothy A "tnS

Queen'.'.'.

.

Nuala
The Da'li Gll'c
The Nurse
The Prlnoe

3o

£X*J?

T

l

%tn,
CoHler
i.VV;
r
v.
tV
Jr.
W. B. Leach,

Manus

J

Burke Boyoe

rintln
VJli "
i.hbv
Gatekeeper

Philip Wardner
Elizabeth Gatlin
F. C. d'Elseaux

'.

Eleanor McCormack
Marjorle Toland

Aunis
Two
iwo Aunts
F ° rel * n Men

3

™

H.'c.'LodV
J- M. Brown

The Dragon
A few hours of rare Irish charm,
which made one forget for the time
that there Is such a thing as trouble in
Ireland, were given at the Copley Theatre yesterday afternoon when the Harvard Dramatic Club gave Lady Gregory's fantastic piece, "The Dragon."
More "artistic and less down-to-eartH
than most of her plays. "The Dragon,"
the "Never Never
tells of a story of
Land." It is an Arabian Nights' tale
peopled with Irish; Bajrdad In Ireland.
Fintan. the astrologer, prophesies that
on her 18th birthday the Princess Nuala
will be devoured by a dragon.^ This
prophecy is a source of worry to everyone but the King, whose meals—he
takes one every half howr— constitute
the beginning and end of his thoughts.
The Queen, his second wife, Is a managing woman, who decides to worst the
dragon by marrying off the Princess
Nuala, but the latter has decided ideas
The
^>f her own and refuses to marry.
King of Sorcha, disguised as a cook,
thereby winning the King's heart, after
many difficulties defeats the dragon and
wins Nuala, As a particularly satisfying ending, Lady Gregory has the dragon
turn vegetarian.
It is excellent

duced by
"Sir,

(

I

t

forbeare these three Mundayes in the
yeare, which I leave to thine owne consideration, either to use. or refuse; viz..
The first Munday In April, which
1.
Day Caine was born, and his brother
Abel slaine. 2. The second Munday In

JACKSON,

Royal English Co. in "Pirates
of Penzance" at Opera House

I

son:

"Though I think no day amisse to
udertake any good enterprize or businesse In hande, yet have I observed some,
and no meane clerks, very cautionarie to

another (Burns grace. regretJ
of Mr'

is

remembered since the day

'Volstead:
"O Lord, since we lino supped sae well
Which wo aae little merit. >
(Let Jocktiuiw tak nwny the flesci
And »li bring in tho sperlt."

death."
Surely William Cecil. Lord Burleigh,
trusted by Queen Elizabeth and known
as the English Cato, was a wise and
learned man.
Note this advice to his

XIV

|

There
fully

The ancient Egyptians, old Heslod, the
Brahmins of Larlstan, tho natives on
the Gold coast, tho Emperor Augustus,

'

have received a letter that suits
the last month of the year.

Burns Again
As tho World Wags:

the air.

The Disputants
As the World Wags:
Apropos of Mr. John Roe's letter in
The Herald of this morning, let me quote
a little poem by Emily Dickinson:

"I know

this orbit of

j

unlucky days. More than
half the days In the year are unlucky
In
Madagascar.
Any child born oh
those days would be a parricide, wicked
In every way, and so he was exposed.
The old Japanese fixed on the five most
unfortunato duys In the year for their
five great festivals, lr. order by universal mirth to propitiate the people In

Brookline.

Nor sound of waters shaken.
Nor any sound or sight;
Nor wintry leaves nor vernal,
Nor days nor things diurnal;
Only the sleep eternal
In an eternal night."

know

laugh at tho old supersti-

was addressed

"Then star nor sun shall waken,
Nor any cuange of light;

X

to

lucky and

of (he Inor^anlty of the soul, at least In
that svr.se ue usually so r. celve It. Thus

beautiful through11 if of Resphinl.
the
out. w»» a feature of the program.
The other sons* that were consplclout
oik <t'nc 'I.'Amour ile Moy,"
.-re the

I,

wisdom,

tions or to disregard them. All nations,
barbai-ous or civilized, have believed In

this

comedy excellently procompany of amateurs. The

dialect is hard to retain, but the players
did very well with It. W. V. M. Fawcett,

as the King, gave a well-sustained and
Catherine Mcunforced performance.
Larnie was good as the over-managing
Queen, and Dorothy Googins made a delightful picture as the Princess Nuafa.
She gave her mischievous traits well,
though her tomboylshness was scarcely
pronounced enough to cause the Prince's
aunts to shudder. Mildred Ellis, as the
nurse, gave, an effective portrayal, particularly In the second and third acts.
The rest of the company handled their
roles ably.
A word should go to William Littlefield, who designed the settings, and to D. M. Oenslager, under
whose direction they were painted. They
were simple and graceful in design and

warm

in

coloring.

—
1

—

/
W.

vanity

f

]t

weak

M Interested

the boy's
books and the Identification of the late
.
,r
writes"Vieux Moustache,"
I wonder if you knew the particular
book that thrilled me, perhaps the only

"A.

S.,

one

,

hero,

when

evening

and

circus

sister

his

seems

at

to

As the World Wags:

recog-

him, he

d.

Thiis far Mr. Crawford.

cotch yer

We

wa know

not

"Two Lives in One, but we 6Sd rememIber a preceding book for children about
life, a book that was thumbed
I circus
Old
I in the Sunday school library of the
Turch in our little village. The circus
Igirl was a sweet, pious little creature,
by the cruel rlngI treated .abominably
and
1 master nnd Jeered at by the rank
We are under
J file of the circus men.
kind
was
clown
the
that
Ithe impression
She was thrown from her horse
I to her.
Iwhlle doing a daring feat. On her death
she converted the tyrannical rlngI bed
copiously and expressed
1 master: he wept
a distinct desire to meet her |n a better
J
beyond the tomb. Would
I and happier life
book were now at hand! Nor;
I that the
we ever road the story with Dirk'
I did
hero. Our boyhood was
I Hleldover as the
misspent for the most part, and we negour mind, so that toimprove
to
llected
Idav wo bitterly Vegret wasted opportu-

-

.

I

I

We

Have

'

|

nicker

"The National Reader"
(1833) and B. D. Emlerson's "Academic Speaker" (1835) volI

Exercise 57

In

part

2

of the "Rhetori-

l{

I

so

Escori*;
cynical

traveler,

physician

braveM

needed him.

He

i

Ibanez;

Seville,

with

Its

that was appalling. On examining the countenance more narrowly, 1
thought I detected the traces of a smirk
which
of conceit and self-complacency,
not even the palsying touch of death
the
hair
of
The
could wholly obliterate.
smooth and glossy, was
corpse,
all
the
curled w4th elaborate precision, and
Mklnm. sallow neck was encircled with
a string of glistening pearls. The ghastlly visage of death thus leering through
the tlnselry of fashlon^-the "vain show'
*f artificial Joy— was a horrible mock'

ery of the fooleries
iure!

struck

dead

of, life!

In

Poor creal

thaverv

.act

of

will

be

rery little thing

a
and l«.d »«'•''*"
at you sboul.l <«me
are a King.
Here to J«ur throne. You
your crown.
on
TapUlour
Vh"e a
dust
Yet7ouTwere born of cbawdnc

!

,

J

F,»en as 1, and «die» IOU
God. throat
That word 19 me. the Kreat broke,
barrier
H Harm out and the you
ain.
"id !™n. msld and
as t io.ijh
Built of one flesh; It »u»
began
No wurd hart been »lnee time
Of Kings and beggars."
Cophetua:
.

.w

i

Sweet sound of music

fell

\It senses, aa of heating

From

Mr. Prihoda, the youi\g violinist w'ho
plav in Jordan Hall next Wednesday night, tia-9 had a. romantic history.
born on Aug. M. 1H00. at Vod
was
He
neny. Bohemia, and studied nt the

Prague Coneervaitory of Music- The war
came and he. nought his fortunes in
Then, to uuote the press agent
Italy.
and the story Is confirmed by the contemporaneous newspapers of London,
the rale of exchange reduced his funds
and compelled him-to slop in Zurich. The
proceeds of a few eonreris enabled htm
reach Milan, without money or
to
friends. Christmas day. 1?1!>. found
down to 70 centimes witb Which h.

would drive Anton away; for
an
Simon holds his tongue. The theme,

villagers

Is

Four Poetic Plays,'' by John jnm, spit ot Him and bar Him from
make a volume of 93 pages their homes!" There is no denying this
by Houghton Mlfflln
pany.
Mr. Jack R. Crawford of Tale
e(r SU c Cessful comedies, have treated
University has written an introduction the su0 Ject. as was to be expected, with
and
In wnlch he asserts that the dramatist's! a knowledge of stage requirements
to dramatic effects not so
point
of view is that the sum of ttd ivlth an eye
p
an'
to
confuse
as
ng
starti
... \
.
A
i original or
world's beauty is a great majority ot
The play holds
audience
to
live
th©
wo
choose
with
the total; If
tne attention and the speeches of the;
minority- of ugliness.' we alone are to American newspaper man furnish the
"comedy elenecessary
peace
and.
quiet may supposedly
"Beauty,
blame.

Co.-"^^^

,"Vuwns:

TVli.kwater.

„,*&

acquaintance bought a
lunch-dinner of bread and an
P
which they ate in the street.
the little restaurant La Grande
thpy saw a sign "Concert" on th<L
entered and persuadpd Ferarlo. M- ,J
prietor, to give Prihoda a chan

^

Borrowing a violin from
play.
bcr of the c«fc orchestra, Vrlhoda

j
,

.

•

'

into fame, concert followed cone

.

.

J^^^tUn

:

I

centres.
i

i

i

wore heaped on nonort
after city competed to hear bin
tune Gallo engaged him to coin
United Stales after he complete
of the principal Soifth Amerlci
honors

|

belong to our lives If we des.r. them as
Sres'l^Vew
a
nfuch ns we seem to desir* more ugly Torki wne n Pedro de Cordoba took the
1.
.
Tv'ier'
_ part
of Anton and Clara Joel played
sharply drawn
k rna, One of r

J

t

two of his own pieces. Gnetano V
noil heard him and was astoundpc
arranged a concert for Prlhod:«
Permanente. through which To,
Within t
remained spellbound
the young artist stepped from

[

,

brea!

an

'They
In Mama's speech:
sav they are the keepers of the spirit of
But they are the ones that
Christ.
If Christ should walk
ciucitted Him!
today, they would revile
them
among

u

Music Company:
Rnnggeng. 2-

(1.

Suite
Chinoiserie).
Norman Peterkin. Th;-

will

chosen to take the part of Christ, has
that
bors Marna. a young woman
who
been seduced by h(s friend Simon,
he
whpm
girl
to
a
betrothed
is
In turn
anmarries. Anton Is misunderstood;
the
Saviour;
the
other is- chosen to play

V

Ivory.

suggested by Malay
piece was
Panclng and Singing Feast: t|io third
Is based on a Chinese melody.
Vasa Prihoda

newspaper man. a materialistic
Anton,
Dutchman, an English poet
har-

old one,

,

first

can

I

Boston

the.

Jade,

3.
Ceremonial.
for the piano by

peasants,

for

I

Your Shoes Were
by Harold Henry:
Curly Gold, Gather Ye Rosebuds While
Ye May, and My Father Reads to Me.
Range from D below the staff to F on
the fifth line. Songs of Julius Chaloff
The Harvest Moon. Devotion. To the
Butterfly.. She Walks in Beauty, The
Pjower of Love. The Harvest Moon Is
If

Betel.

lyricism, a zeallivious of the emotional
ous tract in favor of democracy.
modern
"Th» Light cf the World." a
and
drama in three acts by Guy Bolton
Henry
George Ml.ldleton. Is published by
is
action
Holt & Co.. New York. The
characters are
at Oberammergau. The
and three visitors, an Ameri-

forget the breeding of bulls
the makthe arena, the cork Industry,
gypsies with
ing of Spanish lace, the
At last
dances.
graceful
or
their wild
Barcelona was seen, the home of comstrikes.
Imerce, socialism and
be
This fascinating Travel Talk will
Next week,
repeated this afternoon.
Ireland.
will
be
the last, the subject

|

by Lancret); Uncle Remus.

1

Tet some

I

Russian, English. The English translaOlln
tlons are by George Harris, Jr.
Downes who has edited these songs, h is
aid
should
that
notes
supplied helpful
The
the singer in the Interpretation.
songs are for high and low voices. Songs

three keys: the other in two. Piano
pieces by Beryl Rubinstein: Four Fantastic Sketches: The Man In the Moon;
Gultarre (after a plcturo by Wattcau):
Conversation Amoreuge (after a picture

^? *Ve* a Queen whpse Hps might be
Fashioned great histories to tell.
TI
fiftame
^I se* a man who net
* My womanhood nud made it whole.
would find In this play, ob-

I

but

In

about

wlnM

to me
"l see a man who spoke
loving well.
\» a man should speak,

Cl

With

:

without
Of loves that away the world
A thought of beggars or of Klng».
Tl

,

st;.r<

-She

.

,

;

'

thedral

man

girdle.

.

Raising of Lazarus. Words in Russian
Moussorgsky, The Goat
and English.
words in -Russian, French and English,
Arensky raveiy, words In Russian and
English. Gretchaninoff, Thou Art an
Angel Earthwards, Bending; words in

i bride

bride.

,

B°H5eous ca-

and Its association with the
Rossini,
Barber of Beaumarchals and
Bizet.
with the Carmen of Merimee and were
The glories of the Alhambra.NewMr.
did
seen and described. Nor

j

.....

bag.
the steps, kisses the

her

.

ctances where memory failed to record
words, lines or stanzas necessary to
complete a version."
From Carl Fischer, Boston and New
Russian songs: 'Rachmaninoff:
York
Ebb and Flood, The New Grave, The

(

T

|

was Informed

in

It

^Vt 'teemed

j

that Mrs. J.
"repaired to the scene
J. was stone
Mis*
alas!
Of death." for.
to
dead, seated in an arm chair drawn
a table, on Which was a looking glass
there
drapery;
white
little
hung with a
were various paraphernalia of the toilet
scattered about. Kul the sight of Miss
her
j," Her left hand hung down by
Irons.
side, grasping a pair of curling
by
encircled
"Each of h^-r wrists was
a showv gilt bracelet. She was dressed
with a little
in a while muslin frock,
bordering of blonde. Her face was turned
the light of
by
which
glass,
the
toward
with
reflected
candle,
xplrlng
the
frightful fidelity the clammy, fixed fentcarmine—
and
rouge
with
daubed
u re
dithe fallen lower Jaw. ami the eyes
with a cold
rc tcd full into the glass,
lie

down

ties

h.-s

|

when

gold

•u-,1

j

the

W

the cull

•

In their hearts.

few exceptions, the origin of each song
can be traced to its English, Scottish
or Irish source. Because of their preservation by oral tradition, they have
Invested with a characteristic
been
cJiarm of their own, which we have
No meleffort to retain.
every
made
ody has been remodelled. The text has
few iA*,
very
been changed only in a

'

™

described by that
Beckford.
William

life at
There were many pictures of
glimpses at royalty. Then
with
CharMadrid
can
world
the
In
strange city whose
otte be doing all (his while?" Inquired' came Toledo, that
She listened— "1 have not, secret Maurice Barres discover* in his
ter mother.
leard her moving for the last threeludy Of El Greco, the painter; Toledo,
inartcrs of an hour!"
the
but
March,
once famous for the auto da fe and
It was a stormy night in
novel bj
wind and rain Toledo blade; the scene of a

Mtla opening:
"Why. what

ballet'

rt*|
w'Suok. unhidden
out hand* for
Bet-cars come and hold
The
nothing.
an s Only the Maid asks
pours
Wng gives her a bag of gold. She

of Mr.

vividly

who

to rnrry deatn.

•

-I wait

and unrecorded, save by the few
keep the love of a 'sou
still

ten

soldiery and

e

ti

op

p.
I

visited;

cal

my

He
host.
the captain of his
entreatleI naught, and will not brook
tnreats
the
at
He laughs
or advlCA
the clamor of the

season brilliant concerts.
was
Burgos with Its famous cathedral
impressive
also the gloomy but

i

Render" should be reprinted here in
for it would be a salutary lesson,
full
ruinl warning to the young women
Note the draiiid older ones of today.

«••<)

cunning thun

,

,

Boston
season the concertmaster of the
Symphony Orchestra, conducts each

"Death at the Toilet"

folkslngs: "They have
unwrathrough countless generations,

%

the faand describing San Sebastian,
for a
mous resort, where Mr. Arbos

that are a constant delight.

umes

way. Miss Wyman and Howard Brockpreface
of theman savs in a short
sung their way

.

\

Mr.

1836);

by John Plerpont

Kentucky Mountain Songs, Loraine W>
tolled ed and arranged by

"Twenty

I

I

lustrated
Hall last
power in
try whose fall from great
moved
the world to a lethargic state
pasfamous
a
in
eloquence
to
Buckle
But as Mr. Newman showed,
sage.
regarded
Spain is no longer to be
nation.
as a dead or even slumbering
Newman began by showing views

We

From

!

.

,

i

•

Newman's ilTravel Talk in Symphony
night was Spain, the coun-

'

I

on
And OJ. the Trojan wall Capys
rusted
»ua.u dreams of Ills statues, his
his bioken mallets.
iin.1
TennyTi e "Cophetua" is far from
ballad In
t»«'s hiiaa far from the old
women, was
which the King, disdaining
shw from,
hot by Cupid's dart when ho
Pcnelophon
^window tho beggar maid.
Dr!nkwntei-s King is nagged
i," gray.
the wise
Vrrinuc by his mother,
r,

TALK ON SPAIN

.

ed.

stroiise.- In

And

!

and

New York

Mason s
pany. Boston. Daniel Gregory
and
Sonata for clarinet (or violin^
Society
the
for
riano op H. published
Music.
American
of
Publication
for- the
Boston,
Oliver Ditson Company,

|

.

V&n

have read and heard recited Pity
the sorrows of a poor old man," but we
Ido not know the name of the author.
educated read1 No doubt one of our well
JerB a graduate of Harvard University,
lean name the gifted poet, the Inspiring
Icauge, the date and place of publication.
searched vainly for the poem In Dr.
I
lEbenezer Porter's "Historical Header"

!

<1ust
.•VUiree year* of Trojan
.„.,, for
ice but to pray at flight

J'V.'ifbX w' tftifo Iffl
fall."

I

(2*>&

state:

Sch'.rmer,

Alois Reiser's String Quartet
Society for the
op. '18. published for the
Score
Publication of American Music.
Comand parts. From Oliver Ditson

.

r

.

Boston,

I

Is

clean'

j

Music Received

From G

t#essinii

•Brig:

,

!

beautifully poetical in its exwaste or
"f sadness over the
voum; life in war; of the premature onart and
to
loss
of
line of laurel boughs:
The young
the world bv the slaving.
lyric
of.
only
(free!.. Snlvius. drearns
Pronax of building at Athens a

j-UT

I

EltiM.

1

its
husband, reminds one by
the expression,
irtood. fend at times by
The
Sea.
of Synge's "Riders to the
admirably written, concisely.
la
jflav
Night
"A
or
"X-O"
grVuiy. tragically.
in April.
of the Trojan War." produced

I

The subject

I

hir

of

yer don't

Seward: "There is one mode of the
fear of death which is certainly absurd,
and that Is the dread of annihilation,
which Is only a pleasing sreep without
"It Is neither
Johnson:
a dream."
pleasing, nor sleep; It Is nothing. Now.
mere existence is so much better than
nothing that one would rather exist
even in pain than not exist. . . y It is
in the apprehension of it that the horror
of annihilation consists."
Cowper to Newton: "I feel— I will not
tell you what— and yet I must— a wish
that I had never been, a wonder that I
am. and an ardent, but hopeless, desire
not to ba."

i

!

few who

Boston.

O Backward

are sorry to say that

i

mountain

CHARLES-EDWARD AAB.

;

I

audience, a sympathetic
half way.
are prepared 'to meet the poet
purposes,
As -/play for purely theatrical effective.
most
the
Storm"
•we find "The
the
The gloomy, prophetic talk of SaTah,
Al'.ce in the
tAi reighbor woman, as
cottage watts for the return

]

Backward,

I

I

c*ui

watch out."

a 0,
Marks, Masefield. Rabindranath T f* «l.
Tchekhoff.
Stuart Walker, Torrence.
The most dramatic plays are
Sutro.
MaseSigurjonsson's "Hraun Jf^frh.
Tchekhoff a pafield's "Locked Chest,"
Sutro s grim
ithettc "Swan Song" and
injustice in
exposition of poverty and
comedies
The
"The Man orr the Kerb."
play
ranee from the ironical "society negro
iof Fulda to the revelation of the
Dreams.
of
"Rider
mind in Torrence's
various
There are shbrt notes about the
of proauthors. The dates and places
when
supplied
duetion should have been
comedies
the
of
few
A
it was possible.
are suited to amateur performance.

|

!

"X—

of

if

I

that these plays have
Koper'seen acted at the Birmingham
O" has been
and
Thoatre.
tiSrv
speplaved in London. They require a

seem so reasonable that the article itself
These papers give
should be read.
additional foundation for the belief: The

Demon Rum— "I'll

|

all

true

Is

It

candy
an
shops for rum shops was not such
by
paper,
all.
A
after
unmixed benefit
a local doctor before a special medical
have
to
society this week, is reported
are
said on the "candy craze": "We
making alcohol in our stomachs. Many
are
of our enthusiastic prohibitionists
intoxicating themselves in this way,
unknown to themselves." This is in
line with what is urged by an advocate
of prohibition (Dr. Jules Goldschmldt of
Paris, France), in Medical Review of
Reviews, November, 19'i0, pp. 679-588, under the title, "Alcoholism Without Alcohol: Intestinal Saccharine Fermentation
the Source of Pathological Disorders
Identical to Those Originated by Abuse
of Alcohol." His grounds for proving
this, and his methods for prevention,

is

substitution

the

Perhaps

providentially thrown
from his hor6e. receiving another blow
on the head, which brings back all the
early memories and happily unites the
family.
"Yes, it would seem good to read that
book again after nearly 50 years, even
if It brought that disillusion so cleverly
told in that modern novel of the man
who tried to renew all his boyhood
loves and acquaintances.
"I wonder if you could name another
book of those days which is 106t to me,
all save the weird scene at night on a
drear mountaln»ide and the name of the
hero, Dirk Hleldrover (?)
"As a winter evening devotion, I am
re-reading 'Nicholas Nlckelby with my
family. On the fourth page of chapter
IV is an allusion to the 'Beggar's Petition." If this refers to the old poem of
that name republished In some American paper of 40 years ago, I wonder if
you know it. I well remember my father reciting It to the children as a sort
of character sketch, beginning," 'Pity the
sorrows of a poor old man!"
nize

stormy years? Mr. Crawford
a
thinks that it might be straining
as a
point to interpret "King Cophetua
-nothing
treatise o:i democracy. He says
ahout the first play in the volume. The
that
saying
by
concludes
Storm": and
in
the plays are dramas expressed
truths
simple
of
poelrv. "the utterance
•which we know beforehand, for of such
ate the materials of poetry and drama.

Drink's Divers Disguises

the

I

standing

;

"Haggard his eyes, upright his hair,
Remorse his lips, his cheeks despair;
With shaking hand the bowl he clasp

'

during^

.

68, 69, 70:

One

_rider.

family are

his

,

*« w Niin,an
characters in the play.
was taken by Fuller Mellfth.
Au"Short Plays by Representative
teacher
thors," edited by Alice M. Smith,
is
school,
of English In a Minneapolis
of
published by the Macmillan Company
New Yorlc The selection is catnonc,
represented are
the dramatists
for
Mackay,
Fulda, Miss MacMillan. Miss
Jeannette
Lady: Gregory.' Sigurjonsson
-

...

bowl, ye jovial band,"
He said "'twill rouse my mirth
But conscience seized his trembling hand
And dash'd the cup to eartli.
"Death and the Drunkard" is on pages

me—the

•Hand

135

o"' Is the most deeply moving, he
f "X—
thinks, for it deals with war. the great"The God of Quiet,"
est or all evils.
reminds us that we forget one essential
are to think and do
men
of living: "If
things— and they can do things only lr
thev think— they must have that leisure
The world s
that quiet brings.
uproar need not disturb the contemplaMr. Craweither
tive mind." But would
Goethe s
ford or Mr. Drlnkwater praise
indifference
apart in. Olympian

"The Rhetorical Reader" fought valThere is a
iantly the Demon Rum.
pathetic interest today In "The Victim,"
Sfr
which begins:

does
small
over
brought oblivion. His only tie to the
past, his daily prayer that ended with
'God bless papa and mama and little
Picked up, I think, by circus
sister.'
folk (possibly gypsies), he afterwards

became a famous circus

i

hair.

'Two Lives in One.' The
I think, was Robert Trulyn, or
my memory play me false? The
boy was thrown from his pony
a cliff, receiving a blow that
read,

I

.

Samuel Warren did not add in this hartwins chapter of his "Diary of a PhyIf vou have a weak heart,
sician"Arabella, don't adorn yourself for a
your
ball, and, above all, don't curl

in

....

.

'."

appears that Charlotte J. had a
heart. Moral, which the excellent

j

Mr. Prihoda .plaved for the
1

t^jt^tfUsj&S

]^'

1

t

j

him

]

•ilmost any oilier playwright. It would
probably have passed with priHse."
ilonevi.x e, married lo the Muff and
rich Albert, Just before their marriage
discovers that hla younger brother Dan-

136
and

fin-

phiylng.

is

who have preceded hlro
In * much Wither degree
them he has
j* majority of
in th*|
nit that proficiency
elegance."
and
tnstc
isical
a
are told that Louis Bennett
tnne who Will give a lecltal In Jor-B
Is*
n-rt Thursday afternoon. .
"Before tho war
of Uoston.
conceit ln|
had sung In opera and
nolo.)
Europe He Is also a composer of
of thop
ore
which
S songs,
i

),|

,',f

suns,
ultra-modern school, have been
Gauthler."
this season by Mme. Kva

Mr. McCarthy Writes About
Strollers in Ireland
To the Editor of The Herald:
dlseussins!
English papers have been
British rallrecently the proposal of the
of cheap,
privilege
the
wavs to withdraw
which the touring theatrical
fares
oplnionj
the
and
companies have enjoyed,
should
has been advanced that if this
hardhappen the occupation of manygone.
be
will
women
working men and
pointed out that the majority of

U

i

1

the

to

am

artistic and financial,
he held that the absence of visiting
companies would be a loss to the Irish

tage.

and that

|

,

their visits created ad-

litional traffic.

This was certainly true in days gone
From very remote parts of the
town to see the
listrfct people came to
though
davers at the town hall, and
offsets,
here were .ohdpubtedly some
whole
a
as
community
he effect on the.
"The
vai brightening and bettering.
preragedians of the city" might have
adequately,
mdre
sented Shakespeare
player
strolling
the
than
icfhabs
provincial perjchom we saw. but these
our
remoteness
ormers gave us in our
Shakespeare
mly chance of seeing
'

iv

1

alt

Nor was

it

all

Shakespeare.

The

lnall

"East Lynne" made us
and there were many other
they
dramas sacred to sob stuff. But and
days;
euve good measure in those
drama
however sad or tragic the main
afterpiece.
was there was always an
us away
sent
which
farce,
a' roaring
that the
with a smile, and made us feel
an
"tanner" we had exchanged for

l

evitab'e

—

with a sigh of some

'

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK
|

'

I

fying to hear."

The limited

the

means nnd

'

music by Mme. Catalina. soprano, nnd Mr.
Blanco, baritone.
See special notice.
Symphony Hull. S P. M. Concert by the
Italian Symphony Orchestra.
Alice
contralto.
See special notice.
phony Hall, S i5

WEDNFSDAY— Syn

is

made

'

j

i

I

,

I

Tn
the

I

In four
her theatre In •Daniel." a play
mis Verne iil. Jacques Heugel
to say: 'She does not cease
|n"a grandf. Sarah': it even seems
help beins: great, she
pnnno;
|>he

by natu»». She conquers you at
you
ilioiil* you and does not let
nolliinc Is more moving than)
Thanks to
fort of sovereignty.
r audience could wax passion-;
M. Ver-j
by
imagined
jpr the story
text,
tnfl forget the banality of a
The interpreter'
|/>o Insi^iifirant.
regret
be
Should
.Mm- author.

Id

retoice at

it?"

were performed for the first
itime on Nov. 14 at a Paris Conservaconcert, and were favorably re-j
eeived.

all

ity

ft

|

'.

'

,

i

1

^

c
\
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interesting after

to

,-

as
Henri Rabaud. in the absence of Mr.
time when prodigies were plentiful
Mackberries "Max" (now Mark) Ham- Pierne, conducted the Cologne concerts
was
Nov. 13 and 14, and. as the Menestrel
Kochalskl
of
them.
bourg was one of
triumphed as composer*
another Von Vecsey another. Hofmann 'put it, "doubly
mother and so on They all seem to and conductor." The programs included
a
in
about
symphony
E minor, Debussy's
within
his
ken
have burst into our
and orchestra,
decade and they all, I think, did this Fantaisle for piano
But Faure's Prelude to "Penelope," the Pre-I
m "a" velvet suit with iace collar.
Is
"Tristan"
and
the overture to|
others.
lude
to
Gerardy. like several of the
remembered by mora than his velvet "Coriolanus." One concert ended with
the
"Rnmuntcho";
Poerne's
He was a great •cellist Overture to
auit or collar.
with
dances
as other
from Rabaud's
even as a boy. I can see him now
giant "Marouf."
clear as dav sitting between the
violin and
Ysaye and. I th:rik, Benno Schonberger. A quartet and a poem for
the piano by Maurice Boucher were brought
in
trio
when tbev three played a
Gerardy's chair out In Paris on Nov. 13. The critics
0 id St. James's Hall,
box. found that literary ideas predominated:
being raised by means of a large
than five "a music that In itself has no reasonJ
How long ago Is that? More
Not for being; color that is not appropriate]
land twenty years, I dare wager.
and lives only by allusion."
many vears ago he visited us again
him
Paul Roes, planjst (Nov. 13 at his "wn
of
But it is my' earliest recollection
He
concert) brought out "Jour." a «ultf
clearest.
the
remained
that has
which he attempts to invoke by the
was a great player, with the loveliest in
Dally Telegraph Dlano the different sounds heard In the
of toncs.-LonuCn
Nov. 13.
„ day. "Jostling dlssohances. unexpected
Has Vladimir de Pachmann really said i-hords, no plan, as if tho composer had
eood-bv tb the stag';? His reJltal In Lon- amused himself by letting his fingers
truly his
don, on Nov. U. was said to be
ramblo over the keys and then noted
We shall n»c Boon see his like down the chords that he had happened
last
he
music
Chopin's
again. As a player of
»
to strike."
was Incomparable.
tternhf ,m's "Orienta
M
Stanford's Prelude, to "The Travelling

was

•*

'

many years
read in The Herald extracts from
Artemus Ward's letter about Boston,
it was not published originally
in VanIt

Ropartz,

Fair,

for

it

contains allusions

to

J the

'

"Grate Orgin." The great organ
was not erected in Music Hall until the
summer and fall of 1863. Vanity Fair
Jied at the beginning of that year. The
of Artemus— "Artemus the Dejcious," as Charles Reade character-zed him— was a worthy complement of
ietter

vir.

Harrison

..iblished in

Rhodes's

witty

The Herald on Dec.

article
5.

Mr.

A'ard's account of his visit to the ofice of the Atlantic Monthly was un.'ortuately
not one of the excerpts
hosen by The Herald. It Is worth rerintlng, if only for the benefit and

.

deasure of the present editor of that
magazine.

I

I

i

of tho Stage'
its faults
Laj "Mao'el" with
ljpilont K-enes and Is the best
"He has. I
lvri-nenll'« play*.
th# misfortune of being a
knil
may be
this
nnd
man.
bi young
Inn <*f the sudden and violent
ent plays have
"\-iru corrr-.c-ponflcnt

W

1

Bernhardt has reappeared at

Sarah

—

i

I

'

M.

<

|S^4S^^ nrrnSKU
I

P.

.

violinist.

\

;

Sarah Bernhardt's New Play and
'Notes About the Paris Stage

Baschl,

Till "USD AY Jordan Hall. 8:15 P. M* Louis
Bennett, baritone. Socrhinl, Air from "Oedlpe
a Colone"; Ainadorl, K pnr io: Astorga, Per
I
ron peuar; Sclmhei t. My Abode; Schumann,
not complain;
I'll
Rubinstein. The Asra;
Grletr, A Swan: Kramer. Allah: Tanleff, Restlessly My
Hemt la Beating: Saint-Saens,
Mere beanre; Itlmsky-Korsakofr, A quol le
palx des unit*: 6. Faure. Nell; Wtdor, Nou
credo; Godard. I^e Voyasewr; Woodman. I
am thy harp; Horner, the House that Jack Lf
Built anil The Ijast Leaf: Mana Zucca, The fi
14
Top o' the Morning; Quitter, .tune.
'..FRIDAY —Symphony null. 2:2|) P, M.. Sth, I
S
concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, I'
'
Mr. Monteux, conductor. .See special notice, f
SATt'HDAY— Symphony Hall, S P. M. RepelTtioa of Friday's Symphony concert.

Paris and Other Towns
"Quatre Odelettes," for voice (Germalne Lubln) and orchestra, by Guy

i;

|

:

Concert by the Harvard Glee Clnh. Albert
Spalding, violinist. See special notice.
Jordan Hall. S:15 P. M.
Vssa Prihod*,

selection of

the singer the end.

our view, a good concert
other way about."

Hall, 3:30 P. M." Frieda
See special notice.
St. Botolpli street.
PeoOrchestra.
Carl Faelten,

pie's
Symphony
pianist.
See special notice.
Jordan Hall, 3 p. M. Concert of Spanish

,J

,

McCarthy.

Hempot. soprano.
Convention Ball,

songs "suggested that the program was

J

a.

SUNDAY—Symphony

u

today you would have to search among
those who sing the worst songs.— London Daily Telegraph.
Susan Strong Is singing again. She
gave a recital In London last month.
"Whenever she was singing quietly the
actual beauty of quality was very satis-

1

uknis

fir-crowned

good fox before now, and a pheasant
calling from the wqods below.— London
Times, Nov. 5.

who will have
"intellectual"
nothing in the least to do with tho derided "potboiler," but who is himself
technically unfit to wipe the boots, so to
speak, of the average singer of the said
potboilers. It Is Indeed almost the fact
that to find the best singers in England

|

E e.

little

knoll at home where the setting sun
lights up the trunks of the trees against
the sheep-cropped turf, with somebody's
gorse away to t.ie left tnat has held a

young

Adelina Delines: That her .taste In
songs is uncertain was shown by her
Introduction into her program of Gou-|
nod's "Ave Maria" on a prelude by
well Bach given with all the panoply of
was
gallery
the
to
ticket
admission
organ accompaniment and violin obRebligato. always a deplorable exhibition.—
iThis was all before the Celtic Irish
I London Times. Nov. 19.
vival and the rise of a native
by
Mr. Cortol In London is characterized
drama, so Interestingly told about
.as "a master of the vignette."
Boys in bis book -The Contemporary
in
Drama of Ireland." Had I stayedhave
As In London, so In Boston. Apropos
Czech
Ireland 10 years longer I might
of a concert by the Bohemian
acted
the
and
written
"iseen Irish plays,
string quartet, the Times said that
whose
one feel
sike of the audience made
by Irish plavers. the purpose of "a reart was. as Yeats expressed it.
ashamed of "the apparent Indifference
found
turn to the people," and who had
on the part of our musical public, to a
Boyd's own
In French acting (to use
really good thing."
once
at
was
words) the model which
Casellas "Italia" was a long time in
that
of
manifestation
perfect
llhe most
arriving in London. It was played there
the
rhapart and that most removed from
for the first time on Nov. 20. This
^histrionic methods of the English stage
sody is at least lu years old.
did
what
I
for
glad
am
I
However.
So Jean Gerard y Is in England once
always have a grateful
,riee. and 1 shall
more! He Is to play at the Albert Hall
into
came
who
players
piemory of the
C
grey old town bringing with them
masic of the mimic world of the
about a
round
or
time,
a vear ago. at a

1

If he cou'.d play Bach's Presto
from the First Sonata, and Brahms's
Hungarian Dances Nos. 11 and 12 with a
quarter of the skill which M. Heifetz
carelessly lavishes upon them, have sent
a thrill through his audience at the very
first bar and held them speil-bound till
the last? We feel when we hear him as
if we were lookii.g at a Himalayan gorge
where the slopes of the hill revealed the
internal structure, and tho sweep of the
glacier spoke of such life as was always
and would always be; and as we look with
a mighty feeling of exultation, we think

musician.

,

Notes About Music, Concerts
and Musicians in London

iweep
I

passages of double and treble
stops with complete ease and certainty,
and should ride tne storm of competing
rhythms with the Olympian calm of a
Goethe, and not be a musician. And yet,
would a musician condescend to the insipidities of Ernst's Concerto in F sharp
minor, or to su?h a thing asGlazounow's
"Meditation," whUh is not worth the
paper it Is wrlttcr on? And would not a
difficult

—

up,

for

M. Jascha Heifetz, who was heard at
the Queen's Hall on Wednesday, continues to be a delightful problem. It
seema impossible that any one should bp
a master, as .it undoubtedly Is, of the
perfect phrase, so pellucldly clear, so
conscientiously finished, so delicately
'arMcu'ate-^shouui manage notoriously

j

read that
the Irish'

||

Heifetz a Puzzle

I

—

|

ment was both
•
i

(

;

very much pleased
the manager of one of
to
railroads has opposed the movement
argudo awav with the cheap fares. His
I

to

I

—

|

little

was brought

l

i

I

I

players

j'

I

,

which

requested by several personal!
friends here of the ladles to say that)
the rumor has gone the round of Lon-j}
don musical circles during tho pasts
week or two to the effect that the
daughters of Robert and Clara Schumann are existing in a state of quasidestitution in Switzerland is entirely
without
Dally
London
foundation.
Telegraph.

;

'

i

am

I

[

protest
'-houses and other causes. They
now that If the cheap fares are wlthbe
will
drawn the smaller companies
members
"run off the road" and their
H Will bo menaced with starvation.
in boyhood was thrilled
-i As one who
I
bv the occasional visits of companies
in

daule."

I

tho provtheir t!mc In trains. Many of
not tared well
fecial companies have
picture
|l of ute owing to the rivalry of

l-

.

i

]

strollinc

—

famous — Melnlngen orchestra.
A new music periodical, "Rlvlsta Na-lff
zlonalo dc Muslca," has appeared at
Rome.
Bachelet, known in Boston by a song!
that has^ been grievously overworked,
has been made a chevalier of the Leglort
of Honor. He is now at the head of the
Nancy Conservatory of Music.
The Opcra-Comlque, Paris, Is rehearsing Brumeau's new opera, "Rol Can-

London Times, Nov.
fective.
weeks, it is said.
Mr. Arrau has only fleeting glimpses
Charles Mere's "Les Conquerants" j ,of the rhythm of a piece of music, and
has been produced at the Nouvel- j It took a little time before we could
"The Brandons, lather and | establish (without reference to the
Amblgu.
son. arc parvenu3 who have come Into
program) that he was playing Chopin,
an Immense fortune through an airplane and a little more still before we realized
Their factories are in the that It was the B minor Sonata and l
Invention.
heart of Paris, and it is essential to when we looked, the programme did
their schemes that they should buy the
riot help matters much by calling it
hotel of a iruined aristocrat, young Do
Debussy's "Reflets dans
minor.
C.
will
not
sell
Belmont
Do
Belmont But
l'eau," and more especially his "Minthe home of his ancestors, and the constrels," had a preternaturally solem
Jeanne Brandon, gait, which seemed to be pbout the
flict of ideals begins.
Kill
Belmont
De
In
finds
tho daughter,
pace Wagn p r said his Pilgrims were
Die poetrv and polish that she hungers
to adopt, though most conductors hustle
for in ha commercial environment, and! them out of it.
However, Mr. Arrau
she eventually elopes with him. Herf may he right: and anyhow there was
father follows her, and jn a stormy scenel behind these rhythmical misfits a fund
orders her to choose between her lover! of musical sense. London Times.
and her family. The lover offers tot
The Chappell & Co. prize of £200 for
marry her. but her father refuses his the best orchestral suite written by an
Why he should do so Is in- Englishman has been awarded to York
consent.
conceivable, since by the marriage not] Bowen.
only would the family honor be re-?
Andrew Black, baritone, died recently
trleved, but the house of Do. Belmont
"For many a year," says
in Australia.
this]
From
family.
the
would come into
the London Daily Telegraph, "Andrew
point onward the play becomes unconBlack was prominent wherever oratorio
vincing, suggesting rather, a moving
was, and It is safe to say that no singer
picture, than a play. There is an extravof our time has sung the music of 'Elijah'
agant scone in whicli the Brandon more superbly than he, save and except
Nor can
brothers kidnap their sister and bring
only the immortal Santley.
her back to the paternal roof, where anyone who was present at the Birmingshe is held a prisoner until her lover ham festival in 1903 have forgotten his
consents to give up his house as her singing in the first performance of ElMore
ransom. M. Mere's skill, and the vigor
'The Apostles.'
gar's oratorio,
with which he has drawn his charactparticularly fine was his wonderful singers, give the plot a semblance of plauing of the scene of Judas's repentance
He made remarkasibility, which will doubtless carry' it
outside the temple.
through the judgment of the every-day
ble dramatic effects by his singing withpublic and. indeed, on the first night,
out the slightest sign of outward gesticuBut we lation." Black was born at Glasgow
It was very heartily received.
are far away from the simplicity and
in 1859.
the humanity of the last act of his
We all know the type of persuasive,
Doubtless M. Mere only in'Captive.'
well equipped singer who, without any
tended to write a modern melodrama,
real critical valuation of the music he
and as such it Is very likely to please
or she sings, places good and had in the
the public of the Nouvel-Ambigu."
strangest Juxtaposition in a recital program; and w© know also the type of
'

I

town

In

is

l

and actresses never see ,
from
London Tbev tour the country
perhapsi.
town to town— a week hero and
01
most
only a night there— and spend

8BCh

Instrumentation In which wood wind
instruments predominated.
Peter Schmitz of Cologne has been
chosen conductor of tho famous or once

'

is

Irish

tho opera opens, a scene In which the
hero is Ulcove'cd, or discovers himself
to be. beside a corpse In a village church
at night. It seer»ed scarcely fair to introduce It to an audience Imperfoctly Informed of the idea. It was not surprising
that the prelude was received with scant
applause, but a very different impression
might be gained from It In Its place In
the opera."

I

British actors

Aot

vor."
Henri Hunzikcr, a pupil of Ronartz and Thlrlon, was praised at Nancy for his ballet, "Soir Antique." with

—

|

„

,„

.slow-moving rhythm and Its devotion to
idea, seta the scene In which

a single

Knowing his
lovo with her.
hopeless Daniel takes to opium
friend
best
Daniel's
and Uvea alone.
falls In love with Genevieve and she with
The husband forces her to conhim.
He suspects Maufess she has a lover.
rice, who confides in Danlal and shows
him Genevieve's letters. To shield the
Tschalkowsky's B. flat minor Blano
two Daniel accuses himself of being her
concerto was played by M. tjilotl, who
lover and £hows Albert the letters. Dan"Mme
forgiven.
gave an altogether individual reading
die. Is
iel,
nuuui to
about
icu.
i" ««>=
Jof It which contradicted so many genBernhardt was unforgettable In the wilerally received traditions that it was
ful petulance of lie Invalid. In the readself-accusascarcely surprising that the orchestral
ing of the letters, nnd the
ensemble suffered in some details. M.
tion and the death-scene."
has the highest authority for
Sllotl
"Daniel" was produced at Brussels on
announced
what he does, the authority of what the
was
It
the same evening.
at the
composer had to tell him and that of
English
In
for performance.
his own conviction about If. He is opGaiety, Manchester, on tho 29th of last
versions;
posed to the rhetorical flourish over
two
month. Verneutl wrote
details of the first movement, he makes
ono for Mme. Bernhardt's exclusive use;
move"the other for whomsoever It may bet,* the waltz theme of the middle
done by In ahy other country." TheUS ment pass like a Hash of recollection;
breakneck
deviation Is -mly In tho fourth act which Id the last movement moves at
Wo havo heard performances
Verneull \ji speed.
is for Mme. Bernhardt alone.
which
are
to us considerably more efwrote the piny In January. 1919— in three
5.
Is

iel

love

It

I

|1

,

am

1

.

Literatoor
"The Ailantja Monthly, Betsy, is a
eg'lar visitor to our Western home.
I
ike it because it has got sense.
It don't
>rint stories with piruts and honlst
young men in to 'em, making the piruts
splendid fellers and the honlst young
-nen
dis'gree'ble
idiote—feo that our
iarters very nat'rally prefer the piruts
*o the honist young idiots: but it gives
as good square American literatoor. The
chaps that write for the Atlantic, Betsy,
understand their bisness.
They can

1

•

5ng Ink, they can. I went in ana ftrnv
I told Vm that theirs was a high
They seemed quite
Ind holy mission.
Jrraitifled, and asked me If I had seen
he Grate Orgln."

An
Du

Faded Glory

week

The Night Wind
Iris

O'er the Indian Cradle
Inrtlnn Spring Bird..
The Tromlseil Land
Over the Meadows
Petite Jeanneton
Virgin's Lullaby

"The Ksrape fn-m
,-,'"

0 za

V

,
Iionlo-I;

"JUT.
.

(As sung by Miss IIemi>el at the Jenny Llnd
Centennial concert)

Hall on these charges In comparison
with those asked In other cities, American, European and of the near East.

-Another visitor,
gentle
w r
the
poet
George Arnold, wrote his opinions about
Tlie concert in Jordan Hall yestentay
this city in a letter published in Vanity
afternoon by Mme. Fransisca Catalina
Fair of Dec. 20. 1862. It is a pity that
and Sig. Eumenio Blanco, soprano and
no one has taken the trouble to collect baritone, closed the doors on the customand publish his articles in prose, among
and
them the McArone letters and the lit- ary world of music as we know it
Let led into the strangely sombre and tragic
tle essays by "The Undersigned."
Especially in
of Bos- Tealm of the Spaniard.
(js quote from his description
ton ways and manners, for in 1862 Bosthe first group of three songs which
tcnlans, according to tradition, had
Mme. Catalina sang the listener was far
manners:
'•muddleswhich
from
the
world
"It was one of the objections raised
against Boston not long ago, that 1
through" and had entered the world
had never been there. Now that fault
where the shadow always looms overA
is overcome, and Boston is more nearly
head, even in the midst of gayety.
perfect than ever. It is a good place.
sentimental strain of a deep nature ran
through all the Spanish music.
I like it. In point of fact, I might parMme. Catalina sang with much purity
ody that foreign chap, whose name I
now forget, and say, 'Had I not been of tone. She regulated the volume of
bom in New York, I would have been tone with great skill and artistic niceborn in Boston.'
She often returned to the lower regty.
ister from a high note with fine effect.
"I was not there long, so I had to learn
'
a good deal in a little while. At first
Her voice did not betray much passion.
an IntroducI was doing a grand feat
She had to contend. In the first part of
being introduced to Ontlon Match
the program, against unspeakably bad
Th-Thousand Men In One Thousand Hours.
accompaniment by M'ss Gerry.
It
For In Boston every man knows every
every way.
playing was bad
conother man, and introduces you. Or else
was
It
showed no imagination.
he knows some one else, and then he j sistently too loud.
It never followed
introduces you. The resuit'is, that your
tlie singer as a real accompaniment
poor memory, overburdened with names
It was prefaced always by a series of
and faces, gives in, Imbecile, and you
hpnging chords, which had no excuse for
go about frantically calling Jones, Smith,
Either Miss Gerry had, no conbeing.
and Smith, Brown, and so on, In reck- ] ception of what the music called for. or
less confusion.
she did not, for some reason, care
"I can hardly get used lo run every
The result for the audience wjis the same
day In the week, except Thursday, when j In either ease, and every one was r<*
*
*
arrived in
it always snows.
ltevcd»when Master Jesus Sanroma toek
-

•

,

Boston during a

fine drizzle.

left in I

I

f

native
the Spanish feeling with
sureness and show* the light heart that
skips pist the abyss.
into

;

«
:

j
l

(In

I

*.

Recompense
When Through

saw them

We

;

publish

Spanish!

.MomI

tlie

Mme.

Catalina

Duo, Alborada KBpanoln

|

..Jens

I'lazeiia

Mme. Catalina
rramor suU'all rose ("Trovawre")
..
Grande Valae

•,:•_,

Aenzau-

.Kcnegarny

Mme. Catalina and Mr. Blan. o
.< napi
To one slembre de lo* bombres me burle.
ral.lei
(From the Spanish Zarzuelu El Rey que rami r
»
Anit»lnsa
Serenada Andaluza
Tabonda
Carseleras

\

I

I

Mme

Caiallna

I

.

a la

Lux de

la

J

symphony No.

Roman./ in G
march form

F

major. Op. 93.
Turkish
40
"Ruins of Athens," Op.

8,

In

major.

thte

Op

'

•

.

1

(

I

.

j

per-

formance In Boston of "ThOjPagans," a
Anthony.
plao' In three acta by Charles
Produced by Messrs. W'lner and Romberg at Providence, Dec.

II,

1820.

The

cast:

(way to increase interest in and love
rpr apple pie is by making a whole meal
pf It; certainly this method makes one

FRIEDA HEMPEL

'PAGANS' AT
By PHILIP HALE
PLYMOUTH^ THEATRE—First

Bill

Pratt

James Barlow.
uSSCr Gregory
Sllse Northcote
Mrs. Judith MacKnlght
.;f

m_

Morelll

•Richard

li

|

,

[_ THE PLYMOUTH

Program Contained Numbers Played
f
„_ b«—
« t:— « i_ n
*
for
First
Time in Boston
It may be doubted whether the best

.

that Northcote must decide. His honor
or his pity, leads hlin to favor the wife,
he up and dies while Sylvia
And hju
'Mi. he
Thus does the dramatist
hi in-^^Bic
he happy ending so dear to
udlenccs; happy for NorthV nierr^^Hu
is life with Elise would be
cote, r^Pliif

Northcote

As Mr. Anthony

is

Harold Vermllyea
Frederic Burt
David Glassfnrd
Irene Berwick
Alice Fischer
Helen Ware
Joseph Shildkraut

a pianist and a
,

musician, the fact that Ills play treats
music's therapeutic qualities Is not
surprising; nor is he the first musician
years to write a play. Saitrecent
In
Saintin recent years to write a play.
comedies. The imposingly bearded Guy
Ropartz. who never can forget that he
was a pupil of Cesar Franck, has writof

Neither of them, however,
conceived the idea of Introducing roumiracles.
-slc on the stage as a worker of
Some one may say that Mr. Anthony's
hero, the painter Northcote, dies in his
studio at the end while hearing Mme.
ten dramas.

famous American prima
donna, singing a soft and soothing melodv; but he dies gently, easily, with a
Morelll,

tlie

sweet M»Ue on his face,

while in the

I

j

I

j

i

Luna

(Arranged by Jeans Nr. Kunroma>
Mme. Catalina and Mr. Blanco

ITALIAN SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA'S CONCERT

i

I

|

.

Mme. Catalina

Duo

comments on

I

\

read poetry, and talk less, so that she
may bo a help-mate. Sylvia and she
They agree
thresh out the situation.

i

^Hb

man

heifT"This

death"— happy
Elise can not

113.

]

must

I

|

applause

.

as It is endured In Boston by a acquainted with apple pie. The Italian
western man, "G. W. S.," who, obliged Symphony Orchestra, which played, last
dwell here. Is not yet wholly acvening in Symphony Hall, made Its
climated.
program entirely of Italian mdsic with
(the exception of a number by Bizet and
The result, even
,jone by Rachmaninoff.
gave a con(though the orchestra played well, could
Frieda" Hcmpel. soprano,
yeaterday after[not escape the charge of monotony
,o rt in Symphony Hall
August Uodeman
[More than changes in tempo and in
noon, assisted by
organist, and
;volume are required for variety, a strong
Ernest Mitchell,
flutist
The hall was national spirit evident in succeeding
.'oenraad Bos. pianist.
samay finally pall.
[numbers
scattering
were
well filled, but there
Two of the numbers, "Triumphal," an
did not. occupy
eant seat.. Those who
overture
by Demelll, and "Romantic
For
.
M>M
Serenade" by Bolzonl, were played for
rare mun
them
Mascagni's
line fettl« :ind she
the first time in Boston.
is in
terize
im so varied that it en- •Hymn to the Sun"
xhow to excellent adcanordlnary range of her ar
tag« th
1

i

'

life

l

1

I

(In Spanish)

8 b '" J
Boca Poloroaa
)'<"
Malaguena (A Otrna Flajaai
AKar,
encantol
ml
(AlUambra
de
Oranadn
A
BUBI feccn
Lollta, Spaulsh Serenade
Mr. Blanco
Donlrott
Aria from "Lnereila Borgia"

O

U

not."

shall soon

.AUare

.Mien

More

law and wife enter without knocking.
There Is a stormy
surprise!
Northcote orders his family out
'scene.
of the apartment.
And then he is happy, but always
Innocently, with Sylvia, who brings in
fresh flowers, and dons a remarkably
handsome dress. But he is still far
The wife, Elise, repents,
from well.
comes to him, begs forgiveness and assures him that she will study painting,

Ipuelle

times by the enthusiastic audience.
President I. H. Odell presented a bouquet of rosea to him.
By special request the overture from
Tannhauser" was added to the program, giving full scope to ability of the
Emil Mollenhauer is
orchestra.
full
conductor of the orchestra and William
Capron concert master. The program
Overture, "Egmont," Op. 8L
follows:
Concerto for pianoforte. No: 6 (in E flat
Adagio
major), "Emperor." 1. Allegro; 2,
Allegro ma non
tin poco moto; 3, Rondo:
from
Schezando
Allegretto
Itroppo.

.Alvar,

(in English)
t

fain believe that so Jolly a city must be
full of Jolly maidens, neat and trim and
fair and lovable and wholesome. Certes,
I

..

I

to think— at
nice girls of
.

I

commem-

"Emperor."

how she has always

her

tells

As they are
inspiration.
his
clasped in a fond embrace, mothe'r-in-

been

Applause Greets Faelten's
Playing of Concerto

Crom

He

times.
'

awaited him at the end of the selection
and he was forced to return several

(

1

.

'

was
Sylvia,

for

talked

to

now

have him; happy

that
for the

who probably saw no othen

Ivamatlst.

I

Mr. Blanco

I

least to hope-that the
Boston do not promenade.

6,

Ml Nina (Habanera!

.

Inclined

[

.Bonn on Dec.

.Chan

Tu Ventana (Serenade Andaluza
No Me Uorcs (Canctou Andaluzal

middle-class damsels are not
provocative of worship In my heart. \
And the Boston women that I saw Were
much like Albion's middle-class damsels.
They had not the airiness of gait, the [
Jaunty costumes, the bright faces, that
Gotham can boast of. Their complexions
were browned by the east winds which
sweep the crooked streets like a cold
simoon. They wore hideous hats, like
gentlemen's beavers cut down, with ugly
chicken's wiruss stuck ungracelittle
fully up in front, and their hair was
commonly confined In those unclean
nets -of worsted that servants and barmaids weave here. Woollen and halr-

am

.Demelli

Symphonic Impression

Forest.'

selections by Beethoven in
oration of the great composer's birth at
Carl Faelten was
16. 1770.
igreeted warmly as he came on the
the concerto No.
in
soloist
as
platform

-

Albion's

I

. . :

'of

ing his age— In the knickerbocker stane.
He displayed fine artistic appreciation
and made his part Integral with the
music of the song.
The program covered Spanish composure chiefly, with ornate operatic airs
and with several charming serenades

r

streets are like common I
sewers; the better ones like splendid {
aqueducts.
"The press Is mostly Republican, and.
It
therefore doesn't amount to much.
Posts.
Journals.
of
chiefly
consists
and like pieces.
Heralds
and Couriers,
Trans-c ripts,
The I
with here and there a Traveler.
(In SpanlalO
editorials, with the exception of the ^ I'lores PuriatmaK
The Cantarea
Post, are rather feeble as a rule.
I'artltla...
l.i
dramatic criticisms arc entirely written j
Mme. Catalina

Ugh!

The pro-

o'clock.

thad spent on her; so in that respect, at
she was square with the world
iand her sense of honor. Trie mother-inJlaw knows this little incident in her own
domestic life. She therefore does not
(welcome the visitor; she rages at the
'thought of her sitting to Northcote for
her portrait; In fact, she makes very
disagreeable remarks.
Northcote takes a fresh hold on life,
as long as the singer is his sitter. One
afternoon they are talking over old
jleast,

The sixth concert of the People's Symphony Orchestra in Convention Hall yes[terday afternoon, was composed entirely

Master Sanroma played accompaniments with astonishing skill, consider-

The meaner

oll.

Dark

Warm

He

'

them was, so to speak, a street view
merely. I saw many on Tremont and
Washington streets, and— I longed for
Broadway once more. I am not an admirer of English beauty. The full Jowl,
low forehead and baggy waist of

the stage. He protected "Sylvia," but
•ahc nobly paid back all the money he

HAS BEETHOVEN DAY

Sis. Blanco's voice Is far from pleasenters
lng, but he handles it well.

t

home— the only place where "the true
woman can be truly seen. My view of

was a young girl, Sylvia, and had no
money, met the husband of the motherlln-law. This man was interested in art,
lalso in young women anxious to go on

Miss Gerry's place.

[

by Young Men In Stores, who do them
for the sweet uses of the free list.
"With fear and trembling I approach
hasten to
I
the Women of Boston.
acknowledge that I did not see them at

,

PEOPLE'S ORCHESTRA

.

a cold rain. Between the two It stormed.
Tlie city Is damp, mouldy, molat. misty,
vaporous, oozy, wet. humid, aqueous,
slippery,
clammy,
walery.
mildewed,
slimy, leaky and miscellaneously fluvial.
people
get dry
time.
Tlie
the whole
I
often enough, but their city, never.
marvel fliat they don't wear submarine
winter
costume,
altogether,
as
a
armor

L

Orchestra
Ah Rendlmi, from Mllraue
Rossi
Habanera, from "Carmen"
Bizet
Miss Alice Baschi
Hymn to the Sun. from "Iris"
Mascagni
"La Truviata," Prelude to the 4th act. .. .Verdi
Prelude in C aharp minor
Rachmnuinoff
Berceuse
Ravanello
Serenade. "To the Medieval Caatle"
Bolzoni
(For strings. First time hero.)
Inrocnzlone of Ulrica, from "Masked Ball"
'
Verdi
Miss Alice Baschi
"Sicilian Vespers" Overture
Verdi

;

I

I

!

Francliettl

<

'

!

I

Triumphal Oyerture.,

1

j

cunning. His wife Is a pretty,
Her mother!
llnnot-headed chatterbox.
like Mrs. Mackenzie, the dreadful
is
Dr.
campaigner, towards her Rosa.
Gregory has emancipated Ideas concernBarlow
ling free love and happiness.
remembers that Northcote was a great
friend In former years of Mme. Morelll.
jHe, therefore, Invites her to call at
INorthcote's studio to cheer him. Unfortunately, Mme. Morelll. when she

audience throughout, espe"O Sole Mio," which went
the heart of people of Italian

Symphony Hall at 8
gram is as follows:
the

a wheeled chair, has lost his

in

artistic

musicians, led, by Raffaele Martinu
and assisted by Miss Alice Baschi, contralto, will give a concert tonight In

In

cept

i

75

-

:

I

As primarily a popular orchestra, intended to "sens its patrons home happy,"
the Italian Symphony Orchestra should
have a public. With better balance and
liner shading, it may well deserve the
esteem of tlie more critical.

j

the rock.

to

a curious play, with a theme that
has ferved countless dramatists and
novelists. Northcote, with nerves shattered by the war, unable to move exIt's

'

cially with her

straight to
descent.

metheus chained

'

the

pleased

•

\

Sharp Minor should have been trumped
up for such a concert and blared forth
by trombones in a dea/enlng roar remains a question.
- Miss
Alice Baschi, "renowned European contralto," was the soloist.
She

',

—

.

plause to this number called for the
orchestra to rise and be greeted witli
enthusiasm* .-Ii* many other places the
Why Rachmusic was well played.
maninoff's overworked Brelude in C

iSPANiSHARTlSTS

Boston in 1862

agrm>
.second act as he in his dcTth
most realistically portrayed by «tx.
ro
rattle
Shildkraut— one. can hear the
wie
his throat—he Is brought to life by
same singer, 'who chooses popular songs
from her extensive repertoire, and he is
able to go on painting for another act,
enough 'to sketch Bill Pratt with
: strong
nothing on but his trousers, as^ Pro-

they might have
Brass
sounded _had they been heard.
and drums had too free a rein.
In working up to the climax of the
Mascagni number, however, the orchestra and the leader showed much skill,
even though a bit more restraint at the
Apend might have been Justified.

Keger

Arr. by

137

wonder arose how

.....Ware
L eurance
Ueiiranen
Air. by Moor...Arr. by V«n Kcnnea
,

The Herdsman's Song (Echo Song)

Symphony

in

Schumann
Schumann

'

Other num-

here."

Both conduccharacteristic displayed.
tor and orchestra seemed most at home
These passages
in fortissimo passages.
left a listener wondering, for the trombones so completely silenced the violins
and left them with motion only, that

..MHBWt

lAUle

Aria of Oon»t«n»« from
the Seraglio"
the Harem

the

last

Relmbert

In

Burglary perfession."
What would Mr. Ward say today about
the exorbitant charges of the taxi-cab
companies? Mr. Newman, the indefatigable traveler and shrewd observer,

commented

(With Flute)
Spinnrade

blst wle elne Blnine
Priienllnganiielit

,One othes quotation from A. Ward:
ev'ry other large city I was
ever in, the most of the hackmen don't
seem to hav bin speshully intended Vv
for

die

am

i

more widely known.
As might be expected in a young orchestra,
subtlety whb not the chief

Schubert

The Shepherd on the Rock

''On like

l^atur

-ii

(With Organ)

sPrid

as "i
i'ly
bers were

...Hanflel

leuuesti

Oretehen

A

Cantata

from

J-m.

solution of the self-imposed prqblem.
Truly an unusual play; unusual not
Elise is
in theme, but in treatment.
not the only character that is a babbler.

At times
talk.
talk,
not without po.etic feeling;
or frahkly
is high-flown
The "comic element" is sup'cdious.
chiefly
by Bill Pratt, the explied
orderly, though the audience took Mrs.
MacKnight as a comic character, an
shared by the doctor,
.pinion
not
Northcote or Mr. Barlow. The theme
.ailed for a dramatist well versed in
theatrical effects; a master of irony
surprising
is
It
and tense dialogue.
that Mr. Anthony did as well as he did.
speech,
little
modest
In
a
said
As he
he owes much to his managers and the
They
his

I

M

talk,

all

talk

is

others

it

t

The company might have
through successfully even a
weaker play. Miss Ware gave a noteworthy portrayal of Mme. Morelli. who
is far removed from being a vampire.
She made the woman wholly sympathetic, ready to make any sacrifice
for the man she loved, noble in her
saving common sense, and in her reompany.

•

carried

Miss Fenwick was
strained passion.
the Silly, unbearable wife to the life.
Miss Fischer might play the part of the
malignant

mother-in-law

in

a

more

Mr.
blustering manner.
Shildkraut "ave a carefully conceived
an
that
even
part
impersonation of a
experienced actor might not save from
ridlcul% Like Miss Ware, he is authoritative and also subtle. The others were
wholly adequate.
The one stage setting was In excelThe audience was exceedlent taste.
Applause was tempesingly friendly.
vlperlsh.

less

,

.

tuous.

P.eading a New York newspaper, we
came across the advertisement of a

"Reduction Sale" and were thus informed that there was a rare opportunity to purchase "Men's Exclusive
shirts." What are exclusive skirts anc

what manner are they exclusive?
know what an exclusive club
every time a man dies in a smo
tlie obituary states that he was
exclusi\
ber of this or that.
hence we infer that "any olrj
exclusive. But an exclusive -j|
.the adjective here mean *
he rn/T
^ther persons fro
.shirt not to be born
timote friend:
in

'

I

*rt

Y*j

w

.

1

.

Cood Old Perr 1X1

138

rQood
It*

ohl

lf.is

P

WHS

Ml

Hague

The

;it

weighty matter

and
In

Geneva.
this

little

hook. e\ n If the cardinal was not always con L'lso. Menage, often malicious,
he had the manuscript long
|«ays tha
was printed. "Perron had a
before
Wetty wit. but he was not a learned
ratan." Old and crippled with gout, he
taught a house) at Bagnolel. paying
%rlce Its worth, for a most curious ronton given in ".Mcnaglnnn." but we canSot tell it here. It was Perron who said
at "The Reply of Colaseteau" "He would
have made it shorter, if he had more
time." Mennse also says that Perron
was long-winded In private and in any
public meeting. Joseph Justus Sealiger
wrote: He was wyery ambitious, not
learned, pleasing ladles, a prattler ("lobut Scaliger had a bitter
cutulelus")
pen. Did Perron's gout come from Immoderate indulgence in cider? Robert
Burton described cider and perry as
"cold find windy drinks, and for that
cause to be neglected."
<

ampircn
sctlc thr

m

"the hand.'

1

of Die Int

;

published

Brat

III

\

d

Jacques Davjl du

man who had
in a moving
ad never boon
tar the world,
lion:
he went
i

roso

Miserere; Duparot, Dreamworld;
Schumann, tiypsy Life; Buck. At Sea:
Mendelssohn, Tha Huntor's Farewell
Morley. Now Is the Month of Maying;
Handel, Hellelujah, Amen. Mr. Spalding's selections were Corelll'e Sonata in
D, his own "Etchings," Kramer's Ek-

was her

here

triumph

filial

—

i

The
a billionaire."
ironder ts that the excellent Dr. Crafts
fsoaped.
He. like the poor fellow that
had seduced

"Wife

M'

log

the same since.
Crafli lifted up his voice in a fine burst:
wauld rather have my son stand at a
tar and drink two classes of heor than
have him <-c that vampire woman. He
may get over the off' ts of the heel In a,
week, but he could not forgot ihat vampire woman until he was >0 years old."
We. too. would rather stand at a bir
u.'\ on the
with one foot resting s
nwc than two
rail and drink •veu
glasses of beer than sec that vampire:
nor would it take us a week to set over
the effects; but as this pleasure is deBled os we should like to see die show
.Cy lite
'
•,
Ct:
that excite
aeane between the vampire am! the bill-

Now
It

spent any time on Buck's "At Sea."

|

|

•

ionaire.

The Great Question

from somevEnglish paper:
that when 1 *>me to »2ie.

..link

I

ir.e

What wouldst

make

thou'.

'

—

reply

—

Yet Brant

me

to forge:

Nor vex me more
"I

clean.

it

loved, strove

worked and

Lived certain years anil murmured not;
New grant rae In that land to dwell
Where all things are forgot.

Tor

others. Lord, the purging fires.
lores r-e-knii, the crown, t tie palm;
For me. the death of all desires
In everlasting calm.'
Then what w.-s that tn.ng about, the

The

woman who had

rid

her
verse or two:
iishes

washing
after a

been

and

life

a".",

said,

And
little

was
how

it

went.

what
wear and tear
life

cannot remember
The tiresome thing about
Henry James calls "the

s-.ill-I

sittine;
is

the same
Boston.

damn

thing

all

the time

JoUX ROL

-

As the World wags.
-Dis>"Death is life if understood. H. B.
1.
Jamaica

]

Plain.

Cider
"Pensees Judicleuses.

bons

ogne. 1604.)

.

,
wholcCider is an excellent beverage,

received

have
1
pome and delicious.
Normandy,
iome in bottles from lower
it surpasses
drank;
ever
have
he best I
the wine
n deliciousness all wines, even Augustin
f Muscadine grape*. Saint
against
nteaks of cider when he writes
fceManichees, who said that Catholics
they,
but
wine,
to
»ere people given over
He reit.
the Manlchee* did not drink
drank
that it was true, but they
Hies'

limcc drawn from

which was
wine or any

n a'.iv
crege in the world.

m»r» delicious

tliu

"Suecum ex pomis

Tertullian
vinoeissi-

Jer intoxicates like wine, and
lenntss is worse because it Is
Her keeps better in bottles
transurreis, and is thus better
better
lid on thr- sea it keeps
Afthe
and
Biscayans
The
8.
Monsieur de<
tventcd cider.
cider
rs that if he abandoned

I

speech,

'

,

beslflf
is

der

comes from

«»(

it

St.
J

have drank was at

ca

Africa,

:

,

Normar.s are without
to Biscay and bring

KS>

it.

By PHILIP

for
Aristlppus." This
the rich chaff.

jy/suu, conductor,
tiding,

'

'

—

fcning

violinist,
in

Hall.

last

The piano

of

James Braid, the several

times English open golf champion, the

latter from being struck by a train In
one of the London stations. Yet the
evidence seems to be that both today

are very much alive— I have Just
been reading Mason's new novel, "The
Summons," and the papers have had
accounts of recent golf matches in,
which Braid took part. I suppose it's a
case of, as Mark Twain put It. their
deaths being "very much exaggerated.'
explanation
If you can give any other
interest
in your column, it might be of
to others besides myself.
of
A. E.
admirer
an
I have long been
Mason. Would you think my personal

"

One Mr. Moss
World Wags:
note in The Herald of today an

As

>

W

I

I

,

opinion that his "Running Waters,"
"The Turnstile," "Tho Four Feathers,
better litsay were better novels and
turn
erature than Bennet and Wells

the

I

1

•shaH-s work.

—

As

the

ADRIAN HAY WARD.

the city of Boston, in Masachusetts;
suburban city.
the other is a nearby
Boston has a number of public forums,
made up of
the audiences being largely
which form so
the foreign elements
populacity's
the
lar^e a percentage of
At the closing of the exercises it
tion
customary to sing the national anis

them

"America," and in Boston it is
waiting

sun"-' reverently, the audience
dismissal. The
until the proper time for
boasts
second city (the suburban one)
American
typical
most
the
being

of

city

.likewise
in the commonwealth. It
efficiently managed public forum,
to tho
however,
contrast,
striking

has an
'in

is the
a certain portion of the U
to reappear
who
audience,
suburban
gard the announcement of the singing
for a general
of "America" as a signal
movement toward the exits. Why not

behavior of the Boston audiences
attitude

of

Amerl-H
start a school for Americanizing
B. I. GORGAN.

cans?
I

|

Melrose.

ILOUIS^BENNETT

I.

By PHILIP

World Wags:

Harrison Rhodes. I" his article
to Bosentitled "Holding the Mirror Vp
brought
ton," printed in The Herald,
character
a number of interesting

Mr

out

but he could have remarked rethe
garding the culture that Impresses

istics,

say

is

Beggar Petition

of miscellaneous
poems published anonymously in 1769
Moss also published two sermons, and,
Imperin 1783 a cheerful poem, "The
Willfection of Human Enjoyments."
iam Humphries published a Latin ver("MenPetition"
sion of "The Beggar's
The majority
d'ei Supplicatio") in 1790.
when he
of Moss's poems were written
was about 20. Ed.

I'd

A Tale of Two Cities
As the World Wags:
Here is a short tale of two cities. One

poem

"The
Staffordshire.
was -in a collection

too,

North Andover.

in-

"A pampered menial drove me
A
from' the door" stood originally,
from the
livered servant drove me
Goldsmith.
door," it was changed by
GEORGE C. WING.
Auburn. Me.
This Moss was a minister at Bnnley
of
Hill Chapel and perpetual curate
Brierlv Hill; also minister of Trentham.

Personally,

same of The Kencote series and
"Exton Manor" out of Archibald Mar-

It

1S08

absurd?

lout
the

old hut
quiry as to the author of that
of a
beautiful poem. "Pity the sorrows
written
was
poor old man." The poem
in
di«d
1740;
in
born
Moss,
by Thomas
the
is said that one line in

HALE

gave a conceit

Symphony

Mason and

answer packed away

Characteristics of Boston

Club. Archibald T.
assisted 'by Albert

W.

death of the English novelist A. E.

1

|

vtiWHarvard Glee

it.

False Alarms
As the World Wags:
Two or three years ago there appeared
The
in The Herald— I think it was in
Herald I saw it— announcement of the

upon the
Aristlppus the Socratist did.
having but the
like case, "that the other
not care
soul of a base knave, needed
but he was careful for the soul of
it

CLUB CONCERT

came to Biscay, and
Normandy, and yet' to-

True Philosopher

was
dangerous and dreadful tempest,
some that
pale for very fear: which
chaps of
were by (being even in the
whether the
death so curiously observe
did
philosopher were perturbed or not)
fear letperceive, the storm ending, and
rich glutton
ting men's tongues loose, a
Stoic for beof Asia fell a-scoffing the
that brunt
ing so terribly afraid of
any;
which himself had passed without
as
passions at all: but he replied

|

it

ning out of Boston.
Did I say culture? Tou will see more
ladies standing in the street cars in
Boston than you will in most any other
city in the United States. The men are
more selfish and less chivalrous; on the
other hand, perhaps there Is good reason
/for tho men paying so little attention to
the gentler sex in this section of the
country, for the women are more mas-«
culine than In most cities. There are
more male women and more female men
here than I have observed anywhere.
Note the flat heels and tailor-made
clothes of the women and the goggles
and ladylike conversation of the males.
GEO. W. SMILEY.
Boston.

the ship in

and

has been in use in
Augustin speaks of

In-

from New York city between Norfolk
and Portsmouth, Va. I am convinced
now that they use the discarded coaches
from the metropolis on the lines run

"City °,[ G ° a
(From Saint Augustine's
10
1610.)
Translated by John Healy in excellent
and
eloquent
A. Gellius, an
"Noctes Atticae
scholar, writes in his
company of a
that he was at sea in the
(as Gelphilosopher
famous Stoic. This
brief), seeing
lius tells at large, but I in
great peril by reason of a

HARVARD GLEE

not to be compared

visit

still

It

trry

rattle,

for

transportation, when I sit in some of
the cars leaving the South station, I am
reminded of trains that move through
the mountainous sections of North and
South Carolina.
They use the discarded ferry boats

poor

A

he would die; there is
consumes the natural moistlian wine; cider feeds and

le

hones

the Bostonlans could

example, they would"
know, by comparison, what real electric
As for steam
transportation means.

woodsman."

t

does rot go well with
in lower Normandy have I
cider; elsewhere it is worth-

my

all

"if

dianapolis,

como over the dead body of the
Davy Crockett." But the famous,
the
memorable line, Mr. Sawyer, was
a .backone about "the strong arm of

will

— ine.
t.

heard

.

Chandler and Sidney Landfield sang
and played acceptably.
The "mirror" dance by Ameta, where
half a dozen mirrors reflect her posturings and gorgeous colorings Is a specCharles Leonard
tacle of real beauty.
Fletcher, another old favorite, appeared
with some fresh character studies and
Cross and Santoro, "exponents of physical culture," are a mighty muscled pair
who lifted each other about as easily as
an ordinary man would Juggle a puppy.

apples,

the elevated train at Forest Hills? I've

Ttork:
Charles Pike Sawyer of the New
adap-i
Evening Post, commenting on an
screen of Augustus!
for the
tation
the
Thomas's "Colorado," remembers
days when the adapter's grandfather,
Crockett.
Frank Mayo, played Davy
Mayo s
Mr. Sawyer does not forget
Miss it
you.
"If harm comes to

applause. Bert and Betty Wheeler injected lots of fun into their turn. Silvia]
Clark, "The Glad Girl," Is so good and
original in her clowning that she ought
to be well up in the front of the bill.
Bert Clark and Flavia Arcaro treated
the audience to a stream of nonsense
stuff that "took" with a capital "T."
The lady's amplitude of physical charms
Anna
breath
taking.
are certainly

,

of

laying

;

j

.

the

and pure quality In the piano passages.
The feature of the first part of the concert was the remarkably effective rendering of the chprus from Carissimi's
oratorio, music that never can grow
old.
In the singing of "Do. how a
rose," there was undue emphasis put
on unimportant words while the significant words were sung faintly; throughof
out there was too much see-sawing
forte and piano. In Allegri's "Miserere."
exaggerated staccato effects marred the
solemnity of the music.
Mr. Spalding played with fine tonal
quality, showing tasteful phrasing as
well as technical mastery. There was
a large and enthusiastic audience.

terpretation.
As for the remainder of the bill It was
cent, comedy and very clever
90. per
comedy into the bargain. Tvette, with
Eddie Cook and Kino Clark, a red wig,
a fiddle, a saxaphone and a lot of eccentric dance steps captured plenty of

(From
observation
mots recontres agreables et Perron, Co
urieusea du Cardinal du

without

of old. for the
was a noteworthy exand the
muscularity,
vocal
of
ample
tonal quality was raucous, not sonorous.
It is. perhaps, needless to say that in
the performance of other compositions
a
there were fine gradations of tone
nice regard for the nuances; a beautiful

j

The
of discrimination."
grumblers who con-.pain that life is
not
another
after
—s» one damn thing
of but,
only have nothing to complain
lucky.
knew it. are very
If they only
that it b
The real trouble with life is

^

I

performance

repossess herself of the letter of
farewell to her husband, and to disarm
the gathering cloud of suspicion raised
by the appearance of the same doctor,
who had found her in her lover's apartment, was an effective hit of acting.
Mme. Besson's Lady Lillian was, for
the most part, too mature, too sophisticated to win one's complete sympathy
In the equivocal situation in which she
had placed herself. She should have
been more impulsive, more emotional,
more childlike than the self-possessed
woman we saw last night.
W. M. Crimmins as the brutal, suspicious Carson and Clifford Brooks as
Dr. Brodie caught the key exactly and
their good work went far toward giving
Barrie's clever effort an adequate into

there was something else, about
stone on a hill whose occupation

f

only to find that tho doors
were shut before you covered your return trip. As a consequence, you had
to sprint again to No. 1 or No. 2.
Have you ever seen a Bostonlan step
aside to let a passenger off? Everybody.
especially the women, push right in. A
Boston ian is going to have his 10-cent
seat no matter how many innocent persons he knocks down to get It. Have
you ever been one of the poor devils
on a mid-winter's night waiting for a
Rosllndale surface car after you leave

collage gleo clubs

the

might as well have been calling at his
rooms to take afternoon tea. But, having slipped home again, her maneuvres

and

soin" to do nothiu' forever
ever."

"And I'm
a

hide-

with

or well.

ill

of us are

local university in getting sta-

Mme. Besson taking the very
Halt
exacting part of Lady Lillian.
an Hour" Is already familiar to Boston
last
playgoers, but those who saw it
Besnight were well rewarded. Mme.
final
the
in
successful
most
son was
her
scene. The opening quarrel with
husband was rather too suggestive of a
making
iove
Her
domestic squabble.
with the young chap ".ft whom she
purposes to elope before a motor bus
She
kills him was anything but ardent.

thin-s that are

nitli

things that »mielit have been.

And

I

I

hands on songs.
If a stranger had Judged the Harvard
Glee Club only by its performance of
Bach's music, he would have unjustly
'said that this club differed little from

A

fail.

choruses

and then saw another Huntington iveat No 4? Tou ran back to

violent

M.
well presented performance of J.
Is the
Barrie's playlet. "Half an Hour,"
week,
feature of the bill at Keith's this

should say,

I

"Oh. God. Thy world was groat and

'

There Is surely enough
music in tho literature of

flutes.

male

ON KEITH BILL

*

;od should bid

two

WARD

As the World Wags:
I wonder If you know the enclosed,
which was quoted in Littell a few years

If

to

arrangers are a daring folk. Years ago
the overture to "Der Frelsohuetz" was
arranged for violin and guitar; also for

of its hundreds of new students,
seems to have headed its details with:
"Do you resemble your father or your
mother?" Yet the managers, like every
scientific man in these days, doubtless
knew well the Mendelian theoi y, one of
'lie principles of which is that no reliable information can bo got short of
the grandparents. "Parental resemblances." however, have always been of interest to the popular mind; so in newly
discovered folk-lore of Upper Ecypt, "If
the children take after the mother, the
father loves the mother; if they take
after the father, it is the mother who
loves the father." (See Folk-Lore/, Sept.
1920, at page 202).
AAB.
CHARLES- ED
Boston.

]

,.

|

Bnue car
f catch It,

he represented, his "King
Olaf's Christmas" or "Nun of Nideros"
shows his peculiar talent more acceptably.
Who arranged Dupaxe'8 enchanting s»ng for a rvtale chorus? The

Buck was

as Ever
all

Sara-

betIt's surprising that a man of
Dr. Davison's musical taste should have

tistics

.

1

queer how

bound; a

i

1

is

;

tered.

As the World Wags:

H

waltz

"Carmen" Fantasy.
The program might have been

l..is

been

Brahms— Hochsteln,

;

sate,

Interesting

probably not
And then IV.

Miss Kellermnnn.

There Is less consideration given to
the public's comfort in this city than in
any town I know. Have you seen the
people at Dudley street run around in
that circle trying to arrive at the proper
spot on the circumference where tho
car they desire to board Is apt to stop?
Have you taken your evening exercise
at Park street, whore you Just missed,
say, a Huntington avenue car at No. 1,

;

:

ended"

has traveled In every state In the Union
and been In nearly every city of assize may be interesting to your read-

leffri,

:

IteeBad the pero( :ill v;im|)5."

A word on

CarlKsimi, Plornte Filll Israel; Al-

:

to- the street car system.
this subject from one who

attracted

(lrBt

was M. Grft'bau. Andre Benolst
accompanied Mr. Spalding. Tho vocal
music was as follows: Bach, Grant us
to do with zeal; Praetorlus. Lo. how a
ganist

|
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Louis Bennett, baritone, accompanle
by Alice Waite Bennett, pianist, gav
a recital in Jordan Hall yesterday af
ternoon. The program was as follows

:

,

tW so!ac»

from
and
edipe a Colone"; Araadorl, E pur io;
torga. Per non penar; Schubert. My
ode; Schumann, I'll Not Complain;
binsteln, The Ara; Grieg', A Swan;
chln'j;

'Recitative

air

fancied It
Boston.

was "modern"

'

slang.

MEHITABLE BYWAYS.

'In the

Faery

^Thackeray's "Adventures of Phllfp"
was first published in the Cornhill Mag-

"Kid" for "child"

azine. 1S61-62.
old term. It

'

is

an

By PHILIP

Hills,"

139

Bax,

gin w;is warmly welcomed; he was imperatively recalled many time*.
The concert will be repeated tonight.

HALE

was used by the dramatist.
The eighth concert of tho Boston
bis "Old Law, or a New
Monteux con"Way to Please You": "} am old, you Symphony Orchestra, Mr.
ay. Yes, parlous old. kids, an you ductor, took place in Symphony Hall
mark me well!" The lexicographers say yesterday afternoon. The program was
the word was originally "low slang."
as follows: Beethoven, Overture, "Dedi-

Raraer, Allah; TanelefE; Saint-Saens,
jpre
Beaute;
Rlmsky-Korsakoff, A
Boi la paix des Nuits; G. Faure, Nell;
Non Credo; Godard, Le Voy-

Massinger

dor,

Beur; Woodman, I Am Thy Harp;
Hwner, The House That Jack Built
Bd The Last Leaf; Mana Zucca, The

As next week Saturday

In

Grose includes it in his "Classical DicHouse"; Bax. "In the
tionary of the Vulgar Tongue" (2d ed. cation of the
poem (first
1788).
yet we find the genteel Lord Faery Hills" symphonic
Shaftesbury writing in his journal (1841): time in America): Brahms, Violin ConHp o' the Morning; Quilter, June.
"Passed a few days happily with my
Balaviolinist);
Lmadori la a name not often seen wife and kids." The word was used by certo (Mr. Burgin,
kireff-Casella, "Islamey" (first time in
programs-, yet 200 years ago he was
d'Urfey. Dryden, Moore. Charles Reade.
Kipling.
Boston.)
kised for his skill in writing for the Henr^ Kingsley, James Payn,originally
"kidnap": ait
Beethoven was born 150 years ago
wee. The song chosen by Mr. Ben- •Take the verb or carry o\ children or
meant "to steal
Pious homage was paid
this week.
nett yesterday might have been comor
servants
others In order to provide
igeed by anv Italian of that period; it
at this concert by the performance
laborers
for the American plantations."
ras a (lowing melody without marked
of an overture, not one of his best.
And so we find In 1678 this definition of There was an interest attached to the
^Jaracter.
The adventurous Astorga,
"Those that make a trade performance, for the overture was the
"kidnappers":
was
rho
sent on a diplomatic mission
of decoying and spiriting away young
first piece on the program of the first
•cause the father of Elisabeth Farchildren to ship them for foreign planconcert given by this orchestra (Oct..
lese, in his ducal and parental anxiety,
..'
tations."
There was a time when the
t'i.
1S81.)
6*red that she was too seriously atnearly
has
slang
and
Mr.
"Kid" in dialect
overture wa3 popular in Boston.
ifehecl to the young singer and <hls
word,
German
the
as
meanings
many
as
flericke
was
fond of it, but it haa not
t^ngs, is best known by his solemn
the mirth of been played at these concerts sine*
excited
which
"zug,"
nd
indescribably
pathetic
"Stabat
Mark Twain. It is a term of admira- 1!>09. Here and there are reminders of
liter," so that the light and tripping
tho greater Beethoven, but the musio
tion in "low sporting or criminal circles"
teloriy sung by Mr. Bennett came as a
is*
interesting chiefly because it shows
for an expert young thief or prizeThe sonqs of Schubert and
ittprise.
"gamfor
the inlluence of Handel for whom BeeKumann were sung in English. It is -fighter; a man. a policeman:
It. old
was
in
I
thoven
had the liveliest admiration.
as
deviltry.'";
and
|mon
aocou nt of the United
lie that on
man. and no kid": kid gloves, as in this The few measures that introduce the
tatca Senate and Mr. Wilson we are
want
"I
main
body of the overture might be
dialogue from Illustrated Bits:
Xl\ at war with Germany, but we see
transitional measures from any conto see some gloves." "Certainly. mlss ;
0 reason why tho verses to which
Can I show you some undressed kids?" certo of Handel; while the fugal pages
Aubert and Schumann set music
are often in the manner of that master,
"Yo"ung man! I only require gloves."
Jp^ild not be sung in German: that is,
and the theme is eminently Handelian.
In English dialect "kid" means a small
Hroey are sung intelligently, Intelliwhich Beethoven
bundle of sticks, a bottle of straw; the There are pages in
jbly, with discretion and a good accut loose and wrote at his own will.
pod. husk of peas, beans: a small woodHt. The translations, as a rule, are
The introduction was played with the
en tub or cask, a basket for rubbish, a
Kclous; and Heine la untranslataThe
requisite
pomp and ceremony.
boy-apprentice. The Oxford Dictionary
le.
fugal section was performed brilliantly.
gives 1599 as the date of Masslnger's
Jt was a pleasure to hear "Aura"
The name of Arnold bax Is little
Sain, for Rubinstein's music to it outcomedy. Now, Massinger was born in known here, yet he Is a fecund com-'
The date of the. production is poser. Born In London, and educated
1SS3.
Bs Stcherbatehefl's and the music by
given In "The New Thditrlcal DictionHers. On the other hand, we prefer
there, he went as a young man to Ire- t
ary (1792) as 1666. Should not this date
| Chadwick's "Allah" to Mr. Kra'nd, where he fell In with the writers
i,
though the latter makes its
be for the publication? Massinger died
of the "Irish Renaissance," the in,, tiisj
in 1638.
V•id
legends of Ireland. The romantic
r. Bennett is musical.
He has deffolk lore obsessed him, nor did a visit
ideas
of
inteipretatlon.
e
The
Daniel Shay9
Russia and subsequent life In London
t
iseworthy intention
was evident,
ti-f him from the spell. For a time the
As the World Wags:
his vocal resources did. not always
of Swinburne gavo him musical
poetry
why
a
I fall to see any valid reason
He was too much inio to his aid.
as. hut he soon returned to his first
monument of any kind should be set up lovo. In this symphonic poem he >-nert
to "mouth" his tones, so that
tonal emission was not clear and
True,
< avored,
according to his own Btory,
at the grave of Daniel Shays.
olse.
He has a good virile voice,
atmosphere of
he served well as an ensign In the "to shadow forth the
he knows tho value of light and
v.iystery and almost
of terror with,
attained
and
Hill,
Bunker
battle
of
de; as we havo said, his aesthetic.
which the Irish people regard their I
rhetorical intelligence^ at present
the rank of captain by later patriotic
fiery compatriots." The middle section,
\< ;is
trips his vocal mechanism.
Mrs.
Inspired by a passage in W. B.
war,
but
Revolutionary
the
service In
nett accompanied helpfully. A feathe spoiled it all by his subsequent dis- Wats's "Wanderings of Olsln."
symphonic poem Is
Although
this
of the recital was the fine song of
Let
him
loyal, and rebellious conduct.
somewhat diffuse; although there are
eleff.
rest in a nameless grave, unhonored
passages here and there that seem exand unsung.
Very much the same might be said traneous, unnecessary, Mr. Bax has
Deposition
occeeded admirably in the one great
No braver fightof Benedict Arnold.
(Intend of fietttna a book from a Ubrnru n
demand put upon htm: he has reproer than he in the early conflicts of the
tomeiav take out a fllm to exhibit Revolution.
ff.gW
g
duced
in tones what Matthew Arnold.,
his
name
blackened
he
But
at home, toy a. L. Faulkner.)
and fame forever, by his later treason. described as "the Celtic aerialness and
more I irklp romance*
The music Is fanciful, not fanmagic."
Whir* joMum Das pennrd
The dense dark shadows of eternal
There is tile
The glamour of their fancies
Infamy will eover his memory In all tastical; It Is poetic.
To me oo poet* lendglamour of the strange, wild legends.
time to come.
Tne heayy task of reading
of the old
sadness
the
wistful
There
is
How easy it Is to spoil and blast a
apare mfficlf, yot roam
1
folk songs.
At times one would think
Through realma of gold, us I behold
good record!
music;
My c-lnoma at home
written
the
Mr. Yeats had
A little time since, ->l was walking that Yeats
the
of the earlier years, before
]ln one of the cemeteries In the city of
No Margot tndlaorettona
Can tempt me to the book:
Providence. All at once, with startling he began to revise his poems; before he
J
on dlplumata' co ufaaalona
became self-conscious and finical. Mr.
suddenness. I came upon a monumental
I will not deign to look;
Bax has been neither realistic nor Is he
{marble bearing the simple legend.
roe aoldler demonstrating
not
"Thomas W. Dorr." No date of birth, n. slave to impressionism. He Is even
How ch»yi>r h« haa tmi
melody,
afraid
of well-defined
I leare alone, tin be la thrown
lor death; no eulogy; no mention of the
On my dotneatlc Hcreen.
It might be mistaken for a folkwhen
syllable,
letter
nor
war";
not
a
| "Dorr
song.
In his suggestion of "the good
{besides the name; nothing but eloquent
AnlL T«t I have n notion
people," he does not hark back to
That future cays mar bring
j silence.
He
home change In my devotion
Weber, Mendelssohn or Berlioz.
I could not help feeling that those who
J
To erea audi a thing,
writes as though the 8ldhe had come
jsct up the monument had shown a
it may.be but a falter
muhear
his
to
twilight
hill
at
from
a
jslngutar, but very prudent reticence In
for thought at times will roam.
sic, and hearing It. they had sung and
But It may be that 1 almll flee
{refraining from further inscriptions of
To club, or inn. or library,
harped to him other strains for h:s
so!
kind.
Better
any
,'.' rnra cinema, at home.
pleasure and advantage.
So It Is better that Shays should rest
" —In the London Dally Chronicle.
Balakireff's "Islamey" was long lein an unmarked grave, a* it seems to
as the most difficult jomposlgarded
me.
J. W. H.
Mr. Piastro, Fiddler
tlon In the literature of the piano. We
Center Tuftonboro, N. H.
have heard pianists of the ftrst rank
(From
l
"Appreciation" by His Pasdonate Preas Agent.)
play it and were not Impressed, save by
At the South Station
"From that Titanic realm where pria passage that might have been written
As the World Wags:
for Ilalakireff's "Tlhamar." Casella's
meval emotion, unconquerable ambiI have been a commuter from the
version for orchestra Is as difficult,
tions, ngonlzed endeavor and
passionate
probably more difficult, for the players,
South station for many years and it
individualism have swirled in the cruthan the piano piece is for pianists. Has
has often puzzled me why some prothe music Itself gained In effect through
cible of the centuries above the
flames
vision has not been made for keeping
doubt It. With
the orchestration?
Of political and religious oppression
smoke, coal dust and obnoxious gases
the exception of the theme for English
Russia, motherland of musio— there
away from the main station, and I be- horn and the treatment of It, there Is
lieve this result could l»< easily obtained
vertiginous monotony. The dizzy, mad
comes another supremo master of the
by having a partition of glass, wood or whirling is without sufficient relief In
ylolln. a creator of divinely
inspired
jcement erected where the gates are now
orchestral color. To play the fantasy
Jnelodles of his own and a re-creator of
located.
tho Slavic classics, to offer his treasure
An improvement of this nature would a tour de force. Yesterday the crprove to the music-lovers of America."
chestra was a virtuoso.
(be very much appreciated, I am sure.
S "Hot
stuff," as the gentleman from
Brahms's violin concerto cannot be
thousands of commuters who use this
Hew York shouted from his box at a Iby
ranked with his first and third symstation dally, and would make the train
political convention In Buffalo.
phonies, his ''Tragic" overture, seme of
It is to
station a much cleaner and healthier
•te regretted that the P. P. A.
his chamber music and songs. The muplace for all concerned at a comparadid not
sic in the second movement before the
•ttroduce the words "welter" and "catatlvely small expense.
entrance of the solo violin is beautiful.!
Wysm" In his fiery sentence.
Newtonville.
J. A. REMINGTON.

Mm

Maier and Pattison): d'Indy,
"The Search After God"; descriptive
symphony from the opera, "The Legend
(Messrs.

of St. Christopher" (first time in Boston); Malpiero, "Impressions from Nature," Suite I., 1, The Blackcap; 2, The

Woodpecker; S, The Owl (first time in
America); Delius. Dance Rhapsody (first
time at these concerts).

An esteemed contemporary, statins
it is the thing now for young gen-

that

tlemen at Harvard enjoying the advantages of a college education to indulge
>hemselves in 5 o'clock tea, spoke of this

I

ceremony,
"tiffin."

'

—

a mistake to turn afternoon tea
meal: to serve muffins, whtch
nature usually soggy, soaked
with butter, and not always the boat
It Is

Into

are

butter; to serve hot buttered toast with

ing tea, nor do they kill the flavor of
the tea by putting into the cup sugar,
Icream or lemon.
One might as well
jpour in maple syrup.
"How will you
jhave your tea sweetened?" Is still heard

,

|

I

I

I

"

We

flj

|

I

]

I

|

The

course of my re-reading of
^lackeray's "Adventures of Philip" I
nd In the antepenultimate chapter that
W hero refers to tho unthinkable canity of trying to get along "without
• kids and Chsj." He Is referring to
wife and his three small children,
[at chapter probably was written In
]8. and the period of *he story Is fixed
the dlscbvery of anaesthesia In the
assachusetts General Hospital as in
d preceding 1S4H.
Ju«ry— When did the use of the term
Ids" as colloquial for children come
In

,*

I

the

I

have read with Interest the

I

lines
1

suggested as appropriate for grace before meat. In general the thought 'seems
be, "Some one else has nothing to
How glad I am that I am one of
eat.
the favored." The much quoted verse
by Robert Burns, also the Rev. Rowland Hill's grace savor of this thought,
wUicb to me Is very unpleasant.

o

oboist,

Mr. Longy, and his co-mates

The
out the beauty In full.
rhythm of the Finale at the beginning
the
concerto
whole,
inspiriting.
As
a
IS
is
granitic and forbidding; at times
fr
frankly
dull. Yet violinists play it. I he
concerto has been on the program of
this orchestrain Boston 14 times, and nine
brought

Ungracious
As the World Wags:

different violinists

I

f

j

j
•

I

have been applauded

vigorously by the faithful Brahmsltes, j
big and little, palpitating in the family 1
pews. It is possible that the applause J
on some occasions was a tribute to the |
endurance of tho violinist.
Mr. Burgin. the excellent concert master of the orchestra, the loth violinist to
play this music at a Symphony concert,
gave a thoughtful. Intelligent, one might
performance.
The
intellectual
say.
music itself is never sonsuous. It ls <
When
there'
seldom If ever emotional.
is beauty, as in tho Adagio, the bei

<l

by

jam or rich cakes. The civilised Japanese and Chinese do not eat when drink-

•

1

_

tiffin them If they were my visitors."
To use the word "tiffin" for "luncheon"
In this country is a silly affectation.

p

<

what-you-will, as
tiffin in India

Dear neighbor,

verb "to tiff" that i3. to drink, and
especially to drink slowly or in small
quantities.
The verb "to tiffin," however, means "to lunch," as does the
verb "to tiff" in Anglo-Indian.
Miss
Braddon had the audacity to represent
one of her characters as saying: "I'd

!

I

function,

l

and tho neighboring countries la a light
mid-day meal, luncheon.
And yet there is a slight excuse for
the error. The word "tiffin" is AngloIndian.
It does not come from the
Hindu language, but from the English
slang, "tiffing," a verbal substantive
from the colloquial or slang English

j

"Kid" for "Child"
the World Wags:

Christmas

next Thursday. The afternoon concert
will be. on Friday, as is customary. The
program of next Week is as follows:
Mozart, Overture to "Don Giovanni";
Concerto in E flat major for two pianos

.

—

is

day, the concert that usually takes place
Saturday night will be on the night of

lln

good old

New England

villages.

•

We

Jhave so often told the story of a hostess Wjho asked Tom Corwln what condiments he would take In his tea that we
Jnow refrain; but it is a good story, a
much better one than many printed
today in the columns of professional
humorists, or even In Life. (The choir
will now sing, necessarily in unison.

>

antlphon of Notkor Balbumorte sumus.") Yes.
or even In Punch.
It. Is a sad sight to see Mr. Golightly.
who at 5 o'clock \vt»s accustomed to take
a cocktail or a modest quencher of ale,
Iswilllng cups of strong and inferior
with quivering Up and shaking
tea,
hand. Formerly he was bland and bene|
Jflcent; toduy he Is Irritable, churlish.
Ithe

fine old

jlus:

"Media

vita in

I

mean.

suspicious,
I

Tea

did

It;

the

Demon Tea. And he eats with his tea,
killing the natural appetite for dinner.
Isadora

Mme. Isadora Duncan Is at It again.
Interpreting by her springing and leaping,
and cavorting, music that was
hardly written for terpslchorean display.
Hecently In Paris she interpreted the
"Good Friday Spell" in 'Tarslfal"; also
the death of Isolde. Her Interpretation
Is described by an enthusiastic Parisian
admirer as "plastic."
would gladly welcome the reappearance here of the Isadora Duncan
pupils, charming girls, graceful creatures, all of them desirable.
Even the
heart of Senatpr Lodge v^as touched
when he saw them on the stage of Sym-

We

phony

Hall.
ITht Isadora?
The Abbe
Liszt profoundly remarked of pianists,
that youth Is the time for virtuosity. It
Is also the time for the costume
that
poes not hamper Interpretation.

Sybil Thbrndike

Mls3

Sybil

Thorndlke

Is

an English

actress who has been successful in ratsIng the goose-flesh of horror-stricken
spectators at the Grand Guignol—-plavs
performed at the Little Theatre in London; nevertheless she recently talked at
a Church Congress at Southend
It was
i g-er-gr-r-r-and sight. "Dignified rural
deans, country vicars and busv town
clergy squatted on the over-crowded
floor of the Kursaal rather than rois^
her speech."
Mlsn Thorndike
wore
beautiful clothes, the entranced reporter

assures us. "Cheery-faced vicars, whose
rosy cheeks spoke of their rounds or a
big
country
parish;
were
franklv
pleased, here and there a serious-faced
clergyman made notes In a small book."
thus jotting down aids to reflection and
material for his next sermon. She defended even, the playing of vicious parts,
Those who feared the theatre, she arpued. feared life itself. "Even If a theatre were to show that mankind Is toomuch preoccupied, for Instance, with
sex matters, then 1 contend that It is
healthier for the theatre to reflect that
preoccupation than to pretend that It
docs not exist." Can she not be per-

i

.

1

>

|
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•'The
.us.

"

Master Rudder,"
Ho hud Kenne-

^"here he met the iniim
•*''

"

Man-

rebuffs.

nee
I.,
.iTi,
lh
i''- >^ hen il-e matter was place*
orbefore Mr. Miller he nna-lly consented,
0(
after considerable ,i KotmR, and 'The
ev
Servant opened in Ral/mi.ire In Mareh,
re .
ltOJ. later point; to Washington „ n ,| ,iun
'10 New York. It hr;,i
n run OT atfnost ft
ra«o!i
t
the !Jftvoy Theatre there: It,
1

'

"

•

•

ve.l

<

i

-

rta

.mil

i

A

hoy fell into the hands of his churn's
uncle, who adopt d him.— Londoh Dally
chronicle.

Sartorial Note
th. n « out
'a^'hifAgo and Boston with
Ward oneo described a New UlP orlc
tiK^l/nst. lh which Mi'. rtawpden
in the Wast, when It
ithlson as
"a man of Host on dressin'." 9K55ISi ftd ak Mnnson. Miss M
knew exavth what he meant "Auntl j and T.vrone Power ns tho Drainwere
Md the Bostonian brother wear Ifcah. More than S00 performances which
However tids may have beetx.!iiven In the three cities after
east.
the
from
withdrew
n
Hampih
s often told today that -Mr.
quarter of a
Is the only well dressed 1"he play brousht In a
producer*,
Ihe
fondlv believed this. Mr. "rtiMon dollars prom for
so startling that
ion has also believed It. Indeed. Its snortis was
forerunner for many
;he shock when we read It fefroved to he the
Evening Post that It symbolic plays of the sort. Mtullng
Third Floor
"no uncommon sight to see a gentle- the famous -passing of the
j£*
lao on Fifth avenue, ostensibly wend- IBaok.'"
"^trhe Passing of the Third Floor Hack
ig his way to an evening function, aithe St. Jatries Tlvatre,
red in full evening dress and high hat, was produced at
The following
Sept. 1. I9fl8.
ut wrapped in a polo ulster rathen than London,
stbrv whs told some ye:irs ago to us by
dress overcoat.
know
the facts in
should
surelv
that
"But the young men who r.pppar at OB«
him. Mr. KenAccording
th» ease.
ie debutante dances wearing lounge
"The SerhT
manuscript
sent the
ixedos, and perhaps with white (ten- nedy
vant In the House" to Forbes-Robertson,
et shirts, are now so common that they
manuscript
excellent actor kept the
ave drawn much criticism from their That
a long lime, and finally returned it.
lends, both nun and women.'
The Passing
'

On

the European Continent

*

Notes

i.

.

t'on that only the middle course doesj
Justice to the temperament as Well as
is
to the music of the great .Bach.
as unnecessary to wear mourning in
order to Way Bach In good r.tyle as it
Is to dunce "to the themes of his fugues.

W

IC^dTichabodT

a ted

9£"£
Vanity

^T^^Z »H

Jhe

JZ

l
£',V with illustrations "XNho's Who in the Theatre is oftrustFair
Mr
that told us
<to guide these unfortunates in the path Keftnedv'e experience" with" Forhes-Robof sartorial gentility?
ertson firmly believed that Mr. Jerome
»
I
saw the manuscript of Mr. Kennedy's
'

f

,

in

l

'

'

IRELAND TOPIC OF

was based on a story

that

he had published

NEWMAN LECTURE)

^

1

Et'^^r^'is^
-^hen

Hampstead
the full text was used,
more concerned with showing the .-rt<Eng-) last month
scenes in Irish cities, the b«fcuties of sf'it is by no means certain that modern
and

Juliet"

at

and ~laudienc.es require a full text production,
the country, the life of the fanners
There are unprofitable and lean passages
raisers of horses, the makers of briar
the
player, to sayas
wonders,
natural
j n | t which handicap the
pipes,
the
The audience wae nothing of frankly indecent utterances,
Giant's Causeway.
decides on
producer
aviation
But If the modern
'aken through the air from the
f u n text, he should at least be eoligrounds in Paris to London, then across •'
Dublin.
slsteht, and give the' piece, the precise
th* Irish Sea in a storm to
originally writwhere the thoroughfares and the pre- -''Ellsfcbethan stage it was scenery at all.
>e ten for—a stage with no
shown.
were
Castlo
cincts of Dublin
7^ a few waits.
As was inevitable, as was no doubt
still clamors for
eagerly expected bv the audience, there u\ The English public
strikers.
.howling melodrama. "Married to a Rotand
vv^a scenes of "raids
of the Child" are
armed troops in Cork, views of Tipper- ...ter" and "The Callones and they are
Limerick
two of the latest
nr?' burning of barracks.
was .built on the good old foundations.
as visited The Mono railway
Beaumont and Fletchers "Knight of
After the peaceful scenes of
iken.
there were ..the Burning Pestle" was revived in
:

li„£ndeV£ and

1

A

lofty.

cian

shows "perfect tact"

his representations.

in

Rene FaueholS's "Boudu sauve des
oaux" has been produced at the Theatre
Lestingois Is good
Albert 1 In Paris.
old bookseller.
He knows books and
them.
young, and he
loves

He

is

interested

in

the

very fond of his Breton
maM servant, Anna Marie. His wife is
A poor
a peevish, crabbed person.
wro'ch. Boudu, jumps into the Seine in
Lestlngois resfront of the bookshop,
Boudu
cues him and lodges him.
amounts to nothing; he Is in some Ways
an idiot; ho has no (sense of gratitude.
He seduces the wife and tries to wtti
Lestlngois Is Indulgent.
Anna Marie.
Boudu must marry Anne. The story is
slight, but the dialogue is witty, sometimes free, and there is true fancy in
is

|

riot-

month. "A Jacobean rom
that delighted a Georgian aud.ence It

"'London

Belfast.

last

the piece.
Ciiillemntid

Hoffman' should have many admirers
every healthy community. Whether
the vogue will last it is impossible to say
at present, since no one can rell the effects of Stravinsky's latest music on
those who are still of an impressionable

in

and Marey's ".T'veux Trom-

per Ma Femnio" is the alluring title of
a coinedy at Ihe Theatre I>e.1azet, Paris.
Benlureau makes heroic attempts to accomplish his purpose; when he thinks
he is about to succeed, he finds that hiB
accomplfce is his own faithful wife.
|
"Keposoir des Amants."
«rovles's
j
played at a Paris Conservatory concert. J
was Wamtly praised tor richness of
ideas and delicate and ingenious instrument&ti&n.
(Vaha, .the pianist, has been playing
with the Colonne orchestra and in recital in Patis with great success.'
tenor Koubitzy. singing in
Is the
Paris, the Kubitzy who was In Boston?
He sang at a Cecilia concert, and Henry;
Russell trumpeted his praise.
A string quartet by Le Guillard at-'
tracted attentiton in Paris by its orien-

l

.

.

.

i

I

especially

by Hoffmann. Dr. Miracle and Antonia

He spoke well of the
in performing the music because
apparently simple and taken as a
matter of course. "This is the bane of
our old oratorios, which have been repeated so often that sometimes their
performers appear to be working— and
perhaps are working— In their sleep."
Florent Schmitt's new "Sonate Libre"
for violin and piano has been played in
London by Defauw. violinist, and the
in

[
i

composer. "Had It been played by an-H
other pianist we should have been inclined to criticise him for the number
of passages w hich look in the score as
though they we're intended to product
an elaborate effect and which actually r,
amounted to very llltle. Evidently it
tho composer's intention that the
is
whole should be played in a sketchy,
tentative sort of way, with outlines
blurred and phrases merging into one!
another. 'Ad modum dementis aquae"
The slow movement with
is its motto.
which it begins is dominated by a

,

tal coloring.

Bruneau's "Roi Cundaule."
by Maurice Donnay. is the first
announced for the Opera*
The famous ring is
Comique. Paris.
Bruneau
not utilized by the librettist.
says his music simply seeks clarity,
"I have
dramatic and human truth.
perhaps written less with the head than
Alfred

)

libretto

novelty

j

I

tho heart."

j

"Thyl Eulenspiegel," an opera by Jan
performed at the Monnaie,
Blockx.
Brussels, in 19(W. was revised by the
composer, who died in 1912. Paul Gilson .began to complete the revision, but
A. de Boeck -succeeded him. The opera
was brought out at the Monnaie last
month. The libretto is based on de Coster's novel, whos^ Thyl is the incarnation of Flemish patriotism in the strug-|
gle with .Spain in the 16th century.
"lie Marechal Ferrant," with music'
by Philidor. the famous chess player,'
was revived in Paris last month at Mie:
Trianon Lvrique. The opera, produced
in 1761. In 1841 it had been performed!

atmosphere

.

,

.

:

1

'

-

..

^

.

Adelphi. London
«*illy engaged for the part of Rome<
,

the

,

,

crowded

jj^ to be too a b so rately
lne background, is alway.1 with us."
In aMiie ways as an emotional screen
played at tlT-^aBtrtss Miss Pauline Frederick has no
mt. at Wvudharr: .-, oi.m o. n at tlv'.'real rival, and in our opinion her latest
(*ltadame X."j Is also one of her finest
-'-.M s^airi
Ev
»h Wvc.ne Malhiubn. th- wife o„ pieces of work.— London Times.
dramatist",'
,»rtes Ranr. K nn dy. i.k
The Times, speaking of the film play,
|r.-i
company, bringing with he/ «*fhe Hon of Tar/.an," says: "If Amena plav I., her 'itis
a Bfthnscripl
caA "produ. ers of jungle stories will inind
Tke Servant in the i*ous
pist on la>ing some of their scenes In
"Mi n™,.ur, saw its possibilities an«
B«»jlknd. it may interest them to know
produced in London -that English bridegrooms do not attend
it
[Glasgow in the fall
rnea to LonUon 3nd

ot

!5»f'"..

jn t 0

he re-^

•

^

t

'

.

He

linally

TWO PIANOS

his posi-

musical director of the OperaComique. Paris. Some say the state of
bis health is the cause; others say that
he will give his reasons later.
A subsidy of 700.000 francs for the Paris
Opera Is discussed. The shoes of the
dancers, which In 1914 cost 929 francs a
month, now cost 6T70. The care of cos-

us have found pleasure
hearing Messrs. Maier and Pattison play
music written or arranged for two

Many

tion as

tumes now costs 2S.0W francs, a month.
instead of 740fi. Heating In 1914 cost 49.000
rmnc* a month. no<v it Costs 249,'W.
sailwa-the wedding ceremony in evening dress, From i*n. 1 to Sept. 30. 1S20. the re.end that our detectives do not wear celpt* were r,.S'j4.21« francs. 65e.. yet
/huge identification dla.J •* he 1TVjSt
'

f

ptomire'nt part of thete'f: tire.'
',the dtath W^li'- G^vfie Gid-

'iUSiw

;

Times.

i

Of

I.MS,--'"

of

pianos, especially when the music was
originally composed for them. Others
When Arare of a different opinion.

thur

Rubinstein

|

'

;

•

,

Germaine
London last

Mies

and

Taillefer played together in

'.

•es.-ful.

—

I

beer,

sumption of it.
Andre Messager has resigned

|

.

'

at

.

In his performance of the BrahThsHa>idel variations Mr. Josef Hofinann
seefned to regard the structure of the
music as being of the first importance.
j
and certainly oAe could not wish to hear
(a clearer interpretation in this respect<
whether this is the Ideal method to
adopt 1s anttther matter, for When everything is so pointed and underlined there
is grave danger of the original purport
being
composer's intentions
of the
missed. The performance was profoundly interesting, but it did seem to keep
the music apart. One felt one was see<
Ing it rather than hearing it. so to
speak: and surely BraJnus wrote the
variations because the natural beauty
of the theme awoke in him other beauitles which to be expressed must not be
approached from the standpoint of the
Technically Mr. Hofanalyst alone.
mann's playing was superb, and his
splendid rhythmic control was a source
utmost satisfaction. London
the
of

,

M» he was

to

words, he is
the Times.

•'

-

an

the interests of his hearers. In other
still apt to be a bore." Thus

'

'

P

creating
attractive

'

'

.

theme,

sufficiently

glad of its recurrence near
the end of the lengthy second move- :
nient. But before it returns the music ha* h
passed through so many vain imaginings, r
so many episodes in which the two inBtruments seem to have nothing in common, that it Is scarcely strong enough
to provide the unifying principle needed.
The whole showed that M. Florent f*
Bchmitt has not outgrown his early h
habit of elaborating fairly obvious ideas I
In a speculative way without regard tO|

,

,

emotional

faintly

mnke one

.

,'

is

it

|

'--

the last act.

danger

I

'

critic surely forgets the drain this enchanting opera;
the Wildly tragic trio 9iing

matic pages

j

with

The

age."

was strange to think that the fun we
Talk wi be repeated this
were revelling in was over thrcee censinaf ernoon and bring an end to a
juries old. When you read the o ld play
entertaining
guiany
g.
I
™' er ~' ,= and .„ instructive"
with
convulsei
,.„.,
you* are probably not convulsed
you"
The pictures have been un
series
laughter. But such is the magic of aclusuall'v interesting, even for Mr. Newsuch in Paris at least 200 times.
palpable,
tion, of the visible and
man. Many of them were henutiful. And
the contagion of high spirits When
Maurice Ravel has completed an
the lecturer has. without any display ^.actually in evidence, that when y ou see
opera in two acts which he wrote for the;
* pe£n ,ry. bTen an educative force « v the old play produced at the Kir
mgsway PaH8 OJ, era
u
h
.hroughout.
tempted
Playtair you are t«
ogel Playfalr
_,;?t»y Mr. Nogel
L Thirion's Symphony. No. 2 (Colonnej
to declare it the jolliest thing in Lon- concert in p aris )
s described as exthe tremeIy interesting,
have
don. This producer seems to
1
though it Is coh-|
gift of inspiring his actors with his own' ,, eiVed r ig orous iy after the classical planJ
'
Hampden will begin an en -enthusiasm. On the first night they nol ihe cvcl!cai one; that is. each move-l
mouthed it. they ranted it, they sang it. ment js t hematicaUy Independent. The!
at of two weeks at the Ailing
footed l a1 with th e madaes t ex " Scherzo precedes the Andante.
Th.
awe tomorrow ni*ht by r. vivin; - tney
\
(
trav nCe whlch WaS the very thing Wood-wind is in groups of four; ther
• t-, „
••
!f! in the House.
m
There ar>^j or
=-rvant
are six horns; there are percussion inA new experiment was tried at the Btl uments a piano, and the oboe
m'ght say legends
V0 stories,
when a amore is employed.
ng thij play. We have receivec Birmingham Repertory lhe-nre
"Henry IV. Part I." was produced. Ihe Follrt f 8 sym phoni C Poem. "Aladin
jwinj; authoritative statement
nrchiteatural setting was divided by * pIeaBed tne e ars of the audfence at £
as begin at the beginning.
the centre of the stage. 1 he Lamoureux concert.
, pillar In
King
Ifr. Hampd'-n in i:e.7 was plaving it " historical scenes concerning the
Philharmonic
were played .on the right
court
W«
It is reported that the
*ndon.
Although he was bom ir"
of the stage, and the tavern and other Orchestra of Dresden will be disbanded.
Brooklyn, he began as an actor in Lng--- ecene8 on tho left
a
Pupils ot Max Reger have compiled
when volume in memoriam. The articles are
was welcomed
s irst appearance as r~;
"Milestones"
atW. making
»ber
F, W. Benson's company a',, it Was revived In Lrfndon at the Roy- >'The Study of Harmony Under lteger."
and Knobloek made no
Life,"
"Walking On." Ho a,t v Bennett the play "up to date." "Reger's Personality," "Reger's
l^hton in
to bring
effort
...
"The Lyricism of Reger." "Reger and
sained with Benson until .Uily, 1904 Ag the Times said: "This theme of the
that
hope
us
Let
etc.
etc..
the Organ,"
WKg about 70 parts in >id comedies''"' inevitable passing of time and the con- there is a chapter on "Reger and Beer.''
of
advance,
to
of
youth
struggles
of
^fcespear. , pTays. ftc. In September "'Vj^t
for Reger was immoderately fond
«
'
.
middle age to hold Its ow?, and of old
,
.
.
r
passionately addictd to the con-

'^r^vel

music is invariably serene and
This is the reason why a musiserious but unaffected, scholarly.
Doehaerd, sucblYt not cold, like M.
ceeds Invariably In convincing his listeners."
"Tales of Hoffmann" revived In London: "There arc no half measures with
Offenbach. He meant to be romantic,
and he Succeeded in being sentimental.
Which Is the inevitable fate of romanticism when it overreached Itself. But the
popular bacarrolle is also the most com
plele example of sentimental music in
existence. The melody go<»s slowly and
heavily from one note of the scale to rinother. and descends as honey drips rroni
ah overladen ifpoon. To like it is a sign
No one who has
of healthy appetite.
been fed exclusively on dainties could
partake of such a feast an'd survive. It
is hence natural that these 'Tales of

The

{

Parisian

!

*onte's pWfr

It Is
in a magazine.
not surprising that two writers should
lconoel*6 the same idea.
' \Vheh Putnam's Magazine was revived
N«w York there appeared in an early
» ~,«a Tr.vi.1
TnikT
istrated Tra^el lalkj, to
.
r. Newm; n a
the first or 8eC0 nd. if we are
night in Symphony Hall was about
mistaken, a singular story by W. D.
not
at
interest
vital
of
subject
Jand. a
-O'Connor entitled "The Carpenter." In
/sent; also a ticklish subject for a
this story a stranger enters a house
each
on
J where there was strife and changes the
/turer. as there are hot-heads
NewMr.
question.
Je Of any political
nature of the inmates, sweetening the
Giv- fan showed tact and impartiality.
verv atmosphere. Having Worked rightno
cities,
Jg this Travel Talk in other
eousness, he leaves as he had come. This
slightest
tne
after
found
one in the audiences
;Kjbe. ne f jcent character was modelled
an
where
Cleveland,
in
Whitman. It is not probable that
except
.v-walt
fault
Englishman threatened bodily violence s i tner Mr. Jerome or Mr. Kennedy ever
the lecturer should visit that city
wa ,j O'Connor's story.
if
again, while an Irishman wrote, indiginveighed
London Dramatic >>0tes
lant because he had not
against England for an act. of whicn,
Norman Macdermott produced

iew^of^ndbagl'torri'rdes.and

H

;

Louvre.

I

Apropos of a Belgian pianist playing
In
London, the l>ily Telegraph remarked: "M. Doehaerd Is onslly the best
of the Belgian musicians the tide of'
war wafted to our shores. Savolr fane
!s \\ith him a second nature, a rare nnd
in ie.
ss gift which enables him to he
J
on .terms of Intimacy With all styles,
end schools of music. His Bach, for j
instance, had neither the heaviness ol I
the enthusiast nor the false gaiety of
the trifler. And there, can be no ques-lj

Musician-, and the Stage
The Swedish Hallet In Purls has
brought out a curious ballet, with music
'by Inghclbrccht, who conducted. There
It a series of tableaux Vlvants composed from pictures by the famous
4 Grftco.
To connect the pictures short
" •ones
uro mimed
by .lean Horlln.
There Is a story: a wicked Spaniard

has blasphemed
his brother Is struck
dead by lightning.
The wicked man
*
blasphemes the more, but a virgin
passes by and moveB him to repentance.
Borlln, a versatile person. In
another scene makes up as the Saviour

1

etc.

About

In a picture ut the
critic says Borlin

London
'

:

•

in

Melha has been ninging the old
songs in London: air from "II He Pastore," prayer from Verdi's "Othello,

Dano

nias<

i" oil

l

'

Hating as a

month. The Times Was mover, to say:
hope that the public performance
of music for two pianos is not to be-

"We

come fashionable, for it is nearly al*
ways much more interesting to the players

than

agreeable

When. Miss

Bristol

to

the

nnd

listeners."

Miss

•

v

;
;

played

by

marked;

is

One Dorr

Hhcii the Timer, ittrue that with those
tone the mere volume Oaii
,toe sot more easily and more equably by
tour hands than two. and that iu BuS»nl arrangements to use the word as
the name of a brand there is always a
renew of effort, however eatable the
player unless it Is Bttsoni himself. Yet
the fact that one mind guides the whirlMml and directs the sionn makes all
ihe difference. Under a dual rontrol, If
II
is really dual, there must be compromise, and art has nothing to do with
compromise. As a palliation It is possible to rehearse all the effects beforehand nn.l to map out the divided authority, and one felt that this had been done;
intisic
"It
nioiinWiSMIg fit'

—

As the World Wags:
rats
is said that there arc 6,000,000
the city of New York; that It may
cost $100,000,000 to exterminate them.

—

The Pied Piper

hut

n.xit

Thus

little

ulated strengths; it Was topography, in
tact, not scenery.
But one did not fee!
ibis in the. concertos, where the composer had made his own arrange-

moms."
And In

this

Dauiol

Mason saying:

<;.

may

we

country

Mr.
general

tind
in

-

.

i
1

i
•

be

held that two pianos, form
agreeable of all chamber
music combinations, dtgenei-ate most
easily of all to the mechanical.
If the
it

the

If water and oil is mingled with the
lulce of the herb chamaeleon, rats are
drawn to the mixture and they die, 'unless they immediately drink water.

permutations of strings
*nd plaho do not supply sufficient
variety, it would seem better to resort

woodwind instruments, as
was done last year."
Having heard Messrs. Maler and
rattjson several limes we cannot Join

superstitious dread,

Asphodel
.

away

rats

stopped with
'J

it,

to chase
their holes ,are

a property

has

and mice;
they

if

this,

King's "Earthbound"

J
1

'

showing. the film play tvas shown for
the first time to a. London publi" on
Oct. 28 at CoVent
In the presence of

Garden Opera House
"an enthusiastic and
Impressed audience." The Times says:
"In normal
circumstances the film
would not have been released until the
end of next year, but It had attracted
so

much

attention in the United Btates
and In this country thai It Was decided
to break through the system of 'block
booking' auk show It to the public at
Ute nnrtriVvivllable opportunity.
For
the time being, accordingly, Covent
Garden becomes a picture theatre,
though not for the first time, for it
already has "The Miracle' and the wonderful film of Lord Allenby's campaign
to

credit.

Its

"Karthhound" wns so fully reviewed In
Times or Sept. 22 that there Is little
hiore to be said.
described It then
as one of the most ambitious and at
the same time one of the most deeply
Impressive pictures that have jet been
produced
a film studio, and the description still holds good. It is not In
ahy way an attempt to depict the life
after death. It is merely a suggestion
Ihe Idea that when the soul Is freed
from the body I! is earthbound, nnd
Mill shares the violent emotions whieii
th" living have to endure.
Few more
flipping incidents hove ever been shown
M. the screen than the efforts or tv
JJie

We

m

M

man

dead

to,

rtends and

to

communicate with lUs
rive them his message
•

that he cannot find the peace of the
Ureat tlleyond, until he has learned the
fossnn that pure love Is the key to open
the gate, but that love misused Is a
fcrlme against God and man,
thing mlxht easily be a piece
I "The
ttf tawdry sentimentality, but Mr. Basil
King and hla colleagues have treated
the whole idea so reverently that the
fllm Impresses one by lis sheer sin-

*Wity.
* year

said that' the picture took
In
the making,
anil this
is
Hpdty surprising. The trick photo.krapliy and the noting of a beautiful
Borzm are so remarkable tliat they are
ihisrnsolves monuments to the palionee
of the producer.
Tim ordinary picture"
theatre possibly has not. yet reached
that stage of development where films,
like

It

:

I

\

I

die.

'Karthbound' could be shown with

of great financial gain, but
special surroundings, like those that
obtain
at
Covent
Harden, the tllm
Should certainly Justify the courage of
in

who have produced and shown

"Lady

Atldley'a SeerM." was written
an ncttess at Brighton when she Was
noi performing or rehearsing. The actress was Miss Braddon. Ihe stock scaAt#l tcaS at Brighton, and the leading
thrty
of ihe company
in which
Miss
fcy

•ftraddon

fears a*o

played Juvenile heavies 60
still lives— Mrs. Charles ral-

The novel caught on, and Miss
Braddon wrote many another well-built

Wftrt!

Mdry, and her son

today the dramatic

Is

•Title of a J>ojtdon daily.
l>>r the secmid or thirdTime the novel has been,
tade into a film. Miss Margaret Banwermau Is the latest lady with the
The Stage.
JJgcret

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK
rmphony
alan,"
by

.1

disappointed In finding Mr.
Edward Topsel, who wrote learnedly
about animals in the 17th century,
dumb regarding this Important subject.
He noted that rats with their nails
climb up steep and hard walls; that

the rightful

—nympheny

ih,"

bf

Mall,

unit, a p. m.
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tionless 11c the ships;
iido sucks at the piles with
eotd Sod slimy He.-.

down through lh" tortuous lane
sailor comes singing along,

nd

a

tha Galapugoa Isles
burden of hut song.

And

It

In

upon

id

»

the

figure

w»y

that

at

spirit,

,

|
1

|
,

j

1

|

Handel would have relished the
and tho gusto and tho intelli-

gence of this singing.
his
Mr Mollenhauer conducted with
crowded
usual ease, to a house that, was
even in the standing room.

SYMPHONY HALL
TONIGHT AT 8
Handel and Haydn Society
OF 450
t «'«'' 11 CHORUS
ORCHESTRA

MrgSIAH
K
I

INE2 BARBOUR. Soprano: NEVADA VAN DERKINGSTON. Tenor;
Contralto: MORGAN
VEER.
RKINM.D WhRKENR.VTII. Baritone. Soloaltta l.eth
Seats Now
$2.50. $2. SI. 50. Plus Tax.
uncarts.

—

fir

7 z
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AT B. F.KEITH'S

pieces were:
j

the river side, the
back.

air

Mr. Casinl's

little white telephone and the
about the sad scandal all due to
an indiscreet employer and his stenographer; with her bundle of letters
and telegrams; her negro songs. Custom does not stale her; she is always
Jovial, on the best of terms with the

I

Schumann, Slumber song;

audience; not too conscious of her skill
In putting things over the footlights.
We do not say, "May her shadow never

'

Boston Opera House on Sunady after-

grow less"; but may she long live to
amuse her countless admirers.
Then there wss May Wlrth with Phil,

j

noons. Tho management was wise In Its
generation to open the series with Miss
Garden, who is a sure card, a box office

the family,
riders were

was

There is always curiosity to
see her; to view her costume, wonderIt w 111 be elaborately gorgwhether
ing
eous or alluringly scanty, to watch her
behavior on the stage; Incidentally to
her home
hear her sing, although
where she queens It is the opera house,
not the concert hall.
Yesterday there was a very large

Spelling

|

|

avor. She sang the simple songs with
gusto and an archness that ravished
'the ears and eyes of tho audience.
As we have said, her voice was full
and well controlled. She sang the opera tic airs in the appropriately draemotional manner; arid gave slg| matic;
nlflcance to songs that were not inherI ently
of great importance.
j

It

latter a compound of steel springs and
ginger beer; the former doing odd tricks
with the piano. Llddell and Gibson are
an uncommon team; the lall thin man
ehaped by Dame Nature for the excitement of laughter; the shorter one

audience.
If one is to believe the description of
her costume overheard, the dress was
It was high in
of apple green velvet.
tho neck. It was short enough to reveal
her ankles. She wore » lar?e hat and
ropes of pearls. Furthermore, she was
wholly "In voice," in high spirits, and
In generous mood, for she responded
freely to the many recalls, singing and
acting the "Habanera" from "Carmen."
t.imlliar Scotch songs, etc. As she was
born in Aberdeen and a Scottish accent
was her birthright, which Chicago and
Paris were afterwards unable to take
from her— It has been said by envious
sisters on the stage that even her
French has a tine old crusted Scottish

and the white horses; the
graceful and daring. Nor

simply a case of "She rides well
for one so young"; all gave pleasure.
Anderson -and Yvel surprised by their
dexterity on roller skates. Al and Fanny
Stedman were constantly vivacious; the

magnet.

Now

Is

talk

tu rne; Sarasata-Casini.
This concert was the first of the
Stcinert series of six 10 be given at the

1

HALE

at B. F. Keith's Theatre this
attractive. Marie Cahlll returns

bill

with her

air

Tschalkowsky. variaons on a Rococo theme; Chopin, Noctic

Is

the Gallipagos Isles were inhabited In O'Brien's time chiefly by gigantic
turtles. Once In a while a sailor or an
escaped convict was to be found thcro.
O'Brien evidently liked the sound of the
word in his geographical location of the
girl, as the gooci old woman in church
was enchanted "by the word "Mesopotamia."
Herman Melville wrote a remarkable
description of these Islands for Putnam's Magazine. The story "The Encantadas; or Enchanted Islands," was
in 1856 Included in his delightul volume
"The Piazza Tales," with "The BellTowcr," one of the very best American
short stories, to bo ranked with those of
Poe, Hawthorne and Fitz James O'Brien:
with the strange adventure of Capt.
Amasa Delano and the fate of Benito
Cereno, a blood-curdling story; the
extravagant "Lightning Rod
wildly
Man"; "The Piazza," a tale of lonely
mountain life, and the truth about the
singular obstinacy of Bartleby, the
scrivener. When there are such stories
to reread, why spend time oji thoso of
today, no matter how shrill the screams
'
of publishers in praise?

By PHILIP
The
week

Piattl, tarantelle;

i

tils

To Follow O'Brien's

Fevrlcr.

Jour." from "Louise."

le

.

parmissing n»xt day, and
ngraph tells the fact;
the way he went, or the road ho
took, will n«ver. never be tracked!
the lips of the tide are dumb, and It
keeps such secrets well,
the fate of the singing sailor boy
the wharf rat alono cun tell.

man
ir

a

Is

follows:

monda"; Puccini. Mlml's
"La Boheme";
III
of

his traelc.
Is

clonic

from "Gisfrom Act
Barthelemy,
Erlanger,
Lever de
Triste RItonno:
Solell; Hahn, The Swing and My Ship
and I; Godard, Lullaby from "Jocelyn"
(with vioKicello); Charpcntler, "Depuls
as

;

wharf rat

I

|

the footsteps go.
follows the singing sailor, stealing

And when he reaches

it

bales
to the

|

^

Its

nd

white cotton
crouching low
with eager ears

j

1

ei, h.

the

Govornor of Rhode Island.

Ry PH1I.1I> HA! E
Mary/ Garden, soprano, gave a concert at the Boston Opera House yesterday afternoon. JUie was assisted by
W
.st,
and Isaac;
Hut la, Cas.ni.
Van Grove* pianist. M"s* Garden's se!ect(cns were according to the program

i

Is

1

Born." the "All We Like Sheep." the
"Hallelujah." and the final "Amen"
choruses. The sureness of the various
voices that wove together the magnifiEspecially
cent fugues was admirable.
was an emoin tho final chords there
finely
power,
great
of
value
tional
•
found and finely given.
ferusual,
with
as
The soloists sang,
Especially noteworthy
vor and skill.
Werrenrath.
was the singing of Mr.
which was not
not because of the vojce.
he made
pleasim; at first, but because
are sung as
the arias, which so often
thoroughl;,,
a
on
lake
mere decorations,
Surely the cyemotional character.

MY GARDEN

I

j

Is

I

Are the wharf rats of New York inuded in the 6.000,000? The wharf-rat
Fits-James O'Brien's poem published
Vanity Fair of April 13, 1881.
he wharf Is silent, and black, and mo-

Behind

The unimpaired vitality of Handel's
choruses and arias shone through the
first of the usual two Christmas performances of the Handel and Haydn
Society yesterday afternoon In SymChorus and soloists In
phony Hall.
"The Messiah." did their parts With
eloquence; orchestra and organ supported well, if at times too much.
The chorus distinguished Itself particularlv in the "For Unto Us a child

office,

Cambridge,

>

f

It llitere

assume

POLLY TICCAL.

The Wharf Rat

girl

<.o

•

also knew, by
King of Bats, largo
In body; "and they say that the lesser
'•ring him meat and he lleth Idle; but
my opinion Is that as we read of the

he

"THE MESSIAH" AGAIN
BRILLIANTLY SUNG

1

He

lor-mouse, she nourisheth her paren'
when she is old; so likewise, the younger rats bring food unto the elder; because through their eye, they are not
able to hunt for themselves, and are
also grown to a great and unwleldly
stature of body." Topsel described the
white rats seen in Germany and caught
in the middle of April, as having very'
red eyes standing forth of their head,
and a rough and long beard. All he *av°
about the extermination of rats Is this'
"They are killed by the same poisons
and meals that the common mice are
killed, except wolfbane; for if they eat
thereof, they vomit It up again and are
safe." He also speaks of traps.

Stevens.

favor

in

of Congress, appointed to
investigate the matter, reported that he
had been wrongfully excluded from office.
There is no question that, but for
the partisan interference of President
Tyler, Dorr would have been seated as
Goveinor and the "People's Constitution" would have be°n recognized as
the legal frame of government of the
Dorr had much better legal
state.
U'anding than the first' government o'
West Virginia, which would have failed
hut for federal interference.
He waundoubtedly a sincere and patriotic
martyr to the cause of popular righ's.
fighting for, not against, what he believed to be the duly constituted government of h's state. Fighting in support of his oath of off'ce as Governor.
So why wish to rebgate Dorr to the
oblivion so well deserved by Shays
whose rebellion was d'rected against the
courts and government in general, without even the pretense of any excuse exeept the popular unrest and tho weakness of the commonwealth?

are

ture of serpents."
report at least, the

'

from "Cavalleria Rusticana." and songs
by Steindale Bennett, Rogers, and

A committee

"their tail is very long, and almost
naked, void of hair, by reason whereof
it is not unworthily counted venemous;
for it seemeth to partake with the na-

Is

•ny hope

fcose

'

1

but
John Tyler, Whig
President of the
United States, interfered at the request of the Whig charter government,
and forced Dorr and many of his followers into exile, by threatening to
send federal troops into the state. This
partisan action, by the way, is chiefly
what drove the Whigs from power in
the succeeding national election."
Several legislatures, including that of
Massachusetts, passed resolutions of
sympathy for Dorr, recognizing him as

The smoke of any yew tree kills rats r
and mice. Surely theso simple remedies
with the labor in applying them should
not cost $100,000,000 even In New York
and at the present time.

We

those voting

first

The second concert of the service will
be on Sunday afternoon, Jan. 9. Jan
Kubelik, violinist, will play Wieniawski's Concerto in D minor; and pieces
by Beethoven, Bach, Saint-Saens, Sarasate and Paganini. Mme. Gladys 'Axman, a soprano of the Metropolitan
Opera House, will sins "Vol lo sapete

.

He attempted

|.

j

at Covent Garden
The Herald published an article from
the
London Times describing Basil
king's "Earthbound" seen at a private

among

Caslnl

calls.

clear majority of those duly
registered as voters under the charter.
Dorr was subsequently elected Governor.

|

Basil

but

was a

t

these objectors.

played in Boston at
a song recital given by Miss Goodrich
early in 1913. He has a rich, warm tone
in melodic passages; technical difficulties
are not beyond his ability; he
phrases artistically. He, too, was liberally applauded. He responded to reMr.

which submitted a fair and democratic
constitution to a special election called
by it.
At this election a flear majority of all the adult males voted for
the new frame of government. Not only

gold.

possible

lo voices or

in

the silver shields and
bucklers at Lavinium, they foretold the
Marsian war; eating the hose garter*
and shoe-strings of General Carbo at
Cluslum, they foretold his death. On
the island Gyaros, having dispeopled it,
they devoured everything, even Iron.
Among the Chalybes they ate iron and
steel, within their very forges; and in
yold mines they ate gold, so that when
the miners caught them, they ripped
open their bellies to find the Btolen
•

least

many

"Under his (1. e. Dorr's) leadership,
the people of that state (i. e Rhode
Island) attempted to overthrow* the
tyrannous rule of the landholding
classes who were still entrenched behind the King's charter. Caucusses of
the adult male citizens throughout the
state sent delegates to a convention

gnawing

for

(he K minor Was plotted
rhythmic eonipartihents»
and the toccata arranged in nicely regin

were held

rats

141

Thomas W.

19l7:

Ponlus were not so easily put to death,
for they did not come abroad all winter, and they had a moat v flne and exquisite tasto in their feeding. Other

only a palliation, because the
of longitude and latitude are too

apparent.

descend-

Long before he rid the old German town of its pests, the ancients
knew sure means of driving rats away,
The white rats of
also killing them.

that, is

linos

lineral

of

Dorr with that of Daniel Shays, J. W.
H. doe/ the former a great injustice.
Let me quote the following brief account of the "Dorr War" from the most
recent work on constitutional conventions, namely that of former Senator
Roger Sherman Hoar, published In

ant.

—

|

no

left

name

linking the

In

It

in

1

with a woman's voice that took one
back to the days of the Great Rlcardo.
Betty Washington fiddled standing still
and dancing; showing no mean technical
skill, a warm rich tone, plaving
now
brilliantly, now with a sentimental touch
that pleased the audience mightilj.
Howard and Scott gave several dances
that were worth seeing. Graceful, agile,
not too acrobatic, they deserved a

warmer

reception.

There was a pianist. Eric Zardo by
name. He gav e a performance of a
march by Schubert that tested the endurance of the piano. His interpretation of Paderewski's minuet was, to
say the least, original. Mr. Paderewski
would forget all about Polish problems,
if he were to hear It.
Mfr. Zardo then
gave a thunderous pot-pourri of airs
from "Pagliacci," operas by Puccini.
"Itigoletto" and what not.
A one-act comedy, "A Golf Proposal,"
acted by Jack Kennedy and company,
evidently pleased

the audience.

The klnograms, with a wide variety

of

were interesting.
There is a Christmas pantomime every

^subjects,

~

"ternoon

ry

child.

this

week; with

a

glf

I

o

-

'

]

COLONIAL TfIKATRE-"Ap»lo

,

1

Bios

an operetta In a prolorjrue and
A* the World Wags:
and
acts; music by Fritz Krelslor
Yoti a>kud not long ago "What's an two
Will•exclusive" shirt
apropos of a haber- Victor Jacobi, book and lyrics by
dasher's advertisement in a New York iam LeBaron; first time In Boston:
An exclusive shirt is one Julie
newspaper.
.Uiith I*e
M" He Hermi
that allows no one In It with the owner, I'olly
sonis."
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young without the feeling of
youth. And one wondered if he really
was In love with Juliet or ^wlth his bebo

to
t

A
'

i

ing in love

—perhaps

even with his in-

terpretatlon of being in love.

Beyond the Pale
The dignity that he strove to drape
upon Romeo came close to making that
young man beyond the pale of Juliet's
love— had we not heard, and seen, her
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the Impression last night at the Arlingorton Theatre of being a middle aged,
slightly middle aged, Romeo, of trying
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Romeo must

asno longer in his first youth to
sume the plastic sensuousness of
20 may be debatable.
Whether Mr. Hampden Is not now
hlmseif Hamlet rather than Romeo
might be discussed. Certainly he gave
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.ways spring from the fact of
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Shakespeare seems to have loved his
heroines better than his heroes, anyway,
Give
u-hen it comes to being in love.
and
the dramatist a great part to play,
the
him
give
but
man,
a
he chooses
chooses a
u-t of living to play, and he
his
dowers
woman. Moreover, he often
heroines with much more cleverness
heroes— witness Rosalind.
his
than
Romeo is never clever. We need not
blame him it is not demanded that he
But since Juliet is both
be clever.
be
beautiful and clever, Romeo must
He must be the young man
lovable.
have
whom Queen Elizabeth would before
loved and patted on the neck
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of the lover
favors are the longing
desirer; for I am
^nd the delight of the
sweet
goodly of shape,
w
jraceful as the bendin =

extremely
Dickey and Anne Merton, an
entangled
[shadowy widow, and further

with a deeply religious motive
of the brotherhood of
man, linked up with the love of Christwas received with unusual enthusiasm

his mistress,
I one describe
bigness of an
M>' beloved is the
long and
mountain
a
r-ieDhant or like
lady hath aj
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holds one's attention from
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to last.

simple story, which will bear re-^
has to do with the family of an:
English clergyman, the Rev. William
Smythe. He and his wife hav e brougna
daughter o
up, as their own child, the
Int
the clergyman's worthless brother.
butler.
a
Manson,
his family comes
wears the costume of his native India
minus the turban. He looks like th
en
Christ; h e declares himself, at the
long-expecte»
of the play, to be the
church
IS
bishoo of Benares, whose
made
"not a thing of senseless stone, but
arid
up of the sweet human flesh of men
women, and the laughing faces of chllj
r
Into the;
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(Vv
e
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clergyman's home, Manson brings
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very spirit of Christ; he brings
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false]
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who wanted him; he
clergyman tna
pride, and shows the
as well a:
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telling,
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pare with me in loveliness." She the;;
described the f it lady in terms of outrageous abuse. Burton in a footnote
ays that the Arab's id»al of beauty
correspond- with ours, but the modern
Egyptians, tr." Morocenns and othf
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of Al-Yaman was of cathola
taste, for his six slave girls, "like moon
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Man

:

one and all." were. the first white, the
.second brown, the thud fat, the fourth
lean, the tilth yellow, and the sixth lamp
black: "and all six were comely of
countenance and perfect in accomplishments and skilled ir. the arts of singing
and playing upon musical instruments."
After they had disputed one with the
other, the man made peace between
them and "c'.ad them all in sumptous
robes of honor and hmsclled them with
precious jewels of land and sea," so that
the lean girl had no advantage over the
Jng-

I

The figure of Manson Is
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the Christ
quite obviously, symbolic of
appeallni
the Christ that is the most
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ever
figure the world has
dead theologj
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human, for be ng so
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Juliet Carries Production
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In fact, the beauty of the production^
ay in the Juliet. The balcony scene,
atal to many an aspirant for dramatic
mmortality, was in her hands so finely
ione that even the old lines, which one
rembled to hear, were as fresh as the
ose appeared over which they jwere

delivered
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band.
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It Is difficult to declaim Shakepeare's rhetoric without making mere
leclamatiion; blank verse and 1920 d»l
of B
iot pair on the stage with the ease
But Juliet throughout
ther methods.
,vas almost always free from declama-
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the
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eloquent.
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graceful drawhe occasion, even to the
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brilliant performance^
feet vocalization,
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Mr. Hampden would hardly
queen.
have movfii the discriminating
in love, and
If Romeo is 20, and dead
somewhat the prey to his emotions, and
somewhat without brains in excess, he
may weep and "we forgive him. But
when he becomes the older man, when
he puts on intellectual dignity, if he
hen weeps, and blubbers, we have,
perhaps, a toe for him. So when Mr.
Hampden, fmding that as Romeo he
mist tte banished, flung himself upon
he floor of Friar Laurence's cell and
leaved his body and groaned and— blub)ered— we wished to draw the curtain.
when immediately afterEspecially
with the curse of her
Juliet,
.vard,
ather upon her, the desertion of her
aother, the failure to help of her
every stay and prop gone,
iurse,
ducked up her courage, summoned her
/its, and bravely fared to the friar's
could be done; and,
-ell to see what
here arrived and confronted by Paris,
husband
to be, triumphed
ter detested
>ver him with an exquisite sweet dlguty that left him quite nothing to do
>ut go away.
the court.
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the interference of the
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uicle. lead to a rupture which
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speedily through the medium
For this
fancy ball, in the second act.
several
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slight
^respectively 194 195 and 197.
calculation will thus enable one to see
separate
that this brain contains 74 5,251
thoughts, a number that is undoubtedlygreater than that of many brains that
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Thomas

Roy Bucklee
Sera Haden
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Netta Sunderland
Geneva Harrison
Richard Highley
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Mary Hall
Herndon Kearns
Mona Morgar
Mr. Hampden's Shylock, which was
en last night at the Arlington Theatre,
an interesting characterization. He
booses to represent the Jew as of a
hore vengeful disposition and of more
Insympathetic a nature than do many
Bayers.
Shylock hates the Christians
nd he mistrusts them; his ambition
horn the start is to worst them, coi-

dom are of equally great price. Whose
are? I do not remember what physiologist it was who stated that the brain
secretes thought as the liver secretes

I

at
*y rate. He has been treatedwith con|impt on the streets of Venice and his
|*te
|0n.
itil

*
[Ml

K
M

I

loaded with feeling. One can fairly
him reach the breaking point. Clearjhe wins none of the audience's sym>Ie.

I

the trial scene
he makes
•nge from exultant triumph to

his

that

I

thy tale and,

and how sweet Is thy speech,
how delectable:' 'And whore !s

this," replied

Shahraizad, 'compared with,
you next night an
live and the King grant me' leave!'!
Thereupon quoth tho King to himself.
'By Allah, I will not slay her until
hear the end of her tale.' "
shall tell

I

I

I

The Thinking Machine
as the World Wags:

am
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this

and

machine
will

skill
I

Daniel

are a certain number of typewrlt^0 words, one of which shows at a
Jmo, like the Uay of the week or
Month. The first roll bears nouns as
the second verb*, the third
as objects. Volla tout On the

Wbjucts,

Jiuns
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captain
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hav-

view and

and plays with

feeling, but

much

much verve

to

j

true,

invites

she has too'
to play th<

spirit.

The

res;

There are still a few who say lha'.
the public does not want to see ShakesThey should have been
peare's plays.
at the Arlington Theatre at last night'
performance to see the house filled with
a large audience that showed a marked
appreciation of the play and the playing. "The Servant in the House" will'
be given tonight, tomorrow afternoon
and tomorrow night.
-

son was In the ofThursday, lie gave us tho
ustomary Christmas-week greeting and
icn unfolded' the real purpose of his
Isit.
"Can any one of your readers
ell me through The Herald who wrote
crses, of which I remember only one:

1

last

'Kouben, Reuben, I've been thinking
What a e'ad world this would be.
It tho men wero all- transported
I'ar beyond tbe northern saa.'
"I may not quote correctly, for my

lemory Is not what it was some years
go, although I think I could pass on
xamlnatlon on 60 or 73 limericks of a
Rabelaisian nature heard In my college
lays. My impression Is that Reuben and

woman— was her name Martha?—
xchanged compliments In an antipholal manner; but who wrote the verses?"
oine

I
'

A

Rift in the Cloud

As the Wor\d Wags:

'

Many have thought that a vista was
opened by the vote In the commonwealth (and city) as to' beverages with
not over 2.75 per cent., by weight, of
alcohol; but to me the matter seemed
utterly befogged, and this darkness was
deepened by examining the wording of
the 18th amendment, with its "Jurisdiction
thereof for beverage purposes."
On more important words therein, "inlast night stumxicatlng liquors."
i

1

one of the downtown

Now

me

let

see.

I

wonder

if

this pie is perfectly all right" In other
words, she wanted to have every one
think that she had never eaten in a
cafeteria before and was used to having four or five valets or butlers dancing in attendance to her at her dally
banquets at her mansion— that she was
belittling herself by eating in such a
place, while, in fact, the hotel she was
in serves as good food as can be bought
anywhere— and. If I remember correctly,
she carried a "Boston" bag. %
Talking of '"Boston" bags. In my extensive travels in other parts I do»not
iclieve I've seen more than half a dozen
of these typical carriers of everything
from check books to baby's pants, yet
while I stood in ^he lobby of one of the
theatres on Tremont street the other
day (and I did not linger more than 12
minutes) I actually counted 110 of these
lloston bags pass the spot Just in front
of me.
And tbe opera— this is the first town
that I have been in where they pass
lunch round at supposedly high-class
musical functions.

with the reserve It demands. Mar>
Hall gives to Queen Gertrude the touch
of apprehension that makes the par',
effective; Allen Thomas Is line as Polin
his humoroue
particularly
onlus,
scenes, and Ernest Rowan played tluemotional LAerles with

she had one of these gold-rimmed ornaments, she turned almost completely
around to give everybody a chance to
look her over. She made a big fuss,
and one would suppose, of course, that
she was going to order frogs' legs, or
pate de foi gras, or some $10 dish, 'but
after putting on all this dog she devoured a 15 or 20 cent dish of soup. She
was assisted again with her coat, etc.,,
and made her exit without leaving a

a lark.

of the parts are acceptably handled.

the Contln-

the* fruit of careAlthough it was Bellresearch.
amy's first novel, written in 1879 as a
[serial for an olu-.-ire weekly In Wester;

color, too

called the waitress to help her off with
her coat. She was loaded with jewelry.
After she was seated, she proceeded to
scan the bill of fare with her lorgnette,
and to make sure that every one knew

hotels" where they have a cafeteria,
similar to those one patronizes in Los
Angeles. One of the "codfish" class remarked to hep friend, "Dear me, what

Ham-

role

e

Bell-

Hamlet

when

Boston Characteristics
As the World Wags:
^^V'as in a downtown department store
restaurant tome time ago. A woman,
conspicuously dressed, wearing a 'big,
expensive fur coat, promenaded between
the lin e of tables. She stood for a mqmcnt ainl looked everybody over, then

tip for the girl.
I was also in

Hamp-

The supporting company shows caretraining and is well-balanced. Mona
Morgan makes an attractive Ophelia

thatX providing Imprisonment
for debt, filled our Jails with returned
soldiers of the revolution who, paid off
In worthless continental currency, found
their farms seized by the very men,
who, remaining safely at home, had
promised to look out for the families
and property of the men who went to<w
1
fight for our independence.
The story of all this Is vividly and \
convincingly told in Bellamy's novel.
Col. Thomas W. Higglnson, himself an
fcmlnent historian, told mo that "the
Duke of Stockbridge" was the best account of Shays's rebellion ever written;
of true history,

of as

ful

was suppressed. It resulted
what was practically a triumph for
Shays In the repeal of the barbarous

full
(f ul

spoken

nity.

j

i

is

ltosencrantz and Guildenstern to play
upon the pipe is given a subtle transition from gay humor to scornful dig-

statutes

.

Hamblet

scene

satiric

in

i

Saxo Grammaticus's

In

—

.

the rebellion
,

J;
-

consistent throughout, and his portrayal has lost none of Its effectiveness
The "to be or not to be" speech Is
man
as naturally as any
delivered
might deliver It in his home could he
spontaneously think in such picturesque
and musical a vein— but the majesf>
Thr
of the blank verse is retained.
lighter scenes are carried out with airiness and with courtliness, while the

1

wrongs that sadly dishonored the fair
name of our commonwealth. Although

of one myself.

^>ll

Shays,

w

emotions run away from him, but finds
out first whether the ghost's tale Is
true, and It Is not lust for revenge
that actuates his movements, but a
He is earnest and
love for Justice.

Massachu-

Edward

•{

,1

and a philosopher.
Hamlet has been called weak-willed
and irresolute, incapable of action.
Hampden portrays him as a clearheaded, determined man, who makes
well-defined plans and waits a proper
moment to carry them out effectively.
Being a thinker, he does not let his

1

can. I feel sure

On each

In

•

play his role accordingly, making
let a thinker, introspective, it's

ental army, deserves, like John Brown,
a monument In honor of his heroic
struggle for the righting of Intolerable-

meet a long-felt want,
be useful to many, from the

to tho next.

Interested

Had"

Marv Hon
Mona Morenn

den chooses to take this

amy's "Duke of Stockbrldge," and most
readers would probably agree that

as an Intro-

This model Is made of
pasteboard and paper and strangely
enough contains no ivory, like many
brains, but a little wood, like moat. It
is constructed something like a calenlar, with three sets of cylinders, on
Which are colled three rolls of paper
which may be rolled by turning the

Is

Sara

•

Allen Tbnnfti
Hanna-n t 'ark

ing counterfeited his madness.

,

setts history should read

will

from one

his story.

Regarding, Shays
As the World Wags:

tlrod business man to the presidential
candidate. 1 havo often felt the need

:yllndurs,

do

divorces angel. Embarrassment. Double
Suicide." I miss the word "clubman."
What, is a clubman? Think of all the
thoughts there could be about html
I dare *ay that you have heard of the
proposition that all discoveries could
be made by writing down all the words
In the dictionary In all possible combinations.
I
do not say that Mr.
Blanchard's Instrument plagiarizes that
But It certainly takes up less
Idea.
room than such a plan would do, and
Is, In my opinion, decidedly more successful. Thoughtfully yours,

Whoever

Hi-'i '.ey

>

"Historie of Hamblet," which forms a
chapter of the history of Denmark, and
where, it is presumed, Shakespeare took

Intransitive. "Protection spells

Worcester.

be Interested, but, flattered

by tho tribute to my
ducer, I will do what

Is

Rlcfc'rd

:

K

Richard AhnftM
Hampden's Hamlet, givpn last
a
is
Theatre,
Arlington
at the

Hamlet."

of

ARTHPR GORDON WEBSTER.

»I have received from Mr. Arthur
Blanchard of 150 Upland road. CamJrldge, • model of what he calls a mechanloal brain, or- thinking machine,
with the request that I Introduce it to
the Intellectual public of Boston. I
should havo preferred that the task bo
undertaken by that eminent soclolojglst. Mr. Herkimer Johnson, who would
I

It

K-ieVe-.

There has been much ^talk and
controversy about the so-called "puzzle

next one Is better: "Wayward admiral
elopes with aunt. Complications. Double
murder." This seems to me entirely
new. "Sentimental miser cdnceals archeologist. Double crossV Fiasco." Thl9
seems to have possibilities. (I am not
making up these comments with the
pasteboard brain., whatever you may
think.)
Here Is one right out of the
headlines:
"Well-bred
ne'er-do-well

profitable;

I

I

Roy

sane.

my

or. If you like, "prohibition
chagrin," und so on. But while
I had suggested to myself that there are
often more than three words In the expression of a thought, behold Mr. Blanchard sends mo a larger thinking machine, Intended to writo movie plots.
Is this needed? I am a rare attendant
at this form of mental leakage and
hesitate to pronounoe a Judgment. In
machine there are five rolls, and
hi.the number of thoughts or plots Is four
or five millions. Here should be a fortune for some one and possibly a cure
for the whole movie obsession. Just a
few samples: "Superhuman superintendent favors artist. Correspondence. Congratulatlons." I am sure that this has
been worked and Is rather banal. The

uay and ceased to say her permitted
Whereupon quoth her sister Dun-

what

But

rank.

t

masterful figure. He makes him poetic,
imaginative, sensitive, humorous and
courtly.
His voice is sympathetic and
puts music into tho lines without once
Furtherlosing the uarratlve thread.
more, Mr. Hampden portrays him as

(

normalcy,"

ay.

la

Mr.
ight

,

spells

1

and

Gbost

1

"emerges," although the lack of tho
latter may be accounted for by the fact

I

'How pleasant

\

I'm!-'

G. T. llami'ten

Prologue
first Grave-digrer.
Second Grave-digger
Gertrude
Ophelia

This Is rather a truism than an er-ierain.
"Hysteria despises a chimera." Rather
cryptic, don't you think? ^"Friendship
This possibly
akin to adventure."
is
But the
verges on the epigrammatic.
"A trumpet
disconcerting.
next Is rather
Is akin to reparation" reminds one a
"The world adores clothes"
little of spa.
one-half of It at least. "The weather
disconcerts Inspiration." Such has heeir
my experience. "A fool bores the
nerves." This I ehould characterize as
first

.

Iteynaldo

results tonight are parNaturally I must forquoting all t»e thoughts of this
bear
multifarious thinker.
I miss
I have only a few criticisms.
the all-Important verb "spells," also

comedy

yazad,

this

.

A
.

h/>:-»» \

.John William

Marcellus
Francisco

j

''If r'c

Edwin Ou

Bernardo

ticularly happy.

jal

01

cannot say that

not feel that

As sympathy.
fary Hall plays Portia with calmness
confidence.
Her love scene and
scene are better carried out than
scenes, for while she has
I womnnlirfess and strength for the
tmer, she lacks the necessary lightIn and Joyousness for the latteir. Mr.
lino's Bassanlo has the polish and
pit that makeus forget that he las
In worldly enough to consider Por,'s
fortune an item of importance.
Rol Operti is capital ns the diverting
(unceiot Gobbo. He plays more slbwaiid with more ease than formerly,
weby Improving his performance.
Illlam Sauter is a serious, almost solin
Antonio,
while Mona
Morgan
ikes of Nerlssa a better role than Is
:en found.
The audience last night
s large and r.iost appreciative
Hamlet' will be played tonight, and
he Servant In the House" follows
the rest of the week.

I

a platitude of the

des-

k- and desolation so subtly that the
poker is n/)t cqnsclous of the transiP, yet so artfully Is it brought about
at there is no surprise.
In his scene
|h Jessica he plays with a trifle, more
fcnrss than on his former visit here.
I his kindness to her— of a rough sort
t.
still,
kindness— he very nearly

I

I

with all reasonable degree of certhat a beverage containing as
little as 2.75 jjer cent.'
by weight of alcohol (practically 3.50 per cent, by volume)
is not an intoxicating beverage."
Boston. CHARLES-EDWARD AAB.

tainty,

tL

.

'.Else- Herndon Ke- fn«
Geneva TIarr s \

I.ucianus

1

.

HMiinrin

Queen

Page

—

but their admiration and appreof his portVayal are unmlstak-

Hon

I'laver

the directions, I cercOrate mechanically.
"A mistake complicates one's balance."

of the race has become an obseshas become inflamed little by little
the flnal stroke when Jessica— andi
ducats— left him. Then his anger)!
loathing burst in a fury of passion.
Hampden makes the role interfse,

py,

mechanical
thought— such
secretes
really
brain
thought as it produces having been
But
secreted there by Mr. Blanchard.
Following
let us sample these treasures.
bile.

.

|

state,

Arthur V,r.
Richard RoseT'o

:

Priest

Player King

j_

Individually

possible.

if

I

'

f
Kp"y vI

Y. I.

I

SBMca

tlvely

A

[

see, I

I

Blsle

William 811 nter
Ernest Rowan
I* Itoi Oiv>r?i

f

theories and hair-splitting definitions
and considering alf the facts, the seeker
after truth, viewing the matter in the
broad light of common sense, can safely

.

Guilden Stern
Itosencranz

mean, that are inflicted on us.
Mr. Johnson will no doubt be able to
state the average number of thoughts
contained in the brain of an editor, or of
a member of the Porphyry. It is not to
toe supposed that all these pearls of wls-.j

we

.

.

Horatio

143

"WWU

physician,
in' ah Intoxleating Beferage?" Medical Record, l>cc.
11, 1920. pp. 97fi-979.
This considers the
question in apparently a very thorough
way and concludes: "It would therefore
appear that, disregarding all fanciful

-

—

Hannam Clark
Richard Abbott
Walter Hampden

:k

Newark

x x

1

Harry Irvine
Edwin Cushnmn
Arthur Fox

J"-

fcw

the

i*.

-

'*ar'
'o
„
r - 0.
/•

>

i

Snf'
•

The

Venice."
'

1

^Massachusetts, it did n<:
caution "Be grammafKal.
ibook form until after Bellamy's death.
wood.
the
turn
but use no brams. Just
story of absorbing interest. is a
It
'device
The introduction by Francis Bellamy
Mr. Blanchard recommends his
account of the origin
concise
gives
a
of
£.s capable of emitting various sorts
x
lof the book.
"C\
thoughts, epigrams, and unfortunately
Boston.
platitudes. I regret to say that I have
found it particularly strong on platiShakeARLINGTON THEATRE
tudes, but does that distinguish it from
speare's "Hamlet." The cast:
other brains?
words
Claudius
J. Barry Irvliie
I have counted the number of
Waller ll»m»>ft'n'
Hamlet
on the cylinders, and found them to.be
Felonlus
Allen Tlwiun
ba it

re's

1,

Another thing, when you meet a man
beyond Chicago, he'll grasp your hand
(and believe me, brother, you k/io\v he
has hold of your hand when he does it),
he looks you straight In the eye and he
accepts you for what you appeasjto be.

Ho docs not first want to know youi
and financial standing. He assumes that you are on the square. He
does not inquire as to whether your
ancestors came over on that most colos1

social

sal ocean liner, which, according to
claims, must haye carried at' least a
million whites— the Mayflower.
There seems to be inherent in the
breast of every New Englander a feeling of envy and jealousy for any man
who comes from afar to dwell among
them and be successful, while in the
West the Wanderer is greeted with open

GEO. W. SMILEY.

arms.
Boston.

"

•

Dne Door
As

the World

Wags:

Altho concurring

m

Miss Ticcal's

esti-

mate of Thomas W. Dorr as a patriot,
I must assert that ho was a misguided
His "People's Constitution," on
which all adult male citizens (about 23,000
number) were permitted to vote, received 13,944 votes, including a clear
majority of the regularly authorized
vote. The constitution adopted by the
opposing faction the next year (18*2)
received less than half the authorized
vote, less than one-third tho adult male
vote. But the latter was legal, because
it received; a majority of the votes cast
at a duly called election. These few
voles had authority to represent the
whole people; whereas even a majority
of the whole people speaking at an Irregular election had authority only to
represent themselves as Individuals.
Yet Dorr failed, not because of the
irregularity of his constitution, but (as
Miss Ticcal'says) because of partisan
interference by the federal government.
Subsequent events, rather than abstract questions of legality, have determined the success or failure ofl
one.

in

many &

purely

fnctional

convention.

Thus the spontaneous governments of
the American colonies succeeded when
force triumphed over England.
Dorr's
jljt failed and the Union gov-

|

L

I

Idiom

|

strnngo to us.
of the concerts next
week will he as follows: Tschalkowaky,

l

"Hanfred"
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Is si.

The

I

rnment Into grunt
lias

criticism.
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promnin

Symphony:

Pleasure Dome of Kubla Khan": SnintSncns. Piano Concerto u minor. No
itPercy Gi ulnger. pianist): Lalo, Over.
ItUr* to "Lo Rol d'Ys."

tKRMAN HOAR.

Hex

Ii

llmiutlons,

certain

"He was

a

dared things
Which a professional never would have
fared, and won n shining victory. He
w.istrusted all talk about technic. 'I
ave not got technic' he once said:
cnsalves the
It
'It
Is
u dull thing.

"Herbert

MmMax

NEW TO AMERICA
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London there wei-e elaborate reviews in
tho London Journals, Copied »rtracts
from these reviews appeared In t'le
These reS-indav Herald of Oct 80.
views natuiallv Included the personal
and their
writers
rembliscensos of the
own opinions concerning Tree as all

~

'

The

iOOl».

"Don Giovanni" and
3G5): d'Indy.
'oncerto for two pianos iK
"ImThe Search for God"; Malpiero,
Overture

lo

actor.

from

W« wrl««
>f

Suite

Nature."

w ith reference

to the

concert

greatly conceived,

*

York,
never emotional.
only cerebral that It is
reproach
To some, yes to many, this
has often an
music
may seem just. His
forbidding;
aristocratic character that is
if the composer
It "is often austere, as
not wear
does
He
stood proudly aloof.
can
Ms heart on his sleeve. Vet who
this deand
hear his second symphony
other
mention
to
not
scriptive svmphony.
\ mworks by him without feeling that emonnt d'lndy is profoundly, nobly necesis
God"
for
Search
"The
tional
be musical
sarily episodic, as there must
grant
xpresslon of each guest of the
no music
but here is no panoramic music,
in
story
the
Tor films: even without
impressive,
mind the music would be
potenwhether It portrays the P'-mp of
or the Joyous
tates, the fury of battle,
;

n

which

!

'

'

j

i

1

I

j

:

1

i

I

I

lotte

.

j

1

:
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j

c.illar

.

What

.

.

Tree could
\

always entertaining in some
But, for better, fP r
or other.
vorse, it was hardly ever what the
His parts!
author meant him to do.
.'
His re;M ob-j
vera his avatars.

do was

ons.

was

his

amazing

self.

.

.

.

Hej

was never happier than when he stepped
front

in

his

of

the

curtain and spoke n fV|
to the audience. ifHj
'

own immensity

deep calling unto deep (for the/ 1
audience could rot play up to him as
splendidly as that), at least as a mon^i.
J
urch to his corutlers.'
\V.
Courtney's contribution^ '1
L.
/Air.
not

is

called

'pulling

the

leg'

of a

The book

i3

Cushman,

Loving

in

drama

is

-is

i

i

,

bo

should b>- carefully read: "Now
Is dead, you may be sure that)

•J^jte tie

j
'

I

,

j

.

|

j

j

|

Play

new

}?lay

in

|

I
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American Music in London: Other
Notes About Music There
Mr. Mayo Wadler, who gave his first
recital at Wigmore Hall on Tuesday,

works have hitherto been little heard
here.
No one of them was very important, and the slightest among them.
Cecil Burleigh's "The Bees."" was the
one which the audience liked best. It
was repeated. A tone poem, by Marion
Bauer, called "Up the Ocklawaha."
showed an individual style of melody.
A curiosity of the selection .was that
two of the pieces. Albert Stoesset's

|

"Humore3que" and Samuel Gardiner's
"Canebrake," were described as written
'on ragtime rhythms, but one sought la
vain for any marked influence of ragThe use of the sotime in either.
called "Scotch snap" as it occurs In a
large number of negro melodies, and
as Dvorak u-ed it in the tunes of the
"New World" symphony, was the only
trace of native Idiom to b? found, and
though that occurs in ragtime, it is not
cthe essential characteristic. Mr. Wadler
is a very able violinist, and his performxiice of these things and of ColeridgeT.-iy'or's BMlnde in C minor was well
worth hearing. London Times. Dec. 3.
Cyril Jenkins's "Magic Cauldron," a
,
jsvmphonl poem, was brought out by
London Symphony Orchestra on
5 tho
JNov. ^1). The Times said: "It is one of
know a
j those works which ertwt you to
(great deal about Welsh legends, in th-'s
instance those connected with the children of Llyr. who apparently had almost
as many family complications
as the
children of Don.
They had a magic
cauldron in the family, but it does not
|

j
|

I

—

•

.

New

for himself."

interest of his program lay in the fact
that he introduced a number of short
pieces by American composers, whose

j

•

Batallle's

Sarr," has been brought out at the
Abbey, Dublin. "Mr. Sarr shows a fine,
if undisciplined imagination, but his allegory is not self-contained; it has the
fatal blot of relying too much on its
program for its conveyance. Clarity is
lacking." A woebegone hermit symbolizes the beauty that has retired from the
world before the conquering march of
"Materialism, commercialism, utilitariarism, and their promiscuous begettal."
Apropos of a performance by the Play
Actors (London) of Chapin's play, "The J
New Morality." the Times remarked:
"The bullet which found its billet while
Mr. Harold Chapin was acting as a
stretcher-bearer In France did a bad
dayfs work for the British drama, fori
nobody has quite filled the niche which
that brilliant young dramatist had made!

began with a Sonata in G minor, by
Leonide Nicolaiev, which he played with
But the chief
Mr. Percival Garratt.

|

as attractive as,

Rataille's

in one scene and an epi"The Changeling," by "Kenneth

allegory

I

the great actors of the past stood forj
"Why inject bugbears and
In their day.
live in the past!"
The second section contains 10 chapters
about screen plays and acting for the
screen, with short sketches afcout those
prominent in film plays. Miss Brazier
combats vigorously legal censorship of
these plays, as undemocratic and unnecessary. "It is only a dull, narrow mind
that seeks to impose its personal tastes
by force of law upon Its neighbor." She
finds that there is quite as much need
for establishing censorship of the spoken
play— "the very titles of which are somet.jp.es suggestive and
diotic: they might
attack the prests for unsavory divorce
details, etc., the opera, oooks. magazines,
paintings, sculpture e%"en conversation."
Old theatregoers will find music in this
book to recall agreeable memories. There
Is no scandal, no malice in the gossip.
The illustrations are of a higher order
than those too often found in books of
this nature; at least, the reproduction is

Henry

West."

j

I

Memory

clearer.

elaborate compliments, but evidently revelling in the perpetration of the cruelist
tortures just round the comer* who
agreeably freeze the blood of London
playgoers. This one deals qn a delightfully stupendous scale In opium, and
even keeps an opium den in his magniticent Mayfair residence for the convenience of his visitors. When raided by
tie police he is easily able to baffle 'them
by his acute intellect and perfect sangfroid, but what causes his downfall is
the little blir.d god." The theme bears a
strong resemblance to that of "East Is

An

1

reserve, al-

—

.

logue.

—

.

.

jective

J

|

H

way

Rhapsody of Delius was peru here by the Chicago Symphony
stra In 191C It then seemed inin construction and interest to
aris" and "Brigs Fair," which are
e repertory of the Boston SymOrchestra; far inferior to hisi
f:.l
"Summer Garden." In this
dy there Is too little rhapsodic]
"he dancers, as the English, acto the old saying, take their

;
•'

1

,

powers.

of silliness.

"The newer generation believes
nothing not tangible to eye and ear.'
It has only hearsay evidence of what

:

I

I

not sure that there was not often
in those quaint sallies, for he
a past mister in the practice

Brazier the

.

.

,

merely

ever.

j

.

or

'clever'

though Miss Vernon, Clara Morris and
Lotta are still living), William Seymour,
Some Big Players, Mary Anderson and
Others, Big Moments, Veterans, Stock
Companies, The Singers. The Amateurs,
To Miss
in Lighter Vein. A Sum-Up.

i

He (Tree), with his
inreresting.
-agination, felt that ho needed ',
re-tless
nothing from an author but a literary
scaffold on which to exhibit his own
Tho author, whether
creations.
Shakespenre or Shaw, was a lame dog
to be helped oVer the stile by the ingenuity and inventiveness of the actorrrodurer " The c riticism of Tree "SIM
an actor Is searching: "Like Irving, he'
had to make a style and technic out of i
liis own personality: that is out of his
peculiar weaknesses as well as his pe- j
.

.

(sketches of Kate Reignolds. Barron.
Annie Clarke, Booth, Adelaide Neilson,
Clara Morris, Ida Vernon,
Barrett,
&gnes Booth. Maggie Mitchell, Lotla,

1

.

not Lady Gregory's
breught
12. Jeffrey's, was
Aldwych Theatre. "Chinamen,

girl these are
ingredients out of Which many a sensaHere Is
story hfl.3 been made.
another. It takes a little long In the telling, perhaps, but the- sensation is there.
There is more local color than
.
dramatic force about the play, for all its
accumulated horrors." Mr. Walklcy of
"Here is another of
j:he Times wrote:
those sinister Chinamen, all smiles and

"Stage and Screen," py Marion Howan! Brazier, puuhshed by the author in
Boston, i3 a volume of personal reminlscences and pleasant gossip with many
Illustrations of actors and actresses.
There are two sections: The Stage; the
The first contains these
Photoplay.
The Boston Museum. Charchapters:

I

the actor's, business. "The func-;
tion of the actor Is to make the audi-FTice imagine for the moment that real
things are happening to real people. It
for the author to make ihe result:
If

little
is a delightful
ideas,
work, with interesting and poetic
instruments.
the
by
deftly expressed
to be
His scheme of orchestration seems
nor is he in his harmonic
his ownlittle
are
They
(scheme an imitator.
from.
pieces, these impressions received
more fancy
Lire three birds, but there Is
symphonies
in them than in many huge
How
poems.
symphonic
pretentious
and
employ[discreet, yet how telling is his
Its
has
Each
ed instruments!
Mr Monteux, who conIcance.
throughout skilfully and con
i
>,
is
to be heartily thanked for
ing out noteworthy modern com-

was

*art of dramatic criticism.
,-'n sad need of a n index.

not

iMalpiero's Suite

in

tional

-0
Mr, A. B. Walkley wrote nearly
the
years ago: "As a rule, the lives of
the
to
belong
to
players may be said
entomology.
least important branch of
we
This cannot be said of the volume
be
have been discussing. It may not
clear
vitallv important, but it gives a
theatrical
insight into an uncommon
character, a curious personage, and inciof
history
the
to
addition
.lentallv is an
the English stage nnd to essays on the

I

-

repelling

j

lR.

opium, a white kidnapped

victim."

.

d'lndy here is not cold and
humanity
His heart beats as warmly for
Cesar
as did the heart of his master

.

Dragon,"

but

out at the

method

waa

'i/
Reviewers in London found fault with)
Mr. .".law's contiibution to the book.
*M»* it carefully, ve find it an ad|ti
r-i»»Ode piece of work, honest, under
the clrcum tances courageous, yet not
Mr.j
at nil tactless or in poor taste.
Shaw wrote "from the point of view!
of p playwright." and began by sayingf
bluntly that Tree's attitude toward a
wi<- 'one of whole-hearted nnxietvl
j
to solve the problem of how to make it
pic so and interest the audience." which'
Mr. Shaw mnln'ains is the autho> s.i

the faithful
bel's and the exultation of
No,
on the feast day of the Resurrection

am

I

fjolish.

;

"The
play,
1

"The Merry

adoration of Anne Pa.?e. On previous
occasions, as at a luncheon given to him
>
by Mr. Faversham in Boston, he wa
brilliantly witty, full of fresh anecdotes,
not impatient of interuption. tolerant
of others at the table, though their
qve-tions may have seemed to him

New

Tree

which gave the impression

.

-

by
during this engagement; annoyed
his
legitimate criticism, vexed because
luncheon
speech-which he read at a
by
in his honor at a club— could not.
in
fie rules of that club, be published
newspapers. He was upset by al
t'.ie
there
that
critic venturing the remark
vas a touch of pathos in Slender's

(

Notes About the Theatre
England and Ireland

the truth being that he could be
both, or at-least thit he could divagate
Into a sort of dreamy, aimless Irony

repu•Wives of Windsor" worthy of his
He was in a singular mood
tation.

;

Don Juan was played admirably, they
by Andre Brule. The Incidental
music with a prelude was written by
Reynaldo Hahn.

silly,

was ineffective. His performance was
dwarfed by Lyn Harding's Henry VIII.

I,

ones published.

Is

say,

line

Herbert

earliei
Perhaps this was true in the
Boston for the
days. When he was in
Wolsey disaplast time and played his
seemed
pointed even his admirers. He
costume and
his
of
111 at ease, conscious
Even
the audience, without authority.
to Cromwell
his reading of the charge

,,

fictitious

All that he
is, indeed, dead.
to buy kisses from the maid
The part of
of the Inn for five duros.

1

greatly acted."

his production* of

j

i

more
was Lir :..,!' than Irving's;
poignant. NO
dread, more grand, more
him betcharacter in Shakespeare suited

Nor was

1

(

Don Juan

can do

'

.

was

even than the

«>••<•. «-s
"ft
his W' "' "»• 'r><e-erl
into the air, and sometimes they hltl
somem:.a^.lt,us.y:
bu ..-eyt
the
times they did not. I have heard him
say things that w°re deliclously apropos,
and with a riKdily of mind that was
h've also heard him
suliiiaraung: but
murmur things that Were almost fatuous; and he seemed to lack personal
This was
criticism in this respect.
doubtless the reason why there was always deb He behind his hack whether

are worthy of Sophie Arnould
ShjlocK
Lady Tree preferred Irving s
'> t*e other hand, she
--eev
t,
"Herbert's Wolsey In 'Henry
•wrltea:

It

I

of his memoirs, and finds his
memoirs shabby, trivial, or ugly; worse

witty "partly I think by studious cultivation, l-ul he was whimsical by nature, and his wit was an offshoot of

:

He

j

tiscript

America in 1010-17 lb London
and extracts from his note
book, which are chiefly of a witty nature* Mr. Go.-Se says that Tree was

husbands exof the witty remarks at her
a woman
pense as the quick ^Ply to
and
who expressed surprise that she
^ting
a
Sir Herbert were at
down that
There are other jests handed

ter than this.

reveals his Identity. She
laughs at him; others think him mad.
Then, alone, at night he rends the man-

Journals,

:

apochryphal, have been published and
are read greedily; they are full of lying
antt cheap poetry. Juan seeks consolaHon; he loves a young widow. Inez;
but, ambitious, she does not wish an

mknown.

about

;

he
the battlefield
Holiness the Pope himself;
not the k mt
are
they
that
turn
In
him
and sorrowful,
of heaven: then, weary
land.
he go»s back to his native
is said today In
II has «>een said. It
is
that the music of d;indy

a

He\d6ed not include, his
on a performance bv Herbert reviewed by him in the Saturday
Review: "I have a brother, who once
was an actor."
At the end of the book are the sermon preached at the memorial service,
speeches made at the unveiling" of the
memorial tablet, letters' writ fen by Tree

;

r.

|

.

.

ol

I

tertaining.

famous

;

i

is

I

j

Uozarl's Concerto in K flat. The Hcrthe eni'd has more than once extolled
semble playing of these musicians. Yesqualterday they-not only displayed the
in cities of
ities that have excited praise
Paris and London; they
this country
appreciation of
»lso showed "their nice
There was no
|te Concertos character.
to give
attempt to modernize the music,
destructive importance,
ft incongruous,
suave,
is.
they accepted the music as it played as
lender and also lightsome, and
that
Mozart wished: for he once wrote
meaning
mus e should always "sound."
he
deand
hat it should be euphonious;
pasmanded of a pianist that running
sages should flow like oil.
from
Hlndy's descriptive symphony Chrisof Saint
his opera. "The Legend
first time in
topher " was played for the
for the first
Boston- Malpieros Suite
of Dclius
Rhapsody
time in America; the
concerts.
lor the first time at these
Catholic, zealous
Km d'Indy is a devout
of religious rites and
In' the observance
that the
ceremonies. It was natural
should appeal
leeend of Christopher
music
symphonic
This
Rtron-ly 'o him
second act. after the
Is olayed before the
search
giant's
narrator has told of the
The giant visits
'or the king of heaven.
questions conkings and emperors: he
asks His

There

1

m

yesterday

adly.

I

the
are of an intimate nature, leading
reader to believe that the married lite
was one long, sweet song. "Herbert and
1"
the title, After reading her(
i
Tree's career and the man at
uut
admirahum* one has even a greater her
hustion for Lady Tree than tor
suborto
band, although she endeavors
charma
In
writes
She
dinate herself.
ing manner her gossip is entertaining
her criticism of plays, and
not Inane
to
comedians, although sometimes open
is
discussion. If not flat contradiction,
deShrewd and always interesting the
is
association
scription of their marital
furthermore^ she
not too sentimental
is to be
has a lively sense of humor. It
include some
regretted that she did not

After a spirited performance of m«
>verture to the o|>.ta that. In spite of
he years. IS to be ranked with "Pelleas
LBd Melisande" as the supreme achievement of lyrically dramatic art, widely
and
llfferent ns the operas are In form
Pattln expression. Messrs. Maler and
performance o
»on gave an admirable

SeSfTof

.

X
The volume is even more readable
than one would judge from the London
Lady Tree's pages. IT" in all,
reviews.

No. ij
the
Tho Blackcap: the Woodpecker:
Rhapsody. Tho
)wl): Delias. A nance
Lee Fattldanlsta were Guy Maler and
re.-.-ions

"

j

Sym-

the apotheosis

night

I.

imagination.'
Mr.
Desmond MacCarthy did not
wholly escape the censure of tho Lortr
don reviewers for his article. Tree attracted him as "a character at once
flamboyant and extremely sensitive; I
thought of him as a man Immensely
friendly, and sympathetic, yet num. n
Herbert Tree
self-absorbed.
.y
was an enthusiast; the comments which
follow are by no means entirely composed of laurels, but on the grave of
nn enthusiast we need lay no artificial
wreaths.'
Mr. MacCarthy s analysis
ecems to us excellent criticism, although Tree would not have liked it.
The Herald has already alluded to
the pages by Yiola and Iris Tree, Max
Beerbohm, Messrs. Gossc, Louis N.
Parker, Gilbert Parker and Haddon
Chambers.
01 these pages those by
Tree's half-brother Max are naturally
the most informing and the most en-

Beerbohm," with photogravure!
and 5V .Illustrations;
frontispiece
pages. E. B. Dutton & Co.. New York.
in
Vifepui this volume was published

yesterday aftcroaeert was repeated
The program was as follows:
loiart.

olf» TTfee: ~omo Me-1
R
Him and of His Art Collects^!

by

HALE

The ninth concort of the Boston
Mr
"
bony ore'night.
uclor. took place Thursday
..

of

One

legend.

|

l

VLPIKRO'S SUITE

assists at

at Seville, not
longer young, he sends a substitute to
an arranged meeting with a woman.
The husband returns unexpectedly and
Don
kills the substitute, who surely Is
luan. for his ring Is on the dead man's t<
finger, and the shameless memoirs of
are found on his body. They C
{ Don Juan
bury the famous rake. wh::e Don Juan H
watches his own funeral. From what |
ho hears and Sees he knows that he is |i
now old; that ho Is only an ordinary R
man in the eyes of the public; so lie £
exiles himself, and hides under an- j
The memoirs, J
other name lu an inn.
the

who

amateur

(rloritied

[•

who

Juan,

Coqrtenay points out In a kindly
spirit OSrtaln weaknesses of the actor.
Mr.

"The

Uriffes,

naturally be Inclined
rather than censure." Vol

shall

I

u> laudation

I

j

'

w

logue ho- seized every opportunity
leave the comic element and be lyrical
in praise of passion. "Le Roi Candaule
knight be called a tragedy with comic
Interludes, according to the Shakespetian manner. So Rene Brancour sums
Marthe Chenal, the
Dp the matter.

of this sort of thing
average listener reads It up

The worst

isle.

that

tile

a program note and then flndn
he need not h.iv e troubled to do so.
fuch of Mr. Jenkins's music is quite
stily In
it

but. like others who compose
viewn l.-Tendsry subjects, he seems to
complicated hisis characters and the'r

ff.-crlve.

en; Jean

Poem":

"Scriabin

Potiue de I'extase." We should probably
hear much of the 'Divine Poem'
farther. It is a curiif he had gone no
of the typical second-rate
mixture
ng
yrrphony or symphonic poem of the last
entury with excursions into modtmsm. Most of the first movement might
iiave been written by Liszt, and some of
Its frequent repetitions and obt was.
vious bridge -passages mike it much too
long, a fai'lt which Scriabin never outgrew, for though the two later orchestral works take barely more than half
is long to play, they still repeat themselves unnecessarily."
The Daily Telegraph of London review'ng a performance of "La Boheme"
by the Car! Rosa company says: "If is
erhaps a little curious that one finds
them keeping a little too close to tradition; for example, in the crowning of

j

orative music for the ballet.
At the annual meeting of the Academle
des Beaux Aits in Paris, two cantatas
composed by the only women that ever
obtained the first Grand Prix de Rome,

LIU

1

1;
:

:

by Puccini himself and the great
RlcordL" We do not remember
ng this stage joke in Hoston.
eaking of Miss Doris Woodall's
nen. the t.nii>s said: "She throws
*U completely into the part, making
i.

fito

•

at Lille.
Cesar.

Thomson
umphed" recently

-

M

I

I

I

I

lovely

work? Tlmo was
more years
or

when,

i

public likes.
queerest thing of all

by Maurice Donnay, has been
produced at the Opera Comlque, Paris.
The librettist has tnken the old story,

Ite.

also the audience."

The composer

have gaiety and
Certain passages call for an OfBruneau has chosen to be
nbneh.
and to give good lone to the diathis libretto should

sh.

K£\vCt

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK
BUND AT: Symphony

3:80

Ball.

FV?

~ (»•••

i;i I

r. M.
nolle*.

Jonef

Convention Hall. 8t. Botnlpti utreet. !):nnp.
M. Concert by the Proi'ie's orchestrR of Hoston.

special notice.

.Sec

SUNDAY: Tho

Copley -I'laia. 8:30 1'. M. Ml*«
Hobby Beiqer In a Clirlaim.i- recital in costume
with a program for children mid grouioirp

children.

WEDNBSDAY:

Jordan Hall, Srir> P. M. Poith
plnno recital— Bach. Ciromatlc Fantnsln

Olnff"*

and Fugue: Moznrt, Sonata

y

m<J..r; lleethoven. n2 variations; Chojiln, Va«e, op. at.
No. 2. Nocturne up. 62, No. 2. Xloiturka, on.
87, No. •», Barcarolle. Ktude -op. 2B, No. 2;
Saner. I&twlc In octaves; Liszt, Hungnrbio
RhapKndy No. 12.

THl'KSPAY: Jordan

rfall.

In

(MP

P.

M.

Piiiim

•jinen, tenor, will sing n» ^iJv^•^: i^rni..,
Melo/lle: Blunt. II llor eb« nvev: from "Co-

men"

Leoncavallo. Veatl hi Glublia from
••I'tntlWicel"; Verdi, Tlie Barcarole from "I n
In Maschera"; Brngl, VNIone Venenbinn
Toatl. Mnreehlare; Aderao. A more e dolore:
Puccini. "Ch'ella ml cnali libera o lontano
1

Bafo

from "Tlio Girl of the Ooldeo W««t."
Tuinorkln,

pianist,

play

will

these

L.-iei

plecen:

o
LlebntranmeTi. No. 8, and
n
Bhapjody. No. fi; Cbopln.' Scherzo In II M.i
minor; Weber, Perpetual Motion.
FRIDAY: Symphony Ball. 2:80 p M. KHh
Sj-miihonT concert, Mr. Monteui, Qonductor.
See Fpeclal notice.
SATURDAY. Jordan Hall, 3 p. M. Baymonil
naver.'a piano recital.
Symphony Hall, 8 IV SI. Repetition of IMday's Symphony concert.

Llsrt,

1 1

•

countryman,
better

Jacques

known

it

may

monkey's head."
Two from many, these.

The slender
romanticists,
of
Is
beloved
female
The
realist, the
knights of flapdoodle.
philosopher and the cynic know better.

VIOLET ANT1GIONE PHI >» NELL.
The Glossarist
Is It not pos- I
been grossly ma- 1
llgned? Would not Socrates by his continual questioning have irritated any |
woman, oven If she had weighed 250 1
pounds? The Athenian men could not I
endure him, so they dosed him witb. j
hemlock. There is an account of her in |
omas Ileywood's "Nine Bookes of I
various History coneerningo women"
(1C24) in which the traditional view Is
taken. And here is mention of Rocrates's j
Hey wood quotes, from
wife.
other
Ilelronimo: "Heo speakes of Socrates, j
who halting two curst queanes and both
at once (for the law of Athens did allow j
iluplicitie of wiues) could Indure t.ieirl
scouklings and contumacies with such I
constancie and patience; for haulirgl
Zantlppe and Mirho the daughters of I
Aristldes, the house was neuer without
brawling & uprore." Instances are then]
given of Xanthippe's shrewish behavior.]
Is it not possible t*hat she was sweet
tempered before Miirho was added to the
Plutarch says her name
household?
Uas Myrto. "Aristides daughter's daughmarried to the wise Socrates,
ter";
"who tooke her to his wife (having a
wife already) because she was a poore
widdow, and could not be married fori
her poverty, having much a do to live."
In "The Halcyon," a dialogue attribuvrej
ted Luclan, Socrates says to CI
phon: "Oft will I extol thy pious
faithful fondness for thy mate tc
two wives Xanthippe and Myrtp." p
Did Socrates have two wives? X
phon and Pluto mention only one.
famous one. Panactlus. the stoic p|
osopher, combatted the story oi
From Lucian's account, It'
wives.
evident that Socrates was at least
speaking terms with Xanthippe. Mali
anus Socln In the 15th century, whel
asked why he gave up teaching th]
canon law at Padua and Stenha,
swered, "I am married." "But," the
replied. "Soorates did not stop teaclj
lng for that reason." "No." Baid Socii
"because Xanthippe was bad-temperej
and perhaps ugly, while I have a handT
some and compliant wife." Note th.T
.Socin said "perhaps ugly." ,Nq' corl
temporary of Xanthippe described he"
We are of the'
personal appearance..
opinion that sho was rather fat and
a slattern; not unlike scolding mistresses of boarding houses In which we suf-

First as to Xanthippe.

sible

that

she

has

I

|

•

j

i

;

'

column that embellishes the
page of the New York Kvr
Post pubMshed the following "p<
ful

[
I

H

I

torial

signed

"nusticus."

ABOUT NOTHING
Nothing! How much thou art a poet knows
» ho flntls thee lodged, unwelcome, gris
guest,
|

]

Beneath

Thou

the bottom button of his vest.
a presence, which, uncholleng-ei

art

To greater nothingness, causing these throei
These nameless longings iu my charge
breast.

Cambridge (Eng.) brought out in the
first
week of December Swinburne's
'.•'Duke of Gandla." which deals In short
Vorni with n day in the life of the Borglos it has been performed in London
f)v tho Stage Society; "The Triumph of

j

trnnr.

IIihh ilibiti.

Anatole.
be as
Anatole France. In his sketch of the
reprecertainly
female penguin. Who
sents the "good woman," draws the
having "narrow shoulders,
bird
as
clumsy breasts, a stout figure, and
Iter reddish knees pucker
short less.
at every step she takes, and there is
at each" of her joints what looks like a

His

Thibault.

D^ye Call It" contain, the
Sens Were
Long: -Twas When the quoted
In I Roaring" that Thackeray
lhat In al
lustrat on of his statement
however
most every ballad of Gay's,
peculiar, hinted, paslight, there is "a
sweetness and melody.
thttlc

will

clear.

S,

growB

of

1

'

Hebrew was

Cambridge (Eng.) Amateurs
Tho Marlowo Dramatic Society

i

I

Perhaps the
was a monologue

originality."

P">''

B

j

manner

I

friends.

"°
which does It credit.
V' a
t
of ,hr
^°' s l
on Its program the names-haracters-for
who play the various males, 'ema. le8
all the parts, whether
men. Thereor ghosts are played by
single anybody
fore it Is Impossible to

"A Little Dutch Girl." by
Hnrry Graham and Seymour Hicks
music by Emmerich Kalman (Lyr)c

1.

my

humanity

of

hardly be questioned.
Dr. Francis Kabelais. the well known
dead
writer. in his eulogy of the dear,
Badebec. a most virtuous and admirdown a
able wife and mother, sets
single of her dimensions as being "full
foure
polos,
five
rods,
three
six acres,
yards, I wo foot, one inche and a half of
As 3he, peri;ood woodland measure."
haps alone in all his writings typifies
tho perfect housewife, the inference is
.

.

.

Theatre. London, Dec. 1): "It will be a
sad day for musical comedy when they
(the heroines) do not discover that the
despised lover is the one man In the
world wfcom they cannot live without"
The music ,1s "pretty without attemptIng to surprise us by many tokens of

o

•

iiuslc-hall."
Apropos of

omitting the incident of the ring. The
beautiful wife is named Tudo. Donnay
has -.Mitten in his "Montmatro-acadomSque" manner; "a lyric drama containing
sflfusions worthy of the esoteric festivals
meter and nlonyslos, a comedy in
of

the

by

ghot

knowledge

whose

inevitable
L
consists of two lines:—
,
moral, ^o 'jou
Olr stage play ha. a
flrd It ou
vv.il lv.v. wit tnouirb to
R
modesty
'
"The Marlowe Society, with a

rewarded with tremendous applause by
a public which had the advantage of
me In knowledge of the local color displayed. It was a clever performance,
not erring, as you may suppose, on the
Vot ees a cowardly
side of refinement.
tomato?— A tomato vot hits you and
r-r-runs. After that I ran. But the Hebrew was only No. 11, and there were
three or four more turns to come. They
give you plenty for your money at the

lrbretto

interprocess of transcription by your
much
viewer (a worthy fellow, but
of
expense
the
at
given to personalities
out my
mv logic), 1 venture to round
author.ttcs
proposition with a. brace ot

epilogue,

East end. Evidently the music-halls ere

Music and Musicians in
I'aris and on the Continent
Bruneau's opera, "Le Kol Candaule."

1.

"tri-

—

for this

Know,

ment was

gay/
more to *a,
off. and I have
speech
heroine has a Jewell
the other implements
to her rake and
which she will not
of the harvest-field
at he critics
use . gain; there is a Jibe
fun at the
and Mr. Gay even pokes In his case
which

'

not anti-Semitic,

be

to

Is

'

•

As you possiby
referred to.
be bHe
these notes are widely held to
of the more intimate
picture
clearest
eastern tastes and habits.
arguBecause the continuity of my
somewhat disfigured In the

-ThT

a Jew illustrating what I suppose
are the Hebraic peculiarities of the

tions are thoroughly in place, and unJdoubtly Cortot wa-t abundantly justified in producing them. A great player
unquestionably he Is.— London Dally
J
I Telegraph.

'

'

'They may go

by

I

much

who

hold,

•Hold,

.

hall

m

*

»ir.

like

In

"^

he adjures them

rifles,

mild 'patriotism,' mainly concennaval unifor
trated on a demand
The comedienne wore a
.
form.
crimson wig, and deplored the hard fate
of being bom a girl; later she displayed
a neat ankle (to put It mildly) and attributed to It her present married
state. Theday was windy, the youngmon
behind her wore nn eyeglass., etc. Not
very recondite humor, but just the sort
of allusions, discreetly illustrated with
Innocent nods and winks, the music-

some

found
•

indulges
fingering
when the soldiers start

little

.

Gummew

les
all
!^'
slepdor Zagloba. or a P
f, n
the unconIn the average -mind
taff.
inevitaword
scious connotation of the
dryness so debly implies a leanness, a
Balzac in
lightfully described by
tale of Polsy.
„,
,
i,
you
As for Sir Richard, the ciuotalion
the Enterfrom
fiction
sheer
is
present
Hapthe
tainments designed to catch
against tlK
ping adolescent ear, as
wh.ch
digested facts of his foot notes

execution
and before
tirade, and
In a Ions mock
theli

military,

In

—

and

their study of the ballad,
A fat ^hrev.
:ruest messenger of fact.
As well speak of a
,s an anoclironlsm..

was
^

the village

of

life

(verv

vouth

Con),

,

The

of "Amphitryon," also an
operetta to be classed with 'Orphee aux
There is a mixture of LeEnftrs' ".
ite de Lisle. Mollere. and Donnay,
"The good Canmslng and witty.
al* Insists a little too much on tho
irm of nudity and the attractions that
tenor clad in this summery costume
Tills insistence dls:mM possess.
n woman of
J-se Uuten Tudo, who

have

Profs. Child

a-.

members of
Admirably done by the
a village
Is
Marlowe Society. There

the prime music hall topics; mother-inlaw, sausages (or nuts or pork pies or
bananas), the latch key. the lodger.)
Evidently there is a new niuslc-h.til pyschology.
The one undying topics les
passions de l'amour seems
tot have
•wamped all tho others; that and a

!

Itho

to

the

of

"esque

Walkley and the Halls
Mr. Walkley of the London Times re-'
cently went to a music hall. "Not a
single reference to what used to be

Morli
ago.
Rosenthal played a version that for
previously
been
had
reason*
some
suppressed, and created a certain amount
of rumpus by so doing among the "perfect Schumannlaner" of the period who
knew not the version. But this Cortot
[irerslon seems to be quite another matter.
In any case the five additional varia-

1

said

testi-

perversion of Burton's
In matters
mony to go unchallenged.
general weltaie
the
m6ment.to
of such
desire for
we must batten down our
speak out.
seclusion, and. unlike Gray,
beara " 0...^
Plutarch, you admit.
(
U. l|t on
dence cither way. But race

h« W

performance of the play.

Xan'lisen-

genuous

son
body. The squire's
trouble. There
steward's daughter into
that t
arrange*
pore the steward
a play In wn c "'
villagers shall perform
P
clergyman marru.
Vy a trick a , eal
Th_
honour is sat sfl ed
tl e couple and-

Mr

Cerullar Interest In the Etudes SymphonUques lay In the fact that Cortot Introduced a number of additional Variations said to have been discovered
'among Schumann's posthumous works.
Is this. then, a third version of .the
'fifteen

Is

your

physique' and

thippe's

I

of his symphonic fragments at Buehnrest.
Ills
music shows a sound
technic; music Influenced by the German s-hool.

!

j

-

seek.

|

Marguerite

Brussels by playing Tschalkowsky's violin concerto, the
Adagio from Bruch's Concerto In D
minor, and his own Passacaglia on a
theme of Handel.
Kesplghi's new ballet, 'Scherzo Veneziano," has been brought out at the
Costanzi, Home, by Henna Leonidoff
ind her troop. Tho ballet brings on the
stage the classic characters, Arlequln,
Rosario, Colomblne, Pantalon. etc.
A
Furlana was especially applauded. The
music is of the "Italo-Rus3«." order.
J. Perlea, Ju years old, conducted two

-i

to

Mmi.

Canal, were performed. Miss Boulanger
died prematurely in 1918. "The work of
Miss Boulanger. very modern, was |n
contrast with the very orthodox cantata
of Mme. Canal. This proves, the eclectlslsm of Hie Institute."
Music in Paris: Colonne Concert:
"Invocation." Paul Le Flem;,Lamoureux, Symphony by Mlgnon. classic
in form, with a finale a mixture of the
"Eroica" symphony and the Fifth, the
work of a good oupll: first performance (Dec. 12) of Ravel's "La Valse," a
Concerts
Rouge:
symphonic poem.
Adrien Reynal's Concerto for oboe and
Concert
four pieces for violoncello.
S. M. I. Koechlin's Fifth Sonata, and
a remarkable sonata for viola and
piano by Ilonegger.
de
Georges
Becker's
"Impressiort
Campagne" for piano. Composed Feb.
191S. at Rouey,
a remembrance of
9,
church bells at the front. Becker served
las a soldier In the war— was applauded

I

Is

any sort arc
Although disputations of
me. t

naturally distasteful to
regarding
permit your innuendos

I

• •

'

The
ictuiesque, vivid and alive.
of the interpretation !s that now
[generally accepted, the principal objection to which lies In the fact that it Is
outside the purely musical p'cture. Bl[zet's score does not possess the dramaft'c intensity really to justify so fullIblooded a heroine. whiK it st.m» to be
impossible to mak- Carmen siieii w 'iout interfering with the rhythms which
are so characteristic and charming when
steadily preserved."
That Cortot Is co'o _ sal as pianist we
have long known, but never has he
to greater advantage how
truly great he Is than at the Wlgmore
Saturday
afternoon, when he
Hall on
pave a very beautiful Schumann recital.
Of course, the place was packed to the
doors and beyond, but It was packed
with an audience that knew not where
to stop, so that the great man was
obviously tired out when, after th»
recital, the encore fiend. had their way.
He played "Carnaval." the "Scenes from
Childhood." and a curious and very Interesting version of the Etudes Symphtmi'iui
<Julte possibly there were pome
present who regarded the playing as a
little
too clear cut. too steely, too
French, if you like. Hut there Is no getJinn away from the tremendously strong
personality behind that playing. It was
wonderful in its clarity, and Its sanity.
Olory be. Cortot is a French musician
who Is both clear and sane at this
moment when sanity in musk: fas In

Boulanger and

absolute seriou
quite the right note of
ness to all concerned.
"Tho What D ye Can i<- 1B *

Fhinnell

From Mrs.
\s the World Wags:

^

,
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biany other matters)
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and

Portugal,
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really torn

is

one of the four
in one
plays of mora! representations
be enacUrt m
which were supposed to Emanuel,
Khi,
honor of the marriage
Isabella, his queen
its setting,

,

.as feeling his way toward a personal
oint of view which he discovered hi the

Lhisetta and her lover at the end of the
fecund act by an overgrown huntingfcorn, but there is no doubt that they
five that much Jnstiflcatlon in that the
it urn arose from their first performin Manchester 22 years ago. when,
he writer remembers perfectly well.
performance was blessed, as It

'The Tr!umph of Death'

from

Candaule; Friant,

Perier,

a

.
There are also "The
and The^num
The death of Glazounoff at Petrograd 'The Triumph of Love'y'^^i^THumPh
report
the
that
hope
us
•
Let
is reported.
the end of each Play
At
Time.'
of
sl °'>
that
Is untrue.
It should be remembered
a process on. P°»space
Is supposed to be
Siof
Gorky.
considerations
during the war the deaths of
t was owing to
yet
deleted but one
loti and Challapln were announced,
that this .had to b«
Mr. Wells in his would dearly have liked to see the^pag
the three are alive.'
of
account
stage d ' r *£uo " s a
letters about Russia gave an
ant. for which the
Perom
r lot
meeting Glazounoff in disniail mood,
musicians; next t he m
Enter
with. The
died
Ue
fearing that he would be unable to comwond
the
tith
wounds, afwound
pose on account of shortage of music briella and
d Maria with their
wltol»»»ereU
paper. Of late years Glazounoff with
tour Furies with
ter them four
fatal facility wrote music that might
Revenge Murder Lust
scrib'd.
Lahave come from any well-equipped GerDrunkenness, singing.
,
He was Russian
man kapellmeister.
only In his early year*. His symphonies
do not show the romantic spirit or the
Russian wildness of his "Stenka Razin."
He was a master of writing strictly dec-

new and expresses no personal

i6int of view."
Scri:' bin's "Divine

°"y

Gyges.

ory as though they wore so many flg»ays
res of the Wcgnerian stage. He

othlng

*vn»i
and John Gay's 'The

!

I

*

t;

.

'

These prophecies and pawlong unexpressed
Save In round, empty clphcfr, futile O'a.
Kmblem of Nothing, out of Nothing born.
Destined for dVath

Nothing, ever Naugb,
Thus far tho poet—-then u grotto sought
In

—

te

Texas..

lonWAW

1.1

1114
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the negro
1" the Hrst Br0110
of a little.
costume
tho
ISfcIm- out In
Insisted on her
Sri while the pianist
an oMwore
vftoi wards she
Tlncinc
the Southern
fash toned costume for
costume for the
,„. s.ii>t
„
of the singer
SSSch. The good humor
the entertammon
and the ch;,v.uiec oi
S5. much pleasure to an audience that

ST
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and know In*

manner

TREMONT THEATRE —

'

.

she know

^had

not

the

for

been

weather.

your

IlCtl.

•Ion

play

:l

performance

Tlicodoiv Hi-vrley.
Michael Jaltray
disagreeable Perl Mason
Ponrl DelBttdo

De Iff ado

Ruby

Mrs. Henry V.
Mrs. Delsudo

a

"One."

Uwi»

Martin

Theodore Banco, K
Frances Starr
I'

Rowland

...

™ nces

Mar

e R.
("lar a

.

St

an

Burks

curtain.
Ono only wishes, when legs
,are so plentiful and comely, that voices
1 were more frequent, that the sounds
opened lips were music rather
I from

Sidney

Uabjy, Belmprj

1-u'u Ayrton
tho war. in England, there
extraordinary
an
itself
manifested
first
The
Interest in psychic phenomena.
wave of interest, spread to this country.
should
we
ago
years
"Twenty
Many said:
have laughed ot the Idea of wireless
telegraphy-of wireless telephony. These
things have become realities. Why not
psychic communication between indi-

All elevator girl

'PURPLE MASK'

During

HALE
PLYMOUTH THEATRE— First
Ry PHILIP

per
frrmanco in Boston of "The Purple
Mask," a romantic melodrama In Ave
acts adapted by Matheson Lang from
"La Chavallcr mi Masque" by Paul
Armont nnd Jean Manoussi. Troduced viduals?"
Mr.
It Is around such a question that
by Lee Shubert:
Knoblock has bullded his play of "One."
Due
Crmtcsubrlnnrl
C. Bfoood l'urber
sisAnna ml. Corate de Trev teres ... f.*n Dltrti'lieteln Ruby and Pearl Delgado are twin
The 'Martini* ile Ctamorgan.
ters. They are not so much two indi
Stephen Wriiflit
Mouili'iir de .YJorleve
Htchanl Hauler viduals, as two parts of one individual
The Viscount de .\for-«aMic
.Harold Cariitli
The temperament of one supplements
The Huron d« Vlvonno.
.iBpuch Took
tho other; Pearl Is a quiet. Intense perTho Abbe Brnchard
.Walter Howo
Lee Millar son; Ruby a vivid, temperamental creaBrlsqeet
Albert Hnvwn
a remarkable talent for
ture, with
Caut. Ijiverirals
.Orlando Dal.v
music. When the play opens, Ruby has
"it. Roche
gone to New York, from her home in
London, to play at a great concert.

antor Rosenblatt AVins Plaudits at Symphony Hall

bf
So far as connection goes. "Lilies
would do as well as "The
but
Midnight Rounders of Broadway,"
the box office would not do so welh
dancing and color— and
Girls,
legs,
Eddie Cantor. That is the story. U la
a lively story, not an idle moment from
the first song to the drop of the final

tho Valles"

Boston.
Randl* A'yrton

in

Philip Deaboroi.EH

...

Katie

we shall
lr,
msnnd nights and

Rounders of Broadway"

Edward Knob-

by

Noah retch

Cr.

Burton's

of
that

three acts,

First

lock.

of

rhnrgfl

In

R than noise.
1 But why carp at the absence of what
I you are not promised? Isn't any show
• enough with Eddie Cantor In scene 12

"Insurance?" it Is nothing short oi
genii
that could carry through a scen<
genius
character of that one; funny
or the
t
with largo results from
er;
minute,
c\
_ small means. The curve of the ap
plause wave would be easy to plot; high
9 places when Eddie appears, with sag
1 between. For Eddie was always funny.
I
There was good dancing, too. Burns
'

/

i|i>

Joaer Rosenblatt, the cantor tenor,
save a recital of Jewish songs in Symphony Hall yesterday afternoon. He
was accompanied by Stuart Ross, piansince Mr. Rosenist. In tbe few seasons
has met
blatt first appealed here he
with marked success, and the warmth
well as the
of his reception yesterday, as
generous applause which followed each
number On the program save evidence
is held by
of the esteem in which he

I

his people.

There were

of

sex oral

.

.

Madame Ann Is

A

showing more effectively the
and the expression of
by
"Clavellitos."
the cantor's voice.
song,
Valverds. and "Duleiniska." a folk
were sun* with power and feeling. senumbers were
In iddftion to these
Beethoven. Bizet
lections by Schubert.
Mr. Rosenblatt also gave
flexibility

II
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Attendances Growing at Con-H
vention Hall Recitals

find

some Sunday afternoon.
The orchestra of 65, conducted

by N

In the course of the 20 concerts, out of I
pure enthusiasm.
Yesterday's program was made up of
Wagner's prelude to "Lohengrin," and
introduction to Act III; two movements!
from Wieniawskl's violin concerto No.
Muscanto
1, in D minor, with Mischa
Haydn's "Surprise Symas soloist;
dessert—
for
tidbits
two
phony" and
oarISalnt-Saens" "Night in Lisbon"
Icarolle and Svendsen's "Carnival in

I

:

to sacrifice
daughters or wives for a king. The diold-fashioned
the
in
brisk
alogue is as
way as is the action. Tho acts and
the waits are short.
Mr. Ditrichstein plays with appropriate coolness and high-bred insolence,
tempered by a humor that is particularirritating to Brisquet. He rises superlor to every emergency, every peril,
An actor that has shown singular abllity in widely differing parts, ho also

orable

n
I

!

i

iSS BOBBY"

Costume Recital

Adela

the pianist. The program
luded songs of practice hour, songs
m the South, songs from old France,
gs of any day, and Liza Lehmann's
lutionary tales."
Jss BestJer has a light, clear voice,
sang to suit the. s'-ngs of various
racter;
songs by her. Weckellin,
i

i

1

in

this

was

ready

i

he

melodrama.

As

in.

The

indistinct,

Episodes of thrills, surprises, suspense.
j
presence of mind and daringj
^ Incredible
sympathetic1
IP on the part of the hero; a
"heroine charmingly acted by Mlsl

what more would one have
The drama should prosper during a loni
I7aTrf»xij

Iran.

last

of

night at

"Maytime,"
the Opera

play was as keen as ever. In the seeon dact notable acting by Otis Sherlda
as Mathew Van Zandt and Henry Norman as P. T. Barmim aroused in the
company a spirited snap that was elsewhere lacking. Play and players found
ready handicap in the undue distance of
the audience. Eileen Van Biene was satisfactory as Othillie Van Zandt, but

other

is

comedians was

performance

House was weaker but no less pleasing
than that of some two years ago. Although the music appeared to drag a
intrinsic interest of plot and
[bit, the

dent and romantic,
The part of Brisquet, was effectively
p.
portrayed by Mr. Brown, whose disguise as the Prefet was not merely a
matter of skillful make-up. Mr. Wright
the
U as the Marquis and Mr. Millar as nor
Fouche were excellent,
redoubtable
B
Kurt, playing the small
should Miss
have
m part of Sabine, be overlooked. We
(abbreviated the cast which on the bill
1 includes about ::0 characters. The minor
(parts were adequately taken, though at;
times »ho enunciation of some of the
I

appreciative.

-which opened

quietly authoritative, elespeech
jfeant in his bearing. Gesture and
As a lover, he Is arsignificant.
are
plays,

Miss Bobby" Bestler appeared at the
>ley-Plaza Hotel yesterday afternoon
her costume recital of songs for

aristocrats

ly

shines

in

[

—

>!

Hotel

a

j

Russian,

BESLER
SINGS FOR CHILDREN

keeper,

and imaginative performance,
To her
both as Pearl and as Ruby.
much
natural and convincing portrayal
due. It B
of the reality of the play is
mascompletely
a difficult role; she is
company are
ter of It. Her supporting
Mr. Ayrton. as
uniformly excellent.
Mr. DesDr. Petch, was notabiy good.
the lmBeverley,
Theodore
as
borough
peVuous lover, and Mr. Lewis, as Michtypes
contrasting
the
ael Jaffray. made
very Interesting. The large audience

thetic

Touches'
d' Aurevilly's "Chevalier des
4 and a hero of infinite resources, gallant bearing, ready to die for a cause
ready to live for his lady-love, inex-

his father

lusual gifts.

^Miss Starr

a drunken
Violish cook, a beautiful maiden, who
in
tries to save the hero by hiding him
her bedroom, and then partly undressing and setting into bed; here we were
reminded of the great scene in Barbey
toll-gate,

galore,

bavTng been a kapelmeister in the Russian arniy. His brother and two sisters
each play two or three different instrunents. He is the leader of the second
»Iins in the People's Orchestra, and
B solo performance yesterday revealed

was

convinced

'

Paris."

tttys

becomes

looking pistols, conspirators in a cellar,

[

children.

opened

a
a relentless detective, a marquis as
shop-keeper, forged letters, disguises

\

grown-up

—

Pearl
The story seems at first complex. As London,
of
the element of surprise is here all imthrough the scientific explanation
can never
portant, it is fair to future spectators
an old doctor, that the sisters
She decides
to say only this: a band of disguised
live without each other.
Irt
French royalists endeavor to rescue a that Ruby is the more important.
problem;
the
duke who, having conspired against the a unique 'way she solves
her
sends
Ruby;
to
Michael
republic and the first consul, is in the
she sends
she
hands of Fouche. The masked hero out-. own soul to Ruby; at one stroke
both in
Wits Bonaparte, Fouche, even his blunsecures for Ruby completion
career.
her
in
dering friends who, not knowing hl3 'personal life and
to those who wish
identity, bring him into danger, while
It would be unfair
just
the play to disclose here
they think they are helping their cause. jto sec
her
There is a constant struggle of wits 'what Pearl's "unique way" is. It is
must
between the Chevalier and Brisquet,
-radual realization of the part she
and
suspense
['the special agent of Fouche.
ulay that furnishes the
let us
In th© French play, the Chevalier de {interest of the play; therefore,
here.
Saint-Genest is plotting to kidnap Bonakeep it secret
Mr. Knoblock
De
Suffice it to say that
parte and take him to England.
very great nTrevieres takes It upon him to counter- lhas contrived a play of
most unusual
its
In
even
Iterest
It is.
feit the Chevalier, to throw the police
Almost
moments, entirely possible
Bonaparte accepts him
off the track.
other, in his
or
everyone at some time
as a bodv guard. When tho royalists
against,
up
come
has
experience,
own
lav a trap for the First Consul. Treincident that can not be exvieres rescues him, and is pardoned. |Uome
bv either physical o r meritarf
be
a
to
Plained
out
turns
who
Chevalier,
The
There are moments in the play,
laws
woman, is also pardoned.
when the dialogue savors a. little too
"The Purple Mask," is an entertalnalways inmuch of a lecture. But it is
good
the
of
drama
sensational
I inglv
attention alteresting; it holds one's
apparatus;
old school, with the whole
masks and cloaks, long- and wicked
gave a remarkably sympa-

1

ar.d

'

of Brisquet.

I

mr

Pear
although she realizes that if
interest
transfers her intense personal
she
aud life from her sister to Michael,
Hu'ov-must fail In her concert. Ruby
own
her
take
to
Pearl
unselfishly urges
her
happiness: Ruby decides to find
artists
own emotional strength as other
says.
she
as
do— "in love affairs."
an
She goes headlong, therefore, into
In the
affair with Theodore Beverley.
in
home
at
however.
meantime,

1

William Capron I
as concert master, has not one of thern-l
yat—jeceived a dollar, playing so far,

Copley-I'l.iza

"lork,

'

Broil Mollenhauer, with

at.

Dltrichstein

New

|

thither

|ppears

Mr.

in

•

of absolute

Mr. Muscanto is a young
member, of a talented family,

hero.

message

I

the real atmosmusic, where it is
auditors folobserve
lot uncommon to
owing the score even of symphonic
urorks. with the manuscript on knee,
ind thus rapturously delighting two of
their senses at once, may well journey

I

the

gets the

measure up to memories
to
Peggy Wood. Amusing and noteworthy burlesque was introduced by
Teddy Wr ebb's handling of the auction
scene in the third act. Perce Benton
failed

of
!

pleasurable truthfulness to
life in his impersonation of Claude Van
of
production
present
The
Zandt.
"Maytime" in a w£>rd is ably acted,
passably staged, and pleasing if not im-

brought
>

,

E

a

,

portunate.

ideal pair of male
nglllty enotigh for

Wedding of the Sun and the Moon quite
beautifully gorgeous and stunning.
Lew Hearn and Harry Kelley, as
(Irabapple and Deacon, made a hit
deservedly. Helen Bolton In Symphony
I and Dress really had a voice.
An enthusiastic audience was at lh«

I

•esterday.

ihere

Rubv

having been performed

1919.

28,

1™

:

The venture of the People's Symphony
rchestni-to make classical music popuw. at popular prices, in Convention
[all. appears to be meeting with sucess. Judging by the increased attendnce at the seventh concert given
,Ue who would

M

If*

1920.

t

I'

.(lie

riei'sr

Varu "' n "

the

hia season in "The Purple Mask" at
Booth's Theatre. New York, on Jan. 5,
when Brandon Tynan took the part

pro;

Alls!

aDout

was produced

Winthrop Ames produced the play as
"The Scarlet Mask" at Atlantic City
on June 2, 1919. with Richard Bennett
as

V sJmm Vro-I

It

at several. theatres.

several extra numc.rs.
III-

Nellie Burt

word

on Feb.

and Golub.

TVr Donnelcaenser
Th. W^rl lorfcfod

/.\Y. !T,yim Blessing

history of this
at the Theatre
Antoine, Paris, on April 9, 1013, with
Paul Kscoffier as the hero. There was
surprise because there were only 17 performances that year. Matheson Lang
adapted the play, called it "The Purple
Mask" and brought jt out at Plymouth,
Eng., on AprMl S3. 1918. where, he played
the hero, as he did in London, where
the play reached its 300th performance

-

I

"

Across the ocean. Pearl sends her own
supvitality and emotional strength to
technique.
musical
Ruby's
plement
they
together
that
know
sisters
Both
before
stand, divided they Tall. Just
New
in
concert
tho date of Ruby's
both
York, Michael .Taffray, with whom
Pearl and
sisters are in love, comes to
through
Pearl,
asks her to marry him.
and her
the psychic power which she
sister possess, asks Ruby if she 1e
be.
should
ing that the engagement

with

swingers,

a whole company. And the costumes
were always Interesting, sometim
washwoman
mother's
Pcnrod's
like
leaving nothing to the imagination, but
the
in
and
clever
sometimes really

W

.

Sabine

drama.

pleasing

8

leg

.

.

these
on the program and
"Yishta
enthusiasm.
aroused- much
most
the
were
"Achenu."
and
bach"

I

.

.

positions

prnritv

.

.

own com-

his

'"and Foran made an

.

. . .

Cantor with "Midnight

Idie

FRANCES STARR

ml dialect.

it

\
j

Majestic last night with a manner thai
betokens a successful run for the show

WILBUR THEATRE—First

producBoston of "When Wo Are
acts
by
Young." a comedy in three
Kate L. McLaurin. Cast:
Henry Hull
Harper
tion

in

Alma Tell
Laurie Brown..
.George Marion
W. Balfour
Jamison Harper
.Grace Rsals
Mrs. Tanner
..Helen Gllmoro
Mareet Blair
Dorothy Day
Halcyon Day
..Oliver Hall
;
Leo Martin
ZSWY.
When we are young the world is supposed to be rose-tinted with romance
and ideals— and illusions. When we ara
real
old, everything is alleged to be
and drab. That romance can seek out
.

.

.

New York

I
I

boarding

youth even in a
house is charmingly shown in what
happens to Carey Harper, star boarder,
spendthrift scion of wealth and "quaV
depart*
ity," and Annie Laurie Brown,
ment store girl, of the upper hall roonv
That vouth Is a matter of the heart
frosted,
without reference to years or
spirit
hair is portrayed in the youngest
and grizzled
in the play, that of bent
Sam. the negro, valet who has cared
since he waa
for "Mistah Carey" ever
puts
a curly haired baby, and still

T

,

'

and "gets him up."
Sam
And if it had not been for ideals,
vouthful enthusiasm and faith in
in "quality," the roinanca
I,, honor and
would- haT*
of \nnle Laurie and Carey
For it was he wh«
been shattered.
*al
locked her in Carey's room as she
going away through the machinations
Jamison,
uncle.
of Carev's "hard-fact'.'
tangla
and so detained her till the bad
nn«
could be straightened out and the
Laurlo
Annie
job that was begun when
himself,
shoot
to
not
Carey
persuaded
hut to go to work shovelling snow couM
Caray
be completed, as it was. when
took Annie Laurie in his arms and

him

to bed'.'

kissed her.
It is

a

ana

,

ujretty story, interestingly

1

plentiful
With a
told
dramatically
sprinkling of keen thrusts at the cheap
and tawdry and false in human nature.
made doubly attractive 1*-' thd
is
It

appreciative, sfnsitive and intelligently
sympathetic manner of its telling by all
the actors in the cast.
Fortunately for Sam's Importance to
thr story and the persons involved. h!1

character could.be in no more capable
hands than those of Mr. Marlon, whbwj
delightful portryal of the faithful old
darky soul is constantly the cb,ief feature of the performance.
Mr. Hall and Miss Tell are only n
shade behind him as the board::):; h'-ulovers, while Grace Itiasia In e8»
as an unusual boarding house misty
''
'
and Mr. Balfour is egjPP'Prlal
tensive as Jamison Harper, a lilt.e UM
much so, perhaps.
Miss Day and Miss Hall arc rrve
•ing and much revealed strays from th*
"punworld that Carey leaves
'

1

snow and win Annie

Laurlo.

ON KEITH
•

Keith':.

Vcek

ha?

BILL

inleresting

bill

i

h)s

a lot of clever people worlty
ing earnestly and generally successfully
to provide a variegated entertainment,
Long Tack Sam. an old fmvoriie n Boa*
ton in back with his company of 'hin-»
ese acrobats, jugglers, conjurers
and
witli

;

i

all- around

performers,

of snap Into their act.

William
neiii

give

L.

who put

pleat}

Gibson and Begin* Con*

playlet "The Honeymoon.'
which is a sort of modem "Taming of
Lhe Shrew.;
Tootsic. the poodle, shared
the honors of a smart little comedy.
Bessie Wynn, another familiar aru
liiiiin' -in. ..
,.f
Boston vaudeville p*.
'a
1

1

J

—

1

^7
Diamond and Brennan In »
"Fisherman's J.nck" gives "S
more music and comedy. Vaughn Conv
I fort a tenor of the McCorml^k order,
sings melodiously and is artisrHcalb
Is abld
helped by Jay West Jones, who
anything
to make the piano do about
to.
I he wants it
The Musical. Hunters open with fl
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novelty In which the lady member
bewildering
the sketch obliges on a
number ami variety of instrumental
S Poole v and Storey are dancers and
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Dorr, Once More

As the World Wags:
hasten to assure my friends from
I
I had no Intention of
casting obloquy upon the memory of
Thomas W. Dorr. I have never Investigated the case thoroughly, but have
long had the Impression that Mr. Donwas a much ahused man, and that history in tho future would accord him the
Justice which his contemporaries with•
held or denied.
The single point of comparison was
between the reticence of those who interred Daniel Shays and that of those
who set up the tombstone at the grave
of Thomas W. Dorr. Of the former, it
might almost be said, "They carved not
a line; they raised not a stonej But .eft
him alone with his"— records.
With Mr. Dorr the case was different.
The eloquent silence of his tombstctie
appeased his friends and stopped the
mouths of his enemies. None could well
object, Too much" or "Too little!" It is;
not easy to kick at nor to criticise, Nothing. Whatever might have been written,

Cambridge that
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VE CONCERT FOR
ITALIAN ORPHANS

MAULS SHREW

\

way

The sufferer should take rue With
wine, nitre In tionled water, hartwort or
carrot, cumin, ginger, calamint, Celtic
nard, castor in oxycrate (or this externally with old Sicyonian oil), vinegar
Aetius recomof squills or oxymal.
mends the application of a cupping inheat
to breast,
strument with great
stomach and back. Dloscorides: feet In
hot water, tepid draughts, hot fomentaRhases bellcve:tions to the stomach.
in calefacients, pepper, rue, cumin in
vinegar. Mother urges venesection, cold
air, cold drinks.
A notable medicine Is
compounded of colewort, with corian"If
der, dill, honey, pepper and vinegar.
the pitch of the stomache 'be anointed
therewith, the Patient shall euidently
perceiue that It will dissolve the wind
Try
and puffing ventosities therin."
mint with the juice of a pomegranate.
A decoction of anise seed or the smell
taken up into the nose will help; this is
true of dill seed. Wild sisymbrium or
thymbraeum helps some. The sweet
rush called squinanth stinteth the hiccups; so do wild ehervile seeds in vinegar. Plain vinegar was an old remedy.
Try white hellebore, also hemonlum. A
lmement of asplenum or hemionion has
helped. Lichens in drink represseth the
nuisance. To sneeze is a ready way to
be rid of hiccups. The following remedy
deserves a separate paragraph. We find
It
in Pliny the Elder's "Strange and
wonderfull things obserued in beasts."
"Whosoeuer do find and take vp an
horseshoe taken from the house (an
ordinary thing that happeneth upon
the way when a horse casteth his
sbooe) and lay the same vp. they shall
find a remedy for the yox, if they do
but call to mind and thinke vpon the
place where they bestowed the same."
Hut M!r. Topsell gave a somewhat
different remedy:
"If that any man
do get and put up the shooe of a Horse
being struck from his hoof as he travelled in his pace (which doth many
times happen) It will, be an excellent
remedy for him against the sobbing in
the stomach called the HIcket."
We now quote from Mr. Thomas Lupton's Invaluable book (1627): "Stop both
your cares with your fingers and the
hlckop will goe away within a while
after.
Proued." Also (book vl. 4.): "It
Is
proud, and a secret; that if you
glue to tliem that haue the Hlckop
ry
,
morning three houres before
meate, one roote of grcene Ginger, and
immediately
after
drinking
two
draughts of Malmesey, you shall see
that he will be soone cured.
Kmperici
benedlctl victoril."
Still simpler
cures:
Pull
the ring
finger (1727); throw cold water in the
face (1544); hold the left thumb in the
right hand (1D84).; accuse the patient
falsely of some vice or crime (1621); tell
him bad news, anything that will excite
great attention.
.
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gram was as follows: Bach, Chromatic,
Sonata In
iFantasIe and Fugue; Mozart,
brutality-in
varia'amount of apparent
major (k 832) Beethoven, 32
F
the servants
op. 62
scene where, alone after
tions C minor; Chopin. Nocturne
and
cowed
been
Barcarolle,
and Katherine have
No. 2, Mazurka op. 07 No. 4;
and
drink
In
Etude
pours
*
Sauer,
roared down, he
Etude op. 25 No. 2;
game. There is
Rhapsody,
scans the cards of the
octaves; Liszt, Hungarian
jith
aud.enor
the
his chance to take
N
threw u a*aj_
born in
[HUBERT THEATRE—First Boston jj him-and Mr Hampden
Is' said that Miss Clug,
I°t
studied
slightest feeling ot
the
musishown
Show;
Had ne
New Tork 20 years ago. has lr.
..ppearance of the Passing
had
New
scenes., kinan^s underneath his rfiansh'p;
on.v in that city. She played
,al revue in two ac-s and 18
nc
hlmselt,
ocat
The
year
aughed
£
HarOct. 19 of this
York
on
he above all.
vluelc by Jean Schwartz, lyrics by
quote
play. Instead.
Shucasion was her "formal debut to
would have made a fine
old Atteridge, produced by S. S.
the
over
Program
minotaur
Her
the New York Times.
he gloated like a
was the same as the one of last night,
*Mueic, color and mirth form the keyrespectthe play, one
of
smugly
ShuMr.
for
en'd
and
Show,
|?
the
orthodox
Passing
sternly
a
Tater at
ote of the
toward him But able program. There was no room for
Four.
bert has taken the Avon Comedy
feels "etur disposed
Katherlne
imTo
modern
of
flock
doing.
a
dissonant
any dissolutely
lames Barton, Kyra and
this Is none of his
her final
pressionist or revolutionary.
user lights and around them has J [belongs the credit of making
that
eloquen
been,
Beethoven's Variations had
raped a riot of color with enough tune- I speech of submission so
If
and
melodies to keep Boston whistling Ifcr her sake we forgave Petruchlo.
it
written within the last 20 years
er,
;or months.
I
signed
by Henry Smith or Ernst Muel
Increases
Dignity
pianist
be
could
Katherine's
Each of the above-mentioned
or Adolphe Martin would any
m
an
time
Avon
them.
The
in.
with
dhow.
any
audience
scene
d
of
tot centre
venture to bone an
It is a slight
is the
of
Four—whom Boston remembers from Incise, as the play goes, but itscene
Pianists to whom even the name
in
the time when they graced the small ^ >kev to the whole-this short
Beethoven is a fetish, forget Beeas
himself
variations.
display
these
,ime vaudeville circuits until they were
about
thoven's remark
which Petruchio can
be disguised other
picked up for "real shows"— has ImHearing Stretcher's daughter practising
-(artist, however he
comparable to the them one day, he asked, "Who wrote
They now boast two
proved much.
is fairly
It
awhere,
"Why, you did,
singers and two comedians who sing
that foolish stuff?"
when the occasion requires. Their com- •
"O Beethoven. he
replied the girl.
bit
with
a
coupled
and
bright,
ody is
apostrophized himself. "What an ass
of weird eccentric dancing to the tunc
f
e
fineness
strikes
i
which
*
for
of most any old ditty
on°e° chance
Miss Clug hai a certain facility; In
|trrow awa°y
them, they provoke much laughter.
some respects an advanced mechanism,
Is
She
ety.
James Barton couldn't do much else
agreeable
ernoenbtl
in piano passages she has an
than make an audience laugh If her
cowed
touch; her fortissiml chords- are b. itHis feet are educated to the K fbeyond doubt a shrew, and when
her.
tried.
fleet;
be
She can
tic and noisy.
point where they we almost as ex- %
runs are smooth and even. But her
Barton
I
Mr.
arms.
Zyra's
as
Sresslve
better technical qualities are often obances and stops the show in the second 1
scuied by her Immature Interp.etation.
His impersonation of a drunken i
ict.
She is given to unmeaning and sudnan in- the first act was so real the ^ I she even dignified Petruchlo.
den accentuation: violent and Jarring
iudlence howled— some for one reason.
She has not yet learned to
contrasts.
He could
Rare Parrish Setting
ithers for another reason.
beauUrelease a phrase naturally and with
was
scenery
easily overdo and ruin It, but he doesn't. I I
the
For the rest,
rhetorical effect. Frequently last night
Indeed.
Me picks a fight with his "besht fren; 1
Maxfleld Parrish style.
she dismissed ph ases as though the
klncha" and takes at least two minutes 1 ful in a
been Sinhave
almost
keys were for the moment hotter than
to light a match and another one to } 1 Petruchlo might
the
for
furnace
Nebuchadnezzar's
ruffian of romance
He simply could
'light his cigarette.
or some other
1
When she Is
three Hebrew children.
Mr. L«
to ktep either the match
[riot manage
portrays him. And
serenthe
appreciate
Parrish
may
she
older
place long
lor the (cigarette In one
was always llty
of Mozart's music and understand
opertl as Blondello
1
enough to bring the other to it.
that his allcg.o is our allegro moderZyra made the squirming of serpents
realist;
lato; that his adagio means very slow,
seem like an Imitation, and so
U
las Is indicated by the elaborate orna"was the sight of her arms writhing
of
he does "0' hl
/
^heVower
8
Her reading of the music
sn
1 mentation.
ground her face that half the audlenco
him- Iwtis too spasmodic, with crashing consersinuous,
gusped. She Is the most
trasts, a performance In restless, alpentine object Boston has seen for many
Clark.
is
no easy
It
most neurotic spirit.
.moons.
task, the playing or singing of MoThe fashion parade was colorful. The
It is much easier for a
The theme
zart's music.
settings were gorgeous.
to give a thunder-and-llghtpianist
of the whole show "Tumble Inn"
piece
;
111 not new to Boston, for It came from
nlng performance of some ultra-modern composition or a rhapsody by
New Tork long ago and Is being whistown.
tled and played around
L t. Nor 1b It within the power off
t;ven when hie reputaThe action is generally fast,- and the
Kearns.
.
_. m «[ n another e\ery pianist,
express the moods and
girls easy to look at.
on tion is great, to
Chopin.
emotions of
in
t,B
night and
fTU
the
There have been severe and prolonged
nlghts in "The
VS
Saturday nights
and
e«
n
mat
leases of hlccupa in Boston this month.
Shrew" for ^ e ^ ne° ..The
In
Servant
se
The
and in
A hiccup epidemic is reported In New
i Friday night,
"
or rj
House" on the one nlgnt
|| the
(York. The Dally Chronicle of London
^
»ays that many In that city have been
afflicted with almost Incessant hiccups
for two or three days. "It Is apparently an Import at 'on from France, for In
Walter Hampden says that ShakcParis It haa become an epidemic, and
speare intended "The Taming of the
Voting Artists Appear at Benefit in
j|
seems likely to assume that character
f] Shrew" as farce.
Well and good
Jordan Hall
in London."
| on a sensible basis none would perA benefit concert for the Italian sailevening
ors' war orphans was given last
The creator
Some epell the word "hiccough." This
il ttiaps care to dispute.
light
was
program
The
Hall.
at Jordan
spelling came from the erroneous Im[I (of Beatrice and Rosalind, especially
very pleasfligly presented. The artand
pression that "cough" had something to
I lr>f
Beatrice, could hardly intend
ydting and the stage was eviP ists were
do with the ailment. Earlier forms of
Here Shakespeare
else.
{1 anything
dently novel to them, but they appeared
spelling
were
"hlckock,"
"hlcket."
at their best.
J (had no "message" for the world;
There are other variants. Odd names
Dl Pesa, soprano, sang Rosa,
Mrs.
his
'i there he kicked his heels and put
for the
disease
are
"yex,"
"yox."
Donizetti:,
Sllenzlo,
nel
Regnava
ITctl:
"yoke"; these names are preserved in'
i| kongue in his cheek— if indeed it was
Ave Maria (violin obligato), Cherublni:
English
dialect.
PapUlon.
There
Is
a
line
Wekerlin;
In
dltes mol,
I Maman
U hot Garrick who did it. But whoChaucer: "He yexeth and he speketh
Forudrain; The Little Gray Dove, Saar;
lever, let us call it farce.
thurgh the nose."
U Then
Nodler, commenting
Don't come in sir, please, Scott. Mrs.
what is to be Its character- as
l\
on the French word "hoquet," mentions
Pi Pesa was at her best in The Little
farce? It has not the obscenity of the
the
Latin "singultus," the Flemish
the smoothness of
where
Dove,
Gray
fl,J"Merry Wi^es" nor the quaintnesS of
"hick," the Celtic "hak.'V He also says
her voice was brought out.
I'uthe tomfoolery of Bottom and his crew,
that an etymologist seeks the origin of
Mr. Del .Sardo. violinist, played Hafjait must rely to a large extent on horsethe
word in the Hebrew "enka," meanIt must also—
tffjplay without subtlety.
banera, Saraete: Blue Lagoon, Wlnirnsc "sob."
and this Is Important— have a back
ternitz; Pierrot Serenade, Randan^-sr;
In New York sufferers are- advised to
ground of understanding good humor.
Unmanza Andaluzza, Sarasate: Polontake 10 swallows of water without a
aise In D, Winlawski.
The audience
breath; a spoonful of sugar saturated
Injects Brutal Element
culled for an encore to Randagger's
with vinegar: or to drink out of a glass
Mr. Hampden furnished his audience]
Pierrot Serenade. Mr. Del Sardo played
backward. Dr. Royal S. Copeland, who
Krelsler's Viennese Street Song.
Mr.
the Arlington with
last evening at
classes the ailment as a nervous form
Del Sardo's playing was well-rounded
plenty of horse-play. Justifiable and unof influenza, suggests lying on the back,
and his tones good.
doubling the knees, relaxing the abjustifiable.
He did not give the backMisses Alice and Mabel Wood, dancers,
dominal
ribs, and pressing the fingers
ground of humor th.it the play demands.
g.ive the Stephany Gavotte. Miss Alice
vinder them.
Wood was most captivating In her preFor that rc.ison, though the audience
We do not wish to poach on the pra"The Naiighty Little
of
sentation
applauded the slap-stick, the Interpreserves of good qld Doc Evans, but we
Clock" which had a "tendency to be
tation must stand as leaning toward
cannot
refrain from publishing long apfast."
brutality.
proved remedies. Let us all do good to
Miss Mary H. De Vanny. pianist,
Petruchlo Is to tame the wild spirit of
one
another.
played Rondo Capricloso. Mendelssohn;
Kntherlne the Shrew. He enn do this
If he Is the
Sonetta del Petrarca, Liszt; Polonaise
las an artist or as a brute.
Sure Cures
trtlst he must take the whole thing a.-*
op. 53, Chopin; Prelude, Debussy, Mi?.i
she only way to make Katherine
First, let tis consult the wisdom of
De Vanny was the artist of the fcvening.
he
he
If
Is a brute
of
Mendelssohn's
Kvoitliv of love.
Ifcr
interpret;*! ion
the ancients.
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Fat and Lean
As the World Wags:
^
Reading your rather impartial comments on the attractiveness of women
both fat and otherwise, I recalled an
anecdote told by Mmc. Lo Brun in her
"Souvenir.-." She relates that the Duchesso de Mazarln had become so enormously fat that the putting on and lacing of her corsets was a somewhat tedious affair requiring an endless amount
of time. Now It happened the Turkish
ambassadors? were In Paris and went to
the ouera. Some one asked them who,

among

the ladles In the boxes, pleased
them most. They replied without hesltation that the Duchesse de Mazarin
was by far the handsomest since shu
was much the fattest.
(I have omitted part of the story as i
was unable to give it a ivorthy transla-
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symphony;

Domo

G minor, No.
piano: Lalo, Overture to "Le
Percy Grainger was the pianist.
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fit

to

solve,

mixing
teat. I enjoyed the meal hugely,
tofjaad mashing the fish and potatoes
my playmate sulked and
1 gather, but

yesterday
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yet

was

It

all

over

50

years

village to live elsewhere,
and when I went back 20 years afterward Freddy was a man In authority,

ago.

my

I left

of the street railbarely nodded to me, and was
Tet I
In every way a superior 'oeing.
have always associated him— perhaps ha
became president of the railroad comsour-floured
taters and
pany— with
gravy. What is sour-floured gravy? I
on cookery,
books
have looked through
Linfront the one by Apicius to Mrs.
to
coin's; from the pages of Athenaeus
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kindness. Under rpugh exteriors warm
hearts beat. The strong undercurrent
of altruism makes one forget trouble
and love to live. That's a vacation ing

yet

Is

as

in
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Italian

G-Minor,

"The Sea.'
yjnlinist

'

Dunch of posies to his dear old whitehaired mother. The smile in her Irish
blue eyes as she bowed her thanks

or
it.

cheered us on our way and sweetened
the experiences of the day. Turning to
me, he said, "It's the little things that
count." "Yes," I replied. "In the building of character—

Isolde

No.

Hadyn.

style;

Symphony"; Bruch,

"Military
Concerto,

who

Schubert. "Overture In

follows:

C-Major,"

One morning the car made an extra]
and the man at the wheel with H
the grace of a diplomat delivered a I

will be repeated tonight.
of the concert next week

The concert
The program
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itself.

stop,

itself.

concert was too long,
The concen.
Tne
would have missed JJaio's
Mr Monteux's interpretation or

;

It
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And so, well-worn as the conflcEmcy
fresh life, nor
certo is. yesterday it had
by the
was the workmanship displayed
of
the only attractive feature
composer
the music

trying
thing, especially after a, day of
It aids digestion and mculbusiness.
cates the (almost) lost art of patience.
calms the mind to a .poise that per-

mits and encourages the appreciation
of the little amenities of life.
This particular trolley carries the
'mail part. way: it will lug your laundry to the next town and return when
ready—I mean, of course, when the
laundrv is ready, not the trolley— it wilt
drop a pint of milk here for "Sally In
our alley" and a bag of spuds there for I
always get the
home consumption.
morning papers at the tavern; the con- I
ductor distributes them with a smile |
and at cost. We are all friends togethcr, each trying to do the other a'W
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all
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detailed performance of
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men too often readimpatient
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Played the familiar conmusical manner.
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and

Tumar-

appearance
This is his
Of the ash wood." — Thomas Lupton, ian army.
He is truly in earnest about
in Boston.
Mizaldus,
for
trying,
worth
is
1C7. This
too much so, and his
Paris his art. perhaps
or Antoine Mizauld, wi-.o died at
seemed forced and overastrolo- presentation
in 1378, was a learned physician,
Mr. Giuca was sufHowever,
books in dramatic.
ger, prophet. He wrote many
from a slight cold and possibly
We commend fering
folio and octavo form.
did not appear at his best.
the recipe to those wishing to drive rats Mr. Tumarkin played Liebestraume
out of Boston and New York.
Xo. 3, Liszt; Scherzo, B fiat minor,
No. 6, Liszt: PerChopin; Rhapsody,
gradu
petual Motion, Weber. He is a
Socrates Bigamist?
Conservatory,
England
New
the
ate of
v World
ii Wags.
w-^U the
lately has
of Mu^c in the piano and
Apropos of the question whether Socra- fceen assoc a t e d with Hans Ebel, the
though
Tumarkin,
atyour
invite
Mr.
me
let
pianist.
wives,
two
Russian
te3 had
musician and an artist
tention to a passage In "The Deipnosoph- young, is a true
Mr.(
playing,
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instrument. In
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"
^" his
.
4 ,v,^^,.„ u mno'-on
lists" of the learned Athenaeus (Boon.
bit too heavy.
lr ar jt n s left haBCi is a
|XIII., 2):
Tnia wa3 shown in Liebestraume, where
"One rr ight fairly blame those who at- tne melody covered the accompaniment,
was heartily appreciated by
touted to Socrates two wives. Xan-His work
6 audience.
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__iippe and Myrto. the daughter of Arts-"*
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was (Mark Twain

a rnvth, but 'experience teaches. What
'do you think of a crew that will sidetrack a trolley car and send a man
into
a neighboring orchard for his.
No one obpockets full of apples?
lected because the fruit was shared
Iwith all on board. I like that sort of
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duce the philosopher?"
Toonerville Trolley
T used to think the
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Barcarola (Balto in Mas
the mice that are oncavallo;
R.
chera) G. Verdi: VIsione Venezlana,
and
them,
toward
Amore e
run
will
nigh them
I3ro?i: Marechiare. P. Tosti;
though they nolore
Aderno; Ch'ella mi credai
so will leap into the fire, as
UberTe lontano (The Girl of the Golden 1
should come to help their poor impri:;West). Puccini.
oned friends and neighbors. The cause Mr. Giuca has Just arrived in America
whereof Mizaldus ascribes to the smoke after completing his service in the Ital-

I

in

was

Charms Against Hiccups
England the repeating of rhymes
worked a cure,

pK

noise; whereat

a concer t

«* suffering
V^fn

the
tor
body, unable to pay

do nothln' for ever and
B.

fju.

of

i

gling the notes to produce it?" Just at
this juncture—and Junction— the car took
a siding, and the big chief in stentorian^
tones told us to change cars for Concord. "Ah!" I mused. "Of course. Concord. Emerson, Thoreau! If T.'occasion
fait le larori' do not surroundings pro-

Griffes,

of

t

gf^gT
nnmP o^r
comyo-o
when

now. don't weep for

appeared In a Joint recital
The prolast evening.
Hall
Jordan
at
Vsainst M-ce
favorably,
and
balanced
well
was
«r* two ofrTre quick mice in a received by the and er.ee
the
Long or deep earthern pot. and set
Denza, it
Mr. Giuca sang Melodle, L.
r,i^h ..ntr, a fire made of ash

a

I

^

Ikin,. pianist*

I

R
an

former louno. ^""^""that
that he alone
q{
a sepulchral solemnity

i

•'Come, come," the bells do crj
sick, I

eat,

,

H

I

Swords may not fight with fate;
Earth still holds ope her gate;

am

be

will

EUGENE

Boston.

Strength stoops unto the grave;
Worms feed on Hector brave;

I

there

for
never,

For I'm going

(1567-1600).

Is but a flower.
wrinkles will devour:
Brightness falls from the air;
Queens have died young and fair;
Duet hath closed Helen s eye;

sick,

nor sweepln

done,

Til be where loud anthems are constantly J^jg^y-.-. Syrnp hony
But.'S no voice. I'll get clear of the .. Th e symphonic P oem

Beauty

am

t

wishes;

Which

I

aln

For, where they don't
'washln' of dishes.

swift goes by;

must

I

,

nor sewln'.

Rich men. trust not In wealth:
Gold cannot buy you health;
Fhyaic himself must fade:
All things to end are made;

The plague

goin'

Where washln'

I

words that express your thoughts? Does
a composer tlrmlt in notes, or can he
dream a wonderful melody without gig-

Her last words on earth were, 'My friends,

me

I

man now
he pour.
Tschaikowsky's letters whenThe secon^
out nis soul ,ln confine-

corre-

„

hired.

any of you fellows
know?" Mr. Johnson sighed and looked
about him. He was alone. After a cerany
tain age no man wishes to hear
reminiscences except his own.

By THOMAS NASHB

In

find

your

I

spondent, John Roe, Is as follows:
"Here lies a woman who always was tired.
She lived In a house where help wasn't

I'"

ignorance.

f

For Mr. Roe
As the World Wags:
The epitaph sought by your

He

road.

we

that

assure

H

Rlmsky-Korsakoff or that of Borodin,
Perhaps
even that of Balaklreff.
never
mannerisms,
Tschaikowsky's
more noticeable than in this symphony,a
o
repetition
annoy them; the endless
solo Innegligable phrase by various
struments or groups of
of themat 0
certain coarseness in choice
shriek his
material; his tendency to
which
emotions; a gloomy atmosphere
Yet, now and
ho breathed as a man.
eloquently
are
hen, in "Manfred" there
Manfred and AsBvronic moments.
portrayed by tnelr
tarte are strongly
remorse derespective themes. Scorn,
»°rth. wMe the
spair are thundered
Astarto are
memory and tho vision of
now hu
expressed with a tenderness
unearthly

\w

;

or

J
or

let

contrimiters
and appreciative
readers that one does not have t" tra\# l
ro very many miles from the Hub to f'J
get Into on environment of plebeian UfeH
well permeated with a philosophy that
may be a bit clumsy and inadequate in (PI
Its nomenclature, but i» certainly re-Waj
freshing in Its straightforwardness and
well worthy of intimate study on the T3
part of any one interested in the mental
activity of the masses.
I used to think that the barbers and
|
hotel waiters had absorbed most of the Ij
knowledge otrtstdo that promulgated
through the classic halls of our univer- t
sities and colleges, as I had been ac- hi
customed to hear in "tonsorial empor- <S
iums and hunger parlors" very wise dis- Y%
sertations on abstruse subjects, but
when I overheard the motorman andrl
conduclftr on the Toonerville trolley dis-fj
cussing Einstein's Relativity, and theffl
terms of the $5000 reward offered for the
test popular exposition of that doctrine. In
sat erect and gave my ear drum
I
chance to register— and it did. Said'thefl
first speaker: "If a man on a train ofB
cars going 60 miles :ui hour runs toward
the engine at the rate of 10 miles a.n
hour, how fast is ho passing over theM
earth's surface, and"— with a smile— "if
he keeps it up (tan he beat the train ffi
into the station? Or. reverse the process 1
and let the passenger run toward the',
rear .of the train at the same speed, H
what progress is he then making over h
terra linna?" "Well." replied the con- P
ductor. "That's easy enough to 'figger fc
out," but here's one that will cost a I
night's rest if you get started on it: £
"Can you think without thinking the
iislute

.

—

|Tw

Quphaughurst,

veara not been over-friendly towards
Tschaikowsky's music. It does not apmusic or
peal to them so much as tho

—

-

eat.

not

He was practically
more apparent.
hounded to the task by Balaklreff. who
sketched a program for him In 1882,
told Him what ho should and should not
do assuring him that Byron's tragedy
as' a subject for a symphonic poem had
contemporaneous interest, "for modern
humanity Is such because It knows not
how to preserve Us ideals."
The performance yesterday was imThe French
pressive and brilliant.
musicians and critics have for some

He found no refugo from the pursuit
Love.
Walter Savage Landor represents Socrates addressing a poem to Aspasia—
ho writes the poem for him and Aspasia writing to Cleone: "I was sorry that
Socrates should suffer so much for me.
Pardon the Mb, Cleone! Let it pass: I
was sorry Just as we all are upon auch
occasions, and wrote him this consolaThen follows her Landor's—
tion."
poem. Landor, later in his book, quotes
Aspasia as writing to Anaxagoras: "Our
friend Socrates has taken a wife. In
every danger he has been thought singularly brave; and, if she Is what she is
represented, the action proves It."—Ed.

"Why, Freddy, said his
Don't you
I mother, 'what's the matter?
'Naw.' growled Freddy. 'Well,
I like It?"
And Freddy anI What do you like?'
Iswered: 'Tat era and sour-floured gravy.'
fresh in
scene and the talk
I my mind as If 1 hod sat with Freddy

would not

I

a

had

symphony

The "Manfred"

been played at these concerts for nine
years. In no ono of Tschaikowsky's important works. Is the composer's labor

Great Poem tee, escape Uie tierce contagion,
But yielded to the fiery might of Venus,
And to tlic fascinations of the sex,
Laying his cares down at Aspasla'a foet:
And though all doubts of naturo ho could

know how
It,

2 for the
Rol d'Ys,"

Concerto In

K

$16 to $35 a week,
to serve the codfish so that

H

Pleasure
"The
Khan"; Salnt-Saens.

Grlffos.

Kubla

of

As the World Wags:
Talk about the philosophy of Herkimer
Johnson, or your own fascinating remin- Hi
scenes from Clamport, or that geyser
of
political
and social wisdom at

"Manfred"

Tschalkowsky,

follows:

|

where from

Cheery— O!

Symphony

j

I

took place yesterday afternoon In
Tho program was as
Hall.

lor,

j

j

Sym-

phony Orchestra. Mr. Montcux conduc-

|

cooks, even those that are asking any-

legend says that, before Ihe da
of Pharaoh, the Egyptians lived
pistachio^ which made them a wit
lively race.
But tho tyrant, l'emar
Ing that the domestic ass, which ea
beans, Is denegcrate from the wild a:
uprooted the pistachio-trees and coi
pellcd the liegeB to feed on beal
which made them a heavy, gross, co
ardly people fit only for burdens."

By PHILIP HAFTe
10th concert of the Boston

The

Beverly.
GEORGE P. BOLIVAR
Yes, Mr. Bolivar, Diogenes Lacrtius
also quotes Aristotle with regard to the
two wives of Socrates. Bocckh believes
Mr. Herkimer Johnson, taking ms
that Myrto was tho flrst wife, Lefebvra
In
a: the Porphyry yesterday, was
de Villebrune. In his notes to Athenaeus,
young
was
I
"When
reminiscent mood.
says there was an Athenian decree altrick of Inlowing a husband to have children by a
;n my ItttU village. I had a
second woman as concubine. "Socrates
of
vttlng myself to dinner at the houses
could not have had/two wives at the
schoolmate*, nor did floggings at home
same time." Socrates, by the way, was
not at all "averse to tho sweet sex"— to
break me of It /or some time. I remema BJ borrow
,
UO. ,W" Sir Thomas Browne's phrase.
ber once I went to a house where
Witness his conversation with the bcauboy s mother had prepared a dish of
tiful Theodota, as reported by XenoAilWlll codfish and baked potatoes for
phon. Note also the lines of HermeI am
slanax of Colophon:
the noon me*l, a dish of which
but few
Nor did the wlseat of all mortal men,
uxtravagantly fond today,

MM

"A

TSCHAIKOWSKY'S
"MANFRED" HEART

and Deme-

ceded In It by Aristotle, who rolates
the same story In his treatise on
Unless perhaps
Nobleness of Birth.
this
license was allowed by a decree ut that time on account of the
scarcity of men, so that any one who
pleased might have two wlvos. to which
it
must toe owing that the comic poets
make no mention of this fact, though
they very often mention Socrates. • • •
Panaetlus the Khodlan has contradict od
those who make this statement about the
wives of Socrates."

a double chin,
doable pleasure

low does Tennyson stand on the
In drawing the picture of Rose
a delicate suggestion of plumpn tho olhor hand, in th>» name

Uncle

For Bostonians

iTTlr.f]

111.

trius Phalareus.

when he

patetic,

do«M« chuck

In

men who made

statement are Callisthenes,

her Precious Leg"

H1

l

1";

Menges

"\ ioim
Debussy,

will be

the

••

'Nothing useless

Is

or low.,

Each thing in Its place Is best:
And what seems but Idle show

Strengthens and supports the rest!'
R- I*
Boston.

w

-

Karl
Tell;

And

with

lids the western hills
appear.
hi. n old Janus doth
Into the future year.
Peopi
say.
With such a look as seems to way.
The orosi t is not good that
to sec.
sights
ill
rise
we
;
Thus do
to
A d 'gainst ourselvesIcarof
tb»
the prophetic

He
W1K

/

light.

'

PWftW

When

mischief brings
A more tormenting
tnrnientuiK g»»

More
Than

full of soul

direst mischiefs can l'ef«»„._ ht
»cM.
but. stay! Merblnks jay

Mav!

is,,:.

light.
Better in-rorm'd by clearer
Dls'-erns sereneness In that brow.
now.
That all contracted seera'd hut
distanto.
rev.-rs'd face may show
And own upon the ilia are past;

W<

But hot
I

And

looks is clear,
u.MV-boru year.

way

.vhich th)
»

I

"Auditorium" wrote a letter to thet
London.

editor of tho Daily Telegraph,

^fhe letter was published on Dec. 11. en-J
{titled "Scandal of the Late-Comer."
!~The Herald reprints it, for there is the
lime scandal in Boston.
V"We had noped that the scandal of
rooms
tho late-comer in our concert
was a thing of the p«et. hut, judging
from our experience at -the Albert Hall
beginning
llsst. Sunday afternoon, it is
j

|

to" flourish

again like a green bay-tree.

M

j;

ring tho performanc«"oT the "Etudes

1

end seats are

In the

standi:;:;

up, watt

walked into, and Ins for them to pass, and obscuring the
of the audiabout, the orchestra— the part of the stage for about one-quarter
ence who are on time.* Something inhome on which every eye is 'naturally teresting might happen if those, who
centred— when and how they pleased. ,tvere on time refused to make room.
They strolled in, apparently unshepherd- Women were forced to take off their
people

"fljrnjphonique

I

and changed them whenever they
r

the

music.

regardless

Qne

a quarter of
and struggling to a likely

of

be squelched also."
Nor ate Bostonians the only gigglers
during pathetic and tense scenes on the
fetage.
The New York Evening Post of
the 2Sth ult., noting a performance of

felt

so Inclined,

after arriving

lady,

a divertissement for -wind instruments and piano pieces, songs, and
"Le Marchand do Sable qui passe."
trio,

hats in theatres after a long fight. Latecomers are about as bed, and should

chose their seats at their leisure,

ed,

Ian hour late
chair, stood before

H
J
'

j

*

!

i

'

I

'

'.'

1

|'

jj

•

I*'

I?

™t»™

i

.

.

,

l

H
i

'

mind

.

that, , if indispensable, the>
1

ure not invisible, and that gratuitous
a stranger to Wagner's music dramas.
-Mr.
ambulations of the corridors' and I Finally he ruledlat La Scala, until
Gatti-Casazza brought him to the Met'Hi re we are again!' appearances at the
Rj
conhe
ropolitan Opera House, where
entrances to the exits, though, no doubt.
Ji
•assuring to the publie and cheering as fl ducted for the fh-st time on Nov. 16,
1908. The opera was "Aida."
liarbingers of the coining pantomime,
When the Metropolitan company vlsare apt to switch the atention of the
an|ited Boston in 1910 Mr. Toscanini conilence on to the wrong performer."
i>-

1

oncerts

supposed

Sympho

|

"Tristan

nera,

to

sometimes slamming down

I

t

spite of the doorkeepers,

a se

wh

is

lab<

doi

Boston Opera House, when Mr
n jt 8ar
"f "
'"id ogled, a fo
night ago, bit' i<e, rs) were seated, wb
poor Mr. Caslni was alternately sen
mental with his violoncello' and agile
chasing flies up and down the
strini
Tramp, tramp, tramp went tin ush.
down the aisles; tramp, tramp, trai
went the belated after them. Mr fas
deserved better treatment; so did
great majority of the disturbed
and
noyed men and worn.-,, who w
ei
.

.

i

Ing Mr. Caslnl's playing.
Tlv nulwmce is also still maintain
the theatre, but rjostontans
are r
the only offenders and sufferers

m

Quote from paragraphs of
Mr.

Chan

I

i

.

I

hous

V bi\

thst

as

it

should

dollbtiul

ir

be. "but it is e>
,n «
selfish
c

^Ifai
ugntless per.sons who never won!
to the theatre on time, no
matte
I
late the hour of beginning
migh

tonal decoration."
The overture to Verdi's "Sicilian Vesrwrs" was first performed In Boston on
Dec. S, 1S59. The opera was brought out
here on Jan. 2, 1860, when Mme. Colson
and. Messrs. BrignolL- June* and Ferrl
The opera was
S were the chief singers.
'written in Paris and produced there
jjune 13, ISo.'.. The bolero for soprano is

.

i

,

'

bipman and voyaged

to
Cochin
In 1894 he left the navy to dehimself to music, and studied In

a.

with Roubalx. Cigout and with
who was his chief master. His
works tor orchestra are "Resur-

ndy,

I':

1." a,

and JJ

o

is

|

1

|

j

i

Helen ILnschel sang songs with violin
by Gustav Hoist on Dec. 14, in London.
A country song and a marching by Hoist]
were performed in London last month,
"early works and very far from char]

of the composer as he hal
developed. Still they are attracti..
pieces and were well worth producing."
A violin sonata, "SonaAa Slave," by
Countess Dora Pejacsevich was produced in London on Dec. 15.
Malpiero in his intere"sting scries of
articles, "The Orchestra," published, in
Chesterian of London, says of
-the
Beethoven: "While indiscriminate idolatry is gradually being destroyed, his'
masterpieces alone remain undisputed."
He speaks of Brahras's "deliberate austerity which too often makes him ponacteristic

now

little

i

j

1

,

|

.

derous and academic." "Bruckner was
the strongest among the German composers of the second half of the 19'th

|

putting in his
at lei:st the opportunity of
of
rightful place -One of the greatest
and counhis
age
only
of
composers not
publication
try but of the' world." This
.after Byrd's birth.,
is nearly 400 years
"in the
remained
has
reputation
,

i

century.

;

His

Stravinsky has arranged his suite
from "L'HistoIre du Soldat" for clarinet,

|

condition which would have been Shakespeare's if the average reader had been
dependent for his knowledge on the reprint of a few selected scenes fromJHam- j
'i'.omeo and Juliet," and 'Macbeth,'
let
and the collected drama had remained
treasured by libraries in rare copies of
the First Folio."
.
j
Speaking of the use of a trumpet in:
Bach's cantata "PraiseGod in all lands,"
the London Daily Telegraph said it was
a mistake. "The Bach trumpet, as we
know, is not the trumpet of today. Apart
jtrom'the enormous difficulties our play-

violin

j

'

1

j

to overcome before they can
play at all this music on modern instru-

have

ments, there is the question of balance
of tone to tie considered. In Bach's time

and piano.

concerto
violoncello
Weingartner's
has been published, also his fourth
striiv? quartet in D-major.
Snugs by Richard Strauss recently

,

indlca,' ior

j

j

,

ers

when

enters a government
it
be content, indeed, to take
anonymity; but art is no
An audience feels this so
nunnery.
strongly that when its powers of listening, though better than they were, are
not what they may yet be, it will bring
lorgnettes rather than remain unsatisfied on such a point."

work,

office, r»jay
the veil of

the,
Hrick lieatrice Miranda, Ada Ingot;
omposer conducted. Something in our
deadly
is
opera
heart tells us that this
I
^dull wWh Its "suavity."
The London Times says that publicstranscribed,
works,
tion of William By rd's
Fel.cored and edited by the Rev. E. H.
is the most important musical
lftwes
means
it
"because
event' of the moment,

prelude to Tolstoi's romance,
,"

I

|

otturno e Ronido Fantaetico," which
he played 3x§re Saturday night.
II
for Boko's
ck- MangiagalH's; ^mttsic
e Bote" is- 'also mentioned.
Ul K t r.oussel was born 'at Tourco*'
m April 5. 18S9. When he was 18
Uered the French navy as a passed

I

of

'

The
company. William Boland. David Gar-.

1

instead

|

'

:

his

one.
The piano J
orsan and o*gan owe their present]
eminence almost entirely' to their offering the only kind of music which is
controlled by one mind, and if two
minds are substituted it is obvious that
there is a loss to be compensated. Two
minds cannot both be in control, but
each can confront, support or combine
with the other, making its own individua! contribution to the work. Good*
sonalities

Innocent of anything stronger than a
Win of more or less delicate sentiment."

'

and

and

halls.

a theme which

tone?

4 thumbs— and performers are often
aware also that they have at their service lour feet— but they have tuft always
reflected on the more important point
that they are dealing with- two per-

I

is
characteristic
distinguishing
The Daily Telegraph wished
"suavitv.
Bthere h ai1 oeen a richer, fuller flavor to
"but now and
IJfue hero's drinking song;
character or an inI a~-iin he 'labels' a
nowhere more
ckleiit aptlv enough, and
Uo than in the breezy strain associated,
Chivy." I
Squire
sport-loving
Bwi'h the
performance was by the Carl Rosa

with marked success;' The ballet
Carillon Magioo" was hrought gut
the Scala in the, fall of IW, and was
•formed at Rome. Florence. Palermo
other cities.' His "Sortllegi'' for
i
no and orchestra, was produced by
rosea nlni at Milan on Jan. 13. 1918;
also "brought out the
I Mr. Toscaninfi

,.s

our concert

warm

capital."

fortes seem sometimes to have missed
They have rememtheir opportunity.
bered that they can dispose of 16 fingers

I

in

is

Again the Lo/ndon Times inveighs
against performances of music for two
pianos. "Composers and arrangers, but
especially arrangers, for two piano-

The

t

>

which produces a
technique

I

|

name

i

Is

>

i

[inherent character of

i

PJk. Sawyer in the Xew York Kvenii
Post of lee. :'S:
•Great were the hopes of those wl
•urrer from late-comers at the
theatr
When the announcement was made
b
tore two recciyt theatrical
productioi
rnat the performance
of each wob
*Sln at 8:13 o'clock, and that no
oi
19 »• seated until the first
scei
ills over, and great
was the disa
rointmcnt when the first scene
in eac
it
and the non-seatlnj,
h<
ed moro in the breach tha
"wrvanec. There are
few nun
rs who keep strictly to
the advei
d time of the curtain and
send
no matter how empty the

f

Pick-Manglagnlli is an unia Boston, although his
Casrillon
Ma^ico,"
was
Met
g h "out at tho Metropolitan Opera
The composer was
ise last .month.
i
at Surekowitz of a Ctech father
an Italian mother. He studied the
vo with Apptjanl and composition
Ferronl at the Milan Conservatorygave concerts in Germany and AusThe list of his
beforei the war.
positions- includes! a violin sonata,
miniatures
for
string quartet
e
piano, piano nieces, songs.
His
d'oro". (1913-14)
at the
Sala
ilire
i

there is a good deal of charm in
the music of M. Rees. and decid«Bly he
played it well, for his is a firm touch
all this

\

on Dec.

"11

i,

,

lowed by others as misty arid mooay,
and vague and 'ultra-modern' as the
heart of the 'young composer' of advanced views could desire. Yet with

.

I

heard

in

ast

one
n-

,

Utlst,

|

tircardo

;i

•

.

ree
•ed
tts

!

own Ubret9. The ctoiposer, his
follows ciosery th> Robertson verincorporating
to
"even
story,
the
on
U
of
Isome of the dialogue," and such departures as he has made are "mainly
pictorial—or, should one say, 'oper1(1 for
H at jc'7 purposes, add do not interfere
unfolding of
krith the straightforward
-the music is
line familiar incidents."
kn the spirit of cOmedy-opera. "Anything like intensity of dramatic expression would have been foreign to the

how,

tho benefit of artists disabled in the

niliar

1

j"The work is exquisitely scored.
Old women of the journalistic world,
always upset by insects, may find its
subject obnoxious; but tho theme ig
treated in a purely decorative sense.
As oriental designers use Insect-forme
in symbolic aspect, and treat their characteristic shapes as basic motives of
abstract deeign^so Roussel uses musical figures suggestive of the creatures
his theme, and weaves them into
j of

i

;

11

-

I

,

personal risk;

-

—

David Garrick an Operatic Hero;
Other Notes About Music
Reginald SumervlUe's opera. "David
Garrick." was performed for the first
time on any stage at Covent Garden

Toscanini's Programs
nd now, a word abipit the programs.
iphlgl's "Fountains of Home-," which
rm«l the audience at two concerts
season, when It was played by the
nphony orchestra, was first played at
me on Feb. I», 1918, at one of a series
concerts oonducted by Mr. Toscanini

ii

any time regardless of what

own

.

I

"Aida," memorable

services were recognized by the Ital-

rash with a praying

In Now York by the New York Symphony orchestra on Oct. 23, 1914. Apropos of the performance in London on
Oct. 23, 1920, Mr. Leigh Henry wrote:

(still

lan government, that it would be ImperItinent to tell again the story that redounds greatly to his honor.
His orchestral concerts In Italy have
jbeon noted for brilliance. He has given

while adjusting their wra:
Meanwhile. Mr. Monteux, the orchesl
tnd the great majority of the audi, r
<re kept waiting.
The nuisance lb even more intolernl
n Jordan Hall, where, at concerts,
son
•tesumably dead-heads, walk in at a
i'g. in

Ms

is

is

ga rden.
This music was played at a Laraoureux concert in Paris on Nov. 30, 1913;

(

Iductlng at his

who

stein,

i

'

"The

Isolde,"

Austrian composer, Clemens Franckenwhose Chinese opera, "l.i-TaiPe." had a very successful premiere at.
Hamburg and Is to be put on at Munich
in the spring, has many ties with England.
Early in his career he was for
some time on theA conducting 'staff of
one of our best known opera companies,
and when he returned to the continent
it was with an English wife.
While at
the Berlin Opera, he was an occasional
contributor to the Dally Telegraph, and
bis lucid analyses in your columns of
Kichard Strauss's last pre-war works
attracted a good deal of attention. The
present Austrian minister in London,'
Baron von Franckenstein, is his brother.
Though in equal possession of the title,
the composer has long since dropped
the use of it in all professional, that i*
•to
say musical, connections. London
Daily Telegraph.
Paul Roes, a Dutch pianist and composer* brought out last month in London His work in five sections called "Le
Jour." "It is in point of fact a symphonic poem for pianoforte.
Presumably it has a program basis, as the
title suggests, but there is uo indication in the music itself that any par-!
ticular day was in the mind's eye of
the composer when at work. Musically
the. work is a curious mixture of plain
speaking in the vernacular of music, as
it has been
for hundreds of years intermingled with abundant phrases that
are as Volopuk, in that they are colloquialisms of the musical language of
all countries of today./ Phrases
that
are as clear as any uyy'stal are .foj-;!

mimed

fighting -with a companion. An ephemera comes along, fllrti
with the ants, the spider, and even w-jtb
tw^ litjje worms trying to eat into
the heart of a fallen fruit. Night comes
and the ephemera dies. At this moment
the praying mantis, coming out, of the
web, avenges "herself on her enemy. The
other insects celebraie the funeral of
the ephemera, bearing her away on the
petal of a rose.
The score of this orchestral piece for
concert use begins with a prelude. Then
fellow pages with these indications:
The Ants disEntrance, of the Ants.
cover a fallen rose petal and try
They try to carry anto lift it.
other rose petal when the Butterfly
watches them. The Butterfly's dance.
The Spider invites the Butterfly to dance
nearer her web. The Butterfly is caught
Appearance of the Ephein the web.
mera, who, freed, dances. Funeral of
the Ephemera. Night falls on the lonely

I

idgetlng

line, seat lie
,
sometimes
he pianist or singer or fiddler Is

and

and

performances on hte part. ,-Vp'
I
So much has been said about the part
he played during He great war, how he
[cheered Italian troops in danger by con-

be considers
ret at every concert, afternoon or evi
ng, many belated, women saunter
dobe aisles with an air of Impnrtan
-.hiding on friends or glaring at
th<
who do not have the honor of knowi
Is

.M.Lsursingers"

but she

terfly,

mantis,

I

ducted

Djelli

I

(

at the Boston

Sahary

I

|

The audience

Mile.

A

1

[

when

A son of Coleridge-Taylor has successfully conducted his father's "Hlaiwatha'' tSaUet Suite in London.
OTir Berlin correspondent writes: Tho

the spider., Grovlez conducted.
It is
said that the theme of the ballet was
derived from Henri Fabre's "Souvenirs
Entomologiques."
spider is hidden
in an immense web.
She cannot catch,
some agile ants, nor a couple of beetles. She is luckier with a beautiful but-

'

.

apparently a f am pet wa a lair match
lor a iiddle. 'I', -lay a trumpeter can bold
his own against a. full orchestra."

a lyric tale (Havre, I>ec. 16, 1908)C
His Festln dc. 1'AraignoeJ' which will
be played here for the first time next
Saturday night, is a ballet pantomime,
with a scenario by Gilbert des Voisins,
a grandson of the famous dancer, Marie
Taglioni. This ballet was produced at'
the Theatre des Arts, Paris, on April 3.
1913,

"The Emperor Jones." said: "Charles
it in speechless indignation for some time, and, finally, in ?S. Gilpin, in his much-admired creation
of the title part, soon won silence from
'dramatic protest against charwomen in
coughing holiday audience, which at
general and the Albert Hall representathe beginning showed a strange eagertives In
particular,
spread a large
ness
to laugh at moments of high tenhandkerchief
over
conit
before
sion."
senting to face the music. A male enthusiast. fired with zeal to study pianoThe Toscanini Concerts
forte technique at every angle, and
Arturo Toscanini, conducting the Scala
trusting to the soloist to cover his
Orchestra of Milan, will give concerts
tracks, slid up and clown the benches to
in Symphony Hall on Friday afternoon
the various viewpoints with such apand Saturday evening. The programs
parent success that at one moment he
will be as follows:
v;ery nearly succeeded in inaugurating a
FRIDAY'S PROGRAM.
/general post.' Two other members of
Concerto In A minor for strings
Vivaldi
j
the fair sex turned up an hour late,
(Arranged by Sam Franko)
Beethoven.... Fifth Symphony in C minor
iand. having waited for the Nocturne in
•• „
Debussy
D-flat to get well under weigh, made for
*{•'.>
"Iberia" Images for Orchestra No. some vacant seats, found on getting
Eesplghl.
_
Poem
Symphonic
.there that the row above possessed
"Fountains of Rome"
Prelude and Isolde's Death
greater attractions, tried the .next with
Wagner
SATURDAY'S PROGRAM.
the same' dissatisfaction, and pursued i
"
an upward course (da capo, with repeat
Symphony No. 2 in D major
Brahms
j
Piek-Mang.agalll- ..... (a)
marks), till finally, after a series of
ntMl|c0
standlngs-up to shake out their skirts,
.....
\
Albert r.oussel.
£• }. A ; alBTieo
they settled into comparative repose in S
tha middle of the Waltz in K-minor. a
"Don .luun" Symphonic Poem
tetrads
Overture
I Vespri Slcilanl"
Theme were just a few of the nomads of i
X et(i
necessary to say
the orchestra; there wete doubtless k
It would saetn hardly
about the
many others whom I did not see. I had K
anything at this late day
conductor.
to keep my eyes shut most of the time a
lame of Mr. Toscanini as a
he has hia eq.ual
In order to listen with impunity.
The
It Ja doubtful whether
offenders were probably quite unaware
that they were ruining the music for
in opera or in concert: surely no ene
the audience and seriously embarrass- \\ outvies him. Born in Parma on March
ing the soloist.
24, 186S, or as others say on March
"Crossing or diverting, the line ofl 25, 1867. he studied at the Parma Conhe was
1885
vision between audience and performer
in
servatory* where
should he made a criminal offence, punawarded a diploma for violoncello
He at once
.liable by enforced incarceration In
playing and composition.
a
ballad concert from start to finish, syn
joined an orchestra and going to South
cpi>, acute mania and mice
America with an* opera company he
being the
only recognized extenuating cirri
was suddenly called on to conduct a
stances.
performance of "Aida." Some, say this
Joking
apart,
late-com.
should be strictly prohibited from enter
was at Buenos Ayres; others say Rio
ing any part of a concert hall during T Janeiro, for already there are Toscanini
From that day he remained a
the actual performance of any number
legends.
and queering the pitch for everybody
conductor, first at Turin, then at other
concerned, as they did last Sunday.
Italian cities. Often bringing out new"The stewards, too, a most courteous
works, showing the utmost catholicity
!1 »»<l
friendly band »t broth
of taste. Neither Debussy nor Charin;
1'e.ir
ipentier was fore fen to. him; nor was hf
in

;

published: Op. 58. Im Spaetbooi, Mir
deinen blauen Augen: Op. <~t. Vol
three songs of Ophelia: Vol. II..i.thvec
songs Utendsck Nameii): six song* Op.
68, An die Nacht. Ich Wotlt ein Straensslein binden. Saeusle, liebe Myrte. Als
mir dein Lied erklang. Amor, Lied der
I

i

I

Franen.
Schoenberg:

Two

ballads op.

12.

,

Jnne.

Grey and Der Verlorene Haufen. Two
songs op. 14. Ich darf nicht dankend,
In diesen Wintertagen.
Josef Holbrooke's setting
son's "Come not when I

•There i- a workman;
fOH ud in this galcre;

of

am

Tenny-

dead."
not usua'll
eloquent am

—

—
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OP THE
ffymphonv

UkY:

em

ZirfiiMli.-

Invention

Harden of Fand"
symphonic poem of ArnoM Ba
ha*« at ho Symphony eonee

in

America

a few weeks. In
Manannan was lord

«•"• prototyp*-:

his

aiilictpat-

Celly."

of

llie

mythsea—

daughter was

and the sea wns her Garden In
of
ncleat legends. The composer
Qarden ot Fand' po: trays an ensurSi Atlantic, upon the ealni
which a small craft sails west-

U

tnto the setting sun.
M, until "on the eie;t

I

t^ianndos.

of an imis tossed
it

as absolute music. Indeed, as
i* else, under the inspiration of
aerv stuff as this, it would be
e.tainiy r
it
to regard it
Let the scene be anywhere—
ites.
the Hesperides, ^Henleyhe composer gives us color and rhythm
exhilarating kind. It is
uplifting,
an
if
ntensely nervous music, and all the
nore fascinating because its nervousscreamness never reaches the point of
<

under control, its climaxes
the expected places, and

lppearing effectively. As with so much
work, it gives one,
>f this composers
owever, the impression of being reThere is a point
overlong.
dundant and
about four minutes
3f repose occurring

made

before the close which would have
may
It
excellent stopping place.
have been the effect of the encores, but
,

felt th«.music had nothing
hopeci
say after that point. It u> to be
be given another op-.
will
.....
public
i lie
i> u w.
3fc

i

,

real distinction."

The performance in London was on
by the l'-,: ~li Symphony or
(Jpaci
ebesrra.
The performance in Chic:".;;o
[was on Oct. 29. Mr. Uax's "November
[Woods," "a record.'' as lie sa>s. "of
Impression of the 'Dank and stormy
ruin of Nature in late autumn.' " was
•performed at .Manchester. Kn;.. on Nov
», and announced fop performance in
London on Deo. pi. It was c omposed in
;

.

,

i

1917.

English Ballads
ft

Although i: may be true that l'.n-e >s
pronounced family likeness between

those ballads somewhat
proa< li:'u
dubbed "royalty" ballads— as if we had
not our "royalty" symphonies yet with
fceraeverence j u :n-;y now and then
eorae across a &•>::? with chaw ;.
in it
to marked as to be individual. Only now
and then, mar:; you. The composer of
the would-be-popular ballad works, as
we aH know.
formula. !•: !>.-. -iy
cases the formula is successful and
the family resemblance is authentic and
complete; in many more cases the formula. Is unsuc< -or., the family resemblance was>,se enourh, the composer trie- again o:- desists. In a condition of melancholy perplexity one is
^^^Hnys certain whc-thej»to congratulate the artist who has most hit oft
the family resemblance, or him who
all

»••

'.':.

—

••

—

—

hW

lit tie

tion

failed

on
it

ingloriously.

circuTTi i.ances.
!iiter,-.= f::)^

i.«

depends a

It

his connetnote that the
Enoch' into the

In

i

to

tMIMsion.s or Messrs.
realms o:
Art Song have had an
eddying i ffect on the genus "royalty."
.< Ihis in some songs
Oae may
lately add J to' their own list, but not
included ii
promoted to. their "Art
John R.
Heath's
lS<MK Lit,:
ry

Time" H a

caise

in

point.

To

of Robert Graves' beginning:
wtt1 - of the night are ripec

Be

-

Tha

1

,

the cherries ptiK'kr

at U'ion:

Frtduy

of

Scala
Orchestra, lcc|
"
Sec tpocuU notice.

of
oi

,

k
f

1

„„j :„
—which Raymond Havens played in
yesterday
Hall
Jordan
in
recital
aftern0on he should repeat not less
man SIX irom a preceding
r"1-^ & recital of
this season.

Mr.

However that may

Havens

rarily mislaid Just when It was needed
to hold the door against tho pack of

howling wolves. The door had the customary latch ns well, ana we all wondered In
our simplicity why that|'
wouldn't have held the door without the
bar, for surely a wolf couldn't operate)
the mechanism required to raise the!
latch. Two big stage hands thrust boneath the door the savage wolf heads |
fastened to long sticks and stuffed with I
excelsior, while some member of the!
company stood In the wings, howling B
like a pack of wolves. He could Imitate
J
20 savage ones at once.
Boston.
LANSING R. ROBINSON.

showed
and

I

Criticisms

The excellence of this "Carneval
and of the Schubert-Liszt "Ave Maria,
in which the melody was shared with
perfect fluency between the two hands,
seemed due partly, at least, tc* a con-

lodgings.

Thompson
same Jimmy

jj

other sections of the program this attention to manipulation rather overbalanced the significance of the music
and made the performance less authori-

This was true in the "Adagio
where Mr.
of Bach,
Havens caressed the melody with too
cloytngly lingering a touch, which he
quite obviously meant to obtain.
Though his tone was clear ana bright,
at times in scales the effect was blurred
a bit, and at other times the quick
change from fortissimo to pianissimo
and vice versa was not so neatly
cleaved as to give the music its full
dramatic force.
It is to Mr. Havens' credit that the
more significant the music, the finer
The middle section
the performance.
of the program, though brilliant and
had in general
showy,
times
even at

major"

say—and was less finely performed. One need not scold because of
one remembers the "Carnewhen
this
Alkan, whose works rather inval."
frequently appear on programs, was
to

perhaps explained in his infrequency
by what he offered, for the selections
had little to say.

The Program Played

Prelude, B-major
Comme le Vent. Op. 39
Adagio, in Cl-major
En Crimea"
Capricclo.
'

Ave Maria
Krl King

Mozart

Schumann
Debussy
Alkan
Alkan
Alkan

Bach
Moussorgsky
Schubert-Liszt
Schubert-Liszt

Chopin
Chopin
Chopin
Chopin

I /
If the lark does carol In the sky
Soaring beyond the night to find him out
Wherefore am I to rt«e at such a fly?
I'm not a trout.

What

My Btomarh U not rtrlled by otter men's.
And. grumbling for a reason, quaintly begs
Wberef'/re ahc'ild master rise before the heus

|

|

restraint,

intensity of feeling

suggested in every phrase and in each
minute modulation of melody, breadth
and depth of sympathy.
In all his pieces a strong individuality
shorie forth, unaided by any ontward,
personal manifestations and depending
entirely on the spirit that the artist infused in and drew from his instrument.
At the close of his masterly performance
of Mozart's concerto one hearer re-

marked:
"That's different from any playing of
It certainly
piece I ever heard.
was not classical."
It was not classical, perhaps, but it
was surpassingly beautiful. It suffused
the loveliness Qf Mozart's music with a
golden charm and a living soul that.
the

I

I

I

i

U

many

artists miss.
Brilliance and supreme

command of
technic were never lacking in the most
difficult passages, yet at no moment
was delicacy of expression sacrificed.
This was particularly illustrated in the
deftly stepping serenade and in the
swiftly tripping Slavic measures of the
player's own Russian dance, the latter
being repeated in response to Insistent

"The

Thompson wrote

I

That he pleased his hearers, howwas evident by the heartiness and

dignitied

Castle of Indolence" with its openDr.
luxury."
"lazy
of
scene
ing
Burney called on him at two o'clock
him
in
in the afternoon and found
bed. He asked Thompson how he came
"Ecod, mon, because!
to lie so long.
And
had no mot-tive to rise."
I
lazy that he ate
so
was
Thompson
his)
fruit off the sun-smitten wall with
hands in his pockets.
verse
another
with
conclude
us
Let
j

I

I

j

I

j

demand.

____-^^«^^b»^»^J^^»J
People's Orchestra Appears in

from Thomas Hood's "Morning Medi-

Eighth Conceit

tations."
earlv 'l6er Mr. Gray has drawn.
among.
Who used to haste the dewy erass lawn,'
To meet the sun upon the upland
Well he died young."

"An

—

For the Last Time
As the World Wags:
In one of your chats you said
other day: "We have so often told the
story of a hostess who asked Tom Corin
wln what condiments he would take
"
his tea that we now refrain
Although a faithful follower of your
column, I have missed that story, and
am sorry you didn't repeat it; but I
.

if

ing

Is

•

from

bv

.Vugii.5t

Wagner,

"Euryantuo";
|'IH:-

Metetemtlngef,"

ar-

'.">

,

The Dvorak symphony was memora-

I

The applause at the close
bly rendered
was so prolonged that Mr. Mollenhauer
was obliged to signnl to his men to
The
'^i-ise and accept the- compliment.
had evidently been carefully re-

this,

'?',:

I

Hwbrk

EMIL SCHWAB.

BU

M

mustard, please."—Ed.

For College Girls
(From Plutarch's "Ponrpey.")

This lady had excellent gifts to be
For she
beloved besides her beauty.
was properly learned, could play well
on the harp, was skilful in music and
geometry, and took great pleasure also
in philosophy, and not vainly without
some profit. For she was very modest
and sober of behavior, without brawling'

I

and foolish curiosity, which commonly
young women have that are indued

hearsed.
Yesterday's concert extended over an
3 hour and a half, and the redundancy
'\JUin the Gretry-Mottl suite became someVan der Stucken's I
^Mwhat tiresome.
Wf -Louisiana" march, written for the;
y (opening of the world's tair at St. Louis,
wellnigh forgotten, and its revival
The score and
iroused mild curiosity.
i
nflparts happened lo exist, in the musical
library of George Stewart, who with
notable philanthropy has placed its enHtire contents at the disposal of this
orchestra.
I
For the tirst time a singer appears on
the program'for next Sunday's concert,
MMiss Marjorie Moody, soprano, who has
the
fflftgeneroi.sly volunteered to assist
making classical
enterprise
of
popular.
Miss Moody made a
KKvery succesful tour with Sousa, and lias
I'sung with the Handel and Haydn Soi

Arlington.
The genteel hostess said to Corwlnr
"What condiments will you have in
your tea?" to which he answered
gravely: "Pepper and salt, madam; no

gifts.

ovetti-re.

Sons

W'HhfMinJ: Dvorak, STtn'From the New
"m K minor.
!t*i»iv No
Vorid": Uretrv.Mottl Halle! Suite; Van der
Stucken, March. "IxwJufauiS."

happy days!"

with such singular

prize

;i

ranced

world on fire:
At a soiree the hostess asks—
"Will the Herr Baron have hl9 tea
With or without rum?
"With rum, gnadige Frau, but withthe

program

Weber

many
printed in
years ago, in the golden past anterior
to the shot at Serajevo that set the

"Them was

Orchestra.

concert yesterday afternoon, in
Convention Hall, presenting the follow*

.

anything like
"Fllegende Blaetter"
it

Symphony

Mollenhauer conductor, gave their

'eighth

the

wonder

People's

The
rJmil

out tea."

follows:

Barcarolle
Waltz. A-flat, Op. 42
Etude. A-flat (no opus)
bobeizo, B'lU: minor

**

,

awake?"

of

Fanta>de Xo. 2. C-mlnor
Carneval. Op. 9
Poissons d'Or
Marche Funebre, Op. 39

-

not man
will
luxurious,
James
indignantly
shouts
Tet this
"Summer."
his
in

"Falsely

nificance of

The program was as

-

Cold
essays is entitled "Getting Up on
Mornings." (Does anyone read Hunt's
"Indicator" In these days of publish"blurbs" and reviewers' honeyers'
The essay contains a diadaubing?)
on the text:
tribe against shaving,
"The Emperor Julian never showed the
to better adgenius
his
of
luxuriancy
vantage than in reviving the flowing
there was
time
beard." But in Hunt's
no running hot water, no spluttering,
his
hissing, sobbing steam radiator in

lh « nerformance.
I

less

F H

Precept and Practice
One of Leigh Hunt's most delightful

Ub

G

have to rise and slaughter P?ep/

Boston.

|j

spontaneity of their applause.
Through all the program numbers and
the extras he gave ran the superior
quality of his playing, ease and surety
perfection and
grace,
of execution,
beauty of tone, emotionalism held under

Now does it not seem hard to you.
blue
When nil the sky Is dark andsleep,
And I dliould like so much to

Florestan, Chopin and the other masqueraders before us with unflagging
neatness, with fine reaction to the
humor of the succeeding sections, with
dramatic power. The melody of the
Chopin section sang itself under his
The
fingers with downright eloquence.
Preamble crackled with brilliance, and
the Galop at the end fairly tumbled
The
over itself in its rooust speed.
rightly appreciative of
^nce

tative.
in

ent.
ever,

get up at nljfM,
boots br^candle light.
way
In winter. Just tfce other
da).
1 shed my dancing T)ump« by

summer I
And don mv

mood, in tone, in dramatic contrasts
sufof volume. Mr. Havens was quite
He passed
ficient for these demands.
Pierrot and Arlequln, Eusebius and

his

to

it

la

...

the pianist on the sigthe music rather than on
manipulation of its demands. In

sending

rNTEBLUDE.

De,

in

centration

my

|

tasy, Bizet-Sarasate.
The hall did not contain one of this©
outpourings of the publio that greet
some Boston favorites. There was no
proper relation between the size of the
audience and Mr. Zlmbalist's high tal-

your column:

thoroughly eloquent pianist
The demands on the performer of the
Carneval" are not slight: the changes

Some

Z1MBALIST
Elfrem Zimbaiist, violinist, after an
absence from Boston of two years, gave
a recital yesterday afternoon In Symphony Hall, assisted by Emanuel Bolaban, pianist. His program was: Foliee
Andantino
D'Espagne. Corelli-David;
and Prestissimo, Max Reger; Concert*
in A major, Mozart; L'aoulette, GlinkaAuer; Caprice, Dont-Auer; Serenade,
d'Ambrosio; Russian Dance. Zimballstt
Jotta Navarre, Sarasatc; Carmen Fan-

always complained 'bitterly. "Have
got to get up and go and lie out In that
cold, wet sink box?" but always did
it.
As men hate to get up before daybreak, so children hate to go to bed by
A11 of wnich is a prelude to
davllgnt
clever
th<j roUowms ver8e which is a
parody of one of Stevenson's, well
Garden
"Child's
the
In
rhymes
known
of Verse." If the author sees it I hope
he^wlll not object to

himself an
at times a

effic j en t

j

portunity of hearing a work so full of

''

l.i

Mr. ToscaaiuL

iliat

i

|d

!

(

muithe 14 selections— counting the
as one
Schumann
tiple
n*>'<= "Carneval" of
"„

his 'London' Symphony-tr, be

H

Hwh

-

the skeleton,
this
\
doubt ne desires ins work-as
t
aubhan-wiiiiams the other day

^

S.ilnt-Sucns,

whv.
wondering vny,
help wnnrlprintr
One cannot1 wi„

is

«*

I
remember Frank's Immortal
monologue
while
substituting
his
mighty arm to sport tho oak for the
usual bar wTtlch, of course, was tempo-

like.

Just

tenerae conjugls immemor." But howover he may enjoy the glories of the
rosy-fingered dawn and the shot at his
flying mark against the crlmsen sky,
he does not always get up with unmixed enthusiasm. I well remember a
middle-aged and corpulent hunter who

u walls.'
» P. M-, concert with

forfn of

PLEASES
HAVENS
«

i

m

/"Aieesic"

tin

by

«fleinooii
fey

:

progxaW from

dtftureni

slowly sursing wave
the shores of I'and's miraculous
rand sings of
U" To the voyagers
'mirtal love during a feast of
there is much dancing,
ll revelry.'
sea
the
enchanted,
,-oyagers" a ie
the
inly rises ami overwhelmes
island, the immortals laugh, twithe
and
subsides,
deepens. the sea
Mr.
;al island fades into thin air.
ire tend to illustrate a
does not pretend

It is all
lppearing in

Morning

-

( I

on airs f
etude In Hi
Hymphon
ony

>

rig.

in the

one thins about a
philosophy, of which I took

remember

course In

PuItdanSO from "Ooyc^eas"
Ulek-Saint-Sacns, Caprlco

!

Danu

and

On and ou

Be

I

Botolph street,

St.

up

Dk.

the London Dally Telegral

orchestra

Unit,

Getting-

As the World Wags:

P.

Sco special

\icllulst.

1.

On

week

8:30

I

Good old Mnyo and Davy Crockett.
Sometimes Frank hired "extras" or
supers to represent frontiersmen or the

IT. M I'.mcert l>y the People's Or- Several In Harvard College, a statetra ot Boston, Mr. Mollvnhauer, ecu- ment by Prof. Palmer that ono never
XKSl'W.' Jordun JlMli, 3 P. M.. T*- wanted to get up in tho morning (which
la Mere, pianist. W. P. Baoh. cono for Hi,- orgun iirr. for plunu; Hocth- I know very well by experience), but
Weber, Hondo that one never did get up till lying
sonata op. 109;
Krahms, lntermeixo; Orleg.
lUatilc;
khen: ivhutsiy. Jardln sous la Plule, half asleep in bed he had gone over the
T Uc lame, and Pussepledj Agghasy. day's duties in his head and was Anally
do on m-iuv.-*; t.i.^ut. Harmonies du
and Hungarian rhapsody No. 9
driven to rise by the thought of how
tSDAY: Philharmonic Choir, Vred- much worse off he would be If he
k W. Wodell. conductor. See special stayed In bed and left his duties unsymphony Hall, 2:30 P. M., done. That may be true if getting up
AY:
Scala Orchestra, conducted by Arturo
to an ordinary day's work, but getting
.'Aiiini.
Sou special notice.
up for sport Is a different thing. How
Jan Hall. 3 P. M., piano many ordinarily lazy peoplo will get up
MorX a Cuban pianist,
at 3 A. M. to struggle out in a frozen
director at Havana
i'f it
calory. Program:
marsh in the cold, northwest wind and
Bach-Busoni
JSi-oJhoven, Bo
wait for the ducks to begin flying? The
nnta op.
AUuurku, two hunter has not changed since Horace's
etudes. Be •cuse and l^olonalse: I.iszt,
day, but still "manet sub Jove frigldo,
nance of tl
OnOntes Urlee. LlttloBIrd:

T%»

l

Hall.

1

:

1

i

I

Knew

music
Hciety.

Her number next Sunday

w-ill

Hbe the -'Charming Bird'' aria from "The
pearl of Brazil." with flute obbligato by
MMr.

Packard.

--

-.

1

.

to

Received

FISHER WELL CAST
Once

B;

PARK

THEATRE—First

^

man

Redmond

Paul Kellv
Ralph Kingfland
............. Ambrose Martin
f.»al
Gordon Johnston,
>.>gel Gordon
William Courtenay
John T^eighton
Ethel Strickland
Luelle Berkeley
BootB Wooner
Gorgy Halle
Frank Andrews
Davd". farter
Horace Pollock
Parker
Salvatore Maltese
Lulgl
Mabel Stanton
Hannah
At the beginning of the third act
|

when everybody was wondering whether

Belinda would be divorced from Nigel,
how she would obtain the divorce and
how she and John would come together
for the Inevitable, expected happy ending, the audience was obliged to listen
for minutes that seemed hours to the
chatter of a young womin about her
unhappy home, her uncomfortable pa6he
for

Imaudience witnessed her courtthis time where was Nigel;
where was John? Belinda said she was
unhappy. Fa was the audience. It is
surprising that a dramatist like Mr.
Megrue should have allowed his comedy
to sag In this manner; to pad an act so
unfortunate
this
for
ineffectively;
young Georgy in previous scenes was
conversaof
sake
for
the
introduced only
tion, and the stupid fellow that finally
wooed he was only one of Belinda's victims. Nor is the business of the letter
purporting to have been written by the
Vector plausible. The whole of this act
might well be rewritten. The episode
of the game of bridge does not save It;
delays the more important
it merely
I game.
It Is a pity; for the first two acts are
The first scenes, with the
I amusing.
woman talkI silhouettes of a man and a
proposals
I ing; the scenes of the various
motor cars and on the beach are
I in
treatdramatist's
and the
I unexpeeted,
The entrance of a
I raent Is ingenious.
motor car on the stage .excited
] real
applause. Just as the appearance of a
|
wheelbarrow In "The Rose of
creaking
|
I (he Rancho" convinced doubting ThomIf there were any. that Mr. BelasI ases,
realism.
] co was a master of
The comedy is a duel of wits. Belinda
several suitors, but longs for a
J has
man, a man that, will not after
I strong
half an hour say silly things to her and
She is not so
try to hold her hand.
flippant as one Would think. When she
dines with John, the dramatist, in his
room, high up In New York, with a
vegetable garden on the roof, having
eaten a young onion, she sees a shooting star, and at once begins to moralize
about the destruction of the world,
time, eternity and the nothingness of
men and women. She foresees lovers
on another planet watching this flamins
patient

and.

ball

saying.

"O.

look,

there's

And John can

fnill

s

the

shooting star."
rhetorical stop at times.
This, however, gives an unfair Idea
of the dialogue, which Is often brisk,
Nigel, the
natural, and entertaining.
from one
villain of the play, goes
stealing
another,
to
pleasure resort

Fortunately John
Jewelry.
Leigh ton was at these summer and winter places, and knows that Nigel In
Belinda's home must have stolen Mrs.
There must bo a
[Berkeley's bracelet.
villain,
mild or desperate, whenever
he
otherwise
Mr. Courtenay playy.
would not have an opportunity to unmask him. The other rha ratters ;;crvc
Chiefly as feeders to Belinda and the
young playwright, who in the course of
the comedv tells why audiences like
'cheerful plays that take their minds
•way from business cares and domestic
His disquisition on the art
sorrows.
Of playwrltlng might be Mr. Megme's
Belinda's
vita."
"Apologia pro sua
father Is the old familiar gruff stage
ent with a tendency to propriety,
faithful nurse Hannah,
ire Is the
as the father, has her little Joke
The other characprohibition.
It
are old friends with fresh tongues

women's

1

,

clearly

showed

that

F£T&
nrwood

the

basis of

"sure-fire"

"She Stoops

"Broadway

to

that is
Conquer.

Tarkington Play at
comedy
The

In four acts

Tarkington.
Mrs. Martyn
Mr. Wheeler
Mrs. Wheeler

Bobby Wheeler
Wheeler
I Violet Finney
J Clarence
I Delia

1

I

Ora

•••
,

Dln^-jiHie
H'irerr Stem

Booth Tarkington,
romanticism of

John L. Mc.Manus.

And

—

delightful. It Is still too young to be
really romantic. That is the only con1 sola t Ion for those of us who will never
I

.]

i

I

I

You."

in

"Chin

Toy" Heads Good Program
Joseph E. Howard In "Chin Toy," a
musical comedy. Is the feature of the
bill at B._F. Keith's Theatre this week.

him

creditably.

I

'

,

was sung
of 'SO at

what

I

Reub's response was

.

|

,

;

,

" 'Racbel.

Rachel,

:

thinking

I've been

If the men euoulu take that trip.
„, it_ .
,
All the women in creation
(Woul)'d set to work and bu^ld that ship.

i

,,

The Standard Theatre, first known as
the Eagle Theatre, was on the westerThirtyly side of Broadway, between
second and Thirty-third street; it was

.

really on Sixth
third street, but

avenue

near

Thirty-

was numbered on
Broadway. It was opened in 1875. The
The name
1878.
in
name was changed
was changed from Standard to Manhattan in 1897.
!

has a quiet wistfiilness
and charm, but lacks animation. Her
voice Is fresh and sweet, and she uses
Her dancing numbers with Mr.
it well.
Santlev are graceful and nimble. There
their workis a lightness and ease about
Douglas Leavitt
that is very pleasing.
along
is genuinely amusing as he rattles

He shares the
carelessly in his part.
fun so gaily that one laughs good-nahis
Unfortunately
him.
with
turedly
and
lines are for the most part flat
forced.
are
spiritless, and the jokes

His manner of speaking them, however,
The Ethel of Ruth Mary
is irresistible.
Lockwood. the Jim Duke of Harry
Gessltt of FlorHortense
Short and tho
ence Hope aro clever bits of
Quite the best parte of the entertainthird
ment are the two dances In the and
Kitchen,
act by Sacha platov. May
techund
Suzanne Rossi. Their grace
are the fire
nique are remarkable as
for the
and spirit they put Into It. As
John Mcmusic by Manuel Klein and t*pe. but
usual
Manus. it is of the
of the numsmart and tuneful. A few
few musically
bers are pretty and a
'
witty.
^

„ It
T

winter
think was the Standard

and .Sixth avenue at Thirty -fourth street.

Ivy Saw-

I

writes about the song:

in 'Billee Taylor' In the

Theatre at the crossing of Broadway

caricature.

I

,

C H W.

cast Includes:

yer, as Harriet,

i

edly into the spirit of the piece..

The

The plot deals with the love stories of
Harriet Holllstar and Ned Spencer and
of Ethel Holllstar and Dick Dayton. In
order to win the consent of the ambitious and worldly Mrs. Holllstar, Ned
and Dick combine forces with Jim Duke
and plan to earn their fortunes by selling Ned's inheritance, one hundred *.
acres of land on Long Island, that is.
apparently not so much on Long Island
Their
as under Long Island sound.
scheme savors strongly of Walltngford's
"get-rich-qulck". stunt, but its action
They
is slower In getting under way
succeed, of course. In getting rid of the
land, presumably at low tide, and build
up a thriving town named Spencer.
Meanwhile an old "flame" of Dick's.
Lotta DeVere, appears with a package
of Dick's love letters. Ned tries to persuade her not to bother Dick atyi as she
is refusing, is overheard by Harriet. A
year later, after the Holllstars have returned from a trip abroad, the work of
Ned and Dick, properly boosted by Col.
Forrest, speaks for Itself and matters
are straightened out.
Joseph Santley as Ned Spencer, had
little or no opportunity to act and only a

bit allotted to

j

^r

'

few chances to show his ability as a
and dancer. He had ease and plenty of grace of manner and carries off the

j

trice.

Why

itials).

singer

|

a

Sylvia Y. De Normandie of Danvers
Isavs the woman's name was Rachel ;|
s
that the song was one of her childhood
songs.
Mrs. E. S. Lichtenthaeler of Newton
Highlands writes that the song is in an
of
old book of music. "The Treasury
Song for the Home Circle." page S5. and
in(no
"White
the music is credited to

f

i

In

Did
impersonation in some comedy.
good'I
she not sing this antiphonous (a
Maybe
Reuben?
some
with
duet
word)
the
the fellow who yvrote the play was
author of the ditty."

'

fng the piano.

x
Miss Boland as the giddy Mrs. Wheeler,
proved once more that she Is an actress
|
of rare ability and imagination.
Mr.
j Medcraft as Bobby Wheeler is the best
"seventeen" we have ever seen. Miss
Harper is a close second to "Bab."
Miss Foster looked pretty at all times,
but it is a great pity that she has dc-

you

'

'

1

•

a aKate.

was
R. R. writes: "Her name
do I think
Cvnthla, not Martha.
ua
her
Q
and
Carter,
Leslie
of Mrs.

bad.

I see 17 again!

This "Clarence." then. Is a discharged
'j soldier,
who, on the hunt for a Job.
1 wanders Into the offices of a Mr. Wheeljer. At the same moment, Clarence wanjders Into the sentimental adventures of
Cora, the
j the entire Wheeler family.
1 flapper daughter. In the eternal way of
| flappers,
's In love with a disagreeable
'grass widower, nearly old enough to be
[her father. It is. of course, a "grande
passion."
Bobby,
17-year-old
the
brother, in a moment of "sensuoslty."
to use his own explicit phrase, has
(kissed a housemaid.
Mrs. Wheeler, the light-headed stepmother of the children, Is convinced that
1 her husband Is fn love with Cora's govlerness. Miss Plnney. Clarence, on being
into this extraordinary family.
J taken
proves himself not only a handy man
]
around the house, where hot water boilers and piano tuning are concerned, but
Jan adept at making people feel happy.
3 He becomes the bright sun of the famaround whom the entire household
3 ily,
I revolves,
and eventually he wins Miss
Pinney.
I
Nothing much happens during the
four acts; there Is no great climax.
{
need to be. It Is enough
J There doesn't
to have Alfred Lunt. as Clarence, walkJ
Ing on and off. uttering his profound
j
I sentiments; playing hie saxophone; tun-

tell

I'll

L.

While Joseph Santley and Ivy Sawyer
dance and 6lng one can settle back and
enjoy it, while Douglas Leavitt per\
forms results are sometimes amusing,
and while the chorus la present there Is i
something to look at and admire, but
when none of these things are happening the piece becomes tiresome.
'Tt's
Up to You" is a mixture of good and

Solder as heroes should be, of course.
9 For although IT may be amusing and

ere too late
to get

thinking
"Sylvia, Sylvia (ale). I've been

Joseph Santley
Douglas Leavitt
Harry Short
Ernest WooA'
Colen»l Forrest
Albert S«elter»
A Collector
Frank Michel
Sheriff McCabe
Hovel Cutter
Harriet Holllstar
Irr Sairrer
Fthel
ikuth m^tt Lock-rood
Mrf. Van Lando Hoilletar
Florence Earle
Lotta PeV'ere
.Norma Brown
Hortenee Geasltt
.Florence Hope
Snzanne
Madeline Dare

I

summer

In

Whiskey water, lemon, sugar.
You can do without the ice.

Ned Spencer
Dick Dayton
Jim Dnke.
Freddy Oliver

,1

me

tell

(Third line forgotten)

"How

musical comedy In three acts by DougLeavltt and
Augustus McHugh
Lyric's by Harry Clarke and Edward
Paulton. Music by Manuel Klein and

Susanne weatford
John Flood
Mary Bol&nd
Russell Medcraft
Viola Harper
Phoebe Foster
Alfred Dint
Acnes Flndrav
Barlo^e Borland
William L<oreni
after he forsook

Howard

"Reuben. Reuben, I've been thinking.

Won't you

las.

"Monsieur BeauIcalre," became famous for his stories
of the difficult age of 17.
He started
the vogue for such fiction and plays;
none of those that have come after
have surpassed Mr. Tarklngton's, how9 ever. His "Clarence" Is, primarily, ani other
play of extreme youth, but this
I time we have a hero who Is slightly

E.

this:

I

GLOBE THEATRE— "It's Up to

by Booth

H the

Joseph

-Son

HolJis/j

cast:

-

U

ers, foot Jugglers.

HOLLIS STREET THEATRES— "Clarence," a

»

«

thia."
Our correspondent wrote Sylvia" and then substituted "Cynthia.
"One of the verses went something like

^

farce

•,

f

™*£9+&

act refreshm^ly
that not only is their
but they stana
new to vaudeville lovers,
a new
Presenting
in
in a unique position
.have appeared at
act ever'y time.they
in

i

tanked tin natural question. Why didn't
jvou do ih '-, before?
Always resourceful. Mr
Co'irU'iidY played with his accustomed
use, giving significance to.
'every line, yet without undue ompha6le.
'The- others in the company were adequate.
Mis:; Wooster 10M her tale of
"oe In a. manner that would have enlisted sympathy. If her private gnei
hsd had any bearing on the play.
aii„t filled the theatre

Wilson.

comedian^and
is a versatile
and hetao^
an individualistic dancer,
his dehghtful
just how far to go in
good *°
horse play. Miss Wyde.
costumes
various
her
upon, fetching in
partner
and light of foot, is an able ovations
the
Their act received one of
theatre
of a year at this
were Belle
Other acts on the bill Marlon and
Claire Brothers, athletes:
nun«
comedians; Zotm*.
Chandler,
comedian. Shelreader; Josio Heather,
BrothWorden
don and Daley, singers;

mouths,
we have said, the first two acts volped the mannerisms of the profes. entertaining, an evening's amusc-' sional ingenue. "When we first saw her
"Back Home" and later in "The
in
ent. Miss Fisher v. ho at first, seated
Cinderella Man" she wait agreeably
Lhe motor car, recited her lines which
Furthermore,
had accurately committed to mem- I unaffected and simple.
Last
afterwards was moro spontaneous, I she displayed genuine ability.
however,
her
eye
for pictorial
night,
Belinda's
idea
of
definite
gave a
Mr. effect completely ruined any sense of
of character,
iter or lack
bUIMOr in her part.
lay was, as Belinda said of him,
The other members of the conjpany
cool,
throughout:
superior"
are unusually capable and pleasing in
able, until the very end, when
The large audience was
parts.
their
hot love to her, so that she
enthusiastic and entered whole-heartielr

.

!.

restful to the eyes."

Cynthia, not 'Martha'?"
W. Winder writes as follows: '/These
verses were written by my late friend,
Mr. Charles Hoyt. and set to an old
tune which as a child, if I remember
Shakers.
correctly, was in use among the
The woman was not Martha, but Cyn-

^and

of^se^dlans

much more

"Reuben, Reuben"
in
We have received several letters
answer to the question about "Reuben,
C.
F.
Thinking."
Reuben, I've Been
writes:
"Did Mr. Herkimer Johnson
in
refer to the verses sung 30 y ears ago
'A Trip to Chinatown' by Reuben and

Their respective lovers.
burton as Young Marlow and Nicholas
a on
.Tov as George Hastings weTe
gallantry
that romantic
lacking
in
th e
n°ne
were
but
expected,
which one
H. Conway Wmgfield
less attractive.
or
parts
the
handled
and Viola Roach
Mr. and Mrs. Hardcastle In a manner
severe.
that was capable if somewhat
The production was notable in that no
character was poorly cast. In a word
the Copley players outdid themselves

comedv and

J

so

v,

credit

cannot Improve upon the sophisticated

I

w

than
Lumpkin, proved himself a more
So much the more to
able comedian.
at
scene
amusing
be pitied that his
be
the "Three Jolly' Pigeons" should
and
Royton
unduly shortened. Elma
Kate
May Edlss were very pleasing as
Neville.
Constance
and
Hardcastle

and

All

ship.

^ncers

,

Charles war-

and

how she- had no girl visitors
no sweethearts: how she wished
to dance on the stage,
her legs were pretty; and then the
rents;

knew how

incorporates
vaudeville comedians and.
have already found favor

who
It was a gentleman of Cambridge
remarked: ,fl wish women would weai
green stockings In the street; they are

heavily was
"Another act that scored All i^ °
tra vesty.
,
~.
the laughable travesty,
--:ented by
w , Franker
Eddy." present
rrancois
*ran<.
by
assisted
Bunee Wyde,
To the

dialogue,
for farce it is in situation, in
E. E. Clive, aland in "business."
Tony
elderly
somewhat
a
though

,

.
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not

, rfl
ward,
Honw
Mr „

Moey,
Chong and Roaie King
Jack
Zaza Ehrick and Adele Yost.there .* an
and Sum Ki Gee. Besides U, **
a e
oriental setting that P'* f *
up of
group
an uncommonly attractive

la

Horace Sinclair
La,wrence

iteresting,
-----

ltc-notably

with
sponsive audience, which laughed ana
play
right good will at quips of
was
Indeed the cast that
players.
beyond
uniformly excellent proved
when
doubt that Goldsmith was right farce,
he Judged this pleasing play a

Lola Fisher

Belinda. Cart-r

nJgn

f\

performance !n Boston of "Honors Are
Even," a play In three acts and six
scenes, by Roi Cooper Megrue. Produced
by the Selwyns.

Vaujhan Outerbridge

and with

again

interested.

This oriental comedy is
of
alone by the Personality

who sinc;s several of his oiu
pieces with charac
positions of popular
the fact th at it
teristic ferv,or, but by
vera
the sketches of

last
the Copley players revived
old Eng,
that hardy perennial of the
C°mi u
to
Stoops
"She
lish stage.
as placed last
this ready farce,
If
^lwsque.
right, verged at times upon
and^reit
mattered little to the large

PHILIP HALE

SQUARE

"on que*
My

COURTENAY AND MISS

:

'

it

,

"Billee Taylor" was produced at this
Standard Theatre in New York, but
for it
C. H. W. did not hear it In 1880
was not produced there until Feb. 19.
(The first performance In London
1S81.
was, on Oot. 30, 1880.) If "Reuben,
Reuben" was sung in the performance,

Standard, It was interpolated,
not in H. P. Stephens's libretto;
nor is the tune added to Edward SoloThe demurely dressed
mon's music.
Charity Girls sang
bred upon charity.
we're
"Though
We have plenty hilarity."

at

the

for

it Is

Perhaps "Reuben, Reuben" was

inter-

polated in the "Billee Taylor." for yvhich
Fred Stinson wrote the libretto. This
in
pleco was brought out at the Novelty
When the
Boston on April 28, 1881.
Boston
the
produced
at
operetta was
Theatre in May, 1881, the playbill stated
origithat Phoebe was Carrie Burton's
This referred to the New
nal part.
production. The part was "cre-

York

The
ated" in London by Kathleen Corrl.
name of the operetta brings up pleasant

memories of Lillian Russell, Rose FarRice, Clara
leigh, Marie Jansen. Fanny
Lano and Marie Tempest; yes. Miss
Tempest, for she appeared here as
Phoebe, also as Carmen, in her "Red
Hussar" days.
We are under the Impression that the
song "Reuben." etc., \nMs sung before

Charles Hoyt was born; that his verses
were in the nature of a parody. The
Lydla
tune is an old one. We remember
Thompson of blessed memory singing
burlesque.
in
a
one
some
with
the duet
going
••Kenilworth.'' It began "If you're

Kenllworth Castle."
"L. R. R." is thinking of Mrs. Carter
"Miss Helyett," a chastened adaptation of Boucheron's amusing comedy
the
with music by Audran. She took
part of Miss Helyett Smlthson, the
Smithdaughter of the Quaker Obadiah
to
In

son, and was then chiefly conspicuous
the
for her wonderful hair, which, as
Quaker girl, who met with a ludicrous,
long,
a
in
wore
yet sad, accident, she
thick braid.
By the way, has It occurred to that
intrepid explorer and Indefatigable researcher. Mr. Herkimer Johnson, to go
into a music shop and ask courteously
about the song? It is not beyond the
range of probability that a clerk of
ong standing could acquaint him with
th names of author and composer.

An Antidote
London who admits that he
cigarettes
Is a "heavy" smoker drops
for a week, to show the world that his
A man

of

Iron will Is not In a safety deposit box;
topic
to foster his pride; to furnish a
can
for conversation -it his club.
"Sir.
I
Mlantlc:
the
him ac_

We
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*"Co»1 Oil Johnny"
death of Mr. John W.

The
Xnown as "Coal

,.

H

^^^Bneak Into anotrer room.
m what a bore he tnuit
| fill

^^^K

is-.

Steele,

Johnny," provoked
long obituaries :tnd editorial mon\lh:aHons, yet there was only ft passing
allusion to his connection with negro

throw ns cut lus

m'

greater thoughtfulness, with more musiStrength and brilliance
cal expression.
were expected; but there was also an
exhibition of poetic feeling, as In tho
sonata.
Her performance of Weber's
Rondo reminded one of the circular In
which assurance was given that all orders would be executed with "elegance,
neatness and dispatch." The Rondo calls
Wo do not remember so
for all this.
pleasing a performance of It since the
days of the incomparable Vladimir de

be in

antidote. During
the pernicious weed
to chewing-gum. "a pet vice
hloh had a temporary

an

Oil

minstrelsy.
M. T. Skiff, In

>^"fl

It In the sense of to boast.
The dictionary gives me no clue, but as Mr. Taylor
asserts that the people In his district are
"practically 10Ci per cent. Anglo-Saxon."
and that everybody there "spooks plain,
didactic, Idiomatic United States," it
must be that the dictionary is at fault.
"While I am a member of the committee that produced and reported this measure, and should, perhaps, be too modest
to bloviate about it, etc." These are
the
words of Mr. Taylor, as the Record gives
them. Perhaps "bloviate" is Idiomatic
in East Tennessee, to say nothing
of being didactic. But mustn't tt be trying to
live In a place where tho "United States"
t:sed by the people Is didactic as well
as
idiomatic?
DENIS A, MCCARTHY.
"Bloviate."
like tho word, mouthfilling, sonorous, expressive.
know
several "Bloviaters." As Bardolph said
of accommodated: "By this day, I
know
not the phrase: but I will maintain
the

November. 1804, with
organised
Gaylord,
(Lorenzo)
Skiff and Onyloni'a Minstrels, an orPachmann. Brahma's Intermezzo was
I
ganization that trave performances for
taken at a ruinously slow pace. The
-Mr. Steele furnished
This bore la an honest fellow. listen itever.il seasons.
became funereal
"But Is It worth lYhe money for this company, and tt charming little piece
to hi
nfeaalon:
sentlmentallsm.
And so the Adagio In
[while? When 1 drop tobacco I become I was said at tho time, gave diamond pins
slow.
Mr. Bach's concerto was unduly
Irritable, and tradesmen calling at the
and rings to the members of It.
complain that I rush out and bite Kdw. LeRoy Rice In "Monarchs of
1911)
in
(copyrighted
Before the end of the week my Minstrelev"
Mr. Herkimer Johnson called at the
t#aja begs me to go back to to- stated that "Coal Oil Johnny" was then offlco yesterday to see If there were
had
and
Pa.,
Hnzelton.
bacco. and 1 know ninny women who
living quietly at
letters for him In answer to his question
have made smoking a condition of marseen no minstrel show In tho lato years.
'•
concerning the component parts, the
rlage
.Skiff, born in New Bedford, died at
y these 'women also smoke. Not
Baltimore In 1S90 at the age of BG. tasto and the after-effects of sour
«
hope, but cigars of good
Gaylord, born at Westfleld in 18S6, died floured gravy, which the playmate of
preferably pipes, but not necesat Philadelphia in 1878.
y
Ills youth In their little village demandveled pines which, we read, are
In London's shops to the wives
ed with hla "taters" for a noon-day)
Curtis
B.
M.
hters of the suddenly and surmeal.
As the World Wags:
rich.
In one of Bayard Taywere ready for Mr. Johnson.
els
does any one read them
Do you remember tho remurkablo
Mr. J.
there Is a scene in which a
popularity of that more or less com- handed him a letter from
irnej man tries to convince his
monplace play. "Sam'l of Posen," and Vaughan Morrill of Brookllne:
tt
smoking should be eneour-[
reported,
rfhow Curtis, whose death 1b
"Mr. Herkimer Johnson may find
.every household desirous of!
actually set the styles with his cosLhappiness.
The t»est story we rememVery tight that a recipe for anchovy sauce in 'The
drummer?
tho
as
tumes
the evils, tlie tragr about smoking
Easy'
and short coat, green, siik-bralded, and Art of Cookery Made Plain and
" of it— is
Bret Harte's parody of
long roll down tho front, silk-faced; by 'A Lady'— fourth edition, published in
Arthur In his most moral vein.
pants (trousers) skin-tight, shoes of the London 1751— will give him some Idea of
(waistcoat)
vest
variety,
toothpick
a 'sour-floured gravy.' 'Take a Pint ot
It
/
fancy, and the fried-egg Iron hat.
combination,
Gravy, put in an anchovy, take a Quarnobbiest
the
quite
was
linotype la ofun joU-^.
is
litand duplicates were observed all along ter of a Pound of Butter rolled in a
tag "Honors are Even." we wrote Curtls's trail. I've forgotten the play, tle Flour, and stir all together till it
For a boils. You may add a little Juice of
the father In the p'.ay had a tendbut I remember the clothes.
Walnut
'
towards profanity. The linotype guess. I should say the play was In the Lemon, Catchup, Red Wine ^and
"
the
of
view
a more favorable
The sartorial madness en- Liquor lust as you please.'
eighties.
Mr. Johnson shook his head and
:leman: tt substituted "propriety"
dured for about five years.
sighed. "I am greatly obliged to Mr.
"profanity." By the way. whenever
LANSING R. ROBINSON.
Boston.
"hell."
or
"damn"
Morrill for his courtesy, but that was
player said
Curtis appeared as Sana Plastrlclc at
or
in mind. In
tally, without compelling cause
Haverly's Theatre, New York, on May not the sauce the boy had
giggled
was
justification, the audienco
Welsh Edwards, Frank Losee. the first place I don't believe there
16, 1881.
Fisher
Miss
either the
when
in
caught
ts delight; and
Marblo, Charles) an anchovy to be
Ed
Decker,
Nelson
Then
I
used a swear-word the laughter Rosene, Walter Etyinge, Gerald Elmar,
Connecticut or the Mill River.
No; that sauce is
the audience was loud and free,
Alblna de Mar, Gertie Granville, Carrie there is the red wine.
the
on
common
so
now
rich."
fanlty
only for the arrogantly
In
gatherings of Wyatt and Fanny Rouse were then
re, It Is so common at
We handed him a letter written by
In 1S86 he was playing in
daughters of "our best people." if the company.
our old friend and contributor. Dr. Edfailed,
Corner," which
Herkimer Johnson can bo believed, "Caught in a
Bath, Me.
Charles Pike Sawyer of the New| ward E. Briry of
this lively appreciation on the Mr.
t
"As one fellow who reads The BosYork Evening Post says that Curtis
surprising.
anticipates the
t of theatre audiences is
eagerly
and
Herald
ton
took to drink because "Tho Shackten" ,
next day's edition, I venture to furnish
Star Theatre, New
ft is a

K
W

:

...j

Low

[

-

-

|

Wo

,

We

I

I

i

my

word with

of exceeding

.>

—Ed.

j

sword to be * * * a word
good command, by Heaven "

|

For the Accused
World Wags:
like to know what are the
qualifications demanding a prefix to

i

—

I

Phoebe Mulllgltawny accused of theft
or other misdemeanor but never of Mr.
William Sykes being run in for holding
up a pedestrian.
The climax to my
curiosity was aroused by an account In
Thursday's (Dec. 30th's) Traveler which

—

f

name in the sress news, especially
court cases; we often read of Miss

in

,

^A^'J

should

one's

1

,

the

I

We

We

v

As

—

we enclose the accused Is in each case
dignified by the title Miss, whereas the
accuser is alluded to very contemp-

X

tuously as "The McDonald woman." The
to this puzzle would.be appreciated.
Boston.
BARLOW. .

key

EDWARD

I

Home from

the War
(From Plutarch's Pompey")
For men that rise by arms are easily
despised when they come to live like
private citizens; because they cannot
fashion themselves to be companions
with the common people (who citizenlike use a common familiarity together),
but look to be their betters in the city,
as they are In the field. Yea, and contrarlly, they that do acknowledge them-

1

I

!

;

1

;

;
'

|

i

selves to be their inferior In

think foul scorn

As

the

ever inrostlgated the alleged early association
^Fehemlstry with tho book trade? 1
-Informed that "Honest John NewEar." Oliver Goldsmith's publisher.
wrote a lot of nursery rhymes
but that he combined the sale of books
nrlth that of such patent medicines as
[Dr. James's Fever Powder and others

Has Mr. Herkimer Johnson

(tho

Columbus Thoatre).

WB

HLy

^Ett known in that day. A chance
bitting npon some allusions to these
(Elious arrangements provokes inquiry.

QUINTILIAN PTEBBINS.

a sun who succeed.he published
J6i him in the business;
nooks of every sort and dealt in over
deSO different nostrums. Dr. Johnson
licti bed the father as an extraord'.nery
man; "I know not whether he has read
father was
Of written most books." The
I

left

of Jack Whirler In The
Idler No. 19. Dr. Johnson seeing a vioIn the hands of the younger Newbery said to him: "Young man, give the

^K' original
'

f£

^Hte

to the

^firou

first

beggar m?n you meet,
a scholar." Was
Dr. Johnson
quack?

Will never be

Jamc-f a
thought highly of nim as one that had
mgthencd and gladdened life." nor
Johnson
is he alone in th's opinion.
listed him in writing his "Medicinal
ctlonary" In three volumes folio; but
thought the ingredients of his comnnded medicines to be sometimes "inicaclous and trifling, and sometimes
terogeneous and destructive of each
ler." In one prescription of 330 grains,
pre were four grains of emetiok tartar
d six drops of thebaick tincture. The

IDT.

Ms was gum ammoniacum.
jBes died, a chemist whom

When

he had
ipioyed tried to steal tne business of
9 fever powder, "out the doctor had
wLm affidavit saying that this chemist
{•never helped In the manufacture,
be Chemist maintained that James
as not In his right mind when he
the affidavit. Ev.dence against
Johnson wrote tho
is printed.
ion to the preface. In the sevJition of James's "Dissertation
rers" the doctor complains of
rulenc>; and rancor with which
er powder and Its inventor have
raduccd and persecuted by the
of medicines and their abe-tWc should have known this
leech
learned, though Johnson
aid, "Dr. James did not know
of Greek to bo sensible of his
It was
ice of the language."
abroad that James for 20 years
His admirer. Dr. Johnit sober.
oke of aim as "a strange fellow,"
s he would not pay for three box
which he took for Miss Will-

Ma

l

:

benefit
x'e

gi'.'en

knew a

nv v^ars

at Drury Dane by
druggist In Boston

airo

who

in his

shop

HALE

By PHILIP
Mme. Yolanda Mero,
recital in

pianist,

gave a

Jordan Hall yesterday after-

Her program was as

noon.

follows:

Bach, arrangement of an organ
concerto in D minor; Beethoven, Sonota,

W.
This Newbery

M

YOLANDA

F.

109;

op.

Rondo

Weber.

sour floured
gravy as made now nearly 70 years
ago: 'PutNtwo ounces of butter with
two tablespoonsful of flour into a quarter of a pint of water or gravy; simmer
and stir, adding half a teacupful ot
cream beaten with the yolks of four
eggs and three tablespoonsful of vinegar; warm, but do not boil together;
add salt and the juice of half a lemon
and strain through a sieve." 'Among
Leiall the arts- known to man,' says
beg, 'there is none which ^enjoys a
juster appreciation, and the products
of which are more universally admired
than that which is concerned in the]
preparation of our food.' Let us continue our researches after the true
way of living well and being well while

Brilliante:

Intermezzo; Grieg, Beckken;
Debussy, Jardin sous la plule, Clair de
Lune and Passepiedl Agghazy, Study in
Octaves; Liszt, Harmonies du Solr and
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 6.
Friedemann Bach's concerto for an
organ of two manuals and pedal fell
into the hands of one August Stradal
of Vienna, who girded up his loins and
made a thunderous arrangement of it
for the piano, adding gaily measures of
his own invention. If Fr'edemann ever
appeared to, him in the night watches,
the reckless son of old J. S. Bach might
well have worn a threatening countenO Bottom, thou art changed.
ance.
Thou art translated. This perversion
'was first played in Boston by the otherwise amiable Emil Sauer on Nov. 2,

Brahms,

1908.

Some time ago Mr. Arthur Hartmann,

the violinist, came forward and said
that the organ concerto was not by W.
from
F. Bach; that the father lifted it
a violin concerto of Vivaldi. Mr. Hartmann said he could prove his statement
by records and musical comparisons.
Now in 1844 Griepenkerl edited the concerto for organ, and in a prefatory I
note said that he possessed the original!
manuscript on which the names of h
father and son were written; that Friedmann had added. in Latin that his conof
certo was thus copied by the htihd
But Kellner's autograph
his father.
atcopy, imperfect in some respects,
the
tributed the concerto to Bach,
father.

After

all,

what

is

It

to the Infinite?

The fact remains that the elder Bach

many beautiful pieces for the
more
)iano of his day, music that is
than
irofltable to hearer and pianist
whom
by
matter
:hese transcriptions, no
AT-ote

hey are.
Mme. Merc's program does not call for
extended comment. The sonata was the
variations
late one, with the theme and
with the justly celebrated trills.
ending
'
with
whole
the
on
The pianist played
and a greater
i finer sense of proportion
foron
variety of dynamic effects than
mer occasions. When she gave her first
here about 11 years ago, it
recital

as though some injudicious
had exclaimed: "More power to
Hbow!" For she was in succeed

seern-d
k f-i*r

i

making

for

directions

we

live."

Johnson to withdraw.

Archer

reviewing

"A

Gaiety

Girl" in 1894.)

an old legend of some ingenious gentlem.-fn who had Invented an
anecdote with two en%ngs, one gross,
He would tell It
the other Innocent.
"There

Is

with the 'spicy' ending at the dinner
table after the ladies had left, and then,
to the consternation of all the other
men, would re-commence it in the

drawing room, lathering it upon the
most grave and reverend seignor who
happened to be present. In this playful gamboling on the verge of indecency
art of the 'up-to-date'
librettist, whose great aim seems to be
aroma
of the smoking room
the
get
to
Well, the ladles
over the footlights.
seem to enjoy it, and who am I that
lies

half

the

Indeed I am not
I should complain?
complaining; I am only recording a
sociological observation."

A Good Word
As the World Wags

How

about the verb "to bloviate"? I

It in thto speech, or, rather. In the
e.ytedfcion 0 f yemarks, of the Hon. Will

find

will

means

(which hath triumphed for many vicand battles he hath obtained)
they obscure his glory and make him
an underling unto them; whereas they
do not otherwise envy any soldiers that
are contented equally to give them place

j

and authority.

/

9
Some time

,

the

Fair,

ago, quoting from Vanity I

weekly

o:

which

Artemus

for a time editor, we stated]
died early In 1863. 'Mjr. Albert
Matthews writes saying that it was pub-j
'llshed as late aa July 4, 1863 and possibly

Ward was
that

it

still later.

We

were aware

of this fact,

the issue of Vanity Fair for Dec.
27. 1862. Mr. William A. Stephens, on
page 310, made the announcement that
owing to "the present exorbitant rate
for paper" and personal reasons. It was
no longer an object for him to continue!
Vanity Fair as a weekly. That it would
continue as a monthly; that the first
number would be Issued about Jan. 10,1
That the continuation was not!
1S63.
assured Is proved by the fact that Mr.i
Stephens announced that no yearly subscrlptlon would be taken.
The following extracts from Mr. Matthews's letter should interest the bibliographer and the historian of American
for, in

i

j

.

\
'

humov:
"Beginning, with the Issue of Dec. 81.
of
1859, No. 1. ahd ending with the Issue
Dec. 27. 1862. (No. 157. the Boston Public
Library owns a set (not wholly complete) of the first six volumes of Vanity
Fair. That set shows that the magazine was regularly published once a
month during the years i860. 1861 and
Then a snag was encountered in
1862.
the high cost of paper, and what had
hitherto boen a weekly became a monthAn advertisement on p. 2 of the'
ly.

of January. 1863. states that
'With thia Number we commence the|J
New Monthly. Hereafter It
our
of
issue
will appear on tho First Day of every
Month." The situation is more fully explained tn the preface to the seventh
volume on p. 3;
" 'Cut oft thus from T1I3 usual ration or
rags, the papermaker became ravenous
and rushed down upon us like a wolf on
the fold, with a fabulous price streaming from his horrid chops. For a while
we fought him. but tho odds were fearful, and so came the compromise by

number

Pertinent Today
(William

this

tories

.

"Well, Mr. Johnson, what do you
think of Dr. Brlry's recipe?"
"Too rich, too rich," groaned the
Sage of Clamport, the justly celebrated
"Four egtss; teacupful of
sociologist.
cream! Seventy years ago that would
not have sounded so forbidding. It was
B0 years ago that my playmate Freddy
spurned creamed codfish and bawled
for taters and sour-floured gravy, but
I am sure that his mother's idea of
Is this
the gravy was much simpler.
gravy made today? What does it taste
Have I eaten it without knowlike?
ing it. with a mind concentrated on
weightier matters? By the way, poor
as I am, I would give a good deal for
the little oyster crackers of my boyhood. They are not to be found— in the
East, at least— far love or money. You
see, in our little village oysters then
"
As a
came only in kegs. We
visitor at that moment called to consult
us with regard to an important civic
matter, we were obliged to ask Mr.

wars

they be not their

And by

when they have a noble warrior among
them that followeth public causes

'

(December, 1891,
York) failed. He was playing In "SamU
of Fosen" in New York as late as 1895

Books and Medicines
World Wags:

If

superiors in peace.

j

.

which vanity Fair, until Rag resumes
his reign and the papermaker relents,
must restrict himself to an Interview
with his readers on the first of each
months.'
"In this

form the paper was twice
onco in January and again In
February, each issue containing 16
pages. The paper then failed to appear
at all until May, when It was once more
IssSied as a weekly, end so continued
from May 2 to Jttly 4. each of the weekly Usues containing 12 pages. An advertisement In tho Issue of May 2 states
Issued,

that

weekly issue of this
humorous and satirical

'The

original,

great,

JBalad news paper will be resumed

illus-

May

I

Those

published in 3?G3..
vtere published as

No.

158;

numbsrs

12

February. No.

169;

May

2, 9, 16.

June 6, 13, 29'. 27, July 4— Nos. 160Of thnse 12 numbers, the Boston

23, 30.

169.

Athenaeum owns a

set.

with the excep-

tgazino

•'.-shows

tor

that the

was regularly published 6nce

pU.

d-irlng the years 1980, 1S61, and
SUrely this is a slip of tho pen.

month

A"

8;

tains

volumes of Vanity
Ur. In 1300, 1S61 and 1S62 Vanity Fair
published once a week.
o have the

first six

Debussy,

Rome;

of

Death,

fl Isolde's

6

^^,
^ ^ f'.£^
Trw*"

^
ri

er

from

m which,
plastic,
|
f1

and

.
itself

'not of
visiting

,

th

In

>

_ prv
*en

>

«f«*™J£
Dy another conductor
Led j
™J«Jfj^.
made an Irresistible appeal^

he gaily conveyed the fortunate

^d^

,

»* « ." ™
Ho was known
inspiring
spired
"^^TfiSt
here ror
yesterday
7 he appeared
t

in

and'

seemed to fill the greatest space of late,
problems that must soon be solved

«

|

3

I

Vttme as an

interpreter

of

J*™*™*\

by tne
one was surprised
and^^Death.
of the Prelude
«
Tristan
Mr Toscanini a

No

pil
rouble

t

I

I

1

1

.

voted

my

time,

l

As the World Wags:

When

was butter-

duty as an "editor"
Journal pub-

I

If

lent ? The^ were
about
a

^,^
i:

„ u loners wro te
«ecuU»„«rs
*

.

e

,

East Thetford.

m

^^

famous.of French
and we

his memoirs,

^

g^u*.
\J
|

.

in-

«

IPHILHAKMUWJC CriUlK
SINGS GOUNOD'S "FAUST'

•

™

Historical

™*>-.
As
who
Hear the voice of authority, one

o?
^"rVovio srsrsssri
we were en-

ch,e?

Is

yesterday

serlnterpreta
knows, having h'mself seen active
Sled by Mr. Tosianlnl's
of the era and known
fringe
on of Beethoven.
the
on
vice
music by
The performance of this
the morning after
of Vivaldi's the Introspection of
ale
;eothov?n and Wagner and
mem- The old-timers lived In the mixed and
afternoon
oncerto made the
their cause,
to
devoted
Adagio, as performed, see were

The

Philharmonic choir, a Boston
choral society, under the leadership of

W. Wodell, presented Gou-

nod's "Faust" In conci rt form last evenng at Jordan Hall. The solo parts were

Vivaldi's
tiffin, not because they
beauty without lav" in bed till
a marvel of pure
circumvent the miserperplexing mys- were lazy, but to
rthly dross; without
convention that denies a man soup
The
able
sphere.
another
irVsm yet music of
L. X. CATALONIA.
Resphlgi. known ror breakfast.
uislc' of Debussy and
Boston.
not yf3t er "
\
was
audiences,
symphony
to

-able

take
by 'Bertha Uavles, as Slebel;
taken
IRulo
Rulon Robinson, as Faust; John Pierce,
as Valentine; \Villard Flint; as Mephls>heics M and
vera Curtis, as Mar-

'

i

0

,guer
jerl«e.

and

ve

"e

I

drilled

j

^I^M^.."

in accents wild,
spare aiy child."

well
was- clean-cut.

VL

P. *•

TOSCANINFS ART

'

t

The ohorus was

of the

V

d
f
stories
consh brethren. One or two
inher- 1
might be added. There U an
eymphony
6th
the
,
?, »ot
sxecutloner s
d 0erm an tale about an
?
i« ltlc? The interpretationof ye5»
unV
«.>«»»
- - de-*
daughter, who for a time remained
» treatment
indea in a
, funded
would be
., glory of
husband
because her
natural
aed
the
W6d
enhanced
Us that
in
father-in-law's proNor was there anything at obliged to adopt the
music
the
hinted
We commend especially to
fession
isTnte^retatton^hat Is not
Bournervous the verses entitled "Le
the music Itself.
Rol.inat
Maurice
by
that may
,y c^n rVversy
reading may be likened
ded , n nlB vo i ume -Las Nevroses.
ir Toscanlni's
Fechter's romantic
of
discussion
tho
.
" .,
,
compared with the polished
Hamlet of Edwin Booth.
Truth

.^.^ea'to.'.Srp

ld UCt r:

academic

Frederick

^

TlTmost
«o'o?'
°

«"»™
*%T^l£*V?<£^£™™*
knO
dr a

Mr. T. H. Bartlett of Jamaica Plain
Parley Vale) is Informed that some
descendant of the Blake family made
famous by "the most pathetlo event In
Vermont history" Is living In Boston: a
Blake. Gray or Corwln. As Mr. Bartlett
has been for some time collecting the
details of .the tragody associated pow
with the line?:

formation,

transported

"Cyntbla, Cynthia, I've been thinking
men should take that trip.
women In creation
Would set to work to build a ship.

,

"
»«
™£ ^^"ov^ls
f

ro Mr. Toscanini »

(17

cried

all

If the
All the

I

5

The Blake Tragedy

jierlab

men were

well-poised Reuben:

.

Amherst, N. H.

she

the

Far beyond the Northern sea."

The other card was the answer

,

;

ABEL ADAMS.

must

26

age in Con-

picture with the verse:
"Reuben Reuben, I'to been thinking
What a great world this would be,

—

^

and Bess Candoo. Let us hear from
such male world-waggers as have survived the war and tho election. Who
knows what might bo accomplished In
these phrasomaklng days. Oo to It!

I

my

girl's

Who invented that hideous word
some
"mortician." and when? Probably
gaskets
genteel person who speaks of
Mr. Maule comcoffins.
'he -oWt •»
i\
romanticist. Instead of
shown by
jplains of, the little Interest
Bee h
robiograi °^ni n r"ad tM symphony
Novelists, poets, essayists and
mea3to
He save beautyhave found phers In the home life of "undertakers
''^.TcTl^
1
pleasant
conductor,
are
other
£nd executioners; yet there
ur,
in;
be hurried over.
Perfunctory and- to
pages concerning them for reading of
ot » e
Phrases that
Tv>»r« is Mr. Mould In one
melodic
.Utile
th
h •T
w
»"«
he
UtoJ
Tree."
InconseQuer
Hood's "Blm
eemed_ Tnc-onsequentlal
sweU ing he Dickens . no
t0Q
quoted ^
fervor, yet without
d
importance%
story by Vllllers
grim
that
Lt lv
1.
nor
check- pre
*or™Z
R
„ 0 u i cn
wl ho
proportion.
gecrot rf tne
sense enr
.

Let us hear from our gifted and now
enfranchised sisters, Jane Winterbottom

"O OoC!"

(rm

years old

.

i

I

he would Uo grateful for further

8
girl of

cord N. H., sent me the "Reuben" post
cards (post cards were Just coming into
One showed a little Dutch
fashion).

Cambridge.

appear today > n ^
«uitra-conservabe^i
there would still
it,
i»»
—
would excla.ro.
,.q who wou—

was about

I

now. ahem!) a

„

,

PICARDT.

Boston.

.

us then be up and doing. There
the slogan. That from tho sheep to
ought to accomplish
the shepherds
I^et

Is

>vork

round
through passageways, up stairs
which the
chairs and into your room,
Raiting
porter has already opened.
off again
only for the tip. the porter is
another
through
else
somebody
to put
exhausted, but
leaving you
ordeal,
bunk.
your
thankful, on the edge of

We

'

"If

the

before
land, breathless,
finally
hurriedlypropurser's office, where you
while watchcure a ticket and key. the
ing your baggage.
all your
Scarcely in possession of
lunging
change you start off on another
race
suitcase,
charge after the precious

Impressed by a lull
I was particularly
girl, alpage advertisement. A lovely
magamost worthy of our best 15-cent purple
In
zines, bewitchlngly gowned
in a
Are
open
an
velvet, was sitting by
On her
[luxurious green plush chair.
of
was an apple-cheeked cherubtato
wistfully up
U or 5. who. gating face,
was lisping.
n 9 mother's happy
great
Uiumsle. when I grow up to be a going
I'm
undertaker
t uly

I

I

^

domestlo Joy

mtVeXg

,,

his spare

"'stme years ago

1

'

of your arms proenthusiastic
from behind by an
the eteamer,
black man, you rush on to
spinster from
nearly knock an elderly
foreign
hTfeet, step on two or three
the general upcorns, thus adding to
riot by Interruptroart almost cause a
farewell, and,
ing a young couple's

pelled

led me to glance over a
trade While
lished for the undertaking
the calm
many of the articles reflectedprofession.
inherent In the

j

,

all

beat you."

man

With a wild swing

as

shop,

i

eye.

that

experience I have found
souls
a class, to be simple
A veteran
lives.
exemplary
leading
in
mine
hangman, once an intimate of
perhaps,
Philadelphia, though crusted,
a most
bv public prejudice, possessed
He seldom talked
lovely character.
he dewhich
and his hobby, at

them,

,

{

yo' ticket.

my own

In

,

Tho publicIf worst not come to worst.
for
lists and editors seem stumped, and yet
gratefully remembered
Hn forecasts of one Shaw, Bernard, not •I Isolde" s still
Yesterday the «n«uou3
we
the
shin
?
Shaws,
And
nere
of the Boston
J**/.!™ e\erAs the skilled sportsman tithe crescendo of Paffloa
of truth.
wiWnees of the eter^
takes a right and left upon a flushing I burst, the pathetic
were expressed wiui
these
farewell,
written
wo
find
this
partridges,
nal
of
pair
1
as the comment of a reverend man on
problems A and B.
"Why do you think I'd put my soul in
peril selling drink If I thought It did
no good? ... I tell you Blanco,
what keeps America today the purest of
the nations is that when she's not
working she's too drunk to hear the
ny
voice of the tempter."
as the one of yes^a°s so
As to problem C. the moot recent
proposition of tho Idle minds of those
who cannot mind their own business
the other six days of the week it is
p~wIt thins to
per.
"Does any man want to he hanged?
lown nnotes on p tor
down
it
Peethoven
p
c0nduc
3
iTet men let themselves bo hanged withnotes unit
,
J They are only
MCl
fi
out a struggle for life though they
oould ac least give tho chaplain a black

wld»^

•

the pleasant home life and
tenderness of the average
undertaker and executioner been so
so
Shabbily neglected by literature and
general
treated with contumely by the

f

[

have

All

I

lose ajnember,
the Urican race- will
«°™Ter
confounded and condemned You oomj
;
Don' chu worry, sah.
round this yore connah
don let
Der, get ;iong In and

gentle

the

,

It

inform the dark
that you haven t a.

Kfernal

VVhy has

which Mr. Toscanini played.

you

beneath

figure

cap.

red

certain

^xp^ively.

seasons.

and philosophers as they may bear upon
the morning texts. The prohibition law,
the great Increase in crime, the sunless Sunday plot against the few ro-

a

Ifter

blossoms sent to the mortuary chapel
and returned thither from the grave.
in eviLilies, he recalls, were much
dence at local functions for several

^

So Is it that one now has time to read
one's Herald by the noonday light and
learn what's wrong with the outside
world from day to day, and later by the
lamp, peruse tho thoughts of prophets

were

fair to

Nor did the benefactions
My
cease with mere transportation.
friend was given first choice of all the

you become galvanized,
along
and Push, or rather, shoot,
You reach

things-

ball or play.

Toscanini, the playersprecision by their
attack, by their
e*'
his
ready response to h to ?g*
they |en
iftred by his epint.
t
l °»his
*
P*«
emotions,
\le performthough! of a hearer du *?S
reveal-

laving legislation.

wld
"Baggage, sah? Come right 'long
me. Ah'Il fix y'up."
a
that
aware
become
Somehow, you
departing
strange person is rapidly
and
pyjamas
with your suit case and
as It

him with a noble pair of ebon steeds,
when the hearse was not occupied, and
a funeral carriage to match, with which

The

class.

first

gaged in the production of milk for
the consumption of those who Fee fit to
For him there is no
dwell in cities.
surcease from his toil, even by daylight

imainlng liberties of this great land

was

,

Sl

since

attracted to him by his intelligent interest In necrology.
His benefactor constantly provided

« "

while

"to
Hardly has your eye alighted on
your
dark features before he is at

feared and hated rival to tho impecunious beaux, was due to the secret generosity of a leading mortician who was

an d

M

Shaw, the Prophet
As tho World Wags:
At this season of the year the duties
of the snow-bound agriculturist permit
of greater leisure than In the more
benign temperatures, unless he be en-

who has

10

the experienced porter.

the

A

sMnga; Beetho

for

World Wags:
friend of mine

»™*n

-

Tl-

ha-ve passed.

achieved celebrity hereabouts as a
patron of the track and as owner of a
string pt victorious! trotters, relates
that as a threadbare cub on a Southern
Journal his lavish gallantries as a squire
of dames, which made him the toast of
the town among the ladles and the

conducting the Scala
Arturo Toscantal.
first of two
oJSSSa of Milan, gave the In Sym
afternoon
yesterday
coverts

*

tree.

Within whose rugged barkThis warm and Hying frame shall Una
Its narrow house and dark.

By PHILIP HALB

of No. 167, published on June 20.
What library or what person owns a
copy of that Issue? And was the paper
published after July 4, 186S? The issue
it that date contains no notice of discontinuation."
Mr. Matthews says that the set to the

knew the fore-appointed

I

As

tion

"Sston Fi/blln Library
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CONCERT GIVEFfBY
SCALA ORCHESTRA

January.

follows:

its

i

Wlllard Flint as Mephlstopheles was
excellent. Throughout he was the polite
gentleman of the times, yet ever shin-',
its
through the polish was the glint
of the truo character of his Satanic
ma-Jesty.
Vera Curtis as Marguerite
realistically
sketched
the
charactor.
Hor voice has a fine range of expresShe sang "The King of Thule"
sion.
and Che "Jewel Song" with all the tenderness, simple happiness and surprise
»hirii the part demands, and In th9
duet,
"My Heart Is Overcome with
Grief." and the trio. "Then Leave Her."
portrayed the agony or the betrayed
and tormented Marguerite. The other
soloists sang their parts with feeling.
Tho choir was accompanied by the
Boston Festival orchestra.

]

1

k ZS^V&XS^
somewhat

t.y

The Perfect

Travel

you may rcgom# Sunday
the Fall
to come to Boston on
BOlva
n% D
al,o be without a
may
you
line;
n
Uiver
m°uch
— - the
eliecta were wi —
h
this line, perticket or stateroom on
little suggestion of
light; there was
night; night o. haps through no fault of your own. If
summer
naked,
••mad
as Walt Whitman
predicament, do not rush
t™e large few stars,"
apos- such be your
smash your
phrased It In hto magnificent
wildly down to the wharf,
tr
last conbump along with a crowd of
There will be a second and Brahms suit case,
and finally
this program:
people, none too congenial,
cert tonight with
ans
be
Symphony No. 2; f lc
at the ticket office, only to
Urrlve
Jo
R«n
Fantastical
and
-There are no more .tareNocturne
\f?
Indeck.
lower
on the

tints
There was an absence of
rhestra
8e " su
ub
and deml-tlnts to the

eV enln,g

°H
^
r^>

ZT^J:^o

^M ^":

7^

.

S^^rTJr^^
, :

Irut

Don

will the*
-The 'Sicilian Vespers." There
into certain

b. opportunity to Inquire
Toscanini
,aeans by which Mr.
great yet always

m

leal

effects,

si de.

Just
gains «We tne
ye-

^

outporter 's

nonch alaintly about,

easy-you

will

have a

^and
Intercom wherein you may
15 minute..
'Iwbably Will waeh before
I

.

"M\iK-

|

;

enthusiastic

was

audience-

great

the

from the vcrv beginning— Mr. Toscanini
conducted "The Star Spangled Banner
and the Callan National Hymn.
Nietzsche in his famous article' sughis
gested by Bizet's "Carmen." after
the
attack on German mVislc, especially
music of Wagner and Brahms, said

|

|

that it was necessary to "MediterraneMr.
anize" the German art. Last night
Toscanini "Mediterraneanized" the symsouthern
It
phony of Brahms; he gave
beauty; he sang where German contheir
ductors had ruthlessly ploughed
way through the measures, thinking
intellecturugged
the
thus to emphasize
find In
ality that they are pleased to

bet-

symphony; forgetting that the
work are
of the
portMons

thiss

ter

often

cal.
i.

ohn

1

In

Thus

the

this

manner
symphony

lyrl-

of Mendelsis

strong

in

fourth of
first and
contrast to the
Johannes. And so this music was clothed
second movein loveliness, all Uut the
ment, Into which even Mr. Toscanini

even
could not Infuse beauty, grace, or
were
a touch of human emotion. Nor
symphonythe
the more sturdy pages of
The contrasts were strongssoftened.

marked.
...
The nocturne of Plck-MangiagalU is
efharmonic
structure,
modern In its
comfects and orchestration, but the
poser does not shun enchanting melody,
•

Wor ld Wags:

or- Ab
the character of his

HALE

By PHILIP

Mr. Toscanini and the Scala Orchestra
In
g.tve a second concert last night
Symptiony Hall. The program was as
Brahms, Symphony No. 2, D
follows:
major; Pick-Manglagalli, Nocturne and
A.
Fantastical Rondo (first time here
(first
Rousser. Le Festln de 1'Aralgnee
Verdi.
time here); Strauss, Don Juan;
Overture to "The Sicilian Vespers.
recallsthe
to
answer
\t the end in

'

.

the birthright of the Italians, in avoidThe
ing the commonplace, the obvious.
nocturne has true "atmosphere," tu
art.
of
borrow a word from the Jargon
.

Rondo,

brilliantly

fantastical,

is

rathei
developed Ingeniously from a
grotesque theme; music that surprise

and excites; music that shows Individuglittering,
ality In construction and in
Roussel f
orchestration.
fascinating
frorr
"Feast of the Spider," fragments

been pera pantomime-ballet thai, has
due
lias an Interest not «
in Paris, has
In
lit.
A t
Aivhollv to Its association with the stap

Jformed
formed

.

—

4

1->

.

-

.

subtle, flneln wait.
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feature, ef
defiant,

IBAttlc.

the concei

glowing

Ir

srnSUOUS episode:

liirflvelv

sin

:

in the concert of Frlnslder* that Mr. Tosthe players together
the results now obi

when she was

only]

year's 'and 7 months old, she played to
friends a few pieces, on her little fiddle.
Whon she was it she took additional les-l
sons for about a year of Leo Samertlnl.
Before going to Russia, in 1909, she played
it

1

At Petrograd, she entered
the Imperial ltueslan Conservatory and
remained there three years, a pupil of
Leopold Auer. Her first appearance In

Germany.

In

adeOons. from a wonderfulj
to an overwhelming: cllmax,|
g At will and for long dura-t
nerves and the mind of the
Ill
it lack of space forbids.

remaining '•«•),.
over
In his splendid grip on the
rhythm-Sweep, and while the spirituals
and folk-iongs are certainly his pastello. his "O Souveraln .luge," from Massem i's "t 'Id." wave ample proof of a
considerably wider range of technique.
The Mew Age of London.
vantage'

hopes"

to

|

An Earnest

Ravei and Williams

We

recently mentioned the fact that
Ravel's "new" Valso for orchestra bad
been performed In Paris. Figaro of
Paris states that the Valso was "conceived nnd .performed last year In Viquote from M. Banes's artienna.
cle translated for the Musical Digest of
New York. M. Banes says that the
Vnlse is not only a little musical masterpiece, but also a real gem of humor.
It is a farcical apotheosis of the dance
on which tho enthusiasm of our prime
Of a unique
years were expended.
three-quarters rhythm, It yet does not
present a single one of the characteristics of a suite of waltzes. M. Ravel has
taken care to accumulate the accentuations and the defamation of rhythm In
the manner of Johann Strauss. Certain
motifs even resemble the Viennese composer made more serious by' a 'polytonic' of the latest fashion. This amal-

We

J

6.

Plea for Civic

Musical Scholarships

To

the Editor of The Herald:
Boston is producing fine composers,
This is as It
musicians and singers.

States under the man»«remont of Maud
Allan, the dances. Ernest Bloch, the
composer, conducted MfssAllan's orchestra. Mls3 Menges played for the first
time In this country at New York on

should be, when tho awakening of national musical consciousness, more and
lflore
discernible in our country, is
taken Into consideration.

Oct. 21, 1916: Brahms's Coscerto and LaInasmuch a- certain persons in New] lo's Spanish Rhapsody. Shq was at onpe
recognized by the public and the orltics
pro-Germans'
violen>
"York, known as
However, a certain resident of Boston
as an accomplished violinist with a fiery who understands these matters by life'during the war, not bertng able even now
temperament. A recital in Boston for long experience thinks that the presFrenchman
[to endure the thought of a
Jan. 15, 1917, was announced, t>ut the en- ent activity
In Boston Is not sufficient.
conducting an orchestra in this country, gagement was cancelled.
He points out that numberless cities
Josef Winogradoff. who will sing to- of Europe each bring forth a greater
are constantly s:'..\ .T.nn at t'.ie Huston
night in Syhphony Hall, studied at the
Symphony Orchestra and especially at Moscow Conservatory under tho meazo- quantity and a finer quality of musical
genius year by year. Taking the questhe interpretative aballty of its consoprano, Mmc. Leonova, in Italy with
tion to heart, he firmly believes that
made
He
Chezera-Rossi.
constantly
and
are
Konconi
they
as
ductor; inasmuch
potential talent in
as
I

his llrst

extolling the merits of the Philadelphia
orchestra and shrieking the praises of

York, hear the sneering and the praising
*Jid, not hawing decided opinions of their
own, returning home relate their musical
experiences, the following review of a
concert of the Philadelphia orchestra
conducted by Mr. Stokow*ki is of pecuIt was published in the
liar interest.
Hew York Herald of Jan. 5. In this
review we recognize the line Italian
hand of Mr. William J. Henderson, a
critic, who for many years has been
known here and in Kuropo as eminently
Sltpable, learned, receptive, fair-minded,
He has not hesitated to comfearless'.

mon! adversely on symphony concerts
given by the various orchestras of New
York, and on concerts of the visiting
Boston Svmphony Orchestra, when the
performance in any case deserved adrerse criticism.
"Nature studies occupied a considerable part of the Philadelphia orchestral
peaceful entertainment in Carnegie Hall
The program began with
Id it evening.
P.eethoven's 'Pastoral' symphony. Mr.
the work in a reconceived
Sickowski
flective mood. He lingered meditatively
over his various movements, especially
the scene by the brook. Of course, in
January a brook might freeze over,
-Which would account for the fact that
It was a very
It did not flow freely.
torpid brook indeed. But one could peer
Nothi:
a Its limpid depths with ease.
ing was concealed and nothing was
overexposed.
"Then there was a thunder storm.
Every one knows that in these days of
prodigious orchestral machinery Beethoven'.* thunder storm should seem to be
distant, a mere mutter of a threat beAnd yet when the music
h:.-.l the hills.
is well played it assumes its proper proami the thunder
portion in the
storm, -it not exactly a black squall, is
atmospheric disconsiderable
least
a
at

>

Concerning Later Comers to
Concerts and Plays
To the Editor of The Herald:
Many members of The Herald

I

1

j

j

healthy self- re's pect.
"After the 'Pastoral' symphony came
ftyinfgy'H 'Cloud.-!.' diaphanous, stratified, foaling in sheer ribbons of irides5snt harmonies across the western sky,:,
I

whine- ih-

B

r

.••

•

vestiges

last

of

away

•>

(lie

nimbi.

This

a v»ry transparent and delicate
Mr. sjtokowski soared
d( clouds, an

jgVan
t

1

,ong

K

£

them

eflcent

transfigured, ar
with his slendei

:%v(>tiy

conjuror

Wand.
^Mfter 'Nuages,' .if course, followed
••«,' and there was a sound of whole,
it revelry by nght. A fete by Def&jr is no vulvar celebration, but someng aristocratic and emotionally po-[
almost Intangible. jjut
irged with atmosphere,
-,

it

is

Is

bathed

in|

or, shifting tints and elusive shadows.
On* cannot help levins such music. Whyi
1

Should one?
"'Die conc-rt closed with fireworks,
In other words, the £ood old second
of

|

no virtuoso conductor. We do all these
things better now. However, the rhap-l
tody permitted the orchestra to show!
I

a

the

own

virtuosity.
thing."

The word

is

equal

maintained by governments
by municipalities, dot the whole eon-J
tlnent. Their need is as much taken for
granted as the need for general public

tol

I

I

this exemplary conservatory can graduate each year, besides a number of good
average professional musicians, one or
two per cent, which are actual geniusesthen it may well be considered a boon to
town or country.
In America, where the expense of a

who are reading

automatically qualified as a member of
the Society for the Suppression of Public

the

movement

gains

members, a
ass meeting of the membership might
ways
to
discuss
arranged
-jrhaps be
fr-ter

i

had exclal

Influential

musical education is prohibitive, the
odds are heavily against such talent
ever finding the light of their God-given
vocation. Mr Jacchia quotes another
"A country's greatness is
proverb:
measured by the great men it proHe has identified himself with
due.es.'1
America, and he stanchly maintains his
belief that our people can achieve great

i

'

'

I
]

I

i

and

bility

its

value-.

conservatory,

by

unencumbered

1

A

-

-

i

I

j

is

selected,

cepted as w-orks of genius. My own
view of him has always been that he
has just missed being a notable com-

j

|

Nature having been unk+mri
poser,
enough to omit from his make-up the
sort of imagination that makes all the
difference between a geniiis and a tal-

But I found in the 'London* Symphony a bierger Vaughan Williams than
Imagination
I had hitherto known.
there undoubtedly is here, though it is
lose
its
glow
now
and then.
inclined to
As a whole, the symphony does decided
credit to British music and makes us
build fresh hopes on Vaughan Will-

ent.

i

I

|

iams."

Notes About the Theatre
in England and Ireland
"Shortage," a new comedy by Wil)

|

S,

I'

Mr. Hayes in London
Roland Hayes, second discovery'of the?
which now promises to be of I
gome interest. Rhythm sense unsurpassed by anyone now singing in Lon-r
It is not necessary to have a book
o'.on.

season,

!

of the words. Whether English, French,
or Italian, Mr. Hayes enunciates each!
one so that the hearer can understand!
Audience's enthusiasm amply de-.
it.
Mr. Hayes has a beautiful
served.
voice; but there are other good voices.
The distinction of performance is given
by the clear presentation of the words,
validity, the utter sin-|
of feeling, which saved even the!
composers from their i
mediocre
of
songs
Inherent banality. I can at the moment
thmk of no singer woo employs bo many
different qualities of voice, from oper-|
atic delivery to a singing which is al-j
most speech, as. for example. In Lawrence Imnbar's deathbed poem. It goes!
without saying that the negro spirituals!
filled the audience with enthusiasm. Inl

the

it

'

(

rich

dilettante and dabblers bent upon turnlng forth virtuosi of the first calibre.
B 0<
Boston.

if

and we were bidden to see him the British composer of the future. That was
some years agq. He kept producing
works at the triennial festivals and
elsewhere that were respectfully greeted as showing promise, but outride, the
Vaughan Williams circle were not ac-

'

With a moderate

city or state appropriation, he is ready
to make his school a free public musical

Vaughan Williams was

fight.
j

things musically. He aspires to see this
long-sighted and time-tried scheme of
intensive musical cultivation generally
Rdopted in America. He is anxious, at
feasifirst on a small scale, to prove its
'

and

I

A

you have proved your own courage
by attempting to suppress a nuisance;
you have done a service to the more
timid sufferers in your vicinity.and have

as

we

profit by their example
typical conservatory will enroll a
limited number, say 300, at the earliest
school age. The pupils will here receive
their entire education-adequate tuition
on general subjects, and a prolonged,
specialized training in music, the most
difficult of all the arts, which admits
The staNdard is high—on^y
of no less.
exceptional ability survives its rigor. If

son,

\jiy new and

They afford

of his recital,

!

successful

to us
working models, and hugely might

titles

Pests.
'<Later on,

or

;

audibly. Many have glared at
By rethe offenders, with no result.
questing your irritating neighbors to
postpone the balance of the reading les-

I

Thomas used

l

i

schools.

program

success no great harm is done.
Composers In the larger forms fare the
worst, but even they get chances now
that would have made the mouths of
British composers water 20 or 30 years
ago. During the past week two quite
new English works have been given,
and one that is almost new: Vaughan
Williams's 'London Symphony— which the
composer wishes to be regarded rather
as a 'Symphony by a Londoner'— was
gh en here some six and a half years
ago, and again in May last. In a revised form; but to most listeners the
performance, under Albert Coates. at
[the London Symphony orchestra's concert on the 6th (December), must have
been the first. When Elgar, piling success on success, unmistakably overtopped every other composer In this
country, it became necessary for those
who did not like him to find a rival
chieftain under whose banner they could

j

not?

giggling hand-holders

Tthi

Liszt,
which Theodore
to give us with such elan
(a'thfi brave days of old.
But he wasi

rhapsody

it.

the

I

not.; a

J

stitutions,

tiddlers,

are all fatling over each other in their
anxiety to show how much they love
him. The song composers have the best
time of it. because it costs' a singer very
little trouble to include a new song in

j

For instance: At the moving picture
show the people in your immediate
vicinity are beins annoyed by a pair of

deeply!

Ixnfimarios, singers, pianists,

1

ship would consist of men and women
•who have publicly protested against being disturbed at any place of amusement
or in the concert hall. Simple enough,

Hie

much

is

—

''who

Stokowski toyed gently with the

Mr. Ernest Newman writes from London to the Musical Digest: "Never inj'
all his history has the British composer
had such a time as he is having now.

His name is Agide .Tacchia, con*
ductor of opera, of the Cecilia Society,
and the summer "Pops"; also director
of the Boston Conservatory of Music.
The crux of the matter, as Mr. Jacchia
sees it, is the divine law, so evident in
musical histony. that musical genius
springs, in an overwhelming percentage
of cases, from the poor. Gluck, Haydn,
Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Brahms,
Rossini, Verdt the list is much longer.
In Europe this axiom is realized— and
Hence there are to be
it is acted upon.
found there innumerable free musical
systematically!
which
conservatories
cultivate talent in those who could hot
remain
otherwiso
pay "and would
These public inartisans or what not.

family,

read Mr. Saltonstall's interesting!
lamentation concernivs the various kinds
of theatre pests, doubtless read the reprint of a letter to the editor of a London paper, entitled "Scandal of the Late
Comer," which appeared in Mr. Hale's
dramatic comment in last Sunday's issue
Before the reader has had time to think
about the tardiness and resulting incon
venienco caused by the London latecomer. Friend Hale takes us gently by
the hand and leads us to the Boston Symphony. Jordan Hall and the Boston Opera
House concerts, just to prove that Boston audiences are equally guilty.
Now that wo know right out loud
what ails us, the next subject for discussion is, What are we goim; to do
about it, and when?— for the disease is
chronic. How about organizing an asso
ciation of hard-shelled optimists who
are not afraid to lift their voices in' pro
test when needed, this band of hope to
be known as the. Society for the Sup
pression of Public Pests? The member-

developed."

plan to bring this talent to light.

a

1920.

gamation makes an exceedingly funny
salmagundy In which the pen of a mastor workman does not cease for" a moment to affirm Itself. It is a very
amusing joke, full of the unforeseen. J
which, nevertheless, one would wish iesst

Boston as in any foreign city of its size,
you might name, and he has a plausible

studied at Berlin, Bayreuth and Paris.
In Paris and London she gave recitals.
She has sung for four years at the Bach
Festival at Bethlehem, Pa., with the
Philadelphia orchestra and with other
musical organizations of that city.

•

tile

there

opera as Rigoappearance in

Mildred Faas. the soprano in tlfe per*
formance of "Elijah" next Sunday night
by tho Peoples' Choral Union was born
She went as a
at Topeka. Kansas.
child to Philadelphia where she now
Having studied with Emma Aline
lives
Osgood of Boston, she went to Europe,

'

"lli-.

in

first

Rubinstein's "Demon."
In the summers of tho following years
he appeared in various roles in London
and the English provinces. During the
winters he toured Russia. While the
war lasted and until early in 1920 he
was at Vilna, where he gave his services
In 1913. at
to the military authorities.
Kharkov. Russia, he celebrated his 25th
anniversary as a singer in that country.
J. Piastro-Borissof, violinist, who will
play in Symphony Hall tonight, was an
"infant phenomenop." He studied with
his father, in 1901 with Sarasaste. later
with Auer. On his graduation at the
Petrograd Conservatory he received the
He toured in
honorary gold medal.
Russia, wrote an opera, "Lollita," proin the
volunteered
duced at Petrograd,
war. gave concerts for charity, in 1918
taught at the Rostoft Conservatory,
gave concerts at Constantinople and in
He has composed orchestral,
Greece.
piano and vocal pieces. He played for
L
the first time In New Yofk on Nov.

Mr. Stokowski, the conductor; inasmuch
%s certain Bostonians. visiting- New

He apparently did not wish
lightning.
The episode was
J.o affright the ladies.
filed out to the fraction of a hair, as
of Stevenson's
remarked
Kiplini-'
Mr.
And when it was over the
"English.
peasants gave thanks most cheerfully,
land yet continently, .sober and decorous
in their joy, .is became people with a

appearance
His

letto at Turin.
London was In

'

is

—

CHARLES L GREENE.

she played with orchestra Tschalkowsky's
Concerto and Lalo's Spanish Rhapsody.
Her success thereafter In Great Britain
and on the European continent was great.
In the fall of 1918 she came to the United

to n>- that Mr. Tosconinl, ajIntelligent and skilled musN
»upreme authority, the sou|
rlnative poet, and a blazin
it controlled by the puree'

forms or entertainment. Bascheduled tune— lato-comers

Watertown. Jan.

London was at tho Qttoon'a Hall, when

i

tth>

be seated until after the first
number or first act.
While the closing of the doors at the
Symphony concerts causos a certain
amount of sputtering from those whose
tardiness makes the first number sound
like distant music), the fact remains that
a larger proportion of Symphony audiences are on time, because they know
tho penalty for being late.
Are we going to do anything to lmj*aSve present conditions or shall we
merely shrug the shoulders and murmur
"Oh, what's tho uso?" All in favor of
suppressing public pests please raise the
right hand and repeat slowly:
"I will
gladly do my bit."

I

young; At her home,

ut

not

Isolde Menkes, the violinist, who Willi
l>)ay .u Boston for the first time at the
Symphony concerts of fhls week, was
Horn it Brighton, Hug, in im. Her faJ
:mr, <jjprg* Mengo/. taught the violin J
lor mother
on
in^lishwomnn, taught;
io violin and the piano. The father
ben
em teaching Isolde when sh e was veryffl

of Slrauss's tone-poem wit

fact, nil

ii

PersonaHTOes

rhythmic

:<jrity

i

every song Mr. Hayes moves from aj
main concept; the meaning of the poem,
him, and the presentation is a
is in
unit; It is a considered and proportioned

Coleby, finally reached the
fred T.
Criterion Theatre, London.
The Times
sayq the play shows the author of "The
Swayboat" in frivolous mood. The
Daily Telegraph thinks that! in "Shortage" he wrote with a serious purpose,
but some trick elf whispered in his
ear: "What about the element of comic
form the piijce
relief?" "In its actual
provokes the rather unfortunate impression on the writer's part that an
audience will forgive any kind of absurdity provided its predilection for a

hearty

laugh be
there is

satisfied.

This

much good

Is

a

material
in the play."l Tho dramatist declares
that everybody's duty Is to produce
children to make tip for the present
shortage.
The hero, an army officer,
has no brains, but an idea of his duty
towards posterity. The wife is brainless, and .so brilliant in research work
that she has no time for the nursery.
So there is a divorce, a put-up job. The
hero had arranged to marry a flapper;
finding out she is secretly married, he
engages himself to another. The wife
accepts the husband's friend :, but before the second weddings, husband and
Wife come together, and there is talk
of the nursery being thoroughly cleaned.
Contrary to the belief of nightly audionces, which for so many years enjoyed
his furniture-smashing activities In "Hunfanity." John Dawson, whose death Is
announced, was not a Jew. His, mother
was a Jewess, but this counts for little
in the eyes of orthodox Jews.
As a
matter of fact, the prominent Hebrew
pity,

for

.'

ish parls

was

a good

tiulred

.1

T

lie

per for
house nightly theatres, the first
secmance begins at 5 :»0 P. M. and the onb
In houses where
P. M.
ond at 7
curiam
one performance is given the
raised at 7 P. M.

was an actor of the old

John

his

In

W. W. Jacobs

s

masterpiece. "The Monkey a
many who had
Haw" was a lesson to good
acting was
Urevlouslv believed that
Many
in the music hallB.
int to be' found
of
goodness
Lawson's
torles are told of
to those who had beIheart particularly
days.struggling
fHended him. in his
Chronicle.
i n.idnn Dailv
meeting of the London
sliecial
the
'a
consider applications
rminty Council to
and stage p ay
or music, dancing,
attention
, Ir Johnson called
of the revue,
criticism
t
a newspaper
Paris and New York," at the
'r ondon
scene, he said,
t ndon Pavilion. One
his

gruTl

..»»V.

J

course,
season for beavers and. of
is also e*cluded.
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The ghost of Thomas a Becket that
sometimes seen in the crypt Of Canterbury Cathedral has been photo"Ono photograph revealed
[graphod.
I

Ian

impalpable

lagainst

a

pillar,

figure

of

ft

Ken hen. now
If you'TS any lore

taken from the same position,
Ibut on a different date, ahowed no such
appearance."
I
As it Is aa easy, perhaps easier, to
[believe than to disflaJJcve. wo accept

;

OUt and become a legend. Good work
has been done (here in the paM, and
good work can still b« done in the fuTimes. Dec. 1.
I lUre.-London
y A Dublin correspondent wrote to the
Theatrical and mush
Stage of l>ec. J
affairs were terribly upset here last
1 hall
week by the Imposition t>y the military
• "'ithorlties
of a curfew law odaining
lat all good people should be h used
"Charley's Aunt," I believe,
r 10 P. M.
Ihe Gaiety, suffered least by the
t
irllcr hour of starting, but most houses
at money.
It is said that unless there
Borne relaxation .;f the restrictions,
:

I

I

have no pantomimes this ChjpBtThe possibilities are that. If anweek of loss is experienced, all

Khali

aniUM inent save the picAlready
.lose down.
the hands are on provisional notice.
be given I undi island, from week to

II

>

ho

of

houses

v. ill

Haydn

the

The

White put

Was

this

hla

name

Jan Kubelik,

!

Violinist,

will

StTng

I

'

.

,

j

and

HEARS HOFMANN

HU E

second concert of the Stelnert series at
the Boston Opera House yesterday afAngierras was the
Pierre
ternoon.
pianist for Mr. Kubelik; Angus Winter

was

;

Uondo
i

Dance;

tion,

these arias and songs: I
-lo sapete from "Cavallerla Kustlean*':; Sterndale Bennett, the
Pavilion;
J. H. Rogers, the Star;
Green
Ward Stevens, Summer Time; Massenet,
II est doux from "Herodlade."
The management of the Boston Opera
House is to be thanked for refusing to
ii

Mme.

j

;

-'

t

gave her

first

i

i

J

|

recital

here late in 11)15, when she was pracHer voice has
a beginner.
tically
grown In power during the years, and,
as was to be expected, she has developed her technical resources^ The
voice has a dramatic quality and Is

Itahle shall be.
I
Folk of wealth and resource then will
Idress for each course, that the table
aesthetic may look, and tho notes that
Invite will be backed with polite but

emphatic directions from cook.
There's an easier way. If you've little
to pay. as the "Vicar of Wakefield" hath ^
hinted; though tho courses be plain the
effect vou will gain if your pince-nez be

Axman

•

]

especially effective in ,the lower and
It is a dark rather
middle registers.
than a clear voice, pleasing except in
the extreme upper notes, which yester-

would hardly
Judge bf her as an inter-

day seldom had body.
be fair to

one

mastery

efficiency

of

more than mere technical perfecmore than merely faithful expresthrough

the composers'

played, yesbut to himself as well. He
subjection to
terday afternoon, not in
co-operation
the score but rather in
became a
with the composer; the music
common word between them.
apart
Mr. Hofmann thus set himself
are crewith those great pianists who
And what eloative artists as well.
quence resulted: It was the eloquence
short of
that can spring from nothing
of emotion in
ease in expressing the fire
not to
seemed
Hofmann
the heart. Mr.
concert hall,
olay to an audience, in a
reown
his
for
so much as to set free,
emotions that demanded the form
lief
which the music assumed. Certainly the
over the keyboard, the
tire that ran
power that swelled and fell back as the
.

had
and

Would that
not merely a movement.
this example could be followed at Symphony Hall when a symphony Is performed: On last Friday afternoon and
Saturday night those sauntering in
after the first movement of Vivaldi's
concerto and Brahms's symphony enlarged the nuisance by slamming down
the seats.

Have the deities willed that the soup
should be spilled, or the gravy deposit a
patch; it Is needless to fume or bounce
out of the room when the stains are an
excellent match.
chef
If the dresses are mauve, then the
his aniline dyes to be
It behooves with
free; are they blue'.' then ho sees that
the ripest of cheese and none else on the

|

that.

Mascagnl, Vol

dresses.)

|

minds. More than
chosen
Mr. Hofmann sends his
virile
music through the fires of his own
something
imagination and produces
the composer
that belongs not only to

in

Capricclo'so; Serasate, Spanish
Mme.
Patranlnl, Lo Streghe.

seat late comers until Mr. Kubelik
played the whole of the concerto

American

Symphony Hall

shone
ion of the musical score
recreating of
.he playing. Here was a
reflowering of
the composer's designs, a
the notes
the emotions that lay behind

Mme Axman.

Axman sang

Matched Meals

this

lalone:

Mr.
was
Kubelllt's program was as follows; Wlenlawskl, Concerto. D minor', Beethoven,
Romance; Bach, Prelude for tho violin
Salnr-Saens, Introduction and
alone;

I

his first

audience.
lyesterday afternoon to a large
and
Complete mastery over Instrument
Nor
imusic marked the performance.

and Mme.
Kubelik,
.lan
Gladys Axman, a soprano from the
Metropolitan Opera House, gave the

I

Hofmann gave

.concert of the year in

violinist,

.tho plnanlst for

and the program

Goldmark'a

ture.

Josef

Hy PHILIP

artist,

''Saltuntala'- overthe
Mozart's "Jupiter" symphony
-tring
Bach-Wllhelmj "Air for O
and
Caprice
"Italian
Tschalkowsky's
ViolonceUo^A
Popper's Rhapsody for

fnclude

.

Mme. Gladys Axman, Soprano, Give Program

I

b«

never stale. Next Sundaj
be the
Urthur*Had?oy. violoncellist, will
will

to the mil

music original with him

m

wnjW
mg

Mendelssohn "Scotch"

its firs t heai
75th anniversary of
thls
Boston is almost at hand.

work

'

.

that

suitably tinted.— London Daily Chronlole.

Hl

ral loo. etc.

iWe aro Inclined to think that the tun
goes farther back than 1S73. Did Mi
"'White write the words?— Ed.

(There is a movement on foot to provide meals which shall match the diners

'

I

nly inst n-fooling
thonsht of enurse you'd see.

But

C. A.

sic

from the one raised by the
I Witch
of Kndor In the Blble-a woman
we wish we had known— to the!
I thai
3 hoot

"

efucceasful

•

me;

f"5

and mado a

ll

Rachel.

Too
|

\

lull ghosts,

1

<

society,

has the
tour with Sousa. Her volo©
and
freshness of youth, warm color,
igood volume, and is particularly rich
Dell
sang
the middle register. She
1 in
an
I'Aeau&'s "Chanson Provencale' as
of
encore to the aria from "The Pearl
Mr.
strikingly,
Brazil." and scored
obligate
Packard's rendering of the flue
faultless.
for the David aria was
The orchestra distinguished

fRenben)

I

would
at the disposal of anybody who
be willing to carry on the theaue /n a
way that would make Manchester people
Liroud of it. Miss Ilornlman adds that
the reputation
fit would be a great pity if
of the Gaiety should be allowed to die

iire

large audience yescontained a number
This was the
attracted by the
vocal muslo was
first concert at which
with
added Miss Moody has been heard
Handel and
the Apollo Club, and the

The

douMless

soloist.

I will not transport yon,
will laka yon for a wife:
•We will live on "ndlk and boney.
Rcrter or worse, we're in for life.

V

Igraph

1

w»s
.*» I

prolate

while another photo-

E

ie places

i

with
more elaborate program books,
of
musical notes, and the Increasing size
numnow
orchestra
The
the audiences.
terday

(RaelieP
do stop your teasing,

I

A

bers 70 players.

.

men were nil transported
Far beyond the Northern Seal
Too ral loo. etc.

'

Iher

,

If the

|

t

multiply

grsclms.
O mr. gpodn?ss! O mr.this
» ould be
What a inee- w»rld

,

ia«.

ral loo, etc.

i

Signs of mounting prosperity
in the mucli
for Mr. Mollenhauer-s men,

flteubsn)

FrW

_

re

Hi'leir.

(Rachel)
Reuben, what's the use «t fooling?
» msn?
Win not come np llks"loTyer
a
U yon'd like to Usve"Sally
Ann.
I'm for life jour

>e„ro

disturbed Brutua in his \
from the ghost that rebuked Job. I
I tent;
may reckon on achieving at any rate, 1 to the ghoat that foretold evil days to
Novorthocomparative success. But the technique J the Hohonaollern family.
of comedy can only be acquired by long JltBS, as it lo only fair to the ocoffors. f
and laborious processes and tempera- jwe give tbo "ociontiBc" explanation of
mental adaptability on the part of the 1 this Canterbury phenomenon: "A me- j
dlaeval fresco waa painted on the pll- j
artist."
HPS'«
U
J
Reports from Manchester atata that Har and painted out at the Reformation. 9
cfl
version
the production of the Kngllsh
fSo tlie figure becomea 'visible through |
Daniel." w.vj 1 the
material during damp?
overlaid
U. Louis Verneuils play.
entirely successful, and that notable I weather, but vaniahes coihplctely on J
Mr.
pieces of acting were contributed by
"ry days."
Lyn Harding, Miss Hilda Moore and Mr.
Aubrey flmith. In the EngUsh verPoor Shakespeare
sion the last act only plavs for about
The late Sir Edward Durnlng-Law•even minutes, owing to the fact that
rence Insisted that the works attributed
the greater part of Mine. Hernhardt's
has
scene
death
Bacon.
emotional
hlghlv
to Shakespeare were written by
the
throughout
been cut out. Playgoers
the
Sir Edward also gave liberally to
country will be sorry to learn that the
University College school. The authoriGaiety" Theatre, Manchester, is for sale.
grateful
ties of that school are still so
Miss Mornlman states that, owing to
difficulties
that in the school magazine, The Tower,
financial
past losses and
sup
was
Shakespeare
of
the name
arising out of the war. the overdraft
pressed In the announcement of th
has become such that there is no alterChristmas holiday performances of "As
native for her but to sell the theatre.
Tou Like It."
She is willing to place her knowledge

1

Too

mvr.
Tay^.

;

"Anncjeon;"
overture
Pherublnl,
Bl™
•The dentine!'" David, arts, vChermmsr
"Tie Pearl of Brs.ll:" Mendelssohn.
Ooleminor;
In
Soteb,
Symphony No. Ill,
rldfre-Taylor, Petite Suits.
,Y,m

'

and I'ort or Msny
Korest Path".}
«Hg«. » a U'nely Kromer._
Tears,
Twinir-KWrStoan:
to
de OrMp,
Spiritual. Trao'lin"
NvTI UDAY- Jordan Ball. J «j
\

three weeks ago that he saw his first
film, while Mr. t'ompton Mackensie, on
Ihe other hand, confessed that he had
been going to see films ever since they
first started.
"I never go to the theatre
or the rnuslc hall," he said, "and I never
read a novel, but I go to picture theatres all over the world, and every day If
The more I see of them tho more
I can.
convinced I am of their Increasing hold
upon the Imagination of the people. It
U not a passing phase. It has already
caught the world as nothing else has
done In our great modern clvlli»atlon."
Mr. Dion Clayton Calthrop also Insists
that an Industry' which has become a
part of life cannot be neglected, and It
{• good to see a British company doing
so much to encourage the British auI.ondon Times.
thor
"There are few things better calculated to strain the capabilities of a company of amateurs than the effective
costume comedy. In
handling of a
tragedy uny young actor, gifted with a
eertain measure of declamatory force

kx> rai. etc.
ral loo ral loo, too ral

(Rent#n)
Tletlm.
I'm a man without a
Roou I think there's one will »e.
transport*"
not
ore
men
the
If
Kar l.eyond tbe Northern Sea.

was also resolved
be warned against the

,

follows:

Far

it

Mr.

F.mll

(Rachel)
woman,
R«.nben. I'm a poor, lone
\oo:.e seems to esre for me;
were all t ran »I>orte4
I wish the men
beyond the Nortliern Ses.

conductor.

that the licensee
production of doubtful plays in the fu-

I

I fine

w ™™

Mr"-M^eoi;

^Torrriuvr's-i...

1

"wSSt

Orchestra*,

Symphony

Mollenhauer conductor. with Miss
assisting
Marjorie Mopdy. scprano, as
the
gave its ninth concert, in
artist
In
season of 20, yesterday afternoon
as
waa
program
Convention Hall. The

1

j

Pnel.el

People's

The

ho men were all transported
Sea.
Far beyond the Northern

0!eui*n)
have !0'.<-' '"'en thinking
world this might 1*
yonng lsd.es
If ire hod botuo uwre
thernbea.
On this cide the

.
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Audience Applauds Soprano
Soloist and Orchestra

Large

,

,

1

Rosyek. I tUS« «iTi Kti.de In B fiat minor:
Psderewsk.. InterUU laoecs X'.L 8 and 8;

popular French farce, but It had,
deference to the wishes of the Lord
The
Chamberlain, been withdrawn.
Lord Chamberlain himself had seen the
play, and he (the speaker) thought he
onjoyed It.' (Loud laughter.) The license

that

PEOPLE'SSYMPHONY
GROWS IN POPULARITY

HOI>BROOKi

(rtnclicD
t,
th Inking
nenben. I have long . eer ml^.ni u«
Oils
•iVliat a good world
If

in

an interesting study.

Kotanl, Gluck, Beethoven, Zulc,
an
Fourdrain. Poldowskl. Franck and
A dyet from
air from "La Bohemc."
concert.
"La Boheme" will end the

REUBEN" AM) RACHEL

Danse de Puck.

A

McKenna announced

ln^S.

,

del

i

conductor,

l.a

opinion that the licensee should be serirepresentative of the
warned.
licensee said the revue had been played
to something like 100,000 people, and
there had not been one complaint. It
was true that the Lord Chamberlain
had sent for him and asked for the reThe Scene commoval of a scene.
plained of was obviously a satire on

la

bv Secchi. Philldor. Munro, Michael
Arne (not "Dr. Arne," as the .program
has it), an air from "Madama Butterflv "
Mr. Hackett's songs ai'e by Han-

-

Complaisante;

!

•JvH

Hall.

'sic

Mass.
B, P. D., Holllston,

tin the dresse9 of some of the performers. Airs. Hudson Lyall expressed the

ture— London Daily Telegraph.
The attitude of the novelist to the

;

i

-

MSSi

P
n H
Apo ilo 0,ib" r.

recital

.

•
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The concert next Sunday will be b>
Mnle. Alda. soprano, and Charles HackOpett tenor, both of the Metropolitan
muijera Company. Mme. Alda will sing

help
perhaps this song may
is C. A.
him in his quest. The author M> LitUe
m
.White, who wrote -Put Me
rs
"Come, Birdie, Come and o«Jf

,

-

Symphony

ipeared in

Reuben,

took a serious
that the council
plays. Mr. St.
tho production of such
that it was not
remarked
John Morrow
Chamberlain
the first lime the Lord
Pavihad had trouble with the London very
certain
ago
time
short
lion
A
considerable alterations had to be made

was granted, and

W>N.

'ready

marred by suggestive scenes. He
had since
understood that the scene
that a
hem withdrawn. He tourged
licensee
the
warning be addressed
view of

\
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At Last! At Last!
'
I
As the World Wags:
has not al
If Mr. Herkimer Johnson
^h
or
f
found a satisfactory mate

,„Men.
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him— (laughter)—was a disgrace
pity the revue
tbe stage. It was a

a
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rum

nuatrceST
at
any attempt
without
Massenet's aria was sung with conMascagrni's air has
siderate feeling.
importance in the concert hall.
little
sltuaIts effect depends largely on the
She. as Mr. Kubejtlon on the stage.
the
After
recalls.
to
responded
Ilk.
group she sang "The Minstrel
'first
]Boy," but not fervently.
Mr. Kubalik played here earlier in the
His playing yesterday did not
leeason.
ex'change the unfavorable opinion
pressed in The Herald when he ap-

Roslindale.

Laval, coa
Harvard Glee Club and Jeanne
tjalto.
Se« sreeial_not.ee
Concert
I

in
servant girl fell in love

an( i a

New Hampshire,

state,

h

Mr Nelson Keys appeared
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See speMaj

Ball.
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make a
It would
the
picture-film. In the beginning
the Ind'f" 8 *
tlsh are trading with
pounds
quart of rum being given for five
How strange! Bothe
Of beaver skin.
In my natn
are now rare articles.
there is no open
Perhaps

Shakespeare.

Boston Opera ff?J e„?.h.Hl* VlblintsTaad
v on ni-JSteiuert concert. Jan KuIiellU. eeisln
jtice
Gladys Aswan, soprano. See BP stw« *•»•
Botolim
St.
Hall.
Convention
<*
Oicbestra
Peoples
P M. Concert by the
Boston. See special notice.
, 0 < pf
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the style
'for the stage? It looks like
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lAs the World Wags:
the
Has the story. "Ponteach (sic or ever
'•Savages of America." a tragedy,
enough
been plaved? Is it interesting
of

i

ttle

»•

Good Old Dajs

-

re-

Mon
work
and

t0

ft

andTOmetimes
of fixing before

It

preter, for the three skings in English
have little, significance; and she sang
them in straight forward fash lor

imood commanded, came from a mind
and of
so sure of its intelligent emotion
of the means of
its complete command
expression

unity

that

'of feeling, of execution

of

intention,

was the

result.

To many ardent concert-goers tho
•'Variations on a Theme by Handel." by
Brahms, must be a severe
cieat

fertility

of

the

test.

variations

Of the
there

Can be no doubt; many might wonder

remain Adam
.f after all, they do not
)Uv as vet n ot. e athed into with the
1

Brahma

ue
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Young Days Shaded? Rubenstein
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•Wnevxhai the quality of a rhetorically
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than

finsers, the dignity
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cork make-up. and many had the first
glimpse of the old-timer without stage
decorations of any kind.
Ilia talk is
uproariously funny.
Other acts were Adelaide Hermann in
mystery problems; Will J. Ward and
"Girls." in an instrumental and vocal
I act;
Alimati and Mayo, in chatter and
'song; Mr. Hymack, In a trick change
I act,
one of the novelties of the bill;
Ethel Hopkins, vocalist, and Raymond
Wllbcrt. a likable fellow, who had the
audience wondering at his skill In juggling and hoop manipulation.
,

!
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RUSSIANS ENTERTAIN
WITH VOICE AND VIOLIN

:

.

By PHILIP

lASt evening :n Symphony Hal! Mr.
Wlnogradoff. Russian baritone, and Mr.
Russian violinist, played and
ung to an audience many members of
which proved beyond doubt with tireless energy that no real incompatibility exists between listening to music!
and chawing gum 0 r eating candy by
Borissoff.
;

Prudden, soprano, gave a concert last
in
Steinert Hall.
these pieces: MacDowell,

ing
•«20

,

gested by lines of Arthur Symonds,
were played here for the first tfcne, and
the songs were sung for the first time
in public.
It is a question whether the
music that might be characterized as
impressionistic, the pieces "by Ireland,
Peterkin and Engle were really heard,
for Miss Cox is not a romantic or imaginative pianist. Nor has she a keen
sense of rhythm.
This absence of
rhythmic feeling was especially shown
in the performance of the music by

,

J

neither of which, cults for special corn-

MAUDE

Mr. Winogradoff lias a voice of
strength, to which he gives a free rein.
No corner of the hall retrained unpterced.
H's vitality is remarkable.
He brings to his singing a fervor of
gesture of facial evxpression that adds
ensemble. The voice is perhaps
Hanpered by seeming to have but one
Hfe- And this stop lends itself primarily to singing "in 'Ercles's vein." Given a declamatory operatic air, in which
appeal, denunciation and laughter take
Ifhelr turn, Mr. Winogradoff will give a
performance that would move the stoutest heart.
He sang four Yiddish folk

Htte

l

AT COPLEY-PLAZA
of

1

was exceptionally well done, the toneshading and blending being excellent.
Mme. Laval sang Lungi dal Caro
Bene, Secchi; Quando Tl Vldt, WolfFerrari; O Don Fatah, Verdi: The Cave,
Edwin Schneider, Greatest Miracle of
Twenty. Eighteen (Tradi-

X

Chopin and Zuera. The latter's Spanish
dance, to be effective, should be performed with insolent dash and gorgeous
coloring.
The actual performance was
pale, spiritless.
There was too little of
the oriental feeling called for by Peterkin's music: too little sensuous expression in Engel's "New Mown Hay," one

.j

HARVARD GLEE CLUB

I
'

Pembroke, Pembroke.
wonder who named the town.

Anderson, the young Ausheads the cast, was
Theatre last season
with William Gillette. "Peg" is a new
suited to
role for her and a part well
the
her personality. She was strong in

Frances

"There was an Earl of Pembroke, a
Newton, who was fond of statuary, so that Newton said he was a
friend of

lover of stone dolls. You remember that
Dr. Johnson asserted that the value of
statuary Is owing to Its difficulty; that
you would not value tho finest head cut
upon a carrot. Yet I remember a statue!
in butter— I think they called It Dreaming Iolanthe— at the, Philadelphia exhibition of 1ST6.
Then there was Lord
Pembroke who said that Johnson's talk
would not appear to be extraordinary if
it were not for his bow-wow manner.
Pembroke— it is an aristocratic name,!
suggesting dining on gold plate to Han-l
riel's music, a laced Coat, a snuffbox,
and a clouded cane. Do you—"
And
so Mr. Johnson would have talked on no
doubt for an hour, had we not welcomed
I

a visitor anxious to know our, opinion
on the Turkish problem. Mr. Johnson's
face was flushed; his breath smelt of
fireworks. We have been told that he
has a vaiued friend who diligently

works a

still In

n«d

his cellar.— Ed.

exciat

>lbow!"

Fl^r*sh?,w^

comedv parts and

commit

did not

of

1

Chichester.

Ethel Wright as "Ethel," Mrs. (-niche 'ters daughter, was excellent in an
unpleasant part, and "Jarvis" was a
typical and believable English butler.
The story of the play is well known,
and the audience followed with tense interest the familiar story from the time
"Peg'' appeared wth her bag and dog
Mike to the final scene when she
changeo her mind and decided to remain
Sir Gerald
in England to prove with
that "There's nothing half so sweet in
life as Ujve's young dream."

set

entitled

was

"Perfumes."'
odorless.

The

Ireland's

APOLLO CLUB GIVES
PLEASING CONCERT

the--

Miss
overdoing the pathos.
Anderson began her stage career as a
last
gave
she
song
one
singer, but the
evening afforded no opportunity fori)
howJudging her voice. The audience,
acting.
ever, was satisfied with her
William Shelley Sheridan who apWillpeared as "Jerry" was here with
Master
iam Walker Whiteside in "The
well
was
part
His
of B«llantrae."
done but failed to arouse such interest
Mrs.
as "Alaric," the silly son of
fault

his

music, as far as we could judge, has decided character, with its suggestion of
lapping waves.
Miss Cox played for the most part in a
straightforward, matter-of-fact manner.
There was little differentiation in her
treatment of the pieces varying widely
in sentiment.
Miss Prudden sang the
group of songs that were without surprises, agreeable or disagreeable, with
sinbularly clear enunciation.

tralian actress who
at the Hollis Street

Lies the subject of all verse
Sidney'* slater, Pembroke's mother

I

of

performance

ton engagement.

Underneath this sable hearse

;

h manuscript: The Dream, Spring
Showers,
Autumn
Evening,
Rory
O'More, The Dawning o' the Year.
The program included unfamiliar
pieces. Mme. Hopekirk's arrangements
of two Scottish Folk Songs and Ireland's "Island Spell," which was sug-

;

dueed two pieces of his own, "Poeme
du Nord" arid "Humoresque Oriental,"

Embers, The Joy of Autumn, A. D.
Hopekirk, two Scottish Folk

|

'

!

played

By Smoulder-

Songs, In the Ruins; Ireland, The Island
Spell; Peterkin, Dreamers' Tales No. 1;
Zuera, Igualada; Engel, New Mown
Hay; Chopin, Mazurka and Valse;
Beethoven, Bagatelle; P. E. Bach, La
Complaisante: Couperian, The Reapers;;
Dubussy, Suite, "Pour le Piano." Miss
Prudden sang these songs of Miss Cox,

!

!

She

night

,

Mr. Borissoff plays with energy, at
times with perhaps too much. But his
tone was pure in general, and he showcommendable agility with both
ed
fingers
and bow.
His playing ofl
Tchaikowsky's Concerto in D major

HALE

Persis Cox, pianist, assisted by Lilian

'

.

!

t

'

^iszt.

eanne Laval, contralto, gave a concert
Mr.
*t evening at tho Copley-Plaza.
ably conducted the club in the
^•aenco of Mr. Davison and the president of the club on account of illness.
The audience, which filled the large
ballroom, appreciated the program.
The club sang Grant Us to Do with
Zeal, Bach: Adoramus Le, Palestrina;
Mlsierere. Allegri, Oypsy Life, Schumirn Three Pictures (from the Tower
of Babel), Rubenstein: At Sea. D. Buck;
Now Is the Month of Maying, Morley;
Love Songs, Brahms: Prayer of ThanksKing, Netherlands Folk Song.
The Three Pictures by Rubenstein Is
a weird and wonderful tone pictflre.
However, when a little may be interesting, too much is too much, and the
number perhaps tended to be a little
monotonous. Adoramus Le, Palestrina,

the burnt

for the time being discarded

:

:

Club, assisted by

Shlpmen in "East Is West."
Another act that pleased was the turn
of Lew Dockstftder. The comedian has

i

|

Sgnmbati:
"Soirees de
Vienne."
by
r^hubert-Liszt
"Rustic
Dance.''
by
-ianz: "Languid Dance." by Scriabin.
>nd the Sixth Hungarian Rhapsody by

The Harvard Glee

Trlxle Friganza. In a new sketch. "A
o' Tricks." shares headline honors
this week at B. F. Keith's with John B
fantastical comedy.l
Iri
the
Hym*r,
"Tom Walker in Dixie."
Miss Frlganza's act consists of a
group of new song.*, several funny
stories,

|

Dorothr Welllver
Ohciter H Parsons
CllminV Turner
Wllllnm K. Wntts

'

The other numbers were: "Nenia." by

Shows Appreciation
Program

H.

and a dazzling wardrobe. Two
her most interesting numbers were
"Vou Don't Know What to Do When
You Get It," and the Spanish-Irish burlesquo 'and dance.
Mr. Hymer's darky Is one of the best
characterizations
on
the
vaudeville
stage of simulated superstition.
The
comedian Is co-author with Samuel

Mirrenrct Wiltshire

.,

-

Audience

ami jonn

I

the splendors of their Homeric abode.
Hof,I,a nn's
power of vicarlosity
k
shone
here in glorious manner; he
actually was Pierrot, was Florestan, and
th * Chargers who fared against
'.,
o
tno Phlllatlns
in the March at the end.
In tho other, the minor, selections
of
the program and in the generous encores
ihls
same large dignity and control
appeared.
It
was as evident in the
de.icacx of the close of the ShubertLlaat "Soirees de Vienne." as in
the
till rder of
the I.iszt Khnpsody.
Mr. Ilofnuann plays with such complete
re
si >n nnd with so perfect
freedom from mawkish sentimentality that
to the-person for whom feeling in
ri no
Playing (s synonymous with incorrectness or saccharlnity his performance
may seem cold. For the person who
desires a masterful, a virile interpretation, as clean and free as
mountain
winds, his playing is almost surcharged
with passion. He carried the emotion
If tho Schumann numbers to the full
Mice of their possibilities.

:

Mr.

J

!•:.

which joy and pas<; ""
,,: ,n subje.-uon to a .vino
and
»n v Intelltgence Thjs might the
^ympians have led their course through

i

l.;uly

Mnv iWat

rl.vninale

Mrs. Cowprr Coir per

Mr

PhylllM Cleveland
N'leholns Jot
Coirwn.v \VliiKtteld

her before she closed her eyes that Mr. llerkoley
.".ly .IcrthuiTfli
they would not continue her joyous
Inarlil OHon
Marlon .lonlttna
work. This is reassuring. There are MUs i.rahnni
Mr. Hopper
I.yom-I Wutta
s'.'ters on the bench of the scornful who
l."i\l Aneuania Lorton
E Cllrel
will say that the whole business Is an
Mr. Cecil Graham
viola no'icli
instance of mistaken humor, or ovgn a Mrs. Krlyniw
"'""'He
lncrlil n linn
coarse practical Joke. Some may beSeldom has Osoar Wilde's epigramsl
»i
lievo that a Fatsee family found its
been
more
heartily enjoyed than they
'! way to Brookline and not being' willing
were last night at the Copley TheatreJ
I to swell the gas bill by continuous dovoMr. Wilde, with a keen knowledge oB
tions, conceived the happy idea of hurn!ng the buildings of neighbors; on ac- human nature, has used this » knowlJ
count of climatic conditions and as rep- ;edge to play With, ro make, sparkling!
resentatives of tho old Ouebres, not !eplgrams and witty paradoxes. Wo havw
being ablo to turn toward tho sun as playwrights\ who strive for smartness]
tho Klbiah or point of prayer. Or the and clevernjess by uttering unnecessary
~ late Queen may
have been only a pyro- witticisms that savor of cynicism. Thev
maniac, though according to the Ameri- usually achieve a strange mixture oi
can Journal of Psychology pyromaniacs pessimism and clumsy humor. Wilde's
rarely Incrlhiinate themselves.
Pyro- epigrams are based on fact. and tem4
mania has been discussed by many pered.with philosophy. Mrs. Erlynne's
remark that "London is full of fogs and]
learned men: Plainer, Oslander, Henke,
Marc, Murandon de Montyel, Massius, serious people; whether the serious peo4
Limas. Targuet, and especially by Dr. pie produce the fogs or the fogs produce!
the serious people. I really don't know":
S. lcard, whose study of woman in relaCecil Graham's speeches, "My business
tion to morbid psychology and legal
medicine was published by Felix AlcanJ bores me to death, t prefer other peoof Paris in 1890. There are female pyro-j ple's," and "As soon as people are old]
maniacs who at certain times are not) .enough to know better, tliey don't know
anything It all".; and Dumby's declarresponsible for their free but injudicious
use of matches. Their propensity towation that "there are only two tragedies,
ard pyromania is so powerful, says Dr.
not getting what you want and Setting
lcard (page 114), that "incendiaries al-[
what
you want, and the last is the worst
ready condemned cannot prevent themof the two\" are typical of Oscar Wilde, '!
selves from repeating the same offence,
of the waft- he pla>s with humor, with P.
although they know that capital punishment awaits them; sometimes, discour-i philosophy, with human nature, and
He cloaks his wit with
aged by the frultlessness of their efforts jvrith truth.
and foreseeing tho fatal issue of the! pleasant manners and literary dignity,!,
struggle which they vainly maintain
and chuckles when he sees how seriousagainst their inclination, they turn to] jly it is taken.
suicide as an end to their torments."
Playgoers are. of course, quite famil-j
iar with the plot, which has served inj
several later pieces and at least oncej
That Gravy
on the screen. The lines are at oncd
As the World Wags:
brilliant and subtle, the interest is grip-;
I
suspect Mr. Herkimer Johnson of
Thet
ping and holds one throughout.
being a mythical personage, and the aponly stamp of age on "Lady Winderpeal for boyhood's sour-flavored gravy
mere's Fan" are the asides and solilo-^,
to have been made In the whimsical inquies. They stand out strangely in this;
terests of quaint copy, but lest he be
otherwise ultra-modern play.
real and hungry, I will rise to the fly.
The Jewelt Players give an especially
Mis6
Here is a recipe tor sour-flavored
balanced performance.
evenly
'gravy a boy might eaf. It is known in
Roach, as Mrs. Erlynne, gives a coiv
the middle West and thereabouts a?
vincing and well rounded-out portrayal.
"Sop," prounced "Sawp"; is made as
She plays the third act with feeling
follows: In a frying pan put two roundand the- second and fourth acts with
ing tablespoons of fat, bacon fat pre
ease of manner and graceful humor.
jferred.
When melted, add two table
Miss Royton plays the young Lady
spoons of flour and stir until thoroughWindermere well and gives to the part
ly incorporated and well browned. Stfav
the necessary touches of sentimentality
ring briskly, add one cup of 'warm water
ind perplexity. Miss Storm quite shines
and one-half cup of vinegar. Cook until
in the first act as the gossipy Duchess
smooth and pepper and salt to taste
of Berwick.
On fete days, or when Mr. Johnson hat
E. E. Clive, as Lord Augustus Lorton,
is capital, particularly in the third act.
a specially boyish hunger, add one tableWarburton, as Lord Darlington,
Charles
of
molasses.
This last is in the
spoon
nature of a treat, and as such should
and Nicholas Joy, as Lord Windermere,
handled their parts easily and effectivenot be lightly introduced.
The rest of the company are very
ly.
ft. WHITE.
successful with roles well suited to their
North Pembroke.
It is a splendid pervarious talents.
We showed this note to Mr. Johnson,
formance of an excellent piece.
who at first was Indignant that his
j
Identity, say rather his existence, should I
be doubted; that in a town of his own r
ARLINGTON THEATRE— "Peg o' My
state his reputation as a sociologist
Heart," a comedy of youth. The cast:
should not bo a household word. "I
Florence Burroughs
Mrs. Chichester
should like to meet Miss White that
W. J. Brady,
Jarvls
Ethe Wright!
she might see me with her own eyes
Ethel "
Ashton Newton
and thereafter tell tho tale to her won^i ai c
Edward Varney
Christian 'Brent
dering and envious townsfolk. As you
Frances Anderson
p„„
have her address, pray tell her that I
Wlllnrd Dashiell
Montgomery 'u'a'w'kes
shall be happy to make her acquaintOlive Martin
Maid
Sullivan
jerry'.'.'. ......... '.William Shelly
ance. I'll he on the sidewalk in front
was
a favorite
of the Herald office at 12 o'clock sharp
Heart"
My
"Peg o'
next Friday. She will easily recognize
when played in Boston a few years
me, for I shall wear a red and flowing
ago and possibly the remembrance of
cravat and carry an umbrella.
that attendHer
It drew the large audience
recipe for sour-floured gravy seems to
its
ed the opening performance at
be plausible, the sort of gravy that
renewal at the Arlington Theatre last
Freddy's mother would have poured on
newa
is
night. The Arlington Players
tho taters.
And Miss White lives in
stock company and this is its first BosNorth Pembroke.

this
Kctche.s

jo:iy
masque raders were inore
people kicking up their heels or
r ° rlh * nlotiu "They took on.

1**''

1^*2
j

.

s

'-"•i.v

Pyromaniacs
So the "Firo Queen" of Brookllno Is
dead; her son and daughter promised

IHuna SK.rm

Astiilha

Windermere,

piiii'liT

nd.
this majestic excursion Into pure
"Waii- the bound Into Schumann's
"Car-

7*7

i",;in/:i

Bag

I

lighter vein, but artistically done.

'

I

t

:

*^H»VKa that would make eoroIf broken oft at any one of

HVIe

I

Hymer Share Honors

car Wild".
First presented at the St.
companied by the club).
Mme. Laval did truly artistic work. James's Theatre, London, on Feb. :0.
1S92.
The
cast
Her voice has a wide range and Is very
Parker.
•xpresslve. In O Don Fatah she was at
Noel i # ,u e
Windermere
Klnm Roy ton
her best. Her numbers Greatest Miracle! Urtj
U>rd l>nrlln|{Mn
ainrlen Win-lmrton
of All and Twenty, Klghtoen were In a
jjootnun
Humid K. Rutin

w»

|

(ac-

Assisted by Harrison Keller, Violin-

ist—Many Encores
S The Apollo Club of Boston, .conducted
SKuy Bmil Mollenhauer and assisted by
MHarrison Keller, violinist, gave a conEScert last evening at Jordan Hall. The
Hhall was filled and the audience heartily
appreciative.
Mr. Keller's -work is smooth and his
hltones are beautiful. He played Adagis,
Perpetuum Mobile, Novarcek;
Rico;
Gondoliera, Bridge; Arioso. Bach-Engel;
Spanish dance. Sarsate. The audience
v
a called for encores to each suite. Mr.
Keller's playing was artistic but it
seemed that his pieces lacked climax.
Viking song, S.
I The club sang the
Jjcoleridge-Tayior. This Is a song of
war and steel and a typical forge song.
*

'

.

Next icame "From

',

a Bygone Day."
was almost a lullaby.
The next number was "Route March*n'," G. C. Slock. This is a most effective marching song of the British army
m India. The audience called for a repeThen came a "Nunc Dlmittls,"
tition.
by "Gesu
A, Gretchaninof, followe d
folk-song, which

j

erhaps the best received

round and completed. Human
Comthe best nourishment for man.
social
munity of wives is the basis of

number was

the first in
atria." Whitney Coombs,
Then came
part two of the program.
Leonl: 'A
Franco
"Brownies."
the
Venetian Love Song," Louis Saar;
the
•Sweet and Low." Barning. and
and
"Bishops
of
chorus
majestic
MeyerPirates" from "L'Africaino,'

I) s
A father should marry kills
daughter. There Ie a word that
a
a snake, a word that tames a near,
i"
Word that stops short an eagle I«oxen
chases
Jlight, and a word that

order.

—

hauer.

«

,

,

hour to
from a bean field. Saying fromEgyptian
hour the three names of the
Andron
Trinity. Amon, Mouth. Kohns.
the sands
of Argos was able to traverse
should
of Libva without drinking. One
s

beer-Buck.
t
The Apollo Club is well-balanced this
The
year and its tonal quality is good.
performance showed hard work on the
musical
true
and
part of the members
appreciation on the part of Mr. Mollen-

Jupiter
coff ins of cypress, for
Themissceptre was made of this wood.
bore chiltoclee. priestess of Delphi,
only
yet remained a virgin. As

MOt

™_J

parents born there, of Now England"
He is of the eighth generation.
Living for twenty" years or more in
(western Massachusetts, he was educated in New Hampshire and Connecticut. Ha may fairly be called a New
(En.^lander. We, too, spent a happy and
lUnhappy boyhood In a Massachusetts
In8
{village on the Connecticut river.
hose days "picked fish" was not the;
ame as "creamed codfish," not half so
ppetizing..
We sulked when thft|(
•picked fish" was brought on the table,
"G. C. W." Is right in thinking that*
"cod" was preferred by the blameless I
Stock.

make

fl

and "fishballs" to
The father of the
"codfish cakes/'
family bought a whole cod, and bore it
villagers to "codfish,"

dren,
take an oath,
the' just have the right to
that one gives the
'it is through equity
The
name "Swearer" to Jupiter.
tne
Arabian phoenix and mollis live
The earth Is carried by the air
fire.
in the
as by a chariot. The sun drinks
By THTLIP
drinks in rivers
moon
the
and
ocean
Mme. Marie Magdeleine Du Carp, etc. This is why the Athenians raised
pianist, gave a recital In Jordan Hall" a statue to him in the Potter's Quarter
with this Inscription: "To Chryslppus.
yesterday afternoon. Her program was

his

m

BY MME. DU CARP

brown wrapping paper under
arm, triumphantly. The head and
protruded from the wrapper.— Ed.

home
tail

"Phoebe," This Time
the World
This is the

^ch,

as follows:

Prelude and Fugue

who knew

in

Well-Tempered
Sonata Op.
Beethoven,
Clavichord;"
110; Chopin. Berceuse and Barcarolle;
Albentz. Fete* Dieu a Seville; Ravel,
Pavane pour^ une Infante Defunte;
Debussy, Les Collines d'Anacapri, La
;CathedraIe Ehgloutie, Danse de Puck;
from

C-maJor

"The

v
1 '

She is an un-s
for the first time.
(commonly well-equipped and musical
appeals
to the underone
that
'pianist,
standing and the heart.
Few, coming as a stranger to this
city when she played here a season
for a few
or two ago it was only
friends iwould have the courage to begin the recital with Bach's first prelude,
and fugue in "The Well-Tempered^
Clavichord" and follow it immediately
with Beethoven's Sonata Op. 110, for
the fueue of Bach Is not one of the
most interesting and the Sonata Is
more for the musician than for those
decharitably
vaguely,
and often
Scribed as "music-lovers." Yet, by her
performance of this Sonata, one of the
most impressive performances of It
that we have ever heard, Mme. Du Carp
showed a technical mastery, musical
Intelligence and an emotional quality
beyond doubt and peradventure.
She has a beautiful touch her bravura
her
playing is clear and brilliant;

—

—

East.

the

West

"Tea." said old
aolr-mnly, "there's nothing like
gentlemen, exact science, acknowledge that endures." Having
d the oracle, he puffed out his
and blew like a porpoise. "Scl'

knowledge?" We reed vaguely something that Vlc:o said about It.
When we were
Sclehtlflc

1

we

looked through his fanta.nl-

llliam

Shakospeare" and found

Science

(VICTOR HUGO)
Chryslppus

of

Tarsus,

wards the 130th olympi
leneo.

who

ad. Is

lived

a date

In

This

philosopher, the same
that literally died of laughter at
ng an ass eating figs In a silver
In, had studied
everything,, invest!
sd everything, written 705 Volumes.
»hich 311 treat of dialectics, without
ing dedicated a slnyle book to a
X, which petrified Diogenes Laertius.

The Seven Seas
There Is dispute again regarding "The
Seven Seas." Which are they? The National Marine says there is agreement

B.

to six: the Atlantic, Arctic, Antarctic,
a.-:Pacific, Mediterranean and Indian; there
doubt
as to whether the seventh sea Is
Is
the North or the Baltic.

J

But Is there agreement about the six?
The Oxford Dictionary names the Arctic,
and South Pacific.
Antarctic, North
North and South Atlantic and Indian
oceans. Not a word about the Mediter-

Judgment and sells with assurance."
There Is no disputing the latter half of
this statement.

ranean.

Add "Theatre Pests"
As the World Wags:
While engaged In making an enumerof theatre pests, which are unhappily many and various, we should
Include one person whom I could see
obliterated with the greatest satisfac-

ation

1

'

j

tion.

I

refer to the

man who

stuffs his

now

any real Interest In what Is going on 4£
on the stage as far as his neighbors f
trans Donatio n of my departedraJ^^y^ are concerned. O for a sanitary tquad
seurcli, S.
at the entrance with power to
by-marriage from a town JO miles away
fumiconfiscate and compel a, thorough
to the cemetery where her folk have
ae a prerequisite
the' gation and disinfection
fashion,

•

Upon that occasion.

Chestnut

I

had to see

to the!

Is

L.

I

chance he falls to understand the name
of one, perhaps he saya: "I was not
clever enough to catch your name." On
bidding farewell to a host and hostess,
he says perhaps to one: "I am under
the greatest obligation to you for a delightful visit," and to the other: "This
has been a most enjoyable experience."
If sending New Year's cards, he writes
perhaps to one: "With all best wishes for
a splendid New Tear"; to another: "With
J
mil the kindest wishes .for health and
Igood fortune throughout the year"; and
to anotherr "With kind wishes for a
of tfc* brtsThUst SMapaetav**
I

erant cigar drummer. Infinite and deepantiquarian
ly interesting to one of an
turn is also the chronological range of
One meets those!
the unpollte story.
which are clearly of today, fresh mintof
ed. The next may bear the hallmark
The
the brave times of Charles II.
follows
pungency;
next has a Napoleonic

1

j,
'

—

A Note on "Cod"
A3 the World Wags:
Apropos of Mr. Herkimer Johnson and
certain foods: Did Mr. Johnson really
use the words "creamed codfish"? In

youth we called it
pronounced rather trip-

my New England
and some

of us children prefer

"pinked" to "picked."

I

my

j

I

R. R.

And— please correct me if I'm wrongdoes not the real New Englander rather
scorn "codfish" and "codiish cakes" as
words and cling to "cod" and "fishballs"
Q. C. W.
Instead?
•

of distinctly Lutheran bludgeonquality; the latest may be a Pat
and Mike dialogue which one may well
Imagine first guffawed over in the
Forum Boarlum. told then of Gutta and
[Tiro, Scythians newly come to Rome.
There Is also the geological classification. A chapter might be made of the
(negro story; In the southwest one detects a smack of Castllian odor; In

POLISH PIANIST IN

I

JORDAN HALL CONCERT

like

Mme. Antoinette Szumowska,

]

J

j

B major. Etude, C major.
2A. Scherzo, B minor. ChopEtude, B flat minor, K. Syzmanowski; Polish Dances, No. 2 and 8, Ludomir Rozych; Intermezzo Polacco, Paderewskl; Campanella, Liszt. The au- |
dience called for three encores, one of.
which was Chopin's Waltz, C sharp
minor.
Mme. Szumowska played very well. I
Her Interpretation Is artistic and she j
shows fine musical understanding. Her;'
technique Is excellent and for tho most
part she produces good tone.-. In the f
lighter passages her touch Is delicate!
and feathery, but In the heavier passages It seemed .perhaps a trifle heavy. (
Nocturne,

Mazurka, op

i

In;

unpublished literature of the nearer
ist; one Judges from the covert alluons of Mr. Kipling that It is distinctly
worth while. And there Is, too, the matter of verse— I think especially of "The
lolly Tinker," set to a catchy tune,
with a whistled refrain; of another conrnlng a nameless King of England
tnd his discomfiture at the hands of

•

'

I

delight-

I have but barely IndiIt
cated the possibilities of the field.
|s rich In political and social lore.
have
stories,
have
told
ages
all
ajfttig
in

Polish

gave a recital yesterday afternoon at Jordan Hall. Her program was:
Fantasia C minor. Mozart; Tambourln.
Rameau; The Little Windmills. CouperCaprice on Alcesto, Salnt-Saens;
tn:
pianist,

learller days on the west coast I recall a
Iseries of unmistakable Chinese origin—
Indeed, but little less delicately
turned than the tales of Provence. To
ieep regret, I know nothing of the

France— really a most

!

«

one

Philip of
ful thing.

famous work, "Putnam's Phrase

people, ho has a different remark to
make to each. He says, perhaps, to the
first: "I am very happy to meet you";
to the second: "It Is a great pleasure to
meet you"; to the third: "I am delighted
to know you"; to the fourth: "I am delighted to makeyouracqualntance." If by

:

'j

Walbrtdge

polished conversationist, or
speaker, or letter-writer, or leader In
social, or professional, or business life,
Is Introduced to a group of four or five

inquiry

|

Indeed a hideous

New Xork

Book":'
the
If

|

'

"Mine.']

|for that

it
particularly and In all sincerity
wish to ascertain how far It is I
vast mass
his Intention to dwell on the
for ears
of unpublished literature unfit
polite—the Rabelaisian Btory.
and as
vast
Is
a
out.
point
Here, may I
Here,
yet unexplored field of research
Investlga
untouched by the hand of the
shading
Junior,
of
mine
tor lies a virgin
from the frankly Indecent to wit dellcately pointed as the best efforts of
Hood. The range Is Infinite, from the
mere double entendre to those which
one hesitates "to repeat even to the Itin-

of the family of cosmetics (barber, perThe man that was
fumer, etc.)."
obliged to read through the numbers
Guardian
is to be pitied.
The
the
of
Guardian died In 1713. Does any one
look into It for pleasure today 7* Of all
those old periodicals the Tatler la now
the most amusing, the most human,
for Steele Is nearer to us than the
stately, smug, instructive Addison Ed.

pingly,

Our

And
Is

Morley In the
Ereulng Tost.)
genial client Earle

Christopher

sends us the following picture of the
perfect gentleman, as outlined In an ad.

regarding a portion
thereof as yet unmentloned.
s
The Inquiry conperns Mr. Johnson
affecting
Intentions toward literature a#
man's social and political animalism.

have an

•

!

Room

ot

Are you sure, Mr. L. It. R., that the
word Is not "cosmetician"? To be sure.
the word spelled either way, la not In
the dictionaries. Early in thY 18th cen- I
tury one that practised tao cosmetic'
Thus in
art was called a "cosmetic.
the Guardian (1713) the Oxford Dictionary found this sentence: "That you
would place your petitioners at the head

"picked fish,"

(By

As the World Wags:
Is
Noting that Mr. Herkimer Johnson
season. I beg
In town for tl^e winter
consideryour assistance in a matter of
follower
able delicacy. Long an eager
wort. I
the progress of his great

—

degree?
Boston.

The Polished Conversationalist

In the Smoking

i

On Commonwealth avenue near Malvern street Madam
has a fuH billboard displaying a highly colored advertisement of her beauty-parlor. She
signs her name as* a full-fledged "cosmetlclon." Did you ever hear ot tlds

The Royal Geographical Society knowa
only three oceans: Atlantic, Pacific and
Indian. British authority recognizes four
great Inclosed seas: the Arctic, the Central American or West Indian, the Australo- Asiatic or Malay, and the Mediterranean.
There are seven deadly sins, seven
commands, seven heavens, seven sages,
seven vials, seven virtues, seven vices,
seven mejcles, seven champions, sevendivine names, and so on; why not seven
seas?
In one. edition of FItzGerald's "Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam" we read of
the lasting world
Whieh of our Coming and Departure heeds
Ax the Sev'n Seas should heed a pebble cast.
In the fourth edition (1879) we find
Which of our Coming and Departure heed'
As the Sra'a self abould bced a pebble east.
Did FitzGerald make the change, fearing lest some one might ask him to name
the seven seas?

Boston.

Hilt.

Tee, "mortician"
word.

ASPHYXIA.

for admission!

"Cosmeticion"
As the World Wags:

lis

.Jilt took for his motto:

i

mouth full of "spearmint" or "JucIprofessional member now calls Jtrult" or some other kind of stinking
when.B
and
director,
gU m and proceeds to chew the nauseous
funeral
himself a
throughout ;'..
limn a somewhat recent bit of personnifj|masB, audibly and steadily
coffin.
the performance, meanwhile exhaling an
..iness with him'. I spoke of a
In .y
h« assured me that nobody waa buried, odor that saturates the atmosphere
destroying F;i
in coffins; that caskets were the" the vicinity and effectually

human knowledge was condensed
brain. Ills contemporaries called
.Light." Chryslppus means "horse
rtd." and so they said he had been
Itneased from tho chariot of the

.

Johnson.

Jalaam.

•

transported,

nil

A placard In the street cars tells us
that your neighboring grocer "buys with

.

nought of the East and the
learn from the scientific

meu were

tii*

men were there transported
And the women still stuad here."
G. I
Boston

•

talking about Dr. Tagore's
for a cosmopolitan unlveralty in
Dgal where the West might study the

I

If the

We

ji

New

is

But perhaps this phase of the world's
lousiness has not escaped his attention?
such case an advice from him on
fe] In
the subject might do much to Increase
advance subscriptions for the forthcoming work.
POSTLETHWAITE GOOCH, Ph. D.

"Phoebe, rhoebe, I've been tbintina
That far world would be aa queer

"buried" since the early years of
My funeral-direetlng
18th
century.
friend provided an elegant motor hearse,
and himself drove the comfortable limousine in which the parson and I rode.
Forseolng that 20 miles would be a
rather long jaunt for me with that par"Berceuse" was a little mannered. We S ticular parson, even in a motor vehicle, I
prefer a reading that Is almost mo- arranged with the funeral director to
notonous In color, yet her conception have me transferred to another car at a
of this greatly abused composition was railway station
some miles short of the
interesting, and not experimental.
cemetery, where We were to pickupother
She sings her melodic lines. Her "mounnors."
bowled; along right
runs are rippling, or pearly. If one pre-, merrily, and when
the parson got too
fcrs the hackneyed word. (The vocabboresome, I Jollied him a bit now and
ulary of musical criticism Is scanty, again wnn
with touches of Irreverence, and
unless one goes far afield and borrows at every
scandalous word I could see the
sea
from tho Jargon of other arts, or injjj
"? funeral dire
director's fat Jowls expand Into
Her coloring
dulses in hifalutln.)
what I kneew was a grin, invisible to
Her thoughtfulI
rich,
never garish.
mc, though plainly apparent to anybody
ness Is not synonymous with duhiesn. wb/>
met us head on. The spectacle of
and she is able to Impress It on Un- the hearse followed
by the. limousine'
h..
with that grinning chauffeur must have*
dd to all this an attractive. In- astonished the
casual
traveler In the'
toting personality and a quiet, mod- opposite
direction.
RUSTICUS.

hey were

in

the RaIf
for
to be saved
In view of
I] those who come after us.
cinema
of
the
offerings
recent
the
more
f!
Bit seems that the Rabelaisian story is
(threatened by the same fate which
(overtook the ballad. It is being recorded
Sin garbled form, distorted, expurgated
bold hand may yet
Hot all point.
save it for posterity. And where, seekHing a worthy successor of Percy and Sir
H Walter Scott, should we turn but to Mr,

story

\ belaisian

tively

strength in fortissimo passages is not
Insolent or nerve-racking, but there is
solidity and force that are at the
•ne time euphonious; her command
dynamic gradations is extraordinary: witness the manner in which she
played the repeated chord towards the
end of the sonata. We do not recall
so marked a crescendo since the day
when de Paehmann played a little Prelude of Chopin.
Porhaps her Interpretation of Chopin's

bearlng.
a she refused to paper the hall, there
fa small audience. Thus she showed
t she does not care for the idle apuse that In theso days is so
alned.

used to hear and

I

was a boy

uPerhaps less courageous.
A But haste Is Imperative

Far beyond the Northern sea."

or
Mr O. Z. Maule's pleasant taleown
"Morticians" reminds me of my
and
experience with those of the trade,
given me
of the insight their talk has
of
nature
to
truth
Into the essential
kindred
Shakfespeare's characters of
kuafw
I
occupation, the grave diggers.
of his
an undertaker in Ohio who talked
in
"subjects" in the spirit and almost
in
Digger
the words of the First Grave
the
at
"boarded"
once
"Hamlet." and" I
Jsama table with an undertaker, who
jhad an unpleasant habit of introducing
(professional topics at meals.
below the
I 'Down in my native village
1-Line" there Is a family of undertakers
and
rather
trade,
Iwho have followed the
buried
Ison. for four generations. We've
Swith them, so to speak, since the early
they
^fifties or of the last century, and
am
jarc old family friends of whom I
Ngenuinely fond. There is a pleaeaiit
family,
[Win of humor hereditary in this
with
hiiiid many a quip I've exchanged
The present acIJlt3 several members.

;

I

I

Reuben, I've been thinking
queer world tMs would be.

•Keiilien.
Vt'btU
If

As the World Wags:

(He

|

everything."

-

Carp played here in publicg

Mme. Du

when

It

TJor true

We of the
'literature is word of mouth.
jEnglfsh tongue are less fortunate than
jthe Latins in having these In cold type.

q Herkimer

*

lampshire.

The Last Drive

Balakireff, Islamey.
'

ling

i

Wags:

way

ofyawettnty

A

I

in
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an affair

all,

Tou see?

Men

bongs.

Perhaps a

these.lthe
have found pu b-

fifth

least interesting fifth,

i

1

J

of

;orolI
'

tnis
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correspondent encloses tho following

from London newspapers as
humor:

clippings

iith panpfrt
HALE
concert

iventh

also a liar, the third was in tho motor
Industry, the fourth Is also in prison;
won the crolx de guerre, the
sixth, too. did not go to the front."
the fifth

I

j

;

"And have you any daughters?"
kh«

Italian

Haydn.

C-major;

'.lo,

"Two," was the reply; "the older
Joined the Waacs; the younger as well
has been in Queen Charlotte's Hos-

^^^HHSxByrnphony

pital."

nor VtoHn. G-mlnor. No. 1; Debussy.
riJl Mor."
Tho so!.' \iolinist was
ft-.ude
Merigea, who played with the
the
The feature of this clncert was the
performance of "La Mer." There has
been five performances before yesterday, but no one of them was so- poetic,
ao Impressive.
We sometimes wonder
.-nee fully appreIf the symphouv
ciates What Mr. Monteux is doing for)
muslo !n this city; If It fully appreciates!
Ills catholicity of tas:e as shown by his

SPORTING TIMES
There was a young lady of Wilts
Who walked across Scotland on stilts'.
When they cried. "Oh. how- shocking

^^^^HRE*

To show so muen stoeking!"
She replied, "Well, how about kilts?"

I

work

In the
of all

programs; his Interest
the younger composers

j

I

skill

"Billie Taylor"

|

i

As the World Wags:

'

I

I can explain the origin of your correspondent's impression that the song

,

!

.-

..

Xo

family.

his

eon.:

.-••!

!

Mr.

e,

jHenschet has been so fortunate in program-maklAg. and Mr. Henschel as af
|eonductor
was the veriest amateur'
learning his trade at the expense of]
It
is
j hei e.
the orchestra and the
[not extravagant to say that the con- I
•certs this season have, on the whole,
[been the most unifornly Interesting in i
I

.

i

history of

the

some

orchestra:

the

jthem have, been the most

brilliant.

of

We

fare fortunate. Indeed, that this most]
nuslcal conductor dwells here and Is

ranked among DeSome)
compositions?
>ussy's greater
•ears ago M. Louis Laloy. always nn
dmirer of Debussy, welcomed, apropos
if
"La Mer." what he called a happy
:liange In Debussy's art; at first wholly
in
Impressionist, he came to adopt
Is

,,

to be

j

more
his

:f

construction,

solid

without

rhythms,

>us

finesse

or

his

freshness.

It

the developplanned; the three
sections might be called the first movenent. the Scherzo. a:id the Finale of a
symphony; but this does not make the
There
nuslc any the more beautiful
s much in the saying of Plotlnus that
Ire surpasses other bodies in beauty
jecause It obtains the order of form
'and Is the most subtle of all. bordering AS it were on an incorporeal na-

There

is

there Is also the indefinable, entrancing
niDtlety.
If one says, "But to me the ocean is
different from this." the answer is that
the ocean is what one sees and feels in
To the sailor the ocean
its presence.
is
not so mysterious as it is to the
Quote the famous line of
landsman.

critical

of

Debussy

is

what the word

I

Stuff!

"ocean"

to
"Scheheiwzade"
Miss Jones the;
ocean Is only an excuse for showing]
herself liberally in a becoming bathing
;

of the ocean, sportive,
ironically
jovial,
terrible, escapes this amiable
What to the three is this music

munity would have been in prisons."
Debts during the war had been contracted in the depreciated currency and
now the wealthy classes were demandl«& Debussy?
ing gold. The poor debtors were dewhether Schubert's overture was writ|
manding more paper money and the
I ten In mockery of Rossini or in admira— 'he litter hypothesis creditors were opposing it Land specuI tloii of his genius
lators had bought up millions of this
the fact remains tiiat RosI Is the safer
cheap paper and pawned it off on the
latnl did the thing much better. (There
government for great tracts of land.
lis an eloquent tribute in the December
This led to revolts of the poor, one of
I purrfber of the Chesterian of Londor, by
the most alarming of which took place
world Alfredo
the
•-of all men m
which
took
six
Massachusetts,
in
Casella).
months to suppress and sobered the
perhaps
dozen
of Haydn's
are\
a
There
grafters for a while. Money was scarce
Symphonies seldom played that would
and the farmers were in distress, for
be agreeable to hear. We found* the
their corn rotted in the ground, and
"Military" Symphony, in spite .of the
they were reduced to the expedient
most!
for
the
performance,
admirable
Thousands signed pledges
II
of barter.
part dull. Even the bass drum, the trito resist any court that attempted to
it.
angle and the cymbals do not sive
take their property and to resist any
j
public sale of goods that had been
Did Haydn introduce these percussion
instruments to arouse toe ti.r.-..--bo:tle I taken to pay debts. Courts were Invaded by large bodies of armed men
gentry and the bulbous matrons of Lonand were forced to suspend. Daniel
don from their slumber?
Continental
3IISS Menges showed a rich tone and ( Shays, an officer of the
army and who had fought, was chosen
emotional feeling in Bruch's hackneyed.
was
not in
Legislature
The
has,
leader.
She
concerto.
mushy and splurgy
session and there was no funds to pay
undoubtedly, what so many singers
revolt,
the
but a
put
down
to
troops
fondly think they have. viz. tempera"number of wealthy men" advanced
ment. It is unfortunate that she has j
sufficient funds for the purpose (Mclearned to piay with greater

Fand, so that each

In

.

The second of Burton Holmes's "Ph<£
Travel" was told last
Symphony Hall. The subject
was "Jerusalem," a subject that appeals peculiarly to Jew, Oh. Istian and

enchanted Atlantic, utterly calm and
still beneath a fairy spell.
Upon its surface floats a small ship bearing a few
human voyagers adventuring from the
shores of
Erin towards
the
sunset
dream, as St. Brendan and the sons of
O'Connor and Maeldune had adventured
before them.
The little craft is borne
on beneath a sky of amethyst and pearl
aBd rose until, on the crest of an immense wave, it is cast onto the shores
of Fand's miraculous island.' Here in

night in

Mohammedan,

to all those interested in
folk lore and world politics.
Today the subject Is of extraordinary
interest.
the country has changed!
Changed in ease of traveling, in matters
of san tation and police, in character
of population.
Following In Allenby's
footsteps, Mr. Holmes led the audience
religion,

How

wate. ways and railJaffa gat6. The picracial contrasts, the
church parade of the Yorkshire regiment, the stream of human life In th?
holy city, the bazaars, the stations of
the cross along the Via Dolorosa, the
notabilities at the farewell reception in
honor of the B. ltlsh military admlnlstration, and! the American consul-general, the wallers at the wall, the Zlonist Institutions, Gethsemane, the place
where the temple stood. There were
excursions to Bethlehem, the Jordan
and the wilderness. A most Interesting and instructive entertainment, with;
the explanations and comments thatt
attended the showing of the pictures.
"Jerusalem" will be repeated this af-|
ternoon. The subject of the illustrated
story of travel for next Friday and Saturday will be "The Garden of Allah."

over

highways,

ways

to the

tures

showed the

old

'
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capricious,

ROYAL DADMUN GIVES

;

DIVERSIFIED PROGRAM

—

Recital

(•

I

(

.

!

'

.

I

(

I

I

1

:

I

I

'

not yet

with authoritative ease

>odily repose,
ind poise.

be repeated tonight.
The
The program of next week is as follows:

concert will

Boethoven. Symphony No. 1; Franck
"Les Djinn* " svmphony poem for piano
and orchestra (after Victor Hugo) B.

Robert Schmitz.

—

—

first

time

at

l'pssncaglla,

Bingham.
w-formance); Roger-Du-

concerts;
_Lfirst

pianist

The rebellion became so
Master).
powerful that It attracted the attention of Congress, so they raised a large
army to "fight the Indians" as a pretext. Congress floated a loan of $500,000 to finance this army and to "stimulate subscriptions warned the wealthy
me*! of New England to contribute
rously, unless they wished to see

Music Chosen Allows
Variety of

I

'

last

evening,

recital in

orfered*a

Jordan

program

well calculated to give his voice full
variety of expression, from the broadlyflowing stream of Handel's melodies
through the dramatic music of Cui and
Moussorgsky, to the. finely sentimental
song of Griff es and the Negor Spiritual.
of Tteddlck. Mr. Dadmun was not equally
pleasing In all the selections. His voice,
flexible and smooth rather than sonorous
and rich, shone better in the music that
In tha
required less deep emotion.
Handel air, which began the program,
and In other numbers where the chief
demand was for clarity and beauty
power, the
t rather than for dramatic
singing was characterized with charm.
In the song by Cui, with a strong dramatic appeal, the effect. If achieved,
was due to the words and the scora
rather than to the singer.
if. Dadmun primarily sings the muslo
than the poem. One is almost,
^lmes. willing not to understard,
gh the enunciation Is generally
:

."

Ji

'

W

When

this

symphonic form was played

in London, Dec. 11, the Daily Telegraph
of that city said of it: "The composer of
'The Garden of Fand' portrays an enchanted Atlantic, upon the calm surface' of which a small craft Sails westward Into the setting sun. On and on
It goes, until 'on the crest of an immense slowly surging wave it is tossed
on to the shores of Fand's miraculous
island.* To the voyagers Fand sings of
immortal love during a feast of 'unhuman revelry,' there is much dancing,
the voyagers are enchanted, the sea
suddenly rises and overwhelms the
whole island, the Immortals laugh, twilight deepens, the sea subsides, and the
magical island fades Into thin «.lr. Mr.
Bax does not pretend to illustrate a
Ugend of which this Is tho skeleton,
and no doubt he desires his work— as;
Vaubhan-Williams the other dayj
*Dr.
desired his 'London' Symphony^to be
regarded as absolute music. Indeed, as;
anything else, under tho Inspiration of
•uch faery stuff as this, it would be
impossible to regard it.
It certainly;
fascinates. Let the scene be anywhere—
By-Brasail. the Hesperides, Henley—)
the composer gives us color and rhythm!
Of an uplifting, exhilarating kind. It is

.

Royal Dadmun, In his
Hall

Full

Expression

eternal sunlight unhuman revelry continues unceasingly between the ends of
time.
The travelers are caught, unreA
sisting, Into the maze of the dance.
pause comes, and Fand sings her song
souls
of
immortal
love,
claiming
the
of
The dancing and
her hearers forever.
feasting begin again, and finally the sea,
rising, overwhelms the whole island, the
people of the Sidhe riding in rapture
upon the ridges of the green and golden
waves, and laughing carelessly amidst
the foam at the fate of the over-rash
mortals, lost forever in the unfathomable depths of ocean. The sea subsides \
again, the veils of twilight cloud the
Other world, and the Garden of Fand
'The Garden of
fades from our sight.'
Fand" is scored for the following orchesTwo flutes, piccolo, two oboes,
tra:
three clarinets, two bass clarinets, two
bassoons, four horns, three trumpets,
kettlebass tuba,
three trombones,
drums, two harps and strings."
J

—

:

J

\
[

is utterly blotted out
the memories of both.
'This tone
poem.' says Mr. Bax, 'has no special re-f
lation to the events of the saga.
Thej
Garden of Fand is the sea itself. At
the outset of the work the composer
seeks to create the atmosphere of the

^

to-St6ries' of

the autumn of 1785, it is probable that
'not far from two-thirds of the com-

The poetry

tender,
sublime,
family.

and renounces her mortal love, and Manannan. the Sea God, shakes his Cloak
of Forgetfulness between Cuchullin and

HOLMESLlCTURES

!

|

'

p q

Bost on,

had been foretold."
W. J. Ghent in the Forum, August,
1901: "What wealth there was lay in
the hands of a few score men."
McLaughlin: "It was then the fashion (in New Hampshire), as indeed it
was everywhere, to lock men up in jail
the moment they were so unfortunate
as to owe their fellows a sixpence. Had
this law been rigorously executed In

suggests to the imaginative. Mr. Jones
may long for a prolonged orchestral
storm; Mrs. Jones may miss the rocking
that she finds in the first movement of

suit.

licet."

year which' had
elapsed since the affair at Yorktown
had not brought all .the blessings that

Aesehylus. or poems of Byron, Swinburne, Whitman, to him, and lie would
In this music
And nothing in them.

,

really the same as the character "&,"[/
signifying "et," the terminal of "vide-|

American people.
"The
McMaster:
\

for this posses-'

how

is

in all the history of the

1920.

for the concert In Chicago:
."In order to understand at least the
title— if not the program— of Bax's composition, which is played on this occasion
for the first time, It will be necessary
at this place to state that Fand Is the
name of the heroine of the ancient Irish
aga 'The Sickbed of Cuchullin.' Cuchullin, the Achilles of the ancient
Irish,
Is a warrior of great prowess
who, after
a year's sickness. Is lured from the
world of battles and brave deeds by
Fand, wife of Manannan, the Sea God.
in the hour of his country's bitter need
Cuchullin forgets duty and all else save
the
enchantments of an
immortal I
wpman. But Emer, Cuchullin's wife, I
follows the warrior to strive with the I
goddess for Jjis love— strives success- f
fully: for Fan'd takes pity upon Emer

from the Saxon genitive?
By the way: I presume most of us
pronounce the article "ye" in ancient
writings as we would the pronoun similarly spelled, whereas the symbol "ye"
was merely a shorthand manner of
writing the combination "th."
Which!
reminds me that the final letter in "viz."

quite

moment

29,

We quote from the excellent program!
book prepared by Mr. Felix Borowskl

Herald

"To the lodgers, their apartments.
This abandingd female goes,

In

more intensity, more
power In "La Mer" than in the pre-|
ceding orchestral works of Debussy;
:ure."

there is lively anticipation of "The Gar-I
den of Fand," which was performed fori
first time, even before it was
heard
In England, by the Chicago orchestra
on

Prigs their shirts and umberellas.
Prigs their boots, and hats, and clothes."
but I would hardly call that an author-l
ity.
Haven't we been told that 's is not!
an abbreviation of "his," but a survival!

order to put you and your
bellion.
readers right I am sending this letter.
The facts stated here are quoted from
standard historians as you will see.
Fiske says: "It is not too much to
say that the period of five years following the peace of 17S3 was the most

time in America by thel

the

form? Thackeray's "Pleaseman X"l

tells

evident that you do not
know, or knowing, that you seek to
conceal, the true aspects of Shay's reis

first

Boston Symphony orchestra on Dec. 1718, li20,
gave so much pleasure that

so undone."

slve

As the World Wags:
It

for tho

10)

Has he a good warrant

.

Hot

"The Garden, of Fand"
Bax
Frelude and Love-Death from "Tristan and Isolde"
Warner
The symphonic poem of Arnold Bax
Will be played here for the first timeHis "In the Faery Hills," played here

I

—

Is

Mer"

rue that In "La
nents are largely

•venlng. Jan. 24. Tho program will be
as follows:
Overtruro to "The Sold Bride" ... Smetana
symphony. E minor No. 2. ..Rachmaninoff

"The Lord our God is one.
But we, Jehovah His people, are dual, and

Stinson wrote the libretto of the "Billie
Taylor." produced at the Novelty TheaEd.
tre, Boston, on April 28, 1881.

anything

finally

|

ENOCH MOLLIVER.

more vlgor-

losing,

'

.-.The
Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
conducted by Frederick Stock, will give
* concert In Symphony Hall on Monday

Oct.

Israel Zangwill sings (Boston

Our correspondent heard "Reuben,
Reuben" sung in "Billie Taylor" at a
New York, not a Boston theatre. Fred

nore ample forms, more precise Ideas,
l

the music.

7*

As the World Wags:
Jan.

pirated version.
I am sorry that no one has been able
*o help me to find out who painted the
original of "Th e Isle of Crete," the subject of the Boston Museum act drop of
the middle sixties.

|

command.
La. Mer"

n

"Reuben, Reuben" was sung in "Billie
When that comic opera was
first performed at the Boston Theatre
a hornpipe was interpolated after the
opening number of the second act. It
was danced to the tune of "Reuben,
Reuben" with an added second part.
The book was by Henry P.
„
Stephens and not by Fred Stinson. An
unauthorized version iin an up-town
theatre in Boston preceded the other
production by a few weeks.
Mr. Stinson may possibly have had a hand in
There
were
preparing it.
legal proceedings to stop the performing of the
.

were

In

rant of all persons, the intellectuals.
Boston.
JOHN THICKHAND.

Taylor."

I

yearning and tenderness and romance, freo from sentlmentaljty
as it
wag sung. But In general the songs
were tho best where the words
war*
least deeply significant of emotion
Harrison Potter, who played the
accompaniments, gave Mr. Dadmun admirable support and found true
beauty

without saying that these
rebels were all free lovers and murderers and blasphemers, in fact, Bolshevlks, and all that goes with the
thought that a poor man has a right
to a tolerable existence.
1 do not expect that this letter will
get any nearer to your column than
your wastebasket, but that makes no
difference as I do not seek to inform
the poor workman of these facts, for
they are already known to them, but I
seek rather to Inform those most Igno-

i

sale unveiling of private affairs in the
famous autobiography, called the authoress "a literary Maud Allan."

^^^Hlar

ot

goes

It

One of the most biting criticisms I
have heard of Mrs. Asqulth was by a
man who, having deplored the whole-

nations;!
as a disciplinarian and as an!
of works ancient, modern (
He is a singularly
jand ultra-modern.
modest- man. not one to blow his own
born, not one to make a sensational disBlay; he Is not a parlor-lion, seeking to
make himself "popular" by gaining the
a nan of
sweot Influence of
well-informed.
nature.
refined
Ik
courteous, he is devote! to his art and,

his

tions and freeze to death
routed.

S

LONDON OPINION

of;

of Grlffes

rest."— Harper's Magazine, XXIV., p. 656.
McLaughlin, Congress thought that it
"would not hazard the perilous step of
putting arms In the hands of men whose
fidelity must In soma degree depend
upon the faithful payment of their
wages, had they not the fullest confidence of the most liberal exertions of
the money holders In the state of
Mass. T"
This army which was raised to "fight
the Indian
nations" now advanced
against the forces led by Shays and as
the rebels had no funds or provisions
those who did not die of their priva-

is

Boston

Monteux

ihestra.

telling the

sympathetic tourist of her six sons:
"Tho first is a diplomatist; the second

J

By PHILIP

the

French woman was

old

please In his Kinging.
Yet the "By a Lonely Forest Pathway"
was a wholly c>lightful bit

scriptions from the wealthy men of Boston, "telling the contributors that it was
simply a question of advancing a part
of their property In order to save the

"WINNING POST
The

I

Lincoln personally Solicited sub-

tien.

Illustrative of refined English

i

;

lind

In tan

tl

Tall

are adand
when acting as escorts to
an
climaxes
about
of
are
programs
ling.
C hitdren. The
appearing In the expected places. ,$ndl hour's duration, and are interspersed
mych
Director
so
appearing effectively. As with
with eX pi a natory remarks by
one,
of this composer's work, It gives
stork
By tne terms of the will of a
however, the impression of being T«-]f Crmer president of the Orchestral Aspoint
dundant and overlong. There Is a
l80claUon> the association will eventually
of repose occurring about four minutes comc int0 possession of an estate valued
made at abo1It $750,000 for » he purpose c.:
(before the rlose which would have
^o
It may e8 tabl!sh, ngr a music school devoted
place.
!an excellent stopping
but
orchestra. Of eenenu
have been the effect of the encores, to instruments of the
Chimore
inte rest. and,.in the minds- of those
one felt the music had nothing
be hoped cagoans conversant with musical affairs
°av after that point. It is to
oi
cause
opporgeneral
of g,. eat value t0 the
win be given another - public will
the puoiiu
full of real orchestral
music In America, is the
"unity of hearing a work so
Orwork of the Civic Music Student

more

its

. -

nervou

It is all

under control,

human race:
cela fait toujours passer une
heure ou deux." Dandln was a Gulgnollto
moments,
all have our Gulgnollto
moments of Taine's "ferocious gorilla
surviving in civilized man, when we
seek the spectacle of torture or physical
suffering or violent death; but we are
"Bon

,

maintenance

the

chestra,

The Chicago Orchestra
by the co-operation ot
la' assured
Symphony the Civic Music Association of Chicago
The history of the Chicago manage- and the Ochestral Association. The fororchestra is Interesting; the
enrolment
in a mer undertakes the financial,
ment has published this history
the
extracts and public performances details, and
Tcondensed form. We now quote
OrchestraHali
from the

extenby Theodore for rehearsals and the use of its gratu"It was founded In ISM
pub- sive library, and concurs in the
Thomas, supported by a number of
asand
In its 30 years itous services of its conductor
lic-spirited Chicagoans.
Four rehearsals a
conducsistant conductor.
two
but
had
has
it
of existence
seaare held during the concert

and week
tors-Theodore Thomas for H years
symphony
conductor, son-October to May. Four
Frederick Stock, the present
taken players
Is 90 orchestras have already
membership
full
Its
16 years.
OrchesStock, from the ranks of this Student
players. Its conductor, Frederick
and
or- tra-Chicago. Philadelphia, Cleveland
was chosen from the ranks of the
Minneapolis."
Theodore
of
death
the
chestra after
Thomas, and after all the greatest conFrederick Stock
ductors of Europe had been considered
probably the
Frederick A. Stock, conductor and
for the position. This is
oronly Instance on record where an
was born at Julich, Germany,
Sym- composer,
^
chestra of the rank of the Chicago
on Nov. 11, 1S72. His father was

Is"
lOeTrs £
RWnr*
Orchestra';
'Chicago urei:«»o,
knVvnVs
as 'unicago
was known
1

its"""

,

I
1

I

it

for

|
f

Thomas

the next 7Vi vears as 'Theodore
the
Orchestra,' "and is now known by
of 'Chicago Symphony Orchestra,

has
Chicago,

Founded by Theodore Thomas.'

It

\J
[

I

.crime."
Irors.

l'

event of death for widow and
nlnor children; the fund is maintained
>y incomo from contributions. Life Inmianco- is also carried on each member
The players are not
)f the orchestra.
usessed for either of these. Close to 90
xr nut. of tho boxes, main floor and
balcony seats for the Friday afternoon

Saturday evening Symphony series
have been sold on season subscription,
with a waiting list of several hundred
tor the Friday concerts. The gallery for
both scries is held for single sale (presumably to music students), the tickets
Snore than 1000 In number) being offered
(but one week In advance. Tho popular
a clientele scarcely
reach
j concertsby tho symphony series. The
j touched
:kets are in great demand, but 'regu-

Mozart, Concerto.

concert-goers lind difficulty In securing them. The purpose of these concerts is to reach the masses, the tickets
being distributed (sold) through wel-

departments of industrial plants,
settlement houses, etc. There are
about 85 such 'agencies.' each receiving
fare

social

flat,

for Tiolln

j
1

]

March
Bach, Suite No.

3,

24.

D

(K. 208).

major.
Perfido.

_

Mme. Nt. He a
28.

Beethoven, Symphony, C minor, No. B.
Rubinstein. Concerto in D minor.
Osar Kranck, "Le Chnaacur Mnudlt.
Chopln-LUat, Two Pollah Songs.
Monkonskl, Espapnol*.
Scbuhcrt-Tanal*, Marcbe MlUtalre.
Wasuer, Prelude to tha "Maiieralngors."

Hotman was

the pianist The
master at the three concerts
concert master
The
Kramer.
was Leopold
today is H. Welsbach. Among the men
that played here In 1898 and are now
members of the orchestra that will visit
us are Mr. Quensel. first flute; Mr.
Josef
concert

on the average, for two out of Sihreurs. first clarinet; Mr. de Mare,
The children's
every three concerts.
Mr Ulrich, first cornet
first horn
concerts were an experiment of the
with instant
meeting
iBeason 1919-1920,
Guignolism: Curiosity
Grand
Thero are now two series of
success.
Theatre
these concerts, on« of seven concerts, in the
all tickets for winch have been sold on
Dandln, the Judge in Racine's comedy
Lesson subscriptions, and one of six conPlaldeurs." offers to amuse
'I.es
H^S. more than half sold on season
remaining tickets
by tha spectacle of a little
elle
the
I subscriptions,
bain,- taken mainly by schools, both
tickets,

1

present Witt. "Private Room No.,
by a French author. M. de Lorde,
which seemed to me not half so efwas
feotlve a.s the other because It
Here
lnrgely tinged with romance..
curl
gratify
to
attempt
an
'was
again
experience. The
o^Ity about an unusual

i

their

1

6 "

I
f

and
own "Donna Diana" Overture
were
major Symphony, both of which

Otherwise I Relieve his
well received.
England.
music has never been played In
oorThe opera was rocelved with a It a
guarantee
cllsllty which seems to
some
for
repertory
place on the Berlin
has an exto come. Moreover, it
time

cellent

OF THE WEEK
CONCERTS Opera
P.
House.

-t8. IS
,
e ".
ufl »
concert.
S
,.;
Opeia
Metropolitan
jfl
C'hirles Hnckelt of the
,»<
s,c Fpeclal notice,
limine.
hony Hall. 3:30 P. M. Mr, inch manSv
Defies.
Inoffs piano recital. See special
B
8..W
atreei.
Convention Hull. St. n,.t«U»h
ot *
Concert by the People's Oich»tra.
p M
apebee
conductor,
Mollenhouer,
Boston. Mr.

SUNDAY
Thlnl

That

itated "thrills."
curiosity was solely

going

to
wrl-lit's

is

to

say

about what was

happen next

In

the

scheme— the oommon

every stage
n fferent thing

*f

your

P' a >

Interest!

plot-whlch Is a very
from curiosity about

In actual life,
strange, rare. experlervoe|
had really
you fe t that Mr. Berkeley

II

shown you "what

It's

like.

lou

felt

only shown you
'thatM de ^orde had
theatric,', .mention
I

what

111? skill

in

-Boston
Stfluert

Mme

.

a

xhoulder. subsequently
draught, and
tumblerful of kummel at a
by»the tady s
presently being strangled
was realistic
clove? This, you may say,
romantic,
enough, but what made it
artificial
theatrical, was the obviously
"prepathe
arrangement of tho story,
You
types.
conventional
rations," the
in the theatie
knew at once you werecarefully
cuca
served with

and being

to

18.

i

swallowing

critics differ as

.

I

"private and
incident was
How many of us have
confidential."
fiercely
had the chance of seeing aand bit ng
whiskered Muscovite kissing
the
(conveniently decollete) lady on

a

The

press.

In
whether Reznlcek should be placed
tho top of tho
the first, or merely at
but
second rank of modern composers,
be difficult to
all agree that It would
of orchestral
lind his equal ers a master
was apparently a good
It
coloring.
choice which made him professor of
instrumentation at t'ae Berlin Conservatnry —I^indon Dally Telegraph, Dec.

distinctly

I

i

save an

Reznleck
tor at Warsaw. Emil
Hall, Lonorchestral concert at Queens
program his
don, and Included in his
U

|

I

'

country. He
trons of music In their own
°e
»1
himself has long been a »*tur «'* t ':
gifts of the
artistic
man subject. Tho
in the
Rezniceks also camo out strongly whose
composer's brother, now dead^
in
published
first
delicate indelicacies,
must
the comic paper "Slmpllclss4mus. cast a
ever
has
have struck anyone who
shop window.
glance at a German print
direcSome 10 vears ago. while musical

realistic

;

-

,

1

hour you had been In Newgate yourself.
experience
'.You have gone through an
which in actual life (let us hope) you
has
curiosity
Tour
will never have.
been satisfied.
And 1 think realism will have to.be
pro-,
the mainstay of the Grand Gulgnol
grams Thero Is another "shocker' in

9

2.

Wnfcncr, Bacchanal* from '"Tannha«ae«r."
Wagner, Prcluda to Love Death from "Trl*

March

was an Austrian field marshal,
mother was
but of Czech blood, while his
the family
a Roumanian princess fromgenerous paas
known
of Ghickar well
father

I

I

Mme. Nonllca
tan and Isolde."

tj

k
k

,

ls»8.

Brahms. Symphony. D major. No.
Beethoven. Scene and Aria. "Ah;

ih

i

Mr. Yeaye
nccthoven, Overture to "Ooriolanua."
Straus-. "Don Juan."
Lelo. Symphonic Eapagnol*.
Mr. Vaaye
Wagner, Prelude to "Lohengrin."

ind

1

K

Lr

listtc." I say.

!

,

concert

"Real- }
stage picture of it.
That Is the merit of Mr. A
Clock,
Reginald Berkeley's "Eight o
staglness
wherein there Is not a trace of
He gives you
or imported sentiment
what vou are looking for, the nearest
You are
substitute for tho real thing.
shown as accurately as possible, what
bewarders
Tou see how the
It's like."
how
have r*d how the chaplain and
that you
the prisoner—with the result
terrible halffeel as though, for that

a

1

™«

or ignored by.

to.

isch at a recent Philharmonic
"Bluebeard at
and the production of
two of ^the
the Opera were awaited as
season.
most interesting events of the
for a
unusual
Reznicek's antecedents are
national composer, and his relations of
It, mixod. His
ly are. to say the least of

<A

H prison official or the hangman himself) I
2 enjoy the real thing; the press Is ex- I
H eluded; so you seek the next best thing,

;

jlslonx In

i

mimic representation of It. For stage
purposes you only cared to have It fantastlcated— as In "The Beggar's Opera." t
Today you cannot (unless you see a(

;

programs were as
are well worth quoting:
March 22. 1890.
Mozart, Rymphouy In Q minor.

1

1

I

1

it

Germany. Today his name
and the Pcrformis on everyone's lips,
by Nikanace of his F minor Symphony

U

they ere now showing nt the
London Grand (iuignol a representation
of a criminal's last half -hour before exeTime was when you could see
jcutlon.
<that for yourself, follow the prisoner In
the cart to Tyburn, and offer him nosegays or pots of beer. In that time, enjoying the real thing, you wanted no

wise

public even In

•

It satisfies

,'stance.

:

tive

•'cela"— the hor-

grewsome— "fait

is

unknown

his curiosity
about an experience which in real life It
rare or difficult to obtain. For in- W.
lis

|

They

why

toujours passer une heure or deux" for
jyour Gulgnollte.

;

respec-

Is

the lnedlt Above
will remember that
rate) Its public does

unknown and

it

Reznicek's "Bluebeard"
the seaBerlin— The first premiere of
Bmil
son at the Opera hero was
was
which
"Bluebeard."
Reznicek's
Darmstadt early
originally produced at
gixen
been
since
not
In the year, but had
Rezmcek 's career
on any other stage.
has sud
has been an unusual one, for he composer
as a
fame
denly sprung Into
advanced age or,
at the comparatively
ho was either
60 vears. Before the war

And the more

It's like."

if

(as I believe at any
incident
not yessw for tho "shocking'
a
merely as such, but as representingfoi
look
will
it
and
rare experience,
some rarities that are not shocklng.Times.
A. B. Walkley in the London

and Tussaud's Chamber of Horthat

;

The

ing the
all

is

It

J I believe
rible, the dreadful, the

fl

follows.

what
seeing how far you can go.
what it
shocks the public can stand and
explorcan't, the joy of adventurously
of

to see the greater the
secrecy, the intimacy, of Its actual happening in life, the greater our curiosity
to see a picture or other representation
Hence the vogue of stage bed- of it.
portraits of
y room scenes, newspaper
and "the place of the
victim"
"the

I

22, 24. 26, 1898.

"What

difficult

|

immense

own eyes what

senses.

I

on March

prophetic almanacs,
seances and other forms

others have seen
and reported to us. That Is why eo
gone
to "Chu Chin
have
many people
Chow." We wish to realize for ourselves, by the direct aid of our own

'

•ears ago, the income from ticket sales
Old from rentals, has been sufficient to
xpertes. It has an otd age
neet all
pension fund, the amount of pensions
lepending on years of service, with pro-

technical
one-act formula has a clear
strict
advantage in th e single scene and
actual
coincidence of supposed with
miof
unity
.to
time. Great helps both
minutes in
pression. (One counted the
as
"Eight o'clock" almost as anxiously
has the
the condemned man did.) And it
fun of theatrical experiment,

We

1

fj

But
Grand Guignolism has ample scope. The

of alleged communication with the dead.
But the truth is, curiosity, the desire
valto enlarge experience. Is a highly
uable, or, rather, Indispensable, human
attribute. Without It there could b e no
science, no progress, and finally no
human life at all. And you cannot reIt must crave for all fonns
strict It.
Some of us will be
of experience.
sweeping the heavens for new stars,
and others will want to peep into Bluebeard's cupboard. More particularly v.-e
are curious to know what is already
desire to see with
known to others.

'

i

are
truth Is, in the fine art of drama we
seeking what we seek in even' fine artbe
beauty, a new form and coloring to
given to the actions and emotions of the
imagination.
real world by the artist's
even on the lower plane of realism

is

our

I

which the end should be 'announced in
advance, from the very first scene." The

"fortune-telling."

|ptayed SO consecutive years in
land Is the third oldest orchestra in AmerChlHca. It gives six series of concerts In
'rago. five in its own home— Orchestra
to
was appointed assistant conductor
Hall: One of 28 successive Friday afterThomsuc- Thomas in 1901. On the death of
inoon Symphony concerts, one of 28
appointed
was
as in January, 1905. he
cessive Saturday evening Symphony codsymconductor. He has composed two
one of eight Symphony concerts
I certs,
phonic tone pictures (1894-95). a sym13
of
one
was
lat the University of Chicago,
which
(1906-07)
In C minor
popular concerts, one of seven children's phony
Boston
played here at concerts of the
honcerts, one Of six children's concerts,
April
symphony -Orchestra on March 31.
-naking a total of 90 concerts, all
in fc,
a 1, 1916; a romantic symphony a rogives
It
caparity audiences.
"lo
niinor, two movements (1896);
In
concerts
symphony
10
of
for
erles
mantic overture (1899). variations
'ilwaukec and a series of three In Auorchestra (1900), symphonic varistring
Orhome—
wra. 111. It owns its own
symphonio
ations for orchestra (1903),
J'festra Hall, located on Michigan ave- poem, "A Human Life's Morning, Noona
I ue, in the heart of tho city, with
time and Evening" (1906). symphonic
in 1904 by
I :ating capacity of 2682. buUt
march (1910).
festival
(1907).
waltz
differ8500
About
(1914).
opular subscription.
Springtide'
"Life's
overture,
I nt people contributed to the fund in festival prelude (1915). concert scene
I mounts ranging from 10 cents to $25,000, for violin and orchestra (1901). concerto
.11
of which was an absolute gift. Or- for violin and orchestra (1916). besides
I hestra Hall represents an investment chamber music and other works.
at
at nearly $1,000,000, and is now valued
A movement from his string quartet
ranks
Knei1 close to $:',000,000. There are In the
(1897) was played In Boston at a
been
have
who
men
1905; the
11
orchestra
of the
sel Quartet concert on Nov. 7.
Wjrlth It since Its organization, 30 years whole quartet was played here by the
ago (some of whom were with Theodore iKnelsels on Feto. 21. 1911.
Thomas several years before that), and
Mr. Stock, with the Chicago Symphony
more Orchestra,
then called the Theodore
111 more who have been with it
con(than 2.1 vcars. Forty have been in
Thomas Orchestra, visited Boston on
the
for
Stock
Mr.
under
The concert was in
tinuous service
Dec. 12. 1911.
The program was bj
last hi years, the average changes dur- Symphony Hall.
"Corloplayllng that period being about three
follows: Beethoven overture to
Elgar.
orchestra
the
of
affairs
Strauss. "Don Juan"
[ers a y. ar. The
lanus"
Jnr
controlled by a governing body of Violin concerto (Albert Spalding, violinmajor.
D
men, known as the Orchestral Asso- ist) ; Brahms, Symphony In
Appointment to that body is No. 2.
ciation.
_, ,
This orchestra, led by Mr. Stock, gave
lor life, and membership is considered
Membership a concert in Symphony Hall with the
honorable distinction.
Toronto, A. B.
carries with it no financial obligation* Mendelssohn Choir of
on Feb. 29. 1912. The
of any nature. The orchestra has al- Voght conductor,
C* Schumann s
ways been distinctly a community af- orchestral pieces were
Wagner"Llebesfruehllng"
overture,
fair" in Chicago, the financial burdens
Wagner. Baechanalo
of Its earlier years bring distributed Thomas, Traeume;
Symphonic
Stock,
among many people, its financial sup- from "Tannhaouser"
music by Stock and SchuportSiever having been regarded as the Waltz. The
mann was then played for the first Ume
'pet hobby' of any one rich man. It is
,
probably the only orchestra in the world In this city.
Many of us remember with pleasure
deficit* to meet;
lot having annual
of the Chicago Orchestra,
concerts
the
IS
Hall.
Orchestra
tnce the erection of
Hall
led by Theodore Thomas, in Music

.

the spectator that I Uon't think the enmy
tcrprise would be a task beyond
of
strength were I to undertake a play

customary to talk of curiosity
ignoble.
it were essentially
Children, women, and savages are said
It accounts for
to have most of it.

bandmaster and his son's first teacher,
FrederU.k .t„dl,dth. vl
Joseph
.ogne Conservatory with Georg
Japha and composition with Zoellner.
Humperdlnck. Jensen and Franz WuellMuniuer. He was a violinist in the
from 1891
cipal Orchestra of Cologne
the Lnitea
to 1896. In 1S95 he came to
SymStates and joined the Chicago
He
player.
viola
phony Orchestra as a

in

Dramaturgy," maintains that "the dramatic interest is all the stronger and
keener tho longer and. more certainly we
have been allowed to forsee everything,
and adds, "So far am I from holding
that the end ought to be hidden from

as though

spiritualistic

their plot in
his- "Hamburg

announce

Lesslng,

advance.

curiosity.
It

The Greek tragedians

full.

did not scruple to

the pleasure of seeing others suffer,
without suffering ourselves. Tour true
Guignoiito simply prefers his tragedy
"neat." without aesthetic dilution. But
him. as
I think it is unfair to charge
he is so often charged, with a love of
I think,
sake.
own
its
for
the horrible
rather, that he is moved, a little more
by
world,
actively than th e rest of the

latter gives the free use of

circular:

sire to the

careful to aesthetize them, refine them
The
into moments of poetry or art.
pleasure of tragedy is aesthetic. Neverdeath,
violent
involves
theless, tragedy
and without that would be an Idle tale.
So Rosseau was not altogether wrong
when he said we go to a tragedy for

which

of

nol art?— does not exist to gratify curiosity. The best drama does not provoke
the spectator's curiosity about what is
goinsr to happen so much as excite In
him a keen desire that a certain thing
shall happen and then satisfy that de-

I

We

s
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from Grand Gulg-

art, as distinguished

negligible proportion of the

i

distinction."

a

'

its

:

And there, T suspect, we reacn a iu»ltation of Grand Guignollsm. The art of
drama at Its best— shall we call it grand

Isabelle. "eh !" Monsieur, peut on olr
souffrlr des malheureux?" and Dandln.
in his reply, speaks for a by no means

scream- mitted only
nlnt of scream
hess never reaches the point

C

'"l,"phony Rait 7:30 P. M. "Elijah " nerBe*,
by the People's Choral Union of
See special
Mr. Dunhuiu, conductor.
ton.

1
'.

fnru, e ,l

I

notice.

Gli.imbM'
Hill. H P. >'•
concert bv .lohn Bench, pianist, with Jjertrwlo
P.iekn;'<l.
Adeline
violinist;
Wit.
MiMshnll
violunecllo.
viola; Msrjorlc Patten Weaver,
Mason. Paaterale,
Paul Miniart, clarinet.
Plan"
Interlude; III". Humoreske.
Clifton
Rameaii.
nlcceo:' Ravel, ltlgaildon and Minuet;
rambonrln; <*opln. Valse; Albenlz, Aloierla;
minor.
«. ranre. Piano Quartet In O
Plrwt of Ml"*
Hotel V'endome, 8 P. M.
soprano;
Tervv'a concert 6. Mr». Ixmise I'ord,
Sons* by PoneneiniiHi (Jcblmrd. pianist.
Vulller.
PolilowKkl.
(ieorsea.
Panic,
"rati (

MONHAY-Stelnert

j

'

,

1

j

.

Handel. Schflbert. Brahms, Co dmurk.
Chopin. lie
Pi.mo pieces by Unehnianlnotf.
bnssv, Johns, Cyril Scott. Strausa-ScUuU».
*
I
Evler.
TCKSHAY-Steinert Hall, 4 P. Nr. Second of
Foot e. rem
Muie Hopcklrk'e piano recitals.
too"

offer'

Omar
,,,.1

Khayyam;

the

Twrfo k'Jonw

Ijedbunv

Harrison.

Parson

:

P*n*«r-

llopckirk.

^. <^XJX?CU&'

.
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auer

ne»~ of the assassination

iiio

Lincoln Attracted
country

;.i

1

of

Clair McKelway.
When that indefatigable writer became editor of the
Argue his articles were so stuffed with
polysyllabic and unfamiliar words that
the editorials staggered tlie slugging
Democrats of the sixth ward, who,
nevertheless »-.vore by tlie Argus as a
sound and nggTonstve organ. Even the
dwellers on State. Elk, Eagle, Lark and
Swan streets and Washington avenue,
St.

M.

P.

AM",

wnowl

first

uiilou

flfl

sea I
»p«clilP

(se>-uiii!

s«o

NMui-tor.

'

Tall.

Somr

M.

P.

.t

r».

Zucvj,
It

is

DratnntU|ue.
m.ijor.

op.

CI

No. 1.
»11.
-J SO
r. It., 12t«
S3 nphonj Orchestra.
'

>;>.

;,;>,

'

i

8m

or.

3 P.

ill.

Iptelal notice,

M.

Souc

'

rt-,
I

I

ami Lullaby; Schn-

s

ittd
J-'Kreu,

V

I

Silent
Tears;
The Seraglio's

Clock:

>y.

The Bujrplpe Mam.

-a

Fur£e, Song of the,

.

M.

Repetition

of

HAROLD BAUER
It would not be an easy task!
to decide in which one of the
usual selections classical, romanof Hartic and technical-bravura
old Bauer's progrram in Jordan Hall
yesterday afternoon he was the
most pleasing: to the audience, most
complete as artist. For the program

—

—

throughout was played with a
Oess,

a crisp

fine-

incisive intelligent re-

gard for values and

effects that re-

vealed equally the beauties of Bach
and Ravel, of Schumann and Chopin.
With consummate skill Mr. Bauer
succeeds in creating the illusion of the
century when he translates
the music of harpsichord to piano. The
agate-like clearness of the Bach "Partita im B-flat" with its dances grave
and stately and also quick and whimsical, loses nothing of its original charm
aa Mr. Bauer p)ayn it. Both tho reticence of the century and th* devoIton to the exquisitely woven patterns
lot the music live under his fingers, and
'also the passion of the weaver Bach.
Tho staccato touch, the neatly swaying
[melodic lines, the demure objectivity
lot tho dance sing straight from the
simpler time. A well of beauty undented is here.

MBntnth

From Bach
From

the

to
reticence

Mexican Intelligence

ObatMaoo.l

Cbere Nuit;
Abondonee; Huertei.

i.-heler.

As the World Wags:
Mr. T. Phillip Terry has noted In these
pages the good will that Mexicans have
for Massachusetts.
Local citizens with
an eye on chances for trade with the
neighboring republic may discover further encouragement in the experience of
Dr. Peter MacQueen. orchardlst, globetrotter, now and then of Boston, who
once upon a time interviewed a high official in Mexico.
"You are an American?" was the cold Inquiry. "I am from
Boston," the doctor admitted. "Ah-h-h."
said the official, with sudden cordiality,
"that Is different
the Bostonlans axe
much superior to Americans."

Bach

to

L. P.

Reuben,

Reuben,

Can you

Women

epigrammatic.

be

been

I've

made

thinking,

Doing things Just

to stop

this

men.

the

like

Cynthia,

Cynthia,

I'Te

been

thinking,

You may safely take my word,
More than half the population
Wouldn't know It had occurred.
Reuben.

the

Betting

I'Te

been

will risk their gold
the wicked races
they are bought and sold.

Knowing

Ontrh-ia, Cynthia.

I'Te

been thinking.

That Is where tlie lair,'h conies in.
Kacb man thinks that he bas fixed
So the horse be backs will win.

it

Arcadia on the Palisades
the"

1

stormy romanticism of Schumann was

I

a

(From

Christopher

Morley's

New York Evening

Column

In

the

I

Post.)

Three Musketeers very much after our
But again Mr. Bauer was the own heart are the Jovial Messrs. Nichhe made the sonority of the olas Mahoney, Arthur Rooney
and Joe
"Sonata in K-sharp minor op. 11" Marinl of Cllffside, N. J., who denounce
crackle with the rebellious and virile themselves as "Technologists in the
So-)
emotion and enthusiasm of the comleap.

I artist, for

|

\

Nor did he neglect the beautiposer.
fully tender strains of the "aria" and
he made the over-long "finale" eloThe dramatic contrast of the
quent.
Bach and the Schumann music did
greater Justice to both than isolation
would have done.
Romanticism showed partly its more
sentimental side in the five selections
from Chopin. But the selections were

i

not of the effeminate Chopin; rather
Mr. Bauer made him virile and powerThe beauty of tone in the "Nocful.
turne in G-m!nor" was of one type;
that in tho "Polonaise in E-flat minor"
Of

a

Both were beautiThat Chopin is dramatic

qulte'different.

sung.
aa well as sentimental was proved in
that two preludes in F-sharp minor and
E-maJor, and also especially in the
fully

in

and Sciences."

viated, is their schedule of services of-)
fered to the public:
Select escorts provided for young la-j
dies, for parties, dances, etc. Advice to

the lovelorn— mortgage loans on sllkl
hats and gold teeth guides and companions for European and Continental
Choice tickets for aeroplane'
travel.
flights, sunsets, eclipses and snowfalls
Cremation and deep sea burials done on
-the premises.
Dramatic criticism— specialists In crystal ball gazing— books revelwed corner
stones laid— headaches massaged sad
hearts gladdened— bald heads polishedbabies named— music furnished for jigs,
wakes, christenings, and corned beef-

—

—

—

—

'

—

I

opportunity for prestidigitation as well love letters written (th.ee grades: shy,
medium and vei-y intense)— bath tubs
'as beauty, opportunity which Mr. Bauer
and talcum powder for pet dogs.
accepted ar.d used to the full.
As long as there are people who can
concert,
un
ful
was a. dellgh
It
[
fortunately the only recital by Mr. get so much high-spirited amusement
out of kidding the world In general we
> Bauer in Boston this season.
maintain the human race has a future.
.

•

Gastronomic Note
York

|

j

bination of exquisite poetic insight
and ability
make the poetry of
Jp
the music newly alive and significant as he played. The finest delicacy of interpretation .did not forget the more august power of the
music. The spontaneity of the playing which was never failing did
not for a moment forget what the
music demanded. The beauty of the
tone
was constant and varied
throughout.
And with it all there
went a fine restraint that kept the
recital always in the realm of dignified beauty.
It would 'have been most easy to turn
the Debussy suite. "Children's Corner,"
into
a merely humorous excursion,

—

(Frora Ooldwln Smith's Reminiscences.)
The Mayors of neighboring town

vers Invited.
Ice to cool wine had Jus
ato fa-hion.
One of the Maior

of the second movement of the Beethoven sonata.
The ability of a merely
whispered tone to fill the hall as clearly
as a thunderous chord astonished again
and again.
Spontaneity was the very soul of the
Schumann "Papillons" as the music

Rachmaninoff's

|

fin-

Section after section was newly
born as it rose from the string's with
a sweet waywardness quite delightful.
The daintily felt emotion, feeling its
way from delight to delight, never
Less expectedly, the "Chaflagged.
the
Bach-Buzoni,
and
conne"
of
"Praeludium" of Bach sprang into being
not
they
were
as they were played;
memories of printed scores. Mr. Rachmaninoff makes his listeners feel that
his delight, in the music is fresh and
keen, that not only does he understand
Hence
it entirely, but that he enjoys It.
the color and the life of^the playing.

'
Melodic Contours
The beauty of the melodic contours
was as firm and yet as fluent as the
edge of a filled sail, as the flash of a
blade through the

air.

Lejrato or stac-

cato, separated chords or flowing mel-

ody, a seemingly perfect fusing of elements ever inhered in the performance.

Mr. Rachmaninoff gives an impression

which
seems to spring from a sure knowledge
of exactly what he Intends to do. There
was a "just-soness" aVout the playing
of yesterday that was anything- but mechanical; it resulted from the firm seat
of complete ease

in

major,

Arthur Hadley,

B

flat

major

'Cellist,

Assists

as

Soloist

soloist.

Mr. Rachmaninoff brought to his
o£ yesterday afternoon in
Symphony Hall the admirable com-

gers.

I

F-minor."

i

[

|

u

RicunwaiBOB

his playing,

of intellect in the saddle, intellect that
had sounded the emotional powers of
the music and knew the means to show
/'.hese powers.
The final two numbers yrere his own
preludes in G major and B flat major.

Both were warmly received, especially
the sonorous and eloquent second, which
had to be followed with generous encores.

Altogether Mr.
Rachmaninoff was
very much the artist as well as pianist.

The program given consisted

ot

"Sakunuala"

overture, iby Goldmark,
String" by Bach«WllhelmJ,
"Rhapsody for Violoncello" by Popper,
and Mozart's "Symphony in C Major."
As the conductor and may members
of the orchestra are to take part in a
performance at Symphony Hall next
Sunday, the next concert of the People's Symphony will be postponed until
Jan. SO.

recital

danced from Mr.

Romantic,
Poetic,
and Mythical Arts)
The following, abbre-

Journalistic,
Cultural, Quixotic

clal.

cabbage festivals.
Research
work— surgical work fot
kewpies — Maltese
kittens,
humming
Technical Skill
flappers
and
always In stock— Elebirds
Listeners who delight in technical
phants manicured— legal advice on comskill were especially pleased with the plex connubial relationships— hikes, cathree selections of the final section of noe trips, straw rides, hammock pardances and tugs-of-war arranged—
the program as well anyone might be. ties,
The quality of tone in the "Jeux dealers In whereabouts, msjth balls,
nightingales,
wart removers, coiffures,
did
marvtlously
P.avel
by
d/jjjau"
homage to the subject. The screen of rompers and incense.
Ambassadors and diplomats for truce
flying drops before the solid body of
water—tooth were there. "La Serenade parleys sheep shorn— trousers patched
—engagement
rings loaned— games umdelighted
Debussy
by
raataixompue"
Tho pired—'Wine cellars managed— palms read
drama..
whimsical
its
with
—babies
cuddled—
mandolin serenades("Mephlsto Waltz" by Liszt gave large
"Balade

[

honln

Hebu<«y

PEOPLE'S SYMPHONY
GIVES 10TH CONCERT

RACHMANINOFF

first gradations
of power, with
a wealth of color, inhabited the tones.
In the scale passages of the Chopin "F
Major Valse." a transparent delicacy of
fabric hovered in the whirling notes; a
dry clearness pervaded the Bach "Praeludium"; a sluous liquid quality of great
loveliness sang in the recurring melody

thinking,

men

on

'

I'boriln

>

The People's Symphony Orchestra
gave its 10th concert of the season at
Convention Hall yesterday afternoon,
with Emll Mollenhauer as conductor,
and Arthur Hadley, violoncellist, as

The

Reuben.

Why

Preludes:

plctorlally.

Again and again through the various
numbers of the program the tone seemed
hardly to spring from struck wires; it
rather hovered above the piano, each
note a crystal globe of light and beauty.

Turned as salty as the sea.

Chopin
dhooln

!•'

Little Shepherd
GolllwoRir's Cnko Walk

takes his office
At a recent murder trial hi
"pernicious practices which
prevail of. pandering to the
- prurlon'
proclivities of the public by
publishing

Hovered Over Piano

Reuben, Reuben, I've been thinking
What a strange world this would be,
If t-'e ftream-s of drinking water

tMhoven

Th-

Two

|

solemnly.
spoke of

—

Oynthla, I've been thinking
And can answer with despatch.
She must cease her mannish methods
When she goes to strike a match.
Qrnthla,

P

PoMoalae, c minor
"Children's Corner"
Doctor (irudus ad l'arnassum
•
Serenade of a rioll

Ho

fourth section, the
in the
"Golliwogg's Cake Walk."
Mr. Rachmaninoff did not do this; he kept the
humor but he did not fail with the
beauty.
It would have been easy to
make the first movement of the Beethoven Sonata in E minor (opus 90)
a much more loudly declaimed message
an3 thereby to lose much fineness.
Here, as elsewhere, Mr. Rachmaninoff
held fast to Uie restraint that gave
both strength and grace.

me how and when

tell

will

iupus 00)

Andante
flat major
major
sharp minor

A

factum*.

The Artful Aid

especially

long ago

Schumann
of

W.

Additional Verses
Mr. Neale of West Medford adds to
"Reuben, Reuben" verses that he heard

\al«e,

Mr. Justice Darling is known, in 15ng
land as a Jester on the bench.
He ii
especially Jocose when the case i
8 un
usually serious.
Mr. Justice Avery ha
not been described ns amusing
c

—

;

Boston.

K minor

Allccro;

Maiurkn,

Suite,

who were supposed to be "eddlcated"
men and womon. never read the ArgUB
without an unabridged dictionary at
hand. We spoke of the sixth ward. It
was the boast of the stalwart Democrats of that ward that no Kepubllcar
ever reached t!>t» polls on election day
We are speaking of the late seventies
Corruption In politics ran high. We havt
seen' negroes, waiters and others, Ir
Albany receive money for their votes
from Republicans and Democrats. No
one knew how theso negroes voted.
Those were tire good old days. A free
lunch at tlie leading hotel was then
a mtiL On Christmas and New Year's
day It was a feast. Nor were the barkeepers Importunate In asking: "Now,
elr,
what's yours?"
They were, not
obliged to put the question.

Sonata,

well trained footman, seeing the
situation, whipped away the Ice.
but th
Mayor's confidence was shaken for the
rest of the feast.

uttemlon of the
Times speaks of

tho

G

"Air for

1

1

ALDA AND HACKETT

|

Frances Alda, soprano, and Charles
Hackett, tenor, assisted by Seneca
Pierce, piano accompanist, gave the

|

|

third concert

in the Stelnert series at
the Boston Opera House yesterday afternoon.
Miss Alda sang pieces of so wide a
variety that she pleased all differing
tastes among her hearers. Among her
regular selections
were "Lungi dal
Carobene," Secchi; "My Lovely Celia,"
Munro; "The Lass with the Delicate
Air," Dr. Ame; "Che gelida Manlna,'
from "La Boheme"; the "Un bel di" aria
from "Madame Butterfly," and a duet
from "La Boheme" with Mr. Hackett.
Among numbers given in response tc
enthusiastic recalls were one of Lteurance's appealing American Indian melodies and a distinctively Slavic piece by

Rachmaninoff.
Her program was rearranged and a whole group of captivating songs added, among which "My
Little House," by Mr. Pierce, and a
version of the negro ditty, "The Old
Ark's Amovering" caught the fancy or
her hearers.
,
Miss Alda's pleasing manner and percharm as well as the resonant
beauty of her voice in both extremely
low and high passages stirred the audience to special enthusiasm.
Mr. Hackett's singing of all his songs.
Including "Spiagge amate." Gluck; "The
Kiss," Beethoven; "Serenade," Poldowski; "La Procession," Cesar Franck,
sonal

and several extras, was warmly received,
his splendid and artistically managed
voice and his fine dramatic interpretations winning deserved tribute.

"ELIJAH" IS SUNG BY
PEOPLE'S CHORAL UNTOjN
The People's Chora! Union of Boston
conducted by G. S. Dunham, and assisted by Mildred Pass, soprano. Bertha
Davles, contrajto, Harold Tripp, tenor.
and Herbert Smith, baritone, sang the
"Elijah" last evening at Symphony

I

j

f

Hall-

Dunham

Mr.

led the chorus well and
finely Interpreted alit
seemed at times, that the I
tenors were rather weak. The assisting
artists did their work well and showed!
artistic feeling in their selections.
Or. 1

work

the

was

though

|

the whole

the union merits attention M

this season.

•

By PHILIP

I

HALE

A

concert of chamber music was given!
by John Beach, pianist, yesterday after- |

noon in Stcir.ert Hall. He was assisted I
by Gertrude Marshall Wit, violin; Ade- I
line
Packard, viola; Marjorie I'atten I
Weaver, violoncello, and Paul Mimart, I
cfarinet.

The program was as

follows: B

E
and piano, op. S; Clifton. Interlude fori
and
Huinoresque
(i
Clarinet
piano; Hill,
Piano pieces: I
for clarinet and piano.
Havel, Rigaudon and Minuet; Rameau, I
I).

(3.

Mason, pastoral for

violin, clarinet

Taihhourin; Chopin, Valse. Albenlz, Al- f
merla. G. Kaure, piano quartet, G minor, J?
op.

45.

Mr. Mason's Pastorale was performed f
here at a Longy Club concert on Nov. IIt Is a melodious and suave I
27, 1913.
composition up to tho time when Mr. I

Mason felt it his duty to be scholastic
and therefore introduced fugal pages.

I

I

After thai there is a return to the truly
j
pastoral mood, but the music is too long
|
In dying as was the graceless Charles II.
Unlike that monarch, Mr. Mason does]
not apologize for protracting the agony.
Mr. Clifton's Interlude seemed to us
vague and inconsequential, llko the
Improvls-ilon of Hn amateur organist
b,-i.ited bridal couple. This
waiting for
I

J

,i

I

music remlndl^h% of' the old negroOne enters oft the stage
with a bassoon. His friend, curious or
afraid, asks hltn what he is going to
play. "Anything that comes out." Mr.
Hill's Humoresque has more form and
somewhat of substance, but the humor

I

minstrel joke.

:

.

-

I

in the mind of the composer
rather than in his musical speech. An

of

It

was

be written
interesting article could
about any one's musical Humoresque;
how one is emotional, another steeped
The
in melancholy, still another dull.
title is generally and woefully misapplied unless the composer uses the word
humor in the old Ben Jonsonian meaning of the word. These three clarinet
pieces were sympathetically played. It
was a pleasure to hear the true clarinet
tone of Mr. Mimart and to recognize his
technical skin and musical phrasing.

j

j
I

;

i

i

i

!

Mr. Reach gave pleasing, variety to
the program by playing a group of what

some might

little

call

pieces.

He had

the good sense not to inject an orthodox
sonata or a thunderous rhapsody. At
times one could have wished a more
determined rhythm in his performance.
His practical Interpretation of Albeniz's

was noteworthy, and with

"Almerla"

the exception of occasionally faltering

—

rhythm not a rubato— so was h!3 treatment of Chopin's waltz.
I

!

j

No sooner attained be (Nero) to the empire,
but be seat for Terpnna the harper, renowned
In
those dares for his cunning shore all
other. Sitting by him as be played and sung,
day by day after supper V ntll It was far In
the algbt, blmselfe likewise by little and' little began
practise ant! exercise tbe same;
yea ami t» t to let paevc anle tncanes that
i

know

I

m

their

at

Consciously or unconsciously, ws are
Influenced by our professional point
of view and undertakers are no exceptlon to the rule. Their stories and jokes
are very likely to relate to their business.
The curious, grotesque and ludicrous
events afo what impresses them, and are
what they are likely to repeat. A friend

reading the criticisms In the paper about
concerts to which I go. and I go to a lot
of them, because I always get passes
But I am not one of
(from my teacher.
I always love
jthose noisy late-comers.
be early and watch the people come
That makes
In and look unconcerned.
my teacher say that I am a pretty
shrewd observer. But reading the crlt.
I go out of a
Iclsms does not help me.

Ito

Is

members

of the English school, younger
musical thought and manner of express, on if not always in years. Julius
Harrison of Staurport, Worcestershire,
a cantata "Cleopatra.'
has
written
which took a prize over 30 odd competitors.
It was produced at the Norwich
Festival In INK Two years before thai
a Prelude with Double. Fugue for two
Vi 'tins had attracted attention. The two
•:
,in
Mme. Hopekirk's program
are from "Four Worcester-shin- Piece:-"
brought out in London In February of
ear.
Hie tone poem "Rapunzcl.
suggested by the poem of William Morris, was produced in I.ondon on March
1I>19.
IL- has composed songs and
11,
In

i

I

i

'(From the
Dearie, have you seen
tulips and the pansles.
Side by sldo
In the Boston Public OardensT
The tulips lean s
Like giddy dancers at their ease.
The padsles hide
I, ike

part-song*.

Eugene Goossens. composer and conductor, is a more fainill.tr name, but
little nf his music has been heard in
Two sketches were
country.,
this
played In various cities by the ZocllneT
«iua:tet In the season of 1017-111.
He

I

|i

skirts

NORLNE WINTROWB.

piano

pieces.

chamber tuiisie.
"Four Concerts"

.song*.

for the

Russian Ballet, but his most hi port an
work is n symphonic poem, "The Et»-rial
Rhythm," produced In London in
October. 1!>20. Albert Coalcs Is known
here by name chiefly as a conductor.
There was some talk of him at one
tader of the Boston Symphony
time
)rche lira.
Next season h" will be
Walter
Danurosch's
associate.
Mr,
Coates has written an opera, "The
Myth Beautiful" excerpts from it were

Karyl Norman. "The Creole Fashion
Plate." In "A Tent of Melodies." assisted by Bobby Slmonds at the piano.

the feature of the

bill

<

I

'

IS

KEITH'S FEATURE
Is

written

s

I

Dearie, surely you have seen
The pansles and the tulips
Batlklng In the Boston Public Gardens:

KARYL NORMAN

a:

York.
Genius as he Is as a producer of ballets, Mr. Foklne is not a dancer of the
first rank; indeed, he Is heavy, ieldoin
grt,c«ful.
Last night he wai conspicuous chiefly by the authority 'of his posing as the Spaniard to Ola^ounoffs
music and In the final Russian dance
uith his wife which he danced con
amore. .It should be remembered, however, that dancers on the stage of Symphony Hall are at a. disadvantage.
There Is no scenic illus<on: the lighting
Is necessarily crude; even the curtain
Is
d spiriting; nor is there sufficient
time for effective rehearsal when the
dano rs are visitors and the orchestra

U

local.

Mme. Foiklna Is a handsome woman
but not an entrancing dancer. She was
most effective in Salome's dance of the
seven veils. In the Gypsy dance to the
music of Nachez and in the scene with
the mosquito to the delicate and approHer "Dying
pi late music of Lladoff.
Swan." although the program said thut
"created"
It
for
her, was
Mr. Foklne
disappointing; It has been danced here
mora gracefully, more emotionally. In
the dance of Salome and the Russian
folk dances, Mme. Fokina's costumes
added greatly to the enjoyment, and in
the Russian dances the pantomime of
Mr. Foklne was excellent.
The dancers were enthusiastically applauded.
The orchestral numbers also
gave pleasure, especially the muslo by
Halvorsen and Grieg, and the Incidental
solos by Mr. Mahn, and by Mr. Birlh
the music by Nachez and SaintIn
Saens, respectively, were duly appreciated.

.

.

aloft
rll

tin

.

blossom Pekingese

Whose mistresses are standing
On their heads, gaudy silken

I

That Is where I differ from so
I like.
Now, I am always
(many other people.

The program

to be thanked for
bringing out piano pieces by the younger

The

Saint

New

the Sec-

Angelus; Goossens.
Marionette Show: Chopin, Waltz.
Nocturne, Scherzo In B minor; Beethoven, Sonata Appassionata,

Errenlng Tost)

.

muslo of Liadoff; Melancholy. I dano
with mosquito; Lullaby, Folk Dance
The orchestra player the overture t<
pcherz:
Mendelssohn's
"Preclosa."
("Mid-Summer Night's Dream"); Hal
Boyards'
vorsen's "Entrance of the
Miniature Overture and Trepak frou
Suite"
"Nutcracker
Tschalkowshy's
nd Grieg's "Spring" for strings.
The hall was crowded. Many stood
Naturally there was curiosity to se<

A

Have You?

New York

Pasaepled,

Tcherpnlt
by
music
music by Glazounoff. Tlv
ensemble dances were: Harlequin an>
Columbine, music by Schumann ("Car
naval"); Mazurka from Dellbes's "Cop
pelia" and, these Russian dances ti

les Feullles; Coates,

Mme. Hopekirk

Dellbes*s

to
Papaleros, to

'

Dearie,

I

you that.
But although I know pretty much
about music. I don't seem to know what

Khayyam;

Hall las

Hacohus

Plums and The Lcadbury Parson: Hopekirk. two folk songs— Eilldh Bhan and
Gaelic Lullaby—and Serinata;
Bach.
Sicliano; Couperin. The Mysterious Barricailes; Debussy, Les Cloches a travers

.

Lynn.

I

tell

Omar

1

Symphony

written by Glazounoff for
ragedy.
Foklne appeared
Mr.

Foote, Poem after'
Harrison, »Pershore

follows:

led

music

HALE

ternoon in Steinert Hall.

mine told me of a funeral held in an
old-fashioned country house, built as
they usually were with a very small
front hall with a flight of winding stairs
taking- most of the space. There was an
open place under the stairs as they
wound upward, and the coffin had been
placed In this. It was rathaj- dark, and
as the people came In they did not see
the coffin, and laid their wraps upon it
until It was entirely hidden from view.
The funeral services seemed to hitch
somewhere, and the undertaker appeared
very much disturbed, and went from
room to room as though hunting for
something. He Anally announced that
the cause of the delay was that "they
hud mislaid the corpse." This undertaker
was trying to be polite and soothing to
the mourners, but the old undertaker,
who said to me: "My daguhter says she
can always tell when father has a Jo*,
because we have flowers on the table and
Ice on the butter" was trying to be funny and it always struck me that he sucCA ROLL'S M. COBB.
ceeded.

I

am

eluded

j

was as

In

Verp
from th
Agld
by

wife.

his

players

Lena's Dying Swan, a Danse Tzlgan
by Nachez! and Salome's, dance to th'

her piano recitals yesterday af-

onal-.© r

of

the best section of the

1

By PHILIP

by

the man. the greatest ballet-master ot
his period, who had staged the triumphs of the Russian ballet, "Scheherazde," "The Flre-BIrd." "Petrouchka"
and the other marvels, whose skill has
been shown In this couut y by his production of "Aphrodite" and "Mecca" In

Mme. Helen Hopekirk gave

j

I

night for the first time in Boston. Tlu
divertissements for Mme. Foklna In

The 'village choir sang several oldtime selections in a pleasing manner.
The audience applauded most of them
but some were apparently too old for
the recollection of the hearers.

all

man— I

education, and lots of people tell
* me that I do. I should say here that
am a singer, at least 1 am taking
vocal from one of our best singing
teachers.
He tells me that 1 have a
I sing a
jpure, lyrical, tenor quality.
When I close my
high A with case.
Ayes and raise my left heel, 1 take
a high C. And still my teacher says
jthat 1 must gain In my upper register,
(what I am lacking in niy lower one,
(before 1 have a satisfactory medium
register. I think that Is pretty subtle,
not every singing teacher would

Jacchlaetdanced

realistic.

,

and

Symphony,

Itoston

'

-

1

HALE

By PHILIP
Michel Foklne
Fokina, assisted

William Shelley Sullivan was effective
the part of David, and Willard Dashappeared to better advantage as
"Squire Bartlett than he did last week
[as the lawyer in "Peg o' My Heart."
The stage settings were excellent and

SAMMY DAMME QUAVER.

Givel

;

in

Shop-Talk
As the World Wags:

voices:

Kwral

handicap.
Boston.

FoKma"

and

Elaborate Program, Asrp , Fisted .bv Jacchia

|ell

Let us now quote from the wisdom of
Athenaeus: "Music softens moroseness
and
of temper; for it dissipates sadness
produces affability and a sort of gentlejoy."—Ed.
manlike

that kind were wont to
the bettering and

really should say
gentleman, because he wore a tuxedochewed very vigorously all through the
performance. It was not Spearmint, bin
must hava been something new that I
have not seen advertised yet; it smelwa-s
I
for all the world like garlic.
much fascinated in watching the gentleman gingerly toss the gum from one
Irorner of his mouth to the other, and
keeping time with the conducI always
I think that shows a pretty
I tor's beat.
musical nature. But It really annoyed
me, because I couldn't watch Tosc.anas much as I wanted to.
Ini nearly
The gentleman, In applauding, raised
his hands above his head, from which
took it that he must be a foreigner.
|
and that gum-chewing is not native
with him, but an acquired habit. Foreigners, when they are nice, are so
lawfully nice, but when they are not
are pretty horrid. Just the same.
j they
think It was right or at all nice
I I don't
I for that gentleman to chew during the
performance, but perhaps he was very
J
I 'emperf men tal.
Spi.-r/. ing of Toscanlnl. I can't see at
I
lull wXy people are making such a fuss
over/him. 1 always thought that the
Ure/tevt Italian conductor was Creatore.
don't suppose he Is really so
tivl I
»ieat. because he wears a uniform.
iJStlll, I think 1 know a good deal about
Mtausic, because I have had a very llb-

ARLINGTON PLAYERS

self.
the latent potentialities of my inner
Perhaps some one of your readers, even
though he does not know as much about
he
music, might be able to tell me how
liked
arrived at knowing what he
Everybody seems to. except myself, and
spoiled by such
I hate to have my career

complained about the people chewing
gum In theatres and being a nuisance.
in conI have seen the same thing done
certs; at least I saw it the other night
when Toscanlnl conducted. It was n
man sitting in the row before me, and
aa I had been Invited fay a friend of
In

Foklne

Tou can
and that I am earnestly striving to exaudible
press myself in music and make

A Music-Lover
As the World Wags:
I saw in your column on Jan. 14 that
•'Asphyxia"' (what a pretty name; it
must be mythological, like "Kolynos")

was
The

EAST BY

|

«»rle.

it

WAY DOWN

my

because

good,

Revival of "Way Down East," by the
always know? ir i
be a ^Arlington
weren't a singer, I would love to
Players at the Arlington Theso
to
But I guess that going
critic.
atre last night drew a large audience.
tiresome.
pretty
be
many concerts must
It was thoroughly appreciative of the
to do about it.
I asked my teacher what
simple rural drama. It applauded virand he told me. never to read criticisms
and
himself,
tue enthusiastically and hissed the vilBut I know that he does
teacher
my
in
inconsistency
this only
lain vigorously every time he appeared
Sometimes l
worries me pretty much.
after his villainy had been exposed.
that
am seized with a terrible doubt
good a Francee Anderson had the leading part
perhaps he may not be as
nk 1 11 of Anna More.
teacher as he says he Is. But I th
Her acting was ,-ather
betake another year vocal with him
[uneven but on the w-hcle a satisfactory
1 11
Perhaps
fore I make a change.
[interpretation
part. She shared
know by then what I like. I should so the honors of ofthetheevening with Olive
love to have an Independent opinion.
iMassey,
Brewster.
Kate
as
serious-minded
see that I am

meatee as were burtfull to the voice: so long,
ootlU bis proceedings still drswlng him on (a
smal and rusty voice Uioiigh he had) be desire to come forth sod shew blmallfe upon the
jopen stage, having among bis familiar companions this Grceke proverbc ever more In his
mouth, that hidden muslcke was nought worth
• • • All the while he was singing, lawefoll It was not for anye person to depart out
of (Sic theatre were the cause never so neces-

mine,
house.

be

must not appear

to like In
Do critics
like?

Mm

|

I

what

even to weare before
upon bis brest s thin plate or sheet
;of lead: to purge by clystre or vomit: to abetclne from spples and frulte, with sll such
r,f

when they hear me sinr

will

in public
years, but that
for another three or four
singer.
then I'll be a pretty good
ten
Could you advise me how I could
music and what not to

do, eyther for preserving or

fortifying

say

It

teacher said

>

expert p*r>i"f»ra
|

critics will

at B. F. Keith's

Theatre this week.
Last evening a
large audience demanded and received
several encores.
It would be unfair to future audience
to go into' minute detail descriptive oT
this act. Suffice to say that the slnget
in a group of varied songs, entertalnei
with a pleasing voice of unusual com

pass and an astounding wardrobe.
I
is unique, to say tha least.
One of the best acts on the bill »»'

the dancing number of Masters ancKraft.
The piece Is prettily staged
there is speed and snap to the performance, and there is plenty of variety
in the dance.
Other acts on the bill are Clayton and
Edwards, In an instrumental, dancing
and singing act; James Dutton and

company.- In an equestrian number,
William Ebs, In a vcntrlloquial act with
a surprise: Vlnie Daly. In a singing and
dancing act, concluding with steps made
famous by the Daly family years ago;
Bud Snyder and Joe Moling company]
In
a burlesque acrobatic sketch, the
real
laugh getter of the bill; Jess
Lihonati, xyrpphone soloist, and the
Lorner Girls In a dancing act that
pleased In flettncss and high spirits.

—

played in London last November; some
songs, some piano pieces. "Angelus"
and "Lacrymosa" were published with
"Idyll" late in 1919.
The first two an
"In Mcmoriuiii ;" one dedicated to the
of a brother and the other to

memory
;i

who

nephew

fell

in

action.

Mr.

Coates. who is renowned as an interpreter of Scriahin. is surely a man
of temperament, for his little "Idyll."
o:,ly four pages long, is marked at its

and its ending p p p p.
The
music by Harrison,
Coates.
;oossens,
with
Mme.
Hopekirk's
Serenata was heard here for tbe. first
Lime.
The Serenata includes a prelude,
minuet,
saraba/ide,
aria
and

climax

f

f

f

f

i

:igaudon.
Harrison's pieces lead mo to infei
that they are based on folk songs or
ballads of the country, as Derbyshire
boasts of its "Derby Ram." The main
material Is thoroughly English and all
the foreign chords:,- the litting or incongruous arabesques do not disguise tho
racial flavor.
The ultra-modern idiom
in this instance seems to have been ac-

quired; not a natural spqach,

with Debussy or Raxrel.
Mrs. Hopekirk played

in

as

it

is

her custo-

mary
and
that

intelligent and polished manner
gave; much pleasure to an audience

was

one at tho

considerably larger than the
first of these recitals.

So

Mary Garden, who

Miss

is

now

directing the

fortunes of the Chicago
Opera Company, will henceforth censor
the press notices sent out by the un-

young man under her
other words. Miss Garden
will be her own passionate Tress agent.
Tho fun Is only beginning. Walt till
later In the season.
We read that Mr.
Charles L. Wagner Is to assist Miss
fortunate, nervous

control.

Garden

In

in

management,

'

Mme.

Galll-

Curcl will leaie the company, and Mr.
Marinuzzl will follow her example.
When the Chicago company was in Boston Miss Garden was of the opinion
that Mr. Henry Russell, not unknown In
this city, was the one Impresario
to be
desired for Chicago. The Italian word
"Impresario" mea,ns in English "under'

taker."

Meanwhile Miss Garden is hurrahing
for. Mr.
Muratore as the tenor
any company from ruin.
Mr. Muratore Is a loud singer,
a fine
injure of a man on the stage.
No wonlustily

that would save

der he appeals to Misa Garden. He is
not an artist.
For the truth of this
statement there is the memory of his
bawling to the gallery the "Reve"
in
Manon," which Mr. Clement sang so
beautifully.
Massenet's pretty llttle r
dream became in Mr. Muratore's throata nightmare.

Over

in

New York Mme.

FarrarJ

whose name is accented bv genteel
New
Workers on the last syllable, is trying"
to sing the music of "Louise"
and, according
to
newspaper accounts, la
dressing the poor working girl as
if she
were the Queen of Sheba about to
meet
,

King

Solomon

in

all

his

should not be surprised

glory.

We

if Mme. Farrar
appear at any time as Kundry*
the next week as Lucia, with
the tradl-d
tional dagger a nd in
p ink pyjamas.

were

to

\

"Frankic"
The Spectator /London)

of Dec. 25th

j

j

1B2
1

recall the

Julian ffiltlntre was till of S9. My
most
Intimate chum, Bob Barnet brought out
In 18ttl.
Eltinge was tn th 8 Cadet
mlnstrela two years before that and
was working In a wholesale millinery

c >l<

Inttiblo,

I"

that

ao nutrition
heap. Hut 0
period our sires wei
h.rilled past of "
B oo
v

favon

yearning for
old pod-auger

•

n»

in

expression,

au,

which

ruy

for

that

W.

the Y.

i

B

C.

A..

a»

It

at

had learnt

It

the

WM1

1

haolt to the race.

l«y

to tuiy hi-r

Reuben" discussion
used that

fHof« right

wiii,

rr

ha

leas,

IN

our krr tcrung.
eat to

B

corner •aloon to a*t

llir

"f twer.
to the bar-tender:

'

The second season of the Boston
Musloal Association, Georges Longy, diopened

rector,
tar

fee

If

ntn:

t.-ii-U-r

Kaln't

ml"'

Albert en>

IT

flam

•t>.>n

Imt>.

R» l.okeil tlk»

flow

stookln*

her

In

i

hut

for strings
first time); Debussy, L<e Jet d'eau for
voice and orchestra, (first time with orchestra),
Christiana
Gaya;
Lekeu,
Adagio for strings, op. S, Miss Marshall,
violin solo; Mrs. Golden, viola solo; Miss
Moorhouse, violoncello solo;
Bennett,
tions:

|

Mie didn't

ami pulled j

Pronkle »ti"t thn! r.m "nee tltann:). And!
Blfreiikle shot that trim twR-e ( Banv

Vr

time thit she shot

tl-.it

run she hurt
|

».

Altx-ri

probably

TITils

corrupt,

be-

her m<m. t»')Cs right he
ie Aim wrong.

trnt.

but >he[

sy and tarn me orer slow,
you shot that cud you hurt

her man. lhat'a right he

him

i.-as.

but she

\crun>i."

"lacked Fish"
World Wags:
led fish in cream" is what we. who
rward

to

(act.

I

hl*-d of
delaire),

having It once a week.
64) have never heard it

ny other name except
jere they don't

[l should be eaten with a mealy,
potato, and mussed in with it.
for two "sticks" on the word
D. STEVEN'S,
0

e

EUGENE

on.

stern Massachusetts, in thesixtles,
ed codfish" was a very different
"picked codfish." The latter
uown, served, fcut
never with
Here is a letter that should in-

Dm

b*ny.-Ed.

Concerning Codfish
As the World Wags:

Many

are the salt cod

I

have seen

my

father hiring home but never a one with
Hits head sticking out of the wrapper.
Lfl

tail might be in evidence.
Headless, split wide open and dried flat
las a pancake carr.e ihose noble old fish.
I whose shape and ample proportions
made my childish mind see the map 01

although the

I

I
B North

•

Mother did marvellous
them for her big, hungry
large section was
brood.
For this
skinned and soaked over night and then
simmered gently for several hours
boIHng was fatal and when properly
cooked It was reuily to fall apart In
America.

things with

;i

Crisp slices of fried

rich tender flakes

gravy was
lerved for the grown-ups, and a white
gravy,
she
milk
as
called it,
•auce or
tlth chopped hard boiled eggs dressed
pork

(alt

with

fat

its

for

Mashed poflsh for the children.
ato and pickled beets were the unvarying vegetables.
In these days of much talk about
Calories, vitamins, et ai., It is interBisting to recall that wiseacres have
old, us that this salt fish dinner Is an
^Pideat one for furnishing the needed
*-.ements of nutrition in their proper

23,

1881,

the

fortnight

"Cinq Poemes" (text by Baucomposed by Debussy in 1891

-

partne* in the old firm of Brighton
Boston, London and Olaaxow."

civilizations wero developed during furiou« warlike conditions. Let one think
of the little and glorious Greek republics.
They knew peace only to know
decadence.
Battles and sieges were
continuous In Italy up to the 16th" century.
In the human tragedy peace was
perhaps never anything but an en-

beginning

by an excellent company,

tr'acte.

The Seven Seas
Aa the World Wages:
Why should there be any doubt aa

South Seas.
I
am inclined to doubt
whether the North or the Baltic seas
were ever seriously Included In the
-Seven Seas, for they were too near
htmie in the old days and there wae
ho adventure in sailing on home
waters. And, as to size, both the North
and the Baltic seas compare unfavorably even with the smallest of the
Seven Seas, the Northern ocean.
By this time, I hope, I have sufficiently whetted the curiosity of some
stray incipient Ph. D. —T met one some
time ago whose sole knowledge of the

Fred

Stlnson,
piracy.
I

—

sea

k

!

(

^

H

By PHILIP

piping

the table

•3

hot,

A

a sumptuous

eaP with a lump of butter melting

in

smoking crater.
,It was for such a dish that once upon
's

time a

mglng

cried with home.yick
in the austere

little girl

while

deeply

Transatlantic Novelty company i.iVune,
Frank Curtis married Julia Stuart.
1CT4.
a favorite and talented actress,
^*' B l urtis P Iay cd a ^tvyo weeks" enJWgcment at the Boston theatre in 1866,
opening on Monday, Nov. » the night
«> *W<* the Hollta Street Theatre waa
the attraction being "The
««•
h «F*j R'cha.d Mansfield

1

ten
1

i

•

f
I

ilenty of it."

The "picked

fish"

which a correspon-

and the editor thinks
as creamed fish, was made
t, bur home by picking the cooked fish
Bto small pieces; It wae served with
^frtaln dressing of melted butter. The
iMition of wtdto <?aiir-.e changed It to
fish.
Either of these, with
potato, made a good breakfast
r eupper dish, but more tasteful than
ither to n:y m,-.d was the fish when
^^Hbf freshened and broiled over
cals, which with the addition of butar and p-.-PP^r was a favorite relish!
or '•upper at our table. When all else
we d
r. ,t
disdain strips of the
mentions

l«0t

^Bb good

|

I

^^Bd

Wed

I

I

1

and Ingerid

Sletten;

1

?

— Glazounoff, Romance

Orientale; Loeftlis etalent trois
ler, Les paons; Plerne,
Harp pieces:
blancs.
chats
petits

ley, long a teacher In the English high
school and founder of Its orchestra, was
Mrs. Tell; Leighton Beal, the only secretary the subway commission ever had.
was the jailor, and Miss
Bell,
who. under her married name, Is a rest-,
dent of Brookllne, was the Rosetta. I
don't believe we were very wonderful
the piece, but we d'^^W^ptorlng
Brookline.
.QTJ1NCY KIIjRY.

Emma

J

In Portland, Me.
Mr. F. W. Lord of Mattapan writes:
"I think about 10 days before I read
about M. B. Curtis some one sent me
a card asking me if I knew what had

^

The Scandinavian songs^were now eraot. er kept a clothing store opposite the
'En Visa" Is a ver Preblo HouS'j !n Portland, M6. I knew
tlonal, now gay
slon of Maeterllnck'e "And If he one M. B. In his younger days. He traveled
shall I tell b.irn." for a clothing house 'and was about the
then
what
day returns
The text of Barlow's "Lament" Is from same off the stago as on. He made a
It aa 'Sam'l of Posen.'
He was a big
the Chinese. The two artists are well
_jiown here and, a» before, they gave spender, and was mixed up tn a lot of
pleasure to an audience that half filled j affairs. Ha shot a man ,ln San Fran"la co whir* ended his iareer on the
—at
the hall.
~ ~~
^It^jok Ids brother's fortune to
I

minor

quartet

of

the Trio of the third* movement waa
played, there was the thought of the
Sar Peledan's saying: that the Muse of

Brahms was a Hungarian gypsy wom-

become of him
My answer was that
he was of Jewish parentage. His broth-

'

the C
classed

with the greatest
quartets of Beethoven. No one will dispute the solidity of the structure. Mr.
Kalbeck goes so far as to say there
that every
Is not a superfluous note;
one has Its place and its significance;
but Mr. Kalbeck always and solemnly
attributes^ to Brahms plenary inspiraThe first movement has an imtion.
portance that is not wholly on account
of structural mastery. There Is a wailing melancholy that Is not displeasing.
The pessimism of Brahms In some of.
his chamtoer music undoubtedly inspired
When
the bitter taunt of NJetesche.

I

Hasselmane,
Impromptu;
Schuecker,
Ballade; .folksong, Le petit Rol d'Yvetot:
DeScherzo;
Galeottl, Legende; Longo.
bussy, Le Petit Berger; Tournler. Etude
de~Concert.
.
The program waa agreeably diversified.

Brahms,

miration.

By some
Brahms is

:

1

The pro-

51.

has pronounced individuality. It is not!
too orthodox; it is not deliberately,!
painfully ultra-modern; nor is it a timid)
Jongen
straddle between the two;
speaks out boldly what he has to say;
his speech commands attention and ad-

j

I

audience.
up:

agreeable, it is fascinating music. Some
of his chamber works snow tho influ-j
er.ee of Cesar Franck, but the Serenade]

I

old Swedish,

Dalpohka; old French, Au Jardln de ma
petits
tante: Chabner, VUlanelle des
Canards; H. Barlow, Lament (MSS.);
Versel.
H Henry, Gather Ye Rosebuds;
Where the Bee Sucks. Group with harp

Bett!

No. lj JonSerenade Dramatlque, op. 6t;
gen,
Beethoven, Quartet in F major, op. 60,
No. t
Joseph Jongen, born at Liege' in 1873,
has lived in Brussels for some years.
He has written an opera or two, a
symphony, cantatas, symphonic poems,
a violin concerto, chamber musicf organ pieces, etc. The list of his compositions shows industry and versatility,
but he is known in this country chiefly
by his pieces for the organ.
The Serenade played last night is
harmonically
metodlcally,
Interesting
more than
It
i3
and rhythmically.

i

[

interested

gram was thus made
Quartet in C minor, op.

:

were as follows: Rangstrom, Envlsa and
Hafuet; old Norwegian, Aa Kjoere Vat-

vis. tiny

iome of a maiden aunt. She had missed
sisters,
missed the
lar brothers and
:Ogs and cats, but mor e than all she
homely
the
bounty of her
nissed
•titer's board. a:,d, when, at the secnd meaJ she faced again the dainty,
:ore her. she burst
neagre far'- n»:
"I want to doe
a to- a wall or uoe:
where
I
tan
have liss hass an'
iome,

HALE

Poohon, Bailly and d'Archambeau) gav
Its first coricert of the season last night
In Jordan Hall. There was a large and

the actor as the slayer. He refused to
talk on the subject, saying only. "I
didn't do It," and after long- and costlytrials, which used up all his -own and
his brother s money, he was set free.
But his theatrical career was ended and
he never returned to the stage.
In that amateur burleEque performance of which I spoke/. John Murdoch,
aow of the catalogue department of the
["Boston Public' Library, was the William
Tell, I was Albert, his son John Heard,
now theatre ticket agent in the Hotel
I'Touralne, was Gessler; James A. Beat-

yesterday afternoon for the benefit of
by
the American Women's Hospital
Greta Torpadle, soprano; Salvatore de
Stefano, harpist, and Mrs. Dudley Fitts,
Miss Torpadle's eongs
accompanist.

A

The Flonaaley Quartet (Messrs.

I

Torpadie and Salvatore de
Stefano in Jordan Hall
concert was given In Jordan Hall

if

all

FLONZALEY'S

I

Greta

Mother did not make fish balls for
us, but a del&Jtabie fish bash In their
stead Hot fish and potato with a little
ream were beaten with a wooden
eetie until smooth and light, and came

It's

Panama, my

Rum

Mr. Curtis was connected with a tragedy in San Francisco. A policeman waa
killed and all circumstances pointed to

BENEFIT CONCERT IS
GIVEN FOR HOSPITAL

three-fourths

;

vonport.

tin

—

,

|a

which Is not to be ranked among
composer's Important works.

covered

it

i

two brothers, Frank and Bert, as M. B.
was called by his intimate.i. The original family name was a four-?yllabelcrt
one, decidedly Jewish,
Frank was a
comedian who was best known by his
performance of Picard in "The Two
Orphans," played through New England
by Furbish s Fifth Avenue .company
Leavlr.g the boards, he became manager
of the theatre at Portland, Me., and
was at one time manager of Hen matin
the Great, whose widow 1 saw this very
week at Keith's, presenting an attractive magical act and looking surprlsinsrly jpung, too, for I remember her
as riding a velocipede in Schumann's

^'f^'

that

;

"-

J

was

not the North Sea?"
the fault of the isthmus of
dear, for the darn thing
would run east and west and tha
Spaniards got Into the habit of calling
the water to the south of It the South
Sea and that to the north, which we
know as the Carribbean, the Northern
ocean.
As for the Western ocean—go down
and ask the carpenter in the Public
Library, he knows well enough.
Da
profundis fiat lux.
Ff
FENGER.
_
„
„
Garter Farm* Cohaaset.

'

I

—

of the earth's surface for her to ask
"And what, pray, Is the Northern

ocean

I

As to M. B. Curtis, who, by rho way,
has died since the first query about him
was printed In your column, there were

j

to

the Seven Seas? We have the Western,
Northern. Indian, Arctic and Antarctic
oceans and the Mediterranean and

was, we sang it to a tune whose
did not know, but whoso music
was qifite familiar to most of us. What
was my surprise to find out years afterward that we had. been singing lire
right-tune after all.

j

War

Concerning

<SR«my de Oourmont Nov. 10. 1914)
majority of the ancient great

name we

I

&

The

air

played here at a concert of the MacDowell Club. Roussel's fascinating composition was heard here In the larger
form at a recent concert led by Mi
Toscaninl. Rimsky-Korsakoff's Concerto
was composed in 1882. Dedicated to
Liszt, it shows the strong Influence of
It is based on a theme
that master.
announced In the fantastical introducPianists have not favored the
tion.
work in the past. Joseffy, always ir,
search of an unfamiliar concerto, did
not think it worth while. It was firs'.
played in this country by Constantine
von Sternberg at a concert of the
Philadelphia Orchestra early in 1905. It
has also been played at a concert of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra in Cam
bridge
The Suite by Bridge has decide-'
It leads one to wish fur
character.
music
his
acquaintance with
ther
Either the =lnger's voice is light or sh<
was overpowered by the orchestra. The

Nat

Irnitatlona as I

Co.,

nobody has realan old, old English

of the Boston Theatre, he as manager
and I as treasurer. His version was
fairly well done, but aroused no enthusiasm. ,
Apropos of the song itself, It was the
occasion of a remarkable coincidence.
An amateur organization in Roxbury,
of which I was a member, produced
Henry J^ Byron's burlesque of "William Tell, or the Pet, the Patriot and
the Pippin." In It thero was a song intended to be sung to the air of "Billee
Taylor." As none of us knew what the

'

—

is

London,

In

listen to me and
knew a lot of people,
he had never met. I was the active
X

my

was a thinly disguised
knew Fred at the
time he was adapting It, as we were
associated with the traveling company

Symphony Orchestra and now lives in
New York. The Quartet has been

1

A

by

orchestrated the accompaniment in
190".
The song was then sung at a
Colonne concert in Paris by Helene Demellier. Although it was well sung, the
galleries were lively in disapprobation of
Lekeu's Adagio, composed
the music.
about 1891, was suggested by Georges
Vanor's line "Les fleurs pales du souvenir." It is said that Mr. Bennett, the
composer of the Flute Quartet, is the
son of a member of the Minneapolis

to pre-

American exchange
Goodwin was glad to

Boston Museum, Carrie Burton, Rachel.
Sanger, Rose Chapell and Nellie Mortimer, y. " .
The version done at the theatre on
the corner of Dover and Washington
streets, purporting to have been written

He

in line I10-

know how

hardly an actor whom I did not know
Personally and could Imitate. At the

which included such favorites as J. H.
Ryley. William Hamilton, A. W. F. McColHev Arnold Breedon, W. H. Seymour
(not our friend Willie Seymour of the

;

ta* of rhyme. 1

ir

May

Quartet for flutes, a Rondo Caprlccioso
played by Verne Powell. Walter Knight,
Alice McLaughlin and Raymond Orr;
Rousse-1. Le Festln de I'Araignee to
small orchestra Rlmsky-Korsakoft, Conid orchestra, op. 30,
Guy Maler, pianist
The program ..as a varied and in
teresting one. Frank Bridge should not
be confounded with his fellow Englishman, John Frederick Bridge, who has
written solemn oratorios and cantatas
for solemn English festivals.
The former, an operatic conductor as well at
a composer. Is best known here by hi?
sonnet, "Blow Out, You Bugles," sunt'
ast season at a Symphony concert byMr. McCormack. "Le jet d'eau" is the

.'

there

Theatre" for

1

m%

^fed

Jordan Hall.
Included these composi-

last night in

The program
Frank Bridge, Suite

I

nco with

spy/

.1

<&•

out » '^^

e

h"iir

'n

t

MB Frnnkte she went hemp,

^KaebiH^

Frnnklf,

'\r»»

l'-r

tn

... I was a first nightor, and It
waa seven nighta out of tha week. Then
I waa traveling 80 years and
there was

store.

song called "BUlee Taylor"; that the
tune of "Reuben, Reuben" was appropriated from' it; and that the light
opera of "Billee Taylor" was founded
on the song:
The piece was sung at the Boston

CONCERT

I

mj

'8

Reuben" sung

his father un early

"Billee Taylor" and Curtis
As the World Wags
I am surprised that in this "Reuben.

«s ctrryboUy

Jn*t

,-ariilnjrs

j

accursed land, strugglin
horns and thistles and
sighed per

£E "i.^ *

Portland, Me..

•a UTB and prohably heforo that As
we have said, the tune is an old one.
Was it first wedded to the old English
ballad 1'BlUoo Taylor" Y

Perhaps whe
wandered dosolatu

freshly

in

crcncfs in the middle
no less
a simple and

In

us

Adam and Ev
!

that ho heard "Reuben,

«•

|'U92'

an trying to dance in tight corsets.
The last movement is the least effective
It is crabbed and muddy.
The playing of the Flonzaley Quartet
last night can be appraised only in
superlatives. The performance was the
very flower and perfection of ensemble
of the four:

^

playing.

The second concert will be on Thursday evening, Feb. 17.
da;

a,bovir8T^f!tW^S!erwBS§f8^Sf
[BARITONETHDffli^-*8 Were
Sir John Hawkins mentioned, but we
[are
told
that Sir I'hillp was the most
GIVES RECITAL HERE
accomplished
lis

I

Beautiful Voice

to Advantage
Jordan Hall
John Charles Thomas, baritone, gave
in

I

cavalier of his time; "he
excellent wltt, but

was not only of an

Heard

extremely beaulifull lie much resembled
his sister, but his haire was not red, but
little Inclining: viz, a darke amber
;

I

a

colour.

dhannfettes,

and

violoncellist,

Hendriks,

Been

Lilacs;

William

Ah Love

Mte. Beach,

Have You

Burleigh,

Lons? Lunde,

to

Rover;

Little

but a Day; DIx.

I

Mw

The Trumpeter; Brochway, Lend

Thy

Fillet.

Love.

Thomas

known favorably as a
singer in operetta or musical comedy
and his services have been duly valued
by managers and the public. He wishes,
however, to broaden his field; to ahlne
on the concert stage, a laudable ambition. For this branch of vocal Industry, hit has the qualifications.
He has
an unusually beautiful voice which he
uses with great skill. Furthermore, he
has aesthetic intelligence.
He should
guard, however, against the free use of
open tones on the extreme upper notes;
also against see-sawlng of forte and
These faults were occasionally
piano.
His singing of "II
noticed yesterday.
Neige" was so charming that the songwas repeated. The program was varied
Mr.

is

Mr. Thomas made
Zucca's songs.
H«
Ehowe4 that the English language If
no( nejcessarlly unvocal; that it can

and

much

interesting.
of Maria

e>
Intelligently and effectively,
uouht his experience- in operetta hai
been of value to him in this respecf
An audience of good size showed uc
mistaltable sisns of appreciation.

sung

>>r«»» Ii«r fojsoD.

!

ueti
l«lit

a prodigious pol«on:
<«.). both tuft-ther,

NAM
of

i

I

itllit,-

nrHt

V
cXaV

Jf/vw

>«y, ritber.
>"l»nt

Ir

'

Tlrtui>.

.
1

the t«upi« would lmrt yon!
i a «ort 1 blunicd thee;
V»P'-' re d who defamed lite;

Jobruson

learned

I

that Mr. Herkimer
to he in front of Thd Herald

was

n

..fflce «t
noon Friday, attired in an
tunbrella a„ U * ret3
necktie. 1 realized

tar long-, xpeeted

L. X.

12TH CONCERT
PHILIP HALE

CATALONIA.

Yes, sir; and "scutching" is also called
"batting" or "blowing."
The hand-tool
Is
called
a "scutchsr" or a "scutchblade." "To scutch" also means to strike
with a stick or whip as in C. 8 -ott'a

The 13th concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Montcux oonduc-

opportunity to

the tune?

make

'

,

,

i'i

m

'

'

L

i

i

mrient nature to the point
of asking If
were Mr. Johnson, when the
gentlean ilUapi>»*ared In the .xp.ctant
crowd
as this person, by chance.
Mr. Johndid my modest reserve again
UNjt ma from being near
to greatness)?
i

J,r

J " lin "" n

If

to

mirers.

No

doubt the house and Its contentsKensington grove will fetch a good
round sum, and charity will again have
cause to remember kindly the name of
Gaby Deslys. just as some fewer, but

his

•I
OWledg«
Sir Phlli,,
lva „
,ievoof the Virginia we,-d when
lie
iT»j>o-f«^(|
;„
"Astrophel and Stella"?
i#j he know
j. .|,n
nwkins?
am »nxiou« to know this So as to
it In a work
hju compiling
deWe of the Nicotian habit. If It beIncom-

—
sincerely — remembered

not
less
"Lady of the Camellas."
Chronicle, Jap. 4.

i

i

I

—London

the

>>
ou ever smell the odor of that
pious British rag, "The Woodbine."
at

Mr. Huneker Outdone

i

'

'

1

ROGER ASKEM.

or l'h

on does not sport whiskers.
the gentleman In suede
^
he has licen pat lees all
• he is now in Washington.
matter of national imporlope we do not betray his
In
saying this we endeavtin information In answer
to
an ahoul Sir Philip Sidney,
'ore he died. Remy de Oourd English biographers, tak-

*ct

<<

.

—

xt the life of Munro, « transretlus. by one Imff; for this
laid lhat Munro parted his

1

#1

middle, shaved clean, wore
eschewed tea and tobacco,
his hands behind his back,
;ad and butter for luncheon,
•ens,

sat at nluht with his
it on a foot stool,
"and lowce when he spoke of the
fioings at the court of Tlli
John Aubi.
was a biognould have delighted the
turned at once to hi*

We

One is not accustomed to associate this
composer wiih the musical expression
He reached a sublime
of the Satanic.
height of mysticism in pages of "The
Beatitudes" and thus stood with Pales-

trina and the Spaniard Tomas Lulz de
Victoria; his mysticism was warmed by
his sympathy with poor humanity; but
in

"The Beatitude"

to portray In tones Satan and all his host,
he wrote music that reminds one of
Meyerbeer at his worst. The wonder Is
that he chose Victor Hugo's "Jinn" for

\

f

1t

Mary Garden's art Is like a tongue of
flame upleaping, hypnotic in its thousand tantalising, shifting values, perfect
in its gorgeous, flaunting beauty, and superb in the breath-taking way it catches
those puny. Ineffectual souls near It In
Inescapable fire, and In passing
Its
leaves them vivid tinder, glowing with a

the subject of a symphonic poem. Nevertheless he succeeded far better here In
demoniacal expression than in his sym-

phonic poem "The Wild Huntsman."
M. d'Indy has said that "The Jinn',' is
not properly speaking a musical adaptation of Hugo's "lozenge" and is not
closely connected with the sub"very
reflected brilliance.
Her tone Is like
It is true that the music Is not
ject."
that, too, changing from the thrill of
panoramic; It Is not an interlinear transtortured passion to the gentle cooing of
spirit
a lullaby, even as the deep, ruddy heart 1 lation; hut It Is charged with the draof Hugo's wild verses. There Is a
of burning slips into the vague, tenuous
Inmelodramatic
say
might
one
matic,
I smoke mist which cllnge about its irito be found
descent, quivering edges.—Chicago Trl-I tensity to it that Is not
compositions.
Franck's
In
elsewhere
buns.
There is more than the suggestion ofjhe
hellish
th
there are
supernatural;
Scala Orchestra
j
voices of the dread visitors with their
J
breath of flame, their murderous wings.
K
In the relieving passages there is still
By PHILIP HALE
the shudder of anxiety, of fear, until
Mr. Toscanini and La Scala Orchestra,
the cries die away In the flight of the
were welcomed last night by an enthusidark swarm: and town, sea, sky are
astic audience that filled Boston Opera
again at peace.
House.
The program was as follows:
The performance of this music was
Galilei, GagJIarda; Anon. Villanella and
Mr. Monteux gave an elolHugoesi',ue.
Passo Mezzo e Mascherada Ant Ice danza
and passionate interpretation; the
quent
et arle per lluto—composers of the end
orchestra was a supreme^ virtuoso; Mr.
of the liith century, music arranged by
Schmltz's playing of the piano will long
Resphlgl; Beethoven, Symphony, No. 7
Twice now at Symbe remembered.
Brahrr*. Variations on a theme of
phony concerts he has been as one of
Haydn Sabata, Symphonic poem, "JuMay we not
players.
the orchestral
••entus"
Rossini. Overture to "Willlum

1

j

I

(|

La

=~1

|

'

1

;

;

;

I

Kald of Biskra, lover of horses; French-j)
Franck's symphonic poem was heard
Howard Paynej
lfted Tunis Where John
It washere really for the first time.
of Kalrawan.I
Is buried; the strange city
played at a Chickerlng Production ConMoslem life in Its monotony and variety;!
cert In 1909. but the attendant circummen. fromP
cave
of
home
the
at
glimpses
stances were not favorable snd the
Gabes to Alexandria, and at last unmusic made little Impression. Franck
and the
Pyramids
familiar views of the
was never strongly influenced by oriSphinx.
ental legend or color. He vvrote a song.
The Garden of Allah' will again be»
"The Emir of Bengador," with words
Friday!
afternoon,
this
by Mery. Interesting In Itself. In the Bthe subject
afternoon Jan 28.i
Saturd
oriental way as It was then musically Plevenlng and
understood. There was an Illustrate!
showing the conventloi-al
title page
3
eastern potentate addressing tho con7
Mr.
ventional light of Uie harem.
his
at
song
the
sang
Gardner Lamson
Justice
recital nearly 30 years sgo; the first
song of Franck's that was heard in Bosto
Full
of
Franck's
thst
It was the first time
ton.
name was on a program of any con-

when he attempted

Dally

1

m*

ma> hel|) ,n
8, Punlnlg
pvll .fay when the puristsP°
take away
tm us another liberty.
t'
ii'*

j

imparted.

Variety
HALE

cert in this city.

In

I

its

women,

Program

•

»

oeauty.

Miss Howell Does

It Is the sale by auction of the personal belongings of a once famous woman, now dead, though not unremembered
a woman young with the genius of continuous youth (one endowment among
many), and beloved by a host of ad-

1

/° U •** k

f

mellas."

-

.

Auction

of great

pictures

water-front, streets, veiled
information pleasantly
with
There were the mountains,
among them Atlas, known to every
school boy; but how many in the audi-,
ence had heard of Constantino wlthl
its abysses, or Tlmgad, the resurrected!
Then
the Pompeii of Africa?
Citv.
Sahara, with Its Oases, Biskra, and thof
scenes of Hichens's novel; the Bedouins,,
their camels: views of Tuggurt. of the'
Algiers,

*•

reversed.

This week will be enacted In real life
something very suggestive of the openIng chupters of "La Dame aux Ca-

the

Nor did the interest depend by any
meahs solely on association with the
familiar novel or the play derived from
First of all there were views of
it.

took place yesterday afternoon In I
Hall.
The program read aa
follows:
Beethoven. Symphony No. 1;
Franck. "The Jinn," symphonic poem
for piano and orchestra (first time at
these concerts); Bingham, Passacaglia
for orchestra (first performance); Rogei^
Ducasse, Suite Francaise.
E. Robert .
SchmltZ'Was the pianist. Yesterday af- !
ternoon the order In which the pieces by *
Franck and Bingham were played was

<"

A Romantic

mantic;
j

f

Symphony

,

*"

'

The subject last night, "The Garden of
Allah," was fascinating; the story ro-

tor,

Music by William Oooch." " Now, who
was Mr. Oooch? Did he Write or "lift"

inUnCe Wa " Ht ham'- To
?maC tS
wer " lnam g'Ntlemen with
mi >rejia«
reii
and red neckties at that par,p 1
ll, at hour.
There was. in
.?
mbarr * <iu cholx." One lniv
W '' h um '">>lla r * J necktie, gray
Tlt
H trousers
ip a
worn with ciitawavi
and fftv ',^, *ri « attracted
>r stzanti
n
bad about spurred my

^

J

Boston.

:

.

When

in-

r

Mr. C. V. S. Webster of Haverhill
writes
"I understand that you would
like to know the author of the words
and music of the comic song called 'Reuben and Rachel.' I have used the song
for a number of years in conducting Old
Folks' Concerts. The cover of my copy
reads -a* follows: 'Reuben and Rachel,
Comic Duet. Words by Harry Birch.

Smoke?

seemed thick and

'GARDEN OF ALLAH"

i

Did Sidney
As the World Wags

tion occasionally

was

,

—

nluLe

of Sabata

I

One Gooch

•like.

instance, at least, there Is development. Mr. Bingham, modest as a man.
Is by no means timid as a composer.
He dares «it times to use a thunderous
speech, to be bold with the brass section, to prepare unexpected combinations of timbres.
The Passacaglia is
interesting in many ways; It argues well
for his future— though he is by no means
a beginner in composition. As the work
was heard yesterday, the Instrumenta-

effective, as if the musical ideas were
played here for the first time. It was
not clearly brought out. The work was
heard some years ago in Paris; it has
favorably received. Mr. Bingham, with
been performed twice by the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra this season; Mr. I refreshing modesty, did not rush to the
platform; lie left his seat on the floor
Toscanini brought It out in New York.
to bow.
A Suite hy Sabata will probably be per- mI only
There was a delightful performance of
formed under Mr. Monteux's direction.
—Ed.
The young Italian has evidently studied I the symphony, one that the fastidious
Mr. Gericke, lover and master of projjhls Rlohard Strauss, for the first section I
"Scutched"
portion and euphony, would have apis in the "vein of the opening of "Don
As the World Wags
plauded.
A brilliant reading of the
Juan," but Influence is shown rather I
French
Suite brought the end.
When Mr. Coote and his Uleter mission than actual
Imitation. The broad, flow- I
Tho
concert will be repeated tonight.
were here, one of the members of the
ing cantilena that follows Is peculiarly
The program of next week will be:
Italian in feeling.
party was reported to have stated that
"Youth" In life has
Dvorak. Symphony No. 2, D minor;
its
yeasty
moments;
this
symphonic
nationalistic
Cyril Scott.
Ireland
ought to
Two Passacaglias (first
be
poem Is not without them. -Though
time
in Boston); Mozart. Pamina's Air
"scotched." and the word was discussed
Sabata Is to be reckoned among the adfrom "The Magio Flute"; Charpentier,
In the column as an etomological curivanced modems be has not exchanged
"Depuls le Jour" from "Louise"; Wagosity.
I
am quite sure, however, al- his Italian
birthright of beauty and
ner, a Faust overture.
though I was not present, thaf'scutched"
Mme. Hulda
passion for a mess of anxiously acquired
Lashanska will then sing in Boston for
Is what was said, the verb ''to scutch"
dissonances, shunning charm In his.
tho first time.
being in current use in Ulster in the
avoidance of the obvious.
speaker's meaning.
In linen manufacAfter a spirited performance of Rosture, the principal industry of the
sini's overture. "The Star Spangled Banprovince, the operation of beating the
ner" and the march that stands for the
lint to separate the fibre from the husk
Holmes Gives Fascinating Lecture
Italian national hymn were played.
Is known
as "scutching," which will
in Photo Travel Series
make obvious the amiable purpose of the
Mr. Holmes's illustrated Photo Story I
gentleman.
The worker In a "scutch"
oY Travel last week was one of the
mill Is a "scutcher," and a "scutch" is
most interesting he has ever told here.
the, tool of his trade.

fl*tt lover* uae
rb*n. in Hespair
tB their fnlreat fair,

>

emotional musician.
Mr. Bingham, an instructor In theory
and composition at Colmbia University,
has written a set of variations in the
form of a Passacaglia, but not in the
old and orthodox manner. The theme,
Proclaimed by a trumpet, is modified
rhythmically; there are many changes
in tonality and harmonization; in one

cally poetic.

The Symphonic poem

have th « dominating role?
1 come to Boston can
poetic virtuos
and

1

there is the great Couperin; in the 19th
there 1b Chopm; last of all there is
Debussy. Nor should Domenico Scarlatti
and the Handel of the Italian
songs be forgotten, for they were of close
kin in spirit to the known and the unknown Italians that preceded them.
Mr. Toscanini gave an engrossing
reading of the Seventh Symphony,
carrying out Wagner's Idea that it Is
the apotheosis of the dance. If his interpretation was at times unusual it
was not extravagant; it was dramati-

a pipe of tobacco, wch made the ladles
quitt it till he had donne. Within these
36 years* 'twas scandalous for a divine
to take tobacco.
I have heard some of
our old yeomen neighbours say, that
when they went to Malmewbury or Chippenham Market, they culled out their
biggest shillings to lay In the scales
against the tobacco; now the customes
of it are the greatest his majestie hath."

Wl

"
lBrwurmm ^as

Hearing music of this nature, one may
wonder if the art has developed in
emotional quality, in genuine beauty
through the centuries. Yet In the lSth

—

Will any one tell us why "scutehery" In
th 16th century meant "knavery"?
Ed.

feigned abuac,

in

fault In

to find

tiook about sheep-farming: "The master
should always give his orders in an
even, calm voice, devoid of passion, so
that the dog cannot tell from his tone
whether he is to be scutched or not."

'

\

I

;

jjanaushek, accompanist. The program
v. as as follows:
Kahn. Ave Maria (with
violoncello); Brogi, Visione Veneziana;
O
Piccola
JBossi,
Maria; Verdi, "Erl tu,"

from "Vn hallo in maschera"; Debussy,
Bean Soir; Bemberg, II neige; Hahn.
OiTiunde and D'une Prison; Pessard.
Requiem do Coeur; Mona Zucca, Children's Songs (The Little Tin Soldiers.
Kittle Pussy-Willow, Apron Strings, My
Sore Thumb, The Mystery, Foolin' 'Em-,
In Sleepy Land); Mendelssohn, "It Is
L'nuiigh," from "Elijah" (with organ);

were

a
it,
methinks "-tie not masculine enough ye.tt
he was a person of great courage. • • •
His body wa3 putt In a leaden coffin."
But Aubrey tells of Sir Walter Raleigh,
"the first that brought tobacco into England, and Into fashion." "In our part, of
North Wilts. e. g. Malmesbury hundred
—It came first Into fashion by Sr. Walter Long.
They had first silver pipes.
The ordinary sort made use of a walnut
shell and a strawe.
I have heard my
«r. father Lyte say, that one pipe was
handed from man .to man round the
table.
Sr. W. R. standing In a stand
at Sr. Ro. Poyntz parke, at Acton, tooke

his first recital in Boston yesterday af^Wriiooa in Jordan Hall, assisted by Jules

If

r
FV,?-

It has an old world grace and courtliness, an unaffected tenderness, that
might have charmed the women at
Ferrara when they met with noblemen
to talk on life and art and love, as is
recorded In Castillone's golden book,

By PHILIP

Miss Dlcie Howell, soprano, gave a reyesterday afternoon In Jordan Hall.
Ernest Harrison accompanied her. The
[|
['program read aa follows. Rlnaldo Dl
Capua "Dal sen del caro sposo" from
"Vologesco Re de* Parti"; A Scarlatti, v
"Non dar p|u pe pene" from . "Gil
cital

,

,Equivoci In Amore," or "La Rosaura";
Haydn, "Del mlo core" from Orfeo";
Mozart "Alleluja; Brahms, Alone in the
i
Fields and Lullaby; Schumann,
Love I
Thoughts and Silent Tears; Schubert
I
Impatience; SJoegren; The Seraglio's
I
Garden: Sachnowsky, the Clock; Chaua1
soh. Italian Serenade; Bachelet,
Chere 4
Nuit;
Belgian
Folk Song (arr, by 1
jTaylor) "L Abaudonee"; Huerter.

Pltatel
(Dreams^ McKinney, The Bagpipe Man; *
Horsman The Dream; La Forge, Song K
of the Open
Rlnaldo di Capua, to whom "Nina
has been falsely attributed, as
It has
been to Pergolesi— Clampi probably wrote
this satirical, not sentimental
song-

;

'

composed operas In Italy, especially for}
Rome, between 1737 and 1771. The air I
chosen by Miss Howell is sung
by l
Berenice, Queen of Armenia, in the
sec*
ond act of "Vologesco," which was
produced at Rome in 1739. The aria was
sung some soasons ago at a
Symphony
'

concert

was

In

Cambridge.

also produced at

Scarlatti's opera
(1690 at
!
i

Rome

the
French embassy).
Haydn's "Orfeo"
was not produced in London In 1791
as
he had hoped; he went hack to
Vienna
with It uncompleted. There are
only
11
numbers In It, among them two
arias for Eurydlce
soprano. Chausson's "Serenade
is one of seven songs
published In 1SS2. The group,
composed
J.

his

second "opus."
f urnev

.When_n,

-'

SSfTvl-

ted/H

K

*Tl\ate
English good humdf.
OKlaherty, V. C. has many things to
of the
(the
day
1915
in
sav about us
play) that even In 1020 draw on our
But then he
• in i..u Me described him as an reserves of rood humor.
man. xvho had experienced "various deals many backhanders at the Irish,
consider accounts
so wo may
•ttudcs of foituae. some times In too.
sometimes neglected."*
».
squared, and laugh heartily, aa the stage
Is
It
at Private
laughed
Mnt to think that this old composer: society audience
Inbred

104

has perhaps) lost a little of Its timelibut the keenness of the wit and
the characters remain."

ipua

not n holly forgotten In 1931.
IT. Song outlives the singer.
Who
knows today the name of the soprano,
male or female, who took the part of'
Berenue at Rome or Strasbourg? Who,
[cares to know?
And how many apB pteuded arias composed In tin- last 50'
lyskra will be suns In concert 170 years
Is

I

I

I

j

Si

Of the

old world

music yesterday the
made the deepest 1m-

song of Haydn
P^PBA. by reason of
'

inherent

Its

Georges Pitseff has produced "HamOeneva without any cutting.
On Musset's anniversary the Comedie
"Yancalse performde his "Barberine,"

quality

I

—

—

an

enchanting song and Sachnowsky.
,
The latter has enough musical thought
»to excuse the bald realism in the limitation of the click. n.^ clock and it gave
Miss Howell opportunity to show the
(dramatic side of her equipment.
to

8,

kind, that " tti e whole will 'be produced
on a scale of magnificence hitherto unattompted on the vast stage of this historic house."— London Daily Chronicle.
Hamtsh Miles writes to the New York
Evening Post from, London: "So things
look brighter. Good plays, in spite of
the havoc of war-time on London taste,
can still be produced successfully in the
"commercial" theatre. And so it may
be that after all the salvation of the
drama may yet come, not from the societies founded for that noble purpose,
nor from those giving private performances to their members, nor even from

pleasing singer with voice, art

I

i

!

>

enas well as Paris, seems to
of the
joy goose flesh. Mr. Walkley
discussed the taste for the

Times, has
Grand Guignol Order of Dramas in London, and we reprinted the article. The
Stage Society last month brought out
"Forerunners." by H. O. Meredith. Mr.

was being savage-

and then, bruised and
In the third, a bound
bloody, died
captive was pierced by his captor's spear.
Such hideous Incidents may be historically appropriate to the 'abstract' past, but

'

I

i

was Mile. Regina Camler. who
Stella, the wife, with a tact, a
gentleness, a wistful siimpliclty that
were altogether remarkable in so young
an actress."
In a performance of an act from
"Caste" at a recent matinee for charity

London Albert Chevalier played
In
Eccles so well that the critics wished he
wotfld consider the possibility of a revival of the comedy when "My Old
Dutch" has had its run.
T^e London Times said of Mr. Shaw's
laherty. V. C ," produced in London
"ohth:
"It was an Irishman, EdBurke, who testified to the good
the English people, dignifying
i6

epithets 'ancient and inbred,'

another Irishman, Bernard
knows, none better, that you
f3 reckon on that ancient and
j

athletic figure in lieu of

answers Who, indeed?"
Viola Tree will produce

was a

Frankfort the orchestra

Richard Strauss is reported to be at
work on a new opera.
The editor of the Musician (London)

The TemJan-

toward a club, although not playing members, so a musictoward his favorite
subscribe
lover could

i

j

I

j

'

"L'Atlantide"

"L'Atlantide"
^Atlantide'
r.-.nH.-.v.
Am
seems
matter
conclusively in the negative. It is often a
mistake to think that stories that
abound in dramatic incidents make
good plays. I have not read M. Benoit's
novel,
but it has a big reputation'
among those who love tales of romance!
and imagination. M. Clerc's dramatic
version does not sustain this reputation,
and his play is decidedly talky and
bookish. The story moves very slowly
through 11 scenes, and many of the incidents, which in narrative may have
been highly effective, appear empty
upon the stage, while one is continually
expecting big scenes and mysteriousl
happenings that never quite come off.
Two French officers, Saint-Avit and!
Morhange, go on a mission into the
heart of the desert. They are captured
while visiting the caves of an unexplored region and led before the Queen
of this mysterious land. In the palace

among

ess D'Erlanger) on Wednesday (Dec. 15)
a new work called "Rout," by Mr.
Bliss, 'was given a first per-

gram

'

I

pest" in London the last week in
them.]
revival
turers, HXrrtinea appears before
uary. It will be in no way a
[She undertakes to seduce Morhange,
of Sir Herbert Tree's presentation.
her,
with
have
love
we
in
which
but he does not fall
Apropos of "Caste," to
Chronicle and as he is the only man who has ever
already referred, the Daily
falls
Robertson, the resisted her charms, she promptly
of London recalls Fanny
as the in love with him. Whereupon Samtoldest sister of Mrs. Kendal,
his!
"
'Aunt Fanny,
Maur.
Avit becomes insanely jealous of
Marquise de St.
He escapes,
called by comrade, and kills him.
as she was nearly always
the
bkit
rather
had
civilization,
and returns to
members of the company,
and it memory of the Queen pursues him, and
a tedious drawl in her speech,
with
tell
he starts back into the desert
always amused the dear old lady to
night of. another young officer.
Somehow the
the story of how, on the first
and
provinces,
hallucination
the
in
of
'Caste'
mystery,
note of
a revival of
have suspense, was lacking. Every one has
the marquise's remark^ 'and I
fanpit
the
most
not the gift of making the
more to say,' was greeted in
perhaps
'Oh, my
tastic tales convincing, and
with a woman's weary wail,
a
after all there was only material for
been
melo-drama in "L'Atlantide." It cer°lsadora Duncan in Paris has
r
Rider
"interpretato
an
in
resemblance
course,
d-ncing, of
tainly bears some
spell in
Haggard's story. At the time of thej
tive" manner the Good Friday
inacand,
"ParsifaJ," the death of Isolde
controversy, when M. Benoit was
She cused of having borrowed Mr. Hag-,
cidentally, the ride of the Valkyrie.
pasBach's
dancing
be
doubt
no
gard's idea, a translation of "She" was
will
Matthew next published in Excelsior, the French ilsion music according to
•nonth.
lustrated daily paper. At the Marigny,
"Twelfth Night" as "La Nuit des to my mind, the principal interest cen-:
Lascarls,
Rols," translated by Theodore
tred in the original music of M. Tiarko
was brought out late last month at the Richepin. and especially in the simple
Vieux Colombier, Paris. Suzanne Bing but vividly colored scenery of M.t
played Viola.
Crevel. The acting is rather mediocre.
"Le Roi— "The King"— in which Mr.
Galipaux does his best to make the
Ditrlchstein was seen here, was revived
old scientist plausible, MM. Luguet and,
Baur
Harry
Marco-Vlci
in Paris last month, with
J. Dax rant a good deal.
as the King. "When it was _irst promade a very effective appearance as
duced it was Immediately recognized as Antinea, for her debut.— The Stage
the most prodigious satire of French
(London).
the last decade. The
political life of
servility of the most rabid republicans
Notes About Music New and
before a petty monarch and the characvarious
the
vices
of
Old; Also Musicians
vanities
and
teristic
factions in the French parliamentary
The baritone Hensatto dropped dead in
so
and
life,
world were portrayed to the
a performance of "Le jongleur de Notre
impartially that it was feared that the Dame" at Nice.
play wouid wound the susceptibilities of
Music in Paris: Paul Paray's "Adonis
411 the different parties and be a failure.
Trouble," a suite In five movements,
But. on the contrary, although manv
Lamoureux concert. A critic said the
celebrated persons were easily reco
rjmmwr mlzht have called it "Hernanl"
nized in the play, every one took!'
i

I

I

:

it as chamber music or promusic, street music or "jazz." It
has elements from them all. The cast
begins like chamber music, and ends
music; mezzo-soprano
like orchestral
voice, flute, clarinet, string quartet, double bass, harp, side drum and glockenspiel. The composer said that "Rout"
was used in the Old English sense, or
one of the Old English senses. His was
not Chaucer's sense—
"The sterne wynde so loude kan to route
That no wight other noise myrht here."
nor the 18th century sense of "a fashionable evening assembly," but in the,
sense of a popular jollification, a Hampstead heathenish bank holiday rout. So
the program accounts for the street music and the "jazz" emerging from a
number of rakish tunes for the voice,
the clarinet, the flute, and the strings,
tumbling over one another in wild confusion, while the double bass cuts capers, the harp thrumbs accents, and;
the orchestral "kitchen" behaves ac- \
cording to its kind. It is exceedingly
clever, and proved quite captivating to
an audience who belonged to the other
kind of rout, the "fashionable evening,
assembly"; they demanded and got its
One has some misgivings
repetition.
about it, however. Having heard several of these whimsical excursions, one
begins to wonder where they are lead-i
Are they forming an Individual
ing.
style with which Mr. Bliss will be able
to say something when he has really
got something to say, or Is he becoming
a fashionable joker? His abilities arej
Miss
much too good for the latter.
Grace Crawford was the singer in this
bether
much
suit
seemed
to
work. It
ter than the real songs in which intona-j
Londonl
Uon and phrasing matter.

to describe

•

I

One hardly knows whether

formance.

Queen's secretary—there a«e even typ-|
ists and manicurists at the palace. He)
Informs them that they are in a land of
the descendant of the Atlantides, who
has taken upon herself to reven'ge all
womanhood for the wrongs inflicted by
man. This Antinea is insensible to love,
but she drives mad with love all those
who enter her realm, and her victims,
although she appears to yield to them.D
die of rlispair. or put a voluntary end to
their lives. While the old scientist Is
showing the^two officers the mummified
remains of past explorers and adven-

,

the articles are studies of Tele-

Arthur

I

M

;

mann, Bach, Handel and the development
of music in Italy nad Germany in the
ISth century. J. G. Prodhomme's "Jeunesse de Beethoven," an edition of 550
copies, a little quarto, costs f.100.
At a chamber concert given, at 139,
Piccadilly (by permission of the Baron-

;

|

orchestra, or choral society, or quartet.
Considering the large numbers of lovers
of music in this country today, even
achieve
nominal .subscriptions would
For instance, I do not
great results.
to say
overestimate
an
think it would be
that in Greater London's 7,000,000 about
100,000 people are Interested in orchestral
music. If these people each subscribe an
average of 5s. per annum, it would mean
a sum of £25,000 to be divided between
our leading orchestras."
Norman O'Neill has composed "what
may be described as 'atmospheric' music"
for a dramatization' of Ethel, M. Dell's
novel, "The Knave of Diamonds," with
The
Violet Vanb'xrgh as the heroine.
play will be brought out at Manchester
(Eng.) tomorrow.

Books about music: Romain Holland's
"Voyage Musical au Pays du Passe,"

the
v..- sta ge, and
Viov'o
cattla^ +V.~
have settled
the

'

;

"Just as those interested in cricket

says:

•cheerfully subscribe

have just returned from the premiere
of "L'Atlantide" at the Marigny. After
<'Koenigsmark" we t> egan to wonder
whether M. Pierre Benoit's novels were
t0

atl

a "Chari-

v

kar.

I

ir\
to

made

vari" to show its dislike of the critic
Paul Bekker, insulting him also by name.
He had been so rash as to criticize
adversely the conductor, Eugen Szen-'

treasurer of the Stillwater worsted
mills,
who thought that Harrisville
should have the opportunity of hearing
good music.
Wassell Besekirsky, the
violinist, Is the son of a Russian musician of the same name. It is said that
the son at the age of 19 was concertmaster of the Imperial Opera at Patrograd. We are under the impression that
he played here some years ago at a concert for a charitable purpose. Jacques
Renard. the vloltncellist, a Hollander,
was solo violoncellist at the Opera in
Amsterdam and with the Queen's Hall
orchestra in London. In 1912 he came
to the United States and was engaged
as solo violoncellist of the Symphony
Society of New York. Alexander Rihm,
pianist and composer, is an American.

suited

dull singer.

At a performance of "Lohengrin,"

,

style

ing

la

;

terial

played

"

|

a
tedly not 22-carat gold) was certainly
the
delightfully covetable toy. And so
each
asking
aforesaid playgoers kept
our light
other. Who can do this for
And echo, lurking in the
comedies?
theatres,
cold recesses of half-empty

suggests, as some declare, the early
masters of ffjee, it would be well to
remember that the genius of Shakespeare and Mollere did not He in their
M. Lugne-Poe,
grosser pleasantries.
by his masterful acting and psychological probing of the chief character, dominated the attention and compelled our
admiration. The revelation of the even|

|

of
the Guitrys played only the flimsiest
sheer
comedies of infidelity, but by the
slick,
the
and
neatness of technique
well-timed manoeuvres of their team
mawork they turned the dross of their
into something which (if admit-

mania of a man she loved, and she
miserable husband. The
leaves her
character of Bruno Is altogether too exabnormal to awaken
and
travagant
sympathy or even interest. Mollere has
been mentioned in connection with the
Crommelynck's

Charles Hubbard singing in Paris Dec.
was said to have a fine voice, but hs|

20

company
of Sacha Guitry's plays and a
which had been reared in the school of they find two aged Frenchmen, one aj
France scientist, who is studying ancient;
hard, dry discipline that only
can give to actors. For the most part scripts and acting in a sense as thei

ject

M

j

standstarted to look to their critical
over
ards when the Gultry family came
selection
from Paris last spring with a

:

if

pieces with ingenious combinations
of timbres, from which music Is absent."

little

Trio, which will
a concert In Jordan Hall next
Thursday afternoon, was organized
about a year ago by Mr. Austin T. Levy,

To
sound craftsmanship on the stage.
cerjudge by the "curtains" given to
stagefolk,
tain popular and highly paid
nowadays is
all that the audience want
case
cigarette
a man who can use his
in
and his handkerchief as he would pour
can
real life," or a woman who
600
that
know
out tea as if she did not
see
pairs of eyes were straining to
whether it really ivas tea.
playgoers
"But luckily a 'good many

'on.'

on the stage they become too disgustingly concrete. For story—if your state
of nausea permitted you to attend to itthere was a tribal feud between hillmen
and men of the valley complicated with
a personal feud between the seducer of
the girl, who was, later, beaten to death
and the girl's father and mother. The
seducer, being the most ferocious of the
lot. ultimately triumphed. Another woman's screams 'off' brought down the curtain;" we are uncertain whether she was
wing murdered or merely ravished,
"here la said to be a great dearth of actAfter the pro->le novelties just now.
^ctlon of such a piece as 'Forerunners'
can believe It."
n Paris M. Lugne-Poe produced a
„-:artling comedy by M. Crommelynck.
We quote from fhe Paris correspondent
of the Stage (Dec 30)
"Under cover of extravagant farce, it
Is really a morbid study of jealousy,
pushed to an extreme that becomes insanity when Bruno, after suspecting his
innocent wife of infidelity, pushes her
Into the arms of his friends, one after
another, while she submits, until her
whole nature revolts against this ab-

manly

face or a

"off.*

but

;

give

let
plavgoers, even experienced ones,
themselves be fobbed off with a pretty

"Warkley saw it. "The author seemed to
fee obsessed by the idea of physical pain.
Sn the first of his three scenes wrestlers
rolled over and over on the stage until
the arm of one of them was broken. In
the second, the theatre rang with the

play,

1

The Rhode Island Trio

"But the acting? Here is quite anmatter
other story. For the fact of the
people who
is that there are not enough
Far too many
insist on good acting.

"London,

girrSsfco

led a critic to say: "M. Malpiero Is aj
gifted musician but why does he wastel
his time— time so precious— In writing?

The Rhode Island

-

'"

beaten

i

floor.

the worthies who mutter darkly about
the prodigies of genius, which to their
certain knowledge have been strangled
the
at birth in the mysterious office of
sense
sense,
censor, but simply from the sound
oZ
and steady insistence for good stunJ
their,
"~ actually pay
people who
the
IUD IJWflD
Office.
office
boX
t* nv included)
i-nt*\\\r\o(\\ at the
thft
box
money (tax

|

ly

considered

unsulted to the stage
until Copeau produced it at the VleuxColombler.
Mr. Ben Greet recently said In a fine
burst that he had seen 34 of the 37 plays
of Shakespeare.
At the Olympla, Paris, "L'Homme
Inderacinable" made
a sensation: a
scene based on the young man that has
Interested scientists by defying strong
men attempting to lift him from the

write about it.
With reference to a forthcoming London pantomime we observe, in a contemporary, that the producer, Mr. Soiand-So, "bids fair to beat his own
record"; that Miss Dash has been engaged for the part of "the charming
heroine"; that Miss Thingummybob will
"impersonate the dashing hero"; and
that Mr. Whatsaname "should prove a
versatile dame." It is further given out,
M with pretty loyalty to the phraseology
| of the ancient announcements of the

and brains; one of the most engrossing
conceit singers we have heard in late
years.
She knows tlie value of under•mphasis, of pit pai ation for the one
climax or supreme moment of a song.
When th.- composer simply portrays a
mood, as in "The Seraglio's Garden,"
she at once suggests the mood and maincams it. in tne music of the 1 stli century she more than hinted at the "grand f
'style."
There are not many singers
that can do justice in one recital, as she
did, to so widely varying songs as those
of Rinaldo, Scarlatti, Mozart, Haydn,
•Brahms and Sjoegren.

screams of a

long

who

I

I

IIH*

—

I

0'Flnherty*s gibes as 'only his fun.' 'or
Sara Allgood and
Mr. Shaw's fun."
Arthur Sinclair were in the play.
of ours there
world
In this changing
seems desIs. at leaat, one thing that
tined to survive In Its original form, and
or.
pantomime,
of
that is the language
rather, the language used by the people

"

and

the compelling
IMHRatlon by the singer. Mozart's
I "Allaluja" showed the flexibility of her
Other feaH troioe und her vocal agility.
Iturse of the recital were the lnterpretatlons of Brahms s beautiful "Alone in
the
Fields."
Schumann's
"Love
J
I Thoughts" and the songs by SJoegren

P^P^PB

March

let" in

I

by Dubois well known here
of the three Kings, In Paradlsum
and Fiat Lux orchestrated by Dubois
and entitled "Petite Suite Mystique']
"Pastel Sonoro" for orchestra by Ver^'
ley Concert Golschmmn. At the same
concert Malplero's "Pieces Orlentalesi

pieces

ness,

I

—

Times.
Ildebrando Pizetti, has completed a]
violin concerto "Poeme Emiliane," sug-|
gested by his own youth, also a setting
for tenor solo and mixed chorus o(

"Lament."

Shelley's

He

will

vlsiti

the early summer./
Swedish orchestral music, played in!
Paris last month: Symphony by Kurt
Attenburg; intermezzo dramatlco. by
Turc Rangstrom; Swedish rhapsody, by
•
Melchers.
W. Braunfels wrote music for Th6|
produced atj
Aristophanes,
of
Birds"

London

in

Munich.

Franz

Schreker's

symbolistic

opera,

produced at Munich, "may mark a progress in evolution."

The Rivista Musicale Italiana puban article in French by G. de
Saint-Folx, who thinks that two concertos for oboe and English horn attributed to Ferlandis may have been
written by Mozart before he was 20.
lishes

Slgnor Giovanni Tagllapetra, grand
opera singer in his youth, has been

talking to school children of this city
on the value of voice-culture as a matter
He appeals to men and
of health.
women of influence to have lung training for that is what voice training is,
to

a groat extent— m*de compulsory

in

;

all s hools,

and hp deserves support

deJafles that it will reduce to a minimum the deaths from lung disease, and
he has a host of supporters. Who will
eve* forget dear old Tag, as his friends
called him In other days, when his glorlousjbarytone voice was in its prime and
whin he electrified New York with his
inljng of "Non e ver" away back in
/
ch«5seventies, and took that ringing B
a remarkable note for a
flatidt the end
JreaB bnrytbne, and his friends were
Charming,
ilcoul'ed by the thousands.

Tag.

that defies time—
"and convention. But she has never done
hj| anything, at least, as a spectacle,
that
would draw the shekels of the rabblement so plentifully as a rehearsal in
which she set about "cutting the temperament" out of her fellow-artists. Come
to think of it, somebody ought to
take
the situation and write
a special libretto
for it. Then^ perhaps, the genius that
has so far failed to reproduce the inspired and inspirited cacophony of "Till
Eulenspiegel" in his operas mipht give

— New

(York Evening Post.

X Van Noord-n

wrote this, breezy
1
te
the London Daily Telegraph conl
L/°
'ceriing
opera in English: "It is very
I chtWming and very nice of Mme. Stralia
fto make the offer to sing without fee
0I
hp Deneflt o' the audiences at the
I f
Vlc '' 1 am 81,1-6 they wi " be de ~
-I
!lgh|( d to hear her, but I cannot see beyond rhnt what good will be done to the
cause
If Mme. Stralia and other Britllsh artists of the highest calibre would
offer heir services regularly to the exlisting companies at a modest fee. It
in my opinion, do more good,
This vould enable the existing cornpanics to give higher-class performan cei without increasing their already
l<

Asche and Skinner
The American film version qf "Kismet has, naturally, a special Interest
ior all those, and they must
be legion,

who are familiar with th» original stage
Play and are able to recall the unforgettable impersonation of "HaJ," the
beggar, by Mr. Oscar Asche. It was a

'

creation that

i

excel; ve expenses.
One of the most
Impor- int causes of the expenses being
so he. vy is the voracious demands of
ihestral players and their trade
unions some of their demands are so
i

•

t

happened only last week at Covent Garden which would dumfound you. In
my opinion, one of the «iain reasons of

'

the downfall of the Beecham organization has been this orchestral millstone.'"
A correspondent of the London Times
says that Mr. Sullivan, the Irish tenor,
la sharing the honors at Nice with our

more

and esteemed friend, M. Clement.
Reynaldo Hahn will have charge of the
Municipal Casino's music. A new triptych
("Andre
Chenler,"
"Giordano
Bruno" and "Blmsky-Korsakoff "). three
short operas in one frame, will lie pro-

He

recalls the best manner of some
Rose! or Salvlnl. The actor's
beafin*
nis superb presence In
the face of the

'

most

|

(

The London Times said of Susan
Strong, the American soprano, who
has
Ion* been away and was reported to be
managing a

laundry In London (she
gave a recital last month): "She would
nave done better with a more carefully
Chosen program, for her weakness lies
In letting her impulses get
the upper
hand and any lack In Interpretation
grip is bound to emphasize lack
of distinction in tin' music Itself."
Mr.
Balokoric,
violinist,
with
M.
Xraus, pianist. In London:
"They had

be disillusioned.

l

a mo
O nce we have accented

and adopted the actor's

concept^

conscientious Intonations

Times

said

of

!

1

1

real life for their original
models
closelv
cl0
f 5
««y.
London

studied them very
Dally Telegraph.

—
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Will the. great American
play be dis'covered in our day Or h«j> i»
v
overiooked In the days
"grand"
ha " " b0
In
the days
.Si. when we
[the

Voir

V

I

™«rth3

mortal coll?

this

written, or

Is

in Excelsis

written, or

is

0 be writ

Ke^SC^^nS

(From r Naw York Exchanffe.)
For the sake of the world's amusement
and Instruction, it !s to be hoped that
Mary Garden will get her v. I- b to become
artistic director of the Chicago Grand
Opera. To be sure, she we.ldn't be quite
the first of her sex to occupy such a position. Fran Sosln a wa.-. a
iter Vrror at Bayreuth than any mere man

lisbed

could be. Hhe could stop a rehearsal
with a little stamp of her foot, condemn
some magniloquent gesture with tile
words, "the master has written two flngora," and the greatest organism of,
nerves and operatic vanity lhat ever
trod a stage would bow In humble sub-

'n

But Mary is going to go about her Job
a different way. "Let me at them."

she saysl In effect, and adds, literally:
"I'll soon rut the temperament out of

admiration, some estah
may review Htlvorluy

I

^painting becomes an aasefio
How different with the poor dram,
ttetl
Like the artist, he labors
at h ^
masterpiece in his solitary
study- bm
when It Is finished,
and

Fame"

there

to

-

T

X

vX
former

value of/ the°
the work.

Ce "

is

no

the
in

return8 ln

^

as an actor. While the average producer of a theatrical venture Is 99 per
cent. Inefficient to Judge of the true
merits of a really great play. And saddest of all-4the greater the play the
diff icult

it

is

i

dlscovei

Times.

Semi-Religious

A few

A theatrical pervtews it in regard to
Its po
r
i> a ve hicle for exhibiting
his abilities

awe

I

Sicily
•
.

it

in

1

i

drfys ago,

proposed

new

Somers Town,

to

facilitate growth.
By turning
our attention to stories .of a religious
mould, we will of necessity improve
standards of production, for sacred
themes cannot be entrusted to the care

•

of hacks and slipshod workmen, who
would but degrade them with mawkish

sentiment and

stifle them with convenWe will develop a new order
of
motion picture genius, who will measure
up to the task of bringing to the screen
inspired dramatizations of life's
most
poignant theme — religion." — Alder Anderson In the London Daily Telegraph.

tion.

1

>

Amateurs

Music

in

At a dinner of the Worehipful Coro-.i
pany of Musicians at Stationers' Hall,
under the presidency of the master (Mr

H. T. C. de Lafontalne). Lord Howard
de Walden made some remarkable observations on the place of the amateur
™ US '.°' Responding to the toast off
"Music," he said there was always a i
little misconception of how
things were f
done. It was accepted for a long time
that the battle of Waterloo was won on
the playing fields of Eton, but Mr.
Chesterton had pointed out that the I
bettle actually was won by the people
who played perfectly infamously on
their
village
greens.
His
lordship
thought the same thing applied very
largely to the position of the amateur in f
i
music. The sad thing about the amateui
was that there was not enough of him;
he ought to be about 98 per cent, of tie
j

,

i

1

and It did not* matter how
infamously he played. The worse he
was Iho morc"modest he was likely to 8
be. From the bad amateurs
was drawn *
the audience to listen to the good professionals. The whole position of music
was rather affected by this particular'
position of the amateur.
Every tlme_ a performance was given
four people wege concerned
tho composer of the work, the executant or ex- J
ecutants; the people who listened to it; ^
and the critics who dealt with it after- I
ward. Owing to the frequent absence'
of the audience the composer and the
[executant found themselves in close contact with the critic, and having failed
to gain tho Interest they expected, they
population,

I

:

,

'

foul of the critic.
But it was not
the business of the critic to appreciate;
the critic dealt with thar thing as it
was not with* the effect it produced on
the amateur, the general audience. The
whole of the quarrels, and an incredible
amount of bad blood and Ill-will, had
been created simply by the fact that the
composer and the executant, thirsting to
get an influence on somebody, had fallen
back on the critic because there was no
audience. We had admirable composers,
but the most extraordinary audiences.
One reason for this was that music
as an art was over-concentrated; the
whole of it In England took place ln one
plot In the West end where there were
4000 times too many concerts for any
possible space of ground
and hnlf the
rest of England went without any at all.

[fell

—

,

Films

in favor of
library for children

Bernard

which made "The Miracle Man"

'

tion

speaking
Mr.

laation

opines that "the vogue of the religious
Picture must endure If motion pictures
are to remain a permanent institution
and to progress. Vapid sentiment and
airy romance provide Insufficient nutri-

»

words of Tuminli as the King, of Borsi
as the Herald of the Bad Tidings, and of
the actresses La Mariani and La BerllMasi as the Queen and Cassandra. The
revival bids fair to be the finest that has
yet been attempted anywhere.
Count
Mario Gargano is the energetic and enthusiastic chief, and he la strongly supported by Eltore Romagnoli, the great
Oreek scholar, aftd by Cambellottl for
all stage-craft.
It is to be more than a solemn Mterary
effort. It la rather to be an exact reproduction of what took place there
when Aeschylus directed the Persians,
when Plnder sang to Zeua of Olympla,
when Plato ascended the marble-lined
steps, when aged, blind Timoleon pleaded >
with the people. Six years ago the representation was so realistic that the'
Sicilian peasants, who had come In hundreds, when they returned to their lonely
villages and sleepy hamlets, could not
forget the terrible scenes of tragedy and
of their own accord (though many could
neither read nor write) reacted the play
or scenes from it In the market-place
or In the shade of the quarry, for they
are descendants of those Greeks and still
believe Hellenic myths and legends, and.
of course, are superstitious. Nor are the
ruins eloquent of ruin or glory departed
many seem rather Incomplete and only
awaiting better days for completion.
But the April reproductions demand
further undertakings. Syracuse Is to
have both library and museum, memorials of a glorious age. but with living
and competent professors to lecture, on (
the Greeks, their tragedies and their
way of presenting them. These lectures
are to precede the performance, and
many students will gather for them.
Even now the Mayor of the ancient
city Is busy In preparation, and the
Count hopes to have the support of
every theatre In Italy In the exhibition of
photographs and pictures of the theatre
with the musicians, dancers, and chorus.
Enthusiasm will find the necessary funds.
But not from the Government. The Ministry of Instruction and the Secretary
for the Fine Arts are apparently not in-

—London

which,

I

.''

|

;

'

the great

terested.

hang it In. A gulf ofHal
in
adequate judgment stands
between
C
P
A the atrlcal manag*it
see. ™.
"b'
"
of

:

j

In

critic

-

|'

attention, an dthe crowds
gather abou?
is

canvas

1

/

have shuffleH ~~
j„ fact! If « h^s hee?

mus, cal Ideas."

Mary Garden

,

playwrights
in
dramatic
literature;
Shakespeare and Moliere were actors,
and produced their own works. If there
's a modern Shakespeare or Moliere
(unconnected with the theatre) and knock
ing for admittance at its doors, how will
they be recognized from the less worthy?

"The Miracle Man,"

apparently, to the surprise of all concerned, was acclaimed as one of the best
films ever made. It turned on the subject of faith healing, the leading figure
being a blind preacher, Under the influence of whose teaching a gang of
thieves are one by one converted.
There were all sorts of reasons why
"The Miracle Man" was so popular, but
the great army of American film producera discerned only one. It had a
"religious" theme.
Thenceforth "religIon" ceased to be taboo. Smart young
reasoned
business men
the matter out,
and the consequence is that a perfect
flood. of so-called "religious pictures" is
being let loose on the world at present.
"The' popularity of the seml-rellglouj
picture" has become a favorite topic of
discussion. The president of the organ-

.

;

"The Great American Play"
wm e .KEdit ° r of Th8 Herald:

'j

shimmering muted strings, little
•creams from the piccolo, and similar
affects, the ears .aught by the obvious
pictorial .suggestions, and does not readly search farther. The whole thing imjressed .us as a skilful and rather stagey
cloture ef 'the woods so wild' and rather
drawn out for the actual value of Its
too d
for

film called

that are toiling to be heard? Are the
better plays being left unproduced, and
the mediocre efforts
occasionally enlightening the stage? Is there any certain method of discovering the genuine

in

|

j

•

now arises: are we getting the best
our money from the many dramatists

i

.

Arnold

•

tion

for

part of his living by publishing books
that ought never to be published at all."
Precisoly analogous conditions prevail
In the world of the cinema, and they
are amply sufficient to account for all
the mediocre films that are manufactured. Likte the publisher, the film producer professes to be constantly on the
lookout for new talent, .but it would
seem that the flair necessary to recognize it when ir is encountered is too
often as deficient in one case as ln the
other. The fact is that talent, not to
use the word genius, is essential for
success In every walk ln life. The publisher and the film producer have Just
as much need of it as the successful
author or playwright.
No sooner does a new type of film
play win public favor than imitations
are put up by the score, until the subject
becomes thoroughly wearisome
There must be a good many people today to whom the very name. of a cowboy is anathema for no other reason.
Until about a year ago it was one of the
articles of every orthodox film pro-

ducer's faith that "religion" must at all
costs be kept out of screen playsT The
public, It was explained, would on no
account consent to be preached at in
the cinema theatre, apart from the danger there was always of unwittingly
giving offence. Then somebody made a

the

'

we should expect and
are
wi»i
nD for.
f
waiting
Some of the other actors
are exceptionally good.
There
is
one scene In the basaar
Jews are showing the In which two
beggar
,1^1?
wares and trying to induce
hlin to bJ
them, which is a little
gem The two
actors who take part In
It »r» n«YV
mtnU ° n * a ! " t"« "St "yetTeh
each ^f
of ft'*"
them most assuredly
has ion
to

Bsc's "In November Woods" (Deo. 16).
produced before at Manchester:
"We
art- told that 'it is not program music
In
the ordinary
sens*'
no program
music ever Is, but when such a tltla
heads music built up on doleful chroatic
themes
and
successions
of
'•crunchy' chords of the ninth, scored

puWic— not

the world.
Six years ago. when the Agamemnon
in the open air, the 20,000
spectators heard without strain the

too.

"

unfil the

in

;

>

j

was given

the beggar, there Is not
a single false or
tarring note in anything
heroes Even
the movements of hands
aj,d feet the

but into the 'Havanhe has got some of the deslpere In
and after all. he Is French, and no
Frenchman could be finite s solemn as
ha was made to sound on Wednesday.
With a lighter heart and a Jest or two
at the end of his bow Mr. Balokovlo
might do more with liis ample tone and

subject,

Greek Plays

f «
probably,

loco,

same

producer— will take no more of them.
A volume might be written about the
great American play covering its- various phases In more studied detail. A few
facts can merely be recorded in an
abridged letter such as this. The ques-

Preparations are now being made in
Syracuse (Sicily) for the, revival In the
spring of some of the great Greek tragedies.
The representations will take
place in
the theatre, described by
Cicero, and also ln his recent essay by
Prof. Rosso, as the largest 'and finest

™

player. The secret,
P^yer^The^'
is that he
S ° th0 0UKhl>r
""wporated the char
«nfe
h
r
actor he
Is
portraying that the spec
tator Is -never allowed for

|

!

Buzzards Bay.

lv

alae'

-

We

.

I

London

untoward

»>war who dominates
.
«vLJ
every scene,
and he does this, so far as
the spectator is able to
Judge,
any a „ empt to thrust himself without
due prominence or to usurp Intc unattention

anneun..
itiree new pieces of
music,
but were content eventually with one,
a
sonata by Stan Golestan. This was a
model of proprietv such as Gade used to
write, but without quite that touch
of
Hans Anderson that used to creep Into
OM Dane's work now and then. This
decorous behavior was carried on Into
the 'Havanalse.' Salnt-Saens Is certainly
*ft * recklessly daring composer, he
moves as a rule within the conventions

I

American play being written? Ot has it been written? Or is it to
be written: and will it ever be produced?
WALTER SCOTT HOWAItL).

K've

,

1

.'

Is

circumstances, in no
us the Impression Nif un
are presented with a sort
of sublimated conception of
our idea of
what a beggar In the east might be
one whose fatalistic belief enables
him
even If he Is clad In rags and
depend
ent upon charity for his dally
bread, to
consider himself the equal of any
living
man, a nd, consequently, able to hold
his own, no matter what
change the
wheel of fortune may suddenly bring to
him.
All this the American actor
manages
to convey to us In dumb show,
eked out
by such alight assistance as
the subtitles give him.
It Is the more astonishing as It la said to be the
first occasion
on which he has ever performed
before
the camera. All the other
characters in
P ay ara
or * th»ri adequately cast
L-! ..
>"

reality.

Old Bleachery" (1901). but "his scrupulous devotion to the interests of others
.held him back as a composer." He devoted himself as a conductor to the
operas of Smetana. He visited I ondon
In 1919 with the Prague-orchestra
at the
Czechoslovak Festival.

The

more'

passionate,

every gesture and movement
a rhythm
land hreadth most gratifying to the
eye.

wa

of reapactability

more

a word. The beggar of Otis
is more theatrical, in
the good
sense. In each attitude there Is
dignity, in

K'ovarovlc, born at Prague in
1862, died there on
Dee
He wrote
operas. "Psohlavel" (1898) and "At the

[

cynical,

realistic. In

Karl

I

stamp

indelible

Skinner

old

I

made an

on the memory, and it seemed
highly
improbable that any actor could ever
go further and give us a* more characteristic
portrayal of the legendary
eastern beggar. Mr. Otis Skinner, the
famous actor whose name Is identified
In America with
the part, has certainly
not performed this feat. If,
however,
he has not actually eclipsed
Mr. Asche.
he
given a performance which is
equally Kood, but in a different
wav
The divergence of their methods Is
striking.
Of the two beggars, the one
presented by Oscar Asche was perhaps

'

i

i

They found their way
to the footlights, more through a happy
chance than a critical choice. The best
Were t frequently rejected by producers
and performers, until they finally turned
up as "stopgaps" to fill vacancies caused
by the failures of other plays that had
been previously
picked
as winners.
Again: managers do not study scripts to
discover originality. Nay: they believe
they do: but they are creatures of imitation.
Hence, the reason for so manyplays harping upon the same theme. A
rejected manuscript is at last landed by
a persistent author; possibly as a "stopgap," and makes an immediate hit! Wei
are then deluged with plays covering the

a double immortality. Certainly
he would have had .his chance.

J

|

immediate past.

Mary

X

extrao dlnary that one could hardly
credit them, as being true unless one
had t cperienced them personally.
I
could all you a tale of something that

is

in h'ef~giriius

I

—

superstitious, ilear old

There

magnificent, unique.

is

a glory

'|

!

jolly,

Mary

I

16

Poorly upon the stage, and vice versa.
Therefore, how Is the great American
play ever to become a reality?
If the tradition of the stage informs
us correctly, that a play that reads indifferently often performs admirably;
then the great American play in manuscript will probably never be discovered;
for the greater the work, the greater
the need of a rare observation to decipher it in its original form.
Take the majority of successes in the

one she knows best.

I

Shaw

made a few remarks about publishers
would
be equally apposite If
that
to
film
producers.
applied
"Only
now and then," he said, "does a
genius come along and write a book
In the meanthat should be printed.
time, business has to be kept going by
publication
of
anything
that will sell.
the
Every publisher has to make a great

;

J

|

16G

Perhaps the best opportunity for cmo. J
tlonal expression was given to Mr. l>ad- 1
tmin in the sinister part ot the plotting!
Lucifer, and he made the most of It. Ills!
pow.

B

^BKia
ftl *

i

m

1 wo

,

cultured

lhe B< "'
from u pub ic I
never hud the I

of music

the latter

but Blwayai
biui been!
U) W h»t he
liked,

»gv
troly

was I

radical alteration

tat °di?wwt'

heard

We could
Dillon o"he amateur.
KlUabethan age
b»ck to the
standard of the ama-

get *MX
the mstl
close to that of
»»s piacorofeealonals that thor-

,t

no

but music might

listlnctlon;

JL-jUiv become

draw

Id not

were .a mucould. And as we
not make the
people, why should we
London Daily
of the fact? (Cheers.'*—

ll

t

had

Sl"Xr»A\ s.ni phony Hall. 3:30 P. M. Sul.
ltran> "Golden Legend." performed by th«
Hinrtel and Haydn Society. See special notice.
O-pley Plaza Hotel. 8:30 P. M. Mrae. Bv«
Gambler, mnao-soprano; Ouy Malor and Lee
Pattlron, pianists. Kola sonfrs arranged: Ladmlrault. Sona: Vaughan Williams, L'Amour
d* niol: Oeorgeo. Ye Banks and Braee; FeTrarl.
Jariln d'Amouo: Mabel w.hkI Hill.
Aeeop'f ftWrt: The FYok and the Ox. the
Milkmaid an.l the Pall, the Two Crahs. the
Fox and the Crow:
Nevteate;
Resphlftl.
Massenet, Soua lea Branches; Itnvel, Nlco-

I

]

,|

••

Iiuiidc.

Mils;,

Beis;

de

Tievatix

i

Ravel,
.

promptn Roceoco; Oebussy. Prelude to "The
Afternoon of a Faun"; Snlnt Saeiis. Scherio;
Momsora»kv-Pattl9on. Coronation Scene from

|

,

I

"Bon-

i

See special

dnctor.

j

TUKSDAT- Jordan

iioth

Slock,

|

!

folk
original.

Hall.

S:lf>

I".

l

The symphony may serve as a showjfi,
and the

piece, to set forth the sonority

next.

me and began an

Thtj

articulated:
Mine
generous with her encores.

audible rehearsal of

their hearers with their technique, precision, fineness of tone, delicacy and
spirit.
Some of their selections, notably
"The Orgy" by Iljlnsky, were somewhat
showy, but under the hands of these

1

!

i

musicians took on dignity and beauty.

°U

Cultivate the

Moral:

1

,

,

'

i

W. H.

in

|

|

'

D.

Boston.

:

I

A Deerfield Dish
As the World Wags;
Apropos of your paragraphs concerning codfish. You might like to hear of
town of
a combination served in the old

|

I

l«lnn«l

<

•

P.-uanl. Tlolon.Inclines
B*«rklr>ky.
m t. op. N7
eellm, Btitfem*. Trio in
op.
una
ballata.
27;
Novak;, Trio quasi
Mourrt, Trio In G major.
-T.
-:!'
and
i.herinne
M.
r
P.
Jonlsn Hall.
1

j

I

Mme.

'

..:

F

Vndante.

I

major;

lla-k. Hark, the Lark: Ita.-hfor
t«6
Suite.
i>p.
17.
**,.in.l
n.alilnorT.
minor. t«'o
P.nll.-de
in
Ci
Pianm- (TK'i*-'tad**, op. 2.1: "I'sHiaiK'xv .>':;- Kervew'A' TUv-

!

I
I

Et ide.

Staccato

blnattln.

i-nrnvv
flmpbony

ii.di.

Mr.

coneer'.
See special notice.

i^.m
u ::to P. M
Moliteux. eur.'lnctoi

.

K SATURDAY- Jordan
pianist.
1

"
Edilll
P.
M.
Hall
Be,--hoven. Sonata, on.
Pnlnurren. The Isle of Shadows

Thompson
No 3:
31

.gjJl

S»ng:

Bird

•

l >.••.•!>«>•.

I.

Soir< «

a

Hans

Itavel. Jenx d'eau: Chopin, Polo-anarp minor, op. 44: Moret, Sons
Sel it-Saeus, Caprice on airs
kvstif" a".€l Study In the Form of a

Wo-N:

toy

Haiti.

S

Knpi&ouy

P. M.
concert,

Repetition

»f

Monteux,

Mr.

COOilUclaif.

THE GOLDEN LEGEND
Arthur Sullivan's cantata, "The
Golden Legend," was ?lven yesterday
Sir

I

afternoon in
and
Ijjandel

Syn.rh.ony

by

Hall

I

Haydn

Society.

Emil

[

VH

>. .'.
""-1 hall' was crowded,
snerally suave and tuneful and wuhiolenlly moving features lhe pleasteauti-s of the music with its few
orous climaxes were ;,roight out by
chorus and musicians in a

>iets.

one
rncr that, ma/le the .performance
will be k/iur rarnsnibered. Applause
frequent o.nd hfcarty for irpecially
cttve portionn of the work,
Cathedral In
le bells of Strassburg
prologue and of Geisenheim in the
'scene forrned a sinking feature of
cantata a: did the chanting of the

t
•

1

crime.

a»et
N

.

Ra^pold's

and limpid
Mr. Murph-,

singing
lyrics
aji

of

.

"and eeej ^
of the glittering girls" to
girls."
the bright gems of the glittering
word. Soj
Yes, "gewgaws" is the fitting

gaws

;

|

after Lincoln's

death,

come by the wine

when soon
somewhat over-,;

thought

.

Elsies

and her duets

the Prince roused

Icular enthusiasm.
"C Peeg^ gave to Ursula's part all
l3rness ar.d motherly solicitude
ne at

and

and finely picked
ter the pie was heated
"creamed codfish poured over It as a hot
better
I can certify it tasted
\ sauce.
M. E. W. F.
3 than might be imagined.

'

Andrew Johnson

I

,

of his state, he ad-|

'

ambassadors
dressed decorated
uns
other high foreign officials as "You
least,
there with the gewgaws on." At
heard it at!
so runs the story, and we
•
he time.
ft
at thel.
played
was
••Sardanapalus"

Newton.

a fearless
I champion of their cause and Interests
W. C. AnMrs.
of
death
t In the untimely
derson, better known to most of us as
battle
splendid
Her
Macarthur.
1 Mary
against the conditions of sweated woman labor was a tireless one and un-

I

Bowery Theatre in New York in 18541
when Mrs. Thomas S. Hamblin took the V
She
part of the voluptuous monarch.
J
was better known to the public as Mrs. I
havas
described
Mary Shaw. She is
face;
ing had an almost perfect oval
from
eyes "capable of every expression,
hate,
fiercest
to
endearment
languishing
a
defiance and withering scorn"; and
bells."
voice like "the music of silver
was
it
as
tragedy
the
We remember
produced at Booth's Theatre in New

York

in

played

Hairy Weaver, Sr., Agnes Booth
and Dora Goldthwaitc were in the cast.
"Mesdames Palladino, Mascarino, StickBeserti and Parmegiani, with four
el
Collier,

the

—

The play is a
it is not labor.
serichallenge to calm thinking about a

capital;

To

ous social and Industrial condition.
accomplish this thinking Mr, Galsworthy
play:
purposely settles nothing In the
remains an open matter when the
It

—

I

The Seven Seaa
As the World Wags:
Anent the "Seven Seas," In Scripture
of completethe number 7 is symbolical
ness—the whole of anything, and when

led

I

wave

read 'Sardanapalus"?" "Yes, sir."
"Right; and you couldn't sleep a wink
"Xo." ''Right, right— now
after it?"
don't say a word more about it tonight."
Mr. Gabriel Wells lias the manuscript.
Will he read it V We doubt if SO doing
he will keep awake all night— unless he
happens to regret that he paid ?3300 for
.he tragedy.

curtain

weak, like

his interests and hers are
London Daily Chronicle.

I

seven
thus used does not mean literally
May not the term "The Seven
units.
Seas" have been used in this sense, to
describe as a w hole all the oceanic portion of the glob«?

entirely succeeded
another question. The cards
human appeal
are stacked for labor. The
borne t,y the «Jk
of suffering when
much greater than
the defenceless is so
that how
when borne by the powerful
the play goes
Tver the playwright strive,
So
to the side of the weak.
though the plight of
^rngflad
Mr.
by
played
handsomely
the nungrj
takes hold on us, that of
without fire, rocks

object

is

«J

CONDUCTOR STOCK
AND MEN APPLAUDED

J^^Xid-

"omen and

condjjfctor,
irr.lv

v.

Frederick
<!

in

Stock,

Syvr pho'-.y

children,

our hearts the more.

HALE

It

The Chicago Symphony Orchestra and
l(s

falls.

all

Whether he

Cambria**

By PHILIP

was

one
|

were
Hall

I

Then the audienceaudiences. In Its desire
accounted for
to have all the strands
think on
and tucked out of sight— must
afterward.
Its way home, perhaps
the more dlrtlMr Galsworthv chose simple
program
cult task; It would be a
for either
appeal
to write a dramatic
really dracapital or labor. To write a
^"'ence
matic play, and not leave the
lack y ol
the
utterly dissatisfied with
so easy.
settlement, was by no means

final

of the future if he will only

woman

one ;>

toletti and Ernesto Mascarino, who
laid
the ballet. Great importance was
on the final scene of the flaming death

Dr. Parr once asked a friend:

John Galsworthy's "Strife." which waslj
produced at the Copley Theatre last|night and which many regard as Galsworthy's best play— is quite obviously a
to
piece of propaganda. From beginning
the
end it does not cease *tb fight for
is.
it
unless
propaganda—
spread of its
writperhaps, overcome at times by the
Its message is not
er's temperament.

realize that

six
first-class dancers, eight coryphees,
boys,
ballet ladies, 99 supers, 24 negro
and
men
12 chorus women, eight chorus
the working
4i extra ladies, comprised
company," not to mention Malvina Bar-

-you

lost

much to help them to a
more tolerable existence.
She was an implicit believer that the
working woman's and the working
man's cause were one, and that in their
Industrial struggles they would rise and
As she once said, "the
fall together.
future woman must have the masculine
the
steak and beer standard instead of
feminine one of buns and tea. She must
not be too easily contented. But man,"
she would say, "need have no fear of

August, 1876. F. C. Bangs
monarch. Louis Aldrich,

cast.

workers have

doubtedly did

the

Myrrha. Jarof Sardanapalus and his
show to
rett and Palmer brought the
the Boston Theatre on Dec. 11, 1876,
and
Weaver,
and
but Messrs. Collier
Dora Goldthwaite were not then in the

Women

,

PLAY AT COPLEY

Mary Macarthur
I

men.

his

GALSWORTHY

jtfidj

.

the

H. G.
Mollenhauer was conductor.
[Tucker was organist. The solo singers
were Marie Rappold, soprano; Charlotte
Umhert Murphy, tenor. I
alto;
I Peege,
land Royal Dadmun. bass. The inslruwas played by the Boston
1 mental music
Festival Orchestra. John \V. Crowley,
trumpet.
principal, and rt'alter Smith,

Ibne.

Deerfield within the last 40 years. The
fanner's apple pie for breakfast is in
serving
the same line with the modern
melon. In winof grapefruit, orange or

1

s -iiuniann.

'

•

lt''etV'>%

s, |.ubert-IJszf.

1

vein-"ba-lud-a" }
that Byron
for "blood." We are sorry
||
scene-Salechanged a line in the first
gewthe
see
menes Is speaking-"and
in the heroic

manner;

;

;

'/

Itos';:i

Caruarnl'

'

:

He endeavors to portray J
spell; 1
tones a calm sea under a fairy
in
the revelry on the magic island,
love |
the
join;
which toman adveitturers
and
rising
the
then
and
song of Fand,
overwhelming sea and the fading of the
garden from sight. The music is frankly
harPictorial; often interesting through
monlc and instrumental devices; but it
the
of
glamour
has not the continuous
"techother symphonic poem, nor Is
There
nically so dexterously contrived.
for In the
is no need of any program
a
without
music,
The
Faery Hills."
fairydom.
title would inevitably suggest
be
well
"The Garden of Fand" might as
entitled "Calm and Storm at Sea.
an
The orchestra, as we have said, as
ensemble is excellent in euphony and,
stormiest
the
in
sonority
plasticity. Its
measures is not coarse or blatant One
concert was the
of the features of tho
performance of Mozart's overture^There
Was hearty applause for the conductor

Irish legend.

Sunday evening

fireside habit.

.

.

I

from
seats down in front; quite free
the
pests of all kinds, but the people on
*creen loomed to such gigantic proporAfter
Lilliputian.
like
a
tions that I felt
osculaa little of this came the usual
beat a
tory denouement of the story. I
"comic"
alleged
hasty retreat while an
and
esladies
the
enthrall
started to
evening
corts who were having their

!

vj

j

next to two movie lovers, in the
have
sense whose conversation would
a
procured them prompt admission to
And I
reh-eat for the feeble-minded.
seat
end
vacant
ioiirncyed on. The next
was in front of a solitary youth. The
He was a
situation looked hopeful.
peanut-fiend, and supplemented shellkicks on
of
obbligato
an
cracking with
the muthe leg of my chair in time to
effort
to|
Resolving upon a final
sic
cents'
the
60
for
equivalent
get some
the box office, I made
I squandered at.
a dive for an arid section of empty

.

^

>

erotic

•

a
is

is

;

did
middle,
It

domestic affairs. I turned and frowned,
these
but as well stop Niagara. F'.eeing
movie parasites, I began a Journey
seat
in
a
alighted
and
aisle
down the

finely

also

Applause

It

sure to follow, for it has certain qual-KM
Hies, not of the highest order, that im-KJ
press a crowd, even when the perform-M
ance is not so rhetorical as it was last i
night. There are themes, especially inn
the first movement, that make an im-H
mediate appeal to the ear, themes !n\;
buu
the
manner of Tschalkowsky
Tschaikowsky did this sort of thind
honestly and with greater effect. ThereDj
Is over-development in every movement;!!
there are stretches of sheer padding;
there Is seldom convincing spontaneity.!
It is to be regretted that Mr. Stock
wasted his excellent material and his
own skill on this inferior Composition.
Mr. Stock was the first to produce^
Bax's Symphonic poem. He brought it
out in Chicago before it was heard in|l
although the music Is aboutfc
I London,
Bax's "In the Faery
seven years old.
Hills," played here this season, made a
deep impression by its original and beau-L
tiful romanticism.
In "The Garden of
Fand"—the garden is the sea— the com-h
poser again takes his subject from an>

A brace of plump, behind
happen.
a-cd women fussed into seats

songa

orchestra;

symphony ad captandurn.

.

what would happen

see

technic of an

-

tale
After this diversion, the original
to
again had an Inning. X settled down

(

it

up,

!

delight.

:

E

minor; Bax, Symphonic Poem, "The J
Harden of Fand" (first time here);BI
Wagner, Prelude Rnd Love Death fromlM
"Tristan and Isolde."
2,

adjusted

derisive

promincia-f
day? Some hesitate over the
they do over,
tlon of the proper name, as
WEDXBBD.- 1— Jr*J.in Ilnll. S:l.-> r. M. 8ec- Heliogabalus. Byron said in his diary
ond ouni-ort of !t.,fiTm.:-;i Quartet (Messrs. J.
almost a comic,
is
aud E Hoffmann. Altieres and 3~r?l:!. Sme- that Sardanapalua
so Is
My r.ife'M
tana. Quartet. K minor r'Cu:
"but, for that matter,
character,
ill:
Schumann,
I>*ux serenades,
.Totigen
Sullivan
Piano Qnarti-t .-p. ,7 'lies Klieii. pianlstl
Richard III." Tes. as Barry
The Rh.wl?
In- an Hull. S P. M
IT MI BMDAT—
good old scowling
!,-r lillim,
piano: Wassily, played him; in the
M
Trio
i

:

!

celluloid

;

York}
Last Thursday evening, in New
manu-j
Mr. Gabriel Wells bought the
"Sardana.pa-j
script of Byron's tragedy.
opportunity
lus," for $3300. Here is an
for Gabriel to blow his horn.to-^B
Does any one read the tragedy

con-

e.

M. Rudolph
Reuter, pianist. Chopin. Scheino In C sharp
minor. Xoenune, op. C2, >"o. 1. Ballade In A
flat; Brahms, Intermezzi, np. 117, No 2: or*.
1" Koninuze. op. 118, No. G;
118 Noa. 1 un
Cap'rlecld. op. lilt, Xo. 7; Dohnanyi. Wlnterrelgeu. op. 17: Borowskl. Prelude in A 8at;
Busoui. Christmas Eve; Kramer. Improvisation: Marlon Btiu -. The TMe; I.lszt. Surrom
Conla and Au B'Jtd d une So iree; Rubinstein,

1

i

,

M. Chicago

I

his machine, but soon
parted and for five minatutes or so the organ monopolized
altention, which w as a very agreeable
actternative, as the "Largo" was
ually being played as though Handel
comic
had written* it rather than a
startopera composer. Again the film
characters
ed but. lo a new bunch of
appeared in a western scene of anhowled in
other scenario. The audience

and
the

logoff"; Areusky, Valsp; Iljlnsky.

;.-

MONDAY- Symphony Hall. R:1S P.
I^^HBnay Orcheetra, Frederick
1

The

camera man woke

the

'whistled,

Messrs. Maier and Pattison astonished

t«o idanxs: Sohuett, 1m-

for

was

l=authier
I

I

once; the legs of the characters
upper half: their heads below.
applauded and
audience
IWhen the

humorous and whimsical In both
Aesop's Words and Mahle Wood Hill's
Wife

t

title,

the

jin

fables,

mii-lc.

>

lat

.

7

lett.

of the music.
the naivete of the

1

I

;

Hall.

demands

Nor
remembrance.
In
grateful
should It be forgotten that when at one
time ho was urged to become the conductor of tho Boston Symphony Orchestra he refused, suying that he owed
loyalty to the Chicago Orchestra and
to the city that supported It.
The years
go by; but his Influence will live not
only In (he city that was proud of him
as a musician and a man, but In all
cities where music is cherished, for ltt I
was he that made audiences in this t
country possible for orchestras following) >
In the path that ho had blazed.
The program last night was as fol- ;j
I
I lows
Mozart, Overture to "The Magic HI
Flute"
Rachmaninoff. Symphony, No. ffl

no cast to instruot the
Tho opening scenes were
streaked as if a rain-storm was pourtruly a novel
Unto a drawing-room
to
Presently the film began
leffect.
showed
pictures
<wobble and two half

Iwlth no
'observer.

In all her singing she displayed a flnel
artistry, with beauty of tone and phras-,
Ing, and Intelligent appreciation of the}

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK

I

i

to be associated with this
Boston, as cities throughout
must for yeurs to come holdj

hhn

rear of the orchestra while a picture
was Just ending, the next one began

by French and Italian com-

ot songs
posers.

Who

8

Symphony

In

orchestra,
the land,

likely the management Is not responsible
Cor this bill of fare, but someone Is.
dropped Into an aisle seat in the
I

j

Thomas

dore

or mutilated picture as

i

a seventh da\ "offering." Even after
reading the title In the lobby, one Is not
safe without a good memory for these
captions, and ho may run against a
P'.cture-plny with whiskers on it. Very

in Copley-Plaza Series
T>ast evening In the series .of concerts
which Mrs. Anita Davis-Chase is presenting at the Copley-Plaza, Mme. Eva
Gauthler sang, and Messrs. Guy Maler
and Lee Paulson played their customary
two pianos. The heart/ applause testlI'ed to the enjoyability of lhe concert,
Mme. Oauthicr sans three groups of
songs—one of folk songs, French and
Scottish; one of Aesop's Fables; one

i

K*

up

Appears with Maier and Patterson

an art that was
of which quit*
mon in the "home, and
a reasonable
narv People could have getting away
w led«* There was no
were a
English
a the fact that the
of our troubles
deal people, but one
It
deny
to
that we had been trying
obvious a fact
generations It was as
musical as that
the English were
t
the same
.French were not. In
who
was hardly a Frenchman
and hardly an Englisnllv

l

I

MME. GAUT^ElTsiNGS
AT HOTEL CONCERT

Z SI
•

sonorous

Boston on a iundey
of a well-founded misuld see cither an ancient

v

lu;

had come

»L
J.
because

Jk
ol.

I

would fur rather
for
crossing sweeper

"Jl

i

*"*

always

voice added greatly to the success of the
performance, both In the solo and concerted niunbets.
The beaut of Mr. Murphy's singing
was well displayed in the part of the
the rather colorless
Prlnce.N though
character of It did not allo^ him great
scope for expression or dramatic power.
The highest point of Intensity In
the whole performance was reached in
the choral eplloguo nt tho end. when
chorus, orchestra, organ and soloists
Joined In one of the mosl splendid bursts
of rounded harmony that has ever been

only bad I

Tn „
miit' was the
in

'

!

what he was

1
on

i«l
" lul<
."

I

<j

nnd

clevir

tul,"

i

its worth and the ability of Mr. Stock
had been fully recognized. Then there
Is always the illustrious name of Theo-

beguiled Into attending
In

thou

no

snickered
the audience audibly
stretched
Annie Roberts was being

in

Xile

j

that
significant of this fact

I

PAT ROONEY

CAST

might have thought of the intelligence f
IN.
of a Boston audience, had he heard this
snickering. Is better unlmaglned.
Certainly every side of the question
S
"Dove Birds,"
Is presented with sympathy, unless we
except tho finely cultivated woman musical comedy In two acts, first time In
Book by Edgar Alia Woolf.
stockholder who neither knows nor de- Boston.
sires to exert herself to know, what
Lyrics by Ballard MacDonald. and
conditions enable her to draw her divi- music
by Slgmund Romberg.
dends. Were Galsworthy entirely eager
Last night's performance at the Shu_, to present both Bides with equal force,
he could have made eloquent use of such bert brought Pat Rooney ai»d Marlon
a woman, especially a widow with scant Bent, after 17 years, from the "Big
means and large respectability, to Time" theatres of vaudeville
to the
arouse sympathy for the side of capital.
The play is a tragedy, a rather severe "legitimate" stage. Under the practised
guidance
of
their
veteran
sketch
maker,
tragedy.
But its woe— If so strong
Edgar Alia Woolf. and wltlr the tuneword be allowed— springs not from fail- ful
songs of Sigmund Romberg as a
ure to settle the strike, but from the f
background, they made an auspicious
defeat of the only two men la all the
who
had minds of their beginning. The book is witty and sel'

"delightful" and the description would
\
then be modest.
Mr. Wynn is an Indefatlgib.e. worker,
and the method he employs Is one of
the most difficult to put over convlnc- M
ingly.
To his credit let it bo said that R.
there never was the suggestion of thel*

HUBERT THEATRE—

last evening and his entire
performance bore the stamp of spon-

artificial

L
•

'

I

wrestler, there
proprietor of the "show," the fiddler orC.
any of the multitudinous roles he{?

essayed, he burlesqued as one welly
schooled In his art.
One of the many features of thefr'
evening was the diminutive Lillian [
Fitzgerald, who scored with her finished Gallic comedy, with Its delightful,*;
subtleties, and then astonished the audience with the uproariously funny '«J>
Irish come-all-ye.
Others tr-at scored heavily were the \-<
Makayos, the trio of Japanese aero- ff
bats,
instrumentalists,
dancers
andf
comedians; Vanda Hoff, who emerged
from the pyramid, and wriggled and
writhed about the broad expanse of
the stage in a daring costume; and

"

I

|

;

really

dom dull, although comprising In greatthe sombre spectacle of
human sheephood that makes one sad. er part the easy, obvious patter that
And at the end, when John Anthony Is so distinctively of vaudeville. The
music, reminiscent of past successes of
rail* David Roberts "my friend Robits
author. Improves steadily as the
erts,',' one feels that, underneath all the
evening proceeds. The same may well
struggle and the hatred, these two were
be said of the Play Itself, which begins
real brothers of the spirit.
The workmen, the members of the T to drag toward the ctose of the first
act. only^o start anew with a burst of
Board, all were at sea and floundering,
flotsam and jetsam of the waves of i joyous speed and hilarious fun that
What J sweeps the audience off Its feet.
passion and emotional appeal.
What plot there Is concerns the trials
sadder scene than the turning, like
of one Bronson Charteris, who carewhiffle tits, of the workmen from one
lessly mislaid a note, intended for his
speaker's eloquence to that of another
What sadder spectacle than the raising lady love, in a pair of stockings that
of Scantlebury's hand to vote for ah { were to be delivered to his wife. The
amendment which he did not understand chase for the silk hosiery leads little
"Pat," the floorwalker, through fun and
on a question that he con id not really
[comprehend? We are prepared for the | fancy from New York to the harem of
Emir Ruckim.
famous remark, In which Mr. GalsThe cheery humor of the capable Pat
worthy said so much, that not our hu
is ever present and ever desired. Indeed,
manlty but our Imagination is at fault
it
forms the main substance of piece
An<j though one may shudder to think
and play.
Around It is gathered the
what would happen If all had been poslesser
powers of Marion Bent, the pracsessed of and by such wills as those of
tised comedy of Eva Davenport and
Roberts and Anthony, one might prefer
Elizabeth Murray as Fatlma and /ennle
the respectably strong results
O'Hara respectively, and the pleasing
/This play draws the spectator to think
dancing of Emile Lea and Richard
less of production and more of message,
Dore,
Broadway dancers, French by proless of the actors and more of the playfession.
The cast is sufficient if not
wright.
And so one wonders at the
Importunate^ and the chorus quite easy
amount of the emotional appeal that
'
view.
to
Mr. Gailsworthy uses. The scenes in
"Love Birds" Is a musical comedy
which Annie Roberts, pale and sick,
whose tunes will not be whistled overufferlng both In body and in mind. Is
long, but whose playful vagaries will
ceaselessly ground beneath the passions
please
the not too exacting patron of
3f greed and revenge before our eyes,
the showshops.>
become bo racking that the emotions
,

Is

It

,

Regal and Moore, acrobats of unusual
a fine sense of comedy

merit, who have
as well.

t,

TREMONT THEATRE— "The
of Peter

out and become
when a lafior
jympnthlzer may even wish to wash his
lands of the whole matter.
Had Mr. Galsworthy written the "Oedlius Rex." one fancies that *he would
i*ve presented Jocasta on the stage lnitead of off, stabbing out her eyes with
Sbt broach, purpled with her gore.
An
tudlence, it would seem, could receive
he effect without so much agony. Other
cenes had the same defect as In the
ong speeches to the workmen In the
hlrd act. But If the world Is thlckklnned, if It Is not a shorn lamb, the
ramatlc lash must be heavy, the wind
*ied not be tempered
V*t
.
..yjt
— .1
liat could be done In presentation
largely done by tho Copley Players.
i

Anthony and
were eloquent throughout as
1 by Mr. WIngfleld and Mr. Clive.
their usual powers of
I showed
.

Inly the protagonists,

-

Ytt»,
1

ng

their

own

personalities

ig those of th"ir

grid

Dillon

che ranters.

Annie itoberts

as

retain. -d

much charm In
harrowing part.
Madge Thomas, as presented by Margaret Pitt,
was perh'ip< n\ iilniu
i

.

\n.ujd "have pleaded
Mr. Galsworthy.
Applause was generous and deserved.
Ivrh ip,., ivo nppl.iird.il o.ir own, emotion* rather than either the play or the
actors— but that mi'V n iv, h.-.-n exactlj
the thing that Mr Galsworthy hoped
w<> thought afterfor, provided that
wartl.
And, whatever our opinion of
the play, the performance was memo-

Grimm," a play

by David Belasco.

Return

in three acts,

Cast:

Peter Orimm
Frederlk

David Warfleld
..John

Salnpolls

James Hartman
George Wellington
Andrew MaoPher»on. .... .Joseph Brennan
Rev. Henry Batholoromey. .William Boag
ol. Tom L.awton
Jo'h n F. Webber
*ldem
....Charles Crumpton
Kathrlen..
Miriam Doyle
Mrs. Batholommey
Marie Bates
.

i

3'arta

The Clown

Bertha Ftebach
David Maleom

,

L

m

i

had no such

difficulty as the fine old ki
tulip-grower's spirit had In "getting ltR
across." His picture of both the llvingl
and the returned Peter came right out IN
to the audience easily, freely with con-lj.
vlncing realism and living sincerity. 9f
Every word and smile and gesture and B,
Joke and outburst or obstinate petu- E.
lance and confession of error was ItsItened to with rapt attention, or greeted!?
Iwlth roars of laughter and applause,
while his pathetic, Insistent efforts
to
linage himself understood roused
auick IS

REVUE AT WILBUR

K

w

Rock brought his "Revue of
19*" to the Wilbur Theatre last night.
It
being Its first performance In this
city.
Both the star and his company
were warmly received, and the stay will
Willftam

sympathy.

ceed so easily and effectively by the aid
one of his associates. One false

|

The new members of the companv.

however,

could not have been distinguished as such by any lapses from

From

tho time

tional
was not a dull

Sporting

l

A TAILOR-MADE MAN"

ARLINGTON THEATRE— "A

the curtain

Club"

I

Made Man," a comedy

Tailor-

In four acts

by

Harry James Pmlth.
I

there

moment.

i

William Shelley Sullivan was dellghtful last night as John Paul Bart.
He

made the story of the tailor's helper
Ireno and Bemlce Hart were charmby sheer nerve and audacity,
1 who,
ing in their "Little Harmony"; Weet
made
a place for himself,
reality.
Avey and Dennis O'Nell, In a black-face Edward V.irney had the seem
part of Dr.
act and eccentric dance, scored a hit;
iustavus Sonntag. philosopher, dlsapJay M. Regan, a Boston boy, sang pointed lover and plotter,
and made it;
pleasingly; Jue Quon Tal, In ancient
^TrKelth s this week China ultra-modern, was a distinct nov- effective. Edwin Brandon gave a corimpersonation
rect
of the old tallorl
ling for everybody and
elty, and the song In the last act was
and was very human in hi»
e who enjoy music or
Marie Walsh and of Bart, after his exposure treatment'
loudly applauded.
and again!
of
some
sang
r
Carroll
Hi
corned
Irving Edwards also delighted with their rifter
his
restoration
to
confidence.;
his own old soi gs, and had pretty girls,
specialties, and the performance was
flever dances, and a real soprano to
marked for Us smoothness and snap. It Jarem A. Blis*. 3»<«> associate in the
help with new compositions. He sang
.
has the rea l jazz flavor
tailor shop, wno serves as 'a private
just a line or wo from sorrfe of his old
waiter In the evening, and always exsuccesses. "Ix ng. Long Trail." "I'mif
pects Bart to be wearing a convict suit,
Always Chaslr g Rainbows." "By the|
was a recognizable type.
Sea." "On the Mississippi" and o.ther
The feminine parts were comparatively
which the audience enjoyed. His
1 "1
unimportant, though they served to
HEA'l'r! L!
ifrST perCftLO.^DiL
p.iny Included the Goslln Twins, wh(
out the story and add to the
bring
dance better than most "sisters" an< formance In Boston of the "Ed Wynn
Francee Anderinterest in the play.
harmonize daintily.
entertainment.
Carnival." a two-act
son as Tanya Huber was pleasing In
Just before his act Polly and Oz en HBook. lyrics and music by Ed Wynn;
her role, and Olive Massey as Corinne
tertained with character bits In song.
Stanlaw was charming, while Ethel
Frank Davis niul Adele Darnell gav- taged by Ned Wayburn. Antonio BufWright as Kitty Dupuy was a r*1 sotheir skit "Bird Seed" which though fanno conducted.
ciety matron, ambitious and cautious.
not new to Boston, Is snappy and funny
It Is next to Impossible to print the
The house was well filled, as it hasi
Fred Lindsay did many stunts with casts, for there were 13 scenes, and the
Players;
the .^Arlington
since
been
knocking
Including
whips.
Australian
opened their engagement there.
principals appeared now in this, now In
ashes from a cigar, and as a finale
scene.
The principal performers
knocked the revolver from the hands that
beside the star were Charles Bennett,
of a would-be nssftssln, and with a secLillian Wagner, Henry
Cowley,
Harry
ond snap of the whip tied his feet and Regal. Simeon Moore, the Makayos,
Harrison.
Muriel
Fitzgerald,
Lillian
and Aubmn opened with a Earl Benham, Beth Stode, Vanda Hoff,
Ibltlon of Indian club JugglMalcolm G. Hicks.
persed with comedy; Lycy
The principal scenes were the Pro'ed the violin; her act would
the Amphitheatre, Plot land. Japarogue,
id If she confined herself less
a Little Parisian Atmosphere,
By PHILIP
Hai
of technique.
:lons
Entrance to Carnival, the Carnival
recital
Rudolph Reuter. pianist, gave a
Edna Leedom poked fun
mds, the Lady of the Pyramids,
The proentertuln Ingly and as «
a
Atmosphere,
Colonial \jf Jordan Hall last night.
icville
^ind tho other fat. there *
read as follows: Chopin, Scherzo,
mce for comedy. The <
Wvnn Is frank. He styles hlsl
minor, Nocturne op. 02 No- 1,
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quartet (Messrs. J. and
C. Barth)f
HJ. Hofmann, L. Artleres and
gave the second concert of its season,

Tho Hofmann

of

night in Jordan Hall. Tho pro-,
gram consisted of Smetana's quartet In
Jongen's*
E minor ("Aus Mein Leben");
Deux serenades, op. 01; Schumann's
piano quartet. Hans Ebell was th*

last

pianist

Sme-.
It is always a pleasure to hear
tanas quartet, not only on account offl
Intrinsic

Its

merit, but

also because
In

It

1

the lttera- \

Is not al-B
it
turo of
ways convenient to print on the Pr°-|5
with'
Smetana
gram the note written by

went up upon the scene back stage
until it fell upon "A Wight at, the Na-

Woman's

mazurka, we would disown him.
Dohnanyl has written some fine compositions.
It Is hard to think him
capable of such pretentious twaddle as
"Music of the Heavens," the fifth numa

document"
music. Perhaps

Billy Van and James J. Corbett stepped
back Into populan favor in their vaudeville nonsense, and also' appeared in
several other skits In which the show

abounds.

i

pleasant to hear hTrtTplay the pieces by £
Brahms, in spite of the monotony of
mood inherent in three of them, for he 5
is at his best aesthetically when he has
to deal with music of a contemplative, \
one is tempted to use the word rumina- L
tive, nature.
Brilliance is easy when
one has Mr. Reuter's well-trained fingers.
Perhaps from modesty, he does ,
not assert authority; perhaps he has yet
to acquire the authority that makes one
pardon technical slips.
At present
there is no personal appeal. There 16
hardly the desire to discuss his interpretations, much less quarrel with them.
It might be said that his reading of
Chopin's Nocturne, for example, was
mannered, ineffective, save for euphony,
because there was the constant wish
to be effective in every measure.
The
general impression left by his performance of the first three groups was of
sounds like the word grace in the hymn,
harmonious to the ear; also the assurance that he played easily the notes,
and swiftly when thei^e was occasion.
Dohnanyi's "Winterreigen," a cycle
of 10 pieces. Is diluted Schumann; for
the most part poor, weak stuff, with
here and there a lamentable effort to be'
gay.
"Friend Victor's Mazurka!"
If ft.
we had a friend Victor who wrote such

U % "human

being well received.

rp

'

m

fflfl

note by the other players would
havejvf
spoiled the Illusion,, There was none.'
Not only were all tho other actors-fitted
to do their work well by talent
and
tr.air.lng, but five of them
had the advantage of having been In the cast In
the same parts at the original production of the play here— Mr. Salnpolls,
Mr.

Bronnnn, Mr. Boag, Mr. Webber and
Marie Bates.

Brahms, Intermezzi op.
Nos. 1 and 3, Romanz.e

the hearer cool if not cold. It is ap-jute
parently not in his power to move one
deeply by his interpretation.
It was,

K

•

of every
|

flat;

U7 No. 2, op. 118
op.118 No. 5, Capriccio op. 116 No. 7;
Dohnanyl, Winterreigen, op. 17; Borowskl. Prelude In A flat; Busonl, Christmas
Eve; Kramer, Improvisation; Marlon
Bauer, The Tide; Liszt, Sursum Corda
and Au Bord d'une Source; Rubensteln,
Etude In C.
Mr. Reuter played here for the first
time early in 1919. Then and at a later
recital he showed what the Germans
Would call formidable ability in overcoming mechanical difficulties.
He proved himself to be a serious
musician taking an honest view of his
art; a man to be treated respectfully.
|jf'
This opinion was confirmed last night.
He has a technical mastery of the key- cj
board, an agreeable touch, a command
of tonal gradations.
His survey of a
composition is intelligent. Yet he leaves

In delivering again his deeply moving
message, Mr. Warfleld was abie to sue- J5
yj

undoubtedly be one of profit alike to
Mr. Rock and the theatregoers of
Greater Boston.
•
Like nil revues, the Rock production
u melange. With an eye to the
is
artistic, the producer has gathered a
bevy of.beautifu! girls, each a type, and
he Iuls been lavish in the expenditure
of money for costume effect and scenic
The music Is pleasing and
reality.
catchy, and the evening is one of continuous action, song, dance and a bit
of sentiment, in which Rock has a major
part. His versatility Is taxed, for he has
given himself much to do, each effort

A

X

of those delicate but effective
touches that help to keep Peter Orlmm _
In
the realm of realities, devoid of
either sentimental or graveyard "spookiness" Is his earnest, everyday remark m.
to Kathrien at the close of the seconds'
act: "Yes. i did give you back yourft,
promise, but. oh. what a time I had
getting It across."
In Peter's return to Boston last night.
J
after 10 years' absence, David Warfleld'

WILLIAM ROCK'S

Ballade,

'

One

may wear themselves

atrophied. There aro times

Whether as the

taneity.

-

groups
own.

167

"'

regard to this music; yet It is a PityjfS
that It should ever be ignored. The ra
quartet Is the expression of the Joys
land the sadness of his life. Sadness £
Unters even into the Scherzo-polka, for 9^
!the haunting strains in the trio are of ft!
The tragedy of»
Ineffable melancholy.
jhis last years— the tone or tones that
Ihe heard constantly to his torment be- B
fore he became completely deaf and n
.Jthen Insane. This is brought to mind I
fey the pajhetic ending of the final* I
Jofter the gay measures.
I In this country we know Smetana
Bby his symphonic poems, the ever fresh I
overture to "The Sold Bride"— the 1
opera has been performed In New York I
j—and this quartet. In Bohemia hi* 1
joperas are' a national pride and "Dall- 1
Boor" has been the centre of a political ||
But there are piano pieces of i|
tjstorm.
jhls that pianists might play, one or j
poetically dramatic.
them
Ljtwo of
The second of Jongen's Serenades
played here last week by tho
I was
Do the two' gain
\ Flonzaley quartet,
I by being performed, the one after the
There is certainly agreeable
I other?
I contrast, but of the two, the second Is
more Import int, though it does
I the
I not make so strong a bid for immediate
Schumann's piano quartet
1 popularity.
lis always welcome. Mr. Ebell's qualian ensemblo pianist are
fic>t|on
1
t

]

|

II

l|

;|

well

An

known.
..

good size enjoyed th*
performance of it.

liencc of

music and

t he

The Herald published a few dayB
the cow boy ditty "Frankle" as
it was reprinted in the .Spectator (Lon-

|

,go

Hon). We are Indebted to "E. S. H."
tof Fltchburg for a version which Is
ranger, more vivid. As he Bays, "it
rings

truer."

L/
"frankle

FRANKIB
and Johnny were

lovers.

,|o Lordy! how they could love;
'Ivore to be trui to eneii other,
Just as true Jus the atari t'j
\

|
.

keep lne,r p
.-symphony orchestra we road that a
tn « 1 enoh; but
not rob you
certain gopra.no "gang opposite Caruso.'
prom>ra
nun one of the.se northern
not .ure of it In the Jargon of the theatrical press
eg ma anything. I am
In Qoragent wo read that an actress has played
.null I have It In my ham!
rdly ever

!(>8
.

h»

>>

h*r nan, but

.*

'

many when a man

lg

1

lese

of

guilty

.

Chorus:
man, ha was
m* wrong."

my

ir.ao.

bit

•aid to Fraakl»:
to tell you no Ua.
ara Just an hour ago,
toil called Nellie B'.ya.'

"t •

especlally^those of Danlzic.

l'

Wilt

Chorus:

r

tVsBklo
at back to cornar.
This 'line It wasn't for f\m.
the hwn of her klmonu
.v

M^^Hb
Ws«
.-

<

.ue -barreled .44 gun.

Chorus:

To shoot her man.

^Mo

P*rankla

done

to shoot
her wrong:.

want down tc* the
In the wiudows

her

man,

.

Even though

side,' 1

as

ln,

each other";

town

"We

knelt

dpwn

16,

1881.

till

.

'

opposite

"a building opposite the

,

'

hall."
this singer stood opposite the great

T. Allston Brown, often Inaccurate, is
to be trusted, were In December. 1894
at the Columbus Theatre.

So
Caruso, respectfully and admiringly. She
did not stand back of him; he certainly would not have allowed her to stand
tli^
in front of him, between him and
audience. Nor did she sing above him
from a trapeze, or underneath him,
screaming through a trap. No, he was
on one side of the stage and she stood
opposite him. Fortunate, thrice happy
soprano!

As the World Wags:
"As the cold strengthens

The play ran

Aug.
6, when the season closed.
He returned
to this theatre In Feburaty, 1882. His
third playing there was In December,
18(0, so our correspondent received the
dodger and card at that time.
In Au- pH;
gust, 188R, the theatre took the old
name, "The 14th Street Theatre."
It hag been said that Curtis did not
play again after his trial for murder.
He did play, according to credible authority, but without success, until net
\
was convinced that the public was tired'
of him.
The hist performances of
"Sgm'l of Poscn" in New York, If Col.

This use of tho word "opposite" surecannot be with the moaning common
"oppoIn the 17th century: The noun
an antagonist, adversary, opsite."
ponent. Nor does It probably carry the
meaning "contrary in nature, character." It must have the meaning; "over
against, facing or fronting on the other

The New Farmers' Almanack

hotel.
so high;

I

Mgy

on

ly

they are shut up at home, they continue to be bad. The southern Germans
cruel towards
.are barbarous; they are
jeal'strangers.' The Germans are very
and towomen,
their
up
ous and shut
day they are very foolish and uneduBut the celebrated Joseph Jucated
person,
lius Scaliger was a sour-minded
reckless in his talk, if he was accurately reported in "Scaligerlana,"

man. toe was your man,
Ijuo you wrong."

'He

end of March, 187", when It'
was changed to Haverly's Theatre.
Curtis appeared there aa Sam'l of Posen
until the

"opposite' thin or that actor.

mnjeste they open him and take out 'his
and then
heart, rub his Hps with it.
quarter him. There was a Saxon genexecuted.
thus
tleman who was
Un Germany the pettiest prince thinks
King
'h« is of a better house than the
account. The
[it Franca and of more
German women have diabolical heads,

• cool (lass of bear,
down tu an hour or so,
Has Johnny been heref"

The n«w name of |he theatre remained

,
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LHEVINNES' CONCERT

WARMLY APPLAUDED
Mme. Rosina Lhe-1

Li

Josef Lhevlnne and

I

Ivinne, pianists, gave

'

a

concert In Jor-

dan Hall last evening. The program wa's!
'las follows: Solo pieces: Schumann,!
The skirts lengthon."
"Carnaval"; Beethoven, Andante, F|
OBSERVER.
major; Schubert-Liszt, "Hark, Hark!
Chorus:
Boston.
man, ho was her man, but
the Lark"; Chopin, Ballado In G minor
We have thought the contrary; but,
Free and Independent
he
te her wrong.
and two Etudes; Tschaikowsky, "Ber-|
unfortunately we are near-sighted.— Ed. As the World Wags:
Staccato Etude, I
Rubinstein.
;tl ceuse";
Johnny ran down the back staircase,
sake
on
the
Music for two pianos: Rachmaninoff,
lives out
who
Kingsbury,
^^HBfBa*: "Honey, for Gawd's
John
"The Seven Seas"
!
don't ahoot."
Suite No. 2 op. 17.
East Jalaam road, requests enlightenBat Vtaakle cut loose with her .44 pin
Mr. Lhevinne Is first of all a pianist I
As the World Wags:
the sub^^^HTthe gun went root -a-toot-toot.
on
column
your
and
origin
through
ment
the
to
with a ponderous technique. He plays |
The question as
without emotion in that one finds no
Chorus:
i_
'meaning of the term "The Seven Seas" ject of Philippine underwear. You have,
/
^^^^Rjt her man, she shot her man, Who
tender moments in his interpretations, j
having been raised in this column I am perhaps noted recent advertisements?
done her wrong.
called
has
no
one
yet
as
Withal, however, there Is a clear, crisp t
.surprised that
parts
and
Manila
in
visitor
quality to his playing which Is pleasing,
attention to the tact that the expression John was a
"Turn me over sent!;.
of
day—
language,
i
that
English
inland back in '99, and at
and his phrasing is thoughtful.
Turn me over slow.
'is far older than the
geogscience
of
the
Turn me over on my right side,
even
since
antedating
In Schumann's "Carnaval" he dis0 rse cust0 ms may have changed
|*m the bullet won't hurt me so."
it.
In pre~
as we understand
—
l.-t-'.l,
raphy
played brilliance and gave a free, colorthat but I
all
and
civilization
then—
conlittle
world
our
historic Hindu thought
ful presentation, but thero was
Chorus:
work.
think you. grasp his meaning. He hli
islsts as to its solid parts of. seven con•1 was your man, I was your man, but
of contrast in his Idea of this
done you wrong."
centric continental Dvipas, whose names self puts it more bluntly in saying that;
Tn Beethoven's delightful "Andante in
jare # Jambu, Plaksha. Salmali, Kusa, the average Philippine washline conF" he played without feeling, but his
"Break out your rubber-tired herses
AcPushkara.
his
and
borSaka
handkerchief—
Krauncha,
pocket
sists of one
tone was clear and bright. In fact
Break out your rubber-tired hack;
cording to the sacred Vishnu Purana: rowed— and about a yard of the 6tuff
interpretations throughout the program
Take poor Johnny to the graveyard
seven
severally
surrounded
by
piece
back."
of.
And never bring him
'They are
they make canoe cushions out
held tho same qualities despite the
great seas the sea of salt water (La"Seems to me," he declared over his
its composer.
| or
Chorus:
juice (Ikshu), of coffee milk-shake, "that whoever is runsugar-cane
of
jvana),
but
man,
my
The Rachmaninoff Suite was Inter*^Ba waa my man. he was
Maiwlna (Sura), of clarified butter (Sarpia), ning the publicity end of this Philiphe done me wrong."
esting and was well rendered toy
Mr. Lhevinne. This Suite is
pine independence campaign is going too
and
dame
Franks
^^Bjberiff took poor
Next thing, I suppose, we'll be
amply suited to their style and tcchfar.
Just at the break of day.
same
nlqiie, as both musicians show the
persuaded that they're so civilised they
Locked her up l n a dungeon
qualities and ideas in their interpretaAnd took the keys away.
wear overshoes to bed and silk hats in
Although," he contions.
,.
the shower bath.
.
Chorus:
A fair sized audience received them
er mam
tinued In all fairness, "it's my mature
She shot her man, she shor
with enthusiasm and showed their apwho done her wrong.
opinion, gathered during a week of jury
preciation by warm applause.
By PHILIP
service In Boston, that Philippine unFrankie said to the jury,
derwear is exactly suited to tho present
The- Rhole Island Trio (Alexander
"What'H the verdict be?"
styles. Anything more substantial would
Jury said to Frar.kie.
Rihm, piano; Wassily Besekirsky, vioIt's murder l n the first degree.
be ostentatious. And perhaigs, after all,
gave
lin; Jacques Renard, violoncello),
it is applied with a brush."
Chorus
yesterday
Boston
in
man,
your
concert
shot
first
its
Deacon Hutchins took advantage of
"Tou shot vojt man, you
though ho dona you vrreng.
program;
The
Hall.
the ensuing argument to whisper his
afternoon in Jordan
usual evening request for a pint of Simwas as follows: Brahms, Trio in C maFranle said to the warden,
am as yet. undecided
I
ple Ellxer.
"What are they torn' In do.'
jor, op. 87; Novak, Trio quasi una BalBy PHILIP Hale.
Frankie,
saul
to
warden
The
whether the deacon is lured by the sim27; Mozart Trio in G major
Boston Symop.
lata,
for
you.
18th concert of the
"It** the electric chair
the 48 per
The
by
or
name
the
of
plicity
Monteux. Bon(K. 564).
therein.
phony Orchestra, Mr.
Chorus:
Cent, of alcohol contained
Trio was organized about a
This
yesterday afternoon
man,
ductor took place
rOSTLETHWAITE GOOCH. Th V.
'«T«g shot your man. you shot your
year ago by Mr. Austin T. Levy, who
The progranr, was
Hall.
Symphony
fn
who done you wrong."
Jalaam.
have
Pharmacy,
Gooch'g
Symphony No 2,
thought that Harrisville should
as follows: Dvorak,
chair
music,
Pa^acagl.as
'lecAric
good
in
the
hearing
the opportunity of
They put poor Frankie
Cyril Scott. Two
mmor.
D
And turned the current on,through her for the pleasure of the people and also
Boston); Mozart. Air of
"Drummer"
thnelT
The
and
shot
Curtis
fnm
volts
thousand
T*a
Magic Flute
as a means of broadening their life.
Pamina, from "The
Apropos of the recent articles about
jour," from
Mr. Besekirsky, a Russian, played here
And to hell they both have gon».
Cbarnefttier. "Depute le
Posen).
of
(Sam'l
overture^
Curtis
for
ai
B.
M.
Faust
concert
late
at
a
the
Wagner. A
some seasons ago
Chorus:
the
charitable purpose, if we are not misare indebted to a correspondent in
HuJda Lashanska sanS for
We
she and her man, who
Mme
Me and herherman,
city.
wrong.
taken. Mr. Renard, a Hollander, has
done
first time in this
Brookline for an Interesting four page
to
according
honorable positions in Amster-j
filled
Mr Scott's passacaglias. Scott's rapt
Curtis
little card bearing a picture of
Eaglefield Hull. Mr.
dam, London and New York. Mr. Rihm.j
Then, as Now
A
D
DrumLondon
"The Commercial
In costume,
were first played In
Woempher.
a composer as well as a pianist, is an
P
•'Perroniana." a collection of the juthat serve as
ob- American.
mer," and this line from the play:
E°§E The two -elodies
iietous thoughts, jests and curious
The irtsn
friend,
wrote to his
innocent man
once
subjects are of Irish originPerron,
Tchaikowsky
most
the
du
Is
drummer
Davy
Jacques
"Der
of
servationPoor Irish
pub- Mme. Meek, that he had never comF^rnine Song" and "The
on the road, Rebecca." At the head
to have
ne Cardinal du Perron, was first
said
is
Bov " The latter song earlier
Under the head "Ale- posed a Trio because he could not enof the first page is "Third Season,
Georgian
ished In 1667.
with
piano
description of the
often heard in the
of
been
remarks:
humorous
"
combination
the
dure
following
J
a
in
the
Inside
find
nans we
The Passacaglias are scored for
period
drummer beginning: "He is usually
"The most envious and brutal nation, violin or violoncello. Each instrument
of
ol
the swollen modern orchestra.looking at
lost its value. The tones
his mind ic_
swinging a satchel containing a comb
is Germany, the enemy
jn hl8
opinion, Is
ay opinion.
in my
There are two ways of
and brush, another shirt, a clean celluof the strings sounded limited beside
strangers. Their minds are of beer
One is to regard .
also >i
these compositions.
loid collar and a pair of cuffs;
frying-pan; they envy every-; tho piano The timbres did not blend,
'n
I- the
e" t
them simply as curious ex Pertan ^ n
are in so bad [ "There is always something artificial
railroad guide, and a newspaper wrapif. That is why affairs
'""j
and
bottle.
looking
harmonization
a|suspicious
Germans
three
around
The
the
of
each
ped
Hungary.
for
j
trio,
lOndition in
about a piano
which this
amusing, in the sense with
This Is about all the personal baggage
envious of other nations and are | instruments are continually called on
of the
word la used in the jargonbe taken
he carries, except a Seaside Library
ngry *'hen thev.do well; they do noth- to express what the composer imposes
to
studio, but not
with
a. corkknife
an
Parisian
pocket
a
or
Frenchman
and
novel,
within
ag for them. If a
Is to accep.
on it, rather than what lies
seriously. The other way
place
screw in the back of it." This descriputterances." Yet within
tallan Is in an out of the way
compose: L
BalEng- characteristic
them as a serious work of a
tion is followed by a "Drummer's
Nicholas
death
of
the
by
hey kill him: this is a fact. The
moved
whose
year,
endowed by nature
courteous; their; a
ance Sheet," and at the end "Hast du
wrote a trio which has
of no
Ish are much more
he
are
skill
Rubenstein,
technical
there
faculty and
Gesehn. Sam'l of Posen." On the back
iristocrac- is highly civilized, End
of a man who
often been played here, and he apolorr!ean order; the work
"Pronounced by the press and inthem. The Poles
is:
of
change
method
>re fine minds among
for
his
Meek
own
gized to Mme.
has original views and his
dorscd by the public as the most strikhonest folk; they like the
Ire aa
had reconciled
whose mdepend
sucThe heart by saying that he
of expression; a man
ingly original purely national and
Prench, and have men of ability.
aesthetic arrothe combination only in the
to
presented
himself
ever
characterization
ence and boldness-call it
cessful
Jermans wish them very ill."
disaleasmg.
And
hope of giving her pleasure.
gance if you will-are not
on the American stage. Under the man(By the wav, on page 44 of the Cologne
fluttered
music
surely
that
acknowledged
has
Englishman
Tchaikowsky
a
lSdward
C. Swett."
have
This
of
drinkers
agement
"Beer
read:
we
lltlon
DoctoVs Of
the Academicians and the
An English priest of great worth had been written in this
Our correspondent writes that this
esh complexion.
Music in Great Britain.
form.
dodger and a card werq given out at
tmetlmes comes here who is over 60
about form, Mr.
but trios, how-j
If there is talk
I
A concert of nothing ear,
the door of the old 14th street Theatre
old. He doe.3 not seem to be over
moe ortho-,
when
even
the
wearies
in
believe,
"It was, I
Scott's Passcaglias are
ever, soon
Jerk.
New
In
he Is so fresh and rosy.")
by Mr.
was
dox in this respect than the onethe last ,,
they' are well contrasted ln mood as
London Daily Chronlthe early eighties,"
tfot long ago the
at
Brahms
performed
Bingham
yesterday. The one by
case
Is worth reproducing:
Seth
pocard
the
the
is
The
today
ration
what
asked
perhaps so often as the
The subject is mexorab^
concert.
is not played
answer difficult,
"Be kind to the travelling man. He
rn'nfc
st, and found the
maintained; the hearer does not s
others by him. nor does it have the "dehas a father; perhaps a mother, who
the outer graces of the art France
The structures
ascribe
to
some
which
spirit"
youth.
Permoniacal
his
Innocent
In detecting Itears
in
rarer
him
much
knew
is
and
yet
It
,39 the way,
subjects as foun- j.
are fine
built upon the two
his chamber music, but there
haps, even now, In some distant village,
man to give up his seat to a
even
pages in it. They celebrated in Prague
Cations may often be fantastical,
fond hearts are beating for him, and
oman in a public conveyance than
of
may serve at|
anniversary
gargoyles
extravagant;
last month the 50th
lips breathe love's dearest prayout
of
sweet
left
be
can
Germany
ver here.
but there 18.
Therefore, lay him
Novak. As a suarantee of his musical
times in the decoration;
ers for his welfare.
power.
count; Prussia never claimed to be
worth it is stated in musical encycloalways the suggestion of native
down tenderly, fold his hands peaceRussian of the
at ran-«
lite, bu* the educated
build
him
recommended
not
composer doe*
pedias that Brahms
his breast, and close his eyes
on
The
Canfully
high.
stands
classes
'elleetual
aghast
not conto a publisher. Even this did
dom, he does not fail, or stand
gently as you put him to rest under the
the New Zeatn workers thought that
knows exactly his
sole us for being obliged yesterday to
branches of the weeping willow, where
at his own work; he
than the Ausown|
in
is
his
it
'd soldier was poiitbr
As
ln
trio.
It
sit through Novok's
purpose; he accomplishes
the birds carol all through the summer
Han, and the Australian than the
one movement, a long one, wo were undefiant way.
days their softest songs, but
J
Is)
nadi'an, and a very good case could
able to escape atcer the musicians had
Does some one. to whom music
PLANT HIM DEEP! PLANT HIM
-*e out for the Highlander. On the
playing, tie trio of Mozart is
of exciting a "sentleman-iikej
begun
means
a
Japan
politeness
nlous side of
exclaimt
DEEP!"
••
as an old Greek put It,
the last he wrote in this form. It was
5oy.
ty gtands first."
"But these Passaoriginally designed for the solo piano.
protestation:
,„
The "old 14th Street Theatre," to
in
Interesting to compare the opinis a,
there
apliberally
When
was
The performance
which our correspondent refers, was
caglias are noisy"?
Joseph Julian Scaliger ("Scall- "(plauded by an audience of fair size,
notj
first called the Theatre Francais (1S66).
tremendous volume of sound, it Is
'•'
with that of the Cardi-denned asi
g The players showed seriousness of purIn 1870 It was known as the 14th Street
a din The sound is as wel
conj
a
when
and
there
understanding;
is
Nor
Apose, musical
Theatre.' Fechter took the reconstruct? thunder-clap.
there arel
« the music demanded fire the response
ed playhouse and named it the Lyceum,
stant orchestral whi lwlnd;
fre^|
variations of Ingenious contrast,
if was ready.
'.x>o:-ceol

There »he gmw Johnny In the bright light
A ,ovtn' up Nellie Blye.
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Passacaglla' the
tain continuity.

hearer

feels

sport.
goaded into

S cer-

"

crrreT^m^^rnfaranimals* first
butchered to

tlie

.

fury,

then

He does not see Mr. make a Mexican holiday.
And from the sporting page
down his pen, knocking
.

Ccott putting
bis pate, and addressing the ceiling:
what In the
"There, that's done
world should come next?"
Whether the audience was startled

.

of

".
one of the most terrific
.
struggles ever seen In the East.

.

.

.

.

a

terribly

punishing

,vw-2.

be performed.

hold.

toe

.
The champion In his agony beat
the floor with his fists and cried aloud.
.

cupy two evenings. Tn "March Gabriel
Faure's Requiem, the Sixth and the
Eighth Beatitudes of Cesar Franck and
Bach's Passion according to John will

Tues-

mat

day:
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flof

curds (Dadhl), of milk (Dugdha), and

Yesterday we encountered

Jambu-dvlpa Is
his face was distorted out of all St the centre of all these; and In the centre^
Lewis picked lot this is the golden mountain Meru."
Ihuman semblance.
u P Craddock bodily and threw him to
Jambu is the dvipa occupied by human
th<* floor
he collapsed on his beings, Meru the indescribably glorious
on
man
b
dead
ack
lay
like
a
north polar mountain by which the
flcult to say
The appbiuse was fercal1 wa3 made for
portal to the -heaven of heavens is at•
I vent
Mr. Scoft rose M tne fl° or
and prolonged.
murthe
-Bdoctor
'Kill
•
.des of
•
talnable.
from the guest seat anr' ho"-ed in a
\
dcre.-' went ""P
in Oriental' literature, therefore, the
dignlfled manner, not effusively: and
that
expression "the seven seas" has no
lie applauded,
as was eminently fit- H, u 18 with the deepest satisfaction
reference to the bodies of water named
ting the brl'Hant, sirring performance* n ? te the action of the Massachusetts
^Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to seas by our geographers, but is an inSpanL^nimals in preparing a circular in
teresting survival of a geocentric world {
Sh UrEring pUblic °I> Posltion t0 a pro
view which we of the western nations
heard at a Symphony concert since 1&03.
posal to legalize the Bport in Cuba.
have lost, but which all orthodox
Mr. Monteux Is to be thanked for the
Which?
Bull fighting, to 'be sure!
Brahmins and Buddhists still hold
revival.
The symphony shows Dvorak
COFFIN.
AQUILA
sacred and true. Its recent appearance
at his best. A master of rhythm ind
Holystone Farm, Jalaam.
in
Occidental literature Is doubtless
color, a melodist of direct appeal, naive,*
more due to Kipling than to any other
but not without art; seldom far ;iwa>
W. F. W. R
Writer.
A Find, Indeed
from his beloved Bohemian wood'*.
/
Boston,
fields, and simple. Joyous life: not afraid
Mr. Henry w. Savage, an intrepid
("Which of our Coming and Departure
of suggesting the folk songs and the
discoverer, has made plans to insure
heeds
dances of his country even in a symthe future of Mlsa Natalie Manning as
As the Sev'n Seaa should b*ed a pebble.^
phonic work, he " rote during the years
trustworthy.
cast."
an
actress,
report
is
if
from
his
of his poverty
heart. In his
(1872. Fitzgerald.
Omar Khayyam.) I
She is blessed with "effervescent youth
later years he b'c ne sophisticated
1896.
When his too-familiir symphony "From and vivid personality"; that is to say. Seas."— Kipling (title), "The Sever
Ed.
the New World" — w<> ne*v in R->~tnn
she Is a mixture of ginger pop and steel
we wondered at the late Horatio Parker springs, and men put on blue glasses
describing It as pleasing but "mere
when they expect to meet her. Mr.
tricious." In comparison with the symAlbln Polftsek. who hews marble into
phony In D minor, the later one 's
Imperishable forms, a year ago likened
"Nymphes et Naiades," a vocal trio with
"meretricious," Indeed.
It Is a pity
Miss Manning to "the young Greek
orchestra by A. Philip, was produced at
that to the younger generation Dvorak
goddess Peitho, supposed daughter of
a Colonne concert.. Paris, on Jan. S. The
Is known chiefly as the composer of
Aphrodite," for Miss Manning, has a i\
"From the New World" Symphony and
'provocative profile." We have read of j
poem ts by Albert Samian- The work
a certain "Humoresque" transcribed for a "provocative mouth," a "provocative |J was praised
for its melodic lines, finely
the fiddle.
figure," but how «is a profile "provocaeolcrMi instrumentation and expression
Wagner'e overture has sadly aged.
tive"?
And who was Peitho? Mr
Mme. Lashanska has a beantlful
Polasek speaks of her Vaguely as a
of the poet's Imcs. At the same convoice, which she uses skilfully and emobeauty of the Parthenon, but goad old
."Symphonic.
Orbnn's
cert
Marvel
Doc Anthon doe9 not mention her, nor
Her admirable rfualltles were
tionally.
Legend" was produced. It was' inspired
do we find her name in the list of natat once displayed In the pathetic air of
ural and unnatural children of Grecian
Pamlna; Mozart's music still remains
by a poem of Paul Mera'/dy concerning
gods and goddesses scrupulc
the supreme test of a singer. She gave
the abduction of a princess, which made
up by Apollodofus.
a concert version of the air from
their ,hall.
well-bred and traditional com
Iposure: whether, forgetting the~soothMng charm of conventional music, It
/frankly enjoyed the music: whether It
[was hugely amused-this would be dif-

from

its

.

j

.

of fresh

'

water

(Jala).

.

:

...
...

suburban home, while
are
employed in calls

throughout her streets. And in his notebook he had given the various streets in
which he had listened to the following
from in A. M. to 9 P. M. on Tuesday:
Seven brass bunds, three cornet soloist;;,
eighteen piano organs, one hurdy-gurdy,
two violin soloists, four street singers,
a guitar soloist, n banjo troupe, a brass

|

W

"

instrument (unidentified).— London Daily
Chronicle.

j$j

Ulysses Lappa?, a Greek operatic tenor,
has been praised warmly at Cairo.
j
"In 1815, when Queen Victoria and
Prince Albert were traveling in Germany they were invited by Frederick
William IV., King of Prussia, to i>e
present at the unveiling of a statue of!
Beethoven at Bonn. When the- cord was
pulled and the veil fell, Beethoven was
revealed in all his glory, but with hia
back turned full to the royal balcony,
Every one but the King burst out
laughing. Queen Victoria being as much
amused as any one, but. Frederick Will-

I

•

i

j
.

[

at the stupidity of
only relented when

iam was very angry

I

j

I'

[

"Louise,"

for a
delightPerhaps In a performance of the
fully.
opera, her Interpretation wo^ld not be
dramatically suited to the situation.
The concert will be repeated tonight.

the air Itself

Is

Scot Spartan

As the World Wags:
Sir:
If you had been naval censo>
would you have held up the following

There will be no concerts next week.
The program for Feb. 11 and 12 Includes
these works: Schumann, Symphony, C
major. No. 2: Carpenter. Suite from the
Ballet. "The Birthday of the Infanta"
(first time In Boston): Beethoven, Con•erto No. 3. C minor, for piano.
Levltzkl will be the pianist.

,

Tour loving

Mr.

Story, told by

tores In

theatres

Describes

the

and

Pyrenees

subject of Burton Holmes's photohim with Inte estlng plc8ymphony Hall last night, was
"Spanish Cities." First, however, the

Boston have borne that
In
name, and where they were? I think
there have been five altogether, of
which the Talk of the Town mention

I

|

.

the

caption "Talk of the Town" mention Is
made of the old Tremont Theatre on the
site of the present Tremont Temple
Can you_tell your readers how many

The

J

Robert.

LIVDAV.

Tremont and National
As the World Wags:
In The Hsrald of Monday, under

Shows Interesting Pictures

I

brother,

Boston.

Pyrenees, concerning which Talne and
Hllalre Belloc have written delightfully.
The first Spanish city described was
Barcelona, city of business, strikes, po(Mr.
Holmes likened
litical
unrest.
Having viewed
Catalonia to Ireland.)
the streets and street life, the audience
was taken to the Balea.lc Isles, assoelated with George Sand, Chopin and
bis Preludes. Here was an unfamiliar
subject.
Returning to Spain, after a
visit to Montserrat. the temple of the
Holy Grail, Madrid, was seen in all Its
aspects,
from Velasquez to royalty.
Then came Segovia, with Its famous
aqueduct; Seville, with Its cathedral,
bull-fights and dances, arid then Grenada, with the Alhambrn and the memory of Boabdll. This wonderful country, after Its long sleep, awakening to
a life that promises to be vigorous; a
land of marked contrasts In scenery
and In arcltecture, was described by
Mr. Holmes with even more than his
_

customary gusto.

The photo-story will be retold this
afternoon. The subject of the last photo-story of the series Is "Venice and
the Italian Lakes" (Friday afternoon.
Feb. 4; Saturday evening, Feb. 5).

|

i

been Interesting Parisians.
At a (Jolschmann concert in Par Is I
Samuel Dushkln, "an excellent Amcrij
can violinist." was applauded. TheEng|
llshman Goossens's "Au bord du tarn'
[was found to lie Insufficiently indi-1
Ivldual. Five movements from the Sw'ssr
rHonegger's "Dlt des Jeux du monde"
(first time In concert) excited bravo-*.
In this music
also howls of derision.
one Is siipposed to recognize Man contending with Woman, Madness, the
,

f

1

:

•

I

'

the Sea. There was plenty
dissonance, but the critic, accustomed to them, made graver objection
to the lack of inventldn and a prevail"'^nto' rfter'lheTr ""opeVhwse
ing monotony.
rued down
Darius Milliaud's fourth string quarThe pleasant Town Gossip of The »
Herald, already referred to, says of the J':, tet, composed In Brazil, 1918, played at
old National Theatre on Portland street
a concert of S. M. I. on Jan 6 In Paris,
showed the composer's effort at simplithat "It was known as the toughest
While the Influence of Defication.
playhouse In Boston." Is It not fair to
bussy and Ravel was evident, there was
this
was
only
in
Its
later
days.)
that
say
the thought of the tropics in the heginwhen the neighborhood about It had bealng of the third movement. Mr. Moncome rather "tough"? In Its earlier
career If I am rightly Informed (for?, teux purposes to bring out a Suite of
Mllbaud this season. At this 'concert
there Is a limit to my personal memory)
four English songs were sung, two by
was one of the leading theatres of
It
Goossens: two Piano Suites (first time*,
the city, and the most fashionable.
Some of our most distinguished Ameri- one by Laurent Ceillier, the other by
Marcelle dc Manziarly— "Trois Atmoscan actors, and even the great Mapheres Slaves."
cready, appeared there from time to
"Fldello," by "a hidalgo named Beettime.
for the first
Besides, "tough" is a relative term.t boven," was announced
#
time at the Zarzuela in Madrid, with
and I am Inclined to think that the perchorus
of 300.
and
a
an
orchestra
of
80
formers at the "old Nalsh" In Its low. ,J
This led Raoul Laparra to remark:
est days would blush If they could visit
" 'Fldello' at the Zarzuela and sung in
some of the "burlesque" shows of toI
not very well see it."
day. At the worst I doubt If they pro-/ Spanish- do

Shadow and

It

|

Hindu musicians, Inayat Khan of Ba-.
roda. and his brothers. Mahabud aiuj
Mushartf. with the vina and voices, havi

'

i

*

of

.

1

;

j

!

I

tor of a motion picture production must
know the ideas that have been used in
plays in the past; that he must be well

informed

on

"literature,

art,

duced

anything

history,

tougher

than

"Ma-

Henri

,

zeppa," or Lucille and Helen Western
In the "Three Fast Men," which one
science, military tactics, engineering,
would hardly be surprised to see nowarchitecture, Interior decorating, and
adays brought out by amateurs at an [j
This
practically every other subject."
entertainment "for the benefit of the 'I
reminds one of the lls^ of things an
church.'
G. F. D., -J
know according to
architect should
Macready first played in Boston at the 1
Vltmwlus, al»o of the qualifications of a
Theatre,
formerly
the
City
Washing- ,|
by
Croat pantomimic dancer catalogued
ton. This was In October, 1S26, and he a
DUC old friend Luclan.
as
Vlrginlus.
appeared
"The
Hon. N
Mr. Griffith Is of tho opinion that
Daniel Webster was* present and on his
Charles Dickens would have made a
was
received
entering
with
cheers."
greal director. What a pity that he was
We know little about Boston, haying jU
not born in duo time and could only £
to this town In 1889 and even a
come
Wrila novels.
now we are hardly acclimated. King's I
"Dictionary of Boston" names the first 1
Here and in Mexico
Thomonit "Theatre (1S27-1S43) the "New
Tremont Theatre,'.' remodelled from
As the World Wags:
the southerly end of
Allston Hall,
Speaking of motes, beams and the
Studio building, Tremont street (1863
odious
building trades In general, an
18fi6)r Then there Is the present Trecomparison occurs to mind.
x
mont. Ed.
Excerpts from' a- Herald editorial, of
j

.

1

—

[Wednesday,

headed

Ha,-,
"Bark

to

Bull

Rabaud's

"Marouf" has been

enthusiastically received at the Costanzi
H's orchestration of BeethIn Rome.
oven's accompaniment of six songs of
Gellert (Colonne concert) was described
early this month as admirably in keep-

;

ing.

500th performance of "Louise" at
the Opera-Comique, Paris, took place
en Jan. 17.
That excellent artist, M. Maguenat.;Who visited Boston with the Chicago
Opera Company, has signed an engage-lf
nent with tho Opera-Comique in Paris J
Julian TIersot, who has also vlsite<lu
Boston, as a folklorist and writer abouta
uslc ' has been ob,lged to lcave
Conservator
Paris
of
the
library
Where he has served since 1S83. Tl
in tl
is
reduction
given
as
cause
umber of those employed.
Next month Bach's great mass wl
be performed at the sacred concerts ofg
Gustavo Bre»|
the Egllse de 1'Etolle.
will conduct. The performance will oi

The

»

the

j

'

|

alid

officials,

Humboldt, who was as witty as he was
'Your majesty forgets
lc.rned. said:
that Beethoven was a rough diamond]
during his lifetime: therefore you" can,
hardly expect that death will have imf

"

proved his manners.'
Frederich Dellus is writing music for
the late James Elroy Flecker's poetic
drama. "Hassan."
Mr. Robin H. Loggeof the London DaW
Telegraph calls 1920 a year of pianists
a> far as London was concerned. There
was abundance of opera, but not rfrOtlr;
progress towards permanenKopera.

"We

be In somewhat grave
danger of opera ceasing to exist save
sporadically,
even more sporadically
We requliy. badly
than ever.
more and ever more operajin our own
tocgue." He .-peaks of tho Americans
1"
'ondon: "The so-called Americaninvasion, which occurred in the sumii. er,
was an important event bf the
year.
wrote my opinion of what
I
America seemed to stand for so far as
reproduction of music Is concerned at

seem always

to

.

work.

two. •

can remember one m the sixties,
I
which was managed by Mrs. Jane Engllsh, and was perhaps the same bulM
Ing as Bumstead Hall, transformed Intr
a theatre temporarily. At any rate
stood about In that location. It was occupled for a while by Morris Brothers'

a mart,

In the music M. Braneour says there
are some arresting episodes, but the music, as a whole, docs not rise above honest mediocrity.
On 'Jan. 9. at a Lamourenx concert in
Paris. "La Nult Cede au Jour." by Bartholin!, a Swiss composer, led M. Lapommerayo to regret that Bartholin! could)
not, contemplating tho splendor of sunrise on the Alpine heights, have written a more original and impressive'

Base 6.
HI*.
Dear Angus: Last night we met a submarine. I wud a had it no different.

SPANISH CITIES
Aim

C't'nlotit d>n tri»tf«sts

t'fl«l"iit Irs aouplrn des aleules,
C'etnlent d"9 lirmei pour les mort».

giving information of military
value to the enemy?
letter as

HOLMES LECTURES ON
I

the "sad ancestors" groan In
Here is Hie last strophe. Mark the richness of the rhymes:
Et dans 1" mnnotr des alrulta

not
It

afternoons
the city ami

the
In

the West end. His- record consists" oi
the volume of music London is now
being "subjected to." as he puts It

I

•

•

symphony concert—and sang

man who

|.

|

•

a

was making a strange, record. He is a
salesman whose business for the first
three months of each year Is in 'London.
The mornings he mostly spends In his

,

.

.

The Damrosrh orchestra;
time.
Heifctz, Hofmann. Werrenrath. ami U
vi sited us and presumbest
,r singers
ably ca ve us of their best. All and sundry, however, convinced me. for whn»
the

(

that is worth, that an amazing efficiency was what was generally aimed
at.
Hc-ifetz fiddled, as it seems no one
else has ever fiddled. Hofmann played
the piano with consummate vlrtuodtv.
the or lustra played as if it ttould always play the same music in precisely
the fame manner year in, year out. and
the singers mostly sang ballads which
gave one but a small idea of their musician-hip—if any. Stay, there was tho
one exception of Werrenrath. whose
diction was. one of the most beautiful
things' I ever heard In song."
Concerning foreign visitors in general
Mr. Legg says: "Record should certainly be made of the return to what apparently is still regarded as a happy hunting-ground of many foreign musicians.
have mentioned the American invasion
I
already. We were visited also by an
Ukrainian choir, by a choir from Norway, by the Bohemian quartet, the
Flonzaley quartet, and by many soloists, and rumor has it that the year
which begins today is to bring In its
train many more of' these foreign artists
whom we -knew before the war. Of
course it ls~inevitable that this should
be so. But we all hope that never will
'here be a return lo the old situation.
For obvious reasons it 'is necessary for
us all and for the good of our musical
souls that we hear the best, be It music
or be it musicians. But we do not want
the foreign mediocrity who is not even
approximately so good a performer as
our own musicians.
If we are to become as chauvinistic as some nations,
then bood-by to progress. But there If
all the difference between chauvinism
and that feeling which causes us. to
think that our own best performers
should be encouraged to the utmost, beOf
cause they deservedly rank high.
course this applies equally well to music
as to musicians. Bui i am not sure that
there is lie same danger, if it be a danger, existent in regard to our native
composers as to our native performers.
However, so much In this latter respect
depends upon the native performer hlnj
of herself, and that Is a fact that is far
The worst
too frequently overlooked.
fdrm >it chauvinism is that which insists on the native product qua native
We want the best, and we
product.
have many reasons for believing that
at least some of the best exists here in
our own country'- It ,s that best that
we Will have If we are truo to ourt

selves."

•

>VJ*j

Here is a graphic description of an
audience In London, one that may be
"TUSre was only
r«eeii evtn in- Boston
the usual dr«ary kind of Concert -room.

tho

I

loare
laying

lin

with Gl
on Fcl
has hoe

fort

.

s.

'

;

In

the teachers ure conferring:

Gower street tho pupils are somewhere
else. They are join? to Christmas pantommies or turning on tho new gramo-

;

I

j
i
||

Eone during dessert -delightful occuthemselves, and nothing
pations
in
the enthusiasm of the. teacher?
llKht than their willingstronger
in a

^Hm
MM to

,

jj

W, '..in- less noble.
Of their w.. r K.
iter* to a Christmas pantomime ok tho
first night of the conference; an excellent show tnot ut Co\ent Uarden. the
holds too many painful associations for the musical critic), one In
which gorgeous scenes and pretty
dances, lovely ladles In surpassingly
lovely dresses, the most ingratiating
comic men. and a profusion of Ingenious

')

\

I

and

all

in

hand.— London Times,

Richard Strauss has
It Is
nearly completed an opera based on a
story by Sudenmann. with the action in
ISO. It Is also said that this opera rep-

I

is

j

J

ago. after
(one each

supplying

six

new!
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t

•
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never read anything so heartai;d
well translated by Alma Stretteil thai an English breaking in this respect, or which it is
composer might easily j--- them as thev so simple to critici.se. What, for exstand— but for one thing: is it possible ample, is the special vrtue of a week's.
festival? What is the use of the local
;o set a sonnet at all" c i_"i<)r Coppola
dan was to provide a dn.h ''ackgrouud and very ancient Norwich Philharmonic
S'jiety,
now united with Uie Norwich
n the accompaniment a--ams-. which the'
Choral Society, or of any local effort?
.•olee was projected in recitativo arioso:
but this manner, thougli probably the What is the use of any local talent
of any local Interest In music outside of
best, doe« not amount
o more than aj
one's own home If yet once more the
•"•
festival is to be made In London and
\
would rathhave the words read.
In' merely sent to Norwich for a week.?
jo <>t them he mad
speemc musical H ow does that kind of thing help
the
gan le Joghe hud a care- ca use of music in or outside
Norwich'
' on of ke >' s to ht ing out what
-London Daily Telegraph',
th. sky. above and in the
The music critic of (he London Tim
»w and what the human be
attending a New Year's concert voiced
between them make of It all
resolves in a prayer, Ihe prayer
mente" there is a recurrent his good
of Haensel and Crete that comes true
t unlike the "Paris" motive
in a dream:
whose exa/'t intention, if any.
v good tunes, 'easy
fathom, but which in effect have in 1921 plenty of
«d ihe arioso to the. aria. to grasp,' as the program had the
the only two ways in courage to say, 'and, shame! but demet can be set, and nc-ith
licious Bhame! easy to remember.' We
>unt;r. one feels, to the direct
iad one, In fact, at once In Rach's
sea of song. That conclusive- 'Alleluia,' from the 51st Cantata. There
another
in
early to be heard in Martin vas
Rinisky-Korsakov's
Scheherazade. wliich we have seldom
IS >• ;h,v Palar.«iuin Bearers"
much/
so
•r.Joyed
everyone
seamed i.i
CraKton*! "Come you, Mary."
doing his dut>(, especially the viola's,
of both of them one could

CORA GOOCH BROOKS.
Boston.
This is an interesting letter. We heard
the tune to which "Reuben, Reuben,
I've been thinking" is sung, but with
other words, in an English burlesque,
"Kenllworlh,"
performed by
Lydla
Thompson and her company before 1876.

I. think I
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Feed- on her damask cheek; she pined In
thought:
And, with a green and yellow melancholy,
She sat like patience on a monument.
Smiling at grief.
In tho vernacular this passage reads:
Kept she coneeal'd for*er*
Itapturo resplendent.
Did she no single soul confide in
What most she felt.
Oh! 'twas deplorable,
Had she such endurance.

—Robert A. Simon
Evening Post.
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the

New

I
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Yorkl

Xorthcliffe on the Film
The Film Renter and Moving Picturol

News

of

London,

in

its

recent Tradel

Supremacy Number, published" the fol-l
lowing article by Lord Northcliffe:
1 hesitate to contribute to a kinemaB
journal. I have been accused so oftenu
of being a producer of films, a renter, or}:

a shareholder

in film

companies.

In order that my action may not be»
misunderstood, I should like to sajf
definitely, here and now, that I have
never had any sort of financial or otheif.
interest connected with the film work
in this country or abroad.
I am not. therefore, in. nor of. the UlnA
I
stand in the position of
Industry.
looker-on,
watching the evolutionarjB
process of what may or may not be-l

M

como a new world force.
Because of its possible power, the
film Is invested with, responsibilities, thi

i;

I

I

AhinTllet

j

years

j

is

She never told her love.
concealment, like a worm

I

American Hymn, who was a prominent

I

a -pure vernacular version
of a speech from "Twelfth Night." The
English reads:
insjtance,

,

(

I

1

,

f

nor Piero Coppola,

.

!

|

there

-

I

J

alarm,

lated into this 'difficult argot, for we
learn that the count, "goaded by his
passion, -rushes to the steps, but Is arrested by hearing the tones of a lute."
Even so recent a work as "Tosca" is
hard for the student of vernacular. Here
is the beginning of tho celebrated "B
lucevan le stelle," rendered— the word
is correct—Into vernacular:
When tho stars were brightly shining
And faint perfumes the air pervaded,
Creaked the sate of the- garden.
And a footstep its precincts Invaded,
'Twoe here, the fragrant creature.
Perhaps you will say that these -selections have been chosen from especially intricate works of vernacular, but
they are quite representative. And a
little application will enable almost any
one not only to understand the language, but even, to write it. Here, for

j

j

wild

in

bounded;
That horrid beldame they soon ejected,
Who her accursed arts had ventur'd there,
The stage directions also are trans-

l

•>•:

I

movement/
The servants all

'

teacher here at that time. Violin, viola,
works
year—as I could not
piano. and organ, also .studied harmony,
get more than one performance of each
thorough bass
and instrumentation.
In a year), I decided after *Les Hornhis l'athi r's names."
Jou-s piixtuio
- t a«l tin'.: Mr. Cormages' that I would not again bring out "He played the first organ th'at was
I Lond on Tin
any more 'new' works to he so treated—! placed in the Baptist Church in Rantot's subtle use of the pedai i!i Debussy's
and so far (with much loss to myself) l| dolph. Formed an orchestra there, of
'•Engulfed Cathedra'." seemed to make
have kept my word, but it is now time! which die was the leader. We moved to
"severaJ fathoms further from the
to
resurvey this question, for there are j Cambridge in 1856. Formed an orchestra
urface."
there and in connection with the RanAdvica to pianists: "It im at no uaa many composers in a worse plight than
myself, and it is futile to contemplatel dolph orchestra gave a concert in City
being clever with Beethoven or trying in the writing of new scores under present s Hall, Cambridge. He Mas organist of
the First. Baptist Church there for four
any wcy to bring him up to date. If be conditions." — London Daily Telegraph.
years.
In April, 1860. he was chosen
[cannot be taken as he meant himself, it
It is very sad, but none the le^s true
organist
at the First Baptist Church in
leave
him
alone.'
to
lis better
that so many of our hopes of a regen- I
Boston, as successor to the late B. J.
Arthur Rubinstein in London: "When erated musical world after the war are
Father
was organist and ehoir
playing reaches this. standard, there is a being shattered, and shattered with f T/ang.
ilirector there for 13 years.
danger In picking r ut this' o(- that point violence. So many of us did .-hope that
He also played violin and viola in the
cry es- when the world began to settle down
idation, sine* th<
sence 'of its merit is that no one point again we should find something better r leading theatre orchestras at that time.
He has played in the Germania band,
•••If:
the value lies in the !n the nature of a musical festival than
judgment which us* s oacl. resource at the old affair that battened upon ag Baldwin's Cadet band, Cartels band
and others. As I read the article askthe proper moment and for the right reputation made, usually. In the semiing who William Gooch was, I thought
purpose. Mr. Rubinstein possesses one dark ages. But It seems wo were cnIt might be of interest to you and some
resource, however, which is perhaps t'rely wrong. At one old festival city,
of the readers of your column to know
peculiar to him, in a rtazziingly light at least, the inhabitants are to stand,
a little about him. Father was of a
•staccato, which keeps things together as to their festival, in statu quo. That
very retiring and quiet disposition, and
and yet holds them apart, as a field or city is Norwich. Quite recently the
often laughed about this little song
seme combirits and yet distinguishes general committee of the festival met
when we would speak of it to him, sayth* charges on a t.-oaz of arms.
and ultimately decided the point. So,
is
ing he thought it was rather an "impo/•forth "rtentioning becausi he does not once they begin again, the festivals,
sition" than a composition. I am very,
which had long ceased to interest the
A Tecltal by Mr. Bt rti am Binyon at wider public, are to be. continued on the glad to be 'able to give you this inforlines
same
old
as
before.
the Aeolian Hal! on Mo?:.!..;-,
n r.
I
wish
I had
in
l mation, as people have written in and
called me up about it. He died at the
traduced us to some sonnets by D'An- space here to go thoroughly Into the
age of S2, Jan. 24, 1913.
•nnnzio set by, and accompanied by. Sig- matter as reported in tho local press.

composer, whose patronymic

.

j

lesents 6traruss's "reaction to the war
and all that the war has entailed,"
which admits of various interpretations.
"It is not generally known, I think,
that Donizetti was almost a Scotsman.
His father, Donald Isett, a native of
Perth, went as body servant to. Italy
with Ills master, and there he settled
down, married, and became the lather

E

child's features in peace reposingll
Horrors and fear selz'd upon the child's!
attendant;
With her wild cries the mansion then
resounded:
\
I
And, 6wlftly as /words can describe rapid I

&

i

-

On that

;

that

said

1

,

are not music, and in London at any
rato there is now practically nothing
(always excepting "The Beggar's Opera.'" which parents nnv net -p-u-ove of
for other reasons'* in which pastime and

me'odv go hand

[

l

,

'

—

j

the

i

!

Then there's "La Travlata."
You
on't have to explore far into the ver- I
nacular version of this opera to find a I
particularly idiomatic specimen of thel
new language:
There stood the gypsy hag, wlther'd and I
swarthy!
Clad in habiliments her race disclosing!
I
Flx'd were those dark eyes, with fury I
gleaming-,
J
w

l

1hing itsell. not a tune to he whistled
afterward. And that is the problem of
'musical educations The moments of
greatest joy to the youthful mind contlnue to be associated with sounds -which
I

tyro.

I

j

'"-oii.'S'.ra

)

may be

I

;

'

.

I

j

'

I

I

that some student who hag
progressed beyond the second prime
of vernacular may he able to translate'!
this ditty into Knglish without the use
of a trot, but it's rather tricky, for a

,

mingled harmoniously.
But there -vrae „not a phrase of music
'ess an expb r'- -<f
ijrftho ie
IKremely gxi cle.l version of scraps from
I Grieg's) "Poor Gynt" could be held to be

I

j

ln>

lo me, .degraded
I've kypt, tho' fndeii;

walls,

the truth. Carmen, am conilldliiK.
loved odor I did Inhale
wildly called thee without avail.

It

•

were

'i

J

I

Eu»

.

had

It's

And

I

I

.

.

which

solp.

Its

'one vast, bloomlpg, buzzIng confusion.'
The same difficulty is!
not felt with a choir, perhaps because
it occupies a vastly larger area, and thsf
distance for the echo to travel it is
said id creep along the walls— is felalively less.
At any rate, one remedy
for an orchestra would seem to be to4
play iiavel. who never makes a noise,
and not 'Tchaikovsky, who generally!
does."

spired the painter-. The trio writing was
no more than ordinarily effective."
J
With reference to the performance; of
British works,
Mr. JoseT Holbrooke
». writes:
'"To any imperial mind the constant
']
demand for. and the constant pro<]iiolion of. so-called
'new works." with
The Daughter qi William Gooch
their 'first performance' fetish, Is
the
ruin of our native music, u | s a
Writes About "Reuben, Reuben"
disease
It Which
nas been fostered now for Over
To the Editor of The Boston HeraW:
II 2C years by our busiest conductors,
and
My attention has been called to the
the reason, I am sorry to s»y, is that
hej
who produces the ou st 'novelties' getsL controversy about the composer of the
the most
lllOSt 'press.'OreSS.'
Vef *hrioH
Yet,
the dcrmrol
demand is
Bold song called, "Reuben and Rachel.''
not nn artistic one. It does not seem tot' ,
any one looking on, like myself, that T I should like to inform your readers
many of the produclon have benefited that my father, William Gooccn, was the
our musicians, or been liked by our
original composer. It is not an English
public.
Many of the works thus per- song as he was born In Randolph,
formed were not worth producing If one
Mass., April 17, 1830., and it is purely an
or two performances is the highest comAmerican song. It was written in 1877
pliment a conductor could pay them.
Co.
and published by White, Smith
The conductor in these cases invariably
Mr. C. A. White went to him one day
(and rightly) apologizes to the composer
with the words and asked him if he
Tor insufficient
rehearsal' (before he
could write a melody for them. Afte«
starts!), and the public are mystified by
he
went to bed thut night he said this
a work possessing any depth, for it
little theme came to him and he got up
takes much familiarity to give "a. fine
and wrote it. In the morning he .carreading of a modern score. Then why
Mr. White, who gave him the
produce IS or 2S novelties in a season?' ried it to
munificent sum of $5. They published it
Why not perform three or fouj- native and
it was copyrighted by them in 1878.
works repeatedly until they are known?
They have sold hundreds of thousands
It is true some judgment* is necessary
of
copies
In the past -10 yeai-3 for which
on the part of a conductor to find the.
he,
my ; lather, never received any
best three or four works, and this may
royalty.
account for much of the trouble.
If
He wrote several songs and piano
such a plethora of new works is written
pices
at that time. He did all the ar
and cries out lor performance, there are
ranging of the quartets, trios and duets
channels for this unhealthy activity— at
for male and female voices, and piano
the various music schools and in propieces for C, A. White of White, Smith
vlncial centres; but our few fine orches& Co. for 16 years. In 1851 he studied
tras should not bring our music into
with Joseph Kelier. composer of the
contempt by performing them. Some 10

.-.

the paraphernalia wi'lnn'

One had nothing which

tenor

you gave

prison

ho'

1

|

born babe,

popular

wuiicroa quite, the lender bloom
Doth yet retain its swei-t perfume.
Xltrht anil day. In darkness abiding,

d'armndc' But when trumpets and
drums begin to say what they really)
mean, the whole placeV Is what this
world is said to appear to the new-

i

forego the pantomime and the
.W.-ort f«>r
t'-.
t•rtamophen, u.t.l
the sak< of conferring on the progress

.

to.

1 suggested the feelings
I

jj

;

Foulds's "Music Pictures": Mr.
takes mental impressions of
P«fntini,\s and then sets (hem down fn
m "slcal terms: h. lakes, we think, too
simple, objective a view.
His UlustraHons afTect tht- hearer in n decidedly
ohvlops way. for that is all really tint
the certain appositeness of the 'music

amounted

Mu

I

Mm

11.

a

Ihnvt-r

rills

appear

Foulds

Douslas Hour*.

Tl-

ettTie

retty piece of musk-, and probably
ould affect you as much as "Moth/
UU'hliu" If you kneiv wlyit It was a
bout. Well, hero Is the vernacular vei

loud and soft ones very soft. On the
lace of It. then, the Albei t Hall would
to be the very place to play
TchaJkovKlty In.
things work out
c'lfferently In practice.
The quiet passaged have. Indeed, a heavenby beauty;
a clarinet solo is then a horn of ellland
faintly blowing, and the
violins
are
Ua lderonneUe's 'faitea d'une coquille

for

W terous."

p»tru vlll p'.ay
ten.!". *"»>.
>s Mid modem

«

nng,"
it is the. -strength and the weakness
of Tchaikovsky to depend for its effect
largely on dynamic contrasts; ft is also
tho strength and the weakness of the
Albert Hall to rrtiikc loud sounds very

(

it:

v

mrselves no
not have
Hons if Mr.
rs mo slmpl>

Id

W

I^uli
-i

shot

—London Times.
Rutland Houghton's "'Celtic Prelude"
piano trio:
He "reproduces very
^faithfully the Celtic atmosphere in- his
thematic material, which may possibly
4' be
founded on some original folkB melody, ami the treatment is very dex-

Classic
I

left

I

|

her

t

"stiff
l.onfloo.

In

[this

•music.

r

!

i,

"•stunts"

henrn Hn$ahT

i\

"Le Prophete.'* Probabl
nur phonograph record Index lists a
ria commonly known us the "Flowe
Tristan"* or

sly

W*' have
that we

^HHto

frequent

mot-,-

•'

'

170

Opera

•

•'

and the

oboe, and
puzzling]
difficult to know

has

that

what h

is

this

But.

j
>

I

required to
"ver-

j

lingo,

Of course there are passages which 1
can decipher without a glossary. The!
"official"
version
,,r
"Tristan
und
Isolde" contains! a hit of vernacular
which should be feimple even for the he- W

1}

—

'

M

^^t^.^

-ay^^'ir;

'

|

r

1

the operagoer no longer

know German.

j

I

'

j ginner.

Why

U

I
in

heJI

must

r

bid,.

I

.

Without h/be of heaven?
Similarly.
Similarly
'»L
'tLd [Prophete" contains at
section tthat Is toy to the novice:
Far from rlieeo \ shores, io lily Harlem

Two

eastlo.

captives.
..let

is

1

«t

tun

|H

xhibited.

K

seems to me to bo precious little
Improvement over the original Italian,
French or German.
admii that. don
understand much Italian or French, and
I

f

Criticism provides a healthy stimulus
to film production. The critic who seeks
to correct inaccuracies and vulgarity is
better friend to the film Industry than Fj
Praise
e Who would slur thorn over.
hat is undeserved is a hindrance, notl
help.
In film production, as in that H
of newspapers, there is only one way B

lar"

'

°-

K'ing

t

•

which are accuracy and good

M

For .some lime
have been puzzling
over the expression, "opera in the vernacular." The idea, I take it, is opera
in some tongue other than the original,
but the language known as "vernacu-

'

of

about which producers evidently lack
knowledge. Films in bad taste aFe still

Vernacular

in

first

taste. An incorrect film is as mischievous in its effect as inaccurate news. I JH
have seen, and still see occasionally, |H
films which are inaccurate- In details

pading, iwo captives.

"Carmen," an

t

towards success, and that Is unceasing
vigilance in the pursuit of accuracy in
•
every phase.
Only the best rs entitled io survive;
only the lie?', ran and will survive. Pub-

9
LS

]

is never stagnant; It improves
J|
or declines according to the quality of jj
the mentality of a people, which in' turn
depends upon those who can best cxpress progressive thought.
The film is capable of creating sim*
tiltaneousiv in the minds of millions of W
Impressions which
all civilized peoples
but im- |I
arc subtle and subconscious,
printed upon the mind as clearly as a I
C
picture is upon a negative.
position of at
It has emerged from the
atthe
In
utility.
novelty into one of
lie "taste

B

traclive

L-.u-h

o''

entertainment

it

be-

but
comes nn\ durational force of subtle

Alley''

li*h producers arc steadily recovering
phi* ground lost through the war, and
lam now producing, on "Uie whole, more
and better pictures than those of a year
the British nations forming
empire, the British film ran and
Mould form a link of knowledge between
BflM unrl, country, between the Bnghlsh-apeaking peoples of the world and
ourselves. ; ,- he best agent of peace is a

join

real
rfllm

language, and can spread
even among those who can
read nor write.
The knowledge must therefore
curate, no matter whether it Is
form of drama, comedy, travel,
v.

•!•«:<

I

I

ltnowl-

(from

be acin the
'indus-

and

ralo hen;

Heart

Epileptic.

I

tli

Yard

in

;

season

01

will

be B ln

the

Palac.

T«i

'

Has a

When
He

P.

are

far safer guess than the onee
possess information of nation-wide
range.
the sailorman wise takes a look
at the ckles and a squint at the
glass and the vane,

MME. MATZENAUER
UNABLE TO APPEAR

p
.

to observe with a mode*!
reserve that along about eb-b It will
rain.

Mme. Matzenauer was prevented
;^

by

illness from appearing in the
Steinert concert in the Opera House
yesterday afternoon, put the ticket
holders were not deprived of their
concert, because Alfred Cortot, the

ijr

ja

ble-A. B.

man with rheumatics Indulge In J,
dramatics whenever his nerves give K*
a twinge.
Let the party whose corns have the vigor f
Let the

of thorns free his

M.

force

Wrmun.

bin

to

mind when they

French pianist, played as scheduled,
and Jacques Thibaud, the well known
French violinist, filled the vacant
half of the program. The hearty and
prolonged applause throughout the
concert seemed to indicate no lack of

rs

cringe.

I

Let the sallorman gay in his nautical wav
hoist his slacks as he studies the

I

And

I

can deny.
So we ought to d»mnnd that our glorious
land chango its notions of meteorol-

skv,
their blcaded predictions will never
be Actions. a statement that none

—

y
'

f,<

pleasure.

ogy.

THOMPSON

Do away with routine of red tape and
machine and exhibit some faith in

Both these artists regard their Inst'ru- \
something more than a means

\m

inent as

psychology.
Let ea' h present official he deemed superficial.
Install the redoubtable three. JJ
Choosing one with rheumatics, another m,
with corns, and a third who has
followed the sea
QUINCT KILBT.
Rrookilno.

display technical proficiency.
They
to think of It as a means to impart subtle and fine emotion, perfectly
understood in the musical score, perfectly realized in the Instrument. Thus
the audience is net allowed to sit unmoved by an icy performance; rather it
is stirred by a music so spontaneous, so
warm, so alive that not to enjoy Is to
argue lack of. appreciative powers.
to

—

Clean Technic and Expressive Inter-

seem

pretations
Miss Edith Thompson at her recital
vesterday afternoon In iordan Hall
Filmed "Breaks"
p)»>ed theso pieces: Beethoven, Sonata
The English still find amusement In
Palmgren. the Isle of
--p. St, No. S:
\nS
Khadows andT BirtTsonei Debussy. Soiree -j American film plays portraying life
Ravel. Jeux d'Eau; 1 Grout Hrltaln. Take for example a hunt
dans Grenade:
on
are
Scotland.
the
party
Some
|of
minor;
In
'hopln, Possnalse op. 44 F sharp
unmounted, carry'
o._» Without
withn.ii Words:
Wnrda: Saint
Saint- 1 horseback
some,
Moret, Song
"When;
Saens. Caprice on Avis from "Aleeste," pins; there Is a pack of hounds.
blows hts
the
huntsman
the hunt begins
and Study In the form of a waltz.
unand a
flres
hts
gun.
any
sportsman
without
horn,
a
rjrogram
An agreeable
The
familiar pieces that would startle or fox hound retrieves the grouse."
recitals.
of
British policemen are misrepresented.
frequenter
the
perplex
here
unknown
have
heavy
they
"mid-channel"
wholly
In
Palmgren Is not
Perhaps some day his piano concerts truncheons hanging from their belts; In
concert "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." The oldwill be played at a Symphony
by an adventurous pianist. Has anyone time policemen sport modern bull's
"Perhaps the beit mistake 5
ever heard the symphonic poem "Flo-f lanterns.
den." by this estimable Finn? Moret Is of all is that In which St. Thomas's
an
Is
He
name.
familiar
hospital with Westminster bridge In the
a still less
Alsaclan by birth, who took a first prize background Is shown as the lyondon
Conhome of the family." Tho London }
for violin playing at the Paris
He has written at Times also speaks of "The Clan" In ?
servatory In 1885.
The latter. "Loren- which a man with heavy whlskerage
least two operas.
zaccio." based on Mussel's tragedy ln| r|(]e9 ov<?r t i, e veld, pursued by Zulus:
which Sarah Bernhardt has played the t 1ho em of the nard r de ne , s clea „
part of the revengeful hero, was brought! havcn
J

.

I

I

.

Power Flows from Fingers

;

Mr. Cortot impresses one with the
great delicacy and fineness of his playing.
Every nuance is exquisitely done.
Precision, color are added.
Then one
becomes aware that not fineness alone,
but also power flow from his finsers.
The power speaks with all the mot e I
eloquence because U is never forced.
So the six Etudes of Chopin, which
constituted one group of the program,]
sang themselves with such a trans-;
parent delicacy of weaving that thoy
wore like the whirling of snow in the
Brilliancy matched delicacy In
wind.
the cleanest-cut announcement of melodies. in the precision of octaves and
arpeggios. Now and then the curtains
were quickly rent apart to reveal the J
turbulence behind in a powerful sweep,
of
passionals music.
The familiar?
Etude in G flat major was repeated in )
response to vigorous applause.
Mr. Thibaud. though he played sever- I
al
selections with muted strings, and f
greatly pleased his audience with them. 1
yet impressed one primarily with the f
large and passionate utterance of his'
message. His tone was beautifully resonant and filling for the hall, always
[
quickly responsive, broad or incislvo as (
need arose, and always surcharged with a
fire and vlgofT
The "Slavonic Dance."}
by 1>\ orak-Kreisler, commanded espeekil favor.
It might have been played, t
so far ns the effacl went, by Mr. Krels-

i

|

I

1

will'
all

bin laliorn
'•>

N6vikoff was first a
doing dreadful thitiBs
discovered gold, and

M*

n-igubur*.
ferocious pirate,
with a dirk. He

iheii

became

i

by assuming a top hat and
un umbrella. Mine. Karsavlna danced
lumplnc Joan. The two were also seen
In "The Two Blackbirds" and a story of
the Queen and Knave of Hearts.
spectalil*

not generally known that the
is
It
part of the private in Bernard Shaw's

V. C. C," was specially

written by Mr. Shaw for Arthur Sin
On. being offered the part for the
clatr
Forthcoming performance of the piece
by the Incorporated Stage Society, Mr.
Sinclair expressed his willingness to
undertake it if Mr. Shaw eo'ald find a
man twice his (Mr. Sinclair's) size to
play the senior officer. Roy Byford was
Immediately requisitioned.— The Stage.
•

William ilollos and Agnes Blane have
contracted to dramatize Dorothea t'onyers's novel. "Tw o Impost, rs snd a
Tinker," a story of Irish life tn the

OF THE WEEK
y

null.
recital,

p. M.
Jmv;
Mae sMOtaJ no»t v.
Marg»r»r

;i:3n

onae. :t:i» P. M.

M'
•;••>. <>t "'"I
n<Mul«
pinnisi
s..,. Kpeciai oeota,
St. JBotolpb street. »i*0
I,
Orchestra of lies ton. Sao
'

I

,

>

!

I

,

,

|

.

out at the Opera-Comlque In Paris last'T'
May with Vannl Marcoux In the lead-T
Tnninurs
loujours Perdrir
i eranx
Moret was then praised by
inz oart
Speaking of codfish, as you were doraoiil I aparra for uniting theatrical.
house, ing. reminds me vividly of the pleasure
not concert, music for the opera
watching the two htyidred
Miss Thompson has played In Boston! i got from
to
many, pounds of my Aunt Susan shake as
pleasure
manv times and given
eufthe
story of her round of visits
always
told
technic
she
clean
She has a
lntsrprets, among her relations in Uie mid-Vermont
llcient for the music that she
gained
has
country.
At Uncle Abdlel's.
she
farming
and during the years
her Interpret*- s h a had codfish; next day she moved
In the expressiveness of
across tho road to Uncle Ira's and had
on3
~
codfish for dinner; her next stop was
Uncle Jacob Eaton's, where creamed
L /
codfish was again the company dish;
when she met It again at her Bister's
house on Holllster hill. It seemed to herl
jaded palate that the limit had been
"play"; "Mr. Belasco's latest offering",
reached; and when she stepped from
at
her
Grandmother
phaeton
the
"Mr. Woods's new offering."
Coburn's In Flalnfield, she heard that
But what Is an offering; "The prehospitable old lady turn to her youngest
senting of something to Uod (or to a
son and say, "Now, Lamed, you go
deity or object of worship) as an act
down to the store and get a codfish."
of
worship or devotion;
That was the codfish In the rural New
sacrifice;
oblation."
So a manager might reaEngland of the severities.
son.
B. H. K.
Boston.
The theatre manager's deity, or object of worship In the audience.
He
Josh, Not Artemus
sacrifices to It; often the author who
4
As the World Wags:
might cry out that the manager has
Is Mr. Chesterton right In attributing
put on the public altar a burnt offering.
to Artemus Ward the sentiment, or the
A later meaning of the word "offersaying, that It Is Just as well not to
ing" Is "a present or gift."
Surely
know so much as to know a lot that
this meaning is not to be considered
Through 40 years I have
Isn't true?
seriously in these days of extraordincarried this in my memory as a bit of
ary prices at theatres.
wisdom from Josh Billings, who, though
We sympathize with Mr. Graves. A not so riotously comic as A. Ward, was
play Is a play. What If Hamlet were
perhaps more pithy. It would be hard,
to bawl out: "The offering's the thing,
think, to quote from Artemus anyI
wherein I'll catch the conscience of
thing quite so well worth quoting as the
the King."
following from Josh Billings:
"Thrice is he arm'd that hath his quar-

.

|

,

t l

,

>

be respected

,

.

i

,

I

ler himself.

Program Essentially Lifrht
the program was essentially

Though

of the lighter kind

rel Just.

would
Just to start the ball rolling,
like information as to which direction
vine
climb.
Local
starts to
aua bean
thority has it that it always starts to
nd ii hop vine to the left. I

But four times he that gets
in fust."

1

his
'

blow
H.

Cambridge.
,

"Artemus the Delicious," as Charles
rteade characterized our great humorist.
would not exchange Artemus Ward
a wilderness of Josh Billingses.— Ed.

We
•

1

of music,

and per- !
haps one would have welcomed a sec- I
Hon that was given to the more robust
and perhaps less decorative, the whole I
Often the music i
pleased throughout.
was so delightful that one forgot the^
htdeousness of the music-hall Sjreneryi
against which the two artists, had toji
The accompaniments for Mr. |
play.
Thibaud. as played by'Mr. Charles Hait.P
were always pleasing and Intelligently
i

done.

The progtam

of

the

concert was as

follows;

Cesar Franckl
In A major
Mr. Thlbuud and Mr. Cortot.
Mozart. Salnt-SaensB
Minute Caprice
Rode. Thlbaudl
Andunte

Sonata

'

Concerning Bean Vines
As the World Wags:

j

proceeds

Those philosopners sagp who Inhabit this
page with my theor/ ought to agree.
Such fls Herkimer Johnson, the bold l>r.
Crockett, and t'-narles Edward dou-

t

'

j-

|

I,

v,

feel

who

J

I'',

t

conditions

that

1

matinee than In
may be that
it
whole da > to hiniM
has
the matinee has vanned him up. oi
attuned him to his surroundings, but in
farce
or
a
comedy
musical
the case of a
to go with a
1 have always known it
bigger bang after a matinee than otherStage.
wise.— The
Nursery rhyme, took ballet form a'
the London Coliseum and were danced
tie
y Mine. Karsa\ina and Novikolt'
The music
first week of this month.
as
appeared
Novikoff
was by Schubert
ho Pirate who in Stevenson's verse

label

warns from the

change

to

<

..

And

your seco-id-

j

onicle.

from

to

i

does when he has the

"Helirt,

shift

|

"nd that with all
It 1b astonishing I"
of a mat
Lhi wank, worry and ratlsue
anil "no
inee with its hurried dinner
Invariably
aetor
the
time for a smoke,"
wnrkH better in the evening after

••iVl'

.1

Lorn'liie.

identify

jjj">

may

best pants.
tlio fellow who
of his corns
likely

GIVES PIANO RECITAL

'

every great cont. mporary actor,
downward (if one
Sir Henry Irvine
dram
may so put it), and with every talking
worth
it 1st within recollection
nearly
at
appeared
about And Bhe has
every large West end theatre-London
'In

MISS EDITH

l'""r

from

1

And

Is

'

;i

ery

lally

My

B

Hall.

from (of all places) the
Plaza.
Boston.
We do not
oursclf with
the senfiment;
nor is the author's name attached.
The furnace fire is out,
Somebody has to make It.
In bed hear Father shout
"The furnace fire is out!
How come, ain't Ma about?"
Unmoved be hears her shake it.
The furnace fire Is out
Somebody has to make It
tressing triolet

Copley

M

wet you

.

by

glvejjK.

of rheumatlcal j
pains knows the weather some time
in advance.
he offers to bet 'twill be windy and

When

1

le

man

,

:

<lan

one

followed the sea.

London.

v
U n, of Mrs. Cyril M
afier an
Winifred Emecy) to the stage, will be
it.
from
long
absence far too
excellent
an event tomorrow night. So the one
. niayer as Miss Emery Is Just
like
dramatist
great
to do honor to a
Maeterlinck and a subtle play forme,
this
lor
Betrothal."
••The
this "most
"mi, en of the Haymnrket,"
day," is in
nerfect I/ulv Teazle of our
fame
histrionic
the f>Uirth generation of
Brent
-her father grandfather and dlstln•smndfather have each heen a
Miss EmKitlsbed leader of the stage.
has herself been Identified with

l

itie

l

—

A Seasonable Triolet
(The X. Y. Evening Postl
Some one sends ns the following dis-

sug-'

Any man who complains

Voice,
alls to
i
l.ord l Cry to Tnee, Bejoi
Beetliuven,
Sonata to
linn-;
ill; Chopin.
Kaiitiisla, op. -»'c
s.miI.i"
Pour amngi'ment».
Bat:
;
minor' and' * Ca price ,
Silierzo froni "A Mldsummiam'': Warier, Hide of the Vnl-

'l

Lauder

Harrj'

erestlon,

make a

I

us three.

:

i

question
instead of

this

Choosing one with rheumatics, anotheTjF,
with corns, and a third who has"j£'

i

m

,,.ek s

tearer.

Apropos of

•

It is probable that
Restoration fund.
boys
the corned:, was performed by the
Udall was hendwhere
Of Vfestmlnster,
:>:>*).
aster from K>5" till, his death in \
-d
"He was no mere imitator. II- adapt.
and
riauuis
from
borrowed
types
conditions
Ti renoe to the contemporary
of Tudor ISuul ndtfii
not been
has
who
Carlisle,
Alexandra
If It.
seen on the London stace since
Sarah
for
written
took pan in "Daniel,"
The pla> had alBernhardt. Jan. 15.
Engready been seen at Manchester.

v

correct at lenst twenty-four hours'.^
together.

;

Roister
"Ralph
was performed, beginning Jan.
Abbot's Dining Hall in Dean's
of the Westminster Abbey

"Narrow Seas?"
We see him standing, his face flushed
with the pride of smart-Aleckism: "Yes
sir, I can.
The Narrow Seas are the
channels that" separate Great Britain
from the European continent and 'Ireland. The Four Seas are those bounding Great Britain on the four sides."

it

I, lines;

:

s

Udall's

N'lgbt

1

But the wiser ones know w.e are due to
get snow
when the paper says
"warmer and fairer."
While predictions of "fine" are an exeel-t
lent sign we are in for a regular^;

Kinisky-Korsakolf, li"
mauce; Tschaikowsky, Lullaby; Revolutionary
Polk Song arr. by Sbeppard. Mlsa Atwood'-.
songs:
(j.
Fame, Apres un Reve; Cel. Si
moil.. rival
Moret, I.e Nelnrobo d'lndy, lied
Maritime; Dupnrc. L'lnvitatlon du Vojag>
Koael.
ApVtioplje do Berggr; Oessmore
Jtai.y's
Kpitaph; Homer, the House Thai
,Ta< k Built.
KlTieSt Hot -h
I'BIDAY*— Jord
11. A P. M.
Bneh-Busotii. Okora!
recital.

"Pantaloon" will be revived at
.don Coliseum, when Chevalier
his old part of Pantaloon and
arsavlna. thfe Russian dancer,
seen for the' first time as
j;

Ba'li-Kneel.

Arietta:

BachmaniunlT,

Fixed:

myp

weather.

Pastoral

Stradella,

Is-

.Mournful and

Old

per-'

One would therefore expect he would have

Jordau Hall. S P. \S. Concert by Martha
Atwood, soprauo, and Sergei Adatnsky, tenor,
s. :i-- sun- hv Mr. Adaui-.ky: Cienlaul, Caro

the National Hos-

the Paralyzed

"Poeins"i.

daily perceive Inexactness In

latent hostilities.
Scientine machines and all similar means
the ^
predicting
are
his
aids
in

-llnntiiieton Chuniliers Hall, 8:ir>
P. M. Concert by Milo Molse (loldstelt. vlo
Gruppe and
loueelUst.
iwsistetl. by' Hazel
Cyrus UlUtin. pianists. Beethoven. Sonata.
•>p. 69; Bni. ti, Kel .Vldrei: firleg. Sonata. A
minor.
Piano pieces. Liszt, Liebestrauai
Sela:».ert-l.i«/.i. Knkiug; for two, pianos, Chabrier's "Ksi»ana."

£tage Notes

22, in aid of

'vljEoSI

TI'ESDAY

am

•

I

burg;

While earneBt seekers after truth are
questioning the names of the Seven
Seas, will the bright eyed little Augustus stand up and In a clear, bell-like
voice name the "Four Seas" and the

Probabilities.

Such uncalled-for mistakes as that
so-nage makes keep arousing

No. 2, Paradise
fili is
(from.. "Poems"), In the Temple of
Memphis. Ballad, Uanae Xegre. Songs: LilaeTime. Tyrolcse Evensong. IllackblrJ'e Song
Don't Come in Sir Please, Spring Song. An
Inmn's Lute. Pierrot and the Mooa Maldeu.
An Old Song Ended, Jjillapye.

neither

socioloicitl. or political pictures.
It
is
1
equally essential to see that
appropriate
to
[suitable
films
go
To circulate certain United
countries.
States and British films among the
black races is a danger of which I
constantly warned by local European
residents.

i.

.v^r^T'^r

Four and Narrow

Predictions and Fictions
As the World 'Wag's:
Common sensa makes ma grieve when

Hall, S:15 I\ M. Cyril Scott
plays his piano pieces and Ethel Hayd.cn.
soprano, sines his .songs. Piano pieces: Dagohull. Sons from the ISast, Consolation, Firsi.
Ilagatella. Pierrot Piece No. 1. PassacaRlia.
Phiui, Water wagtail. Twilight of the Year

trial,

A Few

Bob

would tun
M. T,

It

Vsiiflian

KdgeV

notice.

Pledge of nations. The
s
commonly said to speak a tini-

lettgc

slug

will

MONDAy- Jordan

int.-rf
in

T

rt'iloa

Williams's "On
double quartet of
with
strings; Iiui Buell will p«y Bach's -piano
concerto In A. Alice MacDowell will be tlie
pianist in "PiieU's Minuet."
Symphony hall, 8:15. P. M. Concert by
Ipolito Luzaro. tenor: Mnie. Wakefield, mezzosoprano, and Mr. Terr, pianist. See "special
uisoii

Weuiock

Anions

j

"Overtr Utpe "

mi,!

ould have Ihoueht
>rds Hie sun.
famworth, N. H.

TVltbes.

Passepled

Ornentierg

|

Mr. Thibaud.
Six

Etudes

.),.'

Chopin

Mr. Cortot.
.Granados. Thibaud
Dvorak, Kretsler
Slavonic Dance
Saint-Sacns
Rondo Capprlcloso
Mr. Thibaud.
Salnt-Saena
Valse
de
'jiL'Etude «n forme
Debussy
engloutie
f j Cathedrals

Spanish Dsnce

'

3

.

Vim a Gordon, Eddie

STRA
^ONCERT

PEO
GIN ES

1

Lute.

Symphony

Orchestra,

season of 20
Hth concert in their
In Convent Sou Hall yesterday afternoon.
The program was as follows:
ft rat

le)

"Oberon":

Orerture

In*

Relneclse.

audi* no- was nf goodly numbers,
the rival attractions of three
Those who
concerts.

rite

Hlmertant
iv,

„ f yn-.;-'

•

•

"•'

!

»•

rjrn proved

-

and

symphony, with

Jfcetique"
trasts,

ifS

I

the ordeal.

;

I

]

I

i

full

JOSEF HOFMANN
LAST RECITAL HER
Program Entirely Music by ChopinPlays with Force and Brilliance
lose/ Hoffmann, pianist, gave his last*
recital here for the season in Symphony:

Hall yesterday afternoon. A large audience was present. His program eonslsted entirely of music by Chopin.
He played the Sonata in B minor,
opus 53. with force, vigor and the manual brilliance and skill of which he Is]
an undoubted master. There were also
gradations in power and time Intended
was
to convey expression, but there
markedly lacking the Infusion of spirit
that Is all Important In the playing ofl
Chopin. This deficiency gradually was'
overcome during progress through the
Minor Walz
IE Major Nocturne, the EMinor
Ballade
I ani' particularly in the F
and Berceuse. But It came back again
strong in the A-flat Major Polonaise,
which closed the formal list of selecIn response to Insistent applause Mr.
Hofmann added several numbers and
these he played with an impression of
feeling and an abandon that were in
marked contrast to a large part of his

[

|

.

in

was

whimsical humor and
tender love story, "Daddy Long Legs"
has been a favorite ever since the story
first appeared in magazine and book
form. Miss AVebster created an appeal-

voice,

loud and soft pasreenthusiastically

jy"-

Bi
I

E

major;
Ballade, F minor; Berceuse; MaA-flat major; fiefcerao. C-charp
Nocturae.

Etud'
utjo

•

A-fiar.

-

j

a fertile year.
.
The shepherd would rather see the wolf
Candlemas day than

ald

enter his fold on
the sun.

answer?
This boy reminds us of the one that
Artemus Ward met near the tomb of
Shakespeare.
" 'And this,' I said, as I stood in the
churchyard at Stratford, oeside a
Tombstone, 'this marks the spot where
Alars!Shakespeare.
iies William W.
and this is the spot where—'
" 'You've got the wrong grave' said a
man a worthy villager 'Shakespeare
old

;

—

" Oh,' I said,

from boyhood under!

i

,

I

Jan.

I

I

|

PLAYS

Miss Frances Anderson as Judy did
In her orphan
full justice to the part.
asylum uniform she was pathetic and!
forlorn ' enough to melt the stoniest-)
hearted audience. In her later scenes,}
as the grown-up Judy, she was at-S
and natural.
Mr. William!
tractive
Daddy Long|.
Shelly S llivan played
with
humor
and
kindness.
Leggs
i

J

soprano, gave a concert of hist
positions last night in Jordan!

Be piano pieces were these:?
Song from the East, Consola-I
"* ga,tella.
Pierrot Piece NoJ
j

conaernned
Sphinx, Waterwagta|i.|
Year 'from "Poemf^rnitient'* A&
'

Porter,

in

who married

she was

46,

of

the

Gough

and he

fc>r.

Johnson when
months
O'Lon-

wa.s only two
did "John

Where

short of
don" learn that she was "handsome"?
Boswell wrote:
"Mr. Garrick described her to me as
26.

very fat. with a. bosom of more than
swelled
with
ordinary protuberance,
cheeks of a florid red. produced by thick
painting and increased by the liberal
use of cordials: flaring and fantastick
in her dress, and affecetd both in her
speech and her general behavior." But
Garrick was given to ridicule. Nor was
he consistent in this Instance, for he
described Elizabeth to Mrs. Thrule as a
"little painted puppet." Mrs. Plozzi saw
her picture at Lichneld and said it was
very pretty. Johnson told her that his
wife's hair was "eminently beautiful,
quite blonde like that of a baby." Oarick knew her when he was a pupil at
Johnson's Academy at Edial, near LichMrs. Desmoulins said that she infield.
dulged herself in country air and nice
living at an unstfitable expense while
her husband was drudging in the smoke
of London, and did not treat him with

was given In Jordan Hall
At wood,
evening by Mme. Martha
Radamsky. tenor.
soprano, and Sergei
these
Incduded
The former's program
un Reve; Perilsongs: G. Faure. Apres
Moret. Le Nehou,
„ Chason a Danser;
Dupare
umbo; Tlndy. Lied Maritime; Aportro
Engel,
Voyage,
L'Invltatlon du
Densmore, Baby s
Berger;
du
Dhe
Yon Star Mr.
Epitaph Foster. Were I
O ordanl
Radamsky's selections were:

1

;

Bacn

Caro mio ben; Stradella.
RachmaniEngel My Heart is Fixed:
Lilacs;
Night is Mournful and
ncTff
TschaiRomance;
Remsky-Korsakoff.
arrangekowsky. Lullaby; Sheppard's Song- by
ment of "Revolutionary Folkduet at tne
a
reauest). The two sang

that "complacency which is the most
engaging quality in a wife."
She was beautiful in face, figure auj

character In Johnson's eyes. Witness
his epitaph for her: "Formosae, cultae,
ingeniosae, oitae." He loved her deeply
(by reHeaven"
of
Keys
end" "The
and gave testimony to this love while
qU
she was his and after she had left him.
beautiful voice
jSS. Atwood has a
They had their squabbles, it Is true.
A
register.
medium
especially In the
Slip was over-tidy perhaps; wo are. so
fine
is mistress of a
she
singer,
skilled
informed by Mrs. Plozzi, who quoted
In
Her enunciation is distinct.
Who knows whether Mrs.
legato.
Densmore's song "Johnson.
her interpretation of
V
Piozzi. did not maliciously deepen the
the in-;
begged
and
words
the
growls. "'A clean floor is so
she missed
but this was, 'doctor's
dulgTnc! of the audience,
comfortable, she Mould say some times
not marring seriously
twitting, till at last I told
•a iffgh? mishap,
of
way
by
e
general
A
the beauty of her
her that I thought we had had talk
Is more effective
Maritime
Lied
D'lndy's
enough about, the floor, we would now
soprano
when it is sung by a dramatic
have a touch at the ceiling." 1 asked
middle,
the
in
tones
Mr Radamsky's
him if lie ever huffed his Wife about
The voice
body.
in
grown
hive
register
'So often,' replied h". 'that
his dinnei
th
ni * ht w
last
the
on
„t" iajs» ah*i called to mo and said, 'Nay
enunciation in English to
Tor
Rus*1 comm Sfled. Wh\n he sang in
Jive language, his Interpreta£rt£>
'

1

i

stage.

by EthyU

'

concert

Arietta.

Club

wife, and here he deeply mourned her
death."
This Is a strange description of Elizabeth Jarvis (or Jervis). The widow

J

last

1

t

I

RADAMSKY HERE
i

was

square, Fleet street— writes: "Here he
(Johnson) lived difficult years -with his
handsome. ,over-tidy and pragmatical

MMratOODAND
A

this

the home
London— 17

describing

30,

Johnson

i

'

me

Elizabeth Johnson
"John O'London" in the New York
Times Book Deview and Magazine of

j

j

boy told

Last

The greater Beethoven was, the
sion.
nearer he should be to them.

j

'a

the boy larfed and put the shlllin
I'd givin him into his left eye in a inglorious manner, and commenced moving backwards towards the street."

Jit'

teachers, among them Pablo
After service in the war as
interpreter of French he made a

j

;

buried inside the church.'

is

|

I

In the Graveyard
London journal says that two wom-

en recently made a pilgrimage to Rottlngdean to see the grave of Rudyardl
Kipling. At the churchyard they asked
a boy to point out the grave. He gavei
them minute directions. "The question!
was the boy a humorist who real-I
is,
Ized the situation, or was he merely an I
ignoramus trying to give an obliging!

Hgzel

long concart tour in this country.

all

will i>e as many frosts in June
as there are fogs in February.
Violent north winds in February her-

/

by

it

March.
There

various
Casaes.

j

By PHILIP HALE

a,

I

Grieg (A minor); Bruch's "Kol Nidrel"
piano pieces: Moszkowskl"s In Autumnj
Liszt's Llebestraum and his am<nge-^
ment of Schubert's Eri King: Chabrier'sj
t
"Espana" for two pianos.
J
Mr. Goldstein, a member of a musical,
family well known in Boston, has stud-j

I

Scott, pianist, assisted

Assisted

I

rains in February, it will bel
the year.
Thunder In February or March, poorl
I
maple sugar year.
When the cat In February lies In thel
sun, she will creep behind the stove in

When

Huntington Chambers Hall. The pro-l
gram Included sonatas for violoncellcj
and
nr-d piano by Beethoven op. «9.

I

on

i-

.

temperate

J

In

)

Fet

9 suffers.

MIIo Motee Goldstein, violoncellist, asby Hazel Gruppe and Cyrus Ullian. pianists, gave a concert last night

{

major, D-flat roar

and Polonaise, A-flat major,

much

ttor. «-»•

sisted

an

in

»«

Gruppe and Cyrus Ullian

I

B minor
Valse, E

February Lore
fine week

always one

Is

When gnats dance t« February, thel
I Irusbandman becomes a beggar.
When it rains in February, all the yearl

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

|

HOFMANN
as follows: Sonata,

There

GOLDSTEIN PLAYS AT

were spent in an orphan asylum, and
whose courageous philosophy helped her
through many a drab day. The scenes
In the orphan asylum, one moment
pathetic, the next, dellciously humorous,
transferred well from book to stage,
and later to screen. The element of
mystery, furnished by the fact that
Judy's benefactor remains unknown to
her until the end of her college days
keeps up one's interest to the end, and
the "happy ending," which we all de-E
mand for Judy, comes when her benefactor and her devoted lover prove to be
one and the same person. Small wonder
that such a story, written with delicateunderstanding of a child's heart and a
young girl's romance, proves perennially
popular, both in book form and on the

j

is

its

ing figure, indeed, in Judy Abbott, the
forlorn little waif whose early years

ceived, especially on one of his onvo:Ce
cores. "La. Donna e Mobile." His
ha virile but also lends itself to songs sentim
ent.
gentle
•f
__

1

The Arlington Players last night produced Jean Webster's popular play,
"Daddy Long Legs," in which Ruth
Chatterton first played the part of Judy
and which Mary Pickford
Abbott,
later played on the screen.
Because of

Mr. Lazaro was the star of the evenalike

'

A

ied the violoncello

before,

all

It

Well she knows you've had your run,
Gingerly she galna the door.
And your llttlo Job Is done.

I ruary.

<7

Violoncellist

your throat,

In

plead — protest!
—petticoat;

reuson
at her

But she's heard

1
ft

W

LongTegs"
Performed with Miss
Anderson as Judy

and songs by Bettinelli. Ring-Hager,
Loguo, from
Ronald, and Massenet:
-Marion"; Spanish songs by Alvarez,
and
the old HeSerrano:
Penclla, and
brew melody "Eli, Eli."
Wakcfir'd sang an aria from
[• yixne.
and Delilah," and songs by
I "Samson
Chadwick, MacDowell and Worrel. Mr.
Terr played » music by Chopin and

He

peculiar

knuckles

his

would

L'lutiClHng

i

m

beautiful
sages.

And
ion

A

An interesting concert took place last
Symphony Hall when Hipolito
rilight
Lazaro. the Spanish tenor, and Mme.
mezzo-soprano,
Wakefield,
Henrietta
san~ and Max Terr, pianist, played.
Mr. Lazaro. who has sung here as a
member of the Metropolitan Opera
Company ..r.<i in concert, chose for his
•elections "I'anidiso" from L'Africaino,

[

,1With his kneebones at your chest

individual
A musician
night he cTiose the sonata of Beethoven
talent; one that has something of hist inscribed "In the Midst of Tears and
own to say, is something well worth iMournlng," with reference to the taking
pathetic]
musician that while he shows,
hearing.
of Vienna by the French; the
as do many of his younger contem- -chant arranged by Bruch, and Grieg's
hasj
a
poraries, the influence of Debussy,
only violoncello sonata. He showed
underworked out his own idiom and given to facile technic and musical
re-|
sonata,
the world music that is rare and beauBeethoven's
After
standing.
of
Nor, after the performance of his
tiful.
called, he played an arrangement
orchestral Passacaglias can one deny
"Traeumerei," in a super-sentimental
him breadth and power and Are, not to manner. He and his associates were
mention high originality in the instru- loidly applauded by a large audience.
a
mentation of his musical thoughts.
At the beginning Mr. Goldstein made
not to
.few remarks, urging his hearers
Clever- be prejudiced against Eeethoven's music
'''Daddy
because he was a great master and
therefore far above their comprehenly

Gives Concert with Mme. Wakefield
and Max Terr

resonant

You shall see her is a friend.
You shall bilk him once and ^wlce;
RBut he'll trap vou In the end,
And he'll stick you tor hisr price.

•

ful lyric gift.

LAZARO, SPANISH TENOR,,
STIRS ENTHUSIASM

fine

«».r

,

the tenant of the room.
the ruffian on the stair.

I

facial Play

attempt to be effective in
way, there were others that
showed indisputably a true and delight-'
of

has a

ll«*s

l any nlTetieT of business
dress. Her danc
and repose, as well as
features of the bill.
ng was one of the Demarest and ColOther acts were
instrumentalists;
ette comedians and
Van
D Pollard, comedy juggler;
Cleve and His Mule.

an

liberate
original

program.

He

Life's u pieco In bloom
Death goes dognlng everywhere;

dhe'H

.

•

tions.

ingr

Madam

abilities
In outlet for the dancing
opportunity as
Miss Chadwick and an eccentric style
her
affect
we ! for her to

not turned into sentimentalism by thej
singer; "Lullabys," famfKar to many In
Song"
"Blackbird's
audience;
the
"Tyrolese Evensong" in which Mr. Scot
combines effectively the folk song spirit
and that of the art-song.
The season has been enriched by the
presence of Mr. Scott. There has beeni
an opportunity of hearing orchestral
compositions, piano pieces and songs of
The
musician.
much-discussed
this
more that is heard, the keener the adsongs
the
miration. If two or three of
of last night were conventional; if two
or three were ineffective from the de-

I

[

Henley:

which

^

was intelligent, not .unduly rhetorical. The songs that made
the deepest impression were "An Old
Song Ended," the pathos of which was

1

*

As a new month begins let us commi|
memory a poem by William Ernesi

to

interpretation

1

apt

bus,

amusing chatter.
the sketch of
"
Another clever act was e Dad.
i t is
it
n
™« Msv Chadwick and her
of

There is more
in sentimental mood.
mystery in the word "Sphinx" itself and
in the thought of the desert's guardian
than In the music to which Mr. Scotti
gave the title.
Miss Hayden sang the songs with re-i
markably clear enunciation. There wad
no need of a book of the words. She
sang simply, unaffectedly even, when th<
music itself was rather sophisticated
Her voice was clear and agreeable; hei

GIVES

|

on tS.

i

beautiful In the exquisite strangeness of
the harmonies and the expression of
world;
this
hardly
of
something
"Waterwagtail," the Passacaglia. and
It was hard to see
"Paradise Birds."
the appropriateness of the title "Consolation": Pierrot In "Piece No. 1" was

and
and

avenue

tcifth

relief:

Kill be the assisting artist, conutlng a performance of MacDowell's
The other
2 Concerto In P minor.
nbera will be: Lalos "Le Rol d'ys"

I

The chief feature of
of a
was a good reproduction
emerged too

the act

"Dagobah," first of all and most
prominently. Music of haunting beauty,

j

BL

*

Edgar Allan Woolfs
and Com-

breesy flippancies.

themselves, contrasts In moods if there
was frequently a repetition of certain
harmonic devices, or a frequent recurrence of tricks in ornamentation. There!
were piano pieces that stood out in bold

Wrought prolonged applause,
ext Sunday Miss Edith Thompson.!

rture Grieg's "Peer Gynt" suite,
prelude from Wagner's Tristan

In

There was an audience

fair size.

characteristic

•

Mr. Scott brought variety by Introducing his songs and a singer; there
was also contrast in the piano pieces,

|

sombre

taxed the resources to the

Vera Gordon,

the concert,

"Lullaby." and Eddie Borden
a musical
pany. In "On Fifth Avenue,"
the bill at
farce, are co-headliners on
This
week.
R F Keith's Theatre this
in

J

brilliant orchestration of the

The

K

|

sr. ts.

not only well
balanced but was perned with a degree of excellence
ch boa is testimony to the steadily
ng technic of the organization. Mr.
lenhauer brought out all the rolUc heaut\ of the "Obervn" overpr

the

Lullabye.

UotfflCK

Grace Nelson Share Honors

few composers that can)'
stand the test of a concert devoted ox-l
cluslvely to their works.
There are
first appearance
misguided
inoxorableJ Is Miss Gordon's
pianists — the
screen sucgranitic Frederick Lamond Is one oi vaudeville since her recent
them—who take a glory In playing cess as the mother ^ "Humoresque^
apart for
nothing but Beethoven's sonatas foi[- Mr. Woolf has again tailored
this in
two or three hours at a stretch. Choplnl her In the spoken play, and In
mother.
comes out of the test trlumphnntlM' stance she Is again the
on the bill
when his music Is played by Vladimir
One of the best performers
brought
de Pachmann. When we were studying! Is Grace Nelson whose singing
American
an
in Berlin over 30 years ago. Benjamin
nv T curtain calls. She Is grace. The
Bllse with his orchestra at the Concert! girl and sings with much
You Call
haus was In the habit of giving a Beef ••Jewish Lament" and "I Hear
last
thoven or a Mozart evening. Brahms oil Ing Me" appealed strongly to
oven Radd. But there were ham sand! night's audience.
farce
e^lle
wlches and hot dishes, wine and beer,
Eddie Borden's act Is, a
He is in his
to fortify the mind and the body for
with incidental mus>c.
and is heard Jn
vein

Emll MolUnhauer. con«iuctor. gave Us

W*fo»r

and The Woon MaldenJ

There are

Excellence of Organization
People's

Pierrot

An Old Song Ended,

Performance Demonstrates Growing
The

Bp|

Negre. The songs were
as follows; LIlac-Tlme, Tyrolose Evensong, Blackbird's Song. Don't Come in
sir Please,
Spring Son*;'. Autumn's)
ISallafl,

^°™™™

«Me

was>

" jTL\

.

which

in

a few minutes you will protest

and quotes Niebuhr as explaining It by
supposing It sroFe from rude drawings
William Baiikes
sold
strangers.
to
thought that the»mass of rock popuunsupported
hanging
larly descrihed as
Iri
the Mosque of Omar at Jerusalem
was confounded by Christians, who
could not have seen either shrine, with
Burton himself
the Prophet's tomb.
never' saw the tomb, in spite of his disHe doubted
guise and his daring.

wered and that peace was among

"
not eatable.'

,

Johnson was certainly not a restfull
person.
He woufd have Irritated any
|New England housewife by hi? sloven!

|

\

Diplomatic
Lady Jersey, lecturing in London on
the Islands of the Pacific, said that the
late Duke of Edinburgh' did not include

Every incoming administration, civic,
state or federal, reminds one of the old
Mexican kings mounting the throne.

the Tongans
were soothed by being told that Queen
Victoria would not send her second son
to so important a place, and dreaded,
moreover, the attractions of the beauIsland

the

They swore that they would make the
sun to shine, the clouds to give I rain,
the rivers to flow, and the earth to
bring forth fruits in abundance.

tiful

on

tour:

his

Tongan women.

By an error In cable transmission,
amount guaranteed Dr. Lasker was

given in our later editions on Friday
as $300,000 (about £82,000). Later infor-j
mation .states that It is J3000 (about'
£820).— London Times.
Lady XMana Duff Cooper is to be
filmed at Haddon Hall in a serle9 ot'
poses as different historic women associated with that famous mansion. "Thi
difficulty about Lady Diana for screen
purposes is understood to be lack ot
Her statuesque beauty
facial mobility.

probably ^miliar to you. There
be one or two that you have
nalssed.
The British soldier is not an
imaginative person and gets on with a
few unprintable- terms. I should be surprised to hear of other terms that were
common. As far as I know, not a single
Italian word found its way Into our
vocabulary from 18 months on the Carso.
A few officers learnt to say "cadornato"
for "degoinmo" and wine was always

may

Blighty, England, a wound that takes
man home. Blotto, drunk. Blister, an

observation balloon.
Brass hat, staff officer.

Bus,

v

conversation.

Chat, talk (as in general routine or-

Mg). C'lii k. to succeed, mako a hit.
Crumby (crummy), verminous (Am.
Cushy, easy. Indulgent.
Degonime, relieved of a command.

ifflcer.

wash, anything done for

Byte

.iked returns.
Feet, the Infantry.

lergcant-nmjor.

For it,
Gadget, mi'

>ored.

effect,

Flag, company
fed
up,
tired.

Fed.

trouble.

in

or machine (to save
rouble In specifying). Gong, a trench
tool

Grouse,

leltnat.

Go West,

grumble.

to

Hairy, a horse.
Wry, the Germans ("Boche." hardly
tsed). Jerks, physical drill. Juice, elecrlc current.
Lance jack, lance corporal.
Iferhant, a man
(generic).
Mufti.
clothes.
poo, dead.

la in

Na
tta-

h-d

Nobody'B

an un-

child,

Number

officer.

up, to have,
for trouble or death.

0 be doomed
O-plp. An observation

post.

Panic. a funs, tn fuss. Padre, chap
Pigeon, ;i job.
Pijaw. a leetore.
Mil.
an army surgeon.
Pip, a, star
bodge of rank
ooe-ptpper.
wo-pipmrf. Pip. squeak, a bleb veloeity gun
T shell. Priceless, inimitable (FT. 1mayable).
Quiff, a little bii or extra smartness
aln.

t

Clothing, drill, etc.
Ru,n to. to r- port a soldier.
Sahib, a gentleman
short arm drill
r.edlcal inspection. Show, a battle, oprgtlon.
Slacks.
trousers.
Square
usher, n military l><-n Juan. Stiff, a
^rpsc. Strafe, jiu ullaek, a. fuss. Su intt
1

ie lead, to malinger.
Tear, to destroy or spoil (as

a

plan).

I'nhealtby, dangerous.
Wallah, a man (genetic). Wangle, to
cqulre (by person.slnn).
Win. to SCulre (by other methods'). Wash-out, to
incel, an Ineffieient.
Windy, afraid or
lerely fussy.
Woolly bear, a 10-lnch

of these

ie

the

)

words were
used

war.

in

use long

dialect

in

for corpse

"Stiff"

la

—or

American,

John Hay's "Mystery of Gllgal":

pUM

py
ty

-n

i.the ntllfn .. u
Hi* door—
I reckon, « cord or more.
.

viphonso Smith's

B

"New Words

t

Has any deep-thlnklng Gerevolved a dictionary of German
from

inner

his

consclous-

It— Ed.

A

Floridian Tribute
Schttmann-Helnk
sang

c

Tampa,

last

The

mustctlc of the Tampa Dally Press paid
icr n tribute which probably did not
eem to her glowing. "It was Sc.hunann-IIelnk as audiences of 10 years
tave known her.
Save for an
at

Fla.

.

.

.

ilmost Imperceptible hesitancy In the
nost supremely dramatic moments the
(flger evidenced no realization that the
akter part of her life was already b«her, and that s>he walking down
Tie hill from v Inch there is no rrlurn-

Vd

nt"

"Her

,'lven

over

'When
vltb

Its

tuo numbers were
becoming acclimated."
beautiful 'Agnus Del'
'Dona pacem' had been

fti-xt

to

Bizet's
closing

who

at St. Louis last

Thursday, was faf uiany years prominent In the muslo^J)fe of Boston. Bom
at Lemberg In l^s^ he Btudled violin,
playing in V'leiug., with Jakob Gruen
and theory and
-(position with Robert
Fuchs and Frank Krenn. He was ore
of the young Viennese musicians brought
to the Boston Symphony Orchestra by
Mr. Gerleke. Playing viola, after the
arrival of Mr. NIklsch as conductor, he
soon sat at the first desk with Mr
Svecenskl. Later, he played solo viola
In orchestral works, as when Strauss's
"Don Quixote" was performed here for
first

He waa

time.

also the viola

Indnfatlgably
musical
worked
for
righteousness In that city, zealous for
superior quality of performance, lntrpduring Judiciously compositions of the
modern and even the ultra-modern

tion

I

morphosli

waa It? The
was that of Amsterdam

famous

one

In

two
by

(1732)

volumes folio with
Plcart and others. A copy

'

of the

P.
I.

W.

coffins and their contents, but
they have failed to mention Mahomet's
particular home-brew In the matter of
coffins. Mr. Charles D. Stewart makes
allusion to It In "6*uck," from which 1
Infer that It hung suspended In midair whether he was inside it or not I
don't know. In fact, I know very little
about Mahomet except that he had
some original Ideas and was particularly considerate of cats. My Ignorance
is vast and my curiosity is likewise.
Newtonvllle.
•
G." S. W. K.
The story was that Mahomet's iron i
tomb was suspended In the air at Mecca
by the action of equal and potent loadstones. Aa Alexander Ross says In his
outrageously
bitter
sketch
the B
of
Prophet in "A View of All Religions In »
the World"— he calls him "a serious
professor of diabolical arts," the "Viceroy of Antichrist or his sworn forerun- "
ner": "This man when he died was pvit
Into an Iron Tomb at Mecca, which by >
the strength of Loadstones, being as it
were in the middle and centre of an I
arched edifice, hangs up to the aston- j
lshment of the beholders, by which '
means the miraculous sanctity of this
Prophet is greatly celebrated." Thus
wrote Alexander Ross, the philosopher,
shirred by Butler In his "Hudlbras." •
Gibbon Insists that the Greeks and
Latins inve'T ed and propagated this
"vulgar and N^llculous story"; arguing
that It cannot be true because the
Prophet was not burled at Mecca; that

of his

photo-story last night In Symphony Hall Visions of Venice and the
Kalian Lakes." a fascinating subject. Indeed. The lakes were first visited. Journeying from Arona, the audience was
shown Lago Maggiore, with the beautlrul Island and the Borromean Archlpelngo; Como, where the lover in Bulwer's
play had In fancy his villa, which he described so glowingly to Paulino; a less
familiar, but to some etlll more Interrsting sheet of water. Lake Garda. Venice was revisited, with its canals, pal'

;

'

j
;

aces; the village life of Torccllo, the luxurious Lido. There were pictures of San
Marco, the Piazza, views of Venice from
tho Campanile since it* restoration. All
in all, a revelation of natural and architectural beauty. The photo-story will be

again this afternoon, when the regular series will end.
"Visions of Venice will be shown again
told

afternoon.

.,.

,

t

I

I

Igram of the play given at the Tremont
Theatre during the week of Sept. 19. 1892,

j

I

with Burt Haverly, Richard Karl, Harry]
Gilford, Bessie Clayton, Patrice and
Laura Biggar In the cast."

j

Hutcheson Plays at I
Jordan Hall with Ease

Jrnest

A_ very high
krlency marked
j

j
I

a week fnom this
he no lecture on

will

-

Gaunt, Arranger

j

'

Hall

There

the preceding Friday night.

kind of technical eflflthe concert of Ernest
Hutcheson In Jordan Hall last evening.

\

Undoubtedly the great

event

of

thel

By PHILIP HALE

Maler, pianist, and Loraine Wyman, soprano, gave a concert of music
for young people yesterday afternoon.
The program was as follows: Piano
pieces; Amanl, Orlentale; Phillpp, Wlla' the Wisp; Scriabln. Prelude;
Godow-

sky,

-Old

Vienna;"

Lane,

the

Crap

Shooter's Dance; Goossens, the

Hurdy
Gurdy Man, a Ghost Story and the Punch"
and Judy Show; Lord Berners, Funeral
March for a Canary; Dennee, the Whirl-

ing Doll
(written
Dett, Juba Dance;

for
Mr. Maier);
Songs; BourgaultL'Angelus;
Tiersot,
ar-!
ranger, Ls Petit Bois d'Amour (child's'
song), Pierre et sa mle (Ballad from
Grenoble);
Brock way,
arranger.
Lei
Cycle du vln; Song of the Vintage, Lord
Lovel (arranged by C. Manley); the

Ducoudray,

(arranged by C. Sharp); Lil'Boy, a modsketch from the South.
There were unfamiliar pieces on (Mr.
Miner's program, especially those by
Goossens, Berners and Lane.
I^ord
Berners Is a daring humoris*.; he ls
said to be to England what Eric Satie
lis to France.
He has written for orchestra three pieces "amazingly effective"— we quote from Mr. Goossens's
article about him— and a Spanish Fantalsle, a parody of conventional musical representations of Spain in whicli
he introduces 70 real tunes. The three
"Little Funeral Marches" (for a Statesman ajCanary and a Rich Aunti

em

embroidery of the four
choral
preof
Bach-Busonl.
ludes
through
the
dramatic enunciation of the enunciation of the first movement of the Beethoven Sonata, opus 111, through the,
thunder of the setting of Wagner's Ride
all
cases Mr.
of the Valkyries In
Hutcheson was master of the require-!
ments.

-

Guy

Frog and the Mouse and Heave Away

Whatever were the demands of the
music, Mr. Hutcheson met them with
apparent ease and command. From the

—

:

Wymah, soprano
and Guy Maier, Pianist,

Loraine

]

'

"..'

Symphony

In

.

|

!

BY BURTON HOLMES

C. of

I

|

Fascinating Journey to Italy's Lakes
Topic of Lecture
Burton Holmes dhose for the subject

jald that

takers,

j

i

"VISIONS OF VENICE"

Boston writes to The Herhe has in his possession "Songs
from Hoyt's 'Trip to Chinatown,' " published by T. B. Harms & Co., 1892. It In(eludes the words and music of "The
Chaperone,"
"The
"The
Bowery,"
"Widow" and "Reuben and Cynthia,"
J"The latter Is In four verses, (words by
iHoyt, music arranged by Percy Gaunt)
land they differ considerably from those'
(lately published In a commounlction
I 'have also a proI from C. M. Holbrook.
I

The other two
much like other arrangements
same compositions. All were vlg-

orously played.
Though the program was formidable,
Mr. Hutoheson met It always with masttry, and often with fine poetic Insight.

In large paper with first Impressions of the pict17S0.
Napoleon
ures brought f.8000 in
needed no translation of Ovid's "Art of
Love," if the later biographers, or
rather gosslpers of alcoves and back
stairs, are trustworthy.
Peignot. by the way, In his "Manuel
du Bibliophile" (1823) has much t\> say
about editions of Ovid, Latin add translations, but does not mention the one
described as Napoleon's copy.

Recently your contributors have had
something to say regarding under-

•

would havt admired.
[seemed

coffin,

Illustrations

j

Mahomet's Coffin
As the World Wags:

tomb at Medina, visited by millions,
on the grond. Sir Richard F. Button

Valkyries," the Scarlatti numbers certainly left behind them the prim qualntness of the composer's time, but they
had a modern charm that perhaps he

of this translation of ,the "Msta-

I

friend.

Is

up for Mahomet's

In B flat by Scarlatti, the Scherzo from
Mendelssohn's "A Midsummer Night's
Dream," and Wagner's "Ride of the

In

of Napoleon's Cooks
Napoleon's copy of Ovid, translated
by the Abbe Antolne Banter, with plates
by Elsen. Gravelot and Boucher, and
with the title page stamped with the
Imperial arms, waa recently put tip at
auction at Newstead Abbey. Which edi-

school; tactful, resolute and brave In
the face of many discouragements. Interested In other arts and In the affairs
of the world, he was an agreeable. companion, expressing himself clearly and
Intelligently; often amusingly, for he
had a keen sense of humor. Devoted to
his
profession, a musician of high
Ideals, he was a good citizen, a loyal

—

All

sometimes

Washington
as If George
peered out from a frame of tatting and
tidies, as If the pprk street steeple were
set off with Elizabethan starched ruffs,
as If, under all the figures, the mighty
Johann Sebastian were discerned In
grim, honest simplicity, a bit bewildered,
but still unshorn of vigor. Those chorals have hard work standing up under
their Busonl ruffles.
Mr. Hutcheson
kept them as dignified, as simple, as
B-usonJ permitted.
Of the four arrangements by himself,
the Burlesca In G minor and the Caprice

In

air.

was

clothing,

One

|,

player of the Adamowskl quartet for
some seasons, and was known to many
as the conductor of the "Pop" concerts.
[After 1907 he was the conductor of the,
1st.
Louis Symphony Orchestra; he.

htsj

of the

He was, indeed, a
the air.
g-g-great man In spite of the eulogies
pronounced on him by Carlyle In his
wildest Carlylesque language, and by Sir
Richard F. Burton.
up

|

the

rmd

In

'

)etined" contains entertaining dell s or war slang words and quotaof the contemporary use, with exInns
iti
magazines, newspapers.
In French the "Dlctlonalre des
(a MHitalres ot de l'Argot Pollu,"
bed by Larousse, Is to be corn-

fating

Zach,

movement

first

forced In enunciation, the song of the
second was always poised In beautiful
^
equilibrium.
But technical efficiency alone was not
the only virtue of the performance. In
the Chopin Fantasia, opus 49, a beauty
of tone, a warmth of touch, with a
power of tender singing of melodies,
The
made the playing highly poetic
same characteristics were in the playing of the Chopin Berceuse in D flat,
which uitered the program as an encore.
Of the two sets of arrangements, the
first, the four Choral Preludes of Bachstill
played,
Busonl, however finely
made one think of a lion in sheep's

made of yron might seeme
But
the aire by nothing.
preuented he was by death before he
could finish his worke, like as K. Ptolomae, also, who ordayned that temple to
be built In the honour of the said
Arsrinoe his sister." Ausonlus declares
that the plan was successfully carried
out.
Note, a sentence In Saint Augustine's "City of God": "If human art can
effect such rare conclusions, that such
as know them not would think them divine effects; (as there was an Iron image
hung In a certain temple, so strangely
that the Ignorant would have verily believed they had seen a work of God's Immediate power, it hung so Just between
two loadstones (whereof one was placed
in the roof of the temple and the other
In the floor), without touching of anySurely this holy
thing at all), etc."
man would not lie. And so there was
at Treves a statue of Mercury hanging

rbatty).

Max

the

PUny, speaking of the load-

hang

to

or the trouble."

Doggo, hidden. Dug up, elderly officer
active duty.
>a
Dud, an Inefficient

strongly virile the first movement, however softly resigned the second, the two
made a work of fine beauty and of enIf the theme of
tire emotlpnal unity.

said prlncesse

.

the different

Into
a perfectly
Incisive statement
.

to make the arched
roofe of the temple of Arslnoe all of
magnet or this loaxUstone, to the end
that within that temple the statue of the

here have found that
titled actresses are not a paying investment. They need management like
prima donnas, and the result in the
end does not repay either the monfi

made

combine

welded whole. The
of the opening theme In no way warred
upon the beautiful organ-like Arietta
with its exquisite variations. However

who began

crates,

not accomplished in the play-

movements

stone, says: "I cannot, chuse but acquaint you with the singular inuentlon
of that great architect and master deuiser of Alexandria In Aegypt, Dlno-

"Producers

aeroplane.

Suspended
the wisdom

consult

us

ancients.

admirably fits classical parts, but, although in ordinary social intercourse
she can command expressions of even
shade, she seems unable to summon
them while acting." In other words
she is a capable actress only In socia

"vino."

a

Let

Is

of sonatas: he

ing

ing that the place is as doubtful as that
of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem.
Great are the myths; we, too, accept
them, as Walt Whitman says In words
to this effect.
(We are lazy and will
not look up the line.) Our correspondent should consult the article, "Mahomet," in the "Historical and Critical
Pierre
ingenlus
Dictionary"
of the
Bayle, especially the notes EE and FF.
We regret to say that Bayle did not
believe In the story.— Ed.

the

are

often

whether Mahpmet— we prefer "Mohammed"—was buried at Medina; suspect-

London Society News
English War Slang
As the World Wags:
r have made out for you this little list
of British war argot Most of the words

program was the Beethoven sona
Mr. Hutcheson succeeded in doing what

.

l

29, IIVIV am! tVhns-ny's DanSe' Prolane ant) f*;iti:w Sucre lor harp and orSin- was the first to pla\
ehestra iPJCt)
Uubussy's phj »<» til a l/itftnne Concert

rails forth all her powers of pt
In a vain effort to win the m.tn inn
loves away from .\ngeln. while Raid

(op.

his family name
i" •••< are not all

I

1

nsarre. fascln.it. -.1 by the latter, spurns
the hitherto faithful Teresa, and thus
loses all, at lea^t temporarily,"

"in Paris, Nov.

.

r

tNe CiTy'Totifc^^PrTTOTn slten will sound
musical' over the water, and tho footlights hove a wonderful way of altering
values,
But we nave not got such a
a
for bun in England at nresent,
and we cnnnoi say that his singing of
the flower song from "Carmen," "La
Donna o Mobile," and Lohengrin's
"Narration" made one long for Its re-

I

6,

1904,

when the

.-

chro-

matin harp appeared for the first time
Cleveland Orchestra
of them, "PoUon the 8ta»e of the Chatelct.
She plaved this harp at the Tonkuenstln the psychology
Cleveland Orchestra, which will
The
his
of
lerveisammlung at Frankfort, In 1904,
It la said
soncs that onel play hero for the first time next Thursand also at Cologne, that year.
unqualified failure day night. Is supported liberally by the
There was a chromatic harp in the
17th and isth centuries, an Instrument
and great succesa city. Several large Industrial concerns
of r.2 strings of gut arranged In two
enlists of the more
have booked concerts exclusively for
the sixth string
The first. "Pu blst their work people.
appropriation j-ows, ^bea-lnning with
An
the
by
inspired
and Including the 68th. The succession
orchestra from
ad- has been made for the
diatonic up to
were
was
hand
the
left
verses
ve
for
that Heine's
the Cleveland Community "Chest," a
not a maiden,
the 2»th string and Including it; the
which gives recid i„ a white pig.
Intermediate
the
aentlmentallsm philanthropic union
right hand* touched
institutions
those
to
ognition
only
senii-tonea up to the 30th stringy Inwith a pig's grunts.
people, by the people,
which
the
are
of
clusive. .-..Beginning with the 31st the
I!
amharlna the eulogies heaped on and for the people. The concerts of
Wersuccession Was diatonic for the right,
him we were disappointed In Lord the this orchestra In Chicago and Pittshand, with the intermediate semi-tones
«nd found
ner's Funeral March
burgh have been warmly praised as,
Imaginative,
the left. The total height of the
pieces of rontons more
showing the ability of the players and! for
i,
"Oriental,-"
harp was about 6 feet. There was also
mam's
A
conductor.
the
skill
the
of
more
an Italian harp of a somewhat similar
the fierce
It Is said that the visits paid by the:
I
'charted With the Unpuor and
Trap-shoot- .Boston Symphony Orchestra to Cleve-I nature in the 18th century, described
passion of the East. Lane's
by MahlUon In his catalogue of the
music— Mr. Maier land during the last 13 years were the
ers" Dance i« exciting
Museum of Instruments at the Brusasainst •Inspiring cause of the organization of
properly warned the children
the result
The conductor sels Conservatory (1900) oras an attempt
jmi l eIlllceS ' )iei;e ii- Cleveland's orchestra.
shooting crap*
of some maker's fancy
known
are
conduotor
assistant
and
the
whimsical.
urreeablv
to better the ordinary harp. In a footMaiei
in Roston.
As on "a former occasion, Mr.
note Mahlllon spoke of Uyon's chromaheld the
The conductor. Nikolai Sokoloff, was
invented a story that at once
tic
harp exhibited at the Brussels inheiir.-rs aim
a violinist In the Roston Symphony Orattention of Ins voutht'ul
ternational exhibition of 1898.
various chestra in theseasonsof 1905-Ofi. 190G-07,
'served to introduce in turn the
Gustave Lyon, the chief director of
the leader. Mr.
when Mr. Gerii ke
pieces
He plaved now brilliantly, now
the Pleyel firm In Paris worked on a
musidebeen
long
always
had
family
humor,
Sokoloff'a
of
with a keen sense
chromatic harp In the nineties. He obNikolai
I clans in
the. region near' Kieff.
lighifullv and authoritatively.
tained, a patWvt in 1894 and perfected
ex- f studied tholvlolin at an early age. He
Miss Wyman before each son*
the instrument in 1903. This harp has
was
he
when
French,
States
United
was
I
came
to
the?
text
plained it when the
no pedals. The strings are disposed in
a
ne won
»uu
later he
Engyear
tniswas
A
a
12
i.
years
old.
Ola.
text
the
when
inted
and commented
two oblique planes, crossing each other.
music department of
una grown steadily in artis-; scholarship in the
cjiiv has
ItshThe diatonic strings, representing -the
m,r rtf
a.ee of 17 he
....
rn
rtn one)
nnel
V:ile
1
",viv«ir« liv
a.ge
the
At
of
no
Yale
University.
Know
tic stature, till now we
white keys of. a piano are in one; the
in
Joined
the. Boston Symphony orchestra,
teacher
her
for
rival,
that Is her
chromatic, representing the black keys
Guilbert. and for several years studied with Mr.
The harp
years gone by, Mme Yvette
of a piano, are in the other.
American
of
an
ago
21,
and
l.oeffler.
the
At
recital
was at once appreciated at the iRrushas turned to pious work in
to Europe for study
returned
citizen,
he
Grateinstructor.
an
sels Conservatory, -but there was no
to a useful life as
Yvette of years with leading conductors. Coming back
teacher of the chromatic harp at the
ll\ t we recall the slim
concert
became
he
States
United
to
the
black
Paris Conservatory before 1903-04, and
the -Yvette with the long
orSymphony
Russian
master
of
the
coundemure
the first competition for prizes was in
the diabolically
es
chestra. In' 1014 he conducted the San
Parisian
of
songs
with Mme. Tassuthe
the latter year,
jie'e. singing
He
orchestra.
Philharmonic
Francisco
ol
No first prize
Spencer, the teacher.
Ic-halls and the slangy ditUes
of the Cinconductor
has
a
guest
been
hei
Wyman,
Miss
was awarded that year; only a second,
Brunt.
-tid.;
cinnati Symphony orchestra, and two
imitator
mere
two
accessits.
a
with
means
Is by no
11.
Chicago Symphony
songs come fron- years ago he led the
Mme. Delcourt gave a recital at the
folk
Bther her
performances. In New
the South, she orchestra in two
Princess Theatre in New York on Feb.
or
F»i»nee, England,
given a concert where the
has
York
he
with great
Intertrue
is
a
1920, when she played
2.
catches the spirit ami
players were members of the Philhar"disof
success pieces by Rameau, Albeniz.
preter; an admirable blend
Symphony
Sothe
and
orcl-estra
monic
and
Grovles
Ravel,
Debussy, Fevrier.
cuse" and singer; able to color tone
gracefu. c-iety.
Salzedo.
for a desired effect; discreet,
ShepArthur
conductor,
The assistant
Her husband. Luoien Wurmser, piaand signiii ant with gesture*' eloqueni herd, was for some years an instructors
nist, born at Paris, May 23, 1877. took
sentimental when
in facial play; not too
counterpoint at the h a first prize at the Paris Conservatory
and
harmony
In
appealshe sings a plaintive son,; with
New England Conservatory of Music. in 1S93. He was a pupil of Charles Wiling voice; never guilty of undue em- He bond/icted here the Musical Art Sofrid de Bcriot.- a son cf the celebrated
phasis in songs of humor.
Society. With his
violinist, the husband of Malibran.
her ciety and the Cecilia
Ifiss Ruth Emerson accompanied
Society
(Symphony
Debussy's sonata for flute, viola and
An ac- "Overture JoVeuse"
musically and intelligently.
1905), he won the PadYork,
Nctv
of
harp was played here for the first time
companist who might storm or glitter erewskl prize.
has won other
He
at
a Uongy concert, Nov. 7, 1916.
in modern art songs might easily com*,
Festival of
simple prizes. His overture "The
to grief with these apparently
the St. Louis
by
played
was
Youth,"
Various Notes of a Personal
In this instance the singer
folk songs.
Symphony Orchestra in 1915; the same
*
and the accompanist were as one.
and Critical Nature
hi*
season
many orchestra has for this
A large audience— there were There
"Overture to a Draraa." xHe has also,
A Paris correspondent 'of the London
children was greatly pleased.
composed a suite for orchestra, a piano
Times (Jan. 11) has this to say about
waa a repetition of a piano piece, also sonata, a humoreske for piano and
the
-The Simoon" at the Comedie Monof a song; and the two added to
piano
songs,
songs,
part
orchestra,
Mr. Maier, with a delicate
program:
He was born at Paris,' taigne: "It is a play by Lenormand-a
Miss pieces, etc.
minuet by Deodat de Severac
0

establlshment.— London Times.
We have heard two of Mr.

M
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dnarsed

in fact, all that we heard was heard in
must condone his exspite of it.
cessive use of the peda|» as much of his
program. Scrlabln's 7th sonata espe-

,

We

'

was unplayable without it; to
do him justice we must confess that he
veiled its difficulties without scamping
any, and stated its horrors without
minimizing them. As most of his audience probably felt that it would be
some time before they themselves had
the ability to compass, or even the
courage to attempt, these later works.
were proportionately Impressed
* they
and interested. It was a great thing to
the notes correct; another time
i have
Mitchell will perhaps be able to
I Mr.
make us believe a/ little more in the
*
rhythm and dynamics.— London Times,
cially,
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know it yet? There may be other
the
ways^oThearing music, but this is

way

*
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study of the French temperament subtropical
jected to the influences of a
extremely unpleasant,
is
It
climate.
bui it is honest. Lenormand has a large

We

Frazei-Simson.
are told that Mr.
the
of "The Maid of

«»•- composer

which, having
Mountains." the operetta,
London, will be
in
run
famous
fclft a
Opera House
out at the Boston
followed the example of
iia
tamnrrow has
tomorrow,
to iden
Wagner by providing motives,

persons in
and characterize leading
emphasize their senti
Itfca'atprj' and to
men** ami emotions.
chief. Is
"To Baldasarre. the brigand
movemarch
flowing
broad,
a
i^ned
brev time, suggfstive of
It in alia
aify

laturdv,

!

The
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i

L

-eful

Km
yifcen

bv the use
tiis

character ol
rendered more
unhackneyed har-

is

of

theme

espagnole

symphonle
Lalo,
-j-.^-.
orchestra.

for

LoeffUrri A Paga n Poem (after Virgil) for
with piano. English horn
orchestra,
°
Piano.
Piano,
obbiipcti.
and
nd throe trumpets obbligati.

is

heard just

first

curtain rises an Act I. and
he
as
sun,? by the brigands
occurs again at the
I opening chorus. It
in the final of
end Of -Art I. and again
number of
is sung by a
lA0t 11, when itobsequious
followers who
Baldasarre's
c*«V to rfs<~ue him.
consolidation
Teresas theme is the
Of the first, a susof three motives.
figure in the
tained chord against a
seem* to presage the awakening
'the

Helnrieh Gebhaid; English horn, Albert
trumpets. Messrs. A.. J. J. and C.
Ite.,
;
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solo violinist, Mishel Piastro, will
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wonderful."
Stg Bettino

works, a
consisted of certain oi his own
piano and
'"Lyric Foem" for violin and
represome piano Pieces. The old wasWilliam
sented by Antonio Vivaldi and
"
by
strings
for
Boyce A Concerto Grosso
re-edlted
the former had been recently
newly-disby Mr. Mistowski from a
small
covered copv, and was played by a
If
Goossens.
Mr.
orchestra directed by
by -this copy
'the date ( 1685) indicated
be
were correct it would prove Vivaldi to
more of a pioneer in this type of conhave
historians
the
certed music than

the in-

London recital at
Wednesday (Jan.

his

'

in-B
able to trace with equal certainty the
which have contributed toB
fluences
findK
may
They
Yyric Poem.

Goossens's

first
,

the Aeolian Hall on

12).

There

is

some-

thing absurd about this method of
troducing foreign operatic "stars." Stg.
usual
Cappelli w^s preceded by the
that
"press paragraphs" informing us
at
he has sung 28 leading tenor parts
countrymen
La Scala and that "his
singers
greatest
of
the
one
him
consider
the
the 'land of song' has given to
He arrives, sings
world," and so on.
arias
operatic
hackneyed
four
or
three
calculated to
in a voice which seems
blow the roof oft, and a rather thin
audience applauds, because it would
never do to seem not to appreciate what
the people of the "land of song" admire.
Singers of his type do not vary their
method one jot in consideration of the
fact that they are singing to a few
people in a little hall. They cannot, because they only know one' method, and
that is the big bow-wow of La Scala or
Covent Garden. They only know one
kind of music, and live for one kind of
effect in it, the climax, and that kind of
music is completely out of place in the
small concert room designed for the intimacies of chamber music. Possibly Sig.
Cappelli would be very effective 'on the
stage,^ where there would be space to
soften the hard edges and an intervening atmosphere to moisten, as it were.
In-

to

,

'

Cappelli gave

is

have been alive at least 50
that
vears later, it seems improbable
any of his mature work can have appearthis coned so early. Be this as it may.
< certo is an/ interesting and very fully- h
excellently
developed work, and was
M. Jfj
plaved bv the small orchestra which
Mangeot led. The Boyce Sonata In A forfl
two violins (Miss Nancy Phillips and M. t,
Mangeot) with piano accompaniment, 1st
tookja fair specimen of the style which
some hints of melody from Purcell andh
M
Possibly
most of its form from Handel.
the audience of 100 years hence will bell

known

The
honest In his attack on his subject
heat,
setting, the sensation of throbbing
Isoutter
of
feeling
the native life, the
civilization
lation from all that we call
is

Times, Jan. «.
to enjoy ,t.-London

Society
Tne concert given by the Music
Westminster on
at St. John's Institute.
both
music
chamber
Tuesday contained
was
new and old. Mr. Eugene Goossens
and the new
in charge of the program,

generally supposed him to be. As he

des

V
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was a greater man than Lenormand, but Lenormand Is, at any rate,

He was
Glinka-Auer.
favorably received by the public and
Piastro
brother,
J.
His
critics.
the
Borisoft, a violinist, who played in this
York
at
time
New
country for the first
on Nov. 1, 1920, played here in symphony Hall on Jan. 9. News came a

Wieniawski.
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monfluences of the climate into a
is
strous tenderness for her. When she
who is*
finally stabbed by his mistress,
in
fallen
jealous because the girl has
really
love with the man the mistress
i*
loves, rather naturally the father
the
Is
almost relieved. Yet this relief
as
hailed
play
the
of
only portion
dreadful by the French public! Euripi-

few days ago that their father, a violinist and teacher, had died in Russia.
Mishel, having begun his studies with
his father, entered the Petrograd Conservatory of music where, a pipil of
Leopald Auer, he was graduated in 1910
with a gold medal. He also took a prize
bSa
soul, a of 1000 roubles, in a contest held on
her
•
In
dormant
„f something
unatfor the
Auer's 40th anniversary. He gave conJ suggestion of a longing
mel- certs in Russia, Central Europe and
onable The second motive is a
side Scandinavia.
o the years 1914-.19
o^oj.um — — During
reveal" the passionate
c fl
,Ay that reveal*
oiiv
strikes a note ne made a tour of the East, giving
of her nature. The third
feels
Teresa
40o
concerts."
than
that
grief
"more
Of despair and
The second moat leaving her friends.
when
Mme. Delcourt
Ltlve of this theme is first heard
subject for the
main
the
serves as
Lucile Adele Delcourt (Mrs. Lucien
out
Kocturne in Act I. which is given
Roston Symhas been sung. Wurmser), harpist of the
after 'My Life Is Love'
will give a concert,
third motive is in Teresa's next phony orchestra, who
suggested at assisted by Anna Golden, viola, and
is
long 'Farewell,' an
Her Gcorflps Lauren', flute was horn at Paris
I.
ha beginning to the final of Act
She studied the harp
kerne is heard in its entirety toward on Aug. 31, 1878.
when,
after
when she was a child. Entering the Paris
Tj close of the second art.
pupil
fora
of Hasselmans,
implores
Conservatory,
she
Twins Baldasarre. heard in Acl ill.
she was awarded a second accessit in
is again
It
tenesK.
ask
prize
in
1895.
She has
to
second
1894; a
|en she arrives at the island
played in Italy. Spain, Portugal, Eng. pardon.
IThe third theme is the 'Brooch Mel- land, Germany and .South America. She
...
appearance in this counI- which deals wih Baldasarre's hopemade her first
New Y'ork with the Symphony
love for Angela, a lender cantilena try at New
This theme is first Society, Walter Daairosch, conductor,
the violins.
d in Act I, when the brigands on Dec. 28, 1019. when^he played Pierne's
k for harp and orchestra
fatat
Bividlng the spoils and come upon
-

own morbid memories and

his

V,.^

The

j

him, and, of course. Gamier
A
has produced the thing superbly.
desman who has buried himself in the him,
ert because his wife has deserted
many years later, after her death, reShe is
ceives his daughter in his home.
tricked by
so like her mother that he Is

and

violm

'

way with

play in Boston for the first time. Mr.
Piastro played in this country for the
first time at New York on Oct. 3. 1920
at Carnegie Hall: Goldmark's concerto
Glazouiioff,
the. and
Handel,
by
pieces

fearless

theme

The repertory of the Cleveland orchestra this season includes music by
the "classical" composers, while the
more modern are represented by Blo-ch.
Chausson, d'Indy. Rachmaninoff, SibeDebussy,
Converse,
Aubert,
lius,
Ravel,
Loeffler.
Faure.
Enesco,
G.
Roussel. Strauss. The program of the
concert next Thursday is as follows
E minor;
Rachmaninoff, symphony No. 2.

II

didn't

—

Ida., in 1SS0.

.

Queen-square, No. 6, provides one-half
of the atmosphere, nad Mr. Dolmetsch
the other. If he is not quite sure the
thing will go. he talks to us first, and if
he is very sure it will, he still talks
v about the instrument, the music, or the
clock, that it is "only 20 minutes pastor fast," we do Jiot care which. Then,
who but he and his family dare nowa'days plav everything from notes; if they
people wguld think they hadn't
did,
-•
learned it- Or who would stand up and
of
tell us be was going to leave the part
Hamlet out of the play, because he

:

;

.

which have lately been^ calling
down wrath upon their heads. You will
hear music, much what we heard at
For
Queen-square last Wednesday.

[

Wyman, with an old English May song
and a southwn version of "Billy Boy."

|

J

fifths

'

'

.

Mr. Dolmetsch'-s connumber, but we seem
faces— in other words,
they go often— and they listen. They do
not go to hear efficiency, but to get
away from it; from that kind, at least,
which means that the performer is anxious and not enjoying himself.
Neither will you hear those consecutive

to
certs are small in
their
to recognize

,

.

21.

Those who go

|
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Edward

Mitchell's recitals of modern, music,
ihe last consisting exclusively of Scrlabin.
The music he has chosen is not
easy, and he has played it as a scholar
might translate Aristotle aloud in a
careful
senshort
lecture-room— In
tences, determined not to say a word
The Mortimer
too much or too little.
Hall has not been of much help to him;

melody of Svendsen and theB
of Stravinsky have gone in|okt
partnership. One had the feeling that a
mel-L
simple and not very vigorous violin
the

that

harmony

punody was being "gingered up" with
piano
gent harmonies' written for the
of
group
the
in
We found more to enjoy
played.
piano pieces which the composer

I
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Desound and

"Hommage a

Among theem the

is a beautiful piece of
the
consciously Debussy- ish than
"Marionette
••-Wooden soldier" or the
Show."— London Times. Jan. 21. Haute
Terre
When Paul Dresser, the"On
the Banks
(Ind.) song writer, wrote
said to have had
of the Wabash," he is
haunt of
front
river
in mind a favorite
spot, owned by
his boyhood days. This
was recently given

bussv"
'

less

1

C rawf o rd Fairbanks,
park P"0»oa» ™«
to the city for
named Fairbanks rark an
•

'Will be

1

«*g
trie

rt

Dresser d rt .

e.

l-.ul
drive leading to it
$oO.OOO |or a
There was also set aside

baa ftteo*wn
monument
rf™ms
arranged to remove Dressersand into
Hairfe
fVom Chicago to Terre
he Bin
monument.-!
the
them beside
to Dresser.
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of the Detroit
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,
fast a. little Incllnea
grow up.
to
be born again, or ra-Jjer not
and so admit acceptance t*
frx^tr
w_lJ
ble.
But we are not all
to our
spiritual relationships

Thai keeps us an,

').

uie iuiu
the foundation lor
composed of
•cheBtra is now
the direction
under
odv of plavers
Excellent .oncerts
SriP Gabrilowitsch.
[he season
been given throughout
of this
Va it i« to insure a continuance
drive is to be made,
the a
ovl that
thnt tne
nod v. oik
throughout
neiu
L>e
campaign will
tin

profiteer*,

childish,

Most

parents.

have already

of us

away and become men and women-MKO
Unknown.
the admirable Vicar lr. "The
Crossing."
or the business man ir "The
—The London Times.

A

f
ot Jan. 31 and "
ci^response by public s
year, H
last
made
lade
:ens when the drive was
will be ext is expected no difficulty
this
perienced In reaching the goal set

week

Billboard.
year, namely $130,000— The
who is
Salutations to Lady Bancroft,
provincial
SS todav!, Daughter of a
on
was
Wilton"
Effie
actor. "Marie
played
he stage in her early teens, and
pre(who
child parts with Macready
Dildicted her utlimate fame). Charles
"times less
lon (• celebrated Othello of
played
who
Glyn.
recent"), and Isabel
banner ot
tragic heroines under the
Samuel Phelps at Sadler's Wells.
length
great
the
It makes one realize
experience
ot the famous actress's stage
ballad-monto read an old Bohemian
writger's rhymed appreciation of her.
containing
and
ago.
years
over
ten
the following among ite 11 verses:

.

draught
I can't take a deep
--,«''
of the past.
say
to
greatly
me
refreshes
It
and in 31.
I have seen you in "School,
- \
P." and "Caste,"
Play.
In "Society.' "Ours?" and in reamin in
In the first of these plays that
y'
ErY- / my eye.
ow trie point-making Marie stood out

Mme.

J

Naomi
the sweet little Tomboy. Miss
Tighe
wlthFor you made the Poyntr then
'7; .
out doubt!
,
v,t e *-f»
hist ry
good
s
aHage
the
low-lied
you've
1

ertson's girls!

— I^ndon
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Squire

Sir

husband,
,

"Alonzo the Brave"
To the F.ditor of The Herald: •regardThe discussion in this column

recalls to
ing the song. "Billy Taylor"
entitled

.memorv an

M

i

|
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she declares:

Indiana.
All Packed up and wild
i,

,

•

pride.
ghost at niv
anil

Your

wedding may

side.
I

fix me
bride.

May

.

pel

sit

by

my

Popper.

es

Symphony

Jury— claim me as
.

with

,.

Hunearlan Rhapsod.

Ul»

A'l

Hall.

8

Frldsys Symphony

.

P. H.
concert.

Bepetitioii

Mr.

conductor.

i

Be caught her

affections,

so light

and

a"

vain.

And carried her off as his spouse.
The description of the wedding

feast

the tune of "Kitty Clover."
lie appearance of the spectre of
anil
Alonzo is described In the old air "The
Mistletoe Bough," and then comes the
denunciation of the faithless Imogenc
told

la

to

t

y the spectre to the old English
rlnklng song. "Down Among the Dead
Ion" as the ghost folds her In his
rms and sinks through the "wide
awning ground."

The music changes

to

I

consolidation

lowi-ladleo all may take a moral.
From this doleful history;
Vhcu your lovers go fight for the warrior's laurel
Never glvs way to perjury.
Tlddy-lddy-lddy-lddy-tol lol-lol-lol, ste.

thes« days of table turning,
The fables may be turned on you;
D"n't think that ghosts can't be returning
*Chus« now I assure vou that they do.

iFor
j

In

Tlddy-lddy-lddy-lddy-tol

lol-lol-lol,

etc.

And If doubt on this tale you're throwing.
The original parlies may h» aeen
Just ito »"d ask

And he

II

call

Mister llobert Owen,

I

up Alnnso and Imogens.

Tlddv lddy-lddv

Irlrty

tol -lol-lol-lol.

EDGAR

Brnckjon, Jan.

P.

ate.

HOWARD.

and more resourceful. John McCormack's is now easily ahead of his rival.-..
According to his cablegrams, wherever
a recital by Mr. McCormack Is announced certain low-born, contemptible
Englishmen try to boycott the sale of
tickets

£

j

'The Crossing'
Vou hsd this trouble exactly reversed
"The Crossing'' which recently
In
Here It Is a girl
il led Its short run
v ho has not irrown up mentally, and
r

who.

ihereforf,

mnintains

In

early

womanhood the

childish, spiritual relaThey see ghosts
tli nshlp to her father.
together, and the girl's mother, uneonsclmjHly Jealous, holds aloof from them.

Moreover, even when the father ia dead,
Nix to is still able, alone among the
family, to nee and talk to him.
So at least runs the anatomy of tlte
psycho-analyst. He will tell you, too.,
why "Mary Itose" has succeeded better
than either of Its contemporaries. We
arc gt.ll more or leas dissatisfied with
our
for w e all live In a world where
repression Is forced on us ("rivillza-

of

name two

New York, noting the
Lulgi Mancinelll at Rome,
or three of his operas but

mention his "Ero e Leandro,"
the only one that has been produced in
the United States. Boston heard It in
April, 1S99.
We do not remember a
note of the music but we still see
to

fail

of

the Vine Twlneth."

beautiful apparition of
Emma
Eames as Ero. Her beauty was as
radiant In tho classic costume as it
was when she dazzled the eye as the

the

"The marriage of
Figaro."
Mancinelll was an operatic
conductor of the first rank. He was the
Spanish countess

in

to conduct "Tosca" in Boston. No
one sanca has given so eloquent an interpretation -of the score. His reading;
of "Falstaff" and of "Lohengrin" wan
equally remarkable. Yet, while he was
in this country the operatic conductor
was not regarded by the public it large
as a man of great lmportanc
the Boston Theatre we sa
first

"

thlck-necketl

man whose w
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RoVaRaisa."

WffiNRATHI

his enjoyReinald Wer?renrath, in:
CopleyrPlaza last
the
at
concert
able
impression
evening, gave « strong
least
and life are, or at

I

art

that

j

may

be,

sood friends.

usual—with both

For he sangartistic

inter-

as
human expretation and delfeht in
perience.
in love miprht
I
One who had never* been
to venture, having
easily be persuaded
"Some
songs.
of
heard the first group
y."
Love Away,
Rival 11ns Stolen My' True
by
arranged
Surrey nir.
I

i

1

a traditional
"Sweet Nymph Come
v Broadwood;
Lucy
" by Thomas Morlev
to Thy I over
me non, Vascondete," by
"Deh Piu
Itand the well known!
„
Bononcini. a
,

of

toria, .Vlttoria"

C"'*';

.

^
,

,

8

n J it. haa
ong7 as Mr. Wertencath sangappeal-a
and dramatic
?eal charm
hero.
listener was glarf for the

Fine Climactic Effect
finer
difficult to Imagine a
the first song
elimactlo effect given to
Wo"' 8 "To Rest.
of the second group.
Maritime" of
"Lied
he
And
Rest."
to
quite chanmed the audience.

It

would be

t

1

DTndy

"The Drummer's

by Brahms.

E>r>ng."

Aubert, made
and "La Lettre." bylLoul
this section.
the other members of
tne
or
songs
section,
The third
to most
Hebrides, brought new material
to
songs,
folk
listeners. Here were four
added,
which a flftb was graciously of the
heart
straight from the Celtic
windy islands.
f'aels of these northern
in.
melancholy"
"Celtic
the
Uer « was
li= esEenee.
... of Macneil
„
"Ballad
The first member.
tale of a mer,.f Barra," told a stirring
The
,n nl ship in the northern harbor.

{

|

1

,

"Herdman

second.

Nttght,"

wove

p

in ex-

night's
nuisite strains the beauty of the
rest.
rolling nil people to. its fold for
Lament,"
"Cuchtullan's
third.
The

.

woe of the hero who had
the
killed his own son by mistake after
manner of so many romantic tales. The
exBottachen,"
oor
"Hame,
fourth.
the

voiced

The

of tho books, cited to show that
is no rule yet Understood, is "The
Curves of Life" (by T. A. Cook, London, 1914i, which inquirer can get bis
local library to borrow from the Boston Public Library.

Ifirst

there
|

RosaRaVsa.

.

etc," and employed the

"How

:

Habeyl

Donizetti
from "La Favojrlta" •
il.
Raisa and Giacomo Rimini.
.Verdi
v
......(OUllo)
Maria
Aye.
Rosa Balsa.
^,t
Toreador Song from

pressed the wrath of the cottager returning home weary to a house that afThe fifth
forded no steaming meal.
was a "Cradle Spell." Mr. Werrenrath
took pains to explain to his audience
t'ie origin and meaning of these songs.
h have been compiled, he said, as

CHARLES-EDWARD AAB.

Boston.

ROSA RAISA AND RIMINI
IN BOSTON OPERA HOUSE "

of

labor

n

love,

with

many phono-

records of their einglng by old
young men and maidens, nurses

tiic

In a concert in the Boston Opera
yesterday afternoon Mme. Rosa
I House
Balsa and Sig. Giacomo Rimini pre-*
a program largely of an operatic*
! sented
wholly of a dramatic natureX
I and almost
The nature o! the program is understood
nature of the singersAj
apparent
by the
both of whom not only sing in opera*
but seem to be temperamentally sultedt
to dramatic performance. The thorough-*
de-A
ly appreciative audience showed its
(•light In the clash of emotions and-thelu
despair.^
defiance,
triumph,,
of
notes
high
I
Mme. Raisa has the great advantage
Uf a voice that has remarkable emotional
[power. She does not need to pay so
•'Imuch attention to the art of the performance as do some singers, because
her voice is bound to move her listeners any way, move them so that they
IwlH not notice. This is not to say that
Mme. Raisa did not sing artistically—
lehe did. She sang the Hageman song.
"Do Not Go, My Love," with great
(neatness and restraint and fine shading.
The same qualities appeared in the
Maria" from Verdi's "Otello."
| "Ave
Sometimes the voice seemed hard and
had
thin, as if the blade of the knife
*1 been eaten away from the back, leaving
was
it
edge. And on low notes
\ only tho
unpleasing, as at the end of
j distinctly
Tscbaikowsky song, "None but the
f the
Lonely Heart."
\
Signor Rimini displayed a voice of a
[.} "4
tonality and of emotional
ktfiL masterful
power as well. Any singer of not less
ml than ordinary ability may expect ap-

men,
and grandmothers.

1

I

Fourth Section
The fourth section included DunhlTPf
"The Cloths ol
of Yeats's
setting
Ireland's version of "The
T'i aven,"

I

!

I

Brooke's
sonnet
Rupert
a delightful credo of the
by A. M. Hardcastle
"Night, and the Curtains Drawn," bj
BFerrata, and Walter Damrosch's setting

I

Soldier."

'\

"Theology,"

\

jhippy

I

setting

g
ie

;,nd joy that a listener was thankful that
e,
linelcdrama existed. As an encore Mr
he
'Werrenrath sang "The Wreck of th(
Julie Plante."
of
To make loi i>, to sleep, to go to war, tel. lie
dream of the glory and tho mists, tc
of
know sorrow and wailing, to be ont
with tho universe, to Understand anc
cnloy the horror of treachery anc,,.
death— In fact, to bo alive and in a fint^.;
way, to this Mr. AVerrenrath called hh
audience. And it came, with pleasure. I

j

|

I

J

B

last

.us-,

;t:id

'

I

"Danny Deever," This

however melodramatlo in poen
and singing, was given »>•*-,
Mr. Werrenrath with such vivid gustc

'.

'

,

heart,

of Kipling's

1

1

Newspapers of
death

23

head

-

f,

the World Wags:
8et 'em up again, not on the bar, but
n another alley, "to start the ball rollng" (as M. T. S. suggests, alleging
:hat different vines have constant ways
twining) cannot be done on that
f
Riley, those pins having been knocked
Idown in October, 1918, In this column
Und they are still down, nothing since
[then having appeared here under the

World of Art
Mackay has said that the
of the National Symphony

orchestra and the Philharmonic Society
of New York will have "but one aim,
namely, to present the best music under
In the same
the greatest leaders."
breath he said that the chief leader
would be Josef Stransky. Mr. Mackay
evtdently has no sense of humor.
The passionate press agent Is more

the, rollicking

"Billy Taylor" with the w*JTds

ir

In*

Clarence H.

.

mlll
•

'

F.osa

Twining Vines

Thore Is naturally much curiosity concerning various policies of the*insomliig
administration at Washington, D, C.
Some, having read a remark' of Mr.
Hlckson, captain of "a mannequin and
saleslady" host In New Tork, will have
sleepless nights until March 4 ia passed.
t'Tbere Is one particular style of neck'.Jf'Ufthat Mrs. Harding prefers above
all others, but I am not yet at liberty
to disclose what style that ls."

~^\*Tl'fTndelll

Liuet

[

i

my

go.

you
ves yeuS

fcs

Drove up to fair mo tone's door;
His carrion*, lus pi. s.-nts. his spacious
Soon mailt- her untrue to her vowa;
B* daasled her eye*. »e bewildered "her

Verdi
.Broggl

love

.lust

I

And bear me ;ovay to the grsve
But alas! during Alonzo's absence at
"the wars
enwred with Jewels and gold,
I A baron all
J

Do not

CHARLES A. WHITE,
President, White-Smith Music Publishing Company.
^
Boston. Feb. 2.

of

Durante

GtWcomo "»rmhaL "

•

would take that ship."

Moo mux,

.^.^Mosart

.

Vlalone Venezlana
Bilndlst - •

men should take that trip.
the women In creation, right awaf

\ lotiwrli.i

.

.

Bosa

Hate William Gooch, who was then one
[of the arrangers of White, Smith & Co..
Ito make the piano arrangement of the
'accompaniment.
At or about the same time other publishers In this country had different
words set to this melody and published
editions of same. I have now one such
edition before me, published by T. B.
Harms & Co,, of New York, entitled.
J"Reuben and Cynthia," the first -#erse of
(which reads as follows:
i"Reuben. Reuben. I've a notion. If the men
were sent away.
[Far beyond the stormy ocean; female
hearts would all be gay.
Cynthia. Cynthia, I've been thinking. If the

Menoet. [
i-hantea Russel- Moiart
Ilia
I.Abellle; G. Faure. Elegle; 1 o|i|
lln- solos: Wldor
I l»t»
Spinning^ Wheel.
Pastorale; Cuopln.
...aura; Doppler, Hungarian

another my heart should decide.
1-Y.rirettlng- Alonzo 'he Brave:
God urant that to punish my falsehood

If e'er for

.

(Americanized the tune and wrote the
(words beginning "Reuben, I have long

—

*

throughout. The complete

Do vleni non tardar ...
Danza Fanciulla.
Tacea la notte _placlda
Eaiaa.

I

be- n thinking,

\'

'

program
As an emotional concert, the

urogram was as follows:

Several
that they

-vr"

-

yffcCt

for suitable -music for use In the, at that
time popular old folks' concerts, the late
ITJharleg A. White, my grandfather, under the nom-de-plume of Harry Birch.

.

the Bostonlans.
M;,ny of the popular songs of that day
were introduced in this medley, among
English
them "Billy Taylor." "Klne Old "Believe
Oentlenian." "Lord Lovell,"
Youllg
Endearing
Those
All
Me. if
Charms" an* many others. "A Recitadeparton_the
Imo^ene
tive Agitato" by
which
ure of Alonzo for the wars, in

I

—

The Cleveland Or-

M.

l
|

company.
There being a demand in those days

chestra, Mr. Sosoloff, conductor, with Misbel
Ses special notice.
Piastre, violinist.
Pboebs Crosby,
Jordan Hajl, 8:15 P. M.
Paladllhs, Lsmsnto Provencal, La
soprano.
Clgale. Jal dlt auz Etolles, Lss Bola: Schubert, The Young Nun; Brahms, On the Sea
and Serenade; Schumann, Spring Night;
Georgea, Nuages; Fourdraln. Chanson Noveglenue; Cnanaaon, Lo Collhrl; Lslo. I*
Qhanson ds l'Alouetto; C. Palmer, The Nile;
Pearl Curran. Rain; Alice Barsett. Mood;
Teresa del Rlego. Hayfjslds and Butterflie.;
F. N Barbour, Xvery Wsto Cangbt a Star.
Conrad V. Boa. pianist.
M Nth
FRIDAY—Symphony Hall. 2:30 P. Orchestra,
concert of tho Boston Symphony
Mr. Montana, conductor. See apeclal notice.
\*" T *
B ATI.' RDAY Jordan Hall. » PLitUeaeld. senrano; Jean Bsdettl. Tloloo.
and Oeorgea Laurent, lutlst. lo «
cellist
Young PsopU's Concert. Songs: Hrogklrk,
The Minuet; Engel, The Troot; Flake, T»*
Bird; Leonl. TallT-Ho; Spalding. The SeU.nra
Man; Samuels. My Shadow; Ravel, La Flute
enchantee- Bishop. Lo, Hear the Gentle U>'k
(with Ante); arr. by Brookvray, The Mary
is
Golden Tree; Crist. Lady Bug and W hat l
Old Cow Said; Biker Jock o Dreams; I/wi"-.

.„„ ,o
,_
Daily c.hroilclo. Jan. 1-

old medley son*
*mo"Alonio 'he Brave" and the "Fair
the old
n«," the words taken from
Sam
by
sung
and
poem of that name
and by
Cowell in England in the fifties
his
in
parts
H C Barnabee In these
days of
early entertainments before the

P.

.

.

F eerie.

Touraler,

,

her

by

»piayed
Bancroft.

Rob-

I

correspondents have written
heard the tune before 1873. We now
publish a letter that bears directly on
the alleged American authorship.
As the World Wags
I have read with interest the -items
and
"Reuben
concerning the song
taohcl." Records show that this tune was
iJBrst brought out in this country, with
different words, about the year 1876 by
an English Burlesque Company probably as you say the Lydla Thompson

Piano

M.

P.

|

in

Lydla Thompson's Company.

v„
by

,.

The duet from

the
Donizetti was so well liked that
"La CI
singers followed it with the
darem" of Mozart. The voices blended
chords
to-ether with resultant melodious
beautiful
and co-operated to make a

:

;

by Rudolph Gans.
Jordan Hall, 8:18 P. M. Harp recital by
Luclle Delcourt (Mms. Lucien Wurmscr) of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, s<sisted by Anna Golden, viola, and George*
Bach. Prelude and Bourre-.
Ijiurent, flute.
M. Rousseau, Pastoral Variations on an old
Christmas Song; Nerini, Italian Fantasy: I'.
LauJe (dedicated to Mme. De:Si'braltt,
Impromptu; Plerne. ImGrovlea,
court);
promptu Caprice; Debussy, Sonata for fluta.
viola and harp: P. Gaubert, Sarabande: M.

1

Tom

3

_
Favorita
"La „

cepted.
|

discussion, that the tune was of English fl
origin
that we first heard it in a I
burlesque of "Kenilworth" performed by

recital

•

were surely

Hall,

which

an interestlng letter published in the Herald
of Jan, 30 said that her father, William
Gooch wrote the tune of "Reuben
Reuben" in 1S77 for Mr. C. A. White, I
who published it. That the tune, was
purely American, not English. We have
maintained from the beginning of the i
Cora Gooch Brooks

Mrs.

"T

r.i'/.-.t.

r

. as pleasing

ny Deever.

WEDNESDAY— Jordan

eador Hong.
as
but that does not preclude applause,
when It is
singing
of yesterday, for the
selections
delightfully done. The other
well acSig. Rimini offered were
pl a u se

At Last! At Last!

Rosa

concert.

W

'

&

We

Raisa, soprano, and
Giacomo Rimini, baritone, of Ox Chicago
Opera Association. See special notice.
Contention Hall. St. Botolpb street. 3:90
P. M. Concert by the People's Orchestra of
See
Boston,
Mr. Mollenbauer, conductor.
special notice.
Recital by
Oosjfjsjt^lazs. Hotel. 8:30 P. M.
Reinl»)^^sT renrstb, baritone. Surrey Air.
srr. by Lucy Broadwood; Some RItsI Has
Stolen My True Love; Moiley. Sweet Nympb.
Come to Tby Lover; Bonouclnl, Deb plu a
me; Oarlsalml, Yittorla; Wolf. To Rest;
Brahms, The Drummer's Song; Aubert, La
Lettre: d'Indy, Lied Maritime. Songs of the
Hebrides, arr. by M. K. Fraser and K. McLeod; Ballad of Macneil, Herdman Sight;
Cuchullan's Lament, Hame oor BottMjan.
Dunhlll, Ths Cloths of Heaven; Ireland. The
Soldier; Hardcastle. Theology; Ferrata, Night
and the Currslns Drawn; w. Damrosch, Dan-

Steinert

We

have told this
G. Blaine."
story before.
shall probably tell it
again.

sharp ConH»ll. 8 P. M. sharp.
Hall,
cert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra for
Its Pension Fund, Mr. Monteux, conductor.
See special notice.
Boston Opera House, 3:15 P. M. Fifth

But although

TherT'the

James

SUNDAY—
NDAY—Symphony

W

If

THE WEEK

'yCONCERTS OF

Sd°

i

ready

als.''
A dismal performance of "The
Valkyrie" was creeping Its way while
Mr. Walter Damrosch was waving
frantically his stick, describing squires,
Circles, and other geometrical figures
in the air. The woman pointed to him
with a diamond-clogged finger: "Who's
that?"
"That's
Walter Damrosch."
"What's he doln'?" "He's the conductor." "Is he a good one?" The husband straightened up. threw out his
Republican chest, and said: "Well, I
guess he orter be; he's a son-in-law of
,

•flie

the

175

j

war

PENSION CONCERT)
would be difficult for the memory,
of the oldest inhabitant, perhaps.
but of the most regular attendant at
Symphony pension fund concerts, to recall a more exhilarating one than that
of yesterday afternoon in Symphony
It

|

j

:|

i

not

j
'

i

i

he cajue between her and her mother.
Yet he had always treated her kindly.
Was her hatred, as the faithful old
akin to love?
servant Juliana su ^> Acacia's engagement to Norbert luvd
been broken off. When the play boglns
[I she. is lietrotlied to
Faust mo, tho aon of
Euseblo; but she Is re|| the well-to-do
mote, apparentlv unhappy, mysteriousThere 19 rejoicing over the betrothal.
Fausttno Is murdered on his way home
Naturally Norbert Is susthat . '.slit.
It
pected, he Is tried and acquitted.
was shown' conclusively that he could
Euseblo
not have been the murderer.
Is not oonvinced of the young man's!
Innocence.
He storms In Ralmunda's
house: h« titters vague threats. Rublo,
a man of Esteban's household, gets
drunk and chatters In the village. There
Rublo lords
Is loose talk about Acacia.
It.
What is his hold on Esteban? Why
Is Acacia so disturbed? Why Is there
an attempt on Norbert's life? Raimunda
has cruel suspicions, which are confirmed by Norbert. She finally knows

176

there meet a charming girl and
with h< r. Tho author then
proceeds to show you what really did
happen
the young prince, of course,
wanted to throw away the world for

uinla

-

I'

aud'mc* as

bis as those that greet

»nd soaring sopranos, a
over
M« that was a* enthusiastic
points of "Lohengrin." "Tristan"
those
that
as
musk"Nibslungan"
{hilly acclaim the deepest depths of

American girl,
love, and the young
knowing that you can't throw away tho
world for love, when you have to live

•cellar baas or the steeple-heights of

h* prelude to "Die Meisiorslnser"
played with splendid dash. high,
I
d humor and plentiful power. After
In flne contrast came the delicately
I

rtn"

"Lo-

spiritual finesse of the

The "Tajinhneuser"

prelude.

vdactlon ami tho Paris vei-slon of
baochanale stirred the Ms asssem-

n

to special vigor or applause. The
the wddly whirling bacchanal*
m heightened by an off-stage chorus
women's voices from the Cecilia
Society trained b> Aside Jacchia.
The Valkyries never rode with more
Serce abandon or on more weirdly
whistling winds than in the orchestra's
"rlnrlng of their ride from "Die Walklet of

Sometimes portions of "Tristan und
fail to rouse more than languid

This time the Introduction to
*lh« third act with the plaintive piping
lot the shepherd boy was a marked exBoth the orchestra and Louisl
ception.
played the pastoral solo
i Sparer, who
Ion his Enslish horn, wore acclaimed!
again and again.
-Tayr.-.'wntly with
The >••
the beauties of Siegfried's passage to
"
dawn. Siegfried's
rock.
Bruennhilde's
Rhine Journey and the ponderous finale
interest.

of "Gotterdaemmerung."

PEOPLE'S SYMPHONY^
GIVES 12TH CONCERT
sists Large Audience
Orchestra,
People's Symphony
Mollenhauer, conductor, gave Its

—

nil

'!

th concert yesterday afternoon in ConMiss Edith Thompson,
ntlon Hall.
The
Mist, was the assisting artist
ograrr. was as follows:

i

'

and

'

at her
she chose
"Bird
Song"
for
an
encore,
ilmgren's
id gave the MacDonald "Polonaise"
ben the audience refused to allow the
incert to proceed without hearing her

woman

'

tain,

man

rain.

The subscription fund

now

rrts Is

torse impossible to continue them Inifiziitely on a 50-cent basis, and the
of donors in the current program
irnishes an encouraging augury. Next
nnday the concert will comprise the
[endelssohn "Fingal's Cave" overture,

t

finale from Mendelsohn's concerto for violin, Saint-Saens's

andante and

te

.-mphonic poem, "Danes Macabre"

'•mphony

and

-

'

I

Hickman, excellent in the first
was not equal to the scene W I
Miss Westbay was sufconfession.
acts,

TREMONT THEATRE

I

18.

The play produced

133).

in

by Richard G. Herndon.

m ,m 1"
?ii
^.m'i'-m
0 **
'

Nance 0',»11

,

1

Annette Weatbay
T. Bracey
Aldeah Wise
Ttidler Davies

OUn

ELi"*

f™

racta

iabea.

Lillian

Aune

OliTe tees

.

.Mand Dnrand
Alfred Hickman

"^V**"

GoWHrtn Patton

.„J?i~
10

E<l-*in

.'J'"

Beryl

Harold Hertsel

EJfrr
" • •

JO—

Jahf
Boston

MKi

Wearoay,

h. n. >r-coiium
J. Harper Macaulay
Dnrand and Mewrrs.
DOt ln

the or 'Sln »>
MM"l? N^York
This romantic melodrama, which by
reason of Miss O'Neirs passionate act:

I

ling in certain scenes, approaches trag|edy, la a story of strange love,
superstition. Jealousy and
vengeance. Rai-

munda has Esteban for her second
ba
^i?- ^:w.^';acla her daughter by the
hates Esteban and will
'

[
s

Teresa (Viva Daron) "Love Will Find 1.
a Way" afforded her an opportune
chance to display some really beautiH.
and sustained high notes.
ful

An
[

White was a commanding
and Paul Plunkett as
Beppo had the romantic dash, which
one somehow felt would have suited the
Mortimer

goes, the enter-

Baldasarre,

is like

brigand chieftain admirably. The outstanding hit of the evening was f urnished by the droll humors, not always
far above slapstick comedy, of Fred
Wright, and In his clever dancing he
was ably assisted by Mona Ferguson,
who made a very pikuarrt Vlttoria..
"The Maid of the Mountains," notably
beautifully

acted,

and

pictorially

staged with excellent music furnishes
a welcome relief from the usual round
and routine of musical comedy.

George McKay, remembered favorably]
from his success in "Honey Girl," is the
mustard, cayenne, tobasco and all the
other hot stuff— if a layer cake may be!
Hist
said to contain those ingredients.
lines are deliberately rough and risque. [
His catchy dancing went big, but hev
seemed a bit singy with it.
But as the victim of a dentist andp

Sup-

lucky author had to do was to say:
'And they married and lived happily
ever after." Good old days. Now, when
an author picks a prince for his hero,
as Mr. Thomas did in "Just Suppose,"
be can depend on no such simple solu-

bis

j

best.

a comedy in three acts, by A. E.
Thomas. First performance in Boston.

George Fauncefort
K ins-ale v Stafford
Lawrence Eddlnger
per- Hannibal
Thomas Whiff en
.Mrs.
Stafford.
Carter
Mrs.
forma rice in Boston of "The Passion
Montgomery "Warren. William .T. Keighley
Patricia coll Inge
Flower" (La Malquerlda,") a play in Linda Lee Stafford
Lealie Howard
three acts by Jacinto Benavente. Pro- fir Calverton Shipley
Geoffrey Kerr
George
duced at Madrid Dec. 12, 1913. English Marquis of Kama/by
Fred Kerr
version by John G. Underhlll produced
In the old fairy tales, when the prince
at the Greenwich Village Theatre,
had found the lady of his heart, all the

and

(Bert
trumpet,
Byrne) which raise the curtain on the
second act are one portion of the play
seemingly unnecessarily inserted. Mr.
Frazer-Simpson has been particularly
fortunate in the songs which he has I
amorous!
supplied the pleasing and

foot) and Agony (the other one)
predict rain, thunder showers or whatHis song "Moonshine" was his
not.

pose,"

By PHILIP HALE
PLTMOUTH THEATRE—First

[

— -Just

D'Arcy

^

aid-de-camp

faithful

left

exciting curiosity
wearing well her/
mask, with a tendency to mistake ex- [
plosiveneSs for passion. Mr. Patton was
Durand,
Miss
overact.
to
inclined
forcing the comedy note at first, played I
her later scenes effectively. Among the
others the impersonation of Rubio by)
Mr. Hartsel stood out In bold relief.

O'NEIL

air.

(Edward

Molona
I

As for the details: Of course, Bert
Williams is as ludicrous as usual. As
a customer for a pair of shoes he is a
scream. His feet telegraph to his brain
that they are in trouble, and Brutal (his

,

NANCE

1

'

ficiently enigmatical,
i^as to her character,

Mi

Boston

'

for-,

amus-

]

a layer cake. You get
mild dancing, then a mild song, then
his inimitable mild
with
Bert Williams
comedy. Next, and quite without warning, you get a whirlwind dance, a jazzy,
peppy song, then a bit of uproarious
And so it went all the even8 comedy.
tainment

far the most

By

part or the play falls upon the
Fred Wright as
veteran comedian
the humorus bandit Tonio. He displays
the amusing aha fascinating versality
of Fred Stone, without the latter's
The burlesques of Gen.
acrobatics.

[

"Where in — etc."
I
As far as formation

governor before the old governor's
Chance allows Teresa, the |
daughter.
impetuous, Jealous young person that
he loves, to see his idle philandering. 1'
She betrays him, only to see her misBut all in good time
take too late.
her real loyalty enables her to free him, n
him.
marry
and to
The play is a colorful spectacle, into j
which is woven many songs and lyrics
that are tinged with hints of Gilbert

and Sullivan.

the opening

gasping for

ln

I

I

Mr

two

who saw

men

ing

idea of the snap of the show may be
gathered by one o£ the opening lines:

his

'.for her.

'

No.

*Mlost of those

her on the American stage)

she told
had "discovered" Benevente,
that

I

as art director.

last night are still

',

how she and Mr. Hick-

getting

M

Sherwood forest, but«
sketched updn the warmer, more romantic and more passionate background of Sardinia. It would seem that B
Baldasare and his BJ
the young badid.
band of faithful admirers is sur-»
rounded by government troops. Chance 6
brings him in the disguise of the new
merry

Brevities Leaves the

appearance of "Broadway Brevities,"
with Bert Williams, George McKay and
George Le Maire; a musical revue,
staged by Allen K. Foster; lyrics and
music by Con Conrad, with Herbert

Ward

"Bonds of Interest"!
was plaved in New York nearly a year!
before "The Passion Flower." She also
said that Benevente was writing a play

for these conIt is of

under way.

well

like

The play is the tale of a gentleman™
brigand, not unlike Robin Hood and his

I

1

.

characterize

forerunner.

the Just,

I

L

,

.

as

SHUBERT THEATRE— First

•

his leading Per-H
sons, and to emphasize their individual
way he hasPSR
lesser
a
in
emotion, and
been no less successful than his famous^
to

tried

Audience Gasping

today.
Enthusiastically called before the curA

•

which Mr. Frazer-Slmpson has sought]
what
to accomplish for comic opera
Wagner achieved with such rare disIn
Ring."
tinctlon in "The Nibelungen
has
a word, by providing motives he

all

Broadway

1

As

j-bB
From England by way of eanadaj
came the company, which last, night
brought "The Maid of the Mountains
It is a rlay in
to the Opera House.

for Mrs. Thomas Whiffenthe nice things that can be
said about her have already been put
into print, and we should like to repeat
them here. Her part in "Just Suppose"
gives her a background for a rare
charm of person and an opportunity to
use her equally rare gifts as an actress.
Fred Kerr, as the Marquis of Karnaby,
gave a notably fine performance. The
other members of the company are uni
formly capable; it is a delight, too, to
hear them do justice to the English]
language.

And

well,

Maidgfl
ln«|

Boston.

ability.

crescendo of the situations
the onlv speech.
Miss O'Neil in the scenes with Norbert. Estaban and Acacia rose to an
-motional height. At the beginning of
the first act Bhe lacked the lightness
necessary In contrast to the scenes
that followed. Yet in this act she expressed admirably the note of vague unCompellrest, of gloomy foreboding.
ingly eloquent in her rage, invective,
heart
her
when
scorn; quietly pathetic
was breaking; she was also eloquent inj
truW
repose. As in past years, she was
great in moments, and they were many.
valwere
there
) There were times when
There is nd
leys between the heights.

rhe audience was one of the largest
the season, and -violated convention
Insisting on encoring Miss Thompn not only once but twice. Mr. Molnhauer resigned himself to the situaMiss Thompson's rendering of the
>n.
acDowell concerto was thoroughly
Possessed of ample techualcianly.
que, she is ever resourceful, delightful
excelling in the lnterand
nuances
-etatlon of the picturesque.
cent concert In Jordan Hall

who

is

Lalo, oTerrare to the opera. "L« Rot d'Ys":
leDoweU. concorto for pianoforte. No. 2 in I
satsor: Grle;:, snlto for orrbe*tra, "Peer|

rs»"; Wagner, pw'.nde from "Tristan
*lde." No. 1. Isolde's death,

shoots her. By her blood
Acacia is saved.
The play is artfully constructed.
There Is a gradual orescendo of thrilling interest to the climax of the-eatas^
trophe; there Is powerful delineation of
character: there are constant touches
of realism that assure the spectator of
witnessing actual scenes in humble
village life, and make the story plausfble, violent as it is.
It is theatrical in the highest degree,
but remarkably effective. The dialogue
la national, not bald, not prosaic, not
unduly rhetorical; always convincing.
Grant the possibility of the love that
may seem unnatural to some; the ability
of Acacia to conceal her passion till
the explosion; admit what may be called
the psychology of the three leading
characters; then the dialogue, with its]
with the
keeping time
crescendo,
teban,

BOSTON OPFJRA HOUSE—"The

1

of the Mountains," musical play
Book by T'red Lonsdale- t
three acts.
ny™
Lyrics by Harry Graham. Music
Harold Frazer-Slmpson. First time lnH|

It!

Miss Colllnge, as the Virginia girl, gave
us a bad few minutes in the first act:
we were afraid that Pollyanna had
ruined her for life. But after that fewminutes she reassured us, and from
then on all was well. "Acting" in such
a part would have killed it; Miss Colllnge wisely refrained. She was the nice
American girl to the life, and no wonder
the prince lost his heart to her.
Geoffrey Kerr, as the Prince, would
have left nothing to be desired if Mr.
Howard had not been in the cast. B«(
candor impels us to suggest that the
latter might have made a better Prince.
Mr. Kerr seems a little too young; he
lacks a little the earnestness—even in
light moments— which the character demands. Mr. Howard, on the other
hand, made his contrasts d.eftly and
surely. His is a most engaging personality; he is an actor of uncommon

Then Raimunda denounces Es-

Her love.

.

Hie

get

'

Isolde"

Edith Thompson, Pianist, As-

—

the truth. Her husband confesses; he
could not. bear the thought of Acacia
leaving the house with a husband. The
wife is ready to forgive It, not to forget, even when she knows that he hired
Rublo to kill Faustino. The dead are
jealous. The first husband inspired Es
teban to wicked love, to murder. But
Acacia, unwilling to call Esteban faarms.'
there, throws herself into his
There is a wild embrace. She proclaims

Kf M

iss

that's all;

|

[

native

And
the world, wouldn't let him.
what more could there be?
Nothing, but the final curtain falling on
a moonlit garden in Virginia, with ft
young girl who had got the moon she'd
been crying for and who had learned
that if you cry for the moon in this
world, it's much better, really, never to

In

j

i

I

;

j

ions tenors

Mr: Court ennv. who played the leading
part at the Park Square Theatre where
Inlie play had a long run, said in an
terview published in The Herald of last
might
idea
dramatist's
Sunday, tho
have been treated in a. more serlousP
way, but It Is doubtful whether ther
play would then have enjoyed so great,
popularity.
Last night William Shellyt
Sullivan gave great pleasure to the au-l'
dience by his portraiture of the gallant]
eaptaln. He was capably supported by,
Frances Anderson, Olive Massey, An-1
tliony Blair and others.

:

In love

fall

chiropractor,

And

funny.

was

unroariously
as a perfect foil for Bert

he

Williams and McKay, George LeMaire
deserves a world of credit. He is a real!
comedian himself.

I

i

The best singing was contributed by
Mildred Richardson, Bob Nelson and
Frank Cronin. Bob Nelson has a knack
nf putting a song over, arid if it hapiiens to be a bit suggestive, he makes
of aJ
it seemed all right by sheer force
•lean

personality.

The best dancing came from Ula
Sharon, who begins where most toe

She was wonderfully
stop.
Bird and Bernard furnish
graceful.
Mr. Bernard
dancing quite unusual.
apparently
logs,
extraordinary
has
happens
particularly
the
prince
if
for kicking
bone
in
them,
tion,
without a
to be the heir to the throne of Great
his head from ljjhind is but a minor
Britain.
stunt for him. IVJauriee Diamond dances
Barring that one difficulty, however,
uath his legs as compared with McKay
Mr. Thomas had the whole field of rowho dances with his feet. Diamond's
We
are
mantic possibilities open to him.
legs seemed like rubber and his creaglad to say he took advantage of all of
tions built UT>on the so-called Russian
them, with the result that for three
school appeared almost impossible of
sat
and
blissful acts last night we
accomplisih,ment. But he did them— and
revelled in romance, in the lovely folly
with a smile.
of make-believe. From the moment the
The chorus was neat, pretty and efcurtain rose on the drawing room of a
fective. Boston will like the better parts
house in old Virginia, we put hard rea H c f the show, but it may have to be
son aside and substituted a long-dis- tj pruned a bit to please the majority of
And I theatregoers.
carded ability to "just suppose."
we Aaven't had such a good time in the |
theatre for many a long day
dancers

I

I

"CIVILIAN CLOTHES"

AT THE ARLINGTON

"MARY" RETURNS
George M. Cohan's "Mary," that everpopular musical show, with its bevy of
pretty girls, its delightful melodies and
the "pep" that Cohan always insists
upon, and gets, opened a return engagement in Boston last night at the

"Mary" is a grand old
like an old and
was warmly greeted by a

Colonial Theatre.

|

name, and the show,
friend,

true
capacity house, which is likely to be the
rule for its stay. The cast in presentation

is

new

i

but being handassurance that each
in capable hands.
were whistled and

to this city,

picked by Cohan is
and every part is
The songs that

sung throughout New England since.
"Mary" appeared here first last summer, were welcomed and encores demanded, notably the "Love Nest."
Cohan has given this company his personal attention with the result that
there is not a moment when the action
lags. He has kept his company moving
much as he used to when before the
His proxies in the form of
footlights.
six clever dancers were a distinct hit.
Miss Virginia O'Brien, who w ill be remembered for her work in the "Royal

|

j

j

1

Vagabond," was the Mary,
daintyf
and appealing. She has a clear, sweet
and her songs were greatly en-|
Guy Robertson is the Jackfi
[joyed.
.who tried to put the house plan across;l
'Sherman Wade was the Mr. Goddard,.
I'voice,

in at short notice for Harry
Coner, who was ill; Octavia Broske. the
Mrs. Keene, and Eva Puck, the Madefilling

t

line.

Robinson Newbold. as the Frenchman.;
was a vast improvement over t he original: in fact, Newbold carrier!
«'mw

npersonation

dn.

w»

or

ST

bit

e

r The

choru S

young,

is

cryptic;

now

works
memory.
that

was one of the chief events of the
and musical season, now half over.

clever

177

too fastidious, not
originally dramatic; music
a spell and haunts the

but not

Ingenious

every nio*e
And so one might go through the proMarceau is original in Tommy
Boyd gram, finding always something to adas
Trank Otto was clever Hugglns
a mire, something to praise. This recital
was
Harold Vizard's

year the Hon. Robert Morris Washburn wrote a sharp letter in The Herald,
under the two-column headline:

Conductor and orchestra were heartily
There
was enthusiasm
after Mr Loeffler's Poem. The comparer
acknowledgement.
was obliged to bow in
applauded.

In the evening at Jordan Hall Mme.
Lucilo Delcourt, harpist, assisted by
Anna Golden, viola, and Georges
Laurent, flute, gave a concert. The

"The Harvard Liberal Club, Is It a
Harvard Club? Is It a Liberal Club? By
R. M. Washburn, "90."
I immediately sat down and wrote a
letter to The Herald entitled:
"The
R- M. Washburn.
Is It a Washburn?
Is It an A. B.? By A. G. Webster, '83."
This came back to me as fast as Mr.
Burleson could get It. I cut It down,
removed the objectionable matter, ano*
after two or three proxime accessits it

1 program was: Bach, Prelude and PHOEBE CROSBY IN
WINTER GARDEN
JORDAN HALL RECITAL
Bourree; M. Rousseau, Pastoral VariaChristmas
STARS AT KEITH'S pedal harp.an
Soprano
Assisted by Walter Golde,
Fantasy;
tions

Kilty Doner, a Winter Garden star,
(with her brother and sister, lead the
This is the
Ibill at Keith's last evening.
,flrst time the three have played to-'
gother.
Their "League of Song Steps"
gave opportunity for some clever dancing and posing. Ted and Kitty gave a
scene on the Bowers', the same in which
their father and mother played 20 years
ago, and wore the same costumes.
one-man vaudeville
Joe
"ook, the

1

'as

a whole performance

in

him-

helped along the following act
This act, "All Balled Up," by
was
ler Brothers and Evelyn,
l

and

clever.

Thompson Seton gave

t

descrip-

hunting scenes and imitations
animals, evoking sufficient ap0 indicate that there was a cone number of sportsmen in the
Ryan and Ryan's eccentric
i.
were a comedy feature.
Gordon and Gene Ford in their
1
Classique," were in strong
to Craig Campbell in classical
ular ballads, but both won much
'

.

rogram as a whole U well

bal-

nd of high class throughout.

j

POPULAR "LOVE BIRDS"
MOVES TO WILBUR
The frolicsome "Love Bird3" changed
from the Shubert Theatre
evening.
tS the Wilbur Theatre last
Hits and individual high scores were
Kooney.
popular
Pat
made bv the
Marion BenU Elizabeth Murray. Eva
Evelyn
Hlnes.
p av
Cava m. eh. Tom Dingle. Harry May.
Grace Ellsworth, Richard Bold. James^
Hi Sullivan. Barrett Greenwood and
tta

location

.

i

carol

old
Nerlnl,

for

Is

Italian

Mme.

F. Schmltt, Lande (dedicated to
Delcourt), Grovlez, Impromptu; Plerne,
Impromptu Caprice, for chromatic harp.
Debussy, Sonata for flute, viola and
harp. P. Gaubert, Sarabande; Tournier.
Veerie, for pedal harp.

In days gone by when young women
read "Jane Eyre" in bed chambers behind locked doors and the Ideal of feminine beauty included long curie and
an alabaster brow, the harp often stood
in the parlor. A handsome woman with
fair rounded arms playing the harp in
private or in public is still agreeable
to the eye; when she is a skilful player
the sounds plucked from the strings
please the ear— for a short time. The
harp in the orchestra Is a useful, euphonious. effective instrument. A long
recital, no matter how skilful the harpist may. be, even if the harpist should
play on "a harp of a thousand strings,"
soon wearies the ear.
Mme. Delcourt is an accomplished
virtuoso; her program introduced unfamiliar compositions; her coolness was
admirable when she was obliged to put
In a fresh string in Rousseau's Variations; she was deservedly applauded fur
her skill and taste; nevertheless a harp
is * harp, not an instrument to express
emotion, and unless music is emotional,
tinkling; or
it Is decorative— agreeable
It startles by the barbaric pomp, fire,
frenzy of an orchestraRousseau's set of Variations stood out
•boldly
old

among

*fhe

tin familiar

Pianist

Phoebe Crosby, soprano, assisted by
Walter Golde, pianist, gave a recital
last night in Jordan Hall. Her program

was

fractionally printed.
In the mean
time it was evidently shown to the
honorable Robert, as I received a postcard on which was scribbled In the
well
known
chirography,
"Encore
vendu," which Mr. Johnson will tell
you is In the vernacular "sold again."

Paladilhe, La-'
Cigale, J'al dit

comprised these songs:

mento Provencale, La
aux etoiles, Les Bois; Schubert, The!
Nlum; Brahms, On the Sea and
Serenade;
Schumann, Spring Night;
Georges, Nuages; Fourdrain, Chanson
Norvegienne;
Lo Colibri;
Chausson,
Lalo, Chanson de l'alouette (by request); Palmer, The Nile; Curran, Rain;

Young

j
|

j

j

..

I bided my time, and last
week sent,
him a card on which I scrawled "En-

core vendu," with a quotation from himself (mutatis mutandis) as follows:
"In 1920 I supported Alvan T. Fuller
for Lieutenant-Governor.
He was the
regular Republican nominee, and further was entitled to an election, in my
opinion. So did almost everybody support him.
I then had no thought of
ever doing business with him."
He laughs best who laughs last. So
I thought, until the card came
back.
He Is a noble Roman, and well given.

>

Alice Barnett, .Mood;

and

fields

Butterflies;

VVave Caught a Star.

^

Del RIego, HayBarbour, Every

Crosby gave a recital here In
1919, and then made a favor-

-Miss

j

December.
able

Impression.
was lor a time a

said that she'
member of the Abornl
Opera Company.
Her naturally line
voice, of good eize and range, has' dramatic quality at present, though with"
proper development she could be effective in lyric measures. Her intonation
is pure; she 13
temperamental, with aj
genuine sense of fitting interpretation;
but her technical resources are not now
sufficient for the carrying out of her
aesthetic intentions.
She has yet to
'earn the value of nuances and of polished phrasing.
The program was interesting. Songs
that w«re especially noteworthy were
the Lamento. Les Bols, Nuages, the
It

is

ARTHUR GORDON WEBSTER.

Worcester.

Kittery

As the World Wags:
Would you mind "starting something"
in your column concerning the
origin
of the name Kittery? I have a suspicion it is Czech and points to a very

!

'

pieces.

The

Christmas song itself is quaintly
charming, and the Variations are something more than endeavors to show the
skill of a performer; they are musically

songs by Georges and Fourdrain. and
Rain. This last song was repeated.
The accompaniments of Mr. Golde
were a decided feature of the recital

Ingenious. The pieces by Nerini. Schmitt.
Grovlez, Pieme have little substance;
Nerlnl's is of the salon order. As for
the other named composers, they grope
In rhapsodizing and are apparently at
their wit's end.
Debussy's sonata had been heard her*.
It Is one of a set half completed by the
compoeer in his later years, when he
had begun to imitate himself, too often
vaguely and feebly. .Nevertheless, It
was a pleasure to hear the flute of Mr.

early (l.oo) Czech settlement in Maine.
There were Kitteras in this part of the
world prior to the Revolution, all
Czechs, and there are other Czech
names, which have suffered a seachange still greater, doubtless owing to
the proximity of the Atlantic codfish
P° nd
E. MacG. C.
Boston.

I

-

yet there la no memlber of human
that Nature has so strongly In-

And

-

bodies

Gilford or Gilfoil?

as
within a double fortification
the tongue, entrenched within with a
barricado of sharp teeth, to the end
that. If It refuses to obey and keep silent
when reason "presses the (littering reins.
within, we should fix our teeth In It till
the blood comes, rather than suffer the
Inordinate and unseasonable din.

I

Hosed

As the World Wags:
I. W. c. spoke recently

•

1

In your column
of Hoyt's "Trip to Chinatown," performed at the Tremont Theatre during
the week of Sept. 19. 1S92, In which "Har-

'

I

ry Gilford" took part.
Is not this a linotype error.* Was
not
"Gilford." that remarkable comedian
Harry Gilfoil, who imitated all sorts of
animals, whistled, etc.? I saw him for
the last time In 1901, at a London
music

Hit or Miss
As the World Wags:
In the language of diplomacy, will you
please be good enough to kindly tell Mr.
Herkimer Johnson that I was In Boston
yesterday, and that I thought I saw him
1st the luncheon of the Harvard Liberal
Club. He was dressed, not In an umbrelI fa. but In a red tie, was smooth-shaven.
and had that benignant air which Is as-

Laurent.

GANZ RECITAL
I

of

I

MME. DELCOURT AT
EVENING CONCERT

He had become an idol with the
first-nighters of the 'alls, and seemed
destined to circulate perpetually around
London, according to custom. What became of him? His imitation of sawing
wood was a classic. One almost saw the
stick fall. When he Imitated two
bull•logs fighting to the death, tlmM
women
fainted. He was Incomparable. L R.
R.
Boston.
hall.

j

I

By PHILIP

HALE

1

HaBfedolph Ganz, pianist, gave a recital
yesterday afternoon in Jordan Hall. His
program was as follows: Bach, Fantasy
in C minor; Beethoven, Sonata, A flat,
Schubert, Impromptu In C
Jbp. 26
;

chuben-'

Musio

Ballet

ianz,

from

Weber. Perpetual Mo|"Rosamun<ie"
Chopin, Sonata In B minor; Gans,
lln May., (from op. 83), Scherzlno (from
bp. 59) Debussy. Four Preludes: Uneocentric, the
Une. General Lavlr©
jQIrl with the Flaxen Hair, Fireworks
;

llion

;

;

.

^ft,
I

Herolde

.

.

Elegiaque,

Rakoczy

March.

The program was one to test the techproficiency and the Interpretative

I

Ifrfoal

Seldom, If ever,
l-faculty of a pianist.
Dhas so brilliant a performance of the
(Finale of Weber's Sonata In C major
been heard here. Weber, by the way, never
this Rondo, "Perpetuum Mobile."

i^^Bsd

^^Hought

of calling

it

"The Indcfatt-

The Rondo was not known as
"Perpetual Motion" until the sixties of
It is said that Alkan
I the 19th rontury.
Iwaa the first to give the Bame title to

Ifable."
I

IL of his own
1 Parry
ftaay In

'»

pieces.

his "Bach" treats the FanC minor carelessly, r caking nf
"in
the Italian manner," aa
In

a*
"an experiment." Truly an experiment
was eminently successful, for It
pieces
to one of Bach's moat Imposing
<W the piano. Perhaps some day a
play
to
courage
the
have
pianist will
Bim B minor sonata of Chopin without
-tag Largo, or refuse to play the sonata
lot all. This Largo Is one of the very
taw compositions showing that Chopin's
(after all, was mortal; that he could be
Mfkly Mntlment.-il. Mr. Oanz's tranamusic
ballet
Schubert's
of
Eriptlon
would have been approved by Schubert
some
hear
soon
we
i.ot
May
Ihimseh
lof the delightful music In "Rosamunde"
at a Symphony concert?
Mr. Gans has always shown hlmr.< If
In Boston an unusually brilliant and inOn former occasions
telligent pianist.
Imm has sometimes missed warmth and

»t

I

'(

II
||
I
!

I

poetic

feeling

i:i

his

interpretations.
nothing lacking.
was not for a

Yesterday there was
His dazzling bravura
moment metallic; elegance was not

flnl-

or affected; there was not for a
the suspicion of superficial
feellnir In the expression of sentiments

oal

moment

by PHILIP

inter

Isoclated with the distinguished philosoThe Cleveland orchestra, conducted by pher. Alas! I found that the red was
Nikolai Sokoloff and assisted by Mishel
for Harvard, and that the genial counPiastro, violinist, played for the first
tenance belonged to a good friend of
mine and relation by marriage, who. In
time In Boston last night In Symphony
of his 60 years. Is frequently, on
Hall.
The program was as follows: spiteskating
the
pond, mistaken for a freshRachmaninoff* symphony No. 2. E miman. His philosophy comes from connor; Lalo. first, fourth and fifth movewith
tact
generation of youth in his
a
ments of the Spanish Symphony; LOeffltr,

A Pagan Poem

(after Virgil).

Jn

the last composition the piano was
played bv Helnrlch Gebhard; the Engthe three
lish horn by Albert Rey;

trumpets obligati by Alois, John J. and
Charles Hruby.
Mr. Sokoloff. who Is pleasantly remembered here as a violinist of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra, an earnest student, a musician of serious purpose, has had this band in charge for

'

only two years, as we are informed.
Before he made Cleveland his home he ,
had established a reputation as a con- £
duetor.
I
The orchestra played last night with (
commendable precision and with a
spirit that might be described as enthusiastic. At present its performance
accurate and vigorous, full of go,
Is
effective In stormy outbursts by sheer
dynamic force. It would be unreasonable to expect now a great range of
dynamic gradations, or extreme finesse
Mr. Sokoloff, who feels his music, for
he is of a temperamental nature anil
not without a poetic soul, will un
doubtedly soon make the orchestra
'

more plastic, for he has good and pliant
.material, and he himself is a conductor
Orchestras of
of indisputable ability.
much longer life visit Boston occasionally from other cities and give performances that are less engrossing because
their conductors are first of all drill
masters, men of routine without vision;
or they are spectacular and superficial,
bent only on sensational display.
Mr. Piastro played here for the first
time.
He chose Lalo's beautiful concerto which demands the utmost elegance, delicacy, dash. In these qualHe is conities Mr. Piastro Is lacking.
tent with gaining as big a tone as posHis interpretation throughout
sible.

was pedestrian: the
paniment was rough.

orchestral accom-

Rachmanioft's long-winded symphony,
which, In the better portions, reminds
one of Tschaikowsky in his more commonplace and deliberately popular moments; and the subtly conceived I'agan
Poem of Mr. Loefriec are familiar. The

I

]
!

j

I

J

j
I

of Shakespeare. I
this Is an original

cannot pretend that
thought, as I dare
say it has been mentioned by German
philosophers and perhaps even by our
own George Lyman Klttredge. Be this
as it may, we were the other night
reading Corlolanus In our Shakespeare
Club, where, as In the club described
by Bertie the Lamb In "the Henrietta,"
"ovwy fellah thinks evwy other fellah's
a devil of a fellah but he alnt!" (You
remember the Robson squeak, associated with, but not allied to, that of
Bill Taft) and It occurred to me how
Charles the Baptist Hughes, like Caius
Marcius Corlolanus (the pronunciation

—

whose

title

and the place of the sec-

ondary accent weflercely discuss). Having deserved well of the state, and being ambitious to be consul (not counsel),
because he refused to kow-tow to Luc'us Junius Brutus HI Johnson, tribunus
plebls, failed of election and was obliged to be

a counsel after

all.

I

mean

not Calus.
Also Tullus AuLudendorf, after being soundly

Charles,
flditts

whacked by Caius Marcius Foch, went
off to live In a villa at Antlum and
Joined the Orgesch.
Or again. Warren Gamaliel Caesar
ays to Antonlus Coolldge:
Let me have men about me that are fat:
Tond' Washburn has a lean and hungry
took

Re

thinks too much; such

men

are danger-

ous.

ANT.

Fear

him

not

Caesar,

he's

not

dangerous;
[Be

'

n noble

Mr. Johnson

Roman, and

may

"But What"
As the World Wags:
wonder if any one besides me has
noticed and been annoyed by the
freI

I

famous school. Is Mr. Johnson a "Harvard man." that flexible term, so indefinable and so much sought by legislators and (I had nearly said other) criminals?
I have perused the new Quinquennial in vain for his name, and, although thero are Johnsons from 1645 to
IT'18 and
from Odin to Hosea, I regret
that I find no Herkimer. Must I conelude that Mr. Johnson has not been expnsed to this famous plague of culture?
What I wished to tell the philosopher
was relative to the Intense modernity

of

'

well given.
remember that last

quency with which the phrase "but
what" has been used of late, when the
correct usage would be "but
that."
Even such a master of English, as the
late Samuel Butler slips up as
regards
this phrase in his "Note Book,"
page
247. line 4.

Is not

of "that which"?
Arlington.

MARK

DICKEY

S.

Ed.

T

'Lady," 'Woman,'
and 'Me'
As the World Wags:
Why does mankind use the word
"lady'' when he means the generic
"woman"? What bugaboo Is concealed
in
"I" and "me" which causes the
timid to use "myself"? In an article
on the editorial page of today's Herald
on the trials and tribulations of immigration across the Canadian border Into
the United States occur these two sentences:
"Ladies (sic) were conducted
to one room and men to another." The

runs:

were

"Myself,

with

several

condemned to pay,"
"I with several others
was condemned to pay." etc.?
Let us be consistent. Either the absurd and prudish "ladies" were conducted to one room and. "gentlemen"
to another, or else the correct women
etc.

Why

(sic)

not

and men. There Is nothing derogatory
In
the good old Anglo-Saxon word
"woman"! Why adopt the methods of
Molieres's "Precieuses Ridicules," using

"lady"
Feb;

'

"what" a contraction

Butler's sentence Is as follows: "He
came strolling round to see what I was
doing and I, not knowing but what he
might paint much better than I," etc

ether
others

I

when "woman"

is

L

the word?
,
F. 8. 8.
.

7(6- f.
Let us not misquote Mr. Hickson. He V
spoke of "a particular style of neckThe,
line" that Mrs. Harding prefers.
proofreader)
(or
linotype
modest
changed "neckline" to "necklace" for
the benefit of The llcialt'/s readers on

!

1'78
Introductory
only to amuse, forgetting
of lite Jaded voluptuary who
ncard and done everything:
crackling of thorns under a

Compare Omar
and cycles of seven.
Khayyam v. Jamshyd's Sev'n-rlng
Gup. xxl, "Yesterday's sov'n thousand
> ears." xxl, "through the Seventh Gate."

ae laughter of the fool; this

Me

la to furnlfh misccllaneand incidentally to
the moral tone of the coin*
•t Ua begin the day by sins>es in common metro of good
Ike Watts.
i

mutnt

\

lor the
old

v
•

i>,..

Against Evil Company
In

T*ao

Join with tbode tu play
»lK>m I'to m> .Iclltht;
i-urt* >nj -.near, hut n*»"r pray;

aumtf.l

Persians and Arabs did not know about
definite Seven Seas or Oceans. But
you may be interested to know the
Persian names of seven of the chief seas:
Bahr-y safld, the Mediterranean.
Bahr-y yunan, the Aegean.
Bahr-y syyah. the Black sea.
Bahr-y (k) hezar. the Caspian sea.
Bahr-y qulzum, the Red sea.
Bahr-y hunud, the Indian ocean.
Bahr-y 'oman or Darya-ly fars. the
Persian gulf.
Bahr-y zang or zanj, the Aethloplan

any

.

j

I

Wbo

trail

sea.

I

lumrs

ill

aiij

tigiil

It will be noticed that qulzum Is used
bahr (plural t
only once In this list
byliar) Is Arabic, The Persian word for
-ocean, uqlyanus, is of course derived
ffrom the Greek; the Arabic is bahr-y
mu(k)hit. Persian is as full of Arabic
words as English is of Norman words.
Omar himself does not use the expresFitsGerald insion "the seven seas."
troduces it into the 47th stanza of the
edition of th e Rubaiyyat published in
1872; in tho second or 1S68 edition the
"As much as ocean of
last line runs:
a pebble-cast"; and in the final revision,
"As the
published in 1882, it reads:
sea's self should heed a pebble-cast."
I notice In a recent magazine poem
by Charles P.
"Derelicts."
entitled
Hauser, It says:
"You, who so smugly claim the Judgment
;

'.

I

^Bli

to hear * wautoit tons.

The »or0« offrud rata* c«r»:
*ho»M r.ol dar* Julie my tongur
With Unguis* such a- their?.

I
"

Airai

I'll

Is

flat .-offers

WOI

I

|

turn mine ej

go

Iking wltb

tbir

wise

may grow.

Tba

Mem

on* rude boy. that's used

mock.

to

|

My

liod.

Wltb

bite to walk or dwell

1

sinful ehililren here;
me not be sent to bell.
sluners are.

Vfcen let

Where cone but

Concerning Treaties
(The FoederaJi-t. March 7, 17SS)
will not be In the power of the
President and the Senate to make any
treaties, by which they and their families and estates will not be equally
bound and affected with the rest of the
lanunlty; ajid having no private inIt

terests distinct from that of the nation,
they will be under no temptations to
neglect the latter.
As to corruption
the case Is not supposable.
He must
ither have been very unfortunate in
his Intercourse with the world, or posses* a heart very susceptible of such

Impressions, who can hhink it probable
that the President and two-thirds of
Aha Senate will ever be capable of such
unworthy conduct. The idea is too
gross and too invidious to be enter-

But in such a case, if it should
happen, the treaty so obtained
from us would, like all other fraudulent contracts, be null and void by the
law of nations.

seat,

Against the hulks who sailed the seven
seas,

Whose narrow

lives

knew not one

I

wild

pulse beat;

would you
memories?"

What

give

to

hold

their

would be difficult to find a more demixed metaphor in a similar
of words meant to be serious
and impressive. A little farther on the
"hulks" become "footloose fect"— some!
of the lines have those!— but t lie author
gets in the seven seas. There is not
much danger that "saven wealthy
towns" as Mr. Anon put it, or "seven
rival cities" as Thomas Seward varies
"seven cities." a.s found in'
it. Or Just
Thomas Heywood's couplet, will ever
It

lightful

number

contend

for

the

birthplace

UOU."

,

„

of

"Dere-J

»» «. Da

tained.

ever

Col.

Marlowe, This Time
Henry Watterson is irrespressi-

In his latest communication to the
world at large he gives it as his opinion
that
Christopher Marlowe was not
killed by a serving-man, one Francis
Archer, his '"rival in a quarrel over
nought kisses." as Havelork Ellis puts
It.
Marlowe, it appears, went to the
Continent, wrote there and sent his
plays to his friend Shakespeare, the
aitfor, for production.
Hence the plays
known as Shakespeare's. Yes, this is
ble.

highly

And

probable.

so the
•ras brought from his prison to

Dauphin
a North

American

wild, where he Was brought
be a missionary; Marshal Ney
was not shot— he came to Georgia and
prospered there in a humble way;
Bar'xarossa is almost ready tS come out
Of his c%ve. Kitchener did not go down
with the vessel. Life is more romantic
than deep-thinking historians and bi-

Mb

to

ographers would have us believe.

The Crushed Playwright
The editor of the Daily Chronicle of
London received a letter in which the
[Writer stated that he was the author of
a play bated on modern science and
philosophy, "in jome respects my playcalled
world.

'Mos- s

-

is

the,

greatest

in

the

If
contains the greatest
he wit of Mirk Twain, the
religious spirit 0 f Isa.nJi, the imagination of the Arabian Nights, the sublimity of the Divine Cojnedy. and the
|ajodernity of Joseph McCabe
If I

i'jsp

'

ideas. It has

were a neurotic fo^eignsr like Ibsen or
h8uindberg I thould be gorified
As
I am a sane Kngishman, 1 am treated
with silent etntempt."
Perhaps Mr Jewett

can secure the
exclusive rights for production In this
country. Cannot the Drama League persuade him ?

The Seven Seas
As

1

the World Wags:
Seven Seas are not quite drained
oat or dried up by the discussion of
what they stand for, it may interest
If the

you to know that there
(anthology
f'Heft

of

Persian

is

a famous

poetry

entitled

Oulzum,"

which signifies "The
Seven
it
has been already
^Stated out that the word or number
< ,ven is regarded a.s particularly sacred
.xmg many peoples, especially among
Seas."

e Orientals.
issiar.s

W

in

deified

I

a

think the early

way

deified

it,

exists;

pagan
and as

several other numerals
^rea.*^ ior this signal honor is not

(

|

,

i

Itzkl. pianist).

I

The audience was not concerned with
the question whether Strauss and Hugo

were

growing

in

j

news-

I

recently

trifles.

"Out of th e very long cast we can only
pick 6ne or two others of this capable
for mention. Miss Mary Raby.t
Who played Mrs. Lincoln; Miss Cathleen
Orford, the maidservant; 'Mr. A. E.I
secretary:
Mr. I
harried
the
Kilmer,
Joseph A. Dodd, the negro; -Mr. H.f
.Victor Tandy as Gen. Grant, and Mr.
Harcourt Williams as Gen. Lee. The
weakest part of the whole thing is the
Choruses, spoken by two female 'chronI!

company

1800.

The concert will be repeated tonight.
The program of the concerts next week
comprises Vaughan Wtlliams's "London" Symphony; Mozart's Concerto No.

[

.

(Jacques Thibaud, violinist);
Chabrier's Overture to "Gwendoline."
6 for violin

iclers', in

John

Utile disturbing."

American managers were disinclined

j

not necessary to describe It in
As It will be performed here for
Hill.
tho first time in Boston tomorrow night,
notes about the performance lid
fc tow
England and about the actors may not
that

it is

ham
800th

,

fEng) by the Birmingham repertory,
company on Oct. 12, 191S, when William;
TheR
J. -Rea took the part of Lincoln.
first performance in London was at thel
1919.
Thlsjl
Feb.
19,
Hammersmith.
Lyric,
theatre was in an unfashionable quarter, far from the West end, to which, asL

Henley said, the "upper classes" gofcjj
tn broughams. Nevertheless, thej
play attracted all London and the runr
was a long one.
The account of the play published in

down

formance of Moliere'8 comedy In 1670,
Strauss now and then attempts to re-

.

Times the day after thee
performance, when Mr, Rea again:
took the part of Lincoln, is sufficiently^'
Informing for those who have neglected
io read the play.'
the London
first

I

"Those who maintain that the salva-l'
tlon of the theatre lies in the provincial!
-towns and the London suburbs will find-an argument in the latest production of
the L>' r ic Opera House at Hammer-,

•

-

smith, which has for this occasion)
Joined forces with the Birmingham Repvertory Theatre; Judging from a survey]
of Wednesday" night's audience, London!
Is by no means too proud to go Journey-'
Ing westward in search of serious dra-|
mati<: effort; and if future audiences|
enjoy Mr'. Johij Drlnkwater's 'Abrahaml
Lincoln' as much as tho 'distinguished'!
and, Indeed, j 'smart' set of spectators)
(which incluied Lord Chanrwood, Lin-I
coin's biographer) did on the first night.

to bring out the play Tn this country.
Messrs. Brady and Broadhurst, according to a story' published In the N. V.
Times of March 7, 1920, refused to let
It Into their houses in New York.
Will-

iam Harris.

now be amiss.
"Abraham Lincoln." a play in six
scenes, was produced at Birmingham!

oboes (one interchangeable with English horn), 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons (one
interchangeable with double bassoon), 2
horns, trumpet, trombone, piano, kettle
drums, campanella, side drum, bass
drum, tambourine, cymbals, triangle,
harp. With these instruments Strauss
performs all manner of agreeable tricks.
As Lully wrote music for the first per-

if

"Abraham

year—and the play has been so often dis-|v
oaaaed in newspapers and magazines,

Hall.
This Suite Is Interesting in many
ways; it bids for immediate popularity.
It Is curiously scored: 6 violins, * violas,
4 violoncellos, 2 double basses; 2 flutes
(Interchangeable with 2 piccolos), 2

—

play,

These

read well; but they are unnecessary in so direct and broadly
planned a play as this, and they became, before the close, more than a

Ltneoln," has been read by so many—:
awtly 60,000 copies of the tdooK were
60l4 In 15 months, up to Nov. 15 of last

Symphony

produce the spirit of the ancient music
but he Is whimsical In this, and is suddenly ultra-modern. He Is reported as
having said after he had completed his
"Rosenkavalier": "Now I have written
an opera In the manner of Mozart," but
he could not write in that manner,
greatly as he admires the composer of
'The Marriage of Figaro"; nor can he
content himself with Imitating Lully.
Would the Florentine recognize "The
Minuet of Lully" played yesterday? It
Is delightful music but not in the 17th
century manner.
The overture Is sparkling with Its
pretty closing dance tune; the first
Minuet, without any pretence of imitating Lully, is melodious and graceful;
the "Entrance and Dance of Tailors" is

Drinkwater'a

non-committal robes.

poems

* /

Nor was the

gay. The more serious movements
Strauss- Is ever serious in this Suite-

We

negro; promising to buy a new hat
some day; and rounding magnificently
on a treacherous member of. his cabinet,
one Burnet Hoole, who was acted by a
Mr. John Darnley, not unrecognizable,
under his make-up, as the author of the
Deeper still, we see the agony I
play.
and the determination with which Lincoin brought his country into war and I
maintained it in; war until the cause
was won; his woe at the loss of life; J
his unconquerable faith in victory; hist
gradual realization that not only thej
Union, but abolition was necessary' to
the health of his country; his insistence!
on clemency to the vanquished. All thisi
and more of Lincoln's great character I
and lofty philanthropic passion Mr.
Drlnkwater offers in musical and shape- I
ly prose, and Mr. Rea. whose perform- I
ance was remarkably penetrating andf
well sustained, brought it all out in
the acting. His Irish brogue was no!
drawback in a production which did not!
profess to bo American in external

on the head, as the circus girl by the
ringmaster: ."She rides well for one so
But the music itself Is not
young."
conspicuous for "depth" except to those
who have turned the concerto into a
fetish inhabited by a spirit. Deep musical emotion was not in fashion in the

7

of|

Ward

when he was
more mature he would show greater
was
he patted
Thus
feeling.
depth of

Vienna of

on this side

see Lincoln, reading Artemus
aloud to calm the nerves of his
cabinet; bfdding his badly harried secretary read to him about the cloudcapped towers, because he feels tired;
pardoning a soldier who had fallen
asleep on his post; chatting with a

out.

played this concerto, that

audience interested In the fact that "Le
Bourgeois Gentilhomme" section was
dropped, like the boy Xury In "Robinson
Cruso" when the revised version was
performed at Berlin the next year. It
listened to the Suite arranged by Strauss
as purely concert music; listened and
enjoyed it hugely, applauding enthusiastically after each movement; at the
end recalling Mr. Monteux several times
and Insisting that the orchestra should
share in the honor. Seldom has an unfamiliar musical composition been so
In

New York

Levltzky

is

to tho assassination in the theatre in
1865, We find this or that point of Lincoln's' character and passion brought,

interpretation,
admirable
for crystalline clearness,
surprising fleetness. with an ever-presThese qualent sense of proportion.
ities with the same musical Intelligence
In phrasing and In employment of tonal
gradations marked the performance of
the first Allegro, while the reading of
the Largo was emotional without undue

—

warmly received

—

cold.
The withdrawal
to Mr. Levltzky, Mr.

read
Mr.

admired than he

St. Gaudens.
But
Mr. Drinliwatcr and Mr. Rea do not stop
short, at that. In each of the six scenes,
which take us from what was praci;al!y the offer of the presidency in 1860

missed an
conspicuous

We

over4

More .Barnard than

orchestra, especially
as the performance was a. brilliant one.
Those who did not hear the final Rondo

when

perhaps

|

was not courteous
Monteux and the

papers,

been

the Atlantic if he had not carried with
•him so much of the l'og-cabin into the
White House. Mr. Drlnkwater Is careful to give the. actor of the part, Mr.
William J. Rea, plenty of opportunities
tor What we might call the Barnard
tatue side of the man; and in the huge!
hands sticking out from short sleeves,
the slovenly clothes, the shocking hat,
which so worried poor Mrs| Lincoln, and
the general behavior, Mr. Rea is far

Mr. Monteux gave a spirited, even an

von Hofmannsthal, the librettist, had
done Moliere a deadly injury by their
produced ait
comedy-opera-burlesque
Stuttgart in October, 1912.

tees

exciting reading of Schumann's Allegros
and Scherzo, but with the exception of
the Introduction to the first movement
and the Adagio, in which the romantic
dreamer Schumann is revealed these
sections were eloquently performed the
Symphony has* aged. And In this symphony more than In the. other three the
orchestration seems hopelessly crude,
ineffective, distressing to the ear, while
the musical contents are seldom worthy
of a more tasteful dress.
The. concert, was a long one. Some in
the audience were unable to hear the
last movement of Beethoven's Concerto.
Perhaps they feared that the tea and
buttered toast possibly with muffins

—

which areJ
be necessary to drama;
Instance, of which Mr.L
tilings

"Lincoln was, first and foremost, a|
picturesque figure. He might have done!
all he did and more, and yet have been)

finenesses.

—

to

many

sparing. love-Interest of the usual kind,
although the pretty glimpse which he]
gives us of Lincoln's relations with hisi
wife ought to be enough to flavor the|
play; and emotional appeal In general J
which theatro audiences are not accustomed to find offered through questions?
of politics and philanthropy. It is all,]
in tact, a littlo 'high-brow'; and nonet
the less welcome for that in these daysl
when the drama is mostly as low-brow{
as are some ladies' hats.

The Suite was finely played by the
small orchestra. A successful performance of this music demands not only
humorous appreciation, spirit, dash,
sentiment; It also demands at times a
certain appropriate rollicking coarseness; at other times elegance; above all

emphasis.

Excerpt from Strauss's!
Music to Moliere Comedy
By PHILIP HALE
The 14th concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Mr, Monteux, conductor, took place yesterday afternoon In
Symphony Hall. The program was as
follows: Schumann, Symphony, C major,
No. 2; Richard Strauss, Orchestral Suite
from the music to Moliere' s :omedy,
"Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme" (first time
In this country); Beethoven, Concerto
No. 3, C minor for piano (Mischa Lev-

supposed

never existed.

it

lacks

It

humor, for
Drlnkwater has

There are many measures that recall
the
especially
the
"Rosenkavalier."
waltses.
As In other late works of
Strauss, the comparative poverty of
thematic invention Is not wholly concealed by skilful Juggling with the instruments; common place, even common
melodic' figures are not authoritatively
embellished by strange blendlngs of Instrumental timbers. It is not necessary
to Inquire whether the various movements suit the action In the theatre;
when a Suite derived from stage music
is played in a concert hall, the theatre,
for which it was composed,* no longer

'

Tbry learn the nicked les.r:
Oue Klckly »heep Inteets the flock.
An S poisons all the rest.

Ject.

performance in Stuttgart. The Courante
in the Suite was not played.

I

Hfar

it{

deserves.

engrossing portion of the Suite In
spite of various musical eccentricities
that might have been effective at the
leust

It was natural, therefore, to apply it
Probably the
to an Indefinite number.

t«

"And ah tho success it may get
From the nature of tho sub-

Cleonte."
The Dinner Muslo with
Dance of the KIKhen servants rs the

of

,1

,

Jr.,

Lincoln,"

'

had

faith

in

"Abra-

On Aug. 25, 1920, the
was given at the

performance

Cert Theatre, New York. "The story
Of A. H. Wood's passing up of the
play in London is also beginning to be
noised about. Mr. Woods was in London \vlth a well-known theatrical scout,
and, according .to the story, he was indisposed' on the night that he and the
scout were to attend 'Abraham Llnooln.' Accordingly, the scout, in whom
the traditions of Broadway were strong,
went alone to the Hammersmith.
" •Well." asked Mr. Woods on his re*

'how is it?'
"You don't want it.' was the scorn"
'it's an Arthur Hopkins.'
On Nov. 25, 1919, the Morning Tele-

turn,

ful reply,

graph of New York announced that the
play would be produced at Stamford.
The first performance
Ct., that night.
in this country was at the Globe Theatro, Atlantic City. Nov. 27.. 1919. The play
was produced at the Shubert-Garrick
Theatre. Washington, D. C, on Nov. 30
Of that year. The first performance in
New York was at the Cort Theatre
Dec.

15.

Bennett's Opinion
Arnold Bennett contributed an introductory' note to the published play. It
teems that in London after the production at Birmingham, managers "magnlf
contly" ignored it.
„'"When Nigel Playfair, in conjunction
with myself' as a sort of chancellor of
too exchequer, started the Hammersmith
Playhouse (for the presentation of the
boot plays that could be got) we at onc«
began to inquire into the oase of 'Abraham Lincoln.' Nigel Playfair wao absolutely determined to have the play and

Birmingham comra'-r

The.

aot n.

"o

•

"

the play and great. y admlrea
coM\Va secured both the play and the

With

aW

transW. Reini which
6
we must

in

perform
Dany.' The first Hammersmith
both foi
.ipce was a tremendous success,
WilhU.n
for
and
play
author or the
inths ioi«
Be*, the Irish actdr, who,

'

make

die to

While God

is

merchtae: en.

^^wds'o^^
stain a
but tor mv iron resolve not to
reputation for callousness.
I well-earned
from
night
that
home
!a.« I returned
Hamwhat are known as the wilds of

"°Son-

I

(Hammersmith

mersmith,'
Of London.)

X»»BT ^

Only the other day a that l
Ity.
U was
J
man wrote what a pity
omitted
Ann Kutledge story bad been1WApril
11,
Times.
Y.
N.
-The

]

1

I atill

succeeding, and
Nobody can. dine out in Lona blush
don todav and admit without Lincoln
'Abraham
}« that he his not seen
Monarch* and princes bweStatesmen
Archbishops have seen it.
An exEKwithout number have seen it he had
MMord chancellor told me thatwilds and
said
into the

H succeed.

from Hammersmith
They could not do It.

letter from Mr. Ed1X0 an interestink
ward Robins of Philadelphia:
life and
-An early version of Lincoln's
far back as
deatS was brought out as Muelhausen.
the theatre at
in
1866
of 'La.
iaaoe-Lorraine. under the title

end

1

Vtett

Sort

la

d'

Abraham

and
The author

Lincolrf>

\^T\^ ^\^S

«vl& Tnto seven

to the \S est

We

4,

The

journeyed out
that there
las .nformed at the theatre
tore no seats left. He could
from the
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DrinkMr. McGlynn, the Lincoln of
old
water's play, resents the speech of
"I always knew he was the
friends:
to
a
very picture -of Lincoln." Hp said
the
New Yorit reporter: "1 deny being sec'very picture." Who can Imagine a
ond Lincoln as a stock company man
making love to the baby "vamp." or as a
Pickford or
•film hero supporting Mary
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to
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Physician Discusses Ghost Plays:

Theatre
|A Psycho-Analyst in the
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This does
psycho-analytic mind.
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real life soon- bethe old. homestead
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mimic mortgages of the stage.
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was with Canary & Lederers Gold
in which he pla>ert the part of
Bus
wild Indian with a very loud yell.
Next he Joined Charles Krohman's
Empire stock company and eventual
followed J. E. Dodson in the title role
After four years with
of 'Richelieu.'
with
the Frohman management he went
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Negligent Spence
The Rev. Mr. Spence neglected to describe any stutue or vase-palntlng of

FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
Uum Littlefleld. soprimo.J

BGcorges Laurent, flutist, and Jean Bo-1
detti. 'cellist, gave a delightful young I
Jpeopla'a

concert

yesterday

afternoon

Peitho
trated

comes again newly at Jordan Hall,
B >If we allow that the audi- I Mr. Laurent played solos by Widor,
Hahtlv allowed it In their tense, Poppler, and Chopin and obligates fori
then we two of Mrs-. Llttlefleld's solos.
R%venoQ8 eagerness
Mr.
ptM the oplnloosi we formed of Laurent plays excellently and the auSrhe (fct lust, of Alary Rose her- ciicn.c was delighted with his work. Mr.
fcf to wish to ho reborn you Bedettl played numbers by
Pappe
k dissatisfied with life ns it Is, |Lak>. Mozart and Schubert.
He shows
own life us it is.
U nno musical appreciation in his art
H»ry Rose hud ;v father and ^ Am Mual. Mxa. LHUefleld ch armed tie
jsthe loved very much, and inter
Mtand, who was »ll that a hus- nf audience" Her program was light, two!
Chinese nursery rhymes especially deSo have
Answer:
nould lie.
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nevertheless pro-

re

not that
It was
dissatisfied.
try
did not prow up (she is
*ttling «v, n In tlx- ghost scene), hut
she would not grow up, or. if you
u'.
,uuU not grow up.
s'ov thjO why and the wherefore of all
Is
lay, tertians, in Mary Rusft's ini»Cy before the dramatist round her.
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Mrs. Llttlefleldi
lighting the children.
also sang pieces by Hopoklck. Engel,
Spauldlng,
Samuels,
Flske.
Leoni.
Brockway, Crist. Kicker, Lang and

j

opinon
that ilenp doWn in the unconscious. we. , olasek s
concerning
Miss
(til
of ua. really know all about it. WTatalle 'Manning: that with her "prothough we don't understand how or /ocatlve" profile
she was like unto the
why or where we know.
So that lays the ghost of Mary Rose /oung Greek Goddess, Peitho. We asked
W»d brings ue to the unknown and >'in a tremulous voice, "who was
theology.
Our psycho-analyst is dis- Peitho?'' for we found nothing about
turbed out of his scientific calm by the her in good
old Doc Anthon's classical
very first whiff of this affair.. The clash, Dictionary',
nor does
[he declares angrily, is not about re- tion her in his useful Apollodorus menhandbook of reffliffion at all. but about lore— the love erence,
"Who's Who Among Gods and
of the hero for his mother and hence Goddesses?" The
Herald
has received
Ihis antagonism to his fiancee. This Ts (he following
letter:
I rather a hard saying for the uninitiated,
who are apt to Jump to wrong concluConcerning Peitho
sions: but. generally, it means that a
boy's mental growth may not keep pace As the World Wags:
with his bodily growth, and so he may
I was much surprised to
see in the
remain In the childish spiritual relationship with his mother when a grown Herald that you express ignorance i'n
man. and even after his mother's death. regard to the Goddess Peitho. I think
If this occurs he will he antagonized by If you had asked Mr.
Herkimer John'otlur women, especially if ho has exson he could have undoubtedly told
perience of the great shock of war.
you,
as his erudition must comprehend
Antagonism breeds controversy on sub-
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!

I

which are specially sacred to the much more recondite matters than the
person one Is at war against. In this in- one in question.
stance It was religion, for Sylvia was
Peitho,
from the Greek word "1
notoriously very devout. So our hern,

jects

sian and
Corinth.
*t:adela.

!
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had temples at Athens and

True for you, O learned Theban! It is
a pleasure to receive a letter from one*
who, evidently, has socked with Socratesi
and ripped with Euripides; but B. L. F.I
should have gone farther in his invest!gation
Ho should have quoted the
verse of our old friend, the justly celebrated Johannes of Barbucallus.
"To Persuasion and the Paphlan goddess, has TSurynomas the neatherd, the
bridegroom of Hermophile, with a chaplet of rosebuds offered up a cheese and

'

Coats** by
vmf \a«a Pr1o<v?M

See special notice.
Hotel Yendoma. 3 P. M. Third and last of
MJs- Terry's eoarerti. Jo*cph Suruunt, Jr.,
"piauologiiea."
"V."' 0 '"1 F"""tt, in
"J"^
Jordan Hail, S:1S P. M. Second concert of
the Ploualey QLUrtet. Mozart. Quartet In 'r
raajor iK. 3S7), Grtffes, T»o Indian SkeU-be<
tar moat quartet. Lento asaai and AUegr
gtocosv>; BeethoreD. Quartet. C sharp minor,

A

>

op. 1*1.

tjmpuons- Hall. 6:16 P. M. Concert by th«
Harvard Glee Olub. Dr. Davison, cotajactar
antsfad by Pr-eda Hem pel, soprano. S«« a*aeial boUcs.
P.

Mi.

lMh

of the Boiton BrmpnoB/ Octi tt bra,
Monteui, eendnctor. See epee'a] notice.
steart Hall, H:15 p. m_ Lawrence Hayne*.

>r:

Malcolm

¥W§*j

accompanist.

l4trii,',

J,eoi.'tu
Boacl: o. r a nre.
m:f. I>» Manoir
!**

^

'

_

fTbebrier.
Chanson d'aroo'lr et
Leg Ro^ea *T Ispulia-.:
!:•.- -moiide;
flahn.

'from

hiumlnuff.

his

Matt; Harel, Aate

her performance.
Concert master Capron distinguished
himself in the solo parts of the SaintSaens tone poem.
Since Mr. Mollenhauer, as the regular

Peitho.

in

We

'Aphrodite

is

which

of

B.

tho

Sappho refers

tol

of

Tel! me,' thou payst. "the fond defies
with which thv heart doth yearn
.Shall Peithos nv K et persuasive voice tOMi
*
thee some lover turn,
i

:

;

i

1

,

Or who

Is he. O Sa-pplio, that soaks to dol-5fl
theo HI? Tell ine thy will."
is
It
a - urlous fact that the Englisht^
translators versifying the hymn, Am-|B
broee Philips, Herbert. J. H. Merivale,'- /
Palgrave. Edwin Arnold, T. W. Hlg-I
ginson. Walhouse, J. A. Symonds, doflR
not mention Peitho by name; nor does.
Swinburne in the paraphrase in "Anao
|

'

tot la."

the

People's

Symphony

Orchestra

TO THE HOLLI

to

Chicago Opera Company. He
sang a program of widely varied
emotion and style in an always
thoroughly competent and an often
Elasticity
highly artistic manner.
of understanding and performance
is required to turn from such a roistering-tragic song as the "Angeleca"
of Pizetti to the wildly romantic
"Lament of Ian the Proud" of Griffes, to the triumphantly happy "It's
We Two, We Two for Aye" of Hageman' and the "Silvestrik" of Ducoudray, and sing them all well.
Sir. Johnson, like many singers, was
more at home and more pleasing in the
earlier selections by Durante and Rontani and Handel, though the "Sorami
Dei" of Handel wa-s sung with a really

eloquent appeal. The four songs of the
second, section, "AUtomne," by Faure;
"Le Passant," by Hue "Non Piu." by
Cimara and "Angelca," by Pizetti, ran
the gamut from sentimental longing,
vain weariness of life, to the gayety of
youthful flirtation and the dramatic
revelation of death to a drunken rois;

—all

terer

and

conduct the Verdi

UNCOLN COMES

sung with keen

I

Symphony

songs of his program, which mirrored the modern spirit, than in the

"

to

also are taking part, the regular Sunday afternoon concert in Convention
Hall will be postponed until Feb. 27.

|

later

j

Handel

the

of

U

Requiem performance In Symphony Hall
next Sunday, and many of the members

{

the

quote the particular veree.l
addressing Sappho:

Society

am

Hall this winter than y*sterday
afternoon heard Edward Johnson of

L F. sends
hymn tol'

conductor

Haydn

the origKipling's

Larger audiences have listened

Too

Ifttler.

translation

Aphrodite

:

(repeated/

own

;

slielierara'le'
ts 1(. lft1lX ^ K u,,i,

AeLp-e: Delioasr.
Grt»»: Bantock. Serenade; S'elncit, Tile
'.'n- M'«ti ; Grtffes. An Old Song resting:'
|rntfi.

Poet,

In addition to his

intelli-

technic and serious rather than
showy abilities. Her dark comeliness
was set off by flowing Greek draperies
of soft blue.
Four recalls rewarded

gent

was

less pleasing- concerts in

there.

She gave evidence of an

teena.
I

JOHNSON SINGS

brought two powerful deities with them.
Persuasion and Necessity, they made a
witty answer, to the effect that the
Adrians had readied the lowest pitch of
'penury; that two unprofitable goddesses.
Poverty and Impossibility, never forsook
'their island but ever loved to dwell

PM.

^ert

Miss Ippolito, the assisting artist, is
a pupil of Mr. Loeffler, and still in her

|

By PHILIP HALE
HOLL1S STREET THEATRE— First I

3

to

notice.

2:3o

of Peitho was
B. L. P.

prolonged was the ap-

to stand, so

plause.

Lurgan Sahib in
The obituaries called him Mr.
I

j

well,
and Mr.
wasiobliged to call on his

exceptionally

Mollenhauer

men

informed that his real
Alexis Mahmoud Jacobi
Bari; that he was born on an i-sland in
the sea of Marmora, the son of an
Italian father and a Syrian mother.
Can this be verified? Has either contention in the case of the Imperial Diamond ever been verified; that is, was he
the victim of plotters or did he try to
cheat his customer?
GEORGE P. BOXJTVAR.
Beverly.

name

honeycombs."
B. I* F. might also have referred us
Herodotus, who says that the Andrians. asked for money by Themistocles, refused to give it. and when Themisiocles replied that the Athenians had

|

rtollBUt.

Hall

played

Marion Crawford

who was

j

symphony No. 5 in C minor, op. 67:
The audience numbered almost 1000.
The "Fingal's Cave" overture was

1

Jeffrey. violinist.

I'BJDAT—tompbony

•Kim."

in

The Latin name

of

inal

Jacob.

Boston.

i

pianist,

in fiction form by F.
In "Mr. Isaacs," and

Orchestra,

I

Mr. Isaacs
As the World Wags:
Newspapers all over the country have
commented upon the passing of the
curious character whose career is told

She Is referred to in
the Suppllces of Aeschylus, to which I have not been
able to
refer.
Pausanias says that she was
reckoned among the graces by Herme-

:

3

common

I

Pindar and

Hall, 3:30 I». M. Edward
Johnson, tenor of the Chicago Op*ra Aseciatioo.
Sons,- reeital.
S^e racial notice.
CiBTentlon Hall. St. Botolph street. ":"0
P. M. The People's Symphony Ortfiestia, Mr.
Mollenhauer. conductor. See special notice.
MONDAY—Jordan Hall, 3 P. 11. Pauline Pa ifortb. pianist.
Schumann. Sonata, G minor;
Rarel. The Tomb of Conperln (completer.
Chopin, Zf:<iee in E major and G flat ma lor;
Orlffca. White Peacock; Bantock, Reel. "TheJ
Bobcn of Brechin."
TrESDAY -Jordan Hall. 8:15 P. M. Karthryol
Lee. soprano; (Jnatave Ferrari, piaster. Gluck. J

Brao Dobnanyl,

'

name Ewyalus.

SUNDAY—Symphony

concactor.
3m special
THU USD AY—Jordan Hall.

I

sented in company with Aphrodite.
In Sappho's famous ode to Aphrodite,
Aphrodite asks Sappho whether she
\rishes persuasion to bring some lover
who is now cold under the influence of
her attractions. Ibycus, in Fragment 4,
calls upon Aphrodite and Peitho
to
wreathe with roses a beautiful youth, bv

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK

Jordan Hall, 8:16 r. H. Se. Old <"«n-ert
of the Baatoa Mniical Association. Mr. S/mmj.

ij

at Athens near the
presume when the charms
of the goddess were not sufficient to
ibring mem under her influence she
called in her lovely daughter to
rie;p
assistance. I think I have seen a vase
painting in which Peitho was repreAcropolis.

'

O Toi qui prolongate mes j«mr«; H«ndel-Bihb
Inrocatton from "Radamteto"
Old Entrlish.
PhflUs has tueb charmtDsr (trace"; SehiiraiiTi;i,
A re<I. red Bo»e: Litit. A Wondrous Thins;
Schubert. Ha.-t, Lark the Lark; Raciimani
Lilacs: RrjMnUein. The Tear: Martini.
on*.
PlaUer d'amoor; Pestard. Boo Holr, Snron.
Satnt-Saem. Pojrqaol reeter seuletto? Dbussy. Beau Soir; Leroux. I* Jour; ioo'»
I'm Wanna' Avra : Stickles. Who BSotr"->
Steptjsna, Berry Brown: terrari. I Know.
WEDNESDAY—Jordan Hall, 3 P. M. Helen

,

verbally these remarks Spence supplies
footnotes, quotations from Terence and
Terence mentioned the afLucllius.
fectation of Greek women in pressing
their waists) into the mallest compass
possible. Eun, act II, scene 3.
Spence
adds his own comment on this pressing
"Which, "by the way, does much more
harm to the constitution and complexion
than it ever did good to the shape."
Unfortunately a folio is not a book for
reading" in bed.

Symphony

People's

Emil Mollenhaner conductor, gave Its
13th concert yesterday afternoon in
Convention Hall. The program was as
follows: Mendelssohn, overture, "Fingal's Cave"; Mendelssohn, andante and]
finale from violin concerto, Miss Carmela Ippolito; Saint-Saens, symphonlj
poem, "Danse Macabre"; Beethoven,

(

J

persuade," was the personification of
persuasion; the assistant, or paredros
of
Aphrodite.
By some authors she is
said to have been the
daughter cf
Aphrodite.
Aphrodit© and Peitho had

a temple in

Tho

j

:

|

and vibrant.

PEOPLE'S SYMPHONY
GIVES 13TH CONCERT!

I

I

—

clear

,

I

while hating to offend his mother, also
puts a whole world between
Sylvia and himse)f and here is the author's deep understanding
scarcely disguises the satisfaction the consequent
rupture affords him. He even goes the
length of dropping the engagement ring
into the back of a gas (?) fire, with an
expedition that is positively crushing,
and he tells Sylvia that she is a dominating woman who only seeks to rule
him. He will he ruled by none save his
mother.
The religious controversy, about which
there has been all the fuss, is thus a
mere accident. If Sylvia, for example,
[bad been pledged to an anti-Bolshevist
[ campaign we
should have had a political
play. The point was that the hero did
I
ln«t want Sylvia, and the cliances are
Ithat he remained a bachelor, unless infdeed a psycho-analyst has taken him in
hand.— London Times.

'

,

.

religious,

i

!

I

—

purchased "Polymetis," the great

362 pages and many fine plates
when we could ill afford to buy any
book, but we were then "demented with
the mania of owning things."
It l»

the first edition, the one of 1747, containing the satrical vignette plate of Dr.
Cooke, provost of Eton, with the head of
an ass, the plate that was suppressed
I in the second edition.
Is the book good reading?
Judge for
yourself, here is a passage chosen at
random. Spence speaks of an English
woman at Florence criticizing tho waist
of the Venus of Medici as not flne and
taper enough.
"This probably proceeded from our beauties in England
carrying this nicety generally too far;
as some of the Grecian beauties did
-'formerly too at Athens. And I am the
more persuaded that this was the case,
because the same lady (who one would
think should bo a good judge of beauty,
because it is what she must see. at least
every time she looks in her glass) after
having seen the Venus of Medici several
times had the grace to own herself in
the wrong ; and even to exclaim against
the excess of this mode among us. The!
Venus of Medici, with all her fineness
of shape, has what the Romans call
corpus solidum, and the French the
embonpoint (I do not know that we
have any right word for it in English).
And her waist in particular, is not represented as stinted by art; but as exactly proportioned by nature to all the
4 other parts of her body."
To illustrate

Z /
J

[

Wo

of art.

d

I

folio of

Lark," Bishop. It is rare that so light
a program is sung with so much feeling

and true perception

Hyde, was tenderly fine. In the "Lament of lan the Proud" he reached a
dramatically
hardly
tragic
height
equalled elsewhere In the program.
One might easily consider the rendering of "Silvestrik" by Ducoudray the
finest bit of art of the afternoon, for
Mr. Johnson showed a restraint and a
simplicity of delivery that made the
song beautiful. The other members of
ho fourth section, "Le Soleil et la
CJIaneuse" by Moniuasko, "Qulen Te
Puso" by Hernandez. "I Tuol Capelli"
by Gul, "A Lo. Barcillunisa" and "The
Earl o' Moray," arranged by Kreisler,
added both lyrical sadness and gayety.
Encores were demanded and granted.
Mr. Johnson's voice showed an astonishing freshness throughout, a freshness that glowed as clearly in the final
song as in the first, and that seemed
quite superior to weariness and the demands of high tones, which were frequent.
The voice is not naturally
widely emotional, it has. in fact, a
comparatively narrow range, but the II
singer so handled it, so adapted it to I
the requirements of the various com- II
posers and sentiments that he made it
do what it was hardly meant for. The ['
emotion was intellectual rather than M
sensuous.
Of the resonant quality of 1
the voice thero can be no doubt: in the
|
rear as well as nearer the sta;;e it was

evenings."

two heavier numbers: "The Enchanted
Flute," Ravel and Lo. "Hear the Gentle

she was a real girl of llesjt and blood
might be possible to "analyze" her
and tind out about it. As things
l we can only speculate. Yet the great
Joyment we' had of the play shows

—

of lather distinctly love songs excepttng the lament of Ian— is likely to do.
Mr. Johnson's singing of "Her Voice"
by Carpenter, and "t Hold Her Hands"
by Hussel, ns well as "I^ong Ago" by

if

Johnson in a splenetic mood called
Spence a weak, conceited man, ana
Gray spoke contemptuously of "Polymetis," as a "pretty book," but Gibbon
praised it and tho Poet Pitt described
the author aa "the sweetest-tempered
gentleman breathing."
Mrs.
Delany
was reading "Polymelia" In November.
17u0: "It Is written in very
good stvle
and In a very lively, clear manner;
It
would be a good book for your winter

II

;

stately and richly Illus"l'olymelie"; an unaccount-

Peitho was so beautiful
with her "provocative" profile na Mr.
Polasek would have us believe.
Dr.

—

—

his

in

folio,

able omission

j

Audience Liked Love Songs
The third .section apparently pleased
Mr. Johnson's audience most, as a set

feeling^

erformance In Boston of "Abraham I
Eincoln," a play In six scenes by Johns
Drinkwater, with Frank McGlynn as I
bincoln.
Produced by William Harris, |
t

Jr.
It is hardly a play.
Dlncoln is seen I
Sat home at Springfield. His neighbors, V
Stone and Cuffney, discuss his oharacter.
He receives the nomination for the 1
I;

;

;

I

^
I
I
t
,,

'I

presidency.

with

Then conies

Seward,

a

scene

In

his

struggle

which' two

ft

B

women calling at the White House are
treated each according to her deserts. IS
At a oabinet meeting before the eman- If
clpatlon proclamation Is discussed. Din- f
coin reads aloud the latest, story of t
t

Artemus Ward,

Then come two episodes at Grant's h
'headquarters: In the first the tired E'
I President pardons a young soldier about I
to b« shot for sleeping on guard; in the I
second Lee surrenders. At last the as I
imagination;
and here the dramatist n
.shows Lincoln addressing the theatre I
{audience from his stage box. and puts I
"into his mouth passages from the sec- I
ond inaugural address and the Gettysburg speech. In the lounge back of the I
box Stanton says, a* Tie said ih the H
house across the way where Lincoln
,dled, "Now he belongs to the ages."
Not a play, but a series of engrossing jj
scenes, each one of which Is Intro- M
duced by a poetic chronicler. Without H
disrespect to Mr. Galvln Dunn, who
declaimed the verse effectively; wlthout disrespect to the poot liimself, it j
may be said that these Introductions 11
might be omitted in the performance; li
book they may be |y'
printed
the
In
thoughtfully considered; on the stage j
they are more or loss Injurious to the!
simplicity of the scenes; this simplicity 1
j

'

ojjj

'

1

For

'

last

here,

where.

,,,

remembered

nljfht

mSSF

„„:,bt.

well

distracted years of the civil

IJIrmfngham and

Hie

war

or the third act. when much
conversation might he dispensed
The company last night, for the
most part, gave an Interesting performance; they were attacked,
at moments.
nowever, by a c-rtain absent-mindedness, very disconcerting to the
audience,
it left one wondering
as to whether or
New York, when the orchestral tran- not they
really knew what came next
scription of "Couperln's Tomb" was per( '" Ve
Mr wi "SflPld and Miss
formed, the exact significance of the u
KoachK are to he excepted, emphatically
Some lrom
title was anxiously questioned.
this charge.
In their respective
dismissed the matter by saying that the parts,
They were more con in Its they, gnve a performance unusual
title was "silly."
inspired
intelligence, grace and
i-erned with this question than with the)
sincerity.
character of the music Itself. It mus'
i'e
admitted that the Forlane in the
sinning,

a nd his "Couperln's
There is still a dispute
over the Pavane pour une Infante dcfunte": Old Ravel have In mind a SpanInfanta, or any dead child? .He is
eported as having said that the title
did not. refer to an Infanta. And so In

early Pa vane

sad.

as

Tomb"

In

In London, where the
could not have been patriotically or sentimentally prejudiced
In
favor of the play, these scenes
the attention and moved the audie'
NOr was It in the impersonation of
by the actor that drew crowds
fcj Lincoln
10 a remote, unfashionable theatre. The
success showed that Ideals are still
^cherished at this period In the world's
history when many would have us beiieve that national selfishness and
greed
control the policy of the two great na
Hons in whose future course lies (he
H destiny, fhe happiness of the world.
It Is hardly necessary
to speak of the
Play at length, for it has been read bv
thousands. On the stage It is si III moie
1 effective; and here a tribute should be
paid to the players and the stage manH ager. It was a daring thing to put these
n scenes on the. stage; to preserut
cliaracIters that were known In Hfe to many.
Nor was success due only to skill In presenting them as they were In life. In examining old portraits and photographs,
In copying the dress of men and
women
Uhat then in fashion now seems almost
grotesque. There was need of more than
realism in portraiture. The reproduction
of the spirit of the time was essentia.!.
First of all there was the character of
LJncoln.
Mr. McGlynn not only looks
and bears himself as the younger generation sees Lincoln In the mind's eye;
•W reveaJs in an astonishing manner the
loneliness, the deep-seated melancholy,
the sweet humanity, the humor that
was so disconcerting to his grave associates, the Inexorable will whloh sought
the fitting time to exercise It, the lofty
purpoefve that actuated this "one of Plutarch's men" from Lhe moment he was
a candidate for' the presidency to his

spectators

|

B

V

•

were the members of the cabinet,
Seward (Mr. O'Brien), Chase (Mr. Jamlthere

Blair (Mr. Stanhope), Cameron
(Mr. Curtis), Smith (Mr. Reed), Wells
(Mr. Davenport) and the fictitious memImt Hook (Mr. Norton), who represents
the men Intriguing against Lincoln. Of
these portraits, those of Stanton (Mr.
Landau) and Chaso were perhaps the
jiost life-like In the matter of make-up.
Even more plausible in appearance and
Ipeech was the Gen. Grant of Albert
ton).

I

Dr.

F.

May

Koach,/
Hast .
Edlsi *

W»lt«r Klujsford
Diana Storm
.Blma Royton

John Wot sin

Charles vVarburion
Noel Leslie
Ingrld

Dillon

<

t
i
'

Jj

Clifford Tunver
Margaret Wiltshire
This play, first given In Boston In
April, 1913. by Miss Homiman's com-

Wdward Brlndley

Ml

pany of Manchester Players. Is
amusing satire on the methods and |
morals of* the owner of a string Of
Sir Charles Woigan
original, at the time the plav
was written, was thought to be I,ord
has become a millionaire
Northcllffe

of the shorter compositions and the
songs, finds that there were only mediocre results when he attempted to
construct on important work; that closwith
he
ing the "romantic period,"
others did not make any progiess in
Beeby
established
the sonata form
thoven. And d'lndy points out. as others
remarked before hint. th» (urines direcIn the opening Allegro of the G
minor sonata, "As fast as possible,"
and towards the end of the movement.

\

!

to her.
In the
.

«

the

J
;

>

i

\
•

neee school, and attempting to unite K
works of long breath and of solid
structure
No wonder there is a lack of conlinulty in the G niinoi sonata; that a
movement can be drfthped or the order t
'f the four be changed: for Schumann!
wrote the second In ISoO, the first and f
the third three years later, the fourth
Ej

re-

I

through the simple process of giving to
the public, not what It ought to have.
or what is good for It. but what It
wants. Sir Charles, a moral soul, according to his own lights, boasts that V
he Is the only millionaire in England t
who has accumulated a fortune honestly g
When his younger brother.
In 10 years.
Francis, turns up after 19 years of
Sir
strands.
foreign
wandering on
Charles puts Francis in the place of the
dramatic critic on one of the Worgan
papers, who resigned because a sentence which contained a split infinitive
When
was added to his signed review
Emily Vernon, whom both brothers had
as
reappears
boyhood,
known in their
an impecunious member of a "highbrow"
theatrical company. Sir Charles puts
the company on its feet, saves Emily
from dismissal and ends by proposing
|

tions

faster." then
..thir hand, Jean Hubert has devoted an
elaborate pamphlet to one of the sonatas. while Camille Mauclair finds them
beautiful, although he admits a lack of
He sees
unity In the one In G minor.
Schumann going back to Bach and
Beethoven, disavowing the later Vlen-

— whose

.

There has been diversity of opinion
concerning Schumann's piano sonatas.
Vincent d'lndy. admiring the composer

I was" dining Vear London
in
at the time of the South African
war, my host remarked: "Did you read
In
this
morning's Times that Her
Majesty objects to the private soldiers'
quiffs and the war office has issued
an
order abolishing them?" He explained
for my benefit that a "quiff" was
a sort
of Jaunty and aggressive cow-lick
afifected by Tommy Atkins in those
days,
to set off tho tiny pill-box monkey
cap
he wore at a defiant angle. I
never
found out why this tuft of hair displeased Her Majesty. Doubtless she
felt
as most of us do when we observe
a
certain type of our young men adopting

|

|

strange
overhanging hair-clip
which makes them look as If they
were
always wearing a sealskin hat

'

third

act Sir Charles has his

whole family berating hlin because one
of his newspapers announces that it wMl

republish the highly colored story of a
scandal which had occurred, 30 years be-r-j
the family of one of thelrtf
In
fore.
Sir Charles refuses to order Its}
friends.
cancellation; Emily wins his consent to,*
dropping the article, "not by convincing:
him," as she puts it. "but by caressinghim." Observe, then, how Emily ioathesjj
the idea that she cannot convince himj
by her mind, but can win him over toy!
her lips, air Charles drops the unsavory j
story -but. replaces It with another; hel
Is true to his policy of giving the public \
what It wan'ts. The play ends with'
Bnilly'a "chucking" Sir* Charles; his]
determination to get into lhe House of
Lords— "the very place for you." as
Francis remarks— and the audience is
dismissed with a hint that Emily ruayj

The play
of

human

witty, humorous and full
Interest- that is, until flMfci

l»

from the fact that Llttre sidesteps it.
In the palmy days of Buffalo journalIsm we ran every Sunday a "society"
column in which were chronicled all the
pink teas and receptions of the previous
week. At least a third of the announcements came from German families who
had contributed much to the city's prosperity while becoming themselves socially prominent. It happened that a feud
hroke out between two of these families,
and it reached the utmost extreme of
bitterness. One Saturday afternoon our
"society" editor, an American girl who
knew not one German word from another, received, to be run on Sunday,
notice of a reception given the previous
Thursday by Mrs. So-and-So (one of the
parties to the feud) and her daughter,
assisted, so the note ran, by the "Misses

Boston.
LANSING R. ROBINSON.
In English familiar speech, the
noun
means "a satisfactory result; espedaily an end obtained by means not
strictly conventional."
As .our corre-

spondent

meant
the

Spucknapf,

Wldervllle,

Sohlammfang

and Verfuehrer, and the Mesdames AbSchwatser,
Zecher
and
Schwelger."
There were others men-

scheullch,

as "among those present," but,
perhaps, not even In German should
their names "be repeated within the
chaste precincts of this temple of wisdom. The notice was printed in good
faith, and the subsequent proceedings
were more enjoyed by our German readers than by the publishers, who had a
rather hectic week of it squaring themselves with the offended damo who had
been so outraged. We never discovered
who sent In the notice, but suspicion
naturally rested upon the lady's enemy
who took a chance that the notjee would
slip in without coming under th©
eye of
any one familiar with German. From
that time on an editor with a thorough
knowledge of English, Irish, Germanand profane cast his eagle eye over the
"society" proofs before the forms were'
locked up.
Boston.
tioned

WOK

says,

in

military

slang,

it

a small flat curl' on
temple. The verb means "to do
to jog along merrily," but in tailoriginally,

well,
or's slang, "to quiff In the press"

means

"to change a breast pocket from one
Bide to the other." In English dialect
the noun means a dodge, trick, knack,
verbal catch; also a puff, exhalation'
breath (dialect form of "whiff"; the

verb means "to contrive, to cut out a
sufficient length
of sfuff."— Ed.

garment from a barely
Varia
As the World Wags:

A correspondent last week, In speaking
of Julian Eltinge's age. seemed to forget
that he and Richard Harlow were two
different persons.
It was Harlow who

played with tho' Cadets and in "1492 "
EHinge played with the Bank Officers
some years later.
The pronunciation of "Sardanapalus"
is

shown by the

"Eat.

poet's lines:
drink and love.
Naught else can

now

avail us.
Thuj! spake the royal sage Sardanapalus.
/

The spectacle of that name was a
failure from an unusual reason.
Its
greatest feature was an extremely realistic fire scene, and during its run
the
Brooklyn Theatre fire occurred, when
during a performance of "The
Two

Orphans." Harry Murdoch, Claude Burroughs and about 300 of the audience lost
their lives. In consequence of this,
theatre audiences conceived a horror of fires
and "Sardanapalus" suffered thereby
Concerning the "seven seas": A friend
of mine wrote to Rudyard Kipling
asking which seas the seven meant
The

I

j

I

Ithat
j

books and polite connveraatlon classes.
For Instance, "Je b'en fiohe" means, superficially, "I should worry," or "I don't
."
care a d
But If you say to a
Frenchman, "FIche-moi done la palx,'>
meaning, apparently, "Let me be" or
"Leave me In peace," he wants to meet
you In the cold gray dawn. In the Bois.
That the phrase has some very scurrilous veiled meaning may be Inferred

»

—

in."

and the

K.

"yellow" journals.

noon, and played Schumann's Sonata in *
Ravel's "Tomb of roiiperiu"
(complete), Pavane and Ondine; also
Etudes in K ma.lor and (5 H it major by Chopin; Grippe's "Wh.ie Peacock" and
Bantock's Reel, "The Bobers of Brech-

in lt3S.

Viola

i

Servant

protagonist.

G minor;

form

rWllllam E. Watts

John

Jimm UrlnJI, y
Mra Worgm

DANFORTH

original

St.

leland
Samuel Cteland
Mr*. Downs
\nnie Worsen

I

Its

.

Holt
Mrs.

and has the Instinct for
is
fortunate In having

'

When

1900,

.'

have some occult significance worse
-than blasphemous. I ventured to ask an
Englshman once Just what obscure
meaning it conveyed in addition to its
obvious one, but he took umbrage at the
very question. The note in Murray's
Dictionary throws no light on it. In almost all languages, French for one,
there are many innocent looking words
with double meanings that are apt to
Vet you Into trouble if your knowledge
of the tongue has been derived from

Nicholas Joy 1
Saul K end ick
Sir Charles \Vorgan..H. Conway Wlngrlelil 1
K. K. Olive \
Prancla Worg-an
Simon MttcQuold. ..'... mlmM Lyonel Walti I

Pag« bov
Emily Vonion

was nobly treated by a writer
knows the value of words, writes

On

by I

f

It

faster."

acts

four

t

simplicity, Its directness, its lack
un\ thing theatrical or sensational.
Id he caviare to the general. They
ot that the subject was a noble one;

"still

in

I

As the World Wags:\

.'

me to ask why it Is that an Englishman
goes up In the air when you call him a
"bloody son of a gun," or a "bloody"
anything else. The adjective seems to

^

.

I

Soldiers' Slang

">

the Pub-

of

phrase Is thought to be a corruption of
the low Latin "ficham facere," to make
the jig, l. e., to mock a person.— Ed.

presented
Players
Arlington
"Branded." a four-aot melodrajna by
Oliver D. Bailey, at the Arlington Theatre last night before an enthusiastic
audience. The performance was the first
textual significance.
in Boston, and the players showed careLaddie Clifl's act Is unique. He gets
ful study and thought In the presentaaway from the beaten path, and his
tion of the variorf, characters. The plot
eccentricities
In the dance are somehas
for
and
treatment
in
Is rather novel
thing to remember.
He was effective
its theme the old question— whether "the
in
caricature
and
burlesque.
sins of the parents shall be visited on
Emma
Carus.
assisted
by J. Walter.
the children."
The play opens In a small school near Leopold at the piano, has much thef*.
•iame
act
her
of the last &
on
visits
as
New York city. From there the audi- two
seasons. She varies it slightly by 4.
ence Is taken to a fine home in Paris,
and thence back to New York city. lhe Introduction of a youthful dancer
Heart Interest Is interwoven with mys- and musician.
Charles Withers and his "hick"' melotery, and not until the final fall of Uncurtain is the spectator given the happy drama is one of the big laugh provokers
of vaudeville. How he flops around
ending that goes with 'all of the more
the stage In a carnage of paste without
popular playe.
Frances Anderson as Miss Ruth Bel- breaking a leg Is one of tho mysteries';
mar and William Shelly Sullivan as of contemporaneous vaudeville.
Other acts were Werner and Amoros
Douglas Courtney. Jr.. the .leading members of the company, easily captured Trio In a musical act; Dolly Kay, comedy
songs; Carlmell and Harris, dancEthel Wright in the
the stellar honors
ers; Edison and Caple, musicians, and m
part of Dolly (Dot) Belmar and Edward
S
Varney as "Velvet" Kraft made the Flekoma. equilibrist.
ino*t of rather difficult ports.
Others who acquitted themselves credOur correspondents— may Allah length1 itably included V.'. J. Brady us Douglas
en their days and bring their enemies to
Haslett as Miss
I Courtney.
Sr.. Doris
confusion!— have the floor today.
IMatsle, Florence Burroughs as Mrs.
,Courtney, Sr., Wlllard Dashlell as a
•
"Bloody"
J police officer, ajid Helen Soott as Roee'7
As the World Wags:
t
I Hilda.
The play was produced under the
That chapter on English slang prompts
direction of Willard Dashlell.

Wants." a play
Arnold Bennett.

ts

m

GIVEN

Man

"The

and Queries, 4 S. 1. Feb. 8, 1868. The
Germans used "Biutlg" in the same manner. As for "flchez-moi la
patx," the

Ish

IS

comedy

j

'

lie

performance In the theatre only
Importance of the writplay which some thought by reason

1
Pauline Danforth. pianist, gave a rein Jordan Hall yesterday after-

(Etherldge's

Mode"). Dryden and Farquhar did not
shrink from using It. Swift wrote Stella
that it was "bloody hot walking" on a
'5 e r taln da-y: the word Is in "Tom
Cringle's Log. "^Bernard Shaw dared to
use it In "Pygmalion." See also Notes

1

The

Most frequently,

•iteratlon

I

—

'BRANDED'

advise you to consult the long artide "bloody" In "Slang and Its Analogues," by Farmer and Henley. The
note begins: "An epithet difficult to define, and used in a multitude
of vague

however, as it falls with wearisome reevery two or three seconds
from the mouths of London roughs of
the lowest types, no special meaning,
much less a sanguinary one, can be attached to Its use." The word occurs In;
English literature as far back as 1676

|

Carus, CiceoliRi, Cliff

comedian and dancer; Emma Carus,
the popular comedienne, and Charles
Withers, in his burlesque of the melodrama.
CiccolinI sang three operatic arias, a
Neapolitan song and two popular numbers.
He was more effective in the
popular numbers, which he sang with

We

and varying senses.

I

'

Honors

COPLEY THEATRE— "What

thaslzes the

dial

:

j

y

le

McGlynn as the

,

Suite has little In keeping with the
and Withers Share
whirling and giddy dance known to the
Venetian gondoliers.
Miss Danforth gave pleasure by her
playing to an audience of good size, for!
Pour acts share headline honors on
she showed a technical proficiency suit-r the bill at B. F. Keith's Theatre this
able to the interpretation of the various! week Guido Ciccollni. tenror of the')
pieces, musical Intelligence and taste. I Chicago Grand Opera Company, in
aft»
•rroup of songs; Laddie Cliff, the Eng-

all

the heart,
stage. He

181
[

'

little

1

Emma

J

I

the players, men and women,
or nothing to break the spell
hat held the large audience for nearly
;hree hours with waits of only a few
nlnutes.
Mrs. Lincoln,, who. accordRg to Mr. Drlnkwatcr, was largely Inluentnil
In 'shaping Lincoln's career,
vas simply played by Winifred Hanley.
t would be unjust not to mention the
idmlrable representation of Mrs. Otherf, a broken-hearted mother, by Jennie

But

ffflS

I

rhllllpa
lid

i

with.

'

I

lamentable taking olT.
The other characters aided In different
degrees In preserving the illusion. What
could have been more natural than the
talk and action of Stone (Mr. Irwin)
and Cuffney (Mr. VVadsworth) In the
first
scene.
The delegates from the
oonventlon and the Southern Commission were as true to the life.
Then

(!K99)

(1914-17).

I

I

;

i

i

answer

poet's
was that his idea of the
seven seas included the North Atlantic

ithe South Atlantic. North Pacific
South
{Pacific, Arctic, Antarctic and Indian

Suggestion for a topical song"Now;'
the Bar-Rooms Are Closed Let Us Clean
tjp the Bar."
QTJINCY KILBY
Brookllne.
I

1

-

|

MISS KATHRYN LEE
GIVES SONG RECITAL
Kathryn Lee, soprano, gave a recital
before a well filled house last evening
Miss Lee offered an
in Jordan Hall.
Interesting program, including numbers

by Gluck, Handel, Schumann, Liszt,
Rachmaninoff,
Rubinstein,
Schubert,
Saint-Saens, -Debussy, Arthur Foote,

'

•

Stephens and Gustavo Ferrari.
At the beginning of her program Miss
Lee seemed to lack confidence, but as
the program went on Miss Lee improved.
Her best pieces were the Schubert, RuFerrari numbers..
Mr.
binstein and
Ferrari, the accompanist, was excellent.
/

/

HELEN JEFFREY
By PHILIP

HALE

Helen Jeffrey, violinist, assisted byWalter Golde, pianist, gave a concert
yesterday afternoon In Jordan Hall.

Brahms,

Sonata,

A

major,

op.

100;

j

I
1

U

i'

\
iv
!;

|

show

the full,
prortclency of

Salr

t'hlnols;

evening.
cluded:

the double toll
It served, however, to
rich tone, the technical
of

spite

Ineffective. In
and trouble.

young Cannela

Ancient Oeruian Cirol
Antonio Lottl
Hans Im> Hiuuler
Throe l'U'tim-s from the "Tower of Babel,"
Rubinstein
Spread Your Wlnirs
Ce»ar A. Oil

voice and orchestra, composed In 1S88,
was first performed at a Colonn*
concert. Paris. In 1802, when Mme.
Breval was the singer. Last night the
singer was Charlotte Poegree, whose
task, for the most part ungrateful, was
It is a tempescreditably performed.
tuous' composition which, when first
performed, shocked the conservatives
by "dissonances" that today are almost
commonplaces. In Mendes's poem, unlike the tragedy of Klelst that moved
Hugo Wolf to write his orchestral
poem of the same title, the proud Amazon dies, loving, rather than hating,
her foe. Achilles. And In the final section of Bruneau's work is the greater
truthfulness of musical expression, the
The motive that
greater eloquence.
symbolizes the feminine side of the
Amazon is more happily Invented than
the motive of,.the warrior riding madly
to meet the fqfc. The close has genuine
pathos.
The extremely vigorous pages
are of a inoro ordinary nature.
Mr. Longy. who for many years has
brought out unfamiliar orchestral and

Fte the fashion now

thus described I

man-

for concert

book publishers In filiate proclamation of their wares. Miss
ffrey does not stand In need of this
ajmerlaji "bluff."' As a violinist she
pleasing to the eye and to the enr.
it ah* does not remind one In the least
Bruannhilde any more than Mr.
Oolde. an excellent accompanist, reminds on* of Wotan. Siegfried or HunJ»r»

to rival

din*.

»The sonata of Brahms is known to
the hardened Brahmsltes, big and little.
The faithful
Ol* Thun" sonata.
JfltyMman wrote a poem about It. 11
rerses In all, with six lines for each
verse.
The sonata Is a genial comPerhaps to reassure the pubposition.
Brahms qualified the opening
tie,
It .certainly is
as "amiable."
amiable. The second movement, with
Us section suggesting Hungary. Is alternately soothing and mildly exeltiDg.
The Brahmsites have regretted that the
It Is long enough.
finale is so short.
lOO lone, for the contents are comparatively uninteresting, nor did Miss
Jeffrey, although she played intelligently
and displayed technical proficiency, raise
it by authoritative personal interpreta-

M

1

H|n
.

tion

above

Its

commonplace

chamber

known

pieces,

as

might say

"musical

to

Boston,"

Mtro.

Salnt-SaenB

from Philemon and

Banc!*.
Oounort
Come Again, Sweet Ix>ve
Dowlnuil
IViyer of Thfinksclvlntr. .Notherlnnd Folk Sonjr

The- second movrfmcnt portrays a melancholy reclon that has seen better
days
The night is falling. 'There is
the ''-ought of povertv and squalor. I>1
frort of n "pub" an old musician Is fidld''n fv
The cry of "Sweet lavender" is

.

Mme. Hempel rendered two groups
songs:

Fnjhllngslled.

Traume,

Wagner

;

of

Mendelssohn;
Mozart

Warnung,

Standchen, Strauss.
Pauvres Jacques,
Solr,
Old French;

Rameau
The

.

•.

I

Hler au

;

heard.

Shepherdess.

In he third movement Saturday night
sounds from the slums are borne across

Horsman; The Night Wind, Farley;
The Carnival of Venice, Benedict.
The Glee Club well sustained the repu-

the Thames embankment. In the streets
Mcostcr-glrls are dancing.
There is the
music of mouth-organ, concertina, hurdy-feurdy. The Thames flows on In the
Ifoggy night, and there is silence.
i

.

tot'on it has "arned and verified its
right to a unique place among college
staging sock-tics. Dr. Davison had at his
command a full-toned and flexible in-

[

what Is
have

level.

•
shrouded In mystery."
Mr. Coates's d* scrlption,

which we
jhave greatly condensed, is entertaining
L;read:ng: but the title. "London." should
b- enou-h for one that knows that city,
wis imaginative and prepared to meet
ii'.lie composer half-way.
»
The symphony is -profoundly tmmusically, with or without a
>, pressive,
o.ogiam. Many of the pages are sinls-)'( lor,
even crue', reminding one of the
London through which
De Qulncey
0 wandered with the poor girl who van.

;

!

HALE

I

'>ii

Tjish d,
!

!

•
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Boston Musical Association^
By PHILIP

|

,

\

fleet

an unusually well developed mechanism for one so young, and an
agreeable touch by playing the last two

movements

G

to

whose Italian feeling for beauty
hln from extreme radicalism, not

say "futurism."

The American composition was a
^gende for violin and orclvsstra by

.

he Showed fine taste and
understanding.
thorough
His .performance of Mendelssohn's Fugue was)
the
unusual and effective through
wealth of nuances. Mozart's sonata
was played simply, with the utmost
charity, with tonal beauty. There was
no attempt to modernize It, to inject an
emotion that is foreign to it. His own
pieces, of an individual nature, although
of the
first
In the gentler episodes
Rhapsodic the influence of Brahms

was
f

discernible,

showed

his

virtuoso

qualities.

j

i

f

HARVARD GLEE
An

enthusiastic audience, almost com-t

pletely
Oie.

filling

Symphony

Hall,

frref 1

™

Harvard Glee Club and Mme. Frieda]

all

AoJH

school.

Mooi
j^^^^H
Mr. Haynefl
|V

'^sls'"

The Waning
a repetition.

pleasing voice.
exceptionally flno
His
for a teno^aWut it' sometimes seeme'l
that his higher notes were perhaps a
Mr. Haynes shows his aplittle harsh.
preciation of this new, brilliant music
in his artistic presentation and portrayal of his program.
:

Mj^P^^

.

^aughan mlliams's "London" Played Here for
First

Time

By PHILIP

HALE

The 15th concert of the Boston S^lphony Orchestra, Mr. Monteux conductook place yesterday afternoon in
Vaughan Williams's
Hall.
"London" symphony was played here

tor,

Symphony

The program also
for the first time.
E flat
concerto,
included Mozart's
violinmajor, for violin (Mr. Thlbaud,
and the overture to Chabrier*s

'

tot),

"Gwendoline."
.
TorK
When Mr. Coates came to New Symas a "guest conductor" of the
phonv Socletv of that city, he brought

'

'

I
'
:

1

<
.

30©ot the "London" symphony (Dec.
A description of the work,
l9->0).
31
pubsigned with his Initials, was then
society.
lished in the Bulletin of that
this
that
suppose
It Is reasonable to
comdescription was inspired by the
sayas
porer although he was reported
pering when the symphony was first
formed seven years ago that vanous
Inye
may
Bights and sounds of London
re
Influenced him, but it would not

them; that the t-tle
might run, "A symphony by a Lonmust succeed or
work
the
that
doner":
way. He
fall »s music, and in no other
probahlv had a change of heart whl e
he was rev slrg his work; or Mr.TToates
may have prrs'iaded him to desc-be
might
the bv- -nhonv. so that the hearer
or
not eilite Ktti the wrong emotions
be wholly perplexed.
tm« iipscriotion Is of a pictorial, gggj;

helrvful to drs'-rbe

I

city

^m^—

j

I

lias

included

,-.

liant technic;

i

l-:eeps

*,

(j

In th^^pmposltion. Ravel
jflkkto' of the modern

number.

was
noteworthy,
one
that)
brought out the singular talent of an
English musician, whose Idiom Is his
own, whose audacity is tempered by|
art, who does not see the life of London merely for the sake of musical
portraiture, but suffers himself, Is one
of "the complaining millions of men."!
A composer that looks on poverty, hunger, loneliness, merely as a novelist in|
search of copy, without human sym-I
pathy. could never have written the last!
whole,

tenor,
Hall.

,

is

piano pieces, and a few seasons ago his
concert piece for the vlolincello was
performed "at a Symphony concert by
Mr. Warnke.
The recital yesterday Interested those
who remembered him and those who
heard him for the first time. He Is an
accomplished musician, a composed of
serious and lighter works, a man of
ideals, a pianist of more than the or* V. „ j»
>7
V,
Jinn — ability
nKUIti, In
l« these
„
aiiiii
even
dlnary
when
days
the young In the ordinary run display
a technical proficiency that would h ;ve
exalted them 30 years ago.
His program would lead one to think that he Is
conservative In his tatte; that In his
mind music would possibly have died
with Johannes Brahms if his disciples
had not endeavored to preserve his traditions.
It Is not easy to think of Mr.
Dohnanyi playing pieces by Debussy or
Ravel with a conscience wholly clear.
What he played, he played well; like
a musician, like a virtuoso, and one is
tempted to add. like a gentleman. He
displayed more than a sound and bril-

till their dishevelled hair streams
in the wind.
Yet the performance, as a

interesting piece, in fact so interesting
that Mr. Haynes repeated it for his last

today. If the Interest was onlythat was better than the
present Indifference, for the concert
It was
halls were well filled as a rule.
not thought necessary week after week
to paper them so that the pianist or
finger might not be sick at heart seeing rows of empty seats.
Mr. Dohnanyi is again in this country.
He has not been forgotten during his
absence, for his name has often been
on programs of chamber music and

there

ness,

fancy,

13.

have liked a madder, yes,. coarser, performance of the' Scherzo. There is no]
more vulgar mob than that of London.
In thl3 Scherzo "Arry" and "Arriet"

tlpslly.

sang last evening in
His program included
Steftiert
numbers by Chabrier, Hue, Faure, ,Duparc, Halin, Respighi. Debussy, ^^.ntock. Griffes and Rachmaninoff. ^P*=!'3
(from Sheherazade). Ravel, was a most
Havnes.

|

should make the welkin ring; the street
girls should dance tilt" their hats bob

A rare treat was offered the lovers of
the music of the modern French school
in the program which Mr. Lawrence

'

-

-

curiosity,

«p

of Saint-Saens's piano conminor.
Vlncenzo Davlco Is an unfamiliar
name.
He belongs to the younger
.Italian school.
He studied for a time
'with Max Reger. but without imbibing
that teacher's beery counterpoint. "Roman Impressions" Is thoroughly Italian
music In the new manner. There are
three movements: the first depicting a
sunset in the country near Rome; the
second, the twilight, the hour when
Bleeping passions awaken in the soul,"
quote from the argument; the third.
)
\f. Inevitable festival
night. The Suite
short, pictorial in an impressionistic
ay, suggestive rather than outspoken,
except in the last movement. There Is
little that stands out in the memory
after one hearing, except the plaintive
jng In the first movement; but the
eneral impression lodged In the mind
Ix that the composer !3 a man of poetic

-

Some in the audience remembered
Mr. Dohnanyi in Boston 21 years ago.
His compositions and his piano playing
attracted great attention, for there was
greater general Interest In visiting musicians and In unfamiliar music than

rough', boldly into prominence by or-B
hestral instruments.
The present verlon Is brilliant, rhythmically exciting,
v
richly colored.

certo in

'

Hungarian Rhapsody No.

;

Maria Sanroma showed

-

!

;

|

,

Lawrence Haynes, Tenor, Gives Concert in Steinert Hall

B-flat major; Schubert, Moments Musicales, A-flat major, F-minor; Liszt,

HALE

The se;ond concert of the Boston
Musical Association, r.ow in Its second
» aaon, Mr. Longy, founder
and director, took place ".ast night in Jordan Hall.
The program contained several compositions that were piayed for the first time
n this country.
Ravel has of late been orchestraing
iome of his piano pieces.
"Alborada
1*1 Gravioso," played last night at the
letrinnlng and at the end of xhi concert from manuscript,
was performed
:ere by Mr Buehlig,
the
pianist, as
*rly as 1907. Whether the piano piece
rains musically by the transcription or
>y the revision is questionable. Ravel's
irchestration is always Interesting but
lere is a case of putting new wine in
J» old bottle.
The Ravel of 1920 is not
precisely the Ravel of the early years,
'aasages that are of little consequence
rhen written for a piano are often of
wen less significance when they are

Jesus

F - mlnor

op 28 No 6; Bee
thoven. Andante, F-maJor; Variations

Etude

in after

'

;

;

and haunted., his memory

A stony-hearted London
And
even the reckless, vulgar gayety Is not
the coarse Jollity of the happy and unthinking.
The introduction Is, perhaps,
the most poetic portion of the work.
t It Is singularly original,
with its impassiveness. Its remoteness from everyday life, its absence of everything earthly
* or spiritual.
Almost as fortunate is
the reproduction of street life.
It seemed to us that the slow movement steeped In melancholy, say rather
utter hope essness, would have been
j
more effective if It had been performed
at a little faster pace
and we should
1

MUSIC OF MODERN
FRENCH SCHOOL SUNG

i

"Hunger

c-j

standing accompanist.
The concert was notable among college
club musicales, brining to a common
platform a student organization and a
soloist of high distinction, with results
that warrant a high degree of pride for
the Harvard conductor. The final concert of the series comes on April 6, with
Fritz Kreisler as soloist.

i

a

unfathomable London." The symphony ends as It began with the
Thames, "the keeper of many secrets,

voice; the

I

with

TSJand

Night

j

opens

of work. pinVied
the cold, starving. The former gay
Iscenes of the first movement are now
'^distorted, as viewed by the eyes of the
oppressed^ There are cruel discords.
flAt last, as In an epilogue, there is "'vast

Wind."
She was in excellent
gaudy embellishments in the
"Carnival," which she sang with both
flute and piano, brought many rounds
rof applause. Coenraad V. Bos proved
consist of chamber music
himself again a discreet and under-

concertos of the more ifiodern
program will
years endure the test of a piano accomand songs.
panlraent. Missing the orchestral pomp
more
and color, one comprehends the
against
diatribes
easily
Buelow's
Bmch's concertos. Miss Jeffrey played
the one In D minor with full understanding;; the music is for the most part barren of fine ideas. It doubtless interests
its
violinists, or they would not play It
sentimental passages may please the
By PHILIP
genuine
nopublic; but there Is no
Erno Dohnanyi, pianist and composer,
Miss
compelling emotion.
bllity,
ifc
diligent
a
trained,
gave a recital in Jordan Hall yesterday
Jeffrey soundly
at present to I: afternoon.
pupil. Is not the one
The program was as folof
revelation
by
glorify this music
a
lows: Mendelssohn, Prelude and Fugue
;j
audience
of
disclosure
to
an
self,
by
a
|
what she herself may find significant. jlnBMnTnor; Mozart, Son&Sctii A-major,
She has natural and acquired gifts; she
Dohnanyi, Rhapsodle, if-sharp minor;
has
not yet the faculty of interesting
|
Rhapsodle, C-maJor, ltaarch op. 17,
what she herself Is interested.
I others In
No. H Etude, E-maJor, op. 28, No. 6;

finale

March'' of those out

Hwlth

'

'

The

I

strument, sympathetically rendering a
considerable variety of types of song,
the ecclesiastical and the secular, now
full of the gusto of youth and again of
the tenderness of the devotee, often
shading from the dimmest pianissimo
into silence and occasionally rising to
thrilling crescendo and percussion efThe Old English Madrigal was
fects,
perhaps the most appreciated number,
but the conductor resolutely refused the
encores the audience vainly demanded.
There were 88 in the chorus, with two
pianists and an. organist.
Mme. Hempel was liberal In the adding of numbers, giving "By the Waters
of Minnetonka," the "Norwegian Echo
Song," the Blue Danube" and "Home,
Sweet Home." She also repeated "The

'

Few

I

llcnipel.

Ssltatelle
Cliorua of Bacclinntes,

"I

piped unto you, and you have not
danced."
The concert last night deserved a full house.
The association
deserves liberal support.
The small
audience last night, greatly interested
and manifestly appreciative, was a sad
reflection on musical conditions as they
exist In Boston.
The third concert will take place on
Wednesday evening, March 23. The

I

Vcro languorts Nostroa

Bvuneau's "Pentheaoiee," a symphonic poem, text by Catulle Mendes. for

the Bruennhllde I
r

graphical, -neiohigloal nature
movement m ens t.v the "calm and sllent" Thai' es
One mipht add lo Mr.
Co»Mes'.<> de-rriptlon: a foggy daybreak,
a fog ns Dickons saw it; a mys'e-lous
river, the one known to Rogue RlderJ
hood. Then there is the noisy London
of crowded streets, of shouts and whistling; the London of thii*ostermongen>
the scene changes to - shabby districts.
Apnln the Strand.

,

C.intwte Doinlou

self.
tide, of the bow." I
once character- D

the club in-

In Inilel Jtiblle

Ippollto.

who by sheer tonal beauty charged
measures with an emotional quality
that was not inherent in the music Itlow herself to be I

The program by

movement.
There is so much native vigor

In thisj

music, so much realism that is not
photographic; there Is so strong an ap-|
peal, that chatter about the composer's!
technical methods, harmonic sch%mes,
orchestral
devices
and
inventions,!
would be impertinent. The symphony!
Jis worthy of the man that wrote "On
Wenlock's Edge."
Seldom is such pure, chaste, classic.!
yet warm and sympathetic violin play-i
ing heard
Symphony Hall or any!
as was heard yesterday. One!
1 other ha.ll
•

1

I

I

might add the adjective "eUgant" If I
that word were not sadly abused inl
(these days.
Mr. Thlbaud played Mo-S
zart's music as Mozart
would have!
liked to hear it.
There are fiddlers.?
There are violinists. There are a fewf
great artists that have chosen the vio-|
llin as a means of imparting, or creating
ibeauty; Mr. Thibaud is of them.
The concert closed with a spirited!
(performance of Chabrier's tempestuous,*
tumultuous overture.
This concert will be repeated tonight.
The program of next week is as fol—
Brahms, Symphony, No. S ; Carlows
penter, Suite from
the
ballet "Thef
Birthday of the Infanta" (first tirael
Schelling,
Fantastic Suite fori
.here);
vlano and orchestra (BennoTlIulselj
!

,

;

I

'

!

|j

:

|sch, pianist).
i

)
|

,

j

I

I

j

;

Earnest students
of
rhetoric will
please note this example of faulty cros-f
cendo and climax. It was reported that!
Mr. Ruffo, who probably can sing louden
than any man now on the operaticj
stage; Mr. Ruffo, whose voice In volume far surpasses that of the once
celebrated Sig. Bimbinger. and even>;
that of Stentor, the Grecian herald,
*
That had a brazen voice.
And spake as loud as fifty men."
Was about to leave the company now
reat the Manhattan Opera House.*
porter rushed to question him. Mr.
Ruffo denied the truth of the report.
He spoke, fervently of his "pleasant
associations.'' "Miss Mary Garden, shel
.Mrs Hammerstein, she is
Hp splendid.
nderful. T h« ,*^y^|±ft" >''<ug CjomJ

A

j

i

j

'

j

A

This reminds ono of the Frenchman,
who, seeing Niagara, exhausted all the
'adjectives of wonder and praise, and

"By

said:
rate."

jflnally
(first

"As She

gar,

he come

don't go there with the understanding
that you are to wear a muzzle.

Spoke"

Is

the World, Wags:
Since linguistic conundrums are having

As

your column, and some of
your correspondents are discussing "but
what," will somebody account for the
almost universal preference for the awkward "cannot but," instead of the simFor example:
ple, direct, "can but"?
cannot but believe, etc"; meaning,
'I
From
virtually, "I can but believe."
Shakespeare down, through Addison, De
their

day

In

Qulncey, Carlyle, et

HILLDOC.

down

True Patriotism
As the World Wags:
At the surrender of the German fleet
was arranged that its officers and
it
men should bo returned to Germany in
British transports, manned 'In part by
American crews.
After one such trip a Limie A. B. and
an American gob were called before a

we

find it. I
lexicologists split a
al,

know, of course, how
hair on the different shades of*meanlng
in the two idioms; but, generally, the
simpler form would carry the meaning

court of inquiry on the charge of assaulting a German officer.
Asked to tell hl9 version, the Limie
"Well, sir, you see 'twas this
replied:
way. Me and my pal here were a-coming down the deck where this here officer was learning against the rail smokfhg a cigarette. Calling us over he said:

Intended, so why not use it?
I am waiting, also, for somebody to
have a fling at that active youngster,
"intrigue," already assuming airs not
justified by its pedigree; and at the vulgar upstart, "enthuse," which is becoming a general favorite (sometimes appearing even In The Herald), although
not yet admitted to the refined society
of the dictionary makers, except as "colloquial." A few years ago it wasn't there
at all, and a few years hence will, no
worry?
doubt, be in good standing.
G. WADLIN.
Boston.
Our correspondent says that the verb
"intrigue" Is already assuming airs not
Justified by Its pedigree, as, probably.
The
In the phrase "It intrigues me."
present use Is a revival of an ancient
one. In fact the oldest, for as early as
1612 the transitive verb meant to embarrass, puzzle, perplex; also to trick,
deceive, cheat; but there is no quota-

Why

HORACE

tion

from any author

day for you
I suppose this. Is a happy
boys, but if you want to" know my opinBritish navies,
ion of the American and
that's what I think of them,' and he
continued, 'as
'And,'
he
overboard.
spits

Admiral Sims and Admiral Beatty
that's what I think of them.' and
he spits overboard again. 'And as for
Lloyd George and President Wilson
and he
that's good enough for them,'
spits overboard for the third time.
"Well, sir, me and my pal here don't
care what he thinks about the Ameri
can and British navies and their ad
mirals. and we don't mind his reflec
Presitions on Mr. Lloyd George and
dent W.lson, but damned If we will have
for

why

of repute In sup-

port of this definition given in the OxThe first quotation
ford Dictionary.
with reference to the now common
carry
on underhand plot"to
meaning,
ting or scheming," Is dated about 1714.
"It intrigues me" le a vile phrase. Still
viler Is the word "enthuse," which we
regret to say was coined In the United
States.
The Oxford Dictionary was

weak enough to admit it, and "U. 8.
or humorous)" added to the
(colloq.
the reception.
In Bulwer's "Parisians" the verb Is put
Into the mouth of an American: "I ad-

word does not atone

for

fcf
Some were

taboo for

few of the old faminil
They have always run them and
lies.
they Intend running them even If they
are no better run than they are being*
run In other towns of Massuchu >etts.
But isn't it barely possible that the
will be

'disappointed In getting the "right kind"
If he must bo content to have eyes and
see not, ears and hear not and a tongue
Especially the latter.
ind speak not?
The right kind of a doctor will brin*,
conservative West
and
Into beautiful
I

l

I

larger sense whence and
prevalent Idea that doctors
thould'not mix in politics? Why are politics the special prerogative of lawyers,
Have
plumbers and labor delegates?
they been so successful '.n conducting
be
should
doctors
our affairs that we
content with taking our politics from

why

a

the

It Is true that we have political
doctors who are constantly going about
trying to put over certain things for a
certain few of the profession and usually
making a mess of It for all concerned.
But why should not doctors take an
Interest, whose knowledge of people Is
accurate and Intimate and who see more
clearly, I think, than any one else that
there can be no prosperity worthy of the
neme that all do not share.
But In closing just a hint to West
Stockbridge or the doctor who may be
To the one:
ti-inklnir nf locating l^er*'.

them?

see

women

were thrown Into ah
outbursts or
ecstatic state by furious
•temperament."
Cleveland orchestra were young
In the

women: a

first violinist,

a

possibly one

a viola

player,

or two others.
to the signi
We have been accustomed
Symphony
of female harp players In a
not be
there
should
Why
orchestra.
are
women In the string section. If they
orchescapable? In Colonnes's famous
four
In
1*8.
Paris,
tra at the Chatelet.
first
young women sat with the male viosecond
violins and four with the
women.
were
harpists
The two
lins
horn
On one occasion we saw a woman
orchesplayer In the Boston Symphony
t
none
was
performance
tra; the
flutist;

Boston.

"Bloody"
As the World Wags:
Speaking of "bloody," I was reading
a copy of Brighouse's play. "Garslde's
Unfortunately It
Career," last week.
was a borrowed copy and has been returned, so I cannot cite you the page.
"Bloody" occurs In the text, but atten-

was called In a footnote to the fact
that the word must be omitted In presentation, as the censor had ellmlted It.
Within only a few months the word
was passed by the censor in Shaw's
••Pygmalion." Perhaps Mr. Shaw's own
Flawner Bannal was acting as censor

tion

and applying

his

famous

critical princi-

It's by a good author, it s a
good play" to words.
SHEKWIN L. COOK
Boston.
AH up for Mr. Cook. He returned a
hoi rowed book.— Ed.

ple:

"If

Harry

Gilfoil

As the World Wags:
In re Harry Gilfoil, mentioned by your

correspondent, L. R. R. Gilfoil appeared.
In Boston
If my memory serves truly,
"Woodland," at
in a musical comedy,
of
the Tremont Theatre in the summer
Didn't lie sing a rollicking song
1904
high
so
flew
never
It
bird
entitled_"A
in that show?
it dIdnT have to light''
E
Boston.

"Jerry" or "FriU"

war
In the little dictionary of English
Feb.
slang published in The Herald on
CBoche
German
ttle
4 we find: "Jerry,
hardly used)."
William P. Sims in the Baltimore Star
June 22, 1917: "To the English Tommy

is
is a 'Fritz' and 'Fritz' he
Canadians. The Scotch call hlnj
French
the
after
(probably
an 'Allyman'
•Allemand ) but he is nobody to the
"
Irish but a 'Jerry.'
The Independent (N. Y.) Nov. 16, 1918:
But we haven't space to print all that
our men say about Frits— or Jerry as he

a German

,

to the

Is

oftener called now."

Vincent de P. Fttzpatrlck

more Sun,

Oct.

27.

1918:

In

|

I

\

the Balti-

"The Ameri-!

broke the morale of the Hun.
cans
they 'got]
In the slang " of the day,
Jerry's goat.'
to
indebted
are
notes
we
For these
Words
Dr. C. Alphonso Smith's "New
Self-Defined" (New York 1920.)
.

.

•

German War Slang
As the World Wags:
been
Since no answer seems to have

suggest .that "Gerjnan 'War
I
Words' " is In Modern Language Review (to be seen In the Boston Public
GerLibrary) 1919. XIV, 87-98; Notes on
man Naval Slang During the War,
given.

ditto

XV.

1920,

94-97.

More

generally.

There is a curious remark about
speech
female Instrumentalsts In the
Castlgllone s
of Julian de Medlcls In
In
Venice
at
"II Corteglano" (printed

"LandSprache. Zeichen und Poesle der
Gross) had a second
strasse ... (by
Sprache
edition in 1919; Die Jenlsche
In
by E Wlttich. ed. L. Gunther) was
und
Anthropologic
Krlmlnal
A i shl v fur
97Krimlnallstik. 1915. LXIII. l-«.

1528).

37>-396-

*

showing the opinion held at that
Julian would have had a woman
with
even in exercises meet for her, act
and with the soft mild"needfulness
the
ness that were comely for her.
"Likewise the instruments of music
ought
which she useth (In mine opinion) with
Imagine
to be fit for this purpose.
it
matter
unsightly
yourself what an
tabor
were to see a woman play upon a
trurnor
or drum, or blow into a flute
and this
pet or any like instrument:
them
because the bolsterousness of
that
away
doth both cover and take
forth
so
setteth
which,
aweet mildness
every deed that a woman doeth.
or
Yet in that century the Duchess
comFerrara had her own orchestra,
posed of women. And have we not seen
angelic women
In painting and sculpture

time.

"

1

blowing

celestial

trumpets?

The Manly Art
As the World W«ags:
what Billy
It was a pleasure to read
Hamilton wrote for The Herald about
not read
the Jack Sullivan fight. I did
hope they
the other newspapers, but I
style
were equally severe on the present
If the
of boxing matches, or fights.

Stockbridge wider and more modern
views of life, some of which might be
better than the time-tried views of Its
political sages and if he is the right
kind he will wisely or unwisely make an
effort to get them before the people. In
doing so he will of necessity mix in
politics.
Hut In

to

Kapelle from
New Yorkers

the. select

good people of West Stockbridge

surprised

een

-

'

£ z

women and

About West Stockbridge
As the World Wags:
•'West Stockbridge wants a resident
doc' or, but he mu t be the right kind—
good mixer who does not mix In local
politics."—'Bos' on Herald of Feb. IS.
Just why shouldn't he mix in local
politics If he is a good mixer and Is the
right kind? It must bo either because
the purity of the politics would be sullied by the doctor or the purity of the
doctor would be sullied by the polities.
Or, possibly, as remote alternative polIs

r

chestras composed solely of
sat with men.
In orchestras where they
the Bos(A good many years ago, when
by Mr.
ton Symphony orchestra, led
perGericke. gave extremely polished
that
formances in New York, a critic of
Hender-j
Mr.
witty
city-was It not the
visson?-referred sarcastically to the
his Dsmenitors as "Herr Gericke with
Boston"-for even then the

ern friends must have a new word to
express the agitation of soul to which
this one would seem to Indicate that
they are peculiarly subject, let them
say that they are 'enthus asmed.' "—Ed.

West Stockbridge

Yr

orin the visiting Cleveland
in Boston
chestra, but for a long time
women have shown their skill In or-

*

In

UTv-DAV.

players

enthuse a little" Is
;mt he began
quoted from Judge Grant's "Confessions
Notes and Queof a Frivolous Girl."
ries quoted an Ohio newspaper of 1869.
Richard Grant White protested over 60
years ago against this verbal abominaMlculous word is an Amerition: "Th'
cans™ in ugue in the southern part
never heard
I
of the United States.
or saw It used, or heard of Its use, by
any person boi n and bred north of the
1'otomac ... It (the verb) was plainly reached by the backward process of
unking somo kind- of verb from the
noun 'enthusiasm,' as 'donate' was
farmed from 'donation.' If our south-

but

OUR ocean."

Boston.

to

itics

a-spittlng into

him

fight!" It certainly would have
a treat if Sullivan had had an
a
is
It
opponent equally scientific.
shame to see a sport capable of great
benefit degenerate in such a blundering
DR. W. E. CROCKETT.
way.

Somo

;

word suits one better. I wonder if the
old
commissioners of the sport are
to
enough and sufficiently experienced
the
that
attempt a reform. It is said

suited;
present patrons of the game are
some
that what they want is action,
can
that
Well,
blood, and a knockout.
the
way;
scientific
in
a
all be furnished
shown
wild enthusiasm over the skill
atI
proof.
bv Sullivan was sufficient
purpose
tended the show for no other
any
than to see If the new style had does
show with the old. Believe me. it visit
to
time
had
and
early
not I went
rightly so
the dressing rooms; they are
No stage star has more of a
railed.

most of

it

useless,

needless.

make-up,
same,
The other matches were much the shoula blow and a clinch, heads and

Judge,
ders looked together, and, as 1
dying any
both eyes shut tight, arms
pulled
were
men
and all ways, until the
fighting
apart, and then the so-ealled
ono
to
repeated. I could liken it only
two cows In a fight; they iock
thing,

R

.

LXrV,

128-183. 296-366;

1916,

LXV,

Doubtless there
XI-® ending the series.
I made
have been other Items of which
will hold
no minutes, but "I guess this
"°
AAB.
!"
u
Boston.

CHARLES-EDWARD

"Reuben" on Billboards
As the World Wags:

Back

in

my memory

there

Is

lodged

a rhyme that used to
or more years ago on the adbillboards of the middle West.

the recollection of

appear

30

vertising

T

Reuben. Reuben, I've been thinking
What a fine thing it would be
were drinking
If the people all
Cherry R'Pe. like you and me.
soda fountain conother
were
There
adapted -the Reuben
that
coctions
VO r. ns, I believe.
„.,„_,.
THE BUCKEYE.
Boston
Perhaps the Reuben period is
Pi, 8.
,

over,

how

oyer.

